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I purchased a Classic Prius (hybrid-electric, fuel-efficient, super-ultra-low-emission vehicle)
back on 9/9/2000 and drove it in Minnesota until I replaced it on 10/23/2003 with an Iconic
Prius (which was even cleaner and more efficient). Then on 5/26/2009, I upgraded to a 2010
Prius (for amazing efficiency). Following that on 2/29/2012, I got my first plug-in model
(pushing MPG significantly higher). The big upgrade happened 4/01/2017, when I replaced
the PHV with a Prime, trading 11 miles of EV driving for 25. This book documents those
personal thoughts & experiences.
From: 1-25-2014 to 1-28-2017
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1-25-2014

Banning Hybrids. When someone outright hates hybrids and regularly attacks the
forum, how do you respond. This particular individual goes well beyond the typical
troll. His motives are obvious too. He's a strong supporter of diesel and sees the threat
hybrids, especially the plug-in models, are to him. This is what we got yesterday: "I
would simply ban all hybrids from using the chargers." It was on a new thread
discussing how a limited number of chargers should be used when the population of
plug-in vehicles exceeds them. Some of us are amazed by his outright discrimination and
choose to carefully think out responses. Here's mine: Banning all plug-in hybrids would
be telling those living within EV range, too bad. And what about those who live just a
little beyond it and barely use any gas? You'd also be catering to EV owners who have
capacity that greatly exceeds their commute distance to recharge, even if they don't need
it. When someone chooses to purchase a vehicle with a plug, they should have the
opportunity to plug it in. Ride share programs have been available for decades. Why not
start a plug share program? You get a number of plug opportunities per month. Owners
find ways of making it work. After all, how many hours to you actually need to be
plugged in? Count & Duration can easily be limited by the chargers. Think about it. If
you are given 4 hours to recharge and don't unplug & repark before that session expires,
another session is deducted from your account. If you repeatedly violate the opportunity,
you aren't given more sessions later. It's not complicated and there's no need to ban.

1-25-2014

Banning People. What happens when the posts are on the topic of discussion, when
members there simply don't like certain suggestions? Some cry out for the person to be
banned, even when they are polite & constructive. It's how some deal with change, or in
this case, the lack of... "I agree about the right to express one’s opinion. I'd even go so
far to say we NEED people like him." That was specifically about a friend of mine. I
was mentioned in an earlier post, but with hostile intent. This kinder, more objective
response resulted. I replied with: The sense of balance and willingness to share goals
hasn't emerged yet, despite now being into the 4th year of sales. Those negative votes
are a clear indication the enthusiasts are still not ready to do what it takes to make a Volt
offering for mainstream consumer appeal. They thrive on the niche status. Becoming a
ubiquitous vehicle, one so common it ends up fading into the crowd, hurts the sense of
pride they've grown so attached to. Trading trophies for accounting numbers is a difficult
transition. Watching a vehicle be transformed from performance to practical is
something enthusiasts want to avoid. They hope for a miracle in the meantime, to
prevent having to give anything up. The word "compromise" has been given a bad
stigma, rather than it meaning mutual concession. At some point, you have to draw the
line though. Choosing to ban certain input, despite those suggestions already having
already proven successful, is a choice available. That means forging on
alone. Accepting the risk of taking on different goals, despite massive competition
(traditional vehicles), is something others have chosen to avoid. Alliance with other
plug-in owners has been easy with all but Volt. Why? Do they fear no longer standing
out is too great of a loss? Unwillingness to acknowledge middle-market purchase
priorities was big a problem in the past. Is it still? What will it take to recognize need?
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1-25-2014

2014 Change. The new year certainly has ushered in change. Discussions have
transformed. Who would have thought efforts to forge an alliance would return? I had
given up on that years ago. But when that moderator of the daily blog intentionally
stirred by pot by declaring Volt a niche and asking if it would remain that way, it
definitely ruffled some feathers. The thought of competing head on with traditional
vehicles is not something they are not ready for yet. That's quite obvious. So on the
other side, the effort to find cooperation at charging-stations with other plug-in vehicles,
is an issue they aren't even addressing. The choice of Volt enthusiasts to isolate from
everyone is drowning out the few Volt supporters who would like the mutual aid. It's a
dynamic none of us have dealt with yet. There's both cheerful willingness and staunch
resistance. I get the impression that's a sign of progress. In the past, fierce denial of the
need to change resulted in an abrupt abandonment. Those who fought against no longer
feel welcome, since everyone else accepted change. We'll see. The year certainly is off
to an interesting start.

1-25-2014

Too Little, Too Slowly. That concerned wasn't taken seriously, right from the
start. Such heavy focus on the looks of Volt was a big clue of problems to come. The
disastrous "230 MPG" campaign overwhelmingly confirmed it. What a mess? Not even
being able to get past such basic misinformation should have set off alarms; instead, the
downplay began. It kept getting worse. How could they not see that was slowing down
the progression? Of course, upon debut, they were already shifting focus to the next
generation. Slowing down acceptance by adding another 5 years is far too long of a
delay. Yet, that was the path chosen. Consumers ended up with little in return. Hope
rapidly faded. 3 years later, the thought was attitude would change and the stumbles of
the past would have long been forgotten. You know, acknowledge mistakes and move
on. Instead, they still resist. Making adjustments to match preferences of your target
audience is a basic business fundamental. Didn't any of the enthusiasts take an
economics class? What the heck? True, my bachelor's degree includes a business
minor. But you'd think that knowledge wouldn't take a college focus to
understand. Hmm? You'd think observation of the market itself would inform you for
changes that need to be made to attract more sales. Apparently, that's not the case. Of
course, there are some who are too stubborn or too proud to admit when a mistake was
made. Errors happen. Get over it! Calling for delay and hoping for a miracle in the
meantime isn't a good plan.
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1-26-2014

Caught Misleading. The spreading of incorrect information generally comes in two
flavors... intentional and transposed. The first is an obvious attempt at
greenwashing. Sadly, we encounter than far more than you'd like to think. Thankfully,
that's relatively easy to deal with. The next isn't as nice or as simple to overcome. It's
when the poster mixes up details. They'll user wrong quantities and mess up timing. In
their mind, the information is correct. I know when they are wrong. It's just a quick
search of my blogs to confirm that. The facts are spelled out in great detail, documented
when those events happened. Trying to recall them years later is prone to
problems. Looking up the history written as it was happening is far more
accurate. Some get irritated when caught misleading. Some make up excuses. Others
pretend it never happened. Here's an example of some misleading I had to deal with
today: "As I remember the Prius in it's early years got a tax rebate which could be
carried forward." This particular one was complicated by being so blatantly vague. But
in the context of the posts it immediately following, the intent of greenwashing was
obvious. I responded to that with: There was only a $2,000 tax DEDUCTION for the
first 5.5 years of sales. That worked out to $300 to $400 for most of the buyers back
then. The $7,500 tax CREDIT for Volt is dramatically more. When Prius did finally get
a tax CREDIT in 2006, it was only less than half that amount ($3,150) and was only
offered for the first 60,000 sold per automaker. GM gets 250,000 right from the
start. Expecting more on the road as a result is reasonable... which makes designation of
"niche" an admission of not being up to the chore... which explains the posting behavior
seen on this topic.

1-27-2014

Chapter Closed. Remember the "up to the chore" nonsense over a decade ago? It was a
lively discussion thread that went on for 1.5 years. The propaganda of the time just plain
could not get hybrids to die. No matter how hard they tried, proof that they were capable
continued to come in an mess up their arguments. I had never seen desperation on that
scale before. It was amazing, especially from the eyes of an active participant. The same
thing happened again, but this time it was a different outcome... well, sort of. Rather than
traditional vehicles leading the fight and losing, they actually won. Volt is technically a
hybrid. GM declared this generation a niche. That official word of not being able to
compete in the mainstream arena was taken two ways. Those who strongly believe Volt
can with modifications look forward to the next chapter to begin. Those who feel the
sting of defeat wanted someone to blame & punish. That meant Prius and those like
myself would be relentlessly attacked, faced with having to deal with the same kind of
desperate lashing out we've become all too familiar with. It was nasty, for them. We
actually got compliments for remaining civil. Stay calm & polite makes a very good
impression while at the same time allows the attacker to vent and tarnish their own
image. There was definite anger this time... because Prius is a hybrid, yet it won. The
fight against traditional vehicles is no where near as simple as certain individuals
believed. And despite being warned, they ended up learning that lesson the hard way.
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1-28-2014

Parting Thoughts. This is what I posted as parting thoughts on that explosive "niche"
thread: For over a decade, the definition of mainstream has meant monthly sales here of
at least 5,000 and the definition of niche was simply not being enough to be
mainstream. Prior to Volt's rollout, GM set that very target (in terms of 60,000 per
year). The reason made sense, volume is required to achieve production cost savings...
since automakers are publicly-held for-profit businesses... and none of the excuses or
claims otherwise will change that. As for the "compared to approximately 5 for
electrification" comment, I continue to be astounded how GM supporters refuse to
acknowledge the past. Development of EV1 began back in the early 90's and work with
batteries & motors carried on throughout the 00's with BAS and Two-Mode. Their fuelcell vehicles were electric too, which included battery-packs. We all know what needs to
be done at this point. Cost must come down dramatically. To break out beyond niche,
there is no other way. How well the technology works doesn't make any difference if
few actually purchase it. That means reconfiguration is needed to appeal to buyers of
GM's high-volume vehicles. They are the market for the next generation of Volt. And
since we are finally closing this chapter, to all those who swore this situation would never
happen, I suggest taking a course in business economics. You obviously have an
excellent handle on the engineering, but it's overwhelmingly clear the influences of
consumer behavior were not understood.

1-28-2014

Ironic Timing. Or was it? We know that Toyota was keeping a distance from
GM. They've done that several times in the past. We've seen it with both Ford &
Honda. That's a wise business move. If something goes wrong with consumer
acceptance of a competitor's product, you don't want to be included simply by being in
the wrong place at the wrong time. Heavily promoting Prius PHV while Volt was
struggling with problems on several fronts was obviously a good thing to avoid. In the
meantime, real-world data could be collected in mass quantity. That's priceless. In fact,
it is one of the most important aspects of having a successful rollout. Anywho, a little
more detail about the next generation of Prius was offered by Toyota yesterday. The
timing was fantastic. Volt never materialized as a "game changer" like Prius. That
leaves the path wide open for Prius to face the challenges of generational improvement
head on. Cost is a very big deal for Toyota too. Refinements to the hybrid system design
will help to achieve that. Increasing the value of the vehicle itself will too. Toyota will
achieve that by delivering higher MPG through the increasing of thermal efficiency for
the engine. At the same, there will be weight reductions. Switching to lithium batteries
will be considered too. The goal is to make the next Prius directly competitive with
traditional vehicles to the degree that it can no longer be argued reasonably. And that's
without gas prices going up. If they do, favor swings toward Prius even more. I find it
interesting that diminishing returns hasn't become too much of a struggle yet. Of course,
it won't matter as much when the next generations successor comes about. At that point,
the idea of plugging in will be common. Plugging in offers opportunity for further
enhancements. But for now, we still need to way. This one is expected the end of next
year. What do you think of that timing?
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1-28-2014

Still. Some of the issues still remain. You wouldn't think things like this could persist
for so long: "Nobody cares anymore about a few more mpg in the Prius. Toyota, stop
chasing diminishing returns..." when there are others saying this: "If only Volt had a
proper modern hybrid-oriented engine, they'd have got one of those instead. A gas
engine that could get 50+mpg highway would have sold them." Making hybrids stand
out from traditional vehicles is a must for those who understand the market. But then
again, some people don't bother actually reading what's published. They just post
comments to belittle & insult. Both quotes were in response to an article with this after
the introduction: "Keeping cost down will be one of the major concerns of the new
Prius." The method of reducing costs highlighted was the making the system smaller &
lighter. That naturally results in improved efficiency. It's that lack of understanding (or
caring to understand) that is still a major problem. You'd think something as simple as
meeting the 50 MPG target would be a no-brainer. Currently, the highway rating for
Prius is 48 MPG. Squeezing out 2 MPG is well under the diminishing return
threshold. In fact, it's only 4% more. The size & weight improvement alone could
achieve that. The article also mentioned the engine refinement. That too will deliver a
few more MPG. Combined into the next generation, the reasoning to purchase a Prius
becomes easier. After all, traditional vehicles continue to represent major competition.

1-29-2014

40,000 km Report. 2 years of ownership and that many kilometers of driving prompted
the report. It was from a Volt driver... one who absolutely hated me... which makes this
particular situation quite ironic. His main complaint was the technology works well, so
well, he's frustrated by how slow and how little GM has done over the past 3
years. Sound familiar? Even the most staunch owners are now recognizing the "too
little, too slowly" concern. That select group absolutely refused to acknowledge the
barriers Volt faced back when I was pointing them out. Now, in a very humbling way,
they've learned I really was sincere and all along just wanted to help out. Being
vindicated like that is strange. I hadn't even expected the denial to get so bad. What a
relief that it's now over. The realization of things going bad with Two-Mode wasn't
anywhere near as bad. Enthusiasts just faded away back then. This time, it was
continued fighting for a dead cause. The next Volt will be so different, it doesn't even
make sense to associate it with this one anymore. That's why GM declared the first a
niche. Anywho, the other complaint was the size. It should have been bigger. The
legroom in back really was more of an issue than he wanted to admit, but ultimately
finally did. So much focus was put on performance, the most basic of requirements was
carelessly dismissed. Now the consequences of each of those choices along the way are
quite easy to see... 40,000 km later. Ugh. Why did it have to take so long?
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1-29-2014

Know Your Audience. That topic of marketing & economics sure is making its
importance known now. The example of GM having totally misjudged what people
would actually buy made itself clear with Volt. The regard for need was dismissed by
executives, engineers, and enthusiasts. The car delivered was based on want. Who did
they think purchases would come from? Sales of high-volume vehicles are that way
because they fulfill the requirements of those ordinary & plentiful
consumers. Remember when Prius was still perceived as "new" technology? The
primary reason automotive magazines published articles on it was the attention doing that
brought. Looking through previous copies, mention of mainstream vehicles was no
where to be found. They didn't write about Camry or Corolla. Their audience simply
didn't care. They knew their audience. It was the thrill of what the new technology had
to offer, not the performance in any respect. Volt enthusiasts didn't recognize that. They
seriously thought the average person would care... despite the fact that they didn't share
anything in common. It was yet another example of history repeating. Prius owners
knew the audience and tried to point out the mismatch countless times. Warnings didn't
work. They found out for themselves, the hard way.

1-29-2014

Mass Market. For the past 11 years, J.D. Powers has been conducting surveys on this
very topic. They know the audience and just published results of their most recent
findings. The top-5 priorities mentioned, in order of importance, for mass-market
vehicles were: 1. Gas mileage (fuel economy) 2. Reliability (freedom from
breakdowns) 3. The "Deal" (interest rates/rebates) 4. Exterior styling (design) 5.
Performance (power, handling, etc.) Seeing that easily confirms the
problem. Enthusiasts of Volt absolutely insisted number 5 was actually number 1,
performance was the key. They also claimed number 1 was meaningless, that electriconly miles were all that mattered. Of course, overall MPG is so random with a plug, they
couldn't promote a clear expectation anyway. Reliability never got mentioned, most
likely due to obvious added complexity compared to Prius. The allure of the tax-credit
was heavily flaunted, but the reality of its delay and the possibility of not being able to
collect due to AMT avoided. As for appearance, you know how that gets spun. Lastly,
note that size doesn't come into play when comparing vehicles of the same class. Long
story short, it's very important to know your audience.

1-30-2014

No Recharging. With the daily high temperature below 0°F, then need for heat has
prevented battery-pack capacity from being used entirely on my daily commute. I
haven't been recharging at work as a result. To my delight, that hasn't impacted
efficiency as much as I thought it might. After 50 miles of driving, each of those days
ended with MPG in the low 50's. The engine runs more to produce that heat, but it's not
in the on/off fashion people tend to assume. In actuality, the RPM is just higher at
times. That adjustment works well. Producing heat also produces electricity. So, there
really isn't as much waste as you would think. The hybrid system still proves quite
beneficial, even with such extreme cold driving conditions. I do miss Summer
though. The Prius always being dirty and virtually no outdoor activities is a sad. Of
course, a warmer Winter would do the trick. There's plenty of recreation possible when
the temperature is closer to just under freezing... in other words, 30 to 40 degrees
warmer. Waking up to -18°F is just plain nasty. But seeing the temperature still negative
when you drive home from work is even worse. Blah!
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1-31-2014

Plug-In Rage. That new topic has had an interesting thread going on the big Prius
forum. I added this to it: It's somewhat puzzling to read posts about whether or not
employers should provide the ability to plug in when there isn't even a requirement to
provide a spot for employees to park their traditional vehicles. No regulation or mandate
will make people to be civil with each other either. Good behavior comes from people
sharing a common goal, a clear & concise objective that benefits many. That's what we
need to find & spread. Waiting for the situations emerging to somehow work themselves
out on their own isn't exactly the approach we want. That's attitude is common though,
so it's understandable. But being reactive is not how change comes about. We need to
proactively seek out solutions. That requires actions like engaging other plug-in owners
by holding gatherings... because it obviously isn't effective to have direct confrontations
at charging-stations. Anyone remember how effective gatherings were, over a decade
ago when hybrids were still new? We're only now reaching the stage where our efforts
can even be effective. Getting over the chaos of initial plug-in rollout was rather painful
at times. Those first attempts unable to reach the masses resulted in disappointment &
resentment... something we don't want to carry over to the chargingstations. Recognizing what the mainstream actually needs has become easier. A big part
of that is getting away from the one-size-fits-all mentality. Notice how resulting
efficiency varies dramatically from owner to owner even with the same vehicle? That's
why what happens at the plug is such a big deal. Each person will have a very different
experience from the same recharge opportunity.

2-01-2014

Looks. This particular quote caught my attention: "Bought my Prius for what it can do,
not what it looks like." How can you resist that. I couldn't: It very refreshing to hear
that. Think of all the SUV owners who did exactly the opposite... the heavy-duty
suspension and high ground-clearance combined with all that power, wasted. Prius got
mocked relentlessly for many years due to its practical look. The hatchback screamed
convenience that no sedan could possibly compete with. To make matters worse, it was
the only midsize hatchback available in this market. They were all compact & subcompact back then. Add to that the 50 MPG owners were reporting, there was simply no
way to avoid all the negative attention the supporters of other automakers could dish
out. Mainstream vehicles have a familiar look anyway. That's what makes them
common and so easy to consider. With millions of Prius on the road now, other priorities
are what compel consumers to take a closer look to see what else it has to offer. Enjoy
your Prius. Take advantage of it like I do. Load up the interior with cargo, toss some
bikes on back or kayaks on top, then hit the road.

2-01-2014

Winter Driving. It's always nice to read a new thread posted by a new owner. Today, it
was a report of Winter driving. The results were quite pleasing. The excitement was
easy to see. In fact, a photo was even included. I welcomed the new forum member
with: Slow down from Winter's snow & ice certainly does have its benefits when your
driving a Prius. It's quite refreshing seeing MPG go up, rather than down, when there's
congestion on the road. Think about how the effect those same conditions have on
others. They grow increasingly frustrated. Some of that is the direct result of gas being
wasted. We don't have that with the hybrid system. It fact, I bet you may have had a
silly grin appear on your face at some point... watching the impact of the drive have a
positive effect on efficiency. Enjoy Winter, but also remind yourself what happens with
the arrival of Spring.
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2-01-2014

Looking Back. That chaos a week ago was nuts. Volt enthusiasts got so angry. Some
were absolutely furious. They lashed out at the only scapegoats they could find. I was
quite amused by the senseless reaction. What did that accomplish? Getting accused of
being a troll, even though my content posted was totally on-topic, confirmed their
responses. There are so many opportunities to do off-topic other times, but I
resist. Today provided an excellent example. There was a review of Cadillac ELR. It
overwhelming confirmed GM's stance on niche vehicles. It was pointed out how
Toyota's battery production (enough to deliver 1,000,000 hybrids in 9 months, which
they recently did) grossly outweighs GM's effort to achieve cost reduction. The
economy-of-scale benefit should be obvious; yet, some argue anyway. Some are deadset against smaller battery-packs. It's more evidence of how focus on engineering alone
has harmed mainstream penetration. Being business realistic isn't exciting. They always
wanted a vehicle that was exciting. Failure to recognize that would inevitably lead to the
outcome we now all see didn't matter. They kept contributing to their own demise,
hoping it wouldn't happen. Looking back, I was drawn by the opportunity to witness
such self-deprecation... again. Looking forward, I wonder how that failure to recognize
will change. Third time's a charm?

2-01-2014

Favorite Example. Looking way back over the years of chaos, the reoccurring theme
Prius antagonists posted (yes, Volt enthusiasts) was that technology had become
"obsolete". There was a deep denial to acknowledge it was actually "mature". That was
a dead giveaway they weren't concerned about mainstream offerings. When pressed
about the needs of middle-market, they'd reply with how electric purity will win people
over. They sincerely believed ordinary consumers were find a way of justifying the extra
expense. That level of differentiation is why there's been luxury brands for decades. The
majority of people are unwilling or unable to pay more, regardless of how desirable the
drive is. That's the way the real-world works. Not wanting to accept that has resulted in
serious disappointment... on their part, anyway. I'm simply pleased that's over and can
now reflect back upon their refusal to face facts. What a waste. We shouldn't have had
to go through that nonsense. Sadly, the warning signs we got from the Two-Mode failure
to sell well should have been enough. It too failed to address the needs of the
masses. I'm always amazed by hard the loss of perspective can cause such a mess. Oh
well. At least some of us know better.

2-02-2014

Better Understanding. We're moving away from struggles of the past caused by
misconceptions. Some of that comes from no longer having to deal with greenwashing,
the intentional misleading certain groups of people spread. Back then, people were
innocent victims, unaware they weren't being provided with correct information. Now,
it's more a matter of providing clarification. There's enough real-world data at this point
to make the greenwashing efforts suspicious. Phew! What a relief. This was the
response to one such situation today: "That's good to know, thanks! Pretty darn
clever." It came as a results of several Prius PHV owners providing detail about how the
battery-pack capacity is managed when the engine starts. Mine was: If you get an
aftermarket gauge, you'll be see that RPM is held to 1500 during warm-up. That's done
to help reduce emissions. It's achieved by drawing from the battery-pack at a higher rate
than in HV mode, hence EV range being burned during that time. We call that EVBOOST, since you aren't really in HV mode yet. It automatically switches over once
warm-up is complete, then works to restore the electricity it consumed during that time.
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2-03-2014

Plug-In Sales. The month-end results for the auto industry were revealed today. January
is always a rough one. Cold weather certainly doesn’t promote sales. It's uncomfortable
looking in dealer lots and no one wants to have to deal with snow & ice right away. So
naturally, the weather was the number one reason for blame of low sales. Most
everything was down. The few vehicles doing well were flat. In other words, those
results were quite predictable. It's been a challenging Winter so far. Looking at the plugin market, the three big players stirred online chatter. Leaf managed along just fine. I'd
personally say that’s extra impressive due to impact the heater makes on range, reducing
rather significantly. 1,252 wasn't too bad. Of course, the 2,529 sales from last month
(stimulated heavily by end-of-year tax-credit incentives) was obviously better. Volt
dipped to 918, making it a larger percentage & numeric drop from last month's 2,392
than Leaf. Both marketing & inventory were to blame for that. I'd say there was more at
play, but supporters disagree. Prius PHV, which is still only available in the 15 initial
rollout states, dropped from 919 last month to 803 in January. That lack of major change
was interesting. I'm not sure what the reason for that was. Perhaps buyers really do
understand how well the plug-in Prius copes with the cold. They may know that since
the engine has to run anyway, it's much more efficient then when the one in Volt runs. I
honestly don't know. But it sure is nice seeing MPG averaging above 50 even in the dead
of Winter. Hopefully, February will start steady growth. Expansion into other states sure
would be nice too.

2-04-2014

Growing Pressure. It looks like the sting of price (more importantly, cost) is becoming
apparent. More and more posts are focusing on that now with the topic of plug-in
sales. This is what I chimed in about today: "GM will face more price pressure from
more plug-in offerings as well. Hyundai-Kia will be bringing plug-in versions of the
Sonata-Optima in 2015. The hybrids are $25,900. I could see the plug-ins below the
magical $30k number." Volt supporters are well aware of how that "nicely under
$30,000" goal fell short. My way of stating that fact now is: All automakers knew the
importance of price and how big of a gamble it was waiting for battery cost to come
down, while hoping gas prices would remain relatively low in the meantime. They also
knew the true competition was traditional vehicles, not other plug-in vehicles. That's
why the PHV model of Prius was designed with cost being a very high priority... so it
could be in sold in high-volume for a profit. Toyota worked really hard to squeeze as
much as it could out of a battery-pack that would still deliver ample cargo space, hybrid
efficiency following depletion efficiency, and hit that magic price-point. The fact that
sales for it have remained relatively flat (rather than dropping) and the fact that rollout
beyond the initial states hasn't happened yet means there's potential for this generation,
no waiting. Pressure will continue to grow. Look at how strong of a hold traditional
markets still have on the market. They will keep pushing. It's not other plug-in offerings
you should be worried about.
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2-05-2014

Lease Replacements. Seeing some former foes turn in their Volt after the lease expires
and purchasing something else to replace it comes as quite a vindication. Some were
down right cruel. Now, they have abandoned the very thing they had so passionately
defended. A few have even sighted the same reasons I stated others would find
unappealing. Price and legroom in back have overwhelming been the most
common. They didn’t want to admit mainstream need was such a big deal. They truly
believe the performance aspect would justify the shortcomings. Being well-balanced,
like Prius, was uninspired & boring… or so they thought. It was a group-think trap they
fell into… and surprisingly admitted to the mistake afterward. That's why we can now so
solidly declare a new chapter having started. hey now understand the tradeoffs required
to appeal to the masses. Being extreme earns trophies. Being seemingly ordinary results
in lots of sales and sustained profit. Lease deals designed for short-term gain have
consequences… which are quite obvious to see now.
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2-06-2014

Success. The inevitable summary came today... It boils down to how success is
defined. We saw the problem right from the very beginning with "vaporware"
arguments. Most of the enthusiasts claimed that simply meant proving the technology,
demonstrating it was a viable option. But when pressed for detail, there was an obvious
effort to avoid providing any. They didn't see how it mattered and declared the requests
for clarification attempts to undermine. That gave GM free reign to do whatever would
draw attention. Warnings of the past were not heeded. Lessons from the failure of TwoMode to appeal to the masses were outright dismissed. The motto of "no plug, no sale"
emerged, making a bad situation worse. Heavy emphasis was placed on the purity of
electric-only driving and series-hybrid operation following depletion. The thought of
anything but electricity providing thrust to the wheels was deemed an attack on
Volt. Bringing up the issue of needing heat in the winter for both cabin & battery
resulted in hostile replies. MPG would be outstanding. Price would be easily
justified. They didn’t see how there could be any resistance. The thought of actually
defining success measured by sales was laughed at. That brought about the "vastly
superior" claims. It was an indication of history repeating. Enthusiasts just plain didn’t
care; instead, they mocked & belittled other automaker offerings. They truly believed the
technology alone would be enough to stimulate purchases in high-volume. Why would
anyone doubt strong demand? Pointing out concerns was assumed to be support for
another automaker. Remember how GM told us development would include
"transparency" of unprecedented level? Yet, whenever there were certain questions from
enthusiasts, like CS-mode efficiency, the answer was vague at best. Why didn’t those
responses raise any red flags? How come no one wanted to state who the target buyers
were? What should have been done when well-known contributors became
disenchanted? When was it clear that executives leaving the project indicated trouble
matching market need? Now, over 3 years after rollout, there are a few still making
excuses and defending the failure to understand the business of selling vehicles. We
routinely see examples of innovative technology failing in other industries. That's why
manufacturers don't bet the farm on a single product and strive to offer diverse
choices. GM decided to risk it all on an inflexible design, one requiring a large &
affordable battery-pack. That has proven unwise. Sales, even with a generous tax-credit,
have been well under expectations and nowhere near mainstream levels. Achieving
success isn’t as easy as earning engineering trophies. Enthusiasts learned that lesson the
hard way. A few still refuse to accept that reality. The business of appealing to ordinary
consumers not interested in anything but transportation with a good price is a substantial
challenge… like it or not.
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2-07-2014

Ugly Mess. This was my follow-up post on what's left of that daily blog, which features
many topics outside of Volt now: Unfortunately, looking back, we see that constructive
criticism about GM wasn't welcome either. The topic of non-traditional vehicles had
already become a polarized topic by the time Volt was revealed. GM's reputation for
"over promise, under deliver" had already been freshly reinforced by the struggles with
Two-Mode. It fell short on several goals. Volt was the ultimate diversion from that.
Tesla's competition made it all better. Having been burned so bad by Toyota, none of
that rhetoric was any surprise. Lutz had embarked on a major anti-hybrid campaign and
lost. Then he set out to trump hybrids with a superior design and lost again. Third time
had to be the charm. So right from the very beginning, we got lots of
cheerleading. Pointing out the past wasn't allowed. Questioning claims wasn't
allowed. You had to support the effort. Period. Red flags kept popping up. Those
warnings were disregarded. Touting the "vastly superior" design of Volt served to quiet
comparisons to Tesla and served as entertainment for mocking Toyota. Cheerleading
turned into hype. The situation degraded as details were learned. Many who had labeled
those asking questions as "trolls" vanished from discussions. They figured out the
promises wouldn't be delivered. Rollout confirmed that. It turned into an ugly mess. 3
years later, we find ourselves wondering what comes next for GM. Tesla has done
surprisingly well and other automakers are quietly attempting to emulate Toyota. What
does GM hope to achieve?

2-09-2014

Audience Search. Not being able to agree who the target market is for a vehicle dooms
it to fail. The meaning of "success" is not shared among all involved. Conflict with a
group of enthusiasts should be a red flag, a warning of mixed messages. Sadly, that's
been easily overlooked or dismissed. Instead, focus is still being diverted. This quote
from yesterday provided a great example: "There are 3 reasons I see for people buying
Prius. 1) Ignorance. 2) Brand Loyalty. 3) Snobbery. There is no possible way that
someone who does genuine research of the Hybrid Market in 2014 could come to the
Prius." That's hardly a ringing endorsement for Volt on a Volt forum on a thread
deciding between the choice of a Prius C or Volt. The very fact that the smaller model of
Prius could even be compared directly should highlight the internal struggle taking
place. We left the previous chapter with a "niche" status. This new chapter is off to an
interesting start. It's quickly becoming a search for an audience.
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2-09-2014

Short vs. Long. Far too often, we get narrow perspectives. Today, it was: "But more
competition from higher mileage cars really is eating into prius liftback
market." Encountering comments like that is quite typical. Hopefully, the reaction to my
response will be too. With expectations for Volt having fallen apart, there isn't much
arguing anymore. Taking the next step is quite a bit easier now that there's a good sense
of direction & speed. The chaos before sure didn't provide that. I'm thinking this new
chapter will be much different: Short term, that's a reasonable assessment. Long term,
more competition is a win for Prius. Counter intuitively, waiting for the next generation
is too. Other automakers pushing the shift away from traditional vehicles is how
penetration deeper into the market will happen. It's necessary for expansion. This
opportunity for catching up helps all involved. We obviously find the slow pace
annoying. That's how the mainstream market works though. The high-end niche can
move rapidly. But with the majority in the middle, speed of change is glacial. Paradigm
shifts means someone will lose. That means fighting for survival, even though the
inevitable cannot be avoided... only delayed. That's why Toyota's effort to offer an
affordable plug-in option is so important. They are well aware of how long it takes to
refine a design and not incur increase cost as a consequence. Being able to share
improvements with the regular model makes competing with the wide variety of
competitors, including their own traditional vehicles, is a major benefit. Notice how
much of a non-issue the switch to lithium has been so far. Both the 7-seat Prius wagon
and the PHV work well with it. Although still expensive compared to NiMH, the new
battery type has proven resilient in addition to being more efficient. Increased
competition will help drive down the battery cost. Toyota is positioning to take
advantage of that.

2-09-2014

Product Gap. This topic of Tesla production intentions certainly has stirred up some
rhetoric of the past. Remember a decade ago when Lutz launched his "stop gap"
campaign? It was a clear anti-hybrid effort to promote fuel-cell vehicles, a declaration to
end the consumption of gas. That fell apart. He got burned bad by Prius. When Tesla
came along, it was a golden opportunity for vindication. That ugly chapter from the past
would be forgotten by the way of crushing a bold, new, player with strong
potential. Volt would be superior, offering the best of both worlds. Unfortunately, the
realities of business crushed those ambitions. Volt created a product-gap instead. Price
was too far out of reach for GM's own customer base. It would be competing directly
with GM's other offerings. Despite countless warnings that would happen, hype clouded
judgment. When sales began, so did the denial. Purchases well under expectations
spurred the need for delay, making the product-gap worse and leaving GM with an
expensive niche. Meanwhile, Tesla continues to press on... leaving us all wondering who
the next Volt will actually target. The spin we now get from certain individuals confirms
the lack of clarity. The same market question will need to be asked again. It's quite
obvious that will be the source of trouble again too. Watch for it. Those vague answers
are a dead giveaway. Ironically, that's what enables Tesla to continue to be a "disruptive"
company. Each time detail is avoided, it strengthens them. Pressure is growing from
many directions. GM must offer something, anything, for the masses in the highefficiency category.
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2-10-2014

Power or Energy, not both. Upon reading the following quote (from the moderator of
what's left of that daily blog for Volt), I knew an explosive reaction was about to
occur: "An important consideration that people without a technical background don't
understand is that you can either have a high power or a high energy cell chemistry, but
not both. Since the battery pack in a plug-in hybrid like the Volt has to generate the
same power as a much larger battery pack in a pure electric vehicle, it has to use a low
energy cell chemistry." That came from Elon Musk back in 2009. He's the person
responsible for Tesla, well informed and passionately disliked by Volt
supporters. Getting such a comment from him was going to be a problem. It backed my
stance. So, they wouldn't like hearing from me at all. Who could resist that? I posted
the following: Thanks for digging up that quote. Having a source to refer back to about
that fundamental difference would have been handy. It's a factor rarely brought up in the
non-tech discussions. Ironically, engine running is often posted. But sadly is used as an
insult, rather than an objective comparison. GM chose to design a vehicle which
depended heavily on the battery-pack, doing everything it could to avoid starting the
engine. Toyota did the opposite, allowing the engine to start for the sake of maximum
overall efficiency. In other words, one automaker sacrificed electricity for the sake of
purity and the other decided sacrifice purity to avoid some losses. The reason for the
approach difference should have been obvious. It was to protect the battery-pack. Why
allow heavy draw knowing that accelerates deterioration? What is obvious is the
obsession with power. It doesn't make sense carrying around a engine if the point of it is
only for use after depletion, especially when supporters want a larger capacity batterypack to prevent ever having to use it. How many times have we seen "blending" labeled
as a shortcoming? That points it out as a strength for vehicles which include both a plug
and an engine, who's system is designed to squeeze out the efficiencies of each by using
them in conjunction.

2-10-2014

MPG not MPH. The hate really came out today. I innocently made a comment about
diminishing returns, how efficiency gain drops significantly after exceeding 75
MPG. The person who attacked clearly didn't read anything I wrote or even looked at the
link provided. Each of the line included in the quote responded to stated "MPG" too, all
in upper-case letters. He assumed "MPH" and the dozen who quickly voted positive for
his post did too. I was amazed at such a blatant attempt to greenwash and the lack of
integrity. Of course, that's why I never got banned. Me being detailed & polite is quite a
contrast to the Volt enthusiasts intentionally misleading. I later called that post out too,
pointing how the response was completely unrelated to the quote. They didn't
care. That's why this new chapter is so easy to see. There's a huge divide between those
trying to genuinely support the replacement of traditional vehicles and those who simply
thrive on pride & conquest.
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2-12-2014

Sighting. Well, that was quite unexpected. While taking a nice walk with my
sweetheart, she suddenly got excited and pointed. Having spotted another Prius PHV
before me came as a very nice surprise. With them still not available in Minnesota, it
isn't something you'd expect. But being that color unique to the plug-in model, it's
difficult not for it to not standout in the eyes of another Prius owner. Hopefully, when
the Winter finally melts away, there really will be a chance of more. Right now though,
forget it. Between the cold & snow, it's a miracle to be seeing a solid 60 MPG
average. That's half of what I saw during my best month last Summer, but remarkable
when compared to other vehicles... even hybrids without a plug. It's lonely still. But
with the chaos coming from the first chapter, it has been confirmed a wise decision to
wait. In the meantime, the few of us who do actually own one are gathering lots of realworld data. Remember the mess caused by rolling out without? Setting realistic
expectations is important. How many people really understand how Prius works in the
first place? Adding the plug option confuses matters. Thankfully, there are some of us
who know the differences well. Too bad I didn't actually get to meet the owner.

2-14-2014

Showing The Love. I watched the opposite this week, perfect timing for Valentine's
Day. There was a "recall" issued for the current generation Prius. It's actually just a
software update, providing preventative & longevity improvement. But the stigma of
updating is a major image problem for the auto industry. That's really unfortunate. Look
how widely accepted that practice is for phones & computers. People think nothing of
accepting them and they most definitely don't treat that as a recall. On-Going
improvements for vehicles is still thought of as a bad thing though. Why must we deal
with that rhetoric? The posts on the big GM forum and the big forum dedicated to Volt
were outright cruel. What I got a kick out of was the blatant effort to attack supporters. I
was called out by name, even though I haven't posted on the one in well over a year and
never on the other. Since I had established myself as a lightning-rod, an owner
spokesperson due to having so much real-world data easily accessible, they felt the
hostility was justified. They felt I could be blamed for Volt's struggle and wanted Prius
to suffer. I thought it was quite amusing how they misrepresented both me and
Prius. What was more telling though was how both threads abruptly stopped when it got
personal. True supporters of Volt understand the benefit of software
improvements. They also see what can be gained by having a well-known hybrid success
as an ally rather than an enemy.
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2-15-2014

You'll Know When. Setting proper expectations is a very big deal. We saw how much
of a problem that was for Volt, where hope had wandered far from reality. So naturally,
the topic of the next generation Prius is a popular one. There's over 1,850 posts on that
particular thread already. This recent comment caught my eye: "I am beginning to
believe that Toyota is experiencing problems meeting the expectations, including fuel
efficiency, handling, comfort and cost. The G3 was a wonderful achievement in all of
those area, and it may be very difficult to eclipse that success. OTOH, no other
manufacturer has been able to, although some are getting closer and closer." That
opened up the opportunity for me to set some expectations, especially having been
through this several times already over the past 14 years: Putting developing-market
expectations on a maturing-market will inevitably bring disappointment. It's not realistic
to think each generation will bring major improvements without something actually
changing. You can only squeeze so much out of a design. The engine/battery approach
will only take clean & efficient so far. There's nothing left to prove either; real-world
results ended all misconceptions. The next step is engine/battery/plug... which Toyota
already has a huge industry lead on. No other automaker is working so hard to squeeze
out so much out of so little. Dropping in a larger battery-pack is easy. Getting a large
return from a capacity of just 4.4 kWh is quite a challenge... but that's exactly what's
needed to not compromise on efficiency, handling, comfort, and cost. Thinking people
will suddenly embrace high-capacity batteries is futile. They won't, period. Look at the
computer & device industry. Large solid-state drives are clearly superior to traditional
hard-drives, yet they are still far from standard. People don't care how much more
robust, faster, and efficient they are. The cost just plain doesn't justify that. So, the best
to hope for high-volume market penetration with much smaller capacity solid-state on
common tablets for now... however, that is a sign of maturing. Seeing the plug-in Prius
emerge as an affordable choice, an option actually competitive with traditional vehicles is
what we should hope for. We'll obviously see design gains from the regular Prius. But
those will contribute to mainstream expansion and the reduction of guzzlers. The push
into new territory comes from adding a plug. Watch as the term "hybrid" fades
away. That's when you'll know it happened.
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2-16-2014

Only For Green. The online fighting has come to an end. We are seeing hypocritical
posts and childish parroting now. That's a sure sign nothing is left to say. It further
reinforces the reality of a chapter having ended. The audience has moved on and even
those extremes aren't drawing attention. I find comments like this interesting: "But, if
you look at Ford sales numbers, Energi isn't exactly selling like hotcakes, so Ford hasn't
exactly found the answer either…." They give the impression of being constructive, until
you look at the actual numbers. Being vague is the key to keeping discussions alive. But
at this point, even that doesn't work, which is why comments like this emerge: "You're
the person that shows up invited to a party and can't take a hint to leave." Making
opposing viewpoints feel unwelcome is nothing new. The catch is, the moderator shares
the same sentiment. Rather than agreeing with those everyday posters who just want
cheerleading, more and more evidence of a new chapter beginning is provided. It's an
obvious effort to get the discussions to change. I joined in by providing some
insight: There were 1,004 purchases of Ford Energi models last month. Comparing that
to 959 sales of Volt & ELR puts GM in the same, if not worse, situation. Taking into
account the reality that the GM plug-in hybrids offer $3,493 more tax-credit incentive
makes those Ford purchases even more meaningful. Then when you notice 471 of the
total 1,418 C-Max sales were the plug-in model, it really provides some
perspective. Volt was available for a full 2 years before the first Energi model
too. Seeing the latest Volt advertisement focus on range-anxiety and only the
cheerleading comments about it acceptable, tells an unwillingness to address the problem
of low gas-prices and high battery-prices. Using a double-standard to distract from the
"too little, too slowly" concern having been proven correct sends the message of genuine
trouble. Avoidance of an issue doesn't makes things better. This new chapter in the
history of Volt, having the current generation officially declared a niche, makes the next
offering even more of a challenge to face. Continued advertising to the EV market rather
than ordinary mainstream consumers would otherwise purchase a Malibu or Cruze
reinforces the "only for green" mindset. The step forward is appealing to the
masses. Not wanting to tackle that and just quarreling amongst ourselves doesn't
accomplish anything. We already know that production cost must be given high priority
and practically cannot be sacrificed. The expectation of high-efficiency (better than
traditional) following depletion is being sighted as important now too. Goals must be
clear and taken seriously. So far, that hasn't happened.

2-17-2014

BMW Plug-In. Some information about the expected plug-in hybrid from BMW was
provided. No, not that model which messes up the vague & misleading enthusiast
definition of EREV. It's their true plug-in hybrid. You know, a vehicle which blends
power-sources for the sake of achieving optimal efficiency rather than forcing electriconly power initially, sacrificing opportunity to use the engine. The detail we got came
from BMW. It was the result of some photos having been leaked. Rather than allow
hype and false expectations to emerge, they took advantage of the attention that had
garnered. We learned it will be provide roughly 190 horsepower and will likely use a
high-performance 1.5 liter 3-cylinder engine. The key is will look similar to the common
hatchback/wagon offerings we see now and the battery-pack will be in the 13-mile
range. Not intruding on cargo or passenger space is obviously an important aspect of
design... the very thing complained often about with Volt. Sometime the middle of next
year is when the availability is planned. That timing should make it quite interesting.
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2-18-2014

Meaningful Technology. It's nice when someone asks a constructive question: "What
*meaningful* technology lead is that?" With supporters claiming GM is a technology
leader, you have to ask what they are actually leading. I couldn't resist. Joining in was a
must: That's the magic question. We've seen many, many efforts to undermine Prius as a
result of asking. When all attempts to exploit misconceptions failed, they turned to
making "old" and "outdated" and "obsolete" references. When that hope to conceal its
maturity failed, they tried to spin the situation by using the "early adopter" label for
Volt. But after 3 years, still calling it that is too much of a stretch. So, the move has
been to ignore the regular model of Prius entirely, focusing on the plug-in model
instead. That's a complete reversal of original arguments. The reason why should be
obvious too. Toyota clearly stated goals for the regular model next generation. The
engine will be more thermally efficient. The hybrid system will be smaller &
lighter. The production cost will be reduced. The hope is to switch from NiMH batteries
to Lithium as well. Taking all that into account and the fact that United States annual
sales of the regular model have remained steady at 145,000 for the past 2 years put
supporters of Volt in a difficult position. They certainly didn't want to bring up the
compact or wagon models. And the hybrid Camry scares the heck out of them, knowing
its traction motor is nearly identical in size to the one in Volt. Toyota also offers an
AWD hybrid Highlander with a 3,500-pound towing capacity. Attacking the plug-in
model has been their only option available. Our encouragement to get GM to also offer a
variety of configurations continues to fall on deaf ears. After all this time, including 3
years of weak sales, some Volt supporters still don't want to acknowledge the need to
diversify. It's bizarre how they don’t want to see the benefit from offering the choice of a
smaller battery or a model without a plug, despite the growing pressure to meet CAFE
requirements and the requirement to deliver sustainable profit. Toyota has broken out of
the "only for green" stage, confirming that technology is meaningful. This new
commercial portraying Volt as an electric car with a backup engine leaves us wondering
who GM is attempting to appeal to. With the necessity of mainstream interest for highvolume sales, it assumes there’s ample demand for plug-in vehicles… despite the recent
trend and generous tax-credits. It would be great to see the masses flocking to plug-in
vehicles, but that isn’t realistic yet. It means the lead must come in the form of
companion technologies in the meantime. The approach of battery-advancement and
engine-refinement through vehicles without plugs was an aspiration GM shared with
Ford, Toyota, and Honda. GM's gamble to leapfrog of abandoning that design backfired
and supporters now feel burned. So, some are expressing their hurt & frustration by
lashing out rather than championing the next chapter. What a waste.

2-20-2014

Charger Failure. I got an email from the Prius, stating recharging had failed. That
certainly got my attention. With wet & heavy snow coming down, I wondered what
could have happened. I know plugging in at work wasn't out of the ordinary. Nothing
stood out in my mind. So, I walked over to investigate. Checking the plug, all looked
fine. So, I went into the ramp office to point out their first ever charging issue. They
said for me to play around and report what I discovered. Upon ending my efforts, I
returned the plug to the charger. It kept asking me to do exactly that, even after doing it
and rescanning my card. I went in and told them the unit had become confused, likely
needing a software reboot to get it back on track. They said it would be called
in. Nothing appeared damaged. So hopefully, the fix is that simple.
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2-20-2014

Industry Disruption. There are many innovations from the past that we can look back
upon with great favor, saying they were an obvious next step for an industry. Each takes
a collection of other new technologies combined to make an entirely new product which
causes a disruption in the industry. The intent is to cause the end of the current product's
production. Digital cameras are a prime example. The use of film by consumers ended
as a result. People switched to saving images electronically instead. That was a major
boom for those producers who could handle the change. Those who couldn't
disappeared. The technologies that didn't achieve change disappeared too. In fact, most
of the history and players involved vanish, especially the competition. DIVX is the
prime example of that. No, not the compression format we recognize nowadays. The
optical-disc. It was competition to DVD, introduced after DVD had established itself as
an industry agreed upon replacement for VHS video-tapes. The now bankrupt Circuit
City sponsored it, enticing movie studios to offer it as an alternative. They paid a total of
300 Million dollars to those interested to join. They pitched it as a copy-protected
format. The optical-disc could only be used when activated via phone-connection and
would only work for 48 hours. After that time, people would simply throw away the
disc. Back then, the late 90's, that meant a major opportunity to tap into the home-rental
market. Many saw it as expensive, complicated, and wasteful. Now with digital
downloads, the concept seems absurd... which is why barely anyone even remembers
it. Yet, it dramatically slowed down DVD production for nearly 2 years. It was a true
disruption which ultimately failed. How is Volt any different? It too is heavily
subsidized, uses a convoluted system, and isn't actually as efficient as it would seem. In
the meantime, it has slowed the progress of other plug-in hybrids. Look a Toyota, Ford,
and Honda's efforts. All use battery-packs notably smaller. Supposedly, bigger is
better. But evidence to the contrary is becoming easier to find. Just look at Hyundai and
BMW. They intend to offer plug-in hybrids with smaller battery-packs too. GM intends
to stick with a larger pack, despite sales being far below expectations and tax-credits
expiring. Remember what happened to Kodak from not embracing digital photography?

2-22-2014

41 MPG. There was lots of running around yesterday. It was annoyingly cold and I
didn't get an opportunity to plug in. Not being able to recharge and frequently having to
start up a cold engine wasn't the weekend I had looked forward to. But then again, that's
what real-world data-collection is all about. Fortunately, the results weren't too
bad. Getting 41 MPG was quite nice. Too bad this terribly long Winter continues to
drag on. Snow piles at edges of driveways have climbed as high as the lower branches in
the trees. That well above average. It obviously a big safety issue. Having to deal with
slippery & bumpy roads is bad enough. Spring sure is going to be nice. Thankfully, I
can plug-in most days in the meantime... twice, in fact. That boosts MPG into the
60's. Gotta like that improvement. It's way better than any guzzler could deliver.
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2-23-2014

Not Serious. Proof that things have changed (we started a new chapter) is becoming
very easy to find. In the past, there was so much rhetoric against the plug-in Prius, the
assumption was that Volt would naturally do far better. The catch was, the belief only
worked if you didn't include the regular model. It couldn't be part of the equation. The
enthusiasts of Volt kept claiming Toyota's efforts weren't serious. They didn't understand
how change really occurs though. Now, there's a "disgust" thread growing. The
supporters are sounding off about the observations of GM. It started with a commercial
for Cruze Diesel. The original advertisement stated "best mileage of any non-hybrid"
then later got switched to "best in-class mileage". Remember the big question of who the
market for Volt was? They now see the competition coming from within, not
Toyota. The very thing we warned them about is coming true. As a result, comments
like this are getting posted: "I have said before and I will say it again, GM has no interest
in selling volts!" I find that quite ironic, especially since I don't recall ever having read
that. Of course, many never wanted to acknowledge the leadership issue either: "It got
me thinking about whether or not GM will let the Volt wither on the vine... Half of the top
people that were responsible for the Volt are no longer with GM." My posts pointing
that out resulted in hostile responses. They'd keep posting information about promises
having been made about upcoming expectations, but wouldn't acknowledge those who
were responsible for delivering the improvement were no longer there. Without
accountability, it's really easy to abandon particular efforts. Plug-In support (both
marketing & financial) won't come from a regular hybrid either, since GM doesn't offer
one. There's literally nothing to leverage from. In fact, all there is available is a taxcredit which will expire during the sales period of whatever is offered next. Basically,
seeing the current loss of interest, GM will have to start from scratch. That
reintroduction of what's called "Volt" a few years from now will be a major effort. Think
of the competition then. Too bad things got so out of hand. Supporters trusted the right
decisions would be made rather than helping GM be better informed. They cheered each
step instead of providing constructive criticism. Consequences of that blind hope are
abundant. GM wasn't serious. Turns out, the enthusiasts weren't either.

2-25-2014

Focus Electric. Looking in the mirror, I saw a familiar but unrecognizable car
approaching. It was sunset. That made the LED stylelights really stand out. They were
unique, yet something about the vehicle kept nagging at me. As it got close to pass, I
could identify the Ford badge and noticed it had a door emblem. I quickly dismissed it as
saying "HYBRID". So, I kept looking, hoping to confirm it said "ENERGI". It didn't
though. It said "ELECTRIC". That took a moment to register. The car was one of the
rare Focus Electrics. With so few on the road, you simply never expect to actually see
one. That was cool. It did make me wonder. Why are there so few? Nissan sells far
more Leafs. Oh well. Not sure way. But that makes it official. I finally saw one.
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2-26-2014

Not Anymore. It's nice reading this from someone who had for awhile pushed in the
other direction: "This is no longer the happy go lucky community of first adopters. It's
back to the real world and it's a dog eat dog one." Some obviously pushed harder than
others. But it always came down to who each person considered the
competition. Overwhelming, owners of Volt considered the other plug-in vehicles. Now
they are only a tiny fraction, nothing to actually worry about. In fact, the spirit of
cooperation I had sought all those years ago is finally becoming realistic. They now
acknowledge the massive threat traditional vehicles pose. It's about dang time! I
responded accordingly: The warnings about "too little, too slowly" were not understood
and were often dismissed with an "early adopter" excuse. That isn't happening
anymore. I like this new chapter. Seeking out cooperation across automakers is
becoming realistic. Those seeking out solutions using electricity now recognize the real
threat is traditional vehicles, not other plug-in vehicles. It was rough initially. Back
when we were in the "only for green" phase, it was easy enough to just argue against
plugs using talking points without any merit. But now that 3 years have passed, there's
real-world data shaking out the unrealistic from the practical. Some feel threatened,
since they see the change coming. They fear the inevitable and lash out. We've seen a
plug-in owner get arrested for plugging in using an outlet without explicit permission,
even though that's a very common occurrence with cell-phones. Now we see someone
has intentionally destroyed a charger-cord. Meanwhile, former quarreling parties are
now trying to work out how to handle demand at the plug. Those are all examples of a
turning point having been reached. The choice of plugging in isn't anywhere near as
simple as had been portrayed. Competition will be much more intense. Look no further
than the computer market for a parallel. Remember back in the days when a system's
worth could be evaluated primarily upon processor-speed? Now, there are far more
configurations available and measuring performance varies dramatically upon
need. We're seeing similar emerge with plug-in vehicle choices.

2-27-2014

Honda Insight. The idea of an ASSIST hybrid never made any sense. It lacked the
flexibility needed. Not having a power-split device, instead being directly integrated,
meant missing out on efficiency opportunities. It also meant only a tiny electric-motor
could be used. There was no possibility of ever supporting a plug either. So, it was
doomed from the start. The fact that Honda was able to milk the design for over a decade
and provide some amount of competition was amazing. But with so few choices, the
challenge wasn't great. Things are different now. Honda has since developed its own
FULL hybrid system too. That made today's announcement quite predictable. Insight
production for the United States will end. It simply wasn't able to compete
here. 280,629 were sold worldwide last year, which is quite good. But only 4,802 of
those were purchased by us. That's so small of a number, it's just plain not worth the
effort anymore. Honda will focus on other offerings instead.
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2-28-2014

Starting Over. It doesn't take much to see that the first-generation issues for Volt are
now just a memory. That attitude of being vastly superiority is long gone. It's as if
someone pushed a reset button. Promises of the past have been abandoned. They've
started over. Posts are so vague, what to expect next is anyone's guess. That makes
sense too. All those years ago, the enthusiasts didn't anticipate the EV would be so
successful. The very idea of Tesla & Nissan holding on strong enough to show growth
potential at this point was a joke. Taking that possibility serious simply wasn't going to
happen. They also thought hybrids would be severely weakened at this point. Seeing
Toyota deliver 1,000,000 in just 9 months most definitely wasn't in their plans. So, they
have to recalibrate… without sounding hypocritical. They don't want to fall into the hype
trap again either. Somewhere in the middle there's a happy balance… the very target
Toyota has been aiming at all along. I like the fact that such information doesn't rouse
intense emotional outbursts anymore. Recognizing need is progress, long
overdue. Better late than never… even if it does mean having to start over.

2-28-2014

Tax Reform Act. Countless warnings that this could happen weren't taken
seriously. Finally, someone heard. Of all people, it was the last Volt holdout who voiced
some worry. But when the Ways & Means committee for the House of Representatives
brings it up, rather than Prius owners, the reason for concern is much stronger. I
responded with the news of the possible end of tax-credits for plug-in vehicles coming
this way: When the tax-credit for hybrids was offered in 2006, the expectation was that it
would quickly stimulate sales. The amount was $3,150 per vehicle with a quantity of
60,000 per automaker. In 2010, for plug-in vehicles, more than double the amount (up to
$7,500) and more than triple the quantity (200,000) was offered. Expecting to milk that
for 5 years was pushing it. Hearing that it could indeed end after 5 years shouldn't
surprise anyone, especially knowing the financial situation our government has been
struggling with since 2008. The need to proceed quickly was part of the economic
recovery advice provided. We all saw the possibility of incentive funding coming to a
end. Cost reduction is vital and you cannot wait until after the tax-credit has ended to
deliver it. The expectation has been to increase sales right away, to achieve some lower
prices through the benefit of high-volume production. What plug-in vehicles are in the
position to deal with that just 10 months from now?
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Business Realities. The topic of profit for automakers has been beaten to death, to the
point that even the most stubborn finally acknowledge the problems high-cost
cause. Some truly believe the "if you build it, they will buy it" model… despite countless
examples of that not actually working. In fact, there have been some monumental
failures of the past they simply refused to address. Thankfully, that's over now. We can
now move on to the other pressing matters. Yet another example of "too little, too
slowly" is the business reality of is the adoption of charging-stations. Those fighting
more practical plug-in hybrids, like Prius PHV, didn't realize they were shooting
themselves in the foot. Adoption of the plug by everyday consumers needed to be done
quickly; otherwise, issues unique to niches emerge. Lately, that has manifested itself
with the quarreling of who is "entitled" to plug, rather than finding a way to make it
work. As a result, some owners are having charging-stations removed. That's quite a
dramatically different outcome from the expectation of installing more. They are tired of
dealing with those arguments & complaints and don’t see the patronage benefit they had
anticipated. Things like this are exactly why the "vastly superior" attitude frustrated me
so much. With over a decade of hybrid ownership, I knew the rollout wasn't targeting the
correct market, which the masses needed to embrace plugging quickly.

2-28-2014

Quick Adoption. Fallout from 2013 will hurt some far more than others. Toyota
already has a profitable platform to leverage from. The key to greater market penetration
is using PHV to raise the bar. When mainstream buyers see the plug from time to time,
they'll look upon the regular model as the new normal. After all, we are well into the
21st Century at this point. Think about how much internet, phone, and television have
changed over the past few years. Being able to deliver an affordable plug-in model…
quickly and without tax-credit dependency… to reach those consumers is realistic. This
is why Toyota worked so hard to squeeze out a significant return from just a modest
battery-pack. The 4.4 kWh size was quite deliberate. It was small enough to be thought
of as an upgrade option, once the cost of lithium reached a profitable level… which
thankfully is right around the corner. The fact that the battery-pack is also small enough
to be totally concealed under the false floor without taking away from any of the open
cargo area is a nice bonus. The prototype models used a 5.0 kWh size, which did indeed
reduce the space for cargo. The change was a smart move, especially now knowing how
2014 looks to play out. Being positioned to take advantage of a paradigm shift is
important. Quick adoption of hybrids will catch some automakers completely off
guard. Think about those that don't have anything but a loss-leader to offer. They'll be
stuck trying to compete with only traditional vehicles.
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3-01-2014

Record Winter. It is still horribly cold. We are on track to setting some records for
coldest & longest in 35 years. The situation has been nasty. What a pain. To have to
deal with so many days below 0 makes it quite unbearable. Rather than a few cold spells,
it has been a endless string. The count will likely be 50 days this season. That makes
Winter really annoying. At this point, we should be enjoying signs of Spring. Instead,
there's only a glimmer of hope at the end of this next week and snow on each side of my
driveway piled taller than me. Blah. Thankfully, the Prius managed just fine. Averaging
a little over 60 MPG for the past 2 months is nice. I sure miss the efficiency warmer
weather brings though. With temperatures so far under the freezing mark certainly
makes that a challenge. There's simply no way to avoid having to turn on the heater right
away. That prevents you from taking full advantage of the plug-supplied
electricity. Fortunately, you still get a boost from it. But there certainly isn't any
opportunity to roll down windows yet. That aspect of Spring has been delayed. Winter
is still thriving.

3-03-2014

Long Ago. That antagonist from way back when Prius was first rolled out still trolls the
big forum. It's the same old message from the past. He pushes diesel and defends
Honda. That never ceases to amaze me how angry he gets with how all that played
out. Diesel has barely been able to maintain the status quo and Honda continues to
struggle with older designs. Thankfully, Honda has delivered a new design. It's much
better, so much so, the old is being discontinued. That admission of defeat has obviously
caused some upset. So naturally, he's lashing out at Toyota. It started with: "Wow.....
discontinued their CRZ and Insight. Now their EV. Who on earth is running Honda these
days?" Then ended with a sludge attack, concluding this way: "Toyota demonstrated
their warranties don't mean anything." It makes a person wonder if he'll accept change
in any way. Other intentional troublemakers fade away over time. He's firmly held on,
unwilling to take the next step. Will this move on Honda's part help? Who knows? I
responded with: That was a chapter from long ago, a past already overcome back when
Prius was rolled out here. How does it apply to anything now? So much has changed
since then, it's just a note in history. We could stir others from other automakers too, but
that wouldn't accomplish anything. Heck, for that matter, bringing up stuff from prior to
the market fallout doesn't necessarily apply anymore either. What's important are the
choices being made now, reaction to how the market has changed. We're seeing that
happen. Those decisions to compete with designs actually capable of competing directly
with traditional vehicles are vital and should be applauded. Posting dismay &
distractions isn't constructive. They are finally taking the situation seriously. It's a move
long overdue.
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EV Button. I thoroughly enjoyed the latest thread about the EV button leading to this
inevitable comment: "I still kind of wonder why the button is there at all though." It
provided me with the chance to post: The answer to that is quite obvious, once you step
back and look at the big picture... especially the history. Well over a decade ago, Toyota
delivered a FULL hybrid. That meant it had a PSD (power-split-device) which enabled a
wide variety of efficiency options, the flexibility to seek out opportunities. One of the
many abilities was that of electric-only propulsion. Back then, the threshold for it was 42
MPH. The redesign many, many years later changed that to 46 MPH... giving us a clue
that more had actually happened behind the scenes. Toyota had altered the carriers on
the PSD to allow a greater range of operation. They had added another carrier, changed
the tooth-count, replaced the reduction gear with another PSD, and increased the RPM
range of both the generator & traction motors. We now had an EV button. It worked
different than the EV we were familiar with though (often referred to as "Stealth"
mode). It delivered much more power, but the upper speed threshold was only 25
MPH. Research as to why revealed that it was a factor of battery draw. More electricity
meant more power, but it was limited to what the battery could deliver. Then came along
PHV, the plug-in model of Prius. It used a more powerful battery-pack. And sure
enough, both EV power & speed were increased... without any change to the existing
design. Sure, owners of the 2010 model (like myself) were able to find a practical use for
the EV button in the regular model, but that wasn't the point. It was simply a nice
benefit. Notice how often those desperate to discredit Toyota claim PHV was a scramble
to compete? They insist the plug-in delivered is just an afterthought. They refuse to
acknowledge it was part of the existing design, that the current generation took into
account the ability to support a better battery all along. Toyota understands the market
and is well aware of what it takes to counteract undermining, both intentional and what
comes about through assumption. The button is proof of that.

3-03-2014

Disappointed. There's no other way to describe the situation... which is why the word
"disappointed" was used a lot today. The numbers speak for themselves: Cruze
21,836; Equinox 21,587; Malibu 17,448; Impala 12,008; Sonic 7,586; Camaro
6,211; Spark 2,576; Corvette 2,438; Volt 1,210. GM's premiere high-efficiency vehicle
ranks so low on their car sales chart, there simply no way to spin the results in a positive
way. Into the 4th year of sales, seeing less than 1 per dealer per month is not what
anyone had hoped for. That's well below expectations for a one-size-fits-all
gamble. Without any other high-efficiency vehicle being offered, there's nothing to look
forward to either. This year is when the competition overwhelms Volt to such an
extreme we aren't likely to hear anything. The rhetoric is dead. Enthusiasts were warned
that traditional vehicles were the true enemy. They were told over and over and over
again that you couldn't isolate the plug-in market. They didn't care. They belittled Prius,
even though it had diversified to take on the challenge high-efficiency vehicles
faced. They declared superiority, even though ordinary consumers simply weren't
interested in an expensive compact requiring a plug. They dismissed need, even though
the requirements of business were made quite clear. The outcome of disappointment was
inevitable. How many monthly sales reports had to be given before they finally saw what
was actually happening? Today, we got the answer.
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3-03-2014

Tier-3 Emissions. The new standard was made official today. The final rule impact
analysis was 618 pages. The summary and analysis of comments was 982 pages. The
preamble of regulations was 1069 pages. Needless to say, there was quite a bit of detail
provided. Long story short, the new level of clean will become a reality in 2017. Those
who said what we have now is clean enough are scrambling. Clearly, evidence to the
contrary is overwhelming. It sure is nice seeing this happen. Far too often, the purpose
of hybrids reducing smog-related emissions is totally disregarded. At best, carbon
emissions are mentioned. But they have nothing to do with the quality of the air we
breathe. Far too often, carbon is used as a distraction with hope the smog type is
overlooked. After all, the days of diesel smoke & soot are gone. The problem now is
invisible, easy to forget about. Some of us remember though. In fact, we notice more
and more warning days during the Summer, when the elderly & young are told to stay
indoors and refrain from activity. Traffic continues to get worse too. The problem won't
get better by ignoring it or saying good enough. Vehicles put in service now will
continue to pollute for the next decade, making the issue a doomed situation if you wait
to react. So, the new Tier-3 Emissions standard is a welcome improvement. It will
require cleaner vehicles as well as cleaner fuel.

3-04-2014

Change. It's tournament time now. That meant the possibility of encountering vehicles
not normally in the area. Sure enough. Just as I was about to leave the highway, there
was Focus-Electric. It was brand new, still with a temporary license in the
window. Cool! A few blocks down the road, I parked. Along with the Leaf that I share
the chargers with daily, there was a Volt. Cool again! However, it actually parked right
next to the Leaf, taking the only cord available on that side... since the other is now
officially broken, awaiting a replacement part. That was the first time I ever saw the
sharing situation... 2 spots with only 1 charger available. Here in Minnesota, the market
is still quite limited. So, my curiosity was peaked. It seemed odd though that the driver
simply didn't park on the other side instead, since there are 4 chargers available
there. Fortunately, it didn't matter. They were able to share just fine. The Volt finished
before the Leaf actually needed to plug in. Cool.

3-05-2014

Groupthink. This turned out to be a nice wrap-up of recent posts, in favor of the status
quo, fighting those of us pushing for change: The constant effort to discredit has been
reasoned as a "groupthink" problem. How ironic. Usually, consensus is the desired
outcome. It's futile to believe the needs of the many don't actually have something in
common. Look at the ELR commercial. The controversy comes from intended
audience. Who? Isn't that the same question asked about Volt for years? Sadly, we did
know, but certain individuals didn't like the answer. So, they attempt to discredit those
asking. After all, that's what draws attention and stirs participation. It's too bad
constructive dialog hasn't been possible. You say something requiring change or
compromise, it quickly gets labels as anti-GM or anti-Volt. Every month, the same thing
repeats. They know a vehicle for the masses is needed; yet, they allow the opportunity to
slip away. We knew from the beginning the trophy-mentality was a challenge to
overcome. It's far too easy to fall into that trap. So when GM decided to offer the next
Voltec vehicle with a wide array of luxury features rather than simplifying the current to
appeal more to mainstream consumers, the outcome was inevitable. But rather than just
acknowledge and strive for a better next step, shoot the messenger. Ugh.
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3-06-2014

Redesign. To those few still fighting change: How many times does history have to
repeat before finally learning from those mistakes? We saw this coming. Though, each
instance parallels were pointed out, the messenger was attacked and everyone else was
told to just be patient. Over 3 years later, after elsewhere. Those individuals here
pushing inaction are losing their audience too. Remember the Volt goals? Remember
the ELR expectations? These are some quotes I came across elsewhere today, all
comments on a thread about the redesign for 2016, all sharing the message I've been
conveying for years: "It needs to be in different vehicles, including a larger sedan, a
luxury sedan and crossovers." "It's a compact car so make the next gen Volt the same
size. But have a big brother, too." "I will never understand why GM has been so slow on
expanding the Voltec powertrain to other models." "I can't see why Voltec couldn't be
used in larger sedans, small and large SUVs and trucks." "Seating for at least 5 - needs
to be as close to a family car as possible." "GM loses money on Volt." "The Volt is
outsold by every retail offered, GM car/truck/suv except for the SS." "My big worry is
that GM is treating VOLTEC as they did Two-Mode: Hype the crap out of it, and it when
it didn't sell to expectations, give up and then ultimately kill it."

3-07-2014

Plan "B". Not having one is the problem Volt has struggled with for many, many
years. GM was betting the farm on a single effort, risking it all for the opportunity to
trump the other automakers. When that failed and sales lagged well below expectations,
supporters lashed out. Prius became the target, since it was the most diverse
offering. Already complemented by Camry and Highlander, seeing a larger & smaller
Prius emerge made the anticipation of a plug-in model too even worse. Far more
dynamic than hoped, it was the technology proven to deal with the unpredictable market
and wide array of political & economic pressures. That flexibility of design was
becoming well proven. The resulting hate was no surprise, especially when Ford ended
up following the same success approach as Toyota. So, the past few days have been
included close watching of Volt enthusiasts turn from dismissing sales of other GM cars
and those traditional offering are just as efficient as hybrids, to again building up
hype. Remember when Two-Mode sales became so undeniably bad focus was shifting to
the "next" thing? That's how Volt came about. Well, now that Volt has fallen from
grace, rumors of a redesign are emerging. There's no detail whatsoever and the only
"facts" are those based upon executives who are no longer with GM. The very same
rhetoric is emerging again. They honestly think third time is the charm... but not for just
being competitive, it's the belief that the competition will be squashed. They never
believed mistakes of the past could be repeated. Yet, we witnessed it happen. Now we
are watching the cycle start yet again. They basically didn't learn anything. The trophymentality continues to cloud judgment. The mainstream vehicles sell in quantities so
large, they don't draw much attention. They are so common, they basically go
unnoticed. For enthusiasts, that's considered boring & uninteresting. So, they dismiss &
disregard them. Why bother with a Plan "B" when your vehicle is a sure winner? Some
actually think that. With new plug-in choices entering the market, tax-credits expiring at
some unknown point, and both traditional vehicles & regular hybrid pushing up
expectations, the risk is increasing. The gamble is even greater this time. Not having
something else as a backup isn't wise. Diversity is a fundamental principle of good
business. The question now is will those enthusiasts drown out the true supporters, those
not fighting change.
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2.75 kWh. That's the quantity of electricity I should be using to represent each full
recharge. It takes both usable capacity of the battery-pack and the extra electricity
required (charging loss) into account. Currently, I use 3.0 kWh. None of my recharges
at work, using the level-2 connection, have come even remotely close to that all
throughout Winter. Most don't even exceed 2.7 kWh. The level-1 recharger I use at
home takes more electricity, since slower isn't as efficient. But even then, the value of
3.0 kWh per recharge is still too much. It's an easy number to work with though. I'd
much rather overstate than understate anyway. People finding out Prius PHV is actually
more efficient is a nice ownership reward. That's what happens with MPG
already. After all, you don't want to set expectations too high. People are far more likely
to complain than praise. Unfortunately, that's how the internet works. It's in our nature
to throw a fit when things don't match hope but not say anything if they do. So, I don't
use the 2.75 kWh value, even though I very reasonably could.

3-08-2014

Unsupported Hope. It lives on. In disbelief, I pointed out: At a loss for positive news
about sagging sales, enthusiasts are taking supposed facts from former executives and
spreading them. Rumors are emerging. The hype returns. It never ceases to amaze me
how "over promise, under deliver" keeps coming back. It's great material for
blogging... That ELR commercial is an ideal contribution from GM to assist with the
distraction effort. The pattern of trying to sell us what they want to produce rather than
what they need to should be obvious. Yet, some choose not to see it. If there was any
sort of balance, it would be somewhat acceptable. But when they push an expensive
compact then follow-up with a luxury compact, what the heck are you suppose to
actually purchase? There's nothing practical & affordable offered, nothing resembling
their traditional choices. Enthusiasts want you to forget how much anticipation there was
about ELR. They strongly believed it would usher in version 1.5 for Voltec, a major
system upgrade. Since it was an entirely new vehicle with a higher price anyway, hype
easily bolstered that belief. Instead, all they got was comfort & handling improvements
you'd get from other Cadillac vehicles. One year later, the situation is a mess. So, the
cycle of unsupported hope begins again. Ugh.
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If They Build It. There's quite a bit of speculation about the next Volt. With both
Toyota's and Ford's plans so easy to see, wondering about GM is becoming quite a
popular discussion topic. On the big Prius forum, I posted: ELR is a bit of a head
scratcher. It's not really certain who GM is actually targeting with the price so close to
Tesla. But with the trophy-mentally so prevalent still, intentionally delivering a niche is
understandable for the Cadillac model. For Volt, that's entirely different. It was
supposed to appeal to mainstream consumers. There was a sincere belief by enthusiasts
that the "if they build it, ordinary people will buy it" motto would actually work. They
figured the electric drive would be so appealing, the higher price countered by lower fuel
expenses, would easily justify the purchase. To them, it was an easy sell. The compact
rear seating and the low range in Winter were non-issues as far as they were
concerned. The low MPG following depletion was too. They were wrong. Even Volt
owners complain about that now. Yet, we had to deal with countless claims that wouldn't
be a problem. So, we are left asking the same question again, who will the next be
marketed to? I suspect the design will be altered so profoundly to finally address the
needs of middle-market, it won't resemble the original in many ways. The early
promotion of Volt during the design phase significantly limited options going
forward. GM backed itself into a corner... over promising. Even though some
enthusiasts haven't learned from that mistake, at least the automaker itself seems to
have... for the next generation.

3-09-2014

Generation End. When the new one approaches, what happens? Having witnessed it
firsthand, several times, I provided some background and insight: The aging cycle is an
interesting one. Some people actually wait for this stage before purchasing. They want
to make sure all possible problems have been worked out already. The "low" gas prices
are a very real problem though. We've been watching the "boil a frog" scenario play out
right before our eyes. I still remember when gas first shot up to $2.25 per gallon. It was a
very big deal, since gas was still less than $1 when I first bought a Prius. It had more
than doubled since then. Later on, $2.99 ended up scaring the heck out of
people. Stations kept the price at that as long as possible, eating into profit to prevent
having to advertise $3. Then all of a sudden, we had to deal with $4. Afterward, back
down to around $3.25 made everyone breath a sign of relief. Now at $3.59, some people
have upgraded to a more efficient vehicle. Automakers have convinced them that 40
MPG highway is plenty good. The fact that combined MPG is mid-30's and city is low30's isn't considered a problem is reason to worry. They've been led to believe that's
good enough. After all, they had to downsize their vehicle quite a bit to achieve
that. Traditional vehicles still very much dominate the market... leaving hybrids in a
struggle-for-survival role. That obviously puts Prius in a delicate position. Increased
choices from other automakers as well as Toyota itself makes it easy for a sale to be
lost. But establishing diversity now is priceless in the long run. The debunking of
misconceptions and the squashing of greenwashing efforts has contributed to the loss of
attention. They are becoming more and more common. Nothing stands out
anymore. Flatten purchase-rates aren't the end of the world. In fact, stability can get a
good thing. There is hope. We know interest will rise with the release of the next
generation. Gas prices will continue to steadily rise too. The water can only get so hot
before the frog eventually dies.
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$699 Now. I remember back when level-2 rechargers for your home were priced nearly
double that, they started at $1,199. Seeing them drop so much already is great. Sadly, I
still don't have one though. Knowing I will be moving, it didn't make sense running a
220-volt line out to the garage for a first-gen design. That won't even be a selling
point. Why not wait for the new location instead, then indulge with a web-enabled
recharger? I'll likely need 2 lines in the future too. Having them both wired at the same
time would be worthwhile. After all, I couldn't imagine owning a vehicle without a plug
anymore.

3-10-2014

Selective Amnesia. Each month, it was the same thing. Eventually, that
ended. Unfortunately, it's back again. The new chapter is allowing old problems to reemerge. Fortunately, those are much easier to deal with this time around. The first
example today came from a well known antagonist. He enjoys debating. So, regardless
of how clearly you state something, he'll re-ask the same question again later, as if the
answer had never been provided. It's like a troll with constructive content. In other
words, he doesn't want to acknowledge the previous chapter has concluded. If you must
reply to that type of behavior, provide only information relevant to the new chapter. In
this case, there were questions about GM not having fulfilled the promises about
Volt. Everyone knows the situation. The topic has been beaten to death. So, I simply
replied with the obvious goal and improvements enthusiasts have been hyping: "Again...
somehow production COST must be reduced, yet some people still think that will happen
while also getting a larger chassis, more refined engine, and longer range while also
compensating for the loss of the tax-credit." The response was just a contradiction to
earlier posts. Why even bother wasting my time? So, I abandoned the thread and headed
over to that daily blog for Volt. Post after post provided vindication. What I had been
saying for years was repeated over and over. It was great! Of course, they'd outright
deny the idea hadn't come from them. That's how selective amnesia works. You only
remember what you want. Anywho, there were a surprising number of suggestions all
stating the same thing. GM should offer a choice for Volt, a second model. To think that
it took enthusiasts 3 years of struggling sales to finally recognize that shortcoming some
of us saw long before rollout. The resulting fallout could have been avoided. Oh
well. Their loss. I see the hypocritical nature of their posts. That history is well
documented, in extreme detail. Those quotes of the past won't haunt them though, since
they choose not to remember. As for the rest of us, we can breath a sigh of relief. That
rhetoric is over. They're asking for the same things now that we did many years ago.
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Sales. With the former chapter having ended long enough ago for others to now notice,
old threads are being brought up again. Looking back at them with the new perspective
brings interesting comments... and opportunity for me to keep contributing summaries of
what happened. After all, knowing how we got to this position helps. I'm happy to
oblige too. The mess we had to endure shouldn't be repeated: When people evade goals,
you know there's a problem. When they take a goal and change it to an expectation, you
can expect failure. I was amazed to see that with Two-Mode. Seeing the same thing play
out again with Volt was shocking. Recognizing the pattern emerge for a third time is
leaving beside myself. Don't people pay attention? Are they really that naïve? Or is it
that some just like to debate? And once speculation is disproved, bringing it up again
doesn't accomplish anything. Ugh. Whatever the case, we can see that second
generation Volt targets set by the former CEO are now being spun to mean a
promise. Certain shortcomings of the design are being flat out denied too. It's barely
even worth documenting anymore, especially since there isn't any accountability. We all
know sales are the ultimate measure of success anyway. There's a big difference between
a trophy and a purchase... which a few still don't understand. The need for sustainable
profit will trump efforts to divert attention. No amount of blame or excuses will
overcome that essential requirement miss. Consequences of short-term efforts (like
cheap leases, large price cuts, and clever markets) will make themselves apparent
too. There's simply no way to avoid the reality of not having delivered what was actually
needed. This thread turned out to be a good example of how heated & unproductive
things get. Many arguments were pointless. Those same mistakes are being made again,
but it doesn't matter. It always comes down to the same thing in the end... sales.

3-11-2014

Seamless EV. Neither one of us was paying attention. We just jumped into the Prius
and drove away. Leaving the city, you obviously want to take advantage of electricity
(lots of stoplights). So, I did. Upon jumping out on the highway, the engine started…
automatically. I hadn't pressed the EV/HV button. That meant the Prius was in EVBOOST mode, still drawing plug-supplied electricity. So when engine warm-up
completed, it shut off and returned back to EV mode... automatically. Only being on a 55
mph highway, one with lots of bumps and cracks and hills, that transition went totally
unnoticed. It wasn't until I show the display change that I realized the last of the
electricity had been used up. Oops! That was a waste, considering how efficient
highway driving is anyway. Oh well. It was a great firsthand demonstration of how
seamless the design is.
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Comments Elsewhere. It's interesting to read comments posted by those on generic
automotive blogs. When a random hybrid or plug-in topic emerges, you never know who
will post or what they will say. Today, this caught my attention: "Plug-in hybrids are
simply too expensive. I think hybrids will have a future for sure. But plug-in hybrids
won't come into play until gas reaches $6." I was intrigued how people would respond to
the detail that lacked. So, I provided it: The plug-in Prius uses a 4.4 kWh batterypack. That size keeps cost within reach of being affordable for the masses. It's quite a
bit smaller than the other choices available. So, blanket statements like that (dumping all
offerings into a single category) can be misleading. $6 gas isn't necessary either. 73
MPG is the average from mine (which just turned 2 years old yesterday). That's a big
improvement over the 50 MPG average over almost 3 years from the 2010 it
replaced. The real-world result, driven in Minnesota (where winter really hits efficiency
hard), shows gas prices don't need to go up much for the benefit to be obvious. Toyota's
effort to squeeze out so much from a battery-pack concealed under the false floor, which
doesn't take away any of the open cargo area from the regular model, is a good approach
for growing sales. They could the plug as an option, just like other upgrade
packages. There's an obvious gain from short trips and you still get 50 MPG following
depletion. It's a best-of-both-worlds design. Being able to recharge entirely in less than
2.5 hours using an ordinary 110-volt household outlet is another size-related perk often
overlooked. Larger battery-packs take longer to recharge entirely, unless you invest in a
level-2 charging station. That extra expense & uncertainty scares away potential
buyers. They kept it simple. Unfortunately, that simplicity makes improvements
difficult to notice unless you actually drive one fully charged a few times. As people
begin to figure out how it differs from the regular model and realize some of their
assumptions may have been incorrect, it should add to sales.

3-13-2014

Spring! It has finally arrived; well, just a taste of it anyway. The temperature shot up
from the 20's to the 50's. It was amazing to feel the warmth of the sun when things are
melting rather than frozen solid. Cold weather is far from gone though. But at least the
time today was an opportunity for some relief. EV driving was effortless. That hint of
what Spring has to bring was fantastic. This Winter was horribly looooong and cold and
snowy. It was just plain nasty. Of course, here in Minnesota, we got more cold than
snow. So, in a way, we had it somewhat better than those elsewhere in the country. I
always look forward to the transition. That annual cycle so refreshing. Watching MPG
climb is exciting too.

3-13-2014

It Never Happened. That old attitude seems to have vanished. Some would pretend it
never happened if there were no posts to that effect on the forum where the discussion
was taking place. We're making progress. Things posted elsewhere are finally getting
acknowledged. Outright dismissal is rather fruitless at this point anyway, though a few
still try: "I would say its best to avoid fanboi sites if you really want to avoid the
hype. Most of us never bought into..." That particular effort backfired. My reply set the
record straight, pointing out what's really important and the consequences: Just because
we can see through the hype, that is no reason to turn a blind eye. It will continue to be a
major source of misinformation unless someone speaks up. And yes, they resented
having to face real-world data and debunking of unsupported claims on a regular
basis. Many, many people were sucked into their rhetoric. Mass disenchantment
resulted. That hurt both consumers and the market itself. Why allow it to repeat?
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3-14-2014

Misrepresentation. I find it a ringing endorsement for Prius PHV when certain
individuals online go way out of their way to misrepresent it. Those blatant
greenwashing effort speaks volumes. Rather than actually compete honestly with the
comparison of real-world data, we get the same old rhetoric. The best example today
was a salesperson from a GM dealer, one who posts frequently about Volt he has in
stock. He's still trying to convince people the battery-capacity is only 6 miles. It's a true
act of desperation at this point, with so much detail & videos proving the EPA mention is
just a testing example. But we know how exploiting a single instance is a golden
opportunity for some. Everyone else calls the intentional disregard for other data cherrypicking. He just plain doesn't care. It's more vindication as far as I'm concerned. Some
people would rather go down with a fight. Unfortunate for them, I'm not
interested. Why bother? Wasting time responding directly is no where near as effective
as continuing to capture video of just driving it. More of that will eventually expose his
attempts to misrepresent. It helps draw interest for PHV too.

3-14-2014

Change. Some are joining the team, rather than fighting the very people working hard
for change. Remember the goal of delivering something for middle-market? I liked
reading this: "I'm predicting five seater and battery capacity options." Only being that
Volt owner's fourth post on the big Prius forum, it's difficult to know what the response
will be. But the effort to reach out was appreciated. Hopefully, my post will be
too: That's the same thing some of us have been suggesting for many, many
years. Looooong before rollout, the "too little, too slowly" advice was repeated over and
over. Only now, that idea of offering choice is finally being embraced. Do searches on
those other websites for "second model". Even just the mention of one-size-fits-all
absolutely enraged enthusiasts. They felt any attempt to alter design to widen appeal
should be considered a threat to the purity of Volt, since that would make it too much like
a Prius. But now, with the blatant need to lower cost and increase sales, the idea of
diversifying is welcomed. They learned that lesson the hard way. Rather then send a
message to GM back when it could have really made a difference, they gambled and
waited for the sales struggle instead. The very thing warned about... Calling the
situation "better late, than never" is fine. Leveling the playing feel after having to deal
with the "vastly superior" nonsense is a nice outcome. After all, those enthusiasts were
told countless times the goal is to replace traditional vehicles. Achieving that isn't
possible if they don't want to recognize what makes those traditional vehicles so
appealing. More legroom and a fifth seat in back will most definitely draw interest. A
smaller battery-pack to reduce cost is an obvious next step. After all, traditional vehicles
have offered the choice of engine size for decades. Why shouldn't a plug-in have some
type of power variation option too?
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3-15-2014

Misleading Continues. The effort to greenwash is far from dead. Thankfully, dealing
with it takes less effort. It never ceases to amaze me how certain people use
deception. But they are well aware that others will innocently fall victim, believing what
was posted and unknowingly spread the incorrect information. So, posts like this are
needed from time to time: The 6-mile mark in the EPA testing cycle has been a source of
misleading for years. It does indeed trigger the engine to start at that point, but that is by
no means an indication of the plug-supplied electricity already being used up. That's just
when the hard-acceleration test is performed. The engine shuts off shortly
afterward. There's still 5 miles worth of electricity remaining. Yet, no matter how much
real-world data and driving videos are shared, the claim of 6 miles being the total
available continues. I posted this back in September: "Using Volt's own specification for
comparison: 16.5 kWh = 38 miles. That works out to 2.3 miles per kWh of electricity,
which means 4.4 kWh = 10.1 miles. Then when you take into consideration Prius PHV
weight is 621 pounds less than Volt, it's easy to see where the 11-mile EPA rating came
from. The capacity is clearly there." The math is simple. It takes into account usable
capacity from full and compares systems using the same approach too. There is no
reason for any more misleading to continue.

3-16-2014

Final Fight. I keep waiting for a finale. Maybe this was it: "The distinction you miss is
when gas starts being used. What good is my car if it has 100kWh of battery, but it starts
using gas after 2 miles?" We've seen the hypocritical stance being taken routinely. You
argue with someone disingenuous long enough, they will eventually contradict
themself. The fact that I got labeled as a "broken record" in the past for repeating the
same message over and over served as confirmation that I was paying close attention
(noticing the tree directly in front) and so were they. So when I read that quote today, it
provided reason for excitement. The absolute approach was a clear effort to avoid
contradiction. Working so hard to avoid slipping down that path (forgetting to also
observe the forest) exposed a weakness. That's what I'm always looking out for... and
was rewarded nicely this time. It was a blatant misrepresentation of the plug-in
model. He got caught portraying it as Prius delivering either EV (electric drive) or HV
(gas drive). Either he didn't want others to know there was more or he simply didn't
understand the design himself didn't matter. All that was necessary as a response was to
point out there was indeed more. Excluding vital information is greenwashing... and
everyone is well aware of that. The implications of a very active poster intentionally
doing that was huge. It was checkmate. Whether forfeit or denial, it was irrelevant. I
won the fight. That worked out great! I closed the chapter with: After all this time, you
still don't know how the system in Prius PHV actually works? Well, that explains a
lot. Even when the engine is running, it's still heavily drawing from the batterypack. That plug-supplied electricity is still being taken advantage of. Take the time to
watch the videos and read detailed information. Notice how engine RPM stays extremely
low (usually 992) and the resulting MPG is well over 100. Owners call that EV-BOOST.
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3-17-2014

We Knew All Along. No longer interested in the nonsense being spread on what
remains of that daily blog for Volt (which only rarely features Volt anymore), I spend
more time following the big Prius forum. Who knew that there were be pot-stirring there
too. It was a blatant effort to start up some discussions... provokes to engage in fierce
debates. Certain individuals thrive on that. So, they drop bait to entice. If you were an
outsider, that would be called trolling. Unfortunately, there's standout term for long-time
members who do the same thing. Anywho, it was a claim that Volt was an entirely new
design and was in no way related to Two-Mode. Excuses used to justify delay are acts of
desperation at this point. Even some Volt owners have changed their tuned, finally
supporting what the rest of us knew all along: "Volt's 4ET50 transmission is a
complicated device. It contains a planetary gear set, three clutches and a final gear
reduction set. The advantage of the 4ET50 transmission is that it allows the Volt to
operate in two modes during extended range mode: pure series and power link. The
advantage of power link is that it increases mpg in extended-range mode by mechanically
connecting the internal combustion engine (ICE) to the wheels." I posted that in response
to a trolling attempt, followed by this: That's a quote from a strong supporter of Volt,
one who cared about being straight forward with what the next-generation design should
feature. He wasn't afraid to go into great detail explaining how Volt is indeed a successor
to Two-Mode. He also pointed out how Volt doesn't fit the EREV definition coined for
it. He didn't waste time feeding rhetoric. That's a stark contrast to the posts here.

3-18-2014

Double-Lens LED. When it comes to being "vastly superior", there is no argument
about which headlight type illuminates the best. Unfortunately, that is one of the many
reasons for Prius hate. The advanced-technology models feature double-lenses LEDbulb headlights. That's what I have on mine. It's the ideal combination of light-source
and light-projection. Road illumination is clearly the top offering, so much so, it scares
me when I notice how poorly some other lights work. Some people literally cannot see
the road at all. There's nothing but a bright glow a single car-length in front of the
vehicle. Mine is dramatically better… which is why we are starting to see LED headlight
with single-lens popping up now. It's hard to believe it took so long. I put a set on with
55-watt halogen single-lens lights on my 1984 Dodge Omni, way back in 1990. Those
were called "projector beams" back then and were a great aftermarket add-on. The clean
height cutoff and even broadcast made them an uncontested leader. Who knew it would
take 23 more years for them to catch on. Prius has had single-lens with halogen, even on
the base model, since the third-generation rollout in 2009. They are standard on the new
Toyota Corolla, with LED. They will be available on the upcoming Ford F-150
too. This market acceptance has stirred Volt discussion, since it comes with lens, but
uses halogen bulbs. Stepping up to LED should be a given, considering the market it
now appeals to and growing competition. I welcome the change. All the lights in my
home were switched to LED back in 2010. They use less electricity. They have proven
robust & reliable too. LED bulbs have been used as brake lights in Prius since way back
in 2003.
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3-19-2014

Gone. All that rhetoric. All that misleading. All that chest-pounding. It's all gone. The
situation now is as it should have been right from the start, Volt is a plug-in hybrid
contributing to the effort to help wean us off our oil dependency and reduce
emissions. No more "vastly superior" nonsense is such a relief. It didn't actually
accomplish anything. In fact, there are many who would say it caused a market
setback. Whatever the case, the change now is obvious. The blogging & posts have
died. Activity has almost completely vanished. Most supporters left long ago. Now,
even the enthusiasts are moving on. It's a welcome transition… further proof we are in a
new chapter. Unfortunately, talk dominating the big GM forum is all about their 3 new
small engines just unveiled. In other words, traditional vehicles will pose an even greater
challenge to overcome… a reality most in the past didn't take seriously, hence being
identified as "enthusiasts" rather than supporters.

3-20-2014

Plug-In Gathering. There were 40 of us this evening. About 20 of the vehicles in
parking lot used plug-supplied electricity in some fashion. Tesla. Leaf. Focus EV. iMiEV. Volt. C-Max Energi. Prius PHV. That was a great experience. Unfortunately,
most of the event took place indoors, away from the cars. It's still Winter here. So,
everything was still cold & dirty and the sun was quickly setting. The upcoming
gathering in May will be dramatically different. I'm really looking forward to that. The
attitude of Volt owners there are dramatically different from encounters online. In
person, they are a joy to spend time with. They are true supporters, interested in taking
the steps needed to achieve acceptance by from the masses. They desire mainstream
penetration and don't share that nasty attitude of enthusiasts. I really enjoyed getting to
chat with them. The others were fun too. Seeing several Leaf & Tesla parked them
among the others was sweet. It's what I've been looking for to for a very looooong
time. Their understanding of Prius PHV being an affordable option for high-volume
middle-market sales was clear. They agreed. There were no arguments or
debates. None of the nonsense I had to deal with online ever emerged. We were all on
the same team, working together to make recharging at home a simple & ordinary
experience. The evening was quite inspiring.

3-21-2014

Failed Because. We are faced with thought-provoking situations now. Some people are
looking back, referring to what happened with a hindsight perspective. The resulting
distortion is a very common problem when depicting history afterward. Past decisions
are unintentionally misrepresented, seemingly obvious long after the fact. But when in
the depth of it, while events are unfolding, those same circumstances appear very
different. That's why the Volt enthusiasts disliked Prius supporters with a passion. They
worried that some of their observations while previous chapters in history played out
would resemble current dealings. I was outright hated by a few, since I had documented
that past in great detail. It makes them worry about the potential of repeating the same
mistakes again, especially after having been warned about them the first
time. Misrepresentation is where it starts. That's where the "failed because" problem
emerges. More and more, I hear people claim Volt failed was because GM had expected
the price of batteries to fall much faster. It's stated as if that was the sole reason. All the
others are being forgotten already. That overly simplistic view contributes to
assumptions, leading to future trouble.
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3-22-2014

Feeding Hype. It doesn't take much. It feeds off of itself too. A great example from
yesterday was a comment posted in response to this information: "One of the units, most
likely the 1.0-liter three-cylinder version, is expected to be utilized for the redesigned
2016 Chevrolet Volt." It was a statement in an article that highlighted the upcoming new
engines just revealed by GM. It was only speculation, a reasonable guess. Clearly, the
commenter didn't understand or didn't want to know that: "So, it looks the 'downsizing' of
the engine in the Volt is real and confirmed." Someone else will naturally take that as
supporting evidence... totally unaware of its origin. Stuff like that happens all the
time. The nature of the original information won't be entirely known or it's taken out of
context. One thing leads to another and you end up with a mess. Claims without merit or
any type of support take on a life of their own. Those posting clarification get attacked,
labeled as trolls, then ultimately banned. We've seen it before. That ended up in
disaster. Yet, hype starts again. It's easy to see why too. Hope blinds logic. People
wanting it to be true won't question the claim. As a result, they become enablers. They
serve as silent approvers. That makes a bad situation worse, contributing to the growth
of hype. The cycle continues. Ugh.

3-22-2014

Almost Out. Within the next 3 weeks, the HOV sticker supply will run out. They allow
single-occupant vehicles to drive in the carpool lane on select California highways. Only
plug-in vehicles were eligible and that was a compelling reason for many dealing with
the dense commute traffic there to purchase one. There absense soon means uncertainty
is coming. No one has any idea how it will affect sales. Years ago, when that was an
incentive for Prius, sales continued relatively unchanged after the supply was gone. But
back then, there was little competition. Fewer choices is easier to deal with. What will
happen this time? If nothing else, the stickers (75,000 total) provide a high resale value,
which will stir the used market. Waiting to expand rollout until then makes even more
sense now. This unknown is a big deal. Each automaker reacting in a different way
count introduce yet another chaotic element to deal with. It's confusing enough with state
incentives varying so much. Just imagine what added dealer incentives could
do. Remember the inventory pile-up last Summer and the abrupt price reductions?

3-24-2014

Changing Perspective. Forcing it is called greenwashing. Looking from elsewhere is
called spin. In other words, you can't win. So sometimes, you just have to go with it. I
found this particular claim amusing: "If I did my math correctly the Volt is the best
deal." It came from a well known antagonist attempting to undermine Prius PHV. My
approach was to point out the perspective of the rest of us by implicitly asking if our tax
making is being spent the "best" way it could. I suspect the response will be anger. But
shouldn't that question be addressed? Why should only a select few benefit? Just think if
there was a specific amount allocated to the automotive market instead. It would
encourage competition. The more you rollout, the more you benefit. Right now, there's
no speed incentive. Each automaker is independent and they can milk the "halo" effect
in the meantime. So, I replied with: Isn't the point to encourage & spread plug-in vehicle
acceptance? We'd get more bang for our buck if 600,000 people got $2,500 credits than
200,000 getting $7,500. The same amount of money would have triple the market
impact.
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3-24-2014

Plug-In Hybrid, part 1. I wasn't too thrilled to read this post today on the big Prius
forum: "Another prime reason why I say the PiP is a patched together EV is..." Curiosity
did compel me though, especially when it ended with this: "When/if you eventually get up
to 60 mph or so, it is spinning MG1 at close to its redline RPM and using power to spin it
backwards just to keep the stinker from spinning. With the Volt both MG's are working to
move the car forward!" Most pushing the rhetoric were too afraid to actually join the
discussions there. But here was a Volt owner doing exactly that. It provided a minor
glimmer of hope. Unlike me, he wasn't serving as a lightening-rod, a well known owner
facing opposition head-on to keep the fighting off-site. That worked remarkably well for
years. But times are different now. It's a new chapter. So, I asked: Why do Volt owners
continue to force PiP, a vehicle clearly presented as a PLUG-IN HYBRID, into the
category of EV? Notice how no one else does. Notice how they focus on results
instead? As PiP owners, we see the efficiencies from blending electricity & gas for
power. We see the MPG above 100 while cruising faster than 62 mph.

3-24-2014

Plug-In Hybrid, part 2. I got a few likes and he got a few posts countering his
position. The choice was post operational detail, complete with a video showing battery,
engine, and motor information: In the past, which could be coined the "purity" chapter,
there was much propaganda coming from Volt enthusiasts. Their efforts to belittle Prius
PHV marks a ugly point in plug-in history. Thankfully, most of that is just a memory
now. Attitudes are changing. Priorities are being reassessed. I'm thinking this particular
comment is about being poorly informed, simply passing along greenwash material
without verifying whether or not it is actually true. Watching that video of my commute,
first at 70 mph, slowing to 55 mph, and then onto suburb roads, it's easy to see the redline
statement is quite incorrect. MG1 is rated for a RPM of 10,000. During that drive, the
highest RPM we see is under 6,700. It's not even close to reaching maximum. So what if
a little power is used for carrier balance. That's the point of a hybrid. It seeks out
efficiency opportunities by taking advantage of the resources it has available. It was
designed to operate that way, and does even with the models that don't include a
plug. The misrepresentation of Prius PHV needs to be stopped. It would be great having
Volt owners as an ally in the effort to replace traditional vehicles. That support would be
mutually beneficial. Sadly, gaining it continues to be a challenge. The "leap" comment
clearly confirms we are not there yet. See the end result of that 16.8 mile commute. Isn't
that 128 MPG the point of being able to plug in? That's significantly higher than a Prius
without a plug could deliver, especially when the temperature is below freezing like that.
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3-25-2014

Plug-In Hybrid, part 3. He became very angry at the replies. You could tell he was at a
lost about what to do at that point. There was quite a bit of evidence confirming his
claims were incorrect & misleading. So, what do you think he did? I found this the next
day, on the forum dedicated to Volt: "Well while we're ragging on the PiP, I think of it as
a patched hybrid to kind of act like an EV, a 3 season EV, no EV heat. Then when/if you
eventually get up to 60 mph or so, it is spinning MG1 at close to its redline RPM and
using power to spin it backwards just to keep the stinker from spinning. With the Volt
both MG's are working to move the car forward!" It was a blatant effort to
greenwash. The quote was nearly identical to the original on the big Prius forum, but
with the EV wording altered. I found that change amusing, since Volt owners often take
advantage of engine heat to spare the battery drain. And of course, below 15°F, the
engine in Volt must start anyway. He excluded that, as well as the information that the
engine shuts off in Prius PHV and continues to provide warmth from the heated coolant
while driving in EV. As for his purpose, it was clear. The intent to undermine was
obvious. Prius PHV is a plug-in hybrid. Misrepresenting as an EV is bad enough. To be
willing to outright lie... It speaks volumes.

3-26-2014

Struck While Parked. I wasn't too happy, but was in the state of mind to forgive. She
drove into her parking spot and kept going. She struck my Prius while it was
parked. Since I was on the sidewalk at the time, crossing over to get to the cars only took
a moment, too quick for her to figure out what had happened or what to do. When she
got out of her car, I stepped to the side, stated "You hit my car.", then got into hers saying
"I'm putting your emergency brake on so your car doesn't lurch when I move
mine." Having seen how far a pushed parked cars can bounce in that situation, it was a
sensible choice. After all, there was no need to allow further damage or for anyone to get
hurt. Thankfully, when I pulled forward, there were only scuff marks. Somehow, the
plastic was spared the typical bolt impressions from contact like that. She made up some
excuse about a truck rushing her, something I certainly didn't see, then said there didn't
appear to be any damage. There was no direct apology. How anyone could hit a
hatchback with such an easy to see back end while pulling into a perpendicular parking
spot on a beautiful Spring day, is beyond me.

3-27-2014

Plug-In Hybrid, part 4. Despite warnings from Prius owners about being off-topic &
belittling and Volt owners apologizing for his behavior, the trolling continued. It was
surprising to witness. He changed his wording again too: "As said earlier, the PiP is a
hybrid that plugs in and can do some EV tricks. Not bad for 90's tech, but tech marches
on!!" Certain people cannot resist a jab. They always try to sneak in a mild insult, then
deny it happened, even though it is just a page or two back in the thread. I found this the
ultimate response to that: "Reminder to self: do not read anymore "Volters" negative
comments in the inappropriate thread." He didn't return to that particular discussion
either. It seemed enough to get the point across. It's too bad things like that still happen,
especially when the topic was for sharing one-year driving statistics. The trophy
mentality and perceived engineering advancement is still more important than actual
results. That's sad.
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3-27-2014

Former Foes. They have the choice of facing the facts or disappearing entirely. The
desire to be part of a winning team compels some to admit the approach failed and move
on. That's great. We need diversity in the team of players working to replace traditional
vehicles. Giving up bragging rights is tough though. Some still don't understand what
the message that "smug" episode was meant to convey. Fortunately, some do. I'm
thankful for that. It's progress, like this: "Tomorrow, I am turning in my Volt at the end
of lease. I tried to buy it but even the lease company said the loan would be
undersecured because the car had lost too much value, go figure. I have instead
purchased a Ford C-max Energi." I happily posted: Thanks for the update. You are
certainly not alone in that situation. I met with about 20 other plug-in owners last
week. It was fascinating to see such vehicle variety all in the same lot. None of the
rhetoric of the past carried forward. There was no more debate anymore about
production cost needing to be the top priority. It was really unfortunate that GM chose
the short-term approach, gambling on market embrace strong enough to retain loyalty
after leases expired. Even though they contributed to some of the mess we are having to
deal with now, at least there are satisfaction reports like your own to help with this new
chapter. This week started with 3 of us parking at the work chargers, my Prius PHV, a
Leaf, and a Volt. It was a nice sight. Each plug-in serving a different purpose, yet all on
the same team. That's what we had hoped for years ago. It's too bad the hype got so out
of hand. I sure am glad that's finally over. Enjoy your Energi.

3-27-2014

Website Cards. It has been a very long time, several years in fact. I use to handout
"business" cards all the time. Someone would ask about the Prius and I would provide
that in response. A nice photo with some summary information on front and some detail
on back worked out really nice. They'd have a little something to follow-up with. It was
an effective way to spread the word about Prius and my website. In the past, I did that
simply by printing a graphic & text template on card-stock. But nowadays, that actually
costs more to do it that way. Online services make it easy & convenient to order your
own custom content. So, I gave it a try... and wasn't disappointed. There's a glossy photo
on front and statistics on back, featuring my Prius PHV with 2 full years of real-world
data. This page shows what I created... prius website cards 16

3-28-2014

Plug-In Hybrid, part 5. Concern is growing. We're seeing more and more draw to
PHV discussions from outsiders, specifically Volt owners. Now that the former daily
blog for Volt is featuring discussion topics about Tesla, the automotive battery industry,
and general market interest, they have nothing compelling to participate in anymore. The
fact that some recently parted with their Volt adds to it. In other words, the big Prius
forum is a welcoming venue. That's quite a extreme from the hostile environment I
participated in, where there were screams for banning based upon on-topic information
they simply didn't want to fact. That soured the appeal for the long-time posters. They
wanted no part of such close-mindedness. The catch is, they aren't ready to deal with the
big picture yet. They evade certain topics still. PHV being a plug-in hybrid is difficult
enough to accept... especially when realities like diminishing returns are given
attention. I simply chimed in with the following this time: Notice how the topic of
overall MPG is carefully avoided? That's what attracts to this particular thread. As more
PiP owners celebrate anniversaries, it becomes more and more difficult to spread generic
hype. Real-World data trumps those claims. It's easy to see the better overall choice for
mainstream consumers.
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3-29-2014

Engineering Advancement. The belief that advancement is measured in terms of
electric range & power is difficult for some to overcome. Even those trying to be
constructive fall into that trap. Yesterday, it was this coming from a Volt owner: "Toyota
chose a more conservative path." I'm thrilled that we have active dialog on the big Prius
forum. But questions like that still fall on deaf ears. He ignored my question asking
what that actually meant. I pointed out how delivering a plug-in without liquid cooling
took quite a bit of effort and how delivering it on a mainstream platform was risky. I also
reminded him how squeezing out more from less is much harder. GM delivered a halo
vehicle, later even validating it was only a niche. They could garner kudos for having
offered consumers a choice without actually addressing the direct need of traditional
competition for an extra 5 years. It was the ultimate compromise, making enthusiasts
happy, quieting technology naysayers, and giving the impression all was going well for
ordinary consumers. Shutting up the well informed continues to be a problem
though. We keep asking questions and not getting answers. We see the challenge still
faced for moving advancing niche. It's not measured in terms of range & power.

3-29-2014

Not Toyota. The typical response to constructive feedback from owners of vehicles not
a Toyota is that you're just defending Toyota. That instant assumption contributes to a
world of trouble. Then when it comes to efficiency technology, comments from a Prius
owners are interpreted as Prius related, even if the discussion has nothing to do with
Prius. That makes it even worse. The situation is maddening sometimes. The selfinflicted nature of their problems is easy to understand though. Toyota was attacked
relentlessly a few years ago. Reputation was everything and some worked relentlessly to
tarnish it. Now, the tables have turned. GM is really hurting. 4.2 Million vehicles have
been recalled this month and bankruptcy recovery didn't result in a promising
outcome. Having only achieved status quo isn't encouraging... especially when you bring
other automakers into the mix. Ford frustrates them (deniers) more than any. Watching
former Volt owners embrace the C-Max plug-in is a victory lost. They use to celebrate
conquest sales. But now when they are out of favor, it hurts. Of course, turning to
Chrysler makes it even worse. The 2015 model of the Chrysler 200 will feature a 9speed automatic transmission. That offers a 5 MPG gain over the current model. 36
MPG highway takes away bragging opportunity. I find the 28 MPG combined
disturbing, especially with such a complex & costly system. Give me the simplicity of a
hybrid with a power-split device any day. In fact, that's actually the very reason I
discovered Prius back in 1999. I was frustrated with 20th Century design... which sadly,
continues in 2014. Adding more gears isn't a solution. Taking advantage of motors &
batteries is. Toyota draws many sales for their effort, hence the aversion.
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3-30-2014

Not Much Anymore. The difference between ordinary mainstream consumer and
enthusiasts should have been obvious. But hype blinded the hopeful. That meant some
victims emerged along the way. Afterward, those who were misled or misunderstood
said things like this: "I want to drive as close as possible to 100% electric without range
anxiety. And I'm tired of paying attention to the list of conditions that turn the PiP's ICE
on, including exceeding 62 mph." Sadly, that particular quote was from today. I pointed
out what supporters are now quite familiar with: Notice how rare comments like that
have become? In fact, the only remaining source is from those who purchased a plug-in
hybrid but really wanted an EV. It made sense. Years ago, with so little information
available, people made lots of assumptions. That spread misconceptions and contributed
to greenwashing. Now, people are seeing the variety of offerings available and are
researching the differences. That's why asking for goals is so important. There are
tradeoffs. Not understanding the differences anymore, well into 2014, is the purchasers
loss. The design & approach of each automaker is clear at this point. Change will
come. Selling at a loss and depending upon tax-credits can only be short-term and at
low-volume. In the meantime, gas prices continue to drop and pressure from traditional
vehicles grows. Most people won't care when the engine starts. They'll just want
something affordable, practical, reliable, efficient, and clean.

3-31-2014

Standing Ground. It's not easy. There's a lot of pressure to give in. That's what
happens when hype grows. Thankfully, we get some wisdom like this from time to
time: "I am glad Toyota stood their ground and did what they should (reducing emission
by increasing efficiency with a balanced design) rather than what they could (add bigger
battery to exploit tax credit and greenwash with meaningless big MPG
numbers)." Reminders like that are important. I added: We knew GM was appealing to
an enthusiast audience. That's why the "Who is the market for Volt?" question kept
getting asked over and over again. The response of great EV acceleration was a dead
giveaway that the design wasn't balanced. Tradeoffs were being made to retain that
electric purity, but they weren't being acknowledged. So, we asked about heat in the
Winter. Response to that made it overwhelming clear that it the sacrifice was a problem
being avoided. The first generation had been demoted to a proof-of-concept and
enthusiasts were celebrating the victory. GM choose to call it a niche. Whatever the
case, an appealing vehicle had indeed been delivered. It supported the bragging rights
owners had hoped for and delivered a nice driving experience. It was what both wanted,
not what was actually needed. Ordinary consumers kept purchasing Malibu, Impala, and
Cruze instead. Looking toward the second generation, we see some enthusiasts having
become supporters. They now openly address the changes required for Volt to reach a
mainstream audience. Rather than being addressed as shortcomings or missed goals, they
are instead referred to as upgrades and improvements. That's ok. It's progress. But the
delay is really unfortunate. The backlash against Toyota for not having waivered from
priorities of the masses is disappointing. I'm hoping those who have owned both will
help us deal with the issues. GM must align priorities to match what the bulk of their
customers will actually purchase. The need for profit from selling lots of low-margin
vehicles, without any government assistance, is a bitter pill to swallow. Enthusiasts don't
like the idea of being common, but it's exactly what's needed. That means having to give
up bragging rights and shift focus. It's their choice. Change or be left behind.
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4-01-2014

March Sales. There wasn't much to say this month. Prius PHV sales were within 26 of
Volt, so the rhetoric was moot. Only being available in less than one-third the number of
states makes it difficult to argue demand. The big story was the same too. Traditional
vehicles are far out-selling Volt. They didn't take the "too little, too slowly" warning
serious. They dismissed all other options, risking everything on a signal choice. It didn't
work. Now, some are actively seeking out an alternative. Yeah! It's unfortunate the
fallout had to get so bad. Ford was able to avoid problems just fine. They understood the
importance of keeping cost in check and not sacrificing other priorities too
much. Tradeoffs are normal, but consumers lose interest quickly. GM has found out the
hard way out. The scramble to catch up is underway. Toyota already has a platform
delivering great hybrid efficiency and able to grow it as costs allow. In the meantime,
we're seeing adequate Prius & Camry hybrid sales. More would be nice. But
considering the current price of gas and the sluggish economic recovery, it's reasonable
since both are profitable and selling without markdowns. The situation needs to pick up,
especially as competition grows for both hybrids with and without plugs. Honda is the
automaker to watch at the moment. The hybrid version of Accord has been selling well
and supply is low. April should be interesting.

4-02-2014

Arguing Semantics. A dead giveaway that things aren't going well for the opposition is
when they begin arguing semantics. Today, we got a new thread titled: "Does the Prius
have a transmission?" It was started by a Volt owner on the big Prius forum frustrated
by seeing the topic of transmission being brought up so often when debating against
Volt. The simple nature of that in Prius is what allows it to be efficient, reliable, and
affordable. That edge obviously frustrates. Knowing there's no way to win that
argument perspective, the posts inevitable switch over to definitions. As long-time
supporters, we know that's a red herring. Whatever label it ends up with makes no
difference. But Prius newbies are compelled and Volt enthusiasts crave some kind of
victory... hence the thread. I couldn't let it go on without saying anything. So, I
responded by posting: The question misses the point of why "transmission" comments
have been made. Of course there is transmitting of power, but it works more like a
differential rather than something actually shifting gears. A quick look at the complexity
of other systems is why. It's the simplicity.
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4-03-2014

In A Vacuum. Month after month. Year after year. It was always the same story. No
matter what happened with Volt, it was ok, since it was supposedly the best plug-in
available. All they cared about was bragging rights. Everything else came secondary. It
was a recipe for disaster. They didn't care though. Operating as if they were in a
vacuum, the enthusiasts simply didn't care. In fact, they made fun of the "too little, too
slowly" concern. They'd twist it around and mock Prius PHV. In their mind, the smaller
battery-pack made it a loser. Whether or not it actually failed didn't matter. GM offered
more of an EV experience than Toyota, so nothing else made any difference. They were
wrong, very wrong… and now they're finding out just how bad neglecting the big picture
hurts. Much harm was done by believing an abundance of time was available, that the
second generation would be delivered in a few years with major improvements and a
much lower price. Somehow, resources to achieve that would magically be
available. Other priorities of the automaker were unrelated & unimportant. Reality is
crashing down. That isn't how the market actually works. The technological challenges
are big in themselves. Pressure from the traditional market is diverting attention &
priority. Competition from other sources is growing. The opportunity Volt had is
shrinking, rapidly. The theme of "too late" is becoming overwhelmingly
apparent. Choosing to disregard what else is happening has consequences. Survival in a
vacuum isn't possible.

4-03-2014

Recall Crisis. All we can say at this point is: "Wow!" The situation with GM is a
spectacular disaster. The scope of problem concealment is enormous. The liability is
remarkable. Rather the spreading of fear like what happened with Toyota, there are
actual deaths and a clear effort to avoid taking responsibility by hiding evidence. I
remember executives leaving the Volt program before they could be held accountable for
their promises. It was an easy way to dismiss goals not achieved. That seems so small in
comparison. With these recall issues, like the ignition switch, excuses or dodging isn't
possible. It's a public-relation nightmare on a crisis scale no one has ever
seen. Supporters burnt bridges in the past too, making this difficult situation even harder
to deal with. What a mess. Barely having emerged from bankruptcy in the form of a
massive bailout (money never paid back to the government), the recall count of over 5
million is an unimaginable amount of damage to repair… something money &
forgiveness cannot fix. How will GM recover from this? Where will limited resources
be invested going forward? What will be their stance on mainstream cars, making
pickups guzzle less, and somehow transforming Volt into something profitable?
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4-04-2014

Split Personality. No surprise. Quite predictable. The media from Detroit published an
article to inspire & distract. It speculated about the next Volt, using extremely ambiguous
information to imply it will split into 2 distinct models… one offering increased capacity
and the other less. Needless to say, hypocritical posts quickly emerged. All that talk
about the need for a second model and the product gap was totally forgotten. Many acted
as though those same suggestions made in past were entirely new now. Ugh. At least
there is growing recognition of need. The childish avoidance was such a waste. They
kept arguing about superiority, even though sales weren't growing… despite market
recovery and a $5,000 price-drop. That desperation & denial was maddening. I couldn't
believe how bad it got. But then again, the behavior on their part was exactly what we
needed to conclude that chapter. It's over obvious. Sales were well below need and there
wasn't a Plan-B available. The entire farm was bet on a single massive risk. It failed
miserably. A proper step will be taken next. The split attention confirms priorities being
addressed, providing some hope. Sadly, it will come 5 years later than promised. Better
late than never?

4-05-2014

Greenwashing Victims. Reading comments like this irritate: "It is a standard Prius in
almost every respect, with a small additional all-electric range. The engine turns on for
heat, acceleration boost, and speeds over 62 mph. I wish I had understood that it wasn't
an EV before I bought it." Enthusiasts of Volt campaigned intensely, working hard to
misrepresent Prius PHV. Over and over and over again they would make direct EV
comparisons. No matter how many times we pointed out it was a "Plug-In Hybrid" as
stated by the emblem on the car itself, they kept insisting it was a terrible attempt to
deliver an EV instead. Some people had no idea that was happening and just assumed
the only difference was a smaller battery-pack. Just like the old days with hybrids, we
were fighting the efforts to greenwash with "not the same" clarification. Sadly, no matter
how much we pointed out differences, like what EV-BOOST provides, it got drown out
by rhetoric. Thankfully, there are some Volt owners tired of that nonsense, no longer
willing to allow it to continue. Rather than the enabling silence, they are speaking out to
against enthusiasts. They are true supporters, those not afraid to face facts, are helping to
undo the greenwash damage. I really appreciate that.
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4-06-2014

Remembering Propaganda. Since the very beginning, there have been efforts to
generalize. Sadly, many were with ill intent. The hope is that dumping vehicles into a
simple category, they will be easy to dismiss. Fortunately, uniqueness from Prius has
made that a challenge for well over a decade. It never ends though. Here's an example
from last year: "You basically have three choices of electric vehicles today, Hybrid, Plug
in Electric only, and Extended Range Electric." That was the introduction on a webpage
setup by, you guessed it, a Volt owner. She was clearly attempting to undermine. Why
isn't there any mention of plug-in hybrids? Both Toyota & Ford were selling them. Such
a blatant omission is wrong. Whatever. Reading the descriptions to follow said it well:
"Hybrid Electric Vehicles (like the Prius): These are basically gas vehicles using an
electric motor to improve the miles per gallons. Although a move in the right direction,
you can get clean diesel vehicles (like the Volkswagens) that are more fun to drive and
that have as good or better miles per gallon than the best hybrids, so for me today it is
only a partial solution." We know that the better claim isn't true. Yet, the broad
dismissal was made anyway. Then came this: "Extended Range Electric Vehicles (like
the Chevrolet Volt): These are 100% electric vehicles, meaning that the wheels are only
powered by an electric motor, but you have a small gas engine that can be used as an
electric generator to provide electricity to the electric motor when the battery is
depleted. The advantage of this solution, is that you (almost) get the best of both
worlds." The misleading was obvious at that point. Not only were Toyota's PHV and
Ford Energi choices excluded entirely, the information wasn't even true. At times, the
engine does indeed provide power to the wheels. It is not just a source for the
generator. All that brings up the question of naivety. Could she be so poorly informed
that she didn't know she was spreading greenwash material? That's called propaganda.

4-06-2014

Continuing Propaganda. It is quite redeeming to see Volt owners on a Volt forum
argue with each other to stop the spread of misinformation. You can't help but to feel
fulfilled that little bits of the truth have snuck through, that there is a desire to be honest
& constructive. Things like the videos have really paid off. With so much detail
available, people can watch & decide for themselves. It's unfortunate that things like
cherry-picking continue to be a problem. But at least progress is being made. Those old
problems, such as focus solely on the short-term gain, are becoming less and less of an
issue. Some barriers really are going away. Sadly, we do still have some propaganda to
deal with. The key is, some Volt owners really do want that next generation to be
competitive. They are sick & tired of lies being spread and bragging taking
precedence. That sure is a relief. I bet some of the underlying cause is watching 3-year
leases expire and those drivers becoming owners of plug-in vehicles from other
automakers. Conquest sales in the other direction certainly can be humbling. Hype
won't repair that damage. There is hope for a genuine progress. After all, you can only
deny that the true competition is traditional vehicles for so long.
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4-06-2014

Good Business. The approach with Prius was to deliver a vehicle for the masses. That
irritated enthusiasts to no end. An ordinary mainstream vehicle should not draw attention
like that. So over the years, we've seen sports-car enthusiasts publications half-heartedly
embrace the idea. It generated lots of traffic to their websites. So, it wasn't all bad. But
then came along the Volt enthusiasts. They didn't care about high-volume sales. Their
interest was bragging rights. That's why supporters of Volt have distanced themselves,
not wanting to be part of a group not interested in the long-term well being. That's how
we end up with comments like this: "Toyota still refuses to sell the PiP nationwide." It
gives the impression of missed opportunity, but doesn't take into account anything other
than initial sales. I tried to inject a dose of reality: With so much effort being taken to
undermine the plug-in model by misrepresenting & misleading about it, that continues to
confirm itself as a wise choice. The resulting confusion & assumptions is something we
are constantly having to deal with. The market isn't ready anyway. Even without the
anti-plug rhetoric, there are still challenges to overcome. Look at the struggles with
charging-stations. Their variety of issues make them a mess. Cost is obviously another
big problem. Batteries are still too expensive to be competitive. We'd like wider
availability. But focus on increasing demand in established areas makes more
sense. There shouldn't be any argument that figuring out how to grow sales there, rather
than just spreading inventory, is the better move. The need is to actually penetrate deeper
into the market, to overcome initial interest. Look at what GM did with Volt. Drawing in
sales from consumers other than early adopters has proven to be much harder than
expected. Now, they are stuck without a next step available. What incentive is there for
a dealer to offer more and for a salesperson to show more? The market is already
saturated. Like it or not, Toyota's response is a good business decision.

4-07-2014

Nothing New. Staying out of the spotlight is not a strength of GM. This particular
moment in time is a turning-point too, so it's been especially difficult. Over the past few
months, we've watch a chapter end with Volt. That has left the industry wondering what
comes next, especially with Ford having done so well with the introduction of their nextgeneration pickup. Focus on mainstream cars isn't exactly the excitement GM thrives
on. But that's all they've had until recently. The flood of over 5 million recalls, which
includes a cover-up concealing the deaths of 13 people and crashes of 32 vehicles. That
has left them quite desperate for some other type of attention. So, in the usual GM
fashion, they announced an upcoming announcement. It will happen tomorrow. We'll
finally find out what's next. In the meantime, there's nothing new. But a look on the
internet blogs & forums sure don't give that impression. We're seeing the same hype
pattern emerge again. Heck, some of the posts are nearly word-for-word repeats. Hope
without merit is feeding what very well could turn into another frenzy. It's like nothing
was learned by some. Remember what happened before?
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4-08-2014

Waste Of Time. All automakers invest in their future. GM is the only one to make a big
deal out of it though. Notice how none of the other automakers make announcements
like they do? Anywho, the information we got today simply stated tooling, equipment,
and plant upgrades would be taking place in preparation for the next generation Volt and
other vehicle electrification efforts. Naturally, the worst of the antagonist posted this in
celebration: "What's truly dead is hybrids like the Prius. That technology is at the end of
its life. Toyota has so indicated by creating the PIP." And followed with: "The biggest
thing holding back electrics is range and charging time." Don't you love how
conclusions can be drawn with nothing but a vague announcement? It's quite amusing,
especially since there is obviously a place in the market for hybrids without plugs. But
what I got a kick out of the most was the blatant disregard for the topic of cost, which is
clearly the biggest holdback. That's what Toyota has been saying for many, many years
now. If the vehicle isn't affordable, it won't be adopted by the masses. Heck, that is the
very reason why the tax-credit amount is tied directly to battery capacity. Needless to
say, I wasn't about to take his bait. It would only be a waste of time rehashing the same
old arguments again.

4-09-2014

Not A Peep. I've refrained from posting anything, even though quotes like this make it
tempting: "Much to my surprise almost all responses were positive to the
idea." Learning to deal with deception is one thing, but actually getting agreement is
another. Of course, most readers have no clue the idea is old. They basically assume it's
a new twist which just emerged, a next step that just naturally happened. In other words,
the long overdue necessity of a Volt for the masses is finally being
addressed. Remember all those "second model" arguments? I couldn't believe how they
feared that idea. They truly thought that would result in the end of Volt, that the effort
was to kill it off entirely. No matter many times the "one size fits all" reference was
made, they just plain didn't want to acknowledge the possibility of two. Even the "lite"
term was coined to make it easy to dismiss. Enthusiasts wanted no part of a Volt with
reduced battery-capacity. Even though that would deliver better depleted efficiency,
increased interior room, and a lower cost, it was far too much of a compromise for
them... until now. Many are embracing the idea. Pointing out that it's what some of us
have been fighting to get for a very long time is pointless. So, there hasn't been a peep
from me. Achieving the objective is all that counts... even though the "too little, too
slowly" has played out right before our eyes.

4-09-2014

DVD Discovery. It really surprised me. I thought playing video was only possible from
the navigation system's drive, which is a separate slot on some. On mine, there isn't
one. The data is stored on a hard-drive instead. So, I never even considered the
possibility. Accidently inserting a DVD from a 2-disc package rather than a CD quickly
set me straight. Audio was playing, but there was a blue window on the audio
screen. And sure enough, when I stopped and pressed the emergency brake... tada! There was video playing on the screen, complete with menu features to select. It's an
interesting feature if you ever hopelessly get stuck somewhere or end up waiting for
someone. I now keep a few episodes of M*A*S*H in my car, just in case. You never
know when that could come in handy. Listening to the audio track of some movies is
while I drive is quite realistic too. You'd be surprised how the video part isn't
necessary. Many musicals and animated features have stories easy to follow without
seeing anything.
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4-10-2014

Sometimes. Patience is important, but ask what sacrifices are made in the
meantime. We really don't want to keep putting countless traditional vehicles on the
road. They'll remain in service for the next decade. So, we have to consider comments
like this carefully: "Sometime it just takes much longer than we want it to!" That's very
reason we need to keep carefully focused. Anywho, this was my post in
response: Sometimes? With the automotive industry, when hasn't it? Seriously. They
always rollout in slow motion. Each new advance is loooong awaited by the time we
actually get it. You complain about slow expansion with the plug-in Prius, yet don't
mention the very same thing happening twice in the past. We didn't get the Gen-0 model
(Dec. 1997) at all. Instead, we got the upgrade 2.5 years later and called it Gen-1 (Aug.
2000). Then that rollout was internet-order-only for 2.5 years (until May 2002). When
Volt enthusiasts were making bold claims about mainstream sales by the end of year-2,
some of us were shaking our heads in dismay. What made it especially interesting was
the outright dismal of anything related to Two-Mode, which was GM's own recent
attempt to capitalize on their much stronger market... trucks. We all knew the car market
would heat up. Pressure from traditional vehicles has been growing as the price of gas
climbs and the efficient requirements rise. That meant anything attempting to appeal to
those same consumers absolutely must match their purchase priorities. Toyota has
remained true to that with Prius and has remained competitive. GM decided to risk
offering something at a higher cost while sacrificing interior space and is paying the
consequences as a result. So, we look ahead to what will be delivered for 2016. Reading
the blogs & forums for Volt, I find it ironic how many of the "second model" comments
are exactly what many of us labeled as "trolls" were saying years ago. They are now
endorsing those very suggestions they had once despised. The fear that our attempts to
help progress along was really an effort to kill Volt. Turns out, we had studied the
market and understood it better. It had nothing to do with the engineering. It came down
to basic economics. Automakers are a business. They cannot just build what they want,
no matter how much hype that desire stirs. It's all about high-volume profitable sales.

4-10-2014

Dishonesty. GM's frequent mention of the next-generation Volt encourages
speculation. That's perfectly fine. There's nothing wrong with exploring options. Hope
without merit isn't constructive though. When it leads to hype, the situation creates
reason for concern. When it results in dishonesty, problems arise. We're seeing it
already. This new chapter ushered it back in. Ugh. There's one person flat out denying
past discussions ever happened, even though the exact phrases recited were from many
posts with him, over and over again. For the same topic to be addressed repeatedly and
now conveniently forgotten, you have to carefully choose how to respond. My choice is
abandonment. The effort simply isn't worth it… especially since it would only serve to
confirm his hypocritical stance. His claim is dishonest, but that can be accepted. That
change was the goal anyway. With another, the problem isn't so easy to deal with. He
continues to outright lie about how Prius operates. Now, he's claiming the videos he
watched validates the misinformation. Upon reading that, I was stunned. How could
anyone be so desperate to undermine still? Making statements so easily proven false is a
good sign though. It serves as indication that Prius is seen as a true threat… so much for
finding an ally to help replace traditional vehicles. I'm choosing to ignore him too. With
so much real-world data now available, we'll just focus on that instead.
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4-10-2014

Encouragement. Those working against the effort to reach the mainstream with hybrids
& plugs are disappearing. The ones left are quite amusing. One website still working
hard misleads for the sake of promoting diesel. This month's attempt was to misrepresent
by posting the total sales for hybrids and for diesel. It seemed innocent enough… until
you realized the hybrids were exclusively passenger vehicles and the diesel included
commercial trucks. How is that even the slightest big honest? Whatever. We're just
looking for signs of encouragement asking how things have changed. The most
intriguing is the shift of former Prius owners replacing their aged vehicles with hybrids
from other automakers. That appears like a loss. But stepping back to look at the big
picture, it's really an industry plus. Those owners are now pushing their expectations
elsewhere… encouraging market growth overall. Yeah! It's one of those situations like
negative publicity, where it ultimately has a positive effect. The circumstances are
counter-intuitive. Conflict at the plug can be that way too. Owners are figuring out what
works best on their own, rather than being forced to conform to a standard established by
group unfamiliar with we actually encounter. There is a spirit of cooperation growing in
the forums. Defeat tends to encourage finding a compromise. New hope is growing.

4-11-2014

Non-Hybrid Use. Some of the engine technology only used in the Toyota hybrids will
be carried over to the Toyota traditional vehicles. It's part of that on-going process often
referred to a the "moving target" we are always concerned about. There's a constant
cycle of improvement which is a endless source of market pressure. It can be good, but
you need to take a reality check from time to time. Expanding production & distribution
reduces cost. That's a win-win situation, especially since it means continued
investment. The most obvious change is switching from the Otto piston pumping to
Atkinson. The longer strokes provide more output for each act of combustion, resulting
in higher efficiency. While driving at a steady speed, that's great. However, the tradeoff
is reduced power. Of course, not much power is needed while cruising anyway. There
are also refinement approaches, learned such as exhaust-gas recirculation, variable-valve
timing, and air-intake ports, which can all be used in non-hybrids. They increase the
engine's thermal efficiency, resulting in higher MPG output. It's an interesting
situation. Makes you wonder if the typical consumer has any clue what actually happens
under the hood as they drive.

4-12-2014

Smart-Entry / Smart-Start. That's how it was first named, abbreviated as SE/SS. The
reason for that was the more popular name now used wasn't specific enough. Smart-KeySystem (SKS) implies you can both unlock & start the vehicle with a wireless
transmitter... which wasn't the case originally. Some only allowed entry, but you still had
to use a physical key afterward. Anywho, I made a surprise discovery that it was smarter
than I had thought. My girlfriend had one of the transmitters in her purse, still inside the
Prius. When we walked away from it, I pressed the lock button on my transmitter. The
Prius doors locked. Later when we returned, I discovered the doors weren't unlocking by
just passing my hand through the handle like usual. After several attempts and worry
something was actually wrong, I pushed by button on the transmitter. It unlocked. All
was well. It took a minute for me to put together what had just occurred. The system
had automatically disabled the proximity feature, since it detected a transmitter was
locked inside... forcing me to physically touch my own outside for entry. Had it not done
that, anyone could have got in the vehicle and driven away. Sweet!
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4-13-2014

Lessons Learned. An article summarizing the situation this way said it well: "In an
effort to boost sales and find a wider appeal, a lower-priced, shorter range version of the
Chevy Volt is reportedly planned." That pokes at goals, indirectly highlighting how
Toyota had it correct with Prius from the very beginning by holding price an extremely
high priority. As sensible as it seems to deliver a vehicle that's faster and more powerful,
it doesn't actually mean that will result in more sales. Those who support Volt have
learned that lesson the hard way... and some, more so than others. Quotes like this
highlight the circumstances now: "I'm glad that I didn't buy my Chevy Volt. Just 3 years
lease." and "I'd gladly sell the Volt, only GM has destroyed my resale value..." Think
about the damage that $5,000 price drop has done. Think about what will happen when
the $7,500 tax-credit expires. Think about what happens in a few weeks when the HOVsticker supply runs out. What about making a profit? When and how will that be
achieved? With so much marketing emphasis still being placed on the having a 40-mile
range, the introduction of a reduced model clashes with what we've been told is
important. Remember, reduced capacity can also mean reduced speed &
power. Whatever the case, it ultimate must reach more consumers... an audience well
beyond that of the first attempt.

4-13-2014

Bottom Line. The academic arguments are annoying. People think they're being
constructive, but don't realize excluding real-world is a major oversight. They assume
people make logical choices. To make matters worse, they believe the best option is
what offers the most of something. So naturally, agreement is elusive. Then there's the
blame game, especially when it comes to Volt. That means when we shift focus back to
goals, the response is typically one of anger. But that's how this works, resulting in:
"Who cares about "he said, she said". The truth is the bottom line: final sales numbers at
the end of the year. Enuf said." Who is GM anyway? Hype was allowed to take on a
life of it's own. Whenever something was said, it was always intentionally
ambiguous. There hasn't been any accountability. Anyone of responsibility left the
project. Enthusiasts were enabled. Look at what's happening was the next generation,
the same nonsense is repeating. We all know the what's required. That shouldn't need to
be said. Success will always be defined by sales. The business requires high-volume
profitable sales. Being green cannot be achieved without those sales.
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4-14-2014

The Past. It's nice having an open & constructive dialog now. Things have definitely
changed. I pointed today's observations out with: It is unfortunate most people are
unaware of the past. To those of you who have openly stated not having followed Volt
until later in the process, THANK YOU for stating that. It's far better than back when we
pointed out the parallel to Two-Mode development and having been accused of trying to
promote Prius rather than getting any type of constructive acknowledgement. That's
what the nonsense emerged from. Having witnessed the entire process twice already and
seeing the pattern start for a third, it's a very real issue finding an effective way to convey
that information. Items get argued down simply due to lack of detail... the very content I
documented to the extreme back when those previous events happens, as they were
unfolding. Even the act of looking back afterward presents a perspective different from
that of not knowing yet. Long story short, I expect quite a bit of criticism from the
resulting over-simplification. Not addressing all the reasons why is a problem we've
already seen repeat. Then, of course, we have the problem of some people not having the
background. Unless you've studied economics, accounting, and engineering, there are
aspects of discussions being missed. The biggest problem, though, is not having goals or
even an audience clearly identified. Failure is inevitable when particulars are not
provided for the measure of success.

4-14-2014

Rumors. It's nice when we get a reminder how not-so-obvious a situation can be: "Well,
we're coming up on the two year anniversary of this thread. Still, I have no idea how
these rumors get started." That's a very realistic comment to make; yet, few ever actually
make it. The online forum isn't a venue for that. There's no way to follow the activity of
all threads at the same time other than at that very moment. It's impossible to know what
things were like at any particular point in time. You're stuck with a today-only
perspective. Fortunately, the blogs do capture thoughts as they are happening. Mine is
among the sources readily available for hybrids. So, I responded with: I do. There are
countless quotes in my hundred of pages of blogs pointing out the emergence of false
beliefs. With Volt in particular, there were some rather intense fights which came about
from those of us who questioned sources and pointed out claims without merit. Sadly,
there are also greenwashing efforts. My all time favorite is how Toyota clearly stated in
a presentation how lithium-based batteries were still too expensive to be used profitably
and people would intentionally misled by making the claim that those batteries could
never be used. It was a blatant disregard for what was actually said. They didn't
care. Then when Volt rolled out, there was a huge effort to undermine PIP by making
people believe the plug-supplied electricity wouldn't be used at all once the engine started
or you exceed 62 mph. No matter how many times the correction information was
provided, the same people would keep posting greenwash material. So, simple things
like rumors, are easy to see how they get out of hand. Consider the reality of most people
taking what they read at face value, never bothering to confirm facts or follow up. It's
really disappointing to learn how common that is.
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4-14-2014

Greenwashing Efforts. There are more and more Volt owners attempting to squash
efforts to greenwash, no longer willing to be enablers by not speaking up. They don't
like when misinformation is spread, especially when it is about other plug-in vehicles to
make Volt appear better. Their desire to honestly gain people's acceptance is triumphing
over the superiority approach. Substance over attitude, gotta love it. Anywho, it's stuff
like this we are currently seeing: "You and PiP owners talk about how anytime you want
full power you just step down and the engine comes on and gives XX HP. That sounds
like a horrible way to wake up an engine first thing, especially when it's -10°. The Volt
never does that to its engine." Volt never does because the engine fires up at
temperatures under 15°F. The same is true for the plug-in Prius, but he intentionally left
out that vital fact... hoping you'd assume it was different. Also, notice how he was
ambiguous by not being specific with temperature? On the Celsius scale, -10°C is
actually 14°F. So technically, it's accurate, but could easily mislead. Lastly, the
inclusion of adjectives, like "horrible", draw the conclusion for you rather than just
providing information. Not being allowed to decide for yourself is yet another way to
greenwash. Lastly, watch for words like "never". Sighting absolutes by focusing on
extremes, rather than ordinary circumstances, adds to disingenuous portrayal too. It's
sad, but true.

4-15-2014

Lunar Eclipse. It was 2:00 in the morning. We were in Northern Minnesota, looking up
into an icy cold clear sky void of any city lights. The moon had just turned red. The
lunar eclipse was in progress. We were already freezing. Another 45 minutes was too
much. I suggested taking advantage of the Prius. We jumped in an drove down to a
location where we could park in the road without any possible traffic interference. Our
breath raised a new problem. It instantly froze to the glass. Oops! Without the Prius
running, we were comfortable... but the windows wouldn't remain clear for long. Sitting
back did the trick. That was nice. Neither one of us cared for the idea of having the
engine heat coolant for our warmth for that long. Why waste gas and have to deal with
the engine & blower noise when we were already comfortably dressed? So, we sat there
and watched, in as natural of a setting as possible. I enjoyed every moment of that
experience. It was quite humorous afterward too. Our breathing frosted over all but the
two side-windows we were viewing out of. There was a hysterical amount on the front
windshield. The drive back to our place was only a 1/4 mile. Starting the engine would
have been counter-productive. So, I scrapped... no realizing my breathing would frost it
back up 10 seconds later. The angle of the glass, rather than being vertical like the sides,
made keeping it clear nearly impossible. But out there in such a rural area at 3:00 AM
with powerfully bright LED lights, made crawling along at a snails pace using only
electricity and scraping the entire time was no big deal. In fact, that added to the
memory. We had a very unique time, just the two of us watching a rare astronomical
event... with a plug-in hybrid.
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4-16-2014

Traditional Competition. Downsizing to a small SUV has been the solution for many
of those who had been driving monster-size guzzlers. That's obviously an
improvement. But still, the resulting efficiency is well under anything actually
competitive with a hybrid like Prius... which ironically, offerings larger seating & cargo
capacity in some cases. Later this year, that most definitely will be true. GM is
introducing their subcompact SUV known as Trax to our market. It has been available in
Canada & Mexico since 2012. It will continue to be produced in South Korea &
Mexico. Sales potential seem pretty good, considering the 26 City and 34 Highway
ratings. After all, most consumers have been greenwashed to believe that is efficient
MPG. The idea of traditional vehicles delivering efficiency in the 40's has long since
been abandoned. That's why Prius hasn't seen much growth. We've lowered our
standards. That's sad. But just like the automakers perversely predicted, vehicle size
would get smaller. It's an absurd reality, since some had become so large they no longer
fit in garages and were quite difficult to squeeze into parking spots. Needless to say, it
will be quite interesting to see what happens later with sales when gas prices rise again.

4-17-2014

Outdated. The discrediting continues. Fortunately, each attempt appears more and
more desperate. I sounded off to one today with: Ironically, the antagonist position is to
claim Prius was cobbled together in haste, a direct response from Toyota as a result of
Volt. In reality, it was the opposite. Toyota already offered a refined hybrid system and
was able to augment it with a plug by basically just swapping out the battery-pack and
adding a charger & plug. The platform already supported that next step forward into the
mainstream. GM was scrambling to keep from being left behind, so they squeezed in as
much battery as possible, connecting it to an upgrade of the Two-Mode system. That's
why the topic of "transmission" is brought up so often. We all know GM didn't start
from scratch. That wouldn't make sense. Trouble was, the expertise they had acquired
was from an expensive system which didn't deliver as high efficiency as needed. But in
the short term, adding enough battery-capacity to compensate for that could hold them
over in the meantime. Problem was, it trapped them into a non-competitive
design. Every time the idea of a reduced-capacity model came up, there were highly
emotional (and sometimes hostile) responses... since depleted efficiency and reduced
power were such obvious shortcomings. To make matters worse, there was little doubt
Toyota's plug-in design was profitable. Though priced a little out of reach for the target
market, the cost-reduction was achievable within the current generation. For GM, there
was no chance of reaching profit until the next... which is how the "old" claims came
about. The effort to portray Toyota's design as "outdated" rather than acknowledge it had
matured for the masses was rather desperate, but quite common. The idea of getting any
type of recognition that Prius offers a nice balance of priorities is still too much to
bare. Watch the type of reply we get to this. Avoiding the topic of business need for the
sake of winning an argument is pretty much inevitable... here anyway. Elsewhere, we do
see some GM supporters in favor of a competitive model turning on some current Volt
owners.
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4-18-2014

Progress. Now that there's a message of support for a model of Volt actually affordable
& profitable, the divide is growing. We're seeing a group embracing the idea, thrilled
something from GM not serving just a niche. Nothing available for the mainstream after
all this time was making them feel let down. They're a stark contrast from the other
group, those who continue to make "still no competition" proclamations and are quite
insulting when pointing that out. It's the typical enthusiast stereotypical response we've
come to expect. I don't see them as much of a concern. Attitude like that doesn't earn
any respect. The other is what stirs interest. They're saying exactly what some of us who
were labeled as "trolls" said years ago. It's quite hypocritical, but that's progress
nonetheless. The realities of highway-travel and winter-warming have overcome the
blindness those chanting for EV purity have caused. Toyota delivered the design needed,
through blending of power. Admitting that won't happen, but supporting the efficiency
outcome doesn't require a sacrifice of pride. That was the reason for stating goals all
along. Too bad so much chest-pounding prevented the progress we are only now
seeing. Oh well. It sure feels good having supported what was truly needed. The
assumption that switching from electricity to mechanical was better than balancing the
too sounds so absurd now. Yet, there were a few who passionately believed it.

4-19-2014

Enjoying Outdoor Recreation. We tried. Unfortunately, our timing was off. Heading
up north with the bikes seemed a sensible escape. After all, all the snow was
gone. Sadly, the only nice day for temperature was really windy. Then, it snowed. On
the way back, there was a fierce headwind, temp was in the 40's, the Prius was packed
inside, and we had 2 bikes on back. I knew that 175-mile trip with lots of highway travel
at 65 & 70 mph wasn't going to be ideal. 38 MPG was a pretty good outcome in those
circumstances. How many other cars could accomplish the same thing? That's the only
way to look at it. The efficiency penalty for enjoying outdoor recreation is well worth
it. Sometimes, you do get lucky. I've taken my kayaks that distance too. Surprisingly,
they don't impact MPG much more than carrying the bikes. Still, upper 30's is quite a bit
below the usual commute MPG from a fully recharged battery-pack. Oh well. With the
warm season so short and nice days when you have time free, it's best to try to take
advantage when you can. Being able to use the Prius to do that is nice, really nice.

4-20-2014

Spring! We hit the 70's for the first time in what seems like forever. Temperatures that
warm seemed like a distant memory for those of us up here in Minnesota. Thankfully,
they returned today. It made for a fantastic Easter Sunday. You could tell, the highways
were filled with everyone else taking the opportunity to drive somewhere too. Next week
it will be colder and the replenishing rains will arrive. That's a welcome situation. It will
help open up the lakes, melting away the final layer of ice. I'm getting anxious to kayak
again. The rack for the roof of the Prius is ready to go. It will be just a matter of waiting
for the water to warm up. Perhaps I need to finally get a wetsuit. In the meantime, I'm
watching the green grass emerge. That usually means photo opportunities. Hopefully,
I'll find a new location to take advantage of the improving weather.
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4-21-2014

More Progress. Evidence of this new chapter is becoming easier and easier to find:
"The amount of disinformation and FUD I constantly see here regarding the Prius is
incredible. Why is there such an inferiority complex and a constant need to bash the
Toyota by a tiny but vocal minority of Volt owners?" That particular quote came from a
forum dedicated to Volt, one in which I do not participate. Being just a lurker there has
provided a great opportunity to observe without influence, watching how enthusiasts &
supporters interact with each other. Lately, it hasn't been pretty. Spreading of FUD
(that's Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt) combined with some outright lies has become a
liability. The reputation of their forum is threatened by loss of credibility from such
activity. The very same thing happened on the big GM forum. Eventually, the
moderators had to take action. Allowing it to continue wasn't worth it, even when that
meant having to ban some of their own most popular long-time posters. They're the real
troublemakers, thriving on any chance to exclaim superiority. That idea of partnering for
a common cause is unacceptable and the thought of a "Volt lite" is bringing out the
worst. They wouldn't go to such extremes if the idea didn't have substance. It's a good
sign though, a sign of progress.

4-22-2014

Rerated MPG. Remember the public outcry and legal action late last Summer about
Ford? Those not distracted by the chaos caused by Volt do. The hybrid model of C-Max
has really been struggling, and that's what ended up being the big news for Earth Day
today. That's not the kind of attention desired. Unless of course, you're GM. There is a
sense of relief for Toyota too. The advertisements praising C-Max efficiency over Prius
V was quite intense. We saw countless television commercials. It really got annoying,
since things didn't seem to add up. Eventually, that claim of 47 MPG was revealed to be
false. The efficiency numbers were rerated, reducing the 47/47/47 rating officially to 40
City, 45 Highway, and 43 Combined. That stirred emotion from owners and scared off
many potential buyers. In fact, if it wasn't for the Energi (plug-in) model of C-Max, it
would have been looked upon as a market failure like Insight. The reputation was
tarnished and continues to be. That's a real problem without any good solution
available. How do you recover from that... especially with a next-generation Prius on the
way?
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4-23-2014

Discouraged. The reality of traditional vehicles being the actual competition is finally
becoming apparent. To think that it would take this many years to get recognition of the
true problem... it's mind boggling. What it took was a change of perspective and the
information coming from a different source. Volt enthusiasts don't what to hear that from
a Prius owner. In fact, some will go to extremes to avoid acknowledgement. Sadly, that
meant having to deal with misleading and dishonest posts online. Fortunately, we are
finally get past some of that rhetoric... but not in the best way. This statement from
Consumer Reports is what contributed to the change of attitude: "In our own tests, we
found the Prius Plug-in offered a scant mileage advantage over the standard Prius at a
huge additional cost." Taken at face value, that could be used as material against Prius
PHV. But when you give it some thought, the statement doesn't actually tell you
much. What does "scant" indicate? What about the meaning of "huge"? They are both
vague, void of any detail. For that matter, who is the "additional cost" referring to? The
price some consumers pay is nearly identical right now when you take federal & state
credits into account. Toyota's cost is more, but they don't make that clear. And since
when is comparing to another model appropriate without including a baseline? After all,
the point is to look at the big picture. Why no mention in comparison to other Toyota
vehicles? Of course, there's no way to summarize in a single sentence anyway. Prius
PHV offers a major advantage over the regular model for short trips, hardly a "scant"
aspect about that. The warm-up process is greatly improved for longer trips too. We
have lots of real-world data clearly showing that. The reality is, plug-in supply is limited
and profit for the dealer very small. It's far more lucrative to sell traditional vehicles, so
that's what they do. Articles about discouraging practices at dealers should be no
surprise.
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4-24-2014

Dealing With Change. It's hard to believe a former Prius owner who leased a Volt, then
replaced both with Teslas would claim the "vastly superior" period of history never
happened. I have hundreds of pages of blogs documenting the belittling of Leaf and
Prius PHV coming from the voices of Volt. Those die-hard enthusiasts caused all kinds
of trouble. Pretending that wasn't the case contributes to the barriers we are still trying to
overcome. So, I had quite a bit to say when it was denied: I'm enjoying the change
which has taken place since the end of last year. A spirit of cooperation has emerged
now that everyone is in agreement about who the competition actually is. It's about dang
time. My participation on the Volt blogs came about shortly after the initial
reveal. There was an intense campaign to mislead about Prius, and posts to provide
correct information were looked with suspicion. They believed that was really an effort
to undermine Volt. It got really bad. My own blogs are loaded with their quotes,
documenting the rhetoric we had to deal with. Then, it got worse. When Prius owners
started asking constructive questions about range reduction from heater use, depleted
efficiency from series operation, cost from battery-capacity & system-complexity, the
response was routinely hostile. They were brutal. Then, reality hit. Many of those
individuals abandoned the blogs, knowing they'd have to confront their own posts from
the past... showing them to be dismissive, hypocritical, and just plain wrong. That's
made moving on much easier. Phew! Now, it gets interesting. Recent posts from Volt
owners are revealing frustration with a handful of Volt owners. Rather than FUD, those
few are outright lying about Prius PHV. That desire to restore integrity is quite
encouraging. They are taking it upon themselves to ensure reputation isn't tarnished by
the intentional spreading of incorrect information. Gotta like that. For me, it's rewarding
to interact with other plug-in owners. I park with a Leaf everyday at work. This
weekend, I'll be at an Earth Day event showing off the PHV with others. There's a plugin owners group here in Minnesota now. All the automakers are represented. It's
fascinating to interact so directly with Volt owners there. What a difference. Seeing the
Tesla, Energi, Leaf, iMiEV, and Prius all mixed together sure is exciting... with each
owner doing their part to support choices for the masses. It's unfortunate there are a few
bad fish in the pond. I really hope people will eventually read my blogs in dismay, not
believing it ever could have been that bad. Right now though, we have a strange mix of
support... especially owners of Volt who purchase something else when their lease
expires. There is obviously the desire for greater capacity from a Toyota offering. But
those who move on from Prius take along with them other purchase priorities, more than
just efficiency. That's a win-win. They understand the pressure traditional vehicles
pose. They continue to help even as former Prius owners. So, whether you own one still
or not, the advancement forward helps. As long as they don't revert back to a guzzler or
spread FUD, it's good.
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4-27-2014

Bonding. Attacks coming from the desperate are contributing to that bond we've been
striving to achieve for a very, very long time. Volt & Prius supporters are working
together to squash their greenwashing. The biggest effort is to end their lie being spread
about PHV only delivering 6 miles of plug-in capacity. It goes way beyond misleading at
this point, and that's stirring anger. Intentional deception is just plain wrong. So, the
shared endeavor to end that is much appreciated. The other bonding aspect comes from
the acknowledgement of the need for business-sustaining profit and the consequences of
being dependent on government subsidies. Concern for overall well-being is
redeeming. It's long overdue and very welcome in any form we can get it. The fact that
it's coming as a result of a small number of Volt enthusiasts determined to portray other
plug-in offerings as inferior is rather ironic. They had accused the effort to seek out
cooperation an act of undermining. I found it funny that no matter what you said, all
they'd hear is "Prius" even if Prius was never mentioned. That's what happens when you
get desperate. Who knew it would contribute to bonding too?

4-27-2014

Real Issues. It's nice to finally see some constructive dialog. The new discussion started
was about younger buyers, discussing the pattern we've observed. I contributed
with: The thing I run into with some older buyers is how their assumptions cloud
judgment. They believe they have all the information needed to make a decision. Being
unaware of what's actually available is a very big challenge to overcome still. Today at
the barber shop was a great example. The barber's mom-in-law was there chatting with
the people waiting to get their hair cut. The topic started with flat tires (it's pothole
season, after all), then became a discussion about cargo you could carry inside, since
spares aren't always included anymore. I mentioned mine didn't; instead, there was a
battery-pack. The woman immediately chimed in about "not being comfortable in one of
those cars". That got my attention. I asked for clarification. She said she had looked at
"one of those" and didn't want any part of them. Baffled by her lack of clarity, I asked
about seating space. She made some obscure reference about being small... which made
no sense, since I knew her vehicle was a PT Cruiser... not a large vehicle which she had
inferred owning. Then, the topic was abruptly changed. She had made up her mind,
believing her stance was based on complete up-to-date facts. She was wrong, but not
having an effective way to point that out without embarrassment or disrespect is a very
real problem. Younger buyers don't have an extensive past to leverage upon and have
grown up in an age where improvement was continuous & often. So, most automatically
seek out information. That's a big difference with older buyers. Assumption issues are a
barrier to accepting high-efficiency vehicle choices. How do we deal with that?

4-27-2014

Broken Charger. On a cold, rainy day, what do you do? Go to the mall. Joining in that
chaos wasn't the ideal choice. Everyone else had the same thought. But having a plug-in
vehicle, at least parking would be too bad. Of course, getting to the spot itself was a
challenge. It took awhile for us to reach the chargers. Thankfully, there was room
available. That was a relief, considering how few spots are actually there. Believe it or
not, only 4 are offered at the Mall Of America. That's a massive shopping
destination. With 2 huge parking ramps, that's beyond disappointing... especially since
the recent efficiency upgrade. All the lighting was switched over to LED. Anywho, it
got worse. The charger I pulled up to was broken. The L2 cable wouldn't release. Only
the L1 was operational. That was a let down. Hopefully, it will be fixed soon. The
broken charger at work took over a month to get repaired. Oh well.
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4-27-2014

Impressive Charger. Today's other charger encounter, the best charging-station I have
ever seen, offered a nice balance. It's at a remarkably beautiful nature preserve, which
just happens to be within EV distance of my home. The station offers 2 high-speed
cords, both on those fancy retractable mounts. No messing around with still or tangled
cords. The readout is an actual screen too, not a simple digital readout like all the others
I've ever seen. There's no charge to recharge either. It's a great setup! The location is
absolutely ideal for a gathering as well. There's lots of parking and room to hang
out. Sadly, it is rather out of the way for non-locals. But that's life. The best zoo in the
state is nearby and people don't have any problem getting to it. So, I've get a great
opportunity to now exploit. That impressive charger will help draw in a variety of
efficiency supporters. I can't wait for the weather to finally get nice!

4-28-2014

New Discussions. It's nice seeing new discussions emerge. This one especially perked
my interest. "Why isn't there any discussion here about the PiP vs. the Ford Fusion
Energi Plug-In?" I jumped in with: That's a reasonable question with a stirring
answer. In the past, there was a tremendous amount of chest-pounding. Enthusiasts of
Volt declared it "vastly superior" and celebrated GM having "leap frogged" the
competition. Then reality set in. Although Volt was an appealing vehicle and did indeed
achieve some notable engineering milestones, it did not meet business or consumer
need. That's what caused so much attention to be drawn to it, pushing out pretty much all
other mentions... except Prius. Since then, GM itself has officially declared this
generation and moved on. They acknowledged goals not having been met. That chapter
ended. Many people aren't aware of the detail of that history. And as much as some still
want to discuss it, I have no interest. I too would like to hear more about the other
offerings, especially both Ford choices. C-Max is what we've seen a number of former
Volt drivers switch to when their lease expired. Fusion isn't as practical, but it offers
ample seating room. Battery-Capacity is the obvious Energi advantage over Prius
PHV. That increased kWh provides higher kW draw opportunity, translating to more
electric-only power. Depleted efficiency isn't as good though, especially with CMax. Of course, comparisons are limited to the current situation. We know that Toyota
would like to increase capacity as cost drops, keeping it competitive with the real
competition: traditional vehicles. Knowing the engine in Prius will become even more
efficient, it will continue to retain its hybrid advantage too. Ford's direction isn't as
obvious. Capacity is already at a "maxed" threshold, with respect to both cost and
physical space. We haven't heard anything about engine efficiency either. In fact, the
MPG down-rating has really soured C-Max expectations. Fusion, as a hybrid, is rather
competitive already. It rates notably higher than Camry, and matches Accord for
combined. Fusion, as a plug-in, has a tiny trunk. Being that limited for cargo space will
deter buyers. Being practical has been a strong selling-point for Prius, including the
plug-in model. Like it or not, we're still in the early stages. Things will get interesting as
tax-credit expiration nears. In the meantime, charging-stations are evolving. There are
more locations and the equipment itself is improving considerably.
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4-29-2014

Heavy Rain. This weekend, we had a mini gathering. It was supposed to be an Earth
Day event, but the heavy rain left us quite lonely... 6 plug-in vehicles... a Tesla, a Leaf, 3
Volt, and my Prius PHV. Instead, it was a washout. So, we hung out and talked for
awhile. The topic of "sales pitch" eventually came up. We all recognize that you've got
20 seconds at most to say you piece. After that, you typically lose the person to
misconceptions & assumptions. That makes subjects like "blending" nearly impossible
to address. There isn't an awareness of tradeoffs. In this case, the belief is more
electricity is better. How do you illustrate to them that higher overall efficiency is
possible from allowing the engine to run when the mindset is to use no gas until you run
out of electricity? To make matters worse, they think when the engine runs the battery is
no longer used. Then, there's the reality that much of our electricity is derived from dirty
sources. Conveying so much information is just a brief few sentences is basically
pointless. We were in agreement that the best way to convince the poorly informed is to
encourage firsthand research. After all, it was the test-drive experience that won over
countless doubters years ago. Why not with plug-in vehicles now?

4-30-2014

Blending, stigma. It's been given a stigma. The purity of electric-only drive continues
to get praise, regardless of the sacrifices required to achieve it. There's a very active
thread on the big Prius forum addressing it. I added more to it today with: Today's
travel... mostly highway, in really wet snow, blah ...was 96 miles total. I recharged early
in the morning, mid-afternoon, and squeezed in a partial (60%) late in the evening. The
result was 62 MPG. Blending is the new "caught off guard" situation. People look back
and give Toyota credit for being way ahead of the rest of the industry for hybrids,
implying the other automakers are now rapidly catching up. They believe the race is
over, that a lead no longer exists. Big mistake. People assume the next big step forward
is just increasing battery-capacity for further EV driving. That's an easy trap to fall
into. It makes sense... unless you really take the time to consider all the factors
involved. Sadly, few ever do. Most are greenwashed into thinking more is always
better. Engineers know differently. They see how complicated it is to achieve a balance,
how challenging it is to deliver an optimal solution. They are well aware of
tradeoffs. They understand higher capacity and more power may not actually be an
improvement. It will take years for the typical consumer to figure that out. Then, they'll
look back and wonder way the others didn't just follow the same path Toyota took. It
will seem so obvious to them, at that point. But right now, there's lots of disbelief that
blending is better.
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Blending, tradeoffs. The benefit is far from obvious. Most people aren't even aware of
the fact that more of something often means less of something else. When it comes to
propulsion, that especially a problem. The assumption is simply increasing the size of
the engine, motor, or battery will improve the vehicle's overall performance. That most
definitely isn't the case. Ford's plug-in hybrid approach has provided a great example of
that. First thing we see with Prius PHV is the warm-up process. It takes full advantage
of blending. That 1500 RPM hold limit not only allows the engine to warm-up
gracefully, that also contributes heavily to the warm-up speed of the catalyticconverter. Most people forget about the emission system. Rapid warm-up of it is just as
important as the engine. It requires 400°F for thorough cleansing. What does Ford
do? We know that low RPM following warm-up is a key to Toyota's success. That
requires a gear-ratio optimization... which means a tradeoff of a slower maximum
electric-only speed. Ford's desire for higher speed in EV mode meant trading engine
efficiency. That gear-ratio isn't as well suited for blending as a result, taking advantage
of boost from the battery-pack at any speed. That's why neither the highway nor city
MPG is a high as Prius PHV. In fact, even that trading can be seen with the other Prius
models. To deliver greater power for Prius V, since it is larger & heavier, the final drive
uses a lower gear-ratio. That reduces MPG compared to the regular Prius, which shares
the same engine, motor, and battery. This is why blending is such a big deal. Focusing
on electric-only purity requires sacrifices.

4-30-2014

Getting Old. Attacks on the plug-in Prius continue. This particular person simply
doesn't care either. Quite a number of people on the big Prius forum have called him
how, frustrated with his blatant trolling. Every chance he gets, he takes the opportunity
to belittle and downplay. As a Volt owner, other Volt owners are not happy about his
behavior. Misconceptions debunked long ago are repeating brought back up. Today, it
was: "Still, "the PiP can accelerate and merge into hywy traffic"? And around here 62
MPH would be a traffic obstacle. My point is when doing this with a stone cold engine,
that is not the best thing for engine life." I'm taken aback by his tenacity. Being proven
over and over again to be spreading FUD doesn't deter. He just keeps it up anyway. To
make my point, not wanting to have to post rebuttals to the same nonsense again and
again, I took a creative approach. I made the post really stick out. But rather than the
ALL-CAPS shouting type response, I chose to make each sentence a different color...
taking the response of being "colorful" in literal form, rather than the usual
metaphor. Hopefully, it will really stand out: Since that point has already been
debunked on several threads, it is time for a colorful response... Prius PHV is a PLUGIN HYBRID, which means it takes advantage of having both an electric-motor and a gasengine. When power beyond the electric-only threshold requested, the engine will start
but is not allowed to exceed 1500 RPM. That RPM limitation enables the engine to
warm up gracefully, preventing wear a cold engine would otherwise experience. Full
draw from the battery-pack continues during the warm-up, which is how engine RPM can
be limited yet still deliver power to merge onto a highway. Remember this colorful
response, so we don't have to answer the same question anymore. Seeing it repeat is
really getting old.
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5-01-2014

Bailout Cost. The final tally was released today. This sentence says it all: "The U.S.
Treasury’s bailout fund lost $11.2 billion on the rescue of General Motors Co. (GM) with
the government's exit of the largest U.S. automaker." We knew the realities of business
would stifle innovation with respect to achieving sustainable profit. That's why the auto
task-force issued this concern as part of the bankruptcy-recovery plan: "too little, too
slowly". That meant efforts to compete would require actions above &
beyond. Fulfillment could not come from being reactionary, which is exactly what ended
up happening. The result was heavy investment in traditional cars & trucks. Volt was
doomed to be a niche. Enthusiasts absolutely refused to acknowledge that
reality. Supporters did, abandoning the hope of mainstream until well after the
introduction of the next-generation design. No care was given to the product-gap,
leaving GM without anything in the high-efficiency category. Neither Two-Mode nor
the second-generation of BAS (known as eAssist) could deliver. Both died in response to
terribly low sales. Volt is fading. ELR was dead on arrival. Both require a plug. What a
mess. The bailout did soften the impact. But to those who absolutely insisted the
government assistance would be repaid back entirely, they were very, very wrong. We
are left without an expectation for the future too. How will the product-line change? The
remaining federal help, the tax-credits for all plug-in vehicles, will expire. Then
what? Pressure from upcoming CAFE regulations (minimum MPG requirements) and
the inevitable gas-price increases mean status quo isn't enough. The other automakers
are striving to provide better offerings too. Progress marches on... with or without
GM. Perhaps the recent flood of recalls will encourage faster change.

5-02-2014

Perspective. Results from April presented a major wake-up call... so much so, there isn't
much to do beyond just present the numbers for perspective... which is exactly what I
did. To add some perspective, Chevy April sales here of cars: 21,752 Cruze; 19,944
Malibu; 13,915 Impala; 9,043 Camaro; 7,655 Sonic; 3,873 Spark; 3,514
Corvette. Then there's Equinox at 20,315 and Silverado at 42,755. Volt's 1,548 barely
even gets noticed among those top-sellers. When you take into account the month total
here of 254,076 for GM, there should be genuine concern... especially since those other
GM vehicles aren't aided by a $7,500 tax-credit. They don't qualify for HOV stickers
either. Reality is, the market presents great challenges still. GM's own product-line is the
competition.
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5-03-2014

Given Up. It's an interesting situation. Volt enthusiasts have lowered their expectations
so much, debates are pointless. Their vehicle of praise was to take the market by storm,
to put Prius to shame and make electric-only vehicles look silly. That didn't happen. In
fact, things have went so poorly, they have allied with the electric-only vehicles. The
theme in today's April sales discussions has been that we need to be patient. Progress
been so slow, it's pointless to even bother to argue. They've given up. Embracing the
much longer adoption path is now the plan. Those who had exclaimed superiority and
celebrated conquests are dismissed as rhetoric of the past, never having had any
credibility or influence. In other words, that effort to point out reality worked well. They
believed without supporting evidence and hoped for victory. As technical detail was
revealed, shortcomings with associated to goals were abandoned. It's been a disaster...
repeating the very same mistakes we saw with Two-Mode. That's remarkable to have
witnessed. "Those who do not learn from the past are doomed to repeat it." was a
warning not heeded. Advice was simply disregarded. Assumptions were
made. Preventable mistakes happened. What a mess. Fortunately, the attitude now
makes taking the next step easier. Unfortunately, the "too little, too slowly" concern has
been overwhelmingly confirmed. Volt was supposed to be a major player at this point,
dominating the efficiency market and competing directly with traditional vehicles. That
didn't happen... not in any respect.

5-05-2014

Making vs. Selling. Twists like this are always fun to reply to: "Yep, making the best
products is good news for stockholders." It was more spin from that really smug Volt
owner who thinks all vehicles using gas, including Prius, are guzzlers. The 50 MPG
following depletion really irritates the heck out of him. So, the attitude is really an
annoyance to deal with. Oh well. Reality seems to be rather effective at times: Nope,
selling the best products is good news for stockholders... 21,752 Cruze; 19,944
Malibu; 13,915 Impala. Those are the money-makers for GM, returning dividends to
stockholders. Selling small quantities of a vehicle dependent upon a tax-credit wasn't the
expectation. Remember how enthusiasts here shunned any reference to TwoMode? Pointing out parallels to it with Volt made some furious and resulted in ardent
responses. Now looking back, we get excuses & dismissals, even though it did indeed
play out as predicted. Having a costly vehicle which couldn't stir many sales was an
outcome no one wanted to address. So, goals were pushed back, delaying those
expectations to the next generation instead. The result sounds reasonable, but it requires
agreeing with those who said that would happen all along. We see how the "range
anxiety" campaigning fell apart, that the effort to disparage electric-only vehicles turned
into a partnership to recover from an incorrect market belief. It's quite hypocritical. But
what makes it worse it to pretend that hasn't happened by attempting to conceal it with
rhetoric about the plug-in hybrid which remained true to consumer need right from the
very start. Keep saying what you want each time month-end results are published. That
won't change them. Stockholders see the outcome. They don't care who supposedly won
a debate online. Sales speak for themselves.
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5-05-2014

Big Picture. More twisting. Anything that can be done to distract from the reality of
Volt sales is to be expected following month-end results. Today, it was: "What is
Toyota's response to the abysmal sales of the PiP? Do I need to post the #'s for all the
Tacomas, Corollas, Camrys that are sold, and have that debate again?" The desperation
to protect reputation is quite astounding sometimes. But without any alternative
available for sale, what else can be done? I replied with: It's quite amusing how cherrypicking is used to derive forgiveness for GM. We all know that Prius PHV isn’t the only
high-efficiency offering from Toyota… quite unlike GM. The plug-in model Prius
shares the same platform (including engine, power-split-device, and both motors) with
the regular model, which is profitable and selling at twice the mainstream minimum rate
here. In Japan, has been in the top-5 national selling list for many years now. In fact,
selling even better there than the regular model is the smaller model. There, the larger
model features a lithium battery too. We know the next generation will provide an
engine with higher thermal efficiency. The will boost blended MPG even higher, without
adding anything to the cost of the plug-in model. There will be refinements to the
electrical system as well. It's what you'd expect from a next-generation offering reaching
out to capture a larger audience. Volt requires more than just refinements. Complaints
about legroom and the desire for more seating in back are abundant. Cost needs to be
reduced considerably more too. With a tax-credit being triple that of Prius PHV, that’s
nothing to take lightly. As for calling sales "abysmal" even though it isn’t available
nationwide and numbers are similar to Volt which is, that's rather sad… especially
considering the much higher government incentive for Volt. Say what you want about
the competitors. The rest of us will continue to watch the bigger picture.

5-06-2014

Adaptation. Being well prepared means also having to deal with: "So you admit that
Toyota misread the market for plug in hybrids with the PPI? That they are just in a
holding pattern until the next generation becomes available." It never ceases to amaze
me how the spin will emerge. Sadly though, not only won't people be able to recognize
any of this nonsense even happened, they'll actually argue that encounters like this
weren't even possible. They'll look back and say the preparation was obvious, since the
actions taken matched need so well. That's unfortunate, but no surprise. Being able to
adapt is vital. Those who cannot are simply forgotten. This was my response: That's an
absolutely fantastic example of not seeing the whole picture. Thanks! The either/or
mindset is a common problem, especially when it comes to plug-in vehicles. People
assume if it wasn't this, it must have been that. They don't consider other choices or
outcomes, mainly because they aren't even aware of them... hence not having all the
information. In this case, Toyota had addressed a variety of different outcomes and
planned a strategy for each. This is a very, very common practice in the software
industry. You just plain don't know how customers will respond. That means having to
accommodate by building in flexibility. So, no matter what the outcome ends, you were
already prepared for it. The rhetoric emerges from those who spin that proactive
approach as reactive. Those of us who studied the plan are well aware of the flexibility
long ahead of time. Those who didn't join in until later, typically when some type of
undermining effort catches their attention, lack detail to correct assess what's
happening. In other words, since Toyota planned for several different scenarios. Focus
on just one provides a distorted interpretation of what actually happened. Put another
way, knew all of their bets wouldn't win and allowed for adaption along the way.
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5-06-2014

More Information. Sometimes, you have to wonder if arguments come about due to
lack of information. Not having all the facts causes people to draw incorrect
conclusions. So, it should go without saying that their decisions along the way will be
misled too. When you bring that point up, some people take notice, others dismiss. I'm
curious if this will stir any type of constructive reaction: Neither Toyota nor Ford bet the
farm on plugging in. The portrayal of "not getting it right" is getting old. They both
offer a viable hybrid platform with much opportunity. Nissan took the chance on a single
offering, but made great strides for it to be affordable. GM risked it all, gambling that an
expensive choice would somehow be competitive. That didn't work, which is why we
have had to deal with such a massive amount of rhetoric. We all knew how incredibly
difficult the market would be to penetrate. But since Toyota successfully diversified
Prius, expanding into smaller & larger models, it became a target. We see how little
there is to gain from expanding PHV rollout. We also see the benefit of figuring out how
to penetrate deeper into existing markets, rather than spreading limited inventory
thinner. Remember how effective it was limiting inventory with the Classic
model? Most people don't. In fact, they believe demand was low... since those hoping to
undermine never mention the limited supply. It's easy to foresee the same thing playing
out again with the next generation PHV... especially with so many damage-control efforts
at play with a certain plug-in which took the one-size-fits-all approach. Having
participated in the hybrid market for over 14 years, it's easy to see the big picture. For
those who don't realize far more is at play than just the information provided in current
threads, I don't have a good suggestion, other than just asking them to share what they
see. There's no way to know what part of the picture they are missing. The past has
taught me that their misunderstanding will clear up as they stumble across more
information.

5-06-2014

Suggestions. It turned out to be worthwhile. The discussion did take a turn in the right
direction. I wonder how long it will last though. Patience is far from a virtue with this
crowd. Understanding the value of waiting is not in their interest. Things are still
thought of as now or never, one extreme or the other with nothing in between. I find that
ironic. Since so much of the Volt rhetoric comes from us being told to be patient, the
same comment for Prius falls on deaf ears. Some call that hypocritical. I take it as not
having the proper background to interpret the market. So, my post went as follows: I'll
certainly agree with that. They most definitely would benefit. But yet again, this isn't an
either/or issue. It's not a matter of if, it is when. Waiting will provide a much higher
payoff. Look at how limited-market research has provided a massive payoff in the
past. Most people have no clue that there were 20 of the 1999 Prius (Gen-0, commonly
referred to as the "Original" model) provided to ordinary consumers an entire year before
the rollout of the upgrade we got in the United States. The feedback they provided was
priceless. Some of their suggestions were implemented right away... in what we now call
the "Classic" model. Prior to the rollout of PHV, the same thing happened. There were a
total of 300 circulated around the world for consumer feedback. Toyota took those
suggestions and implemented them right away too. We got the upgrade, not the
first. Seeing how crazy the plug-in market is, especially having witnessed so much
fallout with Volt, the decision to stay within the initial 15 states is proving to be a wise
one. What's your next question? I'm really enjoying this discussion.
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Rush Gamble. The immediate payoff failed miserably with Volt. You'd think that
experience would be observed & applied elsewhere. Not with this crowd. Instead, we
still get some of this: "People can't buy what ain't available." Even with good intent, the
knowledge of good business is elusive. So much focus on engineering in past has left
many without that perspective. In other words, they think it's ok to take the next step
without having to plan any further ahead. They assume it will just naturally work out if
the vehicle design was well thought out. Disregard for the market (not understanding
their audience) comes with great penalty. Yet, that isn't even addressed. The need to
have several plans in play to lay down ground work (a solid foundation for whatever may
happen) isn't important to them. They see no need to establish many options to build
upon. It so disappointing. Upset is inevitable. Yet, some don't even see the risk being
taken when not having anything else available to respond with. Oh well. It's not like
they weren't warned: Toyota offers other choices. They diversified, allowing the ability
to react to the market. Consumers still have something to buy. With the next generation,
Toyota will simply just pick up where they left off. Consumers who were aware of the
previous will see the improvements. Consumers who will see a plug-in Prius for the first
time will be impressed with how well it matches their purchase priorities. GM did not
take that same approach. They bet the farm on a single offering, hence such bad fallout
with and so much backpedaling. There is nothing for consumers to purchase in the
meantime and Volt will undergo a number of modifications, both design &
operational. Effort to re-educate will be required having a model so different from the
previous. It's a messy situation Toyota was able to avoid. Think about the business. OnGoing profit is needed. Having alternatives is a very big deal. There's only so much risk
an automaker can take. Is the rush gamble worth it?

5-07-2014

Rumors. I find it remarkable how some people simply dismiss. They'll see something,
label it as a rumor, then move on. No importance is given to the supposed facts being
spread. They don't consider them to have any influence. They couldn't be more
wrong. Whether something is correct or not doesn't mean it won't have an
impact. People react to misinformation all the time in other venues. Why is it so easy to
ignore that reality online? Whatever the case, I watch the situation play out
routinely. You can point out the problem and the consequences without anyone
caring. They let it happen anyway. That's baffling. But denial like that shouldn't be
surprising, since it is so abundant. Oh well. All you can do is point that out: It's GM
playing the game. They work the internet, taking advantage of the hype which emerges
from their ambiguous releases. It allows them their flexibility. Whether the information
is accurate or not doesn't matter, the idea becomes real when there is an endorsement for
it. That all feeds upon it self, having a direct impact on other automakers. In other
words, asking me to stop is just shooting the messenger. You can avoid participation
elsewhere and just dismiss content lacking credibility, but that won't prevent the activity
itself from continuing. Rumors have a very strong influence, especially when it comes to
spreading greenwash material. Do we really want to just sit back and let it happen... or
worse, not even bother to address it?
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5-08-2014

Lithium. The absurd arguments certain enthusiasts continue to make about the cost of
Volt's battery pack makes you wonder why it is even worth the bother to respond... until
you see their influence elsewhere. The claim has been that the entire purchase price is
now down to $2,700. That conclusion was drawn by looking up parts information from a
supplier. The diagram shows the entire assembly for the pack, so they've been assuming
battery cells are included. There's nothing whatever to confirm that. In fact, it's pretty
easy to see that's it just the outer case... hence this being absurd. Yet, they are absolutely
convinced. Pointing out the price of lithium batteries per kilowatt (currently $650) and
the 16.5 kilowatt capacity should be enough to show their conclusion is quite
incorrect. Yet, they don't budge. It's bizarre how they choose to only see what they
want. The cost of the lithium component alone is somewhere around $10,000. Add to
that the assembly components, you've got the price we've been discussing since
rollout. Drastic reductions have not happened, no matter how hard they hope for it. This
is why Toyota's design isn't anywhere near as dependence on batteries. They figured out
how to squeeze out higher efficiency with a much smaller pack... knowing cost would
remain a major issue for years to come. A bit angry by having to deal with such
nonsense, my post was: $650/kWh speaks for itself. Toyota worked extremely hard to
deliver something cost-competitive. By sharing their already profitable platform, they
are well prepared to take advantage of lithium prices dropping.

5-09-2014

Greenwashing. It still happens. Some of it is quite intentional. Some of it comes from
people unknowingly spreading misinformation. All you can do is address it directly
when it emerges, like today: Let's not overlook the greenwashing campaign which PiP is
having to deal with. A small group of individuals are working hard to make people not
see the differences between the plug-in and regular model. They're doing it by
misleading about how "blending" actually works. For the regular Prius, it means
combining gas & electricity in an optimized way. The end result is higher MPG, even
without ever plugging in. For the plug-in Prius, it also means combining gas &
electricity in an optimized way. It result is also higher MPG. The catch is, plug-supplied
electricity is taken advantage of. Those attempting to greenwash hope you won't seek out
any detail, wanting you to assume it works exactly like the regular model. It
doesn't. What actually happens is the battery provides much more electricity. Since
people assume that means greater distance in EV, it's easy to get them to think there's no
benefit when not in EV-mode. In other words, the hope is people will believe the plug-in
only delivers 49 MPG on the highway. It doesn't. That "more electricity" is really a
greater draw-rate. In other words, the electric-motor works more and the engine works
less in the plug-in model while on the highway. That's easy to confirm too. At 65 mph,
which requires the engine to run, you'll see the system maintaining 100 MPG... a value
clearly much higher than what the regular model delivers. So what if that "blending"
means less electric-only driving. It still means more MPG, by reducing the impact of
engine warm-up and increasing efficiency at high-speeds.
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5-10-2014

More Greenwashing. It continues. No surprise. All we can do is confront it when it
happens: The other active greenwashing effort is to mislead about electric power by
downplaying it. That same small group of individuals are hoping their random belittle
comments will be accepted as genuine. After all, most people don't have a means of
verifying those statements. As a result, people get the impression the plug-in Prius is an
after-thought for Toyota, something cobbled together in response to GM. Some of us are
aware that isn't true, that the traction-motor is underutilized, limited by the amount of
power available. The bigger battery provide that extra power. The hope is an
assumption that this model of Prius works the same way as the one without a plug, that
the bigger battery simply allows it to operate that way for a longer duration. It
doesn't. As owners, we know that acceleration from a stop in the suburbs and hill
climbing in EV-mode isn't a big deal. Greenwashers want you to believe that isn't
possible. Ironically, that desire to undermine serves as an endorsement. There wouldn't
be any reason to post false information if the system wasn't able to compete.

5-10-2014

Even More. The posting goes on: In addition to posting false information, there's also
an on-going undermine effort. The desired outcome is to mislead about the size of the
battery-pack by getting others to express a need for it to be larger. That way, it appears
as though the current offering isn't enough. It give the impression of a shortcoming, a
feeling of not enough. It's a technique which plays upon "more" marketing. Given a
choice, people will basically always desire more. Ask them about MPG. Who wouldn't
have a preference for a higher number? That's human nature. It's a weakness we
routinely succumb to. The key is leaving out important detail, like the sacrifice of
interior space and being affordable. They don't address that. Avoidance is a dead
giveaway the "discussion" isn't constructive. That type of manipulation happens on a
regular basis. It's quite annoying, but not unexpected. Any technology providing a true
advance forward (change of the status quo) will come with resistance. Think about
current Prius owners. Their purchase was based upon the practical nature of the vehicle
and it being reasonably priced. Why would their next be any different? Having the
engine stay off longer and getting more electric power is what they'd like, but they aren't
going to consider that a high priority. That means the plug-in battery-pack should be on
the smaller side. More isn't necessarily better.

5-10-2014

Batteries. Finally, the decision changed to batteries, with: "There is no way you could
get the variety of types of EVs on the market if they all had to use the same batteries. Why
not tell all car companies they have to use the same size engine?" I wasn't expecting
someone fairly well informed to make such a comment. You'd think he was well aware
of how modules & cells make up a battery-pack. There's a lot of flexibility within not be
addressed. I wasn't sure what he was thinking. So, I said: That's a bit overly
simplistic. There's no reason battery cells cannot be standardized. Having a small
variety of them available, as we do now for other batteries, would still allow for the
flexibility each automaker desires. Internal arrangement and charging approach would
still be at the discretion of the automaker. After all, that's what an automaker will want
anyway. That's how cost will be kept down and risk reduced. They'll spread those cells
in different configurations across their fleet. Battery suppliers will want some type of
"same" as well. The manufacturing process thrives on producing high-volumes of
similar product.
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5-11-2014

Mother's Day. It was an awkward situation. On the street outside my sister's home was
a Camry-Hybrid with people inside and standing outside it. They were checking out
Mom's brand new car. Seeing us standing by my Prius, her mother wandered
over. Telling us about her daughter's purchase, it became obvious she knew little about
how hybrids actually worked. I answered questions she asked about mine, but refrained
from mentioning the plug. My own mother, not aware of that lack of background like
me, just blurted out a comment about plugging in. That got an interesting reaction. The
woman who had excitedly come over to tell us about the hybrid she knew of suddenly
found herself shockingly uninformed. It was the deer-in-the-headlights stare, abruptly
silent and clueless. Changing the subject quickly remedied that. Some people on the big
Prius forum make comments about how hybrids have become mainstream, now that Prius
has been sustaining sales at twice the minimum for so long. Reality is, that type of
acceptance is just the beginning. Far more needs to be achieved still for that to become
the top consideration when researching the purchase of a new vehicle. Sadly, we are far
from that. Many people still outright dismiss hybrids, making some comment based
upon an incorrect assumption. That makes the idea of a plug well out of reach. It's the
very reason the 73.5 MPG average stated on my website card gets such a reaction each
time I share it. That's also why I put so much pressure on the Volt enthusiasts. They
didn't understand the importance of the "Who?" question. They didn't know their
audience. The encounter certainly made an interesting Mother's Day memory.

5-12-2014

Elaborate. I knew he was just stirring the pot. He does that quite a bit, just for the sake
of keeping discussions going. Some people simply like to debate. They seek out activity
on the forum and contribute with informative comments. The catch is, they aren't
constructive. Since the goal is to prevent conclusions from be drawn to keep the posts
coming, some comments are intentionally vague. This was such a case: "...I hope toyota
will take what it has learned and put out a much improved prius phv. IMHO they have
plenty of engineering talent to do it." And sure enough, he didn't provide any detail after
I asked: Care to elaborate? What does "much improved" signify? Look at how a few
Volt owners turned the "6 mile" nonsense into a brainless game of misleading, just
because they viewed EV purity as vastly superior. Their success depends upon people
not actually taking the time to consider detail or goals. The "0.2 gal/100 mi" listed on the
window-sticker means the 11 miles of blended driving would consume 0.022 gallons of
gas. That's a drastic reduction of gas usage compared to a vehicle averaging 35 MPG,
which would consume 0.314 gallons for the same 11 miles. Isn't reduction the point? If
not, how does electricity usage apply? It has to come from some type of fuel. In most
cases, it's no renewable or even clean. Neither coal nor natural gas offer the purity they
portray. Also, let's not overlook how much effort Toyota made to keep cost in
check. They adhered to that important $30,000 price-point, rather than sacrificing
affordability for the sake delivering more range & power. In other words, we're back to
asking the question of what mainstream consumers will actually purchase. That's a big
difference to what they say they want at auto shows.
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5-14-2014

Federal Gas Tax. We've been hearing a lot about the upcoming shortage. Not enough
money from gas tax is being collected to support the federal funding our roads
need. Projects like bridge replacement are in serious jeopardy. There's simply no way to
pay for them. Naturally, plug-in cars and hybrids are considered the primary source of
the problem. But in reality, it's the fact that people have switched from guzzlers to more
efficient traditional vehicles. That has a much greater impact on gas consumption, which
means less tax being paid. Unfortunately, the tax itself hasn't been adjusted for
inflation. It hasn't been increased for higher expenses either. In other words, our funding
system is a mess and the politicians responsible for fixing that are afraid to raise
taxes. So, the problem has been progressively growing worse and worse. The deadline is
rapidly approaching. The time when not being able to pay bills becomes a genuine
problem is August. Then what? With gas prices so low right now ($3.55 per gallon
here), it's the perfect time to increase them... especially with the big effort being made to
keep them from rising. How many years can the bucket be kicked down the
road? Someone must finally to do what needs to be done.

5-15-2014

We Had A Blast. Try to envision roughly 50 plug-in vehicles parked in the lot. It was
the Spring gathering of the local plug-in organization. We had the opportunity to play
with each other's vehicles on a closed track. I was curious how the Fusion Energi
drove. Naturally, I jumped in a Volt too. The biggest surprise was having a BYD
there. That's a brand from a Chinese automaker. They try to deliver lower cost
vehicles. You could tell. That EV was no where near as refined. It was rough & noisy, a
rather dramatic difference from the Prius. It was quite a reality check. There was a
Smart EV there too. Driving around such a small EV certainly was interesting. The
Tesla was obvious impressive as heck, especially being the top-of-the-line model
too. What really caught my attention was the RAV4 EV. Being supplied with parts from
Tesla, it performed surprisingly well. Unfortunately, there wasn't a Leaf available for
driving. That certainly would have been nice. Oh well. Unexpectedly, there was a VW
hybrid. It seemed to lack the "fun to drive" aspect commonly attributed to the brand. I
wonder why. Hmm? After the outdoor activity ended, we all wandered inside for a
presentation and sharing stories. My stance was one which had others curious. What
could a plug-in hybrid owner have in common with those who depend exclusively upon
electricity? The answer was simple and all got their attention: Lithium. When I
mentioned my effort was to provide an endorsement for that type of battery use by the
masses, they were quite pleased. Prius has been successfully paving the way for
mainstream acceptance for a long time now. Why not help out with EV progress
too? Having an engine, that aspect is easy to overlook. But that battery is the
key. Without proof it works on the grand scale (high-volume presence), the odds of
purchasing a vehicle without an engine are quite low. The general market poses a major
challenge. Being able to coax that along is great.
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5-16-2014

Interesting Perspectives. This post obviously caught my attention: "I test drove a
Chevrolet Volt while my 2012 Prius was in the shop for 25,000 mile maintenance. I'm
tempted to trade my Prius for the Volt. BUT I love my Prius - it's been 100%
reliable. The Volt would allow me to electric commute, 25 miles one-way, and re-charge
at work. The Volt feels like a quality car, with lots of torque, and very quiet. I'd
appreciate your input. I need a reality check." Having just spent last night with a bunch
of Volt owners, it was quite refreshing to read that. The nonsense online basically
doesn't exist in person. We you get to interact, seeing the problems engineering faces in
the world of business, perspectives get interesting. We see a sense of bonding, all in
favor of finally ending the reign of traditional vehicles. The rhetoric coming from brand
& reputation is very easy to overcome face to face... an aspect lacking greatly on
forums. Anywho, I posted this and got several likes from it as a result: Yesterday, I was
on a closed track.... chasing a Tesla P85+ with a Volt. It was quite amusing. There's no
contest that Volt delivers more EV power and better handling, an upgrade to Prius
without debate, but it doesn't hold a candle to the Tesla. Audience has always been the
primary issue. Toyota aimed squarely at middle-market, those buyers who were looking
for something reliable, affordable, practical, and comfortable. GM didn't; instead, their
target was enthusiasts. There would be nothing at all wrong with that if there was also a
choice offered for their everyday customers. So, we ended up with an unbalanced choice
which fits some people really well. Just not something for the masses. The tax-credit
makes Volt a bargain right now. If the tradeoff is a nice fit for you, go for it. Remember,
some purchase decisions carry emotional weight. So, choosing doesn't have to totally be
a factor of looking good on paper. There are of course considerations like resale value to
keep in mind, since the market for plug-in vehicles is rapidly evolving. Some regret may
come in a year or so when the next generation is revealed. These are definitely
interesting times.
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Final Fling. Feeling pressure from both Prius & Volt supporters fed up with the
misrepresentation, his greenwashing effort moved to comments posted on random hybrid
& plug-in articles. Today, I found this: "The PIP has an all electric range of 6
miles. Look closely at the EPA sticker. The 11 mile rating involves using gas unless you
keep it under regular highway speeds and off hills...." It was the same nonsense from the
same person. He was seeking out a new audience. So, I took advantage of the
opportunity by refining my response: Only pointing out the parts of the EPA sticker you
want people to notice is called cherry-picking. Looking at the rest of the EPA sticker
information, we see that the gas consumption rate is 0.2 gal/100 miles. That means over
those 11 miles of travel, only 0.022 gallons of gas will actually be consumed. A car
delivering 35 MPG would consume 0.260 gallons over the same distance. In other
words, PIP is using less than 1/10th the amount of gas when combined with
electricity. That's a dramatic reduction, which is the point of a plug-in hybrid. The other
bit of information on the EPA sticker is the electricity consumption rate of 29 kWh/100
miles. That means 3.19 kWh is required to travel 11 miles. Knowing that PIP utilizes
67% of the capacity available from its 4.4 kWh battery-pack, we can easily account for
10 miles. Then when you acknowledge that gas engine always directs 28% of its energy
to the generator for combined (blending) optimization, we see more electricity being
available... even without considering energy recovered from brake regeneration. As for
the "highway speeds" and "hills" references, we know those were intentionally
vague. No matter how many times detail has been provided, you avoid it anyway. Well
guess what, I'm pointing that out and mentioning that hill climbing at 55 mph in EV
mode is quite realistic. I routinely do it with my PIP on the commute home from
work. Again, since PIP is a plug-in hybrid, avoiding use of the engine under all
conditions doesn't make sense. The system still draws plug-supplied electricity even
when the engine runs. The result is MPG well above what any non-plug hybrid can
deliver, which is the reason for increasing capacity and adding a plug.

5-20-2014

Semi-Conductor Improvements. Efficiency improvement is more often focused on the
battery's density. The more energy you can fit into the pack without physically
increasing its size, the further you can travel using electricity... which is an obvious
benefit for plug-in hybrids. There are some refinements to the traction-motor itself, but
that is minor in comparison to what things like improved battery-chemistry has to
offer. An aspect pretty much overlooked entirely is the circuitry. There are losses
caused by the transmission & utilization of the electricity itself. With computers, we see
efficiency improvement in the way of smaller & faster processors. Toyota is working
toward that with future versions of their hybrids too. But even more of a problem,
primarily due to the larger quantity of electricity, is loss in the form of heat. That comes
from the design of the power semiconductors. Today, we got a mini-presentation
showing their pursuit of silicon carbide, which could dramatically reduce component size
to reduce energy loss. It's something to look forward too. But like with all new
technologies, even once proven viable, it still takes many years to actually implement. In
other words, don't expect it with the next generation of Prius. Even so, it still provides
hope in an avenue pretty much entirely unknown. Pursuing that type of improvement
opportunity is great.
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5-21-2014

Change. The rhetoric has virtually vanished. Volt is what stirred the pot, boasting it
would be a "game changer". When that hope fell apart to an extreme, we had to deal
with the fallout. Many of the troublemakers leased, rather than purchasing. As those
leases expire, they are finding no affordable option other than to just move on to
something else. Expecting to consider Volt again, later on when the next generation
becomes available, it's easy enough to silently disappear. So, they are. GM overpromised and under-delivered. They didn't believe it could happen. Toyota did. That's
why they approached the market that way. Those of use who participated online and
owned Prius many years ago recognized the pattern too. This effort was repeating the
Two-Mode was a disaster. More and more are seeing that now. There's no need to place
blame or feel sorry either. It is what it is. True, much of that could have been
prevented. But there's nothing to do about that past now. It (thankfully) is over. Change
has come. What a relief. Phew!

5-22-2014

70-100 Category. With every plug-in argument imaginable coming from Volt
enthusiasts having been beaten to death countless times already, it's no surprise that
something entirely new emerged. After all, so many have chosen to ignore the rhetoric, it
was pointless rehashing any of it... though they certainly tried to stir up no interest on
those disproven topics. Anywho, we got the claim that the "70 to 100 mile" category is
what Volt was designed to compete with, that all along buyers of that range EV were the
target. Spin of that nature certainly wasn't expected. But then again, that was way the
"Who?" question was asked so frequently. Of course, it came from someone who hadn't
participated in anything related to Volt until after rollout began. So, anytime history is
brought up, it's his interpretation of the past looking back rather than an account of
having actually witnessed it. That's prone to distortion. In this case, it was the belief that
such a category existed all along. He can have credit for coming up with something
original, but that certainly isn't what actually happened. Awareness of heater impact
didn't take hold until well after sales began. Awareness of cost certainly wasn't a factor
of capacity until shortly before sales began. There wasn't anything delivering 200 miles
either, until Tesla came along well afterward. To claim that such a grouping of EV range
existed way back in 2007 achieves what? Why are there even any attempts to change
history at this point? Needless to say, I'm not going for that bait. What does it matter
anyway? Sales are what measures success in the end, not categories.

5-22-2014

eAssist Abandoned. This second-generation design of BAS didn't work out either. It
was supposed to be a low-cost mild hybrid. The catch was, the cost ended up too high
and the benefit only minor. All that hype ended up being a complete waste. GM has
decided to just deliver start-stop now instead... the very technology automakers boasted
about being superior to Prius 13 years ago. It's nothing but an system that turns the
engine off, then back on, when you're stuck in stop & slow traffic. So if you're driving
along at a steady pace, there's no efficiency improvement. No mention has been made
about the impact to emissions. It's quite unlikely that the system spins the engine up to
idle speeds, then waits until oil-pressure is established prior to introducing fuel &
spark. Neither the starter-motor nor the battery could be big enough for that. There isn't
a traction-motor to provide propulsion power in the meantime either. But it's still better
to abandon eAssist, rather than further deploy a technology with no potential for
improvement. At least start-stop is cheap, easy to deploy across the fleet, and will save
some fuel for those in lines at drive-thrus and waiting on highway ramps.
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5-23-2014

Summing It Up. The only audience left for Volt at this point seems to be the big Prius
forum. The news has dried up. We really are moving on. Hooray! The catch is, a few
still don't get it. They still believe heavy dependency on EV without concern for the
electricity consumption itself or cost of the battery-pack is perfectly fine. The rest of us
see it this way: "Volt transaxle is a step backward. It reduces both gas and electricity
efficiency in attempt to increase EV ratio. The big non-sense MPG displayed in-car got
people greenwashed, creating an illusion that it is more efficient due to higher MPG and
using less gas." The intent never has been to do anything other than point out
priorities. But you know how it is when there are a few who would rather go down
fighting than admit having to reconsider choices. Oh well. To that, I say: The selling
points for Volt have been "EV at all speeds" and MPG that's "vastly superior". So, it's
rather ironic that those are actually both gas & electric efficiency sacrifices. The mindset
of faster & higher being better is a marketing problem we'll likely have to deal with for
many years to come. People don't recognize the benefits of blending. They see MPGe
values and simply dismiss them due to lack of understanding what they actually
represent. Greenwashing has been a very effective tool in the past. People pass along
and contribute to the misleading without even realizing what they took part in. The effort
feeds upon itself, leading us down a path we assume is better without taking the time to
verify whether it actually is. That step backward will eventually reveal itself as a
shortcoming. The cost aspect of it is already starting to become apparent. In the
meantime, we have to find a way of dealing with the illusion.

5-26-2014

Backward. However the market should be considered or what people have to say, time
marches on. The hostile attacks are long gone. The seemingly endless debates
over. Sales have revealed the true nature of emission & efficiency efforts. Traditional
vehicles continue to mount a massive offensive. What's done is done. Those who are
comfortable embracing the past far outnumber those hoping for progress forward. It's a
sad reality. Fortunately, the technology employing batteries & motors continues to
improve. So whether or not there's wide acceptance yet, at least the solution itself
becomes more and more competitive. Those days of Volt propaganda draw lots of
attention from ordinary consumers. That backfired though, since not much became of
it. They saw the price and the compact size, then dismissed it the same way enthusiasts
had dismissed Prius. It's a cruel irony. The outcome is a step backward too. Now
traditional vehicles have an even stronger foothold. It's that "too little, too slowly" which
never goes away... returning us to the backward design. Sacrifices were made with the
hope of rapid advancement. That didn't happen. Not wanting to get sucked into that
mess becomes increasingly clear each time the same old talking points are repeated. So,
what's next?
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5-22-2014

70-100 Category. With every plug-in argument imaginable coming from Volt
enthusiasts having been beaten to death countless times already, it's no surprise that
something entirely new emerged. After all, so many have chosen to ignore the rhetoric, it
was pointless rehashing any of it... though they certainly tried to stir up no interest on
those disproven topics. Anywho, we got the claim that the "70 to 100 mile" category is
what Volt was designed to compete with, that all along buyers of that range EV were the
target. Spin of that nature certainly wasn't expected. But then again, that was way the
"Who?" question was asked so frequently. Of course, it came from someone who hadn't
participated in anything related to Volt until after rollout began. So, anytime history is
brought up, it's his interpretation of the past looking back rather than an account of
having actually witnessed it. That's prone to distortion. In this case, it was the belief that
such a category existed all along. He can have credit for coming up with something
original, but that certainly isn't what actually happened. Awareness of heater impact
didn't take hold until well after sales began. Awareness of cost certainly wasn't a factor
of capacity until shortly before sales began. There wasn't anything delivering 200 miles
either, until Tesla came along well afterward. To claim that such a grouping of EV range
existed way back in 2007 achieves what? Why are there even any attempts to change
history at this point? Needless to say, I'm not going for that bait. What does it matter
anyway? Sales are what measures success in the end, not categories.

5-22-2014

eAssist Abandoned. This second-generation design of BAS didn't work out either. It
was supposed to be a low-cost mild hybrid. The catch was, the cost ended up too high
and the benefit only minor. All that hype ended up being a complete waste. GM has
decided to just deliver start-stop now instead... the very technology automakers boasted
about being superior to Prius 13 years ago. It's nothing but an system that turns the
engine off, then back on, when you're stuck in stop & slow traffic. So if you're driving
along at a steady pace, there's no efficiency improvement. No mention has been made
about the impact to emissions. It's quite unlikely that the system spins the engine up to
idle speeds, then waits until oil-pressure is established prior to introducing fuel &
spark. Neither the starter-motor nor the battery could be big enough for that. There isn't
a traction-motor to provide propulsion power in the meantime either. But it's still better
to abandon eAssist, rather than further deploy a technology with no potential for
improvement. At least start-stop is cheap, easy to deploy across the fleet, and will save
some fuel for those in lines at drive-thrus and waiting on highway ramps.
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5-23-2014

Summing It Up. The only audience left for Volt at this point seems to be the big Prius
forum. The news has dried up. We really are moving on. Hooray! The catch is, a few
still don't get it. They still believe heavy dependency on EV without concern for the
electricity consumption itself or cost of the battery-pack is perfectly fine. The rest of us
see it this way: "Volt transaxle is a step backward. It reduces both gas and electricity
efficiency in attempt to increase EV ratio. The big non-sense MPG displayed in-car got
people greenwashed, creating an illusion that it is more efficient due to higher MPG and
using less gas." The intent never has been to do anything other than point out
priorities. But you know how it is when there are a few who would rather go down
fighting than admit having to reconsider choices. Oh well. To that, I say: The selling
points for Volt have been "EV at all speeds" and MPG that's "vastly superior". So, it's
rather ironic that those are actually both gas & electric efficiency sacrifices. The mindset
of faster & higher being better is a marketing problem we'll likely have to deal with for
many years to come. People don't recognize the benefits of blending. They see MPGe
values and simply dismiss them due to lack of understanding what they actually
represent. Greenwashing has been a very effective tool in the past. People pass along
and contribute to the misleading without even realizing what they took part in. The effort
feeds upon itself, leading us down a path we assume is better without taking the time to
verify whether it actually is. That step backward will eventually reveal itself as a
shortcoming. The cost aspect of it is already starting to become apparent. In the
meantime, we have to find a way of dealing with the illusion.

5-26-2014

Backward. However the market should be considered or what people have to say, time
marches on. The hostile attacks are long gone. The seemingly endless debates
over. Sales have revealed the true nature of emission & efficiency efforts. Traditional
vehicles continue to mount a massive offensive. What's done is done. Those who are
comfortable embracing the past far outnumber those hoping for progress forward. It's a
sad reality. Fortunately, the technology employing batteries & motors continues to
improve. So whether or not there's wide acceptance yet, at least the solution itself
becomes more and more competitive. Those days of Volt propaganda draw lots of
attention from ordinary consumers. That backfired though, since not much became of
it. They saw the price and the compact size, then dismissed it the same way enthusiasts
had dismissed Prius. It's a cruel irony. The outcome is a step backward too. Now
traditional vehicles have an even stronger foothold. It's that "too little, too slowly" which
never goes away... returning us to the backward design. Sacrifices were made with the
hope of rapid advancement. That didn't happen. Not wanting to get sucked into that
mess becomes increasingly clear each time the same old talking points are repeated. So,
what's next?
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5-30-2014

Soapbox. The fall of Volt has provided lots of opportunity on the soapbox. It's quite
remarkable how the audience changes with hype turns into reality shock. Most of those
who didn't heed the warnings vanish, leaving the few stubborn ones left rather
desperate. I posted this on that thread where the trolling has been quite active
lately: Some people take failing to meet goals harder than others. Watching the
movement of goal-posts for Volt over the past few years has been quite intriguing. The
shortcomings we pointed out back then have since been confirmed. Ending the reign of
traditional vehicles took much more than they wanted to recognize. We all know Toyota
stayed true to that need to deliver a clean high-efficiency vehicle for the masses. That
has always meant it must be reliable, practical, and affordable. GM did a fairly decent
job of addressing that first requirement but neglected the two in the process. So, we've
had to deal with the fallout and delay until the next generation. In the meantime, Toyota
continues to refine Prius, which continues to sell at mainstream volume. We know the
next generation will get an engine with improved thermal efficiency, retaining its
advantage over their non-hybrid offerings. We also know a great deal of effort is being
expended to deliver better batteries. The hybrid system itself will get upgrades as
well. So what if they are also pursuing fuel-cell technology at the same time or not
investing heavily in EV-only vehicles. The point is to keep delivering choices people
will actually purchase in large quantity today, since that's what really changes the
market... not something that will eventually become competitive. Think about the
millions upon millions of cells being produced for battery-packs from those
hybrids. That's what really makes a difference. The plug-in model won't need to wait
until a next generation either. When demand for plugging increases, they already a wellestablished vehicle to leverage advantage from. It's basically just a package upgrade with
easy to understand benefits. Those of us already driving them are providing reliability
data too. I'm thankful most of the rhetoric, but will be glad when all of it is just a
memory. Some people take longer. At least there's plenty of evidence showing what
needs are not being met. Watch the reaction to sales results of the month concluding
today. The harsh reality of goals not being met will be quite clear.

6-01-2014

When To Charge? I'm really enjoying the PHV discussion lately. I joined in
with: Allowing the battery to rest (known as a "cold soak") prior to recharging is
helpful. Since evening electricity rates are lower anyway, that's a win-win situation. The
timer makes that quite convenient too. Just hit the button and plug in before you leave
the car for the evening. As for running it down to "empty", the system prevents the
battery-pack from hitting the common lows you see in portable devices. The assumption
that 0% is fully depleted is quite common. What actually happens is the engine fires up,
switching from EV to HV mode automatically, when the charge-level drops to
23.5%. That helps with longevity. Another approach to slow the aging process is never
fully recharging. The system automatically stops at 85%. Staying well away from 100%
capacity is known to be quite beneficial, something we don't take a second thought about
with other rechargeable devices. Not allowing that with Prius is how the design avoids
ever needing battery replacement. With respect to system "switching back & forth", that
type of HV energy activity is just shallow touching of the battery-pack. Being just a tiny
fraction of the electricity transfer during plug-in recharging and sustained EV draw, you
can still have a big influence. You can choose when to recharge and push the EV/HV
button. Thanks for starting this thread. It's nice to see some back-to-the-basic questions
being asked.
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6-01-2014

Full Charge. What a change. The fallout of "more EV" is getting interesting. When the
belief was that Volt had more to offer, attention to detail about Prius was difficult to
maintain. The enthusiasts simply drown out man of the discussions. But as they quiet,
we finally get an opportunity. Today, there was a new thread about the "full" indicator
for PHV. Some new owners totally overlook the difference between full EV and full
HV. They assume there's only just one representation for battery-capacity. I was happy
to provide samples of each. It's nice having a collection of photos readily available to
share online. This is what I included as a description for them: Even though the bottom
one appears to displaying a high charge-level, it really isn't. In fact, there's less
electricity available. Notice the horizontal lines and the lack of an EV mile estimate? If
Toyota hadn't done that, the battery gauge would be worthless during HV driving, since it
would appear totally empty. The original plug-in model did exactly that. It was
overwhelmingly suggested to provide a multi-appearance design like this instead. That
way, you know when both EV and HV modes are high & low for their respective
capacities.

6-02-2014

Carbon Emissions. It's about time. We got federal weigh in on the long fought against
need to reduce carbon emissions. Like with rhetoric in the past, fear continues to be
spread that jobs will be lost as a result of need standards & regulations. In reality, new
jobs will be created. But past examples of that being true are simply ignored. I
personally found the timing amusing. Yesterday was the 5-year anniversary of GM
having officially declared bankruptcy. Executives claimed it would not be a bailout, that
no money would be lost as a result of the restructure. Not only was that far from what
actually happened, it also ended up revealing a troubling past which carried over to the
new GM. They again are facing uncertainty with the future. But now, many industries
are impacted, not just automotive. Our dependency on non-renewable fuel that's
polluting our air with both breathing-related and climate-altering problems for our
children to deal with isn't comforting. Think about how long of a delay there will be
between intent and actual implementation. We'll be generating electricity with dirty coal
and producing traditional guzzlers for many years to come. It's quite disturbing,
especially when people resist change simply from the fear of it. Thank goodness we have
a large fleet of Prius helping to prove change isn't that big of a deal.
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6-03-2014

May Sales. It has been a waste of time pointing out that Volt sales have been flat for a
very long time. Even the $5,000 price drop didn't make any difference. There was an
initial spike for the intended inventory reduction, then it went right back to the 1,600 to
1,700 per month level is had been selling at prior to that. No growth is real the problem...
a point which last month's sales made especially clear. Everyone assumed PHV would
plummet due to the HOV stickers no longer being available; instead, they
skyrocketed. 2,692 for the plug-in model Prius was so many more than Volt's 1,684 that
it wasn't worth the effort to discuss. The thought is that Toyota offered generous
incentives, which make sense when trying to proactively avoid model-year inventory
surplus. That begs the question of what will happen with ELR. Only 52 were purchased
and production continued as scheduled anyway. The supply estimate now puts it at 903
days. Falling well short of the anticipated 200 per month hurts. But to make matters
even worse, roughly 80% of the purchases came from Volt owners. The situation is
nuts. Thankfully, the regular model Prius is maintaining a rate of triple that of the
mainstream minimum. 15,944 is a solid number. The smaller C model is creeping
up. Sales were 4,590. Achieving the 5,000 per-month mark is becoming quite
realistic. V is climbing too, but lower at 3,567 for the month. It was nice to see CamryHybrid at 5,199 and Fusion-Hybrid at 4,641. Considering the strong growth in the
overall market, that's important. Traditional cars continue to mount quite an offensive...
something the Volt enthusiasts shrugged off as a non-issue, an effort to
undermine. Clearly, they were wrong... very wrong. Providing hope though was Leaf
sales, at an impressive at 3,117. Realistically though, the market isn't ready for
plugging. Far too many misconceptions combined with cost barriers keep impair
progress. That's why the one-size-fits-all GM strategy was always such a concern. The
gamble was a risk that failed to deliver. Now the consequences are evident. Next year
certainly will be interesting. In the meantime, I'm looking forward to answering
questions and collecting data for those curious about PHV. The endorsement it provides
for mainstream acceptance of lithium batteries and plug simplicity is great.

6-03-2014

Cargo Capacity. It was quite amusing to exploit the large interior of the Prius
today. We ordered an 11-foot offset umbrella for the backyard. It came in a box, 75
pounds and just a little over 9 feet long. I was prepared to do my first ever drive with the
hatch open. That would have been interesting, especially on such a pleasant evening. I
haven't done that since the early 90's, back when I owned a '84 Dodge Omni. That old
car taught me the value of having a hatch. It was very handy, especially in college. But
that design then was rather a pain. It didn't having a flat floor. You had to lower & lift
cargo in over a ledge. That limited what you could carry, since the interior wasn't flush
with the seats. Coincidently, that's the way Volt is configured. Talking about an
outdated approach. Anywho, the flat in Prius made loading the large box a breeze. It just
slid right in... so deep, I could almost shut the hatch. Hmm? Curious, I lifted the box's
edge onto the front dashboard. Sure enough, the Prius swallowed it up entirely. Cool. I
was thrilled how convenient it turned out to be. Both long & heavy isn't a combination
many cars could actually handle. For that matter, I wonder what the heck you'd do to
transport it a bigger vehicle. Lowering the front seat like I did in the Prius, to match up
with the cargo area isn't possible. That wouldn't work with a SUV either. Interesting,
eh?
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6-04-2014

Battery Temperature Data. The warm weather has stirred interest in battery
temperature data. Not having it has left an opening for undermining attacks. A rather
blatant troll has been claiming during both recharging and driving, Prius will suffer...
since it only using air for cooling, rather than liquid like his Volt. To us, that clearly isn't
a problem or even an exposure. Toyota took that need to keep battery temperature in
check all throughout the design process. Nothing was ever sacrificed. But since Leaf has
been dealing with extreme examples (Arizona heat) and it only uses air to cool,
supposedly the situation is the same. It clearly isn't. Prius obviously has an engine
available to supplement & protect. But those few remaining Volt enthusiasts are quite
desperate to impede success. This particular attack shouldn't last long. I'm well
equipped for sharing this type of data. All I really need is some cooperative weather. As
I play, my "what to look for" information will be refined. But the initial collection has
already been quite helpful. This is what I posted today, along with the raw data I
captured using the app on my phone and a bluetooth OBDII adaptor: I'll have a chance at
some point to generate some graphs from the data. It should go a long way toward
ending the FUD being spread due to lack of real-world data and such a wide variety of
chemistry types available. In the meantime, I'll keep gathering. The other day on the
drive home, it was 76°F out. I did hill climbing and a bit of 55 mph along the way,
staying in EV for the entire capacity. The battery-pack temperature stayed just below the
100°F mark. I believe that is the normal operating expectation for continuous discharge
of the type in Prius. We'll see what happens when it gets hotter out. But since most
people simply use their A/C and the engine is there to protect the battery-pack, it's hardly
a concern the rhetoric would lead us to believe.

6-04-2014

Real-World Data. Having it readily available is power. There's no way to stop the
nonsense. The greenwashers will do everything they can to keep you from drawing
conclusions. And without that real-world data, there isn't really much you can
do. They'll just keep spinning whatever you post, twisting to the point of
confusion. That's why I'm taking advantage of the weather finally turning nice to
collect. Here's the latest contribution to the on-going effort: It's quickly becoming
obvious that the claims of liquid-cooling is necessary for battery longevity were acts of
desperation to undermine. Today it was 79°F on the drive home. The 12 consecutive
miles of EV driving I did never pushed battery temperature above 100°F, without
anything but open windows to provide cooling. The electric A/C is available and will be
used when it gets hotter out while driving. That will make the air available for cooling
even cooler. So, there's nothing they can argue. The A/C could even run as part of the
recharging process. Toyota didn't find that necessary though. The chemistry chosen is
proving worthy without the need for liquid. By the way, I can turn it on remotely from
my phone now using Entune. It does a very nice job of cooling the interior. 10 minutes
of running consumes roughly 0.2 kWh of electricity.
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6-06-2014

More Data Collected. Continuing to post observations will go a long way toward
keeping the rhetoric we are doing now from getting so out of hand ever again. Others
will chime in with their own data, once they have an idea of what to look for... which is
surprisingly easy with a Bluetooth adaptor and a Android phone. Too bad we weren't so
well armed years ago. Oh well. We did what we could and have built upon it. Being
part of such an effort is rewarding too. Newbies find the inner workings fascinating with
that type of visual helping to explain the design. Anywho: I plugged in this afternoon at
work. The Prius was already warm from having taken it for lunch, with the windows
open to enjoy the fresh air. It sat windows shut in the parking lot as the surfacetemperature climbed to 90°F while recharging. That was quite a bit warmer than my
previous data collecting. I was excited about the opportunity that presented. The airtemperature was 86°F, just at the tolerable limit for driving without A/C use. I lowered
all the windows and headed home. The temperature of the battery-pack stayed within the
comfort-zone, despite being warmer outside. It peaked for EV at 100.2°F, which was
right as the plug-supplied capacity ran out. While warming up in HV, the Prius was
required to climb a hill at 55 mph. That pushed it to 101.5°F before dropping back down
and staying down. I'd consider that a worthwhile sample for warm-weather driving. Any
hotter and most of us would simply turn on the A/C instead, which drops the temperature
of the intake-air quite a bit.

6-06-2014

Joining the Debate. Seeing issues as either/or is a big problem. That's why blending
has been such a difficult approach to get some to embrace. Debates of substance are
difficult under those conditions. Conclusions get draw quickly without considering all
the possibilities. I finally joined in today. Some feel Toyota has abandoned the idea of
plugging in, based upon the recent Lexus promotions. Relating television commercials
and printed advertisements for selling current inventory to overall corporate strategy is
stretch. Yet, that's what some are doing. They also see the situation now as never
changing. Either it is this or it is not. Ugh. Oh well. Maybe my contribution to it will
shed some light: "Plug Not Required" has been the message from Toyota for well over a
decade. It sounds like those who claim "plug-in bashing" still aren't acknowledging the
difference between a hybrid and a battery-only vehicle... which is no surprise, since
we've already had to deal with quite a bit of intentional misrepresentation for Prius
PHV. They go well out of their way to force EV comparisons on a vehicle designed to
take advantage of having more than a single power source available. Ask yourself this...
How is this any different than pointing out limitations of engine-only vehicles? The
over-reaction has been quite a surprise. Some think Toyota has abandoned the idea of
plugging in all together, just because they adjusted their schedule in accordance to the
initial market reaction. Taking the time to refine the plug-in model while at the same
time continue to push market penetration of hybrids should be recognized as logical step
forward; instead, some see it as a failure. I look around and see almost no support for
plugging in. The idea gets shot down within seconds, effortlessly dismissed. It's sad and
quite disappointing, but at least Toyota has an approach designed to easily take advantage
of increased electricity use... without dependency. People can bash that approach. But
reality is, that's required to retain profitable high-volume sales. It's a business after all.
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6-07-2014

Change. The recent discussion on the big Prius forum sure has been interesting
lately. This what I interjected into it today: The so-called "hate" for Volt came about in
large part due to misdirection. If you stated anything about the need for diversification or
cost-reduction or not meeting their own sales goals, it was interpreted as an endorsement
for Prius. Look up the old threads on forums & blogs other than here. The ones devoted
to GM products were overwhelmingly anti-Prius. A thread would get created and
discussion about Volt would ensue. When civil and constructive, very little interest
stirred. Someone would inevitably interject some comment about Prius to ignite it. That
increased posts dramatically. Hosts thrived on that kind of attention. It was
unfortunate. I'd watch it happen time and time again, staying silent until the fire built up
to an intolerable level. Then when I finally chimed it, I'd get blamed as a Prius owner for
starting the mess, though it was easy to confirm I hadn't. And even when I didn't actually
say anything about Prius, they would imply that's what I meant. Watching the denial was
remarkable. Volt was suffering as a result of competition from within, yet enthusiasts
would direct focus on Prius instead. They didn't care that GM's own production was
squeezing the life out of Volt. The care was on bragging rights... which is why
attempting to have a constructive discussion comparing the regular Prius to the plug-in
model is so inviting to Volt enthusiasts. Fortunately, we have recently seen some Volt
supporters turn on the enthusiasts. They see the business need is not being fulfilled by
engineering praise. They want the next generation to actually be competitive. Are they
also included in the hate? I've tried to point out the difference and the change with mixed
reception. Change is difficult. This thread clearly shows it.

6-08-2014

Shortest Drive. I drove the Prius out of the garage to provide an area for setting up the
bikes. When done, I drove it back in. A single car length is the shortest distance I've
ever driven in one day. That's not enough to log. Our journey on the bikes was
though. It was a beautiful Sunday afternoon. We rode just shy of 30 miles. Spring is in
full swing now. It won't be long before the comfort will turn into cooking sun. Then, it
will be kayaking... which require the use of a Prius. I'm looking forward to take. It sure
is nice being able to throw kayaks on top or head out to a distant trail with bikes on
back. But for today, that didn't happen. Travel was entirely human-powered... which I
really enjoyed... though, I cannot recharge with electricity. For me, it requires pizza.

6-09-2014

Senseless Waste. I had some painting to do outside. It was a beautiful sunny day, there
was only a calm breeze and the temperature was 70°F. That made the activity of my
neighbor (actually 2 houses down), truly bizarre. Why in the world was she sitting in her
idling diesel car talking on the phone? The clatter of the engine was annoying to me, all
that distance away. I couldn't imagine what that sounded like over the phone. Already in
her driveway, why the heck not shut off the engine? For that matter, why stay in the car
on such a spectacular day? I was truly baffled... initially. 25 minutes later, I was well
beyond annoyed. What a senseless waste! Who in their right mind would ever do such a
thing? Diesel is currently $3.89 per gallon here. Why consume it when you don't need
to? Why intentionally pollute like that? It was very disappointing. That totally explains
why her son would let his truck warm-up for 30 minutes (and sometimes longer) during
the cold season. What a terrible influence on the younger generation. Now, I feel
disgusted recalling the event. When the conversation ended, she hung up the phone, shut
off the car, then went inside her house. Why would anyone do that?
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6-09-2014

Launch Spin. Try as we might, information like this continues to fall on deaf ears: "PiP
was supposed to launch with Gen3..." What do you do though? Those wanting to
undermine will keep making up their own version of history. We keep trying to share
what actually happened. Hopefully, some lurkers will be compelled to find out
more: That information has been provided a number of times now. It hasn't done any
good. The history just keeps getting spun and the belittlingly continues. Like I said, at
least that serves as a gauge. Away from that nonsense, I'm enjoying my PiP. Today, it
was a round-trip through the heart of rush-hour congestion territory. It was 19.5 miles
each way. We escaped the meeting just prior to afternoon rush kicking it. Since I wasn't
alone, I took advantage of the carpool lane. Rarely ever having reason to be in that area
of the cities during that day of the time, why not try it? Long story short, there was a
little bit of stop & slow followed by a nice highway cruise. Having started the trip with
only 1.3 miles of EV available, it was almost entirely hybrid operation. I was delighted
with the results... 60 MPG on the way there and 61 MPG on the way back. So for those
who sincerely aren't aware of the potential the system offers, that's a nice real-world
sample of what's possible even with very little plug-supplied electricity available. For
those who continue to spin, mislead, and downplay, they can kiss my gas. As for the
delay of PiP rollout, it should be clear why. The battery-cost & greenwashing should
make that quite obvious. There are other barriers too. People simply have no
background or basis of comparison available for making the purchase decision. That
education takes time. Just look at how many assumptions continue to come out of the
initial rollout states. To make matters more difficult, we even have some EV supporters
working against acceptance, despite the fact that Prius can have a major influence on the
advancement of plug-in batteries. Toyota really did their homework to deliver a system
able to reach the masses. So what if we have to deal with a few sour grapes. Owners are
pleased with their choice. They didn't have to sacrifice seating or room for large
cargo. They still get fantastic efficiency even when the battery is depleted. They
purchased a reliable hybrid with a plug. It's a winning formula for high-volume
profitable sales. That upsets a few individuals, which is why we have to deal with their
on-going banter.

6-09-2014

Losing Market Share. Always be suspicious when a published article doesn't actually
include any numbers. All the one today provided was a vague graph, a claim that hybrid
cars were losing market share, and this as the closing sentence: "But the systems are
expensive because of their complexity and costly batteries, and their highest costs are
often passed on to buyers." The article was brief. The intent was to mislead &
undermine. That was easy to prove too. All I needed to do was verify the supposed
facts. I looked up the actual numbers. The scope of the article was overall sales for the
United States over the past few years. For 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2013, the counts
were: 11,588,783; 12,734,356; 14,439,684; 15,531,609. The upward trend of those
totals is easy to see. The same is (for the most part) the case for
hybrids: 274,763; 268,807; 434,498; 495,685. That's undeniable growth Even if there
was some misleading through statistics, that's a difficult argument no matter how you
spin things. But it turns out, even the percentages themselves disproved the
claim. 2.4%, 2.1%, 3.0%, 3.2%. So no matter how you look at it, hybrids clearly aren't
losing market share. There's a clear gain... and that's with even bothering to add in the
hybrids with plugs, which have been growing too. The desperation of some continues to
be easy to stumble across. No matter how slow change comes, there will always be some
who deny & resist.
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Interesting Times. With Volt fading away into memory, an unfortunate chapter in
history supporters want everyone to forget, we see forum & blog activity
changing. We're all quite curious what happens next. Volt had stirred so much interest
and resulted in so much disappointment, it's hard to imagine what 2015 will
bring. Consumer reaction is very difficult to predict. Purchases are even more of a
challenge. Basically, there's just plain no way to know. That's why sticking to principle
is so important. That's boring though. Toyota gets ridiculed on a regular basis for
holding true to keeping Prius practical & affordable. Enthusiasts find that far too much
of a sacrifice, since they thrive on power & handling beyond what's actually
needed. Mainstream consumers don't notice the effort, since there's little to draw
attention. Fortunately, the masses place being practical & affordable high on their
purchase priority list. The catch is, the vehicle must also be well proven. Being reliable
is vital. The importance of that cannot be stressed enough. That's why Volt is now in
such an awkward position. The next generation will hold little in resemblance. People
will see the changes as an improved approach, cancelling out credibility of the
current. After all, the forum & blog activity is making an effort quite evident to distance
old & new. The first Volt had so many shortcomings, the less it can be related to the next
plug-in hybrid the better... which is why these are interesting times. Remember TwoMode? Most people don't.

6-12-2014

Naive & Undermining, part 1. There are times when patience & tolerance really pay
off. Over the past few days, on the big Prius forum, we've been dealing with a blatant
Volt troll. He has no audience anymore. The daily blog is dead and the big GM forum
couldn't care less anymore. So, we end up with some of that fallout. The situation isn't
always understood though. This was the conclusion expressed from one active
participant: "I had higher hopes for this forum than for some threads to degenerate into
name-calling sessions." He got sucked in, a victim without any awareness of the
problem. I was intrigued. He took a fierce stance at one point, arguing intensely with me
about how Prius worked. He was just plain wrong, not even close. But it was easy to see
how his assumptions came about. Providing a video of the gauges showing operation as I
drove along with an explanation of the components involved quickly changed his
tuned. He happily retracted his erroneous claim. It was a nice, productive exchange... a
wonderful result considering how heated it had become. Experiencing that, it's no
surprise he was a bit baffled how that degeneration followed.
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Naive & Undermining, part 2. This was my response: When someone wanting to
undermine gets caught and there are no more unknowing enablers available, posts turn to
shooting the messenger. We've seen it countless times before. Those who didn't realize
they were contributing to making the discussion counter-productive end up in a flood of
mixed emotion. They had no idea what was happening as it was playing out. It all
seemed so innocent. The rise was subtle. Later, they look back an realize it was an good
example of being naive. There's an effort to stir the pot, to sour the thread, causing
participants to go elsewhere... because that thread had taken such a turn. It becomes
obvious if you follow forum activity as a whole over time. You can see the push-out
pattern after awhile. But in that particular discussion, motive goes essentially
unnoticed. Direct confrontation becomes a necessity as some point. Bringing up goals is
an effective way of flushing out purpose, exposing intent. They evade by changing the
topic, often in the form of an empty compliment. We saw that here when bringing up big
picture strategy. Toyota has one, it's diverse & profitable. GM is still grabbing at straws,
leaving us clueless what comes next. That's an uncomfortable position to be in. There is
some good that comes out of these exchanges. You were unaware of how Prius operated,
acknowledged the misunderstanding, then moved on. It worked out well. Lurkers likely
really appreciated the detail that it took for that to happen too. We ended up with a gain,
despite the effort to undermine. Participate on some other forums. They get downright
hostile at times and will outright lie to protect their interests. It's really sad. We tend to
be quite civil here in comparison.

6-12-2014

MPG Revisions. That look back at the big picture helps. Focusing exclusively on a
specific vehicle is far too easy of a trap to fall into. It makes people defensive, since they
tend to filter out considerations that would otherwise be a necessary consideration... like
the need for profit. Engineering praise is great, but it doesn't pay the bills. That's why
not drawing too much attention can be a good thing at times. Toyota gets grief for
that. But staying out of the spotlight can be a very good thing at times. Ford's latest
"oops" a perfect example. They heavily promoted (more like advertised to death) their
outstanding MPG ratings. Turns out though, they weren't accurate. We know that well
with C-Max. It hurt to find out efficiency wasn't as good as hoped. Today, we found out
the Fusion & MKZ hybrids were also misrepresented. Those were inaccurate too. That
means a revision to their official MPG estimates, including Energi (the plug-in
model). Turns out, 4 models of Fiesta were overstated as well. Seeing that many MPG
values go down after-the-fact is sad. Fusion hybrid got hit the hardest, watching the
combined estimate go from 47 to 42. Both of the Energi offering now rate at 38 MPG
combined. That's far from the hope of being hybrid following depletion. But then again,
the 40 & 42 MPG combined ratings for C-Max & Fusion (respectively) aren't exactly
competitive anyway. In fact, the 42 MPG combined from Prius V gives a whole new
perspective on Ford's advertising campaign. They misled thousands of people, stating
their hybrid delivered better efficient. Turns out, it doesn't. Toyota was in the right all
along. Now, Ford is having to apologize. Just imagine the potential discourse that could
cause in online forums.
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The Right Decision. Seeing Ford take a big reputation hit for having embraced
erroneous MPG figures rather than investigating why real-world results were so different
makes you wonder. If anything, lack of clarity is misleading. They should have dug
deeper into the problem far sooner. Know, it's much too late. They are trapped into a
damage-control stance now. How will they recover? Comments like this are emerging:
"We are seeing Toyota made the right decision to make a plugin that they should instead
of what they could. More EV miles does not mean better. A balanced design that gets
the most out of both fuel is better, never mind when or not the gas engine fire up. There
is a very good reason why looking at the results." That's not a result Ford will like from
any perspective. The values for C-Max Energi are now: 40 city, 36 highway, 38
combined. That's quite a bit lower than Prius PHV: 51 city, 49 highway, 50
combined. To make matters worse, the MPGe value dropped to 88. That's quite a bit
lower than the 95 MPGe from Toyota's plug-in hybrid. And for those who doesn't
understand the MPGe value, representing the overall energy consumption, there's the EV
range. It got reduced from 21 to 19 miles. When we were discussing Toyota's wisdom
of delay to avoid fallout, who knew it would be more than just from GM.

6-12-2014

Fallout. To no surprise, the problem with MPG for Ford stirred the pot: "My Volt is
rated at 38 mpg. I normally get 40 mpg or higher. The only time my mileage drops to 38
mpg is when I'm driving faster than 75 mph. I'm very pleasantly surprised. Ford could
learn from GM's example of under promise, over deliver." I remember the craziness that
emerged from the original "230 MPG" campaign. People were all over the place with
that. The well informed knew that was horribly misleading. The naive believed it was
the long-awaited efficiency miracle the industry had been waiting for. But that was back
in 2009, shortly after bankruptcy had been declared. There was much hope without any
substance. Reality eventually set in. That's how the 50 MPG expectation came about. It
became the realistic prospect. People believed it too... until the "Freedom
Drive". Remember that 1776-mile trip ending on July 4, 2010? It was incredibly
suspicious. GM said ordinary consumers could ask anything they wanted while the event
was taking place. It was supposedly an educational opportunity, telling people all about
how their upcoming plug-in vehicle could run on gas after electricity ran out. More and
more kept asking the same question: What is the MPG at that point? GM absolutely
refused to provide an answer. Why would they have led us to believe 50 MPG was being
delivered, then not confirm it with such an event? It was the perfect endorsement
opportunity, lost. Nonetheless, the die-hard supporters kept the dream alive
anyway. Things didn't add up. Then the EPA results were revealed, just a few weeks
prior to rollout. Seeing 37 MPG for that first-year model was horribly
disappointing. There was an incredible feeling of disenchantment expressed online...
which no one seemed to remember anymore. In fact, that quote expresses being pleased
with an improved 38 MPG rating for the newer model, despite it still falling well
short. That number didn't seem correct either. So, I looked it up. It's actually 37
MPG. I wonder why he'd claim 38. Strange. Anywho, the promise of 50 MPG never
happened as far as supporters are concerned. In fact, hope of hybrid efficiency following
depletion is flat-out denied. Don't you love how history changes as shortcomings are
exposed? They spin things to appear positive, regardless of how bad the fallout
become. Ugh.
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More Is Better? The assumption is getting questioned more and more. It reminds me of
the "not enough" arguments when Prius first rolled out. Some claimed 50 MPG simply
was not enough for anyone to care. Now, we're seeing the same with that magic 75 MPG
from plugging in. The reality of diminishing returns has been so easily dismissed in the
past. Antagonists insisted the capacity PHV offers is not enough. The claim more is
better... even though the data doesn't actually support it. So naturally, there's a lot of
discussion about what the next generation will bring. I added this to the online
chatting: Toyota established the approach, keeping physical size small enough to prevent
a large cargo-carrying capacity sacrifice while at the same time keeping it
affordable. Lithium chemistry will improve, as will the software controlling usage &
longevity. The result will in a bump up range. It will fit Prius PHV well. That's how it
will be able to penetrate deep into the mainstream. Whether or not Toyota will also offer
some type of higher capacity choice is another topic. Successfully achieving highvolume sales with Prius PHV opens the door for that opportunity. Remember, we've
seen that priority has been given to delivering a solution for the masses, rather than
catering to a niche audience as with other automakers. Notice how important productioncost has been? There's no reason to believe that intent has changed. In fact, things like
pursuing wireless recharging helps to confirm ordinary consumers are being
targeted. My 73 MPG average is double the efficiency an equal-sized traditional
automatic gas vehicle could deliver and quite a bit cleaner. How much more is really
needed to achieve high-volume sales?

6-13-2014

Prius Numbers. On an automotive blog about the Ford MPG mess, a comment was
posted that Toyota should now fix their numbers for Prius. I was a bit annoyed, since it
was so horribly vague and provided no suggestion or detail whatsoever. Generic
complaints without data doesn't help anyone. So, my response provided lots of data: I
owned a 2010 and drove it for almost 3 years before replacing it with the 2012
PHV. That's 55,835 miles in Minnesota, the land of harsh winters. Despite that, the
overall average delivered was exactly 50.0 MPG. Now at 42,356 miles with the plug-in
model, I'm watching my overall average climb above 73 MPG. When I drive with the
plug-supplied electricity totally depleted this time of year, I easily see 60 MPG for the
trip. So, I'm not seeing any reason for an adjustment. And yes, the display shows an
optimistic value. But all my numbers are from detailed spreadsheets, using calculations
based on measurements taken at the pump & plug. Not including my current tank, these
are my totals for the PHV: 40,971 miles, 563.149 gallons, 3,712.8 kWh. (Note that 3
kWh is the value used to represent a full-recharge, which includes both the usable
capacity replenished as well as the losses incurred while charging.)
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Balance. That discussion continues. Getting people to look beyond just the efficiency of
electric-drive is really difficult. Sadly, not considering infrastructure is part of our
culture. A great example is with trash. Many think throwing it away is all that's
necessary. They have no clue what actually happens to it later or how much waste that
really amounts to. It being "away" is all they understand. So when it comes to
electricity, the "clean" aspect is all they understand... since the consumption aspect is all
they've ever considered. How that electricity is derived is often disregarded entirely. I
added: The belief that "more electricity is better" will continue to be a challenge to deal
with for years to come. People just assume that's true and don't give it another
thought. They have no idea what emissions come from electricity creation or
transmission. Some who do recognize smog-related emission simply state they've been
reduced dramatically over the past few decades, thinking all is well now. Many still don't
believe carbon emissions are any type of problem either. It's a greenwashed
mess. Oddly, it is rather fortunate that traditional vehicles continue to advance. That
engine-efficiency technology will pay off later. We're seeing that from Toyota
already. Being able to take advantage of the engine by being able to run it briefly and at
highly optimized rates makes the balance with electricity is what makes it better. The
idea of sacrificing electricity for the sake of never starting the engine is a mindset that's
counter-productive. It doesn't actually help us overcome all the problems we face. It
only looks better when you choose not to consider the big picture. Balance is very
important.

6-14-2014

EPA Advertised MPG. How many people still don't understand the numbers? It
continues. I posted: People seem to forget that the so-called advertised MPG is not a
promise, of any sort. The measurement was originally created to provide a standardized
basis of comparison. It's actually just a number for rating, not an expectation. Reading
the information provided on the window-sticker, you'll see there's a range stated, that the
big number is really just an average. So, things like short trips are not necessarily
accounted for. Efficiency will be much lower if driving just within the warm-up time. It
will be lower in extreme temperatures and at very high-speeds too. There are also
circumstances when efficiency is much higher, like suburb driving with few stops. To
complicate matters, many new Prius owners have no idea what their previous vehicle
actually delivered. There was no MPG display available, so the ups & downs were never
known. Things like that contributed heavily to the slow growth of hybrids. Then EPA
made adjustments to their measurement process, taking better into account the
circumstances not originally considered when the standards were first established. Now,
we're finding out the values themselves aren't being properly reported. Ugh.
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Super-Capacitors. The idea of adding a super-capacitor to the hybrid system is getting
attention again. This time it was from the Le Mans prototype Toyota is racing this
year. The benefit is easy to understand: it provides power, a lot of it very fast. That's
something batteries don't. They deliver power better than an engine, but at no where near
the level possible with a super-capacitor. That gives reason for pause when considering
the plug-in Prius. Having the engine fire up for brief high-demand events, like merging
into fast traffic, wouldn't be necessary with a device able to supply that power. Those
arguments about the small battery-pack would finally come to an end too. It was
irritating having to deal with the lies about the engine being required for hill climbing,
when that certainly isn't true. I routinely drive up out of the river valley at 55 mph
without ever requiring any power other than that from the battery-pack. It's long and
fairly steep. So, that need is clearly covered. A hard acceleration into a busy road will
fire up the engine though. But then again, that's an excellent use of the power-sources
currently available. Adding a super-capacitor into the system changes the equation... a
design approach few have considered up to this point. It could be less expensive than
adding more battery-capacity too. Due to its solid-state design, it's much more robust
option. So, there's potential to explore... which is exactly what this prototype being raced
is doing.

6-15-2014

Outstanding Efficiency. 57 MPG. 123 miles. 0 kWh. That was the result of running
around today, many Father's Day destinations and no opportunity to plug in. HV
efficiency is outstanding. You can unmatched hybrid performance when the battery-pack
is depleted. What else can be said. The system delivers regardless of how you use
it. Sweet!

6-16-2014

Speculation. There is a very, very, very long thread on the big Prius forum discussing
people's thoughts on what the next generation of Prius will bring, and
when. Realistically, we have no real idea of what to expect... since the market is always
changing. Fortunately, most of the chance is for the better. The latest to stir the post was
that mention of super-capacitor use. There's potential some are quite curious about. I
know Toyota will deliver a nice upgrade, even if our guesses aren't correct. At least what
we do know is they'll stay true to goals. That important of reducing emissions &
consumption without compromise to other purchase-priorities has been the ultimate goal
since the very beginning. Planning ahead has been too. I pointed that out with: That
brief high-discharge [from a super-capacitor] ability would allow PIP gain the ability to
exploit the unused capacity of the traction motor. It's rated at 60 kW. The current
battery-pack delivers 38 kW. In other words, there would be increased opportunity to
take advantage of the electric system already in place. You could get more power
without starting up the engine. That would raise the bar for what the plug-in model
delivers.
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Desperation. I still remember a post from well over a decade ago. You simply cannot
ever forget one titled: "Die Hybrid Die". The moderator quickly took it down. But in
that brief time it was up, the poster was ranting about some senseless pointless babble
that didn't actually mean anything. He was just plain angry and wanted to vent. That's
what I feel is happening again here. But now with internet etiquette, there's an effort to at
least appear to be civil: "But when you get into PHEV's, such as the PiP, those numbers
ignore electric costs and are therefore BO GUS. You can not compare "Blending"
numbers on Fuelly. It doesn't track blending amounts." His loathe for Prius is quite
obvious. A mix of electricity & gas isn't suppose to deliver such competitive
results. The plug-in Prius defies what he was taught to believe. So, he's taking out his
feeling on us. It's coming out as desperation. I'm growing very curious how it will play
out too. In fact, the time has probably come to take action. For the moment, I'm posting
this: The numbers are genuine. You cannot just dismiss what you don't like. True, they
don't represent cost-per-mile, since electricity isn't included. But when people simply
want to know what a large quantity of owners have been seeing for gas consumption, the
numbers are quite real. The purpose of Prius PHV is to reduce gas consumption. That's
exactly what it does, in a clean manner without compromising affordability or
practicality.

6-17-2014

Playing Offense, time. It finally arrived. When the troll gets so bad nothing else can be
done, there is still an option. That belief of ignoring is the best choice really isn't at that
point. He or she will continue to drop bait and sucker some innocent lurker to
participate. In the meantime, their influence continue. Others will read the posts have no
idea their intent is to undermine. You know when to make the move. It's when they
outright taunt you in clear disregard of being exposed as a troll. They crave the endless
debates. It gives them a thrill and provides interactive entertainment. I've dealt with that
in the past. The well known is the "up to the chore" thread. It lasted 2.5 years. There
were a number of us fighting to prove hybrids were. But rather than the expected
outcome, we went for a stalemate. It forced the moderator to eventually declare hybrids
were... then hide the thread. Removing access to it was the ultimate win. All that
senseless rhetoric achieved nothing for traditional vehicles but provided a valuable
opportunity to shake out argument points. Each time they tried something new, we found
evidence to prove the claim was false. That worked great. This situation with "another
prius vs prius plug in thread but i badly need your advice" appears to be coming to the
very same end. We gleaned a bunch of points from an absolute desperate Volt owner...
yup, the same one who months ago started by outright lying about how Prius operated
with "redline" claims. Reading his posts on the forum dedicated to Volt made intent
obvious. It even upset some of the Volt supporters, who ended up fighting back. But
there on the big Prius forum, those allies weren't able to deal with it. Some of that simply
came from lack of data... a resource I have in abundance. So, I stated my
intention. Rather than being forced into a position to defend, I was about to launch an
offensive.
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Playing Offense, armed. I hit hard, well armed with data to support whatever he had to
counter, responding directly to this taunt: "Are you still fuming about the directions this
thread as coursed through? Enlighten us, please!" The gloves were off. But little did he
know or even try to understand, my goal was never to disprove Volt superiority. No
matter how often I pointed out business need and having no interest in trophies, he was
too pig-headed to recognize that. It was a weakness of most enthusiasts I was going to
exploit. They assume your goal is to prove Prius PHV is superior. I couldn't care less,
since no mainstream car has ever really aspired for that. Balance is quite
different. Anywho, this was my response: Fuming from blatant undermining? Such
obvious trolling isn't worth much to respond. You've may a valiant effort to belittle &
insult the plug-in Prius and still have no victory to show for it. There's nothing to
defend. The system works quite well. The need is fulfilled. However, this nonsense is
an invitation to play offense. So, I will. We've been through this many times in the
past. Over the years, it's been intriguing to see the lengths some would go to. A few got
very desperate. But in the end, they gave up. They didn't want to acknowledge
requirements or even state goals. Finally coming to realize the true competition is
traditional vehicles can is a humbling experience. The most recent attack on PHV has
been to claim liquid cooling is necessary. No evidence was provided. Heck, we didn't
even get any data. It was just an empty statement. I got to do some more testing, in
hotter weather pushing the EV system further. The temperature of the battery-pack
remained the same, right at the comfort level of 100°F. There's nothing that has been
presented to show concern about being able to keep it operating cool with just air. It's a
scare attempt falling on deaf ears. Then there's the other superiority claim of electricity
usage. Even though there's data showing PHV is more efficient than others, the obscure
reference to needing some electricity to hold the sun (MG1) power carrier in place keeps
getting brought up. So what? The tiny amount of electricity needed is accounted for in
the total consumption stated, which is still lower. Yet, with another plug-in, there's never
any mention of the complexity used instead, having to utilize a clutch to allow the system
to carry around a gas engine it goes out of it's way to avoid using. What about that
waste? There's no reason to have to deal with the obvious rants of a few anymore. The
plug-in Prius is proving it's design & approach is capable of taking on the true
competition. It would be great if others could do the same. But that's no reason for
continuing to put it on the defensive without supporting data. It's pointless baiting. Give
it up.
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Playing Offense, panic. It took until the next morning to get a reply back. But rather
than be a rebuttal, he changed argument points entirely. Obviously, nothing he already
tried was working. It was a clear sign of panic. My preparation was undeniable. With
so many Prius owners contributing value information and sharing their observations, my
summary of the situation hurt. That stance change made it unambiguously known that I
wasn't going to take it any more. With so much real-world data collected to back all that
had been said by so many already, he didn't stand a chance. Hooray! Wasting so much
time & effort on a person who continued to put taunts at the end of his posts challenging
his claims just plain wasn't worth it. The tables were turned. I struck with this: The
push now is Cost-per-Mile, but the value used for the calculation is price paid rather than
the actual cost to produce. That business model is unsustainable. A vehicle must be able
to make a profit without dependency on tax-credit aid. Then there's the blatant disregard
for actual consumption. Stating a range of 6-11 miles is a obvious dodge to avoid
acknowledgement of the capacity available. The electricity is still taken full advantage
of, even when the engine runs. Prius PHV clearly can hold its own in the competitive
world of traditional vehicle sales.

6-18-2014

Playing Offense, victory. The conclusion came dramatically quick. Within an hour, the
thread was gone. That hoped for "it's over" had become a reality. He lost his
soapbox. His posts well off-topic would no longer have to be tolerated. None of the past
would either. In an instant, all that nonsense vanished from readers. The content was
removed. Yeah! There were over 50 pages spanning over a month. The original poster
had left long ago. It turned into a place for undermining Prius. The moderators saw the
revolt (pun intended) taking place and wanted it to quickly end. Trolls will always be a
problem. But when matters are escalated to what would inevitably become a slaughter,
the final step must be taken. In other words, he outed himself. Basically, the switch
from us having to defend to choosing to play offense forced him to confront directly...
something he hadn't anticipated and unmistakably wasn't prepared for. Seeing that his
purpose was not innocent, that he really was attempting to greenwash, made the decision
to end easy. That attention combined with the absence of the ill-intended posts can
actually have a positive outcome. It presents an opportunity to change without getting
kicked off the forum or even having to apologize. It's a second chance. That is usually
quite effective. Many take it as a lesson-learned and move on. I can name a number of
individuals who changed after recognizing their understanding was based on incorrect
beliefs. True, it rarely ever comes to this extreme. But at least there's hope. You really
wouldn't want an enemy forever. After all, the technology advances over time
anyway. That gives everyone a prospect for a better future. It's just those few who don't
take defeat well that we have to deal with in the meantime. They don't want to accept
failure... even though that has no indication of whether or not the next attempt will be a
success. Toyota understood their audience and recognized need. Goals were set
accordingly. GM did a terrible job of identifying who and embarrassed the business with
struggling sales... which explains why certain individuals had such a resentment for
Prius.
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Playing Offense, fallout. Looking back, it's easy to see how some people won't believe
any of this ever actually happened. We've seen it before. Two-Mode continues to be a
great example too. It was long hyped as being far superior. But then when it was finally
rolled out, the "over promise, under deliver" problem became all too real. It was quite
apparent right away there were a number of shortcoming, many significant. It wasn't a
matter of refinements to come, like with Prius. The next generation would have to be
major redesign. So naturally, the choice by a few was to belittle the hybrid that continue
to persevere rather than address the problem and set goals accordingly. Fortunately, he
choice by the majority was to simply move on. That makes introduction of what comes
easier, since there's nothing related it to the fallout of the past. Unfortunately, that
disassociation means pretty much starting all over again with respect to product
marketing. At least that turning point is no longer just a pattern change recognized by
those paying close attention. Penetration of plug-in vehicles into the mainstream will
proceed. It will be slow going. But the closer the match to consumer purchase priorities,
the better chance the vehicle has to becoming common... which is the point... not a
trophy. It was rather satisfying to see it come to a close so dramatically. With all the
agonizing torment of misleading that never seemed to end, suddenly we find ourselves
with a moment of relief. The persistence with a big push to finished worked out really
well. Yeah!

6-18-2014

More Data. It had been specifically asked for me to observe temperatures of the battery
while recharging was taking place. That was an attack point we hadn't been prepared
for. Now that the attack is over and the thread dead, it's providing a great opportunity to
present & discuss. Hopefully, I get more collection chances soon. But with the crazy
rainy weather we've been dealing with, hot & clear days have been rare. Fortunately,
today was one. So, I took full advantage of it. That's exciting. Few owners have
actually made those observations firsthand. It's so new to us and there's lots to discover
& analyze still. I'm getting my nerd on! Here's more: I got that data today. The Prius
sat out in the parking lot from morning through lunch, with the hatch facing the sun. The
surface temperature was 81°F. The air-intake was 90.7°F. The bank temperatures for the
battery-pack started at 90.9°F, 91.7°F, 90.3°F. 1 hour 10 seconds later, 2.235 kWh of
power had been used for recharging and the current rate was 2.257 kW. At that moment,
the air-intake was 98.7°F and the bank temperatures for the battery-pack were 94.6°F,
94.8°F, 94.8°F.
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6-19-2014

Charts. Several were provided in response to my data. I pointed out: I always park
facing the sun, having the front windshield taking the brunt of the hot shine. I also
always leave the shade in the cargo area extended to fully cover the hatch area. I leave
the Prius in the shade until right before plugging in too. The sun here in Minnesota is
less direct than in Arizona as well. So basically, solar exposure in back can be
minimized... a point often not taken into account. Yesterday's data collection was an
intentional act of leaving the Prius out in the sun and parking with the hatch facing the
sun, though the cargo shade was extended. The high temperature during recharging was
only 35°C (95°F), a value low on the charts provided. How many owners will recharge
during the hottest time of the day anyway? And I do take issue with those charts. That
supposed "significant impact" glosses over the reality that temperatures are not hot yearround. In fact, here, we only see the potential for temperatures above 25°C (77°F) just 4
months out of the year. That means the battery stays very comfortable for the other 8
months. There's also the fact of SOC level not being addressed. Those charts, from 2006
& 2008, don't make any mention of that. Back then, 100% capacity was the norm. The
battery was always recharged entirely. That was years ago. We've learned since then
that avoiding 100% is a good practice for battery longevity. Prius stops at 85% for that
very reason.

6-19-2014

Significant Impact. When pushed for clarification & detail, those overly-dramatic
naysayers tend to back down. It usually takes more effort to achieve that outcome
though. This time, it was surprisingly easy. We got this later in the day: "I'm just saying
that cabin temperatures that feel hot to humans are likely contributing to somewhat
faster battery aging in the PiP battery and should be minimized or avoided when it's not
too much effort. Just basic common sense." Getting several posts from others all finding
shortcomings in the charts provided and nothing to explain where most of the numbers
came from, not to mention the obvious generalizations, he chose wisely. After seeing the
recent all-out assault, being ready for online battle was likely still quite fresh on his
mind. I find is very amusing. We went from one extreme to another within just a single
day. Gotta like that.

6-21-2014

GM Disaster. Things did not work out well for Volt. We know all about that mess. But
when the trouble spreads, then what? ELR is getting attention from lack of sales. Seeing
an article in a popular national publication with this title, "Cadillac Bombs on ELR PlugIn Luxury Coupe Sales", there's not much to say. There certainly wasn't any surprise on
the big GM forum. So far, the count for that one recall alone is 2.9 million. As of the
end of last week, there were only 199,457 vehicles actually serviced. The time &
expense is mind-boggling. It's a disaster on a scale unimaginable. How does reputation
get repaired after something like this? What will they focus on? There must be some
type of "look forward" campaign to move beyond the present. But with an automaker not
offering anything but traditional vehicles and plug-in heavily dependent upon tax-credits,
who's going to be interested? It's that audience problem again. To think of how much
anti-advancement crap we had to deal with. The push-button start was routinely
mocked. Ironically, eliminating the traditional key start is exactly what's
needed. Though hypocritical, that would be a good next step. Status quo is most
definitely not acceptable anymore.
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6-24-2014

Brisk Acceleration. We've been having a problem lately with a Prius PHV owner. He
has absolutely no idea how the hybrid system actually works, yet argues with people
attempting to correct his assumptions. That push away from facts is troubling. Some
people believe he knows what he's talking about. It's unintentional greenwashing. Odds
are he got some of what he thinks that way. Misinformation is easy to spread too. His
particular comment today about needing to accelerate slow enough to upset the people
behind him got me upset. That assumption of slower being more efficient is a common
one. It's relatively easy to rebut too... with a regular Prius. Having the plug-in model
makes that observation more difficult... and he refuses to purchase an aftermarket gauge
to see what we're been saying. This was my attempt to deal with that: Brisk is easy to
explain. Owner commonly make the assumption that using the gas engine means an
efficiency penalty. They are unaware that it runs in an optimized manner, taking
advantage of having a power-split-device interacting to 2 electric motors and a
battery. Accelerating with generous pedal will often result in a lot of electricity being
generated on-the-fly, the result of the gas engine settling in on a RPM with minimal
waste. Some of that electricity is consumed immediately for propulsion power and some
goes to recharging the battery. The operation is quite dynamic. In other words, the
overall MPG is what to consider, not the acceleration itself. Far too often, owners see the
power-bar spike and believe that is a bad thing. The design reveals it typically is not.

6-24-2014

Back On Track. It's been a heck of a struggle finding a way to capture & share a large
quantity of video data. Seeing the system in action is a powerful learning
tool. Conveying so much information without misunderstanding is quite a challenge any
other way. But attempting to film a smart-phone while driving doesn't work so well,
even under the best of circumstances. To complicate matters, more data than what can be
fit on a single screen is needed now. In other words, filming the action live just plain
won't work for anything beyond the basics. Improving the look is a plus too. So, for the
past year I've been struggling to find a way... hoping something could be derived using
the raw data instead. Thankfully, I finally came up with a viable solution. It gets a bit
involved, but the outcome should be a high-quality overlay with driving video. This is
what I've been experimenting with: 1) Save the data log from the Torque App. 2)
Convert the CSV file to Excel format. 3) Import that Excel file into Word using MailMerge. 4) Save that Word document in PDF format. 5) Convert the PDF to PNG images
of each page. 6) Import those image files as an album into PowerPoint. 7) Export the
PowerPoint presentation as MP4 video. 8) Combine that data video with the driving
footage. It's many steps, but they're just jobs you submit and wait for... letting the
computer do all the work. The trade off is it will make the filming process itself quite a
bit easier. The numbers presented will be much nicer on the end-product. No more
vibration from having to actually use a camera for the data. Obviously, the raw values
themselves will be available for further analysis too. Long story short, we'll eventually
have more info to help squash the FUD. It's very exciting to see the process take
shape. Yeah!
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6-25-2014

$70,000 FCV. Diversification is a topic not well accepted in online discussions. After
all, looking at the big picture often leads to disappointment. Heck, even in this case it
could. That price for Toyota's first fuel-cell vehicle took some people off guard. Of
course, it could be that wrecks their arguments. Recently, the spin has been that Toyota
will be abandoning hybrids in favor of fuel-cells. That made no sense what so
ever. Offering a variety of choices and not risking everything on a single approach has
never been a wise business risk. After all, look at how hard of a lesson to learn that has
been for GM. Anywho, the price will be $70,000. That makes it overwhelming clear
there won't be a consumer clash of any sort. The audience will be quite different. It's a
good way to build reputation and gather lots of real-world experience. Prius will
continue to evolve in the meantime. It's a platform with much to offer still. Some of the
motor/electric technology will overlap too, providing a mutual benefit. FCV (fuel cell
vehicle) is in the very early stages for consumers. It's over 150 years old for the
scientific community and has traveled to the moon and back. But being affordable and
able to deal with the craziness of our commutes is an entirely different matter. That's
why a single offering isn't realistic. Diversifying is a must. Early next year, Japanese
consumers will see the first. Europe and the United States will come later in the
Summer. The timing will be interesting... since a new Prius will be on the way too.

6-26-2014

Publishing Greenwash. Reading this today was quite frustrating: "Hybrids are great at
that kind of driving, which is why they get great mileage ratings from EPA tests. But in
the real world, they have to keep up with contemporary traffic, which tends to burn more
gas. Hybrids are particularly handicapped on highways, where high speeds require their
gas engines to kick in and, proportionally, do more work than standard vehicles." Sadly,
things like that are emerging as a result of Ford having to lower MPG ratings on their
hybrids. It's fallout which could have been avoided. But since the advertising was so
intense on unverified numbers, that is now too late. Other hybrids like Prius will have to
deal with false claims. Reluctantly, I contributed some insight about the situation: Using
the problem from Ford as anti-hybrid fodder is no surprise. It will likely linger on for
quite awhile too, despite no substance with respect to Prius. Heck, having credibility
hasn't even mattered in the past. I don't see how this will be any different. Fortunately,
the improved internet resources nowadays does at least help us deal with the
rhetoric. The nonsense will never end though. Some will fight change to the bitter end.

6-27-2014

Battle of the Uninformed. One is a well know troll, uninterested in real-world
data. The other simply doesn't understand how the hybrid system works. Watching the
two of them attack each other on the big Prius forum is something I've never seen
before. After so many years, it's quite an eye-opener to actually encounter something
genuinely new. I was somewhat blown away. The arguments were senseless, neither
interested in learning anything. They were holding to their assumptions and refused to
consider the possibility of being incorrect. One has been a troublemaker since the very
beginning... a die-hard diesel supporter and a fierce backer of Honda. So, his stance
remains clear. As for the other, he's actually... believe it or not... a plug-in Prius
owner. Several times now, I've challenged his claims. For some reason, there's no effort
to find out why. He simply ignores the information provided. It's a bizarre situation to
watch play out. Neither will give in. They'll likely end up escalating the banter. I
suspect the insults will grow to the hostile level, much like I encountered when posting
on the big GM forum and they didn't like me pointing out certain realities. Who knew
something like this could happen?
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6-27-2014

More Recalls! The total is now at 48 this year for GM. Whoa! That affects over 20
million vehicles. What a disaster. The struggle to rebuild both reputation and
profitability is growing more and more of a challenge. How in the world does an
automaker deal with problems on such a large scale? It's confusing as heck too. Earlier
this week, Cruze sales had to be halted due to the recall affecting their
airbags. Yesterday, it was their new Pickups and SUVs needing an update to fix a
software glitch with the transmission. There has also been some obscure recalls, like
faulty windshield-wiper modules and an insufficient weld allowing a shock-absorber to
fracture. The variety of issues and knowing what years of what vehicles are included is a
mess. The situation is quite confusing right now, as it's all fresh in everyone's mind. Just
imagine what things will be looking back a year from now. Misinformation will be
abundant. There's simply no way to effectively deal with the magnitude. It makes the
recall for Toyota a few years back little tiny in comparison. The mess continues to get
worse too. Ugh.

6-28-2014

On The Offensive. I waited a few days, allowing others the opportunity to chime in
before I pounced. This GM salesperson has been pushing Volt by belittling Prius for
years. It continues, despite the protests of his own forum companions posting frustrated
messages in response to his. The recent belittle attempt was listing the variety of plug-in
hybrids available, with this at the bottom: "7) Toyota Prius Plug-In: EPA All Electric
Range- 0 – 6 Miles". That frustrated me, but at the same time was amusing. He
intentionally excluded BMW i3 since it was supposed just a city car and had too small of
a gas tank. The reality that it offers a 72-mile EV range from its 22 kWh battery-pack
obviously irritates the heck out of him. But we'll address that at some other time, if
necessary. Today, it was all about calling out his behavior toward Prius: I'm pleased to
be the one to point out that there have been a some Volt owners complaining about your
continued misrepresentation of Prius PHV. It looks quite desperate to blatantly disregard
total capacity by posting only part of the information available from the EPA. That
omission is clearly an attempt to undermine. There's no excuse. Volt delivers 38 miles
of EV from the 16.5 kWh battery-pack. Owners often post about exceeding that EPA
rating. Looking at capacity the same way, the 4.4 kWh battery-pack in Prius delivers
10.1 miles. That clearly isn't 6, not even close. The fact that Prius weighs less and has a
more efficient electrical system is how the EPA rating of 11-mile value comes into
play. But you never mention any of that. Tired of your on-going greenwash effort, I've
come up with an simple way of capturing both video and a stream of data while I
drive. Combine all that with some photos & comments, I've got a handy tool for pointing
out Prius PHV performs far better than you care to admit. Remember, the point is to find
allies in support of affordable solutions using electricity. Prius PHV does a fantastic job
of endorsing lithium batteries for plugging in. This morning's filming was an 18-mile
course, a round-trip I filmed many times in the past with my 2010 Prius. It's a mix of
suburb roads, rolling hills on a 55 mph country highway, along with some city
street. The route is actually what I do when I go to the coffeeshop to hangout while
blogging. So, it is what I normally drive anyway. The result was an overall average of
146 MPG... with 13 of those miles EV... double your repeated misrepresentation of just 6
miles... all of which I now have video of to share. Failing to include capacity information
will reveal how desperate the claims of just 6 really are. Stop doing it. This nonsense
has gone on for far too long.
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6-28-2014

Replacement Pack. There was a press release from Nissan for Leaf today. That
announced battery replacement details, complete with the price. I sounded off on the
thread started to discuss that with: I get the impression the Nissan battery-pack
replacement is future-priced, selling it now at a price that will eventually become
profitable. After all, how many owners would actually purchase one right away
anyway? Cost is likely higher than price currently reflects, but there's no harm from
that. In fact, there won't be any need to price adjust later or deal with any of the online
nonsense we routinely see with changes being forgotten, overlooked, or intentionally
omitted. Subsidizing a little is just another form of warranty. Being able to upgrade with
replacement is an interesting (and much hoped for) twist. Support of older vehicles from
on-going improvement with battery chemistry is great. It adds a new dimension to
automotive practices. We may come to expect mid-cycle upgrades at some point. At the
moment, that's just thought of as a bonus. Everyone is use to having to wait until the
next generation. This will likely raise resell value too. If nothing else, it's nice knowing
with this level of certainly. That unknown was always an opportunity to undermine &
mislead in the past. Having such a specific expectation will help prevent some FUD
nonsense.

6-29-2014

Climate Change. The cost of inaction certainly has been making the news lately. Sadly,
there isn't really that much to say or anything new to look forward too. We can see
symptoms of the bigger problem now. Some people just plain don't care though. Why
change anything when it hasn't been proven beyond a doubt? I grew up with that
nonsense about smoking. There was flat out denial about the health consequences, even
though evidence confirming it was all around. An excuse to dismiss each and every
circumstance would be offered... until they grew tired of defending. Then they just
quietly went about their bad habit. How is guzzling & polluting any different? We know
oil is obtained from sources we shouldn't be funding and by means we shouldn't
support. Yet, we do anyway. We know the emissions are contributing to breathingrelated problems too. So even without the added consequence of climate-change, the
reasons to change are quite strong. Seeing the increase in frequency & magnitude of
storms just gets ignored. Shortages of water in some places and flooding in others is
becoming so common, it doesn't stir much attention anymore. The situation is
disappointing. Then when you read about the fights to prevent EPA & CARB
regulations, it makes you feel sick. Propaganda has clouded people's judgment. Talking
points make the situation easy to dismiss. Not wanting to take action is a sign of trouble
to come. Bummer.
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6-30-2014

Charge Time. It's a complicated topic... with an endless source of individuals wanting
to simplify, like: "Your PIP will full charge in 1.5hrs vs 3hrs on stock 120v
charging." So many factors are left out. That makes even the seemingly straightforward decision of whether or not to upgrade your home charging a challenge. All I
could do was respond with this and hope it somehow helped: That's not enough
information required to make a proper decision about upgrading. 1.5 hours will provide
roughly 75% capacity recharge from the standard 120-volt connection. Knowing that it
recharges faster (high kWh rate) at first, then slows down later is important to know. 2.3
hours has been the 100% capacity recharge time for me over the past 2 years. That 3hour rating is only for locations with sub-standard electrical systems or recharging in
extreme heat. So, I really haven't found the need. Also, I've also been waiting for the
240-volt system prices to come down (which they have quite a bit recently) and offer
smart options. Lastly, the ability for 2 rechargers to utilize a single 240-volt line will be
available for consumer use; currently at some point, we're seeing them become common
for the commercial rechargers now. That's an obvious expense saver for the family with
two plug-in vehicles.

6-30-2014

Delay. That's a popular topic of discussion now... from Toyota just having announced a
6-month delay, pushing the release of the next generation Prius to the end of next year. I
summed up my observation of the situation and the big picture posting: This time next
year seemed a bit on the optimistic side, considering all the other things happening in the
market now and expected to unfold by then. Early Fall was realistic. So, end of year
isn't too far off. As for not getting the plug-in model right away... that's good news from
my perspective... though watching others upgrade to the new regular model in the
meantime will certainly be a test of patience. Getting it right for the masses is absolutely
essential for rollout at this stage. We've already seen home much of a mess GM is
dealing with from Volt not being targeted correctly. Ford hasn't exactly had hit the
bull's-eye either. Toyota has come closest with being able to deliver something capable
of reaching a very wide audience. Mainstream acceptance is essential with the next
generation. That means high-volume purchases, able to compete directly with traditional
vehicles, and no dependency on tax-credits. The regular model of Prius is already
positioned for that. The plug-in model is demonstrating the potential. Waiting that plugin means not getting sucked into fallout from other automakers and having the extra time
to refine the new design. We know that lithium battery chemistry continues to improve
and the addition of super-capacitors has been experimented with. Those are worth the
wait. Cost reduction is obviously too. Then there's the convenience wireless charging
has to offer. Also overlooked is the opportunity lost from current PHV
owners. Upgrading so soon isn't an option for many households. An extra year could
make all the difference. Many would have had theirs for around 3 years at that point. It
will still have retained decent resale value and not be too old to just be better off
keeping. That's a good time to capitalize on those seeking the latest & greatest. Like
with my 2001 upgrade to the 2004, then the 2010, then the 2012 plug-in, each was totally
worth it. This won't be any different. he wait will seem like forever, but the benefit from
balance of purchase priorities will be worth it.
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6-30-2014

8.2 Million More. The recalls from GM continue to grow. It's a truly bizarre
situation. How many more will there be? Does it make any difference at this
point? What are the nature of the changes required? In the end, who will be paying for
it? Cost of having to do such a large number of part replacements will be
incredible. The problem is difficult to even grasp. Most people believed a car purchase
was just like any other product... you buy it, then change oil and rotate tires. The idea of
a fundamental component having to be updated or replaced was given the stigma of
failure. So, it makes sense that automakers have avoided addressing change on that
scale. After the initial sale, nothing more was expected from either party. That's finally
changing. After all, how many times does the software on your phone get
updated? Shouldn't it be an expectation to get updates for your vehicle too? Some have
wondered if aftermarket type hardware improvements would ever be offered from an
automaker. Perhaps this is the start of that. Having some post-purchase offerings
available by choice could make the mandatory type easier to accept. We'll see how this
round of recalls plays out. Hopefully, it will stimulate change.

7-01-2014

Diversity. Certain on-going arguments get quite tiring. When you know the person
simply isn't interested in more than just serving enthusiasts and doesn't care that an
automaker is ultimately required to seek sustainable profit, it's difficult to respond. They
aren't interested in economics. That desire to push engineering achievement and to place
reputation above actual sales prevents much of any type of construction discussion. That
made reading this a challenge: "So Toyota is later to market, and you comment how the
earlier estimates were optimistic. GM is delayed and it is evidence of their total
incompetence??" Yet again, it comes down to the refusal to recognize audience. But
that is what you get coming from an early adopter of Volt in many cases. The
expectation from early purchasers was strong sales from that one particular
configuration. Even the suggestion of offering a second model was considered an
attempt to undermine and promote Prius. It was quite absurd back then. That group truly
thought the available production capacity of 120,000 annually would actually be needed
by the third year. Reality wasn't so kind. Of course, they didn't have an understanding of
who sales would need to come from. So, all I could really do was respond with
this: LACK OF DIVERSITY has been the complaint all along for the target audience of
mainstream consumers. GM's bet-the-farm approach has proven a terrible risk. Toyota
didn't do that. Toyota chose to offer a variety of hybrids instead: Prius, Prius PHV, Prius
c, Prius v, Camry hybrid, Avalon hybrid, Highlander hybrid. Don't be defending GM
about their lack of choice for mainstream consumers or the consequences they now
face. Don't forget about the Lexus models, including a large RWD sedan, plus the AWD
minivan in Japan from Toyota either. Who's making an effort to reach middle-market
right now?
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7-01-2014

Delay Discussion. At one point, the word "sucky" was used to describe the
situation. That's quite understandable. Taking a look at the bigger picture does change
the attitude though. Of course, it won't necessarily help those with expectations for
sooner, but what are you going to do? It is a for-profit business after all. I interjected
saying: Another nice part about the sucky wait... [silly smile] ...is that there will be less
to rhetoric to have to deal with. The amount of FUD (fear, uncertainty, doubt) we've
been dealing with about the plug-in model is a real problem. The more data we gather
with the current model, the less opportunity for those intentionally trying to
undermine. It's sad, especially when it comes from supporters of other plug-in vehicles,
but that's the reality we face. In a twisted kind of way, it is actually a beneficial... since
designs incapable of appealing to the mainstream will reveal themselves. Hiding behind
false claims only goes so far. Then of course, there are those who are just plain not
interested in change. Their denial is easy to overcome when sightings become
frequent. To think that some people will still see hybrids as "too complex" as the 2nd
generation complete their lifecycle with great success is perplexing. But then again,
there's has been fallout in the automotive market lately. The re-rating of MPG estimates
along with an overwhelming number of recalls does give reason for pause. So, it does
make sense for there to be a delay. Think about how well established the C and V
models will be at that point too. Toyota gets the opportunity to work on improving them
in the meantime. People are obviously going to be expecting them to get upgrades
quickly after the regular model. It will work out fine. But for those who were looking
forward to the chance to upgrade sooner, it will be a test of patience.

7-02-2014

Lots Of Data - Video. It took a very, very long time to finally figure out how to present
all the data I had been collecting from my plug-in Prius. I was able to capture video of a
few gauges while driving, but more simply wasn't realistic. The road vibration made
mounting a camera steady for more data (smaller images) impossible. After lots of trial
& error, I eventually figured out a way to utilize the numbers themselves instead of
depending filming. By converting log file provided by the ODB-II reader application and
using a Bluetooth adapter, the video could be created with some formatting
software. Then, all I can to do was combine it with the scenery footage. Since data is
transmitted wirelessly from a device accessing the vehicle's computer live while driving
and a cell-phone running an app is franticly trying to translate & record, the result isn't
perfect. There will be an odd number (unusually high or just zero) from time to
time. But overall the purpose is well served. You'll see what happens, starting with a
battery-pack close to the fully recharged (85%) and driving all the way to the depletion
point (23.5%). The gas engine will turn on at times, then shut off again when not
needed. Much of the 18-mile drive (to my favorite coffee-shop and back) is using only
electricity, specifically 13 miles of EV. The rest is hybrid driving, known as
HV. Overall efficiency from that drive ended up being 146 MPG, as photos of the
display screens at the completion of the video show. The full-charge of the battery-pack
uses varies from 2.6 to 3.0 kWh of electricity, including losses from charging. Here's a
link to the video... Prius PHV - Lots Of Data
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7-03-2014

Chiming In. It's difficult to know when to finally post a response. You know certain
individuals will spin whatever it is, regardless of content. Some just like to
debate. Others simply don't see the big picture. Their reaction is quite predictable. We'll
see what this does: I've been waiting for the if-it-does-not-plug-in-it-does-not-count
people to say their piece before chiming back in. Their refusal to look at the entire
market is not helpful... The goal for the past 14 years is to replace traditional vehicles
with a choice that's cleaner and more efficient. Remember Toyota's milestone set for
2020? That means competing directly with all the other vehicles currently
available. Growth is necessary, which is what makes the 4th generation such a big
deal. Gas prices as well as their associated taxes will inevitably go up. People won't be
driving non-hybrids forever. For those hoping to upgrade/replace sooner, you'll end up
stuck with a vehicle which should hold out in the meantime and has a proven record of
retaining resale value even when the next generation rolls out. Not getting to trade-up
when a lease expires is an interesting situation, since we've dealt with long delivery waits
in the past anyway. Hopefully, that will work out. It makes sense that Toyota is stating
intent so directly. For those sitting on the fence, you can now firm up your own plans...
especially now that we see how the competition is with hybrids. They won't even be able
to compete directly with the current Prius hybrid system. Toyota's improvements to next
will be nice. As for the plug-in model, there is a decent opportunity to finally expand
beyond the initial 15 states. Yeah! Education about its purpose and how it actually
works is going fairly well. We've seen a clear improvement based on the questions here
and the reduction of rhetoric elsewhere. Sales didn't plunge when HOV sticker
availability ended either. That was good news. Retaining sales at the current level will
be even better. That, combined with advertising and ample supply, will make full rollout
nationwide realistic. Remember, it's not just consumers that need convincing, it's the
dealers too.

7-04-2014

50 MPG. 111 miles, against the wind, with 2 bikes on back. Trying to use as little
electricity as possible, so I'd have it available when we arrived at our destination, that
was the result. HV efficiency (the MPG when there's no EV or EV-BOOST) is quite
impressive. What other hybrid could accomplish that, even without those aerodynamic
compromises? We had the interior packed with lots of stuff too. Being a holiday,
enjoying the long weekend was key. Not having to sacrifice in terms of travel is
fantastic. It sure is nice being able to load up the Prius like that to escape the everyday
pressures of work. Now, the only thing I have to worry about is getting sun burnt... and
perhaps eating too much.
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7-07-2014

Lesson Learned? Sadly, the answer to that question is no. This today reiterated the
problem: "It looks like a real opportunity for "conquest sales", if other manufacturers
are able to produce affordable all electric or PHEV vehicles with "adequate" all electric
range and performance." It's hard to believe how pigheaded certain individuals will
continue to be. They choose to selectively look at the market, dismissing anything
without a plug. That's called cherry-picking. It's handy when you want to win a battle
but couldn't care less about the war. Disregard for overall goals and just having a
purpose of short-term gain is a very real problem we still have to deal with. Why? You'd
think that lesson would have been learned after having faced such a terrible economic
collapse. Not wanting to go through all that nonsense again, I avoiding rehashing history
by focusing on what's been important all along: KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE. That's
absolutely vital. Yet, some still only see current buyers. The 4th generation Prius will be
taking on traditional vehicles. Those are the conquest sales being sought, not that from
the tiny-slice of the market for plugging in. It's mainstream consumers be directly
targeted, those would otherwise purchase an ordinary engine-only car. That's cannot be
stressed enough. Taking on the traditional market directly is the focus for this next
release. It's not early adopter time anymore.

7-08-2014

PiP Education. This suggestion left me without an effective reply: "Make the cars
available to people." That's all I got when the topic of education for the plug-in model of
Prius was brought up. To him, the design is so simple, there's no reason to bother
teaching... which he stated by saying: "There is very little to learn with the PiP." Despite
there still being misconceptions about Prius itself and the frequency of incorrect claims
about PHV at nearly an overwhelming level sometimes, he still believes mainstream
consumers only need the vehicle itself to understand it. I wonder how he thinks the
correct information will be conveyed. With the media routinely publishing reports that
are incorrect, misleading, and from time to time contain an outright lie, that's certainly
not realistic. And for the chance that anyone beyond the well studied will have the
ability to sift though forums to find necessary detail, that's wild fantasy. After over a
decade of dealing with the rhetoric, the poorly informed, and the greenwashing, the
reality is rather disheartening. Heck, even the Volt supporters agree with me on this
one. Time after time, we keep hearing them beg GM for more educational
advertising. Anywho, this is how I responded: Simply making more available was a
disappointing response. The purpose of achieving permanent growth cannot be fulfilled
by just offering more. That alone isn't enough to result in higher sustained sales. There
must be education too. That requires the clever part of marketing. Most often, it's in the
form of television commercials with something that stands out to catch consumer
attention. Coincidently, Toyota is doing exactly that starting next week. We were told:
"The goal is to help educate people about the benefits of Prius PHV in a fun and
interesting way." Remember how I stated that the best next step was to expand within
the currently established markets? Toyota's effort to learn how to appeal to a wider
audience there is priceless information to know prior to expanding to the larger market.
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In Other Words. The hope is this newest round of rhetoric will end quickly. Each time
seems to be shorter and shorter. Nonetheless, it is still annoying. The trouble and source
of the backlash is well known. Unfortunately, those new to the forum don't know
that. They have no idea why such behavior would even take place. I suspect only a few
of even the frequent posters actually go to other forums, making a true representative of
the big picture limited to only a handful. Reading posts from the same individuals in a
different venue sure is enlightening. The different audience causes them reveal other bits
of info we don't get on the big Prius forum. It's especially informative with the websites
not friendly to Prius. That certainly can be eye-opening. Doesn't really matter
though. No amount of online spin will make a big impression on someone who doesn't
participate online anyway. That's why so much of what goes on in posts fails to make
any difference. Too bad that real-world mentality is so hard to come by. Oh well. At
least some insight can still be shared and some question still be asked: In other words,
successful sales increase which can be maintained afterward is the sign that expanding
beyond the initial 15 states is realistic. Otherwise, why would dealers be interested in
stocking a vehicle that would only attract a short-term gain? A brief boom from "early
adopters" is not what you want to risk inventory on. Unless a strong case for them is
presented, dealers in the other 35 states won't embrace the supposed opportunity. The
market must be well established first.
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Expect the Worse. Anticipating a series of unpleasant responses when pointing out
someone was incorrect is good advice. Some type of negative response is
inevitable. That certainly was spot-on today. Whoa! Looking at those posts from a
distance, it's easy to see the outright dismissal. Today, the word "nonsense" was used
quite frequently. Taking a step closer, it was the usual misrepresentation. Your words
are twisted to imply something else. More often than not, they take context from other
people's posts (since the words themselves are easy to remember) and state them as if you
had actually said that. After all, remember who is difficult. Next comes vague
spin. They pretend the topic hasn't ever been addressed in full and accuse you of leaving
out detail accordingly. Today, it was ironic that there was an attempt to restart debate by
being vague and making it sound as if I had with my reference to that conclusion from
elsewhere. This type of behavior is quite typical. It's no surprise. Any time a next step
forward is taken, particular individuals will go out of their way to stir the pot... hoping
new bait will bring back active discussion which will result in a different conclusion. It
all boils down to the same thing: they so strongly believe something, there don't
recognize any alternative outcome. It's that "all or none" mentality... the classic oversimplification. That clashes with the balance approach and leaves no opportunity to
staging. So, the reality that Toyota allowed for flexibility in their approach is beyond
their perception. There is only one or the other, nothing in between. It's an easy barrier
to encounter when you attempt to have a constructive look at the economies of business
with someone who has no actual exposure to the industry. That's why there was so much
fallout with Volt. We had well educated engineers not understanding why consumer
interest and dealer support was so low. If you don't know how those complex and
counter-intuitive the situation is, you're not likely to have a strong positive outcome
any. So, the idea of adaption isn't even a possibility. Adding to that it being of an
accounting & marketing nature instead, it's a mess. You basically say your piece and
move on. Expecting some type of closure isn't realistic. They will be angry for you
having been correct... which makes you wonder how much that same situation will
repeat. I've seen it so many times, there's no way to count them. Each advancement
comes with someone being left behind. That's what sales are all about. That's why a
hybrid like Prius continues to progress.
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Happy & Sad. It sure felt good reading that post from Toyota Marketing on the big
Prius forum confirming they would indeed be doing what I had predicted the next step
would be. With so much studying of what should be done, that is rather obvious. Sad
part is though, most people don't pay close enough attention to notice. Even more sad is
that some choose to now see. Thankfully, there is a happier side. We will see 2
television commercials and get an online video soon. They will kick-off their
education/advertising campaign for Prius PHV. Based on the response to that, it's easy to
see some expansion begin. Why's those few individuals arguing with me can't see that is
baffling. I suspect trying "win" a debate is more important. After all, accepting
compromise has been given a stigma of acknowledging defeat. We'll be intrigued as ever
going forward. Rollout to other states, like Florida & Texas, seems quite realistic with
the 2015 model. By then, we should have seen growth in the currently available
states. Happy for them. Sad for us up in the north though. Winter is a nasty time to
rollout a new Prius. The key is setting realistic expectations... which still isn't the norm
for the regular model. Why would it be any different for the plug-in? Whatever the case,
some of us were well aware of the backlash. Sadly, it's the same few people each time
too. Happily, it doesn't last long. Really sad is that newbies aren't aware of this and
commonly find the rhetoric frustrating and don't realize the attitude will shift relatively
quick as the antagonists exhaust their new found argument points. Anywho, the tide
change is coming.

7-08-2014

Facts & Data. They can be painful to accept, which is how all the spin comes
about. The cold hard reality of what the competition is and who the audience is has
become an endless source of rhetoric. Scope is arbitrarily just cherry-picked. Basic
principles of business are just swept aside too. It never ceases to amaze me how things
like affordability are so easily dismissed. Fortunately, it's easy enough to see past all
that... once you start seeking out the facts & data. Interestingly, we're seeing a pattern
now. Toyota waits for the competition to complete their rollout before making a
move. It avoids getting caught up in any fallout. And this particular stage, what a
payoff! They were able to stay clear of the many troubles with Volt and the rating
problems with Ford. There's a fresh canvas now for them to paint a picture of what a
well-balanced plug-in hybrid has to offer.
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Commute Home (Deplete EV) - Video. This is my commute home, taking the scenic
route along the river via the high-bridge to the bluff. It's a very pleasant drive through
the park and on roads with lots of trees. I used that Bluetooth device again to capture
ODB-II data while I drove. Unfortunately, it got hung up for almost a mile, leaving a gap
in the recording. Fortunately, it picked up and synced nicely with the video
afterward. It's still, by far, the best way to record lots of data for presentation later. I
started with a full charge. That's a battery-level of 85%. Not charging to 100% is what
most automakers are doing to ensure longevity of the pack. The other technique used is
to not discharge entirely. For Prius PHV, which has a 4.4 kWh total capacity, that means
ending EV travel at 23.5% and HV at 18%. Having an engine makes that easy. You can
see that happen in the video too. Watch for it 12.4 miles into the trip. The hybrid system
has an engine and 2 electric motors. The RPM values for all 3 are shown in the
video. They are connected via a planetary-split-device (similar to a differential) to
combine and direct power. Coolant temperature is important to be aware of... not so
much in the summer, more in the winter. The engine will run until demand for emissioncleansing and/or heater-warming is fulfilled. Running will stop when specific
temperature thresholds are reached. Battery intake & bank temperatures are becoming
more and more of a discussion topic. Heat accelerates aging. Keeping the pack cool is
important. Showing the effectiveness of the system goes a long way toward greenwash
prevention. You can clearly see how well it works. My 17.4 miles of driving home from
work yielded fantastic results. 190 MPG overall. You can see the video here... Prius PHV
- Commute Home (Deplete EV)

7-11-2014

Half Million. This was the title of an article published today: "There are now more than
500,000 EVs on the planet." Right away, there was a comment posted asking for the
definition of EV. Turns out, the writing was about a press release, which clearly said
"Plug-In Vehicles". That's not electric-only, as the article implied. Misrepresentation
like that makes some of us nuts. It confuses consumers. Calling anything with a plug
will cause the same problem we had a decade ago. Writers figured anything with a
battery was a "hybrid" vehicle. That led to quite a bit of online fighting and a number of
purchase disappointments. People assumed they were all the same. We ended up
arguing "not the same" so many times, it still stirs anger all these years later. Needless to
say, I wasn't happy. Greenwashing starts with being vague. This was a contribution to
that... rather than the celebration it was intended to be.
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Not Posted. I refrained from posting this. There was simply no benefit from stirring the
pot. So, here in my blogs, those thought will be exclusively shared: Yesterday, a bunch
of EV owners got together for a meeting. That was quite enjoyable. There were 5 Leafs,
along with 1 soon-to-be-owner. 3 I-MiEV. 2 C-Max Energi. 2 Prius PHV. 1 Focus
EV. 1 Tesla Model S. By far, the biggest market complaint was dealer disinterest. They
had some very disheartening stories to share. The majority of salespeople simply don't
have a clue and have no desire to even learn about the vehicles. So even when an excited
consumer comes in to look, they end up leaving disappointed. Imagine what it's like
trying to get help and finding out you know far more than they do. To make matters
worse, the cars generally aren't even charged up. So when you want to take a drive, it's
either really short or just with an engine. What a mess. There is a very real problem
still. Those here still claiming just the act of making more available is enough to
overcome the education barrier really need to talk to more owners. I stand stronger than
ever behind the impression that Toyota is learning all they can in the established markets
before moving on to the others. Spreading thinner by not addressing shortcomings with
dealers first simply doesn't make any sense. Hopefully, it won't take too long. And since
we know there is roughly 2 years until the plug-in Prius upgrade arrives, building up
dealer confidence & support in the meantime is realistic. The new advertising campaign
is should stimulate a sales increase in the established markets. It would be a good
indication that expanding to new markets would reach more than just early adopters;
otherwise, we end up waiting.

7-16-2014

New Attack, good riddance. How would you respond to seeing this: "To the Prius Plug
In, I say good riddance anyhow, because its such inferior engineering (I'm a Volt owner,
though I still love my old '08 Prius for what it does as a reliable and efficient "old"
car)." That was only his third post on the big Prius forum. The other two were today too
and both were as abrasive. I was rather surprised to see anything like that
anymore. With Volt's struggle and the slow-but-steady growth of PHV, sounding off like
that doesn't make sense. What could it possibly accomplish at this point? All those
disenchanted had already go it out of their system... or so I thought. Maybe it was just a
simple lashing out before giving up. Who knows. I chose to address the new attack
with: There have been a small number of Volt owners who flaunted "vastly superior"
and were happy to belittle & insult Prius PHV. Their attitude stemmed from seeing what
Toyota did well, especially when they clashed directly with unmet expectations from
GM. It was quite interesting to watch the fallout back in late 2010 and early 2011. All
these years later, we're seeing how claims of being "inferior" don't actually hold up when
detail is revealed.
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New Attack, wake up. There was a second quote in his post I responded to as well:
"More customers will wake up like me and trade in their last Toyota." That made me
wonder if some of what we were seeing had to do with automaker fallout, rather than just
Volt. After all, GM recall trouble continues to increase. The situation is quite
remarkable. How it will or even can be properly addressed is anyone's guess. What is
clear though is Toyota's stance is much stronger. Being closer to goals for the upcoming
market and be much more diversified puts them in a far better position. That obviously
feeds the frustration. Keeping objective, my post to that was: Not understanding
audience continues to be the biggest challenge. Goals of cost-reduction and depletedefficiency were easy enough to get agreement on. But as for that question of who, the
claimed lost customers continues to remain a mystery. Toyota is focusing their hybrid
technology squarely on the masses. It's a replacement for traditional vehicles. That
means it must match up with mainstream purchase priorities... a reality some Volt owners
don't want to acknowledge. In other words, it's the outcome that matters. Whether or not
the system stays in EV mode or it accomplishes that efficiency through blending isn't of
any interest. They just plain do not care... as they do now with transmissions. They don't
care how an automatic works, they just want it to work well, be reliable, and be
affordable.

7-18-2014

New Attack, resentment. The trolling attempt was so obvious, it abruptly ended. The
matter was likely either not realizing he'd get called out so quickly or not realizing how
intense the resistance would be. Whatever the case, it looks like the attack is over
already. Remember the days when those baseless posts would go on and on and
on? Now, we've got so much good quality data, there is little available for trolls to
exploit. Gotta like that. It sure was a nightmare in the past. Certain members and their
reputations still send quivers down some of our spines. We'd have to deal with their
blatant lies of desperation. Undermining Prius at all costs was their intent. Now,
especially with this particular individual, it's hard to know. As Volt leases expires, those
former owners are finding themselves at a loss for what to replace it with. They didn't
expect the plug-in market to be so fickle or anywhere near the money-loser. They didn't
recognize the importance of the Who? question. They didn't understand how long or
complicated the process to change would be. Prius owners did. So, naturally, there is
some resentment.

7-18-2014

Moderator Intervention, removed. There hasn't been anything even remotely "troll
worthy" published as a daily topic on that daily blog for Volt in ages. All they get now is
just a repeat of what's shared on the generic hybrid sight. Interestingly though, there was
news about Prius PHV. So when that made it to there (usually a day or two lag), the
reaction was something I was quite curious to witness. A record was set with it on a
track in Germany. The Volt enthusiasts started posting responses with zeal. That's
understandable. Most were fairly objective & respectable. One though... whoa... was an
outright attack. It was from that same Chevy salesperson who's been doing everything he
can to mislead about EV capacity. It's embarrassing to the supporters of Volt. Not
competing honestly is something they just plain don't want to be part of. The moderator
obviously feels the same way. The post only remained visible for able an hour. Then, it
vanished. I was happy to see that happen. It was a rather blatant trolling attempt and he
didn't want anyone to take the bait. Cool! That type of intervention to keep discussions
constructive sure is a welcome improvement.
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Moderator Intervention, posted again. Not willing to accept the disappearance of his
original post, he posted the same thing again. This time, I decided to respond,
specifically to this: "The Feds tell us that 74% of commuters drive less then 34 miles a
day. Driving a Prius PI in EV Mode more then 34 miles with blended gas and electric
fuel would require me to plug in over 5 times a day, and still be using gas! If gasoline is
at $4 a gallon I can go 50 miles in a Toyota Prius Plug-In for $4 dollars." The obvious
exclusion of non-commute miles should be a dead giveaway about intent. It's rather
blatant cherry-picking. You cannot just exclude the rest of the miles people drive. Going
back & forth to work is not what people actually do in the real-world. That "5 times"
claim is rather bizarre. Is he really that clueless about how PHV works? My guess is he
actually believes that 6 miles is all the system delivers... even though it has been pointed
out countless times that it doesn't. Heck, even video has been provided showing that's
not the case. My choice of how to reply was as follows: I find such dedication a sign of
desperation. Misrepresenting the plug-in Prius by continuing to imply that "6 mile"
rating is the entire plug-in capacity available is just plain wrong. Or look at it another
way, misleading about the plug-in Prius is a terrible way to promote Volt. It's been
pointed out many, many times that the EPA's testing course triggers the engine briefly at
the 6-mile mark. It's a simply on, then back off again, point during the drive. That
causes it to get a "blended" rating of 11 miles total rather than the entire battery-capacity
available being labeled as EV. Yet, we see on-going exploitation of people's
misunderstanding of what that number actually means. In other words, it's
greenwashing. You don't want to be any part of that by associating with those
contributions.

7-19-2014

Moderator Intervention, facts. Refusing to accept reality is nothing new... but how
deep in denial can someone actually be? We've known of individuals who made an
assumption and never bothered to do any research. They continue to dismiss facts
presented as clarifications to their error for quite awhile. But in this case, especially
since the person is a Volt salesperson, there isn't much how of an epiphany. I keep trying
though. At least others reading the posts will see his mistake and wonder what's
wrong. Hopefully, this at least helped a little: 4.4 kWh is the battery-pack
capacity. Avoiding that reality by hiding behind the EPA testing course is intentional
misleading. The engine briefly runs at 6-mile mark, then shuts back off for the remaining
5. That's a total of 11 miles using electricity, not just 6. On my daily commute, that
amount of electricity takes me an average of 12 miles before the engine starts.... because
I don't have a spot where hard-acceleration is required and the traffic tends to flow along
with very few stops. On really nice summer mornings, I can go 15 miles... all EV... all
consecutive. Continuing to post "electric only" numbers by leaving out vital information
is misrepresentation. There's no excuse for that. Then there's the misleading about
blending by never including any numbers. It's just given a stigma and the message of
inadequacy is conveyed, doing everything possible to avoid ever actually mentioning the
resulting MPG.
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Moderator Intervention, definitions. The refusal to acknowledge Volt was a hybrid led
to heightened promotion of EREV, even though the other plug-in hybrids contradicted
the very definition they embraced. It's screwy. But then again, arguing semantics is
never straight forward. In fact, most of the time, it's pointless to even bother. In this case
though, I at lease wanted to highlight the confusion he contributed to with: "11 miles Elec
+ Gas. All Elec: 0-6 mi <——– This in NOT a PHEV!" That didn't make any sense. Is
Volt now a PHEV and this was an effort to disassociate? HV, EV, and blending is an
expectation from PHEV. That's what the acronym represents. I found no reason to
reply. It would just be a waste of time. Though, it is worth drawing attention to the
obsession with EV purity clouding judgment. Any gas usage whatsoever is considered
bad... even though Volt has an engine for use after depletion and for battery & cabin
warming during the winter. It's so hypocritical. That's why posts are vague and requests
for detail result in shooting of the messenger. It's rather annoying to have to deal with
too; however, these incidents are so few and far between now that it isn't a big deal
anymore. Yeah!

7-20-2014

Fuel Price. It's $3.29 per gallon here for gas and $3.89 for diesel. Such a large
difference explains why we are seeing more greenwashing they usual from diesel
supporters lately. They've been pushing statistics using the percentage technique. It's
when you only show sales gain through the use of relative measure. By doing that, it
gives the impression of more. But in reality, exclusion of detail (the actual count), it can
actually be much less. They hope people assume more though. Not checking facts is
important when misleading... and they are quite the pushers of that particular
approach. It's sad to know that honest competition doesn't happen. That's why the "self
regulate" mindset is such a problem. You are only fed the facts they want you to
know. Sadly, comments posted about the article can be just as bad. We see the same old
talking-points again and again. The most common is that diesel thrives on the highway
and there's no benefit from hybrids at those same high speeds. The avoid posting actual
MPG as much as possible and simply never explain how they came to the conclusion of
no benefit. They also try to keep focus on highway, so the poor city performance isn't
ever mentioned. They flaunt the "clean" label to prevent addressing actual emission
ratings. Again, that's a relative measure. It's annoying to see this same nonsense so
often. Fortunately, the much higher price per gallon keeps the situation in check. That's
extra expense makes it a difficult sale. It makes you wonder how the loss of some truck
space and extra expense is explained away for the diesel vehicles which spray urea into
the exhaust system for emission cleansing. Hybrids like Prius are even cleaner, without
even using special liquid & equipment.
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53 MPG. Well, today certainly was exciting. I took a stand-up-paddleboard class with
my girlfriend. We had a blast, though I did get a bit sun burnt. That certainly is an
interesting way to travel on the water. It's quite remarkable how stable they are, even
when you are moving around on top in a standing position. Anywho, since we were
going to the lake anyway, I brought along the kayaks. The round-trip was 37 miles, not
far enough to bother covering the cockpits. That increases aerodynamic drag even
more... as if a 12-foot and 14-foot object carried on the roof of the Prius wasn't
enough. On the way home, it was particularly noisy too. With so much air being pushed
through and around, that's no surprise. What did surprise me was the efficiency
performance. I really wasn't expecting MPG to be so high, even when taking advantage
of a full battery-pack. Most of the driving was at suburb speeds, though there was a few
miles out on the open highway too. Knowing that my trip up north with the kayaks years
ago with the regular Prius resulted in a 36 MPG average (lots of high-speed travel then), I
was figuring somewhere in the mid-40's with the plug-in model. After all, efficiency
flattens out after awhile. But with shorter travel and that extra electricity, perhaps upper40's was realistic. Seeing a final result of 53 MPG was quite a delight. I had no idea that
expectation could be set for that distance. Sweet!

7-21-2014

Commute Work (Deplete EV) - Video. Driving to work, rather than the way home,
was the next thing to film. The video & data capture went remarkably well. Conditions
were near ideal for driving in EV until depletion, which made it great as a measure
comparison for battery degradation. There still isn't any after over 2 years of plugging &
driving. That's the period when the largest drop supposedly takes place too. Not seeing
any at all is proof that Toyota really studied the need and the chemistry well. There are
so many conditions to take into account. And with the extreme lows here in Minnesota,
that isn't something to be taken lightly... as with the extreme highs in the southern most
regions of the country. Staying between the 23.5% depleted and 85% full levels is a key
to that. Avoiding too much stress on either side of the total capacity available for the
pack is a major contributor to the longevity. And now I have another detailed video
illustrating exactly that. I was particularly thrilled with the results too. It's not everyday
I get to see results that nice. Traffic & Temperature variations impact the outcome, but
causing lower efficiency... though, still quite noteworthy. Anywho, here's the short &
sweets comments I included and a link for the video itself: Taking the scenic route to
work, along the river, the performance on this beautiful summer morning was
outstanding. 418 MPG for the 17.2 mile drive. Prius PHV - Commute Work (Deplete EV)
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Self-Fulfilling Prophecy. Kicking the can (postponing) rather than dealing with the
problem at hand is becoming so common of a practice, it doesn't get much attention
anymore. That's simply the way business is conducted... which is how the mess we're in
with road repair/replacement funding has become such a massive problem. Rather than
adjusting gas tax to match inflation, it remains at a fixed value... decreasing it's worth
year after year. In the meantime, the amount of work and number of roads continues to
grow. So, the entire system is under-funded and continues to grow worse. The issue
continues to be political poison too. If you want to remain in office, you have to be
against raising taxes. It's a disaster in the making... hence kicking the can, making it
someone else's problem to address or get blame for later. Each time the issue comes up,
other programs suffer as a result of money being taken from them to pay for what should
have been collected through gas purchases. It's the robbing Paul to pay Peter
dilemma. That gives the appearance of having solved the problem, but in reality just
moved the consequences elsewhere. It's disheartening to witness the lack of action being
taken. Rather than being responsible, we watch the problem get worse. Sadly, the
excuse is there's no time to deal with it... which is ultimately what will be the case. The
on-going delay will use up the time available. It's a self-fulfilling prophecy in the
making.

7-22-2014

Opel Ampera Discontinued. That was the big news in the hybrid world today. Online
sources were all a buzz. Sales of that Volt counterpart in Europe have been quite a bit
lower than the disappointing numbers here. So, it wasn't much of a surprise to find out it
won't be upgraded to a next generation. It will simply be discontinued instead. That
made me wonder what would be offered instead. Interestingly, that thought didn't stir
much from others. The enthusiasts were in heavy defense mode. That intrigued
me. What were their expectations? For that matter, what are they hoping for from
Volt? They still absolutely refuse to identify the audience. Supposedly, GM was going
to take middle-market by storm. Ordinary consumers would purchase Volt in quantities
as much as double the mainstream minimum. Things fell apart when reality set in. In
fact, the sales rate has remained flat for about 2 years now. We're still seeing between
1,600 and 1,700 per month... despite the dramatic price drop. That's obviously a concern,
but we don't hear much about that anymore. There's no point. The next will have to be
different to both attract buyers and deliver a profit.

7-23-2014

Double-Standard. This was apparently an opportunity for the last stand: "If you're
going to try to paint a picture you need to back it up w/facts." In just that thread alone,
there were 3 rather blatant examples of others making statements as facts without
presenting any data. Yet, I was the one who got called out on it. That was what I had
been hoping for all along. Outright lies would be posted about Prius, obvious efforts to
undermine Prius PHV. No one would question that though. Integrity was of no
concern. They'd just look the other way. That's why I've been filming my drives. I
knew at some point I'd be able to expose the greenwashing... and this was finally my
chance. So, I did: How come others aren't held to that same standard? We see the same
"6 mile" claim being made over and over again, a clear misrepresentation of the batterycapacity available. Yet, no data to back that is ever requested. The "fact" is simply
accepted at face value without question. That's just plain not constructive. Some would
call it a double-standard. Here's data to finally bring that misrepresentation to an
end: Prius PHV - Commute Work (Deplete EV)
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No Challenges. That video certainly brought the rhetoric to a screeching halt. I now
have undeniable proof showing the battery-capacity is far more than the 6 miles
claimed. It absolutely amazed me how desperate certain individuals were to misrepresent
Prius PHV. They exploited a vague bit of information by leaving out vital detail, with
the hope people would make an incorrect assumption. In other words, they lied. It's
dishonest when you know your portrayal is inaccurate... and they knew it. I pointed out
the problem with their claims over and over again. On that one particular venue though,
a few particular people just plain didn't care. They kind of behavior spoke
volumes. Rather than compete directly & openly, they resorted to posting like that. It
was quite frustrating to deal with at times... especially when others allowed it to
continue. It happened time after time. But now they have to deal with be confronted by
a rebuttal in the form of detailed video. It's a nerdy type of revenge. I enjoy that type of
victory. The nonsense posts will simply end. There won't be any mention anymore...
knowing I'll just post that same link again... which would expose what they are
attempting... hence, no challenges. Gotta like that.

7-28-2014

Lonely. It's sad reading a quote like this: "Well over a year of ownership and I have yet
to see another PiP in the flesh other than my own." Even here in the Midwest, where
none are sold anywhere within a 500-mile radius, I still have a sighting from time to
time. The person making that comment was from Nebraska though. I guess that's far
enough away from large populations to lower the changes. Even so, I just got back from
a vacation out in a sparsely populated area. It was quite exciting. This is how I described
that road trip: I was in Iowa last weekend for Nordic Fest. Had a blast, in a tiny Midwest
town... where there were Prius everywhere! I was surprised as heck by the quantity. It
got to the point where it was rather amusing. Not only was I seeing them all over the
place, sometimes there were several parked together. Twice I ended up in a group of 3
and once a group of 4. And yes, there was even another plug-in model. Of course, if you
think about it, Prius is a great long-distance travel vehicle. So, it does make sense seeing
so many concentrated like that at a special event. Last year, a trip to Wisconsin had
similar results. But in that small town, there were actually 3 plug-in Prius all within sight
at the same time. We even saw a special edition model. It was sweet!
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Wireless Charging. Clarity about delay is becoming apparent. The word today is the
next generation Prius PHV will offer wireless charging. That research & development
we heard about from Toyota awhile back is indeed going to be a reality. Rather than
having to plug in, you'll have the option of simply driving over a pad on your garage
floor. It's like the induction charging long ago, but no longer requiring a paddle and the
distance increasing. Unfortunately, there are certain people who just plain don't
understand. The still think the audience is enthusiasts. Why they don't recognize the
goal of appealing to the masses is even more of a mystery. Reading this particular
comment really got me rather frazzled: "You need to realize that many people buy
electric cars for their efficiency. Taking a 11% to 14% loss on that, for a minimal
increase in convenience, is pretty much opposite of what a section of the market is
looking for." This came from an EV owner who continues to argue with me and for
some bizarre reason still hasn't noticed the message from other plug-in owners... who
overwhelmingly state the number one reason for purchase is to help end our dependency
on oil. How he can sight an increase in electricity usage as a deterrent is beyond
anything I can fathom. We've even had a few owners openly state they don't care how
many EV miles they drive, as long as no oil is used. In fact, I've complained many times
about some not caring about MPGe values for that very reason. In other words, he still
refuses to accept goals of the masses. Appealing to mainstream buyers is something he
won't embrace. In a way, that is understandable. It would make the vehicle he currently
cherishes just ordinary transport. Toyota wants that. Tesla is obviously striving for that
too. Wireless is a convenience option which will help bring an end to guzzling dirty nonrenewable fuel.

7-31-2014

New Owner Assumptions. The opportunity came up, yet again, to point out screen
comprehension issues. With detail displays, it's far too easy to jump to the wrong
conclusion. We often see that with the Eco-Meter. This is how I respond: The
misconception that the PWR zone should be avoided for the sake of efficiency gain is
very, very common. New owners misinterpret that RED color as bad. It never crosses
their mind that the purpose is actually to inform you to minimize the time spent drawing
high power, rather than avoid it entirely. So naturally, we get posts on a regular basis
about how driving that way irritates those following behind them. The best advice is to
"Just Drive It". That's what long-time Prius drivers have been telling new owners for
over a decade, because it's what delivers the best results. Using the engine at a higher
RPM is not a bad thing. In fact, the hybrid system takes advantage of the situation by
splitting the power. Some of it is used for generating electricity, so you actually end up
using the electric motor more and topping off the battery-pack. That's counterintuitive. You'd think consuming more gas would result in an overall efficiency loss, not
a gain. The assumption comes from having grown up with a vehicle not having the
ability to split power. Prius can and does frequently. That's a major part of how it
achieves higher MPG even without plugging in.
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New Owner Advice. The same suggestion will likely be needed for many years to come
still. New owners assume slower acceleration is better. We have to provide the advice
pointing out that isn't the case, that faster can actually be more efficient. That's a difficult
concept to accept, especially for those without any engineering background. It's too easy
to jump to the conclusion that using less fuel will result in higher efficiency. The idea
that bigger MPG numbers can result from stepping on the pedal harder goes against
everything they were taught... back when an engine was the only power source. Adding
a battery-pack and 2 electric motors complicates the equation to such a degree, many
owners don't have a basis to even try those calculations. It's too complex to easily
visualize the benefit. That's a simple matter for a computer though, which is what the
hybrid system takes advantage of. Simply altering the speed of each of those devices
interacting with each other is easy with sensors & software. That's far more sophisticated
than your foot interacting with just a single tachometer. However, you can actually use
that engine in the hybrid to influence the motor operation, letting the computer do the rest
for you. So, the experienced owners offer this advice to the new: Accelerate briskly (a
brief engine spin-up to 3500 RPM) and watch what happens. You still get outstanding
MPG, even with the quick speed burst in ECO mode. It's counter-intuitive. But since
traditional vehicles don't possess the ability to split power, most people haven't ever
taken the time to think about how an alternative approach could yield very different
results. The PSD offers flexibility well beyond what just an engine alone can
deliver. There's 2 electric motors and a battery-pack that it connects & controls. That
gives it far more efficiency opportunities. It's why the hybrid system delivers both much
better MPG and lower emissions. Try it. You'll be surprised.
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Falling Behind. When it comes to the interpretation of competitors, having a
background in economics really really helps. Unless you've studied the business aspect,
the trap of engineering-blinders will catch you. It's far to easy to focus exclusively on the
achievements of engineers and assume that will result in great sales. There's also the
problem of how long change actually takes. The acceptance process is inevitably way
longer than people hope. Sadly, even the rollout of technology improvements is riddled
with business barriers having nothing to do with the design itself. It's a complicated
beast. With billions of dollars at stake, taking well thought out steps should be
acknowledged as vital. Sadly, that too isn't give the credit it deserves. This closing part
of a post today caught my attention: "...the end of next year (December 2015) is when
they are saying it will be available. 1 1/2 years away. That is a long time in my book
and with the competition catching up, Toyota may be falling behind." When all aspects
of business aren't taken into account, there should be reason for concern. Fear of falling
behind and others catching up doesn't do that. The market as a whole much be
considered. A single automaker cannot stand alone. My thoughts to this were: There is
nothing that says "falling behind" is a bad thing. Marketing has convinced us that the
most of something is a sign of leadership. That's called advertising, when they make you
purchase something with greater capacity than what you actually need. They appeal to
want and make the others appear to be falling behind. Fortunately for us, Toyota isn't
playing that game. They've told us repeatedly that cost-reduction is a very high
priority. Sadly, many haven't actually heard that message. People tend to listen to the
"most" promotion instead; consequently, they get the wrong impression. Lithium
batteries are indeed available, but they aren't in high-volume nor are they costcompetitive. That's a big issue some people overlook and others aren't aware of. If you
listen to enthusiasts, they tend to dismiss that reality and focus on range & capacity
instead. Talk to an ordinary consumer, someone who would otherwise purchase a Camry
or Corolla. They're the audience, the market Toyota wants to capture. They're big
deterrent is price. It's not whether or not other automakers are "rushing ahead". There
will obviously be cross-shoppers, but attracting them isn't as important as making the
hybrid a stronger product in Toyota's own production-line. In other words, the
"competition" isn't what you think it is.
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Sales Interpretation. There were 3,019 Leafs purchased last month That alone was
enough to mute the Volt enthusiasts... since it was 999 more than Volt. Looking at the
situation is the interesting new though. The 2,020 included a heavy push to get 2014
models off the lot, since the slightly improved 2015 is already available. To further
erode hope, some of those purchases were the result of current leases expiring and
owners leasing a new one in its place... which counts as a sale. In other words, there isn't
really any growth for Volt and Leaf is doing better and better. Remember the "range
anxiety" fear? That approach clearly wasn't effective. Anywho, it's nice not having to
deal with spin anymore. In the meantime, I can only find listings for 273 Prius PHV,
with the closest 912 miles from here. Toyota is obviously trying to clear out inventory
before introducing the next model year. We still don't know how that will play out
either. Expanding to other states remains a wait-and-see situation. The dependency on
tax-credits is a liability vehicles collecting the full amount ($7,500) cannot afford
anymore. Next generation offerings must be able to survive without, which isn't looking
promising based on the current market. That's why there is much less of a concern
coming from those supporting Prius. With the plug-in model just a package difference
from an already profitable high-volume hybrid, the odds of the next generation being
self-sustaining 2 years from now is fairly realistic. Though, even without that $2,500
assistance, its still a challenging sale. The business of selling hybrids is difficult in
itself. But at least the progress coming from Nissan & Tesla is helping open up
opportunity. The other EV offerings aren't stirring much attention. Ford is making some
progress with their plug-in hybrids, but sadly the depleted efficiency mislabeling debacle
set them back some. It all leaves you wondering. There is lots to interpret, but not much
of a point in doing in yet.

8-03-2014

July Sales. Failing to recognize the true competition has serious consequences. Toyota,
Honda, and Ford all recognized that right from the very start. That's why Prius was
introduced as a model choice between Corolla & Camry. That's why Honda introduced
their Civic hybrid as a traditional vehicle variant, then re-started with a new hybrid
system. That's why Ford struggled with Escape and ultimately chose to abandon it in
favor of directly competing with Toyota. It was only GM who didn't see the need to
address the market with something realistically competitive. Two-Mode was a disaster
from the start, grossly over-priced and targeted at a tiny audience. Volt wasn't much
better, also well out of reach for ordinary consumers. That's why posting these numbers
are so humbling. At least some of the automakers are better off. But when you looks at
others, like VW and Hyundai, it makes you wonder what they'll end up doing. There's
also Chrysler, which is a complete unknown. The point is, traditional vehicles dominate
and their reign of waste & filth will continue on for quite awhile. The sale counts speak
for themselves. The top-6 sellers for GM: 25,321 Equinox; 20,926 Cruze; 13,537
Malibu; 9,961 Camaro; 9,636 Impala; 6,430 Spark. The top-6 sellers for Ford: 26,558
Escape; 23,842 Fusion; 17,724 Focus; 7,545 Fiesta; 6,564 Mustang; 5,587 Taurus. The
top-6 sellers for Toyota: 39,888 Camry; 30,833 Corolla; 26,779 RAV4; 12,866 Prius
(liftback); 11,357 Highlander; 11,661 Sienna. Thankfully, Prius is holding steady in third
place here. In Japan, the smaller C model (known as "Aqua") is the top-seller for the
country, not just Toyota alone. The second most popular vehicle there is the regular
(liftback) model of Prius. Clearly, our market is less receptive. But there is hope. As
each automaker invests and delivers next-generation improvements, overall interest
should grow. In the meantime, sales here are basically flat.
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13.1 Miles. That was a moment to savor. It was what the EV range estimate stated
today. That's the high value I see at times during Summer. This year, it's been a bit
elusive though. It doesn't reflect actual results well anyway. The number is nothing but
a calculation based on recent driving. And since I don't have a pattern of any sort,
especially during the warm season, expectations are hit & miss. The other day I carried 2
kayaks on the roof, but traveled exclusively in the suburbs. That meant lots of EV
driving, but in a very inefficient way. Who knows how the computer interpreted the
results of all that aerodynamic drag added to the vehicle. I used the A/C at the same
time, further complicated matters. Of course, that was exploiting the flexible nature of
such a dynamic system. It handle the big demand increase quite well. Perhaps it knew
that. With so many factors to take into account, it's amazing the estimate value is even
close. After all, the EV range goes down quickly when you're cooling the interior using
electricity but not actually driving. Wanting a comfortable interior after loading up the
kayaks onto the roof is a very worthwhile feature. It lowers MPG overall, but no where
near as much as if the engine had to run to provide that same cooling instead. The
electricity is used in the best way... sometimes for EV, sometimes for HV, sometimes for
blending of both (called EV-BOOST mode). The point is that 4.4 kWh battery-pack is
taken advantage of. That plug-supplied electricity helps reduce consumption &
emissions, but not necessarily by just delivering a range of EV alone. So, that number
really doesn't mean much. Just ask other owners. Some see higher estimates. Others see
lower. It works out nicely regardless. Just drive it!

8-06-2014

EV-Boost Mode - Video. Watch this morning commute to work as I take advantage of
the plug-supplied electricity while traveling at speeds faster than the EV limit. We call
that "EV-Boost" mode. There isn't really much to say about it. The outcome speaks for
itself. MPG is much higher, even when the engine runs. You can see detail in the video
showing the gas-engine running at a much lower RPM than usual. That's due to its
power be blending with output from the electric-motor. It's a simple approach to
achieving great efficiency. In fact, that's what Prius has been doing from the very
beginning. The only real difference now is that there's more electricity to take advantage
of and most of it comes from a plug. So, no matter what speed you go or what the
driving conditions are, the result will be a boost over the regular model. See for that for
yourself... Prius PHV - Commute Work (EV-Boost mode)
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Misinformed. There is a particular individual, who posts very frequently on technical
threads, still doesn't understand the detail. On the big Prius forum and being a PHV
owner, you'd think he'd study the data provided. Instead, he's becoming a conveyance of
misinformation... which sadly, makes the posts a source of greenwashing. Obviously,
stopping that has been a priority. I jumped on this today: "Actually once the vehicle
exceeds 62 mph, full EV mode is no longer possible, because the maximum RPM of the
MG electric motors has been reached. The gasoline engine has to kick in to prevent
over-speed of certain parts of the transaxle." It makes sense why he originally jumped to
the wrong conclusion. But after awhile, you'd think one of the sources reaching out to
help would finally get heard. Overcoming beliefs about EV aren't easy. So, we keep
trying. The stigma created to make people dislike any engine running was part of a
major effort to undermine. It will take work to changed the minds of those already
convinced, based on what they were told by so-called experts. This is how I tackled the
situation: That's a very common misconception, based in part on outdated
information. The design has been improved over the years. That is clearly not the case
anymore, as the videos confirm. MG2 has a maximum RPM of 13,500. You can see the
spinning doesn't come close to that, even when cruising at 60 mph. The actual reason for
the blending is to not sacrifice efficiency. Rather than wasting electricity to spin the
motor extremely fast, especially since power fades as RPM increases, the system takes
advantage of having an engine available. Running it at low RPM is a much better for
overall efficiency. It uses very little gas that way, while also better using the electricity.

8-08-2014

Next Volt. Today was the big pre-announcement for Volt, so the daily blog was quite
active. The next generation will be revealed at the big auto show in Detroit this coming
January. Supporters still have no clue what to expect. Profitability and no more
dependence on Tax-Credits is a very big deal, but never discussed anymore. Those
topics have become taboo. So, we get other attributes discussed instead. That's not
bad. After all, getting more legroom in the back seats and having having 5 of them has
been an improvement many are hoping to see. The request for increased EV range is
another popular item. Someone did actually bring up the topic of sales though. The
mention of "mainstream" really stirred the pot too. I was intrigued when this popped up
in response: "Why the big uproar over the ‘not a mainstream’ comment? What is
everybody afraid this means?" It was my pleasure to point out why: Mainstream has
been concisely defined in this market as sales of 60,000 per year (5,000 per month). That
was the target the industry had established prior to Volt rollout and what GM embraced
as a benchmark to achieve for the first generation Volt. Since the results ended up well
below that clearly identifiable milestone, the topic is avoided... hence the skittishness
when "mainstream" is mentioned.
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Fools. I saw this today and just plain couldn't believe it. I certainly wasn't expecting an
attack on the competition. But one of the troublemakers on that daily blog couldn't
resist. He wasn't happy about someone posting constructive information and retaliated
with: "The biggest lie is the PiP, which promotes a 11 mile EV range, but only gives six,
because the other five is with the engine on! Those buyers were fools, and you are
becoming one of them!" Reading such blatant greenwashing and such shameful smug
was quite a surprise. You wouldn't expect anyone to go to such extremes anymore. Oh
well. That provided me with the opportunity to present data: Biggest lie? Yes! Though,
it is becoming quite telling by how often it is repeated. Lack of clarity about the EPA
label is being used to mislead and some people are spreading that misinformation. No
matter how many times that 6 value gets addressed, pointing out that it really is 11 miles
and explaining how the results are misinterpreted, the incorrect posts continue. Again,
here are 2 videos clearly showing the 11 is indeed a correct representation of the electric
capacity available. The commute in the one direction delivered 12.4 miles of consecutive
EV driving. The other direction delivered 14.1 miles. Prius PHV - Commute Home
(Deplete EV) and Prius PHV - Commute Work (Deplete EV). It's too bad more people
don't understand how PLUG-IN HYBRIDS actually work. They make assumptions
without checking facts. The engine will start at times of high demand, then shut off or
cut fuel when not needed. It will also take advantage of the plug-supplied electricity to
allow the engine to run at a low RPM for optimum efficiency. That available capacity is
used to improve MPG. It may or may not be achieved through EV driving alone. It
doesn't matter. The goal of reduces emissions & consumption is still achieved. Notice
on this video how the engine shuts off and EV resumes after the high-demand request
and warm-up cycle are complete. On that particular drive, there were 13 miles of
EV. Prius PHV - Lots Of Data

8-11-2014

Denial. I watched the posts get increasingly more desperate. It has reached the point
where there's no way to take them seriously anymore. The lies are absurd. One reply to
me referenced something I didn't even say. Anyone could see that was a blatant slander
attempt. Normally, implying what you meant through the use of misquoting provokes a
rebuttal. But when I mention sales and the response to that was claiming I had
complained about EV range and HV efficiency is downright hysterical. I didn't say
anything even closely related. Then there's that on-going "6 mile" nonsense. They know
it's a simple equation to figure out range based on kWh capacity. Yet, they try to mislead
by excluding that vital information. The hope really is that we're fools. The point of this
recent exercise was to expose the reality of denial. Marketing based on emotion didn't
work. The focus on "range anxiety" assumed people would have a fear of running out of
electricity. Turns out, they don't. Leaf has been selling well despite that and the
outstanding depleted MPG of Prius PHV satisfies even the most stringent need. They are
in denial that their favored approach failed to take the market by storm. Rather than
being the celebrated leader, Volt has become just another offering in the variety of plugin choices available. That's why I knew trouble was coming years ago. When I sought
out an ally, their exclamation of being "vastly superior" sealed their fate. They were
doomed. Rather than accept a partnership, they chose to face the challenges alone...
which is why some are so desperate now. Pride is a very large obstacle to
overcome. Too bad some still don't what join the rest of the team trying to end the reign
of traditional vehicles. It's really quite sad.
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All-Electric Range. Statements like this are so close-minded, it's hard to know where to
begin: "CARB should base their rules on all-electric range, and nothing else." It has
been overwhelmingly proven that goals should be set based on outcome, not the
means. What good is that electric-capacity if it isn't utilized well? After all, the BMW i8
just got certified with an all-electric range of 0. Yes, zero! That's so far off of the
expected 22-mile rating people had hoped for, it invalidates all previous
arguments. Another automaker took another approach. They didn't choose to design for
the test, a troubling practice of the past... which a few still endorse... as those pushing
"all-electric range" still don't understand. So what if the engine runs briefly or in an
extremely efficient state. The point is the outcome, not how it is achieved. Copyright
law prevents similar design anyway. I sounded off to the narrow perspective
saying: Certain people have requested data. Then when they actually get it, with video
samples comprehensively detailing operation, they find excuses to dismiss that as an
extreme or anecdotal. Fortunately, organizations like CARB don't play games like
that. For your example, they won't end up settling on something as simplistic as just "all
electric range". We all know the "6 mile" nonsense is nothing but a testing scenario
being exploited with the desire to greenwash. Anyone taking time to look at the numbers
will easily see that the 4.4 kWh battery-pack will deliver much more electricity, hence
the actual distance of 11 miles. The calculation to confirm is quite simple. Those
wanting to mislead will hope you don't actually do the math though. CARB will include
capacity in the determination of qualifying vehicles. How could they not? After all, it is
when & where you choose to engage EV mode that's important, not whether the engine is
utilized at some other time.

8-14-2014

Next Step. We're seeing the same speculation emerge again, where want overshadows
need from those posting not showing concern or even any supporting material. That's
interesting, especially since the "too little, too slowly" was so well confirmed for that
very reason. This explains why we got the quote the other day that GM considers Volt
"not a mass-market" vehicle any longer for the chief marketing officer. It's a way of
satisfying both audiences going forward. For those who focus on want, they will indeed
get the Volt they've supported all along. It will be a premiere plug-in vehicle to
showcase what the technology can deliver. For those who focus on need... in other
words, the mass-market... they'll get that second model some of us have been pushing to
get since before rollout began. We knew priorities differed so much, a single choice
wouldn't be able to appeal to a wide audience. After all, diversification is a fundamental
aspect of good business. Odds are very good that new plug-in choice will get a unique
new name, to disassociate itself from Volt, since it will differ so much. Clashing directly
with some of the principles enthusiasts haven't wanted to compromise isn't a bad
thing. This is why the "goals" and "who" questions were asked over and over and over
again throughout the years. That acknowledgement how the next step is taken.
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Better Late. Firing back is usually pointless. Since the audience is unreceptive, that
type of sparring goes no where. But in this case, we now have the hypocritical stance as
an element of change. We're seeing statements being made which agree with what used
to be dismissed. But rather than that past coming back to haunt them, they try to present
the idea as new and from them instead. These blogs clearly confirm that's not the
case. Winning an argument isn't the point though. It's to get change to actually happen,
regardless of how. So, claims like this are more of a footnote in history rather than
effective debate material: "We can certainly all have our differences of opinion and even
engage in some heated debate but throwing fire bomb statements is always counter
productive." In other words, things like pointing out the fall well short of goals doesn't
help anymore. That message has been received. Finally. There is a struggle to take the
next step though... and there is an opportunity to re-try to create that partnership they
summarily dismissed in the past, show how the playing field is level. I posted: So is
down-voting facts, yet we see that all the time still. Personally, I find it quite interesting
to see the "constructive" comments of recent to simply be recites I what we've been
saying for years, but got labeled as trolls for it back then. That's confirmation of having
been right all along. In other words, there were business realities dismissed that are
finally acknowledged. The goal of mainstream acceptance is a whole lot more difficult
than those blissfully posting years ago had ever imagined. Heavy emphasis on
engineering with wide disregard for the market has consequences. It's nice to see that
now being addressed. The "too little, too slowly" has turned into "better late, than
never".
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The Same. What antagonists hate the most is having it pointed out that goals are the
same. That's why when Prius isn't even mentioned, they bring it up... claiming that's
what you were talking about all along. Today, it was: "Are you talking about the PiP
again?" I found that vindicating. That daily blog still hasn't learned. Years ago on the
big GM forum, they discovered their own members were trolling by doing exactly
that. They'd drop bait, posting insults and incorrect information with the hope of a
rebuttal. Some just liked to debate. Others used in as a means to distract. None were
happy to hear that the statements made applied to them too. They didn't want to face the
reality that each for-profit business faced the same challenges. I simply pointed out that
reality with playful banter: That's an example of not even trying to be constructive, just a
joking effort to divert attention away from Volt's business struggle. But since you
provided an invitation to post about PiP, noting that I didn't make any mention, it will be
replied about & compared. Toyota designed a platform able to support battery
augmentation. It allows them to leverage something already profitable, by just switching
to a larger pack and offering it as an upgrade option. That's genuine progress, pushing
forward a high-volume choice even further into middle-market. GM bet the farm on an
approach which didn't work out. Simply reducing cost is not enough to reach mainstream
buyers. They have even stated that, quite clearly. Despite that, certain individuals
choose to disregards goals and just flaunt EV range and EV speed instead. Talking about
not even trying to be constructive. Keep denying, making excuses, and diverting
attention all you want. That won't help GM advance though. Their own traditional
production will continue to grossly overwhelm their hybrid offerings. That's the true
competition and it's far more difficult effort than imagined to overcome the barrier it
presents. No matter how appealing Volt becomes, there will be countless consumers who
will simply keep purchasing Malibu & Cruze anyway. That's why a profitable choice
which doesn't compromise the priorities those buyers have must also be offered. In other
words, don't mock Toyota for already doing what GM will end up having to do too.
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Know Your Audience. Buried in a stream of Prius insults coming from a Volt
enthusiast who enjoys belittling, something somewhat constructive emerged: "If that's the
goal, OK." That was unexpected, especially considering how the rhetoric is ramping up
again. Though, there is no expectation of that having much of an impact this time. With
each automaker taking a different approaches and GM itself changing their tune, the
same nonsense as before won't be possible anymore. A bit uncertain how the information
will be accepted, I responded with this: Middle-Market buyers couldn't care less about
those descriptions or labels. They just want something that's affordable, reliable, and
comparable to what they currently drive. Things like EV purity are not a priority, which
is the very reason they are part of the mainstream rather than being an enthusiast. It's no
different than other appeal factors we've seen as a draw for low-volume vehicles. With a
plug-in hybrid like Prius, they'll see the instant MPG gauge at +100 while traveling at 65
mph on the highway and be pleased. Arguments of whether or not the engine is running
then would fall on deaf ears. It's pointless. They'll see the efficiency gained from the
electricity and understand the benefit for plugging in. That's the goal. Achieving highvolume sales to the level where reducing traditional vehicle replacement becoming
noticeable requires far more than trying to selling the benefit of being cleaner and not
dependent on oil. The high-efficiency vehicles must be directly competitive on the
aspects ordinary consumers find important. Things like comfort & convenience cannot
be sacrificed. They simply won't be interested. The lesson of "who" has been taught
many times since the introduction of hybrids. It's vital to understand what the audience
will actually purchase, not what they find impressive.

8-18-2014

Change, acceptance. The situation is getting ugly. More and more evidence is
emerging that Toyota's approach was correct all along. GM's scramble to remake Volt in
a fashion suitable for the masses is an admission of error. A few can't stand the idea of
falling victim to the very thing they claimed Prius had suffered. They don't want to admit
having misunderstood mainstream buyers. That question of "who" has burnt them
severely. The importance of knowing your audience has become painfully obvious. So,
starting the morning with this was a sign of trouble about to erupt: "Here on a slow news
day, we've already seen a re-report that the Bolt name seems likely for a down-market
Volt. How this was arrived at was not explained, but the story went on to unequivocally
state the new Bolt "will" cost around $30,000, have a smaller battery, and less content
than the Volt. This, "will" reportedly combat customer complaints that Volt is too
expensive and let GM price the next-gen Volt higher." That wasn't liked at all. It
basically cancels out any advantage GM made have supposedly had, resetting customer
expectations from 2010 to 2016. Meanwhile, they know next year will bring
improvement to Prius. The news is a bitter pill to swallow... which means anyone
pointing it out is in for some serious retaliation. Remember the lashing out we saw at the
end of 2012? Basically, the fear that GM would "kill" Volt has been realized. They
always knew it would actually live on in some way. Seeing the model they cherish no
longer be the emphasis of sales was the true concern... and that's exactly what will
happen. The original will remain a niche for enthusiasts and the new will get lots of
attention from ordinary consumers. Acceptance of that is difficult. Finding a scapegoat
is easy.
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Change, reaction. It's bringing out the worst in a few. The pattern is all too
familiar. Personal attacks went from annoying to terribly offensive. I summed up my
observation by posting: The big GM forum didn't react well to the introduce of C-Max
Energi. They could handle Prius PHV references, but Ford's new offering was too close
to Volt. The long-time posters quickly discovered arguments of how the efficiency was
achieved didn't matter. So, they lashed out at those providing the
information. Moderators had to step in, not wanting the integrity of the forum to fall
apart due to the poor behavior of their own members. It worked out well. That restored
civil exchanges. This time, here on this daily blog, the situation is more complicated.
Volt will retain premiere status, but a second model will emerge... one that's intended to
be an option for the masses... which vindicates those who had pushed for that all along
too. The potential of "Volt lite" makes certain enthusiasts very uncomfortable. They
don't like the idea of Volt with a smaller battery-pack and less content to make it
appealing to ordinary consumers. The very goal GM is striving to achieve, they don't
want. That model of Volt will become common. It's success will draw attention away
from the one they are quite proud of. It comes down to whether or not they will join the
team. The idea of embracing other offerings from other automakers at a level, all
competing against everyday cars rather than being a niche leader, is difficult to
accept. They've spent years avoiding that, hoping the technology would somehow
experience a breakthru to allow it to be cost-competitive without having to tradeoff any
aspect of performance. The reality of for-profit-business is crashing down. Evidence of
that is quite apparent. Change is coming.

8-18-2014

Change, proof. Confirming the end has arrived certainly was easy today. We had the
paranoid conspiracy guy and the guy with a personal vendetta. Posts were from them
were flying. Both trying to make myself and another feel so unwelcome, we'd leave. Of
course, my posts prior to that were down to almost nothing anyway. It was the recent
news of the "lite" model which stirred this particular pot. Both needed to vent their
frustrations and we were the scapegoats. My final reply to that nonsense was: A
moderator's handbook would call this the "nothing to lose" stage, where it is obvious the
venue has run its course and those clinging on to what's left get rather desperate to
prevent change. In this case, Volt was promoted as vehicle for middle-market, but an
expensive niche was delivered instead. The hope by enthusiasts was people would be
drawn to the above-and-beyond qualities. That didn't work, despite the generous taxcredit and large price-reduction. Knowing that Two-Mode fell apart after a few years,
the strategy with this was to delay until the next generation. But when news of the next
generation came and it also included an alternative choice, things got ugly. We now see
excuses, chest-pounding, and a stream of insults, nothing constructive. That's the proof
of change. It's over.
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Change, desperate. There's always one who hears the word "Prius" regardless of what
you say. He's angry from having lost and wants to keep fighting. When you make no
mention whatsoever about Prius or Toyota, he'll claim you did anyway. It's quite
bizarre. The responses are blatant trolling. Everyone can see the posts were exclusively
about GM or only had reference to another automaker (almost always Ford), but you'll
still get blamed for defending Prius & Toyota regardless. I guess the hope is content of
the messages aren't actually read, that people will assume that's what you met. So, we
have to deal with that spin. It's seemingly endless. Until something like this emerges:
"How much $ does Toyota make on a standard base Prius? It took 17 years for Toyota
to even turn a profit. The Volt is only 7 years from concept and 3.5 years on the
market. Yet you love to deem it a failure already. Conquest sales, along with painting
GM as a hi-tech innovator are successes by themselves." The other guy, who had joined
into the fray with me, ended up responding with humorous dismay. How could anyone
be so desperate they'd just make up a lie so obviously false? Toyota's hybrid sales
reached the million-per-year level a number a years ago. That would be impossible if
profit wasn't being made. Heck, Prius has been the top-seller in Japan for quite a long
time now. To make such a wild claim in an attempt to defend Volt is remarkable. Of
course, the reality is that Toyota achieved profit from Prius by the end of the first
generation (way back in 2002), a whole year prior to the rollout of the second
generation. That's what should be happening with Volt by GM now. So, there's
obviously pressure building for that to happen soon... especially since we know Volt is
much older than 7 years. GM experimented with EV1 drivetrain variations, showing
prototypes back in 1998, including a hybrid approach... which would have given them a
10-year head start on Volt, had they not abandoned it in favor of monster-sized
guzzlers. Remember Hummer? Long story short, that is quite upsetting. So, people like
myself are recipients of their frustration that this latest effort didn't amount to more than
just conquest sales and a bunch of trophies.
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Change, profitability. Ultimately, it always boils down to that. A for-profit business
must earn profit. It's that simple. What's complex is how profitability is
calculated. Some people like to include development cost, especially when it comes to
hybrids. They exclude them for traditional vehicles though. That's how you know they
aren't be constructive. They also exclude advertising budget, which is almost nonexistence for Prius but enormous for traditional vehicles. It's basic accounting &
economic misleading by omission. That's quite frustrating, but not remarkable. We get
remarkable from the desperate. To my surprise, it was the anti-Prius individual who
couldn't let the profitability argument cease. He posted a rebuttal today, with some rather
obvious points excluded. It was the usual spin. I responded with pro-Volt
information. He won't like that, since the offering of another model will wreck enthusiast
support. But since the goal is mainstream accept, who cares? (Notice how "who" comes
into play again.) Anywho, this is how I responded: 2002 is when profitability was
achieved, a year prior to second-generation rollout. It's well documented. As for the
"after conception" spin, it's easy to see how that's being avoided with Volt. There were
EV1 variations, including those with engines, shown way back in 1998. Also, let's not
forget about Two-Mode and its plug-in prototypes. That confirms GM's efforts were on a
similar timeline. Yet, those years aren't counted to make Prius appear older. Of course,
we already knew the true situation from the PNGV program. All automakers were
pursuing the same goals at the same time, starting in 1993. That Toyota profitability was
achieved in-part by offering a variant of Prius, known as Echo. The hybrid system was
replaced with a traditional transmission and the engine detuned. It was a clever way of
reusing what was already available, taking advantage of high-volume to help reduce
overall production cost. That is also why the third-generation was designed from the
start to utilize a larger battery-pack. It could take advantage of lithium cost falling
without requiring a generation upgrade. GM will be offering a variant with the secondgeneration, attempting to take advantage of high-volume for profitability in a similar
fashion.

8-20-2014

Change, question. I chose to conclude by stating... Get use to the answer to this
question becoming the focus of discussions: What do the KWH and GALLON values tell
us? It's a clear effort to take the next step, a constructive effort to look forward. We
know there's nothing in the past to prove that will make an difference
anymore. Marketing claims about engineering approach won't either. We know driving
patterns vary so much there's no consistency in results. Automakers are a for-profit
business. EV purity is an ideal of enthusiasts, not a purchase priority of ordinary
mainstream consumers. The desire for higher MPG through the use electricity is
appealing, but there is no evidence that middle-market is willing to pay for the absolute
of no engine use until all the electricity is first consumed. Promoting a high-efficiency
vehicle by informing consumers about their KWH and GALLONS usage is the proper
way to tell them the outcome of their drives. After all, the MPG value doesn't actually
provide any information about GALLONS consumed. It's only a relative measure...
which has contributed to many, many problems over the years. So what if the upcoming
"lite" version of Volt has a smaller battery-pack and offers less EV in favor of
blending. The point of GALLONS reduction through the use of more KWH is still
achieved and far more will be sold due to it being better matched to the traits of highvolume vehicles. Offering increased interior room and an affordable price is a required
tradeoff, a necessary balance to appeal to the masses.
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Change, answer. To my dismay, the response was blatant greenwashing. But when
dealing with someone who's got nothing to lose, it wasn't a surprise. Agreement of any
sort means the end to what he's been desperately trying to retain. Holding onto the last
bits of "vastly superior" is something we've witnessed before. Two-Mode was the first
colossal letdown, where expectations were built up so high it just plain wasn't realistic for
any type of triumph. We saw the same mistargeted approach then as we do now. It
appealed to so few, how could it result in high-volume sales? So naturally, posts in
defense of it kept getting worse and worse. Eventually, the same thing played out with
Volt, on the big GM forum. So, seeing a repeat of that very behavior on the daily blog
was inevitable. It's still hard to believe someone would attempt to mislead like this
though: "Mainstream consumers don't even know how these cars work let alone start
thinking about MPGe or Kwh." See what he did? I call that being dishonest. Others
may say it's being disingenuous. Whatever the case, it certainly wasn't
constructive. That change of "GALLONS" to "MPGe" was reprehensible. But it's not
really worth the effort without someone who doesn't care. It's also redundant, since
purpose of the Miles-Per-Gallon-Equivalent value is to take kWh into account. Stating it
twice adds to the confusion consumers are already struggling with. In fact, that new
measurement approach has been so misleading, those wanting to inform people about
plug-in basics don't use it. They refer to fuel quantities instead. This Volt enthusiast
intentionally made it appear as though I had used it too, hoping others reading his post
would dismiss my information just as quickly as he did. Misquoting is a deliberate act
used when someone is attempting discredit. Rather than debate fairly, it's a dire final
effort to prevent change.

8-22-2014

Groundwork. Reading this from a Ford spokeswoman today made me wonder: "Ford
has done more technological development in the last 10 years than Toyota". She went on
to add that Toyota's latest Prius redesign failed to provide a significant increase milesper-gallon. Sadly, I don't have the exact quote for that, though there was this which
followed: "Basically, give me the Fiesta they have now with the 1-liter engine, and I think
they can get 60-plus mpg ratings, which Toyota needs to get with the next Prius. Ford
has laid more groundwork for its next hybrid than Toyota." That's obviously far from the
vague comments provided by GM, but what difference does it really make... since that
large of a MPG increase wasn't even a goal. Toyota clearly stated their primary objective
was cost-reduction. Who ever said 60 was needed in any regard? For that matter, who
said it is later either? The market has been begging for competitive prices. A large
increase with efficiency won't sway those who have a budget. Mainstream buyers shop
with price as a high priority. Efficiency is nice, but it's far from being a compelling
feature. The attitude of being good enough is all too clear. As for those "more"
comments, since when does quantity of work make any difference? In fact, having less is
the point. You want a well thought out platform to build upon. The buzzword for that is
"future proofing" a design. It's how business is effective and risks are
minimized. Stepping up to the challenge is worthy of praise, but already having prepared
for it is often overlooked. It often results in criticism too, from those who don't consider
the industry as a whole. Hopefully, Ford will end being in a position to compete
directly. Everyone will benefit from having a variety of choices for middle-market.
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Final Post? That daily blog is nothing but a shell of what it had been. The scene of the
last stand is there. But with no more battles to be fought, the war is over. Volt is not
"vastly superior" to all other plug-in offerings. Supporters are not looking at it as a major
player in the team instead. That irritates enthusiasts, who have all but entirely lost their
audience... including me. They are without a goal. There is no purpose there
anymore. It's just a venue to repost the same topics already available on the parent
website. So, I gave this parting message a try: I'm well aware that it's not in good form
to use "you" when addressing a volatile topic; however, that is not the case at this
particular time of transition... which we have arrived upon just recently. Having friends
who own Volt, Leaf, and Tesla plug-in vehicles, it is quite obvious to me that the few
here who continue fighting against change are not at all representative of the
majority. That's why taking the time to address them directly is worthwhile... even if it
does stir the pot the wrong way. They will be helpful later with the effort to demonstrate
viability to the mainstream. Talking to ordinary consumers about hybrids, it's
disheartening to hear how quickly they still dismiss them. The same old arguments about
payback and replacement are sighted as their reasoning. It's quite sad, but
understandable. That's why the importance of having a good relationship with those who
truly want to move the industry forward is being addressed now. The high-volume
vehicles are what will end up swaying the masses. A vehicle like Prius PHV will
contribute quite bit to the reputation of lithium batteries. Nothing elaborate is
needed. It's just an option on a familiar platform. The push to get GM to do the same
has been a challenge. All along, there's been resistance to the idea of less being more,
from Volt enthusiasts... those who feel more is necessary, even at the sacrifice of cost &
space. Fortunately, more and more Volt supporters are helping change that turn by
endorsing a "lite" model. They see the true opponent is non-hybrid sales. Too bad for
those few who still want to Volt to stand alone. The goal is to make the platform
common, to replace the popular traditional vehicles. That means seeking out a balance,
not trying to convince people to spend more for more than what they actually need. The
second model will indeed dilute the spirit of the original, but that's called progress. It
will still accomplish the ultimate purpose of reducing emissions & consumption. We are
now seeing attention getting drawn to Ford, as they attempt to compete directly with
Prius, while also advancing their current hybrids. We see Toyota diversifying, investing
in fuel-cell technology while at the same time improving their hybrid platform with a
next-gen rollouts, while also experimenting with a dedicated plug-in. There is no
standing alone anymore. Change is happening and market offerings will become far
from clear. Each will be somewhat different in operation. What they'll all share is
reduced use of non-renewable fuels and reduced smog & carbon emissions. Their
adoption will be hypocritical & abrupt too, just like we saw with handheld
devices. Remember the PDA years? Most people were clueless about their
potential. Then suddenly, we see them everywhere in the form of smart-phones. That's
because they changed to become extremely practical by being made to closely match
ordinary consumer interest and were offered in a wide array of choices.
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Heat Push - Video. Any hotter outside, you'd just turn on the A/C to stay cool. Since
the battery-pack in the car also uses the cabin air to stay cool, it benefits when you're
comfortable. So, this particular drive with the windows open instead was the ideal for
demonstrating effectiveness of cooling without the A/C at a high. To add to the
observational opportunity, I started the drive with the battery-pack already
warm. Recharging had just finished shortly before and the car had been sitting outside in
the sun since parking that morning. Pushing the limit, I kept the engine off, climbing out
of the river valley on the highway. That meant speed of travel was a little over 55 mph
with the engine not running, all the power coming from electricity supplied by the
battery-pack. All that combined equates to lots of heat being generated. The system is
well thought out and tolerances should stay within the normal tolerances of lithium
battery chemistry. But this was a collection of circumstances most people would
normally avoid. Turning on the A/C when the temperature exceeds 80°F is an ordinary
thing to do. Allowing the engine to run briefly when merging onto the highway or
climbing a long, steep hill is too. None of that is a big deal, but I didn't for the sake of
collecting data about what actually happens with the battery-pack than, by allowing a
heat push. The data itself was interesting. Rather than starting with the usual batterypack temperature in the upper 80's, it was the upper 90's. Specifically, the drive began
with an extra 9°F degrees to have to deal with. The 45 to 50 mph drive out of the city to
the highway was uneventful. Heat only went up by 2°F degrees. It was the merge onto
the 55 mph highway with an immediate climb out of the river valley which pushed the
temperature into uncharted territory. I hadn't ever observed it beyond 102°F. Driving on
the flat for the next 2.5 miles using just electricity only bumped it up another
degree. That was nice, especially considering the speed. Then I hit the 70 mph portion
of the drive. That stretch of highway meant the engine would join in. When that
happens, the battery-pack continues to be drawn from. I was curious what that would do
to the temperature. Turns out, that is what pushed it to the highest I had ever
seen. Watch the engine RPM when has heated coolant (for emission cleansing) to the
HV warm-up temperature of 145°F, at 9.4 miles into the trip. Though brief, you can
actually see the battery-pack had already reached a peak of 105.8°F and was starting to
fall, even though electricity draw was continuing (as indicated by the SOC value). I don't
ever plan on driving that particular scenario again. Taking advantage of the engine to
climb out of the river valley is a better use of the available fuels. That way, more
electricity would have been saved for while driving on the faster section of the highway,
so the engine uses less gas then. The point of capturing data was well served. That peak
temperature was nothing to be concerned about. But even so, it's best to keep the batterypack cool, by doing things like turning on the A/C while driving and parking in the
shade. Not recharging during the afternoon when the car is already warm is an obvious
thing that's easy to avoid too. That's how the battery-pack will last the entire lifetime of
the vehicle... Prius PHV - Commute Home (Heat Push)
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Clear Progress. The newest video and feedback to is has been quite encouraging. I
added more to that sentiment, pushing even more for closure acknowledgement from
others. Change is exciting... to those who embrace it. For the few who aren't ready, they
either turn hostile or simply disappear. That's quite an extreme, but a pattern we're very
familiar with. Other chapters of the past ended in the same fashion. In fact, that's how
you know it's over. The start of the next is then filled with new voices. That progress is
very encouraging. We don't want to forget how that was achieved though. You want to
build off of that success, to take what was learned the next step forward. This was my
contribution to that today: It's nice to have that level of detail available now. There was
quite an effort in the past to undermine Prius PHV, claiming it was necessary to have a
liquid cooling system for the battery-pack. Yet, those making those statements never
actually provided any data. The hope was that you'd assume they had supporting
evidence. In reality, they were just passing along vague & outdated bits of information. I
found that rather frustrating. They were clearly trying to convey a message of superiority
based on people's lack of background. It sounds likely, so it must be. But what tipped
me off early on was that those same individuals would also claim Prius PHV could not
climb hills using only EV. This video not only shares detail about battery-pack
temperature, it also shows they were intentionally trying to mislead. After all, how many
times must owners point out what they say isn't true before you have have to resort to
actually showing it? Thankfully, owners of other plug-in vehicles have joined in to
help. That's a very positive sign that the market is changing. We're past that initial
rollout where there was something to prove. Now, it's a matter getting the attention of
ordinary consumers, sharing our stories of day to day experiences.

8-27-2014

Vastly Superior. In their spirit of closure, I gave the most irritating of Volt trolls on the
big Prius forum one last bit of attention. He dropped this bait with the hope someone
would bite: "The normal Prius had a patch added by the factory." I obviously hit him
where it hurt, because there was no response. It is now 4 days since I replied too. People
like him can sometimes be helpful, as with this particular argument. Posts get refined
after repeated attacks. We learn how to rebut the undermining with simple & concise
messages. They eventually give up. Of course, that sometimes results in a new argument
being started. But at that point, reputation for not wanting to be constructive is easier to
see, like the dismissal of facts. Our bite on the bait is rather fierce. Why hold back when
you know ordinary exchanges of information are not enough. Rather than accept vague,
we overwhelm with detail and point out elements difficult to dispute. It typically works
nowadays too. That certainly wasn't the case years ago... which is even more evidence of
that chapter having come to a close. We've moved on. Will he? The lack of anything
following this post is a positive sign: The regular Prius comes with a 60 kW electric
motor, yet it has a small battery-pack which only delivers a fraction of that. How do you
explain such obvious under-utilization? Toyota built a system that could be upgraded
when cost of the battery dropped to a competitive level. The strategy of planning ahead
to minimize financial risk and to fully test the system ahead of time is called good
business. Calling that a "patch" is inappropriate. We can clearly see how the extra
power from the larger battery improves the regular Prius without having to do anything
other than pack upgrade itself. It's a package option, in a market where using electricity
is still a niche and is still dependent on tax-credit incentives.
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Victory. Our compulsion as a society to hold out for victory rather than accept any type
of compromise is a major fault. We've seen the terrible consequences of that mindset
from the wars we've been involved with. Heck, we even see it with the game was
play. Notice how professional sports here don't end in a tie, how overtime is required to
determine a victor? The idea of congratulating both teams for a game well played isn't
acceptable. One must win and the other lose. That's what we've been taught. So,
achieving closure with the current generation of plug-in vehicles is quite a challenge. It's
why certain individuals would rather fight to a bitter end than to welcome the opponent
as a worthy adversary. Oh well. I summed point-in-time we are at now this way: The
nonsense of the past is over. Most of that is due to having such thorough data available
now. With so many owners sharing their real-world experiences, the hype is just a bad
memory. There were groups who would generate quite a bit of hope based on vague
statements. When those of us trying to keep discussions constructive asked for support
evidence, we got labeled as trolls and down-voted. They were actually the
troublemakers. We even had to deal with well-proven facts getting dismissed... until it
was discovered how effective videos could be. Words alone weren't enough. That's
become very clear on the various forums & blogs. It is now quite easy to squash a false
claim by simply posting a link to a video. Evidence of the change in focus became easy
to see the start of this year. The shift of attention over to sales is the hot topic of
discussion now. It's not exactly constructive in all venues though, as this quote from
yesterday tells us: "If even the PiP is now outselling the Volt with its pathetic range and
performance, I think that leaves zero doubt that there'd be a market for a cheaper 25 mile
Volt option in 2016." That's still a bit on the insulting side, but at least it's progress. The
posts which followed that topic-opening statement were a mix of helpful and
misguided. That particular audience still doesn't want to acknowledge the reality that
Prius PHV sales remain limited to just 15 states, that some Volt sales are the result of
expiring leases being replaced by new leases, and that tax-credits will expire during the
life-cycle of next-gen offering. Nonetheless, the true measure of progress is finally being
recognized as important. We've moved from engineering bragging-rights to what
discussion that includes being practical & affordable. They say third time is the charm,
but to have to endure both Two-Mode and Voltec failing to draw sales prior to that was a
massive waste of resources. All the time & money that was lost due to focus on want
rather than need... Anywho, being able to sum all that up and declare closure on those
chapters in history is great. The more-AER and anti-blending chants have lost their
audience. The market has moved on. Remember how it was based upon the "range
anxiety" campaign, which proved to be a non-issue. Sales of Leaf became undeniable
evidence that having an engine available was not essential. Offerings will be a wide
array of configurations, even the increasing talk of a "lite" version for Volt support
that. We welcome the change, especially due to it having been so painful to reach this
point.
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Looking Back. I wrapped it up with this: It's over. There is nothing left to
debate/argue/flaunt about the first-generation Volt anymore. Attention has almost
entirely shifted over to the second… and we're all wondering if the hype will begin again,
or if it will finally become a realistic high-efficiency player. The last constructive
comment I got from an enthusiast was the current served its purpose well as a "halo"
vehicle. The catch is, we all know that is not was it was intended to be. The goal of
being a mainstream seller by the third year fell apart quickly after rollout. Of course,
those who refused to state goals prior to that were aware of the problems early on. That's
why the "too little, too late" concern was so irritating. They knew what was delivered
had veered far from both what was wanted and what was expected. What mess. To
make matters worse, Prius ended up making so much more of a difference, accepting
failure to make moving on to the next attempt was very difficult. Thankfully, we have
now arrived at that point. Hearing that worldwide sales of Toyota hybrids came to
665,740 for the first half of the year, there's no way to deny how much "gas saved"
happened as a result. The next step must be taken, but it will be in a very different
market… one without tax-credits. The high-efficiency choice must be able to compete
directly with that automaker's other offerings. It won't matter what choices come from
elsewhere. It will come down to what's on that dealer's lot. That's why it has been so
important for Toyota to focus on deeper penetration within the existing
markets. Figuring out how to sell to consumers in an area already saturated is far more
difficult than appealing to enthusiasts. That's why discussion of a "lite" model of Volt is
no longer outright dismissed. Delay time is being used up. Being able to deliver highvolume and low-cost is becoming absolutely necessary. Toyota is already selling 1
million Prius annually. Improvements from the next-generation combined with
increasing pressure on reducing emissions & consumption will make it a nice choice for
ordinary consumers. Looking back, we see how Toyota stayed true to need and how GM
decided to favor want instead. Looking forward, we certainly hope need is taken
seriously.

9-03-2014

August Sales. Nothing new to report. Sales of high-efficiency vehicles are flat. Sales of
traditional vehicles are strong and growing. Cheap gas and little to no concern for the air
we breathe and dependency on oil makes for a very difficult situation. That's why it is so
important for the high-efficiency choices to actually be competitive. Those who choose
to measure success based upon sales of other plug-in vehicles, rather than looking at the
market as a whole, are worse than cherry-pickers. That refusal to acknowledge the true
situation has consequences. In other words, sales to improve quite a bit. Status quo is
really presenting challenges. Sad.
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EV-Boost - Video. Unlike the "heat push" video, when I did everything I could to stress
limits through ordinary circumstances, this was a demonstration of what an owner is
more likely to actually do. Avoiding direct sun is the most obvious means of protecting
the battery-pack for longevity. Since rain was in forecast for later that day, the cloudy
conditions would ensure the interior of the vehicle didn't get too warm. Another
technique is giving the battery-pack time to rest both before & after recharging, which I
did. That gives it a chance to cool in the meantime. The humidity level had climbed
nearly 100% by the time I was ready to leave work. That moist air was
uncomfortable. A/C use was the sensible choice for interior cooling, for both myself and
the battery-pack. My plan was to drive that same route under similar EV conditions as
the "heat push", but at a cooler temperature for summer had worked out. (Sometimes,
you get lucky!) A few drops of rain had just begun to fall. The edge of the approaching
storm made for a rather scenic situation to film, while also serving as a comparison
video. The drive itself was indeed quite ordinary. Having started out with both a lower
air-intake temperature and all 3 battery-banks on the cool side, the data expectation was it
would be quite a contrast. Sure enough, that drive home was what I had hoped… other
than I forgot to reset the display statistics before drive. So, you get to see my overall
results for the work commute, morning & afternoon drives combined. Looking at the
temperatures, the effectiveness of the air-cooling system is clear. It works well. Also, to
my delight, that same route driving with the windows half open was barely any more
efficient overall than just running the A/C instead. I now have data showing the penalty
for being comfortable is negligible. It's nice to see results so revealing. Using the
electricity for cooling and the engine for assisting delivers a clean & efficient
drive. Gotta like that... Prius PHV - Commute Home (EV-Boost)

9-06-2014

Good Questions. This was asked today: "Why isn't Toyota building more PiPs? Do
they lose money on every car sold? Are they worried about reliability and don't want too
many out there?" The answer boils down to audience, no different than what we've been
seeing for years. That aspect of business is absolutely vital. Simply building & offering
a nice product isn't enough. That's the lesson GM has learned the hard way. You have to
understand what they buy. I responded with: This topic has been discussed in great
detail many times. The aspect which continues to float up to the top is: Staying within
the initial rollout states has the advantage of learning how to penetrate a market which
has already satisfied early adopters. In other words, Toyota wants to figure out how to
appeal to ordinary consumers. It's absolutely vital. The reality of tax-credits expiring
and HOV stickers running out is a very big deal. Toyota would like to be well positioned
for when that happens, which means figuring out how to achieve mainstream
sales. Knowing that in advance of rolling out the next-gen design will have a big
payoff. Simply building more won't reveal that desired information.
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Red-Herring. It's easy to see how the fuel-cell offerings will be used to confuse &
mislead. It's getting annoying already. In reality, it's really a distraction. What happens
with fuel-cells doesn't have any bearing on what happens with hybrids. They will coexist. But you know how certain people want to paint a different picture. For example:
"The three biggest reasons for car buyers not purchasing plugin cars are: high upfront
costs, fear of new technology, and lack of public charging stations. Honda and Toyota's
answer to low plugin sales is fuel cell vehicles. Good luck with that!" Knowing how to
respond is a challenge, since the comments will basically fall on deaf ears. They want
you to waste time on the distance, hence being a red herring. It's much better to stay on
topic, rather than follow. But smetimes, you can't resist: The effort to offer fuel-cell
vehicles is in no way related to plug-in cars. They are mutually exclusive. They are a
diversification of business product. They are not a replacement. Toyota has been
working to reduce upfront cost at the same time. The question has not changed and
neither has the answer. That's why Toyota hasn't been pushing the plug-in beyond just
raising awareness and building up real-world experience. The choice to share a platform
with the non-plug model is an obvious path to reduced cost from high-volume
production. They are preparing to compete in a world *WITHOUT* any tax-credit
incentives.

9-10-2014

Reluctance. This was a reasonable assessment: "I'm starting to suspect, as some posters
here have mentioned, that the reason Toyota is reluctant to release the PiP nationwide is
because they don't believe there's enough demand in the states that don't normally sell
them." It's based on anecdotal evidence though. Observation of activity, rather than
knowing background & purpose, can lead a person to draw an incorrect decision. So,
you have to be careful when responding. Being made aware of missing information is
part of the learning process. You don't what to alienate someone due to a simple
misunderstanding. Here's my attempt at being constructive: That's not reluctance. It's
smart business. There has been overwhelmingly confirmation that the mainstream
market is not interested in any vehicle offering a plug. Even with great incentives, the
plug is confined to just a niche audience. It simply doesn't make sense rolling out a
product to the masses when the masses aren't ready for it. Look at how Volt's approach
made no difference. Designed with the assumption that "range anxiety" would be a
major purchase deterrent, the hope was it would crush the plug-only
competition. Clearly, that didn't happen. It didn't come anywhere near close to
anticipated sales volume either. The goal of being able to offer PHV as a competitivelypriced Prius package option is especially challenging in a market that doesn't even
embrace hybrids. Prius sales are flat and the other automakers face even more of a
struggle. What would there be to gain by expanding rollout right away? It was smart of
Toyota not betting the farm on a single choice. GM really backed themselves into a
corner with Volt. No one knows what their next move will be or even what it should
be. At least with Nissan, we see the commitment and a solid plan forward. The path for
Ford is clear too. But none are in a position to compete now. Traditional vehicles pose
far too great of a barrier to overcome still.
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Change of Season. The temperature here has plummeted. It's 30°F cooler
now. Conditions have switched from being comfortable with the A/C to desiring use of
the heater. That certainly will change the data for me to collect. Last night was the first
taste of it. I set the timer, but forgot to actually plug in the Prius. That's what happens
when you're in a rush. Anywho, the drive out from one end of the cities to the other...
without any EV charge available... resulted in an average of 59 MPG. That's certainly
nothing to complain about and it got me thinking about battery temperature. On the
return trip this morning, I got 59 MPG again. But this time, I started with both an engine
& battery that didn't have any hint of warmth. In fact, I had to fire up the heater. It was
just 52°F outside and I was still dressed for Summer. The Fall conditions immediately
revealed interesting data. The battery banks reached highs of only 79.12°F, 80.26°F, and
78.92°F. That's well below even the starting temps I had seen just last week with when
pushing EV with it hot outside and no A/C cooling. HV driving clearly isn't anything to
ever be concerned about. I'm looking forward to observations with plug-supplied
electricity now that the warm season is just a memory. Winter will make things
especially interesting. I sure am glad for having figured out how to share all that heat
data before the cool arrived. It should be quite a contrast when you're required to wear a
jacket & gloves.

9-11-2014

The Turn-Around. We've reached that point. Hold on. It's going to get ugly. You can
tell something is amiss when "this is what I meant t say" is used in replies to a
rebuttal. In other words, those who have discovered they've lost the battle are attempting
to stay in the war by now finding a way to agree. That's been happening a lot recently,
coming from those who have firmly stood their ground for years. An abrupt change of
stance like that doesn't make sense. But with the real-world data so plentiful, clearly
confirming they were wrong, what other path is there... other than to save face by
backing down for now. It's quite hypocritical, though welcome nonetheless. Not
fighting anymore is nice. In the end, it doesn't matter anyway. There's an entirely new
audience waiting. I went through the drive-thru the other day and absolutely fascinated
the employee who looked in and commented on the dashboard. He had no idea I was
driving anything special until pointing out the current 81 MPG average. That certainly
got his attention. So, the nonsense with Gen-2 of Volt will begin shortly. Wait for it, a
bang after a delightful silence. This isn't a prediction. It's just observation and good
memory. We've seen the pattern before. It will happen again. Lessons of the past will
be completely unknown. They'll consider that a fresh start with no possible connection to
errors of the past. It's a turn-around, but not necessarily in the right direction. Sorry to
be so pessimistic, but stuff happens.
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5 Years Ago. The calm lasted just a little over a week. Ugh. The daily blog for Volt
was basically dead, barely any mention of this generation anymore. It was just casual
mentions of plug-in related topics, nothing even remotely like anything in the past. Then,
bang! Something poked the sleeping bear. That same old hype from 5 years ago showed
up again. Excitement about the next generation being superior to the competition
emerged from the rubble. Nothing of any substance to support claims is available. Yet,
the chest-pounding started. GM will crush the competition... even though who they're
competing with is a mystery. It will be better and that's all that matters. There's no point
in asking for goals this time. With the previous rollout, the avoidance to acknowledge
and obvious back-pedaling made it quite clear that particular group was just a bunch of
enthusiasts who wanted to celebrate some type of victory, even if it was hollow. Giving
them something to fight about again is just a waste of time. The pattern is well
established. I will post a few facts though, since now there is lots of real-world data to
confirm the information. Hype grew due to blind hope. Stuff like driving videos show
the true nature of the situation. That's a level of detail well beyond what we had
available 5 years ago.

9-20-2014

Questions. It's refreshing to get ordinary questions, new owners taking notice of more as
they drive, then asking for more information. The craziness from the supposed
competition is annoying. Ordinary consumers aren't interested in bragging rights. They
just want a nice experience from the vehicle they chose to purchase. Anywho, I enjoyed
responding to this today: "Is EV mode only available when the battery has been charged
via the charging cable, even though the battery is fully charged via regeneration?" The
discussion already had quite a bit of activity by the time I jumped on board. That too was
encouraging. I posted: It's available at other times, but that kind of side-steps the
purpose of being a plug-in hybrid. For starters, the behavior of "EV mode" is different
for the plug-in than it is for the regular model. The plug offers both more power and
more speed. It also allows you to engage it without the emission system already have
been pre-warmed, but will consume gas for the sake of cleansing emissions once you
have exceeded the power/speed threshold. Put simply, the system is designed to take
advantage of plug-supplied electricity. You'll see that by watching the MPG display. At
times, it will be sustained at the max, even though the engine is running. That's achieved
by taking advantage of the battery-pack to allow the engine to run at a very low RPM,
which in turn is very efficient. Those miles of travel won't be counted as "EV" though,
since the engine wasn't stopped. They'll be counted as "HV" miles instead. Over time,
you'll observe when it's best to allow the system to do that. The "HV/EV" button lets you
disengage that electricity boost. For long drives on the highway, you'll find saving the
battery-pack for later better overall. You'll also discover there are circumstances that will
allow you to top-off the battery through brake-regenerating, like when exiting off the
highway. It's quite a dynamic system, very smart with how it utilizes the electricity
available by taking advantage of the engine at times.
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Meaningless. This was the first of the superiority posts I chose to respond to: "That
EPA value is as meaningless as saying that your Volt uses 5 gallons to travel 200 miles,
when every ICE users understand miles per gallon and few travel 200 miles in one day or
trip. We have to educate correctly. A meaningless value confuses even more, and more
questions will be asked. Keep it simple, straight, and related to something that has a
cost." I found it very amusing that his attempt to greenwash was so blatant. There's been
a huge effort to educate which focuses heavily on how misleading the MPG value is. In
fact, that was the very reason those new EPA values were created. Yet, he attempted to
claim the opposite. It makes you wonder what other concepts he has a fundamental
misunderstanding of. That would explain the constant arguing. Anywho, I responded
with: Actually, most of the rest of the world uses QUANTITY/DISTANCE to measure
efficiency, which has been overwhelming proven a more effective means of conveying
that information. Our misleading system of MPG is being phased-out in favor of using
QUANTITY/DISTANCE instead. For far too long, advertisers have exploited those
MPG misunderstandings. People assume that the measure is linear, when in reality it's a
diminishing return. That's why the difference between the higher numbers is less and
less. See how the gallon reduction is less as the MPG increases... 300 gallons from 50
mpg. 200 from 75. 150 from 100. 120 from 125. 100 from 150. 86 from 175. 75 from
200.

9-21-2014

Most Important. Like the other post, I suspect the reply to this will fall on deaf ears too:
"And for plug-ins the most important number is the electric range, so that should be the
largest text." The only reason I even bothered to respond was these numbers didn't exist
5 years ago. There was no standardized measurement approach available back
then. Now that there is a basis of comparison, it's not good to allow misleading to take
place. It's like watching a bully. If you don't speak up, you're an enabler. In this case,
these particular Volt enthusiasts are still trying to push the purist view. Any blending
whatsoever is considered a violation of what they hold most dear. It's actually quite
amusing, a source of entertainment at this point. When GM finally offers a lite version,
they sure are in for a reality shock. No matter how much you point out the goal of
reducing gas consumption doesn't require elimination, they cannot come to terms with
electricity utilization actually being wasteful. How that electricity is consumed is more
important than making sacrifices to prevent the engine from running, even if
brief. Whatever. As time progresses, that real-world data will also become difficult to
avoid. I simply put it this way: You mean KWH capacity, since RANGE is not a
constant. Think about the impact temperature has. The amount of KWH the battery can
deliver is always the same, but the RANGE you actually get from that varies
significantly. Then there's the benefit of taking advantage of the engine at times. You're
still consuming that same KWH, but it won't be counted in the RANGE due to the engine
joining to contribute power. It's still the same plug-supplied electricity being consumed,
which fulfills the purpose of plugging in.
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Seemingly. I liked the way that word was interjected in this quote: "My sense is that
many Prius enthusiast are "dis-comforted" by Toyota's (seemingly) lowered expectations
for a new Prius." It was from a 2010 owner who had looked forward to upgrading, rather
than having to sell the Prius at a later age. Long product-cycles are tough under normal
circumstances. But with the economy recovering at a far slower rate than anticipated and
gas prices considerably lower than forecast, it's not much of a surprise the hybrid market
is holding steady instead of anticipating change. So, again, I had to point out what
should be obvious at this point: Know your audience. Toyota has stated they want to stir
interest from those who have never considered a hybrid. That's far more of a challenge
than appealing to enthusiasts. Toyota is aiming Prius directly at the mainstream,
attempting to hit middle-market hard with the next generation. Offering a base model
that uses a NiMH battery-pack will be a let down for an enthusiast, but a serious draw for
ordinary consumers... who's looking for a well-proven efficiency technology that's dirt
cheap. These are the same consumers who have no idea how an automatic transmission
works and simply doesn't care. They just want something reliable & affordable that
actually delivers. Toyota's expectations are high-volume sales, not breaking new ground
for enthusiasts to thrive. Seeing a Gen-4 Prius easily exceed 50 MPG with a price that
competes directly with other popular family cars makes it a big winner, for both business
and the masses. That approach reinforces the path for an affordable plug-in model
too. Again, that may not appeal to enthusiasts, but it is a choice which mainstream
buyers will actually consider.

9-21-2014

Events Today. I missed both. There was a big one for Prius out on the East Coast. That
just plain wasn't realistic this year. So, I looked forward to the local one for plug-in
vehicle at the state capital. Being sick prevented participation with that too. In fact, the
3-day weekend I had planned was a total loss. It's sad. There were 243 owner registered
to attend. That would have been fantastic to be part of. Oh well. It's an annual event,
perhaps next year. But then again, the hope is for plug-in vehicles to become so common
that won't be necessary. You'll just see the variety available on a regular basis over the
course of daily drives. That's certainly not the case yet, but the spirit of cooperation is
changing things. The ugliness from Volt won't have much of an appeal to ordinary
consumers, who will just seek out the more affordable model anyway. They're a
different audience... not unlike that of the other plug-in hybrids. For that matter, the
electric-only vehicles will attract new newbies too. Put simply, the upcoming new
generations will be a reset rather than an upgrade. Though, that does send a little feeling
of regret for missing today's events my way. The market, the outlook, the expectations,
(and obviously) the choices, will all be different. What's happening right now is a unique
stage in history. Remember the absurd times when we had people comparing Hummer to
Prius? Some nonsense is hard to believe. It's actually hard to believe close to 4 years
have already passed since the calamity GM unleashed too. It turned out to be a
disastrous outcome of the "if we build it, they'll buy it" approach. The events today set
far more realistic expectations, addressing problems & limitations directly... rather than
just hoping for the best. I get to meet with the group at the end of the week, for the Fall
meeting. Hearing stories afterward are quite informative. That works for me. I'm quite
curious to get more real-world battery information, especially with all the thermal
research and video-documentary I've done lately. There's much to share and those realworld observations are priceless with so many detail-oriented owners trying to help
progress along.
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Brisk Acceleration. It's interesting to read about observations made by new Prius
owners. Experimenting with acceleration speeds can sometimes lead to really mixed up
understandings of how the hybrid system works. It often comes from assuming slow
acceleration is better. They grew up only knowing how an engine works. You press the
throttle harder, more gas is consumed. That's not the case for Prius. It has not one, but
two, electric motors. Having just one would make the "figure out" process based on
anecdotal evidence fairly accurate. You draw from the battery to supplement the power
demand. Prius isn't like that though. The power-split-device combines both a motor for
traction and a motor for generating to the engine. That means all of the energy isn't used
for propulsion. Some is used for the creation of electricity... which isn't always used for
providing thrust to the wheels. Some is sent to the battery-pack. That means you must
look at the consumption of energy over the span of time, not just a single acceleration
event... hence common confusion. That's why we recommend: JUST DRIVE IT. You're
better off letting the system figure out how to achieve the best efficiency instead. But if
you really want to give it a nudge, you can. An owner today did figure it out on his
own. Reading his observations was a nice confirmation that the system can be
understood simply by watching it carefully, even without aftermarket instruments. I
chimed into that pleasant thread with: That is indeed an efficient approach, excellent
observation. The recommendation for BRISK acceleration came from the days of the
classic model and had held true ever since. It takes advantage of the hybrid system,
utilizing both engine & motor for an overall gain. Accelerating slowly actually defeats
the intent of the design. That Eco-Meter is there to remind you to keep power-demand
brief, not to avoid it entirely.

9-23-2014

Just Plain Wrong. Sometimes, you simply don't know what to make of what newbies
post. I jumped into a thread that had taken a turn for the worst: There are indeed people
who are able to maintain higher MPG. I just post extensive collections of real-world data
and move on to other things... like correcting: "Toyota system does not assist with
highway driving". That is just plain wrong. 100% of the time the gas engine is providing
thrust to the wheels, it is also providing power to the generator. Sometimes the resulting
electricity is used to recharge the battery-pack. Sometimes the resulting electricity is
used to directly supply power to the electric traction motor. Sometimes both. Having a
power-split-device adds flexibility a regular transmission can't even remotely compete
with. That energy-flow changes frequently too, between 10 to 20 times per minute is
common. The outcome is efficiency optimization a gas engine alone could not achieve.

9-24-2014

No Highway Benefit. Yesterday's post went no where. Some people apparently think
they know, even without data to actually confirm their belief. It really surprises me how
there are some still who don't understand how the system in Prius actually operates. The
assumption of no assist and no recharge on the highway is not correct. There is quite a
bit of electricity generated from normal engine spinning and from the reality that most
highways aren't actually flat. With even the most subtle change of pitch downward, you
can see the MPG spike. The system rapidly cuts fuel and routes excess power from the
change to the generator. The power-split-device also shunts that power to the generator
when the reverse happens. The result is energy which would have otherwise been lost...
hence a net gain.
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Being Competitive. That more-is-better mentality is very difficult to overcome. It's far
to easy to dismiss based upon a single attribute. Remember how computers we're rated
solely upon CPU speed long ago? This is the message of being competitive spreading
now: "Whatever Toyota has planned, they need to increase the EV range just to stay on
top cause the other manufacturers are catching up & passing Toyota." Simply offering
larger capacity batteries isn't a solution. Look at the mess we ended up in from cars &
trucks growing larger. That wasn't actually an improvement. In fact, it made dealing
with emissions & efficiency even more difficult. We don't need a step in the wrong
direction like that again. Substituting one fuel for another isn't really a fix. Expecting
that to be competitive is a setup for disappoint. This is how I put it: Seeing that
greenwash message spread is disappointing. Do you just happen to know when or how
that belief was passed along to you? More is not necessarily better and we certainly don't
want to fall into the same trap as we did with speed & horsepower. This market is quite
gullible, easy to convince that bigger is a sign of leadership. Misplaced priorities was a
big contributor to automotive industry problems in the past. Let's not repeat those
mistakes. Those plug-in hybrids with larger battery-packs already are faced with the
reality of not having anything competitive to sell and heavy dependence on taxcredits. Traditional vehicles pose far too large of a challenge to overcome. An expensive
plug-in hybrid compromising storage/seating space and delivering low efficiency
following depletion isn't a solution. Toyota is working extremely hard to deliver a lot
from a little. Convincing those who would otherwise purchase a Camry or Corolla is the
goal, not trying to upstage other automakers.

9-25-2014

Labels. The topic of "EREV" got stirred up again. There are some dead set in their
belief of what a vehicle of that type is. When you push for details, their definition falls
apart. When you point out contradictions, they just brush them off. It's quite frustrating
how they absolutely refuse to be construction. The reason why is obvious. Of course,
when I pointed it out today, the reaction was explosive. No surprise. Labels have always
been a really big deal, even if they don't actually amount to anything. Oh well. Here's
what I posted... on that now quite hostile daily blog for Volt: Arguing semantics is a very
old greenwashing tactic. The purpose is to divert attention away from the topic. Rather
than address actual results of whatever technology, discussions end up chasing label redherrings instead. Notice how specifics are avoided, how vague descriptions actually
are? There is no official definition, nor should it make any difference anyway. It's the
outcome that counts, not what marketing name is used. Thankfully, the emission ratings
don't succumb to that nonsense. Rating categories are the same. How that level of clean
is achieved doesn't matter. The point is the goal was accomplished. Hopefully, the same
will happen with plug-in hybrids. It shouldn't matter how the gas & electricity is actually
utilized. The goal is to significantly reduce emissions & consumption.
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9-28-2014

Brisk. It's nice getting comments like this: "In the Prius, accelerating quickly, especially
above certain power levels, is slightly less efficient..." But you never really know where
replies will go. Some of the time, context simply doesn't match. Thinking big picture is
often a problem, so you end up arguing with the person. People tend to focus on the
moment, rather than considering final results. Hoping for the best, I replied with: That
does NOT take OVERALL efficiency into account though. Prius is a hybrid with a
power-split-device, adding into the system a generator and battery-pack along with the
traction motor. So, that engine-alone efficiency assessment does not apply. When the
engine goes beyond the most efficient state of operation, there isn't as much of a loss. It
seeks a higher RPM to reduce that, which as a result creates power not needed for
propulsion. The unneeded power is converted to electricity for use later, something a
traditional vehicle cannot take advantage of. In other words, the penalty can actually be a
wash or even a modest gain under the right circumstances.

9-29-2014

In-Vehicle Internet. When there isn't much else to attract customers, trying new things
is reasonable. This one is a strange and doesn't seem to offer anything worthwhile. It's
the option of having the car provide 4G LTE service. On the Volt blog, I asked: "What's
the benefit of having a separate plan tied to your vehicle?" Now, 2 hours later, still
nothing. That abruptly brought the thread to a halt, no posts since. Why would you pay
extra for something you wouldn't be able to use much, especially when alternatives are
already readily available? I followed with this: I already have a shared data-plan for the
family. Each phone works as a mobile hotspot without any extra fee. You just flip a
switch and have a secure internet connection available for your other devices to use
anywhere you go. I can't imagine having to stay within range of the car. With the phone,
you can be quite mobile, especially when carrying along a USB battery.

9-29-2014

Fact or Rumor? Reading this today was annoying: "GM previously announced the
second generation Volt will be able to travel on electric power between 50 to 60 miles
(80 to 96 km) or even more whereas the current model can cover up to 38 miles (61
km)." There was nothing ever but a vague mention about this option being
explored. That's it. There was no promise of any sort. But then again, the same thing
happened many times in the past with Volt. People built up hype based upon hope,
nothing of substance. Even so, properly identifying what was actually promised verses
what was thought to be a promise was quite a challenge... hence all the entries here
documenting events & announcements while they played out, rather than trying to
remember detail long afterward. It should be interesting to see how things play out as the
Auto Show circuit proceeds. It's just starting now.
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9-30-2014

No News, situation. We're in that dead-zone now, where there's nothing for the spotlight
to shine on. That's putting the "upstage" group at a loss. So, they pretend none of the
previous rhetoric or hype ever happened. Obviously, it's the next-generation Volt
enthusiasts attempting to draw attention. We'll be back to the "vastly superior" nonsense
in no time. Flaunting EV range & purity is far more rewarding than having to address
goals and acknowledge business need. In other words, high-volume sales to ordinary
consumers is still a taboo topic. Somehow, GM will magically deliver a product they'll
be proud of that will also appeal to the mainstream. Being 2 entirely different groups of
buyers, with mutually exclusive purchase priorities, still isn't seen to be a
problem. Ugh. The silence from GM makes it worse. The so-called transparency from
before is no longer offered. They aren't saying anything anymore. In a way, that's
good... since those vague hints of the past ended up doing more harm than good.

9-30-2014

No News, reach. It's a waste of time bothering with that daily blog. There's nothing new
and the audience is tiny now. Reflecting upon the comments still posted worthwhile
though: Saying that GM prided itself on its "transparency" is a good way of looking at
the situation. Thanks for that perspective. They did indeed share quite a bit of detail on
the design as it was being developed. The catch was, actual operation information wasn't
shared. Certain things were clearly avoided. When the question of depleted MPG was
brought up, there was an obvious effort to change the topic. When the question of coldtemperature was asked, it simply fell on deaf ears. When revelations of direct-drive and
sticker-price came about, that was proof of the transparency not actually providing facts
with respect to goals. Too many vitals hadn't been shared. Ultimately, it comes down to
matching audience with expectations. GM had chosen to focus on enthusiasts for the
first generation, but hoped somehow that mainstream consumers would be drawn to the
same appeal. That didn't work.

9-30-2014

No News, goals. We all know the "over promise, under deliver" reputation and the "too
little, too slow" concern. Like the vaporware claims, we knew early on something was
wrong. There's simply no way to accomplish so much with such a lack of clarity. It
starts when you cannot even answer the question of who. What's the point if you don't
understand the audience? Of course, we've always known. Some just didn't want to
admit the first-generation was directed at a niche. It should have been so easy to see that
want had taken the place of need. That's because sales of mainstream vehicles are not
exciting. Being common means not standing out. That was a direct contradiction to
what stirred excitement. So, what mention it now? The reason is these upcoming
announcements about second-generation plug-in hybrids are really important. The goal
to survive without tax-credits or state-incentives should not be taken lightly. The designs
must be capable of competing. No one will care about conquest-sales or braggingrights. Success will be based upon acceptance from ordinary middle-market consumers.
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9-30-2014

No News, agreement. Lack of consistency is a serious problem. There is no pattern
with expectations for Volt, hence the concern now being raised. No agreement upon
purpose means disappointment is inevitable. Someone won't be happy. We'll see a
repeat of the same disenchantment as with the current generation. That rollout was filled
with those abandoning support when they discovered GM hadn't followed the path they
endorsed. With so many different paths now, how could that not happen again. Reading
posts of those still active, there's arguments taking place about priorities. Some feel
increased EV range is absolutely vital, while others still hold true to the heavily promoted
current range. We see that with MPG too. Then there's lack of agreement about
cost. That is all over the place. Feeling vary so much, there's no way to know what to
anticipate. There certainly isn't anything in common about the points being
posted. There is one aspect many do sound off consistently about. It's legroom in the
back seats. Oddly, nothing has been said about this from GM. Providing another 2
inches to make it competitive wouldn't be easy. That essentially means switching from a
compact platform to midsize... which increases cost and reduces efficiency. What a
mess. Thankfully, we get a consistent message from Toyota. Prius engine efficiency
will increase. Cost will be reduced. Capacity will be increased as battery technology
dictates. Being 4th generation, the baseline is already established. We simply look
forward to system improvements.

10-01-2014

September Sales. They weren't any surprise. Traditional vehicles are selling well. As
usual, Camry & Corolla had a strong showing, with 28,507 and 20,530
respectively. Having sold most of their year-end inventory, that was anticipated. Prius
still had 2014 leftovers, so low inventory from final clearance made its numbers on the
small side. PHV was especially limited in stock, so the 353 sold was
expected. Currently, there is only an inventory of 311 listed for the entire country. The
new model-year rollout is a rough time. But then again, we knew this was coming. The
true competition is a mighty foe. Trucks continue to be popular, very very
popular. 50,176 sales for Chevy Silverado alone. That's a freakishly scary
count. Talking about a reality shock for those still not wanting to consider the big
picture. Even more so though is the new Ford pickup; their F-Series sales was at 59,863
for the month. How does a hybrid car compete against that? Fortunately, Toyota isn't so
lopsided. Their total for pickups was 20,729 for the month, here. Over in Japan, Prius is
a top-seller. So, it's this market that's trouble. We know that the attempted remedy to
that was a disaster too. Two-Mode was expensive and no where near as efficient as
hoped. And anytime you attempt to provide constructive criticism about GM, it turns
into a defensive "failure" response. So, little opportunity awaits. It's a daunting
challenge to face. Anywho, there is a glimmer of hope, but don't look forward to a
miracle. Currently, there's an inventory of 7,632 listed for Volt. Setting realistic
expectations is very important. Balance is vital. High EV range numbers may be
appealing, but allowing them to offset other aspects of the purchase decision. Ask
yourself why traditional vehicle are still selling so well.
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10-02-2014

Encouraged Trolling. There really isn't a proper term available when someone from the
inside drops bait. When someone from outside the forum does that, the behavior has
been labeled as "trolling", since responses are disruptive. But in this case, the intent is to
encourage participation, to stimulate discussion to keep the blog active. Today, the
moderator of the Volt blog stirred the pot by posting this in the thread about September
sales: "Prius plug-in sales were a dismal 353 versus 818 in August, 1,371 in July, 1,571
in June, 2,692 in May. Talk about falling like a rock." Complete disregard for how
many were actually available for purchase was conveniently omitted, giving a false
impression of demand. That's both annoying and a little frustrating. I responded
with: That's called good inventory management. Notice how Cadillac ELR has such a
huge pile-up of unsold inventory that there won't even be a 2015 model-year? The plugin Prius has a very limited supply. You cannot purchase was isn't available. There's
nothing to gain from selling lots of the current plug-in model either. This generation
Prius is at the end of its cycle, on the market 1.5 years longer than Volt. And within the
next 3 months, the 20-year strangle-hold on NiMH will end. The patents expire, opening
new opportunity for the hybrid market... which will inevitably stir the plug-in
market. Looking at the big picture, we see 50,176 sales for the Chevy Silverado pickup
and 59,863 sales of Ford F-Series pickups in the month of September. That should be a
reality shock, a rude awakening, for those thinking sales of plug-in vehicles will gain
major market-share, especially when the tax-credits expire. Much still needs to be done
for the entire high-efficiency effort. The industry is not going to cooperate much either.
Many challenges await.

10-02-2014

Nothing. The enthusiasts were quite angry, all half-dozen of them. So few are left,
there's no real point of wasting any time anymore on them... with the exception of
pointing out that there's nothing left... which the other constructive poster actually did:
"You've got nothing." They were not amused. I was. There's a sense of wonder how
they can't see the change coming. We've seen so much already. But what comes next is
big, really big... something they've been fighting against. I chimed in with: That's an
excellent way to summarize the situation. We've been going in circles for years with the
same old nonsense. We point out need, they come up with excuses rather than just
address the situation. No progress. There still isn't a concise message or expectation
either, after all these years. It's just an endless stream of wishes and contradicting
statements. In the end, it doesn't matter. Those high-efficiency vehicles meeting the
needs of ordinary consumers will become the usual choices; the others will be a chapter
in automotive history... as will the enthusiasts who fought for attention. We've seen it
already, several times over the past 14 years. This isn't any different. Automakers are a
business. Being able to sustain profitable high-volume sales is what measures
success. Period.
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10-02-2014

Change. This year has been one of change. I remember when it started; there were
arguments against any type of transition taking place. Now, there are so few still
chanting "leap frog" and "vastly superior" no one cares. They've lost their
audience. New enthusiasts are emerging who simply want no part of the first-generation
nonsense. They understand the changes require and support them. It's quite interesting
to observe. Too bad so few will take the time to read about what actually took place. Oh
well. I pointed out to those still desperately grasping onto the past with this: It's like
eating your vegetables and doing your homework. Some people hope they'll be able to
get by without having to. The rest of us know the next generation of Volt will be quite
different and the changes will be embraced. Those who opposed will just act as if that
was the plan all along. We've seen it before. This isn't any different.

10-03-2014

Interesting Timing. I hadn't expected that change to arrive the very next day. The
biggest argument about Volt acceptance has been engine efficiency, the MPG delivered
following depletion of that battery-pack. Certain individuals got outright hostile about it
sometimes, claiming it was meaningless, since most of the driving was in EV mode
anyway. That put them in the stance of being highly against a "lite" model of Volt and
showing outright hate for Prius PHV. What I found most interesting about that was
they'd pretend the regular model of Prius didn't exist. It wouldn't ever be mentioned. It
became quite evident after awhile the HV performance was a strength they
despised. Some of that stems from the rush GM made to deliver Volt on time,
postponing the high-efficiency engine inclusion until the next generation. That meant all
publicity would have to focus on plugging in, since Volt reverted to traditional vehicle
efficiency once the plug-supplied electricity ran out... rather than delivering efficiency a
little bit better than a hybrid afterward. The long-awaited solution from GM was to be a
1.0 liter turbo 3-cylinder engine. That should bump up MPG, but it comes with the
tradeoff of reduced power and added cost. It's the topic of today's daily blog. To no
surprise, the contradictory claims of MPG are absent. We were told the increase from 40
to 50 was meaningless, yet the bump from 50 to +150 was absolutely vital. Looking at
the data though, that was proven to be quite incorrect. Yet, they continued to argue it
anyway. Not anymore. That is a very welcome change. Suddenly, they are very much
anticipating the increase in HV efficiency. It's hypocritical, but it's also progress.
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10-04-2014

Real Competition, comments. I was amazed to see such a post. So, I'm including it in
its entirety: "LOL. Then what the hell is the atrocity called the PiP? A weak attempt to
compete with the Volt. Keep trying to drag the Volt down to the Prius level all you want,
but it's in a league of its own, even among plug-ins. It still doesn't have a serious
competitor." The smug from certain individuals is really unfortunate. It gives a false
impression of the other Volt owners possibly feeling some type of attitude
themselves. They don't. Most are just those taking advantage of an opportunity to drive
primarily with just electricity. In other words, consumers with EV interests, but not
mainstream. That's why survey results from them are so different from the masses. They
have a passion and seek out more then just reliable & practical transportation for a good
price. Knowing your audience is absolutely vital. That was the lesson to be learned from
several hybrid failures of the past... most notably: Two-Mode. Now, we see the same
mistake was made with Volt. The design was sound from an engineering perspective, but
there wasn't a large consumer base to appeal to. That's why I kept asking who. I was
amazed they weren't seeing the business error being repeated. Amazingly, a few still
don't. Most enthusiasts realized there was something horribly wrong when the founder of
the daily blog & forum abruptly abandoned support shortly after Volt rollout
began. That's why there are now only a handful of the originals remaining. Everyone
else is gone. They've been replaced with the owners I hang out with, those interested in
industry advancement as a whole and support my endorsement toward solutions for the
masses. After all these years, my purpose still shines true: "To significantly reduce
emissions & consumption in a reliable & cost-effective manner."

10-04-2014

Real Competition, reply. This is how I ended up responding to that smug
nonsense: WHO IS THE MARKET FOR VOLT? That question was asked over and
over and over again. The reason was to get enthusiasts to recognize the targeting of firstgeneration Volt was at them, not serious competition. It was a niche configuration, built
with the hope that more than just enthusiasts would be interested. It failed to achieve that
goal, specifically identified by GM as sales of 60,000 annually. Serious competition has
continued to absolutely crush Volt, keeping it at just a minor fraction of monthly
sales. Of the 223,437 vehicles sold by GM here in the United States in September, only
1,394 were Volt. That's just 0.6% of the total. For Toyota, their total was 167,279 sold,
with 14,277 being Prius models. That's 8.5% of sales... much more, here. In Japan, the
portion is even larger. Volt being in a "league of its own" is actually the problem, hence
the on-going rumors of a "lite" model configured to increase sales. In other words, GM
would be offering a "Prius level" choice to target that serious competition. The lashing
out of a few enthusiasts at those who keep pointing out needed change is quite
understandable. They feel let down and seek someone to blame. So, why not accuse the
very people who correctly identified the market long ago of being the reason for their
trouble? Automakers are a business. They require sustainable profit. The source of that
revenue is on-going sales in large quantities. That won't be achieved from a niche
vehicle. It comes from offerings which match purchase priorities of the
masses. Increased fuel-efficiency is not an aspect they are willing to pay a large
premium for. Price must be competitive with the other choices they have available. That
means traditional vehicles will continue to present a significant challenge to
overcome. No amount of choosing to only compare plug-in sales to other plug-in
vehicles will change that reality. Pretending hybrids like Prius don't count either is a
denial of true situation too. It's time to take the market seriously. Face the real
competition.
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10-04-2014

Exact Same Thing. It's nice to finally be stepping back to look at the big picture. For
far too long, there was the "only plug-in vehicles matter" attitude. Arbitrarily dismissing
the rest of the market wasn't constructive. Now, we are getting some
perspective. Though not accurate, at least it's an attempt to consider more. I found this a
bit frustrating: "It is identical to the path Toyota took." That's the new version of those
not-the-same battles from ages past. Had GM actually taken the same path, Volt would
have been given aspects of performance to meet need, like Toyota did. Instead, there was
an emphasis on speed & power want, sacrificing efficiency and seating comfort. There
was obviously a big cost penalty as well. Remember, there weren't any tax-credits
available back when Prius was rolled out here. So, that "exact same thing" we keep
hearing is a crock. The tax-credits didn't appear until 5.5 years after Prius sales (the start
of 2006) and the money was half what Volt gets. If GM had really followed the Toyota
approach, Volt would have started with a modest battery-pack, then increased size as cost
permitted. Anywho, I kept my reply simple. After all, acknowledgement from having
overlooked something rarely ever happens: I have pages upon pages upon pages of blog
entries pointing out differences observed over the years. I suggest you read them. It's
easy to come to a different conclusion without that kind of detail available, especially
when looking back long afterward rather than reading about the history as it was
unfolding.

10-07-2014

Refueling. The topic of refueling rarely ever gets any more attention than just what you
do at the pump. How the fuel itself is stored simply never gets considered. That's really
unfortunate. Consider this food for thought: "Renewables need a storage and H2 is a
good choice. Both are important so I am dumbfounded why some are anally against
it." I was quite pleased to see that posted. As much as people are in favor of using
electricity for driving, the reality of not having a way to actually hold onto that energy
until it's needed is quite a problem. Expecting a power-company to hold onto for your
recharging use later isn't at all realistic. Power is generated, then sent out to the
grid. They adjust the creation rate based on demand. It isn't stored. That's why there's
such a supply & cost difference between daytime (especially in Summer when A/C use is
heavy) and late in the evening. They generate & send. There isn't a means of storing it...
unless you consider H2 (hydrogen). I added this to the discussion: Let's not forget act of
refueling. As much as we'd like to dream of a time when all parking spots provide the
ability to recharge, that just plain is not realistic... not by a long shot. It's sad to think of
all of those apartment & condo dwellers who are at the mercy of landlord simply not
interested or financially able to retrofit their property to support that. There's an obvious
expense & effort for those owning a home too. It sometimes isn't logistically possible
either. With H2, that population has a solution available.

10-07-2014

Milestones. A major one was reached recently, by Toyota, who doesn't have much
fanfare. Of course, celebrating too often would be considered behavior like the youknow-who automaker. So, the excitement is contained to basically just a press
release. Keeping that low profile has always been the choice for Toyota. Today, the
milestone was 7 million hybrids. Back in January, the 6-million mark was reached. Only
taking 9 months to reach the next is definitely noteworthy. Not bragging is a good
plan. I chose to point it out, on the now hostile daily blog, this way: That know-youraudience is what led them to the decision to branch Prius into a smaller & larger
model. The approach obviously worked. Worldwide sales of their hybrids just hit the
7,000,000 milestone.
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10-07-2014

Back to Basics. It is very easy to step away from that small obsessive group of Volt
enthusiasts now. All that could be learned up to the reveal has been. It was important to
learn about their perspective well ahead of time. Today's topic heavily reinforced their
attitude. It was about EV miles and saving gas. They just plain didn't care how much
gallons were actually consumed. Their clearly stated they had no interest in how much
kWh of electricity were consumed either. It was totally about bragging rights. I was
astonished how they just plain didn't care... but not surprised, since that is why their
group stands apart from those who genuinely hope GM delivers something for ordinary
consumers. Another vehicle for enthusiasts is clearly not want they should be cheering
for. At this point, I'm simply aiming for closure. Those few individuals caused quite a
stir over the years and didn't actually achieve anything. Now, we see GM branching out
with the plan to deliver a different design. Meanwhile, Toyota, Ford, Honda, and even
Chrysler are pursuing a choice for the masses, a vehicle with mass appeal, striving to
deliver the basics rather than having something to brag about. As I put it: Removing taxcredit from the equation levels the playing field. That absence of subsidies is what will
reveal the winning approach, since success absolutely requires on-going profitable highvolume sales. Automakers will have less than 2 years of full government assistance
available when the next-generation offerings are rolled out. So, it's best to plan to
sustained sales without. As for battery-capacity defining whether a plug-in hybrid is
PHEV or EREV, that's contradictory criteria… since the "lite" version of Volt wouldn't
fit the definition. An increase for Prius could be done too, which would increase EV
power and offer electricity for heating. In other words, there is neither specific nor even
arbitrary measures to label type. That's just marketing… as effective as "range anxiety"
was. Instead, they'll end up being categorized based on vehicle size, consumption
ratings, and kilowatts available. Recent reveals from both GM and Chrysler further
solidify that aspect of consumer awareness. People won't care what a technology is
called. They'll focus on the results of using it. They won’t even care about
recharging. Overnight is overnight. Each morning, it will be back to full. They won't
even care about when the engine runs either. Seeing MPG well above what a traditional
vehicle delivers will satisfy their purchase choice. It's back to the basics. Is it reliable,
comfortable, practical, and affordable?

10-07-2014

Panic. There's one individual on the big Prius forum who consistently uses adjectives to
stir emotion. His words, like "flaw" and "defect", tend to make me crazy... especially
when used to describe a well-proven operational behavior of the system used in
Prius. My guess is he doesn't have much of an engineering background. Just picking up
knowledge along the way is fine, but don't instill a sense of panic to others. Geez! Of
course, some people thrive on the attention such actions provide. It's like a child using a
"naughty" word. They know they'll get the attention of the parent that way. So,
responses need to be well thought out and not demeaning... since he is striving to learn,
just not in the most appropriate way. I ended up posting this: Neither applies to the
plug-in Prius. A charge of "full" is actually just 85% and the "empty" level is really
23.5%. And when you want to save the maximum charge while out driving (after the
engine has fired up), it depletes to 72.5% for optimal longevity. The battery is always
kept in that happy place, automatically for you. Overnight charging is the best, since you
take advantage of the lowest electricity rates while also minimizing grid demand, as well
as recharging when the pack has had an opportunity to cold soak (rest).
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10-08-2014

Pointless. That closure I was looking for was presented this way: "...obviously
comparing a hypermilers mpg with a fleet average is kind of pointless." It was a
fascinating journey witnessing hope transform into hype, then disappointment become
excuses. That's why goals were a continuous request prior to rollout, then following later
as sales struggled. What could be said at that point to be constructive? Progress has to
be achieved somehow. Toyota proved Prius was a solid platform to continue
improving. As battery cost dropped and energy-density increased, the system would
benefit. Reaching more and more consumers was the goal, not winning
praise. Declaring victory from an online debate doesn't accomplish anything. It always
comes down to sales. High-Volume & Profitable is absolutely essential. You'd think
after all these years that particular group of troublemakers would finally see
that. Clearly, that don't. So, I let them have it with this point and move on: Yup, that's
why the certain somebody's here with the trophy-mentality can't use their own
data. From me, it's a different story. I've published a collection of videos clearly
showing results of just driving along with the flow of traffic. You can see for yourself
how the system operates. And with my own data, I drive several 400-mile trips per year
with the bikes on back and no charging. That certainly drags my average down. All the
running around to see my fiancée and her family without charging does too. It doesn't
matter anyway. This group refuses to consider the entire fleet. That cherry-picking isn’t
constructive. Whenever the rest of GM's production gets mentioned, their panties get in
a bunch… which will certainly make things interesting when a "lite" model of Volt is
eventually rolled out… since some statements made will end up becoming
contradictory. The market will become more complex too. Reaching out to new
consumers means new options. Things like wireless charging will certainly stir the
pot. Even if it doesn't catch on, that will still get a new audience to take notice of the
selection of plug-in vehicles available.

10-11-2014

Unheard Of. This is a quote to make you think: "10 years is unheard of in consumer
electronics." I was pleased to see that. Most people, including myself, don't look at the
situation from that perspective. It's a great point. Imagine a phone or computer battery
lasting even half that long and still delivering so much. We not only expect them to need
replacement, we face the decision directly. The catch is the expense is much less. But
then again, how many people do you know who still carry their phone from 5 years
ago? Their computer? More often than not, that necessity of battery replacement leads
to the decision to replace the entire device. So, it's rather hypocritical to hold an
automobile to a much higher standard. The reality of Prius batteries lasting 10 years is
truly remarkable. But then again, if you understand how it is utilized, that should be no
surprise. The engine is used to protect the battery-pack, starting up at times to ensure
longevity. Imagine if you had that ability available for your phone! So, it really isn't
unheard of. It's well designed... to keep you from having to deal with replacement.
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10-11-2014

Sales & Who? That question is finally getting some traction. Simply telling us about
Volt owner satisfaction doesn't get much attention anymore, since we're seeing more and
more comments like this: "Tesla is moving product while GM gets more nervous." It's
hard to believe how much effort was expended to distract from the purpose of
sales. Fortunately, that isn't effective anymore. I pointed out and asked: While the rest
of the industry strived to deliver something for the masses, GM launched a massive
"range anxiety" campaign. They even went as far as trademarking the term. It was a
gamble that battery capacity would remain low and cost remain high. The plan was to
deliver a "game changer" product which would "leap frog" competitors. The hype was
amazing. It was unsupported nonsense being spread like wild fire. How could so much
be achieved in so little time? It ended up being a disaster. The design fell short of a
number of goals. Any hope that was left turned into spin. Sales clearly revealed the
game was not changed. In fact, quite the opposite happened. Both Tesla and Nissan
demonstrated there was a market without anxiety. Volt didn't have an audience. This is
why Prius so often got attacked. It weathered the publicity storm. Staying out of the
spotlight by offering a modest (affordable) boost to emissions & efficiency was enough
to demonstrate it too had a market. The next generation offerings are what will make a
real impact. GM is scrambling now. Who will they target this next design at?

10-13-2014

Decisions. We have an interesting dialog going on about the next-generation Volt, in the
big Prius forum. That's been remarkably constructive. People have been quite candid
too. It a very good sign of change. Too bad the daily blog is still quite hostile. I wonder
how that will change over time. This was my interjection to the discussion today: I had
countless arguments with enthusiasts about their engineering-only perspective, insisting
they take notice of the business perspective. They were blinded by the performance and
design. Consequences of refusing to acknowledge the market were provided and warned
about, repeatedly. They didn't care. They didn't want to accept the reality that
engineering skill alone wouldn't be enough. Management decisions made a mess of
things. That's how we got to the situation we're in now.
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10-13-2014

Acceptance. My issue with those decisions of the past was not addressing need. If GM
executives had delivered a sporty type Volt in addition to one aimed at middle-market,
good for them. It would have been a win-win. Both business & consumer would benefit
from the platform being used in a diverse manner. Instead, GM gambled on the sport,
hoping its performance focus would appeal to the masses. It didn't. They also hoped
cost would rapidly fall as gas prices continued to climb... neither of which ended up
happening. Toyota focused on middle-market, delivering a platform able to be
augmented further as cost justified. In the meantime, there would be something
relatively affordable without any dependence on gas prices. That's a very different
approach from GM, especially when taking into account only get 1/3 of the taxcredit. The hope is GM will take that proper step, reaching out to mainstream
consumers. Achieving profitable high-volume sales is absolutely essential with this nextgeneration. A configuration designed for the massed is required. If they also deliver and
second choice, a more expensive model, good for them. But if that's all they deliver,
game over. I see Prius PHV as the true game changer, since if focuses heavily on the low
end. Yesterday, I had a bunch of weekend running around to do. After 84 miles with
just a single recharge, the average came to 60 MPG. Providing an effortless efficiency
boost like that is what will really make a difference. Imagine people pulling into their
garage and having the system automatically recharge wirelessly. They set it up once, then
JUST DRIVE IT. With such a small battery-pack to keep cost down and not compromise
large cargo carrying or seating in back, that's realistic. Hopefully, other automakers will
pursue a similar goal. Without gaining acceptance from the masses, what are we
accomplishing?

10-13-2014

Engineering Only. This perspective is getting old; yet, it needs to be addressed again. I
guess the classics never die. After all, we still see some of the really old greenwashing
techniques being used... despite being exposed as blatant efforts to undermine. It never
ceases to amaze me how some people fail to recognize the forest round them. That cliché
of only seeing the tree in front is far too fitting. I suppose if you never take a business
class, you have no idea what economic & accounting influences are and how much of a
role they place. So many factors related to sustaining sales are simply disregarded, it's
like having to listen to 30-second television commercials. All you get is hype about
performance. Anywho, I tried to inject some sense into the discussion: I had countless
arguments with enthusiasts about their engineering-only perspective, insisting they take
notice of the business perspective. They were blinded by the performance and
design. Consequences of refusing to acknowledge the market were provided and warned
about, repeatedly. They didn't care. They didn't want to accept the reality that
engineering skill alone wouldn't be enough. Management decisions made a mess of
things. That's how we get to the situation we're in now.
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10-14-2014

kWh & Gallons. On that surprisingly constructive thread today, they took a closer look
at MPG. The comment was made that when in "proper context" that value tells the
efficiency story. I was somewhat in dismay to see that posted, replying: There is no
proper context. We all know the variance within EPA testing results and real-world vary
dramatically. Beyond 100 MPG, that variance can be greater than the value itself. A
consumer choosing a 300 MPG vehicle over one listed at 230 MPG may not use any less
gas, based on how the vehicle is actually used. And even if they did get exactly what the
sticker states for testing results, that's only a difference of 15 gallons over the course of
15,000 miles. That's just 450 miles of travel for a 30 MPG vehicle. That same "70
MPG" difference equates to 350 gallons of gas when comparing that same 30 MPG
vehicle to one which delivers 100 MPG instead. That's 10,500 miles of travel for the 30
MPG vehicle. Context is far from clear and will basically never be represented properly
in terms of MPG. The only appropriate method is stating KWH and GALLONS. For
example: 300 MPG for 15,000 miles = 50 gallons; 230 MPG for 15,000 miles = 65
gallons; 100 MPG for 15,000 miles = 150 gallons; 75 MPG for 15,000 miles = 200
gallons; 30 MPG for 15,000 miles = 500 gallons; Notice how higher MPG doesn't
actually make much of a difference? Notice how that MPG is achieved is not
told? Then, there's the reality of how far a person travels before recharging. That makes
comparisons even between like vehicles unrealistic. Between different vehicles, it's even
more difficult. Since it takes a lot more battery usage to compensate for a less efficient
engine, that mismatch complicates matters tremendously. It's a mess! How could
vehicles appropriately depict efficiency without having kWh quantity information?

10-14-2014

Data Discovery. Someone with access to the large GM database posted this today:
"From the OnStar data average mileage is going 100 miles on a gallon of gas plus 22
kwh of electricity." That tells a very different story from the self-selected enthusiasts
who expose their data on a public website dedicated to sharing Volt statistics. I quickly
calculated my own 100-mile average. Go figure. It was much lower. In fact, I used the
old 3.0 kWh per full-recharge value. It's long overdue that I switch to the 2.75 kWh
value that ChargePoint has been routinely reporting. Knowing how much electricity is
loss as a result of recharging is important. The battery-pack has a 4.4 kWh capacity and
uses 61.5% of it, which means roughly 0.044 is consumed from the act of plugging in. In
other words, only 90% of the electricity is actually used by the vehicle while
driving. Anywho, it's part of the equation... sometimes included, sometimes
not. Unfortunately, the amount of gas consumed is rarely ever stated by Volt
enthusiasts. That recent thread on the daily blog overwhelmingly confirmed that. The
choose to focus on electricity instead. Who knew that was so inefficient. I knew
Toyota's system was more refined, but we really surprised to discover it was by so
much. This was my reaction to that: Wow! That is horrible. My 100-mile average is
1.36 gallons plus 8.8 kWh. I had no idea Volt was so much less efficient. What a great
example of MPG being misleading! Are you sure that is correct?
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10-15-2014

Competition. I find it fascinating how Volt has become a competitor with no other
vehicles. It makes claims pointless and serves as a great example of not taking a
situation serious. It was quite unexpected watching it become the opposite of
Prius. Ironically, it was supposed to be a direct competitor... which would have made it
the same, attempting to fulfill the same goal but do it much better. Clearly, that's not
what actually happened. So, we get stuck in non-sensical spin-debates from time to
time. This was an attempt to escape from that, to bring back to constructive
outlook: Efficiency measure a moot issue anyway. GM cannot sell a vehicle not making
a profit and dependent on tax-credits forever, hence this discussion about Gen-2. Toyota
is in a far better position to compete with the true competition: traditional
vehicles. Whether or not GM will be able to substantially narrow that gap is the
question. Getting crushed by their own production isn't a good situation. We see how
Cruze, Malibu, and Impala sales dominate. Then when you look at the popularity of
Equinox sales, reality sets in. Volt is just a tiny player on that very large game
field. Sadly, GM considers the "competition" other plug-in offerings from other
automakers. The recent confirmation of that in the article published at the start of this
thread should serve as a red-flag for people, a warning that the executives are heading
down a wrong path, again. They are about to repeat mistakes if they continue to ignore
their own production. Ironically, GM is its own worst enemy. They keep spinning an
"every is fine" message. How is that helpful? A teacher certainly wouldn't say that to a
student when there is an opportunity for improvement.

10-15-2014

What Market? The answer to the WHO question overwhelming results in this answer:
"They want to compete in the 'alternative fuel' market, and in the 'advanced technology
company' market." It's validation that GM continues to be motivated by want, rather than
need. That's quite disappointing, especially since that means there will be backlash to
deal with as a result of the next-gen rollout. It would be fantastic for something actually
competing in the same market as Prius, but that becoming clear that won't be the
case. That's unfortunate. Oh well. All I can do is prepare and hold on to hope that
someone in management will come to their senses. There's no reason GM's business has
to struggle. They just need to expand offerings to entice their own customers to choose a
high-efficieny low-emission choice instead. This were my thoughts on the emerging
situation: With gas currently $2.89 per gallon here and nothing pointing to higher prices
in the next few years due to increasing supply, expectations of a vehicle like Volt to
compete in the mainstream without state & federal assistance is totally unrealistic. How
some continue to evade acknowledgement of the situation is remarkable, but not as much
as GM still not having a plan "B" to fall back on. Toyota has a popular profitable
platform to leverage from. Offering the plug as a package choice is a great business
move... so much so, we see other automakers following similar paths. It reduces risk
significantly and provides the opportunity to exploit as the market shifts, by just adjusting
production levels. What in the world will GM do? At some point, something will fall
apart that won't be repaired with a clever press release. Think about how much the 30
million recalls will affect the bottom line. How much will they have to invest in keeping
their vehicles competitive? The reveal of Gen-2 in January will certainly be interesting.
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10-16-2014

Timer. Proof that new PHV owners are not just enthusiasts comes in surprising
ways. Of course, we already knew that from experiences with the regular Prius. This
time, with the plug, it's not anything different. The most recent example was from an
owner who never used the timer. For that matter, she didn't even know there was
one. When it was pointed out to her, the question of "didn't you wonder what that button
was?" came up. Since she didn't know what it was, her response was that she hadn't ever
tried it or even looked up what it was in the manual. Having a plug-in hybrid appealing
enough to make the sale but still a bit too intimidating to press a button is an interesting
situation. Toyota went to a great effort to follow the KISS principal. But even with the
"Keep It Simple, Stupid" approach, you can still overdue. As an engineer myself, I know
all too well how much complexity it takes to provide a very simple
interface. Apparently, even just a button is too much for some... hence the effort to
deliver wireless recharging. Eliminating the plug itself removes another potential
purchase barrier. Who knew? I did. But those on the big Prius forum are a diverse
mix. Some do find it surprising. Others are pleased someone shared their feeling of it
being too much. I find that fascinating and very good to know.

10-17-2014

Choice. It's nice seeing how that Volt thread on the big Prius forum held on so long,
constructively. However, it is quickly dwindling down to that particular individual who
thrives on debates. So, his asking this today was no surprise: "I don't understand this
obsession that car A is a bad car because it isn't "mainstream". " Either that was
intentional to keep the posts coming or it is a case of terrible memory. Having been
threw this several times with him already and knowing he's quite smart, I say it was an
effort to stimulate thread activity. And since he did play friendly, why not play
along? After all, that's how some of the best out-of-the-box ideas come about. I replied
with: I never said it was bad. GM can build & sell Volt to their heart's content. That's
fine. They must also deliver a choice for ordinary consumers too. That's the
catch. What I've said over and over and over again is: CONSUMERS WHO WOULD
OTHERWISE PURCHASE A MALIBU OR IMPALA OR CRUZE NEED TO BE
OFFERED A CHOICE OF A HIGH-EFFICIENCY LOW-EMISSION VEHICLE. The
purpose of replacing traditional vehicles will never be fulfilled if GM keeps delivering
good to a small audience. Those other GM vehicles will just continue to overwhelm
sales. Do they really have to wait until after Gen-2 ?
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Expectations & Shortcomings. After a few exchanges with others, he got back to me
with: "THIS is a VOLT thread." I found that amusing and took quite a bit of time to think
through my response. It was obviously just a debate for the sake of debating thread
now. Nothing else could be gained. Fortunately, I learned more than anticipated from
the friendly exchanges. Actual useful information was conveyed. Gasp! The
consideration of gas & electricity usage is clearly a weakness in Volt that many go to
great lengths to avoid. Seeing that behavior pattern here too, though in a tame fashion,
confirmed it was a good perspective to highlight. We even came up with a simple way to
convey the data. Anywho, my attempt to conclude went as follows: This thread is about
leap-frogging the "competition", as stated in the title. Yet, we have no clue who that
actually is. The vehicle called "Volt" will be changing again too. GM originally told us
that "Volt" would achieve mainstream sales... the same definition everyone else had been
using for here for years: sales of 60k annually... by the end of the second year and that
production capacity of 120k would be available for the third. Should we be expecting
that for Gen-2 now? Will the next "Volt" be aimed at just the plug-in segment
exclusively? Will the next "Volt" be a premiere technology vehicle for GM and there be
something else targeting ordinary consumers? What's the plan? Too many questions
unanswered does not set proper expectations. The resulting endless debates are
pointless. At a time when gas has dropped to $2.79 per gallon, sales are going to be a
challenge. Betting the farm on a single high-efficiency low-emission choice is quite a
gamble. Fortunately, I'm leaving this better prepared for the upcoming
confusion. Refusals to consider both kWh & gallon consumption is a dead giveaway the
technology, whatever it may be, isn't being considered appropriately... because, having
those numbers available is vital for proper comparisons. They reveal shortcomings the
odometer and MPG does not.

10-19-2014

Waste of Time. I get a kick out of some who draw conclusions without addressing
everything. From their perspective, it makes sense. But not identifying all the factors at
play leads them to make assumptions. So, who knows if having posted this will do any
good: Stepping back, way back, to look at the big picture, there's something new to
see. Very few have the background & experience to actually see the pattern though...
hence the seeming waste of time and same 'ole GM responses. There is far less interest
in Gen-2 of Volt than the hype would make it seem. Discussions drop off quickly on
forums & blogs that actually hold any interest, which is much less than with the build-up
to Gen-1 rollout. Volt gets the attention because GM attempts to draw it, to make it stand
out among what has now become a crowd. The posts in a venue like this is what flushes
out the argument points... which we can analyze and develop KISS response for
proactively... rather than waiting for them to emerge as greenwash material later. Having
to reactive after the fact is much more difficult to deal with and damaging in the
process. Those are lessons learned which we should take seriously. I participated on the
big GM forum and that daily blog for Volt on a regular basis having to "defend"
Prius. What I was really doing was responding to the constant stream of
misrepresentations. Much of it was blatant lies. But not having any effective way to
share data, it was a seemingly endless battle. Turns out though, that waste of time
wasn't. I eventually refined comebacks, leading to simple messages and detail
video. Many of those Prius undermining efforts have ceased. That's why perspective has
become a consideration of overall production. It's vindication of successfully having
dealt with that stage of resistance. Preparing for the next is a sensible thing to do now...
which is what this thread was truly about.
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Vehicle Shape. I particularly enjoyed responding to this: "Prius (liftback) problem, I
think, is so many people do not want to consider that shape of a car and be labeled as a
'Hybrid' driver. I still think Toyota's best bet is to keep the Prius shape and size and
vastly improve...". It's fun looking back and sharing how those observations resemble
what's currently happening: Remember what came before the heavily stigmatized
minivan? It was the heavily stigmatized wagon. Guess what is back! The wagon is
becoming popular again. We could see it coming too. To make a SUV more
aerodynamic without sacrificing a lot of the interior space, they transformed to
wagons. Notice how sedans need to become more aerodynamic and how there's a
demand for an increased interior space? Slope the front a little and raise the back a little,
you've almost got hatchback. Look closely. You'd be surprised. The back roofline of
the Hyundai Sonata already resembles Prius. The reputation of "hybrid" driver being a
stereotype will continue to fade away as more and more are seen on the road. In areas
with heavy saturation of them already, it's emerging as a non-issue. After all, there are
more and more SUV owners who mocked Prius that we no longer hear from
anymore. Prius will continue to be upgraded as it continues to build reputation. Just
think of what the next-gen rollout delay will do for the older generation. More of them
seen on the road will further reinforce its standing.

10-19-2014

Ambiguous. The guy who likes to debate is at it again. I nibbled at his bait. Curiosity
got the best of me. Sure enough, his comeback to my reply was just more of the
same. I've seen that many times in the past. He's just one of those who enjoys tossing
conversation back and forth, going out of his way to ensure responses result in more
replies. Never enough detail to draw a conclusion is the key. This is what he was
trolling with: "...and analysts expect plug-in growth to far exceed hybrid growth..." It
was a nice test-the-water quote. Maybe he'll get someone else to bite later. Post and
move on for me: Ambiguous statements like that shouldn't be spread. It literally tells us
nothing. The complete absence of detail gives reason for question. "Growth" could
mean anything. No actual quantity estimate or even a percent is a red flag. The same
goes for "far" being meaningless. "Hybrid" doesn't really mean anything anymore
either. What is Prius PHV counted as? Fusion Energi? Volt? What about vehicles with
start-stop? What about tiny assist motors? And of course, who the heck are the so-called
"analysts" saying that? Are they part of the auto industry? Someone supporting
EVs? Someone pushing fossil fuels? We learned long ago not to take statements at facevalue. That one is an excellent reason why.
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Small Steps. The effort to consider more than just engineering & politics can fail
too. Adding business typically need isn't enough either. That's why some seemingly
endless problems never really get solved. Yes, you can get lucky. But betting the farm
on that possibility obviously isn't a good plan. What you need to do is talk with someone
like an anthropologist. Take a perspective of analyzing human behavior too. People are
most strongly driven by fear & revenge. That's why I poke the leaders stirring that very
mindset. Many simply cannot see beyond their own hate. That means the only way to
deal with competition is to eliminate it. The concept of friendship is laughed at. Who
would ever take the hand of a former enemy? That's why trying to get certain Volt
enthusiasts to join the rest of the plug-in community is an absurd idea. They've been
greenwashed to fight Nissan & Tesla and make fun of Toyota. So, when I send out an
endorsement for plugging into lithium batteries, they remain suspicious and unwilling to
even consider the thought that I'm fighting the foe I declare. Other plug-in vehicles are
the competition in their mind, not traditional vehicles, period. This is the same reason
why my suggestion for a second model of Volt falls on deaf ears. They just plain don't
believe me. History is on my side though. Success from extremely difficult resistance
has always worked best from taking small steps. For example, that's why Toyota overly
simplifies the Energy screen. They didn't want to overwhelm. Look at the effort to
deliver wireless recharging. Same thing. Not having to plug in makes it more like a
traditional vehicle. That seems counter-productive. But looking back into our previous
turn-of-the-century change, many social taboos and scary barriers were overcome from
being introduced in tiny doses. Toyota will ask a small premium for a system that isn't in
any way intimidating, yet it still delivers decent efficiency boost. Taking one step at a
time was always good advice. Learning to walk before running was too. What about the
size of the step? It went without saying that small was better. This time though, we
actually have to say it.

10-21-2014

Silence. It's beautiful. An end has come to the superiority fighting from Volt
enthusiasts. They have nothing to gloat about anymore. Volt sales have been flat and
plug-in Prius sales have been supply-impaired. Forthcoming announcements tend to
bring about a silence anyway... especially with the antagonist group. They are the ones
who go out of their way to provoke, a step more than simply being enthusiastic about
something uncertain. Being civil in response to someone that simply doesn't care can be
quite a challenge. Fortunately, we don't have to deal with that right now. It's so
quiet. Yeah! Anywho, there are press releases on the way to stir the pot. Activity online
over the next few months should be interesting. Toyota has delayed the next Prius rollout
for a variety of reasons. That clears the path for GM to do whatever they want with Volt
in the meantime. Do you think they will chose wisely? Promoting a new offering isn't
exactly their strong suit. The reputation for "over promise, under deliver" is very well
established. Being realistic this time sure would be nice. Since the very beginning, the
hope was to find an ally in the effort to replace traditional vehicles. Hype about Volt
undermined that purpose. Enthusiasts turned on Prius, not the true competition. They
lost sight of goals. Maybe there's hope this time around.
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Deciding After The Fact. You cannot; yet, he believed that was totally
acceptable. "Will the gen II volt leap frog them? I think it has a good chance, but we
won't know until it is released. After that I figure we can decide if it was puffery or
real. It will be the first gen II so even if it does leap frog those models, those models may
catch up in the next generation which is 2016 probably for the gen II leaf and next prius
phv." I was beside myself after having read that. It's not the slightest bit
constructive. For that matter, it's so vague, it doesn't even tell us anything. It's simply
more hype, coming from the very person claiming no such spreading of unsupportable
hope ever happens. It's more feeding of the nonsense we've had to endure for years. Oh
well. I'm still willing to fight it: There's nothing to decide. What is meant by "leaf frog"
must be clearly defined prior to rollout. If that detailed criteria is met, then it
succeeded. If not, it didn't. The nonsense with rollout of the first was inexcusable. We
saw the goal-posts being moved after the fact. Volt clearly wasn't achieving sales goals,
so focus shifted over to performance instead. The reality that it was in no way
sustainable without a large subsidy was pushed aside in favor of promoting EV
miles. There's nothing to debate anymore and spin falls on deaf ears. We want to know
what "leaf frog" means.

10-23-2014

Oops! My references in the previous post to "leap frog" were misspelled. They were
oddly fitting too. You rarely expect anything like that to happen. But it did. So, we got
a good laugh from the blunder: hehe! That's both a funny typo and ironically
fitting. Gotta like the auto-spell feature on phones. Anywho, we all remember how GM
hyped the "range anxiety" angle. They even went as far as trade-marketing the
phrase. Their purpose was to show the world how EREV was vastly superior to EV. It
was Tesla who stirred the pot, but the target was Leaf. We were told over and over and
over how valuable having a "range extender" would be. As time progressed though, Leaf
showed signs of consumer interest. The fear campaign was falling apart. That vital
feature of Volt wasn't crushing the competition as hope. So, attention was refocused on a
seemingly weaker foe: Prius PHV. But it turns out, that wasn't as easy as hoped. Despite
the limited market availability and much lower tax-credit, it still held on. I was surprised
how much misleading effort the enthusiasts had to expend to save face for Volt. It's
something they'll look back upon with regret... hence asking now what looking forward
will bring. Instead, we are seeing the hype being encouraged again. That vague "leap
frog" exclamation without any detail matches an all-to-familiar pattern.

10-24-2014

Fuel-Cell Debate Points. Cost and overall emissions are the big ones. On their own,
they don't provide enough justification either way. So, the debates tend to drag on and
on. EV supporters love to bring up infrastructure as a shortcoming for hydrogen, but
then end up being hypocritical about not wanting to address that very topic for plugging
in. That lack of balance obviously rubs me the wrong way. Of course, the Volt
supporters had been doing the very same thing up until recently. That refusal to
acknowledge is frustrating. It's a red-flag about upcoming rollout issues... because you
cannot just hope shortcomings will magically go away. Anywho, I brought this point up,
hoping to at least bring the level of rhetoric down in the discussion: Refueling is a very
real issue people seem to either dismiss or be unaware of. Fast to refuel should be
obvious. The other is storage. The grid doesn't actually have any. That results in an
efficiency penalty most fail to acknowledge. When the electricity is generated, it is sent
out for immediate use... since there isn't any way of holding on to it. Hydrogen provides
that means of capture, preventing waste in some circumstances.
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Final Greenwashing. The last desperate attempts to revive the hype for Volt are now
being made. Watching the end draw near over the last few months has been quite
vindicating. A struggling approach with no alternative can only survive so long before
reality sets in. To be successful, the price of gas had to stay high and the cost of lithium
batteries come down some. If the battery cost came down too much, Volt would lose its
advantage to the EV. If gas prices dropped, Volt would lose its advantage to traditional
vehicles. The position of Prius PHV irritated those enthusiasts to no end. It required less
of a premium and gas & lithium didn't have as big of an impact. It also had a popular
hybrid counterpart, one without a plug keeping the platform affordable. Needless to say,
no growth for Volt made the story worse. With each month pounding another nail into
the coffin, they knew the next-gen would have to be quite different to attract sales. But
in spirit of true denial, we got this today on that daily blog: "It would also be interesting
to compare the amount of EV miles of the top 15 plug-in sales." My response didn't
make him happy. I made me though. There's no excuse for greenwashing like. Pointing
out his attempt is totally appropriate. So, I did: That would be misrepresentative, since it
wouldn't depict all the electricity actually utilized. Blending is when plug-supplied
electricity is taken advantage of to reduce gas consumption by the engine. The result is
significantly boosted MPG, a value not represented by EV miles. They are counted as
HV miles instead. When purpose is to reduce gas consumption, electricity consumption
is very important to know.

10-24-2014

EV Sales. These were the numbers that provoked the greenwash attempt: (10) Renault
Zoe: 15,063. (9) Renault Kangoo: 15,369. (8) Ford Fusion Energi: 15,611. (7) Ford CMax Energi: 16,377. (6) Mitsubishi i-MiEV Family: 30,501. (5) Mitsubishi Outlander
PHEV: 35,188. (4) Tesla Model S: 47,000. (3) Toyota Prius PHV: 65,300. (2)
Chevy/Holden Volt & Opel/Vauxhall Ampera: 83,687. (1) Nissan Leaf: 142,000. They
are worldwide sales totals. I'm wasn't certain which irritated that Volt enthusiast more,
the count for Leaf or Prius PHV, at first. Knowing his reputation for being disregarding
data he didn't like and being a Prius antagonist, the response of attempting to belittle
PHV was a safer bet. But then again, the numbers are a little too close for comfort when
you consider the reality of PHV availability still being limited to the initial 15 rollout
states. That sets a very interesting stage for next-gen competition. The lack of inventory
reminds me of the Classic rollout more and more. The Iconic model which followed
made the supposed lack-of-demand for the prior a trivial matter. People really like the
new offering and couldn't care less what led up to it. That's why burning bridges with
Volt doesn't make any sense. Why set a precedent for greenwash when the future could
be so different anyway? After all, what does an antagonist really hope to accomplish by
fighting both plug-in hybrids and electric-only vehicle when they are leading the way
toward a market with fading interest in traditional vehicles?
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Volt Summary. This chapter in history is clearly coming to an end soon. The following
wrapped up the situation well: "Not to take anything away from Volt. It is a fine car that
has been ride and handling and cleaner than a regular gas cars. If you look at it from a
wider angle, it is not an effective solution. Costs too much for too little gain with many
side-effects introduced, especially with the emission level in current grid." Looking at
goals, rather than just the vehicle itself, Volt fell way short. It was terrible from a profit
& risk perspective, proved to be an unwise business choice. For the market as a whole,
what did it actually accomplish? It certainly wasn't the game-changer it was hyped to
be. In fact, it turned out to be a promotional disaster. Looking back, it closely resembles
Two-Mode. The enthusiasts hated that prediction. Supporters had a feeling it would be
true. Owners confirmed it was. So, the only thing to do at this point is look
forward: Excellent summary. Having driven Volt several times on a closed track, I can
attest to the ride & handling. That view fails to consider the unfulfilled goals
though. The "saving gas" campaign further illustrates how need hadn't been fully
addressed. Fortunately, many of the enthusiasts have come to terms with that reality and
are placing their bets on the next-gen offering. They had thought we were being unfair
by forcing the big-picture perspective, not giving Volt a chance. They now realize the
importance of that cost-reduction, how it brings about vital improvements. Look at what
shedding weight delivers; using fewer materials for the build also provides an efficiency
gain. With subsidies expiring within the next-gen production cycle and the necessity to
seriously increase sales volume, being an effective solution cannot be emphasized
enough.

10-28-2014

Grille Blocked. The cold weather is quickly settling in. Fall seemed unusually brief this
year. Freezing temperatures for the nightly low are already a reality. Ugh. The seasonal
ritual of blocking the grille took place today. I simply squeeze foam-insulation for 1/2"
pipes between each slot. It takes about 20 minutes to entirely cover the bottom grille on
the Prius. The pressure alone keeps the stuff in place all Winter long, even with repeated
trips through the carwash. It looks surprisingly nice that way too. When Spring arrives,
the removal is just a matter of giving each a firm tug. In the meantime, it there to help
retain heat. Why let so much cold air flow through the engine compartment when not
that much is needed? That reduction keeps the engine from having to start up as often to
for warming. Both the interior of the vehicle and the emissions system require
heat. Blocking is the solution to consume less gas for that. It also helps the system warm
up faster too. With a price of just $2.35 for the foam, why not?
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Product-Gap. Remember how concern has been about the product-gap? That fact
continues to get overlooked. Either you purchase a traditional vehicle or a
Volt. Offering nothing in between doesn't position GM well for business sustaining
profit in a highly competitive market selling to the masses. Yet, that's what we found
how they will be doing. Whether or not the next-gen Volt is a refinement for the niche
they carved out is besides the point. Too bad today's online conference didn't see that as
a problem. We were told Volt would be without any variant model. It's the one-size-fitsall strategy reboot. Rather than reaching out to a wider audience by offering a choice, the
decision has been made to rollout just one. Either you buy an affordable traditional
vehicle delivering MPG in the 30's or you buy an expensive plug-in with a battery-pack
delivering roughly 50 miles. Nothing between doesn't seem to worry anyone. Ugh. This
upgrade was supposed to overcome shortcoming of the original. That's not going to
happen... based on what we learned today. What could the details to be revealed in
January do to change that?

10-30-2014

That Question. Yesterday's new information from GM was interesting. Everyone,
including Toyota, is waiting to see what happens with Volt before making the next
move. After all, gas prices are falling and high was necessary for sales growth. So, there
isn't much to do in the meantime except wonder. Sadly, the market is loaded with
examples of weak sales for high-efficiency offerings. The reason GM stands out is due
to their magnitude of goals having been missed. Two-Mode, BAS/eAssist, and Voltec
were all heavily hyped and were all a struggle to sell. Achieving that mainstream
minimum (5,000 sales per month) simply won't happen if you don't appeal to a wide
audience. So, it continues: Who is the market for Volt? That was the question asked
prior to and following the rollout. Focus on the nice performance & handling seemed to
indicate potential buyers were those who desired more from a vehicle than the typical
consumer who would otherwise purchase a Malibu, Impala, or Cruze. It was instead
targeted at those wanting more from a vehicle than affordable & reliable transport. In the
end, GM did indeed confirm the market was for those seeking something special. Know
that, now we ask a different question. For the next Volt to be offered to a wider
audience, we know cost (the amount the automaker pays to produce the vehicle) much be
significantly reduced. What other improvements are necessary?

10-30-2014

Nailed. The hype leading to the recent announcement was a large build up for a nonevent. It fizzled. You could sense the "Is that it?" disappointment to such a degree, no
one had to say anything. The lack of excitement following spoke for itself. Thud. So,
the spin that emerged today had an attentive audience yearning for something to fulfill
the emptiness. I could only shake my head in dismay. I really didn't expect it to die so
quickly. But witnessing it firsthand, all I could do was pass on the spin, looking for
feedback. This is what I took from the Volt daily blog and shared on the big Prius
forum: Here's what one of the die-hard enthusiasts had to say in response to the recent
info from GM about the next-gen Volt: "GM has made the right decision in emphasizing
more EV range, more responsiveness, and a more refined ride in CS Mode. They
completely nailed what is important, thankfully tuning out the demand for higher but
inconsequential MPG in CS Mode." Interesting, you bet. We were told to expect much,
for the next-gen design to leap-frog the competition... which would be great, considering
what was needed. Instead, we're finding out the improvements are incremental and are
already seeing downplay.
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57 MPG. The long drive home from my future in-laws place was a pleasant one. It was
a nice Fall day. The temperature was just above 50°F. There weren't bikes on the back
this time, since we went there to participate in a haunted house for Halloween. The grille
on the Prius was blocked. That probably provided a small aero-dynamic
improvement. MPG was outstanding as a result, even without plugging in. That's so
nice on weekend get-aways. Being able to escape without consuming lots of gas rather
empowering. You don't fell trapped or obligated. That's especially important when the
opportunities to do that are so rare. Summer is far too short. But living in Minnesota,
you take advantage when you can. It will be April before I can even consider any type of
favorable weather trip. Almost 6 months. Ugh. It's a good thing I can plug in around
here. That makes the cold season easier to endure. Snow is nice. But temperatures well
below freezing for weeks at a time get annoying... winter coat... thick gloves... heavy
boots... ugly sweaters.

11-03-2014

No One. It doesn't surprise me to see this so quickly: "Of course the Toyota big wigs will
look at it and say: See, no one wants plug-ins!" It won't take long before people have no
idea what was actually said. The quote isn't included in full anymore. The context is
already lost. That's a recipe for trouble. We'll end up with a generalization which will be
very difficult to shake. Sad, but true, is our reality. The best I could do about it
was: The statement was actually about electric-only vehicles in the current market. It
doesn't surprise me at all that has already mutated into a misunderstanding being spread
around. Trying to point out to others last week that would happen fell on deaf ears...
even though we've seen it happen before. I clearly remember a presentation Toyota made
about lithium batteries a number of years ago. Cost was sighted as the reason for not
embracing them. Almost immediately afterward, some started claiming the reason was
fire concern. Even though that clearly wasn't what had actually been said, many people
believed it. And still all these years later, the reason of cost still doesn't get recognized
by some. It's greenwashing at its best. When incorrect information is innocently shared
without anyone taking the time to verify that it is accurate. Eventually most people will
end up seeing the difference. Sadly though, some will believe the change they see was
the result of a decision change, having no idea they had incorrect information all
along. Oh well.
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The Other Perspective. It irritates me to no end how Toyota will get accused of a
variety of different problems. But when GM does the same thing, there's no
acknowledgement of it. Realistically, it doesn't matter anyway. One automaker is
striving to deliver a product for the masses, pursuing the difficult consumers. Not going
after the low-hanging fruit doesn't get much attention though. No one really cares about
that other perspective. It's not exciting. It's just normal, what everyone buys. Not
standing out in a crowd doesn't stir interest. Hype thrives on the unusual, not the
ordinary. That's why there was always so much pushback from the idea of getting a
second model of Volt, one with scaled-back features to bring cost down to a competitive
level. Long story short, we found out recently from GM that won't happen. They will
continue with the more expensive and higher risk one-size-fits-all approach for
Volt. This is how I pointed that out, including the quotes made during the LA detail
release for the upcoming next-gen model: Ironically, GM just conveyed a similar
message, yet none have made a big deal about that: "We will not offer varying battery
sizes for the next-generation Volt but we will provide more EV range. Specifics will be
released in January." [Does Chevrolet have any plans to offer variations (aka models)
within the Volt lineup?] "No plans at this time." [Is there gonna be 2 kind of volt? one
will more Electric miles that the other?] "We have only plans for one Volt." In other
words, no one is asking for a high-efficiency vehicle from them without a plug or a
model choice that's more affordable.

11-04-2014

Battery Speculation. There's lots of it and many of those speculated haven't actually
studied the market or even Toyota history. That allows for a very distorted view, an
incomplete perspective... prime with the opportunity for assumption. Some of the
guessing is reasonable. Others can be without any basis on reality. We see it all. So, I
join in from time to time, giving them something else to speculate about as well as
interject some history. It's a counter-intuitive way of keeping hype from emerging. This
was today's contribution: We already know that the design was intended to be
verification for next-gen. Toyota has been taking that approach all along. Remember
how Camry-hybrid got the two-speed upgrade before Prius? Engineering can be worked
out in great detail. But market response and political/competitor spin is quite
unpredictable. Being able to observe a wide variety of real-world data & reaction before
going all-out can payoff big-time later on. Think about this. The small pack currently
being used can be squeezed even smaller as battery energy-density increases. Cost will
hopefully drop quite a bit too. Eventually, it would be realistic to use in a Prius C. That's
a major potential benefit of starting small.
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EV Button, why? It's existence really stirs the under-informed. We do what we can
each time a new thread about it is created on the big Prius forum, like: There is an aspect
of education & confirmation from the EV button. Many have attempted to greenwash by
claiming Toyota didn't ever take adding a plug into consideration. That mode
demonstrates there actually is more power potential available from the electric-motor
already in the vehicle. It comes down to having a larger battery to deliver the higher kW
required. It's understandable how that long-term view of the design can be easily
overlooked. But then again, the regular model of Prius has already taken a next
step. Maximum draw from the larger battery was increased in with the plug-in from 27
to 38 kW. That resulting power increase is easy to recognize behind the wheel. On
paper, it gets even better. The electric-motor still offers greater potential. It is rated for
60 kW. Someday, battery cost and physical size could shrink enough to make that EV
power increase a realistic option for the smaller model Prius too.

11-05-2014

Generations, part 0. The reality of what generation actually mean doesn't sit well with
some people... you know, those who see the world as an either/or situation with nothing
between. So, building in flexibility, the ability to adapt along the way, doesn't sit well
with them. We've seen that with Volt, we it was going to game everything, rather than
being a contributing factor. Anywho, I posted this... know it was a topic which had been
met with fierce resistance in the past: Prius PHV was designed without dependency on
subsidies. It has a lucrative non-plug model to sustain high-volume production, reducing
both cost & risk. That's proving to be worthwhile already too. With the price of gas
dropping below $3 per gallon and the cost of oil expected to remain low for years to
come, it makes you wonder how the one-size-fits-all offerings will be
promoted. Flexibility like that is very important, yet it continues to be dismissed as
unnecessary. A basic principle of good business is having product diversity. Sadly, the
gamble was made by some automakers that gas would remain expensive. It didn't. This
is why we must take entire market into consideration. Looking at just plug-in offerings is
a form of denial. Like it or not, plugging in will continue to be a tough sell. Election
results from yesterday reinforce the support for increasing domestic fuel efforts,
consequently keeping gas prices down. There is very little, sadly almost non-existent,
support for the rollout of public chargers. The challenge to even stir effort in interest in
efficiency will remain daunting. Blah.

11-06-2014

Generations, part 1. That particular individual who thrives on debate wasn't too thrilled
today when I called him out on what he had done to stir participation. He had been a
source of irritation for awhile, contradicting posts just for the sake of keeping that topic
alive. My attempt to look forward and advance the discussion required some
context. He spun it to imply that context reference was actually focus on the
past. Ugh. He was quite angry too for me having pointed out his activity. Normally,
most people don't notice the pattern, since many are newer to the topic. Anywho, rather
than fighting back and making it personal, I simply pointed out some perspective: It was
well known right from the start the tax-credits would not expire until sometime in the
middle of the next-generation. We all know design won't fundamentally change when a
next-generation is rolled out. It cannot, since that would make it a new design rather than
the incremental improvement the term "generation" represents. That means it must
already carry those flexibility characteristics for the next to take advantage of them.
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11-06-2014

Generations, part 2. The attitude comes from having discovered how anti-climatic the
next generation of Volt will be. Many of the high expectations have already been
confirmed as not-going-to-happen. The biggest was hope that MPG would be
competitive with Prius. But instead of getting a major efficiency increased as hoped, it
will only be incremental. Some have figured the rough percentage stated will translate to
giving Volt a rating of roughly 42 MPG. That keeps it in the traditional category, since
we frequently see advertisements touting that highway value for some. The new Prius
will obviously push beyond the 50 MPG it currently delivers, from the upcoming thermal
efficiency and the software controller advances. Finding out there will not be a costcompetitive second model was obviously a let down too. Appealing to a wider market
was really important... and the one-size-fits-all argument was something enthusiasts were
hoping to finally rid themselves of. Not understanding what incremental improvement
means has obviously become a problem. That hope of "game changer" still lingers. The
idea of "game player" is not appealing... when your mindset has been focused on
trophies, rather than becoming ubiquitous.

11-07-2014

Purchase Decisions. The market for plug-in hybrids is obviously quite a mess. Ford's
major space compromise and the MPG rating has kept it from getting much sales
attention. They remain flat, which is nice for collecting long-term data, but not
competitive when the sales of the non-plug model continue to drop. The situation is
different for GM & Toyota. That odd association persists. Fortunately, discussions are
surprisingly constructive and diverse... drawing in participation from both Prius PHV and
Volt owners. This was my post on that decision thread today: In the early days of Volt,
there were intense comparisons to Leaf. Remember the "range anxiety" campaign? That
feel apart when Leaf sales ended up doing far better than GM supporters expected. S o,
comparisons refocused on Prius instead. It was an easy target, having a much smaller
battery-pack. Keeping attention off the much better efficiency following depletion and
the much larger seating area in back was fairly effective. But it didn't matter in the end.
Volt would ultimately be compared to other GM vehicles. So, if you ask a dealer, they'll
know far more about their traditional offerings than their plug-in selling at a rate of less
than 1 per dealer per month. Those interesting in purchasing a Volt should shop
carefully. Leases can be a great deal still. I know a number of people who took
advantage of that opportunity to drive one without being obligated to keep it after a few
years. Resale value, long-term reliability, or how much GM ends up altering Volt to
make it a profitable high-volume vehicle is of no concern. You just enjoy the EV driving
short-term. With the plug-in Prius, its a very close match to the non-plug model. You
simply have a larger battery, offering much more electric power and delivering much
more engine-off driving. There is no sacrifice of the cargo-area for carrying large objects
inside. You get MPG just a little bit better than the regular model when not having
plugged in. It should retain a decent resale value long-term. Just look at what happened
with the gen-2 after gen-3 was introduced. Value remained high, despite the next-gen
being available. Look at it this way, sales of plug-in vehicles will remain soft for the
next few years. The price of gas is so low, stirring up demand is a major
challenge. Infrastructure continues to present resistance too. You have to fight landlords
to consider allowing you to plug in, employers are very reluctant to install chargers, and
there is still some animosity among owners when space is limited. So, really study the
market before making a decision.
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11-07-2014

There's No Way. Several people jumped into that discussion about the EV button. A
newbie absolutely insisted it wasn't possible to actually know what the system was doing
and why... enough though I had pointed our aftermarket gauges which would enable him
to see the same behind-the-scenes detail we do. Knowing what criteria triggers what
response isn't rocket science, especially with so many years of so many people do the
research and sharing their findings. He got really angry... never bothering to actually
consider the suggestion learning more about those gauges. It's sad when people don't
understand that they really do have more resources available at their disposal. They just
assume incorrectly. Oh well. We try. It's their opportunity lost.

11-07-2014

Cold Temperatures. They have arrived... and wow, that certainly has presented
interesting new data to collect & share. We're just above the freezing mark, currently. I
can't wait to see what happens when outside conditions take a drop quite a bit
further. Having the recharge end shortly before you drive most definitely influences the
battery-pack. We know that electrical resistance increases considerably when dealing
with frozen roads. So for those of you who get real winters, keep an eye on this thread
over the next few months. Degradation from heat clearly isn't an issue in any
respect. Yesterday's drive from work to my fiancée's home certainly confirmed that. The
outside temperature was 37°F. The battery started at 46°F. I was determined to push the
battery. The 10-mile drive started with a stretch at 50 mph, then increased to 60
mph. That flat highway then turned into a very, very long (about 3 miles) steep climb up
at 45 mph. I arrived at the top with just 0.5 EV left. The battery had warmed to
72°F. Starting the engine at that point pushed the EV to 1.0 mile estimate. I got to her
house just as the EV ran out and it switched to stealth mode. The battery reached its
maximum of just 79°F. That's lower than starting temperatures in the summer, and I was
really pushing it. That was quite an experience to witness. It's intriguing to observe rare
data like that first hand, especially when the resulting efficiency was 225 MPG. Stay
tuned for updates and eventually some cold-weather videos with temperature data.
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11-08-2014

Balance. This speaks for itself: It's interesting reading the posts on recent threads. Prior
to any info about the next-gen offerings, having any type of constructive discussion was
quite a challenge. True, the ultimate goal of getting the plug-in vehicles to compete
against the true competition rather than each other is still not close, but progress is being
made. With that said... I have driven a Volt out on a closed track. In fact, I once chased
a Tesla with it there. You'll notice the handling difference doing that. With ordinary
driving condition, not so much. That's why the question of WHO? is so important. If
you're not going to push it, there's no benefit. It's like owning a car capable of 120 mph
but never going faster than 75 mph. The same goes for 0-60 times. Unless you press the
pedal hard, you'll never use that faster acceleration available. Know your audience. The
same goes for the cargo area. The flat nature of the Prius makes it much more convenient
for hauling very large and very heavy cargo. The drop down into Volt's rear behind the
seats is less accommodating. Simply pushing & pulling cargo in & out is much easier,
since the entire surface is level. I roll in mom's 3-wheel recumbent bike into the Prius
with very little effort. In Volt, that wouldn't be the case. I'd have to lower it in. The
height of the seat folded down might cause the chain to rub on it too. Reality is that
aspects such as those are what will be selling points of the plug-in vehicles, not a push for
maximums. Just look at the computer industry for confirmation. There's no contest that
the SSD (solid state drive) is superior. It's dramatically faster, uses much less power, and
is far more robust. But to get a competitive capacity, it is very very expensive. That's
why most people still purchase traditional hard-drives instead. For those willing to pay a
modest premium, they chose a SSD with small capacity. It's a balance of priorities.

11-08-2014

Balance (more). It was pointed out that I forgot to mention the ability to sit on the
back. I have done that quite a number of times. Simple things like using that flat surface
while switching from shoes to rollerblades is easy to overlook. It's so convenient, you
just don't think about it. What's even less obvious is the ability to host a tail-gate
party. That large area works out great, especially being able to so easily access it from 3
different doors. There's no chance of anything falling into a lower section, since it's all at
the same level. I've taken advantage of that storage usefulness on road trips too. You
can shove bags & boxes anywhere, just pushing them over when needed. A height
difference doesn't allow for that kind of flexibility.
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11-09-2014

Business. It's interesting to watch history play out. Decisions made in the present seem
so wrong sometimes. Some people are so hung up on the fuel-cell product
diversification, they feel Toyota's current efforts are being abandoned. The next-gen
Prius is a great example; we already know of a few of the improvements on the
way. They actually think not investing heavily in EV offerings right now will doom
them to a future without anything electric-only to sell. The short-sightedness and quickto-forget nature of consumers in this market is completely overlooked. I chimed into the
on-going discussion with: I got a "literal" comment from a person the other day who
does that on a regular basis. There was no point in even bothering to mention that
though. The point is the business. That reference to "door" and "knock" was the larger
market, not the literal. Cost is a major factor. It's easy to see Toyota embracing lithium
when it becomes competitive. In the meantime, we have the NiMH patents expiring. I
see that as a golden opportunity to push traditional vehicles out of the spotlight with
regular hybrids. That will open the door for plug-in vehicles. Think about the
misconceptions that still persist. The plug-ins have all of those for hybrids, plus quite a
number of their own. I still hear the "didn't know it could go that fast" and "when you
have to replace the battery" comments on a regular basis. Fortunately, those are far
easier to deal with than in the past and the audience is much wider, but the real-world
exposure for plug-in vehicles is quite lacking. We want more than just automaker
offerings. We want them to be affordable and produced in high-volume too. People tend
to forget about that part. That's the bigger challenge.

11-10-2014

EV Button, more power. Turns out, the secondary aspect of the EV button was not
apparent. People were making the assumption its only purpose was to prevent the engine
from starting. Since the power tradeoff is often mentioned for the regular model, since
the screen clearly shows the difference (for those paying attention), pointing it out for the
C model hadn't occurred to anyone. So, I brought that to their attention. Exchanging
speed for power hadn't been discussed... or even considered. That drew a conclusion to
the thread in a hurry. It simply hadn't been taken into consideration that requesting EV
would do more than simply switch from hybrid to electric-only. That's often the
case. You can't blame those who get all worked up about a belief either... since it can
sometimes be the case that they are under-informed. Just because they lashed out with
emotion doesn't mean you should as well. After all, they did purchase a Prius and are
making an effort to understand it better. Finding out you were incorrect can be an
uncomfortable situation too. If they feel they can say "oops!" without feeling ridiculed,
you did well.

11-10-2014

Last Week. That terrible attitude is gone. The blogs and the old forum posts are now
records of hostility, serving as a remember of what we no longer have to deal with. I'm
thrilled by how much things have settled down. Volt enthusiasts have grown silent. Volt
supporters have been quietly waiting. Volt antagonists have run out of ammunition. It's
over. Hooray! Confirmation of that came from all the likes I got from this: Volt is a
nice car, rough around the edges currently and a terrible business approach, but owners
themselves have been quite happy with their lease/purchase. Prius PHV owner
satisfaction has been lower simply out of not having proper expectations. If you're
hoping for an EV that switches over to gas after depletion, you will be disappointed. If
you're hoping for an augmented Prius, delivering much higher MPG with EV driving at
times, then you'll be quite pleased.
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Winter. It has arrived. We got some ice and a few inches of snow here. 100 miles
north, they got over a foot. That had been forecast for here. Fortunately, the storm
altered course. We still have the other effects though. The temperature is now in the 20's
for daytime highs. We aren't expected to see temperatures climb for awhile. In fact, we
may dip into the teens for a few days. I blocked the grille 2 weeks ago, which is the only
thing I do to prepare. It helps with heat-retention. That's especially useful when driving
a plug-in hybrid, since you want to hold on to as much warmth for as long as possible to
run the heater. It delays the engine from having to restart. Anywho, the season called
Fall is gone already. It seemed so short this year.

11-12-2014

Still Good, uncertain. A newbie from the forum dedicated to Volt recently joined the
big forum for Prius included this in his comment about Prius PHV: "...it may not use
much EV mode at all...". I took him at his word about being uncertain if that was
correct. It was in reference to how the system operated below freezing. Knowing the
source, I was well aware of how much effort has been expended there to misrepresent &
mislead. Nonetheless, giving the benefit of doubt was still a wise choice. So, I
did: That's called blending, not counted as EV even though it is still using lots of plugsupplied electricity. You picked up on a greenwashing effort, more information intended
to undermine being spread. Always verify source. Here in Minnesota, I have lots of
freezing data. And EV is most definitely still available. I have video clearly showing my
usual commute with temperatures in the negatives, below 0°F.

11-12-2014

Still Good, sincere. Turns out, he was indeed being sincere. His objective stance
welcomed the input, as well as the insight. That was very reassuring. In the past, that
would have been an invitation for attack. Certain individuals were naive to the
greenwashing, not willing to believe such effort would be made to make Volt look
better. The thought of spreading incorrect information about Prius intentionally is
difficult to accept. Why would someone stoop to the level of being dishonest? Well, it
happened... a lot. That's rare now. We aren't totally certain why either. But with so
much real-world data available now and such easy access to it, squashing bad intent
doesn't take much effort. Thankfully, we don't even see the need for that anymore. It's
remarkable how things have changed.
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Public Chargers. Want to know how well the vehicles with larger battery-packs will
sell? Look no further than your closest public charger. How far away is it? Who is
allowed to use it? How much does it cost? Those basic questions get people
thinking. The harder ones follow, like which vehicle gets precedence when spots are
limited? If you only have a small battery-pack, but you drove to that location using only
electricity, isn't that the point? What would allow the larger to recharge instead,
especially if there's enough capacity available to get home anyway? What about the
vehicles with engines too? Is it acceptable to unplug another vehicle after it has finished
recharging? Who do you contact if a non-plug vehicle is parked in the spot? Needless to
say, the situation is a mess. There is no clarity, no direction, no consistency. Faster
chargers could be a possible solution. But then again, how many spots will a business
choose to offer? What about landlords? How is pricing even determined? Will there
eventually be a wireless (no plug, induction) standard? Heck, there isn't even a standard
for indicating charge-status on the vehicles. It's a confusing market, even for the well
informed. When the next-gen vehicles rollout and the tax-credits expire, it's going to
become even more chaotic. Realistically, you cannot even expect anything beyond a
common approach. After all, look at the way people connect to the internet. There's a
wide variety of choices. Roadways are already filled with variety anyway. With
increased pressure from competition, seeing some type of agreement at least among plug
chargers represents a major step forward. Watch for that. It's a milestone for
progress. In the meantime, good luck. I'm very happy with the plug-in Prius. It strives
to offer the best of both worlds, demonstrating flexibility & balance in uncertain times.

11-14-2014

Cheap Gas. It's becoming a problem. With the price of a barrel of oil now down to $75,
it's taking away the pain of refilling gas tanks. That's actually good for the
ecomony. People will spend their money elsewhere instead. Retailers are excited about
he possibilities that presents for holiday shopping. Automakers are excited about the
potential that means for selling their high-profit vehicles... which unfortunately, are
guzzlers. That's not good. MPG averages will go the wrong way and high-efficiency
vehicles will be even harder to sell. I get the impression people are jumping on the
chance to drive a large vehicle again and just figure they'll sell it later if the price of gas
gets out of hand again. Sadly though, the forecast is for prices staying low. In fact, the
House just passed a bill to allow the pipeline to be built. That will add oil from Canada
into in the world market. Increasing supply certainly won't raise prices. That means the
struggle will continue.
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11-15-2014

Flawed Predictions. I just read an article predicting a huge sales increase for Volt when
the second-generation is released. Needless to say, it caught my attention. The reasoning
behind that prediction was based on Prius history. Problem was, the data used was
flawed. So even is the logic was sound, there's no way the predictions could be
accurate. The first problem was the writer's assumption that the first year of sales was an
entire year. In reality, it wasn't even an entire month. Sales began mid-December back
in 1997. Then, the writer went on to call the Classic sales here 4 years long. From late
August 2000 to early September 2003 is only 3 years. Ugh. Following that came a
complete lack of supply information. The Classic model wasn't even available on
dealer's lots until May 2002. For the first 1.5 years, you had to order a Prius and wait
several months for delivery. How could that possibly represent actual demand? Heck,
most people didn't even have a clue what a hybrid was back then. When Prius was
finally available for immediate purchase, supply was limited to a strict quota. It started at
15,000 annual, then increased to 20,000. So again, there was no way to gauge
demand. What irritated me more than anything though was this particular point: "Gas
prices rose suddenly and sharply in 2004, right as the 2004 Prius hit the market as a new
model with record-breaking fuel-economy ratings." That's just plain not true. The new
model was rolled out in October 2003 and the spike in gas prices didn't come until
September 2005. How such blatantly incorrect information can be published like that is
beyond me. My guess is that there's nothing to write about anymore. Lack of new
material contributes to such behavior.

11-15-2014

Battery in Cold. Yesterday provided new & unexpected data. Clearly, Toyota has a
well thought out system. I went out to plug the Prius, late in the afternoon after having
sat outside all day while I was working. The temperature was 19°F outside. I had
expected the temperature of the battery-pack to have fallen to below freezing. After all,
it showed itself to warm up from outside influence during the Summer. Turns out
though, cold apparently has less of an effect. The temperature of the battery-pack was
actually 51°F. That's great news for Winter operation. It also explains why EV is so
easy, even when very cold out. That made me quite curious what it would be when I left
work 2 hours later, after having fully recharged. To my surprise, it had only risen to
54°F. Though the outside temperature had dropped to 14°F, I still expected the act of
drawing electricity to result in more heat. Later, when cold season eventually takes an
icy grip on us and highs stay below 0°F, that should be especially intriguing.
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11-16-2014

Battery Life. People ask about it a lot. In fact, it's probably the most frequently
questioned aspect of hybrid. Not having a plug confuses matters quite a bit. Fortunately,
having a plug now is making the understanding of how the system works much
easier. Phew! The biggest problem is not even knowing what to ask. People just plain
never paid attention. They'd use a rechargeable device until it stopped working, then
plugged it in. That's the worse possible thing you could do to a battery. Yet, it was very
very common behavior. Sadly, we even see that with gas tanks in cars. A surprising
number of people will often drive until the low-fuel warning illuminates before even
thinking about refilling the tank. Squeezing out as much as possible is in their
nature. It's that "more is better" mentality. Anywho, we try to remain constructive. I
posted this today on the big Prius forum and got a few likes from it by none other than
some Volt owners: 85% is what Toyota deems "full", stopping there rather than going to
100% for the sake of prolonging the life of the battery. 23.5% is cutoff for EV. Below
that, high draw is prevented for the sake of longevity. 18% is the limitation for HV, for
the sake of the battery preservation too. It's well thought out approach, avoiding stress
from charge-level extremes. There's also a timer to allow "cold soak" time for the battery
(letting it rest before recharging).

11-18-2014

Toyota Attacks. I stopped participating on the daily blog for Volt. It just turned into a
venue for hate. The source of ideas, material to confirm Prius was a wise approach for
the masses, dried up. No more accidental reveals of important information. Detail
exposing a shortcoming on GM's part really angered certain individuals. That's how
those few enthusiasts who became antagonists emerged. Finding out the approach you
heavily endorsed didn't deliver is a bitter pill to swallow. Reality on that scale is difficult
to accept... hence the recent growing attacks on Toyota. They lash out, hoping it will
make them feel better. It's why I became such a target. My stance was vindicated. They
couldn't stand that. Those not obsessed with vengeance are often innocent
bystanders. They aren't familiar with the history or simply weren't involved to that
level. It's how we get commented like this intermixed in the discussion: "The more I
think about it, the more I see this car being a sacrificial lamb for Toyota. Its presence is
totally for the sake of image. Its mission is to keep the spotlight shining on Toyota, and
distract it away from GM, BMW, Nissan, Kia, Ford, and everybody else jumping onto the
electrical bandwagon..." Unfortunately, posts like that are enabling, especially when that
quote ended with: "...they see it as a promotional item to help keep the Toyota image
front and center." The difference between Toyota's decision to follow-thru and actually
offer fuel-cell vehicles to consumers is the quantity. GM was touting mainstream volume
with Volt, hoping to achieve sustained sales of 5,000 per month by the end of their
second year of sales and repeatedly stated production-capacity would be up to 10,000 per
month by the end of the third year. Needless to say, that didn't happen... not even
close. Toyota isn't saying that. In fact, all we get here is just 200 the first year. In their
domestic market, 300 will be offered. The rest of the world gets 200. That's a total of
just 700. Will that boost their image? Yes, of course. But they aren't in any way
promoting a "game changer" as GM did. In fact, the production plans for the second &
third year combined only a total of 3,000 worldwide. The true purpose is to prove the
technology is robust, while at the same time help establish a hydrogen refueling standard.
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11-19-2014

More Hate. It got really nasty today. I sure am glad my role is nothing but silent
observer now. The attacks degenerated into: "Government subsidies for new technology
are BAD! (except for Toyota). Losing money on a new car is BAD! (except for
Toyota)." That was the result of so much hate having grown from Volt's $7,500 taxcredit dependency. We all know the low sales would be quite a bit lower without that
assistance. But rather than point that out, the rebuttal was rather clever. It came in the
form of a reminder about PNGV. Remember that government funded program started in
1993 with the purpose of delivering 80 MPG family vehicles by 2003? Our government
only providing money for the automakers in Detroit is how Prius was born. Toyota being
left out had a profound unforeseen consequence. They delivered a hybrid by the end of
1997. Toyota began selling Prius before GM, Ford, or Chrysler even had viable
prototypes. It was a devastating blow, shocking to the industry, and incredibly
embarrassing. None of those Detroit automakers ever delivered a final product
either. That was money wasted... which explains the resentment.

11-20-2014

Disgust. Remember the end of Two-Mode? That wasn't pretty either. The antagonists
are well aware that the only way Volt can survive is for it to lose some of its niche
qualities. Increasing sales requires appealing to a wider audience. That's a reality they
just plain didn't want to accept. They were sincerely hoping market preference would
instead change, rather than GM having to adapt to consumer need. What a concept! It's
that "want verses need" problem all over again. That's what killed Two-Mode. That's
what is killing Volt now. They see the announcements coming January 12 as the end,
having to compromise rather than conquer. Admitting that balance was necessary is very
difficult for some to accept. Going down fighting in the final battle is how they'll retain
some pride. So, expect another 7.5 weeks of rhetoric. We'll still hold some disgust for
such attitude, but at least it will come to a conclusion... and an abrupt one at that. As
we've seen throughout hybrid history, they'll pretend those changes announced were part
of the plan all along, that we had misinterpreted intent. Again, that's for pride, to protect
reputation. Why must we have to deal with such obvious desperation? Everyone knew
the purchase-priorities of middle-market right from the start. Hoping for a sudden
paradigm-shift wasn't constructive.
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11-22-2014

Disappointment. The push for goals ended up causing "5/50/50" to emerge. It's been
repeated over and over again over the past 14 months as a result. The consequence of
that was not getting any attention to the topic anymore. It's the reason why I persisted
with the "Who?" question. That "5/50/50" from Volt enthusiasts represented: 5 seats, 50
mpg, 50 miles. Knowing the problems with that, it wasn't worth pursuing. Why
bother? The design was not going to be fundamentally changed to add space for a 5th
person to sit in back. It was a compact car with a battery-pack running through the
middle. Why they somehow believed such a goal could be realistic was beyond me. And
of course, we found out today that seating count for adults wouldn't change. It will
remain 4 for the next-gen Volt. That goal of 50 mpg blew my mind. With such a heavy
vehicle and Ford struggling to just deliver 42, how could so much more possibly be
achieved? Supposedly, the efficiency of CS (Charge Sustaining mode) isn't important,
since most driving is promoted to be electric-only anyway. As for hoping for 50 miles of
EV range, that supports the lack of importance for engine efficiency. But with costreduction a major priority, that hope is a very real problem. To make matters worse, if
battery cost drops that much, it makes electric-only vehicles even more appealing. That's
why keeping the pack size fairly small makes it an appealing package option for
Prius. The plug-in model becomes competitively affordable. Being in the middle
equates to the worst of both worlds, paying extra for features you won't fully take
advantage of. Anywho, that's what enthusiasts are beginning to understand now. As GM
continues to release more information, we hear more grumbles of disappointment. What
they hoped would raise appeal of the next-gen for the masses isn't going to be delivered.

11-22-2014

Online Distortion. It happens frequently. People assume what they read online is an
accurate representation of what the market feels as a whole. The "silent satisfied" get
completely ignored, not taken into account since they are never heard from. That causes
a distortion. Yet, some refuse to accept that. It fit it frustrating. This comment today
emphasized that point: "Most of us, based on the comments in this forum, just want a
really fuel-efficient car while satisfying most of the normal human appetites for power,
cargo room, ride comfort and reliability. I think ads like this only alienate those of us
who resent the image it paints of a Prius-owner. No wonder we get the finger so
often." It was the type of over-generalization we've seen again and again. It's quite
vague too. Needless to say, I pushed for more information... knowing getting any was
highly unlikely: Who? Those of us on the forum represent at the very most just 4% of
the entire Prius population in the United States. We all share a bias of being outspoken
too, since we are online participants, which is not an ordinary trait. Try getting feedback
from an ordinary consumer who simply just went to a dealer and purchased a Prius after
having a pleasing test-drive experience. You'll find they have little in common with us
here. Also, who's giving the finger (which I assume you mean figuratively). The many
offline people I get feedback from about Prius simply aren't interested, they're indifferent
toward owners. With so many more hybrids available and plug-in vehicles starting to get
attention, what image do you think still exists? The new advertisement campaign
continues with the effort to point out the variety of choices available, going out of its way
to distance itself from the promotion of overkill features of the past. Remember that
nonsense? Watching commercials of cars & trucks doing things you would never, ever
dream of doing with your own vehicle was pointless. Yet, people came to expect that
anyway... and ultimately would succumb to the hype. I'm glad Toyota is adhering to
principle by not giving in to the pressure to push what consumers don't actually
need. What do you think they should do instead?
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60 MPH Climb. Yesterday's commute home was at 19°F. But rather than fire up the
heater, I put both seats on high. My friend was intrigued by having started in EV and
wanted to know how hard I could push the system under those conditions without the
engine running. Since 2 miles away was a long, steep climb out of the river valley, it was
the ideal opportunity to show off. This was the on the east side of the cities, the more
intense road, complete with an extra lane for slower traffic. Normally taking the west
side, which isn't as demanding, I was rather curious myself. So, we set out to observe it
firsthand. I handed him my phone, so he could observe the many gauges available
through the ODB-II reader. I pulled out into traffic and started the climb. To stress the
point of the system being capable of keeping up with traffic in EV mode, I keep the
distance between my Prius and the vehicle in front only a few car lengths. I made it up
two-thirds of the way without any struggle whatsoever, going 60 mph using only
electricity. That opened up the opportunity to really show off. I said "watch this", then
pulled out into the left lane and started up the engine. It was a remarkably smooth
transition to EV-BOOST mode, despite the continued climb and the engine being ice
cold. That was great! I'll have to film that sometime. You can see how well the design
is thought out by watching the electricity being taken advantage in that situation. It's
quite informative. He certainly was impressed.

11-25-2014

$2.59 Gas. $3.93 Diesel. The per-gallon price difference between the types of fuel has
become rather extreme. It was really surprising to see those values on a sign today. I
can't imagine what people who purchased diesel passenger-vehicles are thinking now. Of
course, not many ever expected to see the cost of oil to drop so low. But then again, the
"drill baby drill" chatting never died. We have continued to hear that on a regular
basis. Keeping the price of gas at the guzzler level has been a major priority for some
people of power. That wouldn't be so bad if that was balanced with a push for improved
efficiency technology. But with such weak support of things like installing chargestations, it's hard to see how plugging in will catch on. It makes me sad to say there's a
"Why bother?" attitude. But then again, that's what makes Prius PHV so well
positioned. It's the only plug-in hybrid approach targeted at ordinary consumers. The
next-gen needs to be positioned to compete directly with traditional
vehicles. Thankfully, that looks realistic. How else will reaching middle-market be
possible with the price of gas that cheap? Offering the plug as a package option still
looks a very sensible approach.
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Fuel-Cell Spin. There's been a lot of it lately. Much originates from the belief the
Toyota's effort to deliver a fuel-cell vehicle represents an abandonment of plug-in
choices. That mindset of "one" is really a problem. The concept of diversifying products
simply doesn't register. They refuse to accept the idea of multiple offerings. Growing up
in a society with an expectation of the market selecting a single technology as the
"winner" has made that a fundamental part of who they are. You watch a standard be
selected and everything else be abandoned. They cannot deal with a co-existence
market. Yet, that's exactly what Toyota is pursuing. Some consumers won't have access
to a plug. Some consumers will need to refuel within just a few minutes. That alone
should be a clue that diversity is a good idea. The reality of the grid not being able to
store large quantities of electricity is beyond their grasp. Turns out, hydrogen is a
solution for many of those particular needs. Embracing that reality is too much... for
some. For me, I understand it. That's why I pointed out today the huge improvement
Toyota has made over the past 8 years or so. They've made a huge effort to reduce cost
and now are reaching out to consumers for real-world data. To my amusement, that
antagonist on the big Prius forum provided a link to an article with the claim that Toyota
hasn't made any progress at all over the years, that in fact their MPGe (mpg equivalency)
has actually dropped. Taking into account the cost difference was either completely
overlooked or intentionally dismissed. Whatever the case, it's clear he doesn't like fuelcell progress. I do. I see it as a complementary technology, existing side-by-side with
plug-in hybrids many years from now. Not all consumers have the same
need. Expecting a single technology to serve everyone is not reasonable. For that matter,
it's not practical either. Just look at how diverse the market for mobile devices has
become.

11-26-2014

Rewriting History. In the past, spreading incorrect information was the big problem for
those of us participating on non-Prius forums routinely had to deal with. Now, we are
seeing lots of incorrect history being spread. It's really difficult to know the intent of
some individuals. Whatever the case, the outcome is a rewrite, conveying a story of
events which never happened that way: For example: "Even Toyota didn’t branch out
the Prius family until generation 4." How would you respond to that? Knowing that
generation 4 hasn't even been rolled out yet, there's reason to believe the person doesn't
have a clue. It's probably safe to assume he actually meant 3 instead. But even so, that is
very very wrong regardless. Sales of wagon model began the last month of 2011. That's
an error of 6.5 years. So, he certainly wasn't close. Of course, it could have been
deliberate greenwashing. Pretending that only hybrids labeled "Prius" count as branch is
quite misleading, but we know certain individuals will spin words like that. I broke my
silence on that daily blog for Volt and posted this in response: Highlander was rolled out
as a hybrid way back in July 2005. It was a SUV, using an advanced version of the
system in Prius, offering AWD. The following year, another version of the system rolled
out. It was the hybrid Camry. GM should have similar plans to branch out in the next
few years.
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Evidence of Change. Switching over to the big GM forum, I was delighted to have
stumbled across this: "GM is absurdly lacking in hybrids. The Prius starts at $25K and
gets 51/48mpg. The Prius C starts under $20k and gets 53/46. The Prius V starts at
$27K and gets 44/40. The Volt starts at $15K MORE than the cheap Prius, $10k more
than the regular one. And if you live in a city you can't plug it in b/c you live in an
apartment and don't have a garage. They should offer the Volt as a "regular" hybrid at a
price competitive with the Prius. Chevy should also sell a hybrid Equinox. Buick should
sell a hybrid Encore. It's ridiculous that they think they can get by with a two electric
cars that barely sell." It was a great summary pointing out the continuing product-gap
GM faces. Ironically, it was in a thread about the future of ELR. With sales of that
Cadillac version of Volt so poor, it does make you wonder what next steps will be
taken. What is the overall plan? We still have no idea. Not being able to achieve the
low sales goal set of just 200 per month, how can it be improved for growth? As much as
they hate Prius, reality is that it sustains itself. Profit is being made. The platform is
proving to worthwhile to build upon the plug offering too... as a package option, rather
than requiring the business risk of needing an entirely separate design. It's good to see
some understanding of the market sinking in. That engineer-only perspective was
doomed from the start; yet, some hoped for a miracle anyway. Now, priorities are
changing. Evidence of that is becoming easier and easier to find.

11-28-2014

Diversification. Having to point out the importance of long-term and business-need over
and over again gets old. But knowing how the market operates is the only way to
overcome barriers. You cannot just hope for the best. Certain enthusiasts have
overwhelmingly proven that's a dreadful idea. We're watching the earliest days of
hydrogen play out, which serves as a nice example. It's an effort to reach those with
needs a plug-in cannot serve. You wouldn't think that would be an issue. But coming
from the mindset where only a single solution is acceptable... because that's all they've
ever known... it's basically wasted effort. I find the unwillingness to consider a world
with options quite frustrating, but understanding. Many desire simplicity. The idea of
diversity is too much. So, they attempt to dance around reason and only accept the
basics. That presents lots of problem; however, you can sometimes actually reach a
few. Here's an attempt: Advanced Economics points out that market penetration cannot
progress beyond a plateau if only a single manufacturer offers a fundamentally new
product. The reason why is simple; there will be strong competition favoring the older
choice instead. In this case, without the cooperation of other automakers, it isn't
possible. They are necessary to increase sales for the original manufacturer. That means
the others have to finally get in the game. It doesn't matter what they offer either, just as
long as they aren't supporting only the old product anymore. It's that embracement of
diversity, the act of joining with a new product of their own, is what allows the progress
to occur.
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Careful Reading. It became quite clear many years ago that certain individuals outside
of the big Prius forum responding to my posts weren't actually reading them. They'd just
spin rhetoric for self-validation and their own entertainment. After all, when you're
supporting a design struggling to achieve sales, lashing out at the person who was correct
about some predictions right from the start is to be expected. What I didn't expect was to
recently discover that some simply don't bother reading for detail from any source. On
that daily blog, which rarely ever has anything about Volt anymore, there was a firstencounter report of the upcoming Toyota fuel-cell vehicle called Mirai. Even though the
article clearly listed a driving-range of 300 miles and a price set at $57,400 for this
market, those were posted about incorrectly. One person complained about it only
delivering 150 miles of range. Where the heck did that come from? One person said he
had to hunt and finally just quoted $60,000 as the assumed price. They were never
corrected by their peers either. Everyone just silently agrees. Ugh. What gets me
though is when it happens on the big Prius forum. Some people clearly don't read the
posts there either. Even though you clearly & repeatedly mention the words
"competitive" and "choice", there are complaints about you not having said that. I can
understand a misread, where the word was overlooked. But when the same message is
posted over and over again each time the topic comes up and the same people are
participating in those discussions, there's no possible way to miss it. What excuse is
there? Needless to say, it's annoying and obvious evidence of not making an effort to be
constructive.

11-30-2014

Why Bother? That's a perspective we never encounter from an actual owner. Naturally,
this made me quite curious: "When I purchased my PiP, I calculated my costs and it was
some $0.33 per kWh. This is like paying >$4 gallon gas. Might as well not plug it
in." Whether or not I get a constructive reply is a mystery. Owners who made comments
of that nature about the regular Prius already had made up their mind. So, it was
pointless trying to present aspects of ownership they had probably overlooked. I gave it a
try anyway: Fortunately, that isn't how our PLUG-IN HYBRID actually
operates. Unfortunately, that is a very common assumption to think the benefit only
comes from EV miles. Sadly, we unknowingly contribute to it too. In reality, you get a
gain from the plug-supplied electricity that is very difficult to quantify... and for that
matter, even to explain. For example, being able to take advantage of engine coolant heat
while driving in EV is something many researching PiP don't think of or have any idea
how to calculate the value of. Another example is simply not being aware of how
quickly the engine shuts off after using it for a hard acceleration. It's too easy to assume
it runs more than just a few seconds after warmed up. It's too difficult to determine how
much gain you get from allowing the engine to join in to provide that extra power too.
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12-01-2014

Not Liking Answers. Those certain individuals I keep mentioning share a trait. They
don't like the answers. So, they keep asking the question over and over again. Sadly,
that behavior rubs off on those who really are making an effort to be constructive. This
particular comment today feel into that category: "Clean air aside, what is the benefit of
a hydrogen car to Joe Public? None." That meant it was worth the effort on my part to
contribute something, hopefully, helpful to the discussion: Directly for Joe is the ability
to rapidly refuel. Indirectly for Joe is the ability to store electricity. Remember that the
grid doesn't actually have any batteries. That means renewable energy generated during
the day from solar & wind needs to be held by some means. Think about how important
that is over in Japan, where nuclear (their primary source of electricity) has become a
very real concern. It's too bad here we aren't taking renewables as serious.

12-02-2014

Needs & Goals. More of the not liking answers. It's annoying. Oh well. The
discussion continues: "Letting other automakers expand the PHV market is part of the
reason that the majority don't understand what Toyota's idea of plug in hybrid is." At
least the active dialog is civil and somewhat thoughtful. Too bad some don't what to
accept the reality of the situation. Like I said, oh well. I'll just keep asking: The true
situation is not competition among other plug-in vehicles. As much as many hope that
will be, it simply isn't. Traditional vehicles will continue to put intense pressure on the
plug-in market. No matter how impressive those vehicles taking advantage of batteries
and plug-supplied electricity are, the reality is that gas is dirt cheap. So, the majority just
plain aren't interested. Reality bites. Dealing with it first requires acknowledgement of
the actual problem. Start by identifying needs & goals. What are we trying to
accomplish?

12-02-2014

Acknowledging Facts. Some people just plain don't like them. I kept my added
contribution to the on-going discussion brief: What's comforting is FCV use the same
propulsion system (motor & controllers) as EV. So offering a battery-pack instead of a
fuel-stack isn't a big deal.

12-03-2014

November Sales. There's not much to say. They were pretty much all flat. Virtually no
growth with gas prices so low was the expectation. Nissan stood out with Leaf
though. But being the only competitive EV available, that was expected too. Even so,
the amount was modest. That was enough to infuriate certain enthusiasts though. Leaf
sales (2,687) were not supposed to be double that of Volt (1,336). Remember all that
"range anxiety" nonsense? That marketing strategy completely fell apart. Seeing how
uncertain the market can be is good reason for Toyota to wait. It's too bad antagonists
love to spin the delay as a failure. That's quite hypocritical considering Volt enthusiasts
said the very same thing. However, the difference is Toyota still has something
competitive to sell in the meantime. They're fairly respectable too. 2,493 for Prius V and
2,975 for Prius C last month. The 8,038 for the regular model is well above the
mainstream minimum of 5,000 per month, but we've obviously seen higher in the
past. But then again, gas has dropped below $3 per gallon and continue to fall. There
isn't any tax-credit assistance for regular hybrids either. Anywho, weren't in a time of no
little to no growth. That fear of the "Osborne" effect is a very real concern too. So, we
continue to limp along with the current situation for now.
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Semantics & Quotes. When nothing constructive is left to say, the enthusiasts become
antagonists. For example, last week I made an "infrastructure" comment. He knew my
reference was to the market as a whole, not just the literal hardware-only perspective. I
even pointed that out with a follow-up post. Yet, he went on and on about it
anyway. Finally I had it and told him off about by saying to actually read what I post
rather that fixate on literal. Those particular individuals like to dominate discussions
without actually providing anything useful. The same thing has been happening with the
comment from a Toyota executive about EV offerings. The people all worked up,
believing Toyota is abandoning them in favor of fuel-cell vehicles haven't been listening
to the comments about cost. Heck, they haven't even acknowledged the reality that a
FCV uses the very same propulsion & comfort systems as EV. The difference being just
a fuel-cell stack for power rather than a battery-pack is totally disregarded. It's a dead
giveaway that they are responding due to emotion rather than actually thinking through
the situation. Nonetheless, it is still frustrating. Toyota is responding appropriately to
the market. They had flexibility built into their design. No one expected gas to actually
drop to $2.54 per gallon like it is now, but at least that isn't harming Toyota's
profitability. They held back on further rollout of PHV and delayed the next-gen
upgrade. Like it or not, it's proving to be a wise business decision... which is what the
arguing of semantics and quibbles over quotes don't address. Find what was actually
meant. Terms & Phrases are so easy to misinterpret without context, especially when
there are some who don't want mainstream success. It's much more satisfying to have a
standout vehicle rather than one that everyone else has. Change brings out the worse in
some people.

12-05-2014

Repeating History, taunt. Watching the big GM forum distance itself from Volt
certainly was an interesting chapter in its history. Two-Mode had become a hype
nightmare. Allowing that to happen again was a terrible embarrassment. So, those most
troubled by having made the same mistake twice lashed out, doing all they could to
assign blame rather than accept what happened. Toyota & Prius were the obvious
targets. Bait would be dropped. Sometimes that worked. But attracted little known
contributors wasn't satisfying. That led to outright taunting, desperate attempts to
provoke. Eventually, they satisfied their need and moved on. Now, Volt rarely ever gets
mentioned there anymore. What was intended to be GM's premiere vehicle turned into a
disaster. Knowing that history, it was only a matter of time the same sequence of events
would play out on the daily blog for Volt too... especially since there were so few blogs
actually about Volt anymore. On a regular basis, something about Toyota would be
featured. After all, those articles are just republishes from the parent website... which has
a very different audience. Anywho, with the exception of that solitary post at the very
end of the thread at the end of the day, I haven't participated on the blog in
weeks. Today's topic was too good to resist. I got called out by name... just like on the
forum, it was a taunt to get me to sound off.
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Repeating History, comeback. I posted a reply. It was immediately followed by
insults, some outright lies, and confirmation of the very refusal response I had pointed
out. Having read their posts over the past few weeks without participation, their hate for
the situation Volt was now in had become obvious. That meant their reaction to my post
was very much expected. No surprises there. Back in January, they had very high hopes
for Cadillac ELR, anticipating a mid-cycle upgrade that would propel Volt into the
mainstream. That fell apart. The technology didn't advance and sales were
disappointing. Recent reveals about the next-gen upgrade to Volt have made that bad
situation worse. With only a modest increase in engine efficiency and the much hoped
for fifth seat not being delivered, there's been a subdued feeling. The improvements will
be incremental... exactly what the word "generation" indicates. Cost will be reduced,
performance will be refined, appeal will grow. Unfortunately, that also means having to
deal with put-down comments about the model they currently own and constant
questioning about the spreading of the technology. In other words, it puts them at a
distinct disadvantage and they face having to post comebacks of their own.

12-05-2014

Repeating History, reply. This is what I actually posted on that thread today: There are
2 realities some people continue to refuse to acknowledge. One is that a FCV is really
just an EV with a fuel-cell instead of a battery-pack. S o by taking on FCV so seriously,
they're delivering technology for both. The propulsion system is totally electric, sharing
the same traction-motor and controllers. The comfort system is totally electric,
delivering both heating & cooling for the vehicle interior. There's a fuel-cell stack
instead of a battery-pack. The other is that there is no way to actually store electricity on
the grid. That means solar & wind, both of which are daytime intensive, cannot be used
for overnight recharging. Being able to store that electricity in the form of hydrogen is a
effective mean of taking advantage of renewable energy. Those are attempts to reach
wide audiences, delivering a variety of solutions. Remember, they’re still actively
developing improved batteries too. They just aren't rolling them out yet.

12-05-2014

Repeating History, thoughts. They didn't have any. The usual hungry until the
message was suppressed happened. Again, it was refusal to acknowledge. The fact that
a fuel-cell vehicle is really an enhanced battery-pack vehicle absolutely infuriates
them. By focusing on FCV, they are also delivering a viable EV platform at the same
time. Refinements in design, production, and cost to the electrical system will benefit
both. As for the storage of electricity, that angers some to such a degree, I don't expect
that to be taken seriously for years. We keep hearing that the plug infrastructure is
already well established. That just plain is not true. Apartment renters and condo owners
have major obstacles to overcome still. Those who actually own their garage don't
necessarily have the electrical capacity to plug in. How many garages are you aware of
that can handle two 12-amp draws at the same time? If you've got 2 cars you want to
recharge overnight, how will you accomplish that? There's the obvious problem of speed
too. Countless vehicles require refueling in 5 minutes or less. How the electricity is
going to be delivered is a big deal. That's why EV alone isn't enough. We require a
variety of solutions. Since GM abandoned fuel-cell efforts, it only makes sense that their
supporters lash out at anyone endorsing a portfolio of choices which includes fuel-cells.
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Repeating History, cheap gas. Talking about repeating history. The price of gas here
has dropped to $2.49 per gallon. Plans for production numbers are getting revised. We
expect interest in hybrids to drop. People will turn back to guzzling. It's a sad
reality. That causes problems for plug-in advancement. Attention will be lost. It's a
simple matter of priorities. Efficiency falls off the list. That "good enough" mindset is a
barrier we'll have to overcome, yet again. The cycle is maddening... especially for those
who gambled everything on the hope that gas prices would remain high. We saw $4
gas. The missed opportunity Volt had to capitalize on that now burns more than ever...
which why those enthusiasts get so angry at people like me... who endorsed a flexible
platform instead. They sincerely believed it was unnecessary, that the ability to cope
with a changing market was a waste. They were clearly wrong. The market is
unpredictable & unforgiving. Being told that before is made no difference. Hearing it
now won't either. They're lost & desperate... just like we saw happen with the
forum. People will just move on. Leaf is obvious evidence of that. Sales are stronger
and growing. The lesson to be learned is a plug-in hybrid much be have both competitive
production-cost and competitive depleted-efficiency is a painful one. You'd think the
first time with Two-Mode would have been enough. This second with Volt should make
it obvious. Not being competitive means major challenges.

12-07-2014

MPGe Issues. It's not with this method of quantifying efficiency. That works fine. The
issue is that it doesn't fit into the perception of green verses its reality. More EV miles is
thought of as better, period. How much electricity is actually consumed is disregarded;
instead, there is a stigma made from an engine running. It's basic
greenwashing. Disregard true performance in favor of large numbers. Needless to say,
that comes up a lot when discussing Volt. Today, it was a woman getting attacked for
pointing out the first one to reach 200,000 miles only delivered 49.64 MPGe. That's a
devastating blow for a vehicle a rating of 94 MPGe. Right away, the enthusiasts
pounced, attempting to discredit any value in that equivalency measure. Fortunately, the
responses on the big Prius forum were more constructive than that on the EV website. I
do wonder what my post will stir in response to this comment though: "I don't like to
confuse things with that horrible MPGe garbage. It's more accurate to calculate actual
costs using the current prices for electricity and gasoline. So as you can see the actual
economics are very dependent on the specific owner. Some people pay for all of their
electricity, some pay for none and others pay for only some." It started as a constructive
discussion. But leaving out detail is rather frustrating for me, hence: LOCATION does
far more to spread "garbage" in reality. At least with MPGe, there's a clear
understanding that it is just a standardized measurement taking all fuel energies into
account. When a tread like this is starting, it provides a great source of real-world data
for readers to analyze and comment about, but it is so far off from reality for those living
in the north, there's no benefit from it. In fact, without a disclaimer of it only be
representative of mild-climate driving, the data can be very misleading. That's why
comparisons being the regular model Prius and the plug-in still don't have any
generalizations associated with them. You just plain cannot. It doesn't set an appropriate
expectation. The fluctuations in temperature make are far too much of an influence. So
comparing to a totally different approach, like Volt, skews outcome even more. Sorry,
but that's the reality of the situation.
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New Technology. The mentality of "ready" is an interesting one these days. I remember
my neighbor about 12 years ago making comments about not wanting to purchase a
hybrid until they were "ready" for everyone. He had absolutely no idea what that
actually meant though. He couldn't quantify any measure to confirm when that milestone
had been reached or even describe how it would be accomplish and by who. It was the
classic "not me" perspective. People simply didn't care about something until it
affected. But nowadays with the internet such a part of our lives, we hear about those
things far in advance. Notice how virtually no one cared about E85 until that craziness in
2006. Back in the late 90's, that was a normal part of our lives here. 100% of the Ford
Rangers, which were produced just miles up the road from where I live, were flexfuel. It was no big deal. We already saw it as ready... even though the future of ethanol
wasn't clear. So, this comment today stirred me: "Totally new technology should be
adopted when it is clearly a winner. Hydrogen fuel cells for everyday passenger cars (or
as range extenders in ordinary plug-in hybrids) just don't have a compelling case that
makes it worth the effort to adopt them." What was the purpose of that? For that matter,
who will be adopting? Why does he even care? I remember the generation-zero datacollection here for Prius back in 1999, prior to the rollout of "first" generation. How is
this any different? Anywho, the response was: Drawing a conclusion about new
technology shouldn't be made until it is ready for that stage either. Hydrogen fuel-cells
are still only at the "try it in real-world conditions" stage. There is no effort whatsoever
being made to reach anything representing the everyday market yet, not even remotely
close. 200 of them will be offered for purchase here the first year. That's not even
enough to qualify as a compliance quantity. It's nothing but a "collect data from random
people" step. That's what you do to progress forward with development. Long story
short, the "compelling case" consideration is many years away still.

12-07-2014

That Petition. The number of people who have signed it is close to reaching the goal of
100,000; yet, it's purpose still remain unclear. Remember all the signatures for
Volt? They got 50,000 and that was loaded with uncertainty. It didn't end up
accomplishing anything either. So, with this one, I had to say: I keep wondering what
the petition is actually for. We know they are still working to improve batteries. We
know that motor & controller improvements for the fuel-cell will be a direct benefit to
future battery-powered vehicles. We also know that Toyota doesn't bet the farm on any
single technology. Who else has had success in the EV market so far? Sustainable
quantities have only been achieved by Nissan & Tesla. Both of which depend upon taxcredits and have uncertain targets though. The long-term potential is fantastic. But
looking at the other automakers (Ford, GM, VW, Honda, Mitsubishi, Smart, Kia, Fiat) all
struggling right now, it seems odds to push for rollout from Toyota. Changing the way
the EV is promoted makes far more sense. I can see that as a worthwhile effort. We
already know any low-volume attempt will just be spun as a compliance move
anyway. What will adding another choice accomplish? I see the real gain coming from
greater market penetration of hybrids. Finally letting go of traditional vehicles is an
extraordinarily difficult bridge to cross. So many pressures pushing back make it a
daunting challenge to try to achieve a paradigm shift quickly... hence striving to diversify
instead. We'll see the fuel-cell & hydrogen progress slowly in the meantime. We'll also
see uncertainty faced by the other automakers. What will their next move be? The nextgen plug for Prius will tell us much about what true change is coming. It will be the
major influence as to what degree other plug-in offerings from Toyota will be, not a
vague petition without any clear message on what's actually wanted.
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Repeat Purchase Survey. What do they tell us under normal circumstances for major
purchases? Heck, how much it cost for a gallon of gas has much more of a impact than
anything even the most resourceful of us can do to influence a hybrid purchase. So when
it comes to plugging in, what can we learn about first-generation offerings? Know the
second will be quite different anyway, what's the point? There probably isn't one, but at
least there's an effort to see if any type of pattern or majority emerges. That's at least
better than nothing... or is it? At what point is it better to start fresh? After all, when
most owners of a Prius PHV made their purchase, how many plug-in vehicles were even
offered then? Did then even know what it meant to be a plug-in hybrid? How accurate
were their assumptions? After all, the availability of real-world data is still rather
scarce. Anywho, this is what I contributed to the thread about this topic on the big Prius
forum today: Expectations for the plug-in were all over the place. There was a major
greenwashing effort underway in the early days too, taking advantage of people's lack of
understanding of what batteries can and cannot deliver. Combine with the assumptions
people are now making about what the next may or may not deliver, how could anyone
get an accurate depiction of what future purchase choices may be? Heck, just price alone
has a major influence... and we have no idea what it will be.

12-08-2014

Conspiracy. Wanting some level of closure prior to the gen-2 reveal of Volt, the topic of
fuel-cell advancement has been helpful. It's a flushing out those who aren't constructive,
those who just like to debate or have some type of vendetta... or this case, wish to stir up
trouble. I start by addressing there posts indirectly. If they still lash out and don't even
try to meet in the middle, they'll end up getting ignored. That forum feature is very
handy. This was one such flush: How is fuel-cell advancement any different from other
"alternates" with the same long-term ambitions of eventually becoming a common
choice? It takes decades and there are very real barriers to overcome. One big one
everyone seems to overlook is the reality of patents. If you're first to pounce, you stand a
greater chance of capitalizing on the opportunity. It's a simple formula to success we've
seen play out many times. The costs & risks are traded off with that leadership
potential. There's obvious upset from the EV crowd for Toyota not delivering something
competitive in the electric-only arena, but there aren't any bridges actually being
burned. Look at all the "anti" advertising of the past for proof. We all know that battery
advancement can & will change automaker stance on their offerings. We also know that
reputation is not built upon offerings alone. I personally get annoyed by the effort to
push a conspiracy belief, especially what all the history we've witnessed with
hybrids. Remember all the anti-hybrid nonsense from GM, followed by an intense antiEV campaign? All that effort resulted in a vehicle which didn't take the market by storm
as promised. Heck, sales are just barely squeaking along, even with a generous taxcredit. Take a close look at Ford, who really did try to deliver something
competitive. Sales have been adequate, but next steps are a bit of a mystery. Is keeping
silent on plans better? The double-standards and lack of big-picture consideration is
frustrating. Not taking into account history adds to it. But what I find most interesting is
the complete disregard for the existing energy distribution system. It seems as though
there are some so naïve that they think the oil, gas, transport, and reseller network will
just abandon their business? Hydrogen will become the take-over product. They can
continue their business as usual, but with that instead. We'll be able to produce locally
too, without having to drill or frack. Somehow, all the players involved must find a way
to get along. Without a major effort to cooperate, how much change do we actually think
we can achieve?
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Hypocritical. The look-back afterward is absolutely fascinating. Some people say the
outcome was so obvious, it was ridiculous to assume any other choice would have been
supported. Yet, when in the mist of that choice, they cannot see it. That's playing out
again. Certain people believe the long-term effort to offer hydrogen as a fuel option is
really an effort to not deliver EV instead. It's not taking all the factors at play into
account which often causes that, another is the mindset of only a single type
winning. The thought of a world with multiple choices is beyond their grasp or
desire. The reality of both using electricity for propulsion and not everyone being able to
plug in to recharge is too much. Ugh. Oh well, they'll just fade away like all the others
we've had to deal with in the past. They'll look back and finally see what we had been
saying all along. I put it this way: Reality is, batteries still cost too much... hence the
current stance. Spreading of the belief that electric-only vehicles are actually competitive
isn't helpful. Traditional vehicles are absolutely crushing the high-efficiency market
still. Why is that so difficult to accept? I'm amazed by the continued double-standard. I
could just as well call it hypocritical. My blogs are loaded with quotes about how absurd
it was to believe Volt hype years ago, that the posts of enthusiasts and articles from
media shouldn't have been taken seriously. Yet, that's exactly what's happening now
with FCV. Looking at attempts to diversify for long-term well-being as an anti-plug-in
war is rather amusing. We all know how easy it is to spin comments, take them out of
context, and blow them out of proportion. No amount of replies will change the minds of
some though.

12-09-2014

$2.44 Per Gallon. The price of gas is remarkable. It's the result of oil barrels dropping
to the low 60's. With prices cut that significant, the outlook is rather grim. What
incentive is there anymore? Cost is a very real problem. Not much can be done due to
the over-supply though. We'll end up watching the fuel-economy average revert. Going
in the wrong direction like that is the very thing those watching MPG feared. Remember
the "boil a frog" analogy? Interestingly, the upswing will likely happen around the time
the next-gen Prius is rolled out. In the meantime, our lowered standards will continue to
cause harm. That's sad. Maybe this is a good thing, an opportunity to automakers to
discreetly catch up... or at least try to develop something actually competitive. We've
seen the emphasis on speed & power result in efficiency sacrifice. Maybe this time that
tradeoff won't be as severe. After all, that excess speed & power increased cost. Making
the vehicle affordable was the lesson learned. Perhaps they'd finally acknowledge the
importance of what's actually needed rather than catering to want. But then again,
perhaps not.
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Misrepresentation. This is quite common: "We are continuously contrasting and
projecting the sales performance of the Pirius with the Volt on this site. Especially those
who shall remain nameless. The Pirius is a fourth generation product with 17 years
incubation in the product pipeline, the volt barely has 4 years on generation one." On
that big GM forum, I become the lightening-rod. Everyone upset with Volt's struggle
associated comments made in favor of Prius or Toyota as things I said. It got pretty bad
too. There were quotes used in retaliation to mine that I just plain didn't say, not even
close. Posting nameless messages like this contributed to the false belief. They'd refuse
to link back to the source too. Also, note the intentional misspelling of Prius. That daily
blog is trouble; thankful, it is far from representative of most Volt owners. These are just
enthusiasts attempting to rekindle lost hope by keeping focus off the actual
problem. Having someone else to blame can be healing. I find the blatant
misrepresentation annoying. But then again, there are interesting ways to
respond: Would you like me to provide the topic link from this website explaining in
great detail how Volt inherited experience & expertise from GM's prior high-efficiency
offerings? Note how both EV1 and Two-Mode played major roles and contributed a
great deal to what's in Volt now. As for the comparisons to Prius, I too wonder why
some people still do that. In fact, they often don't even refer to the plug-in model. How
does that make sense? Anywho, my compares have been in reference to GM's other
offerings, since that's the true competition. Cars like Malibu, Impala, and Cruze continue
to draw GM customers away from Volt. Also, the precedent of 5,000 sales per month,
was established well over a decade ago by the industry and was embraced by GM as the
target they too would strive for with Volt. So, there's no need to compare to Prius
anyway. Whatever the case, Volt must become sustainably profitable without tax-credit
help. Seeing how much the plug-in category is both growing & diversifying, that's a tall
order. With the price of gas so low now and "range anxiety" proving not to be a major
concern, the challenge is even more difficult. GM must find a way to increase sales of
the platform within the next few years for it to continue.

12-11-2014

Desperation Growing. The article published today was so reminiscent of 10 years ago, I
was beside myself. It was an outright attack on owners titled: "With $2 Gas, the Toyota
Prius Is for Drivers Who Stink at Math". It was stunning to see such blatant
greenwashing. This is was caught my attention, resulting in anger I wasn't sure where to
direct: "The Cruze gets a respectable 30 miles per gallon of combined highway and city
driving, but its real strength is relative affordability. Without a second engine and a
massive battery, the average Cruze had a $21,322 sticker price last month, compared
with almost $31,973 for a Prius..." Having lowered our standards to the point were a
compact car delivering a combined efficiency of 30 MPG is considered acceptable is
embarrassing. But to mislead on price to that extreme is terrible. The base price for the
Prius larger than Cruze is $25,025 (msrp + dest). The base price for the Prius the same
size as Cruze is $19,905 (msrp + dest). The decided to use fully loaded models for
comparing instead, but without disclosing that or pointing out the features Prius delivers
which Cruze does not. Leaving out detail to make people assume incorrectly is
desperation... definitely not anything we'd consider journalism.
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Bigger Big Picture. That was the spin today. You guessed it, those Volt enthusiasts are
in a state of panic at this point. Gas is down to $2.34 per gallon here (even lower in some
places) and the news is filled with expectations of prices continuing to drop. The
problem comes from supply. It's cheap to continue pumping oil. Stopping costs money,
even with oil having fallen below $60 per barrel. The system is getting flooded with
excess. That will be a boost to the economy, so there isn't much concern about stopping
the events now playing out. In other words, we're seeing signs of consumption
encouragement emerge. That's troubling in the long run. Small SUVs will likely see a
rise in popularity. Imagine the kind of pressure that puts on the forthcoming next-gen
rollout for Volt. Some areas of the country will be selling $2 gas. How will it stir
demand? Needless to say, when I pointed out the true competition, the reaction was
extreme. They want someone to take there frustration out on. Knowing a hybrid like the
next-gen Prius stands a much better chance of competing in a market with cheap gas, that
was to be expected. I'd love to hear was Leaf supporters have to say about the
situation. For that matter, even Volt supporters will have my interest. Their comments
are usually quite constructive. The childish insults, name calling, and dismissals as
"stupid" from enthusiasts certainty isn't worth wasting time on. I still can't believe we're
witnessing that type of behavior still, but it does explain why the supporters don't want
any part of the nonsense they stir. Long story short, this lead into the new year sure is
building up. 2015 will be a pivotal time in high-efficiency, clean-emission vehicle
history.

12-13-2014

4.5 Years Ago. There was an interesting outlook on the potential for plugging in back
then. Volt enthusiasts who had been pushing the "vastly superior" hype were beginning
to learn that something was wrong. Details being revealed prior to rollout weren't
meeting expectations. That left those of us hoping for the potential from Nissan, Toyota,
and Ford to not reveal similar concerns. That seemed unlikely, since they didn't leave
fundamental questions unanswered. GM was touting "transparency" but leaving some of
us scratching our heads. That meant asking the questions again ourselves would
inevitably result in explosive reaction. That same hostility is alive & well again
now. They focus on engineering, claiming that was the better approach, but not wanting
to look at all the data to confirm it. Getting caught cherry-picking obviously stirs post
activity. They're well aware they're being selective, but just plain don't care... hence the
difference between an enthusiast and a supporter. Even at the minimum mainstream
sales volume of 60,000 annually, making a real difference will be a challenge. The
quantity of guzzlers (traditional vehicles) will easily overwhelm. That's not enough to
offset the wasted consumption... and they know it. That's why there is so much
resentment for Toyota. Selling 1 million hybrids worldwide within just the first 9 months
of 2014 is what's really making an impact to oil-dependency reduction, as well as both
less carbon-dioxide and smog-related emissions. The approach of offering a larger
capacity battery as cost & density improve is clearly proving to be the better choice. The
hope for cheap-batteries & expensive-gas approach clearly didn't work out well. There's
still that matter of tax-credit dependency too. Now, 4.5 years later, what are consumers
purchasing?
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Automaker Production. That's been at the heart of the issues with high-efficiency, lowemission vehicles all along. The reveal 2 months ago that Volt would remain a single
model obviously stirred the market-growth issue. That made the issue of traditionalvehicle sales sting even more. What I didn't realize though was to what degree. I was
unaware that GM had just announced another $3.6 Billion investment for production
increases in Mexico. That brings expectation of job generation up to 5,600. Knowing
there have been plant closures here and that the federal government lost over $10 Billion
in the stock purchase, the abrupt increase in terse posting makes sense. Supporters aren't
happy either. It's unfortunate that newer technologies get dragged into political &
economic strife, but that's reality. Those issues will always exist. Either face them to
overcome or pretend they aren't a problem. Which seems the sensible tactic?

12-13-2014

One Month From Now. We'll have the long-awaited details for the next-gen Volt
then. That's been holding up the rest of industry mainstream rollout
announcements. Other automakers are delaying until GM takes the stage, though we
have been getting hints from Nissan. Nothing has come from Ford. Their heavy antiPrius campaign claiming C-Max efficiency was better than Prius-V has turned into a
major setback. There's a lot of disappointment from having discovered it
wasn't. Fortunately, they still have the plug-in models to draw upon. Toyota has done as
the usually do, waiting until the fallout before making announcements of their
own. Expectations for GM have already been lowered from colossal to
incremental. Hope of major engine MPG improvement is gone, as is the hope for a fifth
seat. No word on legroom in back already has some worried too. Capacity from the
battery is expected to fulfill the hope of many; however, that is presenting concern about
vehicle cost remaining high as a result. That's a very big deal for a vehicle needing to
sustain high-volume sales without subsidies. There's wonder who the audience will be as
well. With gas prices continuing to drop, it's very reasonable to see the spotlight cast on
small SUVs and Pickups instead.

12-14-2014

Avoiding Detail. This is a favorite recent greenwashing quote I had to deal with: "To
rebut such statements unfortunately gives them some measurable status and so I don't
even feel it otherwise needs to be rebutted, as it should be evident as meaningless to most
everyone here following this greater discussion." When they don't like what you have to
say, the typical response is to shot the messenger. They do everything they can to
discredit the person, rather than actually address whatever statement had been
made. That's typical it though. Rarely ever is there any type of acknowledgement of
claim itself. That's why I liked that one so much. The matter would have been over with
a simple provision of detail. But it wasn't. The greenwashing comes about from the
effort to avoid detail. Even with trolling, at response with detail is what brings that to an
end. He didn't, since he'd knew it would reveal his true intentions. Aren't these online
games fun? What a pain. I found it amusing how lengthy his response was. That in
itself served to provide some measurable status. Ironic, eh?
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Old Arguments. We've heard the same old nonsense over and over and over
again. Each ends with a statement similar to this one yesterday: "Yet, plugins are being
adopted at a much faster rate than hybrid ICE’s were." Back then, each automaker
wasn't striving to deliver a hybrid of some sort as we see with the plug-in choices
now. That sense of collaboration simply didn't exist, in any fashion. The market was
very anti-efficiency. Remember the wide variety of SUVs being offered and the push to
consume cheap gas for the betterment of our economy? That in itself makes such
statements disingenuous. The fact that there was only a $2,000 tax DEDUCTION
available back then (which amounted to between $300 to $400 back on your taxes) was
no where near as generous as the $7,500 tax CREDIT available now makes any claim of
being the same a desperate effort to mislead. That's one of those bits of detail they very
much try to avoid. It never ceases to amaze me how some people believe that deception
is acceptable. Whatever the case, it's now an old argument. By the end of the 4th year of
sales, which is what Volt enthusiasts are comparing to now, Prius was rapidly
approaching the mainstream minimum of 5,000 sales per month. The total for the year
was 53,991 here in North America... which is amazing considering Camry was at
426,990 and Corolla 331,161. Volt is only at 17,315 for the year, so far through
November. Add in 27,098 for Leaf and 14,650 for Tesla Model S, you get a number not
big enough to call "much faster". That's with a tax CREDIT and not taking into account
that Prius was profitable at that point too. The fifth year really made things
interesting. When the price of oil & gas shot up, so did the sales of Prius. The expected
low prices for next year certainly won't boost plug-in sales.

12-14-2014

Tax Credits. With the count of Leaf sales now exceeding 70,000 and 200,000 being the
expiration trigger for the credit, talk of the "imperfect" nature of how the money was
allocated is becoming a popular topic. Each of the next-gen offerings will have to deal
with that loss of incentives. Without that subsidy available, competing will be quite a
challenge. Just imagine how Nissan will have to deal with that when GM still has a large
amount still. That imbalance will be a very real problem. There's always been the
complaint about the amount itself too. Setting the value based on capacity disincentive a
push to reach more consumers. There was no choice about how the money could be
allocated. The big issue I've been focused on though is the lack of any time duration
limit. When assigning homework, there's always a due date. Why wasn't there one with
this? After all, there was a quantity goal of 1,000,000 by the end of 2015 set for the
country as a whole. Why didn't the credit coincide with that? I find it quite reasonable to
specify a time-period, allowing it to expire for everyone on the same day. After all, the
other incentives (like home charging-stations) had a specific ending. Otherwise,
automakers will just drag on for years and years, milking their niche offering for sake of
a green imagine without actually needing to sell many. There's less to encourage
competition otherwise. Having set an across-the-board expiration would achieve that.
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Long-Term. My issue with Volt, besides the obvious cost problem, has always been the
self-deprecating nature of its approach. There was a huge campaign promoting the
importance of offering a "40-mile" range. Now, 4 years after rollout, absolutely everyone
has abandoned that. Even the enthusiasts are clamoring for more. But as the increase
becomes affordable, the point of also including an engine drops. That's why Toyota's
modest approach still worked. It was small enough to augment the hybrid without
requiring a huge premium. That's great for short-term and reaching the masses. LongTerm, we're looking at EV and FCV offerings as the solution. Both work for the age
when oil is extremely expensive and when smog-related emissions are terrible. Ever
notice how the only shortcoming fuel-cell opponents can come up with is carbonemissions and cost? The reduction of cost seems realistic, especially since we are well
over a decade away still before any significant infrastructure will be in place for
distribution anyway. As for carbon, that's where the renewable sources for electricity
come into play. They also contribute heavily to no longer needing centralized
production. All that is a big deal for Japan too, a country without any natural
resources. Sadly, we feel it isn't an priority due to the abundance of oil & naturalgas. The dual benefit from pursuing fuel-cell advancement is a win as well, but share
propulsion & comfort components.

12-14-2014

Air Quality Advisory. It's been unusually warm here lately. The result has been thick
fog overnight and dense wet air during the day. As a result, we've been seeing air quality
advisory notices on the flexible-text highway signs. While driving home today, I saw
"Reduce Trips" and "Avoid Idling" notices. It makes you wonder how effective advice
like that really is. For me, driving a plug-in hybrid, it made no difference at all... since
my contributions to emissions are much, much lower than just about everyone I see on
the roads everyday. The idling aspect brings up an interesting thought. Hybrids like
Prius keep that to a minimum, especially in stop & slow conditions. What to people do
when in a drive-thru with a traditional vehicle on a day like today? Do they shut off there
engine manually in the meantime? Do they go inside instead? Do they even give a
thought about their emissions?

12-15-2014

Mirai Sales. They began today. That's why there was so much of an outcry. Rather
than hype for years and years, Toyota simply showed the world and said they'd begin
offering it for sales shortly. That's exactly what happened with Prius many years ago
too. Of course, back then (in 1997), the Big 3 were scrambling to deliver high-efficiency
vehicles of their own. In this case, there is no race. However, there are 16 other
hydrogen vehicle which have all be revealed in some fashion by the others over the
years. It's just that this is a more ambitious plan than just limited quantity leases. An
interesting point though is that the "anti" crowd made such big deal out of the situation,
attempting to amply expectations to such an extreme, the outcome has been attention
which otherwise wouldn't have happened. Negative publicity having a positive effect is
nothing new. The worse that can happen with a rollout is no one caring. To go
completely unnoticed is worse than backlash. Of course, there won't be much backlash
anyway. Toyota clearly stated this is a long-term effort with very limited quantities for
the next few years. It's been a multi-generation effort, where major improvements are
delivered along the way. They made major progress since the previous generation in
2008. Refinement will continue. The next will bring more improvements. Point being,
this isn't one isn't targeted for mainstream consumers. It is for the niche buyers though,
those who are willing to pay for premiere technology.
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Know Your Audience. Invited to participate, I went back to that blog to post this: 4
years ago, GM rolled out Volt. The design focused on want, following the "if you build
it, they will buy it" approach. Consumers were purchasing cars based on need
though. The result was far fewer sales than planned. That's why asking the "who?"
question about gen-2 stirs such responses now. There's concern that the same priority
mismatch could happen again. In one month, we'll get the answer, we'll find out about
the audience. Will out be ordinary mainstream consumers, those set a high priority on
vehicle price and interior space? Or will there be an emphasis on performance instead?

12-16-2014

Engine-Braking On Ice. Talk to someone who's driven a vehicle with a manual
transmission. Down-Shifting when you have the need to slow down but don't want to use
the brakes for risk of them slipping from pressing the pedal too hard. It's what they
naturally do. It's no big deal. Mention doing that same thing with a Prius, some owners
go nuts. They're passionate expressions of how terrible of a choice that is makes you
wonder if they've ever had any training on how to drive on slippery roads. I still cannot
figure out if they don't understand the concept or simply haven't ever actually tried
it. Needless to say, with 14 Winters of driving a Prius in Minnesota, I have... and think
it's a great idea. Today's experience provided a wonderful example of the behavior too. I
was doing 65 mph in the left lane of a 3-lane highway. The temperature was just a little
above freezing. There much have been a wind funneling through a tight area, since all of
a sudden there was ice and brake-lights. Someone had an accident there too, so the
backup was widespread. I pawed the dashboard. Toyota's well thought out design
allows you to shift to "B" mode for engine-braking without having to look. All you have
to do is make contact with the shifter in a downward motion. It's position makes that
simple. The Prius quickly slowed... without ever having to touch the brake pedal. That
was great! It's a smoooooth deceleration, not harsh like hard braking, especially if you
overdo and the anti-locks having to compensate after slip has been detected. Remember,
you don't want to contribute to panic in the vehicle behind you. Being able to prevent
potential slipping helps. It's as simple as using the hybrid version of down-shifting.

12-17-2014

$2.25 Per Gallon. I remember how traumatic that was over 9 years ago, when it first
climbed to that height. No one ever imagined it would drop back down to that level once
we hit the end-of-the-world price of $4 per gallon. That's where we find ourselves now
though. What a bizarre situation. The growing expectation is a big step backward in
terms of vehicle efficiency. There will undoubtedly be lots of great year-end sales to
dump guzzlers. I can't imagine what that will mean for hybrid & plug-in vehicles. We'll
likely find out within just a month. The debut of ELR back in January hit the market
with a thud. The disappointment was so obvious, it faded away from interest almost
overnight. Price was the major deterrent. With gas being at such a low price now, how
will the next-gen Volt fair? If the "who" is ordinary consumers, what would compel
them to purchase? There will be obvious cost-reductions helping out, but that appeal
factor is a tough one even when gas is expensive. At least with Toyota, there hasn't been
a dependency on tax-credits to sell Prius. There hasn't been as lofty of a cost-reduction
goal either. Think about all those EV supporters who anxiously awaited rollout, now
faced successful technology not stirring much interest. Needless to say, this is an
interesting time in automotive history. No one knows how the market will actually react
as the next year progresses.
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Often Overlooked. People tend to forget about charging-loss. They often convey the
message that capacity of the battery-pack is only electricity used to replenish the chargelevel to full. The extra electricity consumed as part of the conversion process isn't
mentioned. For the lithium batteries currently being used, that comes to roughly 15%
additional. To make matters worse, there's also a self-discharge loss. When discussed, it
is referred to as "vampire drain". With Tesla, that can be as high as 4 kWh per day...
which is well over the entire recharge usage (2.75 kWh) for Prius PHV. Now that fuelcell energy consumption has become a hot topic, things like that are important bits of
information. Knowing that the compression energy required to refill the 10,000 psi tanks
takes less than 5% and there is virtually no drain afterward is a big deal. How often do
you think that will actually be brought up in discussions though? Sadly, it will likely be
quite infrequent. It's just another fact often overlooked.

12-18-2014

Fuel Saved, part 1. Tired of the continuing nonsense, I let them have it tonight: When
will the misleading finally end? The fact that the "fuel saved" value is so vague tells the
story in itself. Rather than stand up to the true competition... similar size & shape
vehicles... it resorts to an overall average. Following that same percent, overall sales for
GM should be used for compares then. How do the 17,315 Volts and 1,192 ELRs
measure up against the other 2,642,018 GM vehicles sold here so far this year? Making
excuses. Placing blame. Criticizing automakers. None of that will change those sales
results. Reality hurts. Want some perspective? Take the claimed 36,367,716 gallons of
fuel saved (total for all 4 years) and compare it to those others. If each new GM drove
the industry standard of 15,000 miles per year, for just 1 year using that 19.2 MPG
average, would come to 2,064,076,562 gallons. That reveals Volt's portion is tiny
compared to how much is actually consumed. In short, 36 million sounds
impressive. But in reality, it's a small amount. Using a single-year approach for Toyota,
we see that their 1,965,756 non-Prius sales would come to 1,535,746,875 gallons
consumed. The 192,958 Prius (using a weighted-average of 48 MPG for the Liftback,
Plug-In, V, and C combined) would have saved 100,498,958. Still, not that
much. However, that 6.5% is quite a bit more than the 1.8%. And if the goal is indeed to
have a greater impact on consumption, the winner is clear to see. It's too bad the "fuel
saved" promotion doesn't inform people about what really makes a difference. EV purity
sounds better. But a combination of battery & engine is what truly saves more.
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Fuel Saved, part 2. Between the hypocrisy and the superiority, I had it. With all those
years of comparing Prius to Corolla, not doing the equivalent for Volt was
maddening. GM continues to use greenwashing value. How is 19.2 MPG representative
of anything even remotely comparable? It's not even as high as the industry average back
when Volt was first rolled out and certainly not as high as the 23.9 MPG average
now. Shouldn't it at least be 30 MPG, like the Cruze delivers? After all, that is the same
size-class as Volt. With Prius, compares to Corolla were never appropriate, since Prius
was larger. As for the superiority, that group of enthusiasts keep hanging on to GM's
promotion of EV miles, not giving any care whatsoever to blended miles... since then,
they can simply dismiss all the other plug-in hybrids. Well, no matter. Even without a
plug, we know that the regular Prius saves more fuel. The math to verify that is
easy. All you have to do is look at how many are sold. As a whole, even being less
efficiency, the fleet average is improved overall... way higher than 19.2 MPG. I could
have added in the Camry & Highlander hybrids along with the ones from Lexus, to stress
the point even further. But what would that have accomplished? The problem with their
trophy-mentally has not been overcome after all these years... which means my post only
served to upset... if it wasn't for the sake of doing the calculations myself to confirm true
impact. They don't like the reality that a smaller battery can actually make a larger
difference. They don't like that EV purity isn't necessary. They just plain don't like
anyone who points that out.

12-19-2014

Fuel Saved, part 3. I posted this as follow up: Some people still haven't learned that
personal attacks aren't effective. Ugh. What I find telling is how posts get voted down to
hide them. If there was incorrect info, someone would simply provide debunk detail and
we'd move on. Ignoring it instead is confirmation of that being a fact. Ironically, the
vote provides acknowledgement, which serves as a confirm. The idea of Voltec
becoming a platform and diversifying throughout the fleet continues to be a topic of
disinterest. Why? I find that truly amazing. This very thread shows the resulting
increase in sales would increase the amount of fuel saved. The announcement last month
which included this quote, "We have only plans for one Volt.", ended hope of a second
more affordable model targeted at mainstream consumers. So, it is understandable that
the position of supporters is a difficult one now. But unconstructive behavior like we've
been seeing certainly isn't helping the situation. Volt alone has not been able to achieve
its own goal of "leap frogging" the competition. Whether you call the competition other
battery/engine choices or GM's own traditional inventory, the numbers clearly confirm
that outcome. Something needs to be done. What will it be?
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Explosive Topic. I don't participate on the big GM forum anymore, but do drop in from
time to time to see what the new threads are discussing. Today, it was a topic about an
Impala owner being excited about his decision to purchase a Volt soon. The reaction was
truly astonishing. Within a few posts, this was added: "Amazing what infinite taxpayer
money can build." That certainly caught my attention. Then came: "That's a pretty
irrelevant statement, considering the car was mostly baked before the bankruptcy was
completed." I took that as blatant denial. That's like saying all the holiday shopping is
done and showing no care whatsoever about how to pay for all those gifts when the bill is
due. It went downhill in response: "That's a pretty short sighted statement. The car had
most of its engineering and design completed before bankruptcy." They just piled on the
group-think, without any care: "The Volt took years to develop, the bankruptcy was
something like 43 days in 2009." True, the legal proceedings took only 43 days, but the
cause of it took years. We watched GM make poor decision after poor decision. Just in
the efficiency category alone, they had both Two-Mode and BAS to confirm money had
been poorly spent. From there, it got nasty: "It was smart of GM to invest all that capital
into the Volt and then go bankrupt and need us to bail them out." I was surprised by the
attitude. I never posted anything even close to that level of cynicism. Oddly, it was
rather effective: "I must admit as the price of gasoline quickly drops it is much more fun
& rewarding to drive my V8's as the mileage penalty now seems moot." The concern
about tank-filling expense is gone. So, even when there is a constructive observation, it
falls on deaf ears: "GM needs a couple really good hybrids, but I think they are afraid
it'll eat into the very, very small niche that the Volt has carved out." This is the market
GM is about to reveal the next-gen Volt to. This is why I'm spending so much effort to
document the moment. Looking back afterward, the perspective will be lost. We'll see
both defensive & offensive statements emerge immediately following. Then, we'll get
the spin & parroting. This is the very reason I push for goal ahead of time. Knowing
what the expectations were before is how you know if they were truly met after. Falling
short, way short, was the outcome 4 years ago. Enthusiasts moved the goal posts back as
a result; they lowered expectations. Supporters grew silent with disappointment. What
will happen this time? What does that mean for Nissan & Toyota, who are both striving
for deep penetration into the mainstream. What about Tesla & Ford with the opportunity
they hope to capitalize on? This moment we're approaching marks a pivotal time.

12-21-2014

Peak Oil. It's fascinating how people don't recognize the very time they are in. That
often comes from definition shift due to lack of understanding. Well over a decade ago,
especially among Prius owners, the view of "peak oil" was the time when it became very
expense. Most people simply took that to mean the price of gas alone, without taking any
other factors into account. It was unfortunate they didn't consider impact to the
environment or political shake-up. Look at the mess tar-sands and fraking have
contributed. Combined with the volatile drilling regimes, the result is an oil market
turned upside-down. There's also the reality of climate-change. Needless to say, we're
dealing with new circumstances and greater pressure. That's peak oil. It has nothing to
do with how much is actually still available underground. We've reached the summit,
when no more stable growth is expected. It will be a mix of solutions and compromise
on a variety of levels. That's a paradigm shift... the result of a pinnacle having been
reached.
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$2.09 Per Gallon. That's the price I saw here this evening. In a few other parts of the
country, it's even lower. How does that position the high-efficiency market? What will
be done to draw attention to those vehicles? We have a bizarre situation with oilsupply. The ecomony is seeing record highs with the stock-market and reaching normal
lows for employment. It's an interesting & unexpected set of circumstances. Overall,
this can be good, but it certainly feels like a big step backward. Seeing MPG standards
fall shows how volatile the market actually is. That huge risk GM took with the hope gas
prices would remain high and technology costs drop quickly didn't payoff. It's really a
problem promoting "saves gas" when the price of gas is so low. At least with Prius, you
still have the comfort & convenience of it being a midsize vehicle. The appeal of "fun to
drive" falls apart with "cheap to fill" prices, since that's what contributes heavily to small
SUV purchases... and large pickups. Ugh. That market is booming now. Of course, it
does reinforce what I've been saying all along about want verses need. We're back to the
days when Volt was first revealed. Remember late 2006? The circumstances feel quite
similar. The upcoming next-gen reveal of Volt certainly will be noteworthy.

12-26-2014

Uncertain Goals. Remember what happened last time? Some people do: "As a long
time GM fan, I'm like others when I say: 'Hoping for great things, but bracing myself for
disappointment.' " We know what Toyota plans with Prius. It will take on a competitive
look as well as deliver higher MPG and without a cost increase. We have been told about
the effort being made to improve thermal-efficiency of the engine. We've been told the
PHV model will standout from the regular too. There's also the expectation of PHV an
increase in battery capacity and more power. There aren't solid numbers, but that isn't
really necessary for generational upgrades. It's an incremental process. We already
know what the purpose is. The next simply delivers improvements. But with Volt,
purpose is uncertain. What are the goals? Even though there have been droves of
supporters pointing out the importance of greatly improved engine efficiency, the feeling
now is that it will only be modest. Although being quite vague, the impression is focus
has been put on battery improvement instead. Problem is, the purpose of a EREV was
supposedly to deliver only what was truly needed for capacity: 40 miles. More exceeds
that, which aims the target away from mainstream consumers. Remember how cost was
the biggest concern? That increase represents a step in the wrong direction... and they
know it. So, hope is fading. GM's desire to produce a standout vehicle instead is getting
confirmed in bits from comments about speed & performance, rather than any talk of
something competitive with mainstream vehicles.
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12-27-2014

Anti-EV Sentiment. The frustration is growing and the want for Toyota to become a
major participant right away is contributing to that. Focusing on long-term makes it
worse. But with the challenges fourth-generation Prius rollout presents and trying to
establish some type of approach for fuel-cell choices, it's easy to feel that way. I
understand, but don't appreciate the lack of acknowledgement. So, today it was: It's
telling how the short-sighted statements are selective. Notice how Ford's actions &
claims aren't getting attention? What about GM not targeting mainstream
consumers? There aren't even any expectations from Chrysler anymore. And what
happened to Honda? Toyota carefully studied the market and prepared by focusing on
long-term. Yet, even in the face of $2 gas, they get grief for some delay. It's not like
they don't have other high-efficiency choices available in the meantime. That's good
business. They continue to sustain profit, even though the market isn't favorable. As
much as we'd all like to see more offerings like Leaf, that just plain isn't realistic. The
other EV choices have come even remotely close to its success. Not rushing to market
and delivering something for the masses is what Toyota strives for with Prius. That's a
big reason why PHV wasn't rolled out to the other states. They're well aware of the
tradeoffs involved and the opportunities available. The short-sightedness is a matter of
patience. Don't fall into the group-think trap. Focus on goals. Prius became a success
by being attentive to mainstream priorities and not giving into pressure from enthusiasts.

12-27-2014

Incentives. I couldn't resist responding to this: "However. Hybrids were originally
incentivized also." That concluding note to a summary of the market situation now with
plug-ins certainly got my attention. I posted: I take issue with that comment and see this
as an opportunity to clarify assumptions. (So, thanks!) The tax deduction working out to
$300 to $400 on your return hardly qualified as an incentive. It was basically a nice
"thank you" for purchasing. Prius exceeded mainstream minimum (60,000 annual) prior
to any credit being offered and it certainly wasn't comparable. The quantity limit back
then was 60,000 tax-credits per automaker before phaseout began. That's a far cry from
the 200,000 available now and even smaller when you can consider the market sold 17
Million new vehicle purchased per year in this country. That has since fallen to around
12 Million. The maximum amount was $3,150 per purchase, starting in 2006, well after
Prius had already become well established. The purpose was to push hybrids deeper into
the mainstream. The $7,500 available now is more than double and with the intent of
introduction instead. It's unfortunate that history isn't clear. But finding out explains
why there are so many misunderstandings about automaker decisions. The economic
factors are quite complex. Not having the whole story and dealing with audiences
expecting to-the-point responses miss out on important detail... then spread that vague to
others. Hopefully, this post was helpful.
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12-27-2014

Frustrated. This comment today was quite understandable: "I am just frustrated with
the absence of information. To me, the reading, studying, and analyzing, must precede
the purchasing. Toyota has thus far, denied me of that pleasure." But at the same time,
not reasonable. It all comes down to the "Who?" question. That's absolutely vital. I
responded with: Know your audience! That point cannot be stressed enough. You want
Toyota to provide information now, well ahead of rollout. That's what enthusiasts want,
not mainstream consumers. The audience they're targeting Prius at is those who research
shortly before purchasing, sometimes at the dealer itself. Those are ordinary people who
would otherwise purchase a Camry or Corolla. The masses who buy high-volume
profitable vehicles are the audience, those who often simply aren't paying attention to the
automotive market until they are ready to replace their current vehicle. It presents many
challenges for sustainable sales. That's an extremely fickle group to deal with. They do
little online. Just look at Prius owners for perspective. There are over 3 Million here, yet
membership of this forum is just 112,567 right now... and not all of them even own a
Prius. That's about 3.5% representation, hardly any sort of majority. And how many of
them joined the forum to learn more about their purchase, after the fact? As much as
we'd like more, it's just plain not realistic. The competition, both within and from others,
is too great. There is much at risk. The very fact that Toyota has been willing to alter
plans along the way is something we should be thankful for. Having that flexibility and
the willingness to acknowledge change is very important. Want some more
perspective? Just look at GM. Enthusiasts still have very little detail about the next Volt,
even though the rollout is about 6 months away. For that matter, they don't even know
who the audience will be.

12-27-2014

Power Steering. I've kept quiet about the special coverage adjustment for Volt,
campaign #14232. There's no benefit in focusing on a mechanical issue, since those can
be resolved. After all, Prius wasn't perfect. Though with the way GM people reacted to
Prius, telling us that owners and those nearby were at great risk, it is reasonable to at least
say something. It was a "we're all going to die" campaign that proved to be an
intentional effort to undermine, but I really don't want to stir that pot. My purpose, as
stated on my website for a decade, has been: "To significantly reduce emissions &
consumption in a reliable & cost-effective manner." That means providing support to
vehicles which are actually affordable and targeted at the masses. Anywho, this changes
the situation a bit. Rather than just expanding the update campaign (it's listed as a
reprogramming of the power-steering-control module, though there have been reports of
rack & gear replacement too), there's been a proposal for a class-action lawsuit. A claim
has been filed stating 100 plaintiffs requesting $5 Million for an: "alleged defect in the
steering system of its Chevrolet Volts which causes the steering wheel to freeze
intermittently while driving". What should the reaction to that be? Reading this makes
you wonder: "Complaints that consumers filed with National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration and posted in discussion forums demonstrate that the defect is
widespread and dangerous and that it manifests without warning." Is this another
circumstance where the situation is just being blown way out of proportion? And what
about the timing? I'm hoping focus will be on the fix. Get it done for owners quickly,
then it's over. No need to drag this out.
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12-29-2014

IIHS Award. It was nice to here that the V model of Prius earned such high praise
today. The award gives it a top safety rating. Being the larger wagon version makes it
appealing to families already. Seeing that Toyota worked to improve it will help sales
grow. Of course, the reality that Ford's advertising of C-Max drew so much attention to
the V model has becomes an interesting twist... as people discover Toyota's hybrid was
actually more efficient than the television commercials claimed. Ford really blew it with
that campaign. Safety is obviously unrelated to fuel-efficiency too. Adding safety to the
primary draws is a big win. For far too long, many assumed hybrids made many
sacrifices for the sake of saving gas. This highlights how that isn't actually the
case. Remember all that nonsense from certain automakers a decade back who claimed
we'd all have to give up being safe? Thank goodness we're finally able to move beyond
that. Even the most desperate will have trouble raising doubt now.

12-31-2014

$1.99 Per Gallon. Finding out how consumers have been reacting to the low gas prices
will be interesting. December sales results will be the big clue as to what 2015
holds. The expectation is oil cost will remain low for quite some time to come. That
makes marketing high-efficiency vehicles extremely difficult. In the meantime, it is nice
for those of us who already own them. I myself took full advantage yesterday
evening. It was my final opportunity to take photos of Christmas Lights. With the
temperature at -2°F and a steady breeze, it was far from ideal conditions. But we finally
got snow to cover up the dormant grass. So, I bundled up and headed out. Knowing my
hands would be entirely exposed to the extreme cold meant running the engine at times
just for the sake of generating heat. After 2 hours of that on & off, along with a commute
back and forth for work and recharging 3 times (morning, afternoon, evening), results
were surprisingly good. The 57 miles ended up averaging 64 MPG. That was totally
worth it. I got great photos. It sure was cold though, especially when grabbing the
frozen tripod with bare hands. Of course, with gas so cheap...

12-31-2014

Game Changer, part 1. It wasn't. Knowing the potential of the next means
understanding audience. Clearly, some still don't: "May 2015 be the year that GM kicks
it's old advertising agency handling the Volt account the door and learns that it's target
for Volt are current Prius owners and people who are open and interested in shopping
Prius against it's rivals." I was beside myself reading that from such an active supporter
who really works to be constructive. I tried: Who is the market for Volt? That targeting
would mean nothing was learned still. The true competition is GM own vehicles, the
traditional offering their own customers continue to buy in very high volume. Malibu,
Impala, Cruze, Equinox, and even Sonic are all absolutely crushing Volt. What
difference do the other automakers make? Of course, if GM did choose to disregard
losing Volt sales internally, they should be targeting Leaf not Prius. Notice how much
less Nissan advertised and how many more sales they achieved? If the goal of Volt is to
become a mainstream vehicle, it needs to achieve minimum sustainable sales. That's
5,000 per month… which means focus on the big picture, acknowledging the true
issues. Reality is, the generous tax-credit help will expire and gas prices will remain
unsupportive of high-efficiency vehicles.
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1-01-2015

Game Changer, part 2. Just 11 days from now, the second-generation Volt will be
revealed. Some long-awaited details will be provided. Reading online speculation, it's
still a mystery what GM is trying to achieve. Years back when the first-generation began
to fall well short of goals, the response was delay. They told us to be patience, that the
game-changer will come from the next instead. Now, that's less than 2 weeks
away. Will it? Should we really be expecting those same goals to now be
delivered? The answer is an overwhelming no. The huge success of EV offerings ended
up changing the game. So now we again ask, who? Knowing what consumers the new
Volt is attempting to lure is absolutely vital. Will it focus on the priorities of family
transportation? Or will it appeal wanting to tradeoff that balance in favor of
performance? Recently, it's all been extremely vague. Obviously, the rest of the industry
is waiting for the reaction before taking a step forward themselves. It's simply made no
sense not knowing what GM deemed important... know what their goals are now...
knowing what they think the game is.

1-02-2015

Questions Remain. The topic of the day on that daily blog was about a Forbes article
asking the very same questions I have all along. Some comments right away reflected a
not-so-happy outlook. This is the one which stated an expectation I wouldn't have ever
been able to post myself: "If you are like me, and wanted the Volt to be less expensive
and go mainstream, then I predict we will be disappointed." But now, others are chiming
in with similar sentiment. I posted: Yes, questions remain. The biggest one continues to
be: Who is the market for Volt? The most influential is still: When with the "nicely
under $30,000" be achieved? Having not reached the goal of 5,000 sales per month yet
and now having to deal with gas that's only $2 per gallon makes the upcoming reveal in
less than 2 weeks a very big deal. Specifically, answers need to be provided. Investors,
both business and consumer, are looking for direction from GM about what the plan is
for Volt. Is this next step a clear effort to break into the mainstream and make the
technology a high-volume profitable seller?
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1-02-2015

It's Happening Already. The lack of any clear message with the first-generation Volt
turned it into a mess. Then when rollout began, chaos. A complete lack of any particular
goal is dooming the second-generation to the same fate. I had no idea what started out as
a constructive discussion this morning would degenerate into a Prius bashing session like
that. Not mentioning it or Toyota was what other attempted. But when the posts become
more and more worrisome, they revert to attacking a scapegoat rather than actually
addressing the issue. I was astonished that they'd turn to loyalty attacks and spinning
history like that. When that group of enthusiasts recognizes the significance of costreduction and the importance of high-volume sales, it's a good sign. Falling apart so
quickly is a sign of trouble ahead though. That most devoted group doesn't see that being
realistic. What does that mean? Can we finally move on? Having Volt constantly
clamoring for attention and not delivering was hard enough to deal with. But now that
specific need has not been met, how will the fallout affect the rest of the industry? That's
been the concern all along. If GM wants to focus on want instead, is that going to be a
problem for the other automakers who are actually targeting middle-market? Remember
how Volt was promoted as a mainstream solution even though it didn't satisfy purchase
priorities of ordinary buyers of high-volume cars? Are customers who consider the
purchase of a traditional car really going to be disregarded again? We're certainly seeing
an indication of that happening already. I sure hope Nissan, Ford, Toyota, and the other
automakers who are striving to breakout beyond niche aren't pulled into the mess. It's
really unfortunate to witness this. It's sad that talented engineers will deliver technology
advance that won't reach the masses. This is why adhering to those original goals has
been so important. Who? When?

1-03-2015

Enablers, part 1. Remember why I joined discussions on that daily-blog for Volt all
those years ago? It came from the hope of building an ally. The first step was getting
cooperation from correcting posts with incorrect information. Much of that started from
misconceptions which originate from assumptions. The process should be simple. You
provide detail explaining how the system actually operates, they acknowledge the
misunderstanding, then we move on as partners. Instead, there was outright hostility
from the belief that no partnership could ever exist across automakers. Those enthusiasts
sincerely believed a joined effort to promote plug-in would ever be possible... hence the
"vastly superior" exclamations. They took advantage of those misconceptions for the
sake of greenwashing. That ended up becoming a disasterous choice, creating chaos
among supporters. First-Generation Volt fell apart from mixed messages and lots of
uncertainty. Will the second suffer the same self-deprecation? Who knows. At least the
rest of us are looking at the big picture. Today, it was specifically the enablers on the
forum dedicated to Leaf. Someone on the big Prius forum pointed out an active thread
there which was disparaging to Prius PHV owners. That didn't upset me. Behavior like
that is to be expected. In fact, friendly rivalries can sometimes emerge. We'd like
that. The problem was seeing a few high-posting participants on the big Prius forum also
participating there very often but not making any effort to counter the
greenwashing. They are enabling that activity with intent to undermine by not speaking
up and providing corrections. Irritated, I called them out on it.
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1-03-2015

Enablers, part 2. Here's what I posted on the big Prius forum after reading that long
thread on the Leaf forum: What gets me is how they make blanket statements about
minimum capacity without taking into account how far the person actually drives. If you
have a 12-mile capacity and only drive 12 miles to the destination, that's an excellent use
of capacity. Recharging before driving back makes perfect sense. Why in the world
should you be required to have more in that case? For that matter, why would you plug
in if you already have the capacity to return without? What really gets me though is how
members here who participate there serve as enablers. For example: "Yes, slower,
because any faster than 61 MPH and they're blowing through gas at the rate of 1 gallon
for every 50 miles, lol. But seriously, the first 5-6 miles of my freeway commute leaving
downtown is always behind a PiP doing 60 MPH. After that 6 miles or so at freeway
speeds they are out of battery and the gas engine fires up, then I think they finally speed
up." Failing to respond with the correction information not only allows the
misconception to continue to be spread, it also provides a bit of legitimacy to it. The
belief that benefit from plug-supplied electricity is lost entirely at speeds faster than 61
mph is successful greenwashing, where certain individuals intentionally misled about
how the system actually works. The reality that it is allowed to continue is just plain
wrong. Same goes with the "6 mile" range. Here, we know that is an exploited
misunderstanding of the EPA rating. But the effort to make people assume that is the
entire capacity available has been very successful. It's quite irritating to read misleading
statements. It's even more so when you know there are those who can stop them. How
much effort would it take to point out the system delivers +100 MPG at 65 mph? Come
on! Someone needs to make an effort. The same goes for pointing out the EV
capacity. We all know here that the charge is far from used up entirely at just 6 miles.

1-04-2015

Aggressive Look. A factor contributing to the delay of the next-generation Prius which
didn't get much attention at first but now is has been stirring new discussions. I was
annoyed that the obvious stay-away and expiring-patent factors weren't
acknowledged. People mostly focused on fabricated conspiracy theories, rather than
actually looking at the detail presented and studying past history. A big part of it is likely
not actually having paid attention until recently and even now only looking at
Prius. Stepping back though, we see Toyota is taking on quite an effort to add visual
excitement to their product-line. Camry & Corolla very recently just went through
significant aesthetic changes, really big ones. You can see that with the newest Lexus
rollouts as well. Long story short, the body design for Prius was rejected. Having
achieved a unique look, which competitors attempted to stigmatize over the years,
brought about the late decision. Back when it was introduced in 2003, Prius was the only
midsize hatchback offered in this market. That made it an easy target for
greenwashing. Underminers would claim the visual aspect was the reason for strong
sales, claiming it made a green statement only with no other appeal. The fact that the
shape also offered an extremely practical cargo-area was outright dismissed. Well, all
these years later, other automakers have caught up. They too offer larger hatchbacks and
even wagons. So in the spirit of self-fulfilling fantasies, the ultimate backfire is for
Toyota to take advantage of the supposed green appeal. Why not? After all, it was the
competition who set that precedent. So, Toyota has set out to make the next Prius take
on an aggressive look.
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1-04-2015

Showing Votes. That daily-blog for Volt is like that old forum with the obtuse "up to the
chore" discussion all those years ago. The structure of the forum contributed profoundly
to the unending nature of that thread, which ironically was what contributed to the
ultimate end of the forum itself. Elsewhere on the internet where hybrid & plug-in
discussions take place, the likes are displayed with the names of who submitted those
votes. On this one though, you don't even have to log on. In other words, there's no
accountability. That prevents constructive discussions from ever really taking hold. If
someone doesn't like what was posted, they just keep voting until the post disappears. Of
course, we know one of the people responsible for that. His posts are nothing but
personal attacks, never responding to any of the actual content. It's such blatant bad
behavior, I'm amazed the moderator hasn't done anything to stop it. After all, the
moderators of the big GM forum eventually ended up needing to do that to restore the
credibility lost as a result of that enabling. Of course, the daily-blog wouldn't attract
much participation then. After all, many of the same topics are also published on the
parent-site before there and very few comments are posted... yet another indicator of
what's to come for Volt. Allowing that behavior shouldn't be necessary to get people to
post. Needless to say, I'm thrilled by the progress elsewhere on other forums.

1-04-2015

Structurally Deficient. Of the 20,000 bridges in Minnesota, there are 1,200 of them
which are structurally deficient. In other words, we are still struggling with the same
problem as when the one fell here 7 years ago. How many other states do you think are
in similar situations? Having to closely monitor the safety of those bridges shouldn't be
necessary. We should have been replacing them over time, budgeting to cover the cost
along the way. Instead, the resistance to using tax money for that continues. To make
matters worse, that disregard for the future is reflected by the roads too. There's 12,000
miles of state highways alone. Funding for infrastructure still isn't getting the attention it
should. With gas prices so low now, it's hard to believe raising funds how would be a
problem. Yet, we know it will. Currently, the tax-rate is 28.5 cent-per-gallon. Trouble
is coming and many people are strongly opposed to actually paying for what's
needed. It's really sad. Notice how there's still a heavy dependence on tax-credit money
for plug-in vehicles, yet none of those in favor of that want to address funding? How
things are paid for is really nasty. Reading the online-comments from today's article
published in the Sunday newspaper on this topic make that overwhelmingly clear. I find
it so hypocritical how the "no free lunch" argument is often used, but the cost part not
addressed. It's quite frustrating.
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1-05-2015

Not Knowing Yet. We won't have details about the next-gen Volt until a week from
now; however, we did get more of a look at the vehicle exterior. GM revealed all but the
back end of the upcoming model. These were some of the comments which caught my
attention: "I'll reserve judgment until I see better pics of the whole car, but so far, it
appears that Volt 2.0 has taken a step towards being more ordinary." and "They are
trying to go mainstream with the looks and I think that's a mistake." and "I'm
disappointed, looks pretty boring!" There's an obvious effort to make the new Volt stand
out less, to make it blend into the crowd now. I see it more as GM recognizing how
futile it was to concentrate effort on conquest sales. They and enthusiasts worked that
angle to death, neglecting their own customers in the meantime. The showroom floor
experience was totally disregarded. That's where Volt varied dramatically from
Prius. Toyota made sure that Prius was presented along with their other vehicles, making
it seemingly ordinary from observing it up close at the time of first-hand
research. People know the Prius name, but for many, it wasn't until being at the dealer
that they ever actually considered one. They wanted to capitalize on the opportunity of
someone interested in purchasing a Toyota vehicle but never having considered a
Prius. Many, many, many owners were captured that way. In the past 4 years, I haven't
heard a single story of a Volt owner having discovered Volt on the showroom floor like
that. Now we know, GM is shifting over to the same type of buyer. Yeah! Of course,
the "not knowing yet" part of the equation is making both enthusiast & support quite
crazy at the moment. They want to know detail about how this more ordinary looking
version of Volt will actually perform.

1-06-2015

Doing The Math. One of the supporters of Volt tried to help out the enthusiasts with: "If
sales go up to 50,000 Volts sold per year, that would still be 2.5 years of Gen II sales to
exhaust the credit. The full credit wouldn't expire until the beginning of 2018, which is a
long time from now. Plus, then there would be 6 months of sales with a $3,750 credit,
and after that 6 months of sales with a credit of $1,875." My dose of reality was
obviously not going to make him happy. But all the poking now for goals is to make sure
expectations are properly set. If you don't, the spin afterward will get out of
control. Fallout happens from not preventing. We should have a clear understanding
prior to the reveal of Volt next week of what GM is truly attempting to deliver. And yes,
that includes knowing who the audience is. Do they expect to produce a lot of
them? Will it be profitable enough to compel dealers to stock many and for salespeople
to take the time to sell them? Are they intended to diversify offerings in the few
years? What the heck are they trying to accomplish? With the limitations of the taxcredit money, that's important to know. Needless to say, there are many questions. I
responded to that post with: Gen-2 won't be mainstream either, despite all the hype
telling us it would easily hit that mainstream minimum of 60,000 annual? It is good to be
realistic. Since Nissan will run out of tax-credits earlier, it is quite reasonable to expect
them to ramp up competition pressure prior to that happening. Already, we know that's
happening with Tesla. We can see that plan clearly being formed by both Ford & Toyota
too. Then of course, there's the bitter reality of growing GM sales among their traditional
fleet. Notice the December sales of 16,817 Malibu, 17,800 Cruze, 13,088 Impala, and
21,298 Equinox? Heck, even the 5,456 Sonic clearly shows that. The competition will
be from all directions. It's essential that Volt achieve the 5,000 per month prior to taxcredit money being reduced. Because when that reduction starts, sales will become even
more of a challenge.
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1-07-2015

5,000 Per Month. Certain individuals really get riled up when sales are
discussed. Well, too bad. That's the reality of business. As much as they like to show
off trophies, the bills still need to be paid and supposedly, this was to be a high-volume
profitable vehicles. It's a simple equation. Many need to be produced & sold. Anywho,
I sounded off about that this way: Notice how the original goal of Volt becoming a topseller among GM's popular car offerings still isn't being discussed, despite being on the
verge of next-gen reveal? We've been told for years that patiently waiting for this
upgraded design would get Volt back on track to becoming the game-changer which had
been promised. Fine. The delay was an admission of not having understood all the
market needs & pressures, that the next would address them. That standard industry sales
watermark of 60,000 annual has been in place for well over a decade. It helps to identify
the profit-earners in this time of increased competition. Big automakers require those
high-volume self-sustaining vehicles to survive. We've been expecting Volt to join in, to
fulfill that role. The purpose of the tax-credit is to accelerate the acceptance process. So
by the time it begins the phase-out process, monthly sales would have reached a rate
where less assistance wouldn't have any impact. In other words, sales would be
comparable with the other profit-earners. Not even having reached the watermark at that
point of phase-out means struggle ahead. This is why that "Who?" question continues to
be asked. Lots of buyers are needed to achieve the goal. Like it or not, gas is cheap and
the clock is ticking. The reveal coming up in just a few days is a really big deal. There's
much at stake. Ask yourself what's truly necessary for sales to increase significantly, to a
minimum of 5,000 per month.

1-07-2015

Mission Accomplished. When goals aren't actually met, but you want to call it good
enough and move on, you make the declaration of "mission accomplished". That's the
ironic expectation nowadays... which is what the fans of the first-gen Volt have been
doing. Unfortunately, GM's executive chief engineer of electrified vehicles, said the Volt
in 2010 had two goals: 40 miles all-electric range and 300 miles in charge sustaining
mode. I wasn't surprised to see it. Pretending other goals weren't set is nothing
new. Lowering the bar for the upgrade isn't either. It sets up an environment for mixed
expectations, the very thing that caused the original fallout. Next week's debut certainly
will be interesting. In the meantime, this is what I ended up posting in response to the
mission accomplished discussion: We know there were other goals. The big ones were
getting MSRP below $30,000 and hitting that 60,000 annual milestone. Neither was
achieved with the first-gen Volt. They choose to say "mission accomplished" and move
on. That's fine. The question now is: Will those same goals apply to the second-gen
Volt? If not, what is the mission? Watching sales numbers like we saw for December
(16,817 Malibu, 17,800 Cruze, 13,088 Impala, 21,298 Equinox, and even Sonic at 5,456)
leaves you wondering. Shouldn't a goal be to attract those customers to Volt? Shouldn't
we have an expectation of seeing Volt included in the list of GM top-sellers?
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1-07-2015

Major Concern. The response to that mission accomplish was explosive. I sat back an
watched the posts & voting go wild throughout the day. Eventually, I ended up posting
this later in the evening: "The extreme reaction to asking that is confirmation of having
identified a major concern. Only a few more days until we finally have some
answers." That was it. Nothing more needed to be said. I clearly had identified a major
concern. They're so hypocritical, I don't know where to begin. For years, those
enthusiasts were telling us how sales would dramatically increase when the nextgeneration model was rolled out. Now, there's a message being sent that it will remain a
niche, that the fiercely defending mainstream delay really never was a goal, that the
market will experience only minimal growth. There's no expectation for fuel-efficiency
leadership anymore. Sales of the traditional vehicles will continue to grossly overwhelm
Volt. Wow! While Toyota strives to deliver a choice that's competitive, GM continue to
focus on want instead. Ugh.

1-09-2015

Engineering Triumph. Based on the information people have been able to glean so far,
it appears as though GM did some rather major redesigning to the second-generation
system for Volt. Looking back a Toyota, that really didn't happen for Prius. The
approach was already well thought out for the wide variety of operational conditions the
vehicle would have to deal with. We saw an increase in voltage and an increase in both
teeth & carrier count for the PSD. There was the replacement of the reduction-gear with
a second PSD. The motors could run at a higher RPM than previously too. It sounds like
Volt underwent more significant changes... which begs the question of cost. The word is
that the new system will deliver quite a bit more power. Why? Enthusiasts have been
gloating for years about how "vastly superior" the performance actually was. What is the
point of adding to that? It's an engineering triumph we'll hear about to no end, but there
wasn't a need for it in the first place. The system already fulfilled power
requires. Perhaps if that was a side-benefit of the improved depleted efficiency, then it
would make sense. But since that CS-mode expectation isn't anticipated to be a major
improvement, there is good reason to question intent. For that matter, we have to wonder
about overall purpose. Mainstream consumers couldn't care less. As long as the
technology is efficient, reliable, and affordable, details of the engineering are
meaningless to them. Even when it comes to generalized goals, there's no point. Notice
how the enthusiasts changed the goal from delivering a "game changer" to just "proving
it could be done"? We already knew is was possible. The question was whether or not
the cost could be realistic for profitable sales. The answer to that is an overwhelming no;
yet, that aspect of engineering isn't given much... if any... attention. That's a lose-lose
situation. Both business & consumer losing isn't a triumph.
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1-10-2015

Cheap Gas. It's really strange watching it drop. We never imagined prices ever being so
low again. True, it's only temporary and it does put a new twist on boiling the frog. But
even so, this is uncharted territory. Seeing $2 per gallon along with plug-in vehicles adds
an element of the surreal. The situation makes you wonder what comes next. How will
the EV be marketed? Getting it thought of as anything but a niche was already
challenging. We cannot talk about the new "normal" when we are back to cheap
gas. This is definitely a head-scratcher. With the market for trucks already ramping up
competitiveness, how will the lower price of gas influence purchase decisions? For those
who actually use their trucks as trucks, it's nice. For those who want a truck but clearly
don't need one, will they jump on the opportunity anyway? That is how the SUV market
got so crazy. In fact, that's why the small ones are so popular now. Let's not forget the
underlying reason the big ones became so popular in the first place: Profit. Rather than
invest in the future, there was the quest for quarterly-returns for stockholders
instead. That's sad. Trucks continue to be high-profitable. Cheap gas will likely help
them a lot.

1-11-2015

New Location. My data, ever since my first Prius 14 years and 4 months ago, has been
consistent. Having the same driver and same routes made endorsing the technology
easy. It was very clear to see the influences of factors like temperature & traffic. That's
about to change. In roughly 6 weeks, if all goes well, I'll be moving. We found a home
to settle down in. The location is fantastic. There's no need to drive to either of my
favorite small lakes to rollerblade around. All 3 are just a few blocks away, rather than
miles. The one is our favorite to kayak on too. So, the journey with the Prius to bring
them over will be a very short one, perfect for the plug-in. The location is scenic as
well. Sunsets during this time of year can be spectacular. It will be quite convenient
being able to just back the Prius out of the driveway to capture it with the colors. I may
be able to do the same across the street with sunrises. In other words, we got really lucky
with that particular house. Being in the right place at the right time has to happen to
someone. Why not us? Making the situation even more exciting is the fact that this
garage should make the installation of a 240-volt charger really easy. Everything is right
there and I believe the input is enough to offer a dedicated high-amp line. However it
plays out, this is a great opportunity. We have a lot to look forward to. I feel quite
fortunate.
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1-12-2015

OMG! The reveal happened. The following details stirred far more than even I
imagined: "The front-wheel-drive compact hatchback's new 1.5-liter Ecotec generator
now runs on regular gas instead of needing premium, and combined fuel efficiency on
gas is expected to be 41 mpg – up from 37 mpg for the present Volt." and "...with rear
legroom increased by 0.6 inches and rear headroom decreased by 0.2 inches." and "Its
new top speed is 98 mph and while the battery is charged the gas engine does not come
on even if the accelerator is pressed to the floor. This differentiates it from every other
plug-in hybrid and makes it its own unique type of vehicle." and "Its new 0-60 time is
quicker by a half second at 8.4 seconds estimated, and the 0-30 time has been cut by 30
percent to 2.6 seconds." I posted the following on the big Prius forum in response to
such revelations: Even without knowing MSRP yet, it's clear that the audience didn't
shift. Offering 1.3 inches less legroom in back is a big letdown. We saw lots of posts just
last week saying people were hoping the headroom in back would increase; instead, it
shrunk a tiny bit. As for the performance increase, why? We certainly weren't hearing
anything related to the current model under-performing. In fact, we've had to deal with
quite a bit of gloating over the years about how quick & powerful the system already
was. What do those same people have to say about the new one? With what was just
revealed, it's going to be a difficult argument claiming the next-generation was designed
to appeal to ordinary consumers, those who would have just purchased some other GM
car.

1-12-2015

Niche. Now we know. I got a kick out of reading this particular comment: "This can
still be an excellent commuter car & occasional small family car for many people. It
occupies a unique and important niche for a 50 mile EV roundtrip commuter car (plus
range extender) that only requires overnight charging or a 100 mile EV roundtrip
commuter (plus range extender) with workplace charging. That's a very large
niche." It's among the very first damage-control posts on the big Prius forum about the
new Volt. When expectations aren't met, posts like that are what happens. Hey, at least
they are being sincere. That's a huge improvement over some of the nonsense we had to
deal with in the past. This was my remark to that: The hope was this generation would
become the one to take on ordinary competition, winning people over on showroom
floors and dealer lots. Watching traditional vehicle sales absolutely crush the plug-in
segment is obviously unappealing for everyone involved. A win anywhere from any
automaker is what's needed. We need something for the masses. I'm glad Toyota has
always remained true to their pursuit of affordability. The Original Prius strived to keep
costs in check, rolled out with an attractive sticker-price right from the start. When the
Classic, Iconic, and +2010 all rolled out, the temptation to shift priority was
avoided. The power & capacity increases were modest as a tradeoff to keeping it
affordable. Toyota obviously could have delivered more. The hybrid Camry clearly
demonstrated more power was easily available. So, we've been led to believe GM would
keep performance (speed, power, capacity) as is and instead focus heavily on costreduction instead. True, everyone likes more EV range, but we've seen how effective
blending can be. Why not taken advantage of the hybrid system? That way, a
competitive model with more leg & head room in back could also be offered. This
design approach doesn't address the reality of traditional vehicle sales. What do you
think the MSRP will actually be?
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1-12-2015

Underwhelming. That's the best way to describe the overall response. Of course, with a
generation improvement, that would be the anticipated outcome... since incremental is
the proper expectation. The problem was, both enthusiast & supporter were hoping for a
major redesign. They essentially wanted a complete redesign. Since the first-generation
of Volt was written off as an "early adopter" rollout, rather than the "game changer" it
had been promoted, that made sense. In other words, they had convinced themselves this
wouldn't happen. Well, it did. The second-generation will likely be trapped as a vehicle
not for the masses. With the long-term future hope of $275 per kWh for the battery, cost
will still be uncompetitive. Nissan will continue to push for a less expensive platform...
no engine, no liquid cooling. And with Leaf using up tax-credit money at a faster rate,
there's obviously going to be pressure building on Volt. In the meantime, Toyota hasn't
played its hand yet. Those cards they are holding continue to remain unknown. What we
do know though is the audience for Prius. It's the masses. That's why keeping batterycapacity small and battery-cooling air is what PHV has pursued. It's how to keep
competitive, without dependency on tax-credit money. We know that the typical
consumer will be thrilled with modest EV. That's just basic automotive study. You can
see examples of the trickle-down effect from a wide variety of vehicle technologies of the
decades. This isn't anything new. Don't let the enthusiasts convince you of that. Do
your own homework. See how components now considered ordinary had their
start. Look at what happened to those technologies as they were adopted by the
masses. Then, think about this particular instance of being underwhelmed. What should
they have expected?

1-12-2015

Distraction. In the very predictable style of GM, when an "over promise, under deliver"
situation occurs, they make an announcement to distract. Well, sure enough. Exactly as
anticipated, Volt's reveal was proceeded by that very thing. GM introduced us to
Bolt. It's nothing but a concept vehicle with a bold promise. They presented it as a 200mile range EV with a price of $30,000. Right away, there were those of us seeking out
detail. The first big undercover was the fact that the price included a $7,500 taxcredit. The second was that the vehicle wouldn't be available until at least 2017. That
meant it was really more expensive and that the expectation of Volt sales will continue to
be so low that the tax-credit wouldn't have been used up by then. GM is obviously
desperate to compete directly with Tesla & Nissan; they've clearly given up trying to
compete with Toyota... who continues to seek out solutions to replace traditional
vehicles. We hope, of course, that Model X and Leaf really do attract ordinary
consumers. But not everyone has the same need. The masses aren't ready for exclusive
electric-only choices yet... which is why GM started with Volt in the first place. Oh
well. It's not like we haven't pointed out the mixed messages. Perhaps this will
ultimately turn into a diversity outcome. That would be great. Right now though, it is
clearly a distraction.
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1-13-2015

How? I waited 2 days before posting anything on that daily blog for Volt. It was a large
thread that went no where. The title was: "2016 Volt seats five, promises 50 miles
electric range." Discussion points were all over the place. It was a chaotic
mess. Opinions were all over the place. Not knowing price for at least another 5 months
means the posts will likely fizzle to almost nothing, since that's such a massive factor and
no other detail is expected in the meantime. I climbed up on the soapbox for a quick
sound-off: 5 seats? Not if you have legs! Any child old enough to not need a boosterseat won't fit. No one older will fit either. Last week, there were many posts stating the
hope of having a headroom increase in back. Instead, there was a minor decrease. Also,
the modest increase in legroom wasn't enough to reach midsize class. Strangely, the rear
window still lacks a wiper. And whether you feel MPG in CS-mode is important or not,
that depleted efficiency being much higher is an expectation not fulfilled. Appealing to
mainstream consumers didn't happen. Fine. Appealing to the car enthusiast is the focus
of this newly revealed generation. Having that clarity of purpose early on is
great! However, the fact that high-speed charging won't be offered does leave you
wondering... especially with GM now embracing the EV, something they heavily
campaigned against in the past with their "range anxiety" promotion. Whatever the case,
we move on. It feels good knowing clashes of the past are over. We finally have an
answer to the "Who?" question. Low gas prices and the growing demand for trucks and
small SUVs will continue to increase pressure though. That reality cannot be avoided. It
changes the question now to "How?"
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1-14-2015

Different Animals. It has been fascinating to witness the reaction to the Volt
reveal. There was no "over promise, under deliver" this time. It was simply hoping for
the best... which clearly didn't happen. Instead, there was a change in direction. Last
time, Volt enthusiasts became Prius antagonists with "vastly superior" taunts. It's a
chapter in their history they attempted to distance themselves from by shifting focus over
to Leaf instead. Ironically, that was what Volt was intended to compete with. Remember
all the "range anxiety" campaigning? Well, when people started purchasing more Leaf
that Volt anyway, enthusiasts changed goals. It was an act of desperation... making the
purpose of Volt questionable. Things went downhill from there. The situation was a
mess. GM made choices with the next-gen Volt to get them back on track. The decision
was to compete with EV offerings. Prius PHV, Fusion, Energi, and C-Max Energi would
now be recognized as plug-in hybrids without the contradictory EREV definition
confusing matters. GM made Volt more of a EV, even though it still would be forced to
run the engine in extreme cold conditions (what we call a normal Winter here in
Minnesota) and would use direct-drive more following depletion. The next Leaf is
expected to deliver quite a bit more of a range increase from the current 84-mile
rating. That makes the new Volt's expected 50-mile rating a head-scratcher. True, it
should do a better job of covering EV travel needs. But at the same time sours the
engine-running experience even more. Whatever the case, it is GM who will have to deal
with that. Toyota, Ford, Honda, and Hyundai will all be trying to deliver a well-balanced
solution for the masses. That means a small enough battery to keep it affordable and not
impair passenger/cargo space, yet still deliver much improved emissions & consumption
over traditional vehicles. It summed the comparison outlook on the very active thread
about it with: Yup, the business purposes of Volt and Prius PHV are simply far too
different. The consumer audiences are not the same either, which GM clearly just
confirmed. Toyota's quest to keep it affordable (traditionally competitive without taxcredits) means expectations for the Gen-4 are no cross-shopping. There will be plug-ins
offering speed, power, and distance, then there will be Prius offering a balance of traits
with the intent to appeal to a wide array of potential buyers. You calling them "different
animals" is an excellent way of stating it.

1-15-2015

Didn't Happen. Curious as ever how that daily blog for Volt will change, I've been
refraining from saying much. Posting thoughts isn't needed anyway. There are many
others already doing that, making the very same observations I have. It's no secret what
had been hoped for verses what was actually unveiled differed quite a bit. That leaves
the past vulnerable to spin. A lot of misleading has come about as a result. It's not a big
deal. Lack of substance causes most of the rhetoric to pass quickly. I did take issue with
misrepresentation of goals though. So, I did end up chimed into a discussion with: The
vaporware comments were based upon GM's claim of delivering a 40-mile all-condition
range plug-in hybrid for "nicely under $30,000". It didn't end up happening. MSRP was
well above that price and range was well below. People assumed, without taking the
time to consider detail, like production-cost or heater-impact. They also believed the
"leap-frogging" Prius meant a vehicle of equal size with similar efficiency following
depletion. That didn't happen either.
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1-15-2015

Advice. Now that Volt has vanished from the picture, no longer undermining Prius with
bold promises it couldn't keep, we are seeing a shift in posting activity. We are seeing
more of the new owner posts. Yeah! Getting drown out by rhetoric was horrible. I'm
sure glad that's over. That nonsense of the past was very frustrating. I enjoy sharing
advice. Of course, it's even more rewarding seeing others share the same wisdom
without me. But today, I did some by answering a series of commutes about Winter
cabin heating: If you want to warm-up the system for heat, turn on the heater. If you
want it to warm-up faster, turn on the defrost (since it increases engine RPM, on the plugin model anyway, not sure about the C model). Low blower and low temperature (like
65) will keep you from feeling much for cold air in the meantime. You need that to keep
the window clear anyway. If there's no concern about humidity, you can change the vent
to recirculate. Having an aftermarket gauge will allow you to know exactly when the air
goes from warmish to hot, by monitoring the coolant temp. Blocking the grille to increase
heat-retention and reduce cold air-flow is helpful too.

1-15-2015

Normal? Some operational aspects of the hybrid system are counter-intuitive. New
owners often ask what the heck is happening. They sometimes even wonder if something
wrong. Active members of the big Prius forum help out by responding with
detail. Today, it was my turn: That's quite normal. Since your Prius doesn't have a plug,
it seeks out the most efficient opportunities to recharge the pack. It will start the engine
when the power load is at a balance, where some of the resulting output can be used to
generate electricity. Note the at the plug-in model does the very same thing when in HV
mode. It takes advantage of the engine. Also, keep in mind that some of the generated
electricity will be consumed immediately and the fact that the energy-flow from the
system will change rapidly & often. Watching the screen, you can see it happening
anywhere from 10 to 20 times per minute. That's the result of having a PSD (Power-Split
Device) connecting a gas-engine with 2 electric-motors. The dynamic nature of that
design is often not realized by new owners... who question why the heck the engine
started. You're not alone. That is indeed what's suppose to happen. If that makes sense,
now consider the other goal of reducing emissions. It seems counter-intuitive to run the
engine without having first exhausted the battery. Keeping the emissions from engine
exhaust low requires heat. That heat is used by the catalytic-converter to cleanse the
exhaust. When the engine runs, its own heat that it creates is used for the cleansing. The
heat is retained by the coolant. It's an interesting cycle of one feature taking advantage of
another.
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1-15-2015

$1.85 to $2.09 per Gallon. What a strange thing to be writing about. But when the
President makes a statement about trying to be realistic, to properly set expectations
about the price of gas, and it results in hostile rhetoric, you have to respond. I was
dumbfounded by how un-understanding some people were. The posted comments on the
article I read were amazing. People were blaming him for not allowing them to "catch a
break". It was very clear that many has absolutely no clue why the price was so low. For
the first time in over 30 years, the United States is actually exporting more oil than it is
importing. That's a bizarre switch. The surplus from the increase interferes with the
delicate balance of cost. Normally, the oil-producing nations would reduce their
pumping rate to balance out supply. But this isn't a temporary situation, as in the past
with surplus issues. The volume change is permanent. The United States is drilling
more. They continued as usual anyway. It pushed price down. Obviously, that cannot
continue for too long... hence the warning not to rush out and purchase a guzzler. Being
realistic means recognition of the problem. The market simply cannot be flooded with
excess inventory like that. Those oil-producing nations depend upon money from the
sales of their oil. Low prices hurts them significantly. We're seeing the price increase
begin already. Where it will stop is anyone's guess.

1-16-2015

Semantics. Having been pulled deep into those arguments years ago, there is now a
strong effort to avoid dealing with that again. It's a waste of time. Nothing is
accomplished anymore from any type of labeling. In the past, the point was to simply
point out that the systems were not the same. That goal has been achieved, so no need to
dwell. Unfortunately, there are a few antagonists who thrive on debate exchanges. One
such attempt to stir was: "It is a full or strong hybrid for being able to propel the car at
75mph on electric alone." He's well know for getting into intense pointless
points. Being constructive means working toward a goal. The quote certainly didn't
pursue that. I choose my words carefully, responding with this hoping to direct the
thread off the obvious tangent: The definition of FULL has always (for 15 years now)
been any system with the flexibility to deliver propulsion & generating both with the
engine and without, as well as blending & separating through the use of some sort of
power-split device. That's why IMA was always identified as a different type. Since it
only had a single electric-motor and it was connected directly to the engine, it lacked
some of those abilities... hence it being just an ASSIST hybrid. At no time has there ever
been any MPH or even KW criteria. And without the flexibility, is not a FULL
hybrid. That's why we are trying to get away from labels... especially since they are so
much less clear now with the variety. People will looks at whatever claims are made and
validate. No more taking things at face value. Yeah!
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1-16-2015

Quick & Painful. It's late Friday evening. Details of the new Volt were revealed very
early Monday morning. Discussions have died already. The big GM forum had literally
nothing. I'm amazed at how quickly the disappointment spread. Expectations were much
higher... and clearly were not met. It was a painful outcome. Too bad. The PEV Owners
meeting was yesterday. I got to chat with a number of Volt & Leaf owners... as well as
Tesla and even a Mercedes B-Class. We had a blast getting to share stories and discuss
the future. There, we were told 7 high-speed DC chargers had just been made available
throughout the metro area. That puts Minnesota on the map for super-fast charging
opportunities. It's great for traveling further with your EV. What a fantastic
debut! Minnesota is already the #10 state in the country for EV ownership per-capita in
the United States. Anywho, the point is GM's choice to focus on more EV competition
and abandon traditional competition puts Volt in an awkward category instead. With
ranges & capacities increasing and more & faster chargers becoming available, that's
going to be a tough sale. Look at how well Leaf is already doing. Speaking with those
owners last night, range-anxiety is non-existent for some. Nissan knows that and is
targetting those consumers now. In 2 or 3 years, we'll see the big improvements several
automakers are striving to offer. How Volt will compete with that, especially without a
tax-credit, remains a serious concern. Whatever the case, I'm glad Toyota's focus is the
masses who would otherwise just buy a traditional vehicle. It's an odd sense of balance
having market diversity in that fashion. It comes with quite a bit of risk too. Screwy gas
prices and fickle consumers are a challenge to plan business around. If this week's
discussions are any indication of Volt interest, GM is in trouble. Remember what
happened when final production details of the first-generation Volt were revealed?

1-16-2015

Argument Sparring. I got a big kick out of reading this serious of posts. It started with:
"GM is still by far the leader in Hydrogen Technology... They forced Toyota's hand since
the Volt has virtually spelled the death knell for the Prius as a hybrid technology." That
was on the big GM forum. So naturally, I was quite intrigued what kind of response that
would generate, especially since the thread was about a Toyota Mirai driving
report. (That's the new fuel-cell vehicle which recently sales recently began in
Japan.) The respond post started with: "What do you mean by leader? Better technology?
Where are they keeping it? Did they forget it under a table somewhere?" Rather than
something actually constructive, the thread got lively with this: "I really like the Volt, but
it is in no way a threat to Toyota hybrids yet." I was obviously captivated at that point,
very interested in what would be posted next. It was: "A 50 electric mile volt, plus 41
mpg on generator with over 400 miles total range that can sit 5 is and costs around the
current volt is not going to affect prius sales?" That deserved a LOL reply. Prius is
currently aimed at buyers looking for something not requiring a plug. Volt isn't even in
the same category. Talking about not understanding audience! Of course, what I found
hysterical wasn't that blatant disregard for who. It was the claim of being able to sit
5. That fifth seat is a joke. There's no legroom whatsoever. It's a battery-pack mound
covered by 2 cupholders. Nothing but a small child could actually be seated
there. Ugh. Thankfully, that nonsense same to a sensible end: "I really love Voltec, and
a Volt would suit me just fine, but it made nowhere near the splash it could have. I was
expecting it to be a rival for HSD right out of the gate, but somehow GM sold fewer this
year than last."
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1-17-2015

Too Little, Too Slowly. Remember that concern? Remember why it came
about? There's a massive need to deliver clean & efficient choices for the
masses. Ordinary people have to purchase something. Business profit must come from
something. Remember how the second-generation Volt was to fulfill the need? It's an
uncomfortable position not having any particular goal to look forward to. There are even
any mixed messages this time. The outlook is grim. Oddly, you'd think there would be
cries for patience to wait for the price reveal. But then again, having learned the lesson
of silence is possible. Who knows? What we are certain of is that depleted efficiency
was only modestly improved, that the legroom & headroom in back is still cramped, and
that there is no fifth seat. That makes us all wonder what comes next. GM's focus away
from mainstream consumers is a welcome sign for Ford & Toyota, the automakers who
wish to target the high-volume profitable audience. I had really hoped the next Volt
would somehow change to address the same goals... instead of remaining in the niche
category. Oh well. There isn't much that came be done anymore. Buyers will be
pleased. The vehicle itself should perform well. In fact, I suspect we'll get lots of
excited reports from new owners. Unfortunately, the problem will remain. GM
customers will continue to purchase traditional vehicles in large numbers. We will be
left waiting, again. Wouldn't it be amazing though if cost could have somehow been
reduced to such an extreme that the new Volt could be deliver in massive
quantity? Sadly, that doesn't look realistic yet.

1-18-2015

Engineering Choices. The big ones are made by management executives, not the actual
engineers. Their choices dictate what happens with the engineering. This is why the
next-gen Volt and its tie to Prius have been getting so much attention. Would GM stand
true to their original goal of delivering a 40-mile range? If so, the cost of the vehicle
would be reduced simply through their advancements related to battery engerydensity. The side-benefit of that would be reduced size, resulting in increased cabinarea... as well as reduced weight and reduced support hardware. It was an opportunity
we didn't know if GM actually would take, but hoped they would. GM didn't. Instead,
the choice was to increase range and increase performance. The executive decision was
to compete with EV offerings, rather than go after ordinary consumers interested in a
high-efficiency hybrid. In other words, the answer to whether or not the new Volt would
compete with Toyota PHV and Ford Energi is clear. It wouldn't. We went from a flurry
of mixed messages over the years to extreme clarity. At the same time, we just got a
unveiling from Hyundai. The upcoming next-gen hybrid system for Sonata would
deliver increased passenger space and an estimate 39 MPG city / 44 MPG highway
rating. That will likely work out to a combined rating of 42 MPG. The smaller Volt is
expected to deliver 41 MPG following depletion. That seems close enough for
competing... until a Volt supporter points this out: "I am pretty disappointed with the
2016 gas mileage given that the less aerodynamic Accord Hybrid which weighs a similar
amount and largely copied the Volt's drivetrain gets 50 city and 45 highway." Then
when you consider the improvement the next-gen Prius is expected to deliver, it becomes
more and more clear why GM gave up mainstream aspirations. That hoped for highvolume sales soon has been abandoned. Hey, at least we know now. Makes you wonder
what next step Honda will take with the plug-in Accord-Hybrid, eh?
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1-18-2015

PHV Heating. It's so refreshing getting back to questions about Prius operation,
providing answers to ordinary consumers trying to figure out how the system
works. Hearing from those asking, without any engineering background, is great. It's
reward to provide responses too. Today, it was about what happens when you request
heat. That knowledge of how heating occurs isn't easy to undercover and it often ends
with assumptions based on anecdotal evidence. So, I posted: The influence of the fan on
the EV range is nothing but a reminder that the heater will cause the engine to run more
often. That's it. The battery-charge level doesn't change. Confirming that is just a
simple matter of watching SOC (battery charge-level) on an aftermarket gauge, like
Torque or ScanGauge. PiP does offer an advantage over the regular Prius as to when the
engine starts back up. The tolerance based on coolant temperature is variable rather than
fixed. That means a lower setting on the heater will keep the engine off longer. You can
clearly confirm that using an aftermarket gauge. And yes, the A/C does indeed come on
while the heater is running. That's how dehumidifying is achieved when you press the
DEFROST button for the front windshield. It's a normal operation on vehicles most
people aren't aware of until they wonder why MPG drops as the temperature drops. For
those who experience true Winter (that's when daily high temperatures remain below
freezing), you can get the most out of the heater by monitoring coolant
temperature. There's no reason at all not to run the heater if the coolant is has been
warmed. Taking advantage of that waste engine heat is as simple as looking at a number
on a gauge. You'll know exactly when the engine is about to restart too. In the meantime,
you can cruise along in EV without freezing.

1-18-2015

Media Substance. We get a lot of hype articles. It's annoying. Today's was especially
bad. I kept hoping for substance of some sort. The writer went on and on about how
battery costs have been dropping, but never actually stated a cost. There were only vague
references to percent changes. Upon re-reading the article, I noticed there was nothing
about capacities or expected market penetration. It was nothing but a fluff piece written
to tell us that someday we'll be driving without oil. It's amazing how you get the
impression of journalism, but then later discover you didn't actually learn anything. It
was just a waste of time. What I especially like though was the picture it painted at the
ending: "But ground transportation still makes up the bulk of our oil use. So when
batteries advance to the point where oil is no longer used for cars and trucks, the Saudis,
Russians and Iranians will find themselves selling what is suddenly a niche product. And
simultaneously, the U.S., Japan, Europe and other energy importers will find themselves
free from the yo-yo of global oil prices. In other words, it's less than two decades until
we are free from the yoke of the petrostates and their nasty, backward regimes." I
couldn't resist posting that entire quotes. The average vehicle remains in service for 11
years now. That means just 9 years from now we'll be replacing all new vehicle
production with electric-only vehicles. That's amazing... and a crock! It isn't even the
slightest bit realistic for that to happen. Want to know more? I certainly did. Notice
how the "when batteries advance" point isn't actually defined? That complete lack of
criteria is what angers me. That's why I got on the Volt enthusiasts so hard about stating
goals. They didn't. Expectations were always horribly vague, yet outcome would
somehow be a miraculous success. No detail is reason for concern. Popular media often
isn't interested. They just want your attention for a few minutes. Sadly, I got sucked into
that with this particular article.
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1-20-2015

Unprofitable. The disappointment from the reveal of the 2016 Volt was made
undeniably clear. We went from great anticipation to silence in just a week. Since
there's nothing else to discuss with respect to operational/configuration hope, the focus
has shifted to production cost. Yesterday, it was this rhetoric: "Although GM has added
value to the 2016 Volt (more AER, improved interior, smoother transmission), almost
every effort I see has been focused on reducing cost." That was followed by a detail list
of improvements. I couldn't get past the blatant contradiction/disregard though. That
"almost" reference is a problem. If GM had really been attempting to make a car for the
masses and wanted to keep cost-reduction the top priority, that AER (All Electric Range)
wouldn't have increased. Keeping it fixed at the current 38-mile estimate would have
allowed for a battery-pack savings. How is adding 12 miles a way of cutting
cost? Supposedly, making Volt profitable was key. What justified the increase then? Of
course, these recent executive words are a hint of what's to come for the MSRP: "in line
with the current generation Volt". Each new bit of evidence shows us intent with the
next-gen is quite different from that of Prius. GM will offer a vehicle for the
enthusiast. Toyota will offer a vehicle for the masses. The price will make that
obvious. Taking on the true competition... traditional vehicles... requires a similar
MSRP. The hope that tax-credit dependency wouldn't be an issue for the secondgeneration has faded, leaving it higher priced. It would be unprofitable otherwise. That's
sad.

1-21-2015

Uncompetitive. The nightmare of the past is over. Yeah! These personal logs are filled
with quotes of absolutely desperate Volt enthusiasts attempting to undermine Prius. By
misrepresenting it, the hope was their vehicle would attract more sales. That's back when
leap-frogging and vastly-superior and game-changing nonsense was chanted on the
regular basis. Not anymore. Some were rather clever with their greenwashing, others
would outright lie. It was unbelievable... which is why I documented so much of that
while it was happening. Thankfully, it's an ugly chapter in automotive history now
closed. Change rarely comes easy. That was a prime example. Looking forward, this
apparently is what the future holds: "As Chevrolet formulates marketing plans for the
2016 Volt launching the second half of this year, it has a head start over generation one,
but if there ever were a vision of the Volt surpassing Toyota Prius sales, that's a premise
Chevrolet doesn't even want to entertain." It was the opening line to today's daily
blog. Coming up with topics now is a challenge. That blog has become more of a
curiosity than anything constructive. Reading through today's topic on pricing was
pointless. There's such a heavy dependence on the tax-credit still, it's quite obvious the
next-gen offering is uncompetitive. Cost is still too high. GM chose to deliver what they
want to see, not what they need. It happened again. Third time is a charm, eh? First was
Two-Mode. Second came Volt. Now this. Ugh. What in the world are they going to
sell that actually is competitive? Are they really going to ignore the mainstream for
another generation?
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1-22-2015

Unsuccessful. Isn't the point of any new technology to reduce emissions & consumption
to sell lots of it? Watching the second-generation remain low-volume and be dependent
upon tax-credit for sales was the concern right from the very start. Remember what came
about in the bankruptcy recovery plan? Concern was explicitly expressed about the
process taking a long time. Remember "too little, too slowly" and the harsh response to
that reality? That group of enthusiasts just plain didn't care. They saw Volt as a great
technological achievement, based on engineering accomplishment alone. Whether or not
it was even remotely capable of surviving on its own as a viable business product to
generate profit-sustaining sales was meaningless to them. Anyone who expressed that
need for well-being or pointed out the rest of the GM product-line was attacked. It was a
great example of group-think, where they completely lost sight of the true goal and just
lashed out at those attempting to get things back on track. That level of disregard was
quite astonishing... which is why I was so compelled to observe the outcome firsthand,
rather than watching the group from a distance. It's over now. The next-gen design has
been revealed. Just 10 days later and it is already quite clear their are major
shortcomings with respect to being able to compete on its own. No leap-frog. No vastlysuperior. No game-changing. Traditional vehicles will continue to
dominate. Aspirations of mainstream penetration have been abandoned. It will be sad to
see the guzzlers sold in such great numbers without a low-emission, high-efficiency
choice that's competitive.

1-23-2015

Not Plugging In. It's a good sign when owners ask questions about non-issues. That
means the technology is attracting newbies who simply don't the background to figure
out the answers, but are aware that battery-pack is equivalent to the power-supply found
in other plug-in devices. This is what I posted to one such question about Prius
PHV: The system in the plug-in Prius protects itself. It won't allow you to exceed the
charge limits, since a primary benefit of the gas engine is to ensure longevity of the
battery-pack. So, even if you aren't able to recharge for a very long time, there's no harm
done. It will continue to age, since all chemical-based batteries will anyway, just not as
fast as when you charge & discharge the usable capacity on a regular basis. When you
do find yourself in the position of not being able to recharge, it's best to allow the system
to deplete all the EV range and just drive around with only HV capacity. Don't attempt
to preserve any of the plug-supplied electricity. Driving it around as a regular hybrid in
the meantime is fine.
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1-24-2015

For the Masses, sales. Now that the storm has passed, I unignored those who were
clearly antagonists. Some simply like to debate. Others have something against
Toyota. Whatever the case, the opportunity to be heard has been opened. The new
outlook started with this: "How come Toyota is selling only 400 something Prius Plugin
per month in the US? I Thought PiP was supposed to compete with Volt. PiP is getting
whupped." That wasn't the most constructive approach. But it was a question worth
addressing... yet again... hoping for a different response now: Both intent and purpose
has always been very, very different. Long before PiP was rolled out, there was a major
effort to determine what a sensible price would be, something actually competitive in the
traditional market. That meant careful design consideration to keep cost low. Toyota
worked hard to deliver an option complimentary to the Prius offerings. Rolling out a
low-volume choice mid-cycle fit into that goal well. HSD would be getting an upgrade
in a few years, delivering even higher HV efficiency along with new opportunity as a
result of NiMH patents expiring. That left the door wide open for greater battery
augmentation with the plug-in model, especially with the knowledge gained from initial
PHV rollout. The business approach for Volt was entirely different. There was no plan
for any type of second model. There wouldn't be one with a smaller battery-pack or one
without a plug. It was always a vehicle with very high production-cost. GM was
targeting an entirely different audience. As for the sales themselves, Volt gets triple the
tax-credit and is offered in over triple the number of states. It certainly should sell better
with such an advantage.

1-24-2015

For the Masses, leadership. Certain individuals have been blinded by
engineering. They sincerely believe the only approach to change is by pushing the highend, that somehow the masses will naturally just embrace change as a result. There are
many business classes a person could take to learn that is an incomplete picture of what's
actually needed. There's no arguing with the uninformed though. They've already made
up their mind and will outright dismiss any evidence to the contrary. They've never
really taken a look at what appeals to a consumer with a lower budget and little interest in
performance or technology. It posted: It's sad how "technical leadership" continues to
be represented only in terms of racing to market. Blatant disregard of the goal for
profitable high-volume sales, competing on the showroom floor without tax-credit
dependency, speaks volumes. As for the drawing of conclusions of "hurt" and "damage
control", that's called not understanding audience. The debates of the past are over. It's
not worth posting unless there is clear acknowledgement of who the customer for Prius
PHV will be. And now that gas prices are so low, it's more important than ever to finally
address the sensible business choices Toyota has made. Whether they make those who
want "technical leadership", you have to admit the decision to not push has worked out
well. You don't become the top-seller of vehicles in the world by not planning well....
which includes the flexibility to adjust as the market changes. Personally, it is no
surprise to me that the trophy-mentality makes it difficult to be constructive about
business approach. The accounting part of automotive sales rarely gets the attention it
should. People don't find the high-volume cars exciting. Being common isn't what stirs
discussion. But that ultimately is what pays the bills.
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1-24-2015

For the Masses, nonsensical. When someone isn't following what you've been saying
for months, they end up attempting to discredit. This was such an attempt today: "You
use the same vague, nonsensical terms such as "understanding audience". " That type of
denial is quite common, but rarely actually gets posted. Most online participants simply
don't bother to say anything. But for a few, their frustration manifests itself. I find the
lack of effort on their part to understand remarkable. Why post if you don't want to
achieve some type of clarity? Perhaps he views my statements as the means to end the
debate. After all, some thrive on the attention. Of course, some see non-EV choices as a
threat. My endorsement of a choice for the masses presents a barrier for some, rather
than support for change over the long-term. I wanted to make the message crystal clear,
before returning him to ignore: We've been through this countless times already. The
never ending repetition in each new thread is counter-productive. So, one last time, but
in bold & caps with the hope it won't be forgotten and is easy to refer back to later: THE
AUDIENCE IS CONSUMERS SHOPPING FOR OTHER VEHICLES ON THE
SAME SHOWROOM FLOOR. THAT MAINSTREAM MARKET IS WHAT
EACH AUTOMAKER MUST OVERCOME TO ACHIEVE GROWTH. NO
AMOUNT OF "WHAT OTHER AUTOMAKERS ARE DOING" BANTER WILL
CHANGE THAT REALITY. It's very clear that much of the nonsense we have to deal
with comes from the unwillingness to see beyond enthusiast interest. The amount of time
wasted not recognizing that is real problem. The disregard for economic well-being and
the disconnect between want & need makes it worse. Not understanding "who" means
being unsuccessful.
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1-25-2015

For the Masses, cost. It's good to that some are thinking clearly: "If Toyota could get
their cost for a 10-15 mile range EV plug-in down to $1-3K, they could make that
standard on trim levels 4-5. Granted, some will not be able to plug-in routinely if they
live in an apartment. A plug-in that can stay nearly all EV for in-town driving and
commuting, then get the best mpg on road trips, is a significant market Toyota can lead
in." I was delighted by the constructive view. For far too long, the voices of a few who
clearly only cared about engineering achievement dominated discussions. That's
changing, especially now that the next-gen Volt reveal didn't meet expectations. Moving
on to offerings for the masses is great! I responded to that with: $3,000 has been the
ultimate target for many, many years. Having that as a feature on the nicer packages
makes sense. It emphasizes the simplicity of the approach too. Getting cost down low
enough to earn a modest profit at that price would indeed make Toyota the leader. Ford
is clearly attempting to offer a plug-in hybrid option for the masses too. It will
happen. As was just revealed by GM with the re-categorization of Volt, the segment for
higher-capacity dedicated plug-in hybrids is taking shape. That makes it far easier to
convey the purpose of the hybrids with a plug option, like Prius, Fusion, and C-Max. No
more mixed messages is great. The problem many haven't understood is
purpose. Granted, some of that was intentional greenwashing, but there was quite a bit of
simply not knowing too. The augmentation of the hybrid system with a plug and larger
battery had been clear, prior to the chaotic rollouts a few years ago. The automotive
market was in a mess to begin with. Now, the situation is different. There are enough
choices to allow consumers to see how the various approaches differ and why. I'm
thankful the effort to appeal to the masses continues, even if some have already given up
hope. Penetrating the mainstream is a painfully slow process with very little
excitement. It's easy to lose sight of what's really important. Introducing a product is
much easier than getting people to move on beyond what they already feel comfortable
with.

1-25-2015

For the Masses, category. The lack of any clarity of purpose & audience for Volt did
quite a bit of harm to the market. It started as a "range anxiety" solution. A hybrid
offering a plug would supposedly be far more appealing than an EV with a finite
range. Leaf was far more successful than GM ever imagined though. But rather than
accept that mistaken understanding of the market and refocus, the response was to attack
Prius instead. It was brutal. There was greenwashing and outright lies. I was amazed
how bad things got (which I documented heavily in these personal logs). The next-gen
reveal of Volt 2 weeks ago by GM and detail which followed will help make up for the
problems it caused. The rest of the industry can breath a sign of relief. We now know
who. There is an emerging category of higher-capacity plug-in hybrids. Volt fell short
offering only 38 miles. The increase to 50 is still low compared to the BMW i3 which
delivers 81 miles. But at least the intent is easier to see. There will be a category for
"entire day" capacity and another for "mpg boosting". True, some will be able to run
errands in Prius PHV entirely using electricity. Some will be able to commute that way
too. But the purpose of significantly reducing emissions & consumptions in an reliable
& cost-effective way won't be lost. That category remains. Some owners will have the
package with a plug, others will not. The goal of reaching the masses will be achieved.
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1-25-2015

For the Masses, now. That unwillingness or inability to wait is the norm. We heard
about the "hybrid premium" from the very beginning. There will always be some degree
of higher upfront cost. But with gas prices at $4, that issue became a wash. It's much
easier to finance purchase payments than to empty the wallet each time you fill the
tank. But with cheap gas back, we must acknowledge this: "Customers want the best for
their money NOW, and most aren't into EVing, plugging in and such..." I was quite
pleased to have read that in a post today. I chimed in with: A great deal of the hate from
Volt supporters came from that reality. Pointing out losses on the showroom floor
resulted in hostile responses sometimes. The thought of GM customers choosing a
traditional cars instead was too much to accept.

1-25-2015

For the Masses, reality. That same original post I originally responded to also had this:
"Prius needs to come down at least $2k in price." That was very clear recognition of
who the audience actually is. Yeah! My references to showroom loss is getting the
message through. So much attention had been placed on emerging plug-in choices, the
ultimate goal of replacing traditional vehicles was lost. It's that not-seeing-the-forest
problem. Some would get so fixated on just the tree in front of them, all else wasn't
noticed. That was both naive and careless. So, I was happy to add this to what was
becoming a very constructive discussion: Pointing out the same showroom issue existed
with Toyota fell on deaf ears. Some refused to acknowledge just how strong sales of
traditional cars continue to be. Leadership will come from being able to overcome those
barriers. Cost reduction to compete directly with traditional cars is a very, very big
deal. Fortunately, the patents on NiMH batteries just recently expired. The next-gen
Prius could exploit the new found opportunity that presents.

1-25-2015

For the Masses, pricing. I wasn't sure exactly how to respond to this: "Well, it appears
GM has Toyota / PiP on the ropes with their newly unveiled Volt 2.0: It's good looking
inside and out, improved range, now seats 5, runs on 87 octane and more. What about
price though?" I suspect it was just a matter of not having all the information now
available. We'll see. Perhaps this will keep useful posts flowing: No. Even GM has
stated they aren't competing with Prius anymore. Toyota is on a quest for affordability,
attempting to take on the mainstream directly. Even supporters of Volt say that isn't the
case for gen-2 of Volt. It will instead take on the EV competition, hoping it to be well
positioned in that growing market. As for seating 5, take a look at recent photos. That
spot is for nothing but a small child. There's no legroom whatsoever in the middle. Price
will be interesting. GM's big worry will be Nissan, not Toyota. Leaf will burn through
the tax-credit money much sooner than Volt. That means aggressive promotion after
expiration to keep sales going. Is GM prepared to deal with ramping up of pressure like
that?
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1-27-2015

How It Happened. My participation on the big GM forum was a result of Prius
misrepresentation combined with curiosity of the unrealistic expectations. I witnessed
greenwashing & denial by many. It was fascinating. Two-Mode started it all. Even way
back in that beginning time, there were the words of "over promise, under deliver"
haunting GM supporters. And sure enough, that's exactly what happened. It was a
remarkable process to witness... something you wouldn't expect to actually be
repeated. The technology fell well short of the goals. Enthusiasm for it
faded. Misplaced hope returned. Volt became the salvation. The same cycle would play
out again. I was astonished by the parallels, especially when such obvious signs were so
recklessly dismissed. It didn't end the same way though. That was an interesting
twist. When Ford rolled out their first Energi vehicle (C-Max plug-in hybrid), that big
forum turned hostile. Rather than a foreign automaker highlighting GM's shortcomings,
it was a fellow automaker from Detroit. That ended discussions about Volt there. For
the following 2 years, it was the daily blog which took over, becoming more and more
desperate as time rolled on. Sales never improved, even with a drastic pricereduction. The enthusiasm there became ended up becoming hostile too. What had once
been blind hope turned into looking for someone to blame. ELR presented a glimmer of
change, a chance at redemption... which fell apart almost immediately after the
reveal. The signs of that same thing happening with the next-gen Volt were there, in
abundance. On a regular basis, they'd be pointed out... with terrible consequences. The
resulting personal attacks were unbelievable. But it didn't matter. When things don't add
up like that, simply sticking to facts and ignoring the rhetoric is a wise choice. The day
finally arrived... 2 weeks ago... that long-awaited about the next-gen Volt was
revealed. Disappointment was swift & painful; so bad, we aren't even witnessing any
fallout. It's just an abrupt end. There's nothing to argue about. People are moving on to
other offerings from other automakers. GM's lack of interest toward delivering a vehicle
for the masses is so obvious, discussions have ceased. Even that daily blog is winding
down. The silence is becoming very easy to notice... if that makes any sense. I'm writing
summaries now to retain the feelings & views at this moment. Looking back years from
later, reading this, thoughts about what actually happened will make some wonder how
so many mistakes could be repeated. Lessons most certainly were not learned.
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1-30-2015

Really? It has been extremely quiet now that the big reveal has passed. Most of the
automakers had little to show, which is why GM got so much attention with Volt. That
brings emphasis to what's happening at this point. The thought was that going forward
there would only be attention on price, since basically everything else has been told at
this point. Hype about it was to be expected, in fact. But this turn of events is rather
astonishing. We're instead starting to see posts about the hope for conquest sales, going
after Prius buyers with the new Volt. This demonstration of still not recognizing
audience tells us much about what is to come. Apparently, little was learned. GM didn't
increase size from compact to midsize to make it competitive. They also withheld an
obvious convenience to make it look more like a sedan rather than a hatchback. Notice
the lack of a wiper in back? The size and the hatch were major selling points for
Prius. What will they do to entice customers on the showroom floor? The newest
televisions commercial (available online already, expected be shown to the world during
this weekend's Super Bowl) makes no reference whatsoever about plugging in. There is
only a one-second glimpse of the battery-pack. That's it! With supporters disappointed
about the leg & head room in the back seats, what will make this next-gen offering stand
out? Who will the increased range and increased MPG appeal to? 50 miles is quite a bit
less than what the EV competition offers. 41 MPG is quite a bit less than what the hybrid
competition offers. Wasn't the point to appeal to their own customer base? Is that really
what that audience wanted? Really?

2-01-2015

Speculation & Rumor. We encounter this from time to time: "A fellow who works for
Toyota told me last year that a bigger battery wasn't going to happen because it would
change the classification of the plug-in due to the weight and size of a bigger battery and
Toyota didn't want to do that." Usually, that kind of vague-yet-definitive claim come
from the GM enthusiasts. Reading that on the big Prius forum from a regular poster was
a big odd. In fact, it gave the impression of trolling. Sure enough, a newer member took
the supposed bait too: "In that case, I've bought my last PiP." I was somewhat perturbed
at that point. Vague contributes to assumptions & misunderstandings. Detail should
have been provided to prevent that. After all, we've seen lots of undermining over the
years. Oh well. I tried to intercept with some insight right away: You're overlooking
what should be obvious: No one wants size & weight to increase. Sacrificing cargo &
seating capacity, as well as reducing HV efficiency, for the sake of farther EV range
would be a step backward. The whole point of advancing lithium battery chemistry is to
squeeze more out of less. In other words, more capacity is wanted... which is commonly
referred to as increasing energy density. That's often achieved without cost increase too.

2-02-2015

$50 Per Barrel. We never thought that price for oil would ever return. Sadly, even
though it has, the fuel-surcharge many service-providers added when oil was much more
expensive has not been removed. People are still seeing the charge on their bills. It has
turned into an arbitrary increase without justification or clarity. That's become a concern
for some, since it's an extra not part of the regularly advertised pricing for services. Lack
for full disclosure can be a problem. Why shouldn't it be discontinued? We are seeing
much lower expenses related to gas & diesel consumption now. Still having to pay as if
that wasn't the case isn't right. Oil costs less now. In fact, some are now back to
guzzling.
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2-03-2015

Climate Change - Acceptance. Somehow, we abruptly went from denial to acceptance
here... locally, anyway. The all of a sudden shift to "what are we going to do?" question
is getting a lot of attention. Stepping back to look at what just happened in our country
which could have influenced the attitude change, 2 things become abundantly
clear. There's a rapidly growing interest in truck sales and the Republican party just took
control of Congress. Both had been outspoken deniers of climate change. But with so
much evidence now confirming things are different, denying it makes no sense. Instead,
the posture of accepting it has been embraced. Unfortunately, rather than acknowledge
contributing factors, talk is of how we are going to deal with the change. In other words,
keep drilling & guzzling as usual, we'll just improve infrastructure to deal with the
drought, snow, and floods. That's quite disturbing. Those who opposed improved
emissions & efficiency found a new way to continue to hold back the technology. This is
yet another reason why the "too little, too slowly" concern should have been taken
seriously. It was opportunity lost, intentionally! That good enough stance has
consequences. Here's a great example of that. Those wanting to undermine found a way
to keep doing exactly what they want. Why bother when you can just come up with new
ways to fight? Ugh.

2-04-2015

Sales. For the Prius family, there was a teeny tiny bit of growth. Remaining basically
flat in a time of weak sales (Winter) and cheap gas ($2 per gallon) that's a nice
outcome. Seeing a little more than that is even better. Everyone was obviously focused
on Volt though. Unlikely with Toyota who reveals then rolls out fairly quick (5 months
for the current generation Prius), there's going to be a lag by GM. Originally we heard
June. Now, it's sometime in the Fall. What does that mean for sales between now &
then? Anywho, it dropped from the 1,600 per month we've seen for years to just
542. That obviously meant a rather moot discussion yesterday on the blog. I chose not
to participate. There's nothing else to say. In the forum section, there was this summary:
"The Volt really is a hard sell! $35-40K OTD for a compact car with cramped rear
quarters and small cargo space is a deal-breaker for most. While tax incentives help to
level the playing field, not everyone qualifies for the full amount and the benefits are not
realized until the next tax year." That said it all. And coming from a Volt owner, there
was little else to contribute. It makes you wonder how much will actually change with
the next-gen. Needless to say, neither the enthusiasts nor the supporters wanted to
address the big picture sales numbers... 18,693 Cruze... 11,878 Malibu... 9,214 Impala...
3,521 Sonic... 3,170 Spark. Each of those mainstream cars sharing the showroom floor
with Volt are absolutely crushing it. Supposedly though, the next-gen will appeal more
to the fun-to-drive buyers. But looking at the 4,991 Camaro and the 2,127 Corvette sales,
that doesn't work either. It should be absolutely crystal-clear at this point why Toyota
chose to delay the next-gen Prius. That true competition (traditional vehicles) presents a
daunting challenge to overcome.
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2-05-2015

Apartment Plugging. I took care of a friend's dog over the past 5 days, while they were
out of town. That required stopping by the apartment several times per day to take the
dog out for a walk (and other stuff). All those trips over there gave me a close firsthand
look at the prospects of being able to plug in a car there. Put simply, the opportunity is
pretty much non-existent. It just plan won't happen for many, many years to
come. Sadly, that solidified the talks I've had with other apartment dwellers. You're
extraordinarily lucky if you actually can. That means the odds of enough spots for
multiple parking-spot to plug in at the same location are totally unrealistic. See why
Toyota is choosing to offer fuel-cell vehicles as an alternative for those who need to
"recharge" elsewhere or need to "recharge" within just a few minutes? The infrastructure
simply isn't going to be able to accommodate a single "recharge" approach. Options will
be necessary. Direct electricity for batteries will worked great for some. Indirect
electricity from hydrogen for fuel-cells will work for others. Think about how expensive
& complicated the request is for installing charging stations.

2-07-2015

Looking Back. It has been almost 4 weeks. The fuel-cell rhetoric has finally
ended. Geez! No matter how much information is shared, there were a few individuals
who absolutely insisted the technology was intended to replace that in Prius. Pointing
out how it is mutually exclusive and designed to fulfill a different purpose feel on deaf
ears. That's why the nonsense around Volt is now in a death spiral... spinning out of
control now. The excitement about Bolt has squashed it. No one talks about "range
anxiety" anymore. The next-gen batteries are looking to offer great potential. That
makes a so-called EREV competing directly against an EV the type of clash to make you
wonder. Why? In the meantime, talk of the refreshed look for GM's Equinox is stirring
interest. Last month, that 19,555 of that small SUV was sold. It is clearly a threat to be
taken seriously on the showroom floor. That puts Toyota in a position of
independence. Yeah! No more senseless attacks. Phew! That chapter in history where
the "Who?" question could be disregarded is over. The intent to deliver an affordable
hybrid able to compete directly on the showroom floor cannot be denied. It's quite
obvious to see that, as well as the need. We can actually look back at this point. Change
is coming. The market will be filled with a wide variety of choices... which is great,
since there is such a diverse consumer market. Expect new approaches. Heck, even the
way plug-in "range" is measured will be getting a re-evaluation. Acknowledgement of
traditional vehicle competition is finally happening.

2-10-2015

176 MPG. This morning's commute to work was one I really, really I would have
filmed. My assumption was that with fresh snow falling, it would be difficult to keep the
windshield clear. Turns out, it wasn't too bad. The part that made this commute special
was only reaching a top speed of 48 mph. The slippery conditions prevented going any
faster. That worked out nice though. The traffic was slow & steady as a result. The end
result for the 17.4 mile drive was an overall average of 176 MPG. Bummer. That's
absolutely incredible for Winter temperatures. That was my only chance to record it
too. I'll be moving in less than 2 weeks. My commute will change. It will become 2
miles further and that river route will change to large rolling hills. It will be great for
gathering mass quantities of different real-world data. But the memory of today's drive
will never be relived. Oh well. It was nice to experience... especially knowing that just
about everyone else on that same drive weren't getting anywhere near that level of
efficiency.
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2-11-2015

Short Sighted. When a cherry-picker, one who pushed very specific data for years while
dismissing most else, it's good to pay close attention. This conclusion really irked me: "I
really believe super charging is a dead end. The mass market won’t accept 30-minute
charge times every couple hundred miles. That's not competitive with today's
solution." Lately, he's been making lots of generalizations is strongly outspoken against
EVs. So, that comment wasn't much of a surprise. What got me though was the
opportunity to point out how short-sighted that really was. Needless to say, there was no
response afterward. Lack of any rebuttal whatsoever is a sign of acceptance. Normally,
there's some type of denial or spin. The nothing was a nice change. Here's how I
replied: You're overlooking a fundamental. The chargers are not just for those who
travel long distances. They are for local travel too. One just installed here is among the
first in the area to encourage retail purchases while you recharge. Think of it as the 21st
gas station, but you don't necessarily need to refill the tank entirely. It makes lots of
errand running around more practical. It other words, it's an alternative solution to
"range anxiety". Why carry around an engine when you rarely ever will need it and can
just plug-in for a few minutes instead?

2-12-2015

Crash Prevention. Remember all the emphasis on crash tests? People obsessed over
their favorite vehicle's ability to survive a crash with complete disregard for being able to
prevent crashing in the first place. It was quite disturbing. Why in the world wouldn't
you want to just avoid it instead? Sadly, the answer to that question was simple... the
large powerful vehicles they preferred had terrible maneuverability. Crashing was the
only option. Thankfully, technology is coming to the rescue. Unfortunately, those
vehicles typically still lack the ability to stir clear of an accident, but they do offer
something new... well, new for some. Prius has offered it for a number of years. With
mine in particular, I've had it for 3 years. Telling Mr. Vastly Superior that though
wouldn't have been constructive. So instead, I took the avoidance approach responding
to this: "I really do hope that GM at least offers adaptive cruise on the Volt 2.0. It's a
perfect companion to a quiet smooth electric ride." He was quite nasty with his
superiority flaunting over the years, declaring Volt 1.0 to be so much better... even
though it lacked some standard features... like midsize legroom in back and a rear
wiper. Sadly, the next Volt still won't offer either. It may offer this though, as an
upgrade feature like Prius already does, as I posted: It also doubles as a safety feature…
which I'm seeing more advertisements for on television lately… crash prevention. Since
adaptive-cruise requires radar for sensing vehicles in front and it has the ability to apply
brakes, it will detect a collision and take action before you even have a chance to
react. The first time I experienced it was when a turkey jumped out in front of the
car. The system sounded an audio alarm, flashed a danger message on the screen,
ratcheted the seatbelts tight, and hit the brakes incredibly quick. It was an impressive
demonstration of new technology.
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2-13-2015

Promises. Watching history repeat for a third time is remarkable. Two-Mode was a
major endeavor, which never did result in many sales. Volt struggled along for 4 years,
even with a $5,000 price-reduction and a $7,500 tax-credit. With years of hype prior to
rollout and that undeniable failure to reach the masses, you'd think those following GM
would have learned. Breaking out beyond niche takes far more than bold promises. The
lack of substance should be a dead giveaway. But then again, it wasn't the first to
times. What will make this third attempt to achieve mainstream sales work? Needless to
say, we're hearing a lot about Bolt now. The North American President for GM is really
feeding the hype. We have absolutely no clue what his "shake up" or "status quo"
references actually mean. It's that same misleading expectation setting as in the
past. Both Two-Mode and Volt started the very same way. Ugh. I asked: How is what
we're now hearing about Bolt different from the past? GM hyped Two-Mode for years,
attempting to avoid their "over promise, under deliver" reputation by being a little
ambiguous. Each announcement was just vague enough to not be something which they
could be held accountable for later. We watched the very same thing happen with
Volt. Heck, even the term "game changer" is being used again. What does "to
completely shake up the status quo for electric vehicles" mean anyway? Wasn't that the
purpose of Volt? Who will Bolt be marketed to? What should we expect?

2-14-2015

Domestic Production. There is still a strong flag-waving presence in the
market. Examples are common, but surprisingly easy to overlook. The latest is a
television commercial for the new Chevy Colorado pickup. They super-impose a photo
of the pickup onto a scenic background with a man standing in front. Then they
exchange it with a photo of a car, asking something about which is more manly. Problem
is, the car used was a Toyota, not a Chevy. Why? Unfortunately, that obvious act of bias
is something most people likely wouldn't even notice. I could understand the comparison
if a Cruze has been the car, but not a Corolla. Far too often we had Volt promoted as
"American" as the highest factor of importance... even though it was made up of mostly
Korean parts and powered by Canadian electricity for several northern states. That's sad,
especially when you consider the fact that Corolla is looked upon as foreign... even
though it is produced in Mississippi. Ugh. It does make sense, since over 40 million
have been sold worldwide since its rollout back in 1968. Only a half million have come
out of that plant here, the one which Prius was originally intended for. That's still a lot,
but tiny overall quantity. Heck, when you consider the reality at 21 million Toyota
vehicles have actually been produced in the United States over the decades, it really
should be thought of as domestic. That level of production has generated 365,000 jobs
here. Again, why... unless this commercial is actually a subtle way of finally
acknowledging that. Of course, no objective analysis would ever intentionally include a
factor which could so easily negate findings. Another Chevy should have been used for
unbiased comparison.
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Excuses. I knew this would stir the pot. But it was my first ever post on a Bolt blog
topic and figured it would also be my last. So, there was no reason to hold back. This is
what caught my attention: "If the perceptions are so bad, why are most Volt sales
conquest sales?" It was from a Volt owner who obviously hasn't considered the entire
GM product-line yet. That selective vision makes constructive discussion quite a
challenge. So, I included this other quote from a frustrated Volt enthusiast in my
response: "Your post reveals that GM may have part of the blame, but their dealers (who
have a different mindset) are the real culprits for low EV sales." It ultimately comes
down to a series of excuses... every time. After over 4 years of struggling sales and an
underwhelming next-gen reveal, you'd think that pattern would finally get noticed. Oh
well. Bolt is their latest hype vehicle. As long as it doesn't undermine the market as both
Two-Mode and Volt did, we'll probably be fine. After all, the resulting sales struggle
speaks for itself. So, I posted: Conquest sales being a high percentage is because GM is
unable to sell Volt to its own customers. You can't blame the dealers for people seeing
Malibu, Cruze, Sonic, and Equinox as better choices. LOSING SALES ON THE
SHOWROOM FLOOR is something GM only now is beginning to see as a major
problem. That's a been a shortcoming some of us have been harping about even before
the first Volt was rolled out. It's why the "Who?" question was asked over and over and
over again. Those traditional vehicles offer a better balance of features, what the masses
prefer. A vehicle optimized for efficiency that isn't cost-competitive won't sell well,
which has overwhelmingly been confirmed. It is absolutely vital for GM to address the
proper audience. This comment about Bolt should be reason for question: "We are
moving quickly because of its potential to completely shake up the status quo for electric
vehicles." Who will GM be attempting to attract? Will they really only go after the
current EV market as a whole rather than actually going to appeal to those who are
shopping on the showroom floor? Traditional vehicles will continue to absolutely crush
sales as a result. That would be yet another opportunity to change mainstream purchases
being missed. Remember the "too little, too slowly" concern?

2-17-2015

Still Trying. There are a select few who are still absolutely desperate to undermine Prius
PHV. I find it truly remarkable such blatantly dishonest attempts continue to take
place. But then again, it's a Volt enthusiast who got burned. He has a score to
settle. The Volt owners I associate with are totally different, the opposite extreme just
happy to share stories with other plug-in owners. Anywho, this was what he posted
today: "The next plug-in needs to quadruple it's all electric EPA 6 mile all electric
range. Yes, you can drive 11 EPA electric miles but that's with using gas due to having
to press the peddle during the EPA test." After posting details as follow-ups many times
already over the years, I really struggled how to respond this time. He simply doesn't
care. And on a open green blog, he was hoping to mislead newbies. I ended up going
with this: It only takes a moment to confirm that claim is misleading. EPA lists "29
kWh per 100 miles" on the sticker as the electric efficiency. So to travel 11 miles, you
only need 3.19 kWh of electricity. We know that the total capacity of the battery is 4.4
kWh. The misleading about the EPA test the engine running is getting really old. At this
point, pretty much everyone knows the engine shuts back off after that hard acceleration
and you still have the remaining capacity available for EV travel. If you don't have a
hard acceleration, which suburb driving typically doesn't, the engine won't start. For me
in the summer, I have routinely seen 13 miles of consecutive EV driving.
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Questions. There are some who simply enjoy the discussions. They'll ask constructive
questions... over and over and over again. These are the individuals who's time has come
to be ignored. Repeating the question & answer exchange has proven a waste of time. If
there were newbies participating, drawn into the thread, that would be different. But in
the cases recently, it's become clear the outcome is undermining... holding back, rather
than taking a step forward. It's too bad. Some of the questions were
worthwhile. Providing the answers hasn't. It's the same old thing. Each new thread, they
pretend that information has never been conveyed. I was stumped at first, wondering if
somehow the detail hadn't been shared effected. After awhile though, it become obvious
that wasn't the situation. Any of these sound familiar: So the 5,000/month, is that an
average over a year? What happened if 6,000 are sold eleven months, and 4,900 the
twelfth? If you have spelled this out, either in an earlier post or your blog, perhaps a link
would be easier? Again, is this U.S. Sales or worldwide? And again, why the mention of
two years?

2-22-2015

Answers. It's almost to the point of madness. Why in the world would a person keep
asking the same questions over and over and over again if they were truly trying to
understand & advance? Realistically, I'll never find out. There are motives we'll always
wonder about. With this situation though, it's clear the effort to find out won't
accomplish anything. We saw this years ago when expectations weren't
met. Disenchantment makes people do illogical things. Actions surprisingly unexpected
are part of the acceptance process. But it sure is annoying for those of us who only feel
finding out answers should only happen once. As politely as I could, this was my final
post to end that endless questioning: No more agains. Remember the all BOLD
CAPITAL response a few weeks back that I told you to bookmark? It was because I was
tired of having to re-answer those same questions in each new thread. You may thrive on
repeating discussions, but the pattern shows that isn't productive.
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Fallout. It's so redeeming to encounter more and more posts like this: "I guess that's
good for city dwellers that only go on short trips, but can obviously go farther when the
ice kicks in. I'm kinda ignorant to the whole plug in scene as I never considered
one." Everyone is relieved that the new chapter is being written so quickly. It's pretty
easy to see the situation now. That's quite normal, after the fact. But in the mist of the
hype, no. I joined in with: That's fallout from Volt, which is making itself more
apparent as time goes on. Prior to its rollout, everyone clearly understood the purpose of
a PLUG-IN HYBRID. The act of augmenting the system in Prius would result in more
battery use. It was that simple. There was nothing discussed about EV range. It was
always seen as plugging in would deliver higher MPG. Then came the hype. Volt would
be an EV until the battery was depleted and the engine would never contribute any power
directly to the wheels. Well, that obviously fell apart. Enthusiasts disregarded
information about thermal limitations and efficiency considerations. They only cared
about the purity of EV, even though it meant sacrifices. GM was happy to deliver their
want. Toyota chose to focus on need instead, placing a very high-priority on costcontainment. They didn't want to compromise on seating or cargo space either. The
result was a configuration capable of actually taking on the true competition: traditional
vehicles. MPG is boosted significantly over the regular hybrid, regardless of how far you
drive, without the need for a massive battery-pack. It's too bad so much emphasis on EV
range has made that effort by Toyota so difficult to see. Think about the complications
that causes for the other automakers attempting to offer plugs with their hybrids. People
won't have a clue how it actually operates and will likely draw incorrect conclusions
based solely on EV range. That's really unfortunate.

2-23-2015

Unsupported. Sorting through the mess to identify those who purposely misrepresent is
a challenge. You have to patiently wait and carefully observe. Eventually, the pattern
makes itself apparent. This individual continues to confirm his intent. Unfortunately, it's
not good. Even when pointing out lack of detail, the vague persists. When pushed, he'll
change the topic. That's how you know. The evade & switch behavior is difficult to
deny and easy to verify. This time, it was: "In a 2016 Volt, 50+ miles." And sure
enough, when I called him on that, the behavior continued. That means another addition
to the ignore list. Why waste time on someone who simply doesn't care. There are
many, many others on the big Prius forum who actually want to have productive
discussions. I ended it with: Based on what supporting evidence? You may not
remember the conjecture we had to deal with prior to the first Volt rollout, but some of us
do. Unsupported claims would be posted. They'd end up becoming self-validating after
being reposted enough. When those of us who did our homework questioned for detail,
the response was anything but constructive. It was really sad watching false expectations
rise. The inevitable disenchantment which followed could have been avoided... simply
by providing the requested detail. Not having any doesn't mean comments cannot be
posted; it only means they need to be identified as speculative and educated guesses
rather than fact.
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2-25-2015

New Commute. I moved into the new house last weekend. Yesterday, was the first
commute from it. The location is 6.5 miles from the old house. That meant quite a few
trips with the Prius to transport everything except the large furniture. It's amazing how
much cargo the Prius can carry. Too bad the temperatures were averaging 30 degrees
below the freezing point. The morning we closed, it was -13°F. That's nasty. Anywho,
the temperature had warmed up to 12°F for this particular drive. I was quite curious how
it would go. Rather than being just 2 blocks from the highway, I was now several miles
but would enter it quite a bit closer with respect to work. It turned out to be a 15-minute
drive to that point. With lots of stops and lots of hills, it was nice route for having a plugin hybrid. And sure enough, the end efficiency reflected that. Overall distance was only
1 mile further, delivering a very respectable 85 MPG. Today was the next time to do the
same commute. 96 MPG was the result, despite only being a few degrees warmer. I
can't wait to see what happens when Spring finally arrives.

2-27-2015

Progress. It comes from learning what works and was doesn't, then applying that
knowledge to take the next step. Interest in Bolt has grown so much, Volt has already
faded away into memory. No one is talking about it anymore, even on that blog which
was once-upon-a-time dedicated to Volt. Too small and too expensive makes Volt
unable to compete. Why bother with an engine when you have battery-capacity in the
200-mile range coming to market? The 50-mile range simply isn't competitive. It's that
simple. This is the very reason why Toyota chose to go with a much smaller plug-in
capacity instead. By not sacrificing cost, seating/cargo space, or depleted efficiency, the
plug-in Prius would stand a chance at being able to compete directly. That goal
continues to demonstrate a winning balance for business & customer. We know the
"Who?" answer. The showroom floor is absolutely vital. That is the
battleground. Toyota is striving to make a choice able to draw interest from those
customers... who are quite different from those seeking an EV... which supposedly Volt
will attempt to entice. Knowing your audience is the lesson learned, which is playing out
right before our eyes. We can clearly see the potential and the lost opportunity. Progress
is tapping that potential. Failure is not being able to take that next step... which in this
case, means market growth... increased sales from those who would otherwise just
purchase a traditional vehicle.
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That Is Why. That daily blog for Volt has taken an odd turn since the reveal of the nextgen. They know that new Volt falls well short of both expectations & need, so even they
have moved on. Unfortunately, the move hasn't been much of an improvement. In fact,
the discussions there have become so non-constructive, participation is pointless. That is
why I don't waste time on it anymore. The big discussion there 2 days ago showed a
glimmer of hope with this: "Most of your negative points on hydrogen for emissions hold
for BEV as well." But the result was so many negative votes so quickly, without any
attempt to actually discuss that point, it was clear the bother wouldn't accomplish
anything. This was my favorite quote: "Let's list all the Pros of a hydrogen fuel cell
vehicle: 1. Fast refueling time. . um . . ah.. . That's it. That's currently the ONLY
advantage they have over plug-in vehicles. Considering the mountain of negatives, is it
really worth to build a whole new infrastructure (at the taxpayer's expense)..." Having
just pointed out that the reality of range for fuel-cell vehicles can now match that of
traditional vehicles didn't matter. He's one of those few outspoken Volt enthusiasts who
simply doesn't care still. Vote down facts you don't like and dismiss data showing
unfavorable results continues to be his stance. The fact that infrastructure at taxpayer's
expense is a major problem with oil right now doesn't matter to him. He doesn't
care. That's sad. We won't need extensive cross-country pipelines for hydrogen. The
existing infrastructure can be converted. Why not reuse? Solar/Wind/Hydro can be
taken advantage of too. It makes far more sense than continuing to increase drilling &
excavation of dirty, non-renewable energy sources. Not everyone will be able to own a
BEV (battery electric vehicle) either. Some won't have a plug available. Some will need
rapid refueling and long-distance capability. One size does not fit all. Of course, that
fact that Volt falls short and discussions have moved on is a bit of an indirect recognition
of that. Though, the negative votes don't confirm it. Oh well. They'll figure it out, but
not with my contributions. That venue has proven quite unproductive.

3-12-2015

Spring Has Arrived. Yeah! Blessed with warm weather, finishing up the move to the
new house has been quite pleasant. Temperatures above freezing were not the
expectation. Watching them reach the 60's was quite a surprise. My round-trip
commute, starting with a fully recharged better at both ends, resulted in an overall
average of 126 MPG. That's great for a total of 37 miles driving in Spring-like
weather. It has been odd in the Prius over the past 3 weeks. The car has been a 1-seater
nearly the entire time. With both back seats down and the front passenger, you can fit a
lot of cargo inside... and I sure did. It made our move easier. We could pack and pack
has many boxes and loose items without any effort. That was really nice. Spring made it
even better.
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It's Gone. The abrupt disappearance of Volt certainly was well timed. With all the
craziness of moving into a new house, that was rather fortunate. Rhetoric from the
enthusiasts was always quite informative. Topics they got defensive about were
vulnerabilities they worked hard to conceal. That was a relatively effective approach,
until the reveal of details for the next-gen Volt. Their standing depended upon
uncertainty. With answers finally having been provided, the discussions ended. There's
nothing to draw interest anymore... hence nothing to write about. Volt will continue to
be a specialty vehicle, supposedly intended to compete directly with EV offerings, but
clearly not able. Just yesterday, a 300-mile announcement was made. As expected, the
automakers unable to deliver a competitive hybrid will focus on electric-only. So, that
announcement from Audi about a SUV on the way with an expected 311 miles of range
wasn't a surprise. Instead, it's yet another audience problem for Volt. Who's going to
want a 50-mile range when there are competitive EV offerings instead? Even GM with
Bolt is making that issue clearer to see. That's why Toyota and Ford's approach with
smaller, no-compromise, affordable plug-in hybrids still make sense. That's what will
threaten traditional vehicles. Their price and high-volume potential will end guzzler
appeal and compliment the EV. It's a win-win. Think about how appealing the next-gen
Prius will be with the improved thermal-efficiency along with upgraded hardware &
software. Add the option of a plug, why wouldn't that be able to attract new
buyers? Market expansion is vital. We need to end the guzzling now. Asking everyone
to quickly switch from gas to electricity just plain is not realistic. That's still decades
away for the masses. Hybrids can archive the next level of green now, while at the same
time usher a generation of buyers who will gladly upgrade... ones who won't fight,
claiming MPG in the 30's is good enough. That resistance is far too often, overlooked &
dismissed. And with Volt gone from the spotlight, we stand a chance of the real issues
actually getting attention.

3-14-2015

Recall. The intentional stigma created toward recalls is an interesting topic to
ponder. Rather than preventative-updates being considered a post-purchase expectation,
any after-the-fact change is bad. The thought of getting upgrades, like we routinely
witness for software, there's an attitude of negative. It was taken to extremes back when
Toyota had the spotlight. Lately, it's been GM. They tried to deal with it the best they
could. But under the circumstances, along with the precedent they helped to set, what
good can come from so many years of promoting the opposite. Anywho, the recall of
50,249 Volts makes a person wonder. What will the response be? The report is that 2
people have been injured as a result of carbon-monoxide exposure from the car running
inside garages. With the pre-warm-up approach GM took, some of us wondered if that
would ever happen. Of course, we were accused of spreading FUD, trying to undermine
Volt as a troll. In reality, it was constructive consideration. But the enthusiasts became
hostile if you ever questioned anything. That's why supporters did everything they could
to keep a distance from enthusiasts. Long story short, this will likely pass almost
completely unnoticed by many. Downplay has been the response for most problems
lately.
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Gas & Stock. It's unfortunate that our market is heavily tied to gas & stock prices. But
in better news, GM will be buying back 2 Billion worth of their stock to help boost the
remaining stocks value. The United States government lost a massive amount of
taxpayer money from that very problem. It didn't go up that entire time of
ownership. Finally, when those shares were sold at a loss, the value when up a little. Not
much happened since then though. And because this market relies so much on that, this
step to improve became necessary. It makes you wonder what will happen with gas. The
drilling & refining of oil isn't anywhere near as profitable as it had been. That's put some
investors in a difficult position. Planned growth, especially from the sources more
difficult to reach and dirtier to process, is impaired. Low gas prices don't do much to
encourage the appeal of plugging in either. That's why the next-gen hybrids, most
significantly Prius, is such a big deal. People find $2.39 per gallon quite acceptable. The
pain from filling the tank has subsided. Even more opportunity will be lost too, if there
isn't a truly compelling choice offered. That's why Volt was such a mismatch. Who was
going to actually buy it? The end of this year will be a big one, giving us a indication of
what's to come. There's much to be lost or gained.

3-15-2015

Peak Oil. When a long-standing definition changes, you know a milestone has been
reached. For decades, the term "peak oil" has meant arriving at a tipping
point. Supposedly, it now means when supplies run lows and prices skyrocket. The
other day, that now dead (since Volt is no longer discussed) daily blog claimed experts
were predicting that stage would be reached about 20 years in the future, sending gas to a
price of about $10 per gallon. I wondered where the heck he got that information. For
those of us who have studied economics, we know that the pressure from rises prices stirs
innovation and increases the willingness to take risk. In other words, some alternative
means of fulfilling demand emerges... which is exactly what's happening now. And
when you consider the fact that "peak" actually represents change (like the loss of
stability), it's difficult to argue that we aren't already witnessing that. Looking back
afterward, from a historical perspective, that's much easier to see & accept. But while
those events are taking place, there's often quite a bit of denial... and this case, excuses
disguised as reasoning. That's why I stopped participating there. The opportunity for
constructive discussion fell apart as the excuses grew. It's exactly why I pushed so hard
for goals prior to rollout. What are we attempting to achieve? For this discussion, how
should we prepare for "peak" being reached. No need to fall into a semantic trap. Ask
questions. Take action.
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3-18-2015

$44 Per Barrel. Way, way, way back, I remember $39 per barrel. I never imagined us
ever getting close to seeing that again. It's a problem getting bigger and bigger. The oil
industry depended upon stable generous prices. Those proceeds were used to further
develop extraction techniques & locations. Too bad they weren't invested into renewable
energy instead... but I digress. Back on topic, we have cheap gas as a result of the low oil
prices. Sadly, that doesn't equate to an opportunity to raise gas taxes to pay for roadway
maintenance & improvement. Believe it or not, there is still strong resistance to that. I
see everything else slowly incrementing to keep pace with the growing economy, as well
as the growing demand due to population growth. Yet, the desire to guzzler continues to
be a barrier to progress. This is a reality the Volt enthusiasts didn't understand. They
didn't know what "who" referred to. Audience is absolutely vital. Just because it was
built, does not mean people will buy it. This is why the approach with Prius has been so
successful. This is why sales grew so high with the second generation, even before a taxcredit was offered. It was no where near as generous either. Less than half the amount
and limited to 60,000 sales made its reach much less. Yet, more was still achieved. The
enthusiasts know it too, hence the death of that blog. The almost total silence now has
opened up the way for many automakers to show off their upcoming solutions. GM
thought there was plenty of time... despite countless warnings... losing out to the oil
providers. Back when gas was expensive was the time. It is now quite obvious what the
"too little, too slowly" concern was all about. That opportunity was wasted. Sad. We're
seeing the popularity of ordinary traditional vehicles grow.

3-20-2015

EV Surprise. Prius PHV is a plug-in hybrid. So if the engine runs briefly, who
cares. The benefit of augmenting a regular hybrid with plug-supplied electricity is still
achieved. Super efficient HV driving is the goal, not EV driving. Nonetheless, I was
surprised to see that yesterday's stats for me revealed having traveled 30 miles from two
recharges. That 15 miles for each, without any effort to achieve that, was a tribute to the
technology. Clearly, my new commute to & from work isn't affected by all the rolling
hills. Who knows, now that it's Spring, perhaps I'll see an improvement over the
commute from my old house. The EV estimate has risen to 11.1 miles over the past few
days. Range was always less anyway, due to the temperatures well below freezing here,
especially with all the trips back & forth during the move. But there is definitely a
curiosity about the operation after 3 years of ownership already. I won't be able to
measure the capacity retention anymore. The new route ended my long run of
consistency. Oh well. At least I'm still seeing really high MPG.
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The Best Choice. It's really frustrating when an antagonist makes up history. Most
people assume what's being said is true, or at least close to what actually
happened. Sadly, it is not often the case now. Those few who thrive on debate and get a
thrill from dropping bait say things like this on a regular basis: "Speculation had the
plug-in as a $3000 option to the regular model. That may have been low, but Toyota was
in a position to eat losses on the first gen in order to grow the market. It is supposedly
what they did with the Prius itself. But they didn't, and were the last to drop the price
when it happened across the market." It's an endless battle having to deal with
that. Fortunately, I have the blogs to confirm that past. They do not. So, I usually post
to draw attention away from them, rather than waste anymore time responding
directly. State the facts, summarize, and move on: Being part of that history, I can tell
you what actually happened. Keep in mind who the market was then and will be
later. That makes a big difference. Think of the big picture, the true competition. First,
speculation about plug-in was that the goal had been set for it to become a $3,000 to
$5,000 option once the market had been established. There was no expectation of the
price being that low upon initial rollout. Second, it made no sense eating losses when
they were far from the only player entering the plug-in market. Making a design
profitable means staying true to mainstream purchase preferences and not depending
heavily on large tax-credits. Third, the approach with Prius was to limit availability and
set a competitive price. There was no tax-credit back then. There was cheap gas, no
concern for the environment, and a strong push for large guzzlers. Finally, why not wait
for the second-generation for the big rollout? After all, that is what happened with Prius
a decade back and we all know the cost of batteries has been steadily dropping now. The
rhetoric was absurd and Toyota's approach has been validated. Look at the disaster Volt
became, despite large tax-credits and a large price-drop. It suffered huge losses and GM
chose not to make the second-generation competitive; instead, the decision was to
endorse EV... the very thing Volt was intended to make unnecessary. Reality is, the true
competition is absolutely crushing the plug-in vehicles. The losses GM has suffered
were about the money, it's the fact that Malibu, Cruze, and Equinox are the popular
choices and Volt is just an interesting model. It comes down to the decision consumers
on the showroom floor make. Toyota is well aware that Camry & Corolla must continue
to sell in high-volume but is unwilling to sacrifice Prius in the process. Take a look at
the struggle Ford has had. What about the delay for Nissan? It's about making the best
choice, not being first or last.
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Europe vs. United States. Very few know there's a PHV difference: "The PiP there has
City mode rather than PWR mode. City mode aggressively suppresses starting the ICE
unless you really floor it. This is to comply with zero-emission zones in many European
cities. Along with City mode comes the apparent lack of what is called in the US a
*boost* mode where both the electric motor and the ICE are providing power at the
same time." I was happy to see that posted. My response was: That's a nice
explanation. Not being aware of Toyota delivering 2 different configurations of PiP has
contributed to a variety of misunderstandings about what the system is actually capable
of and intent of the first model. Flexibility has always been the key. In fact, that's why it
was so easy to augment with increased battery-capacity. Those who wish to undermine
twist that to appear to be a desperate attempt to redesign a system to do something it was
never intended. We know that isn't the case. Toyota has carefully considered
mainstream need and avoided succumbing to hype. Collecting extensive real-world data
collection from Europe for CITY operation and from the United States for BOOST
operation positions Toyota well for the next-gen model. That will go a long way toward
the ultimate goal of delivering a profitable configuration for the masses.

3-21-2015

2 Leafs. That was cool. As we were walking across the street today, 2 Leafs drove by...
from opposite directions... crossing in the middle of the intersection... the only 2
vehicles. It was perfectly timed. Too bad events like that are incredibly rare still. Sure,
you can see that eventually with Prius. But with plug-in vehicles, nope. There simply
aren't enough of them yet. Someday, but not anytime soon. There's many years to wait
before seeing them sharing the same parking lot becomes common. I know. Patience.

3-23-2015

RAV4 Hybrid, coming. It's finally going to happen. We knew someday that there
would be a small AWD hybrid offered by Toyota here in the United States. After all,
Estima has been available in Japan for quite a few years now. But minivans are lowdemand here. So, it didn't make sense to offer the same here, especially since that one
was smaller than the minivans we see on select dealers lots. Remember that neither Ford
nor GM even offer minivans anymore. So, targeting a small SUV makes a lot of
sense. We'll get detail soon. With Earth Day a month away, pre-announcements like this
are to be expected. Details will be interesting. How other automakers respond will be
too. Don't forget that Ford discontinued its small SUV hybrid. The fact that Toyota will
be offering one now makes you wonder. It will obviously feature the latest & greatest
design too. Those improvements should appeal to many who still are not interested in
purchasing a car. We'll see. 2015 is definitely shaping up to be a noteworthy year in
automotive history.
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3-24-2015

Single-Mindedness. This sure hit the nail squarely on the head: "Volt was designed to
reduce gas consumption, not for fuel economy. They are two very different
things." Electricity is a fuel too, not just gas. Sending the message of guzzling all the
electricity you want, just because you're not using gas, is wrong. It's still waste, just of a
different type. We still have a lot of electricity generated from coal. That's dirty. The
act of transmitted ends up consuming some as well. Then of course, there's the
conversion from AC to DC then back to AC again. So, efficiency of the electricpropulsion system in the vehicle is important. Some just plain don't care though. That's
sad. I jumped into today's discussion with: We need to remind people of the single-goal
approach GM took. The fact that Toyota chose to address several goals all at the same
time... cost... emissions... cargo/passenger room... in addition to improved gas
consumption... with the most efficient use of electricity included... is often
overlooked. Unfortunately, there's a past of outright dismissal too, in which we had to
deal with "vastly superior" claims as a result. That single-mindedness of MPG with no
regard for other priorities is something new Volt supporters must now deal with. Their
predecessors set a terrible precedent that they have no choice but to address.

3-24-2015

Allowing Mistakes. This comment today certainly got my attention: "Lets wait and see
what they are like in the real world, how many are purchased for whatever reason." It's
among the first signs to look for when something starts goes wrong. Recognition of
purpose is vital. You cannot just build a product and hope for the best. Sadly, we have
several good examples of rollouts going bad due to not matching market expectations. I
decided to respond with: That's what caused problems with the first-generation
offerings. Rather than clearly identifying goals, then addressing them directly, that
stance was taken. Not being proactive welcomes trouble to come. Allowing that same
mistake to be repeated is even worse.

3-25-2015

Misleading Through Omission. You gotta like this: "For an average American car (26
miles per gallon), the report estimates that air pollution emissions altogether cost us
$1,700 in damages per year. In comparison, emissions from energy to power an electric
Nissan Leaf would cost us $840 even if purely powered by coal, and $290 if fueled by
electricity supplied entirely from natural gas. These costs would become negligible if the
electricity came from renewable or nuclear power...." It seems constructive. The
summary stated why EV is better than traditional vehicles. That catch is, not all the
information available was included. I responded to the discussion thread about that
with: That's called misleading through omission. Some would identify sighting only the
extremes as cherry-picking. Nothing in between is a red-flag, a warning of potential
bias. The plug-in Prius is considerably cleaner than the average American car, but that
information is conveniently not mentioned. Why wasn't it? We've seen reports showing
emission levels, but never anything with respect to supposed damage. How is that
actually quantified? What criteria is taken into consideration? Where is the detail? In
other words, don't take a single vague report at face value. The real story is in the
detail... or lack there of.
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3-25-2015

Wow! Today, there was an unexpected announcement... one of great importance. Out of
the blue on a big Prius forum thread relevant to the topic, I posted: Looks like GM has
finally seen the light and will now be following the same path they heavily campaigned
against for over a decade. In other words, the large & expensive battery in a small car
clearly isn't appealing to a wide audience. That question of "Who?" has overwhelmingly
been answered. GM was losing a massive number of customers on the showroom floor
and has finally taken a stance to properly address that. All the nonsense, the rhetoric, the
hype, the spin, and the propaganda has been confirmed as not the mainstream solution it
was promised to be. Many of us will feel quite vindicated as news of this spreads. We
were attacked on the premise this would never happen. The belief that blending was a
waste & futile path to follow is now being taken by the most outspoken of
opponents. Irony. Isn't is great? :)

3-25-2015

Initial Thoughts. This news is monumental. I cannot stress that enough. The benefits
of a FULL hybrid have been discussed for 15 years. Throughout that entire duration,
there was resistance from GM. It was maddening. Finally, after years of the "stop gap"
argument against them, GM finally changed their attitude. They'd develop one, rolling
out first a configuration for large vehicles, then later follow up with a mainstream
car. That didn't happen; instead, they decided to pursue Volt instead. That effort fell
apart... on a disastrous scale. It was all about diversity. I couldn't care less about what
was offered as a specialty vehicle, as long as there was also something for the masses
too. Clean, Efficient, and Affordable... what a concept... one that GM obviously didn't
have as a priority. Thank goodness the first true signs of that changing have finally
emerged. Yeah!
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3-26-2015

The Post. My opportunity to sound off, after waiting for others to chime in, had
come: I've been pushing FULL hybrids for 15 years. Since the beginning, it was always
about getting something clean, efficient, and affordable for the masses. That meant a
practical vehicle which didn't compromise to emphasize any particular trait. In other
words, it would be an ordinary part of the crowd, an everyday vehicle you'd see
everywhere. Prius fit that criteria extremely well. So, whenever someone passionately
liked something else, they'd assume I was fighting against them. It was unheard of back
then to endorse multiple automakers. If I was pro-Toyota, in there mind, it was
impossible to be anything else. That's clearly not the case. My friends who own Leaf,
Volt, and Tesla know that well. Some on this forum though and elsewhere still don't
believe that though. Because I want a vehicle for the mainstream, they take great offense
to words casting their preference as a niche... rather than just acknowledging a clean,
efficient, and affordable also. That's why I pushed so hard on GM. I couldn't care less
what happened to Volt. And I was constantly misrepresented as trying to kill
it. Thankfully now, it's becoming easier to see that I was pushed for diversification. A
niche is fine as long as there's also a choice for the ordinary consumer... hence having
mentioned Malibu literally thousands of times and pointing out how it was the true
competition for Volt, not Prius. Those losses on the showroom floor will be very, very
difficult to deny now. GM's own customers weren't interested... which is why there was
so much attention brought to conquest sales from former Prius owners... which
cannibalized the market, rather than expand. That missed opportunity has been
acknowledged, finally. I'll admit, it is very nice having been correct all along, but there's
not really much to take credit for. The economics were pretty basic. GM's production of
traditional vehicles didn't change when Two-Mode or Volt or BAS were rolled out. They
never captured any sales beyond just special interest. Volt depended heavily upon a
subsidy too. This new hybrid, a proper FULL design, won't. It will be targeting the
appropriate audience too... those whom in the past provided profit for the business.

3-28-2015

Cold Starts. This type of misleading gets annoying: "My beef, as it were, with people
who ask if EVs are "cleaner" than ICE vehicles is that they should first talk about criteria
pollutants and should not use terms like *clean* or *dirty* when discussing
emissions. As you point out, there isn't anything particularly dirty about CO2 or similar
gases. It's also why the Volt is far "cleaner" than a Prius or a PIP. Criteria pollutants
are released on a cold start. Once the cat-converter warms up they are largely
eliminated. Hence the goal is to reduce or eliminate cold starts. The Volt 1.0 eliminated
80% of all cold starts. The Volt 2.0 is designed to hopefully eliminate 90%." Over and
over again, this particular individual has been told the PIP (the plug-in Prius) doesn't
have cold starts. Yet, he continues to claim it does anyway. This is the same person who
still proclaims the "vastly superior" trophy. So, it isn't worth actually
responding. However, I can post detail here. The depletion point for PIP is 23.5%
battery-capacity remaining. At that point, the EV driving ends and the engine starts. But
rather than the "cold" he claims, the engine runs in a protected state. That reduced
burden reduces emissions. In other words, engine alone is not relied upon for
power. Much of that is still provided by electricity. For ordinary warm-up, the state-ofcharge level will drop to about 20.3%. In the circumstance of a hard-acceleration, it will
drop to as much as 18.4%. Put another way, the battery is used to prevent engine from
revving beyond 1500 RPM. And once warmed up (coolant to 130°F), the engine will run
to replace the consumed electricity, so you always have a buffer available. That
restoration level is typically 26.6%. Long story short, there are no cold starts for PHV.
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3-29-2015

Who? (question) It's very interesting to revisit that question, now that things have
fundamentally changed. There is already a growing attitude of inevitability, as if no one
ever said this wouldn't happen over their dead body. I find it amusing. The pressures of
economics can only build up for so long. Anywho, that puts Volt in an awkward
position... allowing for comments like this: The "Market" is as always: Someone not
wanting to burn gas on their daily commute (and the related engine maintenance), in a
fully functional EV, and yet they can take off for the coast at a moments notice!" I
accepted this invite: As always, that difference between WANT and NEED is something
not properly addressed. The market described is a desire, what supporters of plugging in
have wanted for a very very long time. Consequences of having hoped that would be a
game-changing solution are now quite apparent. It's really unfortunate that lesson had to
be learned the hard way, especially with so many warnings along the way. But it was a
WANT they were willing to gamble on... and lost. The NEED was to replace the
business-sustaining vehicles, those which sold in high-volume for a profit. That's a
profound difference. We knew who those consumers were. Yet every time the "Who?"
question was asked, the reply was focused on the WANT audience instead. It was a
disaster in the making. Volt was declared victorious despite not fulfilling the
NEED. We could all see that it did not capture the mainstream consumers as
anticipated. GM's own customers simply were not interested. So rather than expanding
the "market", emphasis was focused on conquest sales instead. That cannibalized what
had already been achieved, getting people who had already switched to a high-efficiency
vehicle to another. The popular smaller vehicles of GM... Malibu, Impala, Cruze,
Equinox... continued on, totally unaffected by Volt. Meanwhile, Toyota pushed hard
with Prius, diversifying into 3 distinct models and augmenting the most popular. That
pushed the brand to top-seller in Japan and to mainstream quantity in the United
States. All without tax-credit incentives. Prius has survived the test of time and will be
getting a next-gen upgrade later this year. A new vehicle using HSD will be introduced
as well. They are all helping to fulfill the NEED. Looking at GM plans, we see an
upcoming introduction, the full-hybrid Malibu. As much of a WANT there was for Volt
to become a high-volume profit-earner to help sustain the business with, we see that it is
not. There is no expectation for that with the next-gen model. It will remain a specialty
choice, a desirable vehicle for a niche. Focus and hope will be directed to the new
Malibu. As a hybrid, there is potential to appeal to showroom shoppers, those intending
to purchase a GM vehicle anyway. It will be able to compete directly, a strong advantage
over Volt. That NEED is long overdue. The "too little, too slowly" concern has finally
been taken seriously. Yeah! It's really unfortunate how much of a diversion Volt ended
up being. Oh well.
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3-29-2015

Who? (answer) The quote came from an outspoken antagonist, an individual who went
out of his why in the past to spread misinformation about Prius. He had been a Volt
owner who felt threatened by Prius, not accepting the possibility that co-existence was
possible. Coming from a "vastly superior" background, getting over that realization of
having been greenwashed is a challenge. No one wants to discover they've been
misled. So, I was happy about the opportunity to change a foe to a friend. After all, that
is the ultimate defeat... and the goal all along with Volt. Looking for an ally has been a
long journey. Anywho, his response was: "How and why would I "acknowledge"
something I know nothing about? I don't care to know what the current GM product line
up is. I care about the Volt. It's an awesome, fun, inexpensive to drive car and I would
have bought it if Hyundai was selling it." Only seeing a single tree in the forest is often
the source of a problem. There was no product gap as far as they were concerned. Volt
enthusiasts went way out of their way to ensure that limited scope didn't grow too. That's
why looking at the rest of GM's production caused so much of a stir. It's also what
contributed to Volt supporters emerging, those who wanted true success rather than just
some trophies. Sales enough to affect the true market were what's been important, those
who would otherwise just purchase a traditional vehicle offered by GM... hence the
"Who?" question... and finally an answer.

3-29-2015

Malibu Sales. I really got a kick out of reading this: "Lack of a full hybrid version was
not the reason for poor Malibu sales." There wasn't anything at all posted by me with
respect to that. He just saw the words "sales" and "Malibu" appearing in a post pointing
out Volt's struggle and got came up with that to voice his anger. He's one of those upset
about how things turned out. In fact, he even accused me of "I told you so" posts as a
result of recent events. Wanting someone to use as a scapegoat is nothing new. Neither
is my support for FULL hybrids. An for years, I've been pointing out how sales of Volt
have been lost to vehicles like Malibu. So, twisting my words to make it seem as though
my attention to Malibu was something else entirely was to be expected. It all comes
down to that product gap. Having no affordable choice without a plug was an obvious
problem which could only be denied for so long. Long story short, I wasn't pleased an
expressed my feelings this way: That isn't even remotely close to what I posted. Again,
the reason for no HIGH-VOLUME BUSINESS-SUSTAINING sales, something directly
competitive, was due to nothing being offered. Nothing in the category was a blatant
problem. There was a huge product gap that scores of outspoken Volt supporters refused
to acknowledge. Thankfully, GM finally did. btw, I've been saying the same thing about
FULL hybrids for over a decade now, to the point where people complain about me
sounding like a broken record. So, I don't see how my stance could possibly be
misinterpreted.
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3-30-2015

Progress. It can be painful. But if you stick with principle (good business), it will
eventually win out. This was interesting: "The volt though, that created a new
category. I can understand the doubt in some peoples minds, but I don't understand the
lack of understanding that erev phev's may expand the market, while another me to
midsize hybrid is likely to add little growth. That is unless you see something I don't
where the malibu hybrid is better tech than HSD." The raising-doubt response to the
news was to be expected. The pessimism was annoying. The assuming was
frustrating. It was the growth part that got me in the end though. GM's stance changed
from fighting to joining in. Contributing to the very approach the automaker had been
opposed to for so long is a major barrier overcome. All that focus on Volt at the expense
of FULL hybrids was always a problem. Rather than being part of the team, it was
declared superior without justification. That obviously backfired. The result is
bewilderment for some. I posted: The assumptions in this forum are what hold back
constructive discussion. In this case, there's the belief of better/worse and success/failure
causing the problem. People continue to assume that's the stance being taken when posts
are made. And no matter how valiant the effort to focus attention on the market instead
of individual automakers, some just plain don't see it. The lack of understanding fits
that. The category... or whatever other identification means chosen to describe a
technology... makes no difference. It's still the same problem. Paradigm shift simply
isn't possible. Period. That's been overwhelmingly confirmed. So, no matter how great
the technology, it just plain will not interest a majority of the consumers until their
current offering is discontinued. They will just keep purchasing what they feel
comfortable with instead. Some people have fought so many years for the advancement
& acceptance of battery vehicles, they've lost sight of the original problem... which is
what has allowed it to persist for so long. It is absolutely vital to be attentive to the
predecessor. Focus solely on the end-state creates a new barrier to overcome... an
avoidable challenge if you establish a bridge. Ironically, that idea of a "stop gap" being
given a stigma of bad caused people to dismiss the very solution needed to overcome
anchors to the past. In other words, that's why FULL hybrids have been so
fundamentally important. They are what will bring the production of traditional vehicle
to a drawdown, not EV alone.
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3-30-2015

Understanding. It becomes a major problem if you hold discussions with the same
person thread after thread after thread. They get mixed up, forgetting if you said
something or if it was actually someone else. Remembering when a statement was said
also becomes an issue. That's why I blog. The exact quotes are saved, giving me an
opportunity to search back to verify who actually said it. As for the when part, the blogs
are written as the history unfolds. So, there's no conflict ever related to looking
back. The perspective at the time is documented in detail. Anywho, today is was this:
"And here I thought the discussion was about pushing forward technology that would
help spread electrified cars (and here we can include hybrids, phevs, and bevs). So
again, I will admit to not understanding your point." Still attempting to convert foe to
friend, since this is taking place on the big Prius forum, much effort will be expended to
ensure clarity: Many people fall into the "advancement" trap. It's far more common than
you'd ever expect too. The belief is that pushing forward technology can only be
achieved by reaching beyond the current limitations. That makes a lot of sense, which
leads to a lot of incorrect assumptions. Reality is though, the advancement requires
sunset of the older technology. It's why traditional vehicles are still such a massive
barrier. They are holding back steps forward. The gauge of progress is measured by how
the step is taken. Using a carrot (tax incentive) or a push (government mandate) will
only help to advance the technology itself. That will not change the attitude of the
masses. They'll continue on, perfectly content driving their traditional vehicles.

4-01-2015

Malibu Hybrid. Details are have been released. Like what Prius already has and what
Volt will be getting, it too will feature a Exhaust Gas technology. Being able to recover
heat and recirculate air that would otherwise be lost is great. I really like the fact that
attention to design features such as that are pressworthy now. Course, in the past, the
reason some things were excluded by the media and by supporters was due to only the
competition offering it. But who cares. GM is finally catching up. The rating numbers
from GM (which EPA will certify) are 48 MPG city, 45 MPG highway, and 47 MPG
combined. That truly is competitive... functionally. The system itself may be somewhat
expensive still though. Interestingly, it has an EV limitation of 55 mph listed. How
much do you want to bet that will be used to mislead? Toyota's non-plug hybrid limit is
46 mph and Ford's is 47 mph. But the values are basically just a note for trivia. Travel at
speeds faster without the consumption of gas is a normal part of the operation. Having
the engine pump with the valves open causes very little resistance. Anywho, the part I
get a kick out of is the size of the battery-pack. It's just like what the other
automakers. That's confirmation of what we've been saying all along, for many many
many years. Thank goodness GM is finally on the right track. Volt will just fade into the
background with other niche offerings. Meanwhile, we'll see growth hybrids and a
decline in traditional vehicles. That makes taking the next step so much easier. This will
help. Having a major automaker strongly against FULL hybrids was holding back the
industry. Some sort of cooperation was needed.
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4-02-2015

RAV4 Hybrid, details. Some were revealed today. Nothing about efficiency,
performance, or price was shared yet. But at least there was confirmation that it indeed
would be a 2016 model. Hearing the hybrid will deliver better acceleration and more
horsepower was quite a tease. I'm sure some are now want efficiency information more
than ever. Isn't marketing great? Speculation about MPG is that low 30's will be
realistic. That's obviously a far cry from Prius, at least it helps to help end the reign of
large SUVs without forcing people to actually give up SUVs... over their dead
body. That's yet another reason it is so important to know your audience. Souring appeal
for the larger guzzling SUV by offering a smaller that's more efficient and much cleaner
is a decent step forward. It's too bad there have been many who didn't understand
that. They just figured if you made a compact car appealing enough, the draw of the
SUV would vanish entirely. They were wrong, very wrong. Now, that reality is easy to
see. Unfortunately, we have to wait until this Fall to see them on dealer's lots. At least
there's something to look forward to in the meantime. It's a category which seems to be
well time for strong sales. Toyota should do well. It's an odd situation seeing that Ford
chose to discontinue with the option of starting fresh again later with a small SUV
hybrid. They were ahead of the time. No, they have the opportunity to diversify. So, all
is certainly not lost. How long do you think it will take GM to offer a hybrid Equinox?

4-03-2015

Told You So. Only one person accused me of having an attitude like that. He's a well
known antagonist, one who thrives on debate. So, there would have been a slight bit of
disappointment had there not been any sort of negative reaction. He just wanted closure
too... by claiming this outcome was inevitable, wondering how anyone could have ever
thought otherwise. What load of crap! But that's ok. No one else had any issue with the
recent developments. In a way, Volt was doomed from the start. With so much
emphasis on performance and such a negligent approach with cost, there's no way it
could possibly be competitive. That's why those like me never saw it being
discontinued. As a specialty vehicle, it could thrive. After all, that's what Corvette &
Camaro have been for decades. Why not Volt too? It did fail though... falling well short
of sales goals. No excuse could cover the fact that expectations were for it to achieve
mainstream popularity by the third year. That didn't happen. Not even close. It was a
disaster. Had the approach of delivering a second model been addressed from the start,
things could have been profoundly different. But instead of embracing the idea of
sharing the technology with another vehicle, there was intense opposition. So, the fact
that GM did a complete reversal and just announced plans to do exactly what enthusiast
feared the most, there's been a quiet death. No, not Volt. Enthusiasm for it. The thought
of just the hybrid portion of the design being featured as a premiere offering is
devastating. They could have declared that a technology victory. Instead, their own
precedent, looks upon that as terrible waste. They brought about their own
demise. Seeing the "vastly superior" attitude not replaced by a fear of me playing the
"told you so" card is quite vindicating. I welcome the FULL hybrid that we'll be getting
from GM. Finally, there will be something for mainstream consumers. Yeah!
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4-04-2015

Hatch-Open Driving. This was an interesting experience, something I haven't done for
decades. Back in college, I owned a 1984 Dodge Omni. It was my first hatchback,
which proved to be remarkably convenient. That's what made me so excited about Prius
becoming a hatchback too. Anywho, every now and then, I'd encounter a load of cargo
to carry that was larger than the cargo area. With a small hatchback like that, it
happens. With a large hatchback like Prius, not so much. In fact, that's never happened
for me. Even that 11-foot folding umbrella we purchased last year fit inside, with the
hatch shut entirely. This time though, we weren't so lucky. We accidently had the 20foot collapsible ladder transported by the movers to the new house. It was too long to fit
inside the Prius to bring in back. So... I did what I had done all those years ago... drove
with the hatch open. Securing the load & door was no big deal. What differed though
from in the past was there is now a warning beeper. I had to listen to it for 29
miles. Ugh. Thankfully, it was a beautiful day out and the efficiency was still
outstanding. Even with the aerodynamics of the Prius compromised and no plugsupplied electricity available, it delivered 52 MPG. You gotta like that.

4-05-2015

New Attacks. The new "borrowed technology from Volt" marketing is really frustrating
one particular EREV pusher. His arbitrary criteria to differentiate it from PHEV has
been falling apart lately, as a direct result this sales approach twist. I find it amusing,
since Prius was designed with plugging in from the start, but wasn't offered that way until
recently due to lithium density & cost. He was one of the antagonists who refused to
acknowledge that, insisting the plug was an after-the-fact scramble to compete with
Volt. Anyway, it turns out he's simply against all vehicles offering less than a 40-mile
capacity... which explains his near hostile responses at times when the topic of a second
affordable model of Volt be offered in the past and his attempts to undermine
now: "Anyone who expects the Malibu Hybrid to ride like a Volt in range extended more
will be sorely disappointed. The Volt's smooth EV ride requires a significant amount
electrical power (kW) which the smaller battery pack in the Malibu Hybrid just doesn’t
have." That quote really caught my attention. There isn't a reasonable explanation for
any difference. Depleted operation is hybrid mode. If Malibu is using borrowed
technology and the Volt battery is drained to the same level, what would cause
smoothness to vary?

4-08-2015

Choices. There is growing hope. The market barrier Volt had been is fading
away. Vastly superior? Certainly not! It reminds me of DIVX, when it messed up the
DVD market. Most people have no clue it even existed, no idea there was a rental-disc
format that had been introduced for the home-movie market that ended up causing major
rollout disruption... then, abruptly disappeared. Volt will be more than just a footnote in
history, but it did indeed mess up the automotive market. Was there much harm done
though? That's an interesting question. GM paid dearly. But the other automakers found
a way to take advantage of the fallout. They made it into an opportunity, despite what
the antagonist spin would leave you to believe. This is proof of the changes being
recognized: "I have to admit I am getting concerned for the Volt. In another 18 months,
the Bolt will be available, and for many this may be preferable, especially as a second
car. Next we have this new Malibu. It has great styling, is relatively spacious, and the
hybrid gets 47 mpg combined. ... For probably about the same price as a Volt, I can get
a Malibu Hybrid. And with this I probably get more passenger room, a true 5th seat,
power seats, and less mileage impact from cold weather. Choices, choices." Knowing
who, I call that hope. The market is opening up. Choice is very important.
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4-10-2015

Stop Gap. There's nothing to gain from posting on the Volt blog anymore. It's just a
republish of what's on the parent-site anyway. The sacrifices made for the sake of EV
range are simply too much. That lesson has already been learned by GM. Following the
automakers with a smaller range and more efficient blending is what will appeal to
consumers in large quantity. Know your audience. This post in its entirety highlights the
situation well: "If everything goes Voltec and they end up discontinuing the Volt, that
would be great! But I don't think hybrids and weak PHEVs will get us there. Efficiency
helps, but it's just a stop-gap – a Band-Aid for the real problem. We need alternatives to
oil. And that's what the Volt does. Most of the Volt's miles are electric. We need more
cars like that." Notice how incredibly vague that is, how it doesn't actually address
specific goals? What is the point of alternatives? He's one of those who couldn't care
less about the source of electricity or its cost. The penalty of substituting one type of
guzzler for another is a real problem. That's unfortunate. It is ironic that he's using "stop
gap" as the label for attempting to undermine. That's what GM used in the past and what
EV supporters use now. Also, notice his use of "weak" to demean? What would stronger
achieve? Isn't anything using a combustion engine at all his true issue? Where is the
gap?

4-11-2015

62 MPG. I used only 2 miles of EV capacity and drove a total of 187 miles. It was my
opportunity to briefly escape up north for a few days of rest. Being able to get that kind
of MPG without needing to use the plug-supplied electricity is great... especially since
there is no where to plug in later. Of course, I don't care. It's my time to
rest. Attempting to sell 2 homes and buy another inside of just 6 months is a major
effort. Any type of rest is great. I'm so thankful for the large cargo area the Prius
provides. I've done so many trips hauling stuff back & forth, my head is spinning. It will
be worth it though. I'll get to enjoy Summer at this rate. Yeah!

4-12-2015

Replenishing EV. Taking a quick trip up north, I wanted to save EV capacity for when
I'd be doing short drives, since I wouldn't be plugging in. That meant it would be
worthwhile to take advantage of the HV/EV button. It's easy enough to switch over to
HV to prevent depletion. The trick though is switching back to EV when there's an
opportunity to replenish. When you're in EV mode, the recharge from deceleration is
"marked" for use as EV driving. Switching back to HV right away will save it. That
same recharge wouldn't be saved if you were still in HV. The system would used it
immediately, bringing the SOC (state-of-charge) back to where it was when you first
switched to HV mode. In other words, it remembers the SOC when you left EV mode
and works to retain that level. The rise can be quite significant if you have a long hill to
descend or have to brake from high-speeds often. Using up the electricity right away is
how MPG is boosted. So normally, you'd want to take advantage of that design. But
when you know you'll be unable to plug in for a few days, you want to save
it. Unfortunately, it's easy to forget. I did this morning. It wasn't until I was cruising
along at 60 mph that I realized the engine was still off from the intersection I had left
awhile back. That used up 10% of the overall SOC available. Bummer. It's great being
able to accelerate up to that speed while mixed in traffic without even noticing, but for
me it meant less EV for later. In my circumstance, there's a recreation building just 0.7
miles away. Driving to & from it without having to start up the engine is nice. Oh
well. More electricity would be nice, but I'll likely have enough capacity for my long
weekend getaway anyway.
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4-13-2015

Aftermath. It has been almost 3 weeks since that surprise announcement from GM... the
one that was always the deepest fear of those who evangelized Volt. That group of
enthusiasts who absolutely hated the idea of impurity, but kept changing definitions &
goals to prevent people from drawing the conclusion of failure, was always angered when
anyone brought up the idea of basically exactly what happened. It was a fear of
blending. Mixing gas & electricity to achieve reduced emissions & consumption was
unacceptable. The vehicle must be an EV until the entire plug-in electricity capacity had
first been consumed. Embracing a no-plug hybrid which strived to deliver highefficiency cleanly was unacceptable, period. That made it quite clear a vehicle adding a
plug to that system was unacceptable as well. They declared that the enemy, the
competition to fight... not traditional vehicles. Problem was, it wasn't their choice to
make. GM's customers were always clearly identified. That's why I kept asking
"Who?" Any answer other than what GM itself had identified was unacceptable,
period. They'd attack me for pointing that out... even though I had nothing to do with any
of it. GM's customers were defined by who was coming to dealers and purchasing GM
vehicles, period. Denial has consequences. The aftermath of a disastrous reality shock is
quite obvious now. Their adaptation of the old motto to: "If it is built, they will buy it."
proved horribly inaccurate. Not wanting to accept the voices of reason is their own tragic
mistake. I'm thrilled GM finally took the steps needed to deal with the mess it had
created by enabling a group of enthusiasts with the hope of a miraculous product
acceptance... even though it clearly didn't match purchase priorities of their own well
known customers. Oh well. It's live & learn for the automaker. As for the enthusiasts,
their effort to shot the messengers backfired. Now, they have to deal with the outcome.

4-14-2015

Gross Oversimplification. The very constructive question of why Malibu-hybrid is
more efficient than Volt after depletion has begun a popular discussion topic. But since
the Volt enthusiasts made great efforts to stigmatize Prius and undermine design
information sharing, their own group is now suffering from an understanding of how
MPG efficiency is actually achieved. Remember how hostile posts became when the
"direct" issue came up? All throughout the design phase, Volt enthusiasts touted EV
purity, how their vehicle of choice would never send power from the engine directly to
the wheels. In other words, they assumed a SERIES hybrid was the best approach...
despite all the evidence to the contrary. Conversion losses were outright
dismissed. Then they found out there was direct energy transfer after all, that it was too
inefficient to convert from mechanical to electrical. So, they downplayed as much as
possible... which meant suppressing all information to that effect. Now, finding out the
next-gen Volt will blend even more, they are really at a loss. All that time
wasted. Opportunity lost. The "vastly superior" nonsense really caused quite a setback...
for GM anyway. It actually ended up opening up the market for the other
automakers. They fumbled, the others took advantage of that mistake. Anywho, they are
now trying to overcome that loss: "Its simple, the Malibu does not have to convert to
electricity which is then sent to the wheels. Hence it does not experience two levels of
loss, the first being gasoline into electrical put into the battery and the lost coming back
and being converted into movement." Clearly, that's not going well. That quote from a
discussion on the Volt forum was followed by this: "But if you don't get that, think of it
this way: Simply put – the Malibu is optimized to run on gasoline – the Volt is optimized
to run on electricity." That's so horribly vague, it could mean anything. It's not correct
either. They've created their own misconception & assumption trap. Oh well. It's not
like they weren't warned.
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4-15-2015

Getting Interesting. This opening line from an article published today certainly caught
my attention: "When the history books are written about Barack Obama's tenure as
commander in chief, the Chevrolet Volt will doubtless be remembered as the most
important car of his presidency." It was an obvious attempt to make sure the president
was directly associated with the failure of Volt to become a mainstream vehicle. It was
frustrating to read. The reason was simple. It was cherry-picking. Not a single mention
was made about Tesla. That's an American success story to make us proud, which
happened during his presidency too. Yet, there was no mention whatsoever about
it. Watching Volt fall apart is really getting interesting. We knew GM absolutely had to
do something, to finally rollout something competitive. Finding out the next-gen Volt
wouldn't be it, obviously there would have to be another vehicle instead. With all the
attention the upcoming hybrid model of Malibu is now getting, some form of closure for
Volt was inevitable. Recasting it as a niche moving on is a wise move. It was too small
and too expensive. No amount of promotion will get around that. So, we are now seeing
attempts to deal with the outcome. It's finally over.

4-15-2015

The Next Prius. It's nice to see a return of priorities. The media gobbled up every bit of
Volt propaganda the various sources available could stir. Very few ever wanted to
address what was actually important. Thankfully, Toyota always stayed true. Another
article published that today with: "The new Prius will be the first tangible result of
Toyota New Global Architecture, or TNGA, which Toyoda bills as a rethink of the
company's business model. Multiple vehicles will share common underpinnings and
components..." They ever stated the goal of cutting cost 20 to 30 percent. That's a really,
really big deal. Achieving profitable high-volume sales absolutely demands it. There's
also the expectation of delivering improved efficiency. The promise of about 15 percent
is still sounding realistic. Yeah! The stakes have never been larger. Oil supply is up
dramatically, causing prices to be pushed well below levels able to support
alternatives. Expensive gas is no more. That makes selling the idea of high-efficiency an
even greater challenge. It's become a nightmare for dealing with emissions. What
incentive is there for the typical person to even care? Guzzling is simply too easy. That's
why raising the low-end is so incredibly important now. We must find a way to wind
down traditional vehicle production. That means delivering a clean & efficient choice
which is truly competitive. Prius is the best hope for leading that wave of change for the
masses.
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4-17-2015

Understanding Failure. Today there was a special on NPR discussing how failure is
perceived. The well-informed understand it to be a natural process of learning. You try
something, the outcome isn't as expected, you note details of the circumstances to learn
from that experience, then move on. It's no big deal. In fact, there isn't even a penalty if
the goal was to eliminate uncertainty. That scientific approach is a well-proven
method. It doesn't work with business though. Too much emphasis has been placed on
getting a product perfect first try. Failure in that regard is heavily stigmatized and often
comes with heavy penalty. That's why Volt was doomed from the start. Asking for goals
confirmed the expectation of getting it right or losing everything. They didn't leave room
for learning. That's why when it was first rolled out, attention was immediately diverted
to the next-gen. There was a state of panic. Too much had been gambled on that initial
offering. That's why talk of a second model was fought against so much too. The stigma
of having to admit "failure" was, in the mind of enthusiasts, an admission of being
wrong. Accepting the circumstances and acknowledging what was needed next was
totally unacceptable. It was all or none. That absolute meant success was
impossible. The business environment doesn't work that way. No one vehicle is perfect
for everyone... hence so many different models of HSD from Toyota. That's also why the
plug-in model was a limited rollout with a configuration different in Europe than here in
the United States. Toyota would use it as a learning platform, rather than betting the
farm on it being a "game changer" like GM did with Volt. The arrogance from all that
"vastly superior" chest-pounding did a lot of harm. Volt supporters, those who genuinely
wanted success, were embarrassed by the enthusiast behavior and quite willing to learn
then move on. That's how we got to January of this year. They were the ones who
sincerely hoped GM would swallow its pride as they did and adapt to match market need,
rather than continue to cater to want. Unexpectedly, GM ended up doing both. The
announcement in January started out underwhelming, then turned to
disappointment. That next-gen Volt was well short of expectations. But to everyone's
surprise, GM would also be rolling out a hybrid based upon the same "technology" as
Volt. Realistically, it is that second model, initially without a plug though. That
diversification is a major victory for pretty much everyone... especially those of us who
endorsed Toyota & Ford from the very beginning for their FULL hybrids. The failure
was GM not following suit from the start. That's ok. Even though they made a mess of
the market and confused the heck out of consumers by misrepresenting a niche vehicle as
a mainstream choice, the technology did indeed work. It just didn't serve the needed
audience. That's well understood now. Just thing what things could have been like if
that had been learned sooner. Oh well. The saying "better late, than never" is a more
constructive way of saying "too little, too slowly".
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4-18-2015

Change. It's over. Done. Complete. The chapter of triumph & failure has come to a
close. At long last, we can move on. Yeah! What a relief. It's still hard to believe there
was so much hate. The emotion stirred from having endorsed an approach that fell well
short of expectations is extremely difficult to deal with. Lashing out at those who were
correct all along is a nature reaction, one to be expected... to the point of it being
necessary to prepare for. It was quite a mess. GM repeated the history of market fallout
again. Volt was promoted as a "vastly superior" solution, but wasn't able to deliver the
promised sales. To be successful, it needed to become self-sustaining quickly. The goal
had been set to for the third year. Sales were to grow to the point where tax-credits
would be used up, but it wouldn't matter. That would pave the way for the next-gen
offering. Instead, the entire burden was placed on the next-gen. It was to rescue the
effort. That didn't work either. Now, the industry is attempting to deal with
backlash. Rather than Volt having usher in an efficiency technology for the masses, we
are seeing the sales of small traditional cars and SUVs rapidly grow. That's a big step in
the wrong direction. Volt burnt bridges along the way too, doing everything it could to
tarnish the reputation of competitors. What a mess. Fortunately, to the frustration of
some, Toyota was smart to wait for that to pass. We can look forward to the next Prius in
a very different market... one not tainted by "over promise, under deliver". The careful
balance Toyota strives for with Prius often gets mocked as compromises. In reality, it's a
diligent effort to best match the purchase priorities of their customers... hence all the
references to showroom floor importance. Remember all those stories in the past of Prius
owners being ordinary mainstream consumers who discovered the hybrid while at the
dealer? They we won over by the in-person experience. No amount of online hype &
misleading can hide the importance of that. Automakers must sell profitable highvolume vehicles. Period. That is not anything a halo can achieve. Thank goodness
change is bringing about recognition of that. Phew!

4-20-2015

A Few Still Trying. I get a kick out of those who blatantly lie by stating a history which
can easily be confirmed as false. That kind of misleading by assumption is
common. They simply hope no one will look up the true story. When confronted with
the truth, they just change focus. It makes confirming their intent easy. Today, it was:
"Perhaps he should be reminded how poorly the Prius sold when first introduced and
how many manufacturers are working to build cars of similar concept to the Volt in the
next couple of years." Prius had strict inventory limitations and no tax-credit help. Yet,
there were long waiting lists anyway. How is that translate to "poor" by any
definition? That was back in the day when gas was cheap, there was no concern for oil
dependency, and emissions were not even considered a topic of interest... different from
so many ways compared to Volt, it's hard to believe that history would even be brought
up. As for the "working to build" comment, who? I haven't heard anything at all to that
respect. Plug-In hybrids are the interest now. That's what all automakers (except BMW)
have embraced as a solution for their emission & efficiency competitiveness. I'm tired of
the distortions and trophy-mentality, but there's no benefit in responding to the
greenwash attempts. Business need is quite no longer a topic of debate. All automakers
must deliver something beyond traditional, period.
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4-21-2015

PHEV Announcement. The confusion from GM about what technology is really under
the hood got even more confusing today. That's the best way to move beyond the
troubles of the past and join the other automakers though. You obscure to the point
where messages from long-ago are simply abandoned. It's quite vindicating to those who
opposed to the one-size-fits-all approach. The upcoming Malibu hybrid will supposedly
be using technology from Volt, but won't behave like it but also will. The details are
self-deprecating. The contradictory nature of what were being told makes enthusiasts
who were opposed to what's happening now hypocrites... hence, not
bothering. Abandonment makes taking the next step so much easier. We've seen in
several times in the past, with Two-Mode being the most prominent example. Those who
fought the needs of the masses abruptly changed their stance when the reality of business
finally could no be denied. That's what makes the announcement today so important. It
represents exactly that. The very thing they fought with hostile vigor is
happening. Cadillac CT6 will be offered as a plug-in... not like ELR though... it will be
like the Malibu hybrid will battery augmentation instead. In other words, the Volt system
has come full circle. Despite all the arguments trying to convince us that Volt was an
entirely new approach, we knew all along it was really Two-Mode's next-generation
design. Proof even came out later confirming it. This one is really the next. Volt was
overkill, making many sacrifices to deliver EV as much as possible. That was a terrible
business decision. Consumers weren't interested in the compromises it made. Those of
us who suggested the very thing GM is now planning to deliver were attacked
relentlessly. I'm so glad I took the time to document those reactions with quotes from
those posts of the past. They were wrong, very wrong. Engineering alone will not win
over mainstream consumers. If you build it, they won't necessarily buy it. And even
with large subsidies, ordinary GM customers weren't interested. They recognized the
"too little, too slowly" and purchased a traditional GM car instead. Now, GM is
scrambling to rectify the situation. Starting with CT6, they will offer a PHEV. It will be
similar to the approach Toyota, Ford, Honda, and Hyundai have already taken. It will be
a hybrid with a plug and large battery-pack. In this case, a very large one: 18.4
kWh. That's massive capacity to squeeze into rear of the vehicle. Having an even
smaller trunk than Fusion will make things interesting. But then again, a Malibu version
of it would likely offer a smaller capacity... making it more affordable than the Cadillac
version. After all, with a combined system output of 335 horsepower, the CT6 is far
more than what consumers shopping on the showroom floor of GM dealers will looking
for. It's all quite a relief. After countless years of insisting a plug-in hybrid was
necessary, it's about time that message was finally acknowledged. The announcement
today was the long-awaited change we've been hoping to get for many, many years now.
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4-22-2015

All The Same. The belief that a single solution will satisfy all need is really getting in
the way. People coming from a simplistic background don't see how essential it is to
identify who. Doing that reveals multiple markets. You'd think this would be
easy. After all, trucks were originally sold to fulfill a need cars could not. But now in
the age of commuting with a vehicle capable of far more than just commuting, but never
actually using those extra features, it's clear why the problem exists. Frustrated, I posted
this and didn't bother with any follow-up: That's called effective greenwashing, when
consumers misunderstand or assume intent. In reality, Toyota is against the one-size-fitsall approach. People don't realize there is need for variety. Not everyone uses their
vehicle the same way. Diversity is required. The old-school single-choice businessmodel is no longer effective. This mindset of all-the-same is becoming a really big
problem.

4-23-2015

KNOW YOUR AUDIENCE. For crying out loud. The fighting continues. It's really
sad. No matter how much you point out GM's own product-line, all they believe is that it
somehow really an effort to endorse Toyota. Some just don't get it and refuse to actually
acknowledge what you post. I certainly try and stick with it. Here's the latest attempt: A
lot of Volt "hate" came from pointing out sales losses on the showroom floor. We've
seen many who's lease expired choose something else afterward too. The response was
to focus on conquest sales instead, completely disregarding loyal GM customers lack of
interest in GM's premiere vehicle. That obviously isn't a wise long-term plan. That's
why the next-gen model look was chosen to make it blend into the GM product-line
better. The sacrifices are still too many though. Cost is high. Seating is limited. It
continues to exclude a rear-wiper. It doesn't offer adaptive-cruise or LED
headlights. How does that make it competitive with the other GM choices? Not offering
high-speed recharge keeps it from competing with high-capacity plug-on vehicles
too. Appealing to the masses is a major challenge, even when gas is expensive. But now
with the gallon so cheap, even more effort is required. Understanding the customer
mindset is key.

4-26-2015

The Next PHV. We keep hearing rumors. There's a realistic expectation for batterycapacity to increase. From the very beginning, the outlook has been that more will be
offered as cost justify. Making the vehicle expensive just for the sake of a big pack isn't
how you achieve lots of sales. There's a careful balance. Watching the MPG and MPGe
ratings increase from generation to generation makes sense. After all, we've seen
efficiency improve with traditional vehicles over the decades, why not with a plug-in
hybrid too? Sadly, we may not get details on what the next PHV will offer until a year
from now. The regular model will be rolling out in the meantime, and we don't have any
detail on it yet either. So, like usual, there's lots of waiting still. Oh well. Each
generation has been totally worth the wait.
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4-28-2015

Vehicle Pricing. The discussion began yesterday. It was an interesting read. What will
be the price of the new Volt? Since it was a new platform without any variants, that was
always an issue... quite unlike Prius, which was well established and had augment plans
all along. In fact, Toyota stated had a upgrade package target price. We knew they were
striving for between $3,000 and $5,000. So, that never really stirred any controversy. It
was a simple, clear goal. For Volt, we still don't know what the heck the intent is. Being
told the first year of the next-gen rollout would be a niche leaves you wondering. Then,
hearing about the CT6, you have no idea what to think. As for that discussion, it was on
that daily blog, so you can imagine what happened... nothing. The reality of profit need
was only addressed by a single person, a strong supporter of Volt (unlike enthusiasts,
who sacrifice well-being for the sake of prestige). Here's his entire post: "$29,995 is my
guess even though I don't think that will be low enough for the GEN II Volt to be
successful. GM may be forced to make this decision strictly due to profitability. If the
price is above $30K, GM is sending a clear message the Volt is strictly a "compliance"
vehicle." But since that audience still doesn't recognize the importance of cost, even a
pricing comment like that from a regular falls on deaf ears. Much like ELR, it's obvious
before rollout that formula for high-volume sales isn't there. That vital aspect of
appealing to GM's own customers and making profit is not part of Volt's charter. The
ugly truth is that business importance cannot be neglected. In the end, that trophy
mentality held back progress. Not being able to competitively price a vehicle
hurts. Think about how large of a problem there is to come when the tax-credit
expires. Sales need to be very strong before that happens.

4-28-2015

Missing The Point. We found out today that production of the current generation of
Prius PHV will end in June. That's no surprise. Most model-year production ends
around that time anyway. What made this announcement stand out was it came directly
from Toyota Marketing. From time to time, they tell us something by posting on the big
Prius forum. We get information the same day as dealers as a result, firsthand. That's
really cool. In addition to that tidbit, we were also told they are looking forward to
sharing details with us about the next generation. That's really exciting! Those newer to
PHV discussion lack detail and often don't have the background needed to understand
intent. That makes sense, but you still have to somehow deal with their claims. For
example, we had this as a result of the announcement: "It's just a compliance car." Most
of the rest of us no that's not the case; however, it is easy to see how that assumption can
be made. I simply responded with: Call it what you want. After all, it was a mid-cycle
release in a highly volatile market. So, looking back is messy anyway. The point was to
collect data from well informed consumers to strengthen the next-gen rollout.
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4-29-2015

More On Pricing. Today's topic on that daily blog was about next-gen Volt sales. Price
immediately came up as the factor of great importance. I couldn't resist chiming in. It
had been weeks since they heard from me. So, the time had come to find out firsthand
how much change had taken place with that group. Here's what I posted: Ask yourself
what has changed over the past 5 years. That "nicely under $30,000" price goal without
tax-credit was set back then for the same reason it holds true still. To become
mainstream, it must be able to compete with other mainstream vehicles. That means
selling in high-volume without subsidy at a profit. We know that Malibu, Impala, Cruze,
and Equinox are very appealing to GM customers. On the showroom floor, they draw
attention. Volt's price is a major deterrent. The hope was that battery cost would drop
significantly prior to Gen-2 being rolled out. 50-mile capacity makes it difficult to
compete. So, without even considering any other sales factor, that in itself presents a big
challenge. Those other choices GM dealers offer wasn't taken seriously with Gen1. Focus was diverted entirely on other automaker offerings instead. It's clear now that
mistake won't be repeated; however, that doesn't make the matter any easier to deal
with. In fact, sales numbers show the "backfire" effect will become a big concern. Not
capitalizing on the opportunity right away makes it even more difficult to overcome
later. That makes the question of debut price for Gen-2 a matter of great importance. It
sets a precedence for the generation, informing us of the approach to come. Think about
what happens when the tax-credit ends and how price-drops later on affect resale value.
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4-30-2015

Question, Insult, Greenwash. Yesterday's post went over well, with one
exception. There were several constructive posts. I was pleased how things have
changed over the past few months. The change of stance with GM has really influenced
that group's approach with respect to responses. The "vastly superior" nonsense is long
gone. Getting over that major barrier is a huge improvement. Rather than blindly
praising with a one-size-fits-all mindset, we're getting more of that team effort
instead. From the very beginning, it was a quest from me to find allies. That's why the
local EV group we have here works so well. They don't care what automaker you favor,
all they desire is the spreading of electrification. In other words, they openly
acknowledge & champion the problems of business & consumer. Focus on engineering
alone is not a problem... for them. As for the daily blog, there was one individual who
was wrong to such a degree, he developed a hate. I became his scapegoat. So, when I
posted today after such a long absence, his response was to question, insult, then
greenwash. The question was simply re-asking the same thing he already had an answer
to. That's a typical trolling technique, to provoke an online debate. I didn't bite. His
next bait was to insult me. It was another effort to provoke. I didn't bite on that
either. Finally, it was a greenwash attempt, by misleading about Toyota. He gets really
irritated when I focus entirely on GM and point out the production & showroom
concerns. When someone else mentioned Prius, that was the opportunity he had been
looking for... with, of course, the hope I'd bite. It bet it was especially irritating for him,
since that other post was about Toyota's importance for profitability &
affordability. Anywho, this was his response: "GM has chosen a different path to Faith:
Early cross-pollination with the rest of it's line. Prius continued to be Prius for most of
it's run (at least one attempt was made to spread the tech, but the Hybrid Highlander
failed miserably). Perhaps Toyota doesn’t have enough faith in it’s own HSD, where the
rest of the line is concerned." Knowing he intentionally excluded the hybrid Camry was
quite amusing. The 39,515 sales here last year is the reason why. Even without a taxcredit or MPG being competitive with the very latest offerings, it still sells better than
Volt. He didn't make any mention of the hybrid RAV4 coming this Fall either. That
totally contradicts his claim. So what if the large SUV with a 3,500-pound towingcapacity doesn't sell in large volume. What about all the Lexus hybrids? For that matter,
what about the hybrid Avalon? The hybrid minivan offered in Japan (called Estima) was
pointed out to him countless times too. Needless to say, he was rather desperate for
attention. I didn't bother. With the attitude of that daily blog changing to constructive
discussion, there's no place for vengeance from failures of the past. It's over. Learn from
those mistakes and move on with the rest of us. Geez!

5-01-2015

Reminder. It amazes me how vital pieces of information are just forgotten... especially
with a really hot discussion topic? How can something so important be omitted from
posts each time a new thread starts. Yes, some people intentionally exclude. But there
are others who continue to overlook, even after pointing the fact out. What can you do
about it other than just post reminders? So, today, I did yet again: Let's not forget about
the recently expired NiMH patents. No longer having those restrictions will obviously
have a positive impact on the regular Prius. Of course, that likely played a big role in the
delay of Gen-4 rollout.
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5-03-2015

More Reminding. Ugh. It makes you question the value of some discussions. What are
people really getting from them? Needless to say, there's a lot of back & forth going on
about Volt in the big Prius forum lately. This was yet another reminder needing to be
reposted: The price is not competitive though. The other hope was winning over GM's
own customers, rather than only conquest sales. Traditional vehicle sales will continue to
overwhelm. GM's own product-line is the competition. Making it appeal to ordinary
buyers was very important for this second generation. Not stirring interest from them
will be a problem. When the incentives expire, the brand must be able to self-sustain at a
profit in high-volume.

5-04-2015

Clarity. Some continue to argue, pretending certain detail still hasn't been made
available. It's nice having closure, a finality to the nonsense of the past... even though
some just plain don't want to accept it. I'm thrilled about the upcoming
divergence. Some clearly are not. I'm making sure that clarity is known by all. We now
have answers. Moving on should be easy. Maybe someday it will be: GM already
stated this Volt will continue to sell at niche level and has moved on. They recently
revealed a hybrid Malibu and a plug-in hybrid CT6. In other words, those of us who
pointed out the business shortcomings of the Volt approach are finally relieved. GM
didn't understand who. Now, it looks like they do.

5-04-2015

Competition. That word is carelessly tossed about on a regular basis. For example:
"Competition is getting tough." Rarely does that ever mean anything without a
plug. Pretty much every time, they mean only the battery-centric market. Traditional
vehicles still aren't considered a problem. It's a denial on such an enormous scale,
arguing is almost pointless. Most think you are nuts to consider the "competition"
anything beyond plugging in. Some of that comes from being overwhelmed. How do
you take on something on such a massive scale? Whatever the attitude or belief, I
continue on with the reminders: The competition is other traditional vehicles from the
same automaker. Misunderstanding audience was the lesson learned from the first
generation Volt. Conquest sales are not business-sustaining, especially when they
depend heavily upon tax-credits. Volt competition is Malibu, Impala, Cruze, and
Equinox. Those are what steal away GM's own customers. For Toyota, the next-gen
Prius must be made appealing enough to compete directly with Camry & Corolla... which
is a major undertaking.
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5-05-2015

Excuses. They often prevent progress. For example: "One other thing the Gen-2 does
NOT have that the Gen-1 had: Development and market release in the middle of a GM
bankruptcy and Federal government bailout that made it a political punching
bag." What does telling us that actually accomplish? Had there been information to
follow about what to expect, that would be different. Instead, it was just the pointing out
of a fact without any context to expectations we should have going forward. Ok, so it's
not a punching-bag anymore. What does that mean for acceptance & sales? What should
the next step be? What does it mean for the rest of the market? Too many questions. No
effort to address them. Just excuses. So, I jumped up onto the soapbox: GM's marketing
choices, which was complained about on a regular basis, contributed to it. Remember the
uncertainty of who the audience even was? Everyone is now relieved about that is now
over and that Gen-2 starts a new chapter. There is still a looming issue
though. Approaching tax-credit expiration will stir change. Each vehicle must be able to
deliver profit without subsidy. Nissan will reach that deadline sooner, so Leaf will put
external pressure on Volt. Oil prices, due to over-supply, will remain relatively low for
years to come. So, GM's own traditional offerings will put internal pressure on
Volt. That means even without any political attention, Gen-2 will still have major
challenges to overcome. Starting out with a higher MSRP than anticipated complicates
matters too.

5-06-2015

Labels. This was today's issue of contention: "In the Chevy Volt's early days, GM caught
flak for declaring it an "extended-range electric vehicle" and not simply a plug-in hybrid,
but this week the Idaho National Laboratory verified real-world drivers annually
traveled 94-percent as far gas-free as did Nissan Leaf drivers." Some get so hung up in
labels, heck even semantics, that they lose track of purpose. Wasn't the goal
sales? Calling it something different won't change what happens at the dealer. That's
just marketing, which has little impact once the person is looking at the vehicle on the
showroom floor. That's when all the other purchase priorities become
apparent. Changing a configuration to make it affordable, without having to alter the
design itself, is a factor. Yet, that reality was pushed aside many, many times over the
years. It was all about bragging rights, what comes with having a particular
label. Sacrifices, like leg & head room in the back seats, are a big deal. So, the
arguments about definition is a complete waste. Again, wasn't the purpose to sell a
lot? Needless to say, the broken-record reposting of facts is getting old. Fortunately, the
gen-2 rollouts are helping to draw in new discussion participants. Here's what I
posted: That's because by the time Volt was finally rolled out, it didn't actually fit the
very definition which had been coined for the technology it was to deliver. That's also
why the top reason sighted by supporters for low sales is marketing. Since then, the
BMW i3 has been rolled out and series mode in Volt has been eliminated. So, there's
nothing left to contend anymore. Take a look at the battery-capacity to identify what the
94% actually represents. Without changing any engine, motor/generator, clutch, or
software, simply reducing the amount of electricity available completely changes
results. Next, take a look at the way Ford approached plugging in along with an
engine. In other words, there's no point in labeling. Unfortunately, it's not as straightforward as focusing on KWH or MPG. Results from initial consumers don't tell the
complete story either. Fortunately, the same purchase priorities consumers had in the
past still hold true. Ordinary buyers of vehicles look for a well-balanced choice. Making
sacrifices for the sake of maximum EV has proven to be unappealing.
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Vastly Superior. This very well could be the last of the senseless vastly superior
shoutouts: "Well, after another attempt to skim over the difficult bits, it occurs to me that
this wasn't so much a Gen II Volt as a generic E-drive system usable across much of the
GM line; with acceptable performance in a Volt configuration just one of several design
objectives. Works for me insomuch as it lowers overall costs, and increases fleet mpg
more directly than with one or two halos excusing a less-efficient "mainstream"
fleet. Doesn’t work for me as much when contemplating how much better an actual
designed-for-Volt might have been; but overall this is a good approach at this stage of
the game. No one will be able to touch it for years: Advantage GM." That was the result
of reading a thorough and constructive report on the upgraded system. There's no
advantage. GM has joined the rest of the industry. BMW's design is clearly more
technologically advanced, abandoning convention much more than any of the other
automakers. i3 is very expensive though. But then again, their audience spends more
anyway. That most definitely isn't the case for Chevy cars... hence all the Malibu &
Cruze references. Long story short, there are a few individuals who never want to be part
of a team. That EV club we have here has no issues with what brand of vehicle you
drive. If it has a plug, you're playing the game with the rest of them. The team's
competition is traditional vehicles, not each other. Some people never learn. They don't
understand who.

5-07-2015

Understanding Who. Some people just plain don't want to. They'll do everything
possible to keep debates alive. Today's example was: "Who is toyota building the mirai
for? I hear the who question from you on the volt, and to a certain extent I agree with
you they missed the market. Where I disagree is toyota has done better in this market for
alternatively fueled vehicles. EQ cancelled. Rav 4 EV cancelled. Prius phv suspending
in june for at least a year with clear pr saying fuel cells are the future. Mirai only
planned for 5700 total vehicles world wide through 2017. Have toyota learned from the
low sales of these 4 vehicles, who they should target?" Even though we have solid
answers, he keeps asking the same questions and attempts to mislead. He gets so
frustrated when I point out facts of the past. The only response left is to omit points
already discussed in great detail and relate unrelated topics. The hope is to stimulate
discussion. He, like a few well-knowns on forums, thrive on frequent exchanges of
posts. That perhaps is a friendly version of a troll, where there's no ill intent, but the
purpose of preventing a thread from ending is clear. Anywho, I responded with: Take
some courses in business & economics. Among the topics covered will be audience,
timeline, diversification, and willingness experiment. GM bet the farm on Volt, hoping
for a quick & large payoff. It clearly didn't work. That's why it got so much
attention. Thankfully, we are now seeing a change of approach as a result of the lesson
learned the hard way. Toyota is getting attention now with fuel-cell rollout because
people don't like multi-faceted approaches and long-term efforts with limited
quantity. (It's also a common diversionary tactic used to draw attention away from other
topics by those losing debates.) In an ever-changing market, Toyota has stayed true to
the goal of focusing on the masses. They haven't fallen into the trap of sacrificing cost
for the sake of niche praise. It's the ordinary mainstream consumers they are striving to
deliver competitively affordable & profitable vehicles choices and patience waiting for
that is a challenge with each generation.
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500,000 Goal. Most of the problems with Volt were and still are centered around
cost. It's simply too expensive to compete. Even with heavy tax-credit subsidies, sales
have been low. That's why efforts with smaller battery-packs have become most
desirable, especially since the lesser size & weight is beneficial. Remember the "too
little, too slowly" concern? That burned enthusiasts really, really bad. They absolutely
hated hearing that. So, their unified response was to wait until the second-generation
model was rolled out. Trouble is, the rapid success they always hoped for couldn't be
achieved without consequence. Only 200,000 total tax-credits per automaker are
available, then phaseout begins. It meant reaching profitability would have to become a
reality very, very quickly. Achieving that in a world without competition would be a
challenge. Knowing Nissan would be putting pressure on GM due to reaching their
threshold first made it even worse. To confuse matters, GM declared an initiative to
achieve delivery of 500,000 electrified vehicles by 2017. That goal was quite
vague. What did "electrified" actually mean? Whatever the case, revealing Bolt stirred
that pot. It would be consuming some of the 200,000 allotment for GM. It would also be
stealing away some sales from potential Volt buyers. Needless to say, it was more of the
mixed message problem. It also seemed unrealistic. That would require a major change
in attitude from Chevy dealers... who currently are enjoying strong sales of profitable
pickups. What would compel them to suddenly embrace such a paradigm shift? Long
story short, news broke yesterday that we can already see that GM will fall well short of
that 500,000 goal. Blame is placed on low gas prices and increased competition... both
factors people like me warned about on a regular basis. GM took the gamble
anyway. Enthusiasts continue to claim there's no way we could have known that would
happen. Ugh.
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Back to Prius. The long lull from next-gen "delay" makes bringing up constructive
discussion a challenge. The perception is that there are problems causing the wait, rather
than the automaker simply postponing for business advantage. Engineering assumptions
are quite abundant. It's really unfortunate. With our culture right now, discussing
economic influence continues to be a thankless effort, at best. Fortunately, there are
some who help to overcome that. This may not be one of them: "I think sales of the pip
will continue to be poor no matter what they do." It depends upon your expectations &
background. Here were the thoughts I contributed: That's a relative measure. Upon
early rollout of the next-gen model, sales will indeed be on the low side. High volume
shouldn't be the initial goal anyway. We know how Toyota approaches advancement. It's
been a successful strategy. The intent is to position their technology for a later upswing,
to have a well-proven platform readily available. Lots of real-world data is needed for
that. After all, many people don't by first-year models anyway. They wait regardless of
whether or not the brand is reputable. That's just the way ordinary consumers
think. They feel more comfortable with their large purchase by exercising patience. The
other factor is reliability & profitability. Refining production takes time. It's that
simple. And since the non-plug model is the premiere product, of course the plug-in will
have to play second fiddle. That's just the way it is. Delivering a product for the masses
is a top-priority. The regular hybrid is that product. Eventually, the PHV model will be
discovered by mainstream buyers... the ones who have that "work out the bugs first"
mindset before seriously considering a purchase. At that point, we can see the
affordability of the design shine. It will leverage off of the success of the Gen-4 model
too... which obviously have to wait a few years for. Sadly, those not in favor of Toyota's
approach will spin perception of the situation. Heck, it's pretty much inevitable that
they'll label the current PHV as a flop, simply by seeing how much of an improvement
the next will be. Of course, they'll avoid acknowledging the real-world data from those
of us currently driving one to do that.
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Waiting. There are some who just plain don't have patience. They see something and
want to draw a conclusion based solely on what's currently taking place. Having a reason
to wait simply isn't part of what they consider. This concluding sentence wrapped that up
nicely: "...as the toyota corporate seems to have given up on the model." I find it quite
hypocritical how the precedent for waiting was set for GM with Volt, but the same isn't
acceptable for Toyota. Ugh. Of course, that was to be expected. It's the same reason
goals are demanded prior to rollout. Having them available then is how you measure
success. You can't just arbitrarily make up criteria after the fact. Yet, that's exactly what
happened with Volt the first time around. It's too early for that with Prius PHV, since we
basically don't have any information about it yet... other than production has finished...
and is now being spun as giving up. Oh well. There's always someone to stir trouble. I
responded to that with: That's the greenwash being spread. Please don't contribute to
it. In reality, they have stopped investment in the current generation. Seeing the market
struggle with the other plug-in vehicles were having, it just plain did not make any sense
pushing forward yet. Waiting until the next generation is far more sensible of a business
choice. Knowing the battery tech will be better is reason enough. But we are also all
well aware of adoption effect. KISS. Remember how well that worked for Prius in the
past? It took years before people finally learned how it actually worked. The PHV
model has the same thing going for it. That approach requires nothing but a basic
understanding and a simple 120-volt connection. Cost will be realistically competitive
with traditional vehicles too. In other words, there's a big difference between giving up
and waiting.

5-14-2015

i3 verses Volt. BMW delivered what GM promised. That still really upsets a number of
Volt enthusiast. So naturally, they are attacking BMW's new plug-in anyway they can:
"For me, prestige isn't even part of the equation. Convenience, reliability, and price are
key. For convenience, the i3′s pathetic 2 gallon gas tank is a non-starter." I found that
quite amusing. This is the same person who told us Volt's engine was only for
emergency purposes, after the battery-pack had been completely depleted. He absolutely
insisted a small tank is all that would ever be needed, even with just a 40-mile EV range,
for Volt. Yet for i3, with an even much larger battery-pack, that same logic doesn't
apply. It's sad to see such contradiction playout. Oh well. At least I can point out the
hypocritical nature of the posting: Calling it a non-starter directly contradicts what we've
been told for years. Think of how many Volt owners boast about going many months
between gas refills. Also, we've recently been told the increased range of the next-gen
Volt to 50 miles will cover 90% of owners driving needs. With a 72-mile electric range
and around 78 miles of gas range (that's 2 gallons at the 39 MPG combined rating), it
totally covers all but vacation needs. How often would the 2.4 gallon tank actually be
inconvenient?
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Red Herrings. That's when something seemingly important gets attention, but in reality
is just a distraction. We waste a lot of time on them. It's because they are presented as
somewhat constructive, an innocent question like: "What about those unexpected trips
that last quite a bit longer than the range of the gas tank?" That was asked by a Volt
supporter about the small tank in i3. If you don't take the time to think about what is
actually being asked, you'll waste time posting comments that aren't helpful. But if you
take too much time to think about it, you end up wasting time anyway. It's a lose-lose
situation. That's where the blogging comes in handy. It gives you alternate time to
think. So when the topic reappears again later, and you know it will, you'll already be
prepared to deal with it. This was such a situation: I honestly have no idea what
situation that would apply to. Some of us simply don't have distant friends or family or
have unexpected trips. Exceeding 150 miles of travel that wasn't planned without taking
any time for a break isn't something that really ever happens. When I travel up north
(175 miles), there's always a break for food along the way anyway. So, taking a few
minutes to get gas isn't a big deal. Carrying around extra tank capacity only for the sake
of a rare circumstance is what we're trying to avoid. It's wasteful if all you have to do is
stop to refill, especially when you have the option of just carrying along an extra tank if
that rare circumstance should ever actually occur.

5-17-2015

Poorly Informed? Certain people are clueless, starting arguments solely on what they
observe in a forum. Not taking the time to study elsewhere, to really research what the
situation is, doesn't happen often. But even so, you want to wait to be certain. Offending
someone who simply didn't express themself clearly in a series of posts is good to
avoid. That means watching them, thread after thread, to confirm they really are poorly
informed. Then when you do, it's acceptable to pounce. This was such an opportunity
today: "What other Toyota vehicles are hybrids?" That came from a Volt enthusiast
strongly opposed to the idea of diversification. Whenever I brought up the idea of a
second model, something targeted at the masses, he'd get worked up. He also continues
to lie about Prius PHV battery-capacity, claiming it's only 6 miles and those who say it's
11 are intentionally being deceptive. Ugh. Oh well. I got to respond with information
that will give reason for pause. Whether or not he understands how vital it is for a
technology to be spread will remain a mystery though. My guess is his obsession with
the current Volt prevented him from ever stepping back to consider the big picture, the
larger fleet rather than a single vehicle. Whatever the case, this is what I posted: There
are more Lexus models available here, plus some European & Japanese. But this is a list
to show the variety, with different engine & motor sizes... FWD 4-cyl small hatchback Prius C; FWD 4-cyl hatchback - Prius & Prius V; FWD 4-cyl sedan - Camry &
Avalon; AWD 4-cyl minivan - Estima; AWD 4-cyl SUV - 2016 RAV4; FWD 6-cyl
SUV - Highlander (3500-lb tow); AWD 8-cyl sedan - LS600h; RWD 8-cyl sedan LS460F.
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Blind Hate, the post. There was an article published today that brought attention to the
Sonata plug-in hybrid. That was met with mixed feeling on that daily blog, where some
fragments of disappointment still exist. Coming to grips with the reality of being part of
a group of vehicles helping to advance emission & consumption goals, rather than being
the undisputed leader, is difficult for some. So, when I read the misleading statement
about Prius PHV, the choice was to patiently wait. Sure enough, a comment was
eventually posted to allow me to respond in-context: "I don't trust Ford, Hyundai or KIA
with their AER or MPG "guesstimates"." We know that even EPA estimates can be
manipulated to misinform and there was just a reference made to Prius only getting 6miles from plugging in. I knew that sounding off about it would stir hate. I'm still a
scapegoat for Volt's failure to capture the market by storm. So, regardless of how much
effort is expended to focus on need, the blind hate for being correct about the market will
persist. I posted anyway: That's why we need to include stating kWh capacity. The
whole misrepresentation issue with Prius PHV could have easily been avoided by doing
that. The 4.4 kWh capacity is clearly enough to supply 11 miles of EV. And sure
enough, owners consistently report getting 12 miles… a far cry from the supposed 6-mile
claims from a few who clearly didn’t want to be constructive. That and fallout from Ford
& Hyundai are excellent reasons why taking estimates at face-value are not a good idea.

5-23-2015

Blind Hate, the reply. Reaction to my post was quite harsh by 2 particular
individuals. Their hate was quite intense. An owner of a Volt who frequently posts on
the big Prius forum came to my rescue. He politely corrected the misstatements. That
was great! Those particular people just plain don't try anymore. I was plesantly amused
by one. He accused me of having no idea what I was talking about, sighted a source to
validate his "6-mile" claim that was over 3 years old and clearly an early-rollout hype
article, then closed with a personal insult. The other hate response hypocritical, a blatant
double-standard for the sake of bragging to evade what had actually been posted. Both
were childish. It always make me wonder what readers of the blog think seeing
that. Anywho, my reply was: The local EV club met on Thursday. Those meetings are
always a lot of fun. There's a wide variety who attend. We had everything from a
custom EV convert to a new BMW i3. That audience doesn't have any hang ups about an
engine running briefly to supplement power during high-demand. With them, it's all
about having a plug and polluting less. Heck, one of the owners even joked about his
"coal powered" Tesla. So from their perspective, I'm recharging a 4.4 kWh capacity
battery-pack every time I plug in. That electricity is used to both provide propulsionpower and to reduce the environmental impact of the engine. There's none of the purity
nonsense routinely brought up here. Range doesn't matter. Electricity is being taken
advantage of. That's the point. I always got a kick of out those who pushed the "6-mile"
range claim. It was a dead giveaway they had no intention of being constructive. Focus
on bragging about EV didn't actually solve the problems we faced. That's why the EV
club here is quite welcoming to anyone interested in plugging in. Volt isn't "vastly
superior" there. It's just another player on the same team trying to overcome the terrible
challenges traditional vehicles continue to pose against our efforts to reduce emissions &
consumption.
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Blind Hate, the answer. It's best to disregard the rhetoric and stick to principle. Ask
yourself what the goal is. Stick to that... which is exactly what I did with my follow-up
post: Hyundai's decision to offer on-board recharging further reinforces the need to
address more than just EV miles alone. Think about overall efficiency. When HV
efficiency is traded for the sake of running the generator to replenish EV capacity, what
happens? It's an ability the other plug-in hybrids could also offer, but don't. We get a
hold mode to retain EV capacity, but battery recharging using the gas engine has been
withheld to achieve better emission certification. The choice to deliver greater flexibility
to the customer really emphasizes that need to understand audience. Who do they try to
sell it to? How many do they intend to sell? What place in the product-line will such a
configuration hold? When will we know if this is a compelling decision for other
automakers to consider? There are many questions. All require the necessity to
understand how plug-in hybrids actually operate and how each differs. For my Prius
PHV yesterday, from starting with a full charge in the morning, recharging at work (via
solar), then meeting with a friend for coffee on the way home, the result was a 135 MPG
average for the 42.9 total miles traveled. Will consumers care that only 25 of those miles
were EV and 16 miles HV? (Note that the computer truncates to the next lowest whole
number.) Will consumers even understand that some of the HV miles took advantage of
plug-supplied electricity but weren't counted as EV? The answer is simple. Consumers
won't care. They'll look at price, efficiency, and how much room the battery takes.

5-25-2015

Blind Hate, the pattern. Seeing history repeat makes a bad situation worse. Things fell
apart as the rollout of the first Volt drew near. Details confirmed Toyota was on the
better path, in a far better position to capture enough market to self-sustain. It put those
who supported Prius that pointed out the situation well in advance in a difficult
position. The challenge to stir market interest simply wasn't there. The same thing is
happening with this next-generation rollout. An essential requirement for becoming a
mainstream seller is to not depend upon a subsidy. The vehicle must be able to survive
on its own. Clearly, that's not going to happen with Volt. There are no expectations of it
being able to draw appeal from ordinary consumers without the $7,500 tax-credit
available. This is why asking Who? and demanding goals is so important. The refusal to
answer is confirmation of... for lack of a better word... failing. Remember that
pattern? Evade was a dead giveaway there was a problem. The expectation was much
more than a $1,175 price reduction. That magic $29,995 goal was set for good
reason. $33,995 is too much to be taken seriously by the masses. They just plain won't
be interested. The incremental improvements aren't even appealing to the enthusiasts. In
fact, just about all of them are quite content holding onto their current Volt. That
certainly wasn't the case with Prius. We saw a balanced mix of keep & replace. We hear
many positive things about Toyota's effort to keep costs contained. GM chose to increase
battery-capacity to 18.4 kWh to deliver 50 miles of EV. Why? Was there truly an
audience for that? Who are those people? The data I've seen points to around 25 miles
as the ideal balance for a plug-in Prius. Trading off space, weight, and cost for the sake
of capacity beyond need is a risky move, with that being the only choice offered. We've
seen this before. Results were not good.
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Rushing. We've seen countless problems arise from announcing something too
soon. Yet, the lesson isn't learned by some. They expect rushing anyway. No patience
is a common downfall. Oh well. All you can do is point it out: Toyota was smart the
first round by waiting to see what the market offered and how it reacted. Consumers
overwhelmingly prefer to guzzle and the profit clearly isn't there yet. GM celebrated
their victory before rollout even began... hence yet another "over promise, under
deliver". The major price drop, repeated inventory pile ups, no demand growth, heavy
dependency on incentives, and loss of loyalty upon lease expiration confirms the market
is very weak. It makes no sense rushing Gen-2 announcements.

5-27-2015

Diluting Design. This has been a hot topic since way back in 2007. Enthusiasts of Volt
were fiercely against any type of small-battery endorsement. That's why when Prius
PHV came along later, all the online fighting ensued. It was brutal. Fast-Forwarding to
today, we now get this: "How is the 2016 Volt design "diluting the Volt" ?" That was
asked by a supporter who truly wanted to know, one who didn't participate in any online
discussions related to Volt until after rollout began. So, he lacks the background. I do
what I can to fill in that missing history: Step back and look at the big picture, then you'll
understand what the situation was and is now. Don't just look at 2016 Volt. The
"diluting" is with respect to other vehicles. Enthusiasts wanted everything to offer a plug
and at least a "40-mile" capacity. They fully endorsed the same approach across the
fleet. Those enthusiasts fought intensely, to the point of hostility at times, to prevent
support of any new vehicle from GM using a battery-pack smaller than that in the current
Volt. So, whenever the topic of a more affordable model was posted, the person
suggesting it got labeled as a troll and personally attacked. It was quite amazing to
witness. Long story short, they felt strongly about the "40-mile" range being a standard
base for all vehicles going forward. In other words, this upcoming CT6 plug-in hybrid is
what they absolutely didn't want. The enthusiasts used to make fun of hybrids to no end
as well, portraying them as a huge waste of effort. So, the upcoming Malibu hybrid is the
last thing they ever imagined would happen. Both are variants of Volt technology. One
offers less electricity capacity. One doesn't even offer a plug. The product-line is
diversifying. They didn't want that.
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Transition. During this time of transition, we are hearing very little about
Prius. Attention is focusing heavily upon Volt. Having so many details about the one
and almost none of the other makes it easy to see why. Sentiment isn't exactly
encouraging though: "The Volt could very well become the albatross of the
century." You could imagine how much attention that puts on me as a result. Each post
vindicates the position I've held from the very start. I want something for ordinary
consumers, a vehicle part of the mainstream. That comment today was my invitation to
post more observations about the upcoming next-gen rollout of Volt, at this particular
point in time. Just think of what history will think of this: The choices GM has made
with Volt 2.0 are setting it on that course. Many years ago, we watched the first GM
attempt to deliver a high-efficiency technology fail horribly. Two-Mode was touted as
the great successor, the advancement that would out-Prius the Prius. It didn't, not even
remotely close. Too many tradeoffs were made. Volt was the effort to make things
right. Early on though, we saw a misalignment of priorities. What they targeted for
performance was not conducive to making it affordable for the masses. As details
emerged over the development years, results wandered further and further from
mainstream interest. Enthusiasts were thrilled though, absolutely delighted with the
engineering achievement. Unfortunately, rollout proved that didn't pay the bills. Gen-2
should have been a correction, realigning goals. Reducing cost was supposedly the
highest priority. Turns out, it wasn't. Having reduced the battery-capacity would deliver
improved cost, space, and weight. It could have easily been done without loss of EV
range too. Instead, that was sacrificed for the sake of increasing range from 38 to 50
miles. Will that tradeoff really be worth it? So what if the engine starts from time to
time? The benefit of carrying around a gas engine is to supplement power. If the goal
really is to use EV almost exclusively, avoiding HV for all but special circumstance, why
not use a smaller engine like BMW does? The obvious sign of trouble to come is how
the issue of cost is again passed on to the hope of later technology improvements. In the
meantime, dependency on tax-credits will continue. That's contributing to low sales
expectations and an emerging theme of "wait until Gen-3 rollout". How much will an
automaker continue to invest in a vehicle unable to self-sustain? Dealers certainly won't
want to carry a low-demand vehicle. Seeing GM make an effort to diversify by offering
a plug-in CT6 and Bolt is encouraging, but their sales could shorten the duration of when
tax-credits are available for Volt. Should we really just sit back and wait, again?
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Mutually Exclusive. We're starting to have a lot of problems with fuel-cell verses plugin. The media is presenting the technologies in a polarizing manner. That sets a
precedent for discussions to start in a this or that attitude. The idea of both being
successful is outright dismissed. This is really unfortunate. So, when comments like this
come along, I take advantage of the opportunity: "I don't think --- or anyone here has
said they are mutually exclusive." It's implied to such a degree, most people never even
realize a choice is available. The come from a background where there's a winner and a
loser. Both cannot win. That just doesn't make sense to them. A simple look at the
computer industry should be all it take to change attitude. How do you connect to the
internet nowadays? Notebook? Tablet? Phone? All 3 of those have their place. They
all win. Remember back when the only choice was a desktop computer? Anywho, I
replied with: Quite correct. However, not going out our way to make that clear... an
explicit reminder of goals... contributes to those assumptions. We become enablers by
not taking the time to make sure everyone understands. As well informed and frequent
posters, we should all be making at effort to prevent. Leaving opportunity for
misunderstandings & misleading has had terrible consequences in the past. We can stop
that early on with raised awareness and a continued message of purpose right from the
start.

6-01-2015

105 Miles. Managing expectations is an on-going effort. You are constantly challenged
from sources that aren't even credible. Someone will post a comment that is vague and
without listing a source, readers just accept it as fact. Ugh. Nissan is the latest victim of
this problem. Supposedly, next year's model of Leaf was to get a battery-pack upgrade
which would deliver 200 miles of EV. According to who? None of the other automakers
are planning to deliver until the 2018 model-year. That's over 2 years away
still. Needless to say, the recent announcement that the capacity for the 2016 would
increase to 105 miles was met with mixed feelings. Geez! Leaf started at 73 miles, then
later got an increase to 84 miles. Without any change in the basic design, it will be
improved to deliver 105 miles. That should be great news. Electric Vehicles benefitting
from battery-tech improvements without needing a generation upgrade is fantastic. Yet,
there are some who express disappointment. That's sad. Unrealistic expectations are a
very real problem. Our mentality of bigger-being-better is major contributor. What
about keeping cost down? What about not having to give up seating or cargo
space? What about maintaining high reliability? It's really unfortunate how limited some
people's views are on what a plug-in should deliver.
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We Know. The reason for Toyota's choices is well known; yet, some continue to dismiss
it and focus on other argument points instead. Their goal always has been and continues
to be the pursuit of clean & efficient vehicles that are both high-volume & profitable. It's
easy to sell a vehicle with a dependency on tax-credits and HOV incentives in small
numbers. The challenge of cost isn't taken seriously. So, we get post after post claiming
Toyota has given up, despite the effort they've made to deliver something for the
masses. The more-is-better argument never ceases to amaze me. Rather than actually
consider mainstream need, it's always the same old thing, claiming the battery-capacity
and highest EV speed is too small and too slow. That argument is weak, since it's easy to
see how the resulting MPG is always intentionally avoided. No one wants to address the
fact that the system delivers over 100 MPG at 65 mph. Those against the approach hope
you'll just see that the engine is running and deem the system unworthy. Reality is,
electricity provides a substantial efficiency boost while also reducing emissions. That's
the purpose of a plug-in hybrid, which can be achieved with a smaller battery-pack... on
that doesn't sacrifice what appeals to hybrid shoppers... interior space... hybrid
efficiency... and selling price. With respect to EV delivery, it's even easier to see the goal
of high-volume & profitable remains a major challenge. So to all those who misrepresent
by not acknowledging the reason, we know.

6-03-2015

Impressions. This attitude is difficult to overcome: "The PIP then came as a 2012
model year here. Which was just in time to go sale after the Volt. This let GM make a
first impression upon the public of what a plug in hybrid is. If the PIP had arrived first,
it could have been Toyota dictating that impression." When the mindset is trophycentric, getting someone to recognize business objective is like talking to a wall. They
just plain don't understand what the heck you're talking about. They see the immediate
goal in front of them and disregard all else, even if there's a penalty or sacrifice for doing
so. As far as their concerned, initial impression is absolutely vital. Ask the typical
consumer if they have any clue when a particular technology came about. They'll have
no idea. Being incorrect by many years is common. Not knowing any detail is even
more common. It's just vague recollection, at best. That makes the online squabbles
rather pointless; yet, some will insist on trying to "win" anyway. This time, I dealt with
that this way: That misses the point. Toyota already understood both the market and
their audience. That's why they planned for rollout flexibility... which continues to be
spun as a shortcoming, despite proving a wise move. They steered clear of the obvious
rollout issues GM was about to face. They knew... which is why I blogged stop much
back then about that very problem. The concern was clearly documented. Looking
forward, we see the fallout as avoided. The mainstream consumer will have no idea and
just see any of that history they stumble across as ordinary early-adopter issues.
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Semantics, Labels, and Definitions. When things start going bad, that's what
discussions get overwhelmed with. Simple things like audience & purpose are lost to
arguing points without any benefit no matter what the overcome. For example: "Then
questions on why it didn't have the EV range of a Volt could be countered with, "the
Prius plug in is a PHV and the Volt is an EREV." That could have nixed direct
comparisons between the two in the general public consciousness." Simplicity is often a
major problem. That's why they say "the devil is in the details". Always be aware of the
dangers from generalizing. Clarity is key. What will the debate accomplish? Here's
some food for thought: Volt supporters tried, but the definition ended up weak and
contradictory. Labels don't mean anything to those who don't consider engineering
anyway. Sorry, but your looking-backward perspective is preventing constructive
discussion. Remember who said what to who about dwelling on history? Take a look
forward, considering the majority of the population who has yet ever give any plug-in
any thought. Their introduction will be gen-2 offerings. None of what happened so far
will mean anything to them. Pointing out that past won't accomplish anything
either. Look forward. Recognize audience. Consider goals.

6-05-2015

IF and ONLY. Speaking of generalizations.... I looked back through a recent popular
discussion thread. The words "if" and "only" were used quite a bit, so much so, they
were controlling content of posts. People don't like multiple choices. As a result, they
just prefer true/false and yes/no and either/or type responses. Those are easy to follow in
the confusing venue of online posting. Forums present challenges. Many discussions
take place all at the same time, at different paces, with a wide variety of participants. It
gets confusing. That makes simplicity a draw. Unfortunately, that impairs constructive
discussion. This is how those daily-blogs thrive. You start fresh each day. At least with
a forum, you stand a chance of finding relevant content to build upon. After all, when the
choices are "if" and "only", there really isn't much to discuss. That's how topics become
polarized. People choose a side and never consider balance. One extreme or the other is
a problem. Remember the lesson from Star Wars, how absolutes led to
corruption? Unfortunately, our society has stigmatized the word "compromise". That
had meant seeking out a balance. Now, it means making a sacrifice. That's really
unfortunate.
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Unrealistic Expectations. We've been taught to recognize leadership as breaking new
ground... progressing further... reaching beyond... exceeding limitations. The reason is
simple, that's what results in praise. The other type of leadership is thankless. So, not
only doesn't it get any attention, it is often dismissed as having any importance. Needless
to say, that's a major problem for automotive advancement. The media just plain doesn't
care about leading the way with ordinary vehicles. They pretty much only care about
pushing the envelope. That means progress in terms of vehicles providing businesssustaining are almost totally overlooked. Powerful large pickups and super-fast sports
cars get lots of media coverage. This is why Prius has faced challenges with mainstream
penetration. This is also why Volt was hyped so much. That makes you think when this
is posted: "Frankly, I'm shocked Toyota didn't take the lead in plug-ins." Realistically,
they did. Toyota was the automaker which took cost-containment seriously by making it
a very high priority. With so many factors at play and the concern about dependency on
tax-credits, you'd think expectations would be set with cost in mind... by GM, so there's
been a lot of fallout to deal with. Nissan and Ford didn't sacrifice as much, so they've
been doing better. Tesla obviously didn't worry about cost, but they made their intent
quite clear. Toyota stayed true, rolling out a mid-cycle release with low-volume in
limited markets, showing us a solution for the masses will follow. They chose to wait for
affordability and set time expectations. Knowing approach is vital. Acknowledging it is
a different matter: Knowing that making it affordable to the masses is the primary
objective, the fact that batteries are still striving to reach that point should have been a
clue. The failure of Volt taking the market by storm was another obvious
indicator. There was wishy-washy response to both Leaf and Tesla as well. Rolling out
mid-cycle made it much easier to keep the plan flexible too. Then there's the reality of
low gas prices.

6-07-2015

Advice. I posted: "Take the blinders off. Notice the traditional vehicles are absolutely
crushing the sales of plug-in vehicles. Then join your local EV club for a dose of reality
about the market." That daily-blog suffers from group-think. They've convinced
themselves that only the plug-in market matters, that no other sales are relevant to their
cause. That amazes me. To totally disregard all else is like ignoring the fact that the ship
is sinking, simply because your cabin is still dry. You can do everything right and still
lose. That's why looking at the big picture is so important. A perfectly executed rollout
with plug-in vehicles, having the technology operate flawlessly, be practical &
affordable, and easy to understand is not a guarantee people will actually buy
them. Those purchases depend upon factors outside of what you have control over. The
influence of cheap & abundant gas is a great example. Why bother with
electricity? Even if you prove greater reliability and lower lifetime cost, some people
simply won't care. They'll stick with the status quo. The market is everything. You
cannot just pick & choose what you like and disregard the rest.
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ICEV label. The effort to win over the friendship of former foes is going well. Some
were simply frustrated that things didn't go their way... which naturally meant anything I
said as the perceived argument winner would be in some way an "I told you so" type
remark. Thankfully, their desire to participate in active discussions trumps their desire to
be correct about market response. Since they are well informed and aren't afraid to speak
their mind, they are a useful ally. See, one way or another, I'm finding a way to build up
a team of influential individuals who have a reach beyond the typical single-forum
participants. Each routinely post elsewhere too. Anywho, this was the quote I jumped on
this morning: "The only hybrid I can recall that has an ICEV available here but isn't
offered is the Fit." It was a sensible comment. The poor choice of wording got me
though. I'm quite curious what the response will be, especially from this particular
individual: Do you realize the disservice and unbalance the use of "ICEV"
represents? People see the new term with "EV" in it and assume that actually means
something is new. That makes sense if nothing is different. There are an endless
numbers of examples of new labels used to indicate something is new. In this case, it's
just a replace for the ICE term the rest of us have been using for many, many years
now. What benefit does the new label bring anyway? If there actually is one, then you
must also stop using the "hybrid" label and only refer to them as "HV" from now
on. Lack of consistency can become a problem. Since you are one of the outspoken
regular posters, I specifically highlighted your quote. Seeing it used by others is one
thing, but you have more of an influence... hence asking you directly. If we want to all
move forward, it's seemingly small details like this which really have an influence.

6-07-2015

Abbreviations. The label response was rather weak, sighting the official SAE
definition. We know that mainstream consumers couldn't care less, that technical
description is meaningless. Again, this is the difference between engineering and
business. The way to market a vehicle often has nothing to do with the underlying
technology. That's why the simplistic MPG advertisements have been so
effective. Needless to say, I wasn't thrilled with his response. My own was an effort to,
hopefully, keep some type of constructive dialog going. We'll see. After sighting the
official terminology origin, he said: "I started using it to keep from switching between
conventional and traditional, both of which could have baggage for the reader..." In
reply, I posted: We've overwhelming confirmed abbreviations are problematic. By far,
the better choice than introducing yet another is to simply say: non-hybrid. Notice how
EV doesn't actually tell us much anyway? Prius PHV is just as much an electric-only
vehicle in a wide variety of circumstances. In fact, I'm at a coffeeshop now typing this. I
got here via a 55 mph highway and a little bit of suburb. Total distance round-trip: 8.8
miles. Total amount of gas consumed: 0.0 gallons. It was all EV as far as the energy
consumption is concerned.
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Surprises. Even now and then, something constructive is actually posted on the dailyblog. It comes from someone who doesn't often post, a person far enough from the
rhetoric to make a worthwhile comment or suggestion. I jumped on the opportunity
today, which really surprised me: It will be intriguing when GM does finally expand the
Voltec offering to something other than 4'ish passenger car. Prius Plus has been
available for years and is exactly what you describe. (It's a variation of Prius V available
to some countries in Europe and over in Japan). Like the model here, the back seats are
on rails. Where it differs is the addition of 2 seats behind that, increasing the passenger
count to 7. The seats fold down when not needed. The trick was finding an alternate
location for the batteries. With Prius Plus, it was to switch to lithium for the higher
density and smaller size, then moving it to between the front seats. If GM sticks to the
50'ish mile range promotion, rather than shrinking the battery and retaining current range
as some of us hoped, that diversity opportunity is going to be a problem. Just think if
GM had stuck with the current range. Cost would have been reduced while at the same
time increase both seating room and depleted efficiency. But then again, this is where
CT6 comes into play. Volt can retain its purity while still allowing GM to offer
variety. It saves face for those who endorsed "EREV" by introducing "PHEV" labeling,
even though they share the same technology. It's a good compromise, if it actually
happens and in a timely fashion. Any comments about what you'd specifically like
(similar to what current vehicle) and by when (next-gen or mid-cycle release)?

6-07-2015

Reality. It comes crashing down on some. I like to take advantage of the opportunity to
make sure they understand the situation. This was such a case: I see frustration & denial
from those who wanted Toyota to push the market into submission, rather than sticking
to sound business decisions. We all know that the rollout of Volt turned into a
disaster. GM's attempt to deliver a mainstream vehicle (selling at a rate of 5,000 per
month by the 3 year of sales) will be major example of what not to do for decades to
come. The warning signs were abundant, yet hope clouded judgment. Toyota clearly
saw what was going on, that consumers just plain were not ready yet. Toyota also saw
the inner-conflicts, where other plug-in supporters couldn't even agree on what & how to
endorse. Toyota knew gas prices would be pushed lower and lower due to all the effort
among oil suppliers to increase scope & volume. Toyota knew the expiration NiMH
patents would end up stirring the market in an unpredictable way. Toyota knew the
dependency on tax-credit subsidies and HOV privileges was very risky. As for claims of
belief & direction, those are easy to spin. The facts about gas prices, oil supply, battery
patents, and dependency risk are not. There's also the reality of CAFE and EMISSION
standards. Any automaker can rollout a token technology. Changing their overall fleet is
an entirely different matter.
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More Is Better. Sharing of owner experiences like this seem innocent enough: "Cool
story bro. I did like 6 different errands yesterday and drove 67 miles all electric without
charging once. Still had 17% of charge left, and this with going 75 mph on freeways and
hard acceleration." But when you back up and look at overall context, you'll see the
reoccurring them of more being better. Vehicles with smaller battery-packs are being
shunned, even though they are contributing to the larger effort of endorsing the plug. We
don't want packs so big only the elite can afford them. That's why I stand behind Prius so
strongly. Toyota chose to make the most out of the least. The attitude of guzzling
electricity is not good in the long run. You want motors that are efficient. Smaller
systems strive to deliver that. Simply increasing capacity is not a solution. Increasing
the depth-of-discharge isn't either. Yet, things like that are rarely ever
mentioned. Notice how KWH is pretty much never included in posts. It's the same type
of nonsense we dealt with from GALLONS being misrepresented by MPG. Does an
increase in MILES really make a difference when your commute is short and you live
close to town? What's the point of more? For that matter, why carry an engine if you try
to avoid ever using it? The true competition will continue to dominate until those
questions are addressed. I put it this way: Good example of how the market is not
ready. Whether intended our not, the continued "more is better" message about plug-in
capacity is a clear sign that the spirit of cooperation to compete against traditional
vehicles is not there yet.

6-09-2015

Progress! We got a sensible question today: "Why leave untapped market to competitors
when you do have available stock?" I was thrilled to reply: Hooray! An economics 201
question. That's real progress. :) Unbalance can work against a leader. When you're too
far ahead, competitors will fight you rather than collaborate. Toyota wants the others to
join in. It's a win-win situation, but requires a wait period for the leader. That works out
nice, since the R&D effort never ceases. We've seen this many, many times in the
computer industry. The automotive industry is only now discovering the potential.

6-11-2015

2016 Volt Specifications. It was fascinating to read this today: "GM has quietly updated
the 2016 Volt specs. Old: 41 mpg combined, 102 MPGe EV. New: 43 mpg combined,
106 MPGe EV." That's well below expectations. Should we expect another few years of
fallout and backpedaling as a result? I'm not the slightest bit surprised. If cost-reduction
had been taken seriously, advances in efficiency would be a natural tradeoff. Increasing
expense doesn't make sense. Smaller improvement is realistic... which appears to be
exactly what happened. I responded to the next this way: With such modest
improvements... well below what had been hoped... the lack of fanfare is no
surprised. Enthusiasts had anticipated a revelatory leap forward; instead, they got
evolutionary... which is what "next generation" was always intended to represent. I'm
glad the craziness is over and we can all join in as a plug-in team. The "vastly superior"
nonsense really had a negative effect on the overall effort to end the reign of traditional
vehicles. Sadly, this outcome had been predicted many years ago, when the "too little,
too slowly" concern was first made. Finally having reached a state of closure is quite
nice. I'm looking forward to more plug-in events. The looking down upon Prius PHV
was counter-productive. Now there can be a variety of approaches and a recognition of
how diverse the market really is. The more-is-better mindset has proven ineffective.
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Prius Prime. What an intriguing situation. Back in November 2008, the top online
supporters of Prius were tossing around identifiers, trying to come up with universal
labels for the various generations. It was that discussion which ultimately led to coming
up with "Iconic Prius", a term now formally associated with the second-generation
Prius. I was thrilled that a close online friend had suggested that and to have been part of
the brainstorming process. My suggestion was "Prius Prime". It didn't appeal to
many. Oh well. That was ok. After all, I was the very first person to ever use "stealth
mode" as a specific label to identify the electric-only operation of Prius and my frequent
promotion of it following that led to its mass adoption. It became the term now used
universally throughout Prius discussions. Who knew a comment made way back in 2000
could have had such results? You never really know how what kind impact constructive
contributions will have. That's why it's so exciting for our shared effort to find a name
ultimately having this as an outcome... Toyota just Toyota registered the trademark
"Prius Prime". Apparently, they are pursuing the official use of that term for something
within their upcoming product-line. Who knew that brainstorming session would
stumble across something useful for later! We were collaborating, to coin a label for the
benefit of future owners. After all, that group did a great deal to promote the thirdgeneration design. The 2010 rollout did well with our contributions. Many
endorsements from owners go a long way, often more effective than any type of
advertising or promotion an automaker can provide. We provide observations &
advice. In this case, I got to provide an official name. Sweet!

6-13-2015

Third Generation. Wild spin about the distant future is emerging already. That's not a
good sign. Ever since the first plug-in rolled out, the anticipated target battery cost for
mass acceptance was $200 per kWh. The primary reason for this is the high-cost for the
second-generation Volt. It will continue the dependency on tax-credit money to assist
with sales, a trait hoped to have been eliminated by the time rollout began. Much of that
was the hope of cost having come close to $200. Abruptly having changed that number
of $100 is yet another example of moving goal posts. That cliché describes the behavior
of enthusiasts all too well. When their hope turned to disappointing outcome, they just
change their expectation. That's not the slightest bit constructive, yet we see it all the
time. It often comes in the form of cheerleading, like: "Just in time for a 3rd gen Volt! :)
" It was surprised to witness such behavior already. But then again, we all know GM
will be diversifying as a result of the decision to keep Volt a niche. Mainstream highefficiency sales will come from the Malibu hybrid or a Chevy model using their PHEV
configuration. The so-called EREV configuration quite simply isn't competitive. I
sounded off with: It won't matter. Volt is no longer Volt already. An affordable choice
for the masses will likely be something else anyway. Go over to the daily blog. Yet
again, they are changing definitions & goals. Those changes have skewed the vehicle
called "Volt" so far from the original intent, what difference does it make what comes out
next? By the way, that's why there is still some resentment for Prius. Toyota has stayed
true to purpose. Thankfully, the pointless chest-pounding is fading away. Business
reality is helping to bring about plug-in cooperation. In other words, market need is
finally being addressed. In fact, we're seeing that here now with more constructive
discussion. The magic "$100 per kWh" target will open up a wide range of battery
configuration opportunity. It won't be possible to declare "vastly superior". There will
be a variety of choices for a variety of buyers.
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Looking Back. The spin of history as a new chapter is about to begin is
inevitable. People look back with a very, very different perspective. Already knowing
the outcome of the previous chapter prevents a good understanding of how motived
people were from the uncertainty. Seemingly logical decisions were sometimes wild
guesses and tremedous risk, others were based on lack of information and fear. That
rarely gets acknowledged looking back. In fact, many have no idea after the fact. Not
having participated in that history firsthand means a great deal of study is required to
share sentiment with those who did. That rarely happens though. It's common for forum
members to only know of past dealings based solely upon recent posts. Blogs like this,
which were written as the history was unfolding rather than long afterward, offer a very
very different perspective. Long story short, it's extremely difficult to look back. That's
why this statement made today was so troubling: "Others think the Volt is too much, too
early." It offered nothing else, just that generic assessment without anything to actually
support it. Ugh. All I could to was say: That's why the WHO question was asked over
and over and over again. Who are those others? GM did indeed set a target for
mainstream sales. It was for the end of the second year. By then, the plan was to grow
beyond those sales of 60,000 annual to take advantage of their 120,000 annual production
capacity available at that point. Knowing who they intended to sell to was obviously
important information... which was evaded over and over and over again. The daily blog
for Volt was the center of attention. They were who. GM took advantage of that
resource, continuously feeding it to draw more attention to Volt. It started out as
supporters there, a group who I thought could be an ally in the quest to end the reign of
traditional vehicles. Sadly, they transformed to enthusiasts who declared Volt as "vastly
superior". They spoke out against plug-in hybrids and EVs, coining the EREV label to
distinguish their preferred design. That fell apart though, as other automaker offerings fit
the same definition and Volt sales struggled. It's what brings us to the "too much, too
early" assessment. GM clearly over-engineered the first Volt. In fact, that's
fundamentally why those enthusiasts felt it was superior. Unfortunately, that too much
resulted in business problems. There wasn't a market to actually sell it to. That extra
made it too expensive. Only early adopters bought it, taking advantage of bargain leases,
the tax-credit, and HOV privileges. As for the too early part, that's why the same
questions are being asked again about the next-gen Volt... specifically, who? In the past,
both the enthusiasts as well as GM itself spoke out against small capacity battery
offerings and electric-only vehicles. Volt was the solution for all. An increase in EV
range, combined with a more efficient engine and a much lower production cost, would
fulfill business need to reach the masses. That would supposedly achieve those
mainstream sales... which begs the question, will it? I see the next plug-in Prius as
targeted to reach ordinary consumers. Toyota's choice to keep the battery-capacity on the
smaller side (to avoid space & cost compromise) and the choice to take advantage of
blending will make it more appealing. It's easy to see the MPG boost the plug
provides. It's still very much a Prius after depletion. Full recharging with just a 120-volt
connection isn't an overnight process. That sounds like just the right amount at just the
right time. We know the details of Gen-2 Volt. We know the price too. With ever
increasing competition and the looming subsidy expiration, what should we expect?
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Unity. It's a very real problem that some still don't take seriously. How many times do
we have to see the same thing play out before they finally see it too? It just gets
dismissed as something not to be concerned about. Not learning from history means
you've got a good chance of repeating those very same mistakes. Ugh. Oh well, all we
can do is try to point out the problem: Lack of any sort of unified message from Volt
supporters led to a number of problems with its rollout. That raised a warning flag,
which Toyota acknowledged by delaying their plans. Why would we expect any type of
market expansion for any of the variety of plug-in vehicles to succeed when face with
such unity failure? No agreement on usage of public chargers sends a bad message. And
that's just one of many problems. Thankfully, most consumers have no clue what's
happened so far, nor do they care. But having faced some of the hate firsthand and
struggling to get early-adopters of the past to move on makes the need quite
clear. Progress will not be possible until we all finally work toward a single goal. Seeing
that, they'll get the message. Fortunately, I'm part of a local plug-in owners group who
doesn't hold resentment or place blame for mixed messages of the past. They all have the
same purpose... to get vehicles electrified. So, even though I drive a car with the smallest
plug-in battery-pack and a gas engine, I'm still using electricity. I'm also providing an
endorsement for lithium. So, they're happy to share a charger. They see how starting
small will contribute to a much larger impact. They realize how important it is to reach a
wide audience quickly too. Quarreling amongst ourselves will not accomplish that. I've
been told my encounters with "unfriendly" supporters have only involved a few
individuals who are best to just ignore. Those of us with lots of online experience know
all too well that isn't an effective solution. Choosing to disregard a problem doesn't make
it go away. In fact, that's a terrible solution... since it can often backfire. We need to
settle differences here & now. We are the people of influence. We can take agreed upon
suggestions and actually make them happen. We're the vehicles of change, not what we
drive.

6-19-2015

Gasp! The word "dismay" is only way to describe the following: "Who could have
possibly imagined ten years ago that the CUV would do so much damage to compact and
mid-sized cars?" It's hard to believe that level of naive could have existed, now. Back
then, people were clueless... despite the encourage to guzzle was obvious. Heck, back in
2001 my Prius was featured in a auto show at work. There was a wide variety of
vehicles, from classic to hybrid. In that mix was a new category of vehicle called
"crossover". That was the new type of SUV, one that was less truck and more car. It's
what is now called a CUV... replacing the S for "sport" with C for "crossover". That was
14 years ago. It was very clear to see the damage about to come. Automakers were
heavily pushing that new category, since it reduced consumption without having to
sacrifice much. Unfortunately, what started out as small and less powerful didn't last
long. Everything grew and became more powerful. The result all these years later is the
belief that 30 MPG is doing your part to use less gas. Ugh. The hope of 40 MPG
averages by 2010 became a long, lost dream. That's why selling a 50 MPG has been such
a challenge. People in this market have a "good enough" attitude and only now are
waking up to the obvious. The rest of us imagined this increasingly difficult situation ten
years ago.
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New Antagonists, introduction. Just as we had worried all those years ago, Volt did
indeed become a huge market distraction. Yes, it proved the technology. But
unfortunately, it sent a message that it was expensive and impractical. Supporters we so
blinded by the engineering, they didn't take ordinary consumer importance into
account. Prius was mocked since way back in 2001 for being too small. That meant
regardless of how well it performed, the car would still be outright dismissed based on
size. That way it grew over the years. Being able to compete directly with midsize cars
was no just important, it was vital. That gave Toyota the opportunity to diversify,
offering 3 choices of size. Allowing it so reach a wide audience was a big deal. You'd
think GM would have followed that wisdom. GM didn't. Supporters see the challenges
the upcoming next-gen rollout present and have moved on. That's stirred antagonists on
the big Prius forum. More and more, we see anti-Toyota sentiment. Their arguments are
weak and based on just vague references & limited scope. Unfortunately, they don't get
called out as trolls. That identifier doesn't work on forum members who have
participated for years and only recently turned. So, just like with the big GM forum years
ago, the big Prius forum now faces the same problem. Some of us are attempting to call
them out, to draw attention to their intent to do harm. The detail reveals their criticism is
not only not constructive, it's also purposefully misleading. Needless to say, it's troubling
to watch these disenchanted frequent posters become antagonists. Their disappointed
with Toyota's approach and have chosen to not listen to any reasoning. They've made up
their mind and now want to take out their frustration using the forum.

6-19-2015

New Antagonists, sounding off. The chosen venue for that frustration release has been
on a new thread about public charger abuse. The antagonists have taken advantage of the
opportunity. Seeing the hate some have expressed, the hope is to attract more antiToyota support. In a way, it's intriguing to watch their obvious trolling methods play
out. The avoidance of questions is obvious. The vague references and attempts to
change the subject are desperate. It's sad. Two days ago, finally sounded off with this
unaddressed (no quote) post: For those of you... and you know who you are ...that
continue to come down on Toyota for not having expanded rollout of Prius PHV, this
topic is a contributing reason. It never ceased to amaze me how dismissive some have
been when I brought up how the market wasn't ready yet, sighting the conflicts between
other plug-in vehicles as a barrier to still overcome. Thankfully, there are some who are
more receptive. A plug is plug. You're using electricity for cleaner emissions and a
reduction on oil dependency. That's the point and the numbers of those who accept that
is growing. So what if a plug-in hybrid is plugged in? You have no idea how far they
actually drove to get to that charger anyway. The goal is to replace guzzlers with
affordable, practical, and profitable choices.
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New Antagonists, diversion. The distractions are endless. There is favorite though,
fuel-cell vehicles. Rather than address the topic of discussion, the divert attention by
simply complaining about something unrelated. This came up on the public charger
abuse thread: "Unfortunately Toyota is really trying to force the FCV on the consumer
using politics and questionable marketing to more or less foist a technology a lot more
limiting than PHEV and EVs." What the heck does that have to do with a plug-in
vehicles not being considerate of others by moving their vehicle when charging is
complete? It's so far off-topic, you'd think people would complain. But coming for a
long-time forum contributer, they don't see the act as troll behavior... even though that's
exactly what it is. So, thread participants often take the bait. Successful trolling is a
challenge to deal with. That sound-off didn't have any impact, so today this was my
attempt: FCV is a product of many automakers, clearly a long-term work-in-progress not
intended in any way to be rolled out in large volume. We'll be getting plug-in options far
sooner. Affordable batteries offering enough energy-density to actually compete with
traditional vehicles are on the way. Where is the conspiracy? What amazes me is the
deliberate effort to not pay attention to the traditional vehicles. Those strong sales should
be a concern. Instead, there's this on-going pointless argument about leading. It
completely misses the point... and the market.

6-20-2015

New Antagonists, introduction. There's growing frustration. Fortunately, the obsession
of the antagonists often causes them to expose their true purpose. I particularly like this
comment: "Feeling threatened by Tesla and BMW, Lexus puts out some anti-plug in
ads." It was obvious rhetoric with no intent to be constructive. They just keep trying
though. That abuse thread is a perfect venue for the anti-Toyota sentiment. The reason is
simple, most people have absolutely no idea how they would actually deal with the
charging-station situation. What should happen when charging is complete, yet the
owner leaves the vehicle parked in the spot? Should the owner have even plugged in at
all? What if they were just topping off the battery-pack and someone else is desperate to
recharge? Should the desperate owner have risk the chance that a charger wouldn't be
available? It's a messy situation, especially when you consider plug-in hybrids and short
distance travel. Anywho, I responded to that comment with: Lexus is a totally different
entity than Toyota. Coming from the same corporation and sharing the same resources
does not make their customers the same. So, it is inappropriate to think both will have
the same approach. The audiences are very different. In fact, it's as absurd as applying
truck selling logic to car buyers. This is why I keep pointing out the need to understand
economics better. It makes no sense combining unrelated groups. Yet, people keep
doing it anyway. One is targeted at middle-market, the other luxury.
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Importance. Moving on is a challenge. There's a fine line between stirring up the past
and not forgetting it. You want to remind people how things happened; otherwise, it
could happen again. After all, falling into that trap has proven very easy. The Volt
enthusiasts got sucked in to an extreme, the entire time claiming their situation quite
different from that of Two-Mode... even though I was continuously pointing out the
parallels. It's quite amazing to watch mistakes being repeated. That's exactly what we
saw. The disbelief manifested itself in odd ways. The most frustrating was taking out of
anger on Prius PHV, using it as both an excuse and a scapegoat. Unfortunately, placing
blame turned into misleading. Then when evidence emerged (like the videos I shared) to
show what actually happens, some posts became outright lies. Those individuals simply
didn't care. That allowed misconceptions to run wild. Some innocent readers would
assume they knew what they were talking about, then help spread that
misinformation. Thankfully, we are now seeing evidence of that coming to an
end. Hooray! This was how I pointed out an observation of that today: Notice the "just
11 miles" in the article's introduction? That's a clue to the plug-in Prius
importance. Until this year, there were some other plug-in supporters so desperate to
undermine Prius PHV they'd intentionally mislead about it. For 3 years, we had to deal
with the "6 mile" claim. It was really annoying, but at the same time confirmation that
they felt threatened by the potential the system offered. It gives us a lot to look forward
to with this next generation.

6-22-2015

Intentional Omissions. A common technique for misleading is to not include vital
information. Without all the facts, it's easy for a reader to draw incorrect
conclusions. They make assumptions. It's that simple. Recently, we've had an honest &
constructive attempt to do the opposite. An owner of a Prius PHV purchased
another. The second was used though, with an uncertain history, and performance results
have been different. Not knowing how the driver recharged or even their driving routes
& distances, observed variations in performance cannot be well identified. Many of the
posts have just been anecdotal too, since the owner doesn't have any type ODB-II
scanning device to note vehicle detail. How to you measure without a gauge? The wellinformed active participants have been trying to help. The owners focus has been on EV
miles. Right away, a former Prius owner who now drives a Volt jumped into the
discussion. Unfortunately, he did the typical disregard. The amount of gas consumed
was left out of the equation entirely. Despite several posts pointing out that the same
amount of electricity is consumed in the end, the fact that HV miles were higher was all
that mattered. Getting recognition of overall MPG was, again, a problem. That's a
common theme. Obsessing with miles labeled as EV disregards HV miles, which include
those known as EV-BOOST. It's maddening. The goal is the same. The outcome is the
same. But as we see with those who greenwash, no mention of vital information is a
problem. Omitting non-EV miles that take advantage of plug-supplied electricity is
misleading, period. That's quite frustrating to know the act is intentional too. We try to
ignore the attempt and direct our effort toward the owner instead. Hopefully, he'll come
to recognize what's happening. I added: The one Prius delivering fewer EV miles is
utilizing the same amount of electricity, which likely means the same is true for gas
consumption. In that case, the EV/HV ratio really doesn't mean much. It's the overall
efficiency that counts with a plug-in hybrid and that fact hasn't been taken into
consideration yet. We still don't know what the resulting MPG is. Blending isn't count
as EV, even though it takes advantage of plug-supplied electricity. You must look at
both KWH and GALLONS to truly understand differences.
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6-23-2015

Conquest, the problem. I'll admit, watching the "vastly superior" blog come crumbling
down to join the rest of us has been rewarding. Falling to right where they should have
been right from the beginning is nice. You really don't want any harm to come. You just
want them to be the ally you've sought for all those years. But to be expected, there are a
few bad apples remaining behind, those who absolutely refuse to be part of the endtraditional team. Oh well. It is intriguing to watch the denial playout. They've always
thrived on conquest. No cost could be too great. The trophy was all that mattered. Volt
has quite a few. That doesn't pay the bills. Praise isn't enough. People actually have to
buy something. GM's diversity is finally happening. Yeah! It was quite frustrating to
see the battle against Toyota. But to watch defeat coming from Ford, that's what really
stirred reason for worry. Soon, there will be the new Cruze. Rated at an expected 40
MPG highway, it shows just how fierce traditional competition will be. Fortunately,
there will be the Malibu hybrid. That's long overdue. There will also be a CTS plug-in
hybrid. Later, the electric-only Bolt. Needless to say, Volt is being pushed into a
category of many. No more trying to declare it superior. So, when the topic of plug-in
hybrids was posted on the daily blog today, I was captivated. Only the troublemakers are
left. No one else participates there anymore. Would they even try to be
constructive? After all, acceptance is the stage which follows defeat.

6-23-2015

Conquest, the post. This is how I jumped in: Progress is made when overall
consumption of both electricity and gas are taken into consideration. The problem for
years has been the belief that EV miles are vital, important above all else. That has
resulted in missed opportunity, not taking advantage of the gas engine during times of
inefficiency and neglecting EV efficiency itself. It also required cost, weight, and space
sacrifice. While cruising on the highway, it doesn't take long to see the battery-level
drop. The miles go by quickly. When it's winter, that need for heat uses up electricity
which could otherwise have been used for driving. And of course, there's the reality that
electricity is a fuel that shouldn't be wasted either. It's why KWH and GALLON usage
was brought up so many times when first-gen rollouts first began. Unfortunately, the
rhetoric drown out those constructive discussions. Now, we find ourselves going back to
that very same topic. Remember the "too little, too slowly" concern? This was part of
that. Consumers understanding what's available and how it works is a really
important. The blatant disregard for diminishing returns was an obvious problem. More
EV isn't necessarily better. Blending offers opportunity. It's nice to finally see attempts
to address that. Subsidies will end. Traditional vehicles will continue to become more
efficient. Oil will continue to be inexpensive & abundant. The challenges to overcome
never cease.
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6-23-2015

Conquest, the trouble. Things immediately fell apart. The very first response was
filled with denial and a clear pattern of repetition. We're seeing the same trouble emerge
again. Ugh. I got attacked. Funny part was, it was a rant about my "perfect" Prius and
how Toyota can "do no wrong". I found that quite amusing, since my comments were
entirely about GM. It reminds me of the past when there was an individual who
absolutely insisted I was lying, that there was no possible way that data was
correct. Then when I posted a video showing exactly that, I got banned. Some people
refuse to accept reality. Oh well. This isn't as extremely. It's more a matter of
avoidance, pretending it doesn't matter. Naturally, I had to respond: It is so superior, yet
it still feels threatened by mere mention of KWH and GALLON. Then when there’s
mention of COST and WEIGHT and SIZE, all hell breaks loose. The over-reaction is
quite entertaining when TAX-CREDIT and NISSAN are added. I was beside myself in
awe by how a rant could emerge, going on and on about Toyota and Japan, when neither
were any part of what had actually been posted. That’s an obvious sign something is
wrong. Why is there avoidance of those particular design factors? That’s a legitimate
question and quite on-topic. Plug-In hybrid have to deal with them. There is growing
pressure to reduce consumption (of all types) and reduce emissions (of all types). What
we saw here today is proof some are not taking that seriously.

6-24-2015

Conquest, the nonsense. Sometimes, the problem runs so deep, it turns into pointless
nonsense. In this case, it came to: "If you were to be honest, you would admit that you
are not a fan of a GM EREV but fully support Toyota's efforts in their hybrids and plugin hybrid. You are not a fan of GM, period." In other words, there's nothing you can say
that will ever be accepted. They establish a false belief and disregard all else. Put
another way, they don't think it is possible for anyone to like more than a single
automaker, that the idea of plug-in supporters joining together will never happen. That's
sad. Long story short, I decided to make it ever longer... by climbing up on my
soapbox: Over and over and over again, I posted the need to diversify. It has nothing to
do with any particular automaker. It's simply good business. Remember all the
SECOND MODEL posts? Those were to get Volt split into multiple configurations, one
for the enthusiasts and another for everyday consumers. Notice that no matter how many
GM references are made and no mention of Prius or Toyota whatsoever, all certain
people see & hear is Prius and Toyota. It's amazing how blinded some can be to the
obvious. Post after post I'd refer to the true competition: GM'S own traditional
vehicles. Yet, they'd simply ignore that. The evidence is blatant now. My complaints
about ONE SIZE FITS ALL were finally heard, not by those here though. Bolt and the
CTS plug-in are what will come about as a result. They are that diversity of
product. Watching sales of Volt getting lost to Malibu, Cruze, Impala, Equinox, etc
should have been a concern. It was baffling to witness denial of such a major
problem. GM's own vehicles were cannibalizing Volt. Instead, there was using me as a
scapegoat and waving the flag of conquest. Didn't you see that happening?
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6-24-2015

Conquest, the continuation. The push went on: "I've suggested to you in the past that
you take an extended drive in the Volt. You might be able to talk a dealer into letting you
have one for a day or two. Please do so so that you can open your eyes and see the dawn
breaking. A new era is upon us." The same old belief that great engineering will deliver
a popular product continues to spell doom. They truly don't understand the
audience. The reason for asking the "Who?" question was lost on those without any type
of business experience or education. That shortcoming is remarkable. They truly don't
see what is so obvious for others. Oh well, that means this too will likely fall the poorly
informed: I responded with a compliment of the engineering
achievement. Unfortunately, all people seem to notice is the business concern part. A
well performing design does not mean a well selling vehicle. That's why the COST,
SIZE, WEIGHT aspects are so important. Having pointed out those concerns early on,
then being proven correct, labeled me as a troublemaker and a hater of GM… even
though I was actually just pointing out what needed to be addressed sooner (proactively)
rather than waiting until sales later (reacting) when it was much harder to change. In
other words, regardless of how impressed a person is with the test-drive experience, that
doesn’t mean they'll actually purchase it.

6-24-2015

Conquest, the facts. This particular response really got me: "When faced with
irrefutable facts presented in a discussion, you will not respond directly to them,
conveniently ignoring them to put forth some other not-quite-understandable
statements." The close-minded attitude is a repeated theme that's easy to see. I get
nothing buy talking-points and accusations from certain people. Oddly, it's a good
sign. The idea of conquest has fallen apart. That's the proof. Strong sales are the
measure. They don't like talking about that. So, I kept on posting: Haven't you noticed
that those facts are repeated? How many times would you want to answer the same
thing? I bet you too would respond a few times, then ignore when they get asked
following that. The topic here is PLUG-IN HYBRIDS. Why in the world is the non-plug
model of Prius being referred to and the plug-in model ignored? When facts are
selective, that’s often called cherry picking. Toyota offers a PLUG-IN HYBRID. Ford
offers two PLUG-IN HYBRIDs. Hyundai offers a PLUG-IN HYBRID. Honda (until
recently) offered a PLUG-IN HYBRID. Heck, GM will even be offering a PLUG-IN
HYBRID. There's also BMW i3 and GM Volt, if you want to include them in the
category too. So… why the reference to a non-plug and disregard for the rest?
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6-25-2015

Conquest, the end. It did finally come: This all-automaker topic was the ideal
opportunity to find out what has changed, what will be different with the rollout of
second-generation plug-in vehicles. It's troubling to find out there’s still an obsession
with conquest sales and a lack of understanding who the competition actually is. I was
blown away by the response. We've watched the market saturate. With all the earlyadopters already driving a plug-in, few else could be encouraged to buy. Sales
opportunity was lost. The true competition, traditional vehicles, continued on strong. It's
not GM against Nissan or Tesla or Toyota. It's not EREV against BEV or PHEV or even
HV. It's just old verses new. GM's own traditional product-line is cannibalizing sales of
Volt. Not drawing customers on the showroom floor, at the dealership, is a very big
problem. Yet, focus has been entirely on conquest sales instead. How does drawing in
potential customers from other automakers change the loyal GM buyer? Owners of older
Malibu will just replace it with a newer Malibu. It's lost opportunity. Why isn't anyone
else concerned? The senseless shooting of the messenger may make you feel better, but
it doesn't help the situation. In fact, it's a distraction, allowing the problem to
persist. That's really sad.

6-26-2015

Conquest, the desire. That plug-in hybrid topic was started with an article which
included this information: "Prius PHEV. Numbers based on 40 miles per day, 15,000 per
year, 15 miles to work, 110-volt charging on both ends of commute. Eighteen gas stops
per year. Other PHEVs with larger batteries are much fewer. The Volt would never
need to stop for gas and could do much more than this with its superior AER. Source:
EPA." No link was provided. No actual data is either. Notice how the actual
consumption value is missing and vague adjectives are used? My favorite part though is
the use of "never" for Volt. That's an outright lie. Even if the vehicle's passengers or
battery-pack don't ever need the heater, the system will eventually start up the engine
anyway. There's a maintenance mode to prevent the fluids from getting too
old. Running the engine briefly from time to time will happen. It's part of the
design. EPA knows that; yet, for some reason this misrepresentation took place. I didn't
get to question it though. The desire for conquest prevented any type of constructive
discussion. Those few remaining regulars just plain don't care anymore. They are
holding onto what's left and pretending the bigger market doesn't matter. And since they
no longer are presenting a barrier to progress, it's best to leave them to their niche. We
see that mainstream consumers will just look elsewhere. Who knew it would take an
entire product-cycle of struggle before change finally happened... the game has changed.
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6-27-2015

Conquest, the solution. There isn't one. That desire for conquest is a trap. Enthusiasts
of Volt were so obsessed with dethroning Prius that they allowed the sacrifice of GM's
own customers. It didn't matter how much you pointed out the "cannibalization" effect
either. The market wasn't actually expanding. Instead, it was just a small base of plug-in
supporters taking advantage of incredible prices. When leases expired for those who
chose not to buy, many moved onto trying some other plug-in from another
automaker. Yet, there was a solid denial theme, diverting focus to outdated statistics
instead. When details of the new Volt were revealed, many who chose to buy stated they
would continue driving their old model. How will GM draw in their own customer
base? From the "vastly superior" perspective, the desire for conquest cannot be
achieved. Superior compared to what? Sales of traditional vehicles have been absolutely
devastating. Toyota sees that. Ford sees that. Nissan sees that. Each has acknowledged
the challenge by stating intentions to better compete directly against their own traditional
offerings. The purchase-priorities of mainstream buyers are goals the upcoming releases
are striving for. GM, on the other hand, decided to continue on with their
approach. Why? It makes no sense increasing EV range, knowing that choice requires a
cost which pushes much higher than vehicle that will share their showroom floor...
especially with so much smaller of an interior. Becoming larger and achieving a more
competitive price was a very big deal for Prius, the key to its success a decade ago. That
level of success was reached without a tax-credit too. Needless to say, Volt will continue
on as a niche. Malibu hybrid offers a glimmer of hope though. Larger and without the
burden of massive battery-pack, it stands a chance of drawing interest from within, from
GM's own loyal customers. There is finally recognition of business need. Phew! It's too
bad the remaining enthusiasts don't see that. Oh well. Supporters of profitable highvolume sales will.

7-01-2015

Co-Exist, moving on. It's going to be a challenge. Moving on when there is no shared
goal is a very real problem. Lack of clarity from plug-in owners leaves everyone
wondering... which is a barrier that holds people back. Supposedly, the purpose of the
EV is to eliminate our dependence on oil. But with all the domestic drilling taking place
right now and the resulting surplus, that priority has essentially been dropped. Since it is
no longer a foreign dependency, the argument for EV becomes a very big challenge. Gas
is cheap and air-quality still isn't important to the majority. That's where fuel-cell
vehicles slip in. It's a technology able to take advantage of renewable energy on a larger
scale. When the sun isn't shining and the wind not blowing. Where does the electricity
to recharge come from? For that matter, how is electricity not needed immediately
stored? People just assume the grid is a repository. It's not. That's only a means of
conveyance. There is no infrastructure for storage... hence converting that energy into
hydrogen. It's clean and will be available for rapid refueling. It's not perfect though;
however, it does reach an audience EV cannot. That's where co-exist comes into
play. Rather than one solution for all, consumers will have a choice. It posted this,
knowing the thread was an obvious attempt to stir post activity: The media treat FCV
and EV as mutually exclusive. That draws lots of attention, which is how they
operate. It's their business. In reality, automakers will explore both options... since they
have very different audiences. After all, we can already see how different the markets
will be.
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7-01-2015

Co-Exist, no free lunch. That's what hybrid owners were constantly being reminded
of. The electricity being used was ultimately derived from gas. Antagonists wanted to
make that overwhelmingly clear. Well, having sent that precedent, they now have to deal
with the reminder of storage. Electricity has to be stored somewhere. EV owners are too
use to the idea of the grid always having plenty available for them to recharge with
whenever they plug in. That's not realistic on the massive scale. Capacity is costly. It's
inefficient & wasteful to always have maximum available. That's why storing is so
important. Heck, that's the very benefit of hybrids. The battery is used for opportunistic
charging & discharging. Hydrogen serves a similar purpose. True, there's a loss from
conversion. But how's that different for an EV. The electricity must somehow be saved
before being delivered to the vehicle. Needless to say, there's more to the situation than
the brief online encounters reveal. That's why the idea of co-existing is becoming an
issue. People assumed it to be a simple situation. In reality, it's not. We will have
different approaches to fulfill different needs. Just look at the computer industry for
examples. Notice how internet access is no longer limited to just desktop
computers. We have notebooks and tablets and cell-phones and smart-tvs and now even
cars to connect & interact with. One size does not fit all. Each has a cost too. Price
varies. None are free.

7-01-2015

Co-Exist, mixed feelings. There were some outright attacks. That's to be
expected. When people don't have all the information or understand intent, they lash
out. What do you think this particular comment was: "The primary advantage of the
EREV is the mature gasoline infrastructure. An FCV would abandon that and would rely
on two different inferior refueling infrastructures." I find it hypocritical how the group
on that Volt blog use the word "mature" when it's to their advantage and "obsolete" when
it's not. In this case, the situation is a matter of not seeing the big picture. That's quite
common for enthusiasts, since they tend to focus solely on a particular implementation or
approach. In fact, that's why I had to deal with so much hostility in the past from
them. Their refusal to even accept the idea of a second model of Volt was met with
fierce resistance. Looking at the larger market was beyond their grasp. Thankfully, there
are many who do see much and recognize the greater need. This is how I
responded: FCV retains the "infrastructure" already in place. We all know the oil/gas
providers won’t go down without an intense fight. Rather than trying to force them out
of business (and at great expense to the electric effort), it makes far more sense to have
them become the hydrogen providers. We can have our plug at home and still have
commercial refueling. Since those markets are for different types of driving/owners
anyway, it could work. Oddly, that plug-at-home and hydrogen-at-station, is a simplified
model of what we currently have. How many stations currently have to deal with gas (3
different octanes) and diesel and E85 pumps? Offering just hydrogen would be easier
and reduce storage variations.
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7-03-2015

Back to Prius. The dust is beginning to settle. My drive out to celebrate the holiday
weekend with family involves about 150 miles of travel, each way. The results of the trip
there were just like every other long drive during the Summer with no opportunity to
recharge. It was 59 MPG. That's the basis to which the "60 MPG" expectation has
derived. People see how easy it would be to squeeze out just a little bit more efficiency...
even though that is an ideal example, rather than average outcome. Oh well. It is still
impressive, despite being somewhat misleading. But then again, that's only using half of
the small plug-in battery-pack. Imagine the results from using more electricity or not
driving as far. Anywho, it's good to finally get out... my independence day! Having
went through all that work to sell the old houses and get settled in this new one really left
me drained and with very little free time. At least I was able to take advantage of the
large cargo capacity the Prius offers. That sure came in handy.

7-05-2015

New Attacks, Same Desperation. I wondered how the silence would go before being
broken. With all that rhetoric of the past, the upcoming next-gen Prius is inviting... very
inviting to antagonists, especially for the disenchanted Volt enthusiasts. The pressure to
break out beyond niche is hard enough. But to have a strong mainstream player come
along and show an upgrade with even greater potential, it's too much for that particular
group to resist. They have begun their greenwashing again. Ugh. Reading this today
was both annoying and amusing: "Prius outsells the Volt because people are sheep and
think Japanese cars are better than a Chevy. The Volt is simply a much better car to
drive than the Prius and it is more efficient as well. If you haven't driven a Volt you
might not know. If you have and you think the Prius is still a decent car, you don't know
cars." His explanation of how his Volt saved more gas than a 50 MPG from Prius
(complete with a gallons chart) was then followed by saying it was "lame". Needless to
say, I had no interest in biting on that bait. He was clearly looking for someone to take
out his frustration on. The childish name-calling is bad enough. But to go out of your
way to pretend there isn't a plug-in model available and to completely disregard the cost
difference, that's blatant greenwashing. I do wonder though if people will notice the
omission. Comparing the two as if cost & size was the same is just plain wrong. It's the
same old nonsense as with the previous generation. Back then, some became absolutely
desperate for attention by attacking Prius. Looks like we'll see that repeating
again. Blah.
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7-08-2015

Europe Trip. I will soon be abandoning all I know at home and venturing off to
Europe. That's a place where roads are quite different... busy, narrow, and filled with
small cars primarily fueled by diesel. That should be very interesting. I'm looking
forward to the sight-seeing and trying as many new foods as possible. We'll be traveling
to 3 different countries using a large tour bus which will be towing a large trailer. That
should make the experience especially interesting. We'll end up on the Autobahn at
times. So, I'm sure there will be many sightings of vehicles flying by us at amazing
speeds. What I'm most curious about is what will stand out... the differences or the
similarities? It's really difficult to imagine or to even set realistic expectations. I know
there will be Prius used as taxis, but I have no idea how many I'll see owned by ordinary
consumers. I also have no idea how many electric-only vehicles I'll encounter. For that
matter, will there be any SUVs there (the smaller type, of course)? It's exciting to have
the opportunity to make those discovers firsthand, in addition to the vacation
itself. Heck, even the long flight from the center of the United States to Iceland to
Germany will be an interesting experience. I certainly cannot drive to this
destination. Watch for blog updates. I'm not sure how much time I'll actually have to
document my observations, but I'm sure there will be a few key things to write about.

7-09-2015

Small Cars & Roads. What I've seen so far isn't encouraging... small cars, parked on
small roads or small driveways, almost all running diesel. At least back at home, the
suburbs stand a lot of potential. I have no idea how adding a plug would work. Do they
have the amp capacity to support that? Where exactly would the plug go? It's a difficult
situation... not as bad as apartments, but not much to show promise. Hydrogen really
makes sense in those situations. Hybrids without a plug present a challenge too. What's
the incentive to purchase one from Japan or the United States, especially with the wide
variety of European automakers selling diesel vehicles there?

7-13-2015

Superchargers! What a bizarre place for my first Tesla Supercharger sighting. We just
crossed the border from Germany to the Czech Republic. There at a fuel-station to use
the pay-loo and get some Koruna (since they don't use Euros) was a row of
superchargers. I couldn't believe it. Needless to say, I ran over to get a photo. Play
first. Business later. I certainly wouldn't have expected to encounter a piece of new
American infrastructure established there. But then again, we were on a major highway
where a Tesla potentially could do some long-distance driving. Next is to look for an
actual Tesla.

7-18-2015

Tesla Delivery. I did end up spotting a Tesla on the road. That did seem realistic to
happen at some point. What surprised me was another stop along the highway. There
was a delivery truck loaded with Teslas! I couldn't believe it. Again, I ran over for
photos. The encounter was much more of a surprise than I had anticipated. The truck
driver was quite happy to show me the load he was hauling... to the point of opening a
Tesla, insisting I take photos inside. When a friend of mine caught up, he jumped in
behind the wheel and actually started the car up. I had no idea what the European
impression of a Tesla would be. Clearly, they like that type of luxury vehicle. Of course,
who wouldn't be impressed by a 691-horsepower electric-car? (It was the P85D model,
which starts at $105,000.) The estimated range for it is 253 miles.
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7-21-2015

Cost. This question from the big Prius forum was rather timely: "What does it cost in
Europe?" Seeing another part of the world, one that still depends upon driving personal
vehicles for primary transport is quite vindicating. I studied as much as I could using
online resources, but there's nothing like actually being there. I posted in reply to
that: Cost is just part of the equation. Right now, I'm in Munich, Germany. Talking
about getting first-hand research about audience. The European situation for plugging in
faces many challenges, in addition to the issues related to driving... road & parking space,
along with pollution from the large number of diesel vehicles. Yesterday, I visited BMW
world. It's quite clear they achieved what GM did not. They too faced high cost, but the
decision was made to focus on making the design practical instead. This next-gen Volt is
clearly a specialty configuration, not one for the masses. Look back at the original goals.
Look at what i3 delivered. btw, I've seen a ton of Prius-Plus (the European wagon
model) used as taxis during my travel. And yes, I even saw a Prius PHV.

7-22-2015

Done. It felt good drawing the remaining rhetoric (from certain particular individuals) to
a close with this: The generic "anti" comes from those tired or unwilling to discuss the
actual issues in detail. It's the same old nonsense we've seen for years when it comes to
the "leap frog" topic. Reality is, the "bad" is undeniable. When an automaker is unable
to capture the interest of its own customers, what's the point? We've witnessed Toyota's
struggle to keep Prius a top-seller here. They've managed though, despite pressure from
low gas-prices. Success came from identifying consumer need, the balance of appealfactors resulting in high-volume profitable sales. GM didn't do that with Volt. Focus
was on want. That's fine, if also given a choice. That's where the upcoming Malibu
hybrid and CTS plug-on hybrid come in. Those are the "good", since they address what
Volt does not. In other words, they are being targeted at people who have simply chosen
to purchase a traditional GM offering instead. Why some refuse to acknowledge the true
competition and recent diversification is a mystery. My guess is old habits die hard. It's
easy to overlook audience and not notice change.

7-23-2015

Responsibility. You gotta like reading this: "Then why isn't Toyota making a big push
for fuel-cells by building a "Super Hydrogen" network the way Tesla did with
Supercharging stations around the country?" We live in a do-nothing society, expecting
someone else to take make things happen rather than joining in ourselves. Reality is,
Tesla only established some stations. Others around the country have joined into the
network by building their own, at their own expense. The newest one to open in the
Minneapolis area by me was exactly that. The station owner paid for the charging
equipment and power-lines himself. Toyota will help establish, but it makes no sense to
not encourage others to contribute. For the benefit of many, why not? After all, many
other automakers have also experimented with hydrogen. All need filling stations. In
fact, that's why the state of California setup the hydrogen highway. It serves as a
template for others to learn from. Somewhat frustrated, I replied: Why must someone
else take responsibility for our own well being? Our country is horribly behind in the
acceptance of renewables. I just got back from a trip to Germany & Austria. Seeing how
common solar & wind is there makes us look like really bad, like young children
selfishly complaining. It's embarrassing. We should be doing it ourselves, creating that
electricity locally for immediate consumption along with hydrogen storage.
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7-24-2015

30-35 Miles. The discussion today on that daily-blog for Volt was about possible
configurations for the next-gen Prius PHV, specifically a model offering 30 to 35 miles
of EV range. I was really irked when this was posted: "It isn't 11 miles, it is only
6! Blended burns gasoline. Toyota and their fans are misleading everyone!" My
emotion didn't come from the content itself either, which is a blatant lie and easy to
disprove. It came from the fact that no one said anything. The entire group there is
nothing but enablers. They allow the spread of false information. That's just plain
wrong. It's like watching someone get hurt and not doing anything at all about
it. Allowing slander is something we now teach our children to stop. Too bad the adults
aren't taught the same thing. Oh well, at least I can point out the problem and try to
refocus on what's actually important: As for the 6-mile greenwashing, that shows true
desperation. We all know the 4.4 KWH capacity delivers 11 miles total and that the 6 is
simply the result of a hard-acceleration. Following that particular point in the EPA
driving cycle, there's still electricity remaining... enough to drive roughly 5 more miles in
EV. So if you don't drop the pedal, the engine stays off for the entire 11 miles. My old
commute on a mix of suburb roads (from 30 to 50 mph with a few stops) and 2 short
stretches at 55 mph routinely delivered 13 miles of EV during the summer and 9 in the
winter (without heater). That makes the claim of 6 an obvious attempt to mislead. It's
also an attempt to distract from the plug-in hybrid purpose. Blending still greatly reduces
gas-consumption and emissions. That's the point. If you want purity, buy a Leaf or i3
instead. This thread clearly confirms there's worry about the upcoming Prius, as well as
serves as an endorsement for the other plug-in hybrids. Notice the sales numbers for the
Energi offerings? Ordinary consumers simply what a reasonably priced plug-in option to
boost MPG. It's that simple.
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7-25-2015

Progress? Here's an attempt, in response to: "If you don't have a spare 12 amps, you've
got bigger problems to worry about than an EV." It was a quote for a long-time
troublemaker that I saw as an opportunity for progress. Who knows if it will work. But
at least I tried: Looking back doesn't accomplish anything at this point. Let's try looking
forward. It's time to move on. After all, who isn't tired of the oversimplifications and
outright dismissals? Address what is needed to make some progress getting people to
plug in. Not having a 15-amp circuit (for a steady 12-amp draw) available is a big deal,
something still not addressed in discussions here. Can we finally? Many home garage
outlets are shared, used as a primary during initial construction. That means the same
circuit uses the same line somewhere in the center of the home and somewhere on the
outside. It's a common practice to make building the home itself easier. That's a problem
later on though, if you maxing it out all night for recharging. Just go in the bathroom and
startup a hair-dryer for confirmation or go outside and startup a vacuum. You'll
immediately pop the fuse the car was plugged into while recharging. 13 hours for a full
recharge on level-1 isn't exactly practical either. Getting home later in the evening would
mean you went somewhere else after the work commute, resulting in a battery-pack
being totally depleted. Plugging in then wouldn't allow enough time to completely
recharge before having to head out the next day for work. Getting home at 10 PM and
having to leave for work the next day at 7:30 AM would only provide 9.5 hours for
recharging. You stay out even later, you have even less time. 13 hours is too long,
period. (Note, that is what GM states gen-2 of Volt will need for level-1.) Level-2 is
required for large battery-packs to be realistic. That adds expense and may not be an
option for older homes without a large-enough box capacity. Additionally, there's the
problem of needing to plug in more than one vehicle at the same time. With a small
battery-pack, you can get away with a timer. 2.5 hours for a full recharge at level-1 for
Prius PHV is easy to deal with. There's more than enough time for even 2 to plug into
the same circuit at the same time. Set one for 12 AM recharging and the other for 3
AM. Simple. But with a larger battery-pack, you're basically screwed. In short, there
are challenges for recharging at home. Finding a way to recharge at an apartment or
condo is even more complicated. This must be addressed. Progress for plug-in vehicles
is impaired dwelling on issues of the past. Let them go! Give this topic a serious
consideration.
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8-17-2015

Goals. No entries for several weeks should be a clue that something major happened in
the meantime. That is indeed was the case. I got married! The love of my life just
settled down. The wedding was a blast. All the prep work totally paid off. The outside
ceremony went extremely well. She made the program on a stick, so it could double as a
fan... and it did. It was on the hot side. Rather than a unity candle, which clearly
wouldn't work with any type of breeze, we had roses for us and a white carnation each
person attending added to the bucket at the alter (a bridge over a small stream). That
worked well in the warm & bright setting. It looked really nice too. At the reception
there afterward, my best man pointed out to everyone how he knew it was true love... I
started talking less and less about the Prius. Everyone there was quite amused, since that
indeed what happened... an indication I wasn't even aware of. She likes the Prius. It was
incredibly practical during the move to our new house. It even helped in the wedding
itself, since I needed to transport an arbor for the alter and a special bike. (We started our
relationship through a biking trip.) We stuffed ever last bit of remaining space to bring
back gifts and leftover food. It was a great evening with family & friends, a memory I'll
cherish. The lesson taught by the Prius and repeated several times over the past 15 years
is that some things are worth waiting for. That special day most definitely was.

8-17-2015

Argument Points, looking back. The time is quickly approaching. That chapter in
history covering first-generation plug-in vehicles is coming to an end. The rhetoric is
starting to ramp up already. It's quick surprising to see some of the same old argument
points coming up all over again, the greenwashing crap is even worse that the hybrid
nonsense too. Think about how much more obvious the claims trying to raise doubt
about climate change are. They're rather desperate at this point. Yet, some continue to
attempt that anyway. Fortunately, since battery reliability is proving reliable and the
desire to plug-in fulfilled by each automaker in some fashion, the argument for delay is
very difficult. Sadly, there are a number of argument points that persist. They're all
weak, lacking substance & credibility, but still a force to be reckoned with simply due to
the reality of most readers not being well informed. So, I'll take the time to document
recent observations.
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8-17-2015

Argument Points, copy cat. The supporters of the plug-in model of Prius are quite
abundant in the plug-in market. Leaf and Tesla get a lot of upgrade and secondary
buyers from Prius PHV. They clearly understand the endorsement it provides for lithium
batteries. Ford Energi is less clear, mostly because the second-generation will likely be
competing directly, without an idea what the market will be. It other works, it's mostly a
matter of awkward timing. The BMW i3 is the only true EREV available, which is pretty
obvious due to the ever-changing definition coming from the Volt enthusiasts. Rather
than focusing on results, they persist with focusing on semantics. It's sad. They're the
ones who will still trouble for the next-gen Prius PHV too. The obvious power increase
coming from improved electronics and the capacity increase will have them claiming
"copy cat" instead of finally acknowledging priorities. Like always, they'll do everything
they can to avoid dealing with the market. Know your audience. What got copied and
why? Based on goals, it's easy to see that Toyota has been following a natural
progressive to keep their system affordable, practical, and competitive with high-volume
traditional vehicles. GM clearly is not with Volt; the goal of 25,000 sales for the first
year of gen-2 rollout removes all doubt. Tesla and BMW have a luxury audience, whose
priorities are different. Leaf is targeted directly at mainstream buyers though. The
Energi vehicles are too. Heck, Hyundai is even pushing for being competitive. Selling at
a profit without dependence on a tax-credit it vital. We see most automakers striving for
that. Obsessive attention on "copy cat" with complete disregard for actually selling in
high-volume is a dead giveaway that intent of those online posts are not sincere. We saw
the trophy-mentality emerge way back in 2007 and continue on strong until now. Don't
expect that misplacement of priorities to change. They'll continue to turn a blind eye to
who the competition really is.

8-17-2015

Argument Points, no plug. The hypocritical & contradicting nature of some posts is a
good indicator of status. It's the most basic type of greenwashing. We'll see a lot more
of that too. Expect it to be a strong theme coming from Volt enthusiasts. Just like with
gen-1 rollout, they'll do everything in their power to compare gen-2 to the regular Prius...
the one without a plug. You'll see comparison after comparison, complete with
spreadsheets & graph, explaining how the 55 MPG won't in anyway be able to compete
with the 50-mile of EV range. No mention will be made about the plug-in model of
Prius. They pretended it didn't exist for years. There's nothing signifying that behavior
will change. (They'll also dance around the reality that the Prius interior is larger as
well.) It's frustrating to constantly have to deal with such desperate misleading, but in no
way a surprise. And like I said, it's a good indicator of status. Doing that shows us those
individuals doing that just plain don't care. Watch, they'll even avoid mention of GM's
own non-plug hybrid, the upcoming Malibu hybrid. Not being able to compete without
deception tells us what?
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8-17-2015

Argument Points, hydrogen distraction. This is an argument point I find quite
amusing. Whenever an antagonist stumbles in a debate, the topic of Toyota's current
attention on fuel-cell advancement gets thrown out there. It's an obvious
distraction. That's quite clear when scope is mentioned in a rebuttal and there's an effort
to evade. The reality that audience is very narrow and timeline is very long simply gets
dismissed makes the hopelessness undeniable. The market is set small, showing the
current rollout program is to advance the technology through real-world feedback. You
cannot go wide scale without that. They don't care. They us the many hydrogen
greenwash beliefs to spin the situation as Toyota having lost purpose... even though we
know their is a next-gen regular Prius followed by a next-gen plug-in Prius on the
way. Those are targeted at ordinary car buyers, intended to compete with the true
competition (high-volume profitable vehicles) right away. Sales of hydrogen powered
vehicles have nothing in common with that. It's a long-term effort, quite
different. Hydrogen will exist in parallel to electric power anyway. They will coexist. So, the distraction is just that... more evidence of not acknowledging actual need.

8-18-2015

Argument Points, size disregard. That's the most obvious sign of intent. We saw that
at the very beginning here, back in early 2000. Honda Insight was a 2-seat
hatchback. Prius was a sedan with 4 seats and leg & head room larger than many of the
midsize cars of the generation being replaced, plus it had a surprisingly large trunk due to
the extra height. Yet, people constantly compared the two as if they were equals. Insight
was primarily made of aluminum too, making it impossibly to be sold at a competition &
profitable cost. Sound somewhat familiar? Volt is clearly smaller and profit is clearly a
challenge (tax-credit dependency), yet the same thing happens. Arguing online makes
points like that easy to overlook. Thankfully, the test-drive experience makes it
blatant. An enthusiasts places size as a non-issue. A mainstream buyer considers that
among the higher priorities when choosing what to purchase.

8-18-2015

Argument Points, profit achieved. This one makes me laugh. Toyota has sold well
over 7 million hybrids. Yet, some of the most stubborn antagonists will still argue that
profit wasn't achieved until very recently. Wow! How could they believe that people are
so stupid that they'd won't question how that could be achieved. Selling at a loss for
nearly 15 years at that volume just plain does not make any sense. But then again, the
vast majority of troublemakers have a strong engineering background an little to none
experience in business. You can tell their lack of accounting & economics background
by just asking a few basic questions. They'll respond with a personal attack or something
completely off topic. Evade is their motto. Reality is, automakers are in the business to
make profit. Although the motive to have the spotlight is compelling, that isn't what pays
the bills. Remember the massive amount of money GM got from the government and
didn't pay back? Remember how much Ford struggled to pay back their government
loans? Remember how painful it was to fill the tank when gas was $4 per gallon? How
much longer can automakers be remain dependent on large guzzlers for a majority of
their profit?
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8-18-2015

Argument Points, tax-credit. It's terribly dishonest to disregard tax-credit
dependency. How is ignoring cost helpful? Yet, we saw that all throughout the entire
lifecycle of the gen-1 Volt. Supporters gambled that sales would pick up over the years
and cost would fall dramatically before the gen-2 rollout. Neither happened. So, expect
this to be a big argument point in the years to come. GM has made an effort to set
expectations by clearly stating the first year of this next Volt will only have a production
volume of 25,000. That has quietly angered Volt enthusiasts who, for many years, have
stated the second generation will sell even better than the second-generation
Prius. 53,991 was the sales total here for 2004... all without a tax-credit... for that first
year with gen-2 Prius. The importance of the $7,500 for Volt cannot be overstated...
especially when you consider the 2005 sales. They were 181,221... again, with any taxcredit. The subsidy was a major problem... for a car being portrayed as a "game
changer". Proving a technology is viable is quite different from selling to the
masses. That distinction kept getting swept aside though. So, it will be interesting to see
how, or even if, it gets argued with the second generation.

8-18-2015

Argument Points, profit achieved. The goal of mainstream automakers is to sell
vehicles at a high-volume profitability. We all know & praise the other type, which
makes a small number of vehicles for a much different audience. They make a profit too
though. They are relying on a subsidy or accept loss for the sake of reputation
building. It's business. The engineering achievements are great. But when it comes
down to what's important, it's paying the bills. With GM in particular, we've seen how
having the money necessary turns into a disaster. So, when Volt gets hyped, it is
appropriate to ask about goals. What will it compete against the GM product-line and
how will the other automakers react? One of the biggest points of contention in that
regard is when profit was actually achieved for Prius. We know back in 2002, during to
the first-generation sales, that particular goal was reached. Toyota had improved &
diversified. What we call the "first" was actually the second. Rollout to the United
States for Prius was really an upgrade from Japan's model. But with so much bias here,
our attitude of what happens elsewhere so bad, and the simple being able to disregard the
initial 3 years made the topic of profit easy to spin. After all, how many people still
remember Echo? The engine in Prius was detuned, the hybrid system replaced with a
traditional transmission, and the body simplified. It shared the same platform. That's a
cost-reduction measure which Prius directly benefitted from. That reality is
evaded. None of the antagonists even want to address that. Anywho, the point is the date
is still argued. After all this time. It's hard to believe anyone would attempt to convince
people that Toyota continued on, selling millions of hybrid systems at a loss for another
decade. Yet, we still encounter such arguments..
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8-18-2015

Argument Points, engine runs. The is the pointless argument point... again, coming
from the Volt enthusiasts & supporters. The original intent of Volt was to deliver an EV
with a backup engine, for when those times come along when you need range outside of
the battery-capacity. GM didn't deliver that. Turns out, the capacity much be much
larger. So, the engine gets used far more frequently. To make matters worse, using the
engine routinely rather than in rare circumstances, it must be larger... and well as the
tank, radiator, exhaust, the vehicle itself, etc. Heck, even the cost must be
more. Needless to say, that didn't work out well from profit perspective. To make
matters worse, BMW did actually deliver. So naturally, we get this on-going
argument. Personally, I find it quite amusing since much of the detail ends up
contradicting itself and fails to acknowledge goals. Prius PHV is a plug-in hybrid that
reduces emissions & consumption. What's so complicated about that? So what if the
engine runs, the goal is still achieved. Unfortunately, the rhetoric is so bad at times, the
online posting never get beyond what "runs" actually means. Spinning without
consuming any gas is apparently the greatest of all sins, according to them.

8-18-2015

Argument Points, only 6 miles. Throughout the entire duration of Prius PHV
production, the specification for "electric only" range was sighted as 6 miles. Everyone
attempting to undermine its acceptance would completely disregard the 11-mile stated
capacity in favor of drawing attention to the arbitrary 6-mile mark on the EPA testingcycle. They'd all want you to believe that hard-acceleration point meant no electricity
remained. It was an outright lie, often in the form of intentional omission. The same
people over and over and over again dismissed the facts, even when presented in video
detail, with the hope readers would assume they were being honest. Well, you know
what will happen with the next-gen is rolled out... They'll all state 11 miles
instead. That's so the percentage of capacity increase will look smaller. It's a classic
hypocritical response. We've seen it many times before. When Prius was first rolled out
to the United States, the first year available was overwhelming stated as 2000... even
when the topic was about the technology itself. They'd complete disregard the 3 years
Prius was available in Japan prior to that. But now, the first year available is always
stated at 1997. It goes to show you how easy it is to be misled and how poor research
some writers are. A true journalist would never make that mistake, but someone wanting
to undermine would think nothing of omitting or limiting scope. That's sad. But then
again, it makes it easy to discover who's sincere and who has ill intent.
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8-18-2015

Argument Points, no experience. Among the biggest points of argument derive from
information sources without any experience. We seeing review after review from writers
who use a stock-photo in their article written about some supposed road-trip with the
car. Many supporters scratch their heads wondering if that person ever even touch the
vehicle. The strangest descriptions came be found in what they publish. Clearly, many
have little knowledge in the engineering. We find lots of examples of anecdotal
experiences written up. These are obviously based about observations rather than
research, but sometimes they are so wrong you can't even tell if the reporter had actually
driven or just witnessed what happened. Needless to say, the lack of detail gives reason
for suspicion. That doesn't matter to an antagonist though, they'll refer to the article
relentlessly, sighting it as an authoritive source and dismissing contributions from owners
proving the claims false. Think about it. How much training would you need to teach
others about a new technology? A road-trip certainly won't inform you of wide variety of
circumstances the system is designed to deal with. That's why the reputable publications
do 1-year reviews. Collecting just a small sample does not tell the whole story. You
need lots of real-world data and some knowledge on how to properly analyze it. That
requires experience.

8-18-2015

Argument Points, diminishing returns. Forcing people to look at the big picture is a
problem we'll always have to deal with. There's simply no way to know what the a
person's perspective or intent is. They recognize whatever the issue is, then attempt to
find a solution often based upon arbitrary information. In other words, they're doomed to
fail if what is presented to them is incomplete. That's the goal of greenwashing, when
misguiding someone through omission is the desired outcome. Undermining is when the
wanted result is for the person to make incorrect assumptions. Diminishing returns is a
great example of both. MPG is presented only for certain vehicles. It shows the
improvement (decrease in MPG) for the selection. What we see left out all the time is
anything above 50 MPG. In other words, the plug-in Prius is intentionally excluded from
many arguments. They don't want you to see that efficiency begins to level off
significantly beyond 75 MPG. So to undermine, they exclude. To greenwash, they'll
sight real-world data for Volt. Seeing MPG beyond 200 gives the impression of a major
improvement, when in reality there is little gain. More electricity does not necessarily
mean an equal savings in gas. The return is less and less, even though MPG grows more
and more.
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8-18-2015

Argument Points, guzzling electricity acceptable. This is by far the worse for
environmental improvement... when a plug-in supporter just plain doesn't care about how
much electricity is consumed. They focus solely on not using oil anymore. Thankfully,
these particular individuals are not common. However, the disruption they cause to those
who truly want EV to be success sure is a problem. Using more electricity is not the
answer. Figuring out how to drive further with less is the key. Just like with MPG using
gas, you've got Miles/kWh using electricity. A plug-in vehicle that guzzles is bad too...
especially with a most of our electricity coming from coal and natural-gas. Neither is a
renewable resource... and sadly, we have little wind & solar in this country still. If you
were charging up at home using the sun, the situation may be different. But who wants
to have to plug back in right away. Why wouldn't you want more driving
opportunity? That reason is simple: impatience. Some supporters are so fed up with the
slow pace of adoption, they want to get more plugging any way they can. Some of us
don't want to sacrifice doing it right for doing it quickly. In the long run, that type of
tradeoff ends up being costly. It's best to be patience... though, very trying at
times. There's a balance. The compromise of inefficiency electric travel isn't worth it.

8-19-2015

The Reveal. Today we got the official announcement that the reveal of the 2016 Prius...
the next-gen model... will be in a little less than 3 weeks from now. It will be in Los
Angeles, where there and the rest of the country will have just finished celebrating Labor
Day. Finding out some detail about what's to come then sounds like a nice way to
conclude the holiday weekend. In the meantime, there's going to be quite a bit of
speculation. I'm sure we'll get a big mix of posts too, including some using the argument
points, as well as the usual greenwashing. Being able to see the vehicle itself will be
nice. There's always horribly vague posts whenever a reveal takes place. People will
exclaim "ugly" but never bother to actually share any detail. They just express there
feeling without any explanation. How is that helpful? Whatever the case, we'll be
anxiously awaiting information that has nothing to do with cosmetic
appeal. Performance detail is a really big deal. Who knows what spin will result. But
the more impressive those specifications are, the more intense the attacks. With 4th
generation though, there's nothing we haven't heard or faced many times already. Price
will naturally get lots of attention. With gas so inexpensive, selling any hybrid is a
challenge. But then again, there's new one coming from Toyota which has nothing to do
with Prius. That's the new RAV4. A smallish SUV hybrid should address the market
issue quite well, especially when the hybrid system itself is so well established
already. Anywho, a large chunk of the wait is almost over. Hooray!
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8-21-2015

Spy Photos. It appears as though, some halfway decent photos were taken and shared
online. I like the look of that new car. Good thing too. The plug-in model isn't suppose
to come until next year sometime, most likely near the end. So, I'll end up seeing quite a
few new regular models on the road before having the chance to upgrade my current
PHV. That's ok, I'm still thoroughly enjoying it. The new house is yielding an average
of 135 MPG for the commute to work & back, with a recharge at each end. I'm quite
curious how that new location & route will do in the winter. It's further than before and
has a number of large hills to climb & descend. Looking at those spy photos, my favorite
color is red and I haven't ever actually owned a red car. Perhaps this 5th will be that. I'm
just saving up for the opportunity while I wait. As for everyone else, who knows. I'm
amused by the initial comments posted online. I'm focusing specifically on the general
automotive sources, nothing devoted to any specific vehicle. That's where you draw out
a lot of the diverse activity. And sure enough, the attacks from Volt enthusiasts began
right away. They are easy dismiss though, since claims there are so many substanceless
and misleading comments. There are some insults too. It's the "ugly" posts wasting time
though. Hopefully, actual detail about the car will cause all that to fade. Right now,
there's a lot of childish nonsense to sort through. Makes you wonder what those same
people say when seeing the new Camry and new Corolla... especially have being told
how well they've been selling.

8-21-2015

8 Million Hybrids. That milestone was reached by Toyota last month. It works out to
10 months to sell 1 million. What does that mean for the rest of the industry? Numbers
like that may be nothing but trivia to ordinary consumers, who may not even notice just
how many are actually sharing the road with them. The majority likely don't even
care. But then when you start naming off the variety available, the perspective
changes. You can see the automakers having dismissed them for years. Being expensive
and a challenge to sell for countless greenwash excuses, what is a dealer to do? It's far
easier to let sales staff to do what they've always done... stick to simple sales with a
decent commission. I can't imagine how difficult it is to explain how the hybrid system
operates, hoping they'll not waste your time and leave confused... or wondering why
Toyota's system delivers better MPG. But that was the point of having started worldwide
rollout way back in 2000. It takes time to establish a reputation. 8 million now speaks
for itself. From Prius C to Highlander, there's a variety of choices available (30 of them
worldwide) and more on the way. It's a moving target with uncertain competition. What
does that mean for the rest of the industry?
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8-22-2015

Human Nature. You bet! Having followed Prius since late 1999 and owned 4 of the
models available since September 2000, I've heard it all. There are a lot of hypocrites out
there. Some respond to the urge to resist & contradict, others are totally oblivious to their
actions. Whatever the case, the "ugly" claims will pass. I remember when the minivan
was first introduced. Wow! The number of "I wouldn't be caught dead in one of those"
comments were quite abundant. And sure enough, some of the people who made that
comment ended up buying one anyway. On the opposite end of the spectrum, you've got
the auto enthusiasts who praise certain style, yet never actually buy one
themselves. They end up with an ordinary vehicle like everyone else. Watch the "ugly"
comments. People are so vague, you have no clue what aspect of what they're seeing
they don't actually like. That's more of the human nature reaction. Many simply aren't
ready for change. If it doesn't resemble what's familiar, they aren't interested. Like
countless stories of the past, owners ended up deciding to buy from the test-drive
experience. It's the practical design of Prius, combined with the affordable emission &
efficiency technology, which ultimately wins people over.

8-24-2015

Market Issues. Upcoming rollout of new hybrids and new plug-in vehicles is stirring
online interest. Every source is ramping up hype & rhetoric. As usual, we've got GM
attempting to gain attention. It worked on me. A presentation featuring Gen-2 of Volt
caught my attention. They stated customers wanted: more range, better fuel economy,
and more power. No mention was made seating or price. Those countless complaints
about interior space were simply ignored. Instead, the "What we did" had 4 bullet
points. The first was "fun to drive". The following three, all mentioned "powerful" as the
first item of importance for battery, electric drive, and range extender improvements. In
other words, we have solid confirmation of who... even without addressing the cost
issue. With the stock market having dropped dramatically today (closed at 15,871) and a
barrel of oil almost to the point it was back when the Classic Prius was still being sold
(below $39 today), selling high-efficiency vehicles is becoming even more of a
challenge. Toyota is the other attention-getting, but not by actually doing anything. This
is all coming from leaks. The specifications even appear to be legit... and exactly what
will feed the spin. Toyota appears to be right on target, staying true to the original
mission of being practical & affordable rather than seeking trophies. That's not
exciting... hence the antagonists trying to shift focus over to Mirai (the fuel-cell vehicle)
instead. The next Prius will seek out ordinary consumers. That goal of mainstream sales
of high-volume isn't threatened the hype & rhetoric, simply due to the source. We've got
the nonsense coming from Volt and the continuing problem of understanding. The real
push for profitable & popular plug-only vehicle comes from Nissan & Tesla still. In
other words, it leaves Prius standing alone. That doesn't make appealing to traditional
buyers any easier, but at least market issues are being addressed. Ford, Honda, and
Hyundai all stand potential. But then again, with gas so cheap and the oil supply greatly
outpacing demand... their challenge is enormous. Put shortly, we've got a messy market
to deal with.
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8-28-2015

Smooth & Quiet. Using the word "luxurious" to describe Prius over the years would
have been laughed at. But secretly, everyone has always known there's no possible way a
combustion or compression engine could ever be as smooth or as quiet as an electric
motor. There's no debate. It's quite obvious. The fact that Prius delivered those highly
sought after traits luxury buyers desired has always been a source of irritation for
antagonists. They have no way to rebut. A large motor with a large battery could deliver
an unchallenged amount of torque as well. Engines simply cannot compete. Combine
that with the necessity to reduce emission & consumption, the choice is blatant. BMW
has acknowledged this. An announcement today stated within the next 10 years,
"Virtually every BMW model would be converted to electric drivetrains, including rangeextending engines and plug-in hybrids." The upcoming carbon emission standards for
Europe has been putting a lot of pressure on BMW. Known for delivering basically
nothing other than powerful guzzlers, we could see this as the first domino to
fall. 17,793 sales of i3 worldwide last year may be an indicator of positive
expectations. If nothing else, it does serve as yet another endorsement for battery &
motor acceptance and will introduce people to the smooth & quiet some of us have been
enjoying for almost 15 years.

8-31-2015

Change. The rhetoric began again. Government measurement data was released today
for the gen-2 Volt. I watched posts for a bit, then posted this: So... after all these posts...
we've found out that the "leap frog" will be lower CO2 emissions and the "competition"
will be H2 vehicles. Volt has wandered so far from the original goal of attracting
ordinary consumers and selling at a mainstream rate, what's the point of giving attention
anymore? We'll continue to see some make gallant efforts to try to promote, but there's a
big difference between proving a technology viable and selling large quantities without
assistance for a profitably. Who cares about bragging rights? That's not what pays the
bills. Automakers must produce something for the masses. Volt isn't it. The message is
that simple.

9-01-2015

Teaser Photo. Just like with the previous generation rollout, Toyota is releasing teaser
photos. I was fortunate enough to host one all those years ago. This time around though,
the online world is quite different. Photos have been leaked & shared. We have many to
look at already. Oddly, it doesn't seem to affect the excitement & anticipation. Today,
from Toyota itself, we got a teaser photo of the tail-light illuminated. That's all you can
see. It's just a line of red. But the shape & length is so distinctive, it caused the internet
to rumble. There were posts everywhere, on any website even the slightest bit interested
in automotive topics, exclaiming how "ugly" that was. Knowing that the leaks have
already informed those audiences of what the entire vehicle will look like, it's easy to
imagine the backlash. The message of change coming is crystal clear. Prius is pushing
the market again. Racing ahead of the competition like that is good reason for supporters
of those automakers to lash out. What the heck will they compete with? The only logic
next step is to try to convince readers that new styling isn't appealing. It's a paradox
though. The more attention brought to it, the less the impact... it becomes familiar...
which is the very thing those antagonists want. They self-deprecate, resulting in an
endorsement for change rather than successfully holding it back. That's very difficult to
see today, just hours after the reveal. But we've seen the effect play out over the past 15
years. Toyota is marketing to the way we instinctively react. It's human nature. Change
is coming. We react accordingly.
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9-01-2015

August Sales. Gas is cheap... so low, traditional vehicle sales are very strong. 37,592
sales of Camry for the month is a difficult number to acknowledge. 31,726 for Corolla is
another. This is why I was always so hard on those spreading Volt rhetoric. It's a dose of
reality to significant to accept. When it's only $2.39 per gallon to fill your tank, why
consider any type of high-efficiency vehicle? Prius remains the leader. 10,450 sales is
too distant though. It puts Volt's 1,380 sales (with a $7,500 tax-credit and heavy
overstock discounts) into a very uncomfortable place. Comparing to 3,119 for Prius V
and 3,844 for Prius C makes it even worse. What does that mean for the future? The
next PHV will be rolled out nationwide. The promotion of EV will advance. The
exposure of FCV will continue. Automakers without anything competitive will have no
choice but to continue to push their traditional vehicles. Gas will likely remain cheap for
quite awhile, since the over-supply of oil has no end in sight. Change doesn't come
easy. The future is going to be a challenge.

9-01-2015

1,000 Times. We've watched goals change... not from learning about market need... it
was from finding out about shortcomings... promises not delivered. Volt became a major
disruptive force and we don't want to see it again. Watching it follow that mistakes of
Two-Mode was bad enough, but now with the market working to offer a diverse choice
of reduced emission & consumption vehicles, we really don't want to go through that
again. It looks like we won't have to either. Today, I read a "1,000 times" quote. In it,
this antagonist who fought me intensely recite my very words. He's now in favor of what
I had been saying for years (hence the count) about needing to offer more. Back than
though, my words were responded to with hostile posts. It was amazed. The assumption
was that my intention was to kill Volt by diluting it. The paranoia was remarkable. I'm
sure glad I took the time to document it in great detail as it was happening. Looking back
now, who would believe there would be such an intense reaction to something that
should be so obvious. Wasn't the goal to spread the technology?

9-02-2015

Styling. This is a hot topic now. I had no idea my contribution to it would get so many
likes. That's incredibly encouraging. Change is usually slow. The new Prius is breaking
new ground, pushing mainstream to transform faster. After all, how else do you advance
forward? Concealing technology into the familiar was already successfully
achieved. This is the next logical step. Remember when the second-generation Prius
was first rolled out. There were no other midsize hatchbacks available. Prius as all
alone. Now, there are many to choose from. In particular, I liked this particular
lookback at the situation: "This is the Prius that will get back at all those people that
made fun of its older generations." Between performance & styling, this Prius will be all
alone too. I joined in with: The spin from those contradicting their own statements of
the past will be entertaining. For me, I'm still totally amazed how so many think the oldschool car is the only thing considered attractive. As time goes on, the divide will
grow. The unique shapes of exterior lights will draw wider audiences. After all, the
automakers can only do so much with the already refined car shape. Something new is
needed to interest buyers.
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9-02-2015

Design. It's shifting from heavy engineering emphasis (to the point of business neglect)
over to truly new styling. It's about dang time! The flexibility of LED lighting helps a
lot with that effort. No more Physical size & shape constraints is a big deal. We're not
stuck choosing among vehicles that basically all look the same. Problem is, people are
resistant to change and an increase in variety makes it worse. The other problem is that
automakers are struggling with MPG shortcomings. That's a non-issue when gas is so
cheap. As soon as it goes up though, things get ugly. If all the cars look rather similar,
how are they going to attract sales? Getting stuck with inventory that cannot be sold is
costly. So, why not embrace different looks? What do you really wanting to be driving
years from your purchase? It's so obvious this change is coming. You can see it
beginning with the luxury vehicles already.

9-02-2015

Newbie Observations. It isn't often I get to interact with Prius owners anymore. Letting
the less new answer the new owners questions is beneficial for both. So, unless
confusion emerges from lack of information, I just lurk. Today, that silence was
broken. A discussion about when the engine shuts off and why got rather messy. It was
time to step in. And I did, with this: There are 2 electric-only modes. STEALTH mode
is what we got way back when Prius was first rolled out, it's a fundamental part of the
hybrid system. The engine automatically shuts off when the power from it is not needed,
relying exclusively on the battery & motor from that point. EV mode is what came later,
but instead you get a button to engage it. The difference is it trades off speed for
power. You'll discover climbing a hill is much easier; however, you cannot go as
fast. With the plug-in model, since more battery is available, the EV mode offers both
more power and faster speed. You still have STEALTH mode too, same behavior as
with the other Prius models.

9-03-2015

Modern. The upcoming new look of Prius sure has stirred a lot of style posting. I get a
kick out of how people back themselves into a corner without even realizing, then
sometimes step out with the greatest of ease. Sometimes, all you have to do is point out
what they did. That's happening a lot with visual appeal. The mindset is "a car must
look like this", so why ever change. Working in the computer industry and having to
design & support user-interfaces, you learn quickly that people typically have no idea
what options are available to them and that designs of the past were due to limitations
which no longer exist. Once they realize flexibility is at their discretion, new
opportunities suddenly open up. I've experienced that firsthand many times over my 2.5
decades of design for my career. Seeing the same happen with the automotive industry is
quite refreshing. Anywho, here's what I chimed in with into the online discussion: It's
2016 model year, time to abandon the shape & look of cars that has been shared since the
90's. After all, these new models will be on the road in the 20's. Think of how quaint it
is to not have the screen on the dashboard and a fob in your pocket. Some of us have
moved on years ago. Many more may be waiting for the opportunity. In other words, the
thought of "modern" is changing.
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9-04-2015

Remembering The Past. How much detail is actually important? Will anyone care that
Toyota stopped production early to avoid having leftover inventory as the product-cycle
end approached? Will anyone care that GM got stuck having to clear out their leftover
inventory at incredible price reductions because they didn't? Will anyone remember the
spin & rhetoric as a result of those business choices? Those are the final glimpses of
questions related to the generational end. What about remembering the beginning? What
about those original goals? Long story short, we encountered a lot of problems with the
first-generation rollout. It had nothing to do with the technology either. It all came down
to audience. Who the heck were those vehicles for? The intention for Volt was to be a
"game changer", to crush Prius with sales so strong it would become a mainstream seller
by the third year of sales. That didn't even come close to happening? Will anyone
remember? For that matter, will anyone care? That failure taught us a valuable
lesson. A symbol of change does not mean change. It became a "someday I'll get one"
vehicle, rather than be a vehicle people actually purchase. In fact, that distance effect
grew so bad, Mitsubishi didn't even bother rolling out it PHEV to the United States. 48
other countries can purchase them, but not us. It's a plug-in hybrid SUV offering a 32mile range capacity! You'd think in this land of SUV guzzling, that would be an ideal
product to sell. Instead, we get nothing here. Fortunately, all the craziness in the market
didn't impair EV advancement. Thankfully, Nissan & Tesla have been pushing
hard. But cost remains a major barrier. That's why gen-2 rollouts are so
important. That's why we need to find out who they are intended for... prior to
rollout. So, finding out directly from Volt enthusiasts that Volt will remain a specialty
vehicle is an fascinating development. No more undermining like in the past? No more
hype about strong sales? No more changing of definitions, arguing semantics, or
forgetting goals? I wonder if they'll remember that a year from now when the new Prius
sightings become common. Hmm.

9-05-2015

Similarities. I'm intrigued to find out what kind of responses I get. This is what I posted
the following on the big Prius forum, in a discussion about reasons not to buy a plug-in
Prius... Reading through this new thread turned out to be rather inspirational. I hadn't
noticed some similarities until now. For example: PHV is a mid-cycle rollout to a limited
market. CLASSIC was a mid-cycle rollout to a limited market. PHV calculations are
done to see if it will save money. CLASSIC calculations were done to see if it would
save money. PHV comments about how its design are based on assumption &
observation and are often wrong. CLASSIC comments about how its design were based
on assumption & observation and are often wrong. People didn't know what a hybrid
was back then and most don't know what a plug-in hybrid is now either. That makes me
feel like we're starting all over again, which is great. I recognize the potential. It's a new
audience, new market, and there's lot of new opportunity.
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9-06-2015

Delay. The expectation was that we'd be seeing the new Volt being sold nationwide
soon. Instead, the word is that only select states will get them for the first few
months. You can imagine the stir that news has caused. I posted my thoughts on that
this way: Searching online, the current inventory is listed as 2,634. That's 2 months
sales, based upon heavily discounted prices in August to clear out what's left. As the
calendar advances, that rate will become increasingly difficult to match. Other
automakers march on. Obviously, Toyota will be stirring the pot with Prius. BMW just
announced their entire fleet will add a plug in some fashion, they even just announced 2
new plug-in hybrids on the way. Mitsubishi Outlander plug-in hybrid has been selling
well outside the United States, which means we'll eventually get it here too. And of
course, there's a variety of EV choices. GM's decision to delay prior to sales beginning
will bring some interesting spin. Whatever the case, we things can happen beyond the
automakers control. We also know the market still isn't ready... especially with gas so
cheap. Heck, I saw it at $2.22 today. Ugh. The problem with Volt the first time around
was lack of clarity. There were so many mixed messages, the chaos was a challenge to
document. Though, it isn't difficult to remember certain goals being missed and weak
sales. The original goals were set so it could become a high-volume profitable
seller. This next-generation didn't focus on them. Why? We've been told production for
the first year has been set to just 25,000. That's well below the mainstream minimum of
5,000 per month and pales in comparison to sales of other GM cars. In other words, even
without any delay, what difference will it make? More is needed. The technology must
be spread to make it feasible to sustain the business. Should hope for change come from
Malibu hybrid instead?

9-06-2015

BMW 225xe and 330e. There are two plug-in hybrids coming from BMW. The name
of the same is "eDrive". 225xe will use a 3-cylinder, 1.5 liter, 134 horsepower engine
connected to a six-speed automatic transmission for front-wheel drive. It will include a
87 horsepower electric motor powered by a 7.7 kWh battery-pack connected to the rear
wheels. Apparently, this is what Dodge set out to build 15 years ago, but ended up
giving up. Through the road connectivity is rather complicated. But then again, the
technology nowadays is much better and there is a certain desperation to actually
deliver. 330e uses a larger 4-cylinder, turbocharged, 2.0 liter engine that delivers 181
horsepower. It will also send power to both the front & rear wheels. The electric motor
is the same, but the battery is 7.6 kWh instead. 25 miles of EV range is the expectation
for both vehicles. Price has not been announced yet.
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9-08-2015

The Reveal. Toyota finally showed us the new Prius. It's a standout, very much like we
had anticipated. We've heard lots of "ugly" comments already. But now there's this
growing sense of they-will-sell-a-ton-of-them-anyway feeling coming from the
outspoken anti-Prius crowd. I find it very appealing, especially the red color of the
reveal model. The point is to draw in new buyers. That makes styling important. Heck,
we have already seen how the recast of Corolla worked in its favor. Claims were made
that Prius screamed "I'm green" and that's exclusively why people bought
it. (Remember, those claiming that were also disputing the efficiency.) We know
owners aren't that vain, that the practical nature of it being the only midsize hatchback
back then was a major draw... as well as the efficiency & emission benefits. Irony is to
now capitalize on that very premise. Why not? This evening's photos & video show
Toyota is doing exactly that. What gets me is how people say they want a "normal"
looking car but have a strong sense of fascination when new car styles are shown. What
do they expect to fall in love with? Do they want something unique or something that
resembles what everyone is already driving? What does "normal" actually mean? Those
are mutually exclusive qualities. The beautiful super-model is not a normal-looking
person. Of course, neither is someone ugly. You either stand out in a crowd or you
don't. You can't have both. Needless to say, getting noticed is the choice that has been
made. That's interesting, since virtually every other high-efficiency mainstream offering
(including Volt now) has chosen to blend in instead. The exception is Leaf... which is
still selling quite well, despite the model at the end of its product-cycle. Time will tell. I
really like what I got to see tonight. More to come as the rollout itself approaches early
next year...

9-09-2015

Speculation. Even though expectations for change were set, I suspect many followers of
Prius could speculate this way: "The fact that they announced nothing in terms of
specifics leads me to believe that they are having a very hard time meeting the numbers
they have touted of 10% efficiency improvements." It's more fallout damage from
Volt. Ugh. The campaign to make MPG more important than anything else should have
made that quite predictable. Some people just don't pay attention though. They don't
notice. Other detail just slips by. Hopefully, my response will be found helpful: That
requires an assumption that Toyota is marketing this generation of Prius to the same
consumers as in the past, ones who deemed efficiency among their highest
priorities. We've clearly been told that isn't the case. Attention won't be on MPG
anymore. Read the quotes. "Prius set the global benchmark for hybrids, but now is
breaking its own boundaries with more engaging style and fun-to-drive dynamics." &
"What was once a rational purchase that for many customers focused on fuel economy, is
now so much more. This Prius will invite new drivers into the category by delivering an
impressive look and feel, built on the foundation of safety and eco-consciousness that
define the vehicle's heritage." This new Prius is intended to draw a new audience,
expanding even further into the mainstream. The technology is so well proven and so
well known as this point, focus has shifted to other aspects of ownership. Those buyers
simply don't care about the detail you've grown to expect in the past. They won't care if
it's 9, 10, or even 11 percent. All they'll want to know is that the motors, engine, and
battery have all been improved. The other part is just ordinary business. The reveal is
just first step down a long road to attract customers. It makes no sense telling everything
all at once when there are many major autoshows to come still. Why not build up
anticipation each step of the way?
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9-09-2015

Waste of Time. I originally joined that daily blog, all those years ago, looking for an
ally and helping to end the spread of misconceptions. Today, I decided there's no sense
even bothering. There was a clear effort there to create new material for undermining. I
was actually rather stunned to see that. It was sad. The post that caught my attention was
a reference using vague data. I knew it had been cherry-picked from the secondgeneration model. No one else would though. The part which got me was the claim that
the fourth-generation would work the same way. I know the third doesn't even do
that. Unfortunately, no one else would know that either. It was pure desperation on his
part. He hoped to attract attention. Discussions have dwindled. That venue has shrunk
down to just a small number of enthusiasts. It's just a waste of time... hence not even
wanting to mention specifics. The same topics can be found on other websites.

9-10-2015

Moved On. I was fascinated. Watching the same old rhetoric tried all over again didn't
interest anyone. Arguments that were clearly a desperate attempt to mislead fell on deaf
ears, this time. These blogs are filled with examples of that nonsense, so it isn't even
worth the bother repeating them. We've moved on. Watching the final remaining
enthusiasts go down without a fight is worth the time, but not enough to post. Curiosity
about what excuses would be reused is difficult to resist. Who's going to bother to listen
at this point though? I simply wanted to see what would happen. After all, we've seen
promised fall apart before. This was no different... hence being so cryptic. The
technology in Prius is extremely well proven. 15 years later (since rollout here) everyone
knows its reliable. Generational improvements made it more appealing. It's much easier
now to take the purchase into serious consideration. What else needs to be said? The
antagonists have certainly run out of ideas.

9-11-2015

Choice. It's easy to see Nissan has moved on. They just announced another model of
Leaf will be available in May next year. This one will include a battery upgrade, as well
as a range increase. The electrodes have been improved and the chemistry
revised. That's the incremental progress we've come to expect from EV
offerings. What's not is that the original will still be available. Not everyone will need or
even want to pay for that extra 23 miles or be interested in the battery change. The key is
having a choice. It's a good move on Nissan's part. As Leaf ages, shifting to a nextgeneration can be challenging... as we're seeing play out with GM right now. Toyota
introduced their variety along the way too. New features in Prius could be found in their
other hybrids first. That's how we figured the two-stage PSD would end up in Prius. It
was in Camry already and had proven to be a worthy upgrade. Anywho, the market is
adjusting. Inflexibility can be a problem on the commercial scale. It's nice to see that
isn't a problem when in comes to the utilization of motors, batteries, and electricity.
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9-11-2015

The Plan. You gotta like it when goal-posts are moved... "That WAS the original plan."
...but there is no new plan. How many times must it be asked for? Certain individuals
leading the rest of the enthusiasts really don't have a clue. You'll get something, then
contradictory statements will follow. It's a dead giveaway that trouble awaits. No clear
message of intent is a recipe for failure. What should we be expecting? I replied
with: The expectation was ordinary distribution, just like any other vehicle from GM, so
strong sales would occur right way. Enthusiasts even boasted that those sales would be
even better than the second-generation Prius… which were so good, the industry was
taken by surprise. It's obvious that Volt is stuck in the middle. GM needs to rethink
approach. It cannot compete with the small-capacity plug-in hybrids, which have the
advantage of size & cost. It cannot compete with the EVs striving to reach mainstream
consumers, which have the advantage of covering an entire day's travel with a single
charge. How will the new Volt be promoted and to who?

9-11-2015

The Surprise. Ugh. Watching this Volt fall apart is amazing. No one really thought the
same mistakes would be repeated. Or would they: "This roll-out schedule of the 2016
Volt is not a whole lot different than it was in 2011, so why is everyone surprised?" I
was beside myself reading that. For years, we had been told this new Volt would be
different. Now, those same people are surprised we would ever believe such
nonsense. This is yet another sign of trouble to come. My response was: The
expectation was set that the next Volt would be different, that it would break away from
being a niche. Instead, it continues on as vehicle set apart from mainstream
offerings. There are countless posts on this website telling that. We heard that same
message for years. Just wait for gen-2. What is the point if we just continue to watch
GM's other vehicles overwhelm Volt sales numbers? Should the focus be set on popular
sellers getting Volt tech instead, like Malibu?

9-11-2015

The Niche. There's a growing hate for the word niche. That's because there's no
semantics to argue this time. The count is quite clear. No label will change that. What
amazes me is the denial. The enthusiasts act as if none of this has ever been discussed
before, that the numbers are completely made up and arbitrary. Acknowledgement of the
same standard having been applied to Prius over a decade ago is impossible. They do
everything they can to evade that reality. It's quite amusing, and yet another dead
giveaway. I posted: MAINSTREAM has been clearly defined for well over a decade
now in this market. It is a minimum of 60,000 annual sales, which averages 5,000 per
month. That is why GM chose that as a target rate for Volt to reach by the end of the
second year of sales. Many common vehicles (Malibu, Cruze, Equinox, etc) sell at a rate
much larger faster than that. NICHE is simply a vehicle selling at a rate well below
that. NICHE is also a vehicle requiring a subsidy.
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9-11-2015

The Failure. Gotta like this obvious desperate effort: "So based on sales, the Mirai &
PiP must be engineering failures." It's quite telling when the subject is abruptly
changed. But since you invited me to provide a response specifically about Toyota, I
will. Mirai is a long-term project, an investment of profit which just entered the next
stage in development… specifically: infrastructure. By getting a small number on the
road, focus on fuel improvements can take place. At the same time, the technology can
continue to be refined. And since we all know FCV and EV are not mutually exclusive,
that they will co-exist, it makes sense to use profit for that now rather wonder if funding
will be available later. PiP is a package-upgrade, rolled out as a mid-cycle release to a
limited market. There was not a goal to make it a mainstream seller. With the nextgeneration Prius on the way, which shares the same profitable platform, simply waiting
has proven a better business choice. After all, it is quite clear the market isn’t quite ready
for plug-in hybrids anyway. As for that platform, the center-of-gravity of the hybridsystem was lowered, the weight of the vehicle dropped by 200 pounds, and the
suspension system refined. Thermal-efficiency of the engine was refined as well. With
respect to Prius in general, it is no longer held back by patents. They recently expired.
How NiMH can be used is no longer restricted. As a result, the battery-pack is now
smaller and more dense… allowing it to fit underneath the rear seat. In other words, it
will be able to reach out to a wider audience at a competitive cost. The package-upgrade
known as PiP will take advantage of cost-reduction from high-volume production of the
platform and high-demand for the regular model providing opportunity to expand.

9-11-2015

The Disruption. My favorite example of disrupting the status quo is when Ford rolled
out C-Max Energi. Some people on the big GM forum completely lost it. There was
now another plug-in hybrid offering less than half the range-capacity of Volt. The fear of
diluting Volt's heavily promoted "40 mile" necessity (range-anxiety campaign) was in
jeopardy, so some lashed out to stop the posts anyway they could. Same thing we're
seeing emerge here now… use misleading info, make it personal, change the topic, deny
previous goals, etc. Ultimately, the person attempting to encourage taking the next step
would get labeled as a Prius supporter and the group would return to the status
quo. Now, with the advent of Gen-2 rollouts, that's happening again. Trouble is,
business success requires looking at how Prius was able to attract consumers. That
cannot just be ignored, especially since conditions have changed. Mitsubishi has had
success with their plug-in hybrid, adding to variety of configurations on the
market. BMW has had success with their range-extender, using the approach GM
originally pursued for Volt. Toyota will be upping the ante with an upgrade to their plugin hybrid offering. Combined with EV popularity and low gas prices, getting some type
of coherent message out to consumer is a major challenge. What is that message for Volt
now? The idea of a leaving it as a niche and focusing on making an affordable choice for
the masses from some other vehicle seems to be the theme, specifically, to offer a model
of Malibu hybrid with a plug instead. However, the thought of Volt not getting as much
attention as a result really rubs certain individuals the wrong way. Placing blame on
anyone who makes reference to Prius is somehow suppose to make the situation
better. Whatever. Change is coming. The choice is to either participate now or react
afterward.
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9-11-2015

The System. Amongst the pointless, we do get some constructive points across: "Toyota
built a system that could be extended to a PHEV with minimal effort." That's a statement
the stubborn don't want to acknowledge. Technically, GM built an adaptable system
too. So should the need arise, with minimal effort, GM could exploit that with
Volt. Although the system is expensive and inefficient, the battery-capacity could easily
be reduced. The resulting weight-reduction would help improve efficiency as well as
increase interior space. The lower production-cost could give it a chance to
compete. The new look could attract more conventional buyers. After all, let's not
overlook what's hidden in plain view. This new Volt was made to blend in, to look much
like any other common car. In fact, the new exterior is so mainstream, it closely
resembles a very popular we're all quite familiar with: Civic. (It also looks remarkably
similar to a Kia Forte.) In other words, if things go especially sour later, GM does still
have an option available for Volt.

9-11-2015

The Shortcomings. Being unreceptive and knowing the end is coming, there's no reason
not to stay on the soapbox: Back when Honda rolled out Insight, they knew it was too
small and too expensive to become a competitor of any sort. Only 2 seats wasn't
realistic. An all-aluminum body wasn't realistic. Yet, they continued on anyway
knowing the lesson it could teach would be valuable. This group here had that same
attitude about gen-1 Volt. They absolutely insisted we wait patiently for gen-2 Volt to
address the shortcomings that were revealed & confirmed along the way. GM didn't
address them though. 50 MPG. More leg & head room in back. MSRP below $30k. All
of them remain shortcomings, goals requested but not fulfilled. Instead, range & power
were increased. For who? That wasn't the lesson taught. Volt is still too small and too
expensive. Why?

9-11-2015

The Reality. The stubborn and thoughtless replies kept coming, so I continued to let
them have it: Reality is, the system in Volt was derived from Two-Mode. There's a blog
on this website explaining the evolution in great detail. We even saw prototypes of that
system with a plug, before Volt. GM has been working on high-efficiency design for
much longer than you want to admit. As for cost-reduction, the simple choice GM
decided against was to keep EV capacity as is. The resulting smaller battery-pack would
have delivered a vehicle with a higher efficiency (due to less weight) and increased
interior space, as well as reduced cost. Instead, we are getting a gen-2 that will allow
Malibu, Cruze, and Equinox sales to continue to dominate for years to come.
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9-11-2015

The End. It's rather captivating to watch things fall apart. That's mostly because so
much of it was predicted, shared, and denied. You cannot help but to wonder how they'll
respond later. After realizing the same mistake were repeated, it will be a difficult
situation. Or will it? Whatever the case, expectations were not met. The rest of us could
see it coming. Oh well. It's not as if the wasn't a major effort to point out the
concerns. Now, it's just pointing out the unanswered questions and summing up: That's
horrible. A bunch of gassers? What about the future? Where is their leadership? Their
vision? Who is the market? Typical. Do whatever it takes to avoid real-world
data. Reality is, consumers won't have a clue nor will they care. They'll focus on facts…
like price, size, and MPG. Prius is competitively priced, offers midsize seating with a
large cargo area, and delivers MPG well above other hybrids. And reality is, looking at
the entire fleet, that saves far more gas overall than Volt. Dismiss, ignore, insult all you
like, but it won't change the reality that mine is currently delivering 111 MPG (average as
of 512 miles). Leadership is finding a way to reach ordinary consumers. That's the
future, their vision, and the market. Volt can continue being a specialty vehicle, targeted
at EV buyers instead. That is GM's choice. Many had expected gen-2 to be different.

9-14-2015

VW Plug-In Announcement. This is a rather unexpected twist. VW just announced
that they'd be delivering 20 plug-in vehicles by 2020. Amusingly, I took that literally as
just 20 total, not the count of models. Knowing that their hybrid went nowhere, adding a
plug makes sense. It wasn't too much of a surprise that Jetta hybrid was almost dead
upon arrival. Delivering 170 hp, the expectation was never for it to be competitive with
Prius on term of MPG... which meant their own diesel sales wouldn't be harmed either,
especially with a price of close of $2,000 more. Also, note that it requires premium
gas. As for the announcement, very little was actually revealed. That makes you wonder
how they'll actually meet such a short schedule. Most likely, there is something close to
production, beyond the concepts they've been toying with. After all, plugging in has
been growing as an appeal factor. People are beginning to understand how that can help
hybrids. Obviously, there will be a few EVs coming. VW already has that option for
Golf. No detail is my concern. Vague has always been a problem. Cost is the other big
issue. None of whatever is on the way will be affordable. That takes generations of
refinements to achieve competitive pricing... just ask GM. Regardless, it is an
endorsement for plugging in. That's a huge step forward away from guzzling gas and
dirty diesel. My lifetime average for the 2012 Prius PHV is 72.9 MPG, with just a 4.4
kWh battery. Much potential awaits. Too bad we still have to wait. Nonetheless, it's
progress having VW join in.
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9-15-2015

The Lookback. It's hard to believe the dialog lasted for so long. Many give up after the
daily blog has run for a day. We kept at it for a week. I re-read the posts. This is what
stood out, worthy of further comment: "For the Volt community who gave feedback. You
know, the customer base. Crazy isn't it?" Looking back, that's my favorite quote... a
response to the who question. It's confirmation of GM not focusing on ordinary
consumers for gen-2, coming from one of the most obstinate of enthusiasts no
less. Rather than show any concern about showroom sales being lost to popular GM
vehicles like Malibu, Cruze, and Equinox, just stay focused solely those already in the
group showing support. Abandon hope of market-expansion for the sake of pleasing
existing interest. Yes, that is crazy. We've been through RANGE ANXIETY, watching
Nissan and Tesla overcome concern. We've been through VASTLY SUPERIOR,
watching loyalty vanish as leases expire. We've been through BE PATIENT, watching
disappointment as gen-2 details emerge. Wasn't the point to actually sell Volt in large
quantity to ordinary consumers, those who would otherwise just purchase a traditional
GM vehicle?

9-16-2015

The Point. Knowing reveals were on the way at the upcoming autoshow in Frankfurt
soon, there was good reason to push. Jumping back into the fire on that daily blog
revealed a chaotic mess. There is still no clear purpose for gen-2 Volt. In other words,
who will it be marketed to? There's a huge difference between the way you'd go about
attracting those considering a traditional car verses trying to appeal to an EV
shopper. Yet, the group still hasn't addressed that. Some see Prius as a threat, since
supposedly that's who GM targeted... which seems sensible, until you realize they are
discussing the regular model, not the plug-in. Huh? Others see the Volt approach as the
"range anxiety" solution, meaning those specifically interested in purchasing an EV but
concerned about range are the target... which seems reckless, knowing that leaves it as a
niche, not able to sell profitably in high-volume simply because the audience is too
small. A poster summed up the situation this way: "People don’t want to hear things that
contradict their beliefs." That explains the lack of any agreement and wildly confusing
messages. Wasn't the point to replace traditional vehicles? We were told Volt would out
Prius the Prius. That would require it to share the same goal. It obviously didn't happen
with gen-1 and now gen-2 looks the same way. The reason is simple... Frankfurt. More
announcements of plug-in offerings were indeed made. In fact, VW declared they'd
deliver 20 different plug-in choices by 2020. Pretty much all the automakers have
battery plans of some sort now. They all know the instability in the oil prices and
increasingly strict emission standards will be increasing the pressure to deliver cleaner
more efficient vehicles. That, combined with growing consumer-confidence in the
technology, means demand will grow for choices with a battery-pack. It's impossible to
ignore now. Change is coming. Wishy-Washy isn't good start for gen-2. That's why
Volt is already in a difficult situation. You don't want a limited audience with so many
other choices on the way. Prius will be a major player. Next year is going to really
exciting.
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9-18-2015

Canada. We have learned the gen-2 Volt rollout will be nationwide in Canada without
any delay. What the heck? Knowing GM's reputation for an ever-changing story and the
business-blindness of supporters, I saw this as an chance to get up on the soapbox again:
"I wish the management of GM was as outstanding as the engineers." It's really
unfortunate how long it takes (many years) for some people to realize what the situation
truly is. Ugh. I posted: The engineering aspect of Volt simply worked, there was
nothing to prove after gen-1 got rolling. So, everyone shifted focus over to the business
aspect. That's why the 60K goal ended up getting so much attention. There was not
clarity of purpose though. GM didn't really now how to promote Volt. Opportunity was
being lost. That's how the animosity for the other plug-in hybrids came about. Now with
gen-2, that same feeling of business uncertainty and time slipping away is emerging. It
wouldn't be much of a concern if intent was to join in as part of the movement toward
plugging in, becoming one of the many choices helping to end the reign of traditional
vehicles. We see Toyota, Ford, BMW, and Mitsubishi already making progress with
plug-in hybrids. There's Honda and VW striving for that as well. Then on the plug-only
side, we've got Nissan and Tesla well ahead of everyone else, with GM intending to
become a big player too. That's why the positioning gen-2 Volt keeps getting
questioned. What is it? Getting grief on a regular basis for asking how the approach has
changed for gen-2 is getting old already. It's pretty clear there's growing frustration and
I'm one of those easy to target as a scapegoat. What a waste. Finding clarity of what
GM's goals are as early as possible will be greatly beneficial to everyone. Let's focus on
that. The EV club I'm part of is very welcoming to anyone providing support for the shift
to electricity. Any type of plugging in represents a huge step forward. It doesn't matter
how the battery cells are used, just as long as there's success in making the production
high-volume. That's where the major cost-reduction comes from. Lowering the price is
key. We all know that extremely well. The plug-in hybrids with smaller packs come
with a lower premium and don't require anything beyond an ordinary household
plug. The plug-only vehicles require a large premium up front and require at least level-2
connection for plugging. So, it tends to make sense that GM made the business decision
to position gen-2 Volt right in the middle, striking a balance between the other
choices. Reality is though, the market is not that sensible. Purchase decisions (here in
the United States, anyway) have been far from logical and in no way balanced. That's
how we ended up with so many grossly oversized & overpowered guzzlers on the
road. That's also why it is so important to find out what the intent with gen-2 Volt is
now, before the market gets really messy when the other gen-2 offerings become
available. What is the next step?
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9-19-2015

VW Cheated. To the amazement of everyone in the automotive industry, we found out
yesterday that VW cheated on emission tests. Apparently, special software was added to
give false data. No surprise to me, one of the biggest antagonists on the big Prius forum
included this tidbit on his post about the topic: "It's not hybrid news..." Since he thrives
on debate, that was to be expected. I took the bait too, since we're all going to jump in on
this new revelation anyway: Quite the opposite, this is huge positive news for
hybrids. We were attacked for many years by diesel supporters with claims of how much
better the "clean" versions would be, making hybrids a pointless technology. But as
ULSD (Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel) rollout approached (required for "clean" diesel
systems), the hybrid supporters noticed something was amiss with VW. There was a
massive over-supply of 2006 models, enough to last well into sales the following
year. This is my favorite quote from back then: "The Detroit Free Press reports that
Volkswagen of America will drop the diesel versions of the Jetta, Golf and Beetle models
from its USA line-up for the 2007 model year due to their inability to meet the new,
incoming stricter emissions standards nationwide." When the newer diesels finally did
roll out, the MPG wasn't as good as hoped. However, VW was somehow able to deliver
"clean" without having used urea for emission cleansing. Hybrid supporters were
surprised by that, but too busy dealing with misleading MPG claims to follow up. They
saw reports on a regular basis that were blatant greenwashing attempts. It was dishonest
and nasty. Now, all these years later, we find out VW never actually delivered what they
claimed and owners of those "clean" diesels face the possibility of reduced MPG and
reduced resale value. This is an amazing new twist in automotive history. The next
round of emission regulations are on the way and one of the biggest opponents to hybrids
cannot even meet the current level of clean required. It explains that strangely cryptic
announcement from VW the other day. They provided a strong endorsement for plug-in
vehicles, declaring they'd deliver 20 by 2020 but didn't include any detail. The vague
nature of such a bold new approach for them seemed odd... especially since we've heard
so little about the current VW hybrid. Now, for anyone who was suspicious about such
an abrupt turn of attitude, there good reason to understand why.

9-22-2015

Clean Diesel. The response online has been explosive. VW is in a world of hurt now
and there are lots of opinions about the situation. I decided to follow-up with more of my
own: We had to endure "clean" diesel spin for years. They knew gas hybrids offered
greater potential, yet the rhetoric continues on anyway. Sadly, some has continued on
even after being exposed for not being as clean as claimed. We knew that the "clean"
claim was misleading right from the start. That simply meant it met minimum
requirements. Exceeding them, as the SULEV & PHEV rating indicate, was certainly not
what "clean" diesel delivered. It basically just made diesel vehicles like ordinary gas
vehicles. No one imagined the "clean" level wasn't achieved either. What we want is
significant improvement. Watching Toyota push into new territory with gen-4 Prius
should serve as inspiration for others, not result in more undermining. That potential
should be obvious. Adding a plug to Prius pushes it far beyond what diesel could aspire
to. Even with the current 4.4 kWh battery-pack, there's no match with either efficiency
or emissions... not even close. Put simply, diesel shouldn't be used for passenger vehicles
anymore, just like our effort with hybrids to end the production of traditional
vehicles. Offering viable hybrids is the key. Keeping our air clean and relying less on
oil is a big deal. Having learned there are some who don't share those values and caused
harm on an epic scale should help us all take that next step.
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9-22-2015

11 Million. As I was busy typing the previous entry, news broke about VW outside of
the United States. Until now, we only knew about the problem here and some vehicles in
Australia. The big unknown was about Europe. Diesel is far more common there and
Germany is the home of VW. Did the cheat take place there too? Turns out, the answer
is yes. The true number is uncertain, but the potential is for another 10.5
million. Ouch! How could any automaker deal with such a massive problem? There is
no easy fix. Retrofitting a vehicle for urea treatment of emissions is complicated &
expensive. Owners won't like the loss of some truck space either. The engine will
almost certainly need to be retuned too. To make matters worse, there are owners who
collected tax-credit money for their diesel vehicle purchase. How is that going to get
paid back? Stock value as dropped about one-third so far. People are losing
confidence. What a mess.

9-23-2015

Upcoming Models. Details are flooding in about the new Prius. All the information is
from other markets though. Some isn't accurate either. Nonetheless, it is still telling to
review what's collected and get feedback. Supposedly, there will be a regular model, an
ECO model, and an AWD model. Currently, the regular model gets a rating of 32.6
km/L on the Japanese testing. Results come out more efficient than here, since the
driving is so different. Regardless, it still gives you a relatively good idea of
improvements on the way. We can consider the gen-4 a success simply by looking at the
estimate for it on that same scale of 37 km/L. That's certainly more than a 10 percent
increase in efficiency. The ECO model is expected to deliver 40 km/L. Cool! For the
AWD model, the expectation is 35 km/L. We don't know how that will translate to EPA
measurements, how much it will cost, or even how it will be achieved. It's still exciting
though. We hoped for the best and it looks like that is what we'll actually get.

9-25-2015

Crazy Days. Details leaking out about several new models of Prius liftback on the way
combined with the fallout of diesel is fascinating... and somewhat crazy. The CEO of
VW stepped down. Several class-action lawsuits have been filed. EPA has announced
plans to road-test (rather than just dyno-test) vehicles subject to question. That's all quite
big. But what gets me is that several people have told me their interpretation of what's
happening with VW. Each report comes from sources attempting to downplay the
situation. Reality is, the automaker can't fix the problem. Even if reputation is restored
back to where it was for gas vehicles sales, the damage is already done. Those diesel
vehicles sold since 2009 either need hardware retro-fitted on the car to treat emissions
leaving the engine or software to manipulate the engine to operate cleaner. The latter
will sacrifice efficiency, which most owners won't want to accept. That leaves only the
option of adding equipment the vehicle should have had in the first place. Ugh. That
effort (time & expense) boggles the mind. Advocates of diesel will have a hard time
dealing with so many disenfranchised owners, who will now take a close look at the other
high-efficiency, low-emission choices available. So, regardless of the effort to make the
public at large feel comfortable with VW again, it's too late for those directly impacted
by this mess. Who would have ever thought things would play out this way... and in just
a matter of days? Crazy indeed.
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9-27-2015

Hydrogen Attacks. An extremely popular way of distracting is to bring up the topic of
hydrogen. It tends to rather effectively undermine discussions. The choice is to ignore
the antagonist and hope for the best or to address them very directly. None of the casual
responses make any difference, since their goal is to prevent the topic at hand from
progressing. They'll just keep at it. Interjecting new information into their argument
tends to do the trick. It's difficult to evade facts without revealing intent. So, I gave it a
try after having read some vague claim about efficiency conversion: How outdated is
that loss data and where exactly will that electricity be stored prior to reaching the
vehicle? I find it amazing how many people think the grid can just hold all the electricity
we need indefinitely. It provides transport, not storage. Reality is, the sun only shines
and the wind only blows at limited times. The energy captured must somehow be stored
until it is needed. Hydrogen provides a means of doing that.

9-27-2015

Count of Six. This particular comment caught my attention: "Audi is the 6th car maker
to say they will make a 200+ mile BEV by the end of 2018." With the diesel fallout and
the rapid increase of downplay, the topic variety in forums has rapidly expanded. We're
seeing a look more of the old rhetoric return... without any new twists. It's basically the
same arguments re-emerging. I don't expect much of that to last though. Their facts are
so weak at this point, there's not much to bait for trolling attempts anymore. We are
definitely in a state of change. VW prompted those hesitating to take the next
move. Hopefully, that will equate to opportunity. I worry about token gestures, where
big announcements are made but very little actually delivered. Here's what I had to
say: From all the lessons learned over the years, that's a trap none of us should be
gullible enough to fall into anymore. We've seen many, many token gestures. Sure, the
automaker delivered, but what's the point if the vehicle isn't something people actually
buy? GM had the 2 biggest disappointments, both were heavy hyped and neither panned
out. Two-Mode was supposed to change the industry. Instead, it wasn't anywhere near
as good as promised and it was very expensive. Volt ended up the same way. They were
promoted as technology for the masses though. What will these 200+ mile EVs be
like? If they're small and expensive, who's going to be interested? Sure, it's nice having
the choice, but the expectation of them attracting ordinary car buyers will go unfulfilled.

9-27-2015

Upgrade Plans. It's interesting to hear thoughts of other Prius owners, some with an
older non-plug Prius and some with a PHV already. They're considering their purchase
criteria, before details are unveiled. That makes you really think about what's
important. I jumped into the discussion thread with: My 2012 Prius PHV has been great.
The 73.0 MPG overall average over the past 3.5 years (64,000 miles) speaks for itself,
especially driving here in Minnesota. This weekend included a 176-mile drive. With
80% of the plug-in capacity still available, the average was 62 MPG (displayed). So, it
holds it's own without even needing to plug in. That makes looking forward to the gen-4
improvements even more enticing. It already outperforms what the so-called "clean"
diesels deliver. Errand running is great. We live only a few miles from grocery,
hardware, and retail shopping, as well as recreation & entertainment. So, that's usually
done entirely using electricity (during the warm months) already. Increased capacity isn't
really necessary, though it could come in handy and there's an obvious benefit for other
travel. The plan is to upgrade right away, when deliveries begin next year. I'm looking
forward to refinements in the technology. Each of the other 3 upgrades over the years
were certainly worth it. The plug adds a dimension to the already practical Prius
platform.
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9-28-2015

Change. We're seeing the downplay, rhetoric, and trolling really ramp up. That's a sure
sign of change. Recent posts provide a very interesting read. They're all over the
place. VW troubles continue to grow. Emission standards and testing methods are being
updated. Tesla sales of its Model X are about to begin. More information about Prius
has been found. Each is pushing discussions in different directions. Heck, even within
individual communities (forums) we're seeing the dialog change. For Prius, that's just
part of the generational shift, which is what you'd expect from any major upgrade. EV
discussions are no where near that clear. Some say the 100-mile range fulfills most
owners needs. Others say the upcoming 200-mile range offerings will be absolutely
vital. It's polarizing in nature, much like the contradicting messages from those in
support of Volt. Interestingly, emissions are getting more attention. The diesel fallout is
helping with that. Sadly though, it likely won't change attitudes of ordinary
consumers. All the mindset alterations are coming from those already haven't taken a
step toward a cleaner environment. Nonetheless, it is progress. Breaking away from the
status quo, by any means, is welcome.

9-28-2015

Single-Minded. That's one of the biggest challenges to overcome. We saw that in the
past with Volt and we are seeing it a lot now with EV verses FCV. There's no reason
electric-only vehicles and fuel-cell vehicles should be competing against each other. But
with the mindset we've been taught to have, falling into that "one-size-fits-all" trap is
surprisingly easy. I had to sound off about that yet again: How many times must COEXIST be mentioned before it is finally accepted that this isn't an either/or situation?
One solution will not fix all. We grew up in a society that worked hard for single
solutions. It was always thought of as one technology replacing another. The duality of
our future isn't going to come easy because of that. Fortunately, we are seeing glimpses
of hope. Look at the computer market now. There's a wide variety of ways to interact
with the digital world and it's for the most part working just fine. People have come to
accept differences, rather than fight for just one approach. Transportation will have a
similar outcome. The other choice won't be looked upon as an alternative, like some
fuels are now. It will simply be the norm. Some people will have this. Others will have
that. No big deal. Remember the goals, all of them. We are not simply replacing
transportation technologies with the intent of using the least amount of electricity
possible. After all, it is renewable. There is a pressing need to also reduce overall
emissions, while at the same time not cause economies to fall apart.
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9-29-2015

Investments & Tokens. Anger at Toyota for not announcing an EV right away is really
stirring the pot. Other automakers can make a token gesture, just vaguely stake
intentions to deliver one at some point, and all is fine with them. No commitment of any
sort is needed, only an "we're in too" claim. That complete lack of obligation shouldn't
be acceptable. There should be a goal spelled out... how many, for who, and
when. That's why Toyota is focusing on the hybrid offerings first. We know the new
Prius is coming nationwide within the next few months and will be targeted at the
masses. What follows is anyone's guess. It could still be right on par with those other
automakers making uncertain promises too. In other words, to some, diversity doesn't
matter. All some care about is EV offerings now. That impatience and nothing-else-isimportant attitude is really becoming a problem. Toyota is investing in hydrogen fuelcells, for the long-term. Antagonists spin that as a "token" effort though, which clearly
doesn't fit the definition of what token identified in the past. It would have to be at
minimal cost with no plans to further advance the technology to qualify for
that. Unfortunately, they see it as a big step in the wrong direction. It's that singleminded approach. Diversification is meaningless to them. Even though fuel-cell
vehicles also use batteries and electric-motors, some just plain don't care. They want EV
offerings a soon as possible, regardless of cost. How is rushing helpful? Know your
audience. Ordinary consumers will just dismiss them as expensive toys for the rich. Gas
is so cheap now, why would they even bother to consider an EV anyway?

9-29-2015

New Thrills. Certain individuals gobble up new opportunity for online discussion. Now
is the time they are especially thrilled. With the diesel mess and fuel-cell advancements
getting attention, it's fair game for them. Unfortunately, they don't play fairly. Today, it
was: "This is not fraud, it simply is another misleading fuel-cell statement." I was
annoyed and didn't want to let that go. So, I didn't: Notice the source of some
misleading? The original post established an assumption, portraying an exception as if it
was the norm. How many people read the statement and completely overlooked
that? Here it is again: "Toyota, Mercedes, and Hyundai claimed 1 minute of refuel time
for each kilogram of hydrogen pumped into the FCV's tanks. So a 5 kilogram tank
requires 5 minutes. In reality real-world drivers say it takes 4 minutes per
kilogram. That means the Mirai's real-world refuel time is closer to 20
minutes..." Notice it this time? Under all but extreme circumstances would an owner
ever drive into a filling station with their tank 100% empty. The normal refill quantity
would be around 75%. So, it wouldn't take as long to reach 100% capacity. They start
with 25% still in the tank. Yet, that vital bit of info was not included. In other words,
some people take advantage of vague statements and turn them into misleading
expectations. Also, it would be absurd to assume the newest fuel-cell vehicles would
settle for old refilling hardware. Yet, that's exactly what the poster hopes we'll
do. Combine that with lack of clarity from automakers, you end up successfully
misleading.
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9-30-2015

Rants. Some of the rants against fuel-cells are already getting quite amusing. The onesize-fits-all portrayal share the same signs of desperation the Volt enthusiasts had back
when gen-1 was all the rage. The technology-will-never-advance portrayal is just plain
sad. It reminds me of the battery claims back when Prius was still new to most
people. The rhetoric doesn't take timeline or impact into consideration either. Long-term
projects should not be judged using short-term expectations. There's an extremely well
established oil-industry that will fight back too. Thinking you'll be able to just tell them
to take a hike goes well beyond naïve. Hydrogen will serve consumers that EV
won't. The oil industry isn't going to miss out on the opportunity to take advantage of
their transport, manufacturing, and distribution resources to capitalize on the new fuel as
complications with their current endeavors grow. The abrupt fall of diesel passenger
vehicles is a rather obvious example of unanticipated change with impact on a magnitude
never imagined. More will come. That will show how EV alone is not the solution.

9-30-2015

The Truth, part 1. We're seeing an upswing on the attacks. A well known diesel
support is quite upset and is now lashing out any way he can. His choice is to attach
Toyota's fuel-cell advancement. This snippet really got me: "...and you can't handle the
truth." He was going on and on about tank refill time. It was obviously a desperate
effort. But it was still enough to make you think about how to respond. What should the
expectations be? How should they be set? Who should be setting them? I replied
with: If a phonemaker sells you phone able to recharge in X minutes, but you don't have
a high-speed recharger, what's the problem? If an automaker sells you a vehicle able to
refill in X minutes, but you don't have a high-speed pump, what's the problem? Sounds
more like denial of the true situation.

10-01-2015

The Truth, part 2. It took me a bit to come up with some analogy material, really good
examples that would bring this particular rant to an end. Turns out, it was quite
effective. He still hadn't responded after a day to this: What happens when you plug a
USB 3.0 device into a USB 2.0 slot? What happens when you connect an AC wireless
device to a N router? Slow performance from those devices isn't fault of the device
manufacturer. It's not fraud, it's the need for good labeling and properly informed
consumers.

10-01-2015

Lawsuits. We hearing about class-action lawsuits being filed on behalf of TDI
owners. The legal action is to go after VW, to somehow help those diesel owners with
the predicament they are now stuck in. It's really strange not knowing what they will be
seeking. Online pop-up advertisements list details of the situation, but what to expect as
an outcome is a bit of a mystery. There must be some filing deadline. With so much
uncertainty and so many affected, the scramble is understandable. What can be done is
anyone's guess. Clearly, this will cost VW far more than they are willing to spend. So, it
does make sense that legal battles are being prepared. As an owner, I would simply want
to continue driving the car I purchased operating the way it was delivered. Those afterthe-fact alterations were never anything an owner would ever consider, especially
knowing they will reduce efficiency to some degree. What an ugly situation.
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10-03-2015

Better. The attitudes of those few antagonists we routinely battle on the big Prius forum
are getting better. Today, it was: "Of course hybrids will be part of the answer. But
since they seem to max out under 4% market share, we need a better solution to pick up
the slack." My choice of rebuttal (to point out what better really meant) was: Speaking
of making blanket statements... Drawing a conclusion already that hybrids maxed out is
premature. Only now are other automakers working to deliver competitive
offerings. Their participation is required for serious market expansion to occur. Up until
this point, they've been mostly just watching Toyota to see how far the technology can be
taken before investing on the grand scale themselves. Sure, anyone can make an
expensive hybrid. Making one that is able to compete both in terms of cost, reliability,
efficiency, and emissions is an entirely different matter. There's the economic principle
of change to acknowledge as well. The general population waits years to purchase new
technology devices. That's the way it is. They don't spend their money until the next
generation has proven itself. For vehicle purchases, longer use-life and higher price-tag
means decades of waiting. They expect product maturity before making a change. In
other words, when the automotive industry shines their spotlight on plug-in offerings, it
will indicate that hybrids are ready. This is why we thought the Volt enthusiasts as crazy
when they expected sales to be competitive just 2 years after rollout began. Coming from
a Prius background, we already knew there was a decade wait for it to even be considered
a viable purchase choice. Sure, the technology worked, but ordinary consumers simply
wouldn't be interested yet. Gen-4 of Prius will be the first to reach out into middlemarket, hoping to attract buyers here who would otherwise just purchase a Corolla or
Camry. That's a hefty goal, but it's a big step contributing to the shift away from
traditional offerings. Reaching out to those buyers is vital, since the cars they purchase is
where a bulk of the business-sustaining profit comes from. That's what will pick up the
slack, not a better solution. As exciting as the newest technology is, it won't pay the
bills. The so-called "boring" vehicles do, since they use refined older technology...
which is produced in high-volume at low-cost... which makes it better.

10-03-2015

Attack Ads. We're getting misleading advertisements now. That's not an encouraging
sign. From the one titled: "Chevy Volt Battery Technology: Time Capsule", here's a
quote: "This is the 2016 Chevy Volt. It uses state-of-the-art battery technology. The
Prius uses battery technology developed 15 years ago." The lithium-ion battery, which is
what Volt uses, was commercially released back in 1991. That's 24 years ago. What else
can be said. Newer isn't necessarily better for all applications and they certainly didn't
explain why it could be in this case. It was just another older isn't a good attack, in this
for of a television advertisement. I wonder what people seeing the commercial will
actually think. Will they brainlessly fall for that? Will it result in more sales? Will they
even care?
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10-04-2015

Battery Cost. Interesting discussions are emerging. Not all are well thought out, but at
least there's attention getting directed in the right place. Who knows if it will make any
difference. But at least cost are indeed going down, even if they are misrepresented or
misunderstood. Here's a little bit of information to that affect: $145 would be for the cell
itself, not the casing, controller, or cooling. You also have to factor in a some amount for
profit, since the final packaging obviously won't be sold for cost. $200 has always been
the magic milestone the industry has been shooting for. If that represents final consumer
price, not production cost, it would seem that will soon be reached. The catch is, a pricepoint of that nature makes everything with a battery more competitive. (Remember, the
NiMH patents just expired too.) That means ramping up the volume to make them a
sustainable product, to break out of the niche. The big question comes down to who the
expected buyers will be. The advertisements target those looking for a high-efficiency
choice, not loyal GM customers. Conquest sales don't take the automaker to the next
step, since their traditional production will continue on unaffected. The goal of
replacement remains unfulfilled. Think about how important it is for the product-line to
finally shift.

10-05-2015

Sonata Plug-In. The official rating for the upcoming plug-in hybrid from Hyundai was
just released. It will have a 27-mile EV capacity. There's a growing consensus that
around 25 miles is the target to shot for. Remember how Ford strived for that? Heck, the
thought is that Toyota will be too. Prius PHV had an original goal of 20 km. That was
delivered precisely. The hope is for double that as a goal for the next: 40 km. That's
24.85 miles. Talking about close. Even the EPA has adopted that measure. 25 miles is
now listed as a cost metric in the rating detail. It's a distance which takes full advantage
of the capacity without requiring excess. Why pay for what you truly don't need? After
all, we're talking plug-in hybrids, not all-electric. The intent is to use a highly-optimized
engine. With the "right size" capacity, there shouldn't be a space sacrifice or the need for
level-2 charging. In other words, this should be another one of the affordable choices
that isn't dependent upon tax-credit subsides. Hopefully, it will sell well.
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10-07-2015

No More. It's over. There aren't any Volt enthusiasts anymore. Remember, they were
those how saw the plug-in hybrid as the ultimate solution. Not only was it "vastly
superior" in ability, it was also so compelling that high-volume sales would come
easy. We had to endure their hype for years. Then when rollout began, the situation
turned into disaster. Reality came crashing down so hard, the decision was to give up
that fight and wait for the next. Everything would be resolved when the next generation
came to be. There was to be a miraculous cost-reduction. They declared the goal of
$10,000 less achieved. That would have indeed made it a game-changer. Instead, we're
hearing it turned out to be just $3,500. The most common compliant of seating-room in
back wasn't addressed either. Legroom was only increased 0.6 of an inch and headroom
was actually decreased by 0.2 of an inch. Range was increased from 38 to 53 miles. The
catch is, that sacrificed cost & weight. Turns out, it increases price too. Using an
ordinary household sockets requires 13 hours for a full recharge. That means, if you go
out anywhere in the evening, there won't be enough time to completely replenish capacity
before you leave for work the following morning. Getting home at 10:00 and leaving for
work the next morning at 7:30 is only 9.5 hours. You have no choice but to invest in a
level-2 charger. Do you have a 220-volt connection available in your garage? Then of
course, there's the competition. Volt was supposedly targeted at EV buyers. GM is
really ramping up the publicity for Bolt. It will is expected to be available a whole year
before Tesla's model 3. As an article on the topic recently stated: "Volt will struggle to
find an audience." It drives well and owners will be happy, but there simply isn't a
draw. Even the look makes it just blend in. Those high-range EV offering completely
overcome the range-anxiety concern. Volt is already trapped in a niche, nice for
commuting but too expensive. And since there's no one hyping it up anymore, it's
over. No more. We'll just have supporters who are interested in plugging. Rhetoric will
still be stirred, but that continuous source of meritless cheering is gone. Yeah!

10-07-2015

Getting Weird. With Volt out of the picture and diesel for passenger-car use quickly
soured, we are left wondering what comes next. VW has withdrawn their EPA
application for 2016 diesel models. They simply won't be any sold here this coming
year; instead, there will be massive recall effort. The latest is that some of the vehicles
will also require injector replacement, not just emission equipment. Think of what that
will do to mechanic work and resell value. What a mess. It's becoming somewhat of a
concern too. VW is offering an incentive of $2,000 to current owners to get them to
purchase a 2015. There's a long list of vehicles eligible. The catch is, it excludes the
hybrid. What does that tell us? Like Volt, there's the struggle to find an audience. What
exactly do they want to sell going forward? With Tesla having made a big splash lately
and both diesel along the so-called EREV sunk, it's an interesting new market. When
details of the new Prius are finally revealed, we'll be looking at a reset situation. Starting
over sure wasn't expected. We'll get to be part of the rollout with a fresh audience. What
a great thing to look forward to!
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10-08-2015

Spin. This post speaks for itself: I see a lot of effort being expended to evade the
timeline. Those doing that want to draw a conclusion now, based upon work in progress
rather than waiting. It's quite telling. The fuel-cell project has long-term goals. Along
the way, of course there will be some gains & losses. That's how development on that
scale works. You build test vehicles. Takes what's learned from them, then improve.
Involving governments & consumers in real-world data-collection is a vital phase. But
every time something like that emerges, the antagonists pounce. We've seen the same
thing happen with Prius PHV. Consumers were offered the opportunity to join in on the
limited-market rollout. We all knew it was a mid-cycle upgrade. We all knew the next
would be improved and offered to wider audience. Toyota knew those willing to spend
the money right away would be ideal candidates for early purchase. It's quite obvious the
data collected from that will go a long way toward reinforcing success of the
next. Notice that neither had a large production planned? Unlike Volt, which had a
mainstream volume goal set for the second year, these were clearly stated as limited
quantity & location. The spin of trying to make them more than they actually are isn't
constructive by any means.

10-08-2015

Religious Fights. Looking back, the whole situation looks quite crazy. I'm amazed at
what we had to endure, for no reason. There are a few of us who fought. It was, as many
have stated, a religious crusade. The devoted simply would not give up under any
circumstances. They stood strongly behind what they believed, even when evidence
started to raise question. Who knew it would fall apart like this. I couldn't help but to
keep the very active discussion filled with comment: That religion was quite
intense. We fought the diesel people for years with their cherry-picked data. It never
made any sense. Their technology barely passed emission regulation minimums (which
now we find it didn't). Ours was far cleaner, earning a PZEV rating. Ours could also be
augmented with electricity to deliver even higher efficiency and lower emissions. Yet,
the fight continued on anyway.

10-10-2015

Missing The Point. It's an on-going problem. Some people focus so intensely on just
the facts presented that the simply refuse to acknowledge anything else is important. It's
rather maddening at times. They've made up their mind and just plain don't care that
something could have been missed. So, the big picture continues to be
disregarded. That's sad. Oh well. All you can do is present the information: Toyota's
choice to "right size" the battery is still a wise one. They didn't sacrifice cost. That
meant they could deliver something profitable & affordable without requiring subsides or
upgrades. Then when the technology allowed, they could deliver a larger range. GM did
the opposite, gambling that they'd be able to have a competitor right away. It didn't
work. Yet, they get credit for having made a better choice anyway. Admitting the
challenges to meet still, they set a goal of reducing cost by $10,000. That didn't work
either. The reduction of $3,500 while improving a variety of things is noteworthy, but
still falls short of the need. It's really unfortunate so many continue to disregard need
(replacing the fleet) in favor of arguing specific performance statistics. Selling a small
number of conquests without changing loyal customer purchases misses the point.
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10-10-2015

Like In School. If you don't do what was assigned, no matter what you deliver, it will be
incomplete. GM thinks it can change the game... quite literally, but giving the "game
changer" label to Volt. They felt some wants would justify not fulfilling need, since that
would supposedly draw much stronger sales. That's what supporters hyped for years,
both prior to rollout and following. The approach fell apart though. Sales did not
materialize. Instead, it turned into a long struggle to retain attention. After awhile,
people stopped caring. Volt has turned into an expensive offering for very few as a
result. It works. In fact, both enthusiasts and owners couldn't be happier with that
aspect. But since the assignment was to achieve mainstream sales, homework is far from
complete... as with the analogy I provided: The assignment was to deliver a highefficiency, low-emission, profitable vehicle for the masses. No amount of reasoning will
earn the homework turned in an "A" grade, since that need remains unfulfilled. In other
words, the goal to replace traditional vehicles is how success is measured. The point is to
please ordinary consumers, not enthusiasts. The vehicle of change is the one people
purchase in large quantity, not one that only wins engineering praise. It makes no
difference what words are exchanged here. What happens on the dealer's lot is what
counts. That's how the business is sustained. It's why none of the arguments that don't
include all aspects of the purchase decision fall apart. Know the audience. Know the
goals. Again, what was the assignment?

10-11-2015

Complexity & Detail. I particularly liked this perspective: "People can make a case that
the Volt might be lower total cost of ownership than a Prius but the details of that
message are way too complex for the average buyer. It involves a discussion of gas
prices, electricity prices, EV range, mpg, and driving patterns. Few want to delve into
those details. All they see is the price tag." Being constructive can be quite a
challenge. Then even when you do come up with something informative, the antagonists
will just quote you out of context anyway. And sure enough, that's exactly what
happened when I replied with this: It's even more complicated than that. Gen-2 owners
will have no choice but to purchase a level-2 charger. Overnight is not realistic if you
have any kind of life after work with just a level-1. A full recharge with level-1 takes 13
hours. If you have to leave for work by 7:30 AM, you have to make sure to start
recharging by 6:30 PM. That means no going out after dinner to have that full EV
experience they've been promoting so heavily. The price of a level-2 charger isn't ever
included in any of those number spreadsheets. That combined with the cost to add a 240volt line to your garage for the install isn't ever included either. It's another up-front cost
most people are clueless about. So, making that case is really a challenge. And that's
just on paper. In person, no matter how nice the driving experience is, the passenger
experience is an entirely different matter. Volt is a compact. Prius is a midsize. That
difference is quite obvious when sitting in the back seat. Yet, that doesn't get accounted
for in ownership cost. That price tag gets ugly when the tax-credits expire too. With the
way GM is now promoting Bolt, it's easy to see those credits getting used up long before
the product-cycle ends. How will they competitively sell gen-2 Volt profitably and at
high-volume without the subsidy? The situation just plain doesn't add up.
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10-11-2015

Misses The Point. Is it worth summarizing at this point? Probably not. Moving on will
take far more than just the hope certain outspoken individuals have. It's the quiet crowd
this was more for, those many who lurk rather than participate: Toyota's choice to "right
size" the battery is still a wise one. They didn't sacrifice cost. That meant they could
deliver something profitable & affordable without requiring subsides or upgrades. Then
when the technology allows, they could deliver a larger range. GM did the opposite,
gambling that they'd be able to have a competitor right away. It didn't work. Yet, they
get credit for having made a better choice anyway. Admitting the challenges to meet
still, they set a goal of reducing cost by $10,000. That didn't work either. The reduction
of $3,500 while improving a variety of things is noteworthy, but still falls short of the
need. It's really unfortunate so many continue to disregard need (replacing the fleet) in
favor of arguing specific performance statistics. Selling a small number of conquests
without changing loyal customer purchases misses the point.

10-11-2015

Oh well. What else can you say? I'm now witnessing the same "cornered animal"
reaction. It's the behavior an enthusiast exhibits when having lost the fight, at that point
when there's nothing else left. They'll lash out anyway they can. It most common comes
in the form of a long, well thought out response. Complete with detail, it looks worthy of
thoughtful reply. But in reality, it's an elaborate effort to evade. That's all they can do at
that point. You've pointed out goals not achieved. The hear "failure", even though you
never actually say it. What they supported did have the desired results. In other words, it
failed. They'll spin & argue as much as possible. That will eventually turn hostile. The
attacks will become pitiful & pointless. Going down with a fight is much better than
admitting defeat... in their minds, anyway. I don't want to be part of that, yet again. So, I
just wandered away with: It has been interesting to watch history repeat with such
predictability. You wouldn't expect so well of a match. The same reactions from the
same questions, despite different participants & circumstances. Recognizing the pattern
means knowing the outcome. So, there's no real reason to continue. You'd think lessons
of the past would have more of an influence. Apparently, that's not the case.

10-12-2015

Greenwashing. We're seeing the same old tactics return, again... Evading business
goals. Quoting out of context. Vaguely implying someone else's references are
yours. Pretending the market of the past was the same as it is now. Claiming the
timeline was planned all along. Contradictions of previous statements. All that is so
predictable and so easy to see. Yet, they do it anyway. The antagonists know they've run
out of hope. There's nothing left to hype. It's that cornered animal response. Pushed any
harder, they'll just lash out at you with personal attacks. Long story short, Prius PHV
endured the greenwashing. Staying true to need allowed it to survive. Volt, on the other
hand, catered to want. That made a mess out of things. Business cannot sustain on just
that. Far too many consumers purchase based on need. That's where profit to sustain
comes from. It's not as exciting as engineering. In fact, many call that dull &
boring. Oh well. They learn the lesson the hard way.
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10-12-2015

Lesson Learned. The timing of this couldn't have been any better: "If you're looking for
sales, and I'm not sure GM is all that excited about selling the Volt, you want to look
where you can get some volume." This too: "Pretty sad that, five years after introducing
the Volt, GM is still flailing about." Both quotes came from a single post. It was a short
& sweet set of statements from one of the most "vastly superior" supporters. Put another
way, it accepted defeat. Remember, that battle isn't Prius verses Volt, it's Volt verses
Malibu, Cruze, and Equinox. GM's own loyal customers chose to continue buying
traditional vehicles, rather than the fancy new EREV. The option offered for greatly
improved efficiency simply wasn't appealing enough to get them to switch. GM knew it
had a serious problem. That's how the Malibu hybrid and the CTS plug-in came
about. Volt will continue on as a specialty vehicle. After all, there's nothing wrong with
selling to enthusiasts. Corvette & Camaro have been that way for decades. Trouble is,
they don't pay the bills. Business sustaining profit comes from high-volume sales... those
ordinary vehicles, like Malibu, Cruze, and Equinox. It's what I've been saying since long
before Volt was rolled out. Too bad certain individuals chose not to listen... until now.

10-13-2015

How? Rather than asking the "Who?" question anymore, it has now changed to
"How?" I expect much of the same behavior in response. No matter how objective you
try to be, the emotion clouds judgment. That's too bad. Oh well, at least I try: Volt is
experiencing an identity crisis. It attempted to dethrone Prius by becoming a popular
seller among GM customers. That just plain didn't work. So, focus was turned to
conquest sales from outside the loyal buyers instead. That didn't work either. Gen-1 just
flailed about, not drawing attention beyond enthusiasts. That leaves us wondering what
the changes are. What should we expect? Suggestions from devoted supporters were
taken and a mix of them fulfilled by Gen-2. That spelled trouble immediately upon
reveal. Even though performance aspects had been enhanced, the simple consumer needs
of cost reduction (for lower price) and more interior space (rear leg & head room) were
obviously not a priority. We're seeing the fallout of that already in the form of
disappointed posts by those supporters. Meanwhile, marketing is a becoming
disaster. The compact size prevents it from competing with the very electric-only
vehicles Gen-2 hope had been set on. The upcoming competition (Bolt) is causing direct
contradictions of what previous promotions had emphasized. The design of the gasengine & gas-tank conflict with the message that either will be needed in all but rare
circumstances. Meanwhile, the two types of offerings Volt was to prevent from being
needed (hybrid & EV) are progressing toward availability next year. It's a big
mess. How do you sell a vehicle that doesn't target any specific market?
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10-13-2015

Hypocrites & Greenwashers. They really stand out. With comments like this though,
you have to wonder: "The Volt is a transitional vehicle that bridges the stark divide
between gasoline engine cars and engine-less cars at a reasonable price while retaining
all of the advantages of full power EV driving, a path forward for efficient carbon
reduction, and fast refueling on longer trips without need for massive new
infrastructure." What the heck was he really trying to say? Since it is sales which
measure the progress forward, the purpose of a vehicle doesn't matter much if it only
looks good on paper. The difference is made in neighborhood driveways and local
streets. Without actual purchases by large quantities of consumers, what's
accomplished? I chose my words carefully: Gen-1 Volt pointed out that "reasonable"
price only applied to early-adopters, that even with tax-credit help sales were a
struggle. Gen-1 also revealed that full-power EV driving wasn't the big draw, that people
were more interested in using as little gas as possible. Gen-2 Volt offers greater EV
range, but at the tradeoff of cost, weight, and size. That makes it a harder sale compared
to the larger plug-in hybrids offering less capacity and highly-efficient blending. If you
don't drive far enough to take advantage of Volt's entire battery-capacity, what's the sales
draw? Gen-1 PiP demonstrated that faster engine shut-off was what owners most
wanted. Their goal was to significantly reduce gas consumption, not to use as much
electricity as possible. Seeing the benefits of blending made that easy. MPG was well
above what a regular hybrid could deliver. Keeping engine use brief was key. Gen-2 PiP
will deliver an engine even more efficient along with some level of increased batterycapacity. That will draw interest. Keeping cost as a high priority will allow it to be
competitively priced. We'll find out next year what the targets were. The point is, it too
is a transitional vehicle. As always, the catch is how many the automaker produces &
sells. Technological achievement is validated by consumer acceptance, not engineering
praise. Put your way, the bridge is only effective is people use it to cross. It must be
used. Automakers are in the business to make money... which is what Gen-2 is
supposedly for.

10-16-2015

This Week, diesel. Looking back, it was quite a week. The disaster with VW continues
to get worse. Most of the diesel updates here in the United States will require extensive
work. Harm to reputation, not to mention resale value, is profound. With so many
cleaner and more efficient choices emerging, there's no real hope for diesel
anymore. There's simply no way to compete. Part of the growing trouble comes from
the proposed solution. It involves the very thing I complained about many years ago:
AdBlue. That's the urea liquid product used to treat emissions. Turns out, even the
systems currently using it weren't squirting enough out to reach the level of cleansing
required. Having to bring in your car to the dealer more often is something VW was
attempting to avoid. Now, they'll have even more dealing with this new problem, since
the diesels without that tank & sprayer need it too. Things just plain did not add up in the
past. Finding out later that diesel owners who had harassed hybrid owners had been
deceived is quite odd of a situation. They didn't question the facts we had
disputed. They had cherry-picked data in their favor too. The final victory is hurtful to
those who didn't participate in that. They are true victims. So, it is best to simply move
on... just like with all the other wins of the past.
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10-16-2015

This Week, anti. There are some who thrive on debate. They really don't care what you
say. They're responses are to provoke discussion. So, by their very nature, the language
is vague & ambiguous. That draws a lot of posting. The most recent has been implying
that if you're in favor of NiMH batteries, you're against Li-Ion. Their intent is to
polarize. The idea of a variety of choices being available, rather than one being an
obvious successor, is something they can't handle. Diversity is not welcome. That's
sad. Toyota is going exactly that direction too, offering choice. They clearly despise
that. This week, specs of the upcoming batteries were revealed. The regular (non-plug)
Prius will be offering both NiMH and Li-Ion. One is less expensive and more
robust. The other is cost more, but is lighter, smaller, and offers more power. It's an
interesting tradeoff consumers have never been able to decide between. That's coming
next year. Coming next decade is the choice between electric-only and fuel-cell. If
you're in favor of one, the antagonists present it as you are against the other. They hate
the idea of co-existence. The very idea of apartment & condo dwellers not having access
to a plug infuriates. EV is the only solution as far as their concern. Hydrogen, regardless
of source, is considered a waste. That's sad. What I find amusing though is the attempts
to misrepresent. Someone pointed out how I was against fuel-cells, but now in
favor. They absolutely refused to acknowledge that my stance was taken well over a
decade ago, based on the technology of the time. Things have changed dramatically
since then. That exclusion of when was obvious greenwashing and he got caught doing
it. Despite that, the effort to make that subject polarized continues. Endless online
debate is what some enjoy too much to allow it to end.

10-16-2015

This Week, plugging. A meeting of the EV owners took place last night. As usual, we
had a blast. That group is profoundly different from the troublemakers online. They
readily admit shortcomings and welcome feedback. There is no brand loyalty. The effort
is to promote cleaner, more efficient transportation. The fact that I have the smallest
battery-pack doesn't matter, it's my effort to demonstrate how easy & affordable it is to
achieve that goal. Size doesn't really matter. Heck, I'm typing this blog right now at the
coffeeshop, which is 4.4 miles from home. I can reach it and travel back, using a 55 mph
road, entirely with electricity. Goal achieved. No need for greater capacity in this
circumstance. This group clearly understands how power & capacity will just naturally
improve as the years pass. Heck, there were a few who have upgraded from older
models. We heard stories of both Leaf & Volt differences over the years, despite being
the same generation. That leaves them with a very objective look at the next plug-in
Prius. They see the potential. None of that arguing we experience online ever happens in
person. When we meet, discussions are about how to better educate. Our preparation is
paramount. Quibbling over obvious shortcomings doesn't achieve anything. It's all about
recognition of goals. They want the masses plugging in.
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10-17-2015

More Detail. Those little tidbits of new information continue to trickle in. The latest is
finding out there's a MPH bump up with the top EV speed for the plug-in model. True,
you're better off in many cases using boost instead. But nonetheless, the faster does offer
greater flexibility. For now though, it's mostly just speculation: "Or, if we take the PiP
as the half-generation improvement, it's 100km/h to 110km/h :) I know, it doesn't sound
as impressive. It could also hint at the capabilities of the PiP since (it's safe to assume?)
it'll use similar hardware to the Gen 4." That's fun to ponder nuggets of knowledge we
stumble across. Eventually, we'll nail down fact. But in the meantime: At the local EV
club the other day, we had an extensive discussion about tweaks Nissan did to Leaf over
the years. The 2015 drives much better & further than the 2012, despite being the same
generation. Engineers were allowed to release an array of updates along the way. It's
quite realistic for us to see a collection of performance improvements with the next Prius
PHV. Toyota never stopped research & development, despite what the naysayers
spin. Too bad so many people get hung up on maximum ratings. As a result, they totally
overlook actual utilization. Put simplistically, what is the point of a 60kW rated electricmotor when you only have a battery-pack delivering 38kW of electricity? Making the
two better match is an optimization easily not recognized. Yet, things like that are what
contribute to overall improvement. We already know the engine has been improved,
delivering a 9% gain in the winter. That's a big deal. Some will complain anyway,
focusing on the fact that the engine still runs at times... even though the resulting
efficiency is noticeably better. Both the regular model and plug-in will benefit. It's a well
thought out, versatile design. We have many things to look forward to.

10-19-2015

VW Electrification. The only true option Volkswagen has at this point is to embrace
hybrids and plug-ins. No amount of damage-control can help them beyond just
recovering to status quo. They need something to break pass that. Even with a restored
reputation, diesel simply cannot compete. The Prius PHV that I drive now has been
averaging 73 MPG over the past 65,000 miles. It's quite obvious the automaker must
take a step forward. The question now is: how far? We have already seen a variety of
prototypes from VW. Heck, they even sell a hybrid. None of that was taken seriously
though, since diesel was king. But not much more can be squeezed out just an engine
alone. In fact, the current MPG was achieved by cheating. It's quite clear to everyone
that a dirtier system can be more efficient. Sacrificing of gas for the sake of cleansing
isn't something Toyota got much credit for. But now with the mess VW created for
itself, there's new attention to non-carbon emissions... the kind that contribute to
smog. Oh well. Better late than never.
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10-20-2015

To Summarize: GM created Volt based on want. Executives & Enthusiasts expressed
their desires and many were fulfilled. It was an engineering achievement worthy of
praise. Awards were presented. Celebrating lasted for awhile. Then, reality set
it. There was recognition that business need had been sacrificed. No worries. Gen-2
would address the goals which remained outstanding. All we had to do was be
patient. To everyone's surprise though, the plan changed. Volt would remain the
premiere vehicle it was designed to be and other vehicles would satisfy need
instead. Suggestions to diversify would be taken, the very approach which had been
strongly outspoken against would now become the plan. Rather than focus entirely on a
single solution, Volt would be complimented by an EV, a plug-in hybrid, and a regular
hybrid. Toyota stayed true to business need. That's why Prius was constantly the source
of comparison. Even though Volt was declared "vastly superior", it could never escape
being compared. And now that details of gen-2 plug-in Prius are being revealed, Volt
enthusiasts are doing everything they can to avoid discussing it. That's quite telling. Still
only including the regular Prius, how could that possibly help Volt? GM's own
offerings... Bolt, CTS plug-in, and Malibu hybrid... will get more and more attention if
that type of misleading continues. People will see the omission and move on. There's
want & need, two very different things with very different priorities. No amount of spin
will prevent the facts from being discovered. Let the data speak for
itself. Geez. Different people have different priorities. But one thing is the same for all,
the business must sell vehicles in high-volume at a profit to continue paying the
bills. That's paramount to want. Need always wins in the end.

10-22-2015

Progress? We're seeing hints of it emerge. Comments like this are helping with the
move-on process: "My main irritation with the Prius is the EV mode is completely
anemic. You can't accelerate at all (not even normal acceleration) in EV mode or it
turns off. There would be a lot to gain in MPG if they had a usable EV mode." Dialog of
that nature wasn't possible in the past. Even now, it still comes off as
condescending. But carefully read, there's a little bit of a constructive element to work
with. So, I took it as an invitation to inform: You just described the PHV
model. Having a larger battery-pack and plugged-supplied electricity increases EV
power quite a bit. I climb steep residential hills and accelerate onto the local highway
(55 mph) without triggering the engine with my 2012. Here's my stats: 65,124 miles; 890
gallons; 5,535 kWh; 73.2 MPG. That's 3.5 years of ownership in Minnesota, where
winters are quite harsh. So as you could imagine, that 9% increase in hybrid winteroperation efficiency from gen-4 will be a nice upgrade. Also, note that the gen-2 PHV
will raise the top EV speed from 100 km/h (62 mph) to 110 km/h (68 mph). Above that
speed, you’ll still have the boost (electricity being used to allow the engine to run at a
lower RPM for better efficiency).
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10-26-2015

Contradiction, observation. The time to draw a conclusion has arrived. We're seeing
the next step forward take place. But with progress, there comes winners & losers. The
EV was argued against intensely. Volt was superior to Leaf, period. It was perplexing to
witness such self-deprecating arguments to take place. How could the advancement of
battery technology allow Volt to be competitive? The inevitable cost drop would make
the electric-only choice more appealing. It was a simple matter of increased range. No
more range anxiety. The approach Volt took was a dependency on batteries being
expensive and low energy-density. An improvement in either would favor the EV... as
well as the plug-in hybrid, which use a smaller pack and deliver high efficiency even
without plugging in. Unlike BMW's i3, which uses a small engine & tank with a much
larger battery, Volt was this odd configuration stuck in the middle. We watched an
identity-crisis play out. Who would the gen-2 be for? With Nissan, Tesla, and even GM
striving for 200-mile ranges that are actually affordable for middle-market buyers, the
audience for Volt remains a mystery. That's where the contradiction comes into
play. We're seeing certain individuals now say that the Bolt was expected all along, that
Volt's purpose was to usher in EV choices. That most definitely is not what the said
before. Contradicting their own claims is an implicit admission of defeat and an effort to
move on. Cool.

10-26-2015

Contradiction, statement. This is what I ended up posting, on what used to be a daily
blog for Volt: There was a strong fight against the BEV, plug-in hybrid, and
hybrid. Don't remember how intensely those concepts were disliked? The very idea that
they are now being embraced is quite a shift, to the point of be contradictory or even
hypocritical. Voltec was the only approach to be followed. Nothing else was
needed. We heard that sermon preached hundreds of times. Nissan was looked down
upon, with great emphasis on "range anxiety" fear. Yet now, Bolt is accepted as a
sensible move. With Bolt and Leaf and Tesla becoming the choice for those wanting to
abandon gas, it leaves us wondering what the appeal of Volt will be. Why would you
want a full size gas engine? What the heck is the 8.9 gallon tank for? How will ERDTT
be explained as an EV feature? Ironically, the lashing out at those who were correct
about how this would play out is the very thing holding back progress. Are they really
going to repeat mistakes of the past again? The most obvious problem is the evading of
goals. What the heck is the purpose of Volt? How does that fit with the rollout of
Bolt? Why will Malibu hybrid be offered? It's the supporters who make a
difference. Their purchase &amp; promotion is what entices others to seek learn
more. No clear message about Volt hurt gen-1 sales. It was a chaotic mess. Ordinary
GM customers simply weren't interested. What will be the gen-2 draw?
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That Never Happened. Confirmation of having entered the next chapter in this history
was surprisingly obvious today. There was outright denial of any type of fight against
diversification from ever having happened. It never did. Period. They claim to have
absolutely no idea what I'm talking about. And yes, their own quotes to prove otherwise
are easily found here in these blogs. What's the point of bringing any of that up
though? An empty victory is still a victory. It's their way of moving on. We're not
looking for spoils anyway. And for them, rather than trying to play the victim-card or
hearing any more of the fruitless excuses, it's denial. Ok. That works. It's hard to
believe the end has come. It's finally over. We had the one-size-fits-all attitude for so
long, gambling business need by focusing everything on engineering. That failed...
miserably... again. Two-Mode was the first to crumble. Volt is now the second. No
other automaker hypes to that extreme or has enthusiasts who blindly celebrate like
that. In other words, this is how a financial disaster plays out. You don't even bother to
count your losses. You simply move on. That never happened.

11-02-2015

EREV vs PHEV, horsepower. I wondered how long it would take for this nonsense
would begin. When all else fails, labeling is the default argument. The latest spin is that
more horsepower will win consumers over. Ugh. Don't they study the market at all? I
sounded off with: How is that any different from comparing a traditional vehicle offering
high horsepower? Even though they've been available for decades and clearly deliver a
much more responsive drive, people continue to purchase the lower horsepower offerings
anyway. It's easy to entice an enthusiast. Getting someone who is perfectly happy with
less power and unwilling to spend more for it is a major challenge. That's why all the
attempts to establish EREV verses PHEV categories haven't made any progress. As far
as mainstream consumers are concerned, the difference doesn't matter. The criteria is
arbitrary to them. They see purchase-decisions factors like PRICE, MPG, and SIZE as
more important. They aren't going to be dropping the pedal to the floor. They aren't
going to cruising at speeds well above the legal limit. They aren't interested in sport
handling. Mainstream buyers have different requires. It's that simple. Know your
audience. PHEV still deliver electric-only driving, just not under times of high
demand. The gas engine assists.

11-03-2015

EREV vs PHEV, simple. They weren't happy, not in the slightest. So, I fired
back: The effort to separate EREV from PHEV has failed miserably. The criteria has
been arbitrary. Nothing has been achieved by the labeling approach taken over the past 5
years since rollout began. Some of those claims of the past were contradictory
too. Outlander offers 32.5 miles of EV range CT6 is expected to offer 34 miles. Prius
PHV gen-2 offers 68.3 mph EV top-speed. C-Max offers 85 mph. How do those "weak"
and "limited" criteria apply for PHEV? They resemble EREV when rolled out. It would
have been far more effective simply stating the engine differences instead. EREV uses a
standard engine as a backup to alleviate range-anxiety. PHEV uses a highly-optimized
engine to supplement clean & efficient driving. It's that simple.
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11-05-2015

EREV vs PHEV, engine. That exchange the other day was intense. I knew revealing
shortcomings in their claim would do that. It's how you confirm & refine. The feedback
is quite valuable. Promotion of a technology becomes easier and easier as exchanges like
this take place. So, I dove at the opportunity to sound off to this: "The green media
insistence on not accepting the EREV designation and not highlighting Volt's full EV
capabilities vs. ordinary PHEVs (this appears to be changing)." You could imagine my
excitement to comment and the desire to want to post the descriptions again: That's
because the category criteria has been so arbitrary and over time has become
contradictory. The approach taken over the past 5 years to differentiate has clearly
failed. Factors like short-distances, suburb-speed, and freezing-temperatures are
fundamentals problem were not taken into account. They contributed to the confusion
and lack of acceptance. It's time to move on and try a new perspective, one that actually
informs about the non-electric side instead. Simply point out how the gas engines
differ... EREV uses a standard engine as a backup to alleviate range-anxiety. PHEV
uses a highly-optimized engine to supplement clean & efficient driving.

11-05-2015

EREV vs PHEV, emotion. When the moderator post this, it's a golden opportunity:
"People can get emotional about these subjects." That was in response to the personal
attacks that resulted from my previous post. Rather that trying to be even remotely
constructive, it was an all out attempt to shoot-the-messenger. That's the confirm I was
looking for. Not wanting to address what was posted in any way can indicate you
identified the issue correctly; otherwise, they'd try to spin it in some way. Instead, it was
the blog's webmaster adding his observations. I followed with: It's quite interesting to
observe how riled up some people actually get. They'll even lash out with personal
attacks. Meanwhile, the rest just wait, knowing it will eventually pass. Studying
automotive history, you'll see the early hybrids went through basically the same
thing. Civic was an ASSIST type hybrid. Prius was a FULL. Explaining the difference
over and over and over again educated supporters, but did nothing to reach ordinary
consumers. Seeing that, some supporters stopped providing the complete
definition. They focused on just a single trait instead... hoping that would reveal the
distinction better. It didn't. The same thing is playing out again. As much as the "full
electric" seems an appealing draw, it really hasn't amounted to much. To make any new
technology the next standard, mainstream buyers must show interest; instead, they've
shown they simply don't care. After all, they have no idea how their current traditional
vehicle works. Heck, with gas now below $2 per gallon, why would they bother to find
out? Know your audience. Ordinary consumers will do the same now as they did in the
past. Engineering detail will get lost in the search for a good all-around vehicle. They'll
continue to focus on the basics. The difference between EREV and PZEV is only a
technical specification anyway. The average joe will see that efficiency is at the top of
the 100 MPG scale while cruising at 65 mph. They won't care whether or not the engine
is running. Forgetting to plug in after getting back home is the only real concern they'll
ever have. Gas consumption will be significantly lower, regardless of what happens
under the hood. All plug-in hybrids deliver outstanding MPG. The augmentation of
battery with plug is quite obvious, a draw to even the most untechnical shopper. I filled
my tank today. 7.024 gallons of gas took me 746 miles. Sure, I could point out the 81
kWh of electricity consumed displayed on the dashboard. But we know they won't be
interested. They'll only want to know about the resulting 106 MPG. The next-generation
promises to improve upon that, which is what consumers will be interested in... not a
branding or category label.
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11-06-2015

EREV vs PHEV, same page. The previous night's posting went well. This morning, it
was this to stir the post: "People made fun of the GM 2-Mode hybrid trucks and made the
"I told you" comment when they stopped making but it appears GM never gave up and
now we have the wonderful Voltec II power train." What a great way to blur the
supposed line between EREV and PHEV. These exchanges are proving to be
fruitful. Evading certain realities is becoming more and more difficult. I was happy to
contribute to that: Many, many here made the claim that Volt was a fresh start, a
completely new design that should be treated as first-generation. They absolutely refused
to acknowledge any of the expertise gained from EV1, Two-Mode, and BAS/eAssist was
part of Volt. It was delay-tactic to make us wait for Voltec-II before placing
judgment. We saw what was really happening. We knew Volt was really a secondgeneration Two-Mode. The reason for that friction was simple: COST. It was a major
risk for GM to attempt to deliver an end-product first, then use subsequent generations to
find a way to reduce cost. As a result, Toyota’s approach was ridiculed & belittled to no
end… always excluding cost-consideration in those claims. In reality, Toyota made the
choice to offer more as cost permitted, improving each generation along the way
instead… the opposite approach from GM. The end goals are the same and always have
been. The difference is one depended heavily upon gas prices remaining high and taxcredits being generous. The other did not. It's really unfortunate so many fought so hard
against what ended up happening anyway. Product diversity is absolutely essential for
business-sustaining profit. Those "one-size-fits-all" arguments look silly now that GM is
indeed delivering a hybrid and a plug-in hybrid, in addition to Volt. Oh well. At least
we're all on the same page now.

11-06-2015

EREV vs PHEV, the past. It becomes very easy to validate the next chapter is going
well when the past changes. Saying that another way, spin is in full swing now. Rather
than claiming whatever didn't happen, those who supported that thing which failed to
reach its goals will alter perception of prior events. That's why I document things in such
detail as they happen. Referring back to them later, with written record of what actually
played out along with the reactions at that time, is quite vindicating. After all, this isn't
rocket science. For that matter, it isn't even science. It's just basic business. For a
product to continue, it must achieve self-sustaining profit. That simple fact meant reality
would eventually catch up with even the most stubborn of deniers. In this case, its the
disassociation of Volt with Two-Mode. I had to endure years of claims that they weren't
related in any way, that Volt was truly a first-gen vehicle with nothing from the past
contributing to its rollout. That continued too, right up until the details of the second-gen
were released. That seemed a bizarre stance to take. Why wouldn't you want to build off
of the past? That answer is obvious if you know the history, the past before this
past. Two-Mode was expensive and not as efficient as hoped. Sound familiar? That's
why so much importance was shifted over to gen-2 of Volt, that upgrade would
overcome the shared shortcomings. Problem though. Seating space in back didn't
increase, a request countless many made over the years. Cost didn't come down
anywhere near as much as hoped, still not achieving the goal set for back in
2010. Improvements focused on engine & battery, nice generational upgrades had the
other goals also been addressed. Instead, emphasis was on power... a quality no one ever
complained about. In fact, that was a factor often praised. Why spend so much on
something already meeting expectations well? Didn't any study the past?
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11-07-2015

Irony. By far, the most common insult to Prius PHV from Volt troublemakers was the
supposed fact that it was just a "compliance" vehicle. That's a vehicle built for the
purpose of earning EPA credits... practice used to offset emission shortcomings from
other vehicles in the fleet. This was a big reason why they absolutely hated when I'd
point out sales of other GM vehicles. Anywho, we know that the effort from Toyota was
to advance the technology by real-world data collection. They needed to better
understand how a plug-in hybrid would actually be used. Getting that type of feedback
from consumers is priceless. It gives you a very good idea what to invest in for the next
generation. That's why both GM and Toyota offered free connect service for 3 years. It's
how the data was collected. Every single vehicle sold was routinely delivering lots and
lots of driving detail. With that, you'd expect the next offering to better match consumer
need... rather than want. Ironically, the revelation from that data was that consumers
desire an all-electric driving experience... in other words, a system without any engine at
all... not Volt. That's how Bolt came about, an approach GM was dead set against only a
few years ago. Even more ironic is the reality that the new Volt is currently limited to
"compliance" markets. Having availability of a premiere product match the very thing
troublemakers had used as an insult in the past is quite humbling. No one should wonder
why Toyota tries so hard to keep a distance. Being associated with the spin is good to
avoid, especially when irony is involved.

11-07-2015

RAV4 Hybrid. Patience is redeeming. Detail is now available. We now have
something worthwhile to move on to. The AWD (all-wheel drive) RAV4 delivers 25
MPG combined (22 city, 29 highway). That's competitive with offerings of similar
SUVs from other automakers. It makes the hybrid especially noteworthy. 33 MPG (34
city, 31 highway) is quite an improvement. That's the news we've been waiting for. 194
horsepower, 206 ft-lb torque, zero to sixty in 8.1 seconds, and a variety of goodies
available... Pre-Collision System, Dynamic Radar Cruise, Lane-Departure Alert,
Automatic High-Beams, and Blind-Spot Monitor with Rear Cross-Traffic Alert ...will
make it a nice choice. It can tow too; capacity is 1,750 lbs. Starting price will be
$28,370 along with $900 delivery. In other words, it will be very interesting to see how
this new hybrid is received. With gas now $1.86 per gallon in Florida, $2.25 here in
Minnesota, and $2.45 on the West Coast, this hybrid will be entering a strange
market. Having no competition helps. People know gas prices will eventually go up
again too. We'll find out soon enough. Sales will begin in a few weeks.
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11-09-2015

$500 from VW. That's the offer TDI owners are getting. It's a prepaid Visa card they
can use for anything, also included is $500 of dealer service and 3 years of roadside
assistance. But what kind of compensation is that? The very thing they purchased the
car for (efficiency & performance) will be taken away. The conversion to become
cleaner requires that loss. It's really sad... for the honest owners, especially since their
resale value will plummet... far more than $500. As for those who gloated about "clean
diesel" and harassed hybrid owners, an apology would be nice. We put up with years of
their dead-end nonsense only to find out we were right all along to question how their
clean was actually achieved. It never added up. The approach seemed flawed and in no
way guaranteed like the strict requirement for SULEV and PZEV certification. Simply
meeting the minimum 50-state criteria was a weak attempt to be clean. And that was just
clean enough to be compare with low-end gas cars. The ordinary ones, like Corolla, were
clearly cleaner with their ULEV certification. Oh well. The truth has been revealed. We
were correct. Of course, it didn't matter anyway. There was no way in the world a
diesel-only car could possibly compete with a plug-in hybrid. My 73 MPG average is so
much better than the 42 MPG some diesel owners were getting, it wasn't worth the effort
to argue.

11-11-2015

Shameless. The topic of misleading through omission has surfaced again. Over and
over and over again, we'd see some Volt owners gloating about their efficiency. Always
being in terms of "gallons" and almost never hearing about "kilowatts" was frustrating. It
was blatant greenwashing in the eye of many. Speaking out against that terrible behavior
is happening a lot now. This time of change has some of the honest owners seeking a
better way. Why the reputation of a few tarnish everyone else's? The unfortunate reality
of it having been delayed so long is sad. We put up with that nonsense for years. But
then again, so much hope was placed on gen-2 Volt, they didn't think having to play
friendly with others would be necessary. That long sought after partnership is becoming
inevitable. Many Prius owners were simply looking for an ally in the quest to squash
traditional vehicles. We didn't expect a "vastly superior" conquest would emerge. Thank
goodness that is over. Looking back, I state the situation as: Those particular owners
had no shame. Even after terse exchanges many times pointing out the blatant
misleading by omission, they keep doing it anyway. But what really soils the reputation
of owners are the enablers who watch it happen time and time again, never bothering to
speak out about the poor behavior. It's quite telling when you see that. A strong
candidate for mainstream acceptance wouldn't rely upon such actions. The data should
speak for itself. Using MPG alone doesn't tell the whole story.
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11-11-2015

Context. It's fascinating to witness a foe trip over their own argument. In this case, it
was the claim that I didn't provide context. What he meant was context for that particular
comment. I pointed out the context of which the comment was actually made. There's a
huge difference. He was treating the situation as if it happened today. I was more than
happy to explain things were far from the same now as they were: Back then (late
summer 2013) was a time of desperation for Volt hopefuls. Sales had not grown to
expectations by year-end 2012. That meant the next 12 months were critical... and the
first 9 had already went poorly. The attacks on Prius PHV had growth to an amazing
level. Remember the effort to convince people that the entire plug-in capacity was only 6
miles? It was intense and an obvious sign things wouldn't get any better for Volt. The
next generation was still 2 years away. Ford's Energi models were seeing growth. Leaf
was gaining appeal, despite "range anxiety" and heat-degradation issues. Tesla was
causing quite a stir. GM remained stubborn, insistent upon not offering an EV, any type
of hybrid, or even a more affordable version of Volt. Inventory was piling up. The price
got dropped by $5,000. Sales didn't increase though. The "who" question was getting
asked more and more. With BMW's i3 beginning to draw interest, there was good reason
to wonder who Volt would appeal to. After all, early-adopter purchases were
complete. Meanwhile, people were learning to tolerate the gas prices around $3.35 per
gallon as the norm. Remember what came just a month later? The disastrous secondgeneration BAS called eAssist was canceled and the Cadillac version of Volt was
announced with a price of $75,995. It was a mess. GM was betting the farm on Volt
success. You can imagine the type of pressure that put on supporters.

11-13-2015

Sonata Plug-in Hybrid. It's available now. This offering from Hyundai come with 5
times the battery capacity. That 9.4 kWh is able to deliver an EV range of 27
miles. Pricing of the vehicle is $34,600. Following depletion, the system is rated at 40
mpg combined. It should be very interesting to see how it is welcomed by our market,
especially with Outlander and a new Prius PHV on the way. We wonder how Ford &
Honda will respond too. As awareness & availability of plug-in hybrid choices grow,
sales should pick up. It's such a painfully slow process to get all the automakers
contributing. And of course, we have GM still sending mixed messages. Perhaps the
isolation of Volt will allow the Malibu to reuse the CT6 plug-in hybrid
configuration. Supposedly, they share the same hybrid system. Volt lacks the refined
engine, so it should stand apart. Sonata seems to fit right in with the rest. That's a good
sign. Hopefully, these crazy low gas prices offer a bridge to plugging. Rather than being
in desperation, as back with the $4 gas, we can get people to try them out without feeling
like it's a big step. True, the 75 to 100 average MPG is a tough sell when gas is just $2
per gallon, but at least opportunity still exists. It's not like there's an outright pushback
anymore. The batteries themselves have proven themselves up to the chore.
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11-15-2015

Big Picture. Even those attempt to be constructive sometimes miss the big picture:
"Hybrid tech germinated in the 20th century. They've ridden those coattails for almost 2
decades now." He was attempting to summarize the problems with fuel-cell rollout, but
didn't take into consideration the other issues we face. That's quite common of a mistake,
especially when it comes to public funding. I interjected with the following: Plug-in
hybrids (available at your local dealership) and lithium chemistries are still quite new, so
are some technologies for combustion engines, like direct injection. Trying label
something as old to downplay it won't work. You can't just turn a blind-eye to the heavy
investment still taking place with traditional vehicles either. Also, notice where the oil
industry is currently? The long timespan we enjoyed of relative stability is gone. A time
of unpredictability has begun. We've arrived at the so-called "peak" everyone worried
about. There's plenty of oil still, but getting it to consumers is a chaotic mess. There's
missing & aging infrastructure. New pipelines will need to be built. We have no
choice. Are we really going to ride the coattails of the 20th century with oil, repeating
another 4 decades of what contributed to a planet now dealing with climate
change? Wouldn't it make a whole lot more sense switching to a fuel that can be
generated using renewable energy? We know that EV won't work for everyone. There
are apartments & condos which clearly cannot accommodate plugging in. There are also
countless old neighborhoods with detached garages and exposed power-lines that simply
won't be able to handle the addition of large quantities of level-2 chargers. There's the
reality that the oil industry won't give up without a fight too. There will not be a single
solution for all. Having fuel-cell vehicles co-exist with electric-only vehicle will happen.
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11-17-2015

Toyota Embargo. Patience is always required when it comes to Prius. This is
especially true now. Tomorrow (well, actually very late tonight) we'll learn a lot more
about the upcoming 2016 Prius. There were some people invited out to the West Coast
to see it firsthand, ahead of the general public. They got a lot of information, including
the opportunity to drive it and take video of the experience. The catch is, they have to
wait for the official "ok" before revealing any of that. Toyota has an embargo; those who
got to see it early are not allowed to release anything about that yet. So, we wait. The
speculation is wild. A few minor leaks happened, of course. But we have no solid idea
what to actually make of those incomplete tidbits. My guess is this generation focused
on refining the system as a whole, rather than focusing primarily on efficiency. We
know the platform will get a nicer suspension. The tradeoff is that costs more and it
would add weight. It also has a wider stance and a lower center-of-gravity. That is what
many had hoped, so... it would be great news to get a confirm. The system is likely more
robust for plug-in support too. Even though the existing generation supported that
already, there's always opportunity to upgrade. That's how technology
progresses. Batteries, motors, controllers, and software all improve over time. It's a
realistic expectation. How people react is an entirely separate matter. I'm quite curious
about that. Remembrances of the 2010 bring back comments to mind about how radical
is looked, especially the headlights. The back end is getting emphasis this time, though
the front looks much more sleek. I like the new back. It really stands out, both day &
night. That's the point. It's a family car that looks anything but, which will likely cause
quite a stir. Critics prefer a traditional look, period. Breaking the mold with a radical
look is too much change all at once. Fortunately, the critics aren't planning to
purchase. Radical looks tend to grow on people over time. So, whatever the first
impression, later on will be different anyway. I'm sure there will be some spin about
MPG not being what was hoped for, even though we know there will be a standard and
"eco" model, where the latter delivers exactly as anticipated. We'll find out those details
soon enough.

11-18-2015

First Impressions. I did a search for newly published articles. The first I stumbled upon
was from Detroit. It wasn't too bad. The observations were reasonable. I wasn't thrilled
about the false information though. The writer made a comment about how the batterypack had been moved to under the rear seats, so now the cargo floor could be
flat. Ugh. It was always flat. He just assumed it wasn't. He also claimed this was the
first Prius to offer a lithium battery. It's really the third. The one I've been driving (the
plug-in model) for 3.5 years was first. The second was the 7-passenger wagon model in
Japan & Europe. So, like I said, it wasn't too bad. To my surprise, the next article gave a
"pretty amazing" comment about the rear lights. I guess the boring traditional look is on
the way out. My only irk though came from Toyota itself. The rear legroom in back got
reduced by almost 2 inches. Ironically, Volt supporters set the precedent for the smaller
size, so anything they say would be a double-standard. I'm keeping my mouth shut, since
they'll obviously try to spin it to make me appear hypocritical. Though, I could point out
that front legroom increased by 0.7, making it 1.4 inches more than what Volt offers. Of
course, they'll probably focus on the horsepower anyway. The new hybrid-system
measurement give an impression of having been reduced, when in reality, we're getting
ordinary incremental improvements where beneficial. That's what should be expected
from generational upgrades. So, no change in 0-60 acceleration, but a noticeable
improvement for 0-30 acceleration. We get active grille shutters now. There's a wide
array of smaller improvements too. We'll find out more as the day proceeds.
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11-18-2015

2016 Prius Details. Interesting timing. Along with the details we got today, we also got
news of the price of a barrel of oil dropping below $40. It hasn't been that low since
2002. As expected, the price of gas has dropped too. It is now $1.99 per gallon
here. Seeing that made quite an impression. Prius should be able to weather the pressure
of cheap gas better than some other choices. Details of the 2016 model appear to confirm
that too. The system will be getting generational improvements. The platform itself,
that's different. Some improvements are rather dramatic. Rather than focusing heavily
on efficiency, much attention was devoted to improving the drive experience. The stance
is wider. The center-of-gravity is lower. The handling is more dynamic. Things like the
new suspension in back make that obvious. Weight was traded off to make a car of
greater appeal. Heck, even the look itself shakes the stereotype Prius itself created. It's
not a sports-car by any means, but it is clearly not just a family transport either. As
usual, it puts current owners in an awkward position. Prospective buyers on the other
hand, they are quite different. There is much opportunity to take advantage of. It's like a
fresh start, so much has been invested in making Prius draw in new interest. The plastic
look is gone. The seating area is more spacious with the center console change and
dashboard refinements. It's well thought out. Toyota obviously took suggestions from
online comments very seriously. The consideration of what people were asking for,
clearly outside of want the hybrid system delivers, is easy to see. That's a sign of
maturity. Now that the original purpose of emission & consumption reduction has been
achieved, it was time to focus on other elements even more... more so than some
anticipated. But then again, with all the controversy related to MPG estimates, it's no
wonder Toyota played it conservatively. Initial reports say MPG observed is much
higher than we expect the official EPA values to state. More to come.

11-19-2015

Hydrogen Traps. Supporters of "green" are falling into them at a surprising
rate. Rather than actually research their information, they just recite data of the
past. They have no idea it's outdated. They have no idea it's limited scope. They even
have any idea what the overall goals actually are. It's just "electric is better"
chanting. So, when I get a post like this, I can't help but to be both amused & concerned:
"And you think building out a nationwide H2 network will be more affordable? lol" His
assumptions were obvious from the discussion, just blinding accepting claims at facevalue. Much of it stems from not believing the co-exist is possible. It's a terrible mindset
to assume only one solution will fit all. Yet, that's quite common. It contributes to the
"not reading" problem. That's why some Volt enthusiasts only hear "Prius" even though
the discussion is entirely about GM with no mention at all of Toyota. The same thing
happens with "affordable" when it comes to fuel-cells. They don't bother to research
existing infrastructure. They just assume existing electrical distribution is up-to-thechore without the need for an overhaul... especially with at the level of expense some of
us have already begun to deal with. Anywho, I posted: You clearly haven't actually read
what I've been posting. There was no comment related to being affordable. It's taking
everything affected into account. For quite awhile now, I've been saying that individuals,
landlords, and private business owners aren't going to foot the bill. The large industries
with something to lose will. They'll want in on the new fuel as oil demand falls. Think
about how much easier it will be for those big players to setup that infrastructure, already
having land, labor, and expertise available. The goal is to establish something
sustainable that's clean. It doesn't necessarily have to be the most efficient or the lowest
cost. Balance is more important.
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11-21-2015

New Attack Attempts. The troublemakers are re-emerging. The 2016 is obviously
stirring the pot. In this case, it's another Volt owner who's hate for Prius is quite
evident. I found it interesting to lurk upon his posts in the Volt forum about the same
topics on the Prius forum. His intent is obvious. Of course, we can see that somewhat
here: "If you want a PHEV that you can just drive and not have to 'consider' when and
where to use it as such, you'll need a better design than the PIP." Needless to say, this is
another one of those bomb & leave posts. If he doesn't get anyone naive enough to reply,
he doesn't bother. When those of us well informed attack back, we rarely hear
back. That was certainly the situation here. I clearly called him on his greenwashing
attempt: It's 23°F outside. I just went out into the garage, unplugged the Prius, and
drove to the coffee-shop. Top speed was 55 mph. Distance was 4.4 miles. Efficiency
was 999 MPG. What part of that needed consideration? Spin of the past attempting to
downplay the abilities of PIP fall on deaf ears now. We have proof those claims made
were misleading. We're tired of that blatant greenwashing. Plugging in significantly
boosts overall efficiency. It's that simple. Our driving results clearly confirm that.

11-22-2015

Identical Path. We've heard this nonsense countless times: "It is identical to the path
Toyota took." Anyone taking the time to do a little bit of research, perhaps just read the
synopsis on wiki, would see that's not the case. In this situation, it's a well-known
antagonists who is quite upset with Toyota and unwilling to listen to reason. So lately,
the tables turned. He had been posting other people's own quotes to mislead about
context. Upset by that, someone used one of his own quotes against him. His rant from a
little over a year ago started with that "identical" claim and was followed by: "They
introduced a hybrid car which was not profitable and didn't sell a lot... Why not give
them the same chances since Toyota is no longer leading the way for
electrification?" He was wrong, very wrong about Volt's future. Looking back, we were
quite curious how he would respond. Sadly, he chose to abandon that thread which had
been active for that entire duration. Regardless, I was happy to post this: No, it's not
even close. Toyota limited initial sales to a quota and diversified right away, resulting in
a profit by the final year of gen-1. That first offering was targeted directly at middlemarket too. GM took a very, very different approach. GM also had a decade of battery
& motor experience prior to Volt rollout... EV1, Two-Mode, and BAS/eAssist. Let's not
forget about all the fuel-cell development either. As for giving them a chance, you still
don't understand what "leading the way" even means. It's the ability to get ordinary
people to change. Any automaker can create & sell a niche, which is exactly the GM
chose to do. We don't see any high-volume plans for Volt in the future. In fact, GM is
now promoting the very things they claimed Volt would make unnecessary. We were
told for years that EREV was all anyone needed. It was the best of both worlds: EV
without range-anxiety. No need for a plug-in hybrid. No need for an electric-only
vehicle. EREV was the solution for everyone. This week the CT6 plug-in hybrid was
revealed for our market and there was an announcement that the production-ready Bolt
EV would be revealed in January. That's in direct conflict with the "leadership" we had
been told about for years. Anyone who claims otherwise is in deep denial of what
happened with Volt gen-1 promotion. We're tired of the excuses & spin. We simply
want an affordable & profitable vehicle for the masses that's clean & efficient.
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11-23-2015

567,000 Problems. That's what the count of non-compliant VW diesel vehicles has
grown too, here in the United States. Oddly, the impact in Europe is quite
different. Rather than the after-the-fact recategorization of "clean diesel" to a niche as an
excuse to do so little, VW is choosing to not do anything at all. Here, they claim buyers
understood diesel wasn't mainstream like gas, which implies they accepted consequences
of whatever might happen. Over in Europe, diesel is more popular than gas. So, as far as
VW is concerned, there is nothing to say. Everyone knows diesel is dirty anyway. With
the many millions of VW vehicles in all those countries, the cost to correct & compensate
would be overwhelming. We are witnessing the death of diesel for all passengers
vehicles from all automakers. It's so bad, it's pulling down VW's reputation with gas
vehicles too. Who could have ever imagined the end would be so abrupt and so
undisputable? The VW owners here will suffer from lower resale value, as well as lower
efficiency and lower power. All that "fun to drive" celebrating is over. It never made
any sense. Even with all the cleansing hardware, diesel could just barely qualify as clean
enough to meet minimums and efficiency wasn't competitive with hybrids. There's
nothing left to promote them. Why bother, especially with plug-in hybrids delivering
dramatically higher efficiency and a far quieter ride? The problem with diesel have
grown to an unbelievable level. Wow!
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11-25-2015

Thanksgiving. The holiday is tomorrow. A well-known troublemaker who has recently
had a complete attitude-change posted a commentary highlighting this: "...but being
profitable at mainstream prices is a whole different story." That quote from him
certainly caught may attention. It's quite a mindset shift from rhetoric of the past. So, I
responded by giving thanks: Thanksgiving, for me, is seeing you say what I've been
posting for the past 8 years here. Welcome to the other side. The wait for a partnership
to begin has been a long one. A nice benefit of such a delay is the education picked up
along the way, for all who participated. It was clear from that start what Volt was
designed to be. The engineering praised by enthusiasts was simply too expensive to
make it competitive. That's why attention shifted over to gen-2. Cost reduction, enough
to make it profitable at mainstream prices (MSRP, no tax-credit or HOV incentives),
would allow it to compete with the true competition. My local EV club recognized that
competition right away: traditional vehicles. Showroom losses are painful opportunities
missed. They've been working hard to generate a spirit of cooperation among plug-in
owners. It starts with acknowledgement of overall goals. Don't let the implementation of
technology interfere with the effort to shift from fossil-fuel consumption to renewable
electricity use. GM's step to release a PHEV, that very thing the automaker (and this
group here) campaigned heavily against in the past, is progress. EREV never really had a
proper distinction anyway. All plug-in vehicles with an engine are a hybrid. They just
vary in performance. It's like how gas-only vehicles have varied for
decades. Mainstream buyers haven't cared about operational details or how a technology
was labeled. They just take the vehicle for a test-drive to judge performance, then decide
if the extra it costs for that is worth it. If price is too high, they move on. It's that
simple. Now that "being profitable" gets discussed routinely without quarrel, what
should happen? HOV incentives in CA will run out soon. Tax-Credits will expire in a
few years. Gas prices will remain low. That's far from an ideal market to promote plugin vehicles. That means plug-in offerings must become well established (in other words,
mature to becoming profitable) in the meantime. We can see that Toyota just did a major
overhaul to Prius. The gen-4 is basically a redefining of what "hybrid" means...
including the plug-in model. That will encourage more to shift away from traditional
vehicles. The hybrid version of RAV4 will obviously stir new interest as well. What
about the other automakers? Think about what Nissan & Tesla will be doing. Will GM
target a PHEV at mainstream buyers, some affordable model of Chevy? Will Volt's
MSRP drop more? Will the hybrid Malibu be heavily produced & promoted? What
about Bolt?
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11-27-2015

Ugly. This is an interesting topic. The discussion was started by a current Prius owner
looking to upgrade, but not pleased with what he sees. I homed in on this particular reply
to sound off from: "This is the first thread to call the new prius ugly. Could a trend be
starting?" There was a variety of approaches I could take with my post. This is what I
decided upon: This seems quite familiar, much like what we went through in 2009...
when gen-3 was first introduced. Gen-2 looked plain in comparison. Yet, there was a
group who preferred it. After 6 years, there are some who look forward to a refresh
introducing a more aggressive look. Keep in mind, there are some who didn't think gen-3
was stylish enough. It became the face of hybrids, working itself into a self-deprecating
stereotype. Breaking away from that to introduce a more capable system to a new
audience will naturally disenfranchise some of the current. Think about how radical the
headlights of gen-3 looked like to that audience back then. Think about how "common"
they've become since. Change is inevitable. How do you make a vehicle noticeable
without losing its connection to the past? Something to compel new interest is
needed. LED lighting offers a great deal of opportunity, something many automakers
will capitalize on... eventually. The fact that Toyota is so far ahead of the rest makes
their vision questionable. Will people really stick with the more bland design? How
many have praised futuristic concepts in the past that will dismiss them now that the
distant future they imagined has arrived? True, there will be some cosmetic aspects that
don't catch on. But then again, there will be some that do. What would you prefer to
drive? Gen-3 certainly drew a lot of interest.

12-01-2015

89 Degrees. We had our first snow storm this year, which represented the first true
"normal" commute for Winter from the new house. Traffic was plenty heavy, enough to
allow me to push the plug-in system. I hit the stop & slow traffic with a warmed
heater. That meant I should be able to stay comfortable the entire duration, as much as
15 minutes before the engine would need to start up again for heat. Sure enough. I got
through the crazy mess of crawling along the highway. That much longer than usual
delay to cross the river was entertaining. I watched the coolant temperature drop and
drop and drop. I got all the way down to 89°F before the engine started back up again for
heat. It's not often I can reach tolerance like that. I usually reach my destination at that
point or run out of electricity. Staying in EV that entire duration was nice. Keeping the
engine isn't necessary, since blending is so efficient anyway. But in those circumstances
when traffic is impaired by so much, the smooth & quiet is pleasant. Think of everyone
else crawling along running there engines non-stop. Wasted gas. Added
population. Easily prevented with a hybrid.

12-02-2015

VW Trouble. As you could imagine, Volkswagen sales for November were down. The
disaster with their diesel vehicles has caused reputation damage. That's no
surprise. There have been reveals of more people covering up more acts of
deception. The fix will reduce both efficiency and "fun to drive". Those were the very
aspects of the cars that drew people to them. It certainly wasn't the clutter of the diesel
engine. There's the obvious higher fuel cost here too. What else can be said? It's a mess
and harm has been incurred. The question is how will owners respond. Posts on the
thread in the TDI forum are in excess of 13,500 now. So far, we haven't seen any type
of shared outcome desire. There are pokes at EVs, the EPA, and lawyers filing classaction lawsuits. That's it though. They basically wait with an expectation of
disappointment. It's an interesting end to a war filled with biased battles.
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12-03-2015

Global Warming. There's no need to use the more informative name
anymore. "Climate Change" is easy to see. Human contribution to it can no longer be
denied. Human ability to deal with the challenges is no longer a hope for the
future. That time has come. It's not 2000 anymore. Remember how different the world
was, back when the first Prius sales began here in the United States? I do, quite
clearly. Mine 2001 Prius was among the first delivered. I was one of the pioneers... who
discussed what would happen in the future... which is now over 15 years ago. That future
is today. A remarkable next-gen Prius is about to begin sales. Not only is it the leader of
clean & efficient hybrids, it's also greatly improved in terms of driving dynamics. Body
stiffness has been increased by 60%. That's amazing. For perspective, the newest Camry
only saw an increase of 10%. The rear-suspension is another big improvement. The
ordinary setup of the past has been replaced by a double-wishbone independent
suspension design. That's a really big deal. The "numb" and "disconnected" feel of the
past that enthusiasts complained about was very directly addressed. In fact, space &
weight in the rear were traded off for the sake of that improvement. Combined with the
lowered center-of-gravity and wider stance, drivers will notice the grip around corners
and hard turns. That was a change which will draw in new interest. People will see the
more sporty look and discover upon test-drives that Prius has transformed from a very
practical family transport to a vehicle with some fun-to-drive appeal. The 0-to-30
upgrade should make that an easy sell. Long story short, we now have a tool to combat
Global Warming more effectively with. There's no more excuses. Having the
technology readily available, we can help lead the way.

12-05-2015

New Questions. Audience was by far the biggest question. That was not understood by
those who supported Volt. As a result, the first generation was a disaster and the second
is already struggling to capture new interest. The market is excited about the potential
the 200-mile EV offerings. That's range well beyond that of any daily-driving need...
which completely eliminates "range anxiety" arguments. It's quite clear now, since focus
emphasis has already shifted over to long-distance travel. That's where a plug-in hybrid,
like the upcoming second-generation plug-in Prius, will really shine. Both short & long
driving will be clean & efficient. It's a balance of many factors of importance... hence,
answering the many questions. "Who" is obviously paramount. If the masses don't
embrace the technology, what's the point? "How Much" is vital. Sustainable profit
without subsidies is required. That means no depending on tax-credits. "Why" should be
obvious. We can't just keep spewing carbon & smog emissions at such massive
rates. "What" should be obvious too. Electricity, whether it be from a plug or derived
from gas, is the bridge to being both cleaner and more efficient. "When" is the
catch. That concern about "too little, too slowly" was not taken seriously. As a direct
consequence of Volt not capitalizing on opportunity back when it was available, we now
see Bolt, CT-6 plug-in hybrid, and Malibu hybrid filling in its shortcomings. Deniers
will say that was the plan all along. Evidence in forum-posts and blog-entries clearly
confirm otherwise. The fiercely stubborn, blinded by engineering, did not see the true
need or even who the competition actually was. I'm pleased to report, those battles are
long over. That war was lost. We've most on, now asking new questions.
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12-07-2015

Defeat. Accepting it can be quite a challenge for some. Volt uses parallel hybrid
operation. It blends power from the engine to propel the wheels. Electricity is still taken
advantage of, but it's not what GM promised... nor is it what BMW actually
delivered. Now, it looks like Nissan will be doing the same. That pushes Volt even
further into the hybrid category. Rather than having "backup" engine as the rangeanxiety campaign promoted, it uses as engine for supplemental power. Nissan will truly
take the backup approach, just like BMW did. That frustrates some, which this quote
made evident: "It's very obvious that Nissan wants to join GM and BMW in the range
extender EV market (EREV), so they just designed a "copy"." Not wanting to accept the
obvious is sad. The approaches are different. What benefit is there to blurring
categories? People don't care about definitions anyway. It annoys
purists. Acknowledgement means accepting defeat, as far as they are concerned. I
rebutted with: GM's original reveal of Volt presented the system as a serieshybrid. Actual implementation was a design that took advantage of blending though,
where the engine provided some propulsion power rather than just electricitygenerating. That's not the same as BMW or what Nissan is planning. Long story short,
automaker decisions change over the years and labeling really doesn't mean much. It's
the end results as a whole that count... MPG, MPGe, EPA rating, production COST, and
of course SALES.

12-07-2015

82 Degrees. That cold, snowy commute the other day was trumped by this evening's
experience. Rather than the temperature being at freezing, it was balmy 45°F
outside. We took the long way home. There was a beautiful neighborhood elaborately
decorated for the holidays. The lights on the houses and around the landscapes were
spectacular. We were both impressed so much, neither of us had paid attention to how
long we had been driving around using only electricity. The coolant temperature had
dropped to 82, even lower than the 89 that I witnessed the other day. To still have the
heater blowing warmth for such a duration without the need to startup the engine again is
great. It catches many off guard. They expect the engine to run far more often. But
when you think about it, 82°F is quite warm... so much so, that's when some people turn
on the A/C in Summer. That's more than enough warmth for the heater in
Winter. Allowing the system to exploit that opportunity is what makes the MPG so
impressive. Far too many see the small battery-capacity and dismiss. They don't think
about other factors that also influence efficiency.
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12-08-2015

Sales in Japan. They have begun for the 2016 Prius. Yeah! We'll be getting ours here
next month. It's been a long wait. We knew it would be. There was no point to
rush. Battery technology could continue to improve in the meantime. Other automakers
could commit to their own hybrids without a lot of pressure. We can all see the sign of
climate change. There's no denying the penalty for oil demand. It's an been an ugly
situation, especially with the rough start for some automakers. The multiple disasters for
GM has only recently been overshadowed. Both Ford & Hyundai misrepresented their
MPG. That hurt. Honda's struggle is no secret. The big surprise though has been
VW. Who ever imagined diesel would fall apart so spectacularly. Wow! The resistance
hybrids has to deal with from diesel suddenly vanished, literally overnight. The timing
couldn't have been better too... at the verge of gen-4 rollout. We eagerly awake first
reports from owners. The importance of understating MPG is obvious. Far too many
real-world conditions, like Winter cold, made the estimates misleading. So, it's easy to
see how the early reports from industry experts were uniformly above the officially stated
values. The new way of determining horsepower does the same thing. Lower values
than in the past give the impression of degraded performance. That isn't what drivers
observe though. But that does take factors usually not accounted for, like full passenger
& cargo loads, into consideration. It's more realistic. Expectations are easier to met
too. Though, it doesn't look as impressive on paper. Behind the wheel is more important
anyway. That's happening now in Japan. Soon, it will be happening here as
well. Sweet!

12-09-2015

Partnership. We're seeing cheap gas now. Under $2 per gallon is a very real problem
for those of us trying to promote clean & efficient choices. It's far more of a delay than
any of us ever wanted, but at least there's a spirit of cooperation. Locally (here in
Minnesota), there's a group of plug-in owners coming together to help promote plugging
in. There aren't any superiority complexes to deal with. That's a profound difference
from that of the past with Volt enthusiasts online. They really caused a lot of harm. It's
too bad we had to go through all that nonsense. Oh well. At least that experience made
it clear how important it is to have a partnership among owners. That was unheard of in
the past. Old-School beliefs of automaker rivalries set a mindset of quarrel. Encounters
were thought of as challenges. Each was expected to fight the other. The very idea of
uniting against a common foe was fantasy. The thought of a Toyota owner joining forces
with a GM owner was a joke. Now, who's laughing. That situation is being considered
quite serious. We have guzzlers guzzling again. The small SUV is extremely
popular. Even though battery technology is well proven and rapidly becoming
affordable, the majority of consumers simply aren't interested. That's a very real
problem. Partnerships are vital. We need to send a clear message of purpose. Volt
enthusiasts in the past did everything in their power to prevent that. I'm glad that ugly
chapter in history has come to an end.
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12-10-2015

5 Years Ago, Dead. Today's discussion on the long-ago daily blog for Volt was a
reflection upon 5 years ago. With all the automakers... even VW... making commitments
to hybrids and plugging in, the idea of standing out has vanished. Leading is an entirely
different matter, but that's based upon sales... the very topic Volt enthusiasts have been
quite distant from over the past 5 years. I was amused to see this posted: "Well, exactly 5
years ago on Dec 10, 2010, we were commenting on this, LOL! GM CEO: "I Wouldn’t
be Caught Dead in a Prius." " I thought that nonsense was dead. Oh well. It was
opportunity provided to comment. So, I did: That "vastly superior" attitude caused quite
a bit of damage. Partnerships just forming now were delayed years as a
result. Remember what we learned on 11/30/2010 about GM's production plans for
Volt? It was to deliver 240,000 of gen-1. Much was learned along the way. Notice all
the back-pedaling? GM will now be rolling out a full hybrid, the very thing the CEO
back then wanted no part of. We'll also be getting an EV from GM. That too was
heavily criticized against. It sure is nice how things have changed, but it certainly
confirms the original concerns and emphasizes what was needed all along.

12-10-2015

5 Years Ago, Denial. That was as expected. Oh well, again. This was the follow
up: Denial of what happened then and denial of the situation now, along with some
attitude, was very easy to predict. $1.89 per gallon for gas is the reality we currently
face. The market is quickly filling need with a wide variety of choices, some more
capable than others for dealing with the obvious lack of MPG incentive due to cheap
gas. Tax-Credits will expire at different times for different automakers too. The time for
change has arrived. The new Prius is a fresh build, rather than an upgrade. So much of
the operation of the vehicle has modified, it cannot be denied that lessons learned from
the past have been acknowledged & implemented. Driving dynamics have been altered
to appeal directly to the masses. The target is clearly mainstream. Profitable highvolume sales is the goal. Go ahead. Keep cheering for niche engineering. Meanwhile,
don’t deny that true leadership is the ability to get ordinary people to change.

12-10-2015

5 Years Ago, Easy. Same old resistance. It comes from the "trophy mentality"
mindset. The person thinks that because it looks good on paper, it should sell
well. Great pep from electric-drive. Outstanding MPG from being able to plug
in. Impressive price due to the tax-credit. Why wouldn't it be a winner? Factors like
dealer overhead, salesperson commission, and consumer understanding get pushed
aside. Volt is "vastly superior" to Prius, so there's no reason to be concerned about
anything that Toyota learned. GM is better. After all, American engineers have achieved
incredible accomplishments over the decades. Why worry about the business
aspect? Ugh. His response was: "Every post you will make from now till 2025 is easy to
predict." It was intended as a dismissal... not sharing of valuable knowledge learned. Oh
well, yet again. Here's how I responded: 15 years ago, I was saying the same
thing. Deny. Dismiss. Distract. It won 't change the reality that we need clean &
efficient choices for the masses. Whether or not Volt joins in with the rest of the
mainstream offerings is what we cannot predict. Again, the vehicle must be able to take
on the true competition: traditional vehicles. That means production-cost must be low
enough for it to draw large interest (from both consumers & dealers) and still earn a
profit, without any tax-credit or HOV incentives.
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12-11-2015

5 Years Ago, Alone. No one else shared his sentiment. We have found the very last of
the stubborn enthusiasts of the past. Hooray! I was tired of unwillingness to recognize
need. Being part of our larger effort to end the reign of traditional vehicles is far more
important than earning top honors for engineering. More and more, judgment of success
is based upon subjective measure anyway... which, in a way, can be better than arbitrary
measure... since the market is too diverse for any type of one-size-fits-all measure
anyway. Looking back at the previous 5 years, it doesn't take much to see how much
opportunity was lost. The market for plugging in was simpler than and gas was
expensive. Now, there are a variety of new choices on the way and cheap & abundant oil
will make efficiency a much harder sale. That's why the balance Toyota is striving for
with Prius is so important. Rather than delivering a huge MPG improvement, this gen-4
will provide a modest bump. The tradeoff is not trimming as much weight for the sake of
offering greatly improved handling. GM will be learning the hard way that heavy focus
on the battery-capacity increase wasn't worth it. Some tradeoffs just aren't worth
it. Remaining a niche will be hard to bare. To GM's credit, the automaker has
recognized & acknowledged the issues related to sales by diversifying. That effort to
offer choice is an important step in the right direction. Betting the farm on Volt wasn't
wise. Look at the variety of hybrids Toyota offers. Look at how Ford has been
struggling to offer choice... and Honda... and Hyundai... and VW... and Chrysler/Dodge...
and even Nissan.

12-12-2015

5 Years Ago, Change. The fallout from Two-Mode was so bad, disassociation was
preferred response. Everyone knows now... 5 years later... that the system really did live
on, but with a huge redesign to deal with the obvious shortcomings. Much of the
problem derived from the setting of unrealistic expectations. GM's problem with "over
promise, under deliver" was not addressed. Executives kept promoting too much. That's
how the "vaporware" backlash with Volt came about. How could all that be achieved
within just 3 years of development? The following 5 years of sales revealed it was
indeed unrealistic. So, that begs the question of asking what is realistic. Looking at the
other automakers, we've see an effort to target their own customers. Only GM neglected
its own, sacrificing opportunity from within for the sake of conquest. Thank good that
has finally changed. We aren't really sure what to expect, but at least we can see the
change. It took 5 years for the turn-around to take place, but better late than never.
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12-17-2015

Hyundai Ioniq. This coming March, we're expecting a new hybrid, new plug-in hybrid,
and new EV all baring the "Ioniq" label. Hyundai will rollout the new vehicle platform
in those 3 varieties. Interesting new competition for Prius, eh? This is what one
participant on the big Prius forum had to say about that: "Maybe it's me, but I foresee a
quite tough future for the cranky Prius IV with the Ioniq around..." It's easy to get that
impression, not considering the market as a whole. It's far too easy to fall into the trap of
comparing vehicle-to-vehicle. I presented the situation from this perspective: A vehicle
offering similar characteristics will compliment the other, drawing in a larger overall
audience. In fact, growing the market cannot happen without some type
competition. Sales plateau without a cross-competitor endorsement. It's easy to
understand how increasing the size of a battery and adding a plug will improve the
efficiency of a hybrid. Seeing more and more of those choices on the road will make
selling them easier. Rather than competing with each other, they'll really be promoting
the category. We'll have PHEV offerings from Toyota, Ford, Honda, Hyundai,
Mitsubishi, and even GM. Those augmented hybrids will be compared &
contrasted. Battery capacity will become just another aspect of purchase decision. Since
each operates as a hybrid when plug-supplied electricity is used up, they'll still have an
advantage over traditional vehicles. Adding a very small engine to an EV is another easy
to understand design. Its purpose of serving as a backup power-supply when the battery
is depleted is obvious. We'll have that EREV category, currently occupied by BMW
alone, but Nissan plans to join in. The minimum cost, size, and weight differences from
an EV keeps it competitive while also addressing charging concern. Of course, there's
Volt too. The term "boutique" is being used more and more to describe it... since the
design stands alone and there are no plans for anything to like it from other
automakers. GM isn't planning on widening appeal beyond special interest either. Sales
will speak for themselves. Remember, there's a race to profitability. When the taxcredits run out, these vehicles will need to face traditional vehicles head-on. That's tough
competition when gas is so cheap. Right now, here in Minnesota, I saw $1.79 per gallon
today. Some in a few states have posted about even lower prices. That's a very real
problem when trying to promote cleaner and more efficient choices. Having shared goals
with other automakers will help a lot.
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12-18-2015

Observations, new gauges. We're seeing a big turn-around. It comes as a result of
observing. That can take years. Thankfully, the gen-2 upgrades provide an acceleration
to the process... as this illustrates: "My observations from this trip (and subsequent trips
that I have taken) is that ERDTT will run the ICE until your coolant temperature reaches
145°F, at which point the ICE shuts down. Once the coolant temperature cools to 120°F,
the ICE starts again. So my observation is that ERDTT maintains the coolant
temperature nominally between 120°F and 145°F." That came about from the new Volt
offering coolant data on the display. Not having that in the past meant drawing
conclusions on nothing but anecdotal evidence. Actually being able to watch an
instrument showing real-time detail is a profound improvement. I joined in the
discussion with this: The local EV club in my area has been a great source of
information about the other plug-in vehicles. When we get together, we share detail
difficult to get any other way. It's nice to see some of that popping up here now. After
all, gen-2 offerings are taking a different approach. There's also far more choices that
will be available. Anywho… With my Prius PHV, the range is quite different. Warm-up
completes at 130°F and the heater will continue to blow out heat until the coolant
temperature drops to 82°F. That's long enough to allow me to get through the entire
river-crossing winter stop & slow on my commute without the engine having to start
back up. Similarity to Volt is they both take advantage of engine waste to provide cabin
warmth. That is indeed a nice benefit for overall efficiency. Sacrificing plug-supplied
electricity for the heater isn't a good use of limited battery capacity. And yes, being able
to see coolant temperature on the gauge cluster is great!
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12-18-2015

Observations, ironically. I now have a group intrigued by what I share. It's the same
old information as in the past, but now presented in a using an alternative approach. The
difference is they actually have something to contribute now. That's what makes an
"enthusiast" become a "supporter". All those years of fighting principle blinded them to
what is not rather obvious. The problem came from them not wanting to discuss
anything whatsoever related to Prius. They were so fearful of Volt becoming lost in the
crowd, it never dawned on them that the information exchange was really an invitation to
join. It was fight, fight, fight. Ugh. Oh well. Now that the "too little, too slowly" has
been overwhelmingly confirmed as having been a legitimate concern, all is acceptable. I
can go on presenting the same data all over again; though, this time they are
interested. This is how I responded to the positive feedback: Thank you for sharing
details of that drive experience, especially those photos. That's really helpful toward
filling in the information gaps… a major problem we had with gen-1
understanding. Remember all the tar & feather events? Quite a number of enthusiasts
weren’t aware of factors that influenced operation of the system back then. Pointing that
out resulted in a lot of misinterpretation of intention… contributing to
misrepresentation. Sure is nice to see the effort to get beyond that. It's the support we
really need. The factors themselves still remain. The need for cabin warmth is a big
one. Using the A/C has a heat-pump is only so effective. The less efficient choice is
resistance-heaters, but that uses even more electricity. Turning to the gas engine by
capturing its waste heat can be a decent tradeoff. The more informative screens really
help with the understanding of impact. Other factors, like blending rather than pure EV
all the time, are also very difficult to grasp beyond just the concept with detail. Seeing
new data that's available to the driver in real-time is a very nice gen-2 improvement. We
must keep in mind that the true competition is traditional vehicles, not other plug-in
vehicles. That's why sales are so important. Watching customers leave dealers with a
gas-only purchase is really a let down, something we (not the dealer) need to
change. Topics like this are a big contribution toward that. Thanks!

12-19-2015

Observations, disbelief. Ultimately, you want to have some of your much stubborn
enemies become friends. Their unwillingness to give up is a strength. It's not good to
hold them responsible for the damage their misunderstanding caused, since working with
them is a powerful way to recover. To look back and see all those personal attacks, when
they chose to completely ignore the issue at hand for the sake of shooting the
messenger. It's a huge waste. But then again, collateral damage as a result of a
paradigm-shift is to be expecting. There's always some type of cost when change is
required. The goal is to minimize, not eliminate... which ironically, is the point of
hybrids. They minimize gas consumption, but don't eliminate its use entirely. Evidence
of the turn-around is to actually quote me. In this case, it was: "We must keep in mind
that the true competition is traditional vehicles, not other plug-in vehicles. That's why
sales are so important." One of the simplest greenwashing techniques is to misrepresent
by implying, rather than quoting. So, I was in disbelief as much as he was: "Who are you
and what have you done with John???" The attitude of the past is fading away. I had
really hoped gen-2 would usher in new understanding. Real-World data has always been
the most effective tool. All you have to do is take the time to observe.
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12-20-2015

Observations, revolutionary. Gas is only $1.79 per gallon here. Diesel is rapidly dying
for passenger use. There is a growing list of upcoming hybrid & plug-in choices from a
variety of automakers. This is an unusual and unexpected situation. What was expected
was for gen-2 of Volt to be revolutionary and for the gen-2 Prius to continue evolving. In
other words, the belief was Volt would remain "vastly superior" as a symbol of
leadership. Instead, we have a complacent market with everyone playing catch up... and
Toyota still leading the way. Lack of clear direction has always been Volt's
problem. Not knowing who the audience was meant continued confused messages of
purpose. GM needed a mainstream choice, but enthusiasts kept begging for a
niche. That's why it was so vital knowing who. Second generation requires
clarity. That's how Prius was so successful. You can only make major changes when
goals are concise. They still aren't for Volt, hence the mess it is in now and only a
collection of small improvements were rolled out. Prius, on the other hand, had a clear
message of competing directly with mainstream vehicles. That meant trading off huge
efficiency gains for the sake of handling upgrades worthy of drawing lots of new
interest. No more "eco-box" image. There was a clear effort to make Prius more than
just evolve. It needed to be revolutionary. Changes had to be so noticeable that people
would recognize this generation was different. With a reputation well established for
reliability. Proving it was "up to the chore" for taking on salesroom floor opportunity
was obvious. That's the observations I've made over the years. It sure it nice getting
confirmation of that being exactly what Toyota was pursuing. Too bad those Volt
enthusiasts who fought me up to the bitter end are only now seeing the light. It's quite
amusing too. The spin is that my attitude has changed. I'm still posting the same
messages though. Only now, they understand the importance. They trophies they sought
have been earned. Volt did indeed deliver some impressive engineering; however, that
wasn't the assignment. Each automaker needs to change their own offerings, to replace
traditional vehicles with new clean & efficient choices. Being a "halo" didn't achieve
that.
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12-23-2015

Observations, fear. It started with Prius. There was fear it would extinguish Volt;
which ironically, Volt had fire scares to deal with too. So, it needed to be "vastly
superior". That meant comparisons to the only truly successful clean & efficient new
technology would happen over and over and over again. Treating a vehicle without a
plug and without a massive tax-credit the same as one that had both really bordered on
the edge of lunacy. It simply made no sense. Yet, that was the formula agreed upon by
enthusiasts. A small number of those online posters attacked and the large remainder
were enablers. That's not the kind of observation we wanted to make. The desire was to
form a partnership by exchanging knowledge & experience. Thank goodness that's
finally happening now, long overdue. Unfortunately, the fate for Volt is already
sealed. Rather than taking the opportunity years ago to steer the next-generation in the
direction of mainstream, it became a confused mess. Today was great proof of that. The
topic on the Volt daily blog was all about Bolt. It's quite remarkable how dramatic of a
change has come. Some posts totally contradict intentions of the past. Others don't even
acknowledge Volt as a player anymore. GM will (somehow) be delivering an affordable
200-mile EV. This is why I blogged so much about history as it was unfolding. The now
hypocritical claims from years ago are difficult to believe, but well documented. They
see this outcome as obvious. Really!?! There are still comparisons to Prius too. What
the heck? I could understand the plug-in model. But how does the hybrid even remotely
share the same category? Ugh. Needless to say, there's more to this than what meets the
eye. HOV stickers in California are gone. The last "green" was distributed
recently. That means a major purchase-incentive for Volt is no longer available. For
Bolt on the other hand, there are a number of "white" stickers still. BMW's i3 qualifies
for them, despite having a gas engine. That engine is tiny (650cc) and the gas tank is tiny
(1.4 usable gallons). That makes it an EV with nothing but a short-range, limited-power
backup. It's a true EREV. Enthusiasts of Volt lashed out when cornered in the
past. Now, they've switched loyalty over to Bolt. Seeing Volt abandoned like that is
bizarre. It's doomed to remain a niche without any way to draw ordinary consumer
interest. Who will the support come from? The observation of what comes next will be
interesting. The time to file a $7,500 credit without having to wait until 2017 is quickly
drawing to an end. The HOV stickers are already gone. Initial demand has been
fulfilled. With the Detroit autoshow promising to stir interest with new plug-in offerings,
what will happen to Volt? Remember, 2016 Prius sales are about to begin soon and the
price of gas is at record lows.
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12-24-2015

Beyond Possible. This 2-minute video-advertisement for the 2016 Prius from Toyota is
making rounds on the internet. It shows Prius tearing around an industrial area,
screeching tires while tightly maneuvering through abandoned buildings, and sliding
sideways on graveled roads. Comments were made about how unrealistic that was: "I
think the add portrays a false expectation..." You can't help but to roll your eyes from
comments like that. The pointless things we've seen along the way should make this a
complete non-issue. How many times have you witnessed a pickup pulling unbelievably
massive loads? I remember one showing 32 refrigerators being transported on a flatbed,
towed by a consumer-grade pickup. Why? Who in the world would ever do anything
like that? There isn't even a rough equivalent. Same goes for all the SUV off-roading
advertisements. How often does that actually happen? People are using their SUV, with
heavy-duty suspension and massive tires, for commuting to work... sharing the same
roads as everyone else. Why is that overkill acceptable, but not watching a Prius being
driving as if it was on an obstacle course? Needless to say, some perspective is
needed. We've watched far too many sedans racing across open salt-flats to have to
accept a double-standard. This marketing isn't anything different from countless other
advertisements... but with a twist. Prius can also point out that it's green too. Anywho,
this was my post about it: We have literally seen thousands of commercials like that over
the years. It's how cars and trucks have been advertised. Seeing that is the
expectation. Whether or not you ever do that with your vehicle is an entirely different
matter.

12-26-2015

Observations, the problem. The muddy mess of issues & solutions continues to get
worse. Even though there are obvious signs of SMOG emerging around metro areas, the
snap response to dismiss our pollution problems is to just write off "climate change" as
human caused. Volt has become the lightening-rod for arguments centered around the
issue too. It's really unfortunate enthusiasts focused so highly on "gallons" and basically
ignored the bigger picture. They never bothered to help point out CARBON emissions
are not the same as SMOG emissions. That fundamental difference is now hurting their
cause. Of course, had they used SMOG as an argument point rather focusing entirely on
CARBON, we likely wouldn't have as much of a mess to still deal with. Reading an
article published a few days ago praising the gen-2 Volt, it was easy to observe the
problem. There were 165 comments posted as of writing this. The nature of many
arguments against Volt centered around being vague. The premise of "cause" instead of
"contribute" is the primary inhibitor preventing any detail. The enthusiast obsession with
absolutes makes it worse. People simply don't care as a result. The final nail-in-thecoffin though is the tax-credit. Dependency on that provides an excuse to reject. So,
regardless of whether or not the automaker earns a profit from sales, that governmentassistance cancels out any benefit as far as they're concerned. This an the aspect of
business the enthusiasts fought against for the first 5 years of Volt availability. Now,
consequences of that choice are revealing the problem they allowed to grow. Very few
posts are constructive. Many on general-audience articles like this are political in nature
(due to the obvious government involvement.) My favorite post was this: "84,600 sales
in 5 years, resounding success?" It highlights shortcoming of engineering focus. No
matter how impressive performance of any vehicle may be, people won't make their
purchase decision on that alone. That's basic economics. Too bad enthusiasts refused to
acknowledge that. Even with the $7,500 incentive, they're wasn't enough interest
anyway. The problem was (and still is) much more complicated.
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12-26-2015

Observations, change. There is no precedent for gen-4 offerings. There is stereotyping
though. That's a very real problem... unrelated to emission issues. People establish a
mindset and stick to it. Breaking away from that is tough, as marketers are well
aware. Campaigns to change pre-established views presents challenges. Advertising can
be effective, but there needs to be something compelling to draw new interest. With the
case for each new Prius, expectations have been for a more efficient system with a decent
cost-reduction. In other words, the system would be further refined... making it even
more appealing to those wanting to reduce emissions & consumption. The reality that
Toyota would not have that focus anymore is perplexity to some. We've already
observed many, many, many posts from those not understanding the overlying
need. They continue to assume priorities won't change. That change is absolutely vital
though. Gen-4 is designed to achieve that. This new Prius trades efficiency performance
for handling performance. There's more power for city driving and the suspension has
been upgraded. Combined with a lower center-of-gravity, this is a noticeable departure
from what the first three generations of Prius offered. That's why the standout look was
chosen. This new offering will easily be recognized as a Prius, but the styling is doesn't
conform to the ordinary pattern we still see. The new Volt is the ultimate example of
this. Gen-2 looks remarkably like a Civic and a Forte. The style was dumbed down (for
lack of a better description) to look like other popular sedans. In fact, that's why it
doesn't offer a rear-wiper, despite being a hatchback. GM decided to make it look like
it's part of the traditional crowd to help promote sales. The catch is, that only works for
earlier offerings. With just a second-generation design, refining the system and retaining
an ordinary look can be beneficial. However, with a fourth-generation rollout, doing
little to alter visual appeal can become a barrier. A bold, new look can draw lots of
interest. People get too distracted by other factors to notice that importance
though. Unless you study consumer behavior, it gets overlooked. Competition at
different generational stages makes the understanding of what really influences behavior
very difficult is hard enough. Change in a market with so much pressure to succeed often
causes the obvious to go unobserved. Remember purpose. Focus on goals.

12-28-2015

Observations, audience. How many times and how many different ways can this be
addressed: "A plug-in hybrid that has to use its ICE before the battery is depleted is much
less desirable." I climbed up on the soapbox one more time: Know your
audience. Ordinary consumers won't be interested in electricity purity, especially if
there's a high-cost required to achieve that. If they did want purity, they'd just purchase
an EV instead. The 200-mile capacity offerings will be targeting them. The strength of
plug-in hybrids is balance. You still get EV, just not 100% of the time prior to
depletion. Rather than sacrificing electricity for the sake of avoiding any gas
consumption, the system takes advantage of having an engine available. Running that
engine in the most efficient manner is key. Blending (using plugged-supplied electricity)
for augmentation is how. RPM is lowered significantly and revving is reduced. Ask
yourself how much more an ordinary consumer would actually be willing to pay for the
purity tradeoff. Ordinary consumers won't care whether or not the engine runs at times.
Heck, most don't even know what their current vehicle actually delivers for
MPG. Seeing a plug-in hybrid deliver +100 MPG while cruising on the highway is what
will draw interest. Late night local errand-running locally in EV has obvious appeal
too. Remember, the audience is people on the dealer's showroom, those who would
otherwise just purchase a traditional vehicle.
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12-29-2015

Observations, support. Watching things fall apart for Volt just as the new Prius is
about to arrive makes for interesting observations. It's weird how enthusiasts continue to
draw attention like this. It's a repeat of what we saw 5 years ago. Wasn't anything
learned? Reading general-audience automotive blogs, you can see the pattern. The
behavior that closely resembles that on the Volt blog. Rather than Volt being a player on
the plug-in team, it is still portrayed as superior. Ugh. Yesterday's stir came from details
revealed about tht 2017 model coming early next year. That's the one which will be
available nationwide. Expectations were to get a variety of improvements here and there
along with some type of price drop. Instead, only a premiere package was
revealed. That's it. Basically, rollout was held to 11 initial states for incentive
benefits. California was about to run out of HOV stickers. Sending the bulk of inventory
there, especially when there is also both state & federal credit to be had, seemed to make
sense. Though, there was the mystery of why production simply wasn't ramped up
instead. After all, that is what Toyota did for gen-2 and we were told for years from
enthusiasts that GM would also do that. The double-standards, the hypocritical claims,
and the contradictions were quite informative. We knew issues weren't being addresses
and that certain shortcomings weren't a priority. It's the denial though that's telling. Who
the heck is going to support the technology? Remember, a big chunk of the success of
Prius came from the empowerment of owners. They'd share their knowledge and
experiences with others. That type of endorsement is far more powerful than any
business entity could provide. Without that, who will interested consumers turn
to? What will their resource be if there's a collection of enthusiasts reciting the same
failed messages as in the past. Move on already. Geez! Notice how the new Prius
traded efficiency for handling? MPG wasn't abandoned; it was simply not given as much
priority. Owners pointed out and even demonstrated with their own upgrades how Prius
could be improved to appeal to a wider audience. Toyota took suggestion and
implemented it... without sacrificing cost. Volt is still expensive. Volt is still
small. Volt still lacks common new-tech, like LED headlights. Heck, those are standard
on Corolla. Why in the world aren't they offered on Volt? For a vehicle that was
supposedly going to leap-frog Prius, it still doesn't show the potential to draw enough
sales to actually do that. Rollout of the 2017 model will be overshadowed by Bolt
hype. Who is the audience for Volt and where will its support come from?
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12-30-2015

Observations, new topics. There are some glimmers of hope. New topics provide that
opportunity. When an Leaf attack began on the daily blog by Volt enthusiasts, my
interest was captured. It was an opportunity to introduce a new perspective on what
could otherwise be just a repeat of old discussions. This is what I homed in on: "You
missed the thermodynamics classes. All vehicle engines and motors are *air cooled*
since all the heat is expelled to the air. The difference is the heat transfer
mechanism. An active transport, such as liquid coolant used..." His missed the point
entirely. It's quite common. People will fixate on the wrong thing, often a symptom
rather than the actual cause. I jumped in ready for battle with: Ugh! Everyone continues
to miss the underlying problem: HEAT IS A WASTE PRODUCT. Using liquid to
transfer that heat is really just a Band-Aid to deal with that unwanted situation, rather
than preventing it in the first place. It makes no sense to disregard that waste. The goal
should be to create more efficient operation, which will reduce losses from heat. Less
energy consumed overall will increase range and/or decrease battery-size too. Not
needing to add the complexity of extra cooling reduces weight & cost as well. Focus on
the bigger picture. Don't get hung up on approaches that fail to address the ultimate
need. That fundamental improvement still being overlooked is the real problem.

12-31-2015

Observations, look forward. That basically killed the discussion. Posts wandered,
totally off-topic. There was a solitary response to my post. It started with the typical "no
free lunch" rebuttal. That's a dead-giveaway the person didn't take the time to actually
consider what had been posted. Focusing on absolutes doesn't accomplish
anything. What extreme ever represents an expectation or even a goal? I ignored that
and waited until this morning to respond. I quoted this part: "Obviously engineers of
some vehicles decided that active liquid cooling for their batteries and electronics was
worth the weight. Forced air cooling would likely require even more power, more room,
and not capable of the same level of performance." It was worth bothering with the
"always" part in the first part of his post. My comments were: Not requiring extensive
cooling is the goal. Decisions of the past were based upon technologies of the
past. Look forward now. Notice what the computer industry did over time? They too
had battery & heat issues. Designing more efficient processors and optimizing software
reduced the power-consumption, which in turn reduced waste in the form of heat. As
much as people here hate to consider Prius, you have to admit Toyota did its
homework. The inverter/booster was made more efficient over the generations. The unit
itself underwent major revisions, including size &amp; voltage alterations, as well as
upgrading internal components. The latest improvement was elimination of external
wires. Rather than having to connect wires, it attaches directly to the propulsion system
now. The traction-motor was made more efficient by making the wires thinner and
wrapping them tighter. The electric-propulsion was made more efficient by increasing
the number of power-carriers within the power-split-device and replacing the reductiongear with a second power-split-device. There's the benefit of battery chemistry &
manufacturing improvements too. The end result has been a system that uses less
electricity to accomplish more... so much so, the newest battery only needs half the total
capacity of the previous generation. That equates to less heat.
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1-01-2016

39 MPG. Today was nothing but driving. We traveled over 700 miles. Much of that
was straight west over roads with very few hills and very few curves. Specifically, the
drive was from the eastern side of Minnesota, clear through the entire state of South
Dakota, over to a remote town in the eastern side of Wyoming. After leaving the state,
the speed-limit increased from 70 to 80 mph. Maintaining a cruise at 80 mph for hours
on end isn't something I've ever done before in the Prius. Of course, we couldn't do it
today either. But on the way back, that might be possible. Heading west means driving
on the north side of the highway. They don't plow in South Dakota. There's no sanding
or salting either. That means the snow blowing from the north over the road gets
smashed down into the pavement. Over time, that builds up ice. Slowing down to 70 is
the best you can do without over-braking. The small patches appear randomly and far
apart. You can go a long way without encountering one. Then suddenly... you have to
glide over it. Surprisingly, that's actually safe. Most are very short. Anywho, I watched
the efficiency average drop. With temperatures around freezing while traveling at that
speed, the 39 MPG average was rather impressive.

1-03-2016

Too High, Too Fast. This is a very real problem: "Over the last year I’ve been trying to
decide what I would do once my Volt lease was up. Buying it as a used car was out of the
question for two reasons. The residual was way too high (at $27,628) and electric-car
technology is changing too fast." What would you do? Leases aren't anywhere near as
generous nowadays either. Years back, low lease prices were used to draw in buyers
who would otherwise just dismiss Volt as a possibility. Since then, MSRP price has
come down and the used market is saturated with lease returns. As a result, those once
considered "conquest" sales are becoming lost customers. They just move on to
something else. Enthusiasts absolutely refused to acknowledge this was a possible
outcome. How do you sell an outdated early-model plug-in vehicle? What do you buy
as a replacement? It's an ugly situation saying "I told you so" to doesn't help you even
feel better. We tried to point out the recklessness of those leases. Oh well. It's an
everyone loses situation. That's why I'm glad Toyota limited both gen-1 of Prius and
gen-1 of Prius PHV to small audiences. Heck, for the first 2.5 years, the only way to get
a Prius was online order. Talking about not having any showroom presence. That was
useful with the real-world data-gathering though. It kept the used models in check
to. PHV has been limited as well. That problem of "too high, too fast" is and interesting
retrospective on the "too little, too slowly" concern. That's why clarity of purpose is
vital. It's unfortunate there are still efforts to keep intent vague. Some lessons are never
learned.
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1-05-2016

1,602 Miles. That round-trip sure was interesting. The stretch through eastern Wyoming
and the entire length of South Dakota was with the adaptive-cruise set at 80 mph. With
so little traffic this time of year and the road hazard free (no ice or snow and little traffic),
it was smooth sailing. Of course, even at that rate of travel, it still took 16 hours to get
home. Once in Minnesota, the speed-limit does slow down to 70 mph, but that really
doesn't equate to much. Stops for food & gas are a welcome break from the almost
turnless journey anyway. To our amazement, despite winter cold and going so fast, the
average for that whole long weekend getaway came to 42 MPG. With only a single
battery-pack charge the whole time, you'd think the plug wouldn't have made any
difference. From an efficiency point-of-view, it really didn't. But from an enjoyment
perspective, you bet. We drove through a park elaborately decorated with massive
animated holiday-light displays. Being able to drive all of that using only electricity sure
worked out well. Anywho, I had a good time and the purpose of the Prius was
fulfilled. We were delivering a baby crib. The large cargo area made that easy. The
radar to slow down the Prius when it approached a vehicle going slower on the highway
was great.

1-06-2016

Sales Perspective. With the second-generation of Volt so new, there's obviously going
to be peaked interest. Purchases would be strong simply due to that. But leaving out any
mention of the tax-credit and posting this as the opening line in a sales perspective article
is quite misleading: "Chevrolet is back in the saddle again with a relatively healthy 2,114
Volt sales in December." In fact, some may call that greenwashing. I expect the typical
spin to come from my post about that: The last-minute rush to purchase before year's end
was expected. Buying before the start of 2016 means you can collect the $7,500 taxcredit with 2015 filings; otherwise, you have to wait until 2017. Avoiding delay of an
additional year is good incentive to buy right away. That "back in the saddle" assessment
requires waiting for January results, especially since we all know the reveal of Bolt will
have a direct impact to Volt interest. The minimum milestone for mainstream vehicles in
this market is 60,000 annual (5,000 per month). A quick look at GM sales for December
of popular cars show that is easily exceeded... Equinox 21,827. Cruze 16,849. Malibu
12,155. Impala 9,060. Sonic 7,293. Camaro 5,366. What are sales expectations?
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1-06-2016

Obsolete? I questioned why that label was given, pointing out RAV4 was just due for a
generational update. This was the reply: "Are you saying there is a PHEV SUV in the
pipe for Toyota? Toyota is all Fuel Cell, hater of plugin... at least that is what they are
telling the public." Sometimes, it's difficult to see the perspective from someone with
only a tiny bit of information. They focus in on something trivial, not seeing what was
actually at play. Knowing how to respond to the can be a challenge. I
chose: Overlooking the obvious... that RAV4 is due for an update anyway... shows how
effective the greenwashing campaigns have been. Toyota got labeled as an "all Fuel
Cell, hater of plugin" by those greenwashers. Their most common technique was to post
information out of context. Simply limiting perspective is an easy way to mislead. For
example, when the first-gen PHV model production came to an end, they claimed the
entire PHV program had been ceased, that support for plugging in had been
abandoned. They were relentless too, continuing to make that assertion without any data
to actually support it. The fact that Toyota didn't want to get stuck with inventory that
would have to be marked down when the next-gen Prius was revealed was outright
dismissed. They just kept on with greenwashing efforts. Another example is Toyota's
effort to diversify. We all know that EV won't work for everyone. We also know that
the oil industry will wag a massive campaign against them. To portray Toyota as a fuelcell only supporter, the greenwashers did everything they could to suppress plug-in
endorsements by changing the topic to fuel-cells. That desperation to mislead about
intent was amazing. They were relentless. We've seen quite a bit of that in the past
too. But there's no need to look back any further than 2015. Some have went to great
extremes to build up false impressions... so effective, overlooking the obvious becomes
common. In this case, we know Toyota is expanding hybrid offerings to every passenger
model vehicle they produce by 2020. The hope of eventually being able to provide a
package-option choice with a plug should be obvious. Gen-2 PHV is helping pave the
way, just like the original Prius did for expansion to other models over a decade ago.

1-06-2016

Desperate, no data. It has been quite remarkable over the past few months. We've
witnessed both VW diesel and GM's Volt fall apart. The grand plans are no more. Those
automakers are moving on. We're staging the final battle. A friend of mine posted this:
"Bring us data - we don't need sheet metal art or bluster words. We need engineering
metrics, facts and data. If you don't have them, be calms and wait until they are
available. But don't prove you don't know anything by posting nonsense speculation. At
least don't embarrass yourselves like VW. Better to be quiet and thought the fool than to
post and remove all doubt." He's tired of the nonsense and sees no sense having to
endure it anymore. I jumped in with: Great words of wisdom. Sadly, we've seen this
nonsense far too long. "SHOW ME THE DATA" dates all the way back to 2004, when
the gen-2 was new and got routinely attacked with claims that didn't have any merit. T he
real-world detail clearly revealed greenwashing efforts. Post were kept vague to avoid
getting caught. The rollout of Two-Mode and sales that followed were a disaster. Cause
was obvious. Expectations were based on speculation, not actual facts. Real-World data
brought hope to a sudden death. Volt is even more of a mess. It was as if nothing had
been learned from Two-Mode. In fact, when gen-1 expectations fell apart, focus was
shifted over to gen-2 instead. Repeating the same mistakes, yet again! With Hyundai's
rollout of Ioniq, we're seeing the same careless hype emerge out of factless claims. They
feed the speculation, becoming part of the problem.
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1-06-2016

Desperate, step up. I've seen the pattern repeat so many times, it boggles the mind that
the same old desperate tricks would be attempted. We see the cycle. Doing nothing to
prevent it from starting up again is nuts. Yet, most participants online don't take that
extra step. They settle for winning a battle rather than drawing the war to a close. Even
with the wisdom of seeing the forest, most are unwilling to speak out beyond the
moment. That big picture is lost. Some pointless trolling post will get a bite. A newbie
will unknowingly fall for the invitation to become supportive of a greenwashing
effort. It's misleading with recognition. The victims are clueless to what they
contribute. Anywho, I simply put it this way: It will drag on for years of someone
doesn't step up. After all, a growing problem in forums & blogs is enablers... those who
don't speak up. The direct approach is quick and leaves no doubt.

1-06-2016

Desperate, scapegoat. The ultimate is a summary, where the troller (disguised as a
faithful group member) makes claims about what you did over the years. It's quite
obvious they are painting a picture of deception. The references are clearing from
others. Lurkers won't realize that though. Veterans of the group won't care. They
simply want someone personified as the cause of their peril. It's surprisingly
vindicating. Their desperation is so obvious. There's no point in arguing. All you want
is the confirm. I find it very amusing. They just make stuff. Looking back through my
blogs, I can see exactly what was actually said. It doesn't match what they claim, not
even close. Today, it was the desertion of Volt in favor of Bolt. GM is joining the very
effort it had once fought intensely against. The reveal of production detail pushed the
few (only a handful left) to the brink. We saw that play out. I drew it to a conclusion
with: What was hoped for, what was said, and what actually came to be is well
documented. It's not the never-ending spin we have to put up with here. What happens
here is good confirmation though... of what worked and is still being waited for. The
rhetoric simply doesn't hold up. Vague claims online don't accomplish anything. We see
difference being made by watching the road, parking lots, driveways, and garages. Those
are the vehicles of change.

1-07-2016

Desperate, leadership. It's interesting to witness an ending and a beginning. Bolt is
taking the stage. Hyundai is working hard to get it. Toyota will begin deliveries of the
new Prius shortly. Things really are moving on. A handful just plain cannot with that
though. To them, I posted: Leadership is getting ordinary people to change. For 5 years,
many here dismissed priorities and simply focused solely on engineering
achievement. They assumed the impressive power & handling traits along with a $7,500
tax-credit would be enough to entice. Consumers didn't respond well to that
though. Yet, the accountability of automaker need was dismissed. Becoming a selfsustaining vehicle (high-volume, profitable sales) remained out of reach. Thankfully, the
necessity of diversification is finally being addressed by GM… which seems to be going
well. Unfortunately, it leaves the die-hard enthusiasts in an uncomfortable position. They
will appear to be supporting a double-standard or be labeled as hypocritical for
embracing that change… hence lashing out at a scapegoat. That's annoying, but not the
end of the world. The required adjustments to achieve change are being made. True
leadership is taking place… whether they want to accept it or not.
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1-07-2016

Desperate, denial. The experience of failing is difficult to accept. From those with the
most to lose, we get denial. The pattern is very easy to recognize. They just move the
goal-posts and claim mission accomplished. It's rather sad. That's what the blogs are for
though. You can look back to see what was actually claimed and hoped for. The
disconnect is obvious. With this particular experience, it was best summed up with:
"Gen1 plug-ins have crushed Gen1 hybrids." All along... years prior to rollout... Volt
would crush Prius. Over and over and over again, we'd here how sales would be far
greater. When that didn't happen with gen-1, they simply shifted focus over to gen2. When it became evident sales wouldn't even be close, focus shifted back... but rather
the entire category, instead of just individual models. Whatever the cause, the
comparison is a blatant attempt to alter circumstances. Way back when hybrids were
introduced, there weren't any tax-credit or HOV incentives. Instead, there was a teenytiny tax-deduction and a massive effort to greenwash. Remember the early
2000's? Climate-Change was a joke, were encouraged to guzzle, and very few cared
about smog-related emissions. Now, every automaker is scrambling to deliver something
and battery-technology is well-proven. In the end, it doesn't matter. We know what
happened and what was said. Those in denial just plain don't care. They'll do what it
take to save face and be convinced they were right all along. Just make sure they don't
ever look back and actually read old posts documenting history as it happened, not the
way they claim to remember it. Ugh.

1-07-2016

Moving On. We've got other problems to deal with. The latest is Ioniq
promotion. Accuracy is lacking. Much of it has come in the form of outdated
information about Prius being used to make Hyundai's upcoming offering more
appealing. Naturally, there's some vagueness contributing to the problem. But in this
particular case today, the issue to refute was obvious. I posted the following in response
to what was supposedly a rival introduction... It's frustrating to see how an upcoming
new hybrid is compared to an older generation with the claim of competing rival. We've
all known for months that Toyota is switching all but one of the Prius packages from
NiMH to Lithium batteries. Yet, this was posted anyway: "The newcomer also uses a
modern lithium ion polymer battery as opposed to the older Nickel-Metal Hydride unit
preferred by Toyota." It's bad enough we still have to endure attacks from disenchanted
Volt supporters. But coming from a supposed automotive expert professionally writing
an article, there's no excuse. That type of misinformation feeds greenwashing
efforts. We've seen it countless times in the past. An article like that will get quoted as
an authoritative source over and over. People will blindly believe those claims too,
accepting them at face-value without bothering to do any research of their own. That's
really unfortunate. In other words, we need to speak out. Making sure misleading
"facts" aren't spread is a big deal.
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1-08-2016

Fear. That's what pushed those final die-hard enthusiasts to the brink, lashing out at
anything they could. Having something to blame was what they were desperate for. It's
very easy to see looking back. No mention of the true threat... BMW's i3. That's the
design they had been promoting all along. Problem is, that's not what got delivered. Volt
fell short. Trying to bring i3 down has proven impossible. Having lost countless battles
fighting Leaf made that quite clear the effort was futile. The i3 only has one weakness
they could exploit... the gas tank capacity. A little bit of research reveals a shocking
reality though. That limitation is strictly a matter of battery-capacity. To qualify as a
proper EREV (as per CARB qualification for "white" stickers), the total amount of
available gas cannot exceed travel range to that of the EV capacity. Electricity range
must be greater. Any type of improvement of energy-density or cost-reduction allows the
quantity of gas to be increased. That's inevitable. Better lithium technology is a hot
research & development market. A ton of money is being spent to achieve exactly
that. It's why i3 isn't mentioned anymore. Pretend it doesn't exist. Make sure people
only focus on Prius. Of course, there's a problem with that too. Hyundai's promotion of
the upcoming Ioniq is threatening to eclipse GM's hybrid technology by going after
Prius. Who's going to notice the Malibu with 2 other players stealing the spotlight? No
detail whatsoever is being used to defend Volt anymore as a result. Real-World data is
absent now. Too much showing shortcomings is a very real problem. That sales thread
provided a great example of how efficiency data has vanished. It's simply not talked
about now. That's a fundamental difference from the past. i3 abruptly ended those
debates. Hyundai will be joining in along with Mitsubishi later this year, adding to the
choice of plug-in hybrids offered. There will be a next-gen Prius PHV as well. How do
you sell a product supposedly "vastly superior" without anything to actually support the
claim? Fear caused those enthusiasts to lose track of goals, to get distracted by wants
which didn't contribute to progress. They got incredibly defensive... rather than just
joining in the team trying to help change along. It's too bad. That type of persistence
could have been a valuable asset. There's a lot of pressure against the clean & efficient
tech market. We need them to help make things happen. Not giving up is a
strength. Holding on to an implementation proven unable is counter-productive. Take
what was learned and apply it to the next offering. It's flabbergasting how tightly into a
corner some people can back themselves. Move on already!
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Tired of the Nonsense. Some of us are tired of the few troublemakers working so hard
to upset. We're starting to take a terse stand in response. Why should we have to put up
with that anymore? For example: "YOU expected 3rd generation pricing and sales from
gen 1 Volt, nobody else did." That's such a blatant distortion of history, I couldn't resist
jumping on the chance to rebut it. From another, this got my goat too: "It appears that
getting the mainstream public comfortable with the idea of plugging in will take longer
than any of us expected." His claim of appears is a joke. We knew about that a very long
time ago, with quite a bit of confidence too. I climbed up on the soapbox with this single
post to both of them: Any? Only me? That's called denial. Look back. This blog is
loaded with daily topics where gen-1 shortcomings were eventually acknowledged and
hope was shifted to gen-2. There was a some group of us who pointed out the concerns
before Volt gen-1 rollout. We got labeled as Prius supporters and were outright
dismissed. When we pointed out what gen-2 needed for successful high-volume sales,
we got attacked for disturbing the "be patient" crowd. Ironically, it was the original posts
which did the disturbing, not ours. But there isn't a label for an internal-troll, someone
interested in retaining the status quo rather than embracing change. The disruptive nature
of their activity is conveniently overlooked. Thankfully, GM listened... somewhat. We
got the diversification which was long sought. Branching the technology to a variety of
choices is a win for all. Hybrid, plug-in hybrid, and pure electric will all work to entice
the switch from traditional to something with a battery. Unfortunately, Volt cost didn't
get lowered to the mass-appeal level as hoped. The choice was to push it even further
into the specialty category. The outcome is already becoming apparent. It will please
enthusiasts. They'll thoroughly enjoy that configuration. Ordinary consumers will look
elsewhere though. I had to endure countless posts boasting over the years about how
gen-2 rollout of Volt would absolutely squash Prius gen-2 rollout history. That meant
54,000 sales the first full year, following the first few months of initial rush buyers. The
second year here in the United States drew 107,900 buyers... without a tax-credit. Notice
all the resistance to numbers now? That's a dead giveaway those boasters see that
volume goal will not be met. As for "my" supposed expectation of gen-3 prices for the
gen-1 offering, that's a crock. No one talked about gen-3 back then. For that matter, gen2 wasn't even discussed until the huge disappointment that came about from the
announcement of gen-1 pricing. Until then, enthusiasts seriously thought the "nicely
under $30,000" price goal for MSRP would be achieved... hence the vaporware
fights. Some of us clearly stated how unrealistic that thought that was... hence the
hostility toward that topic now. It's nice that recognition of the trouble adopting plug-ins
is being addressed now. But we already knew all those years ago why it would take so
long. Cost & Capacity should have been obvious barriers to mass-appeal. A small pack
is very appealing if the cost is competitive. A large pack is worth the extra expense if
capacity will cover driving range needs with certainty. Attempting to deliver both is
much greater challenge than many cared to admit. There was a few of us though. That
can't be denied.
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MPG Mindset. The automotive enthusiast magazines embraced Prius because it drew in
readers. Online publishing was new. So was Prius. Rather than horsepower, it was
technology that sipped gas. People gobbled up the articles their writers provided. It was
a draw source to help a struggling industry... especially back then, when the price of gas
kept breaking records. Now, times are quite different. The mindset isn't though: "---- ,
you should be ashamed of yourself . So how many MPG did you receive during your
drive with the 2016 Prius? The main reason why consumers will purchase a 2016
Prius. You never told us did you." That was from a Prius forum member, who tried to
shame the magazine publisher for not continuing to capitalize on the old singlemindedness approach. I wonder if he'll realize how absurd that was to do. We want
change. He unknowingly was holding it back, insisting on the status
quo. Ugh. Somewhat befuddled, I ended up posting: Haven't noticed the change yet,
eh? MPG is not the highest priority anymore. This market has other preferences finally
being addressed. It was really unfortunate how hybrids got stereotyped as delivering
MPG by sacrificing of other appealing ownership traits. With all the other automakers
jumping on board to offer there own hybrids and MPG being all over the place anyway
(since driving circumstances vary dramatically from person to person), other aspects of
the vehicle are now getting attention. Expansion to reach more consumers requires
it. Toyota has embraced this. Drawing in a wider audience is what's needed at this
stage. Once 50 MPG is achieved, increasing appeal by upgrading driving dynamics is a
no-brainer. Now, you've been told.

1-09-2016

Contradictions. We get them routinely, especially from those who have posted for
many years. It's rare though to actually catch that happening on the same forum topic
less than 2 hours apart. I'm very curious what his response will be after having been
called out on it. This is how it started on the big Prius forum: "I don't see the Prius as
expanding reach. Hybrids have acquired a 3-4% market share, years ago, and then
plateaued. It is the king of using gasoline efficiently. But has not been able to expand
the market share of hybrids for years." When I pointed out my disappointment in his
lack of confidence, I got this: "Really? I've been cautiously optimistic and have even
stated a hope that the gen 4 would help break hybrids out of the 3-4% rut they are
in." He first says is doesn't see it; then he states a hope that it will. What is that hope
based upon? You'd think someone so active in online forums would know that sending
mixed messages causes a world of trouble. But then again, that is what stimulates
discussions. They aren't productive though. My guess is he'll just dismiss this as not
understanding what he meant anyway. It sure is nice to have such a great example
though of how problems online come about.
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Diesel Disaster. The nightmare for VW keeps getting worse and worse. Last week, the
estimate of unfixable vehicles here in the United States was revealed as roughly
325,000. That comes from taking into account the cost of the vehicle verses the cost of
the upgrade to make it clean enough to meet regulations. That got people talking about
buy-backs. Recently, that guess of quantity came to about 141,000 vehicles could be
eligible. That would offset the environmental impact, but what about the other
vehicles? What about those who get the upgrade, which will come at the penalty of
reduced efficiency, reduced power, and reduced cargo space? Needless to say, the
situation is a disaster. In fact, it's so bad, diesel for use in passengers vehicles is quickly
dying. There's no appeal, especially with gas so cheap and diesel more expensive than
gas. That plug-in hybrids absolutely devastate MPG in comparison anyway. A diesel
cannot even remotely compete in that respect. Emission levels are obviously much lower
overall with the plug too. A week from now, we'll have a ruling from CARB about the
proposed solutions. That should be quite interesting.

1-09-2016

Who? Pointing out the problem of audience can be fulfilling. Hopefully it will from
this: "I think we all had hoped that the gen IV would blow us away..." Since it's so easy
to lose perspective on a dedicated forum, a dose of reality is helpful if nothing else. My
guess is some simply have no idea what the ordinary person thinks. Being well informed
from online sources has the consequence of forgetting what it's like not to
know. Anywho, I replied to that with: That's the confusion. We have already bought
into Prius. We don't share the same priorities. We don't matter. To appeal to others,
expansion of reach requires consideration of their criteria... not ours. Look at it this way,
growing the market means appealing to those not already in it. The greatest potential is
snapping up those shopping the showroom floor. They are people who couldn't care less
if gen-4 delivers more than a solid 50 MPG. As far as they're concerned, that benchmark
is so far above the efficiency they currently experience, more doesn't matter. Put a check
in that box and move on. The criteria they'll focus on is what it looks like from the curb,
which clearly the new Prius excels at. Do they want a blend-into-the-crowd ordinary
look or something that looks sleek & modern? They'll look at what the driver sees
behind the wheel. There's 2 impressive screens up on the dashboard, clearly an advanced
interface for those drawn to electronics. There's a big screen that's fast and will interact
with their phone. There's a wireless charging-pad for the phone too. Also, the cargo
capacity & convenience is outstanding, no battery interference whatsoever, just a vast
open area with fold-down seats. Aren't those aspects that will stir interest with only a
brief look? Then there's the driving experience. The refinements to the hybrid system
combined with the obvious body-stiffness and suspension improvements won't leave
potential customers on the fence. Isn't this upgrade what they've been wanting all
along? Other vehicles sell well for similar reasons. Why wouldn't appealing to those
same traditional buyers the same way not attract them to Prius?
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Chrysler Pacifica. We just found out Chrysler will be offering a plug-in hybrid... only
they will be calling it just a "hybrid" to avoid confusion. Ironically, that will likely be the
source of many misunderstandings. It will indeed have a plug. The system will include a
6-cylinder 3.6-liter gas engine, two electric motors, and a 16 kWh lithium battery. The
expectation is that it will deliver 30 miles of EV range. The anticipated rating is 80
MPGe. Will people really understand? Who knows. It's a minivan. Concealing a fairly
large battery-pack below the seats isn't too terribly difficult. In fact, it fits entirely below
the second row of seats. The third row will retain the stow & go ability (folding down
that seat to make a flat cargo surface). There's enough room still for that. So, there is no
practicality tradeoff... quite unlike most of the plug-in hybrids we've seen so far. Prius
choose a smaller pack for the sake of not giving up storage space for large cargo. C-Max
Energi certainly did. Volt gave up seating room. The sedans have tiny trunks. So, this
new offering is a welcome addition. It will be available late this year... around the time
Prius PHV rolls out. Makes you wonder when we'll finally get details on that. I bet it
around Earth Day.

1-11-2016

Change. Last week, there were technology reveals at CES (the big tradeshow in Las
Vegas). This week, there were more technology reveals at NAIAS (the big autoshow in
Detroit). From both, we learned about upcoming vehicles. The effect has become quite
apparent. After reading a surprising number of posted related to the tax-credits available
to GM on that daily blog for Volt, I joined in with this: Dramatic change as a result of
Bolt details being revealed. Interesting. The mere mention of $7,500 tax-credit
dependency stirred much anger among Volt enthusiasts... back when EV was the very
thing Volt was designed to prevent the need for. Now, it's being discussed... in a
somewhat civil manner. Solving "range anxiety" was the goal for Volt. The hope was
cost would drop so much prior to gen-2 rollout, that would make it a top-seller. Instead,
it remained so expensive to produce that gen-2 would continue the dependency. Catch is,
the system as a whole is expensive. Cost of just the battery did indeed drop... so much
so, the once unaffordable EV with substantial range is becoming affordable. That has left
Volt in a position of uncertainty. In fact, many here have given their endorsement for
Bolt. Their support is now for the very thing that had once been shunned, what Volt was
supposed to compete against. In other words, Bolt is so appealing, it is getting even the
most staunch advocates to rethink goals... which brings us back to tax-credit
dependency. What are the goals? Year-End sales results brought the automaker total for
Volt, ELR, and Spark EV to 95,403. That doesn't leave a lot going forward. In fact, it
seems fairly realistic to see the phase-out being trigger by the end of 2017. That's only 2
full years of sales, then the tax-credit gets reduced to $3,750 for 2 quarters. Following
that, just $1,875 for 2 quarters. In other words, nothing by 2019. How will sales be then,
especially with the pressure Nissan & Tesla will be dealing with? Their tax-credits will
be used up sooner. Their innovation to overcome having no more subsidies available
will be even harder on GM, since the Nissan & Tesla responses won't be known until
then. What will be the response to that? Let's not forget about the upcoming plug-in
hybrid from GM either. That could bring about tax-credit expiration even sooner.
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VW Plan Rejected. The news is big, really big. EPA says it's not enough. CARB says
it's vague and too slow. Supposedly, solutions have been in the works since
2014. Cleaner systems on a few of the other VW diesels show the automaker was well
aware of design & approach differences. Yet, we keep hearing that this was a
misunderstanding. How? Some of us Prius owners were questioning claims for years. It
just plain didn't make any sense how both power & efficiency could be so much better
than competing diesels. There wasn't even any reason to mention the extra effort Toyota
took to make Prius quite a bit cleaner by trading off power & efficiency. Why didn't
Jetta need urea treatment? Something didn't add up. The other automakers selling diesel
had smart engineers too. The difference was troubling. Now, we know what the true
story was. The federal & state governments here don't like it either. Steps beyond
retrofitting those vehicles are now getting a lot of attention. Talk of buybacks is
growing. Compensation in the form of rapid EV sales is a possible consideration, but
that really doesn't seem realistic either. Damage to reputation, as well as the
environment, is enormous. Downplay has dwindled away. Now, the die-hard supporters
are attempting to raise doubt that the fixes may not impact performance or mileage. How
could they not? What sort of miracle are they hoping we'll believe. It will be expensive
and it will have an impact. This isn't rocket science. Cleaning emissions requires
tradeoff. Not having a battery-pack available means altering the way the engine operates
is the only option available. Exhaust will be altered enough to be cleansed properly by
an after-treatment. Needless to say, this is seriously souring the appeal of diesel cars...
which were already struggling to compete.

1-14-2016

Import From China. How bizarre. We just learned the upcoming CT6 plug-in hybrid
will be produced in China and shipped over to the United States. For an automaker
recently bailed out by the United States government (some debt never got paid back and
huge losses were taken from the stock purchase) to conduct business that way... what can
the flag-wavers say? The "American Built, American Fueled" looks even worse. Of
course, with the majority of Volt came from Korea and a substantial amount of electricity
& gas coming from Canada, it was never an honest portrayal anyway. Nonetheless, it
was the message conveyed. Now, that precedent stands in direct conflict with this nextstep by GM. Initial comments posted expresses anger, dismay, and disappointment. For
me, I'm intrigued. The move is quite unexpected, even from the automaker who keeps
changing plans, is often ambiguous, and is known for sending mixed messages. I'll take
the apparently "lame" approach from Toyota instead. At least the results have been
fruitful. Who knows what this will result in. Bizarre is the only way I can describe it,
here. For there, local production & sales in China could be a very good thing. With
pollution so unbelievably bad there, this does offer a glimmer of hope.
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What Is It? Definition. The really lengthy blogs are the result of change happening,
finally. With so many new-tech offerings in the works, all to reduce emissions &
consumption in some manner, patterns are emerging. That's when definitions become
apparent. You can see the categories and the vehicles which belong. This was an
attempt to provide some substance to the discussion: "As an analogy, it's like switching to
LED light bulbs in your house. Some people may obsess about going 100% LED, but the
reality is that using incandescent bulbs for your refrigerator, clothes dryer, attic, etc., the
amount of energy saved by switching these bulbs just doesn’t make sense. That's why
range extended EVs work so well. And in 5-10 years, when Li/Ion prices drop to
$50/kWh, well see range extended EVs that go 100 EV miles. Think about that. With 100
all-electric miles plus a range extender, how much gas would you really use?" If you
think about it, the trouble with Volt lost between categories becomes apparent. I hoped
to continue along that thought with: That's why the EREV definition only uses a
minimum-sized engine, the approach BMW took with i3. Sorry, but it simply doesn't
make sense having a larger engine, knowing battery energy-density will be going up and
production-cost going down. That's why the PHV designs are augmentations (package
upgrades to add capacity and a plug) of hybrid models; they use a smaller battery-pack
and will use the engine somewhat routinely. That's also why clarification about Volt
intent has been asked about, especially since the reveal of details for gen-2. It's currently
between categories. Will it's battery-capacity increase and engine-size decrease?

1-15-2016

What Is It? Important. The significance of knowing who the targeted market is comes
down to finding out what the supposed goals are. The response to my post led to this:
"Guaranteeing the same performance/characteristics in RE mode as CD mode is
important." That's an enthusiasts claim. The mainstream consumers asked about their
need certainly didn't ever specify that. They sighted cost, size, and range as being
important. Performance following depletion hasn't been any sort of priority for the
masses. Either you get enough range to cover virtually all driving needs or you get a
system that operates as a hybrid afterward. That's why sales of Leaf stayed on par with
Volt. That's why I kept nagging about who. This was my post in reply to that
claim: That's the description of a PHEV (plug-in hybrid). The selling point of an EREV
is there's a gas engine as a backup, just in case. With Bolt offering a 200-mile range,
getting only 53 miles from Volt puts it in an awkward position. It will be considered a
PHEV, especially with the inevitable upgrade to i3 offering around 100 miles of EV
range. Note that the capacity of the gas tank comes into play too. If the vehicle offers far
greater range from gas than it does electricity, it may not be used primarily as an EV. For
an EREV, that guarantee is what's important.
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What Is It? Spin. Ultimately, you'll get someone quite upset with the outcome to
change a definition. Rather than just acknowledge the mistake and move on, it's a choice
to deny what happened. They'll do they're best to spin the situation. For example: "The
i3 is more BEV-with-backup than EREV, as we take it." Suddenly, it's all about our
perspective. That's an attempt to disassociate past comments, predictions, and hope of
the past. He wants the you to believe there was a consumer perspective that was different
from the very beginning. I gladly pointed out that line of reasoning was pointless: We
didn't matter. That was the lesson to be learned from Volt. Put another way, definitions
of the past didn't match either intent or outcome. Bolt is helping to change the mentally,
moving us away from what clearly didn't work. Sales approach will differ from gen-1
offerings. People won't care about the differences based upon labels that never took
hold. They'll base purchase decisions upon cost & benefit, just like they did for decades
prior to vehicles that use electricity.

1-15-2016

What Is It? The Point. Goals were always the focus for a reason. Who the heck is this
vehicle designed to appeal to and how many are intended to be sold? It's that
simple. Enthusiasts fought intensely though, in the end, always directing attention over
to Toyota to distract from GM woes. In the long thread today about what Bolt actually
is, the topic of Volt kept coming up. That's a new problem for enthusiasts. They can't
use Prius as a scapegoat anymore. GM's effort to diversify & compete is causing the
struggle to internalize. That stings. It's what I had been doing all along. The
competition is other vehicles on the showroom. They had an extremely difficult time
accepting that. Soon, they'll have no choice. In the meantime, it's conclusion like this:
"...which is the whole point of the Volt." Still dealing with the twisting definition of
EREV is amazing. To change goals that often and assume no one will
notice. Ugh. Anywho, that was a response to my own reply. So, I followed up
with: That was your response to this question: "Why not favor EV and demote the role of
the gas-engine to just backup?" There's a clear conflict of understanding at play
here. The purpose of "backup" is to have a means of continuing in the event of a
unexpected situation. In the case of hardware, it is never as robust or thorough as the
primary. Cost of that level of redundancy is unrealistic. It's not necessary either, since it
is only for limited use. The point is to ensure operation doesn't come to a complete halt
before restoration of the primary. For example, some businesses and some households
have backup generators. Neither has the purpose to continue on as usual. The power
available is only enough to keep items secure, people comfortable, and perishables from
spooling. Capacity is minimal. Duration is short. Scope is limited. As pointed out, that
importance of Volt needing to deliver "the same performance/characteristics" was
guaranteed. That clearly conflicts with "backup" purpose. The gas-engine is overkill in
that regard, much more than needed to get you to your destination. i3 stayed true to the
approach of keeping to a minimum. That leaves Volt in an awkward position, especially
now that Bolt is so heavily promoting the upcoming lower cost of batteries. So, we ask
for clarification. What is the point?
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What Is It? Attack. Making the issue personal is undeniable evidence of
desperation. It's an expected outcome when an enthusiasts become disenchanted. They
turn to antagonism, lashing out at whomever they can place blame on. It gets old and is
quite transparent. Everyone can see the behavior. Yet, they continue it anyway. It the
on-going discussion about "compliancy" as to whether or not Bolt will sell profitably at a
high-volume, he posted this: "As always, the only definition that seems to matter to you is
your own." The reason for making it personal was so obvious. Volt underwent the same
scrutiny. Sales beyond early-adopter were a struggle. Gen-2 is following the same
pattern. He isn't happy. I'm the scapegoat to place blame on. Whatever. Since he
invited me to respond, I did: Haven't noticed how that definition got labeled as my own
since everyone else abandoned it? Reality is, BMW delivered on the goal GM originally
strived for, but didn't. So, the question of why was repeatedly asked. Over time, the
answer changed... despite the fact that the definition didn't. Sales results were the
reason. We were told a no-compromise (tradeoff after depletion) design was essential
and that GM did a fantastic job of delivering it. I agree, they did. Kudos to the
engineers. As for the enthusiasts, they absolutely insisted that level of performance was
all that would be needed to attract customers. That approach failed miserably. In other
words, they learned the lesson the hard way that turning in homework that wasn't
assigned won't get you an "A" grade, regardless of how well done it was. That's why
attention has shifted over to Bolt. Even though gen-2 of Volt did deliver improvements,
it wasn't the assignment... high-volume profitable sales... hence this topic of discussion:
"'Not a compliance car', GM says 2017 Chevy Bolt can meet demand of over 50,000 per
year." We've seen this before. The very same thing happened with gen-1 of Volt. That's
why the original goal was reiterated. Knowing why the question was asked before is how
you find out what's different now. Clearly, the fear of "range anxiety" didn't draw
consumer interest the way GM had anticipated. Nissan's upgrade of Leaf to deliver an
official EPA range rating of 84 miles made it a strong competitor for Volt. BMW's
rollout of i3 with an 81-mile rating along with a range-extender left Volt in an awkward
position, which gen-2 did not address. Instead, we've seen the shifting of support over to
Bolt with it's 200-mile range and no extender. Meanwhile, the rest of the automakers
have been announcing their plug-in plans. The most impactful has been the recent reveal
from Chrysler... a plug-in hybrid with the same capacity battery-pack as Volt, but in the
form of a large people/cargo mover (minivan). It will be available by year-end. Also
coming later his year will be the Mitsubishi plug-in hybrid (small SUV), which is already
a popular vehicle in Europe. We will be getting gen-2 of Prius PHV from Toyota later
this year as well. Heck, even GM is experimenting with the approach of augmenting a
hybrid by adding battery-capacity and a plug. That brings us back to the ultimate
question. With GM stating it have the capacity to deliver up to 50,000 orders for the
2017, what does that mean for Volt? The answer tells us about definition, it explains
why.
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What Is It? Oil. Sometimes, the online battles do end up stirring some constructive
exchanges: "But the public is fickled, and has a short memory. Will low gasoline prices
be the predominant factor in car choices? Will energy independence and environmental
concerns take precedent? Can the smooth quiet electric drive seduce the public away
from fossil fuels?" I was elated to have something worthy to join into that
discussion: Notice how the rhetoric has faded away? We no longer have to deal with
blatant greenwashing anymore. The Volt fires and Prius PHV capacity were good
examples of people spreading false information with the intent to mislead &
confuse. That's gone now. We've moved on to addressing the harder questions. Low gas
prices... clearly, they are having a major impact. The barrier they create toward the
adoption of plug-in acceptance is huger; however, unforeseen consequences of "drill
baby drill" are now starting to become apparent. Over-supply of oil is harming the very
market it was intended to help. Environmental concerns... has become an interesting
topic. VW diesels were supposedly able to meet minimum emissions standards. At that
level, they were emitting 5 times as much as an ordinary Prius. Few seemed to care
though. That made marketing even cleaner vehicles basically impossible. But now that
it's been revealed that those diesel vehicles were far dirtier than claimed to be, the topic
of air-quality is finally getting proper attention. Energy independence... is a
mess. Changing the status quo is tricky and there's quite a bit of support for keeping
things as is. Drilling more oil has backfired and has been some pushback of renewables
by the electricity industry. What else can be said? The "too little, too slowly" has been
overwhelmingly confirmed. Smooth & Quiet drive... hasn't worked as a draw. For
decades, that's what the luxury choices offered. Ordinary consumers purchased
expensive guzzlers instead, ones that trembled & roared became top-sellers. The allure
of EV is lost among the masses. The "know your audience" advice cannot be
understated. This is why the topic of "compliance" is such a big deal. If we can't even
provide well-stated goals here, there's no way mainstream buyers are going to
care. Simply ask yourself: How will these new offerings be marketed?

1-17-2016

What Is It? Compliance. Another long, drawn out thread that didn't address the topic
itself. Asking whether or not Volt was a compliance vehicle never really happened, since
it was always promoted as mainstream. Of course, it irritated enthusiasts to no end when
you pointed out what that actually meant. So, bringing up the same this for Bolt did
what? You guessed it. So, I pushed to have looked at it from the other perspective. The
so-called "compliance" vehicles are those produced by automakers to fulfill some type of
legal requirement. Typically, it has been to earn enough clean-credits to continue
business in the state. This would often be costly for the automaker. They'd lose money
just for the sake of meeting the qualification. Is that what either of those GM vehicles
with a plug are? The same can be asked about Toyota. The catch is, the plug-in Prius
was a mid-cycle release. We all knew the next-gen upgrade wouldn't require the wait of
a full generation, since it was rolled out halfway through the product-cycle. Neither Bolt
nor Volt fall into that situation. Both will have a full cycle. So, it makes sense asking
what the expectation for that duration will be. But rather than focus on any specific
count, I simply posted: In other words, if it isn't a "compliance" vehicle, what is it?
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Colorful Adjectives. Posts like this always annoyed me: "I agree, the 11 mile range is a
total joke and pathetic. Not only that, they take sooo long to charge for a pitiful 11 mile
range even with an L2 charger. That probably explains why they have plunged in resale
value. Toyota better have at least 25 to 30 range especially now that they have a lot of
competition." It portrayed a misrepresentation. The use of "joke" and "pathetic" makes it
worse. Range was never a concept meant to be applied to plug-in hybrids... since they
blend. The goal has always been to boost MPG. The resulting reduction of emissions
and increase in efficiency was the result of increased battery-capacity and a plug. There
wasn't any intent to deliver an EV experience to the level of purity-at-all-costs until
depletion. Sadly though, that's what many assume. Some of that is the result of
successful greenwashing by Volt enthusiast... hence the obvious animosity. But what are
you going to do? In this case, I posted: Applying 2016 market expectations to a design
targeted at 2012 consumers is what? Think about how the mindset was back then. Back
when PHV was first rolled out, battery-capacity was expensive and it required
seating/cargo compromises. Toyota worked hard to deliver a design that had the
potential to earn profit and would not require interior room sacrifice. It was a careful
balance effort to address tradeoffs of the time. Market change is why there are
generational upgrades. Insulting an approach of the past that clearly achieved the goals it
was set out to fulfill isn't constructive. Toyota delivered what the market had been
asking for and it performed well. What other hybrid of the time offered so much space
inside with a solid efficiency boost and a production-cost kept in check? None. As for
resale value, all the plug-in values have dropped quite a bit. That's simply the nature of
first-gen rollouts. It was an expectation that selling on later would include a big
depreciation hit. We hope the technology advances quickly enough for that to
happen. Slow growth is not a desired outcome. Hopefully, the early buyers understood
that. As for competition, there's more to selling plug-in hybrids than just batterycapacity. Cost to produce (not selling price) will have a significant influence on how
sales are approached by both dealers & consumers. There's also the practical nature that's
appealing, the same things people look for in other vehicles should be present in the
choices offered with plug. The true competing vehicles are what can be found next to the
plug-in on the dealer's showroom floor. Remember, appeal of offerings from other
automakers falls off as generations advance.
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Changing Definitions. Long after the fact, a changing of definition can be a sign of
trouble emerging. But if the trouble has already arrived and you've been dealing with it
for awhile, what's the harm in tossing around some ideas? That's what happened today:
"EREV provides equivalent performance in _both_ CS and CD modes (Chevy
Volt). AREV (Augmented Range Electric Vehicles) provide _degraded_ performance in
CS mode (BMW i3). PHEV provides _degraded_ performance in CD mode (Prius
Plugin)." I didn't like idea of breaking away from simplicity. Come up with a label to
identify the obvious... like EV or Diesel. The meaning should be meaningful. Those
were not. For kicks though, I took the time to toss back some consideration of the
suggestion: An introduction of revised definitions and a new label to clarify the existing
category confusion... interesting. That makes sense for technical comparisons, but how
would they translate into real-world driving? The idea of degraded performance only
applies if you are actually using the system to the fullest. For example, the 0-60
acceleration only matters if you drop the pedal to the floor. If you don't, the number
doesn't serve any real-world purpose. It's the same with the top-speed. Ford's Energi
plug-in hybrids have can go up to 85 MPH using only electricity. Whether or not the
engine will go faster never even comes into play, since that's a EV speed faster than
many people ever real-world drive. What about city, suburb, and local highway
travel? Using a plug-in hybrid with a lower top EV speed wouldn't be differentiated. A
gen-2 of Prius PHV can drive up to 68 MPH using only electricity. How would a label
be associated to that resulting real-world MPG? Notice how Chrysler is planning to call
its upcoming plug-in hybrid just a hybrid? If they don't ever offer one without a plug,
what difference would the label make? Shopping on their showroom floor, the choice of
"hybrid" or "traditional" will be unmistakably clear. In other words, what is there to
gain by applying new labels... or any at all?

1-20-2016

$28.46 Per Barrel. That was the closing price of oil yesterday. At the moment, the
price is even lower. My guess is we'll dip to $26 something... especially since I saw a
gas station this morning with an advertised price of $1.59 per gallon for gas. Anything
below $30 for a barrel of oil presents a serious problem. Even the worst-case scenarios
don't go that low. No one ever imagined the situation where over-supply would get so
out of hand. The belief was that we'd drill more oil locally, resulting in a significant
reduction of what we import. The assumption was the importers would reduce their
pumping to match up with the shift in demand. That's rather naive. Those countries
depend upon a continued flow of their oil to foreign destinations. After all, some depend
almost entirely upon that for their income. Look no further than our coal-producing
states to understand the problem caused by supply/demand shifts. With the scale this is
at, signs are beginning to show that we have serious trouble on the way. Gas prices
staying low for the next few years sounds like a blessing for consumers. But in reality,
that will harm businesses depending upon that revenue. Scope reaches well beyond the
oil industry itself. Damage from lower prices will have a terrible ripple effect. Sorry for
delivering the bad news, but that is why hybrid penetration has been so important. We
need to keep demand basically on par with population growth. The increase of vehicles
on the road combined with the resulting increase in time required for commutes shows
obvious need. It should go without saying that this hurts renewables too. Wind & Solar
cannot compete at such a low cost. Dirt cheap oil is bad, really bad.
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Direct Confrontation, why? That recent "What Is It?" argument came about from
trying to figure out what Volt was, if it's not a "compliance" vehicle. There are some
staunch enthusiasts who viciously defend reputation. No matter what, they have to be
right. They have no purpose to actually achieve anything of substance. It's baffling.
Anywho, the very same pattern is emerging with Bolt, already. This ultimately came up
in the blogs: "Oh, GM... Why do you do this to yourself?" Immediately, that resulted in
defense posts. I jumped in with: It's hard to believe the same mistakes get repeated. It's
the mindset of management. That's why the enthusiasts here praising Volt engineers
(who did very well, kudos) had no clue what was coming. Their focus was limited to just
the propulsion system. Technical success cannot overcome the misguided approach taken
by the business side. We saw this with Two-Mode, with Volt gen-1, with Volt gen-2,
and now it's happening yet again with Bolt. The pattern should be obvious at this
point. It's unfortunate. But what are you going to do? Seriously. I heard over and over
that gen-2 Volt rollout was going to surpass gen-2 Prius rollout, to an embarrassing
degree. Based on what? Great engineering isn’t enough to compensate for poor executive
decisions. Sorry, but reality is that's not going to happen for gen-2 Volt. It's why I ask
what's realistic. Setting more appropriate expectations works out to be a win for
everyone. When has the "over promise, under deliver" not been very
painful? Ambiguity from "available" wording isn't encouraging. So again, what should
we expect? For some perspective, the first month of sales of gen-4 Prius in Japan has
resulted in over 100,000 orders. Think about how cheap gas is now. Despite that,
demand is shockingly high. How was that success accomplished? What must other
automakers do to achieve reception on that scale?
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Direct Confrontation, excuses. A long string of excuses followed. They all
emphasized the importance of being patient and waiting. It's the same old story. The
target is always moving. Some just don't get it. Fortunately, many more do. I pointed
that out: Our plug-in owners club met this evening. Among the crowd, there was a 2016
Volt. It is nice looking car, but dang is it ever small for headroom in back and the cargo
area. The owner (who had it shipped from CA to here in MN) was in full agreement
when I pointed out just how closely it resembles both Civic and Forte. GM's choice to
make it blend into the crowd is an obvious move to give it mainstream appeal. Our guess
GM's gambling the lithium cost will come down very soon, giving it the opportunity to
stand on its own competitively. As for you, the attitude against Toyota and fear of
anything constructive being said about GM in an imperfect light is not shared by other
owners. (Thank goodness!) I had many there make comments about how effective
Toyota's contribution to high-volume lithium-cell production will help the overall
market. They also complained about the mess gen-2 Volt rollout has been. We had a
lengthy discussion about how to get accelerate plug-in acceptance. None of this
nonsense of having to wait many years. We are working to find ways to attract
customers now. Our push is shared by a state representative, who was there speaking
with us at the meeting. Her presentation was great. The political issues &amp; support
are being well addressed. We're also sponsoring a room at the upcoming Minneapolis
Autoshow... dedicated entirely to plug-in vehicles. This is a major effort to stir interest
and a fantastic venue for doing that. It's really too bad you constantly fight back and
don't embrace the idea of a wide variety of plug-in owners getting together to overcome
the true competition: traditional vehicles. They know all too well the subsidies are a
short-term benefit that will have painful consequences if the technology cannot become
profitable soon and sales achieve large numbers. They also know that regular (no plug)
hybrids contribute a great deal toward changing the way people look at the benefits of
batteries. As much as I tried to get you to see the light. It's just not worth the effort. The
plug-in owners club made it quite clear their are many people who do and many more
who soon will.
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Direct Confrontation, sad. The choice to make it personal was vindicated: "No, what is
sad is you trying to change history. We all wanted more Voltec. Since day one. What
you always were trying to sell was that GM put too much EV range in the Volt and the
wimpy range in the PiP was the way to go. Well GM did come out with a Gen2 Volt and
they listened to the customers, who wanted MORE EV range." He pushed aside
need. He just wanted to celebrate. Twisting events and disregarding facts only takes you
so far. The victory was hollow and continues to be. I responded with: Interesting
perspective. The range claim is a distortion of what I said, if anything. These blogs here
and my own clearly confirm that I said a second model of Volt should be offered, one
with less range to reduce cost & weight while increasing interior-space and depletedefficiency. I often find that people misquote me, thinking I said something in the past
and it was actually someone else. With so many attacks from anonymous posters, that
shouldn't be much of a surprise. Think about it. As for the range in PiP being enough,
that's just plain wrong. From day one, back when the aftermarket prototypes started
appearing, I said the same thing... Toyota would aim for a target price and adjust range
accordingly. The specific price range was even mentioned routinely, to ultimately
deliver a package option $3,000 to $5,000 more than the no-plug model. That means we
expect a considerable capacity increase with gen-2, since the battery-cost has dropped
quite a bit over the past few years. With respect to listening to customers, you've lost
touch, just like GM. The question of "WHO" was asked over and over and over and over
again. For range-increase to be a customer priority, that customer would have to be an
enthusiast. Ordinary traditional vehicle buyers most definitely are *NOT* asking for
more range. Evidence of that is absolutely overwhelming. Cost reduction for
competitive pricing is by far more important. Just think if GM had targeted gen-2 at
those customers, the people SHOPPING THE DEALERS SHOWROOM
FLOOR. You've lost your mind if you think the loss of those sales aren't important. So
much opportunity is being lost... That's the only way any automaker will be able to sell
their plug-in vehicles profitably at high-volume without the tax-credit. All those excuses
you posted above about being patient tells us your focus is different, that you want a very
appealing plug-in that doesn't see direct competition with traditional vehicles as
important anytime soon. That's sad.
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Direct Confrontation, debate. Someone else joined in, another one of those unhappy
enthusiasts looking for someone to blame: "...and I will shun him. He is not an honest
debater." The very concept of debate online is flawed. There is no moderator to oversee
& judge. Interjections of off-topic subject matter are no penalized or even pointed
out. Posts simply wander aimlessly. I often get attacked for attempting to restore the
discussion back to the topic... getting called a "broken record" and being told my posts
are "mind-numbing repetition". Those are the same people who hate
accountability. They don't care about paying the bills. They only want to win
battles. My words to deal with the nonsense were: Why is there a debate about who
potential Volt buyers are in the first place? It seems absurd for GM to set a goal of
mainstream sales (5,000 per-month average with annual sales of at least 60,000), then
back away from that twice... especially when the need is there. It was understandable
with gen-1. Some of us, including myself, pointed out the reasons why that was
unrealistic... and got shunned for doing it. But why get shunned again for gen-2 having
the same struggle years later with the same goal? There is obvious upset about how
much attention Bolt is drawing away from Volt and that several automakers are rolling
out new plug-in hybrids this year... Hyundai Ioniq (hatchback), Kia Niro (SUV), Chrysler
(minivan), Mitsubishi (SUV). The fact that BMW is now working toward delivering
double the range for i3 compared to Volt isn't exactly welcome news either. Using me as
a scapegoat, redirecting attention to Toyota, and claiming I don't support any other
automaker isn't constructive. Why a debate? Answer the question of audience. Who is
the market for Volt?

1-23-2016

Direct Confrontation, who? That response of "Who is the market for Volt?" deeply
angered the defender (a well-known veteran member who posts often, stirring trouble by
claiming to challenge trolls): "Look in the mirror. Then look at the Volt and imagine a
Toyota emblem instead a Chevy one. SOLD!" It always makes me wonder how many
readers notice the transparency of that behavior. It's an obvious provoke to serve as
cheer-leading. The hoped for outcome is simply agreement. There is no expectation of
any actual progress, hence defend. I choose offense, hence the direct
confrontation: You're saying gen-2 Volt is an enthusiast vehicle then, continuing to
remain a niche until the next generation. Interesting. If you had said my Mom or
Grandpa or Aunt or Father-In-Law, that's an entirely different group of consumers. They
represent ordinary people, consumers who are perfectly content sticking with traditional
vehicles. That's a hard-sell getting those who don't consider performance as a priority to
pay so much for it. They simply aren't interested. Continuing to avoid acknowledging it,
rather than face that reality and finding a way to deal with it, is your choice. Good
luck. Personally, I'm baffled how you can watch so many sales be lost to GM's own
customers. Each month's statistics show Cruze, Malibu, and Equinox absolutely
devastating Volt, despite the generous tax-credit. So much opportunity is being lost,
right there on the showroom floor. It's quite disheartening. Making fun of me and
Toyota won't fix that. Leadership is the ability to get ordinary people to change. Sales
are the measure of that progress. No amount of spin will hide the fact of traditional
vehicles dominating interest still. Remember, the overlying goal of the tax-credit money
is getting the business to a position of having sustainable (on-going high-volume
profitable) sales before they expire. That *BEFORE* cannot be stressed enough. Time
is quickly running out for Volt. What can be done to help in the short amount of time
still left?
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Direct Confrontation, purpose. Simple, or so you'd think. Who is the market for
Volt? It doesn't seem like that question would be so complicated to get an answer to. It's
a fundamental to know. How can you properly fulfill a need if you don't even know the
source of the requirements? It's why Volt has had so many problems and the other hightech, high-efficiency choices have not. It's actually quite bizarre for it to be so
unique. The others just plain don't have that trouble. Leaf has a clear audience. In fact,
that's why Bolt hasn't struggled. It's obvious who GM is attempting to appeal to. Same
with Prius from Toyota. Tesla, we easily see that too. There are several upcoming plugin hybrids. With each, the targeted group is apparent. We see pricing. We see
styling. We see intent. Without a clear purpose, you end up with a mess. Direct
confrontation of someone trying to support it ends up a disaster. They struggle to
reason. They end up convinced you are somehow wrong. There's no way to win.

1-24-2016

Direct Confrontation, finally. The discussion had lingered for days, rather than dying
after just a few hours like usual. Out of nowhere, a new poster appeared. We'll never
know who it was. That person had attitude and was quite to the point: "Groundhog day
:( Maybe this year Feb 3 will come for John and he stops this nonsense." They get tired
of having to be held accountable for past claims. The anonymous identity is a way of
relieving the stress. After all, who wants to admit their own beliefs were based upon
incorrect assumptions? Anywho, I was happy to post: Dislike for business
accountabilities will always be there, even if I'm not. That "nonsense" is what pays the
bills and keeps the automaker viable. Sorry, but that's the reality of the situation. Set
expectations, then do what it takes to achieve them. Dismissing the message of status
doesn't actually accomplish anything. Refusing to state goals or even identify the target
audience is clear indicator of problems. Allowing the status quo to continue is how
history ends up repeating.

1-24-2016

Direct Confrontation, unqualified. It was easy to see an end approaching. The point of
direct confrontation was to achieve some type of closure... hoping to do that by
identifying root cause through an extra hard push. I got lucky. It actually
worked. Seeing a theme emerge was a relief. The pattern held. People tend to justify an
outcome, convincing themselves that was the goal all along. I'm not the type. That's why
I state intent right from the very start. If what was set out to accomplish doesn't happen,
I'll know with certainty... since I have my own blogs documenting thoughts, beliefs, and
hopes of the time. Heck, even milestones along the way are often included as guides to
ensure focus is not lost. That's not the kind of people I have to deal with though. The
specific group of individuals fighting back are quite different. Turns out, they aren't
qualified to participate. The inability to answer a few fundamental questions reinforced
that observation... which was really more like an epiphany. Some people simply don't
have the background. That's why they had no idea what I was talking about. It made my
response easy. Rather than risk stirring the pot any more, I just suggested: Take a
business class… economics, accounting, marketing, etc.
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Direct Confrontation, how. Providing some sort of template to follow is always
helpful. You really don't want to risk insulting someone who really doesn't understand
the problem. After all, they're stuck making the same mistakes. Finding a means of
breaking them out of that harmful repetition is priceless. I'll attempt that by proposing
how: State goals... timeline, quantity, cost, profit... then work to achieve them. The
classes teach the importance of those goals and how to respond when milestones are
missed. Clearly, that isn't what has happened here.

1-25-2016

Direct Confrontation, confirmation. It was overwhelming. The rudimentary nature of
the response I got was treasurable: "Words. Words words words. Words?" There isn't
anything more senseless to say than just posting gibberish like that. It was childish and
obvious. The stereotype of being clueless was confirmed. My choice was to not bother
responding. That was the conclusion I had been looking for. Rather than provide some
type of logical reasoning, what he posted bordered on throwing a tantrum for not
winning. Wow! So much for trying to have some type of constructive exchange. He
was polite. Though, the anonymous post in between was very suspicious. He was
thoughtful. Though, the statistics posted had blatant omissions. He was
persistent. Though, the strong-will turned into desperation. I'll give him credit for
trying. But in the end, this was excellent confirmation of an effort turning sour. Good
intentions. Unforeseen consequences.

1-25-2016

The Next Step. With the Volt craziness behind us now, is it possible to get off to a fresh
start? I tried with someone else, another who was rude & insulting... having also loss a
long drawn out series of battles. The war is over. What should the next step be? I was
impressed by his attempt: "What you must remember is that cost was the most important
feedback GM got about Gen I, and most of these suggestions would have would likely
made Gen II much more expensive." The problem was time. He absolutely hated me for
pointing out it was limited, that delay would be costly. Opportunities being missed made
it worse. Over the years, he could see I was right. That became a distortion of what had
originally been suggested... thinking I wanted that from the very beginning, rather than
just hoping for a mid-cycle upgrade or for gen-2 to deliver a better aligned
purpose. Frustration will cloud memory. Written blogs serve as a cruel reminder of what
actually happened. It's not worth pointing out those facts of the past though. The hope is
to move forward. That means looking to the future, this new year specifically. So, I did,
but also included a reminder: The suggestion of offering a second model with a smaller
capacity would have lowered cost. Increase in volume from that choice and the obvious
improvement due to reduction of size & weight combined with smaller price tag would
went a long way toward gaining market-share and advancing the tech. Notice how many
automakers are now planning something in that smaller capacity category... Hyundai
(Ioniq & Sonata), Kia (Niro & Optima), Mitsubishi (Outlander), Ford (C-Max & Fusion),
Toyota (Prius), Honda (Accord), and Chrysler (Pacifica)?
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Easy To See. The hate from that new person became quite undeniable. Attack posts
popped up today. One started with this: "Again, WTF are you talking
about? Goals? More nonsense? There's a surprise!" It when on with a rant about
Prius. Reading it was amusing. The expression of frustration was immense. There was
some parroting too. That's the ultimate. The person will simply just recite back what
they found most aggravating from you. It confirms you struck a nerve... which wasn't the
point, but that does serve as verification that a shortcoming was correctly
identified. When something is incorrect, they'll explain why. Having nothing
whatsoever to respond with speaks for itself. As for the not knowing what I'm talking
about, it's clear the person doesn't have a background in business. That's to be
expected. Some things you know a lot about, some things you don't. It's important to
know what subject areas you aren't well informed of, then listen. Posting insults and
questioning purpose is most definitely not constructive. That pattern of behavior is easy
to see. Today, that was epically true.

1-27-2016

Understanding, Past & Future. How would you respond to this: "I still stand by my
assertion that most people simply don't understand plug in hybrids, and this will most
likely keep them from ever becoming *mainstream*." My choice was sighting an
analogy and pointing out consumer behavior: Many automakers are betting against that
belief, since it has recently become outdated. Technology improves so rapidly, it makes
sense. After all, the typical consumer expects that. The computer industry has seen this
many times. Many who missed the early generations have no idea there was even any
issue. For example, USB 3.0 and Bluetooth 4.0 connections: both are fast, seamless, and
reliable. The mainstream buyer is clueless to barriers/limitations/issues of the past. The
upcoming next-gen hybrids with plugs will take advantage of high-density, low-cost
lithium batteries. That opens up opportunity which hasn't existed until now. Another is
wireless charging. The convenience of simply parking over an induction-charger in your
garage cannot be understated. The connection is effortless. Consumers are becoming
comfortable with smart-phone apps too. Being able to check on the status of their
vehicle, along with getting a slew of handy statistics, is both enticing &
empowering. Again, this is something that wasn't available until recent. Looking at
hybrids specifically, the MPG value is all consumers have ever focused on. They
couldn't care less about EV purity. If the vehicle has an engine, they expect to see a very
high number for MPG. The plug-in hybrids deliver exactly what they expect. That
meeting of expectations is what will draw mainstream interest.
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Playing Catch-Up. Most of the problems stemming from the antagonist Volt owners
came from their lack of experience. It was all new to them and they were too naive to
believe mistakes of the past could be repeated. So when the question of electric-only or
plug-in hybrid comes up, they really don't have much of a background to support an
argument either way. That's why the struggle with Prius was so intense at times. They
just plain did understand the influences of market acceptance outside of their engineering
knowledge. The logic there were applying didn't correlate with the way people actually
behave. Oh well. At least we can see progress being made, as slow as it is. They are
indeed catching up. Too bad so much time was wasted waiting for that. They made it
worse by refusing to accept what was actually happening. This is what I had to say about
the topic today: With respect to what makes more sense, EV or Plug-in Hybrid, it boils
down to when the purchase will be made. If it's just an individual making the choice for
a purchase tomorrow, there are very few options actually available. With over
17,000,000 of the vehicles sold last year here without plugs, inventory is very slim. This
time next year, the story should be quite different… though, gas will likely still be
cheap. Cost has a huge influence on EVs right now. If you're willing to pay a higher
price, you'll get decent range. If not, you'll have to be very aware of your driving needs
and plan accordingly. The upcoming range-increase, cost-decrease next-gen models will
directly address that. Until then, buyers must carefully studies the choices. This time
next year should be engaging for plug-in hybrids. Finally, there will be many more
available, new models and a next-gen to draw consumers. That variety of endorsements
from automakers combined with the growing pressure to deal with the upcoming taxcredit expiration for some will push the market too… hopefully, in a helpful
way. Whatever the case, It will make the rollout of affordable 200-mile range EVs a
situation the industry has never faced. Making a purchase even later, who knows? The
problem of not having a place to plug in will likely become a driving factor (pun
intended). There are many properties with challenges preventing easy access to
electricity. Perhaps the end of tax-credit opportunities for automakers will be followed
by increased/renewed tax-credits for homeowner & landlords. A shift of focus at that
point would stimulate further growth. After all, the intent of the current tax-credits is to
help automakers become establish. If they squander that money, it's their
loss. Upgrading infrastructure provide benefit too. In other words, it's
complicated. That complexity will hinder interest. Consumers will still be strongly
attracted to traditional vehicles until simplicity arrives. The choice will eventually
become a no-brainer. But right now, many don't care about efficiency… or sadly,
emissions. They choose neither.
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Automaker Pushback. 3 Leaf, 1 Volt, and my Prius PHV shared the plug-in parking
area at the ramp today. Sadly, that's considered impressive. For a parking facility with
an 85 kWh solar-array (which is just plain sweet), only having 6 chargers for the 1,600
parking spots is disheartening. It's through no fault of their own. They've been quite
supportive. It's the automotive market. Interest for plugging in simply isn’t there,
especially with gas so cheap now. Reading today's article about automakers pushing
back against MPG increase requirements should be no surprise to anyone. It's
magnitudes easier to sell a guzzler than it is a high-efficiency, low-emission vehicle. The
larger ones with lots of extras return a generous profit. Since they are so inexpensive
(relatively speaking) to operate, deliver great power, and offer generous seating & cargo
space, people gladly pay the premium sticker-price. For the small "economy" cars that
offer just a basic profit, automakers produce them because they provide steady income
for sales & service. The "green" vehicles don't fit either category. Unfortunately, not
everyone is in agreement that those vehicles are the competition. Much of the
cooperation disconnect comes from approach. Which is more effective, a large quantity
with small impact from each or a small quantity with large impact from each? Time and
time again, the computer & device markets have shown us that small impact results in
greater overall change. In the automotive industry, look no further than ethanol
usage. Having nearly all of the gas vehicles running on a 10% ethanol mix has resulted
in dramatically more ethanol displacing gasoline than the flex vehicles capable of
running on an 85% ethanol mix. Change is difficult, especially for the masses. Finding
ways to work around their natural urge to resist is a challenge, but can be very
rewarding. So, what does that mean for fuel economy standards? Knowing those are
going to be fought, the reality of that pushback must be clandestinely dealt with
somehow. Take the subtle approach. Hybrids (both with & without plugs) advance
battery production. Their high-volume is a win for electric-only vehicles, even if those
remain a niche until energy-density increases enough to deliver range similar to
traditional without compromise to interior size or vehicle weight. That means hybrids
have a better chance of getting the industry to actually step away from guzzlers. It's more
of a gentle push while actually achieving a lot; though, the true impact scale won’t be
recognized until much later.
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New Rhetoric. It's not as bad as it sounds, I think. Seeing this yesterday gives an
impression of much worse: "You know when you are talking about Prius' it is all about
self righteous indignation." There's hate from a few Volt owners like that still, thankfully
they are far from the norm. Unfortunately, he went on with: "The only way I could drive
the Prius and not want to hit myself in the head with a hammer..." That's the kind of stuff
which contributed to the group-think in the past, allowing greenwashing to flourish. That
led to facts being voted down, where readers simply didn't care anymore. It was
something of amazement to see. An opinionless statement conveying nothing but
information about the topic of discussion would get outright dismissed. Sadly, we see
that on a regular basis with politics. People have grown use to choosing not to
acknowledge what they don't like. Remember how popular Volt was claimed to
be? Many of those early-adopter sales were achieved with great lease bargains. When
those leases expired, many moved on to other vehicles. The claimed "conquests" were
lost as a result. It was a short-term victory. What kind progress was that? As that
technique for drawing sales began to slip, the bargain pricing was shifted over from lease
to heavily discounted long-term sales. That actually did seem better; however, it
overlooked profit & tax-credit sacrifices. In the end, hope was refocused on the gen-2
rollout... which brings us to where we are today. Gen-2 Volt has been compared over
and over to Prius. The catch is, those reports totally disregarded the new Prius... which
has only been available for roughly 2 weeks and in very limited locations. Thankfully,
the very first article actually comparing 2016 to 2016 was published this morning. Both
new generations. Finally! It asked: "Which green bestseller is right for you?" I was
intrigued by that title. Sadly, all it did was say both have improved over their
predecessor, gave a little history, then provided a few details. That was
it. Disappointingly, the same approach as in the past was taken... pretend there's no such
thing as a plug-in Prius. In fact, there was even a bit that of greenwashing with: "The
conventional hybrid Prius doesn't plug in at all." Rereading what was written, this made
it worse: "For the first time, the Prius Liftback offers two different battery
packs." Coming from a self-proclaimed green-car website, they should be called
out. That's blatant misleading. The plug-in model obviously has a different batterypack. They've written a number of article about the plug-in Prius. Heck, they even
published one with this as the opening line: "Today, why the next Toyota Prius Plug-In
Hybrid could be a game changer..." If anything, they're extremely vague. That's a major
contributor to problems. It's what feeds the rhetoric... which we are now see a ramp up
of.
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1-29-2016

Diesel Mess. Remember in the past how businesses did things for good will, taking an
extra step simply for the sake of being nice? True, it did help their bottom-line in the
end, but there was a very real up-front monetary cost to the gesture. They saw value in
reputation. Strengthening that by taking unnecessary effort went a long way. With VW,
we see them fighting the law to get us to accept their "good enough" claim through
argument of detail. It's very clear that spirit of the law was violated. Whether that was
intended or not doesn't matter. The violation happened. Now, they are making it worse
by fighting instead of trying to negotiate an acceptable compromise. Being "legal"
wouldn't make it right anyway. Even if they do get Europe to accept weaker standards,
that doesn't address the growing emission problem. Air pollution must be
fixed. Allowing dirty cars to contribute to smog issues is not helpful. We've had to
tolerate that nonsense for far too long. Diesels just barely met minimum
requirements. Hybrids like Prius are the opposite extreme, earning the highest emissionrating for any fossil-fueled vehicle. It's sad the problem could get so out of hand. It's
disheartening to see some people defending those actions.

1-31-2016

First 2016 Reports. It's exciting to read them. Here's my view of the situation: Gen-3
still doesn't get reported correctly, after all these years. There are too many
circumstances to keep in mind when trying to kind posts simple. So, don't expect
anything clearer for Gen-4. That's just the way it is. Fortunately, being a hybrid like
Prius it doesn't matter anyway. Whether you are in fuel-cut mode or EV doesn't make a
whole lot of difference at highway speeds, since the energy flow changes so
frequently. The system is smart enough and flexible enough to exploit even the tiniest of
efficiency opportunities. Gen-3 has a top EV speed of 100 km/h (62.1 mph). You won't
see that unless you have the plug-in model though. The reason for that is a simple matter
of battery power & capacity. Without plug-supplied electricity, there isn't much of an
overall gain. Without the plug, EV is restricted to 40 km/h (25 mph). That's only
available when the system is fully warmed up, but the advantage is you get more power
than Stealth mode (the other EV mode). That has less power and the system still needs to
be warm, but the top speed is 74 km/h (46 mph). Gen-4 is sad, since I don't have one
yet. It's a new twist. I was a pioneer in 2000, 2003, 2009, and 2012. Each time, my
purchase was among the first in the country. This time, I have to wait and live
vicariously through others. Though, I can point out that leaks online indicated a top EV
speed with the new generation for the plug increased to 110 km/h (68.35 mph). We also
learned that both mechanical & electrical operation has been made more efficient. What
this means for the regular Gen-4 is interesting to read about through the experiences of
new owners. However, we really need someone with an aftermarket gauge to report
actual RPM values. Anecdotal observations are only the first step. After all, we don't
really know what "EV" truly represents. With the current plug-in model, miles driven
with the engine off (0 RPM) while in HV mode are not counted as EV... despite the fact
they are traveled using only electricity and with the engine motionless. Keep reporting to
use what you find. Thanks.
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2-01-2016

Suggestions. With the inevitable tax-credit end approaching, we do get a little bit of
discussion about it now. It isn't necessarily constructive, but at least there's something. I
particularly liked this comment: "It doesn't seem fair to essentially punish GM or Tesla
for being pioneers in the market." Naturally, my response didn't exactly get a warm
welcome... despite providing an suggestion of a new approach: It doesn't seem fair to
punish automakers striving for maximum penetration either. If the goal of tax-credits is
to help the tech reach as many consumers as possible, why don't automakers get the
choice to divide up the subsidies in terms of money rather than quantity? Everyone who
purchases early on is a pioneer. $3,750 would benefit twice as many people than
$7,500. The recommendation should be to allow current automaker subsidies to
end. Focus new funding on infrastructure instead. Give new subsidies to those who will
struggle to get a level-2 charger installed, those who wouldn't otherwise purchase a
vehicle with a plug. In other words, the current subsidies are just the low-hanging
fruit. What's really not fair is ignoring those who follow.

2-03-2016

Explosive Reaction, shocking. Within just 7 minutes of posting, I had already got 9
negative votes on my comment today. It was on that daily blog for Volt. Things are
really falling apart with respect to sales and that's what the topic was today. That has
been the expectation for awhile. So much hope had been deferred to gen-2, that they
forgot how quickly things fell apart shortly after gen-1 was rolled out. Shortcomings are
very difficult to overcome once the transition from anticipation to on-the-road takes
place. The problem of not matching priorities becomes all too real. Want cannot
compensate for need. They know it now too. I was shocked how quickly that was
confirmed. Whoa!
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2-03-2016

Explosive Reaction, choices. My shock turned into this: Reading through the
comments posted 2 days ago about the inevitable tax-credit expiration expected
sometime mid-cycle for both Volt & Bolt, it's easy to see the signs of trouble apparent
already. That discussion thread started with complaints about fairness. It then turned to
flag waving. It was followed by the fuel-cell red-herring. How is any of that
constructive? Over and over again, it has been posted that the true competition is
traditional vehicles. Those cars and small SUVs sharing space on the showroom floor
are what draw people away from the high-efficiency, low-emission choices. With gas
prices so low and no expectation of them to rise much for years, there's a lot of pressure
keeping things status quo. The market for change simply isn't there. That's why sales
results of Cruze, Malibu, and Equinox get posted every month. They are what's holding
Volt back, not other high-efficiency, low-emission choices. It's time to face that
reality. No amount of advertising will change that either. What stirs interest on the
showroom floor is quite different to what people find appealing while watching television
or hearsay or online. We knew Volt sales would be inflated due to year-end rush for the
tax-credits. We also know the 2017 model coming soon is only a minor upgrade and that
winter sales are typically slow, but availability will increase. So, expectations have been
a little screwy. January 2016 sales are especially interesting. Cruze did well with 14,362
sales. Malibu just beat that with 14,746 sales. Equinox was the strong seller. With
18,574 sales, there's no denying demand is hot for small SUVs. That's a particular
problem for Volt, being a compact car. Bolt will offer more interior space, which
reinforces market preference for more room. Ford had always hoped to capitalize on the
opportunity to sell more small SUVs by offering a hybrid version. After years of struggle
though, it was dropped. Toyota experimented with the large interior aspect in this market
by offering Prius V, a wagon model. Results were a mix. Sales were much higher than
Volt, even without any tax-credit or HOV incentives. But growth was flat. So, attention
has been turned to the small SUV market. January is first month for RAV4 hybrid being
offered. 1,973 were purchased, without incentives. Watch what happens with demand
for it over the course of this year. That may be our best indicator of mainstream
preference. Remember, the goal is to become business-sustaining. That means highvolume profitable sales. There cannot be reliance on tax-credits. There should not be a
dependency on low gas prices either. For the vehicle to truly be competitive, it must be
among the top-sellers on the showroom floor.

2-03-2016

Explosive Reaction, problems. What more can be said: Personal attacks and an attempt
to draw attention away to another topic. Wow! Clearly, sales are becoming a major
concern. What I find as the biggest confirmation is how Prius was always used and
continues to be the basis of comparison. That never made any sense. It was entirely
new. GM already had a wide array of experience when Volt was rolled out… EV1, TwoMode, and BAS all taught the GM engineers & executives a great deal about battery &
motor technology. Now, there's suddenly a panic. Volt isn't measuring up to Prius
either. At this point in gen-2 history, sales had already exceeded mainstream
minimum… by quite a bit… and without a tax-credit. What should the outlook for Volt
be? For that matter, what should we expect from the "Voltec" family?
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2-03-2016

Explosive Reaction, growth. Not wanting to deal with the issue is far from new. The
usual reaction is to redirect attention. For example: "I'm not sure why you specifically
comment on GM all the time when Toyota is staring you in the face." I was happy to take
the bait from that defender (internal-troll), since there was a very real curiosity what kind
of reply would come from it: Toyota's rollout of both the gen-4 Prius and introduction of
RAV4 hybrid just happened within the past few weeks. Inventory is getting filled as
quickly as possible. The approach to draw new interest has been discussed many
times. How much more do you want? Toyota's heavy investment in hybrid technology
is what will get them past the low-hanging fruit. That's what will get traditional buyers to
purchase a high-efficiency, low-emission choice. The platform offers easy & profitable
transition to plugging in. It's a strategy to reach the masses. That low-hanging fruit is
rapidly disappearing. Volt will not be able to rely upon early-adopters and tax-credits for
too much longer. Notice how that reality was brushed aside rather than discussed 2 days
ago? How is that not starring you in the face? In other words, what strategy will GM be
taking to grow sales?

2-03-2016

Explosive Reaction, next steps. Having the low-hanging fruit situation pointed out was
quite unwelcome. No one has ever stated it that way before. They were so obsessed with
the "early adopter" excuse that no one took the time to consider when the next step would
need to be addressed. An abrupt announcement of that time having arrived definitely
stirred so emotion... in an already volatile situation. I pointed it out this way: The reality
of there not being much low-hanging fruit left has clearly struck a nerve. Heavy bets
were placed upon gen-2 of Volt delivering and neither an EV nor a plug-in hybrid being
necessary. Yet, we see Bolt and CT6 are on the way. II suspect GM will move on,
leaving Volt as a niche much like Camaro & Corvette have always been. Ironically
though, it will have to shed a mainstream look to achieve that… which is the direction
gen-4 Prius has already taken, but the expectation for that is high-volume sales. The
upcoming expiration of tax-credits, continued low gas prices, and increasing choices
mean something must happen in the near future to enable Volt sales to grow. They must
reach a point of competitiveness soon. Reaction here is confirmation of both pressure &
worry building. With so many choices on the way, it will only get worse. What should
the next steps be?
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2-03-2016

Intent. Overcoming blindness from having invested so much in a philosophy that proved
unsuccessful is a challenge. That's why dealing with it head on today, facing it directly
was a reasonable tactic. Out of that came this: "Based on that criteria I'll just take a look
at these *niche* vehicles." He was quite angry. I didn't care: This is pretty basic
stuff. An automaker chooses which vehicles will provide business-sustaining profit and
which will be favor some specialty criteria. The one type will be produced in highvolume, the other limited quantity. Both are perfectly reasonable, since they balance
either other out. GM and supporters see how Volt's look was toned down and made to
blend into the crowd. Looking very similar to other popular picks is fine, but the
expectation is for it to sell the same way. You're working frantically to convince us that's
not the case, telling us the opposite of what is so obvious. No amount of spin or
distraction will mask intent. To be the "game changer" that Volt was to intended to be, it
has to actually change the game. If ordinary people don't buy Volt, mission not
accomplished. That's why "mainstream" is so important. High-Volume sales are
essential. I've never encountered anyone so truly desperate to defend. You clearly don't
understand the purpose of having a mainstream target, the reason why such a specific
minimum was chosen.

2-04-2016

We Knew. The argument continued on to the next day. I just kept telling it like it is. No
reason to dwell in the past. The goal is to move on to gen-2 offerings. A way of
effectively doing that is to just summarize. So, that's exactly what I did: We knew from
the beginning that Prius PHV was a mid-cycle upgrade intended for real-world data
collection. Expectations were never beyond modest sales. Heck, the first full year had a
planned quantity of just 13,000. That resembled the same thing Toyota did here with
Prius back in 2000. Both quantity and availability were intentionally limited, it was also
a mid-cycle upgrade. No one seems to remember any of that history or how successful
that approach was. We'll end up with a second-generation model designed for massappeal, just like the transformation that regular model experienced. It might not look like
the gen-4 Prius. It may not even be called Prius. What we do know is that it will be an
improvement based upon what Toyota learned from the previous.

2-04-2016

What do you see? Attempts to get constructive dialog going can be a challenge. The
personal attacks usually get ignored. But in this case, the desire to move on means
addressing them directly. I was rather curious what the reaction to more information
would be anyway. So, when that opportunity presented itself, I posted this about
myself: I see a person who has and continues to support affordable choices for the
masses. That's why tax-credit and profitability gets brought up on a regular basis. It's
vital for the automaker to quickly find a way for their tech to become self-sustaining. We
see all of the following plug-in hybrids on the way: Hyundai (Ioniq & Sonata), Kia (Niro
& Optima), Mitsubishi (Outlander), Ford (C-Max & Fusion), Toyota (Prius), Honda
(Accord), and Chrysler (Pacifica). Each is striving for sustainability. Heck, that’s also
the case for the EV offerings: Nissan (Leaf), Tesla (Model 3), and even GM (Bolt). Volt
is the only standout, without a plan to be competitive. What do you see?
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2-05-2016

Bashing. It's quite interesting to see just how desperate a person can be. How far can
denial be taken? The point of gen-1 is to move on to gen-2 or whatever the successful
trail ended up to be. Holding on to the past at the penalty of not progressing to the next is
futile. Yet, there are a few who do. It's tiring. It's annoying. It's a waste. I still took the
time to deal with it anyway: Spin of history by pretending the purpose was different,
we're quite familiar with that. Volt did it a lot. Prius goals were very clear. So were
those for Volt. Prius achieved them. Volt did not. Volt gen-1 was supposed to be a
"game changer" that would out Prius the Prius. It didn't, not by a long shot. So, we ask
purpose of Volt gen-2. But rather than get sensible feedback, some type of goal laid out
with a timeline to show there is clarity of intent, we get more Prius bashing. It's really
unfortunate. Notice how most have shifted over hope to Bolt now instead?

2-05-2016

Misplaced Hope. Seeing to this was unpleasant: "With current Li/Ion prices, it almost
seems like the pack is free after the tax credit." It's the equivalent of betting big that nonhybrid SUVs are the future. Just like low gas prices, we know the tax-credit will
end. What then? How do you sell that inventory you were dependent upon when prices
go up significantly? The dependence of that $7,500 will be quite painful. Oh well, it's
not like they weren't informed well in advance: Popularity would mean business
suicide. Each automaker must carefully consider how to promote their plug-in
technology. So when those tax-credits run out, they'll still be able to retain high-volume
profit sales. The catch is, they must achieve that level of consumer interest prior to the
expiration. Toyota gets mocked continuously for rolling out their gen-1 plug-in hybrid in
such limited quantity, despite the fact that they were able to collect vital real-world data
without using up a lot of tax-credit. That leaves them far better positioned than GM, who
is facing an inevitable subsidy loss right in the middle of both Volt & Bolt productcycles. What was learned? Turns out, people value seating & cargo space more than
they do range. Knowing the preference, automakers are working to deliver exactly
that. Heck, even GM is experimenting with that now too. Look no further than the
upcoming CT6 plug-in hybrid for confirmation of that real-world data collecting. Volt
worked out well for enthusiasts. It really is a nice car in that regard. It simply doesn’t
appeal to the masses. Heck, Prius doesn't either… but at least it sells at a much higher
rate, doesn't depend upon tax-credits, and is profitable. The new generation will expand
appeal as well, making it a true contender for drawing away interest from traditional
purchases. RAV4 hybrid was rolled out to draw even more interest. It represents the
very diversification Volt supporters have wanted for years. There is hope, but low
lithium prices are only a piece of the puzzle. All the plug-in hybrids must find a way to
become self-sustaining quickly. Because once those tax-credits are gone, that goal
become much harder to achieve if there was a heavy dependency upon them.
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2-05-2016

Small SUVs. The concern about "too little, too slowly" fell on deaf ears for so long, it
was disturbing. The common-sense rules of business were simply ignored. The most
obvious was resistance to diversification. When you'd point out something beside Volt
was needed, it was taken as an attempt to label it a failure so it would be
discontinued. That was paranoia at it's best. Enthusiasts would lash out any way they
could to defend. The situation is finally changing: "Bottom line is, GM should forget
about making more plug-in cars and instead make a plug-in Equinox or something of the
like. That's where the market is going." Of course, it took until the first hints of trouble
with gen-2 to emerge before that attitude changed. Nonetheless, it is progress... though,
painfully slow. Anywho, this was my reply: Equinox is GM's top-selling non-truck
vehicle. 18,574 purchase last month provides good perspective. No matter how
enthusiasts want to spin the 996 Volt purchases in comparison, true supporters know the
need to diversify is now. GM really should focus the next plug-in hybrid effort on
something in that category. RAV4 is Toyota's equivalent situation. Seeing strong
potential for the small SUV market... especially with gas prices so low right now... they
introduced a hybrid model. First month's sales were in January. Even without full
availability (or any tax-credit incentives), the initial purchase count was
encouraging. 1,973 is a good start. The jump from 25 MPG combined to 33 MPG
combined without any sacrifice is proving to be a draw. Lithium battery improvements
along the way will make adding capacity & plugs an easy transition. The catch is having
a market with the base prior to that. Volt didn't, hence the stem of much of its
struggle. Not having a hybrid counterpart of any sort is a lesson GM learned the hard
way. Enthusiasts mocked Toyota & Ford to no end for their approach, only to find out
later that would have been quite beneficial. Have you considered the position Ford is in
now? They had Escape as a hybrid, a small SUV. They abandoned that in favor of the
next-gen system being offered in a sedan & hatchback instead. That expanded to
offering a capacity increase and a plug. Think about how much Ford must now be
yearning to reintroduce a small SUV hybrid. The market is going in that direction, but
there will still be a demand for the cars too. This is simply how growth will take
place. The reach out to entirely new customers will be the taking advantage of the draw
small SUVs offer.

2-05-2016

Vue Hybrid. Remember the Saturn Vue hybrid? Back in September of 2009, an article
was published highlighting the 28 MPG no one will ever get. That's because the effort
was canceled after getting an official EPA rating. It got that close to launch. Two-Mode
was falling apart at that point. I continued to remind people to not forget the success GM
had with the Two-Mode plug-in mule. The next step, adding a plug, got hyped quite a bit
by GM… but never got anywhere. It was a constant source of news, since the story kept
changing. In the end, Volt was chosen instead… a compact car rather than a small
SUV. Now, we see the rise of small SUVs... some as hybrids... some even with
plugs. The fact that GM is getting left behind, the supposed leader of the plug-in
movement, is not rubbing enthusiasts the right way. That's why there's been an
escalation of tension recently. That history both opens up old wounds and reveals new
opportunity. Response has been mixed as a result... quite passionate though. I'm quite
intrigued how this will play out over the next few months. New offerings in the need-toimprove-small-SUVs category from other automakers are on the way.
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2-05-2016

Compromise. There was more lashing out. The very word "compromise" makes some
people cringe. They don't see it as an effort to find balance. They see it as a loss. That's
really unfortunate. In this case, it was worse. He was angry. Unwilling to allow the
nonsense to continue, I turned it right around: Calling business accountability "slanted"
perhaps does date back that far. Like it or not (obviously some definitely not), that's
reality. As exciting as range & power may be, it's just plain not what wells in highvolume sustainability. It's been that way since before many of us were even
born. Mainstream consumers focus on the practical nature of their purchase. Need wins
out over want. That's why the small SUVs are such a hot item right now. Want is the
desire for the massive guzzlers of a decade ago. Need is to downsize. Offering a hybrid
system and a plug is a compromise many will accept. They like it.

2-05-2016

Who? It was interesting getting asked this question: "Do you work for, or are you
compensated by Toyota?" Since it was from the moderator, I knew that was a sincere act
of wanting to know more. Why would anyone be so persistent on a GM forum,
especially someone who owns a Toyota? I answered with: Nope, I'm just a consumer
with well-informed contacts and a devotion to supporting the masses... hence the
continued push to get past this first stage of tax-credit dependency and catering to
enthusiasts. With a strong business background and a career as an engineer, the spin here
is a draw. Participating with the local plug-in owners group adds to the exposure, getting
to interact with Volt owners quite different from certain particular ones here. It's been an
interesting experience over the past 15 years. Back then, it was totally unheard of for
anyone to make such an effort to help change along. Now, it pretty easy to find others
wanting to overcome old barriers of the past... like cross-automaker cooperation,
targeting the market itself instead.

2-05-2016

Bumping Heads. Sometimes, you can tell the tide is changing. Even with this, I still
had a feeling: "He is part of a PiP 'users group'; but PiP represents the trailing edge, not
forefront, of PHEV progress." So, I posted this: Haven't you noticed that we sometimes
actually agree? Your focus is on the fore-front, considering leadership a measure of
technical achievement. My focus is on the trailing-edge, considering leadership a
measure of mass acceptance. Those are two fundamentally different approaches both
ultimately trying to achieve the same goal. It means we will always bump heads,
opposing each other based on perspective but not on purpose. Progress will be made
when you accept that and focus on what we have in common instead. Toyota isn't
interested in breaking new ground all the time; instead, their primary focus is on how to
get the technology out in large quantity inexpensively. Notice how drastically different
that is from GM, whose long-term intent is the same but doesn’t wait until the technology
is affordable? Toyota upgrades as cost justifies, along the way. GM delivers the endproduct immediately, hoping cost-reduction will follow. Notice what Ford & Hyundai
have been doing? No, which is the point. They decided to lay low until something
viable can be delivered. Why get involved with the bigger players attacking the problem
from two very different perspectives. That is yet another approach, also with the same
ultimate goal. See how this works?
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2-05-2016

Chapter's End. The final battle in this chapter came to an end. I pushed to make it
happen. Knowing the story wasn't over, it was easy for me. A small group of particular
die-hard Volt enthusiasts didn't realize what was going on. They thought there was only
a single chance, that failure meant death. It was their battle cry for 5 years... don't like
Volt die. That was the reason why my purpose kept getting questioned and why I kept
having to asked their goals. Seeing more was to come didn't happen until today. Fear
based on assumption overwhelmed rational thought. I've see this before, hence taking a
very different stance. The end of Two-Mode came about from the announcement of
Volt. Supporters could let it go at that point. With Volt, it was the announcement of
Bolt. That's easy to see now. Stages in between are too. Ford's rollout of Energi was a
major set back. Recently, the same panic erupted from Hyundai stirring emotion with
Ioniq. RAV4 hybrid's initial success made it worse. I took advantage of that to introduce
a moment of reflection. Multi-Front battles often lead to a finale with online conflict, if
pointed out properly. Sure enough, that worked this time. Thank goodness. In this case,
a simple observation of what's available now and what's coming is all it took. GM has
delivered what it originally promised back in 2010. It took as additional 5 years, plus a
little more waiting. That's far longer than anyone imagined, but that "40 mile" range is
realistic. Enthusiasts just plain didn't want to admit the extra 25% capacity required to
achieve that in Winter. They didn't want to admit that it will still take a few more years
for overall cost to come down enough to compensate for the upcoming loss of tax-credits
either. Getting them to look far enough ahead to actually see future potential, instead of
dwelling on all the lost opportunity, was quite a challenge. It got ugly, really
ugly. Thankfully, that's over now. Phew! The story isn't complete though, only this
chapter.
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2-06-2016

Suggestions. Wanting to encourage & solidify this end, I went all out with the posting:
It's a well-proven practice in my career to review a project upon completion. You note
what worked and what didn't. I see good reason to do that here.
Voting down facts was probably the most counter-productive activity. Rather than just
trying to hide what isn't liked, a suggestion would be to address it as directly as
possible. Don't leave any opportunity for the topic being brought up again. That means
provide concise reasoning. Vague replies make it worse. Excuses validate a
problem. Responses of dismissal only encourage reposts.
Anonymous posting was another major problem that never went away. What a
pain. Sadly, replies without substance made it worse. Defenders become the source of
further tangents by not making an effort to get back on-topic. The suggestion is to
simply state purpose. Counter there disruption. Knowing what the desired outcome is
makes those distractions easier to end.
Making it personal and diverting discussion with automaker attacks, that was a huge
waste. Instinct compels us to discredit. We feel it works well as a deterent. In reality, it
doesn't accomplish anything. In fact, it tends to reduce effectiveness of following
posts. Casual readers tend to lose interest and abandon the thread. The suggestion is to
prevent is simple. Don't do it.
Identifying goals is among the most powerful tools for progress available to us. We've
seen great things emerge from learning opportunities. You try something. If it works,
great. If not, move on. Remember, the market itself changes as time advances. The best
suggestion for dealing with that situation is to embrace shortcomings. Failure is an
option. It's only an end of a chapter, not an end of the story.
Endorsement for both plugging in and lithium batteries went extremely well. Notice how
successful the idea of using electricity became early on? Everyone was in agreement
about that being a major objective. It allowed us to very effectively focus on how to best
achieve that. We followed the suggestion of trying to deal with next-step barriers by
focusing on the future, rather than dwelling on the present.
Bringing up history can be a powerful decision-maker for what to do next. If something
was attempted repeatedly but resulted in disappointment each time, don't do it
again. That seems like such a straight-forward suggestion; however, the trap of dismissal
is very easy to fall into. As painful as it might be to address mistakes, those can be the
key to success the next time around.
Celebrating success can be a source of renewal. You need something to keep the group
engaged. But if you focus on that past achievement too much, that very thing becomes
what holds you back. If you focus on what comes next too much, that hope becomes a
liability when circumstances change prior to rollout. The approach should be to seek out
a balance. Providing compliment with complaint can be a very effective means of
advancement when a suggestion is included.
The need to acknowledge the market as a whole was a lessen learned the hard way. Far
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too often, past rivalries interfere with attempts to overcome barriers simply by losing
perspective. Focus solely on particular groups allows the bigger picture to be
overlooked. Making an effort to redefine foes & allies based upon objectives goes a long
way. That suggestion should not be taken lightly. It's a difficult change of
mindset. We've been trained to not think that way.
Finally, the very concept that a single solution will solve all problems is fundamentally
flawed. Yet, that is what we do... over and over again. Commonplace successes we've
witnessed that support differences are easily forgotten, not even noticed or
considered. Just look at how uncommon the vehicles we drive actually are. Sizes &
Shapes vary dramatically. Heck, even our preferences change over time. Why can't what
powers them be different too? We need to embrace diversity. It's a suggestion that will
take us a long way.
That's what worked and what didn't. Let's make a big effort together to start out the next
chapter on a good foot.
2-06-2016

9 Years Later. Remember back when gas prices were climbing into new territory? GM
had given up the anti-hybrid "stop gap" campaign and revealed Volt to the world. It
would be vastly superior to Prius in every way, the answer to our car
problems. Ugh. The nonsense started immediately. It only took a day for vaporware
talk to emerge, questions of how that could actually be accomplished. My initial
thoughts were: "I don't believe that is a cost-effective solution for the masses for many,
many years still." The explanations why angered supporters. What I saw as realistic,
they saw as fighting words. Having experience in that area made no difference. I was
the enemy, because that knowledge came from the supposed competition. Watching
Toyota strive for affordability taught me a lot. They turned and were basically hostile
ever since. Reading through that history I documented as it unfolded, writing down
observations as they happened, sure provides an interesting perspective now. Looking
back is quite different from preserved day-to-day thoughts. I was right... oh more
accurately, I correctly sighted past events as being highly likely to reoccur. Sure enough,
they did. Volt has been a disaster... not the car or the technology, it was the business
aspect. This was a great example of a "solution seeking a problem". We were told all
about "range anxiety". Capacity was too expensive. The approach Volt offered would
overcome that. Catch was, if battery cost came down enough to make Volt affordable,
why not just sell an EV to people instead? That type of plug-in hybrid made no sense. It
required cost to remain high... but then couldn't be sold in large quantity because the cost
would be too high for Volt too. It was a mindset doomed from the start. Augmenting a
hybrid was a business model supporters wanted no part of... which ironically, would have
addressed the issue well enough to make prices affordable. Other automakers see that
potential and hope to capitalize on it now. GM sees battery cost having dropped so
much, they're planning to offer an EV which will overcome the "range anxiety"
problem. No need for Volt. We'll have Bolt instead. What a mess! So much time
wasted. Oh well, at least that chapter has come to a close. GM is now planning to
introduce a hybrid and an augmented model now too, just like what was suggested 9
years ago. Volt will remain an enthusiast vehicle. It didn't die after all. It just won't
leapfrog either. This is yet another example of not understanding the difference between
want & need.
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Friendly Rivalry. The hope was always to find one. When there were only two hybrids
available, Prius & Insight, things were a mess. Honda had delivered something that
wasn't competitive. Insight was a 2-seater with a manual transmission and an aluminum
body. It had nothing it common with the 5-seat automatic sedan called Prius. Yet, the
two were constantly compared. Being the only choices for purchase back then, it was all
people understood. GM had the opportunity to avoid that with Volt. There weren't any
other plug-in hybrids offered. That was it. Gas was expensive then too. Enthusiasts
were smug though. GM didn't care. There were enough conquest potential to prove the
technology viable. That's all GM cared about. Enthusiasts didn't want to see that
reality. They saw their population growing. It didn't matter that money-losing leases and
tax-credit dependency made it happen. They just to claim victory over Prius. That was
disappointing... and frustrating. Now, we see Volt struggling for an audience. Almost all
the low-hanging fruit is gone now and there's a rivalry growing between Toyota &
Hyundai. It's looking to be friendly too. That was the very thing people like me had
hoped for 9 years back with Toyota & GM. The situation got ugly quick. Ford entering
the plug-in arena made it worse. The struggle grew more and more difficult. There's an
unspoken fear growing that Toyota will "leap frog" what GM offers. That was the hope
Volt enthusiasts taunted Prius supporters with, saying it with belittling attitude. I won't
do that. In fact, it's the very reason I'm extending a hand in friendship. I'm putting my
hope on the chance that we can establish a friendly rivalry instead. That should be just a
matter of focusing on goals, what I had attempted to do countless times in the
past. What's different now is rollout is in progress. The reality of low sales can get
people to change. Someone offering to help is what they will seek, especially someone
with extensive experience to share.
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Influence. The comment was made about now knowing how much we actually
have. Could you really ever find out? I climbed up on the soapbox again to share some
insight:
Realistically, it doesn't matter. The end result is the same. The benefit is they get
confirmation of it being an acceptable decision much sooner. There's a lot at stake. That
helps a great deal.
With Prius, we established a direct line for feedback with Toyota. They shared
information with us directly, a few times with tidbits even before the dealers. We got
confirmation the forums were being monitored for suggestions. The next-gen rollout
included some of what had been discussed. It was a great exchange.
I was always baffled that this group wasn't able to achieve the same thing with GM...
which is why I kept on pushing. There were several here who insisted we should just be
patient and hope for the best. I'm not that type of person. I also know that reacting
afterward is far more costly than being proactive. Interacting with users during the
development is priceless.
25 years into a career as an information engineer (software developer) and having a
father as a mechanical engineer taught me a great deal. I learned the value of feedback
long ago. I established a group beta-testers, who gave candid and well thought out
suggestions. It was a very productive relationship.
Way back in 2003, we knew the design of the hybrid system for Prius was able to deliver
speeds of up to 100 km/h (62.1 mph) using only electricity. We also knew that would be
incredibly expensive. Yet, there were some who experimented with added capacity
anyway. When the next-gen rolled out in 2009, we could see the design continued to
support that ability to take advantage of additional electricity. It was still too
expensive. A few aftermarket providers didn't care. They tried attracting consumers,
despite the high cost. Toyota saw that, but waited until a configuration actually
affordable would be possible.
That approach had trouble from the start. It was exactly what enthusiasts had requested,
but it wasn't what supporters saw as appealing to the masses. The reason was simple:
Volt. It wasn't the configuration hoped for (since the engine ran often in the winter and
the wheels were powered directly at times), yet it wasn't marketed as a plug-in
hybrid. So, people focused solely on range rather than results. Toyota took advantage of
the feedback early on, keeping availability limited to select markets. It gave them an
opportunity to learn more about how widen appeal without trading off price. In the
meantime, energy-density and production-cost of batteries would continue to fall. When
Ford joined in offering their plug-in hybrid, there was no reason to expand. Observing
their progress (which also had challenges), would provide a great deal of valuable
information.
That history will, of course, be spun to make it look like goals weren't accomplished. But
sales expectations were never set high in the first place for the plug-in Prius, quite unlike
Volt. It was also a mid-cycle upgrade, rather than an entirely new vehicle requiring a full
5-year cycle. The cost & risk was profoundly lower for Toyota than it was for GM.
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Reality is, few will care. Many here will deny that even happened anyway. So, there's
little chance ordinary consumers will bother trying to figure any of it out.
The point is, what was set out to be achieved will be accomplished. So what if it was a
round-about way of doing it. Taking an economics class will teach you what to
expect. Market reactions are difficult to gauge. Both consumer & competitor will do
everything they can to resist change and influence outcome. Still reaching the finish-line
without having incurred great expense or done anything inappropriate is what counts.
2-07-2016

The Real Question. I was asked this: "The real question is, what do we expect can be
done beyond what has been done?" It was a new twist on addressing goals. I was happy
to contribute thoughts to that: Don't expect. Suggest. There's growing worry of the
inevitable tax-credit expiration, right in the middle of Volt's product-cycle. Yet, notice
how no one wants to actually address that? It's a sign of trouble on the way. We need to
push for a solution. Don't let the opportunity now slip away. An example from Prius
history is the improvement to the ride quality. It wasn't necessary for the audience
Toyota had targeted. So, focus was put on diversification instead. We got a smaller and
a larger model of Prius, along with a plug-in. We just got a small SUV as well. But with
gen-4 Prius, the hope is increasing appeal to draw in a wider group of
consumers. Stiffening the body by 60%, giving it much better suspension in the rear,
lowering the center-of-gravity, and adding quite a bit of sound insulation will go a long
way toward helping to achieve that. Those were all suggestions from current
customers. Look at what people made discouraging remarks about. Would changing any
of them draw in new customers? Ask want people commonly seek out when shopping
for a vehicle. What doesn't Volt offer? Consider the rest of the market. Think about
what sells well. Why haven't we got a small SUV variant?
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The Challenge. A former foe has accepted my effort to become a friend. We are trying
to find some common ground. This my latest exchange in that effort:
Nice summary and good question. The past is what it is. Our focus is now 2016.
GM just delivered gen-2 Volt. How should it be marketed? Having an engine was a
strong draw in the past, since it eliminated concern of range-anxiety. But with next-gen
EV choices targeting 200-miles, that will become a much harder sell. A range of 53
miles simply doesn't compare. It does top other upcoming plug-in hybrids though.
Hyundai, Ford, Toyota, Mitsubishi, Honda, and Chrysler all see the appeal of 25-30 miles
for plug-in hybrid range. Ask yourself: Why? People will still get an EV experience, but
MPG high values will likely be the draw. Price has proven a major deterrent. Will
consumers care if the engine runs from time to time if they can buy something
competitively affordable?
Toyota has an advantage in place with respect to reaching affordability. The regular
model of Prius brings about economies-of-scale benefit. Motors, controllers, and batterycells all see cost-reduction as a result of high-volume production. The plug-in model will
benefit as a result.
Toyota also has an advantage with respect to reputation. The hybrid system is known for
its reliability. The hybrid system is also known for uninspired performance... until this
evening's Super Bowl commercials. Toyota is taking advantage of Prius past to point out
how much the newest generation has improved, emphasizing this upgrade changes how
people will think of Prius.
Perhaps that is what GM should do... find something to revitalize Volt. What is the
strength now to point out? Maybe range is the selling point. Oddly, offering the most
capacity may not have a negative impact on other plug-in hybrids. It could serve as an
endorsement for the category.
What do you think?

2-08-2016

New Perspective. The feeling is great when you can look at a situation from the other
side. The fighting is over. Yeah! I finally have the ally which I sought for all those
years ago. This was today's post: Gen-2 Volt ushers in a new perspective. Gas prices
have plummeted, but so has battery cost. Audience has widened, no more early
adopters. Competition has emerged, namely Bolt. It's a changed market. The worries
(and greenwashing) of lithium fires has vanished. Impact of heater use in winter is well
understood. New awareness of emissions (diesel cheats) has been raised. The situation
is quite different from years back. Hybrids, Plug-In Hybrids, Electric-Only, each with its
own take on how clean & efficient travel should be achieved makes understanding them a
challenge. That all have battery & motor use in common though, which allows us to
finally establish cross-automaker bonds. 2016 will introduce several more next-gen
upgrades. That should make things easier. The catch is we must all make an effort to
convey the new information. Don't let outdated data obscure the effort. Those next steps
are worth it. We're all in it together now.
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It Worked. What an interesting conclusion. He recognized that I would never give
up. I complimented him for having the strength to survive all that. We can now make an
effort together, combining resources and perspectives to finally make some
progress. One individual wasn't happy. You're not supposed to become friends with a
former foe. Attempts to lash out failed. No one cared. It's his loss. Support for Volt has
moved on the second generation. What happened in the first simply doesn't matter
anymore. We all know several goals weren't met. The point was
acknowledgement. Without any type of acceptance, there's no way to take the next
step. Who knew it would take so darn long? Oh well. Being able to move on feels
great. It's too bad so much effort was wasted. But then again, that was rather
predictable. And what does it matter anyway? Failure is an option. You can't win them
all. Learning what worked and want didn't is the point. Having to try again is just part of
the life. It's unfortunate that certain mistakes cost so much, especially when parts could
have been avoided. At least it's over... with of all things, a reconciliation. Cool.

2-11-2016

Niche Market. The spin from some EV supporters is that hybrids never amounted to
anything. We see that routinely. For example, this conclusion: "...you must keep this in
mind, HEV is still a tiny fraction of Toyota line-up and is much less profitable than ICE
cars for Toyota." Just like any other greenwashing attempt, being vague is key. Do
everything you can to avoid detail. I know that all too well. Providing actual numbers
brings the argument to a screeching halt. That's exactly what I did. It did indeed
achieve that outcome too: 10% isn't exactly tiny, especially when you look at the actual
quantity. The question is, how profitable must hybrids be? Keep in mind that the gen-4
just introduced reduced production cost a little more. Here are the counts for
2015... United States sales = 452,152 hybrid of 2,499,313 total is 18.1%. Europe sales =
208,464 hybrid of 873,844 total is 23.9%. Japan Aqua (Prius C) = 215,525. Japan Prius
(regular) = 127,403. Japan other hybrids = 50,000 (estimated). Worldwide = 10,150,000
sales total gives an estimated 10.4% hybrid.
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The Catch. I had fun with this one: "GM will not lose much on the 2017 Chevy Bolt EV,
as long as the Bolt EV gets sufficient national marketing, and the dealers cooperate with
their own marketing, salesperson motivation, and customer test drives. People will not
buy the Bolt EV or any new GM vehicle if there isn’t any news or promotion about
it." (followed by) "So, if GM pulls out all the stops and markets the Chevy Bolt EV as it
should..." It's a disaster in the making, just like we saw 5 years ago. What can you
say? I posted: The catch is, GM must make a solid commitment right out the
gate. Without an ample supply available, the rest won't simply happen. In other words,
that's how they get dealers to cooperate and salespeople motivated. Seeing the inventory
at a level capable of on-going sales is what drives the business. This is why that
measurement of "mainstream" sales was deemed so important and continues to a source
of irritation for some. Contracts with suppliers to guarantee inventory all the way
through is what helps to drive down costs. It's risky though, especially since those Bolt
sales will take away from Volt tax-credit opportunity. All automakers face commitment
issues like that. With the gen-4 Prius hatchback such an improvement over the previous
generation, Toyota is faced with the dilemma of whether or not to upgrade the wagon
model. Is the production effort worth it... especially in a market where gas here is just
$1.44 per gallon? We've been seeing sales of small SUVs climb. That loss of interest in
MPG presents challenges for even a small hybrid SUV. That's why the gen-4 Prius took
on such a standout look. Performance improvements alone aren't enough with such
fickle buyers. We know gas prices will remain low for the next few of years still. We
know the tax-credits will get used around mid-cycle for both Bolt & Volt. We know
other automakers will stir the market in unpredictable ways. Difficult choices must be
made. What should GM do?

2-12-2016

Placing Blame. Ugh. Change isn't easy. A mindset for such a long duration is difficult
to overcome. Today, it was: "If your football team is down 55-0 in the 4th qtr. and you
call in a new assistant coach – does that mean if you lose the game, it's that assistant
coach's fault?" We need to focus on next steps... look forward. Asking who is at fault is
looking backward. Here's my take: Considering who is to blame is the wrong
question. Remember, just about everyone from both management & development had
left the Volt project prior to it being rolled out. For that matter, many of the outspoken
supporters vanished shortly afterward too. Placing blame is pointless. Listening to the
message, on the other hand, is quite valuable. Things change anyway. What was learned
from prior decisions? Look at the quandary of how to promote gen-2 Volt. Promoting a
vehicle means focusing on strengths & unique qualities. The selling-point of Volt is said
to be the 53-mile EV range. If you emphasize that too much by drawing focus the system
only needing the engine 10% of the time, people will start questioning the worth of
having such a large gas-engine & gas-tank. No one cares who made that size decision. It
happened long ago. All we should ask is why that was chosen and if continuing on that
way is best? After all, Prius PHV was mocked relentlessly for having a small batterypack. The claim was it being wasteful carrying around so much extra weight for
something not used often. Now, the tables have turned. What do you suggest for next
steps? Shouldn't it be to juggle around the players on the team, rather than look for yet
another coach? So what if the first game is lost. What about the next?
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Range Minimum. There are a handful of people, unfortunately all old-school Volt
enthusiasts, who still push the belief that Prius PHV delivers only a 6-mile EV
range. The refusal to accept video-evidence and to acknowledge battery-capacity just
boggles the mind. What's the point? Well finally, we got this: "But now all that seems
mute because..." That's the looking-forward attitude we've been hoping for, but the
unconstructive nature of it rubs me the wrong way. How will range be measured if
capacity is unacceptable? The highly misleading nature of the hard-acceleration at the 6mile mark is quite arbitrary. It just as easily could have been at 5 miles or 7 miles or 2
miles. I chose to respond with: The actual reason is that "range" estimates hurt the
industry. We saw everything from disappointment to greenwashing. When owners
found out the impact heater use had, there was some backpedaling. It was made worse
by discovering an automaker's estimates didn't correctly reflect results from standardized
testing. Then to sour appeal even further, there were a few who intentionally misled by
exploiting misunderstandings of terminology. That's why stating capacity in terms of
KWH of electricity available is far more informative than miles that could possibly be
driven under the right circumstances.

2-15-2016

Kia Niro. Crossover competition is what Kia (parent company Hyundai) is hoping
for. Their upcoming Niro hybrid is supposedly targeted directly at Prius. It's really a
small SUV with basic styling. Clearly, we have arrived at the end of a trend. Though
appealing to consumers right at this very moment, it already looks dated. It will blend in
well with many SUVs already on the road. That's the point. You'll be getting supposedly
50 MPG discreetly. The approach is interesting. People are resistant to change. This
won't stir any attention. It's not ugly. It's not pretty. It simply doesn't draw
attention. You're buying technology that offers reduced emissions & consumption, and
that's it. With the advent of uniqueness being a draw, the situation is a matter of
timing. Maybe consumers will jump on the opportunity with this as both a bridge to the
future and a monument to the past. Personally, I couldn't imagine wanting something so
plain. It looks quite ordinary. But then again, that's all some people want. They have
desire to own a vehicle that's expressive. That's ok. It's just not me. Variety is
important. Having a hybrid option for them to choose is great.
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Cost. Discussions are getting interesting. Barriers of the past, which prevented
constructive posts, are gone. It's quite a different venue for posting now. I especially
liked reading this: "What I don't get...if the Chevy Volt early gen-1 was able to do 35
miles with a smaller body, why couldn't the PiP 2nd gen do at least that?" The reason
why was simple. It was an honest question. In the past, that same sentence wouldn't
have been taken as sincere. That's typically because the attitude was to
undermine. Things have changed. Hopefully, response to what I contribute will
too: We'd all like a vehicle with a plug that's actually affordable. Rolling out a vehicle to
the masses that's dependent upon a $7,500 tax-credit isn't a good business choice. Once
that subsidy is gone (each automaker gets 200,000 before phaseout begins), the challenge
to grow sales and be profitable becomes even more difficult. GM is taking quite a
gamble, especially with remaining credits available being divided between Volt &
Bolt. Toyota held off and will strive to deliver something capable of standing on its
own. That means larger quantity with lower cost. So, keeping the battery at a size
reasonable enough to compete with other high-volume sellers is a big deal. Remember,
the competition is vehicles on the same showroom floor, not those offered from other
automakers. Keep in mind, Toyota sold 2,499,313 vehicles here in the United States last
year. GM sold 3,082,366. That puts some perspective on just how few 200,000 really is.

2-18-2016

No Response. It wasn't worth the effort: "Part of the reason hybrids and plug-in hybrids
are so hard to sell is people think they are buying 2 cars instead of one….thus they are
paying more up front to buy it and also have all the maintenance of a pure electric plus a
gas car." We endured years of Volt promotion which, ironically, emphasized the 2 car
perspective. We got countless endorsements telling us the vehicle was an EV with a full
hybrid system as a back following depletion of the plug-supplied electricity. The shortsightedness of that perspective never ceases to amaze me. It was an effort that ultimately
highlighted the fact that Volt was the worst of boh worlds. The range was too small to
compete with an actual EV and the engine efficiency was too low to compete with
hybrids. Ultimately, that is where some of the hate for Prius PHV came from. Even
though it had a much smaller battery-pack, the EV range was impressive amount of
electricity it had available. The resulting MPG afterward was obviously a strong point
too. Since the smaller capacity was an effort to keep the system affordable and to not
sacrifice cargo or seating-space, the augmentation was often looked upon as the best of
both worlds. That polarity contributed to most of the online conflicts... in the past. Now,
the hypocrisy of acknowledging that self-deprecating stance has quieted most. It's a sign
of progress. That meant no reason to bother with a response. Yeah!
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Lousy Job. At times, it can be quite interesting to learn about other perspectives people
have. Most often, they judge actions based on only recent history. Without background,
it's easy to draw a different conclusion. Much of this comes about from thinking short
term. It's the way our particular society works. So, it makes sense that the market
responds according. It's why Toyota commonly gets misunderstood. They take a
different approach. Reading this today was no suprise: "Again, Toyota did a lousy job of
advertising and communicating their vision for the car." Seeing that point of view
doesn't take much. Seeing another, or even acknowledging there could be another, is a
different story. Though, I tried to point that out: The intent was to remain flexible, not
revealing a mass-market plan until the initial data-collection phase completed. Since it
was a mid-cycle rollout and the other plug-in offerings were facing unexpected barriers,
it didn't make good business sense to commit yet. They chose to watch & learn about the
emerging market. Waiting until gen-2 is still looks to be a wise move. That delay (lousy
job) should make things easier in the long term. Toyota can start fresh, rather than have
to backpedal as with certain others.

2-19-2016

Credit, game. We're seeing 2016 shape up to be a year for the history books. A big part
of that is change being observed in discussions now: "In my view, GM played the credit
game properly, and Toyota is leaving massive amounts of money on the table. The taxcredit is limited to 200,000 vehicles per manufacturer, and the credit is pro-rated to the
capacity of the battery. Toyota's PiP qualifies for the minimum tax-credit ($2,500) while
still counting toward their 200,000 vehicle limit..." Remember how even the mere
mention would result in hostility? This difference is welcome... and long overdue. I'm
happy to see constructive dialog beginning. Here's my insertion into that: Toyota
studied the market and was well aware how few 200,000 really is. When that subsidy
expires, the vehicle must be able to sustain high-volume profitable sales. Notice how
gen-1 PiP rollout was limited, saving credits for gen-2? GM will be facing that
expiration, with 2 vehicles still depending upon that $7,500 credit, mid-cycle. Being just
2 years into gen-2 Volt and the new Bolt will make sales in large quantity quite a
challenge. Who cares about not getting more federal assistance if the vehicle becomes
difficult to sell afterward. That is not a game you want to lose.

2-19-2016

Credit 2, competition. This is the reason the question of "Who? was asked so
often. Notice all the "if" conditionals: "If I were thinking short-term, I would do exactly
what Toyota did. However, if the long-term is increasing EV usage to meet ever
increasing fuel economy and emissions regulations as well as customer demand, I would
use the tax-credit to develop higher range EV technologies and logistics so that I have an
edge on the competition for when the future inevitably becomes the present. GM appears
to have the edge on the future." Some people just plain don't want to commit. It's like
the next level of vague. Keeping things uncertain is another warning, an indicator time is
being wasted. Unfortunately, there's not much you can say. Those acting that way will
just label you as argumentative. But hey, at least I try anyway: We know capacity will
be increased for PiP. We've heard that power will top-speed could increase to 110 km/h
(68.3 mph). So, there is a natural generational improvement. Toyota views the
"competition" as traditional vehicles. GM views the "competition" as other plug-in
vehicles. That fundamental difference has a profound influence on approach. In other
words, priorities are different. Toyota has always considered cost to be
paramount. Range isn't as important if the end-product isn't affordable.
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Credit 3, sales. Sometimes, you get lucky and discussions really do swing in a
productive direction: "Also, we get an indication of growth locally from clubs and
organizations we are in contact, although this isn't as reliable as the actual sales
numbers." I was both pleased & stunned to read that. The topic of sales usually dies
when tax-credit dependency is brought up. We really are moving forward: More
important than sales is attitude, since that persists throughout ownership. The years of
hate from "vastly superior" enthusiasts only existed online. When the plug-in owners
club would meet, we were all friends together working toward a common cause. This
"leap frog the competition" discussion thread highlights the problem. In the club, there's
a diverse set of plug-in owners. We all recognize the competition as traditional
vehicles. Only those smug few online, who unfortunately spoke as representatives for
their peers, saw the competition as other plug-in vehicles. That head-butting caused a lot
of trouble over the years and consequently impaired progress forward. Thankfully, the
rollout of gen-2 offerings woke them up from their complacency. In fact, there are a few
individuals who were former foes that are now friends. The nonsense of "range anxiety"
has vanished with the advent of 200-mile potential. Part of that comes from the
realization that those tax-credits which they were heavily dependent upon will quickly
vanish as a result of delivering a truly popular vehicle. What I find most redeeming is the
vindication of cost being the highest priority. It seemed so simple of a message: "The
design must be affordable for the masses to accept it." Yet, that belief was met with
fierce resistance. Costly approaches were justified with twisted excuses and the
dismissal of facts. Sadly, despite finally getting recognition of importance, we'll be
dealing with the collateral damage from that for years to come. Long story short, the
plug-in options we endorse must be appealing to ordinary consumers. No matter how
appealing certain aspects of performance are, selling those vehicles profitability in highvolume is the ultimate goal. That ability to provide business-sustaining revenue is vital.

2-22-2016

Better. There is still a little bit of smug, but it's quickly fading. This could be among the
last examples: "The crappy Prius took how many years to get where it is now, and it still
sucks. In one design exercise GM came out with a much better
car. #engineering." Going down with a fight is normal. There's always someone who
wants their message to be made quite clear before standing down. After reading other
posts, which clearly didn't agree with him either, I posted: There is an essential
balance. Too much of a good thing is a problem. It's really unfortunate the devotion to
engineering prevented seeing business need. GM focused so heavily on delivering
maximum EV that it sacrificed priorities of ordinary consumers, resulting in a really nice
vehicle enthusiasts would praise. Consequences of that approach have become quite
apparent now. Notice how much focus has shifted over to Bolt instead? Volt isn’t
considered a mass-market choice anymore. The newest Prius is, hence the obvious
resentment. Sorry, but the reality is that "better" is not measured in terms of engineering
praise. That success is determined by the count of sales. The better a vehicle is, the
more it will be purchased. This isn't rocket science. It's ordinary business.
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eAssist. What else can you say other than: OMG! Never in my wildest dreams did I
expect the mild hybrid approach to be tried for a third time. The prior two attempts were
horrible failures. GM's first was called BAS. It went nowhere. The second fell aprt
too. This third is interesting, since it specifically targets the large pickups. That is a bit
odd though. The system adds only 13 horsepower, so there really isn't much in terms of
assist... especially for a truck. The power comes from a 0.45 kwh lithium-ion
battery. So, it's small and light weight (about 100 pounds total). Cost wasn't
mentioned. Efficiency gain is expected to be 2 MPG. Purpose is to gather
information. Only 500 Silverado and 200 Sierra will be built in 2016. GM has learned
the value of limited rollouts. Too bad Toyota supporters had to suffer by pointing out the
benefit. Oh well. This is one that definitely needs real-world data. As an option, it
would present sales challenges. But if this is being considered as a standard part of
upcoming rollouts, a way to deliver an edge over the competition and to satisfy CAFE
requirements, that's a different matter. We'll see.

2-25-2016

Writer Provoke. It never hurts to know your presenter. In fact, that can be even more
important that knowing the audience. For example: "Nissan has repeatedly said it has a
fourth-generation battery waiting in the wings that could provide 200-plus real-world
miles that would soon make “range anxiety” a non-issue, so why is it waiting?" That
quote was to be expected. It came from a writer who's job it is to stimulate
discussion. He already knows the answer. It's cost. Rolling out a vehicle too expensive
to compete simply doesn't make sense. Nissan could be facing tax-credit expiration
sooner than all the other automakers too. Double the capacity of a battery-back isn't
exactly easy either. There's physical space & weight challenges to deal with. Simply
having the technology available doesn't make it practical. Even with delay, their is the
benefit of that message of 200 miles being a selling-point continuing to get
reinforced. Automakers are uniformly sighting that as a realistic threshold for mass
adoption. Articles with statements like this writer provided today help too. I still don't
like it when presented in the form of a provoke though, but that is the nature of online
commentary. They have to do something to stimulate interest & participation.
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Please. We're seeing more and more progress. Barriers of the past are breaking
down. New friendships are forming. That makes it hard to believe something like this
could still get posted: "FACT: The 2015 Toyota Prius PHV is EPA rated for only 6 miles
all-electric range. The 11-mile figure is for blended gas-electric. Please stop spreading
false information." Even the moderator of that daily blog for Volt, which is where that
was posted, got a bit irked. The discussion thread was about other plug-in hybrids
coming out this year. Why in the world with a Volt supporter continuing fighting the
advancement of the market. Obviously, I wasn't exactly thrilled to read that either... and
was happy to fire back: Please make an effort to overcome confusion of the past. We all
need to do our part to move on. That so-called fact has been used extensively for
greenwashing, because it was extremely misleading. True, the EPA test does indeed
trigger the engine to start at the 6-mile mark on the driving course. However, there is
still 5 miles of electricity remaining. Following that hard-acceleration event, the engine
shuts back off and EV resumes. The better information to share is battery-pack
capacity. Take the time to do the calculations. Looking at EPA detail on the windowsticker, we see an electricity consumption-rate of 29 kWh/100 miles. That means 3.19
kWh is required to travel 11 miles. Knowing that Prius PHV utilizes 67% of the capacity
available from its 4.4 kWh battery-pack, we can easily account for 10 miles. That's 2.95
kWh required to travel that distance using only electricity. The 11th is a blend, using that
final 0.24 kWh of electricity still available combined with a small amount of
gas. Proving only 6 miles total is all that’s available cannot be done. Detail provided by
EPA measurement clearly confirms it.
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2-27-2016

Adding Insult. Someone else saw the opportunity to belittle: "So most of these cars
would get high single or low double digit battery miles in the winter. That's pretty
awful." I jumped on that opportunity too: Since the point of augmentation with a larger
battery and plug is boost MPG, using "awful" to describe outcome isn't accurate. For
example, last weekend's Saturday morning blogging at the coffeeshop was a round trip of
8.9 miles. With the temperature in the low 20's, I made it back home with just a tiny bit
of electricity still available. That's so far beyond the "6 mile" claim, it's quite frustrating
to have to tolerate a source of such obvious confusion. While typing this, I'm at the
coffeeshop again. The temperature is just barely over freezing. That extra warmth
resulted in less electrical resistance. As a result, the battery-pack is currently sitting at
58% remaining (of useable EV capacity) rather than 50% like last week. When no-jacket
weather returns, range will increase even more. The entire drive uses only
electricity. About half the distance speed is 55 mph. It's very effective use of a gen-1
design. Another example is yesterday's commute. It was 37.8 miles round trip. There's
a short stretch at 70 mph (though traffic doesn't always go that fast) and a mix of 45 to 55
mph the rest of the way. I plugged in at work, taking full advantage of the 85 kWh solararray they have there. The resulting average for that driving was 117 MPG. In the
summer, I tend to get between 135 and 150 MPG. Late this year with the upgrade to gen2, there is an anticipated max EV speed increase (from 100 to 110 km/h, that's 68.3 mph)
and a more than doubling of the battery-pack capacity. Those improvements are the
result of cost dropping and the technology being refined. For my commute and running
around town, that will offer a nice upgrade... so much so, it's far easier meeting others in
the middle, rather than continuing to bump heads. In the past, there was quite a bit of
misleading about how the system operated above the max EV speed. Certain individuals
worked hard to feed the assumption that at faster speeds, there was no benefit from the
plug-supplied electricity. It was amazing how much effort got expended to convince
people that the vehicle reverted to just a hybrid then. Nowadays, most people understand
there's a blending that occurs for fastest travel. The result is much higher MPG than with
a no-plug hybrid. The hope now is to get past the same type of misunderstanding from
"all electric range" values. You can see new friendships emerging among former
foes. As we see the technology getting upgraded and expectations toward automakers
changing, that's becoming much easier. True, there are uncertainties still... like public
charging-stations and tax-credit expiration, but at least we're seeing progress. This
discussion topic points out the wide variety of plug-in hybrid options coming this
year. Even more are on the way. That array of choices will cause confusion among
buyers unless we as plug-in owners find a way to convey a uniform message. Clashing
amongst ourselves will spell our own doom. We need to find ways to overcome
differences. The last thing we need is having to deal with new misconceptions. Don't
forget, those not in favor of plugging in will work hard to create them and ordinary
customers aren't anywhere near well informed. It's up to us what happens next.
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2-27-2016

Displeased. I wasn't the slightest bit happy with the response: "If someone says the PiP
has more than 6 miles of all-electric range, I'll continue to correct them." That one
particular individual is anti-EV, so it makes sense that he'll be a more difficult personality
to overcome. The others simply want plug-in choices to prosper, which made it easier to
meet them in the middle. He has no interest in compromise. It's weird too. Even the guy
who had hate for Toyota was willing to call a truce. That's so refreshing too. I had
always hoped for allies. Now, they are offering gestures of friendship... really trying to
make it work. This person though, what a pain. I'm curious if he'll bother to reply. I
expect silence. We'll see. This was my follow up: 8.9 miles to the coffeeshop and back
this morning. About half the drive was at 55 mph. The temperature was just above
freezing. When I got home, 5% of the EV capacity still remained. The engine never
started. That entire drive was all electric. Range was well beyond just 6 miles. Our
purpose is to promote plugging in. Even Toyota's initial affordable offering clearly
contributes to that. What possible benefit is there to telling people the range is less?
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2-28-2016

Closure. This recent statement from a past antagonist to now someone trying to help out
is what I chose to climb on onto the soapbox for, attempting to sum up the situation as a
form of closure:
"Remains to be seen where Toyota wants to go in terms of cars you can plug in. They
seem to put virtually all those eggs in the hydrogen basket now (while still doing a large
number of non-plug-in hybrids), but they've issued misleading statements in the past so
I'm not sure I believe they won't do an all-electric or serious plug-in hybrid."
The business approach differs to such a degree, it's easy to wonder. Our culture here has
focused heavily on the now. So, things like long-term projects and sustainability simply
aren't given much consideration. Remember what things were like before the economy
fell apart? Focus was almost entirely on quarterly returns. Getting over that mindset
takes some work.
My all-time favorite "misleading statement" from Toyota was the comment about lithium
batteries not being suitable for automotive use. There were a number of people who
immediately took that verbatim, but didn't include everything. It quickly became a
popular out-of-context statement. The reference to cost was omitted. The thought that
stance would change later was overlooked. Our desire to draw conclusions right away
contributed to that misleading. No one cared though. The damage was already done.
Another big part of the problem was the mentality that only a single solution is the best
outcome. People see an interest in hydrogen being exhibited, then believe that means
there is no interest in electricity. We've backed ourselves into a corner by thinking coexistence isn't an option. So, in the case of Toyota, most of the effort to establish a base
for plug-in customers and reduce cost by introducing a modular production architecture
has gone totally overlooked. There's a belief that hydrogen is the investment of choice,
that all else has been abandoned.
This is nothing new. When the plug-in Prius was first rolled out, there was no
acknowledgement of it being a mid-cycle rollout with a potential for adjusting plans
based on what would be learned along the way. It was just an immediate push to
compare it directly to Volt with fixed expectations, as if circumstances didn't matter. At
the same time, rollouts of Prius C and Prius V were outright dismissed… even though
those were helping to draw away people from traditional choices, making the enticement
of plugging later less difficult.
Now, within a similar window of time, we're seeing rollout of the new Prius and a hybrid
RAV4, while also discontinuing the entire Scion division and rebranding the upcoming
C-HR hybrid as a Toyota. Again, this is more of that effort to pave the way for
plugging. People also seem to forget the goal of offering a hybrid version of every
Toyota passenger vehicle by 2020.
None of that would be a issue of dissension if it wasn't for GM doing similar things, but
in a different manner. We heard strong statements in the past about GM having no
interest in EV offerings, since Volt was the winning solution for all. Now, no one seems
to remember that and Bolt is widely accepted. The same goes for regular hybrids; yet,
GM will be rolling out 3 different varieties.
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We need to focus on the goal of plugging in. The gen-1 models taught us a lot. We
know the affordable, high-density batteries are coming. It's just a matter of thinking
further out, not getting hung up on the now or dwelling on distractions.
2-29-2016

Happy Birthday! How about this for a message remarkably well timed: "Prius Plug-in
Hybrid has helped usher in a new era of efficiency, but we are temporarily pausing
production after the 2015 model year. Rest assured, we remain committed to the
continued progress of alternative-fuel vehicles. As was done with the previous
generation, this next Prius Plug-in Hybrid vehicle will arrive later in 2016 after the
launch of the all-new Prius liftback and will feature significant enhancements in
performance, design and technology." Discovering that announcement on Toyota's
website today was great... since today just happens to by my Prius PHV's first
birthday. True, I bought it 4 years ago. But the papers were signed and the check was
delivered on February 29. This is the first leap-day since then. So... happy
birthday! The timing of the next plug-in hybrid has been interesting. There was a lot of
spin. Greenwashers attempted to convince people that Toyota had abandoned the idea all
together. Antagonists claimed Toyota wasn't taking the situation seriously, that
leadership means delivering the most advanced technology possible... rather than striving
to reach the masses. It's been quite an experience to witness firsthand, as a participant in
this history. Fortunately, I know what's to come. After over 16 years of study, that's
rather obvious. Too bad others are quite so confident. Oh well. They'll find out soon
enough.

3-01-2016

Diesel Downfall. We're seeing postponements now. The new deadline for a revised fix
from VW to submit to the EPA for approval is March 24. The original submitted in
January was declined. It wasn't good enough. April 28 is now the new deadline for the
release of VW's own internal investigation, rather than next week. The denials, mixed
messages, interpretation excuses are only making the situation worse. All of this is being
described as "self-inflicted wounds". I'm amazed the situation has become so bad. We
knew pressure was growing on diesel. There's simply no way to compete with hybrids,
even those without plugs. The upcoming option of inexpensive augmentation basically
spells death anyway. The gen-2 Prius PHV will be so much cleaner and more efficient,
what's the point? Then when you take into account how dramatically quieter & smoother
the drive is, how could diesel even remotely compete? Then when you take into account
the reputation damage, it just plain doesn't make sense anymore for personal consumer
vehicles. What the cost of the damage truly is remains a complete mystery too. Current
owners here in the United States are left wondering, despite heavy government pressure
to deliver a fix. Their resale value has plummeted and there's frustration from the fix
inevitably reducing performance... the very thing many owners found most appealing
about their purchase. Needless to say, there is a very ugly situation. We're witnessing
the downfall of diesel. The next few months here will be harsh. Who knows what the
backlash in Europe will be. Over in Japan, new testing procedures will be
introduced. There is much worry about the future of diesel already.
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3-03-2016

Repeating Mistakes. Sales results for February were released. Both Prius and Volt
were hampered by new rollout availability. Unlike Prius though, sales were quite low for
Volt... so low, no one wanted to discuss the topic. It was literally just a mention in a
completely unrelated daily topic. I found that quite telling, especially since that
particulate topic was about GM's lobbying effort to restrict Tesla sales... a heated issue...
which is an on-going trend. When there's bad news, post something else to
distract. Ugh. From Bolt, you get the impression of a green outlook, that a heavy
investment is being made in efforts to change the market with EV sales. For this, that
doesn't seem the case. It's like only releasing a gen-2 offering in limited
fashion. Perception clashed with reality. Oh well. This isn't anything new. We've seen
it before. Sadly, that's been in the form of repeating the same mistakes.

3-04-2016

Intentional Risk. Speaking of repeating mistakes, it's not just some automakers. Some
consumers don't have a grip on reality either... as this points out: "Some Prius drivers
play a silly game called, "How low can you go?", or "How many miles per tank?" These
are useless metrics which serve only to increase the probability..." Sadly, it's the same
old story. Oh well. All you can do is point out facts and ask why: That capacity beyond
the reserve wasn't as big with gen-1 and consequently, there were a number of reports of
ordinary drivers running out of gas. It was a quite surprise to discover the American
mindset was to routinely push extremes. Toyota adjusted accordingly. Very few run out
of gas following that. A major contributor to the reason for such a buffer is battery well
being. In normal operation, there's a buffer for it too. Never deeply discharging is how it
is able to last so long. Unfortunately, owners would drain the battery well past that
longevity threshold. Consequently, its life is shortened upon continuing to drive after
there isn't any gas available. With such a long driving range anyway, why anyone would
disregard the visual & audio refill warnings is beyond me. Why take the risk? What's
the benefit?
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3-05-2016

Low Hanging Fruit. What do you think after reading this: "However, 90% of miles put
on EVs are charged at home. Or in other words, 90% of the infrastructure is already in
place. As range increases, the rate of home charging will also increase." It's a common
greenwash problem, where the is oblivious to the fact that he or she isn't seeing the big
picture. They'll see a statistic and assume it can be widely applied. This is yet another
issue related to not understanding audience. Much of it will come from those in favor of
EV as the only solution. They pushback on plug-in hybrids and outright deny any
potential for fuel-cell vehicles. They figure a plug at home is the answer for everyone...
not realizing, that's far from realistic. They see the initial success and don't realize the
next steps are going to be far more challenging. That's call the "low hanging fruit"
problem. Current owners were the easiest to reach. Anywho, this is how I replied: That
90% is highly misleading, since the value comes from owners with easily
accommodating homes. In other words, they are the low-hanging fruit. Upgrading
homes in old neighborhoods is a major effort not taken into account. Some people just
plain don't have a good setup available. Wires are hanging from old-school poles still
and garages don't have physical room or electrical capacity to support a level-2 charger...
not to mention, a second charger for the other car. As much as I desire plugs for all,
that's just plain not realistic. For that matter, it doesn't even acknowledge those who live
in condos or apartments. Obviously, we can overcome those shortcomings. It's going to
take a heck of a lot longer than enthusiasts hope though. It doesn't address the backlash
we'll get from the oil industry either. They're going to fight back hard, extremely hard. It
wouldn't be pretty if it wasn't for hydrogen. That's a alternative fuel they can invest in,
reroute their future drilling money to support for fuel-cell vehicles instead. After all, they
have the resources already. It's an infrastructure adaptation they'll endorse long before
embracing the idea of plugging in. We're going to see a lot of arguments against
hydrogen in the upcoming years. Watch for those which don't take all the issues into
account. Focusing on just efficiency and sighting the cost of fuel-stations is a red-flag
that the big picture wasn't considered. There is no one-size-fits-all solution. EV and
FCV will end up co-existing.
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3-05-2016

Timing. I found this recent quote encouraging: "Chrysler introduced the new Pacifica at
the Detroit Auto Show less than two months ago. Production started Monday, and units
will be at dealers in four to six weeks." How could I not respond to that? The new plugin hybrid option came quite unexpectedly and will be delivered right away. That means
no hype to deal with in the meantime. A fundamental problem with GM was the mindset
that early announcements were beneficial; consequently, it set them up with the "over
promise, under deliver" problem. And despite over a decade of struggle with that, the
problem persists. We continued to get a lot of grief from Volt enthusiasts about the gen2 Prius plug-in. For quite awhile, they would spin the discontinuation of the gen-1 as an
end to the entire endeavor. Toyota finally to say something to put an end to what became
a greenwashing effort. Ironically, there was a ton of hype for gen-2 Volt, yet GM only
rolled it out in limited quantity and only to 11 states. To make matters worse, they
announced the rollout of Bolt nearly 2 years in advance of actual availability. In contrast,
we will likely learn very little about the gen-2 Prius plug-in until shortly before rollout
begins nationwide. Why rush? After all, it has proven a winning formula. The original
(gen-0) model of Prius was revealed in October 1997 and sales began just 2 months
later. That blew the minds of other automakers and proved to be effective. What good
does it do to hype a rollout so long in advance? That forces the automaker to attempt to
match what was promised much earlier, even it if means sacrifice due to market
change. That's a hard lesson learned with gen-1 of Volt. How come GM continues to
make that same mistake? Thankfully, we aren't seeing that with Chrysler. I t will be
intriguing to see how the market responds to that. It should provide a clue what we can
expect with Toyota. In other words, there is much to say but little reason to... yet. The
wait won't be long.

3-05-2016

Range. It's an interesting topic. There are many perspectives, with varying
interpretations depending upon when judgment was made. That's because the market is
changing quickly, as the technology advances and people learn about their own
assumptions. Understanding purpose is an obvious change too. This is what caught me
today: "The range of PiP 1 is terrible. I think that PiP 2 needs 2x-3x the battery capacity
and range as PiP 1." I jumped into the mix with: Range wasn't the point. People in this
market had a very difficult time accepting the low-cost approach of augmentation
though. So the next, will target that market shift. If nothing else, Toyota has shown the
ability to adapt to change. Also, let's not forget that numbers don't mean the same thing
to different audiences. The best example of this was the EPA measurements for MPG
prior to the 2007 change. In the past, those numbers simply served as a basis of
comparison. Standardized criteria was introduced for the sake of making comparisons
amongst the wide array of vehicle choices easier. That's it. Those numbers did *NOT*
represent a real-world expectation. But then when hybrids came along and the market
started to give a crap about actual MPG results, the testing changed. The measurement
approach changed to reflect the market shift. That's a reality most people are totally
unaware of. Toyota's approach to delivering a MPG boost wasn't understood by the
typical consumer, following rollout. Prior to that, purpose seemed obvious. But
traditional greenwashing and new efforts to undermine, along with continued battery
technology improvement, resulted in a pause. The market was actively readjusting, much
of it having to do with perception. People are changing their view of plugging in. People
are seeing the hybrid market expand & mature. People are finally paying attention to the
dependency our economy has on oil. The audience has changed.
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3-06-2016

Want vs Need. It's not just an issue buyers have to acknowledge. Automakers have
similar tradeoffs to deal with. For example: "The demand for the PiP was there, but the
cars were not. Toyota just wouldn't build them." Why is there is presumed need to
rush? Isn't that really a want? My choice of enlightenment was to draw attention to the
importance of when: What's the point of building an older generation for early-adopters
when a new one for a wider audience is on the way? Ask the typical consumers for
information about Volt. All they know is that it was first. Many cannot correctly tell you
how the system actually operates. They are unaware physical size and battery attributes
as well. Toyota saved the opportunity to start fresh. Two-Thirds of the states still
haven't seen them yet and far more tax-credits are available than with the other
automakers. They still have the opportunity to be the first to offer wireless charging too,
which is proving to be a major convenience for cell-phones. Look at it this way, a
similar situation existed 13 years ago. Availability of the Classic model Prius was quite
limited. We'll never know the true demand as a result of Toyota sticking to a strict quota;
however, we do know that sales of the Iconic model which followed were very
strong. Also, keep in mind how information from a previous generation become tools of
greenwashing. Reports will be shared without context, leading people to believe what's
written about is all that has ever been available. It's very easy for an ordinary consumer
to be unaware of generational detail.

3-06-2016

So Far. It's interesting to watch the perception of plugging in change. Some would call
it a double-standard. Some would call it hypocritical. Others would call it damagecontrol. I'm not sure what to call it yet... perhaps, back-pedaling. For over 5 years, there
was a fierce campaign to differentiate Volt as a EREV and to patiently wait for gen-2
rollout. Now, there's an endeavor to identify Volt as a PHEV instead and to disparage
Toyota for having been patient. Reality is, ordinary consumers haven't been paying
attention anyway. All they know is the basics... there are plug-in vehicles available and
they are not cost-competitive yet. That's pretty much it, so far. This is like trying to
explain to someone the benefits of a smart-phone. They would have no clue how they
would actually use one, until exposed directly to one. Even then, that's no guarantee by
any means of a purchase. The price of that is trivial compared to a vehicle purchase, as is
the expected service life. No amount of "first" or "leader" claims will change that
either. It's the nature of how ordinary consumers react to change. In other words,
achieving mainstreams sales is far more difficult than just appealing to enthusiasts. We
haven't even come far enough for most to see that yet.
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3-13-2016

Wyoming Trip. My wife and I took another long weekend to visit her sister out in
Wyoming. That's a 1,500 round-trip drive, with much of it at 80 mph. It's a MPG
killer. Both this time and back on New Year's the result was an entire MPG drop from
my lifetime average. On this trip, there was a day-trip extra side excursion as
well. Speed so fast for so long simply isn't efficient. True, even at that rate of travel,
efficiency is still better than other vehicles. After all, Prius is extremely
aerodynamic. MPG in the low 40's is hardly anything to complain about. It is great
experience taking a trip like that too. The drive itself is surprisingly refreshing as
well. Much of that has to do with having adaptive cruise-control. Without that radardetection to automatically slow the car down it would be somewhat of a pain. With all
that space on the wide open roads, people out there few compelled to get out of the left
lane as fast as possible... resulting in them cutting you off at 80 mph. It's basic stupidity
at play. Sometimes, people just don't think. Why put yourself and the other vehicle at
risk for no reason whatsoever? Just stay in the lane to finish passing at a safe distance
before merging. Geez! Needless to say, the adaptive feature is quite handy. That allows
you to enjoy watching the country side... including Devil's Tower. That's always
fascinating to see off the distance from the highway while on that trip. We pass by the
Badlands too. It's quite scenic of a drive, once you get past the wide open flatlands.

3-14-2016

One Week Later. It's as if Volt doesn't even exist anymore. We went from hype &
rhetoric to failed attempts to draw attention. The enthusiasts are out of ideas. Last
week's highlight was an owner having reached 300,000 miles on the odometer. With a
110-mile drive each way of his commute, that number isn't a huge surprise. Being able
to plug in at both ends didn't help as much as you'd think either. There were many
comparison attempts to Prius. All fell apart. It still makes no sense whatsoever
comparing a plug-in like Volt to a regular hybrid like Prius. That massive difference in
battery-capacity and the one not even having a plug makes them such extremes, only a
true act of desperation would anyone try to put them into the same category. Yet, that
happened anyway. Funny part is someone pointed out that overall energy consumption
was from the Volt. Having done the same thing with a Prius, only a small amount of
additional gas would be needed.... without any plugged-supplied electricity. Needless to
say, people have moved on. Nissan is rolling out an upgraded Leaf. This year's model
with offer a 30 kWh capacity battery that actually fits into the housing for the original 24
kWh battery. That bumps EV range up to 107 miles. So, even without the doubling of
capacity to come in the next year, Leaf continues to stay competitive... which is why
focus on Prius was the choice. The enthusiasts thought they could flex the "vastly
superior" muscle one last time. That's getting so old. We know that cost is a major
purchase factor. No amount of attitude will conceal that's still a problem. The
distractions don't work anymore.
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3-16-2016

Very, Very Different. Yesterday brought an announcement that the gen-2 Prius PHV
will be revealed in a week. Volt enthusiast hate for the first generation plug-in Prius
made for genuine curiosity about how they'd respond to this. Long ago, they claimed
competition was Leaf. The solution Volt delivered would be a cure for "range anxiety"
an EV like that would supposedly cause. Well, turns out, it didn't. So, focus was shifted
over to Prius instead. They knew it was an easy target to insult, belittle, and
criticize. They didn't care about well-being of the automaker or relying upon taxcredits. It was an obsessive compulsion to brag, boast, and be smug. That trophymentality had clouded their judgment for years. That was the past though. Gen-2 of Volt
is now available. Had the lesson of need verses want finally been learned? Turns out,
that may actually be the case. I chimed in on that daily blog by pointing out how goals
still remain fundamentally different, that Toyota is focused on cost and delivered a
system capable of high-volume profitable sales without any dependencies. Oddly, they
seemed to recognize targets are not the same. Competing head-on with traditional
offerings requires taking an entirely different approach. GM's priorities & schedules are
most definitely not the same. That's a profound change, a paradigm shift of enormous
magnitude. The enthusiasts had felt threatened in the past. Now, they aren't fighting
back. It makes you wonder why. Could it be that sales of the new Volt are proving to be
a struggle? I keep mentioning the reality of low-hanging fruit. That's because it is a
cliché which points out the situation well, reinforcing the prior excuse of "early adopter"
audience. In other words, the answer to the "Who?" question is now overwhelmingly
clear. The situation now is very, very different.

3-17-2016

First Sighting! Today it happened. I saw a 2016 on the road. It was pulling out of a
parking spot, so I got to watch it from every angle. That was the first time I had seen the
brake lights illuminate. It was difficult to tell how they would be integrated into the
design of the long curvy lights. The result was really nice looking. Of course, the entire
vehicle is that way. It's among the few on the road that don't conform to "plain"
styling. Those traditional shapes of the past have got to the point of being "blah". Why
would you want to drive something that looks just like all the other vehicles already on
the road? Close resemblance to the majority only goes so far. People get tired of the
being the same. We're approaching that point now, where everything appears so similar,
people are beginning to seek out something different. It never ceases to amaze me how
people don't see the pattern. We've witnessed market saturation in so many ways, you'd
think the outspoken wouldn't fight against change so hard. But then again, it only takes a
few loud voices to misrepresent. Anywho, it should be obvious that I find the new look
appealing. Like in the past. Toyota is paving the way for others to follow. That's what
leadership is all about. The obsession with technology alone is so short-sighted. There
are many aspects to drawing sales. Watch what happens as more new Prius become
available at dealers.
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3-17-2016

Scary. I got a kick out of reading this: "The biggest news here to me is the statement that
they need to sell 500,000 to be profitable. That is a really scary business plan!" It was
about Tesla's approach. Supposedly, that's scary. True, it is a major endeavor, but
success means fear for the automakers not aggressively pursuing sales. Ironically, the
comment came from a Volt owner who hopes sales of Volt will dramatically increase...
but hasn't expressed the same concern. Tesla's dedication and concise message of
purpose is a dramatic difference from the wishy-washy mix of intent we hear from
GM. It's an interesting situation... which, thankfully, is finally getting
attention. Remember all those years of blowing off sales & profit concern? This is how I
responded: There are plenty of investors who see the solution to overcoming tax-credit
dependency as high-volume production & sales. That's a vital next step, something
Nissan is also committed to dealing with in a big way. Scary is the position it puts GM
in. Heavy investment in Bolt could push Volt out of the spotlight, a vehicle already too
specialized for traditional buyers. 200-mile capacity is quite compelling, basically
eliminating range-anxiety concerns. Would you really expect Tesla to not attempt to
penetrate the mainstream, breaking out beyond initial expensive models? There's a large
potential for ordinary consumers to be drawn to the 200-mile offerings. Why not
capitalize on that, becoming well established as an EV automaker in the process? We see
efforts to spread FUD and resistance from those unwilling to change. There's the ongoing problem of climate issues, oil dependency, and polluted air to deal with
too. Seeing serious plans to overcome all that is what we've wanted for a very long
time. This is long overdue. Many will step up to help make it happen. In the grand
scheme of things, that half-million is not a large amount. There were over 17 million
new vehicles purchased in the United States alone last year.

3-18-2016

Dieselgate. That label for the VW disaster is set in stone. People will be referring to this
dramatic end to passenger-vehicle use of diesel that way for decades to come. The scale
of the damage caused is so far beyond comprehension, no one could have ever imagined
it. Prius supporters always knew the push for diesel as a clean & efficient solution was
irrational. It simple couldn't compete in honest tests. Even the side-by-side contests
rigged to favor diesel struggled to actually deliver. And that was in the past too, prior to
the gen-4 rollout. The most die-hard of diesel supporters were dishonest... with
themselves. It didn't make any sense when you took the time to consider what was
claimed. How could they possibly expect a "50-state" minimum rating to compete with
PZEV emission levels? Those were opposite ends of the CARB scale. Hybrids like
Prius were far cleaner in terms of smog-related pollution. So what if carbon was
close? You can't just ignore what you don't like. Of course, 6 months later, we see the
much improved Prius... which handles far better than the previous generation... delivers
MPG way higher than any diesel can achieve. There's no contest. Even without the
scandal, there's no aspect of being competitive. That's without taking into consideration
the upcoming next-generation plug-in Prius... which coincidently, just happens to have a
reveal date the day before the final deadline for VW. In other words, next week will be
historical. Diesel is a mess and there is no hope for any type of comeback. The
expectation is that it will fade away from consumer interest... while causing a great deal
of industry pain. The thought is VW will not be able to deliver an acceptable fix. That
means buybacks and some type of goodwill are the only options available. That will be
very expensive... a costly mistake which will bring about new restrictions, permanently
souring the appeal for diesel as a consumer choice.
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Why Not? With the reveal of the next plug-in Prius just 4 days away, there's a growing
anticipation... as well as some uncertainty. This particular comment caught my attention:
"And I doubt this would be called Prius Prime, Prius Plugin suits it ... come on!" I
couldn't help but to jump on that opportunity to sound off: Why not? Don't you think the
technology is ready for prime time yet? We've seen plug-in hybrid struggle in the
past. Volt was far too expensive (production cost). Ford's Energi required too much
interior space compromise. Prius PHV attempted to strike a balance, but needed to wait
for the battery technology to advance. Haven't we arrived at that tipping point
now? Personally, I would like the "prime" label... since I was the first who suggested it
as Prius identifier... back in 2009. There is a great deal of potential for plug-in
hybrids. Remember 15 years ago when Prius was just starting to get recognition as a
possible solution for the masses to reduce emissions & consumption? Some couldn't
imagine how the added motor & battery would appeal to consumers. Yet, we are now
seeing Toyota approach the 9-million sales milestone. Greater battery-capacity and the
addition of a plug seems such a natural next step. It doesn't have to be enormous or
powerful. The non-plug battery certainly didn't deliver that, yet it was a huge success
anyway. People focus so much on extremes, they overlook the obvious. Simply consider
the success of ubiquitous technologies. Things like touch-screens have become so
common, we don't give their actual specifications a second thought... even though they
are restrained much more than they would have to be. There's a balance of need &
want. Toyota is striving to deliver that.

3-21-2016

Lucky. What gets posted just prior to a reveal is fascinating. I homed in on this today:
"I think all of us who are waiting for the rev II Pip are lucky that it's even being offered
up, much less whether or not it will be delivered to every state." That came from a
frequent poster who's been very upset with Toyota, under the belief interest in plug-in
vehicles has been abandoned entirely in favor of fuel-cells. It continues to baffle me how
someone could be so pessimistic, basing expectations solely on anecdotal observations
from limited sources and from only specific points in time. Whatever. Some of us do
research, seeking out a wide variety of input. Of course, that has left me looking very
unlucky. Much of my study has come from unfriendly forum participation. Those there
can be rather hostile at times, personally insulting you for even just asking the tough
questions. But then again, when I do get an answer from there, I feel quite
lucky. Anywho, this is how I responded to that comment: Sounds like you've been
reading too much into the rhetoric. We always knew battery advancement would bring
about a new generation. We also knew they would focus elsewhere in the meantime. I
saw no benefit from Toyota joining the former market with so many problems plug-in
offerings were having to deal with. True, their distance was spun as anti-EV, but that has
no connection to next-gen rollouts. We've seen many examples of that in the past. What
makes us lucky is Toyota staying true to aiming a product directly at the masses, not
giving into enthusiast misdirection. The true competition is traditional vehicles, not other
plug-in vehicles.
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Great Expectations. The anticipation of what tomorrow will bring certainly has stirred
discussion. Many who didn't say much in the past are now sounding off. Without much
reasoning, were seeing posts like this: "30-35 miles of range would do it for me." As
great of an expectation that is, I don't see it as realistic. Where the heck would you put
that much battery? It simply too much of a size, weight, and cost tradeoff. I just plain
don't see Toyota doing that. A doubling of the existing capacity makes more sense. It
may be a hard sell in terms of EV range. But then again, the new plug-in Prius will still
be a Prius. I returned the hopeful post with: How many are willing to pay that cost and
willing sacrifice that physical space? Toyota will strive to achieve a balance, something
like 50km (Japan estimate) is a reasonable expectation. That capacity translating to realworld 22'ish here would be nice for ordinary consumers. There will naturally be
disappointment & backlash from enthusiasts who's interest is pushing boundaries. But
what difference does their opinion actually make? They won't be the targeted buyers
anyway. They won't be contributing to the sales goal. They aren't even interested in
choices for the masses. Everyone would like more. That's in our nature. But
realistically, that isn't how we (as mainstream consumers) make purchase decisions.

3-22-2016

Guesses. I was quite intrigued to read this: "Any guesses on PiP AER?" It came from
the moderator and content-provider of that daily blog for Volt. It was just a comment
randomly interjected into a discussion thread about the upcoming Cadillac CT6 plug-in
hybrid. I waited 5 hours waiting for a smart-ass response. I got it: "Not enough." The
hate for Prius from that particular individual runs very deep. Obsession with the most
possible EV driving range has blinded him from accepting anything less than what Volt
has to offer. All of the other plug-in hybrids are inferior to him, period. Of course, his
hate for BMW's i3 isn't exactly a secret either. It's interesting to witness the behavior of
someone dead set against everything else. Heck, he doesn't even acknowledge the
existence of hybrids without plugs. They are a complete waste as far as he's
concerned. Needless to say, I couldn't resist: Who is the market for Volt? That question
was asked many, many times over the years gen-1 was offered. The reason was to point
out that the target market was very, very different from that of the plug-in Prius. With
gen-2, we expect the same thing. Volt offers a design that strongly appeals to
enthusiasts. That's fine. There's nothing wrong with wanting to utilize plug-supplied
electricity as much as possible. It serves the intended audience well. They are pleased
with their purchase choice and consider it an excellent recommendation for anyone else
seeking those same performance traits and willing to tradeoff a few of the traditional
purchase priorities. Prius has a very different audience. The target market is ordinary
consumers, those who will seriously consider purchasing a traditional vehicle. These are
the people that would like some EV driving opportunity but are not going to accept cost
& space penalties. They'll be happy with seeing +100 MPG results. That's enough.
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Constructive Questions. They are so refreshing. I was delighted to get this: "Does your
inside information give you an insight into the AER of the new PiP? Care to give us a
SWAG? Who knows, you may win!" Though some sarcasm following, I didn't mind
entertaining the request: Here are some thoughts... Toyota has always kept low-cost a
high priority. With the inevitable loss of tax-credits mid-cycle and advancement of EV
choices confusing the market, it makes sense keeping the battery-capacity down to a
practical size. We know compromising depleted efficiency would make sales more
difficult, it must remain well about what traditional vehicles offer. Fortunately, the
system itself has improved making hybrid performance even better. Battery technology
has improved along the way too. Currently, only 65.1% of the capacity is used for the
plug-in. That's from EV full to HV 2-bars remaining depletion range, a SOC from 83.5%
to 18.4% for routine operation. We could reasonably expect a widened operating
range. Energy density, as well as packaging, has advanced as well. So, more can be
squeezed into limited space. Cost has obviously dropped significantly too. Rumor is that
around 30 miles, based on the testing cycle used in Japan, is the range the new plug-in
Prius may likely deliver. Knowing that our EPA measurement process results in lower
values and a difficult to estimate real-world expectation, it will be a challenge to really
understand whatever the kWh rating for the battery-pack will truly deliver. Estimates in
terms of AER are even more screwy, now that MPG well above 100 face diminishingreturn issues. At what point do higher values not appeal? My routine is to recharge at
work, using the massive (85 kWh) solar-array they have available. That effectively
doubles battery-capacity. But with a 38-mile commute, more would obviously be
beneficial. The gen-2 system will be more efficient as well. But since my commute
average is already 125 MPG, no one will really care. That's already well beyond what
the typical consumer is accustomed to. We'll get some specs soon, less than 12 hours
from now. You and I both know there will be lots of spin to deal with and a wide variety
of perspectives as a result. Little of it will matter though. We don't represent the
mainstream consumers targeted anyway. Our participation online to discuss design
&amp; approach makes that easy to see. We're well-informed supporters, not ordinary
consumers. We'll be stuck waiting for sales to tell the real story.

3-22-2016

Competition. Who is it? How many times will that continue to be asked? Hopefully,
tomorrow's reveal will bring an end to the mistake of dismissing traditional vehicles as
competition. But for know, it's the simplistic view of only other plug-in vehicles
mattering: "They really need to start a "breakthrough" in the relatively small EV market.
The only car this really competes with is the volt. The next Prius Plug-In needs to have
(at least) close to the same EV only numbers as the G2 Volt." Reading that was a bit
annoying. I still took the time to respond though, secretly wanting it to be the last time...
I know, that's not realistic: Volt isn't the competition though. Toyota's purpose is to
draw interest away from customers interested in their own traditional
offerings. Remember, the ultimate goal is to replace traditional vehicle production. That
means delivering platforms compelling enough for people shopping for a Camry or
Corolla or RAV4 or any other 20th century approach to purchase a hybrid option
instead. Appealing to those perfectly content with getting a new Corolla when their old
one finally needs replacement is quite a challenge. That won't be accomplished with lots
of EV. It's not as simple as trying to deliver more EV as other automakers.
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My Response. The whole day, those Volt enthusiasts posted about me, wondering why I
hadn't participated on their discussion thread about Prius Prime. My response wasn't
going to happen until they all stated their stance. I was quite curious how the tables
would turn. So much had instantly changed for them, it opened up the door for more
cooperation. The days of "vastly superior" are long gone. But I knew there would still
be some upset. So, I waited until just before midnight, then typed up and posted:
It has been interesting reading comments posted on the wide variety of websites today
about Prius Prime. There's lots of spin, denial, and rhetoric. Fortunately, that's all easy
to avoid. It's just an amplification of the usual greenwashing from the usual antagonists.
Trying to find genuinely constructive discussion was a challenge. The consistent
message in that regard has been the battery-capacity should be greater. No one is willing
to accept the space tradeoff though. Somehow, Toyota should have found a way to
deliver more without facing the same barriers as all the other automakers. That's not
realistic. I see things like cost, weight, handling, efficiency being carefully balanced with
size & capacity. Let's not forget the hidden aspects of operation either, like cooling and
accident resistance.
On the don't-want-to-acknowledge side, there's the enhancement of utilizing both
electric-motors for propulsion power instead of just the one. That increased the EV
maximum speed to 84 mph and allows for full-throttle acceleration without the
engine. It's a big upgrade quite a number of people taunted Prius about for years. Now
suddenly, they've all vanished. It's as if no one ever proclaimed that improvement was
impossible.
There's an absurd new twist emerging too. Even though Volt has nothing but a tiny
middle area for a child to sit without any legroom whatsoever, some are claiming it has a
5th seat anyway. That somehow makes it better than Prius Prime. How? And why
would anyone even bring up the topic? The regular Prius offers more leg & head room
than Volt, for both front & rear seating. So, the expectation is for that to also be the case
for Prius Prime. That's much more of a selling feature than a 5th seat. And what
happened to all those Volt supporters who told us over the years that 4 seats were
enough?
I'm intrigued what comes next. Will others in favor of plugging in accept the new plug-in
Prius or find some new way to belittle? It really doesn’t matter. People researching a
purchase will see the EV range offered, see the MPG delivered following depletion, and
then take into consideration all the usual decision factors. They couldn't care less
whatever the heck EREV means… especially since its confusing & arbitrary definition
no longer makes any sense.
While we wait for delivery this fall, enthusiasts of Volt have an interesting new situation
to consider. They already had Bolt on the way, dividing focus among GM
supporters. Now, there's a new Prius that breaks apart gen-1 stances. The change gen-2
offerings bring about will be significant. Some will like it. Others will
struggle. Consider next steps carefully...
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We'll See. Only one person got upset with my post. He refused to comment about the
attitude of others though. Pretending no one else posted any type of disparaging
message, despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary, is usually a sign of venting. He
was really just seeking someone to blame for the change. So, I ignored it and continued
the discussion with the few constructive individuals there. This was my contribution to
that: The 5th seat is an example of a paradigm shift. We know most people don't ever
use it, yet they consider that essential purchase requirement anyway. We've seen this
before... especially with new technology which replace a long-standing
expectation. Over time, people will refocus onto priorities that actually have am
impact. In this circumstance, it's the amount of leg & head room you get. For that
matter, ease of entry and visibility while seated come into play too. There's also aspects
people typically don't notice, like whether you have a ceiling or just glass above your
head. Think about how much value people place on having AWD. We hear remarks all
the time about how important some feel it is. How often would it ever be necessary
though? I haven't ever had it, despite dealing with Minnesota winter roads for
decades. Heck, just yesterday was an snowy, icy, lumpy mess to commute home
in. Reaction to having "only" 4 seats will be interesting. It will be a deal breaker for
some. But then again, how does that compare to a vehicle being compact rather than
midsize? We'll see. Prius Prime offers a significant increase in EV power and the range
will satisfy many. For me, my commute will go from averaging around 125 to 999
MPG. I'll retain great efficiency following depletion and will still have a large area
available for cargo.

3-24-2016

Fans & Trolls. A former foe who is now making a genuine effort to extend a hand in
friendship asked: "This all reminds me of the comments we faced at the beginnings of the
Volt. Toyota fans and trolls grilled us unmercifully on the 4-seat issue (and many
others). How does it feel?" After giving that serious consideration, I replied with: It
goes both ways. You realize I could easily spin that as others gloating. Some will claim
that a victory. Others will try to convince us Volt has 5 seats. Think about all the
intentional misleading about EV range. Whatever the case, I appreciate the effort on
your part. The point is this is an ever-changing market. We need to work like a team, no
more sparring. As a constructive next step, want to address the "EREV" issue? I'd love
to get that over with. Remember how the definition changed from development to rollout,
then changed again when Ford joined in, then changed again when BMW offered a plugin, now again with Toyota? There will be Hyundai, Mitsubishi, and Chrysler choices this
year too. Our goal is to promote plug-in vehicles. The key is properly identifying the
differing purposes & buyers. We can show there's diversity available, demonstrating that
all together they are an effective means of competing with traditional vehicles. The
approach of placing Volt against Prius makes even less sense now with Prime. Can we
agree they are all plug-in hybrids and move on?
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Some Perspective. Back on the big Prius forum, we got into statistics. Toyota
specifically mentioned the EV range that Prime would deliver covers 51% of commuters
here. I interjected some perspective (a bunch of numbers) into the discussion to see what
response it would stir: Toyota sold 2,499,313 vehicles in the United States last
year. Their top-selling car was Camry. 429,355 were purchased. That's a total of
17%. That in itself shows there's lots of opportunity available. Next, consider what the
51% commute value means to the 17,470,659 vehicles all the automakers combined sold
in the United States last year. That's a great deal of potential for the seemingly small 22mile EV range. Remember, this isn't a one-size-fits-all situation. There will be other
vehicles with other configurations. Nonetheless, it should be easy to see there isn't tiny
market as some are attempting to portray. Don't forget that the system will still deliver
outstanding efficiency even when the engine does run. Averages over 100 MPG will
appeal to some buyers. The industry target in this market (United States) for a vehicle to
be considered mainstream, which means it is able to maintain consistent profitable sales
without outside incentives (like, tax-credits & HOV privileges), is an annual rate of
60,000. So, the question we should focus on is how & when would this be realistic.

3-24-2016

Market. Certain people are curiously absent. They're the antagonists, those individuals
who like to oppose... sometimes, simply for the sake of not wanting any type of
agreement. After all, acceptance means no more discussion... even if it isn't
constructive. Taking advantage of that absence, we've got a good dialog going on at the
moment. Cheap gas makes EV driving expensive. That's a very real problem. How are
we going to deal with the economics of that. Here were some of my thoughts on the
current market: I look at it this way, we've encountered lots of people along the way who
said Prius wasn't efficient enough, that higher MPG would be needed for it to really take
hold. That didn't turn out to be the case. The balance Toyota strived for is what attracted
lots of sales. The hope is that same will be true now with the plug-in model. It doesn't
offer as much EV as detractors said it should, but it doesn't compromise shortage space to
an extreme either. We'll lose roughly 3 inches of floor height for cargo, but a large open
area for cargo will still be available. The leg & head room could end up being identical
to the regular Prius. The efficiency without plugging in should be fairly close to the
same. There's also hope it will be easier to sell than an EV or even another plug-in
hybrid. It's a Prius. People are already familiar with the proven reputation for
reliability. You can plug in using just an ordinary household outlet too. No need for a
level-2 charger means a savings often overlooked by those thinking more is better. Gas
prices do present serious challenges. But we know emission concerns will help the effort
along. There's a growing spirit of cooperation among plug-in supporters too. Hopefully,
all that will allow us to capture the available market.
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Semantics. Facing fallout in that form was inevitable. It came as: "If one can't meet the
original goals; change them!" I got a kick out of that. Having been through the
generation experience several times now, it was easy to see coming. Those Volt
enthusiasts who caused so much trouble in the past didn't have that background;
consequently, that meant seeing things from a different perspective. Only now are they
getting the view we had years ago. Much can be learned from the first generation. You
don't realize that until the second arrives though. With Prius itself on gen-4 (which is
technically the fifth, if you study the original rollout in Japan), that knowledge was well
earned by some of us through firsthand participation. I gained much from that
history. Now, it's an attempt to share that with others. I wonder how this will be
received: Goals for each generation change. That's a normal process. The upgrade is
suppose to deliver adjustments & alterations based upon what was learned. The problem
comes when people lose perspective or simply forget what the ultimate purpose
was. The catch is when gen-1 rolls out. Nothing could have been learned yet, since
nothing was available prior to it. So, original goals are quite important. Haven't you
noticed Prius isn't just one vehicle anymore? 4 years following gen-1 rollout of the plugin model, there are now 2 distinct designs. Each will offer several different trims. They
are all still Prius; choice have expanded though. If you want to label that as moving the
goal posts or arguing semantics, so be it. Personally, I called it adding a second
goal. There's a gain from that addition. It's not a double-standard. It's not being
hypocritical. Look at Volt for some perspective. It continues to be just one design upon
gen-2 rollout. There simply isn't another Chevy offering. It's still the one-size-fitsall. How exactly does that achieve the "leap frog" claim? We could consider the
upcoming CT6 variant. That truly will be another choice based upon Volt technology;
however, adding 2 clutches and another planetary-gearset to deliver 449 horsepower
clearly doesn't target the same group of consumers. The upcoming Malibu does seem a
much better comparison, but that isn't in the same category either. It's a bigger vehicle.
It's also a sedan, rather than a hatchback. Again, Toyota has branched out by offering
another configuration based upon a shared design. Adding an entirely new choice like
that, rather than it being a trim (package) option, is different. It's simply not the same
situation. Implementing change based upon what was learned from gen-1 is a reasonable
expectation. Some won't like that. Others will. With all the spin that resulted from the
ending of gen-1 production, I'm really surprised anyone is willing to speak out now
trying to stir comments of the past. That spin should get attention too then. It was
meritless-speculation and talking-points confirmed recently to be false. Continue to look
back or finally look forward?
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Seats. By far, the biggest topic of discussion about Prime is the matter of only offering
seating for 4. Some of that is simply the fact that other issues have been put to rest. For
example, the increase in top EV speed to 135 km/h (84 mph) along with engine-less fullthrottle acceleration ended all posting about pretty much everything related to
EREV. The topic is dead. So, it makes sense addressing the seat change. It's one of
those strange ideas. That 5th seat in the middle does indeed get used by children. But for
adults, basically never. It's tiny and that throws the maximum carry weight into a
mess. In fact, extra reinforcement underneath is needed to accommodate. So, why
bother? After all, Prime will most definitely not be the only plug-in hybrid Toyota
offers. They have already pointed out the TNGA benefit (their new cost-reducing
production approach). Anywho, it's reasonable to expect a degree of fallout to
continue. Some will insist the 5th is vital. Of course, they'll continue to dismiss leg &
head room in the process. That's a dead giveaway they haven't addressed all aspects of
the decision. Heck, another is simply comfort. Those are clearly more appealing to our
backsides. Wasn't that a major contributor to how the benches got eliminated? This is
how I joined into the discussion, obviously taking a direct approach knowing the
extensive history with the topic and how it will inevitably be brought up repeatedly for
awhile still: The problem with support for Volt up until just a few days ago was the
enabling. Those in favor would allow the 6-mile misleading to continue. That
greenwashing effort to convince people the battery-pack only delivered 6 miles of total
capacity for EV prevented any type of cooperative effort. Why listen to those who
blatantly allow that undermining? Their reasoning for only 4 seats fell on deaf ears as a
result. To make matters worse, there was an outright dismissal of leg & head room being
important. Thankfully, that did change when gen-2 of Volt was revealed. Unfortunately,
the 6-mile misleading continued. So, now, we are at a point of decision. Will they
constructively address design or continue on with the same rhetoric? It sure would be
nice to look forward. Features like seat-warmers for in back are possible with the bucket
design. You'll never get that from old-school benches.
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Somewhat Frustrating. Over and over and over, I posted a reason why production of
gen-1 Prius PHV came to an end early and why it wasn't rolled out to the other 35 states
was the likelihood of gen-2 delivering major improvements. When you've got an
upgrade that compelling, why in the world would you bother promoting the old
version? It quite simply doesn't make any sense. Then when you consider the limited
number of tax-credits available, it becomes counter-productive. An effort to expand
rollout would educate the population on outdated specifications. That's self-deprecating,
a step in the wrong direction. Why certain individuals chose to argue that wasn't the case
is beyond me. But I remember that. It's somewhat frustrating to think about still...
especially now that my hypothesis has been proven correct. In fact, I was so accurate on
some counts, those naysayers have completely vanished. Not hearing even so much as a
peep is quite redeeming. The same thing has happened in the past. Once they get
confirmation of dismissing a vital clue, they disappear. There are a few who stay. They
pretend none of what they claimed was ever said or that wasn't what they heck or that it
was just devil's advocate posting. That's a crock, of course... simply by looking at their
attitude. If they were rude & insulting, they weren't being constructive. Making it
personal, rather than sticking to facts, is a rather obvious sign of emotion clouding
judgment. That influence of belief over understanding is a difficult barrier to
overcome. It's why I have to tolerate a level of frustration. A few of those antagonists
actually pull through and admit their mistakes. Those are the ones who I want as
friends. Even though they came to the wrong conclusion, their persistence of continuing
to try and desire to keep digging for argument points shows a strength most people don't
have. They are who you want as an ally... after the current chapter concludes. After all,
their ultimate goal is usually quite similar. In this case, they want to end the dependency
on oil and greatly reduce the damage we are doing to our environment.
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Complaints. The biggest complaint found online... which served as constructive
criticism... ended up being battery-pack capacity. That's no surprise. The cost verses
size verses weight verses efficiency, with respect to the wide variety of consumer need,
made that a huge issue to tackle. Taking the end-product approach like GM wasn't an
option for Toyota. That expense & risk just plain isn't worth it. GM learned that lesson
the hard way. Toyota got a lot of grief for having avoided that dilemma with gen-1 by
taking the upgrade approach instead. What does that mean for consumer
perception? Doubling capacity seems the most sensible balance. Density & Packaging
improvements, combined with system efficiency upgrades, made that a realistic
expectation. Many goals could all be addresses at the same time, rather than sacrificing
some for the sake of more EV. The top speed for EV was obviously the next issue
frequently posted about. Adding a clutch to disengage the engine and allow both electric
motor/generators to provide propulsion power at the same time was a logical
reconfiguration. The design could support that without having to sacrifice hybrid
efficiency. More EV power is what people wanted... and that's exactly what we
got. Toyota listens to complaints. The variety of sources all sounding off really made a
difference. It's too bad GM focused almost exclusively on enthusiast input. That's how
they ended up with such a niche vehicle, one that still garners a great deal of praise from
those enthusiasts. Unfortunately, that does very little to entice ordinary consumers. Not
drawing them in to grow sales is a very big problem. Toyota is clearly taking that
seriously. Another interesting outcome of complaints was simply what to call it. If you
still want gen-2 to carry the Prius nameplate, yet be easily identified as unique in every
venue, how do you do that? The decision was to call it "Prius Prime". That particular
decision made me absolutely ecstatic. Way back in November 2008 (specifically on the
30th), the select group of us chosen to go to Detroit to participate in the gen-3 reveal
were having a discussion about what to name the various generations. Having identified
the 1998-2000/01 model of Prius as "Original" and the 2001-2003 model of Prius as
"Classic", we saw the need to coin a name for the outgoing generation. I posted this, not
realizing how forward-thinking or significant my suggestion would become: After
searching and searching through the thesaurus. It just hit me, like a ton of bricks! Since
the current model is the one that was adopted by the mainstream, I followed logic of
words like "established", "common", and "widespread". The word "mature" has been
used countless times in response to greenwashing attempts. All those took the mindset
beyond "historic" and "founding". It was the "familiar" feel I was looking for, a sense
"base" that was heavily "celebrated" among typical consumers, even "renowned" by
some. Being "well-known" by a "broad" spectrum of people gives it reason to have the
spotlight... and will continue to, even as the new model takes hold. See where I'm going
with this? I suggest we call the 04-09 model: Prius PRIME
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3.3 kW Recharging. Toyota is quite pleased to point out that the recharge rate from a
120-volt connection (a standard household outlet) will be quite a bit faster. In fact, it will
supposedly be faster than what Volt offers. But then again, with Volt's battery-pack so
much larger, you pretty much need a 240-volt connection anyway. Not having to
upgrade your wiring at home is an expense nice to avoid. Keeping the purchase process
as easy as possible is a big deal. That upgrade is simple for some. For others, it requires
some major rewiring. That extra cost could be a purchase deterrent... which is why being
able to stick with the 120-volt is so nice. It depends upon where your electrical-box is
and how much power is has available. Fortunately for me, it's in the garage and I already
have 200 Amps available. Of course, I may not upgrade, especially since I'd like a smartcharger. Being able to connect it with Wi-Fi to track charging data would be
great. Those devices are relatively new still. So, waiting is fine. In the meantime, I'd be
watching the maximum rate jump from 2.2 kW with the Prius PHV to 3.3 kW for the
Prime. That's a substantial increase in recharging speed without having to change
anything at all in the garage. Cool.

3-26-2016

1.8 Miles. The drive out to the coffeeshop to start out my weekend with some blogging
is an interesting drive as Winter melts away. With the temperature just above freezing, I
can just barely make the drive there and back using only electricity. It's remarkably close
sometimes. As I'm backing into the garage, I can see the EV range brush up against the
minimum reading. I make it though, without doing anything special. Getting up to 55
mph and keeping it there for about two-thirds of the 4.5-mile drive really pushes it. In
the Summer, no big deal. It's the cold. That causes electrical resistance to increase,
which means EV driving range decreases. It doesn't help that air-resistance is greater
then too. If the engine starts, it isn't the end of the world. But to be so close, it becomes
an interesting experience to witness. Not trying to squeeze out more is what makes the
experience worthwhile. You truly don't know what the outcome will be. That's over now
though. I got smart and wondered... what if? Rather than taking the same route home,
forcing the Prius up to 55 mph after having sat out in the cold for around 2 hours, I took a
residential route. Speed only briefly gets up to 50 mph. The rest is slower and cuts
through the area diagonally. That makes it both shortly and less demanding. I made it
home with 1.8 miles still left, despite nearly identical conditions with last weekend's
drive. I had no idea it would make that much of a difference. Sweet!
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EV Fanatics. This was an interesting comment: "I don't think anyone but few EV
fanatics know about that..." I agreed and was delighted we are now discussing
perspective. Far too often, people overlook others. They assume everyone else has the
same background and same needs. That difference should be obvious. Often, it actually
isn't though. So, I said: We understand scope all too well. In general, people don't pay
close attention. They never get enough detail to be properly informed and they forget the
few things they did know. To make matters worse, facts get blown out of proportion and
dates get mixed up. It's an unfortunate reality we've had too deal with for years. I've
blogged extensively over the past decade and a half. It's fascinating to read that history
documented as it was happening. You get a very different perspective from those
looking back well afterward. The EV stance is already quite distorted. Fortunately, a
number of those who kept trying to stir the pot have grown silent. That's pretty
sweet. I'm not going to let their efforts get in the way of what comes later this year.
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3-27-2016

Mid-Cycle Updates. That's a topic getting unforeseen attention. In the past, any
improvement to the system along the way was seen as an expectation, something that just
naturally happened with new technology. We've grown so accustomed to it with
computers, we don't even noticed model changes anymore. With vehicles though, that's a
different story. Generational upgrades were always such a big deal, changes mid-cycle
were simply looked upon as a refresh. There was never an expectation of anything
worthy of drawing attention. When you've got a plug though, the story is different... and
continues to change. Volt got minor tweaks to it's battery & system, allowing modest
range increases. Leaf experienced the same, until just recently. This latest improvement
wasn't modest. Combined chemistry & packaging improvements equate to a rather
substantial update. It's not mid-cycle either. Nissan just offered what they could when
they could. People are already speculating something similar could happen with Prius
Prime. What if the raising of the false floor when away mid-cycle? That's entirely
possible. No need to increase range, though that is an option too. The benefit of
squeezing the 8.8 kWh capacity into a smaller area would stir interest. That's a great
thing to have happen along the way, especially with the entire industry striving to reach
mainstream consumers. Think about the timing. When automakers hit their tax-credit
phaseout trigger, that will put pressure on the entire industry. Nissan, Tesla, and GM will
all face that in roughly 2 years. Toyota positioning to deal with that seems rather
sensible. The fact that some are seeing that already is rather surprising. Cool.

3-27-2016

Electric Heating. Hooray! The topic is finally getting some attention. I'm excited. It's
hard to believe something so vital could have been neglected for so long. With the gen-1
plug-in offering though, it simply didn't get discussed. There was little to no detail
available. All we ever really heard was that keeping yourself warm in the Winter meant
a rather significant EV plenty. Range would just plummet and there wasn't a good
solution available. But now with gen-2 models drawing attention, we are finally stirring
some interest. Supporters are seeking out information for a better understanding. I'm
getting to note key differences. It's exciting to know that Toyota will be including an
industry-leading setup. It's much like the A/C system all those years ago. Not only what
is fully electric, it also was the most efficient design available. Hearing that Toyota will
do the same with Prime is great!

3-28-2016

Why? It's rather bizarre reading an article which compares a 2011 Prius to a 2016
Volt. Why not the newer generation Prius? Why not the plug-in model? Why not
something from GM instead? Obviously, it was one of those filler articles with the hope
of drawing attention to that publication. You can't really get anything constructive out of
such a mismatch. Though, I was intrigued by the attempt. After all, it takes quite an
effort to make them seem similar effort to compare, but you can if you gloss over certain
facts... like production cost, price paid, seating & cargo size, carbon & smog emissions,
and depleted efficiency. My response on the big Prius forum was: The underlying point
of the article is rather impressive... You can actually compare a gen-3 Prius to a gen-2
Volt. It shouldn't make any sense to do that. One is 5 years older and doesn't even have
a plug. We've heard all the rest before. But now with Prime on the way, this type of
comparison comes off as just floundering to keep readership active. Why wouldn't there
be any mention whatsoever of a plug-in Prius or any of the other plug-in hybrids being
offered? For that matter, why not compare to GM's own hybrid... the upcoming Malibu?
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3-28-2016

Wrong. What do you do when you encounter information where some is mixed up and
some is totally incorrect. This really go me head scratching: "The new electric motor is
all the more commendable because it can achieve up to 95 kW or 127 horsepower
compared to the previous one's 68kW or 91 horsepower. With this, the newly launched
hybrid can run up to 22 miles at 82 mph..." 95 is just plain wrong, as is the 127
value. That 68 isn't for the previous, neither is the 91. Both are for Prime instead. The
22 is wrong too. You'll get that under normal driving circumstances, like a 60 mph
highway and through town. Getting that 82 mph isn't realistic. Aerodynamic drag
increases significantly with faster driving. Where did that 82 come from anyway? The
maximum EV threshold is 84 mph. Needless to say, all that was such a mess, I didn't
bother to respond. It's simply not worth drawing attention to such a collection of
potential greenwashing material.

3-28-2016

Naming. There are some who don't feel Prius Prime is properly named. That makes me
wonder what they are thinking. Why do that feel that way? So far, responses have been
quite vague. I jumped in with my thoughts on the topic: I couldn't imagine "Prime" not
catching on. After all, there is only a small group of early adopters & enthusiast who
ever used "PiP" anyway. The market for plug-in hybrids is still quite new. Most people
know little beyond the basics and certainly aren't aware of the history. We want to make
it clear which generation we're discussing. So, it is our best interest to intentionally
differentiate the generations. Calling them each by a unique name makes it a heck of a
lot easier, especially with respect to searches. Simply altering an unfamiliar abbreviation
is not the way to go.

3-28-2016

Lose-Lose. That's an interesting situation, when no matter what is done the outcome will
be a loss. I found this a concern: "Granted all marketshares are kind of small, but the
Prius Prime is reaching in all those directions while compromising what it was
originally...a Prius family, eco friendly car!" Some people seem to be spinning the
purpose of Prius being a family oriented vehicle as one that caters to just the
young. They aren't giving any consideration to what happens once the children begin to
grow up. A family isn't just car-seats & elementary school. When the kids grow up, you
still have to transport them. At that point, they are larger and have different comfort
requirements. For that matter, some may be driving... putting you in back as a
passenger. Doesn't it make sense that Toyota would recognize what happens over the
years and want to retain those customers? I was annoyed by the absence of consideration
for that, so I posted: Prius was a sedan for 5 years. For gen-2, it became a hatchback
with midsize seating. With Prime, it is still a hatchback with midsize seating. True, it
doesn't offer a place for a 5th person. But then again, families grow up. Isn't it trying to
continue to appeal to an audience that's changing? Retaining all of the same aspects of
the past means not attempting to adapt to not keep the existing or reaching out to appeal
to the new. That sounds like a lose-lose scenario.
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3-29-2016

Ioniq Compare, part 1. Today's daily blog topic was all about Hyundai's upcoming
offerings, all 3 of them. I'm obviously most curious about the plug-in hybrid. So, I dove
into the discussion: With only a 0.1 kWh difference in battery-capacity compared to
Prime, it will be interesting to see how the plug-in hybrid compares. Since Hyundai
hasn't released specs on the electric-motor yet, knowing what to expect is a mystery. The
guess is it won't use the same one as the EV model. Will it be what's in the hybrid
model? If so, that's only 32 kW (43 hp) plus whatever boost the larger battery may be
able to deliver. Toyota has released Prime detail. With the 2 electric-motors combined,
the expected output is 68 kW (91 hp). That's quite a bump over the current 38
kW. Toyota will also be delivering electric warmth for the winter. It adds an interesting
new twist for comparisons, especially since it will come from a heat-pump with vapor
injection. That's an industry first, which increases efficiency of heating by roughly
20%. That will reduce the negative impact on EV range. Also, keep in mind that Ioniq is
smaller inside than Prime.

3-29-2016

Ioniq Compare, part 2. Turns out, that mystery detail is available. The electric-motor
in the plug-in hybrid model of Ioniq will be 45 kW (60 hp). Seeing how much of the
early market didn't understand the benefit of boosting MPG and was obsessed with EV
power, that could be bad news for Ioniq... or maybe not. It's really hard to tell where the
line will be drawn. It is more power than what the current Prius PHV offers, 38 kW (51
hp). Ioniq will be a smaller vehicle too. Heck, it may even deliver higher HV
efficiency. Will that matter? What will people want? We have no idea. The only thing
getting attention right now is the expectation of more EV miles. But that's only based on
estimates. Toyota likes to keep their value low, under-representing expectations to avoid
any possibility of disenchantment. Hyundai is an unknown. Their MPG estimates have
been too high. But then again, will it matter. Price will likely be the greatest
influence. Undercutting Toyota would be advantageous. Toyota treats cost as a factor of
great importance. Prime could be quite competitive. After all, it will need to face
traditional vehicles. That presents a huge pricing challenge. Whatever the case, we have
to wait roughly another 5 months before we find out.

3-29-2016

It's Cost, Not Price. Ugh. Good thing I haven't been counting the number of times must
that same fact be pointed out. That had to be repeated yet again today. The discussion
got off on a tangent about price. At least there's was an opportunity to address it. Topics
having to deal with profit and automaker motivation typically die from quick, short
deaths. People get so hung up on engineering and have such weak backgrounds in
business, they just plain don't understand what I'm talking about. Who knew all those
accounting, economics, and marketing classes in college would compliment my software
engineering degree? Go figure. I jumped in with: Actually, it's COST that's
everything. How much Toyota must spend to produce the vehicle is what determines its
future. Because once those tax-credits expire, only the well planned out designs will be
able to maintain high-volume profitable sales.
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3-29-2016

Flexible. What comes to your mind upon reading this: "Toyota did a poor job of
explaining that the Prius Plug-In was meant to use even less gas than the Prius with the
help of electricity from the grid, not to provide an EV driving experience." Not filling in
the all blanks is how you learn, since it results in feedback. Of course, being somewhat
ambiguous and not responding when false beliefs emerge is an entirely different
matter. That happened with Volt, prior to rollout. Toyota didn't do that until after Prius
PHV was rollout out. Big difference. Prius PHV owners could answer questions, simply
by trying. They'd report their own real-world observations. Since no one owned a Volt
yet, real problems emerged for GM. Rather than serving as an educational means, like it
did for Toyota, things escalated out of hands based on nothing but speculation. Put
shortly, any "poor" judgment depends on when events take place. There's an added
advantage of not providing what could potentially become false hope based upon
speculation. It's flexibility. I put it this way: That was intentional. They wanted to
study market response as a whole, rather than pushing any particular approach. No
matter how many times it was pointed out that Toyota wanted to remain flexible, some
people just plain didn't want to accept it. In fact, their response was usually to call people
pointing that out defenders trying to spin the situation. That was annoying, but now we
have confirmation of it being the case... which has rendered most of the naysayers
silent. This is why gen-1 rollout expansion was postponed, then production ended
entirely. Looking back, it should be fairly obvious the market was quite fickle and really
not certain what it actually wanted. Remaining flexible offered opportunity.

3-30-2016

Doubt. Some people thrive on it, stirring discussion by raising some. Oddly this time,
the situation is reversed: "I think the shock about 4 seats is that there is no denying
Toyota is trying to go for a different market than the Prius, which might be counter to
what many think of the Prius family." Who knew that this was come about? I certainly
didn't expect it from that particular individual. His contributions typically draw out
discussions and prevent conclusions. I wonder why this particular situation had a very
different response. But then again, maybe it was some type of reverse provoke. So, I
took it as bait. After all, that use of "think" was a little suspicious: Why raise any
doubt? We already know Toyota is reaching out to new consumers. I suggest looking at
Prime as another offering, not a plug-in version of Prius liftback.

3-30-2016

Stats. Eventually, we'll have real-world experiences to share. Until then, it's stuff like
this: "I'll be curious to see what the stats are for the Prime. For me, I'll be plugging in
the Prime every other day (taking into account side trips to the supermarket and not
strictly commuting)." Driving circumstances & conditions vary so much, there isn't much
realistic speculation possible. I still remember some posts prior to Prius PHV being
rolled out. A few have left rather vivid memories. We simply didn't know. This time
around, we have background with respect to plugging in available. Here's mine: I'll be
going from a 125 MPG commute average to around 999 MPG. I plug in at work, taking
advantage of the huge (85 kWh) solar-array for recharging. My commute is 38 miles
round-trip.
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3-30-2016

Inferior. The attacks never end. Having to deal with the rhetoric is a pain: "We, as in
Volt supporters, have always been fighting for plug-in acceptance. You argued against
the Volt since day 1, saying it was inferior to the Prius hybrid." They look for
scapegoats, then paint a picture for others to believe. It's always vague. It's always an
extreme. It's always dishonest. In this case, I couldn't help but to chuckle, since this was
included afterward: "If sales are the measure of success..." That bit of uncertainty is
absurd. We've been talking about sales as exactly that since long before day 1. The
specific count & timing was concise. There was never any doubt how success would be
measured. But when the actual numbers began falling well short of those expectations,
goals were changed. They said that wasn't important. Ugh. I kept my rebuttal fairly
short, to force the bigger picture: No matter how many awards any particular
technological achieve earns, that's just engineering if sales aren't accompanied too. Not
agreeing on that point has been the basis of misunderstandings and disagreements for
years. We've all given and acknowledged engineering achievements Volt delivered, then
most of us moved onto the business part. That's sales. It's time to focus on getting
mainstream consumers involved. The niche stage is over. The enthusiast engineeringonly perspective isn’t enough. Gen-2 is now available.

3-31-2016

What They Thought. Ironically, we're starting to see the situation that Prius faced and
dealt with now arising for Volt... consumers not actually buying what they thought they
wanted. For many years, there was a common call for added battery-capacity and a plug,
to supplement the existing system. The purpose was to boost MPG. Aftermarket
conversions proved the approach. Toyota ended up delivering a version improved upon
that. Unfortunately, the idea wasn't embraced by the masses. Fortunately, it was a midcycle rollout to only limited areas. So, there was very little risk or fallout. That meant
delay for wide-scale availability but also meant the opportunity to build upon real-world
data collected in the meantime. Prime is the result of that. GM is still going under the
assumption that maximum EV and minimum HV is what people will buy in large
quantity. We've been told by enthusiasts that is the purchase priority. We've await to set
that from ordinary consumers. That disassociation of saying & doing is nothing out of
the ordinary. In fact, it is quite common. Problem is, this situation comes with a
substantial penalty for the business upon assuming incorrectly. Put another way, Toyota
altered design from only one of the two motors providing propulsion power to both. That
allowed the system to offer more EV, but not tradeoff HV performance. This was due to
the market revealing a lack of understanding of how plug-in hybrids work. Most people
believed the vehicle would operate as an EV until depletion. The concept of blending
wasn't understood. Since that's the way Volt always operated, there was much rejoicing
among enthusiasts. It didn't translate to the massive success that had been anticipated
though. Like with Prius, it addresses what people had been requesting. But interest from
those ordinary consumers hasn't materialized yet. Will it be embraced by the masses or
will some type of adjustment be needed? Consumers not actually buying what they
thought they wanted is a very real problem.
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3-31-2016

Get Over It! Ugh. Reading this in the past would have been frustrating: "...buying
tired-old HSD ( it's good as a hybrid, but Voltec us just far better )." Now, it serves as
vindication. I see it as confirmation of having studied both the engineering & business
need well. Seeing the explosive post as a result of pointing out that was a provoke really
showed that well. It certainly was over the top. He went on and on. The rant was rather
entertaining to read. My reaction was quite different: The extreme over-reaction to such
an obvious provoke that didn't work was quite telling. Putting me on the defensive
invites the opportunity to ask why. So, let's do that, starting with a look back at the
history... Back when Volt first rolled out, there were a number of problems to deal
with. Volt enthusiasts felt overwhelmed by a variety of unexpected barriers and ended
up taking a defense stance. There was a very real belief Volt production would
end. Fortunately, the consensus ended up being to promote gen-2 rather than dwell on
what had become very difficult market issues. They believed GM would continue to
invest in the technology, to make that next rollout the strong-seller they had hoped
for. As that was happening, a great deal of effort was expended to make people believe
the same could not be done by Toyota for the technology in Prius. It was a blatant
double-standard. Volt enthusiasts disregarded facts and did what they could to belittle &
mislead. That was astonishing to witness... and went on for many years. Last week, the
next generation of plug-in Prius was revealed. It confirmed that Toyota could indeed
upgrade the system. The technology was not old, tired, or obsolete. Right there, for the
whole world to see, was a design improvement which exposed certain individuals as
being hypocritical. That's an uncomfortable situation. It's understandable why some
would lash out in anger. My suggestion to that situation: GET OVER IT! I've worked
really hard to bridge the divide, to extend a hand in friendship. Ultimately, our goals are
all the same. We want the plug-in technology we support to be purchased by large
numbers of consumers. Look at what Toyota actually did. A clutch was added to the
system, allowing the gas engine to disengage. The result is the ability to use both
electricity motors for propulsion. Combined with a larger battery-pack, power from the
system was significantly increased. This was something scores of stubborn Volt
enthusiasts claimed was impossible. Perhaps that's why Toyota's promotion of the next
generation Prius was titled: "Beyond Possible". That brings us to today. I'm tired of the
nonsense and will continue to point out wasted effort of pretending the real competition
isn't traditional vehicles. Look at the facts. Those gas-guzzlers are outselling the hybrid
& plug choices by an extreme. Want to over-react? Do it in frustration from that.
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4-02-2016

Extreme Mistake. The reaction to Tesla's recent enormous success has been interesting
(Model 3 reservation count had already hit 115,000 by the time the reveal had concluded
and continues to rapidly climb). This is what I get presented with: "Obviously, Toyota
thinks this is a fad. Toyota's senior leadership has stated that. That is an extreme
mistake." Those saying things like that have already made of their mind. So, it's
pointless to attempt some understanding. You can try though, as an exercise
demonstrating the situation as a whole has been carefully considered: That's called
drawing a conclusion based on anecdotal evidence. Don't get hung up on the first
4%. Stepping back to look at the bigger picture, this natural progression to the next stage
should be relatively easy to see. Focusing on just those who participated so far means
not seeing the other 96% of the market. What are the consequences of the supposed
mistake anyway? First by no means equates to everyone else failing. For that matter, it
doesn't guarantee success either. Just look at how horribly wrong both Two-Mode and
Volt were for GM. Sales were a major struggle, despite being first and supposedly
best. Tesla will most likely do well. Some of that simply comes as a result of being able
to dedicate resources. They don't have any legacy technology to deal with, nor customers
demanding to purchase it. Toyota does. Traditional production must continue while new
territory is explored. They'll use that to seek out opportunities about to reach those other
96%. The market is enormous and there is a great deal of potential still. True, we will
see pressure forcing approaches to change. But don't go writing up an obituary upon the
first sign of another automaker's success. We only recently finished the first
inning. Look at the entire market. The gen-2 rollouts have just begun. The mainstream
consumer hasn't even been a participant yet. The attitude of pushing EV range
accomplishes what? Sure, it captures interest. But how does that improve motor,
controller, and battery technology. Any plug-in offering will deliver that needed data. In
fact, the less there is to work with, the greater the engineering effort to compete. Go
ahead and congratulate Tesla. Those orders are an amazing achievement. That
recognition is well earned. But don't declare the other approaches to deal with emission
& consumption issues until there's something actually showing high-volume profitable
sales haven't happened. The low-hanging fruit doesn't represent what comes next.

4-03-2016

2016 Prius Sightings. I've spotted several on the road now. Woohoo! It's nice to know
that, despite the nasty fire causing lots of damage at a steel production plant, the new
Prius are finally becoming available. The timing of that was really unfortunate. Things
like that mess up advertising campaigns. It makes you wonder how many people went
into dealers hoping to take a close look at the new Prius were sent away in
disappointment from there not being any. Not much could be done about that. It likely
hurt initial interest in the RAV4 hybrid too. Oh well. At least a few people around here
have been able to purchase. I was at my dealer a few weeks ago. They had 3 recent
deliveries and none in the usual area. Seeing 20 in back and a half dozen in front is
normal there. Shortages aren't good. Hopefully, that situation has changed quite a bit
since then. I'll have to stop soon. I've been yearning to get an inside look. My first was
at another dealer, where there were only 2 and that was after hours. I regular visit would
be nice. I really look forward to the test drive.
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4-04-2016

Prius C Refresh. This morning, my wife and got a surprise. We spotted a new color of
Prius C racing past us on the highway. Looking closer, we noticed some cosmetic
differences. I hadn't realized Toyota would be doing a refresh of the model. That usually
happens mid-cycle. But with the future of it uncertain due to the ever-changing
market. That makes sense. There's a wait-and-see approach right now. RAV4 hybrid
seems to be quite popular. The new Prius gives that impression too, but there haven't
been enough available for purchase yet to really make any type of demand
assessment. People like to gauge success based on small samples, limited time & area. I
try to always point out the bigger picture. For example, Prius C in Japan (known as
"Aqua" there) is no longer the top-selling vehicle for the country. The regular liftback
Prius has surpassed it... by quite a bite. 21,036 verses 12,720 in January this year. In
February, it was 19,010 verses 14,010. In March, sales were an impression 21,434 verses
23,314. That shows there's a huge demand for the new Prius there, but the refreshed C is
clearly hanging on to the second place title. Will there be a next-generation that
resembles the C we become accustomed or will there be some other smaller hybrid
offering instead? After all, the ultimate goal is to phase out traditional choices. That
means approach adjustments as the market grows is a reasonable expectation.

4-05-2016

Sales Spin. There's been an ongoing effort by some to make it appear as though the
hybrid interest will not grow, that plug-in offerings will surpass the marketshare in both
size & speed without any trouble. To do that, you have to disregard the taxcredit. Pretending that has no influence is important... and nuts. Yet, some continue to
try anyway. We'll get concluding comments like this on a regular basis: "...the
marketshare of hybrids has remained stagnant for years." In reply, I pointed out some
marketing principles and mentioned the inevitable plateau that comes as a result of
competitors not joining in yet. I also made it clear that sales of the gen-4 Prius only just
began. This was the response to that today: "The numbers I provided were for all
manufacturers, but glad to see that you still found a way to spin this in a positive
light." It came from someone who simply seems angry and doesn't want to support
hybrids anymore, consequently turning against them... by misrepresentation. That's
really unfortunate. It does happen though. Disenchantment is a very real problem. Oh
well. What can you do? I posted this: GM, Chrysler, and Nissan are major automakers
that don't offer any hybrids. There's smaller automakers too, like Mitsubishi. The
number of hybrids coming from Honda, VW, and Subaru are almost non-existent. Look
at the top-selling category, small SUVs. There is only the RAV4. There aren't any
hybrid minivans here. For that matter, there's only one sub-compact available. The
market is most definitely lacking choices still. Thinking that's representative of "all" is
serious denial.
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4-06-2016

Observations & Expectations. It's nice to get asked something actually constructive:
"Why did you buy a PiP? Are you happy or sad that Toyota manufactured it? Your
discussion keeps coming across as Toyota was smart to make a car you wanted but even
smarter to deny me the same car." He is one of those supporters still quite upset by plans
not meeting his expectations. Unlike GM being backed into a corner (committed to the
original approach), Toyota has been willing to adjust based upon what it learned. In
other words, the innovation pushes the two automakers in different directions. He prefers
that of GM. I don't, since Toyota's is what targets the masses. My effort is to endorse
what will be realistic for mainstream consumers. That will continue. These are my
observations & expectations: I knew exactly what I was buying. Expectations of GEN-1
were quite clear. So, I have been very happy with that choice. Expectations of GEN-2
were very different. And based upon what's been revealed to us so far, Toyota will do
well fulfilling them too. The problem with the availability has been adaptation to the
changing market. Toyota included that in their plans. That annoyed the heck out of
some supporters. They didn't expect the halting of rollout... even though that was always
one of the potential choices. Running such a massive business requires a careful
consideration to risk. Leveraging other aspects of HSD advancement while collecting
real-world data from the limited PHV rollout, along with analysis of consumer perception
seems to have resulted in a Prime that will reach out to a new audience. Expanding the
market (penetrating deeper into the mainstream) is the ultimate goal. You can't please all
the people all the time. You can widen appeal by responding with variety though. Those
are my observations. What are yours?

4-06-2016

Reality. Quotes like this are quickly fading away: "Toyota and Honda are late to the
game, but I'm happy to see they are beginning to get it." The attitude from GM
enthusiasts was still someone coming from the "vastly superior" perspective. It was quite
ironic how they'd poke fun at Prius owners, calling them "smug" and claiming their posts
were condescending while being guilty of that very thing themselves. Thankfully, the
major does of reality provided by Tesla has served as a wake-up call. Failing to look at
the bigger market... mainstream consumers ...has always been a big mistake. It's hard to
believe how they'd continue to make that same mistake over and over again. On the big
Prius forum, I posted this about my observations of the situation: Posts on the big GM
forum in response to Tesla Model 3 aren't painting a pretty picture. It's becoming easy to
see that Bolt & Volt are facing a new set of circumstances, neither one of which is
prepared to deal with. In other words, consumer interest for plugging in is changing
much faster than the traditional vehicle model-cycle planning allows. Being prepared to
make changes to plans along the way is a benefit, not a liability as the spin would have us
believe. True, it does look bad in the short-term and could disenchant those with very
specific expectations. But looking at the entire production of a vehicle for the next year
or two, some will see the wisdom of choosing to adapt based upon what is learned along
the way.
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4-07-2016

Gross Exaggerations. Having to deal with them is a pain. They'll never go away. New
ones like this are an expectation: "In my Prius, yes I could travel 500 miles without using
the restroom, but I was always very tired and worn out afterwards. You don't realize the
cognitive load that's actually required to even cruise on the highway in an ICE
vehicle. Yes, I do stop at Superchargers to charge while I use the restroom and get a
snack." He was arguing in favor of Tesla's supercharger network. I was not impressed
and felt quite compelled to point out why: Having already taken two 1,500 mile trips this
year and planning another (visiting my sister-in-law about to have twins), I can tell you
that type of claim isn't helping anyone. I'm very much in favor of Tesla, but am not
going to just allow such misrepresentation to take place. No one would ever drive 500
miles without using the restroom. Period. Roughly, every 2 hours you take some type of
break. Someone always needs to use the restroom, food, beverage, or to just
stretch. Other technology is what you'll find beneficial with respect to cognitive load. In
my case, I find the adaptive-cruise absolutely wonderful. Why so many drivers cut you
off when they pass is beyond me. Ugh. The fact that the Prius will automatically slow
down to provide room for safety is great. That goes a long way toward relieving
cognitive load.

4-08-2016

Abandoned. Posting this observation will likely stir some discussion. That's not my
goal. In fact, it's an effort at closure. But nonetheless, someone inevitably will read this
an think otherwise: Anyone else remember the claim that Volt was the answer to
competing with Tesla? Since the reveal of Model 3, there has been an abandonment of
Volt. Look at any of the GM forums & blogs. The posts are all about Bolt. It's as if Volt
is just a memorable chapter in history and everyone has moved on. This further supports
the approach Toyota has taken. Not only is it proving wise to have halted PiP rollout
because Prime would offer so much more, but there's also the strategy of keeping a
distance from the supposed competition... especially if ends up having trouble attracting
customers. The claim all along that Volt is the EV solution for "range anxiety". Based
on initial market response, we're seeing the solution is actually just a big enough batterypack. Volt is in an awkward position of not being able to compete with its intended
target. That's where Prime comes in. For those wanting the EV experience, but also
wanting extremely efficient MPG afterward, why not get a plug-in Prius? What would
make the consumer purchase a Volt instead? Greater range seems like an easy draw, but
why bother when you could just buy a Model 3, Bolt, or Leaf instead?
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4-08-2016

Bad Mouthing. I get a lot of grief for speaking out, making sure people understand
scope. Today it was: "I was just quoting John's language. He's the one that said
"everyone has moved on". " That was annoying. I clearly didn't say that. But he is one
of those who only see the plug-in market and disregard all other vehicle
purchases. Choosing to isolate like that does make it sound like I'm bad mouthing GM a
lot. But that's due to claims not matching reality. Oh well, all I can do is post my
part: That would be quoting out of context. The reference was to posts on forums &
blogs. Those individuals are only a small part of the market as a whole. That online
community isn't representative of ordinary consumers either. Again, just because Volt
wasn't able to attract mainstream consumers doesn't mean GM is done. They will be
offering Bolt, Malibu hybrid, and CT6 plug-in hybrid. How that observation can be
considered bad-mouthing is beyond me. You try something. If it doesn't work, move on
to the next thing. Here's another observation: Volt enthusiasts became staunch defenders,
lashing out at anyone who criticized in any manor... even when a post was to compliment
GM upon delivering a vehicle to be praised by the niche market. They just plain didn't
want any type of "failure" label, even though it didn't attract the mainstream as
hoped. So now, we point that history out and move on. Remember that this is the third
try. Don't forget Two-Mode. That was an efficiency improvement venture as well. It
didn't work out either. What can be done this time to avoid falling into the same traps
again?

4-09-2016

Diesel Desperation. It's interesting to watch the end of diesel for personal vehicles
unfold. Daimler now faces a class-action lawsuit claiming: "The fact that Mercedes
passed the dynamometer test in all tests, but failed the real world test, is suggestive that
like VW, Mercedes is implementing a defeat device." A former executive for Fiat says
plug-in hybrids will be hurt by the VW emissions due to the upcoming requirement of
real-world testing. On the road results are what revealed the diesel cheat. Supposedly,
the same will be true for the competition. I'd call that desperate. We know that some
owners drivers who don't drive as far get much better real-world results than the EPA test
measurements. The same is true for those who get to plug in more often. The catch is
that even when you don't plug in a plug-in hybrid like Prius, it still delivers cleaner
emissions than the diesels currently on the road. The electricity added is a bonus, not a
requirement. The PZEV rating is already achieved without. We most certainly haven't
seen that from VW or Mercedes.

4-10-2016

Bigger Obstacles. We're seeing the "vastly superior" mindset emerge again. That's a
reasonable expectation each time a new chapter begins. Repeating the same mistakes is a
possible outcome. Some don't learn from previous efforts. In this case, we're going from
gen-1 offerings from gen-2. It's especially interesting to have comments like this being
made: "Tesla has far bigger obstacles in their path." Coming from someone angered
with Toyota not pushing for the most from an EV, that was no surprise. He just plain
isn't interested in the problems of reaching the masses. Concerns for mainstream
consumers are just brushed aside. He's one of those who doesn't see leadership as
anything other than break new ground. Pushing extremes is his only focus. So, replies
just fall on deaf ears. Nonetheless, no harm in posting something anyway: They are
different. Saying otherwise would be a move toward falling into the same trap GM did...
twice. We don't want to see that mistake be repeated again and saying one is bigger than
the other doesn't help anyone involved. The difficulty in changing existing legacy that's
been in place and is extremely well established poses huge challenges too.
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4-10-2016

Too Little, Too Late. The antagonists love to claim that, but never actually have
anything of substance to back it... All we get is just a reference to EV range. At least in
the past, there was the EV power aspect. There isn't anymore though. Yet, this is what's
posted anyway: "Despite after the fact creation of convoluted strategies that seek to
explain Toyota's moves and make them seem like well-considered genius, the Prime is too
little, too late." I'd certainly like to addressed whatever perceived shortcomings there
could potentially, but none have been provided so far. This is how I replied to
that: That's one of the traps countless individuals with good intentions have fallen
into. They get hung up on the current market and don't even notice the rest. Most
consumers aren't part of this stage of electrification. For them, 0 miles of EV is perfectly
fine. They have no interest to plug in. It's that simple. Not being draw to EV driving,
regardless of how impressive the experience can be, makes them a very difficult group of
consumers to reach. Making compromise for the sake of a pure EV isn't worth
it. Offering a decent amount of EV followed by impressive HV is what Toyota believes
that audience will find appealing. Ironically, Volt has faced the "too little, too slowly"
problem, a concern expressed by the group assigned to oversee the bankruptcy
recovery. The outcome was an opportunity missed. Gas was $4 per gallon, yet sales of
Volt were never able to reach beyond niche. There wasn't any competition back then
either. It had the entire category of plug-in hybrid to capitalize on, but didn't. Now in
2016, we enter a new chapter. The effort this time is to reach beyond that niche. This
new group of consumers have different requirements. Since these are people who have
yet to begin their search for a plug-in choice, offering an EV capacity with enough to
cover some commutes entirely and others provide triple-digit MPG averages will draw
interest. What's little or late about that?
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4-11-2016

Playing Catch-Up. Today on the daily blog (which now only features Volt from time to
time), there was a well written article about Prime. Some operational aspects were
pointed out along with some detail explaining the why & how of that design
choice. Unfortunately, this was posted: "Toyota is playing catch up to GM and Ford in
the Prius Prime." That non-constructive comment was to be expected. What was not
was something to actually support that. Upon asking for it, incorrect information was
posted instead. False facts was a bit of a surprise. That's so easy to debunk
nowadays. Oh well. I chose to respond with: I'd like to find out more. Please tell. In
the past, there was a strong belief Toyota wouldn't be able to upgrade the system, that it
was an obsolete approach. In fact, that's where the EREV verses PHEV head-butting
came from. Those distinct categories were drawn based upon what was assumed not
possible. What actually happened was a generational update. Researching need was
key. Finding out how much battery-capacity and how much EV power would be
beneficial is helpful. We're all subject to falling into the trap that more is better. There
are tradeoffs. Somewhere in the middle is the right balance for mass acceptance. While
that research was in process (especially the collecting of real-world data and following
online comments), advancement in lithium chemistry, motor production, controller
efficiency, and software enhancements all took place. So, it's not like that wasn't planned
anyway and didn't address a variety of different improvements. Toyota already had more
powerful electric motors. Toyota already had an AWD option. Toyota already had an
EV platform. Toyota already offered advanced features like LED lighting and adaptive
cruise-control with automatic braking. We see that Toyota has jumped ahead of GM by
offering vapor-injected heat-pump for heating rather than using the less efficient
resistance type too. Caught up would be the most constructive way of putting it. The
gen-2 will be delivered this fall. What else is there?

4-11-2016

Smug. Almost immediately, the blog fell apart and lost pretty much any hope of being
useful: "Too little too late. But they are getting closer, each day, to a 2010 Volt,
LOL." The attitude of GM being better than Toyota runs deep. There is no spirit of
cooperation from some. Certain individuals see the competition as other plug-in
vehicles, not mainstream offerings. As far as they are concerned, the rest of the market
simply doesn't matter. Wouldn't it be great to live in your own little world like
that? Ugh. Fortunately, others take the situation seriously. I posted: The rest of us have
moved on, recognizing that low-hanging fruit has been picked and reaching mainstream
consumers is a much greater challenge. Keep living in 2010 if you want. In the
meantime, we'll be working toward support of plug-in vehicles as an effort to bring
traditional vehicle interest to a close.
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4-11-2016

Pessimism. There's an underlying belief that the niche group currently seeking plug-in
choices are all that matter. This is why there had been a fundamental problem of
disregarding the mainstream. Ordinary consumers didn't matter, as far as the enthusiasts
were concerned. Thankfully, there's a growing group of supporter who don't share that
sentiment. Some, including me, believe gen-2 rollouts have potential to reach the
ordinary person. Prius has been able to attract customers shopping on the dealer's
showroom floor. Why couldn't Prime do the same thing? Needless to say, all of them
don't share the same opportunity. The configuration of Volt currently pushes some
limits, hence what I suspect this came from: "We ain't there yet and continuing to remind
everyone is getting tedious." He went on from there to rant about pickups and long-range
EVs not being available yet either. It's always some type of distraction, rather than
addressing the actual issue. Oh well, at least I get to say my piece: So, your claim is that
none of the gen-2 offerings will reach mainstream consumers? We've already seen
reductions of size, weight, and cost of batteries over the years. Look at how both Leaf
and Volt were able to use the advancement as an opportunity to lower prices and offer
mid-cycle improvements. Why wouldn't you think Prime could take advantage of that
too? I see it as a platform designed to capitalize on technology upgrades, without
needing to wait for a next generation rollout.

4-11-2016

You're doing it again. I was informed that was my the nature of my posts today. That's
an easy impression to get. It was a great opportunity to point out that wasn't actually the
case: Read the posts again. Notice the effort to focus plug-in choices against the
competition of traditional vehicles? Certain individuals are clearly not happy about
treating Prime as a player on the same team. That's their loss. They don't like the EREV
verses PHEV battle to having come to an end. Again, that's their loss. We are now
attempting to unite by having open discussions about design attributes. That's what we
do in person on a regular basis with the plug-in owners club here. Tesla, Leaf, Volt, i3,
Prius PHV, i-MiEV, Energi, and a few others all get together and share ownership
experiences. It's no big deal. The conflicts here come from a few unwilling to accept
change. Reality is, the gen-2 rollouts are bringing about change. What was argued as not
possible is happening. The variety presents challenges, but the goal is the same. We
want to see traditional vehicle production come to an end. The statement of "doing it
again" serves as a nice reminder of purpose. Those claims of "catching up" and "too
little, too late" clearly weren't efforts to help reach the goal. Their posts were not with
the intent of being constructive. I shouldn't have to be the only one pointing that
out. Others have a responsibility to not just be enablers.
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4-11-2016

Grades. It's nice to see a discussion come about with respect to level of performance
rather than the all-or-nothing attitude of the past. Unfortunately, people seem to be trying
to reinvent the wheel rather than looking back to the past for ideas. I jumped in right
away to interject that history: The system that has worked exceptionally well for the past
15 years is what will ultimately end up being the choice of the ordinary consumer is what
we all grew up with... grades... A, B, C, D, F. It's an elegantly system we are already
familiar with. No need to come up with anything new. Use of that ended many battles
over the span hybrids have been around. It's very easy to point out how a vehicle doesn't
earn an "A" grade. There is no confusion what the value means either. Grades make the
evaluation of worth easy to understand. The analogy of homework works exceptionally
well too. Some enthusiasts like to gloat about an ability their preferred vehicle offers
(want), while completely disregarding what was actually assigned (need). A teacher will
see right through that deception, giving a lower grade for not delivering what was asked
for.

4-12-2016

Smug. There's some really nasty bragging taking place now, attempts to take credit were
none is deserved. That type of self-validation is what those antagonists often accuse
others of. The irony is not wasted. I see it as validating. He even twisted that: "I'm more
than happy that Toyota just validated the Gen1 Volt by making their version of it." We
expected this. Way back in 2010 it was made quite clear that Toyota would upgrading as
time proceeded and GM would reduce cost as time proceeded. Those are fundamentally
different approaches. GM's approach was much higher risk, starting at an end-state with
the hope that they guessed market want & need correctly. Toyota's approach allowed for
flexibility, providing the option of making changes along the way. So naturally, any type
of change would be spun as GM being right all along. The attitude is annoying. Volt
needs change too. Trouble comes from disregarding that, claiming Volt is just fine the
way it is. Why not just acknowledge what hits the target market and what doesn't? It's
moving anyway, as more consumers learn about vehicle electrification. We're supposed
to be on the same team, all working together to figure out how to compete directly with
traditional vehicles. The smug most definitely doesn't help.

4-12-2016

Polarizing. Buried within the greenwashing efforts, there is some truly constructive
discussion. It's unfortunate certain individuals do what they can to suppress that
progress. I responded to this to help the thread from getting overwhelmed with
distractions: "I believe the GEN 4 Prius will not sell well because the design is too
visually polarizing..." I was curious to learn about his perspective. They may not
happen, but at least I had the chance to say: That's a reasonable assessment; however,
many people eventually seek out something that no longer fits the mold. It's in our nature
to grow tired of the same after awhile. Toyota is gambling that point has been
reached. Looking around, it's easy to see how the most popular selling vehicles... small
SUVs ...have become very similar in appearance. They don't stand out anymore. That
could be considered boring. LED lighting ushers in a new era of styling. Some people
just plain won't like it. Some people will. Not some many will be indifferent. That's the
definition of polarization. There is no correlation to popularity though. Sales could
swing either way. We'll find out together.
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4-12-2016

Even Better. Having former foes receptive to new ideas is great. This helped that
process along: "...at this point the Prius fails to generate any buzz. We're past the point
when getting 50 MPG will get anyone that excited." Coming from someone who was an
intense vastly-superior warrior, it feels good seeing a glimmer of recognition that we're
moving on. Being stuck in the past was really a problem. Now, it's all about what new
market draws the gen-2 plug-in offerings will help bring about. I jumped in to keep the
perspective with gen-4 hybrids (specifically, Prius) will help bring about: That's an
expectation in economics. You want to eventually reach that point, since becoming
common (high-volume sales) requires the loss of certain technology draws. The
transition from engineering to business isn't what groups like this tend to consider; it's
when interest is lost and the label of "boring" begins to be used. Ordinary people see that
as confirmation of a technology now being accepted as the next standard. It's the
"proven" stage. First thing that must happen is the early rollout incentives vanish and
sales finding a way to continue to grow without the help. Prius achieved that. Second is
for others to join in. We're seeing them strive for same... with Honda, now Hyundai, next
will be Ford. We may see GM join as well. In other words, there will be a tipping point
when the 50 MPG vehicle is considered the most obvious choice for purchase. That's not
exciting by any means. There's no buzz, just business-sustaining profit for the
automaker.

4-12-2016

Antagonist Taunting. That seems to be the best term for an internal troll. There are a
few who just plain don't want to accept compromise. They'll do everything they can to
claim superiority. That's annoying. The trophy mentality blinds those
individuals. That's troubling. Posts end up becoming a major problem. They turn to
greenwashing, intentionally misleading to avoid having to acknowledge making a
mistake. That's sad. Their underlying effort is to provoke. It's a distraction to not have
to deal with reality. That's happening... yet again. I'm doing what I can to address
it: Notice how certain individuals continue to be extremely vague? For example, the
continuous suggestion of "add more kwh" doesn't tell us anything at all. It's just an
antagonistic taunt to stir posts, because there's no effort to actually address the reasoning;
we get a condescending comment instead. That complete absence of detail and attitude
isn't constructive. In fact, it hurts the reputation of the group. On the big GM forum,
they cracked down on that type of activity. Others here need to join in to help stop that,
rather than watch it repeat and blame the person pointing it out. So what if it ruffles a
few feathers? That's how you get those taunts to stop. You need to break a few eggs to
make the cake.
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4-12-2016

Intentional Misleading. The greenwashing effort is well underway. We knew there
would be spin. It's a twisted acknowledgement of change... which is better than
denial. The stubborn nature of certain individuals have a difficult time accepting the next
stage. In this case, the transition from gen-1 to gen-2 has been painful. This particular
Volt owner never bothered to actually read what was posted. There was always a
misguided belief that Prius couldn't ever be upgraded. He was wrong and will do
everything possible to conceal it. Ugh. Oh well. All I can do is try to push beyond the
greenwashing being used as a diversion from revealing the truth: We all knew batterycapacity would increase with the next generation. We also all knew the increased
battery-capacity would provide an increase in power. Lastly, we knew gen-2 would be
right on time, since gen-1 offering had much ground to break before mainstream interest
could be stirred. Toyota did their homework during initial development and decided to
take the approach of delivering more as cost justified. That would provide them the
opportunity to build up a profitable vehicle without heavy dependency on taxcredits. Being able to continue to grow sales without that help is a very big deal. When
the opportunity presents itself again, the offering will be upgraded. Perhaps that will be
mid-cycle. After all, the first plug-in itself was mid-cycle. It served to show updates
without a generation change are quite realistic.

4-12-2016

More Greenwashing. There's some blatant lies being posted. Those I don't even bother
with. Something like this though gets some attention: "Many people seem to forget that
the Prius went on sale in 1997, and initial sales were low." He's obviously misleading us
by not pointing out sales here didn't actually start until 3 years later in 2000, but that can
be overlooked. It still gives me an opportunity to raise attention to the fact that supply
was intentionally limited and to state why: Actually, demand was surprisingly high. The
sales were limited to quotas. People had to wait anywhere from 6 to 9 months for
delivery those first 2.5 years Prius was available here. That was without a tax credit.
Incentive was nothing but a tiny deduction, providing $300 to $400 for the typical
person. There was little reason to actually push sales. The goal of that gen-1 was the
same as the gen-1 for the plug-in… to gather real-world data to deliver a much improved
gen-2. That approach worked well in the past. It looks like it will again too.

4-13-2016

Diversity. That's the goal of all mainstream products. If it can reach a wide variety of
people, mission accomplished. How else will if achieve sustainable high-volume
profitable sales without? Confirming that is a big deal. In the big forum for Prius, we
have been able to. That's especially difficult online, since most discussion groups aren't
able to draw that many people. Looking at the current member count, the number is now
at: 122,976. That's amazing, even more so is the number of discussions: 153,010. What
blows my mind is that there have been this many messages posted: 2,292,152. I clearly
remember when it was founded. That memory is still quite vivid. Anywho, in a
discussion today, there was a reference back to the original poster... who went
missing. That happens from time to time. They'll post a few things, then vanish. We
sometimes don't find out why. This was my insight to contribution to this particular
thread dealing with that situation: Some seek out a venue to vent frustration from not
having studied well before purchasing. Some make an abrupt discovery upon joining
about something they had overlooked. Some post for the sake of exchanging information
and learning more. We see all kinds here. It serves as validation of Prius reaching a
diverse range of people.
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4-13-2016

The Push. Ever since the reveal of Prime, I've been pushing that group of bloggers to
move on. They really want to hold on to the past, where lines were clearly drawn. The
best example of that is the "EREV" definition. Even though parts of it had fallen apart
over the years, there was enough left to keep Volt in that category of its own. The goal
was to promote it as superior to the "PHEV" choices. Prime brought that to an end. No
argument to hold up to this new generation. That chapter in history is over. Another
example was being vague. That was relatively easy to do without any information about
what Toyota would offer next. I milked the opportunity recent, asking what the
antagonists meant. No detail provided meant anything could be said in reply. I pushed to
something, anything. It ended up being nothing but rhetoric posts. They had
nothing. That means I can now just relentlessly post facts. They hate actual constructive
information. That's really difficult to push. I have a lot at my disposal. The goal is to
bring their nonsense to a close. Our purpose is to endorse choices that offer compelling
reasons to not purchase a traditional vehicle anymore. Tell shoppers why, not fight
amongst ourselves. First and foremost, that means properly identifying audience. The
gen-1 Volt clearly didn't target mainstream consumers. They didn't want to accept that,
which made taking the next step impossible. Prime clearly targets the
mainstream. Ordinary people will give it a look. There's a nice balance of power,
capacity, and style without trading too much of anything. It's not a specialty vehicle like
Volt. It attempts to deliver some EV, just like the Ford Energi models and Honda Accord
plug-in did, but still retain appealing hybrid traits. That's what Hyundai's Ioniq is
pursuing too. Pushing to make that clear is a gain for everyone, even if the antagonists
continue to refuse to play along with the rest of us on the same team. Ugh. There's
always someone...
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4-13-2016

Cooperation. There's an obvious effort to be constructive. Some who would have
presented challenges in the past are now giving a sincere try at learning more. That
really makes this fun. I got this: "Quite right. My mistake. I made a broad
observation..." Which provided the opportunity to proceed with: Looking at Volt's
history, we see that it was intended to be the direct competition for Tesla's lower cost
offering. So, from the start, it was designed to be an EV. That approach of using an
engine still allowed the battery-pack to be much smaller. The tradeoff was cost &
complexity. GM realized this wasn't going to work as the rollout of Volt approached and
bits of info from Tesla were shared. That's how Bolt emerged. Bolt was an
abandonment of all that GM had preached. The anti-EV sentiment it had fought so much
for was suddenly embraced. Resources would be heavily invested in it instead, to the
point where Volt rollout would be delayed & reduced. Then here comes Toyota with
Prime, targeting a completely different audience with a very different approach. It never
made any sense to compare the plug-in Prius to Volt and it still doesn't with Prime. GM
is pursuing those interested in the pure EV experience now. Toyota is targeting its own
customers, hoping they will chose to purchase a hybrid rather than a traditional
vehicle. Prime will expand upon the same type of appeal Prius did. More EV is nice, but
by no means necessary. In other words, the targeted customers won't be looking for a
100% gas-free driving experience anyway. So whatever Volt is or will become doesn't
even matter, no label necessary. This is why the question "Who is the market for Volt?"
was asked so many times over the past 6 years. The difference of audience was
profoundly important, yet that kept getting lost in the "more EV is needed" claim. If Volt
wasn't to compete with Tesla anymore and wouldn't draw interest from GM own
customers, what is its purpose? Understand why? No harm done. Taking the time to
discuss perspectives is helpful to everyone. The rapidly evolving market deserves a fresh
relook at everything.

4-13-2016

Follow Up. He stated it this way: "I guess we'll find out next year." I really didn't want
to leave such a cooperative exchange hanging, so I posted this as my close: That brings
us back to the topic of this thread... waiting. Circumstances will be very different a year
from now. Look no further than what happened 2 weeks ago for confirmation of
that. Tesla's new pressure on GM will push so hard, something will end up
giving. Expect some sort of plan change. If Bolt volume really is ramped up for the sake
of getting ahead of Model 3, it very well could come at the sacrifice of Volt. There's the
consideration of both battery-pack production capacity and tax-credit
availability. There's also the range-anxiety conflict about how to promote. It could leave
Prime outside of the realm of all that.
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4-13-2016

Caught Greenwashing. The one absolutely desperate Volt enthusiast still remaining,
after having got caught being smug, lashed out at Prius with this: "After 3 years in Japan,
and 4 in the US, Toyota was only selling 24,600 Prius in the US. GM sold 23,500 Volts in
the 2nd year they were available." I was shocked to see that. It provided a great
opportunity to post back with lots of facts revealing his greenwashing
effort: Wow! There are so many misleading claims in that statement, I don't know
where to begin... First and foremost, Prius was limited to a strict quota. That meant there
was no way to actually measure true demand. Those who did manage place orders had to
wait 6 to 9 months for delivery due to the limited supply. Second, Prius was not
available for purchase from Toyota dealers. You had to place an order through an online
process and wait for regional to get it within their limited allocation. They were not
carried in dealer inventory until 2.5 years after initial rollout, which at that point gen-2
had been announced. Third, there wasn't a tax-credit available. Only a $2,000 deduction
could be taken, which calculated to between $300 to $400 for the typical owner. That's a
drastic difference from the $7,500 people get for the purchase of a Volt. Fourth, the 4th
year of availability for Prius was the gen-2 model, which began late October 2003. (gen1 was late August 2000). This was the first year sales which were not limited to a
quota. Those sales came to 54,000. The following year, still without any tax-credit
incentive, the sales climbed to 107,900. Fifth, there were fierce market campaigns
against hybrids back then, gas was cheap (no one ever even imagined $2.00 per gallon),
there wasn't concern about oil dependency, (in fact) we were encouraged to drive larger
vehicles to "help the economy" recover from the war, climate change wasn't on anyone's
minds yet, and misconceptions about battery-packs for automotive use were
abundant. Sixth, the supposed diluting of the plug-in market now is really spin on the
fact that other automakers are endorsing the idea. That support from them is a valuable
benefit, something Prius certainly didn't have back then. Seventh, GM already had
extensive knowledge of motor & battery production & sales by the time Volt was rolled
out. EV1, Two-Mode, and BAS all provided very helpful experience that Toyota didn't
have back when Prius sales began. Lastly, that 2nd year of Volt sales was the best on
record (specifically 23,461). Each which followed had decreasingly lower demand and
the expectation for this year (the 6th) isn't any higher.
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4-14-2016

Pushing New Territory. Using new terminology can bring about unforeseen
circumstances: "It's more difficult to "push into new territory" if your vehicle doesn't
have standard utility. This is their second plug-in and it should have been as mainstream
as the previous." I joined into today's discussion by responding to that. The hope was to
get the exchange to attract others. That push reference provided a fresh look. The risk is
pointing out an attractive feature Toyota offers that GM doesn't or the fundamentally
different approach with design. Toyota provides upgrades. GM reduces cost. I prefer
Toyota's, since it offers flexibility and doesn't take the massive risk of correctly guessing
what the market will actually want & need. GM backed itself into a corner with Volt and
now struggles with it as a result. My attempt to get constructive feedback was: Toyota
has been taking the flexible approach. That's why the mid-cycle rollout of the plug-in
came with a "subject to change" note. Few paid attention to that plan to adjust based
upon market observations, but that was the intent even before rollout began. Another
obvious, but often overlooked, part of the plan was to increase battery-capacity as cost
justified. After all, it would only be a few years, rather than having to wait an entire
product-cycle. So, we always knew that the next generation wouldn't take long and
would bring about a range & power increase. As for direct "mainstream" targeting right
away, we could see that wasn't realistic as the 200-mile race heated up. The bump in
price that would carry meant some more flexibility for Toyota. Tesla, GM, and Nissan
would all be in the mid-30's. Why not add a couple of luxuries onto Prime, since it
would be the premiere plug-in for Toyota? That's how the goodies like the 11.6" screen
and the LED lights came about. Reaching that new territory (consumers who haven't
shown any interest in hybrids or plug-ins yet) requires new approaches. Notice how even
Model 3 is breaking new ground by placing all dashboard interfaces onto a single
screen? (That had been exclusive to only the high-priced luxury offerings.) More EV
alone won't be enough. The hope would be that around mid-cycle, we'll get either some
new packages for Prime or a second plug-in choice. It all depends how the rest of the
plug-in market plays out in the meantime.
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4-15-2016

Sad Reality. This came from a disenchanted supporter: "GM management and GM
dealers are not interested in selling EV's. Plain and simple. Tesla is." The new of Model
3 interest taking the market by storm, it's not just Volt struggling. There are concerns
Bolt will face issues as well. I tried to help, or at least be empathetic: That's a sad
reality. Prius supporters had to endure quite a bit of grief over the years trying to point
out that great engineering alone was far from enough for Volt to be successful. Every
different approach tried ended up getting twisted into the scared belief that it was really
an effort to show Toyota was superior to GM. Thank goodness that is over! Only a
handful of stubborn individuals still believe it and they simply are not worth bothering to
help. They are grossly outnumbered; all the rest of us have moved on. There is a
growing group of plug-in owners trying to figure out how the heck to get dealers
interested. The local club here has begun by creating an online expert-list. We identify
those few very well informed salespeople who really work to sell plug-in vehicles. We
figure sending more business directly to them is a win for everyone. Realistically, it is up
to us as supporters to provide the education. Salespeople getting asked lots of questions
they know little to nothing about for a vehicle that will provide a small commission and
will require more work to get is of no appeal. Most don't even bother. As a result,
dealers see no reason to carry more than just a few (if any) in stock. It's really
unfortunate. Tesla's approach is facing criticism now. Yet, the effort continues
anyway. Toyota is pushing ahead too. Their increase in lithium battery production along
refinement to the motor, control, and software is still just brushed aside, claiming not
enough AER indicates no interest in EV propulsion. That's nothing but a bunch of
antagonist bull and I thank everyone helping to show that. Yesterday's heat-pump
discussion provided a wonderful example of working together. Thank you! As the gen-2
offerings rollout, we learn more about what's new & refined, then share that
information. It's a win-win situation. It is not an effort to undermine other
automakers. The competition is traditional vehicles. For proof of that, look no further
than the dealer's showroom floor.
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4-15-2016

Wrap Up, summary. There's no debate, the market is moving on. We're seeing the
competition between Tesla and GM really heat up. Count of reservations for Model 3
hasn't been published in awhile. The last report stated 325,000. That was more than
enough to fuel the fire for Bolt. The stance taken by GM is to remind us their EV will be
available for purchase this Fall and no deposit to reserve one will be necessary. It's
providing Bolt with an unbelievable amount of attention, so much so; no one is giving
regard to Volt anymore. Hope surrounding the second-generation model has
vanished. The only expectation for buyers are enthusiast & supporters who have long
endured the wait for rollout. The anticipated purchase by those outside of that realm are
absent from any discussion. Nothing. None. Zip. Zero. The gen-2 delivery was
expected to be met with a fire storm of excitement, creating demand well in excess of
what Toyota had to deal with upon the gen-2 delivery of Prius. So far, it's been upset
after upset. Rather than be available nationwide right away, only CARB states got any
last year. The rest of the nation had to wait until the second month of this year. That
wouldn't have been much of a big it, if certain assumed upgrades would be available
upon the delay's end. The biggest one was the hope for adaptive-cruise control with
automatic-braking. Since I've had that on my Prius PHV for 4 years now, it made sense
would offer it for Volt too. That didn't happen. To make matters worse, leg & head
room issues again for Volt. That's the result of not having a 5th seat in Prime... which
enthusiasts for many years have stated isn't needed for Volt anyway. After all, there was
belief that a radical new design would be taken for gen-2, just like Toyota did for
Prius. That seemed reasonable, since technology for moving large battery-packs from
upward locations to buried under the floor has been the desired approach. Long story
short, this rollout has been a fizzle.
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4-15-2016

Wrap Up, history. Discussion of Volt's struggle has become a popular topic on the big
Prius forum. This is what inspired me to write up a history of how it got to this point:
"I'm baffled as to why the Volt wasn't more of a success, when it had the plug-in market
to itself, in such favorable market conditions..." Needless to say, I had much to
contribute on that:
I have literally thousands of blog entries documenting that history as it was unfolding,
noting many forgotten influential events as they took place, with no way of knowing
what would come next. They offer perspective unlike what looking back long afterward
can reveal. There is much detail a summary cannot address, but we can at least give it a
try...
The problem with Volt that immediately comes to mind was the setting of
expectations. GM fed the hype leading up to rollout, allowing it to spread excitement
through vague statements then not providing clarification as assumptions grew. The
most obvious resulting from that was the impact heater use in the winter caused, reducing
EV range far below what was hoped. People had been led to believe 40 miles was what
GM would deliver. Real-World driving revealed cabin-comfort in freezing temperatures
dropped EV range to the 20's.
The second biggest factor was likely marketing. Support completely fell apart. There
simply wasn't any uniform message. Enthusiasts took over, sending out a chaotic flurry
of supposed goals... many conflicting with the intent of Volt. That's how the "Who is the
market for Volt?" question came about. It was originally targeted at mainstream
consumers. What got delivered was being promoted as something entirely different
though, a vehicle for those who would appreciate paying a premium for superior
performance.
From the automaker perspective, production cost was a serious issue. GM decided to
gamble, hoping they'd achieve mainstream sales level (minimum rate of 60,000 annual
here) by the end of the second sales-year. That turned into a disaster. Inventory piled up,
despite the rollout of Cadillac ELR. Purchase interest continued to be a struggle. So, the
third model-year came with a $5,000 price drop, with the continued hope that economicsof-scale would bring down production cost. Despite that, sales still didn't increase.
Falling gas prices, recovery of the economy, and growing demand for Leaf & Tesla made
the bad situation for GM even worse. No one really knew what to expect for the secondgeneration design, yet focus had almost entirely shifted over to it. Hope was blinded by
desperation. The first-generation model was left to struggle on its own. Nothing was
able to ignite excitement for the technology in Volt. Viewed upon as a small, complex,
expensive plug-in vehicle with hybrid MPG well below Prius, it just plain couldn't find
an audience.
Problems continued to mount as Volt leases began to expire. The original deals were
deeply discounted, making the choice very compelling to take advantage
of. Unfortunately, 3 years later, the resale values for those older Volts had
plummeted. Growing competition from Nissan, Ford, and Tesla along with the $5,000
price reduction left little reason for lease holders to stay loyal to GM. Those conquest
sales which enthusiasts had flaunted were turning into large abandonment
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numbers. Even the original audience was being lost.
Evidence of GM changing course emerged in 2014, when we started to here about an EV
that would be offered. By late summer, confirmation of Chevy Bolt being revealed at the
Detroit autoshow in January ended any doubt. The fundamental strength of Volt had
completely fallen apart. The solution for "range anxiety" had become a battery-pack
large enough to provide 200 miles of electric-only travel, no engine necessary. At that
point, the success became even more uncertain. Supporters were being drawn to Bolt.
Most people are familiar with what happened from that point. Details of the secondgeneration Volt were revealed. Promise of a design able to compete directly with other
GM vehicles on dealer's showroom floors was lost. When rollout finally began, only a
small number of states received delivery. The rest of the nation would have to wait
another 6 months. By the time that happened, the production version of Bolt was
revealed. 3 months later, Tesla revealed Model 3 and began taking reservations.
2 weeks later (that's today) we have no clue what GM has planned for Volt. It appears as
though resources will be spent primarily on Bolt instead, to take advantage of the delay
Tesla will have prior to Model 3 production.
4-15-2016

Wrap Up, brief. The want for a quick & easy understanding of the situation was
requested. The history, even just those highlights, was too much to follow. So, I added
this: Volt did not reach mainstream consumers, it ended up being a niche. There's
nothing wrong with a specialty vehicle though. That left us wondering if gen-2 would
change radically, like gen-2 did for Prius or another vehicle would be offered.

4-15-2016

Wrap Up, elsewhere. It went well, on the big Prius forum. On that daily blog for Volt
(which now only rarely gets mentioned), there were issues. Almost all of the trouble
comes from a single individual not. Pretty much everyone besides him has welcomed
change. He continues to stay hung up on the past, desperately holding onto it as long as
possible. That's too bad. But his actions have become so obvious now, it's easy to get
rather terse without upsetting others. They seem to be tired of his rhetoric and have been
allowing the attempts to bring that to an end a layer of forgiveness. So, I poked: The
endless nit-picks of wording, the dismissals, the distractions, the parroting, it's all so
telling. That serves as strong confirmation of being on the right track. We all knew what
was meant. We all know the goal is to deliver something affordable for mainstream
consumers which makes a profit and will be able to sustain high-volume
sales. Absolutely refusing to join in with others and instead taking the stance of
superiority by belittling others is so childish. It's quite refreshing being able to point out
such terrible behavior.
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4-16-2016

Wrap Up, perspective. Oddly, I got a little bit of a let-us-give-it-a-try opportunity from
him. Without high hopes, I did: I understand the perspective. It could seem to be
that. It's not though. Take another look. I'm striving to find a middle ground, where
there isn't an absolute polarizing every topic. You interpret the back-step to achieve that
as a change of stance, a contradiction. That's unfortunate. It's really an effort to let some
things go. Watch for that. Using the term nit-pick was an attempt to point out that
there's no reason to take every little detail so literally. After all, the market isn't that
exact anyway, as we have witnessed. Remember, there are many purchases influenced
heavily by emotion. That's reality, but should not be accepted. Sales are
essential. Losing them is a major problem. Whether we like it or not, the fact is that
automakers are running a business; they must make a profit to continue. There was an
obsession with gen-1 engineering, always the desire be to the best was underlying reason
to keep trying. That doesn't pay the bills. So, it can be that way anymore. As 2016
progresses, it's becoming clear that much of low-hanging fruit has already been
picked. There isn't a group of early-adopter consumers remaining... hence the
change. We're dealing with a totally new situation. Think about that. We have a
different market to address. Do we continue to butt heads or try something new? After
all, it doesn't make sense comparing choices of the past to vehicles of the future.

4-17-2016

Wrap Up, dismissal. It didn't work. No surprise there. He simply entirely dismissed
what I had posted and attempted to change the topic: "That was a lot of words about
nothing. Back on topic, how does Toyota make a plug-in that will appeal to mainstream
consumers to compete with the Corollas & Camrys? Does Toyota even want to?" That
topic he had chosen was intriguing. I got the impression it was that subject matter which
irritated him most. So, why not ask me the same thing. I didn't bother. What a waste. I
have been asking that same thing since way back when Saturn Aura was the most people
of GM's sedans. That was long before the bankruptcy was settled. It was before the
gen-1 Volt was rolled out too. Disappointed that he still remained so stubborn and
unwilling to even try, I replied with: Like I said, you simply enjoy the discussion. Since
I've been asking that very same question of GM about Cruze and Malibu for years, you
go first.

4-17-2016

Wrap Up, resentment. You'd think I've have some... for it to take nearly a decade until
the message was finally understood. Geez! Who knew that way back in the days of
Two-Mode that it wouldn't be until the successor of its successor rolled out before that
importance of reaching mainstream consumer could be discussed constructively. There
was obviously a lot of barriers to overcome. The scale of which overwhelms. Toyota's
approach of being flexible helped it weather the storm. That really upset some. They
saw that "after thoughts" rather than being responsive to the market. It's too bad the
proactive measures were dismissed as nonsense. True, not all of those ideas paid
off. Capturing the hearts of the masses means dealing with the fickle. They are
incredibly misleading, saying one thing but doing another. To complicate matters, they
abruptly change their mind along the way. When you are stuck on a course like GM,
lacking that ability to adjust quickly, there isn't much hope. So naturally, pretty much all
constructive criticism offered is brushed aside, believed to be a clever way to
undermine. That sets up an atmosphere of suspicion & panic... a recipe for disaster they
cannot see. The resulting behavior is quite predictable... hence all this blogging about it
over the years. Witnessing the entire cycle would be worth the effort... which is why I'm
not resentful about all the crap the enthusiasts put me through.
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4-18-2016

Wrap Up, change. Phew! It actually worked. I was delighted this morning to read this:
"So for once you have nothing to say (can we keep it this way?). And I guess Toyota is
SOL. I don't think they are serious about plug-ins anyway as they will let everyone else
do all the heavy lifting." That response from the weekend craziness was quite a relief. I
had my doubts it would work. Accomplishing such an odd goal take a lot of patience and
reading between the lines. I wanted to see change... some indication of progress, even if
it's only slight. Going from an absolute of never, to "I don't think" is progress. As
always, it needs to be pointed out that reaches the masses is leadership. That's "light
lifting", a lot of it. The product offering the most of something is what gets the
attention. Offering a lot of something smaller is what goes unnoticed, hence not getting
credit, despite being an essential contributor to change. Anywho, this is how I replied: It
was obvious you wouldn't bother actually answering that question from the past. I was
surprised you even brought it up though. It was great confirmation that you have indeed
heard the message, but have repeatedly chosen to ignore it. Going after Toyota instead
for the same thing was an interesting move... since it has revealed something new. You
had been saying Toyota gave up on the idea of supporting anything with a plug. That's
why you were so harsh about all of the regular hybrids they offer. But now that GM is
about to rollout Malibu hybrid and Toyota has revealed Prime, you changed. That's the
"middle ground" I've been striving for. It worked! You took that step. True, it was
masked with quite a bit of attitude, but that still counts. I'm more than happy to give
credit where it is due. So... thank you. It may have been a painful journey, but the goal
of letting go of that absolute has been achieved. As for the "heavy lifting", that's worthy
of giving praise upon GM pulling it off. The measure of success with Bolt will be
volume, since there's nothing to prove anymore. Volt already took care of the technology
part. It's all about reaching the next wave of customers now.
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4-18-2016

1.5 Years Later. There's a thread on the big Prius forum that was started 2 years ago. It
was about how the next Volt would "leap frog the competition". As you could imagine, I
was all over that. Much has happened since then. Volt has fallen by the wayside in favor
of Bolt. In fact, the entire topic of "range anxiety" has completely fallen apart. The odd
position Volt occupies isn't being taken by any other mainstream automaker. Either you
have an augmented hybrid, offering a larger battery and a plug, or you go full
electric. There's also the BMW approach, but the much larger pack and much smaller
engine makes it a full EV with just an emergency backup. Volt's stance of being inbetween... with both EV range too low and HV efficiency too low... we're all wondering
what future it holds. My guess it will remain a niche, that a Malibu plug-in will take over
its role & purpose instead. Anywho, this is what the originator of that thread 1.5 years
ago had to say now: "Tesla has had great sales because of their EV capacity and fast
charging ability, in spite of the high price of the Model S and X. So, sometimes higher
capacity does change the market. I think the Volt, with 2.5x the range of other plug-in
hybrids, will fill a role of transitioning drivers to BEVs. GM could easily sell a
somewhat cheaper me-too 20-something plug-in hybrid if they want to. That may be a
saturated market at this point." It was that saturation mention that caught me. That's
clear evidence of change. The expectation had been gen-2 Volt would take the market by
storm. We're not seeing that. In fact, attention has almost entirely shifted over to Bolt
instead. I added to the discussion: Tesla has done an outstanding job with S and
X. Stage 1 = mission accomplished. Tesla has embarked upon the challenge of
delivering an affordable choice now. Stage 2 = off to a great start. GM attempted to
deliver an affordable choice, able to "leap frog the competition" by achieving a
mainstream sales rate by the end of the 2nd year. Remember, GM had even announced
the ability to ramp production all the up to 120,000 if demand called for it within the 3rd
year? That just plain didn't happen. Fine. Whatever. We move on to gen-2
instead. After all, we were told to be patient. This next Volt would surpass the
popularity of the gen-2 Prius. So, we waited. The time has arrived. It is
available. Sincerely, what should we expect now? I truly don't understand how the
market could be saturated if the point was to use this technology to phase out the
production of traditional vehicles. True, GM makes you wonder if all will be invested in
Bolt now to compete directly with Tesla, in the process leaving Volt as a highly regarded
niche... kind of like the plug-in version of a Camaro. No one has been willing to address
that either. It gives the impression of that being an undesired outcome. But the reality is,
only so many tax-credits are available and time to react is limited. GM could regard EV
as the only reasonable next step. They tried Volt. It obviously works. But that approach
didn't result in mainstream sales. Since that is what Toyota also seeks, it is reasonable to
continue to ask what was learned from Volt. Why the thought that there could be a
saturated market? Prime will be offering less EV range, but the EV power will be
increased considerably. The smaller battery-pack keeps costs down, while still covering
the needs of a number of potential buyers. It also establishes a base to build up. It
doesn't sacrifice HV efficiency either.
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4-19-2016

Childhood Stories. I enjoyed posting this, on the big Prius forum: They are supposed to
teach us about life. Some don't learn the lesson though. I think we are watching "the
tortoise and the hare" story play out in the automotive world. GM has exhibited much of
that same behavior about getting to market sooner and racing well ahead. Toyota has
been taking its time, at a pace so slow it gets mocked every step of the way... yet always
paying attention and very carefully planning ahead before taking any action. Years later,
we likely will see that Toyota has been quietly preparing to win. After all, the work to
refine battery chemistry, motor efficiency, control software, and cabin-comfort
technology will be beneficial to any plug-in vehicle. Meanwhile, production of the cells
for the packs would have continued to get optimized. So, when the time comes, we very
well could see that GM already ran out of tax-credits and Toyota is taking advantage of
the full amount still available to them and is very well positioned to deliver high-volume
during the phase-out stage.

4-20-2016

That's it. There are some who get so hung up on blame & shame that they don't see the
big picture. For example: "So it's GM spin being the GM fault, not anything to do with
the Volt itself?" That was actually an interesting question. It shows we're moving
beyond problems of the past, finally addressing what's important instead. Anywho, I
hope I did a good job of explaining the situation with: Setting of false expectations has
consequences. GM created challenges for itself that could have been avoided. It's not
rocket science. It's simply business. Understanding how accounting, economics, and
marketing interact isn't easy, but it is necessary. Fortunately, you do sometimes get lucky
and notice a pattern. It this case, the expectations played a major role. That put Volt in
an awkward position right out the gate. Not everything that had been anticipated was
actually what they got. Why does GM set expectations that could present major
problems later if the challenge to deliver becomes too great? Notice how certain
announcements stand out? There's almost no detail, yet lots of praise is given anyway for
somehow overcoming a problem no other automaker could. That spotlight is the first
sign the risk may be too much. Attempting to apply the same logic to Prime, what do we
see? The highest requested upgrade was more EV power. Next was more EV
range. Since neither had any set target, reaching the goal was much easier. In other
words, it was just like any other generational change. People simply expect the successor
to be improved. That's it.
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4-21-2016

Red Herrings. They come up a lot in discussions. It's a great way to derail threads
online. Both trolls & defenders thrive on the distractive damage they cause to
constructive posting. That's unfortunate. Worse is that you cannot ignore them. The
only effective way of dealing with them is to reduce their effectiveness. Real-World data
does a great job of that. Unfortunately, very little is available for gen-2 offerings
yet. So, we're stuck trying to do it with just design detail. That helps, but squashing the
attempts to undermine that way isn't easy. Oh well. You keep trying anyway. I
did: With HFC (hydrogen fuel-cells) being a long-term project, very different scope and
very different audience, it's really a red-herring... especially since they won't be mutually
exclusive to EV anyway. Look at the other automakers also investing in them. Why not
similar scrutiny? For that matter, shouldn't there be the same expectations for hybrids &
plug-ins? Toyota's current work to refine battery chemistry, motor efficiency, control
software, and cabin-comfort technology will be beneficial to any plug-in
vehicle. Meanwhile, production of the cells for the packs will continue to be
optimized. It's easy to get the impression of tepid. But taking that detail and the bigger
picture into consider, it looks more like preparation for high-volume profitable sales not
dependent upon any incentives.

4-21-2016

Much Ado. Lack of background is a common problem. We certainly saw that play out
with Volt. There was fierce pushback whenever Two-Mode was mentioned. Enthusiasts
believed that was a totally unrelated project and in no way could share any of the same
challenges. Thinking mistakes couldn't be repeated is a difficult lesson to learn. Once
you do though, it leaves you apprehensive. Could the same assumptions leading to poor
choices happen again? It is almost incomprehensible at times to determine what's
important and what isn't. We have seen real problems have real consequences. We have
also seen non-issues stir up a massive amount of controversy. How do you determine
which is what? There's a group of us attempting that with the 5th seat topic. My post
today on that was a reminder of the past: Most here have no clue how major of a "much
ado about nothing" situation there was for the Classic Prius (2001-2003) with the
shifter. OMG! People went nuts over the fact that you had to pull it toward you rather
than downward. The lash out was incredible. Yet, almost no one remembers that now.

4-21-2016

Competition. New questions about the change we're witnessing are great. I especially
liked this one: "I wonder what Toyota thinks about Tesla’s 400,000+ deposits for Model
3 reservations? Does Toyota not consider Tesla an automaker?" It's interesting how my
same response as in the past now gets a very different reception. That gave this post lots
of anticipation & wonder about how it could be replied: The competition is traditional
vehicles, not automakers pursuing plug-in options. That fundamental misunderstanding
of approach is a major impairment to progress. The goal now (this stage is quite different
than with gen-1 offerings) is to get interest up high enough to sustain profitable highvolume sales once the tax-credits expire. That means each automaker using the
technology at their disposal to help achieve that paradigm shift in the market. In others,
Toyota welcomes the effort.
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4-21-2016

More Plugs. Lack of personal patience. Lack of business foresight. Lack of consumer
understanding. We get this as a result: "Why is Toyota not putting more plugs on their
top selling hybrids?" I turned it around with this: The better question is: WHICH
HYBRIDS SHOULD PLUGS BE OFFERED ON? All the automakers have the issue of
what to consider. They face the same challenges overcoming their own legacy
constraints. Look at the explosive popularity of the small SUV lately. Some have been
suggesting for years to GM that Equinox should get the Voltec treatment. We're still
waiting & wondering. Initial success of the new RAV4 hybrid seems to put it on the
short list for which vehicle Toyota should consider for the Prime treatment.

4-21-2016

Buy Back. It looks like TDI owner here with "clean diesel" vehicles will be getting the
opportunity to sell it back to the automaker. The proposed price will be the book value as
of right before the scandal was uncovered, along with an additional $5,000. That's the
first sensible thing to come out of this mess. Retrofitting an existing vehicle is a difficult
& expensive process. It presented a major challenge of proving the fix actually
worked. And the owner would have to deal with decreased engine performance, reduced
efficiency, and the inconvenience of reduced truck space. Of course, not everyone is
happy with the proposal: "This is an EPA problem, not a VW problem. Regulation are
destroying the diesel industry." That's called denial. There was no way traditional diesel
could possibly compete with plug-in hybrids. The efficiency difference is massive. Had
this cheat not happened, diesel would have already begun to wide down production for
passenger vehicles. Instead, VW was dishonest and got caught... revealing other
automakers had attempted to circumvent emission regulations too. What a interesting
way to be destroyed. Who would have ever dreamed they'd do it to themselves? Our air
cannot handle pollution like that. Over in Europe, the situation is much worse. Taking
action to slow the damage is necessary. Regulatory entities given the task of preventing
air-quality from getting worse are not the problem.

4-21-2016

Moving On. The very last of the gen-1 holdouts has accepted fate. There is now a tepid
spirit of cooperation. It's awkward laying down arms with someone who fought so
intensely against you, celebrating victorious battles but ultimately losing the war. We're
trying to meet in the middle. One individual has protested the effort. That's it! What a
relief. It's over. Now, the constructive discussions can begin. His question to me today
was: "Toyota should put it on the Camry & Rav4. Call it the Camry Prime and Rav 4
Prime. Or make a unique plug-in car for the mid-size sedan and CUV." My thoughts on
the topic were: That's the water Toyota will be testing soon. How far from other
offerings could or should the plug option be? With Prime, we'll be find out if the
breaking the status quo, with respect to design, is what some will be attracted to. The
bucket seats in back and the bubbled rear windshield is new territory to explore.. possibly
new opportunity. How will customers shopping the showroom floor react? We all
remember seeing vehicles of the future featuring unique design like that. Heck, anyone
have any memory of the concept shown back in the 80's at Epcot center? The difference
now is you can actually buy it, right there at that moment. Will seeing it, combined with
a test-drive, compel them to drive away with a Prime? Having a battery small enough to
easily work in any garage offering a 120-volt outlet will help to overcome complexity
fear. It also eliminate equipment cost concern. Heck, even 2 of them staggered with a
timer could both recharge overnight from the same line. It's a matter of testing the waters
before going all out. With such a fickle market and most of the early adopters already
spoken for, we need to find out what the next wave of consumers will actually buy.
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4-21-2016

Facing Reality. It's not easy. There's still some lingering resentment. We are making
progress. Rather than rhetoric of the past being repeated, we can see some willingness to
address certain once taboo topics: "That's the too little too slowly. With Toyota's fanbase,
they shouldn't be timid." I totally embraced that opportunity to stir interest and ask
questions: Those customers are the target market. It's that "mainstream" term we've
been tossing around for years. The more we see, the more this looks like the tortoise &
hare story. Focusing on final outcome verses celebrating having raced to specific points
was lesson learned the hard way. In this case, reaching those who would otherwise be
perfectly content just driving off the lot with the newest traditional is the win. When you
have buyers who think 35 MPG is enough and still haven't decided about climate change,
you know they won't be willing to spend much on clean & efficient technology. So, how
do you appeal to that group of people? The tradeoff of size, weight, and cost is a delicate
balance. Toyota will be delivering a system with more electric-only power & speed
along with a modest range increase. That should make it somewhat cost-competitive
while not trading too much. There's nothing providing any indication of what EV range
they are willing to pay for. More doesn't necessarily make it better. That only way to
find out is to actually try. Customers will vote with their purchases.

4-22-2016

Volt/Prius Review. It was the usual this and that. Prius came out on top. That's still a
strange situation though. In what world does it make sense to compare a hybrid to that of
one with a plug? Knowing there is a plug-in model, why not include it? The answer is
simple, the publication provides information for immediate purpose. Again, this is
another know-your-audience situation. It's not like an enthusiasts magazine publishing
statistics from circumstances you'll never actually ever encounter. That unrealistic nature
is annoying, but not as much as the idealistic we get from enthusiasts online. There's also
the business media that takes an entirely different spin on the market. This particular
review made it clear these findings observed firsthand, gathered specifically for the
review. Knowing that, this was easy to credibly draw attention to: "The Prius clearly has
the roomier back seat. It’s open and airy by comparison, with wide seats, better foot
space, a livable amount of head room, and a relatively hospitable middle
seat." Naturally, certain individuals didn't like that. Well, too bad. We're trying to be
constructive now. That means addressing issues directly. Why GM didn't make the rear
seating area larger remains a mystery. With so many people pointing that out as a
shortcoming, it doesn't make sense. Feeling cramped in back is a difficult turnoff to
overcome.
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4-22-2016

Good Enough, message. In the past, it was a flurry of mixed messages. We had no clue
who was being targeted and what the goals were. That uncertainty of audience &
purpose made understanding scope & timeline impossible. We're starting to see progress
on that front. This revealed some: "The EV drive experience and ownership experience is
much better than the alternative." Rather than the explosive reaction to that as in the
past, it is now quite different. There are mutterings of saturation. My pointing out of that
by continuous referring to it as "low hanging fruit" is obviously helping us move
forward. Enthusiasts are coming to the realization that all the early adopters are
gone. Overnight (literally), Tesla gobbled up the last of them. Appealing to a new
mindset from the consumers remaining is no where near as straight forward as the
"experience" promotion suggest. It's nice recognition of that is beginning. Next is
acknowledgement with suggestions. We are starting with: Problem is, that isn't a
priority for that group of buyers. They simply aren't interested. Their "good enough"
perspective presents very tough challenges to overcome. I know that "good enough" is a
response Volt enthusiasts don't like to hear. But after 5 years of that better being well
proven, yet not drawing interest anyway, it's time to accept those differing
priorities. Reality is, mainstream consumers are much more difficult to appeal to.
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4-23-2016

Good Enough, superior. Looking for sympathy won't take you far: "You've got to be
kidding me. GM is the red-headed step-child of the auto industry. Everything they do gets
scrutinized more than any other company." I was rather curious where that comment
would take the new effort to work side-by-side rather than butting heads. So, I posted a
bunch of exposition to set the stage: What do you suggest to break out beyond that
reputation? Sincerely. It would be helpful to find out what next steps will take them far
enough to shake off problems of the past. GM got there from a number of terrible
business practices... some of which Prius owners were complaining about, back when
GM was flaunting fuel-cell technology and working aggressively against
hybrids. Remember the "stop gap" and "go yellow" campaigns? When GM finally
started taking emission & efficiency concerns seriously, it turned into an "over promise,
under deliver" nightmare. Rather than joining in with the other automakers, we had to
endure relentless bragging about what Two-Mode would be. The claim was it would be
far better of a system than what Toyota offered and would quickly be spread across the
fleet. That effort became a publicity disaster. Overcoming that is what contributed
heavily to Volt. After all, we know that gen-1 was really improvements originating from
Two-Mode. That wasn't too much of a stretch to recognize, since we had been shown a
Saturn prototype with a plug. But for some reason, that past was disregarded and a
"vastly superior" campaign emerged instead. It was history repeating. Needless to say,
that didn't go well either. Hope shifted over to gen-2. We waited. It rolled out with a
frustrating delivery delay. Fine. Waiting a little longer wasn't the end of the world. But
when the new Volt arrived nationwide, it entered a market of disinterest. Attention had
shifted over to 200-mile EV choices instead. The long believed "range anxiety" solution
wasn't a problem anymore. Those wanting to end their gasoline consumption spoke out...
resulting in about 400,000 reservations. Dealing with that situation leaves GM in quite a
pickle. Heavy investment in Bolt to help end the scrutiny of the automaker could prevent
Volt from leaving of the specialty category. There are many automakers working to also
deliver a competitive plug-in hybrid. Not only will they fulfill their purpose of getting
traditional buyers to choose some form of electricity instead, they also put pressure on
each other... until mainstream penetration becomes a reality. That requires waiting
though. Profitable sales at that scale will have to survive without tax-credits. Long story
short, we still have much story to go. There's lots of waiting still. The end of 2016 only
marks a significant page in the next chapter of this history. We'll be in this one for
awhile.
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History. When a chapter in history closes is rather obvious. You abruptly reach a point
of recognition. That came today. It was with an attempt to consider what was learned
from events & actions leading up to that point. The post stated this: "You have a weird
version of history and the current situation." The dead giveaway of problems to come
was nothing else was said. There was no alternative viewpoint provided. That's a form
of denial. They just dismiss what they don't like, rather than correct you. If a fact is
overlooked or misunderstood, that information is conveyed... which didn't happen. So,
my reply was: Weird is a interesting way of describing the perspective of someone who
was an active participant in that history and heavily documented it as those events played
out. No one had any idea what would happen next. Looking back so many years later
from the viewpoint of the market which changed as a result of that history gives a very
different impression. In fact, that difference is what provides the basis for repeating
mistakes. Recognition of what led to challenges of the past helps to avoid falling into the
same trap. It's surprisingly easy to allow the opportunity to prevent by changing
direction to slip by. Whether there's agreement or not, it doesn't matter. We now see
measures taking place to change direction.

4-25-2016

Superiority. There had to be one last bout with that nonsense of the past. Some people
just cannot let it go. I'm more than happy to point out their behavior and remind them of
the past: You don't see the history repeating? "...show the stark superiority of Volt." is
literally the same old nonsense posted by enthusiasts as 6 years ago. Yet, the spotlight is
shined on me instead. People are allowing the cycle to restart. Enable rather than speak
up. That's amazing. Volt was put on a pedestal, declared as better than everything
else. No one made an effort to find some common ground. It was just GM against the
other automakers. The very idea of competing with traditional vehicles continues to get
shunned. The concern of cost verses price just get tossed by the wayside. It's exactly
what we saw in the past. Seeing the same red-flags again and not doing anything about
them means we have a good idea how this will play out.

4-26-2016

Better. Could this be the very last snippet of spite: "...trying to prove the Prius is
better..." I remember how predominant of a belief that was in the past. Enthusiasts just
plain didn't bother to read posts related to Prius at one point. They'd freak out, declaring
anything with the "P" word an attempt to disrupt and stir trouble. Ironically, a few
became antagonists... doing the very thing they accused me of. Guilty of what you
proclaim others have done is what? Personally, I don't care about the retort. It's all about
confirming they are not being sincere. That lack of good faith is a sign of
trouble. Fortunately, virtually all of that type of behavior is gone now. That was among
the very last. I couldn't help but to point out such a momentous point: There it is. No
matter how hard I try to find common ground, there is always someone who believes it is
really an effort to prove superiority. That is the mistake being repeated.
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Approach. There is still a little bit of resentment from some: "GM will continue to
improve on its electrified vehicles, while you constantly berate them. In the meantime
Toyota will drag its feet, but you will bite your tongue, even when they make huge
mistakes, yet creep ever closer to GM's designs." The particular individual who pointed
that out clearly doesn't like the fact that my predictions were correct. I'm turning that
back on him by attempting to get some useful dialog from his continued provokes:
Please tell me what "berate" refers to. Seriously. I'd appreciate the clarification. People
freaked out when I mentioned sales, in the past. So now, we try to avoid that topic,
instead focusing on the technology.
But then when I point out actual tech detail, the immediate fallback is the childish
obsession with more EV being better… preventing virtually any discussion about the
engineering itself.
I'm not sure how Toyota could be looked upon as dragging. We've clearly seen widescale adoption of lithium batteries. The regular Prius uses it in all but the Eco
model. Prime will obviously be exclusive to lithium. That's a lot of cells being
produced. We've also seen refinements to the motors, controllers, and software. There
will be an industry leading vapor-injected heat-pump as well. How could that possibly
be considered huge mistakes?
As for creeping, we always knew cost & battery improvements would bring all
automakers to a similar place. GM took the low-volume, high-cost route. Toyota is
taking the high-volume, low-cost route. Hyundai will be attempting to pass Toyota on
the same route. Ford, Honda, Chrysler, and VW are working for something in the
middle. It's a mix of approaches.
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Seems Like. Perspectives are changing. There is still a bit of attitude though: "Hybrids
have been around a long time, particularly with Toyota in the Highlander, while good,
totally seems like OLD TECH at this point when compared to a plug in that can
potentially virtually eliminate most gas usage." Fortunately, dealing with it without
ruffling feathers has been surprisingly effective:
That "seems like" is the greenwashing mindset being passed around. Until recently, it was
difficult to prove otherwise. Now, it's pretty easy. The upcoming Prius Prime shows that
the supposed "old tech" is really a market-ready platform to support plugging in. Toyota
added a clutch to the existing system, allowing it to completely disengage the gas-engine
for pure EV driving while at the same time increasing power output by allowing the 2
electric-motors to work in tandem.
The initial popularity of the RAV4 hybrid rolled out just a few months ago provides a
good indication that Toyota is positioning to be able to quickly join the plug-in hybrid
market for small SUVs as the other automakers begin their rollouts. For now, there are
just many announcements... all with the same question of how much will people have to
pay to get one.
It's a slow process. We've seen how popular Outlander has been in Europe, yet still hasn't
been made available here. Both battery cost & capacity are major hurdles to deal with.
Having a good hybrid already drawing interest and proving HV efficiency (for when the
plug-supplied electricity runs out) is a good place to be when the sales opportunity finally
arrives.

4-27-2016

Looking Better. Today's discussion topic was about upcoming high-efficiency SUV
choices. I saw the opportunity to point out some history on the topic. Since it was on
what had been the daily blog for Volt, there was an audience with strong favor for
GM. My providing of a half-dozen links to articles of the past got a positive
reception. No more butting heads! They are actually reading what I share. Supposedly,
it has to do with the way in which I present the information now. You be the judge of
that: GM began plug-in hybrid research for the small SUV (specifically with Saturn
Vue) before Volt. It was the next logical step with the large Two-Mode system. We
even got prototypes. When the bankruptcy hit and Saturn was disbanded, focus was
turned to Equinox instead… but fell on deaf ears due to the gen-1 Volt struggle. Seeing
that gen-2 of Volt isn't taking the market by storm as hoped either, finally looking at
Equinox as a diversification opportunity would be great. It's the technology Volt
enthusiasts praise, rather than an attachment to the vehicle itself, right? Pushing GM for
Equinox as the next Voltec offering makes a lot of sense.
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200-Mile Choices. Today, got an announcement from Ford stating intentions to deliver
an EV offering a 200-mile range within the next few years. Yesterday, we got the same
from Hyundai. It's interesting to read those. There's little to no value in what they
claim. We've seen broken promises and long delays in the past. What makes this any
different? I'm curious because Toyota doesn't play that game. Withholding information
about plans is their approach. Just look at what happened with Prius PHV. When
production of it ended, some attempted to greenwash by saying the program had come to
an end entirely. Toyota kept quiet anyway. A few people, like me, pointed out that
pattern and stated how a much nicer plug-in hybrid coming later would be reason for
those actions. They dismissed what I said. When Prime was revealed, I was
vindicated. It's hard to believe people would just make up stuff and disregard
observations of the past. Oh well. Even though there is little in the form of realistic
expectations, the excitement stirred from such announcements at least helps to change the
mindset. It helps push the market along. People will hear about the shift away from gas
and toward electricity. That's enough when they aren't even looking to purchase a new
vehicle anytime soon.

4-29-2016

Surprise. I was able to post a correct and not have to deal with backlash. In fact, I didn't
even get any negative votes. They were actually positive! This is what got me going:
"Your math is wrong, because 400,000 reservations will not be the same in sales. There
were over 150,000 sign-ins (not "reservations") interested for the Volt, but less than than
in sales after the 2011 Chevy Volt arrived." There's a natural sense of defensiveness
toward Tesla. The strong interest in Model 3 has put Bolt in a very awkward
position. Seeing a rather blatant lie being posted in response got me wondering. Did he
make up that number in is mind to soften the blow? Impact from such an event can really
hurt. After all, Volt has failed to draw interest twice. This particular enthusiast has put
his third hope from GM on Bolt. That's isn't going well. I did some searches. The final
count came up over and over again. Those old cached pages easily confirmed the final
tally I had remembered. So, I posted a reply: 55,819 was the official number at the time
of rollout, which was reasonably close to the annual goal of 60,000 sales. Not sure where
that supposed higher count came from. But what needs to be pointed out is many of
those reservations were placed long before details of the vehicle itself were actually
released. Many became disenchanted upon finding EV range was lower, HV efficiency
was lower, and price was much higher than anticipated. There was no way to remove
your name from the count either. But since it was a no obligation sign-up anyway (no
money down, no dealer contact) it didn't matter anyway. The point is, math has nothing
to do with the situation. Recalling the past accurately is. Sorry, but I get a lot of grief for
not including detail. So, turn-around is fair play. We're all trying to make plugging in
work. That means learning from the past. To be totally fair, it can be pointed out that
Volt had limited availability that first year. This is why the sales rate (5,000 monthly)
was targeted for the end of the second year. It allowed time for ramping up production,
educating dealers & salespeople, along with informing consumers.
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Change. It sure is nice reading stuff like this now: "Hopefully GM's strategy to use
Voltec components for non-plug-in hybrids is part of getting the economy of scale where
it needs to be for a much broader rollout of Voltec-based hybrids and EREVs." I actually
get positive votes from my responses too:
That would seem reasonable. Though, I still get a lot of pushback from pointing out the
very same thing for Toyota. That double-standard is quite annoying... but not deterring.
I will continue to point out the benefits of the no-plug hybrids helping to ramp up
production of lithium battery cells. It's hard to believe how incredibly smug some people
were last year about Prius using "outdated" battery tech, even though they had
advanced. Disregarding the fact that the larger Prius (7-seat model) and Prius PHV
(plug-in model) already used lithium could have been considered greenwashing. It was
most definitely misleading, especially since we all knew the gen-4 reveal was only a few
weeks away. And sure enough, we found out it use lithium too. The "outdated"
commercial abruptly halted as a result.
We need to be constructive in our discussions. Improvements to motor efficiency,
control software, and cabin-comfort technology will be beneficial to for any vehicle
using a battery. We'll see the chemistry in the battery itself continue to be refined
too. Ordinary hybrids help that process along. Hybrids will plugs benefit from it.
Looking back, I find it astounding that so many fought against diversification. They truly
believed that call for more choices was actually an effort to undermine, that somehow
additional models would dilute Volt interest. Ugh. Thank goodness we've moved
beyond such a fearful belief.
I'm really looking forward to what this next year brings. Prime is obviously where my
strongest endorsement will go, since its smaller capacity is an obvious effort to keep
costs low enough for reaching mainstream consumers without tax-credit help.
I'm all for the long-range EV offerings (very large battery-packs) too. Being able to
drive from the cities here all the way up to our vacation destination in the north with just
a single charge would be great. I can envision people feeling comfortable with that in the
not-too-distant future. So, hearing about Hyundai & Ford planning to join in with 200mile offerings is very encouraging news.
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Denial. I'm enjoying this chapter's end. There are attempts at rewriting history. It's all
that's left. There no reason to bother pointing out what actually happened. I started to,
then saw it was just a waste of time. No one else would care. No one is listening
anymore. It's over. Comments made at this point only support the denial. Those few are
quite alone. So, I didn't actually post a response to this: "Nobody fought diversification.
They just didn't want a PiP version of the Volt, one with only 6/11 electric miles." My
for confirmation didn't turn up anything. I hadn't ever heard that before... but wondered
if there had been a misunderstanding blown so far out of proportion, it took until now to
find out he had been fighting a false belief all these years. Nothing supported his claim
though. He's been irrational before. But rather than be hypocritical, he was likely just
trying to make up an excuse to justify his behavior. I didn't want to contribute to that, so
my comments never made it to the thread: I just did some searches. From 2008 to 2014,
there were fierce battles against a Volt offering anything less than a "40 mile"
range. Following that, the topic of a "lite" model finally started to get some traction. The
discussions sighted 25 to 30 miles of EV range. At no time was there any mention of
6/11 miles. It was brought up many, many times how the next PiP would offer increased
for EV driving (due to lithium cost dropping). In fact, the resulting power increase due to
the larger capacity was even discussed. Your claim has no merit.
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Constructive Discussion. The sense of moving on is becoming easier to see. There was
from an interview with a Toyota executive about Prime. It was article published by an
automotive enthusiast magazine. This came about today in response to that: "If someone
was looking for a commuter only car, wouldn't a BEV be a better fit? Sure it won't likely
work for those occasional trips, but if a person wants a PHEV for that, they probably
want more space for luggage and passengers." It was constructive! I was happy to join
into that discussion:
What's been confirmed long ago and has continued to stand true for years is there's no
such thing as an "only" car. It was absurd to claim that the sole purpose for purchasing a
Prius was just for the sake of MPG. Yet, countless people have tried and continue
to. Thankfully, their arguments always fall apart in the end. It's like trying to justify the
purchase of a SUV for commuting.
Prius strikes a balance, striving to be a good all-around vehicle... which is why so many
have purchased it. Prime will be attempting to deliver the same thing, but with a
plug. You'll get the full EV experience for a limited duration, enough to cover some
commutes and to cover running errands nearby. You'll still get the large cargo
area. You'll still get the outstanding MPG.
So far, the range comments coming from Volt enthusiasts have had a childish
approach. That "more is better" claim has resulted in a smug attitude and an
unwillingness to actually address detail. They set a terrible precedent, tarnishing the
work genuine supporters worked so hard to establish. That's really unfortunate when
having a goal of getting people to choose a vehicle with a plug.
As for the spin about more passengers, I particularly like this question from the article:
"Did the fact that General Motors reached the opposite conclusion with the Chevrolet
Volt, adding a fifth seat to the new generation, give you any pause?" It was an obvious
provoke for comment, not real journalism. Anyone who has seen the gen-2 Volt knows it
really doesn't offer a fifth seat. Only a young child could actually fit in that legless
spot. Yet, we hear defenders vaguely claim Volt has seating for 5 and Prime only 4.
Ugh. The nonsense we have to deal with...
At the end of the day, it doesn't matter. We've seen an abandonment of Volt
recently. Those enthusiasts have turned attention to Bolt and rapid interest growth
toward 200-mile EV offerings. That opens up opportunity for plug-in hybrids designed
to target ordinary consumers. Prime clearly has a goal of mainstream sales. It may take
a few tweaks along the way, but that's the nature of attempting to draw interest from an
emerging market.
We've seen this before. Remember the size emphasis with Two-Mode? Remember the
power emphasis with Accord? How is an emphasis on range any different? There's a
careful balance required to attract buyers. Cost & Efficiency tradeoffs hurt. With range,
the additional EV capacity requires a sacrifice of size & weight. Toyota is attempting to
deliver the right amount. After all, there are millions of Prius owner who have been
pleased with roughly 2 miles of EV. Giving them roughly 10 times more is quite an
upgrade.
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Frenzy. I particularly liked this question: "They'd love to have Tesla-like frenzy for the
Volt and Bolt." With GM fighting legislative efforts to prevent direct sales in
Connecticut and 5 other states already requiring franchise dealerships, you know the
situation isn't going to be pretty. With Volt basically having been abandoned in favor of
ramping up both Bolt interest and actual production, we need to ask what GM actually
intends. What kind of sales should we expect? Seeing I actually get somewhat
constructive answers to questions now, I asked: What would stimulate that level of
interest? The major hurdle to overcome is battery-cost. Seeing a substantial drop means
a benefit for all automakers. That is likely what will happen too. Looking for distinct
advantage for high-volume sustainability means the ability to earn profit without the help
of tax-credits. Because when they are gone, the competition of traditional vehicles
reaching out to attract the same consumers becomes a very real problem. That's why
pack-size and battery-chemistry is such a big deal. Automakers like Nissan & Toyota
have been working hard to not require liquid cooling. That's a cost, weight, and size
expense with potential to be able to avoid. Tesla has worked hard to reduce packing
overhead, by combining cells in a more compact manner to avoid those expenses. Notice
how new topics, use of aluminum & carbon-fiber and heater efficiency, are now being
discussed? In other words, we are beginning to see next-generation upgrades aimed at
addressing how to still draw sales once all the low-hanging fruit (early adopters
purchases) have been picked. It won't be as simple as listing EV range and MPG values
going forward.

5-01-2016

Who 2016? It's exciting to see how the question is still applies so well after all this
time. It's becoming more relevant as people begin to grasp the magnitude of scope
beyond what the gen-1 models targeted... actual, not rhetoric. This was the latest: "With
the Prime, Toyota seems to be saying that PHEVs aren't for families." Prior to 2016, we
couldn't even address the topic. Nobody cared. But then again, the audience for Prius
PHV was far smaller than what GM had attempted to entice for Volt. Things are
different now... and I'm pleased to point out why: Apparently, you missed that there
were several different discussions all talking about Prime being an option for the families
who grew up with a Prius. Their children are older and a middle faux seat wouldn't serve
any purpose anyway. The bucket seats, storage area with USB, convenient cupholders,
and possibly heated seats would be far more appealing to the older children. Why do you
think I got on enthusiasts so hard asking the "Who is the market for Volt?"
question. There was a lesson to be learned for all of us going forward. GM made a
colossal mistake of not knowing their audience and those Volt enthusiasts made that
worse by endorsing it. The early adopters were assumed to be representative of ordinary
mainstream consumers. They couldn't have been more wrong. A group of us tried to
show how Prius success came from Toyota not giving in to emphasis on any particular
trait, instead working really hard to find a balance... which was a clear effort to match
consumer interest. Understanding the difference between want & need is a challenge in
ordinary conditions. The crazy, rapidly changing, demand for clean & efficiency
vehicles we currently face makes it even more difficult. I see Toyota's willingness to try
new approaches by diversifying the Prius options even more as a genuine effort to push
deeper into a stubborn market perfectly content sticking with traditional
guzzlers. Change doesn't come easy. Taking some level of risk, without sacrificing cost,
is required.
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After All This Time. It truly amazes me how much certain individuals just plain don't
understand the difference between want & need. You'd think after all this time, they'd
finally figure it out. The problem typical comes down to not being able to distinguish
between their own perspective and what's required of the point community. They'll overgeneralize, pointing out factors of appeal and provide examples of extremes. Today, it
was all about the need to drive at 85 mph and climb up mountains at highway
speeds. That just plain is not realistic for some of us. Where is the legal limit that
fast? My guess is select areas around the United States. That's it. Same goes for
mountains. Here in Minnesota, we have neither. The fastest speed is 70 mph and there
are only 2 high-speed climbs, one in the north and one along the south-east border. In
other words, some owners would never encounter those situations. Heck, the drives out
to Wyoming this year were at 80 mph and had some small, steep climbs... neither of
which were a big deal. Why is there a supposed need for more? The excuse is: "Cars
aren't sold based on need. Most cars are sold based on want." That's a crock. True,
there is a portion of the population that desires more and have the ability to actually
purchase it. For the majority (that's the mainstream) though, it's not the case. Most
people carefully weigh options, choosing a few luxuries to features... but rarely actually
just giving in to want. There isn't an indulgence. We seek out reliable, affordable,
practical transportation. The reason for the false belief about want is simply not
seeing. Those reliable, affordable, practical vehicles aren't even acknowledged. That's
why enthusiast magazines pretty much never review ordinary vehicles... like Corolla or
Camry. They dismiss them as boring appliances... which is why they aren't accounted for
by the antagonists online either. See how confusing matters get? It should be
simple. We should all recognize the necessity for clean & efficient
vehicles. Unfortunately, some don't. Some call that a want. They don't see the need to
end oil dependency, reduce smog-related emissions, or face climate-change. That's
too. Fortunately for me, I don't need to waste time on them anymore. The next chapter
has begun!

5-02-2016

Bottom Line. This is definitive proof of having started the next chapter: "Issue is the
bottom line. Hype, innovation, buzz, perception are GREAT, but profit keeps the lights
on." That's clear confirmation of things having changed. With gen-1 of Volt being stuck
as just a niche, any discussion of business was quickly subdued. That's why even a mere
mention of Prius set enthusiasts into a tizzy. The complete absence of objectivity was a
dead giveaway of challenges to come. Now that we've arrived at that point, things are
getting rather interesting. That greenwashing claims of Toyota not being interested in
EV support have come to an abrupt stop. It shows how childish & petty some will be
when focus is so narrow. Of course, there's still the reality of the tax-credit limitation not
being addressed. At least there's some progress. The bottom line is very important.
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BMW i3. I still remember the hostility that erupted upon the rollout of Ford's first
Energi offering. It was the C-Max plug-in. That wrecked all arguments, making many
look guilty of mindless defensive posts. The behavior is typical. That's one of the stage
of grief, what you have to deal with upon being faced with major change. Anywho, the
claim that I was simply a Toyota fanboi, promoting Prius by any manner
possible. Giving an endorsement to Ford proved that wasn't true. That group of
antagonists had been exposed and they didn't like it at all. Ford's new addition to the
market damaged much of what had been claimed about Volt to make it unique. There
wasn't a distinctiveness anymore. Fast-Forward a number years, the situation becomes
profoundly worse. BMW's rollout of i3 was everything Volt strived to be, but failed to
actually deliver... which hurts... so much so, that no matter how the information
presented, they won't like it. I remember why GM set those specific goals. There's
nothing wrong with changing them. After all, the point is to remain flexible. But if that
change doesn't achieve improved results, you've got a very real problem. In fact, you're
even worse off at that point. That's where Volt is today with the announcement of a midcycle upgrade from BMW. The improvement to i3 will increase EV range from 81 miles
to 114 miles. That's a huge improvement. It leaves Volt in a very awkward position
too. Enthusiasts belittle Prime for offering less than half the range of Volt. Now, they
find themselves at the other end of such a comment. i3 delivers twice the range. That
forces the issue of what's actually needed. If you have enough capacity to cover all your
daily driving, why the heck carry around a full-power gas-engine? It simply makes no
such for supposed "EREV" purpose. That engine had been promoted as a backup, just in
case. BMW delivered precisely that. (Note that the i3 gas tank was 1.9 gallons; this
upgrade will increase it to 2.4 gallons.) In other words, it's very easy to argue that Volt is
carrying around a lot of unnecessary weight... the same argument Volt enthusiasts had
used against Prius PHV in the past. So basically, the market is beginning to settle by
pushing out the designs that don't work well for the masses. That's why we continue to
ask: Who?

5-03-2016

Not Yet. Sales results for April sure did raise a hubbub. You'd think the rose-colored
glasses would come off. Clearly, not yet. The best thing to do when reality hasn't come
crashing down, but it inevitably will, is to finally just acknowledge it. If some don't want
to, post a provoke. There's nothing like wasting resources on a futile endeavor. Get it
over with. Geez! Sadly, that means having to recognize the fact that there's still a
superiority complex at play. Rather than unite the effort of plug-in vehicles as a common
cause against the reign of traditional vehicles, a few still absolutely insist Volt is better
than all else. Ugh. That's why it gets so much attention. Why an opposing force would
come about and be so counter-productive is beyond me. Most failed attempts are simply
written off and the next tried. Toyota faced challenges with Prius PHV. Even though the
market said they needed a "plug-in hybrid", that isn't actually wanted. So with the
increase in power as a result of the growing battery-pack (a normal expectation for a
generational improvement) came a simply enhancement to the system to make it deliver
more EV. Again, this is yet another denial issue from Volt enthusiasts. (They claimed
this would be possible.) So... I let them have it with some cold hard facts: It will leapfrog... the competition. Not yet. 21,763 - Malibu. 20,607 - Equinox. 14,153 Cruze. 1,983 - Volt. With gen-1 offerings, the argument could be made that
"competition" meant other plug-in vehicles. Not so with gen-2. They need to find a way
to draw sales from the showroom floor during their product-cycle. Looking at those
results for April, much needs to be achieved in the next few years.
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The Point. I asked this: Wasn't the point of gen-2 Volt to overcome that barrier? You
don't even need to know what I was referring to when you read the response: "No. The
point of the Gen II Volt was (in addition to turning in sales at least commensurate with
the previous Gen), to showcase the new drive system which could be adapted to many
other models as Plug In, EREV and Hybrid; the Volt representing it's ultimate
expression." It was a question of sales. The slow growth is becoming a disappointing
reality. That's why so many have shifted focus over to Bolt instead. That's also why I
push for answers... like, who? It's maddening to think so much time was wasted and so
much damage to the market occurred as a result of the floundering. Oh well. At least it's
over now.

5-04-2016

Competitive Sales. The pattern is repeating. Those same old excuses for flat sales are
emerging again. There's no sense addressing them. That didn't work in the past, why
would it now? Sales of Volt continue to struggle. That's a fact. Heck, it's a fact with
Prius too. Those sales are flat as well; however, they are considerably higher. 8,923 is
clearly more than 1,983. The interesting peek into the bigger picture is looking at RAV4
hybrid sales. 3,807 for the first month of full availability is a strong showing. Anywho, I
needed a new way to present some perspective. This is what I used: "The Leaf (and the
new longer range BMW i3) are in trouble with the Bolt EV and Model 3 out in the public
eye now. When you can get a 200 mile range BEV for $30-something, who is going to
spend it on a 100 mile BEV instead?" His arbitrary dismissal of BMW's offering is what
got my attention. Eliminating i3 but not Volt simply doesn't make sense. I wondered
why... and really wanted to know what kind of response I'd get with this new way of
looking at sales. So, I asked: What will happen to Volt? Remember, it's not just the
other automaker offerings attempting to attract buyers. There is also the reality of
showroom floors diverting GM customers elsewhere. That's how so many opportunities
for Volt have been lost to Malibu, Cruze, and Equinox. Also, don't forget that the phaseout of tax-credits will have an impact a year or two later, putting a lot of pressure on
dealing with high-cost quickly to remain competitive.
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5-05-2016

Shoppers. I wonder how long this will have to be dealt with: "Just pointing out that the
Prime will be successful because of brand loyalty is not something to count on with it
comes to plug-in shoppers." The thought is we'll be at the mercy of spin for several
months still. The craziness with Model 3 will die down at some point. For now, we're
getting a lot of hype from Bolt as a result. That's to be expected. I find it odd that 2 such
profoundly different vehicles are considered to be competitors anyway. The only thing
they really have in common is the 200-mile range; otherwise, each EV is quite
unique. Whatever the case, it's a distraction. Toyota will wait it out. Patience is a
requirement anyway. Prime will offer only a little more than one-tenth that range, but it
will come with an engine that will deliver remarkable efficiency for when you use up the
plug-supplied electricity. It's a great bridge away from traditional vehicles, offering a
step beyond just getting a hybrid, but not requiring a full commitment. You'd think those
online now would understand that. Unfortunately, many either don't understand or refuse
to accept the fact that audience won't be the same. This gen-2 will target a new
market. These buyers won't be the same... regardless of how convinced they are that
goals this time have changes. Whatever. All I can do is try to point that out: Plug-In
shoppers aren't the target market of Prime. That stage is over. Those early adopters have
made their purchases already. The chapter in history just starting is the reach out to
mainstream consumers. That's why Prime is configured differently, not following the
gen-1 approach.

5-05-2016

Misguided. Understanding change isn't coming easy for some: "Targeting mainstream
buyers with a less-mainstream configuration (four seat), however, seems rather
misguided, even if it will work fine for many." True, it is challenging to alter
perspective. But why wouldn't you believe that things won't be the same over
time? We've witnessed the popularity of vehicle styles come and go. Why is it so
difficult to accept that the middle seat isn't practical? Heck, even I eventually accepted
the arguments of Volt supporters claiming the middle wasn't necessary. Of course, I get
labeled as a hypocrite for doing that. But then again, I'd get labeled as a Toyota fanboi
for not. It's a no-win situation. To make matters worse, quotes are taken out of
context. They don't care that you also included the need for increased leg & head
room. They don't care that endorsed the technology for a second model either. All the
antagonists care about is winning an argument. That sacrifice the war for the sake of a
battle is preposterous. Yet, it happens on a regular basis. All I can say is: Prius taught
us that following the status quo can be misguided. It was literally the only midsize
hatchback available back in 2003. Look at how many followed suit as a result of not
following traditional expectations.
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5-05-2016

Only Hearing. It's the old problem of only hearing what you want: "I think you have
missed Toyota's claims that the four seats in the Mirai and Prime are to take the cars
more 'upscale', 'luxurious', and 'distinctive', not about them being the next family
car." I'm tired of dealing with this one particular individual on the big Prius forum. His
perspective is that of absolutes & extremes. There's no sense of balance. That
contributes to lots of conflict. Others feed his desire to discuss. After all, he is well
informed. But then again, he choose to only respond to what brings about more
posts. Allowing the means to find an end simply doesn't happen. Combine that with
some newbies, the threads can go on forever. I dealt with today's problem this way: No,
I heard & understood the rest of what was said. You can't just refer to part of it. When a
family grows up (no more car-seats or juice-boxes), that's what they'll purchase. Why
not transport the kids to soccer practice in a nicer vehicle?

5-05-2016

Potential. It's refreshing to read this for a change: "The Prime has a potential market for
folks who want a Toyota class reliable car and a PHEV. Toyota may not be wowing
folks with EV range, but quite a few buyers want reliability first, whether it is EV or ICE
providing the assurance of getting there." Too bad ordinary consumers don't participant
in online discussions. Yes, I realize that's a direct conflict. You cannot be ordinary, yet
do out of the ordinary stuff. Think about the over 14 million new vehicle purchases here
alone each year. How many of those buyers ever post even a single message in an online
forum or blog about their intended purchase? We're clearly not representative of the
mainstream. I suspect many of the Prime buyers will come from in-person shopping,
based upon a few mentions they came across prior to going to the dealer. Some will
stumble across an article. Some will search online for reviews. Some will make the
discovery at a dealer. Some will hear about it via word of mouth. Some will encounter
one on the road or in a parking lot. There is potential for Prime. Prius is already known
enough to have a reputation of being a good buy. It's reputation and practical nature
tends to sell itself. Just imagine what the test-drive experience will do. This is the
common person's plug-in hybrid we've been waiting and waiting and waiting for. Yes. I
know. All good things...
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5-05-2016

Quick Sale. I couldn't resist added more to this post: "Just pointing out that the Prime
will be successful because of brand loyalty is not something to count on with it comes to
plug-in shoppers." This had to be said: It will be successful, but not for the reason you
presume. For that matter, it won't be who you presume either. Plug-In shoppers are not
the focus of Prime. True, the configuration will be appealing, but they aren't who it was
designed for. Those shoppers will carefully weigh a variety of traits & specs of the
vehicle, researching in great detail and calculating performance expectations. Since they
are determined to purchase a plug-in vehicle one way or another, they are far more
willing to accept greater expense & tradeoff. That's an elite group. In no way do they
represent the majority. Ordinary consumers don't participate in online discussions,
download resource material, or even read automotive publications. They go to the dealer
and look around. They succumb to the "endearment effect" from the salesperson
convincing them to touch & drive, often resulting in an impulse purchase. That's the way
mainstream buyers do business. No matter how much an enthusiast praises a vehicle, it
means nothing loyal customer simply shopping the showroom floor. Salespeople want a
quick sale, without having to answer many questions or convince... For example, the
ability for Prime to completely recharge in 5.5 hours using just an ordinary 120-volt
household outlet is easy to understand & embrace. Think about how much of a challenge
the sale will be for Volt in comparison. It takes 13 hours. If you have to leave for work
at 7:30 in the morning, charging must start at 6:30 the evening before. If you have any
night life whatsoever, you're screwed. Explaining to the customer what it takes and how
much it will cost to get a level-2 charger won't be simple. That lack of intimidation is
quite powerful. It's enough to get the customer walking around at the dealer to take a
closer look. That's where those 'upscale', 'luxurious', and 'distinctive' features come
in. No amount of enthusiast scoff at the supposed limited range will change that. In fact,
those customers won't even be aware of any of that rhetoric. The salesperson will offer a
test-drive opportunity. They'll take a spin around the block in EV, then ask where to
sign. Quick sale achieved. Put another way, Toyota's target audience for Prime is not
plug-in shoppers.

5-05-2016

Average Consumer. What do you say when a friend posts this: "Prime has no shot at
being successful. But it depends on how you define success. It might be a player in the
PHEV market, but will never capture the average consumer." Obviously, I wanted
clarification and insight. What brought about that opinion? So, I gave this a try: Let's
discuss who the "average consumer" is. I would suspect pretty much everyone assumes
the same thing, a person looking to purchase a Toyota car... like Camry or Corolla. We
keep ignoring the truck market, the pickups and SUVs. Do you really think Toyota will
never do anything to attempt to draw those who went from a car to a truck back to a
car? Saying they will "never capture" is a bit of a stretch. Why did they switch to a
truck in the first place. With Prius Prime, there's a chance of coming back. It's a vehicle
that doesn't represent what they tried to get a way from years ago. Think about
it. Offering something completely unique has potential. These are customers who would
be paying more for their new vehicle purchase anyway. Prime provides a means to
switch back to a more efficient means of transport. It's also a heck of an effective way to
lower impact to the environment, without requiring a paradigm shift. Addressing the
fleet as a whole can't just be with the expectation of people purchase a plug-in version of
the vehicle they currently drive. The hope is it will be a relatively easy jump from Camry
or Corolla, but how do you get people to take the bigger step away from the big guzzlers?
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5-06-2016

Ironically. You gotta love reading this: "Given Toyota's hesitancy to promote EVs, I
don't have high hopes they will put much effort into this." It came from an EV owner
who's been really, really hard on Toyota under the belief they are only in favor of hybrids
& hydrogen. No matter how much evidence I'd provide to the contrary, he just plain
didn't see anything beyond a polarized outlook. One extreme or the other was his stance,
no in between. That was annoying. I attempted many times to point out the middle
target, Toyota's quest for balance. He just plain wouldn't acknowledge it. In his mind,
unless Toyota delivers something to compete with Tesla, the automaker wasn't interested
in anything offering a plug. So, when the end of PHV production happened, his anger
blinded any sense of reason remaining. It was unfortunate. Now, there's the reveal of
Prime to deal with. That confirms what I've been saying all along... which obviously
wasn't enough. So, I conveyed the message yet again... but this time with a little
attitude: Ironically, the reason for being hesitant to promote was due to Prime. Why
promote EV when you are busy developing a PHEV with the hope that will stir
mainstream consumer interest?

5-06-2016

Some. What other response can you give to this other than, ugh: "Do you honestly expect
truck/SUV drivers to convert to the Prime??" It was from another of those who likes to
stir the pot. He asks the same questions over and over again. That's annoying, since he
clearly doesn't like the answers and hopes for something different. He also enjoys the
discussions. He's polite and doesn't try to provoke. He just won't accept what you say
either. I did anyway: Your perspective of absolutes continues to make discussion
challenging. I'll give it a try though. Yes, I expect *SOME* will. It's human nature to
seek out something different eventually. Financial, Family, and Work circumstances
change over time. Having something new to choose from is what Toyota will be
offering. Don't forget, not everyone has truck/luxury money to use indefinitely. We've
already heard Prime being referred to as the "common man's Tesla". Think about how
Toyota will adapt packages based upon how buyer preference patterns emerge.

5-06-2016

Test Drive. Sometimes, it's easy. All I had to do was agree and suggest a new
thought: Yes, there are a large number who don't have the need for transporting more
than 4 people. There is also the group of people who shop based on the test-drive
experience. Think about how little the salesperson has to do if they are smart enough to
keep the battery-pack topped off.
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5-07-2016

Anti-EV. I reposted the "hesitancy to promote EVs" comment again, requesting a
response. In other words, I provided a polite advanced warning that I'm about to turn on
him... quite hard, if he doesn't speak up. All that impatience we had to deal with... for
what? He absolutely refuse to acknowledge the possibility that Toyota's indifference was
really smart marketing. Why in the world would Toyota undermine itself by revealing
intentions well in advance, knowing that it will cause trouble as a result? My guess is
he's old school, where the belief is no harm can come from promoting well in
advance. Trouble is, with the market evolving so fast, it is now more important than ever
to remain flexible. What still leaves me wondering is how he fell into the trap of not
seeing it as necessary. He's not alone. Like many of the others I have butted heads with,
they understand the engineering well. It's just when it comes to the business aspect, that
comes up short. Perhaps more of the big picture will sink in over time. I'm hoping to
accelerate that progress. Having been able to become friends with other foes of the past,
there is a reasonable hope that could happen with him too. His anti-EV belief sure will
be a problem going forward otherwise.

5-07-2016

Setting Expectations. I did: We'll see the building of a foundation (awareness,
education, reputation) within the first 2 years, then a big ramp up for the 3rd along with
announcements of what comes next. That's the precedent already set. Prime should be
no different. The timing works out especially well when the market as a whole is taken
into consideration. Like you said, there is fear of the unknown. That's more of a
problem than ever with ordinary consumers. We're past the early adopter stage
now. That chapter in history is over. Gen-2 plug-in offerings (both PHEV & EV) are
what will bridge the gap to mainstream acceptance, when plugging in is a consideration
when making purchase decisions. Think about how there is rarely any mention of battery
concern now. When it comes to hybrids, the belief of needing to replace the pack at
some point is pretty much gone. These gen-2 vehicles will demonstrate the batteries are
up to the chore. We'll get to some tipping point with consumer confidence. That takes
awhile. In the meantime, there must be a scramble to figure out how to reduce cost
enough to make the design capable of high-volume profitable sales without tax-credit
help. It must be able to compete with traditional vehicles directly. That is absolutely
vital... and still not being taken seriously by some. We can help with the awareness,
education, and reputation. Lots of real-world data and focusing on the true competition is
what it will take.
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5-07-2016

What Prevented? Is it worth the bother answer this, yet again: "What prevented Toyota
from doing so with the PiP?" It came from a well known antagonist. He's quite open
about his provokes too. That's quite irritating. It does provide an invitation to post
certain things though. So, I took advantage of the opportunity, one last
time: Ugh. We've been over this literally dozens of times already... It simply made no
sense spending time & resources on a platform to be replaced by a much improved next
generation. Do you have any idea how much work that is in the first place? Then, you'd
have to spend extra time & resources afterward to re-educate. We all know how outdated
information gets used for greenwashing too. Intentionally contributing to that makes a
challenging effort even harder. The answer to the question should be obvious:
PRIME What's sad is the answer was provided way back when PHV production
ended. Those who didn't believe that to be the case made up some other reason. Heck,
some even shot the messenger. The catch is, that still doesn't change the answer. From
Toyota's standpoint, they were well into finalizing the design. There was nothing to gain,
but much to risk & waste, by saying anything. So, they didn't. Toyota was well aware of
what Prime would deliver. They gathered as much data as possible from the initial
limited PHV rollout, just like they did with the Classic model. They then took what they
learned and prepared to capture the hearts (and wallets) of ordinary consumers. This isn't
rocket science. It's basic accounting, marketing, and economics. We'll see this Fall how
well that preparation was. In the meantime, if the same questions of why get asked
anymore, I'll post a bookmark to this message. Repeating the same thing over and over is
getting old.

5-08-2016

Sobering Facts. How much is big enough? The difference between want and need is
quite vast when asking that question. That's what we've been doing. It was best put with:
"As long as we are crying in our beer (or wine or water), here are some sobering
facts..." We were discussing the reality of the entire market. That big picture can be
very disenchanting. To think of how little got accomplished in terms of count
alone. Sigh. Thankfully, some of the biggest hurdles are among the first. It really does
get easier as things progress. We're not there yet, but there is reason for
encouragement. I explained the situation with: That's why I have confidence in Toyota's
approach. It seems disappointing to take the perceived slower route (by offering just 8.8
kWh), but the reason for that approach in the past has been with the intent to keep cost in
check. How is this time any different? The wait for battery tech to improve takes
generations. We don't have that kind of time (or patience). Keeping the pack small is
how to reach more customers. After all, we've seen that business-model be extremely
successful in the computer industry with respect to expanding reach of new technology,
why not with the automotive industry too? As the EV owners have stated, you want
more once you've experienced it. That just plain isn't realistic for many budgets. Some
people don't need mega-capacity either. I've been recharging at work... which provides a
simulation of what a 38-mile commute would deliver with the new battery-pack charged
only at home. My average is around 125 MPG. What new owner wouldn't be thrilled
with results like that? Isn't that what we've been looking forward to since many years
ago when the idea of plugging in was limited to just aftermarket upgrades? Upgrading
from the PHV to a Prime, just commute average will climb to around 999 MPG. On long
trips, I'll get a solid 50 MPG. At a reasonably competitive price, why wouldn't that sell at
a decent volume... like half the mainstream minimum to begin with?
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5-08-2016

Why? I had a responsive audience and was on the soapbox already. Time for some
more exposition: Speaking of history, a major issue rarely addressed is WHY it was
decided to not expand rollout of Prius PHV beyond the initial 15 states. Sure, there are
some who bring up the topic, but it's always to complain rather than actually be
constructive. They absolutely refuse to acknowledge what the cost was for lithium
batteries and how modest the reception was to other plug-in offerings. Why do more in a
market not ready yet? It made good business sense to just stick with the existing
customer base, watching those others attempt to overcome their obstacles before joining
in and continuing with their own research & development. That provides a great basis
for learning, to be better off when rollout resumes. We'll see that next step taken with
Prime. In the meantime, consider the struggle Volt and Leaf are currently facing. GM's
next generation offering has not taken the market by storm. In fact, it still hasn't even
reached the sales rate hoped for years ago. Nissan faces growing competition and is
watching sale of the outdated generation slip. Toyota's offering will provide a modest
EV range, but with competitive EV power. We think the price will be reasonably
competitive too. The hybrid efficiency will be top-grade. Seating will be comfortable,
for 4. Cargo will be much greater than any sedan. Tech options will be compelling. It's
a good mix for this time in this market. The hope is having studied history and
responded accordingly will show favor. After all, how well are the others doing?

5-09-2016

Raising Doubt. It's a challenge to figure out why particular people continue to prevent
progress. Inattentiveness and the unwillingness to accept is what I see as the most
common reason. Whatever the case, stuff like this is annoying: "I am still trying to figure
out how..." No one else has any trouble understanding, especially after having literally
years of the same discussion. It just repeats over and over. I got tired of the
nonsense. So, my reply was in the form of questions that ended with some
attitude. Whether he likes the answers or not, that's the way it is: How many broken
promises have we witnessed over the years? What's wrong with waiting until there's
actually something substantial can be delivered? Notice how all the "Toyota doesn't
support lithium" naysayers have suddenly vanished? There's an obvious desire to keep
the discussions going. I've noticed the pattern of the same question being asked by
several individuals over and over again. Reality is, Toyota has invested heavily in
lithium battery production as well as advancing motor & controller efficiency. They've
also introduced an industry-leading heat system. So what if there isn't an EV right away
to utilize that. Their other offerings will and they'll be well positioned to rollout when
the market is ready. Too bad if you don't like that approach. It's still an investment in
electrification.
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5-10-2016

Denial. To my surprise, I got my answer: "You are delusional. Nobody ever accused
Toyota of not supporting lithium." There were years and years of posts complaining
about how Toyota wanted nothing to do with lithium. The spin was claiming was they
were too dangerous for automotive use. Countless times I pointed back to that original
presentation that pointed out the reason for disinterest was production cost, the
technology was simply too expensive for the vehicle to be profitable. It was frustrating
how the contents of that presentation were taken out of context and twisted to make it
look like Toyota was afraid. And for him to call me delusional, exclaiming that none of
those debates ever too place... Grrr! Needless to say, I was quite upset. His behavior is
quite typical. It was clearly an unwillingness to accept change. He discovered he made a
mistake and that was his effort to cover it up. Saying that never happened is the expected
defense. This is why I like having these personal logs so much. They document what
actually happened. Denial like this is how history ends up repeating itself. People
convince themselves it simply wasn't possible, that the person pointing it out is
incorrect... or in this situation, delusional. Ugh.

5-11-2016

Think About. It's annoying to read posts starting with this: "So Toyota was myopic and
could only see as far as..." then going on to end with this: "That would have really
affected sales." That came from the other big criticism of the upcoming Prius Prime, the
22-mile EV capacity. Arguments have been that Toyota should have designed a platform
able to carry more battery. There's a strong belief of more being better, that twice as
much would result in huge demand. It's the very same trap GM fell into with
Volt. Fulfilling the daily commute (with complete disregard for any driving other than to
& from work) using only electricity is supposedly a necessity. That means it is
acceptable for a great deal to be sacrificed to achieve that supposed requirement. I think
the pressure to deliver more originates from the feeling of being left behind. It's our
polarizing belief that there can only be winners & losers. Simply running a sustainable
business is so boring & unappealing, it's not even considered an option. That's why
enthusiast publications don't pay any attention to ordinary vehicles like Camry & Corolla,
even though those are what a lot of people purchase. Building something for the middle,
something that won't stand out isn't given the attention it deserves. Sadly, there isn't
much to do about that other than point out the thinks to consider: It would be shortsighted to deliver a design unable to be sold profitably without the tax-credit. I see the
effort to share a common platform as attempting to strike a balance to achieve highvolume sustainable sales. Think about the limited number of tax-credits
remaining. Think about what happens in just a year or two when the plug-in boom
hits. Think about what happens to those dependent upon the subsidy.
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5-12-2016

Family Car. There's a demographic being overlooked still, those who want a Prius but
don't really want a family" car. That's a lot of people to forget about. I've tried to point
out that omission. You'd think such a massive exclusive would get noticed. Turns out, it
hasn't been. There has been an obsession online with Prime's lack of a middle seat in
back. So far, that's been great publicity for Toyota to draw attention to the fact that a
new Prius is on the way. Simply remaining unknown could be a major problem. Volt
suffered miserably from that. Enthusiasts desperately cried for GM to promote Volt
more, to the point of continuously complaining about the lack of advertisements. They
too got obsession... with the wrong thing. Do we really need the 5th seat? That's been
thought of as a necessity for purchasing, but all the reasoning has been presented as a
want. Having a small spot for squeezing in an extra passenger for short drives is
handy. No doubt there. Problem is, that distorts the "family" car reach. It implies only
families will buy it. That stereotype is harmful. Toyota knows this. They are well aware
that DINKS (dual income, no kids) households, people who are single, and people who
are retired have interest in a vehicle like Prius too... but don't want the associated
reputation for hauling children. Think about how stigmatized the minivan became. Prius
was beginning to fall into that same type-casting trap. It should be easy to see that Prime
is an effort to diversify. So far, that hasn't been the case... or has it? Offering bucket
seating in back rather than the generic bench of a "family" car highlights an obvious
difference. I've struggled a lot with outspoken daily posters having little to no business
backgrounds. That was my minor in college. Besides the accounting classes, I also took
economic & marketing classes. No my surprise, those was quite enjoyable. Little did I
know back then that the analysis & design studies for my major to become a software
developer would be complimented so well. I learned decades ago that engineering skill
alone was no where near enough to achieve success. Business is more than just
important, it's vital. Know your audience. Recognize the benefits being different can
offer. Find a way of offering it without compromising the balance. That's exactly what
Toyota is striving for with Prime.
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5-13-2016

Change. If you push, you get labeled as a "troll". If you accept, you get labeled as a
"hypocrite". It's a lose-lose situation. No matter what you do, there's no way to
win. The situation can be very frustrating. I went through that quite a number of
times. What kept me going was the opportunity to witness "lashing out" events, those
times when an enthusiast is proven to have made an error, then become desperate to
justify their position. Rather than join the rest of us, we watch excuse after excuse
getting posted. When that eventually fails to get them out of the corner they backed
themself into, the messages turn from reasoning to attacks. They make it personal,
posting anything they can think of to draw attention away from them onto you. That fails
after awhile too. It gets to the point where we have arrived recently with Volt. The years
of personal logs documenting the inevitable downfall have revealed the "that was the
plan all along" attitude. You must choose to accept the obvious misrepresentation or
accept the consequences of staring new pointless battles. The war is over. Nothing can
be gained from further engagement... except... learning from that history to prevent it
from happening again, again. Remember Two-Mode? They didn't. It's why I could
proclaim the inevitability so long ago. I simply recognized the pattern. I look back,
reading through my own documentation of what happened in those years long past. I've
been able to recognize true change and distinguish it from false hope through seeing
those similarities. Notice the complete of abandonment of Volt in favor of Bolt? That's
exactly what happened with Two-Mode when Volt was introduced. A major effort to
"out Prius" the competition, at the expense of alienating partners, failed miserably...
twice! That's why there was so much resentment toward me. I didn't ever need to say "I
told you this would happen" for them to act as if I did. Just my presence alone was a
painful reminder. Change isn't easy. Hearing about its need can be inspirational for
some and painful challenge for others. The key in both is a persistent effort and a clear
understanding of goals.

5-14-2016

Yeah! It's so rewarding to come across an ordinary post like this: "I drive 100% in the
NORMAL mode now. There was no difference between the first month in ECO, and the
second month in Normal. And my car seems to perform better in NORMAL." It was from
new owner trying to figure out what his new Prius has to offer. I joined into the
discussion with: ECO provides a gain for temperatures on both ends, not in the middle as
you have been experiencing. In the north, during true winter driving (daily highs under
freezing), there's a noticeable improvement. ECO alters the coolant threshold, directly
affecting when the engine runs for the sake of providing occupant warming heat. ECO
also has an influence over the A/C system for occupant cooling. Keep in mind with a
new vehicle, there's an efficiency influence caused by break-in. You're observation of
ECO first, then NORMAL, could have had a cancel-out effect. In other words, anecdotal
observations present challenges. If you want to learn detail about how the hybrid system
operates, purchase an aftermarket device. There's a wealth of information available
through the ODB-II port. You can watch a wide variety of quantitative data using your
smart-phone or a dedicated reader. Simple things like RPM and temperature of the
coolant can tell you quite a bit about how Prius achieves such great efficiency while also
maintaining an impressive level of emission-reduction.
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5-14-2016

Caught Greenwashing. This particular individual comes on the big Prius forum to
promote Volt. That purpose is obvious. He freely admits his loyalty. The catch is, his
messages are posted with the intent to mislead. I caught him greenwashing today with
this: "The Volt hasn't suffered the same range degradation as the Leaf, I think largely
because it's liquid cooled as opposed to air cooled that the Leaf uses." I was pleased to
respond to his deception. My guess is he won't, instead, choosing to just ignore it and
hope the attempt is buried by other posts. I won't forget. It's easy to look up those quotes
later. That's handy when you want to reveal the greenwashing. The pattern of attempts
without responses upon being caught speaks for itself. My post was: That's a
misrepresentation of battery-management. Cooling is only part of the equation. A factor
that's actually more significant is the SOC (state-of-charge) usage limits. Avoiding
recharge levels too high and depletion levels too low really makes a difference. GM set
Volt's at 87% for the high and 22% for the low. Nissan set Leaf's at 95% for the high and
2% for the low. That choice to push the battery so much harder has proven to have
significant consequence... something you failed to mention. We really need to make an
effort to not spread incomplete information like that. By the way, the choice for Toyota
with Prius PHV was to set the high at 85% and the low at 23.1%.

5-14-2016

New Approach. The topic of style is interesting. It hasn't been given much attention in
the past. Prius was so different, it stood out. That was the end of discussion. No depth
ever came about. Style posts were brief, drawing conclusions with very little
consideration. The reveal of Prime has changed that. Rather than just a plug-in model
coming about as a package option, Toyota took the next step. That's a cost-reduction not
taken advantage of. But this plan for national rollout is 5 years later. The market has
changed quite a bit since the first generation. This second generation will offer new
twists, which bring about new comments like: "I can't get excited by the carbon fibre or
curved rear window, but who knows, maybe that will attract..." New is what we want, as
I explained: Toyota wants to draw in buyers outside of the usual Prius interest. Making
Prime different enough to stand out, yet still deliver on the Prius fundamentals, is the
point. With a goal of phasing out traditional vehicles, you can't just keep following the
traditional approach. This isn't a matter of conquest sales from other automated. It's
trying to figure out how to get Toyota's own traditional customers to now choose their
hybrids.
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5-15-2016

Gas Prices. They are really low. We're seeing a struggle with sales of clean & efficient
vehicles as a result. A recent article published stirred a new discussion. I took advantage
of that opportunity to climb up on the soapbox:
The business choice of not rolling out Prius PHV further, limiting it to just the 15 initial
states, then ending production without any word of future plans caused quite a stir. Some
people absolutely refused to accept the reality that a much-improved successor would
follow, labeling Toyota as unwilling to support anything with a plug. Their
greenwashing efforts, based on nothing but anecdotal evidence, was relentless. It was a
sign of industry change and the inability to deal with it. They made up excuses to feel
better.
Since then, we have got confirmation that there was indeed a much-improved successor
on the way. The conclusions drawn based on just observations of the automaker alone
were proven incorrect. The problem was as stated, the market has changed. That new
audience would be even more difficult to reach. This article about some hybrid owners
switching back to traditional vehicles highlights the problem isn't just how to get people
out of traditional vehicles. There's a step backwards occurring.
Personally, I'm really annoyed that so many Volt enthusiasts fought against me, claiming
traditional vehicles were not the competition. They were wrong, very wrong. So much
time & effort was wasted trying to prove they wouldn't impair sales. They claimed
battery technology would improve to such a degree, sales would grow. Nothing else
mattered. They'd dismiss evidence to the contrary. Heavy dependence on tax-credit
subsidies and the hope of higher gas prices was what they focused on.
They why I focused on Toyota's goal of cost-competitiveness. They never gave into
GM's approach of striving to deliver more EV by making tradeoffs. Wandering too far
from the purchase priorities of mainstream consumers means a struggle to sell... which is
exactly what we've seen with Volt. Low gas prices and the effect that has had on the
hybrid market make that rather obvious.
Think about how Toyota was able to share the Prius platform with Prime to keep cost
low. How much battery-capacity could be added without raising the floor and having to
find a location for the charger without using the middle seat? You wouldn't get much,
but we've all seen how much of a space penalty there is for offering a lot more.
Toyota's choice to use a little more space, but require major inconvenience is what we'll
be getting. It will be something to entice buyers to take a closer look. That little bit of
compromise provides a reinforcing effect, reminding the owner of their choice to not just
succumb to low gas prices. It's basically a tiny ego stroke... which is exactly what Prius
has provided for the past 16 years.
Something new was needed in this market now facing a saturation issue. Traditional
vehicles offering interior features that had once been exclusive to Prius means offering a
new draw. 22 miles of EV is just enough to satisfy without increasing cost
substantially. It's just enough to make those considering the purchase of a traditional
vehicle to take a closer look.
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5-16-2016

Surprise. What comes to mind when you read this: "Ordering sight unseen can be a
surprise." I was intrigued. What did he actually mean? Unfortunately, my post didn't
result in anything. It was essentially ignored. Knowing the poster well, I knew that point
made was received. He didn't have anything noteworthy. It was just a gut
reaction. People often do that. It's often the nature of online comments. Constructive
exchanges are much more of a challenge. Though, I continue to try: Nowadays, a great
deal of research can be done online. Heck, consider how much video footage is
available, filmed by owners, supporters, and enthusiasts. There's a wealth of articles &
reviews that are easy to find too. I would think just about everything, except what the
test-drive experience reveals, can be learned unseen (not in person). Of course, even
knowledge of some aspects like acceleration, handling, and comfort can be obtained
vicariously. What would you anticipate as potentially a surprise factor?

5-17-2016

2,000,000 Problems. This is a really big oops.... or was it? Supposedly, there was a
clerical error of some sort that resulted in the window-stickers for the 2016 model-year of
3 large GM vehicles to state MPG incorrectly. The mistake showed much greater
efficiency than the vehicle actually delivered. In other words, customers didn't get what
they paid for. That left a number of watchdogs suspicious. How could that have
happened? It was especially perplexing by the fact that nothing had changed between the
2015 and 2016 production. Things just plain didn't add up. Well, turns out, the previous
years were wrong too. So, whether or not the resulting information was intentionally
wrong or it was accidental really doesn't matter anymore. There are roughly 2 million
customers who will be expecting some form of compensation. Think about how many
gallons just a few MPG difference makes when you're driving a monster-size
guzzler. That's a lot of problems to deal with.

5-18-2016

Anti-Hybrid. My frustration hit a tipping point. I'm tired of this particular
individual. He's an EV owner (a purist) who turned antagonist This is what pushed me
too far: "The reason Tesla, and other EVs will continue to grow market share while
hybrids remain stagnant is hybrids are a one trick pony. The only unique advantage they
have is fuel efficiency." Post after post has been denial, contradiction, and pessimism. I
let him have it, intentionally making it personal: Your dismissal of hybrids in favor of
EV never ceases to fascinate. You simply refuse to acknowledge change. Toyota just
rolled out a much-improved Prius and will be rolling out a new plug-in model later this
year. That alone is a wake-up to the market. They just entered the small SUV hybrid
market too. What about that? Then there's the fact that VW diesel owners thrive on
efficiency (and supposedly being clean) who will looking for replacement vehicles. We
have new players joining in too. Hyundai, Chrysler, Mitsubishi all offering new hybrid
market choices. There is also the economic factor of EV providing an endorsement
effect for hybrids. Those who still believed rechargeable batteries weren't good enough
for automotive use will finally see they are. In other words, stop being so anti-hybrid.
You're not doing any good by disregarding so much recent change.
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5-18-2016

Acceptance. He fired back, attempting a counter-attack by implying I was being
hypocritical: "As for refusing to acknowledge change, that is a very interesting charge
from the person who lambasted GM for making a 4 seater, yet applauds it when Toyota
does it." I found his cherry-picking an dead-giveaway. After having been through this
very thing with him several times already, it was quite clear he wasn't going to accept
anything presented. So, I just posted what I felt others would learn from this
exchange: Ironically, I changed my stance and you continue to refuse to acknowledge
why. I accepted the 4-seat reasoning, then moved on to leg & head room. Portraying me
a s hypocritical for actually accepting the arguments of others is not constructive. I
changed. Why can't you accept that? Why stay stuck in the past? The misrepresentation
does not advance discussions. You learn something, then accept the change.

5-19-2016

Get Over It! His choice to make it personal, calling me out but not wanting to accept
the facts presented left me at the podium. So, I kept on posting: Another thing you are
refusing to acknowledge is the fact that Volt's audience has changed. It was originally
marketed as a mainstream vehicle, something for families of all types. As the years
progressed, the market changed. It became a specialty vehicle, targeting a more narrow
audience... one that 4 seats is fine for... which is why my "lambasting" ended. Toyota is
targeting that 4-seat audience with Prime right from the start. It's a vehicle different from
Prius, not just a plug-in model as PHV was. Heck, Toyota even stated it was for the
grown up family, who's children are not older. Those children will be driving sometimes,
no longer in a carseat or bringing along a friend to squeeze in back. That comfort and the
extra tech-features are not what you'll find in a regular Prius. Again, I tired of getting
labeled as hypocritical by omitting detail which shows that's not actually the
case. Things change. Look at how different the audience is no compared to back when
the gen-1 vehicles were first rolled out. Get over it!
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5-20-2016

42 Miles. I had a lot of driving around to do. So, I figured... why not do some "stacking"
last night. That's something I had only done while on vacation, when there's no
opportunity to plug the Prius in. It's something not encouraged, since not doing it
properly will cause MPG to drop. The technique is simple, you push the EV button
whenever you are slowing down. The purpose is simple, to recharge the battery
pack. That same recharging would happen anyway, regardless of whether or not you take
advantage of the button. The difference is, the electricity generated while still in HV
mode is later consumed in HV mode. While in EV mode, the electricity is saved for
when you designate it should be used. That comes in handy if you know for certain you
will be in a situation that is best served by EV. If not, you actually miss out from the
opportunity to have the engine join in. Consequently, overall efficiency will be
lower. Remember, Prius PHV is a plug-in hybrid. The engine is there for a reason... to
reduce emissions & consumption. It's goal is not to eliminate gas use entirely. OnlyElectric has tradeoffs. Balance is better. That's why Toyota only reports EV miles
driven as EV values. The HV values include electric-only driving. (We've been calling
that "stealth" mode for the past 15.5 years.) Anywho, that's what I did today. The results
certainly were interesting. From the 2 charges for the day, the result was 88 MPG. Total
distance traveled was 86.8 miles. EV miles was 42. For HV, it was 43. You add those
up, it only comes to 85. The reason is simple, Toyota truncates the value. That EV was
literally only 100 feet or so short of the incrementing. I was carefully watching the
odometer. But I wanted to reach my garage with 0.1 EV still remaining, I could take
photos without outside glare. Also, my camera was in the house. Needless to say, 42 is
well above the expected 22 miles. That's 21 miles of EV between plugging in. It
confirms design can deliver, it used well. Of course, the 88 MPG speaks for itself
anyway. Heck, even with mindless driving, an average of 70 MPG would still be far
better than any traditional hybrid could deliver.
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5-21-2016

Who? I decided to ask that question of GM about Toyota, clearly showing favorites are
not being played. To make that point stand out, I made it in the form of a rant: Why
have Volt sales been such a struggle? What makes the particular capacity of 53 miles a
draw? Why have both enthusiasts and GM itself moved attention to Bolt instead? There
are an abundant number of simple excuses available as answers to those
questions. We've seen countless debates over the years. All provide reasoning. None
reach beyond enthusiasts though. Appeal to ordinary consumers isn't a matter of
logic. For that matter, it isn't a decision based upon emotion either. There's a very real
problem of stirring interest. Desire from dealers to offer plug-in choices is extremely
low. Why? Not even being able to overcome that hurdle means the customer base will
remain enthusiasts only. For a mainstream consumer to even consider a purchase, the
vehicle must be readily available. Seeing it on the showroom floor, then being able to
immediately go for a test-drive is priceless. That's how sales to ordinary people
happen. This thread claiming DOA doesn't address that. Why is such a fundamental
principle like that still being overlooked? Toyota's decision to deliver a system "only"
offering 22 miles actually addresses the issue. You'll get full EV performance that's easy
to understand, but won't have to bother discussing EV support. With a pack that size,
there's simply no need for a level-2 charger at home. Salespeople can simply point out
that faster charging is available, but the 120-volt outlet in their garage is already
enough. Nothing else needs to be said. Intimidation, Anxiety, Uncertainty, Skepticism,
Concern... they are all dealt with entirely. It's a no-worry sales pitch the customer won't
have any reason to question. Prime won't be a plug-in model of Prius either. There are
obvious stand-out features, extras no available with Prius. That makes it even more of a
draw. True, that will obviously compel some interested in Prius to purchase a Prime
instead. However, Prime will also stir interest in some who aren't interested in Prius. It's
complimentary product, rather than competing. I wonder why some people don't see
those qualities of Prime. My guess is they are quick to judge, unaware of all the factors
actually at play. Since many were not paying close attention to the market until recently,
that seems a reason thought. After all, if you aren't interested in a purchase soon, why
would you participate in discussions? You'd have to be a supporter of the technology...
which means you aren't an ordinary consumer. Who is the market for Prime?
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5-21-2016

Downplaying Chargers. This is a very real growing problem: "Installing a 240v outlet
and buying a L2 EVSE is easy for the consumer when they contract out the work. The
cost is relatively low compared to the cost of a new vehicle." Those deeply involved with
the EV market forget what it's like to be part of the mainstream. That ordinary consumer
perspective is lost. It's really unfortunate. The reminders of that doesn't always go over
well either. Today's attempt may or may not. I'm really not sure what the response to
this will be: Know your audience. Mainstream consumers will not in any way consider
that easy. It's an expense with a very uncertain price (house wiring varies dramatically)
and requires the effort to choose which 240-volt charger to actually purchase. That
option will not interest KISS buyers. Think about how difficult just the decision of
which vehicle to buy is. The last thing we want to do is add an intimidation factor by
introducing plug complexity. We have much to do to get ordinary people interested in
L2 charging. It's just not realistic for the masses yet. That's the reality of the situation
now. Hopefully with Gen-3 offerings, the audience would have changed. Currently,
we're stuck with the idea of plugging being far too new still. Starting with 120-volt is a
simplicity Toyota plans to take advantage of. Think about how routine daily plugging in
was 5 years ago. People would go days between charging their phones. Not anymore, the
big screens and data services drain the battery quickly. Plugging in not only has become
an ordinary thing to do each night, many people now are taking advantage of wireless
pads to recharge during the day too. Patience.

5-22-2016

Exploring Options. Hopefully, this will stir some constructive messages to be
posted: It will have been 19 years for Prius since introduction. Prime will provide a
means of the trying something new, finding out what this new "battery centric" market
will buy. You want practical? You want a 5th seat? You want a plug-in
hybrid? Purchase a Prime version of Camry. Think about the full-size market. What
will other automakers offer? The business must expand. Sales will come from a variety
of buyers. The configuration of Prime is an effort to explore options.

5-23-2016

9,000,000 Hybrids. What else needs to be said? I summarize it with one word:
"remarkable". Toyota shocked the world back in October 1997 when it revealed Prius,
telling everyone that was a production model that would be ready to begin sales late that
same year. The other automakers were working to deliver prototype high-efficiency
vehicles in 2000. Toyota beat them to market by such an extreme, they were left
baffled. Sales did indeed begin in December 1997. The first upgrade was rolled out last
August 2000, again beating the other automakers to market... all except Honda... who
struggled. Ford did too. GM gave it several tries. Others joined in eventually. Nothing
has compared to the success of Toyota though. Today, it was revealed that 9 million of
Toyota's hybrid systems have been sold worldwide. Think about how many that truly is,
especially the number of models. So many choices. Heck, just Prius alone offered quite
the variety. But that pails to the upcoming potential. The system is well-proven already
in larger vehicles. Highlander is the premiere platform for power. RAV4 is smaller and
sales are starting out really strong. Someday, a Prime model may compliment it. Think
about how popular the Mitsubishi Outlander has been over in Europe. Imagine
something of that nature here. The improvement of adding a plug & clutch along with a
larger battery-pack will be demonstrated later this year. The expectation of growth in the
hybrid segment is quite promising... well, for Toyota anyway.
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5-23-2016

135,000 Payments. Strangely, only 135,000 of the 2 million GM customers with
incorrect window-stickers will be getting compensation. That sounds wrong. How could
so few be the only ones? Whatever the case, the payments going out will range from
$400 to $1,500 each. Will that be acceptable? I suspect owners will just accept that
money without question, since gas prices are still low. Later on, the vehicle could
become painful to fill. It's hard to tell what the future holds. Resale value dropped. This
will just turn out to be another note in our history of guzzling. We've seen other
automakers with similar misrepresentation problems. Hyundai, Mitsubishi, and Ford
examples would be significant... if it wasn't for VW with the diesel not only misstating
MPG, but also being much dirtier. I guess we can be grateful none of the others had that
problem. It's too bad stuff like this happens. No wonder Toyota understates. It's better
for customers to discover MPG averages are actually higher rather than lower what's
stated on the window-stickers.

5-23-2016

Stop & Slow. It was a refreshing change to discussion commutes today: "I hated driving
the miata in stop and go traffic. Leg pain unbearable after a while. Prius is a pleasure
in that department." Contributing to that was a pleasure: The unfortunate greenwashing
effort currently at play, attempting to undermine the success of Prime, is to disregard the
benefit in stop & slow commuting. They spin it to make people believe EV range must
cover the entire commute to be effective. In reality, there's a huge payoff where
highways intersect and where bridges cross. It's a nice perk to have EV for full
drive. But the 50 MPG without plug-supplied electricity is far more than what others get
when cruising. And the 999 MPG when stuck in that heavy traffic from intersections &
crossings is fantastic. My commute includes recharging at work. That makes my
capacity now in the PHV equal to what it will be with a single charge in the
Prime. Averaging 125 MPG currently is great. How can that not be a selling point for
Prime? Of course, I'll continue charging at work. The 85 kWh solar-array is great for
that. It will bump my entire commute to that 999 MPG.

5-24-2016

That New Look. This was exciting to post: I saw my first commercial use of a gen-4
today. It was white, wrapped with the business's logo. That looked nice. It certainly
wasn't the plain business car you'd usually see. Think about how "not normal" the regard
for Prius has been over the past +15 years anyway. Why not push the styling further into
the unique category. That's where the industry is going. Notice how front & rear lights
are rapidly taking on distinct looks? Heck, the EV will no longer have a grille, which
was only cosmetic to make it look like other vehicles. Think about how boring the SUV
has become. The small ones all basically look the same now. What's the draw to
that? The age of "normal" is coming to an end. Hooray! I miss decades ago, when we
saw the same cycle from blah to whoa. This time around though, there's fancy technology
too.
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5-25-2016

Great News? This was addressed with mixed feelings: "The Toyota Prius has just netted
the best gas mileage of any car in Consumer Reports' history. The influential product
testing magazine netted 52 mpg overall on its test cycle, a huge improvement over the
last generation's already parsimonious 44 mpg." How their testing could result in such
low MPG over the years had us scratching our heads. The thought was they did a lot of
hard-accelerations and braking too hard to allow regenerating. The system wastes gas
when you drop the pedal to the floor to get going and goes straight to the discs when
stopping abruptly. True, that is proper validation of system potential, but in no way
representative of actual driving conditions. An owner simply wouldn't experience those
conditions... which is why they observe so much high MPG. With this newest generation
of Prius, that still holds true. However, results from testing aren't as low
anymore. Toyota took that type of driving into account too. The report published today
clearly confirmed that. 52 MPG is still rather misleading. But knowing owners will get
even better is nice and the published value is appealing to those not as well
informed. However you look at it, you'll see the news all over. It was a very popular
topic online today.

5-26-2016

Cost. I'm tired of the nonsense. This should speak for itself: The shortcoming with
most EV promoters is they aren't able to focus on COST, yet... which forces them to just
accept current PRICE with heavy dependency on tax-credits instead. COST determines
successful sustainable sales that actually delivers a profit. That's vital and certainly not
taken seriously, yet. Take a look at the COST numbers. Best case scenario is $145 per
kWh. Most realistic efficiency is 4 miles per kWh. That works out to $3,625 for the
cells delivering 100 of range, with no longevity buffer. Accounting for a usable capacity
of 80% means adding another $900 to the COST. There's also the need to add COST for
the casing, connectors, controllers, and cooling. Who knows what that comes to; lets say
roughly $500. In other words, the COST of 100 miles is somewhere in the neighborhood
of $5,000. That COST makes the 200-mile EV unrealistic for reaching those without
disposable income available. The 100-mile EV has a market. Those without the longdistance requirement would choose to pay less.

5-26-2016

Window Sticker. Ugh. Knowledge from the past sometime isn't passed on. The means
of doing that can be a challenge. Of course, if you read blogs like this, there's a chance
of preventing mistakes from being repeated. The other hope is to not waste time on
ineffective attempts to educate. Sadly, we've learned that mainstream consumers do very
little research and are prone to quick decisions with important matters... like purchasing a
vehicle. The good intentions of those online often fall apart upon first attempts to
share. The short attention-spans and lack of background-knowledge prevent much
progress. In other words, the selling of a vehicle like Prius to an ordinary run-of-the-mill
buyer is a touchy matter that's prone to failure. That showroom experience should not be
ignored. Salespeople have little opportunity and little incentive. At least with Prime,
there's a chance of enticement by suggesting a test-drive. We know that Prius often wins
the heart of uncertain buyers once behind the wheel. EV should make it easier to
stimulate interest. In other words, don't expect much searching or study to take place. I
pointed out the problem this way: Know your audience. People don't read the fine print
on the window stickers. It already points out results vary based on driving
conditions. What would get them look at more information? A major contributor to the
problem is they don't understand the factors at play, so providing additional data won't
accomplish anything.
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5-27-2016

Core Functionality. I really like reading posts with comments like this: "...the Prime is
giving us a bit more (and better) AER, but at the expense of doing exactly what the PiP
didn't - compromising core functionality." In other words, some don't deal with change
as well as others. It seems a confusing mess. That often comes from groupthink. You
fail to see the bigger picture as a result. That narrowing of scope comes about from the
need for clarity. Unfortunately, that can me purpose is forgotten as a result of getting
side-tracked by smaller goals. That's why stepping back to consider things like core
functionality are so important. However, those can be forgotten too. I provided a
reminder: That's called not understanding purpose... which is interesting, since the
problem is usually not understanding audience. Anywho, availability of short-term
middle seating was never on the priority list. That higher & harder cushion wasn't
sighted as necessary. It was a "nice to have" though. Prius focused on need. The fact
that it also delivered a few wants is what pushed it into the mainstream and kept it there...
profitably, without any special incentives. Core functionality was: Reliability,
Affordability, Clean Emissions, and Great Efficiency. Later came the ability to transport
cargo much larger inside than you could using a vehicle with a trunk. All that still holds
true.

5-28-2016

Garbage. Sometimes, you just have to call it like it is. Upon reading this, I felt
empowered: "Considering how far the Volt has come in terms of battery size, packaging,
and cost, what we were shown at the unveiling of the Prime was disappointing. For a
battery pack of less than half of the capacity of the gen2 Volt's, the Prime appears to
have the same level of compromises." As usual, it boils down to who. The consumer
may see a great deal in the short-term, but once those incentives, how will it sell? I
jumped at the opportunity to sound off: What kind of load of garbage is that? Volt
doesn't stand any chance of competing against traditional vehicles without tax-credit
help. Profitability from a vehicle offering a battery-pack that size just plain isn't
realistic. Volt is smaller on the inside and doesn't get as gas depleted efficiency
either. Prime's configuration will allow consumers even with a long commute to take full
advantage of the power & capacity its battery-pack will offer. And for out on the open
road, depleted efficiency will be outstanding. 8.8 kWh pack will cost much less than the
18.4 with liquid-cooling. The Prime hybrid system will benefit from a number of
components shared with Prius. It's a formula with business sustainability in mind. You
can spin "disappointing" all you want. Consumers shopping the showroom aren't going
to bite. In fact, they won't even know about the claims of much greater capacity
expectations even existed. Some of us hoped all along Toyota would stay true to
principle, not sacrificing affordability for the sake of catering to a want. Toyota's
fulfillment of need has been a principle approach for decades. We've seen that with
Camry, Corolla, and Prius. Why should Prime be any different?
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5-28-2016

Hurt. Disenchantment comes in a variety of forms: "It's obvious prime is intended to
attack a new audience, one that is unfamiliar with pip hatch space and rear seat. it's just
disappointing to long time prius/pip buyers who have supported Toyota's effort. Ah well,
you always hurt the one you love." That's an effort to remain constructive, but an
expression of expectations not having been met. My reply was: Having been a supporter
of Prius prior to the United States rollout, back when original model evaluations from
survey families and media reviewers was all that we had available (that's 1999 for those
unfamiliar with the history), I had very different expectations. I studied the market in
great detail and actively interacted with the influencing factors as it progressed. This will
be the 6th major upgrade to the platform, with respect to the battery. It started with the Dcell batteries (gen-0). Then came along the prismatic packaging upgrade (gen-1). A
much improved cell & pack arrangement (gen-2). Toyota then figured out how to do
even more with less, by reducing voltage and introducing a booster (gen-3). Following
that was switching to lithium (gen-4). Then, capacity was increased and a plug added
(gen-5). With this rollout in the fall (gen-6), capacity will be increased even more,
allowing much more power to be delivered for propulsion. Each upgrade always strived
to keep cost down. It was a top priority. I never had an expectation of the dramatic
increase in EV range others had recently hoped for. The history simply didn't support
such a change in approach. Cost would be prohibitive. Does a parent expect a child who
as always put a great deal of emphasis on being financially responsible to abandon those
principles at some point? Even when they grow up, look much different, and perhaps not
be as practical as in the past, there isn't a belief that change will alter purpose. That may
"hurt" to see the change, but the ultimate goal remains the same. Prime is designed to
attract mainstream buyers. It's not a Prius with a larger battery-pack and plug like PHV
was. It's that child venturing out on their own after having completed his or her
education. Some old friends will remain. Some new friends will be made. The next step
is being taken away from "home". Love hurts, eh?

5-28-2016

Safety. This was particularly exciting to post: Read through all the posts of this thread
again. At some point, a factor of consideration still not taken into account should be
noticed: * * SAFETY * * How so many for so long could neglect such an important
aspect of vehicle design boggles the mind. Think about the number of decades it took
before automakers were required to add a shoulder-restraint for the middle passenger in
the back seat. For that matter, how long did it take before even just lap-belts were
required? It's really sad that safety is rarely considered. The topic of safety is sometimes
fought too. Anyone remember all the hoopla there was with the resistance to providing
airbags? With the case of Prime, it makes sense that it is testing consumer reception to
the idea of not providing any type of seating in the middle anymore. The possibility of
upcoming new regulations from NHTSA requiring safety features for all in sitting back
could really add cost to the vehicle, especially with the unique problems a seat in the
middle introduces. A low rating hurts sales too. Personally, I cringe at the idea of a sideimpact where the middle passenger is crushed up against the other 2 sitting in back. It's
unfortunate some will think of this as a scare-tactic for the sake of justifying an approach,
but nonetheless, the topic is something to consider. Until now, no one has. This thread
serves as some proof of that. Avoiding safety issues & costs by sticking with 4 seats
makes sense. It puts Toyota ahead of the rest by embracing the idea early on too.
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5-30-2016

Being Competitive. I posted the following sentence in response to an antagonist who
absolutely refuses to acknowledge the true competition: Not liking Toyota's goal of
delivering a design capable of competing directly with traditional vehicles once the taxcredits expire... which will be mid-cycle... is no excuse for not accepting it. He's one of
those who still holding onto the gen-1 banter. He thrived in those discussions and this
new market doesn't support that same outlook. Change doesn't come easy for some. It's
also more difficult to see, sometimes. For example: "Comments from Toyota on the
elimination of the fifth seat were for keeping weight down and efficiency up. The
required structural and suspension changes for that fifth seat would be a small cost
compared to the battery and charger." He's so fixated the immediate issues,
understanding new challenges isn't being taken into consideration. I gave him a gentle
nudge: Did you miss the post about safety? NHTSA has been considering the
introduction of rating measures to indicate the safety of rear occupants. Squeezing 3
adults in back is far from just a rare event when it comes to services like UBER. Those
passengers are touching hips & shoulders and have a good chance if smacking heads in
the event of an accident. Who's liable then? Insurance companies want to know the level
of exposure each vehicle poses. This new topic of rear safety is something Toyota would
already been well aware of and could very well be using Prime as the vehicle to test out
consumer reaction to elimination of the sub-standard middle seating we've all become
accustomed to. Think about the cost of that safety. Is it really worth it in a non-fullsize
vehicle?

5-30-2016

Audience & Goal. It's becoming easier to respond. Reasons for choices are obvious, at
first. Given time and an open mind, they can be seen though. I found this interesting: "If
you listened carefully to the launch event comments, it seems the Prime is a Prius
intended for well-heeled Toyota hybrid fans who want to set themselves apart from both
the rabble in the C, v, and LB on the one hand, and the fogeys driving Avalon Hybrids on
the other hand. I can see how marketers might have talked themselves into this, but can
anyone really think all that's going to translate into a big win in the
marketplace?" Coming from a hybrid fan whose expectations were not met, I was
intrigued to find out what kind of reaction I'd get from this: Simple, Prime is not for
hybrid fans. The launch event was for hybrid fans. Misunderstanding market is easy
when you don't take audience into account. Expansion means reaching out to new
buyers. The ordinary mainstream consumer hasn't said anything yet, since Prime isn't
available. Their opinions won't emerge until after rollout. When pricing and test-drives
are available, then their judgment will begin. Repeating the same formula for Prime as
Prius or any of the other hybrids won't result in growth. Being able to appeal to new
customers requires trying something different. Remember, the ultimate goal is to replace
traditional vehicles with clean, high-efficiency choices.
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5-30-2016

Hybrid Fans. The latest spin is to make claims of disappointment, but evade any type of
audience identification. The who is stated in terms of a stereotype, rather than any
particular individuals. It's the generalization we've seen with all the other generations:
"Compared to the Gen4 LB, the Prime absolutely delivers less of everything that today's
conventional car buyers want in a car (passenger space, cargo space, likely
affordability), and more of what today's "hybrid fans" crave (MPG, true AER, techno
whizbangery)." Change doesn't come easy. This is yet another example. Oh well. What
can you do? I deal with it this way: Simple, again. You're falling into the same trap
countless other have done over the many years Prius has been available. You're
assuming buyers are unwilling to accept any type of change whatsoever, that the word
"compromise" means giving up something rather than seeking a balance. There are quite
a few consumers who expressed interest in a plug-in Prius, but didn't find the first
offering compelling enough. They wanted more power and more capacity. That's
it. There was no request for jaw-dropping acceleration or anything that could cover their
entire daily driving needs under all conditions. They just wanted a souped-up Prius. In
other words, they weren't really a "hybrid fan", since the purchase step was never
taken. They were interested. Not becoming an owner left them as a traditional supporter
though. They chose to remain status quo until something better came along. Prime is
that something better.

5-30-2016

Better. We got another ranting session from a gen-1 Volt enthusiast. Thank goodness
the gen-2 enthusiasts don't act that way. In fact, most are quite civil and often work
really hard to keep discussion constructive. As for this rant today: "Still, the Volt, not
being a traditional PHEV – does much better. Floor it at the stoplight on those short
trips, and the gas engine doesn't ignite. As long as you have charge in the pack, you can
drive worry-free that the gas engine will stay dormant." I was beside myself about all
else that had been posted. It was blatant greenwashing, surprisingly worse than some of
the nonsense of the past. That goes to show how things have changed. Anywho, this is
how I chose to respond: The rest of that post was loaded with misleading & outdated
information… not worth the time to bother addressing. So, I selected just the one
statement above to ask about: What is a "traditional PHEV" ? It simply appears to be
just another way of referring to gen-1 offerings. The upcoming Prime matches that
"better" criteria listed. What does that make it? The lack of clarity begs the question of
purpose. What is it? Wasn’t the goal originally to alleviate range-anxiety? If so, the
200-mile EV offerings have overcome that. So… what is the purpose now?
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5-31-2016

Greenwashing. The effort emerged again. It was pretty intense too. There was an
attempt yesterday to belittle the supposed Volt competition by calling them "traditional
PHEV" offerings. In other words, Ford's Energi plug-in technology is making the news
again. Remember how intense the initial rollout was? That brought out the worst in
some enthusiasts, separating any of their activity from genuine supporters... since they
turned to greenwashing. Subtle misleading turned into outright lies. The example today
was: "Plug-in Prius…..it didn't even have an EV-only mode, so conversation stops
there." This followed: "Prius Prime? Toyota decided to slap on an "EV mode" button,
but it'll be limited similar to the current Ford Energi twins." From that point, it was
hopeless. The message degraded into a vastly superior declaration, which concluded
with: "Consider yourself educated." It never ceases to amaze me how blatant some
people become. They just plain don't care. Spreading information intended to deceive is
just what they do. There's no moral basis for that choice anymore. They just do
it. That's really sad. Oh well. At least it provides the opportunity to share detail about
what the situation actually is. I posted: Huh? That's loaded with inaccuracies, claims
that aren't the slightest bit correct. Way back in 2009, the EV-only mode was introduced
for Prius. When you pushed the button, you'd get an increase in power over HV mode
electric-only. It was limited to 25 mph though, since 1.25 kWh battery-pack had a very
limited amount of power to offer. When the plug-in model Prius was rolled out in 2012,
battery-pack size was increased to 4.4 kWh. That extra capacity provided extra amps,
which resulted in a EV-only mode speed increase to 62 mph. When Prius Prime is rolled
out this fall, even more power will be available from the 8.8 kWh battery-pack and a
clutch to disconnect the gas-engine will be introduced. You'll be able to drop the pedal to
the floor to accelerate using only electricity and the EV top-speed will increase to 84
mph.
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6-02-2016

No More. There was quite a bit of trolling bait dropped today. That daily blog for Volt
has become a discussion source for everything but Volt. Even so, there is still the
constant belittling of Prius. That never ceases to amaze me how some people absolutely
refuse to be constructive. So many others have moved on. Only a few stubborn
antagonists remain. No more arguing. Debates when no where. I let them have it with
this: Reality is, the market has come to an impasse. The 100-mile EV offerings have
been eclipsed by the upcoming 200-mile EV offerings. All attention has shifted over to
the longer range potential. That doesn't mean the 100-mile EV will vanish. It just means
sales will only happen if they can be affordably priced. Right now, even with $7,500 of
tax-credit and HOV incentives, that looks to be quite a challenge. That situation puts the
supposed EV competition in a very difficult position. If Volt really is to be the more
desirable choice, it somehow must have a cost advantage. Current pricing hasn't proven
to be a compelling draw. Sales of gen-2 are only modestly better than the average for
gen-1. Enough battery-capacity to make Volt perform as an EV most of the time is
expensive, both in terms of cost and physical tradeoff. Even if GM can demonstrate that
53 miles is enough and the size & weight aren't a penalty, the range needed combined
with a full gas-engine and transmission sacrifices any competitive edge. Owners would
have to drive with the pack depleted routinely to justify that premium. Why carry so
much extra if it is rarely ever used? Other automakers are keeping plug-in hybrid
battery-capacity lower to keep cost lower. You'll end up using the gas-engine more often
as a result. But if the MPG is quite a bit higher than traditional vehicles anyway, the
advantage is not lost. It's still competitive. Like it or not, Toyota is taking that approach
with Prius Prime. It's not intended to compete with EV choices, despite offering full EV
driving. Owners will see the battery-capacity being depleted entirely (no waste, since all
is used), then watch the system switch to delivering 50 MPG. It's a business formula for
survival after the tax-credits are gone. Think about how easy it would be to use that same
approach for RAV4 hybrid, which is seeing strong initial sales. Notice how GM is
attempting something similar?

6-03-2016

Burning Desire. Witnessing the change of attitude has been interesting. Loyalty to Volt
has become a long, forgotten memory at this point. Even the most stubborn have
abandoned it in favor of Bolt. They still like that plug-in hybrid, but it is now referred to
as a great engineering achievement from GM proving electric-only is the way to go. The
very idea of "range anxiety" is a distant memory of the past. There's no point of having
such an elaborate approach when affordable 200-mile EV choices are no too far away. In
fact, the wait is only 6 months now. Interestingly, it leaves Toyota well
positioned. Understanding the purpose of Prius Prime will be so obvious, it will be a
much easier sale than when Volt was confusing the market. Prius Prime will deliver 22
miles of strong EV performance, then revert over to a highly-efficiency hybrid after that
plug-supplied electricity is used up. Looking to GM for comparison will result in
comments like this: "GM doesn't have a burning desire to sell that many Volts. The Bolt
EV gets more ZEV credits and the tax credits are an issue. I'm not saying that GM
wouldn't sell more Volts if the orders came in, but at this point there are downsides to
higher sales. If the tax credit changes I think we'll see a different approach." That was
from a former antagonist. Things certainly have changed.
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6-04-2016

Grocery Store. I thoroughly enjoyed the opportunity to post this today: In less than 3
weeks, a giant new grocery store just 0.6 mile from my house will be opening. It already
has 4 chargers available. I'll be taking full advantage of that, stopping on the way to
work for a quick top-off of the battery-pack while picking up something fresh for
lunch. That opportunity to plug in for free while shopping is a nice draw for people like
me. Others will see there are plug-in vehicles in their own neighborhood. That sounds
like a great way to promote the technology and attract business.

6-05-2016

Step Back. I provided some encouragement to give it a try: Realistically, just about here
has the wrong perspective. They look at what they think is the big-picture by identifying
the gen-0 thru gen-4 Prius models, Prius PHV, and Prius Prime. Then they compare to
what other automakers offer. That overlooks a vital aspect of the market. Step back even
further. What do you see? Most people have no experience at that scale. You need to
have the type of career that involves projects which take a decade or more to really get
established for you to understand all that's involved. For me as a senior software
developer, I have to deal with many cycles of upgrades before finally reaching the
intended audience. There simply is no way to go any faster with such an incredibly
diverse and change-resistant set of users. In other words, the market is really at the "just
getting started stage". Heavy reliance on tax-credits and the continued emphasis toward
HOV privileges should make that obvious. Unfortunately, there's the "criticism from
within" that's preventing the bigger big-picture from actually being seen. It's the belief of
"more is better" that muddles thinking. Consider how long it took for most consumers to
finally abandon desktop computers. The next step to portable devices seems so
obvious. Yet, there was a major effort to remain status quo for a very long time. Think
about just one aspect, hard-drives: spinning verses solid-state. Mainstream acceptance
really isn't determined by just having enough capacity. In other words, more is not
necessarily being better. Toyota has worked really hard over the past decade and a half
to deliver a system that addresses the wide array of consumer preferences, attempting to
strike the right balance rather than emphasizing any specific trait. Remember,
mainstream buyers have little in common with those of us here.

6-06-2016

Avoid or Acknowledge? I tried to get the situation out in the open. It didn't work. The
post was diverted, as usual. However, there is the reality of a new audience
emerging. It's been interesting to witness the change. That daily blog for Volt has been
everything but for almost a year now. The reveal of the new generation ushered in
change. Whether they liked it or not, membership online would never be the same. Just
like with Prius, new owners means some old owners don't participate anymore. In other
words, I should stand a change of getting a different response from those remaining. It
didn't work. The avoidance we saw in the past continues on. Ugh. Oh well. At least it's
well documented of what was witnessed as the events were unfolding. Looking back at
this unwillingness later certainly will be interesting. History is often seen as "obvious"
when looking back long afterward. But as it's happening, the outlook is from anything
resembling acknowledgement. There is some flat out denial still... despite the writing on
the wall already. I returned to the discussion with: That has nothing to do with 2017
model production. The reason you're obviously avoiding is the limitation being heavily
influenced by the number of tax-credits remaining. We've all seen how 200-mile EV
offerings wrecked the "range anxiety" selling point. That puts Volt in an awkward
position. The hope is to discuss next steps and proper setting of expectations. That won't
happen without acknowledgement.
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6-09-2016

Clueless Salespeople. It rather frustrating to find out that a salespeople has absolutely
no idea what they're talking about. Rather than research how something works, they just
make assumptions based on anecdotal evidence. They don't even bother observing it
firsthand. Some literally just make up stuff based upon hearsay. Finding that out is quite
disturbing. Here's an example of one such encounter: "When we test drove the dealer
cautioned me that using the adaptive-cruise-control in town that it will stop for the car in
front of you, but if there is no car, it will drive you thorough a red light if you aren't
paying attention! Do'h!" Talking about not understanding how the system actually
works. Ugh. Annoyed, I injected this into the conversation: That's an interesting
misunderstanding of how the system actually works. I wonder if that assumption will
turn into a misconception... The safety part (radar detection to prevent collisions) is
always active, even when you aren't using the cruise-control. You do not have to turn
anything on, ever. When you are driving around with the normal accelerator & brake
pedal use through town, that protection feature is running. It's disturbing to hear about
stories where salespeople don't have correct information. Spreading false beliefs,
especially with a feature that's been available for years, is not a good sign. I've had mine,
in my 2012 Prius PHV triggered several times from ordinary driving without using
cruise. I remember the first in-town experience, when someone abruptly decided to hit
the brakes to make a left turn. Another time was when a turkey jumped out in front of
the car. In both instances, the system sounded an audible alarm, flashed a message on the
screen, retracted the shoulder restraints, and applied the brakes. It was impressive to
experience.

6-10-2016

It Finally Happened. The enthusiasts are now saying what I posted years ago. It's an
agreement without acknowledgement. The problems I pointed out that Volt would have
to deal with came to be. They weren't any profound prediction. They were just pattern
recognition. Knowing that history repeats itself and seeing the same thing beginning
again made that easy... to point out. To get any type of constructive discussion... not a
chance. It was they didn't want to hear. So, I got everything from undermining to
hostility in response. That's all over now. Phew! They see it now too. I posted the
situation in today's daily discussion as: Remember all the warnings about focusing solely
on great engineering? We all know we can create & build incredible vehicles. That
doesn't mean they will actually sell well though. The continued struggle to achieve sales
is further proof that the business aspect should not have been so neglected. It's amazing
how negative the response was back when that same message was posted. Sure glad that
perspective has changed. The underlying problem still exists though... how to sell
more. I see Volt trapped in a niche. People simply aren't interested in a small, sporty
car. We see the high demand for compact SUVs. Wouldn't it make sense to just leave
Volt as is and focus new resources on delivering a plug-in Equinox using the tech Volt
established?

6-10-2016

Next Steps. The response to my post was civil. How about that !?! Seeing the
opportunity to capitalize on a seemingly constructive audience, I followed up
with: 4,185 of the RAV4 hybrid were purchased last month. Even with many awards,
reduced price from tax-credits, and HOV incentives, sales of Volt haven't been able to
compete with that. It should be overwhelmingly clear what GM's next step should be.
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6-11-2016

Progress. The response wasn't quite as anticipated, but it wasn't bad either: "Articles
have popped up around the web saying Rav4 Hybrid has taken lots of sales from the
Prius V. If economy and efficiency is your goal, and you want more room for a family
hauler, Prius V makes more sense than Rav4 Hybrid..." There was an obvious effort to
evade with distraction. Nonetheless, it was something somewhat on topic. There are
some who feel let down by Volt falling away in favor of a vehicle inspired by its
technology. Others welcome it. I see that advancement as the goal. Being a software
developer, I'm quite accustomed to having some things accepted and other things not. It's
how you find what works and what doesn't. Don't be afraid of failing. Volt enthusiasts
were and let pride get in the way. Thankfully, those having lost the most are finally
embracing change. Phew! I put it this way: That's called progress. You find what
works, they go with it. If something is discontinued in the process, that's fine. Prius
Prime will become the plug-in variant of Prius. RAV4 Prime could do the very same
thing… exactly what Volt supporters have been absolutely begging GM to do for
years. Small SUVs are popular. One offering a substantial improvement over traditional
versions, because it is a hybrid system with a plug, is clearly an effort to fulfill those
goals.

6-11-2016

Growth. The attitude from a certain few goes way beyond smug: "Hi all, been a while
since I have checked in, now that I have the Leaf, but here I am! Maybe I have been
detoxed of the Prius Kool Aid, but I did find this thread very interesting, until....! " That
was quite an opening statement. I was befuddled. It was a former chat member who
came back to the big Prius forum for the sake of attacking. It was the concluding
sentences of the post that really go me riled up: "So I would estimate that the new Prius
PHEV would actually have about 23'ish real miles! That's sad, just sad! I was at first
quite interested, but those EV miles killed it for me! I bet the price will rival a Volt too, if
so, as stated, why bother! " He clearly was yet another one of those who wanted to gloat
about having upgraded to a full EV. That's the type of person the plug-in owner's group
here really worries about. When you are working to grow the market, then are
confronted with someone intentionally belittling the effort to reach out, what do you
do? My choice was direct confrontation: Clueless? Uncaring? Smug? We have to ask
why some EV owners are turning their backs on the mainstream market by being so
unsupportive. How does such an attitude help? More isn't necessarily better. Look no
further than Volt sales took see that a longer EV range does not equate increased sales. A
smaller pack is what will reach ordinary buyers, attracting showroom shoppers. That's an
appeal problem with EV choices currently. Ask how will the market grow beyond
enthusiasts. Toyota is attempting to reach those interested in EV driving but unwilling to
take a major step yet. They'll get an extremely clean & efficient choice offering a plug
that's capable of directly competing with traditional vehicles. Think about the challenges
faced at dealerships. Think about inventory, commission, and profit. Think about the
knowledge required.
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6-12-2016

Realistic. Ugh. He claimed to be the voice of reason: "No, realistic, realistic, and ever
more, realistic! Shoving this piece of crap on the world is what further reduces common
folks from walking the EV path! I at least have a knowledge of what the real world of EV
is..." That level of smug never ceases to amaze me. It's the trophy-mentality I warned
out all those years ago. Seeing it emerge over and over again is disheartening, but no
surprise. Being blinded by engineering or simply having no background it business is a
common problem. My post back to this growing problem thread was: Rather than
support a plug-in with the potential of actually reaching ordinary consumers and being
cost-competitive in this generation (that means selling at mainstream levels without taxcredit help), you just want to stick with an ideal and hope gas prices go up? That's not
realistic. It's a careless disregard for the past. Attracting sales from the showroom floor
is far more difficult than simply offering a generous amount of EV capacity. Look at
how GM misunderstood their audience with Volt. The first-generation struggle with
sales... despite shockingly low lease prices, large subsidies, and HOV privileges. It was
hoped to be a product for the masses, but was clearly probably is wasn't. Now, the
second-generation seems to have fallen into the same trap. It's very appealing to
enthusiasts but offers little draw for the typical driver. The "why bother" attitude
certainly puts you at odds with history and the current state of the market. How will "the
real world of EV" achieve sustainable high-volume profitable sales in this newest
generation now being rolled out? There continues to be growing pressure from
traditional vehicles. Think about how well the compact SUV hybrids with a plug would
do. It doesn't take much to imagine an Equinox using the Volt system or a Prime version
of RAV4. What EV will be able to affordably be able to compete with that?

6-12-2016

Introduction. I was difficult to see whether or not I was actually making any progress:
"You really think it's going to be introduced to people that haven't already been
introduced to the Volt or Leaf ?" I kept at it though: Introduction means very little. It
provides only the most basic information, by no means what's needed to make a purchase
decision. People will hear about them and will stumble across tidbits online. They may
end up doing some searches to find out more. Just a raising of awareness is no where
near enough. We've already learned that selling "green" doesn't attract many
buyers. Gas prices are low and the mindset is that efficiency & emissions are
sufficient. The reasons for switching over to electricity fall on dear ears. There simply
isn't anything compelling to make most people switch. Nothing compares to the
showroom experience. Being able to see the vehicle in-person and take a test-drive is
priceless. Many, many Prius purchases were the result of discovery at the dealer. Prius
Prime will take advantage of those opportunities. Rather than push the "green" aspect, let
the technology draw them in. Sorry if some don't like the approach, but that is
reality. Being realistic means finding a way to accept the situation. Change doesn't come
from forcing an idea. The consumer must be part of the transition. Skipping a step by
offering only an end-state doesn't work.
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6-12-2016

Obvious. There's been a lot of looking back as a result of the EV owner
attack. Thankfully, much of it has actually be worthwhile. I jumped in with: It should
have been obvious, but clearly wasn't, that Toyota's effort to make the best use of plugsupplied electricity exceeded consumer understanding. Expectations were stuck on
keeping the engine off as long as possible... even if it meant sacrificing efficiency. So,
Toyota made the choice to delay. Notice what that gets us? Besides the obvious larger
capacity due to continued cost reductions with lithium battery technology, we also get an
electric heating system much more efficient than the gen-1 plug-in offerings. Combine
that with the added power from the bigger battery (there's enough power to accelerate to
84 mph using only electricity), you've got a system much easier to sell to those
consumers. Waiting for something better frustrated some. Others felt let down. There
were even a few who believed the idea of plugging in had been abandoned entirely. At
least we all know why that there was good reason. Reaching out to consumers beyond
just enthusiasts was turning out to be much more difficult than anyone had anticipated...
for any vehicle with a plug.

6-12-2016

Expectations. Well, not all goes as hoped. There are some who still express bitterness:
"All I am saying, is that in 2011/2012, Toyota was expecting PiP to go nationwide as
well. It didn't." That unending resentment is a pain. Fortunately, more regular posters
are noticing. The pattern of negatively becomes easier to recognize given enough time. I
poked back at him with: And you're going to continue "just saying" it for years to
come... That's really unfortunate. The rest of the story is quite telling. For those who
don't know, Toyota rolled out 3 new models of Prius within just a few months of each
other. Prius v in December 2011. Prius c in January 2012. Prius PHV in February
2012. That was a major undertaking in a very difficult market. It was a diversification
effort in 3 different categories, all at the same time. Toyota carefully watched the
market. The 2 new hybrids did really well. The plug-in struggled with the rest of the
battery-centric offerings. Deciding to invest more in the rollout of v and c made much
more sense. Let the automakers with the big batteries figure out how to penetrate such a
stubborn market. In the meantime, continue to invest in research & development of the
technology. That worked out well too. Toyota has lots of tax-credits available to help
promote rollout of their latest tech (Prius Prime) and the newest hybrid (RAV4) is
proving to be popular.
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6-15-2016

Insightful. The attacks from within have begun: "When I first joined PriusChat, I've had
insightful discussions with him, but since the release of the plug-ins, he has gotten obtuse
and heavy on Toyota support." It's confirm of change. With this particular individual,
he's a well known antagonist who simply enjoys debate. So, the expectation of
contradicting posts is the norm. But that was always content related. Now, focus is
shifting to shooting the messenger. That doesn't happen much on the big Prius forum. In
this case though, there is little conflict. The purpose of Prius Prime is clear. He doesn't
like clarity. It prevents endless online exchanges... which I work hard to prevent. So,
frustration with approach to provide concise information for people to use for drawing
conclusions rubs him the wrong way. Acceptance means no one to respond to his
tempting provokes. I replied to his mild attack with: It's the reverse. Other automakers
have wandered away from the affordability and offering something for the
mainstream. Toyota always held true to that goal. There are many who don't give any
importance to business, focusing solely on engineering instead. In other words, they see
little value in high-volume sales and profitability. The heavy dependence on tax-credits
is an obvious sign of that.

6-15-2016

Too Bad. Sometimes, you just get tired of dealing with nonsense like this: "The thing
about high fuel economy is that the 2 to 3 mpg the Prime might have..." Rather than
accept the well-balanced approach, it's a constant claim of shortcomings. In this case, it's
the lack of a fifth seat. Even though it rarely ever gets used, isn't as comfortable, and
doesn't offer as much room, there's still the portrayal of it being a major issue. If it was
actually was a major selling-point, that would be a different story. It's not. The tradeoff
of more comfortable seating as a result not being addressed is the first clue that they
aren't being constructive. Remember all the reasoning from Volt supporters? Do we
really just ignore that? It's why focus shifted to leg & head room instead. We accepted
and moved on. Some just plain don't want to. I ended up following that with this: That's
a long line of reasoning which doesn't explain what we have actually seen. Think about
the sales of RAV4 hybrid. You'd be much better off with a Prius. It's futile to get
ordinary people to agree with your logic though. Don't waste your time. They simply
aren't interested. It amazes me how that is so hard to accept. That's reality
though. People will find an excuse to justify their choice. The switch from wagon &
minivan to SUV happened. Like it or not, that's the way it is. We must endorse
technology & approach that brings about change. Too bad if it isn't the way you want it.
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6-15-2016

Desperation. I wonder how long nonsense like this will continue: "Face it - Toyota just
hates plug-ins, and they desperately want to believe they will fail..." Growing tired of the
nonsense, this was my stance: Falling for greenwash spin requires the necessity to
disregard certain facts. The most obvious is that batteries are still expense. Why would a
top automaker sell a vehicle at a substantial loss? It just plain doesn't make any
sense. Yet, some truly believe a miracle will happen and competing directly against
traditional offerings without tax-credits is realistic. The other blatant denial is believing
electricity is clean & abundant everywhere. It's a cold, hard fact that we still have very
dirty energy sources thriving. It's also a hash reality to accept the fact that there are many
who don't have plugs available. Claims that Toyota's approach of offering a modestsized pluggable battery in a vehicle which seems like more of a hybrid are greenwashing
attempts. You have to ignore the EV acceleration, the EV top speed, the EV heating &
cooling system for that to be affective. Complete disregard of those attributes with an
argument of just short EV range borders on desperation. At least those trying to figure
out packaging choice are looking at the approach decision with reasonable assessment.

6-15-2016

The Point. Not seeing the big picture makes comments like this easy to post: "My
disappointment in Toyota over the Prius Prime has nothing to do with the way I want
things. It is because they slacked off, and choose to build a PHEV that competes with the
competition of the past." That comes from over-simplification. The disbelievers tend to
focus solely on the battery-related market, totally disregarding the rest of the vehicles still
being produced. That blindness leads to all kinds of problems. Mine should be quite
obvious. I don't know how many times the point must be repeated before it finally sinks
in: What part of TRADITIONAL VEHICLES is so difficult to accept? They are the true
competition, not other plug-in choices. It's blatant denial & dismissal of that which is
putting pressure on the adoption of plugging. Focusing on the wrong thing results in a
holding back progress. It absolutely amazes me how something seemingly so obvious
continues to be a problem.

6-16-2016

No More. I climbed up on the soapbox again: We have problems attracting ordinary
consumers. Dealers are a major contributor to that. Most simply aren't interested in
selling a plug-in vehicle. Why? Because it requires a lot of extra effort for very little in
return. The lame automaker excuses and constant bickering about supposed dealbreakers isn't accomplishing anything. And yes, we're aware that a few individuals do
everything they can to prevent conclusions from being draw for the sake of keeping the
discussions going. No more. Thankfully, the local plug-in owners club here has a very
different attitude than some online. They don't see the claim of 22 miles of EV not being
enough. They see a system fully capable of delivering an EV drive experience. Then
even if the engine fires up afterward, that resulting +100 MPG average in the end is a
compelling sales point. It's very easy to stir interest. Potential buyers won't care what we
say. They'll be discovering Prius Prime right there are the dealer. Being able to plug in
using the outlet already available in their garage and being able to activate EV drive
when they want is all they'll need to settle any uncertain. No intimidation. Unmatched
hybrid performance, rock solid Toyota reliability, and a few technical goodies... that will
appeal to both consumer & dealer.
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6-17-2016

Minnesota. There are no state incentives. It's very unlikely to ever have HOV
access. That special privilege isn't something I supported for hybrids or EVs
anyway. The goal of mass acceptance means becoming common. You certainly don't
want lanes on the highway intended for carpooling to be used for that instead. There's a
list of 10 states that offer generous credits of their own to stimulate purchases. That's
better, but we certainly don't have that here. Instead, we have brutal Winter to deal
with. A vehicle proving its worth in those conditions is rewarding in itself. I get irritated
by some who say that money is needed everywhere. We're money progressive. Ethanol
was locally researched, locally produced, and locally consumed. It was all within our
power to help reduce oil dependency and we did. That's just the way we are. It's too bad
that was twisted into something else in other places. Oh well. All I can do is tell it like it
is: Here in MN, we haven't ever expected state money. That's way I come across as
pushing harder. It was always going to be more of a challenge without incentives like
that... and we have real winters to deal with too.

6-17-2016

Patience. What else can be said about waiting for Prius Prime: We hear the same thing
every time and others rushing never seem to exhibit any benefit. I went through this in
2000 then 2003 then 2009 then 2012. It's how Toyota operates. Set realistic
expectations. Patience.

6-17-2016

Cargo Perspective. There are very few counterpoints remaining. Here's one: "The loss
of trunk space hampers their hybrid sales, and the loss of cargo space will hamper the
Prime's." The fact that it persists surprises me, since it is only in online forums. No one
else is stating any concern. So, you lose a little height in back for tall objects. You still
get more than some sedan trunks in that regard and dramatically more in length. Width is
roughly the same, but diagonal gets you a little bit more play room too. I put the rapidly
fading topic (now obvious with the vague nature of the claims) to rest by asking: Sounds
like a loss of perspective. The hatchback area is Prius Prime is dramatically larger than a
sedan's trunk. Bulky items can easily be transported. What's the supposed
problem? Don't give cubic-foot data either. That's clearly a red-herring. What actual
real-world cargo are you referring to?

6-17-2016

Audience. I enjoyed seeing this pop up in the now very active thread: "But pretending
that the missing fifth seat and raised cargo floor of the Prius Prime that potential buyers
in a dealership can see and touch, and compare to a Prius on the lot, won't have any
bearing on their decision is delusional." It gave me the opportunity to dive into the
discussion to poke the antagonist. Like always, the argument comes down to
audience. So, it shouldn't take much. Misleading claims are fairly easily exposed simply
by stating the situation, as I did: Why are you continuing to state the situation as an
absolute? Of course it will have a bearing. The point of a Prime model is not to replaced
Prius. Stop portraying the situation as if that was the goal. This is the very problem Volt
enthusiasts failed to overcome. They refused to acknowledge who the audience actually
was.
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6-17-2016

Balance. Sometimes, you feel like the person is clueless. When they keep drawing the
same conclusion without reasoning to explain how the different factors end with the same
result, what else can you think? Clearly, the very idea of balance eludes some
people. The win or lose mentality, with nothing in between, contributes heavily to
thinking all situations are polarized. That's annoying. But... I'm willing to put up with
it. After all, the term "spin" came about for a reason. Some people do it intentionally. In
this case, it wasn't. He was having a misunderstanding and I was hoping to be
helpful: You did it again! By what other means would you like the situation
explained? Clearly, this approach isn't working. I'm open to suggestions... Here's the
most simple alternate way I can state it: The past has taught us that people will consider
the plug-in when shopping, but will not view it as an "upgrade" model. It will stand
alone, sharing only certain traits of Prius. The differences will be viewed as tradeoffs, a
clear acknowledgment of pros & cons. That overall balance will be the selling point.

6-17-2016

Repetition. I needed it. The point still wasn't coming across; however, there was a
glimmer of hope. "I understand where you're coming from now... but it still misses the
point... not the same audience." That was my own comments in response. It didn't
work. So, I tried again: In reply to myself, I will quote myself: "Who is the market for
Volt?" That question was asked scores of times over the years for a very specific
reason... to learn about audience. Clearly, some still haven't figured out the underlying
purpose of Prius Prime, despite it having been stated many times. It's to grow the market.
Simply appealing to prospective Prius buyers won't achieve that. Drawing in new
customers, rather than achieving sales through conquest is a terrible business plan. Yet,
that's what Volt thrived on. The aspect of drawing in those shopping on the showroom
floor was outright dismissed by enthusiasts. They just plain didn't care about those lost
opportunities. So, GM kept on catering to them. Toyota isn't following that same
approach... since it clearly didn't work. Achieving mainstream sales still hasn't
happened. Instead, they will be offering a plug-in Prius that really isn't a Prius. It's
different enough to draw the attention of shopper who were just looking around and
hadn't ever considered Prius a choice for them. That ability to plug in. The distinct
visual appeal. Those enticing tech features. See how some not interested in Prius would
give it test-drive? It's an audience who wasn't even looking for an EV driving experience
in the first place. That's the ultimate prize. You don't expand the market by appealing to
those already interesting in being green. You find a way to entice buyers away from
traditional vehicles.

6-18-2016

Corolla Hybrid. The market in Australia will be getting a hybrid version of Corolla. It's
a hatchback model, sharing a resemblance to the discontinued Matrix. It's quite a bit
more efficient than the traditional model, 4.1L/100km compared to 6.1L/100km. But it
still doesn't match the 3.4L/100km the new Prius delivers. It looks nice. I suspect it will
be a candidate for replacing Prius c here. Toyota will be faced with a decision about
replacing that smaller model of Prius anyway, why not try a Corolla hybrid
here? Though, it wouldn't be a hatchback. That's much like the decision coming up
about replacing Prius v too. The hybrid version of RAV4 is a larger cargo-carrying
alternative. True, it doesn't deliver the same level of MPG, but the market here for small
SUVs is huge. Selling wagons is quite a challenge. Whatever the case, we know choices
are being explored. This time, it's in Australia. We've known about others in Japan and
Europe for many years now. After all, there have been 9 million Toyota and Lexus
hybrids sold now. Only 5.5 million of them have been Prius.
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6-19-2016

Conquest & Cannibalization.
Back in 2012, Toyota delivered what supporters of Prius had been asking for. It took
many years. Toyota simply wasn't interested in delivering a configuration which would
allow a plug to be taken advantage of. The reason was simple. Cost of batteries for that
was prohibitively high and the source of much of our electricity was dirty.
A tipping point still hadn't been reached yet, but the time had come to prove the system
design was capable of what supporters though consumers wanted... a hybrid with
significantly improved efficiency. Increased electric-only driving was an expectation,
but there was never any priority set on having a full EV experience.
The only supposed "competition" was struggling. Volt had the industry spotlight. GM
wasn't able to draw in its own customers though. Sales came primarily from conquests &
early-adopters. That was confirmed as the shockingly low lease-prices were phased
out. That was followed by dramatically lowered PRICE with no correlation to COST
having been reduced. It didn't anyway. Sales continued flat. Now in 2015, we see GM
struggling with flat sales of gen-2 Volt and the new problem of cannibalization. Bolt will
be stealing away potential Volt buyers.
Toyota is working really hard to avoid falling into the same trap. Rather than trying to
conquest or cannibalize, they configured Prius Prime to be different from Prius. The true
competition is traditional vehicles. How do you entice a customer who's been absolutely
delighted with their Camry or Corolla to consider the purchase of a vehicle offering a
plug?
Squeezing a battery-pack large enough into a sedan just plain isn't realistic. Ford has
only had modest success with Fusion Energi. The loss of trunk space is so extreme, most
potential buyers abandon the idea upon seeing it. Prius Prime doesn't have that
limitation. Even with the slightly raised floor (less than the height of a smart phone), the
area available for cargo still significantly exceeds that of what Camry or Corolla offer.
The 22-mile range for EV easily covers traffic congestion spans for long work-commutes
and the entire distance for short work-commutes. That also covers errand-running
around the suburbs in the evening. In other words, it's enough to make selling the idea
very easy. Sales people don't even have to bother with any discussion of level-2
chargers. The customer can simply use the standard 120-volt electrical outlet they
already have in their garage for recharging.
Think about the test-drive. When someone who was shopping the showroom floor is
offered the opportunity and suddenly finds themselves behind the wheel experience the
full-power EV drive, what do you think their thoughts will be? They'll be trying to
remember when the last time was that they actually had more than 2 people in their
Camry or Corolla. They'll wonder if any are available for immediate purchase and what
colors are offered. They'll consider what their MPG average will be.
In other words, it's a carefully considered approach to overcome barriers of the
past. Toyota did their homework, studying every bit of data the limited Prius PHV
availability could provide. The rollout of Prius Prime will be to 35 states which will see
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this plug-in as Toyota's first offering. The others will see a greatly improved
version. The nation as a whole will see it as an undeniable step away from traditional
vehicles.
6-19-2016

Group Think Problem. Ramping up for Prius Prime rollout has begun. My push is
growing. Some won't like it. Some will be thrilled by leaders emerging in the effort to
promote. I thoroughly enjoy doing it. This will be the fifth major release to participate
in. Each was very exciting and very fulfilling. I'm looking forward to this Fall. Can you
tell from this post: I'm somewhat surprised by how deeply entrenched the group-think
problem has become. True, a large chunk of that will fade away as the rollout of Prius
Prime progresses. Real-World data can be a very effective tool. But prior to even
knowing what the price will be, some have dominated discussions with what could be
looked upon a rhetoric. That should be easy to see too, simply because the marketattitude toward plugging in has changed yet the perceived audience has not. In other
words, there's still an perspective of us & them. Either you're in the market for a plug-in
vehicle or you are not. It's an approach that intentionally limits scope. Rather than take
on the monumental problem of traditional vehicles, you choose to stay within the realm
of those who won't settle for anything without a plug. It's a head-in-the-sand stance that
no one seems to notice. How can so many be so naïve? I'm beyond frustrated with the
pig-headed nature of this outlook. It may not be intentional, but it sure is predominant...
so much so, it's getting in the way of progress. You've heard of "being your own worst
enemy" used as a reason for getting stuck. Seemingly harmless habits lead to years of
struggle. This group-think problem is becoming the very barrier we've been trying to
overcome. It's a self-inflicted situation which prevents goals from being achieved. Don't
expect me to stop pointing out the true competition or the reasons for Toyota's
approach. Knowing audience & purpose is absolutely vital. Acknowledgement of that is
a necessity; otherwise, we'll continue to argue amongst ourselves rather than actually
make any progress.
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6-19-2016

Time. Constructive discussion can be quite fulfilling. I enjoyed answering this: "You
keep asking the same question, but your answers fall short in my mind. I can't prove you
wrong until the car hits the street. I hope i'm wrong, but I just don't see the attraction of
prime for people buying ice vehicles at todays gas prices." Not having all the
information you need, but asking questions rather than making assumption is great. So, I
provided: That's because you left something out of the equation. It's a very common
oversight. You're in large company. So, no worries. The missing element is time. It
will take 2 years following rollout for Prius Prime to become established. Anyone who
thinks the distribution, education, and real-world data sharing can be achieved in a
shorter duration clearly hasn't studied history. Think about where the industry will be at
that point. Many tax-credits would have expired and EV sightings will have become
routine. At that point, the MARKET WOULD HAVE CHANGED. It's that upcoming
audience is what Prius Prime is targeted at, not what we'll in just 6 months. Think about
what their perspective will be. Low gas prices won't have as much of an influence since
battery-tech will be affordable. Parking spots with charging-stations becoming common
by then is a realistic expectation. Reputation for reliability would be established.
Uncertainty of industry intent will have diminished. 8.8 kWh may be thought of as "too
small" by some now. 2.5 years from now is an entirely different story. That will be
entry-level for plugging in, much like around 1.2 kWh became for hybrids. Rather than
being treated as insufficient, it will have become an expectation for mainstream
competing with traditional vehicles. In other words, a platform like Camry and Corolla
still won't be realistic for plug-in hybrid offerings. Prius Prime will. It's configured to
become competitive within this generation, even with cheap gas and expired taxcredits. It has the potential to bring about a RAV4 Prime offering as well. What other
approach has that going for it, being able to survive as a high-volume profitable vehicle
in a market so different from the one it is currently being judged against? Remember,
Toyota will still be producing traditional vehicles. That presence on showroom floors
represents a serious barrier to overcome in the minds of ordinary consumers.

6-21-2016

14.3 Miles. That's the highest EV range estimate I have ever seen. It's just a calculation
based on prior driving history. Actual EV will obviously vary. Nonetheless, it is
interesting to see. That makes me wonder what people will think when Prius Prime
becomes available. My videos of driving to work and around town will go from showing
really impressive MPG to all-electric in some cases. The further driving examples, when
the hybrid system really shines, will be difficult to film. I'd have to have the camera on
time-lapse. The complex setup for lighting would be even more of a challenge to sustain
for long distances. I'll have to come up with some new approach. In the meantime, I'm
enjoying Summer with the Prius PHV. It's still delivering that solid 11 miles of EV...
despite what the antagonists claim. That's after over 4 years of driving & recharging
too. Toyota clearly designed a nice system aimed at the mass market. There's no doubt
about that. The catch is getting the right balance of battery & cost to deliver that
electricity use, whether it be EV or EV-BOOST (that's HV with plug-supplied
electricity).
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6-22-2016

Misdirecting. This was the spin I got today: "You do anything to misdirect attention
away from Prius." It was the result of accepting bluffs from 2 antagonists. They were
desperately attempting to disparage the upcoming new plug-in Prius, but didn't actually
present any substance. They simply concluded it was a pointless endeavor. Being well
aware that detail exposes false claims, I was more than happy to welcome whatever
supposed fact they wanted to provide. Neither one delivered. It was nothing but another
day of meritless rhetoric. When they have nothing but propaganda to spread, that's a
good sign. I'm very much looking forward to rollout this Fall. In the meantime, I'll keep
responding to attempts to distract & discredit with stuff like this: Asking directly for
feedback about Prius repeatedly is misdirecting? No. We know all too well that they've
got nothing to support the failure and doa claims looking forward. As much as they want
to dismiss Prius Prime from attention, it simply won't work. There are a number of traits
shared with the other plug-in hybrids.

6-23-2016

$10.2 Billion. That's what the cost to VW appears to be for the United States. The end
of next week, it will be official. Supposedly, two-thirds of that money will go toward
upgrading the diesel system to make it clean enough to pass the emission criteria it
violated and the other third will be used for paying state & federal fines. Diesel is
obviously dead now. There's no point of it for consumer vehicles. The gen-4 Prius out
performs by such a large margin, competing is impossible. To that effect, plans are to
drop their only hybrid offering next year. The expectation is that major investment will
be made toward offering a variety of EV choices. It's a massive commitment, but what
other option is available? Without diesel and having hybrid that doesn't provide a large
MPG gain leaves them with only that. The consequence of sticking with diesel until the
bitter end was clearly a terrible decision. We always anticipated the emissions &
efficiency of hybrids would widen the gap enough to simply draw sales away from
diesel, enough to slowly sour the milk. We had no idea it would come in such an abrupt
manner. Corruption certainly wasn't expected... though, some of the attitudes did support
theorizing that. Some were dishonest. They'd cherry-pick data, showing you only results
to show favor. Some were dismissive. They'd state how much cleaner diesel had
become, ignoring the fact that it was still among the dirtiest vehicles on the road. Those
new "clean diesel" offerings were always suspicious. How could they possibly achieve
what was claimed. It just didn't add up. Of course, now we find out the real math. The
total is $10.2 Billion. And that's just here in the United States. Think about the impact in
Europe. Think about how much investment it will take to aggressively switch over to
electric-only offerings.
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6-24-2016

Compliance Vehicles. We get long, elaborate posts sometimes. The conclusions are
often what set me off. In this case, it was the use of the term "compliance" vehicle. I
wanted to know what that actually meant to him, especially since the definition has
changed over the years. It had become a means of identifying token efforts, where the
automaker makes just a minimum to satisfy some type of compliance criteria. Only
problem is, we had no idea for what or for who or how many anymore. The term is so
generic now, it is used to belittle & degrade rather than actually be informative. So, I
asked and got this: "A car designed primarily with the goal of meeting legal mandates to
sell EVs, rather than as a good car. Which is evident in some of the packaging
compromises that Toyota made when designing the Prime, rather than redesigning the
unibody to maintain most of the versatility of the Liftback." Notice how no detail was
provided... nothing whatsoever. Heck, it wasn't even specified what "good" means. I
find that quite irritating. It's the rhetoric we have to deal with on a regular based. Not
responding allows it to become propaganda. Obviously, I wasn't going to just watch that
happen. This was my response, which almost immediately got 3 likes: Toyota did retain
*most* of the design! You still get the great new handling of the improved
suspension. You still get the great emissions & efficiency from the hybrid system. You
still get the same head & leg room of the hybrid model. You still get a cargo area much
larger than competing sedans. Expecting no tradeoffs whatsoever is neither constructive
nor realistic.

6-25-2016

Incentive Problem, part 1. This conclusion came from an antagonist absolutely
obsessed with keeping discussions active. Drawing a conclusion early with weak
evidence is a way to stir new responses. It certainly worked on me: "...but the rest of the
competition has battery packs close to the size of the Prime, which leaves the Prime
about the same price as them." Seeing that, I was pleased about him giving up on the
square-foot arguments, but frustrated for a new reason. His insistence on more being
better was rather desperate. If the dimensions are accommodating, it makes no
sense. The most simple of examples kept getting dismissed though: length. No sedan
can carry a long object of any substance. Have you seen how small pass-throughs
actually are? There's just a tiny hole in an clumsy location. My frustration offer
becomes opportunity. I see the benefit of pushing the incentive problem into everyday
discussion on the big Prius forum. Doing that on the daily blog for Volt with gen-1 was a
disaster. They attacked me relentlessly, claiming a well-engineered vehicle would sell
itself. They expressed no concern about dealer or salespeople incentive. That problem
has since come back to haunt them. Sales of gen-2 are struggling the very same
way. They though an even more refined system without compromise is all that it would
take. In fact, some still mock the tradeoffs Toyota will be making with Prius Prime. I'll
start by addressing those on the bit Prius forum about the problem.
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6-25-2016

Incentive Problem, part 2. This is what I ended up posting on the big Prius
forum: That logic is clouded by audience identification. You are focused solely on the
consumer perspective, which in itself is problematic. That's not the only barrier to
overcome though. Another must be fulfilled to achieve sales growth. How profitable do
you believe the other automakers platforms are? Prius has been around much longer,
upgraded aggressively for COST reduction. The resulting PRICE will provide far more
incentive for dealers & salespeople to actually carry & sell the car. That's absolutely
vital to attract the other audience. Those other automakers don't have that much of an
advantage. This is a major concern the Volt enthusiasts dismissed for years. They now
realize how wrong it was to not acknowledge such a business fundamental. No matter
how appealing a technology may be to prospective buyers, it won't be purchased in large
numbers if it is difficult to acquire. Sales have suffered as a result. The plug-in owners
group here addresses complaints routinely about how much of a problem is simply trying
to find vehicles for purchase. The pig-headed individuals here who complained about
Toyota halting he rollout of Prius PHV have grown silent as they learned of this incentive
problem. It's not a just matter of the automaker producing & offering inventory. Dealers
have to actually want to carry them on the lot. Salespeople must have the desire to show
them to customers. That interest comes about when COST is reduced enough to earn the
dealer a decent profit and the salesperson an appealing commission. That may mean
PRICE doesn't come down much. But it should be easier to see how much more likely a
purchase will be.

6-25-2016

Incentive Problem, part 3. Posts on the daily blog for Volt are pretty much dead. They
just chat about this & that now. The days of attack, belittle, and insult are
gone. Yeah! Like with most gen-2 rollouts, it's either a make or break situation. The
uncertainty & discomfort is what stimulates discussions prior to the big day. Afterward,
much changes. In this case, no more of the rhetoric. Heck, there isn't even any
propaganda anymore either. They've pretty much all moved on to electric-only
vehicles. No engine at all is what they really wanted all along anyway. Volt was really
just a "stop gap" that couldn't be agreed upon for range, price, and audience. Prius
Prime, on the other hand, has a much clearer purpose. Yes, there are a few "vastly
superior" troublemakers, but some have actually turned. We're seeing antagonists of the
past admitting that it will likely outsell Volt by a wide margin. Despite the smaller range,
the remarkable reliability along with the fantastic depleted efficiency makes a compelling
draw that many will not be able to resist. When you see former attitudes fade away prior
to rollout, that's a very good sign. It means effort to focus on the incentive problem now
should be fairly effective.
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6-26-2016

Strange Comments. This one certainly stirred some posting: "What was Toyota
thinking?" It came from someone shopping for a plug-in vehicle, but then ended up
buying a regular Prius. Huh? If he was so excited about the consideration of a Prius
Prime, why didn't he get something else from the disappointment of not enough EV
capacity? It makes no sense at all to choose 0 miles. 22 is far more than none at all. I
wanted to know more upon seeing an explanation of how it should have been more like a
Volt, but then hearing how he purchased a Prius anyway. My guess is brand loyalty kept
him from choosing GM. That strong sense of not choosing another automaker is what
Volt has struggled so much lately. It doesn't appeal to GM's own customers, so they just
purchase a Malibu or Cruze instead. I responded to that with: They saw how Volt has
failed to gain market, despite gen-2 improvements and greater range, then decided to take
a different approach. The topic has been beaten to death already. You want to appeal to
ordinary consumers, you cannot cater to EV enthusiasts. This isn't rocket science; it's
just routine business. Sustaining sales in high-volume at a profit without government
incentives requires a thoughtful balance of all involved. Looking at the situation from
just a consumer perspective will leave you wondering. There's much more to the
equation. Think about everything it takes to actually produce & sell a vehicle that
way. You purchased a gen-4 Prius, rather than something with a plug. Why?

6-28-2016

$14.7 Billion. It looks like VW is in far more trouble than anticipated. That expectation
of around $10 Billion ended up being just the consumer part. Paying for repair or
replacement is very important, but there is also the damage to the environment that has
already taken place to consider. Money will needed for that too. It will come in the form
of federal & state penalties, which will be reinvested into betterment programs. An
obvious gain from this money will be funding to expand the public recharging
infrastructure. Now that diesel for consumer vehicles is essentially dead, there is
growing interest in the alternative... plugging in. So, that makes sense. I'm still in
dismay that the death was so painful. All those greenwashing efforts made it easy to see
diesel was struggling already. But when you've got a plug-in hybrid like my Prius PHV,
delivering efficiency quite a bit higher and emissions undeniably lower, where's the
competition? There was no aspect of challenge already and the second-generation was
destined to devastate. Needless to say, we are saying goodbye to that clutter of
compression-engines being used for commuting in favor of ever-increasing electricity
use.

6-30-2016

Meritless Claims, part 1. I was absolutely delighted upon reading this today: "I think
GM has a significant edge over the other manufacturers with their Voltec
system." Nothing has come from claims like that in the past. They has a little merit to
them back then too. But since then, the cost, efficiency, and appeal has proven that's not
the case. We're seeing other automakers strive to reach the goal GM couldn't as well. I
really wanted to know what edge that poster was talking about. So, I asked: Ford,
Toyota, and Honda all have plug-in hybrid systems. What makes GM's stand out?
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6-30-2016

Meritless Claims, part 2. I followed up right away, with a separate post to emphasize
how meritless I found the claim to be. It's really annoying to get brainless cheerleading
like that. It only serves to undermine too. Rather than providing support for the overall
goal of reducing emissions & consumption, it just turns into trying to deliver the best
niche product. What good is that? It's why I asked: "Who is the market for
Volt?" Knowing GM wasn't targeting ordinary consumers, that their intent to deliver a
mainstream vehicle went horribly wrong, made it imperative to get supporters back on
track. They didn't like it at all. In fact, many hated me as a result. I didn't care. Their
disregard for the masses ruined their credibility. When their best efforts were obviously
insincere, I was encouraged. My own efforts would ultimately reveal what needed to be
done. They'd have to suck up their pride and join in to build a partnership. This was yet
another post to that effect: Isn't the minivan coming from Chrysler part of the old
partnership that GM had with the development of Two-Mode plug-in tech… which
ultimately led to Volt? Also, we'll be seeing Hyundai and Mitsubishi rolling out plug-in
hybrids. Then, there's BMW now and Nissan planning serial-extenders.

7-01-2016

July Sales. What a sad situation. June was a mess for the industry anyway. The
approach of year-end model clearance puts uncertainly on the market. Slowed sales of
everything due to economic pressure adds to that. The shockingly low price for a gallon
of gas makes it even worse. Why even consider a hybrid? Fortunately, Toyota really did
as some of us had anticipated. The expiration of NiMH patents allowed for new
opportunity. That's what provided such a low cost difference for RAV4. The AWD XLE
model has a $28,570 MSRP. The hybrid version of the XLE model has a $29,270
MSRP. That's only $700 more. Talking about a sweet deal. It explains the 3,751 sales,
despite so many factors working against that type of success. Toyota is clearly
capitalizing on the demand for small SUVs. We haven't seen growth for the new Prius
either. Sales are basically flat, all things considered. One glimmer of hope is the
buybacks of VW cheater diesels present a strong probability for contributing to hybrid
growth. It's hard to image owners who took pride in high MPG going back to
guzzlers. Why not restore some pride by purchasing a hybrid as a replacement vehicle?
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7-07-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, comparing. I rarely start new threads. But when you see this
title on an article, then discover why, you must: "3 Reasons Toyota Expects the Prius
Prime to Be a Huge Success". The reasoning was greenwash material. I was
frustrated: It's pretty easy to mislead about past hybrid system characteristics with an
audience unfamiliar with the history. We've seen this type of misleading in the past with
the regular model of Prius. So, it was pretty much inevitable when the next generation of
plug-in model rolled out. It started with this statement about Prius PHV (the first
generation of plug-in hybrid): "It's hard to argue with Toyota executives on this
point. The first Prius plug-in was rated by the EPA at 11 EV miles, but a look at
fueleconomy.gov reveals it could only go 6 miles on electric power alone." That's blatant
misleading. The capacity of plug-supplied electricity clearly isn't consumed entirely at
the 6-mile mark in the EPA testing cycle. That topic was beaten to death over the first
few years following rollout. Greenwash attempts were plentiful, but all fell short when
actual kWh capacity was considered. There really is 11 miles of EV available. Driving
without a hard-acceleration, like the EPA test has, easily confirms that. The next was
frustrating to read: "Imagine finding a Level 2 (240v) charger and hanging out for 1.5
hours every time you wanted to get the old Prius PHEV fully charged. It sounds
ridiculous when you only get 6 electric miles out of the deal, but that's how long it took
on a 240v connection. On a standard household outlet (110v), it would take between
three and four hours to fill the battery." Not only was there that same misleading point
about EV range, it also included an outright lie. On a standard household outlet, it only
takes 2.5 hours to fully recharge. That attempt to claim it's 3 to 4 hours is so wrong and
blatantly incorrect, I can't help but to get angered from reading it. Sadly, the reasons for
those statements was to convince us that Prius Prime (the second generation of plug-in
hybrid) will be much more successful. That's not the slightest bit constructive. Omitting
vital detail and including information that is clearly not right really frustrates, to say the
least. Why do some people do that?

7-08-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, real-world data. Being an entirely new topic to discuss, it was
easy to draw interest. An effective way of rallying the troops is to interject real-world
data. So, I did: 12.0 miles exactly for EV on the commute home yesterday. All were
consecutive. I simply drove and stopped when 0.1 miles of range was left and shut off
the Prius for a summary photo. It said 11.9 miles had been traveled with just
electricity. I had 2 quick jaunts on the highway at 55 mph and there were 2 big hills to
climb. No big deal... and twice the distance claimed. Overall efficiency for the roundtrip, with a recharge at work, was 145 MPG. That's great for 39.9 miles of driving with
the Prius PHV. Just think what the Prius Prime will be able to do on that same route
driven the same way.

7-08-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, tangents. Inevitably, someone will derail the topic by
mentioning fuel-cell vehicles. It's annoying, but understandable. I just simply respond
with some perspective to get the discussion back on track: Effective greenwashing has
led many to believe fuel-cell and electric-only vehicles are mutually exclusive. In reality,
they will coexist. It is a means of getting uninformed readers to undermine discussion
threads and discredit Toyota. Ultimately, the goal is to divert attention and prevent
awareness of cost & profit importance. Prius Prime taking advantage of Toyota's new
production approach aged keeping the pack relatively small helps to establish it as a highvolume vehicle capable of actually competing directly with the true competition without
tax-credits traditional vehicles. What other plug-in hybrid is positioned for that?
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7-08-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, official FAQ. It's nice when truly constructive questions pop up
in a discussion. In this case, it was to ask what information had been released about
charging times from Toyota. Turns out, some people find it challenging to actually find
that. After all, online searches return an overwhelming number of links. The act of
determining which has what you need and if that source can be trusted isn't
easy. Fortunately, I save detail like that. You never know when it could be handy to
have readily available. In this case, I was able to share... This is Toyota's official FAQ
on recharge time for Prius Prime: Prius Prime's battery can be charged in 5.5 hours by
plugging the included charge cable into a standard household outlet. When using a
public charging station (240V), Prius Prime can be fully charged in just under 2.5 hours.

7-08-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, no value. It has always been a frustration to read posts with
calculations that don't assign any monetary worth to having cleaner emissions and
reduced oil-dependency. Sadly, almost all are nothing but MPG numbers. Their focus is
to justify the "hybrid premium" based solely on the cost-savings from using less
gas. They set the expectation of the "free lunch" scenario virtually every time. Rather
than promote the benefit by speaking of its value, they exclude it entirely. That's as
absurd as expecting a premium upgrade feature without paying for it. No one ever does
that when choosing the larger engine for a vehicle. They are more than willing to pay for
the increased power. But when it comes to increased efficiency (and the resulting
decreased pollution), they are not. That goes way beyond double-standard. But
expression of emotion toward the topic doesn't achieve anything. So, I settle for posting
to-the-point comments like this: Applying no value whatsoever to the substitution of
electricity in place of gas is the same sales challenge the regular Prius has had since the
beginning. That perspective is a major problem for anything green. For that matter,
you're far better off financially sticking with your old car.

7-08-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, more is better. Sometimes, you just plain can't get the message
across. There's always someone who falls into the "more is better" trap. That problem
coming up in this new topic was inevitable. It can't be avoided. It can't be prevented. It
can only be responded to. The ultimate problem is their response is a gut reaction with
little actual thought. Rather than joining them by responding with numerical exchanges,
the best way to respond to that is to give them something to ponder. Remember how
senseless the acceleration-speed arguments were well over a decade ago? Most people
have no clue how much of a supposed issue that was. The greenwashing (both
unintentional and deliberate) came about from the same belief... numbers. In that case,
smaller was supposedly better. No one could prove way though. That's because realworld data proved it was overkill. That's the same in this situation too. More simply isn't
necessary. The goal of significantly reduced emissions & consumption is easily achieved
with a 22-mile EV capacity. In other words, stop thinking about "range" and start
thinking about results. I put it this way: That belief of more EV being better hasn't
proven the case so far and continues without substance. It's not so simplistic. The true
competition isn't other plug-in vehicles either. Consider audience and production
cost. Then think about dealer inventory and salesperson incentive.
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7-09-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, the challenge. It continued: The themes of "never enough" and
"true competition" come up over and over again. Each new thread may touch the topic,
but none really actually address it well. That's the challenge to overcome. Volt just plain
didn't attract the attention of the masses, even when gas was really expense. It was those
countless other factors of influence discussion struggle to get into. So, it tends to just fall
back on more EV is better. Interestingly, the topic of Tesla popped up today at the barber
shop. Even with the 200-mile range, that simply wasn't enough. They just dismissed the
idea of electric-only travel and moved on. At least with some focus on 4 or 5 seats, we
are seeing some movement beyond the trapped mindset of the past. Will people dismiss
Prius Prime just as easily as Tesla was today? The supposed mass-market choices, like
Volt and Leaf, certainly aren't coming up in conversations. Heck, we barely here
mention of them here anymore. Signs of change are finally emerging. The old daily blog
for Volt has been void of Volt topics for quite awhile now. It has transformed into
another venue for plug-in support discussions. Posts no longer find Prius a
competitor. Reality is finally sinking in that traditional vehicles are really the true
competition. Consider how unappealing a plug-in vehicle is to a traditional
salesperson. When you can get a commission that's larger and much easier, why
bother? Selling a guzzler takes so little effort in comparison. That's where Prius Prime
comes in. Even though some here don't like the approach, the lower production-cost
(equating to higher commission) and obvious appeal of EV make a compelling reason for
salespeople to actually try. A simple test-drive will be enough to get potential buyers to
consider the purchase. That's hard to do with a regular Prius when you encounter a loyal
Toyota customer on the showroom floor. But with the plug-in offering a new twist on
being green, but not requiring significant compromise, there's opportunity.
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7-10-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, great example. As supporters, we have much to share: For
ordinary consumers, the topic of PHV verses Prime really doesn't make any
difference. Today provided a great example. At that new grocery store, just 0.6 mile
from our house, there are 4 charging stations... free and in high traffic locations. (It's a
pretty sweet setup.) That draws attention to the Prius PHV. I've had people stop to ask
about what I think of owning a car with a plug. They aren't obsessed with detail like
many of us here in the forum. They simply want to know about convenience &
reliability. Oddly, price isn't asked about. It really is just a matter of having confidence
in the technology. That's the key. That's what will help sell it. Today, my wife just
stepped back and let me engage in a quick conversation with a passer-by. I answered a
series of questions. Range wasn't even asked about. I eventually just mentioned my 72
MPG average and that the newer version coming out this Fall would do even better. Her
curiosity, there in the parking lot, looked very much like what I anticipate at the
dealership later with Prius Prime. Ordinary people will simply want to know more and
the basics are all easy to convey. We learned from Volt that attracting attention of
customers wandering around on the showroom floor, just randomly shopping with the
hope of stumbling across something to excite them, is vital. GM still hasn't achieved
that. Sales for Volt come from conquest. Rather than appealing to their own base, buyers
are from other automakers. That's a major opportunity lost and a sign of hard times to
come. The goal is to transition from traditional vehicles to cleaner more efficient
choices. Not being able to appeal to your own loyal customers is a very big
problem. Toyota is attempting to overcome that, trying to avoid falling into the same
trap as GM. That's why Prius Prime doesn't fit the profile we've come to expect. Change
is challenging. I'm quite optimistic this approach will break out beyond current
barriers. 22 miles seems small to us. But to the them, the resulting MPG will blow their
minds. It's easy to understand and will be effortless to achieve. That's a winning formula
for drawing in the masses.

7-11-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, think about. When you read this, what do you think: "Honestly,
I have a feeling Toyota will cripple sales of the Prius Prime to try to prove that people
don't want to but plug-in's (between lack of 5th seat, price which we don't know yet, and
nationwide availability which we'll see if actually happens)." This is what I
posted: That's a terrible way of setting expectations. By that, I don't mean the negative
attitude. You're entitled to your opinion. That's fine. It's the vague nature of price &
availability doesn't actually tell us anything. In other words, what goals have you set for
the measure of success or failure? Keep in mind that not knowing is what crippled other
vehicles in the past. People will just spin results without clear expectations having been
stated. Think about the state of the market... mandates, credits, automakers, dealers,
consumers, and battery technology.
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7-11-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, expectations.
Setting them key. Prius PHV had a purpose. Remember what it was? That begs the
same question of Prius Prime.
When Toyota rolled out their first plug-in hybrid, the design had a clear focus of
augmenting the existing design. Give it a larger battery and means of supplying
electricity that wasn't derived from gas. Since the design already had untapped abilities,
like a more powerful traction motor than what the smaller battery could support, that
extra boost was easy to exploit. The engineers had already taken the future into
account. It was basically just a matter of waiting for cost to drop.
Turns out though, the market expectation was pushed in another direction following
rollout. Volt was directly responsible for that. GM provided proof that power beyond the
existing thresholds for Prius were desirable... but wasn't actually able to capitalize on
it. GM wasn't able to capture interest from mainstream consumers as hoped. So, Toyota
halted rollout plans and instead decided to focus on the limited established markets
instead. The question became a matter of how to learn from GM's struggle and their own
success with Prius.
What should the next-generation design deliver?
Toyota's approach of platform refinement & reuse has always been the key to sales &
profitability. With a plug-in model, much of the design would need to be shared to have
that advantage. The 4th generation Prius would become the first to use TNGA, a
modular approach to vehicle production. The next PHV (known as "Prime") would
follow using it.
Turns out, adding a clutch to disengage the gas-engine allows both electric-motors to
deliver propulsion power. No need to alter much else. Switching from a
traction/generator relation in the regular Prius to a traction/traction approach for the plugin really was that simple. The increased battery-capacity could be exploited with little
extra cost. More power could be delivered.
The question now is how can Toyota succeed where GM continues to struggle. Toyota
will deliver the improvements claimed to be vital to advance gen-1 to gen-2. Like the
PHV model, Prime will deliver industry-top efficiency following depletion of plugsupplied electricity. Prior to that, you'll get full EV driving experience, which includes
an industry-top cabin heating system.
It boils down to initial reaction. Will ordinary consumers find the 22-mile rating
acceptable enough to take a closer look? Since all the expectations are fulfilled, there
isn't much else to ask.
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7-12-2016

The Point. There was a new discussion on one of those all-audience blogs for green
cars. I couldn't resist diving in upon reading this: "The Prius Prime would not work for
many commuters in the Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area as a commuter vehicle, even if
you exclude winter." It seemed as though I would dealing with someone who just plain
didn't know how the system actually. Sadly, I may never find out either. Those venues
have threads with short lives and participants are quite random. Oh well. At least I could
join in: That misses the point. AER to cover your entire commute isn't necessary. My
recharging at work is to replenish the current 4.4 kWh battery. With the new 8.8 kWh, I
wouldn't need to since the total round-trip capacity is the doubled. Overall MPG will be
outstanding, even without recharging at work. You still get the benefits of the hybrid
system. You still get the benefit from plug-supplied electricity.

7-12-2016

Wrong Audience. I actually got a response: "Necessary, and it being what the vast
majority of people purchasing plug-ins expect are two different things. From my
experience you are in the minority in not caring." He acknowledged the outstanding
MPG, but just plain didn't care. Focus was entirely on AER. If that "All Electric Range"
isn't far enough, he considers the configuration a failure. It's that all-or-none
mindset. The purity nonsense went no where for 5.5 years. The niche perspective simply
doesn't work. Ordinary people don't purchase an absolute; instead, they seek out a
balance. Oh well. Some people never learn. For the rest: Those early adopters are not
representative of the masses. Mainstream consumers are quite different. They will go
for an augmented hybrid. They are not expecting electric only drive 100% of the
time. The 5.5 million Prius owners never had that expectation, but would be willing to
pay more for more electric only driving but still want a hybrid... which is exactly what
Prius Prime delivers.

7-13-2016

Reducing Dependency. This simple message got a few likes: 89 MPG from my
commute and evening driving today with my Prius PHV. 65.7 miles total. 2 full charges
used. That's 4.4 kWh twice. In other words... it's a representation of what Prius Prime
could deliver with a single charge. Keep in mind, the newer will have a more efficient
electrical system. That certainly reduces our dependency on oil.

7-13-2016

Purity Obsession. Some people really don't learn: "The point being gas is still being
used when it might not have to use any at all." You sometimes have to wonder just how
far someone would take that. Pushing a principle doesn't accomplish much. It's far more
effective to lead by example. We see many stepping up to wait for the purchase of an
EV. The wait is painful. Many actually will follow through. They are who post
comments like that though. That unfortunate "do as I say, not do as I do" approach is
annoying. That's why I push for detail. It reveals true intent. I also just push back, like
today: No. That is not the point. It is to reduce gas consumption, not eliminate it. You
want electric-only, you buy something that offers far more capacity. The effort to focus
solely on commute distance is insincere... since most people have a life... meaning they
drive somewhere else after work. That means using some gas on a regular basis.
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7-15-2016

Prius Prime Is Better, annoyed. He tried to turn it back on me. I was annoyed and
wouldn't allow that, especially from such a memorable antagonist. So, I pushed
back. This is what ultimately did it: "Agreed but I was only responding to your posts
which in a full circle sort of way gets back to your OP concerning dealing with
misleading statements or uninformed opinions." And I was happy to reply with...
When I provided the opportunity to present some data, you chose to spin instead. That's
a letdown and the same waste we had to deal with back when you owned a Volt. Why
not try to help everyone move beyond that? Here's an example of what you should have
posted:
Prius PHV cuts off EV depletion at 23.5% of total battery-capacity. If the engine is cold,
up to 5.5% of the remaining capacity (down to 18.0%) may be used for warm-up. The
purpose of consuming that electricity with a high-draw is reduce emissions by limiting
the amount of propulsion power demand on the engine by keeping it at a low RPM. The
traction-motor handles that burden instead.
Your supposed claim is that Prius Prime should consume that electricity for EV driving,
preventing the engine from ever starting due to being close to your destination. This
would mode would automatically be activated based upon current GPS location being
compared to saved driving history.
In theory, that sounds simple. Looking at the actual data, not so much. Just under 0.25
kWh is available. Using the standard measure of 4 miles per 1 kWh, that electricity is
enough to take you 1 mile under favorable driving conditions. With the heater or A/C
running, highway speeds, acceleration from a stop, or having to climb a large hill, that
distance available is reduced. Those factors will not be apparent to drivers.
In other words, a vague statement of "like EV+" only serves to feed assumptions and
establish false expectations. By far, the better approach is to present information so
discussions can take place about it and other detail & experiences can be shared. I
requested that, but didn't get it.

7-15-2016

Support Material. I especially enjoyed sharing this today: Speaking of information
sharing, I have been collecting Prius Prime support material from my Prius PHV for over
4 years now. By recharging the 4.4 kWh battery-pack each day at work, that resulting
real-world detail provides a basis of expectations for the 8.8 kWh battery-pack with only
a single charge. It was reasonable to believe Toyota would attempt to deliver double the
current capacity. Little did I know that was exactly what would happen. Fortunately, it
did. Now we have something to build upon, even before rollout begins. We know that
Toyota has worked hard to increase efficiency of the electrical system too. So, results
from Prius Prime should be better just recharging once per day. In my case, the 38-mile
commute easily falls within the 22-mile capacity. So, recharging at work will put me
into the 999 MPG category when I upgrade. I'm quite curious how the vapor-injected
heat-pump will operate in Minnesota Winter driving. I'm also quite excited about the
heated steering-wheel and the ability to pre-warm the vehicle using plug-supplied
electricity. There's much to look forward to. Hopefully, my wait to upgrade will be less
than 5 months.
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7-15-2016

More Misleading. Sometimes, you simply have to blog about to... because some won't
believe later that it actually happened: Here's another example of promoting by
misleading: "In 2012, just as other carmakers seduced these buyers with all-electric cars
and plug-in hybrids boasting ranges of about 20 miles, Toyota finally offered them a
Prius that had a charging port. But it was capable of just 6 miles of electric range—and
that was only when it was driven as if an egg were under your right foot." Not only did a
supposedly reputable publisher claim just 6 miles total capacity, they also implied many
carmakers were offering plug-in hybrids back then. In reality, capacity was 11 miles and
it was only Ford. Another bit of misleading that got my goat was: "Top speed in EV
mode is 84 mph, which makes it more usable than the former Prius Plug-In's (mostly
theoretical) 62-mph top end in EV mode." Since when is the 62 mph EV speed
theoretical? I see that routinely. What is the basis of their claim? Why does it matter
anyway? Posted highway speeds around here are 55, 60, 65, and 70. There is no need to
sustain travel at 62 mph. Needless to say, we're going to see a lot more of this
misleading for awhile. That's unfortunate.

7-16-2016

Diesel Is Dead. Much worse news emerged this week. The hope of supporters to save
the consumer market for diesel completely fell apart as a result. European penalties are
now expected. Simply ignoring the environmental damage and impairment of hybrid
potential isn't appropriate. Outcome from the United States has stirred the need to
enforce fines in some way. To deepen wounds even more, the state of California has
deemed the proposed fix for the larger (3.0) diesel engine unacceptable. What even more
bad news, how about the information that a research group found the proposed fix for
European diesel vehicles actually increases emissions by as much as 25 percent in some
cases. Needless to say, there is nothing to look forward to anymore. It's time to give up
the fight. With so many plug-in hybrids and electric-only vehicles on the way, why
bother? Want even more bad news for diesel, consider what Germany just did. They are
now offering $4,000 toward EV purchases. The result has been an abrupt spike in sales
of the BMW i3. How about that for declaring diesel for passenger vehicles dead?

7-17-2016

47 MPG. We took the kayaks to the lake. It was a beautiful Summer day. Spending it
outside on the water was perfect. That 30-mile round trip with such a massive load on
the roof wouldn't exactly be efficient. Adding a detour to pick up pizza on the way home
would only make the situation worse. Yet, we did it anyway. The warm season is too
short for such an opportunity on the weekend to be missed. To our surprise, MPG didn't
take much of a hit. The result for all that driving with the awkward cargo was 47. It
would have been somewhere around 39 without having plugged in. That's my guess
anyway. With the other car, I'd see as low as 36 from dragging so much airflowinterrupting recreational equipment. Of course, even that is still impressive. Many
vehicles can't get that at their best. My Prius delivered much more. That sad part is, that
park actually has 2 charging-stations right there where we park after launching the
kayaks. Unfortunately, they were having some type of electrical issue at the time. So, no
plugging in this time. Perhaps in a few weeks we'll get to repeat the experience, but head
back home afterward with a full battery. That data sure would be interesting to compare
with today's.
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7-18-2016

$2.21 per gallon. That's the national average now. The prediction is that gas here will
drop below $2 in a few days... since the cost for a barrel of oil just dropped. It's amazing
how cheap it has become. The boom was taken advantage of... pushing supply well
beyond demand. Traditional suppliers kept pumping oil at the same rate they had been
for years. The new sources here in the United States, as well as Canada, continued to
introduce new supply. The market became saturated. Pushing high-profit guzzlers
became very easy. Oddly, that has brought about an end to the monster-size SUV
offerings. There isn't a stigma downsizing to a smaller SUV anymore. So, that's what
people are doing in large numbers. Unfortunately, there are likely some who are
replacing their cars with them too. Fortunately, Toyota saw this coming. I'm seeing a
surprising number of hybrid RAV4 now. Having taken advantage of the low cost for
NiMH batteries, the design choice is proving wise. It's becoming a "right place at the
right time" situation. Why not upgrade from traditional to hybrid for just $800? That
decision is an easy one... which clearly many customers are choosing. Cool.

7-19-2016

Small Steps. Comments like this make you think: "Ultimately we don't want to lose
space, we like the PiP - it was the step in the right direction in terms of versatility and EV
awareness." What was the intended reaction to that? Should I point out that we don't
really "lose" anything, since there is a gain of affordability & capacity. Will that idea of
trading something for something else make a difference? Are there certain absolutes
which are not negotiable? If so, why? This is why there are updates. We get both
generation & mid-cycle changes. Some are true upgrades. Others are adjustments to the
market to meet changing expectations. Gauging how much to do is a very real
problem. That's why taking small steps is so appealing... to the business. Some
consumers disagree, wanting more right away instead. I stated my observations: Don't
overlook the fact that 4 seats was too. Awareness of Prius Prime was stirred by the
prototype revealing such a difference. It demonstrates change and helps to gauge
interest. Toyota took advantage of that opportunity. It's brilliant move prior to
rollout. Well played. Also, don't forget that mid-cycle updates were nothing but minor
tweaks and some cosmetic alterations with traditional vehicles. Most people completely
miss the paradigm-shift coming from vehicles taking advantage of battery-packs. They
get mid-cycle updates offering much more. We could see the 5th seat return then. We
could also see either a lowering of the floor or an increase in EV miles. That's another
effort to seek balance. The initial Prius Prime sales will provide wisdom about what the
market will actually desire. Remember, Prius PHV initial rollout did the same
thing. The market claimed they wanted an augmented hybrid. But as the plug-in market
struggled with sales, it became clear what they really didn't want that. Toyota took note
and used that knowledge to build Prius Prime. Don't forget, Prius PHV itself was a midcycle update. True, the system was designed from the start to handle augmentation, but
battery cost and battery density didn't make it practical. In fact, we're only seeing that
just now in 2016. Small steps irritate some. Others see the importance when trying to
appeal to the masses.
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7-20-2016

Change Considerations. What do you think of this: "The 5 passenger hatchback/sedan
is ubiquitous and expected- especially when the standard is set in previous iterations. It
seems a bad compromise to limit seating to 4 in a car that has a history..." How
important is that history? Think about the cars from 20 years ago. They weren't that
wide. They weren't that tall. Sure, everyone knew someone with a larger vehicle. But
those weren't plentiful during the 80's or 90's. Many of us grew up with smaller
vehicles. Remember how small Camry actually was? I bet you don't. You likely
remember the bench seat though. What a pain. If the passenger & driver were different
sizes, someone had to make a sacrifice. There were no seat-heaters back then. Heck,
where did you put your beverage? Of course, you didn't have a phone then and certainly
didn't need to plug it in for recharging. I like the idea of individual seating in back with a
center console. The middle seat was always narrow and less comfortable anyway. I
sounded off about the situation now with: Sounds like the arguments long ago for
keeping a bench seat in front... and you know how that went. Some people wouldn't give
up what the buckets brought for anything nowadays. For example, think about how
much of a deal breaker it is for some to not have a heated seat. You really think cold
seats in back is preferred? That's an important consideration when you are using
electricity to warm the car too. Would you really want to crank the heater when all that's
necessary is just turning on a seat warmer? That's an easily avoided large draw on the
battery-pack.

7-21-2016

Diversification. Some people just don't get it: "I think inadequate seat capacity is a
more essential disincentive than the option of heated seats to up gas mileage or power
conservation or to accommodate the cold of a passenger that cannot be present, although
I can imagine for some childless couples or singles the relative luxury or alternate
technology (and those in northern climates with urgent heater needs) are more critical
issues than basic practicality of what I imagine is the majority demographic for the
Prius." Getting stuck in a mindset is nothing new. People tend to seek out
similarities. In fact, that's what attracts Prius owners to participate online in a forum
dedicated to Prius. So naturally, posts counter to the status quo will get challenged. The
differences in Prius Prime are causing more of a sour than with generation
upgrades. That's likely not a problem. When gen-3 rolled out, a majority of the gen-2
owners didn't engage in discussions anymore. Aspects of the driving experience varied
too much. They couldn't relate. It wasn't a bad thing though. Gen-4 is most likely going
to do the same thing. We didn't see that with Prius PHV, but a large part of that was due
to the extremely limited availability. Prius Prime won't be like that. It wasn't configured
to appeal to potential Gen-4 buyers either. It is a true effort to diversify. Some obviously
won't like that. I do. I look forward to the new audience. I look forward to more owners
replacing their guzzler with a choice that offers a plug, then becomes an impressively
efficient hybrid after that electricity is used up. These were my thoughts on the
topic: Prius Prime targets a different audience. The point is to grow the market. That
means appealing to a new demographic, rather than the existing. That assumption of it
being intended to get current Prius owners to upgrade is quite understandable, but not
what Toyota has conveyed. Their purpose is the expand hybrid system use, not
cannibalize their own sales. Remember, the overall goal is to phaseout traditional
vehicles. Doing that requires delivering diverse choices, not just providing a larger
battery with plug option.
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7-21-2016

Paradigm Shift. Change is slow. People are quick to dismiss. Not much consideration
is given. It makes the acceptance of a technology a matter of perception, rather than any
particular date you can pinpoint. That's how the "overnight success" comes
about. Someone will work on something for a decade or two, the all of a sudden they get
a massive amount of attention. Few cared all those years before. It's unfortunate. That's
what is about to happen with the plug-in hybrid technology. It will go from obscure to
"ready" in a remarkably short amount of time. We can see Toyota preparing for it. The
200-mile EV offerings simply aren't realistic yet. And of course, we haven't seen any
sign of gen-2 Volt sales reaching that mainstream level yet. It's never quick
anyway. But a key to success is being affordable. Just look around. We've had smartphones and solid-state drives for years. When did the masses finally embrace
them? Why did that happen? Once the hardware has proven reliable, you still have to
wait for cost to come down. Ordinary consumers don't look for maximum capacity
either. Even notice that? They are perfectly content getting something in the "enough"
category. They aren't like enthusiasts who absolutely insist on the best & most
available. People in general simply want a good buy. To be brief and stir new discussion
online, I posted all those thoughts into this summary: Anyone else notice the recent
paradigm shift? There are no longer any posts related to the technology itself
anymore. That's a profound change. We have collectively moved on to the next stage.

7-22-2016

The Catch. Don't you love how people complain, yet don't actually consider what they
are asking for? We keep hearing from a small group of people online who really wish
Toyota had retained 5 seats and didn't raise the floor in the cargo area for Prius. How
exactly would that have been achieved without costs becoming too high? What about the
compromises it would require, like lower depleted efficiency and the loss of higher speed
recharging? There's issues of complexity too. Keeping it simple tends to contribute to
reliability. That also opens up opportunity for reusability. It never ceases to amaze me
how some people never consider detail like that. They just respond with emotion, not
thinking through what is actually required. Ugh. Needless to say, that's what the whole
debacle with gen-1 Volt was all about. There was a surprisingly large group of people
who had no concern for how or when or why. They just insisted their way was
best. More ugh. Needless to say, we have new examples of the same problem
emerging. This time though, I don't believe the situation will get so far out of hand. The
niche will remain a niche. It was the promises of mainstream that were unrealistic. That
isn't the case with this, as I pointed out: CT6 phev is what many here complaining really
want... larger battery-pack that's flattened, much more electric capacity, and seating for 5
adults. The catch is, it will be extremely expensive... not in any way affordable to this
audience.
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7-23-2016

Exactly What We Want.
I really enjoyed responding to this today: "Imagine if Toyota hadn't cut corners, spend all
that R&D money on converting a Prius into a Prime (using a Prius and its GVWR and
replace cargo weight with battery weight) and go straight into R & D a proper 5 seat
PHEV with flat trunk floors, they would have save millions and give its target audiences
exactly what we want instead of second guessing and hoping we would accept a 4 seat
Prius with a raised floor."
Prius PHV delivered exactly what we want. Clearly, the lesson of what had been learned
in the past still isn't well understood yet.
Toyota observed the third-party augmentation efforts and monitored results closely. We
knew a top electric-only speed of 100 km/h (62.1 mph) was realistic. We knew the
traction-motor could deliver more if the battery possessed more power. We knew enough
room existed in the cargo-area to hold increased capacity. Enhancement to the existing
hybrid system is what people were demanding... and that's what was delivered.
Turns out, the consumers shifted priorities. Fallout from the early plug-in vehicles made
that obvious. Sales struggled. Some of us noticed and were thankful Toyota halted
rollout plans, choosing to further study usage in established markets instead. Others
made up their own excuses based on anecdotal evidence... most of which have now been
disproven. Using that time to stay true to the affordable goal.
You claim 5 seats and a flat floor is vital. How can you just dismiss what we get in the
effort to achieve balance and affordability? Think about what the first 2 years of sales
will reveal. That feedback is priceless. When the mid-cycle update comes and higher
energy-density is available, will Toyota lower the floor or use that extra space to offer
more EV miles? So far, the overwhelming request is more EV miles... not a flat floor.
Additionally, how do you know that consumers won't prefer the faster 3.3 kWh charging
rate? Being able to replenish the battery-pack in a shorter amount time is very
nice. Getting more electricity from plugging in while at the grocery is a really big
deal. You can't just disregard such an advantage. To achieve that though, space under
the middle back seat was needed for the larger hardware.
In other words, how do you know exactly what we want?
Lastly, how do you know Toyota isn't developing a dedicated plug-in hybrid? After all,
they mentioned it in the past and even showed a prototype model.
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7-23-2016

Think About It. This sure got me going: "Yes - i get it .... the whole incremental
philosophy - perhaps the reason why incremental is frustrating - is because the plugin
Mitsu SUV is so staggeringly popular worldwide. That project (a sort-of 'hail Mary' pass
- as they say in football) shows the huge benefit of pushing boundaries far beyond
incremental ... you end up owning the market - ah la genII prius." I enjoyed
replying: What if Toyota actually did more than anyone has yet to notice? There hasn't
been a close inspection of the 8.8 kWh battery-pack. Perhaps the seemingly clumsy size
& shape for Prius Prime is actually an effort to speed up "Prime" rollouts. Think about
it. With battery-pack production refined for rapid volume increase along with
accompanying cost reduction, would it be a surprise to find out that same equipment also
works with RAV4 hybrid? Think about it. Toyota would have collected extremely
valuable real-world operational data in the meantime. That would greatly reduce risk as
well as make it easier to market. That's an approach to reach the masses. Think about it.

7-23-2016

Dedicated Platform. We're hearing this kind of rhetoric a lot now: "Prius won out
because it was the most complete package of them all. It's not perfect but it had the
rooms, the reliabilities in both the engine and batteries. It was a dedicated platform and
not a converted platform like the civic or the accord..." It comes from the lack of a
small, cramped middle seat in back and a raised floor in the cargo area. I'm finding each
new post interesting. The lack of substance is beginning to reveal itself. Rather than
arguments growing stronger, weaknesses are emerging. That's the result of constructive
discussion. Yeah! Such an outcome is rare. I appreciate the devil's advocate approach
some are providing to foster that. This was my say on the comment today: Ironically,
Toyota is doing the same thing now and that fact continues to be overlooked. The
hatchback model of Prius is almost 13 years old. Any type of interior or exterior match
would put it in the same "converted platform" category, especially with that being 3
generations. Making Prime stand out as different was an important goal. Yes, it shares
some of the hybrid system, but clearly there's a very easy to see difference... the seating...
the battery... the body. If it hadn't been given the "Prius" prefix, many would think of it
as a distinct vehicle. If Prime gets a 5th seat later, unique identification would have
already been achieved at that point anyway. Goal fulfilled. People like standout traits,
even if it means a tradeoff. RAV4 hybrid is selling well. Why? Efficiency is quite a bit
less. Remember how many people in the past said they'd be willing to give up some
cargo room for the sake of more EV miles? Also, keep in mind that winning formulas of
the past don't necessarily deliver another success when repeated later. Think about how
little competition Prius had back then. Having Prime standout from the regular Prius
makes sense it this crowded market with a wide variety of choices.
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7-25-2016

Spreadsheets. I'm finally getting caught up on the number-crunching part of my data
sharing. I never stopped collecting all the detail. There simply wasn't time to analyze &
summarize. Now, there is. Some of the results are fascinating too. The ultimate goal
was determine that value a certain antagonist from over 4 years ago hated. His upset
over my insistence upon real-world data was intense. Yes, he was an early Volt owner
who pushed absolutes and despised Prius. The balance from blending and the smaller
battery-pack to make it affordable enraged him. So, naturally, he resorted to
greenwashing. The intentional misleading efforts were annoying. I just kept collecting
data. Now, all this time later, I have it. His fighting to prevent this new measurement is
how his resentment became obvious. I simply suggested stating how many KWH and
GALLONS it took to travel 100 miles. He wanted to hide behind MPG, supporting his
objection to tracking electricity consumption. All that mattered to him was using less
gas. That's just plain wrong. Guzzling electricity is not appropriate. Agreeing to that
point though meant unknowing Prius PHV could compete directly with Volt in certain
circumstances. He also knew that Prius PHV was only a mid-cycle release with limited
scope. The next generation would be more competitive. And sure enough, that's exactly
what Prius Prime will deliver. So... after all that being said... the value after 73,663
miles of driving came to 8.3 kWh + 1.41 Gallons for every 100 miles of travel. That's
an intriguing result... especially since so few people actually have similar data to share. I
documented every single time I plugged in and every time I filled the tank. Those are
measured number, not rough estimates. The spreadsheets noting all that are quite
extensive. I think it was totally worth doing.

7-26-2016

Trolling. I really getting tired of nonsense like this: "And with a similar number of 3 or
less households, 4 seats was a major detractor for the first Volt. Besides, households
have extended family, friends, and coworkers. Along no middle seat for a child seat, the
lack of the fifth seat meant taking a less efficient car for short outings, lunch with
coworkers, when there is 5 people going." He's been posting vague & misleading
statements a lot lately. Omissions is what crossed the line. I wonder how much longer
I'll tolerate it. He knows I switch to ignore too: Leaving out vital information paints a
misleading picture. Only 4 seats was a major detractor of Volt for the initial
rollout. After people discovered the other seating shortcomings (leg & head room in
back, along with the low windows), it shifted to minor... and stayed that way... which is
why gen-2 of Volt still doesn't offer seating for 5 people. The arguments about family &
friends fell short anyway. People simply don't like cramming 3 across. It doesn't work
for adults in vehicles of that size... which is why larger vehicles like Camry remain
popular. In other words, it's not the big deal you make it out to be.
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7-27-2016

Taking The Risk. I climbed up on the soapbox. The time to sound off was well
overdue: We get a lot of spin. Many times, that isn't even intended. It's just a
perspective people aren't aware they are stuck in. They have a set of expectations and
don't realize what else is available. Over and over, we hear the glass is half empty. They
are taking away a seat that rarely gets used for most and used occasionally by
others. Why hasn't anyone noticed the other view? The glass can be considered half full
too. Why not improve seating in back, starting with the introduction of a center console
and bucket seats? We also get the sensors that detect where passengers are and directs
the air-circulation accordingly. How come that isn't acknowledged as an effort to offer
improvement for back seating? I'm tired of the nonsense and know after so many years
of close study that the typical consumer won't raise such a huff. Family dynamics change
anyway. What will work with the children while they are young will alter as the years
pass. What do you do with the car then? People naturally seek out different after a while
too. Toyota is hoping to capitalize on the opportunity... and getting grief for taking the
risk... despite breaking out and not playing it safe being the very thing they were told to
do. Take a chance, get criticized. Geez!

7-29-2016

Ignore. This is what did it: "The EV range, which is increasing a tad for the 2017
model." My growing anger hit tolerance. He was clearly attempting to prevent
conclusions from being draw. That's why he's considered a troll. Though, when you've
been a daily poster for years, that label is seldom associated... despite the obvious
behavior. It this case, he was making a comparison to BMW's i3. I was not
happy. Rather than just presenting numbers for others to decide, he was drawing
conclusions for everyone. That blatant effort to avoid being constructive, seen on a very
regular basis, is intolerable. So, I called him how making reference to the
quote: Excluding detail, yet again. Makes you wonder... Who would ever call the jump
from 81 miles to 114 miles just a tad?

7-29-2016

Exposed. My effort to reveal the trolling did not go unnoticed. He knew he had been
caught. The frustration in the response was obvious. He knew I'd be ignoring him from
this point on too... the ultimate defeat, not taking the bait. So, he couldn't even address
me. I was refusing to play his game. Phew! Yet another antagonist exposed. Each time
something like this happens, it becomes easier to notice. New people attempting to do
the same thing get called out sooner. Becoming aware of what to look for is key. This
was a nice example to share with the group. On a big forum like that, such activity can
go unchecked for a surprisingly long time. People just get caught up in the
participation... not taking the time to think about what's happening. The engagement
draws them into those pointless discussions. It becomes a huge waste of time that
ultimately undermines. Progress is prevented. That's the trolls goal. They thrive on the
status quo.
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7-31-2016

Truly Desperate, undermining. It has been quite quiet over the last week. Inventory
clearances have begun. With the shortage of Prius caused by supplier & production
complications in Japan, along with low gas prices here, the situation is a rather
odd. We're seeing markdowns on Prius that had only until recently been difficult to
find. I expect a decent increase when the new model-year becomes available in a few
months. The reality of cheap gas makes the idea of using less a challenging sale
though. But then again, the entire industry is struggling. Anywho, while that has been
playing out, I've been watching an entirley new problem emerge. Over the course of the
last week, a lawsuit against Prius PHV has made the media rounds. The claim is the
system doesn't deliver 13 miles of EV as promised and the engine runs whenever the
temperature outside is below 55 F degrees. What kind of nonsense is that? I never heard
such a promise. And where the heck did that temperature limitation come from? It's so
absurd, I just ignored the online comments... until today. A well-known antagonist reemerged, seeing that an a new opportunity to spread his same old rhetoric
again. Ugh. Oh well, it gave me an opportunity to present facts. So, I did.
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7-31-2016

Truly Desperate, the post. I was very happy to post this:
Prius PHV was rolled out and promoted as a PLUG-IN HYBRID. Everybody knew back
then that it was a Prius augmented with a larger battery and a plug. That gave it the
ability to deliver much higher efficiency. At lower speeds, the engine would remain off
for longer durations than with the no-plug model. On the highway, it would gain a MPG
boost from the plug-supplied electricity.
The claims of AER (All Electric Range) came about after, as a effort to undermine. That
intentional misleading got pretty bad too. There was a group of Volt owners who grew
quite irritated by the high MPG some Prius PHV owners reported. But rather than
compete honesty, they chose to greenwash
Looking at the window-sticker's stated efficiency of 29 kWh per 100 miles, the deception
was easy to reveal. It shows that you need 3.19 kWh of electricity to travel 11 miles.
Being able to get that from the 4.4 kWh battery-pack should be obvious.
It never ceased to amaze me how desperate some became, pushing the belief that when
the hard-acceleration point on the EPA test was reached (the 6-mile mark) there was no
plug-supplied electricity remaining the battery-pack. In other words, they were hoping
you'd be gullible enough to not check facts.
From my experience owning one, I routinely see at least 11 miles of EV in the warm
months. In the coldest here in Minnesota, when it's well below the freezing point, I have
seen as much as 9. With the heater on, it's less. But maintaining a lifetime average of
over 70 MPG, even when dealing with snow & ice for months, is the point.
I'm not at all surprised to see the undermining effort continue. That seems to be a sign
that the upcoming Prius Prime scares some. A clutch will be added, allowing the
generator-motor to contribute propulsion-power to the traction-motor. The battery-pack
capacity will be doubled. The system itself will be more efficient, requiring less
electricity to travel the same distance. Delivering a solid 22 miles of EV with very high
MPG following depletion is quite realistic.
To add fuel to the fire, Prius Prime will deliver industry-leading heating for highefficiency EV operation in Winter driving. It will use a vapor-injected electric heatpump. How will those desperate to undermine end up spinning that information?
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7-31-2016

Truly Desperate, easy as pie. With my follow up, I got clever putting it this way: Keep
in mind, the goal of all start-of-the-art technologies is for them to mature, so mass
adoption will take place. The 4th generation Prius brings about cost reductions to the
point of being competitive with the true competition... traditional vehicles... even with
gas so cheap now. The 2nd generation plug-in Prius will be striving to achieve the same
thing. Think about the smaller battery-pack. The size makes it affordable. The size also
allows it to be used elsewhere, like in a RAV4 hybrid. That's what some are scared
of. The ability to easily scale is an important aspect of business. Specialty vehicles, for
example Volt, don't offer that advantage. The seemingly less capable system Toyota has
designed is what will be able to reach mainstream buyers in a timing and cost-effective
manner. Look at all the other top-selling vehicles. Cars like Camry and Corolla certainly
don't carry any "advanced tech" type labels, yet that's what sells in high volume. That's
what ultimately pays automaker bills and populates our streets. Watch Prius Prime reach
an audience none of the other plug-in vehicles have been able to capture. They'll be the
ones confident in the reliability & value reputation Prius has earned, looking for an "easy
as pie" way to also experience some EV driving.

8-01-2016

New Observations. Having something truly new to discuss is quite rare. It happens
though. I was lucky enough to introduce the topic too. It came about from this: "As the
traction packs age, and are less & less capable of holding capacity, in essence, they
become a smaller sized pack." Few have enough detail to make observations relevant to
that statement. I do. In fact, I have a massive amount of detail. I've been populating
spreadsheets with my activity for a very, very long time. There's lots to notice patterns
with. I started the discussion this way: However, as the battery ages, it would appear as
though the chemistry responds differently. My observations over the past 4.5 years is
that the internal electrical resistance has become lower. So even though the recharge
quantity has dropped from 3.1 kWh to just 2.5 kWh of electricity, the distance I am able
to travel with EV has remained consistent. There's also the fact that the vehicle loosens
up over time and consequently becomes more efficient. For example, today's commute
to work delivered 14 miles of EV driving. 80,000 miles and 2,400 recharges later, that's
still right on par for what I got when the Prius was new. In other words, the net result is
showing no loss.

8-01-2016

Unanticipated Results. I sure wish I had been filming today. It was one of those ideal
condition days. Traffic was lighter than usual and the weather was quite pleasant. Heck,
even the construction delay I've been having to deal with routinely was gone. That made
for a very nice drive. It was reflected in the results too. 257 MPG from my 18.6 mile
commute. I am clearly not see any degradation from the battery-pack... despite all the
miles and the number of charges. Such a timely example of 4.5 years of aging certainly
was nice. I definitely reinforces the 150 to 175 MPG that same commute has continued
to deliver. People assume there would be a massive drop after enough time. That's not
happening... yet. It still could at some point. But what car retains performance later in
life? We know for a fact that cylinders in combustion engines lose compression over
time. That reduced pressure available results in lost power. More gas is required to
achieve the same thing as a result. How come that isn't ever brought up in
discussions? Traditional vehicles suffer from that. A plug-in hybrid like Prius won't,
since it's engine gets used far less over the same number of miles. I look forward to more
unanticipated results like this. Of course, they'll be anticipated... so... um... not sure what
to call them.
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8-03-2016

Blatant Lies. The attacks have begun. Any article now posted about Prius Prime results
in attempts to undermine from Volt enthusiasts. They clearly see it as a threat. With so
much pressure coming from GM in the form of Bolt favor, it's no wonder the support for
Volt is falling apart. The fact that we're getting rhetoric in the form of blatant lies is a bit
of a surprise though. I hadn't anticipated so desperation to drag on this long. Today, it
was: "With the Volt, it's much colder when the engine needs to run (as cold as 15
degrees) but even then it cycles; with the Prius, it is always on." I've pointed out how the
heater actually works quite a few times now. He knows what he said isn't true, yet posted
it anyway. Prius cycles too. I've even provided detail on how, pointing out the coolant
temperature threshold triggers and the durations. To pretend to not have ever been told
any of that is clearly an act of denial... and a confirmation of being desperate. That's sad.

8-03-2016

Try. How would you respond to this: "I'm just not seeing the vision Toyota is seeing in
the Prime. Who knows, maybe it'll be a big hit. I'm excited." It doesn't really tell us
much. The vague references are both negative & positive. It gives the impression of
missed opportunity, but they suggests a great potential. I asked: How is "big hit"
defined? What is considered "vision" for a plug-in? Most people feel pushing limits is
how sales are achieved. Why? In reality, high-volume volume acceptance from the
masses comes from making a product affordable. In other words, it won't offer amazing
capacity. Notice how the most popular sellers, Camry and Corolla, are just good allaround vehicles. They really don't have any standout traits, yet they sell in great
quantity. Positioning to capture a new market is quite a challenge. None of the plug-in
offerings so far have reached the mainstream yet. Toyota is giving a new approach a try.

8-04-2016

More Miles. It doesn't take much to imagine how often stuff like this comes up: "If folks
have a choice for purchasing more EV miles versus less - chances are their dollars will
vote for more miles - ah la volt. GM has kept their price reasonable, yet uped the ev
range by 18 miles (gm secured a very low production cost per kWh from their battery
supplier). Time will tell." Today's response was: That seems reasonable; however, the
market doesn't concur. Volt is not the "leap frog" solution it had been hoped to be. The
second-generation is floundering like the first. The recent spike of 2,406 sales for July is
likely due to model-year clearance pricing. If that could be sustained, it would meet the
half mark for mainstream minimum (60K annual). That quantity is very important, since
it positions the vehicle to be able to sustain profitable sales without tax-credit
dependency. The clock is ticking. Toyota is delivering a package with greater potential
to reach that sustaining level in time. The smaller EV range doesn't stir much excitement
from the enthusiast perspective, but it should be much easier for dealers to embrace...
who play a pivotal roll it the sales process. Also, keep in mind how consumers don't
purchase the largest capacity available. We see that with phones, tablets, and
computers. More memory is clearly beneficial, but not required. The same is true for
Prius Prime.
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8-04-2016

Right Now. We're seeing a lot of interesting perspectives emerge: "Definitely I welcome
Toyota back to the game with the Prius Prime, but there is lots of competition in blended
right now." Most of vague and give the impression Toyota had given up, rather than just
waiting for the technology to be realistic for the masses. That implies they weren't doing
any research & development in the meantime, which just plain isn't true. But you know
how it is. The "overnight" success is always the result of decades of unnoticed effort. A
bit annoyed, I kept it brief: Right now is a red herring. Consider the entire product
cycle. The generation being rolled out must be able to sustain profitable sales for 5 to 6
years.

8-05-2016

Understanding Change. Coming from a person well known for doing everything in his
power to keep conclusions from being draw so discussion won't end, I wasn't the least
surprised to read: "I don't understand this. Plug-ins are strategic products. Toyota
certainly has said publicly they expect to lose billions on the mirai, and bleeding will last
at least a decade. Why would they need to be profitable in the next 5 years with the
Prime. Certainly the market has much higher competition than when toyota initialy
announced their first gen prius plug-in." He knows all too well what the situation
is. How many times can the same facts & concerns be posted? Anywho, I addressed it
this way this time: Thinking the competition is only other plug-in vehicles sets the bar
horribly low, pushing mainstream expectations out to the next generation. Why that
perspective? Why such a pessimistic outlook? Traditional vehicles are absolutely
crushing sales of plug-in vehicles. Simply watching that continue while also remaining
dependent upon tax-credits for the next 5 years is absurd. To overcome this, mainstream
volume must be reached in the next few years, by mid-cycle. It simply makes no sense
taking a niche approach now that the battery-tech has finally reached a point of being
affordable and offering enough energy-density to compete with other vehicles in the
dealer's lot and on the showroom floor.

8-05-2016

Fence Sitters. I saw this coming: "There's nothing about the prime that suggests anyone
will switch to it from a gas guzzler, at least until gas goes back over $4. It's a completely
niche vehicle with 4 seats, and little storage. That's the reason for all the negativity,
nothing about the lift back is exciting non prius drivers, and prime offers nothing
more." This is where the smaller battery-pack and high-efficiency hybrid system comes
into play. Toyota isn't repeating GM's mistake. Remember how Volt remained a niche
product, regardless of how much arguing there was that it was intended for the
mainstream? It's why I kept asking the "Who?" question so often. That was a sincere
effort to recognize & understand audience. The experience from that tells me there is far
more than nothing. There is just enough to entice, but without going overboard... the
mistake. More is not a good thing. Too much is bad. GM learned that the hard
way. Toyota is attempting to avoid it. That's difficult to see though. I attempt to provide
some clarity though: You're over-thinking the situation... a very common problem with
online discussions. Some people are simply looking for an entry-level plug-in
vehicle. They're the ones with a some extra $$$ to get something nice that doesn't
necessarily have to be 100% practical. I encounter that type of interest on a regular basis
now with that new grocery store so close that offers the free charging spots. In other
words, Toyota is going after those fence-sitters... who are more abundant than you think.
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8-05-2016

First Review. Price isn't available, yet people complained about that having been left
out of the review. The review itself stated Volt had a "3rd rear seat" without any
disclaimer of it not offering any space for legs. There's a double cupholder instead. How
is that considered proper seating? Ugh. Needless to say, there is very little to work with
still. This first basically only revealed the observed EV miles. The total was 28. That's
way over the initial estimate of 22. But then again, the pack is 8.8 kWh. The pack from
Hyundai is 8.9 kWh, yet it got a rating of 31 in its domestic market. So, my original
comments about Toyota targeting double (from 20 to 40 km) is dead on. 25 miles is
looking pretty realistic. Looking to the comments, the first posted was advice to just buy
a Volt instead. It was the same brain-dead advice you could expect to hear... more EV is
better. I pointed out that mistake with: Prius Prime will offer some improvements over
Volt. Most significant will be the vapor-injected heat-pump, which should provide much
more efficient electric heating in the winter. Efficiency in hybrid mode will be notably
higher (expected mid 50's rather than low 40's). And the head room for the rear seating
will be greater (expected 37.4 inches rather than 35.8 inches). I don't believe Volt offers
a driving recharge mode either.
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8-06-2016

Intended Audience. Here's more from another antagonist: "Could it be that Toyota rally
screwed up the hatchback and the Prime?" I jumped on that immediately:
Wow! That reminds me a lot of the anecdotal comment made last year, when the
production of Prius PHV ended. Many of the comments were just plain wrong
too. Having virtually no data to work with and disregarding certain facts is a dead
giveaway the discussion is not constructive...
Start with the inventory shortage. Availability of the gen-4 Prius was severely hampered
by a third-party supplier suffering from a major fire at a production facility. Without
those needed parts, there's simply no way to deliver the vehicle. That's not
speculation. That's not rocket science. That's not spin. It's basic business
fundamentals. No parts. No product.
Next is the reality of a very confusing market. To expect the gen-4 Prius to be an instant
success upon rollout is not realistic. Consumers are becoming overwhelmed by all the
information now being spread. Look no further than the auto-show circuit this Spring.
Notice the wide variety of green choices being promoted? How the heck is an ordinary
person supposed to figure out that mess quickly?
The most telling though is the comparisons to Volt capacity. Since when is it appropriate
to compare EV miles to a vehicle struggling with sales? Prius was always the basis of
comparison due to its strong demand. That's not the outcome from GM's offering. Why in
the world would you say Toyota should follow the same course when it hasn't been
successful?
As for the supposed "delay" belief, since when does a rollout early-summer make any
sense? That's when production ends for retooling and clearance takes place. Having a
rollout occur then simply makes no sense. The cycle has been for that to take place at the
close of the calendar year. Think about how long it takes to begin production, then ship
the vehicles here.
Remember, the goal is to appeal to the masses. That means delivering an affordable
vehicle which won't stir excitement among enthusiasts. Prius Prime will be an entry-level
choice for plug-in hybrids... a very compelling one, different enough to stand out, but the
technology not intimidating.
Expecting more reveals a misunderstanding of intended audience.
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Driving Recharge Mode. Much like the brain-dead advice of "more is better" with the
EV dismissal, there's that of recharging the battery-pack using gas. Overall efficiency is
completely disregarded. The don't think about how the engine & motors are being used,
they just assume outcome. This is that "know your audience" problem I have to deal
with on a regular basis in blogs & forums. They don't understand the perspective of
ordinary consumers. That fundamental oversight messes up discussions. They build a
mental image of the situation that's inaccurate. I find that so annoying. My efforts to
convey clarity typically don't go well either. Lack of a business background on their part
means engineering is the only consideration. There's no balance. Normally, that's
bad. But in the case of trying to figure out driving recharge mode, you'd think they'd
figure it out. That's all about engineering. Unfortunately, assumptions are made rather
than calculations. Long story short, the use of the engine to recharge the battery requires
gas. That's viewed upon as wasteful. Why? Prius Prime should deliver around 55 MPG
from hybrid driving. My Prius PHV delivers over 50 MPG that way. So what if the
penalty for recharging the battery-pack caused around 10 MPG to be lost. 45 MPG is
still great. The resulting end of your highway cruise with a full capacity is fantastic. The
driving to follow will be in EV, where it is most beneficial. Overall efficiency will be
higher because of that. It's basically the hybrid system taken to a new level. How come
these engineering-oriented people can't see that?
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8-06-2016

Constructive Discussion. The challenge to have it continues. In response to an ongoing thread about Prius Prime, I posted:
Then consider yourself informed now. The internet is loaded with intentionally
misleading information. There's is also a lot of speculation that turns into "fact" simply
through the act of passing it along. Squashing that as soon as detected is what some of us
make an effort to do.
The case with Prius Prime is especially noteworthy... because Toyota is attempting to
expand the market by reaching new customers through the reputation of Prius, but not
taking a cannibalizing approach. Just think if they made it too much like Prius. There
wouldn't be any growth. Buyers would simply shift from a 55 MPG hybrid to a 120
MPGe plug-in hybrid. That's not the desired outcome.
It upsets & dismays some supporters of Prius that such an approach would be
taken. That's to be expected. Diversification means appealing to another group, not just
more of the same.
Gen-1 offerings of plug-in vehicles consisted primarily of conquest sales which depended
heavily upon tax-credit & HOV incentives. The expectation by our readers is for that
trend to continue with Gen-2 offerings. After all, gas is cheap and business-sustaining
high-volume production of large-capacity battery-packs is still years away.
Toyota is attempting to try something different, hoping to gain new interest as a
result. Delivering a configuration with seemingly too little capacity and making too great
of a cargo tradeoff is what many enthusiasts & antagonists focus on... rather than
recognizing the goal of growth... and what it takes to achieve that.
The topic of profitability isn't interesting to most people. That prevents constructive
discussion. Risk taking is often perceived as making a mistake. That prevents
constructive discussion. Historical choices are often referred later to as obvious. That
also prevents constructive discussion.
In other words, there is much to discuss and it is quite a challenge when there isn't even
clarity about what was said and what goals are.

8-07-2016

Mid-Engine Corvette. This has been a high-performance vehicle with low-performance
results. Efficiency has been disregarded since it's inception. Thankfully, upcoming
efficiency standards will force a change. Moving the engine back will not only open up
the opportunity to introduce motors and a battery-pack, it will also improve
handling. Notice how a majority of the truly high-performance guzzlers didn't have an
engine in the front? This change seems long overdue. How will enthusiasts respond to
the news announced today? Think about how well a Tesla Model S performs. That's a
family car. Shouldn't a sports car like Corvette be able to accelerate like that too?
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8-07-2016

Topic Drift. Seeing the bigger picture as a result of topic drift, that's constructive
discussion tangents, can be revealing... as I pointed out today: Drift can be revealing
though. In this case, we're seeing a pattern emerge. The "5 seat" complaints are
beginning to resemble the "full size" complaints. Full-Size prospective buyers would
post their disappointment about not fitting comfortably in a mid-size car. The advice was
always to consider the purchase of a full-size hybrid instead. How is this any
different? If you have a full-size family, why are you considering the purchase of a midsize car? And for that matter, why are you insisting that those of us who don't need that
room should tradeoff back seat comfort/convenience (buckets with center-console are
nicer) to accommodate a middle position that won't ever be used? This is why
consideration of the bigger picture is so important. Focusing on just a single offering
makes points like that easy to overlook.

8-07-2016

Summer Filming. Hooray! I'm seeing things settle down now. Getting married and
moving was a much a higher priority than providing educational material for Prius. It
just happened to be a good time for more personal activities anyway. Interest in gen-3
Prius dropped significantly and real-world data from gen-4 Prius would be available for
awhile. That left even more of an opportunity for the plug-in model. Lots of time gave
me the chance to relax & plan. Today, I put that plan into action. I bought a new video
camera and had been experimenting with it. The imagine stabilization it provided along
with a new method of mounting it in the car meant capturing even higher quality
footage. I also tried out a newer OBD-II reader. But sadly, that didn't resolve the
buffering issue due to the want to capture so much data. Anywho, it was a beautiful
Summer morning. The temperature was extremely comfortable and traffic light. I still
had to contend with all the stoplights and hills on that new commute route, but it was a
nice drive nonetheless. The footage came out great too, both the instrument display as
well as the road activity. I'll combine, render, and publish that... hopefully soon. I also
filmed the commute from work too... arriving at home with equally pleasing
results. Yeah! It's great having such comprehensive captures like that available,
especially when we all know the comparisons which will come when Prius Prime is
rolled out. Prius PHV performs much better than what people claim. This helps to prove
it.
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Who? The topic came up, yet again. This time though, it was on a general green
blog. No more Volt-only rhetoric. Phew! That sure got old. Virtually all who pushed
the impossible-to-achieve promises have vanished. It's just a really bad memory. Now,
we address how most customers are totally clueless. The very idea of plugging is
overwhelming for them. They have nothing basis of comparison. Being a totally new
subject matter, it's hard to know where to start. That's where I come in. With 16 years of
study and active participation, it has left me well prepped to begin the process of
addressing mainstream buyers directly. No more enthusiasts. Those interested in actual
change for the masses are dominating discussions. Here's a contribution to that:
Understanding audience has been a fundamental problem. Think about how confusing
MPG values were. Each report was different. Who found how much appealing?
GM made the mistake of targeting Volt enthusiasts... which wasn't a huge problem with
gen-1, but the approach continues with gen-2. There's little to draw in their loyal
customers. Those buyers of Malibu & Cruze will just replace them with new ones later,
not even considering Volt.
Ford had the idea of augmenting their Fusion hybrid. That overcame some of the
reluctance to change to another vehicle entirely, but introduced the problem of trunk
room loss. C-Max had that hump in the cargo area to deal with, so that wasn't a help
either.
Toyota has been the other player... but held back upon confirming the very problem
mentioned here. Rather than rolling out beyond the 15 initial states, they decided to
study the existing markets and adapt accordingly with gen-2... hoping to strike a balance
that draws in new interest... those who didn't give Prius any consideration.
Prius Prime will fulfill that role. For the 35 states that never saw Prius PHV, it's an
opportunity to start fresh too... an advantage neither GM nor Ford have anymore. The "to
the floor" EV power will obviously be an easy characteristic to appeal to potential buyers
with. There's a vapor-injected heat-pump and a driving recharge mode, both which each
out the other plug-in hybrids, won't mean squat to them. However, owners will spread
the word, which is far more effective than advertising or even salespeople.
That's the key. Like with Prius way back, well over a decade ago, it was endorsements
from owners that played a major role in acceptance. It makes identifying audience
easier. It's how a unifying message of purpose emerges too. Watch for it. Note what is
favored and what is not by actual buyers, not enthusiasts. Knowing that is how market
growth will be achieved.
For all, it should be easier this time around. In the past, promoting wildly varying MPG
results only served to confuse. None handled that well. Lesson learned. Drives with EV
miles, even if they are short or segmented, are what the typical car shopper will pick up
on quickly. They'll understand the benefits of that engine-off experience.
Even small steps are still progress forward. With a market so complicated, so many
choices, and gas so cheap, that's a really be deal.
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8-11-2016

Battery Degradation. You can't do much more than share experiences, hypothesize
about outcomes, and ask lots of questions. That's what is happening now... as a result of
yet another vague press release from GM. The stated "fact" is that no battery-pack in
Volt has ever been replaced due to degradation. The catch is, the state of degradation is
never actually defined. The references to aging are so vague, they could be
anything. That's the typical propaganda we've come to expect. They tell you something
without really telling you anything usual. Oh well. This is what I had to say about that
topic, on the big Prius forum: So... how does it work with Prius PHV
degradation? Today's random errand running resulted in 11.2 miles of consecutive EV
driving. Since the system supposedly only delivered 6 miles of EV in the first place,
according to quite a few Volt owners, the opposite must have happened. The battery
improved as it got older! (And yes, I'm quite pleased to have real-world data proving the
naysayers were just spreading FUD.) I am actually seeing results that reveal an
unexpected aspect of aging. According to the data from my recharges of the last 4.5
years, the amount of electricity to reach "full" has declined. Yet, I'm consistently
experiencing the same EV distance as when still new. The thought behind that is the car
itself is well broken in now (after 80,000 miles, along with 2,400 recharges) and the
electrical resistance inside the battery itself has dropped. In other words, I'm not seeing a
net change. Perhaps I would later, when the miles are doubled. But wouldn't I have
already got my money's worth by then? And what if a new battery-pack was
purchased? How much would that actually cost then? It would bring the car back to a
near new status at that point too. Just think of how many more miles it could be driven
still. Brushless electric motors keep going and going and going...

8-12-2016

Safety. We got detail today about Toyota's safety intentions. The price of Prius will go
up a little bit. In return, some formerly optional safety features will become
standard. That's great. Unfortunately, things like that go unnoticed by the typical
consumer and exploited by those hoping to undermine. Specifically, the "Safety Sense
P" package will now be included on all models. That consists of: adaptive cruise-control,
pre-collision warning with pedestrian detection, automatic high-beam headlights, and a
lane-departure alert system. The pricing increase ranges from $45 to $515, depending
upon the model. That's really nice. It falls well into the category of delivering a wellbalanced vehicle. Safety is clearly not being compromised for the sake of
efficiency. Don't forget, we also get a major suspension upgrade too. That improvement
to handling didn't contribute to an efficiency increase. In fact, the extra weight resulted
in a minor penalty. Other aspects of design, like top-rated safety, are important too.
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Adaptation, success. It has been interesting to see where the "5 seat" discussions take
us. A few believe Toyota made a serious mistake and will correct that in a few years by
changing Prius Prime to accommodate a 5th person inside. I personally don't envision
the many wanting a cramped, less comfortable spot in the middle. I consider the trade for
buckets with a center-console an upgrade. Doesn't anyone ever think about their
comfort? The shape of the seat along with a padded armrest is nice. Anywho, the most
thought-provoking comment are coming from current Prius PHV owners. They look at
Prius Prime as a gen-2 offering, rather than the fresh new approach Toyota has
stated. Things change. Success means being able to adapt. I started with posting: Prius
Prime is different than Prius PHV in a variety of ways, including who it will draw
interest from. Most people don't remember the goals prior to rollout, back in 2010 when
config had not be finalized. Things have changed since then. The market has shifted and
Toyota is pursuing a new target. Adaption is a key to success.

8-13-2016

Adaptation, luxuries. His response to my post was: "...and I'll say it again, but if
someone is in the rear of my car, they are getting a free ride. I'm uninterested in how
luxurious the rear of my vehicle is for those getting a free ride." So much for the comfort
consideration. He clearly see a different audience. I wonder what this will stir: That's
why you are not the intended market. Know the audience. Some people do want that.
Some also see the value in a large screen, heads-up display, LED lights, and a doublewave window. All are luxuries. For that matter, so are the larger battery & plug.

8-13-2016

Adaptation, growth. I didn't wait for a reply. I followed up shortly by
adding: Speaking of adaptation, that was a grudge I always held against gen-1
Volt. There was no willingness to meet in the middle. That attitude of sacrificing all for
the sake of EV didn't prove a draw. Loyal GM customers simply weren't
interested. Oddly, gen-2 Volt retained many of the same hold backs. So, there's
naturally a bit of a "compared to what" problem with many of the recent
discussions. That's why we need to ask the "Who?" question. Having learned from Volt,
it's absolute essential to understand audience. GM targeted enthusiasts... and did a great
job appealing to them. Unfortunately, that wasn't the goal. Mainstream sales were never
achieved and they still remain a struggle. Once the clearance inventory is sold in a few
months, we'll be looking at a new market. Bolt will become available. Oddly, that 200mile EV doesn't seem to be targeted at the mainstream either. To provide a large seating
area, both cargo-capacity & aerodynamics were sacrificed. Who will be interested in a
vehicle like that? In other words, what do the current owners of Malibu & Cruze really
want from their vehicle? Same question for that of Toyota cars. Will Prius Prime appeal
to Camry & Corolla owners looking for a replacement? For those who continue to
complain here, their perspective is that Prius Prime is targeted at Prius owners. I
disagree. I see greater appeal and potential. I see Scion owners having become older
now looking for a Toyota to purchase. I see those who grew up with Celica looking for
something modern with that draw from the past. I see those who like the perks of Avalon
but don't want a car that large. Notice how Toyota is trying something new? Why insist
that they retain a design aspect so few actually seek? Is it so bad to want a choice that
doesn't resemble all the others? They are making an effort to adapt to the changing
market.
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Adaptation, reset. Prius has matured to the point where it is so well proven and well
refined, the word "hybrid" has become synonymous with it. In other words, it is just an
ordinary mainstream vehicle at this point. Every few years, people expect a variety of
smaller improvements... but nothing amazing anymore. It delivers well on specific
goals. Gen-4 has nailed it. Done.
So, no matter how much some supporters push to retain the status quo, it's ultimately
going to fail. Progress cannot be made that way. The established technology alone
simply isn't enough. My technology observations over the past few decades tells of
bigger change to draw new interest. In other words, the current market is saturated. To
grow, something new must be tried.
Prius Prime is that... not a fifth-generation Prius or a second-generation PHV
model. True, it builds upon existing technology... but that's the case for pretty much
every combustion vehicle. They all take advantage of the past. But that's all
hidden. Seeing that Prime different is a step out from beyond the box.
Sales from the first 2 years will indicate what is needed next. That's the opportunity midcycle updates provide. We won't know what those new customers really want (not need)
until they are given a chance to decide. Most comments from existing PHV owners don't
have the perspective required. They don't have "to the floor" EV acceleration. They
don't have a vapor-injected heat-pump. They don't have a battery-capacity large enough
entire commutes. We won't know the true value of those things until people actually
experience them.
For me, I'll be going from impressive MPG to an all EV commute. That's new, no
comparison available. The electric heater will be quite a treat. I can't imagine what it
will be like approaching a car that's sat outside all day, yet is warm inside. And of
course, I can't wait to find out what interest those on-the-fence about getting one will
think of the stories I share.
It should be clear that the purpose of Prius PHV and Prius Prime are not the same, they
do not target the same buyers, they don't even have the same scope. Like other wellproven technology, the time for a reset has come. Think of how desktop computers
became smart-phones. That process was long, complex, and came with a few unexpected
changes along the way.
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8-14-2016

Adaptation, opposition. That previous entry was my rant post. I was annoyed by
having received a reply so reminiscent of the past. Of course, the confrontations now on
the big Prius forum were anticipated. That's one of the big benefits of having done the
same on the daily blog for Volt. That was practice, to identify all the argument-points
there we'd inevitably see here later. The pattern repeats. GM failed to recognize that
reality. The same disaster Two-Mode has become is what they allowed Volt to become
as well. To be so naive as to think history wouldn't repeat without making any effort to
prevent it... ugh. Anywho, I'm not going to allow that to happen with Toyota. Watching
for the signs, then addressing them as early as possible is key. Enthusiasts of Volt
absolutely refused to acknowledge Two-Mode's past. They figured that technology and
those executive decisions has nothing in common. They were wrong, very wrong. We
now have those experiences to learn from. Building upon successes, even with the
knowledge of what not to do, can be quite a challenge though. Scaling up isn't as simple
as refining a design, then making more. There's were diversification comes it. People
need choices. Opposition emerges when decisions about what to offer don't appeal. Not
everyone will be pleased. That's all too clear with the seating for 4 choice. Oddly
though, we aren't with the raised floor anymore. Seats down cargo room is still quite
large. It's not as tall, but that isn't often what owners will need anyway. And if it is,
there's still the extra height available closer to the front. Long story short, there are
opposing views. Some will not be happy. Point is, they don't need to be. As long as one
of the choices appeal to them, goal achieved.
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Adaptation, mistake. Pre-Rollout banter continues. That's expected. We want to shake
out concerns and address them thoroughly, prior to sales actually beginning. Most
consumers won't take notice of any detail until early next year. Now is the time to take
advantage, considering this a practice opportunity to refine rebuttals with well thought
out points to reply with. Here's more to that end:
What I find telling is those who label the attempt for Toyota to expand reach as a
"mistake".
We went through this exercise already with GM. The outcome wasn't adding an actual
5th seat; instead, they choose to deliver other configurations... which is what they needed
to do anyway. How many here actually remember all those fights? Someone would call
for diversification and it would get interpreted as an effort to kill Volt? It was absolutely
absurd. Enthusiasts were in a panic state for years, fearing any suggestion of change was
really undermining. They seriously believed another offering would dilute, rather than
strengthen.
You recognize the early signs of that here?
It starts innocently enough. There are legitimate claims to use of that middle spot;
however, scope is quite limited. Most owners never use it. On the rare occasion they
actually do, it comes with an apology for the discomfort. That's why the option simply
isn't realize for the masses in Prius Prime. Why not offer it elsewhere instead? After all,
the effort of developing the technology is to use it.
Look at how Prius v has progressed. Sales have always been respectable. 30,000 per year
is sustainable, but not desired. How will Toyota stir more interest? What if it becomes
the Prius model to offer the 5th seat? After all, it offers a larger cargo area. That's the
better family car. Wouldn't it make sense for Toyota to capitalize on that, recategorizing
the regular model Prius in the process. After all, it now offers much nicer suspension...
something that clearly wasn't necessary, but certainly is nice.
Prius v could also offer Prime version too.
It's the lack of wanting to consider Toyota's entire product-line that makes the arguments
here & now a problem. It follows the very same problem GM supporters had with Volt
years ago. The pattern should be obvious. That same "mistake" was repeated too. The
first time around, it was called "Two-Mode".
Do you really think Toyota didn't consider those lessons learned before making the
choices they did with Prius Prime?
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6 Years Ago. It's hard to believe so much time has went by since then... when I got to
drive a prototype of Prius PHV. There is was in my driveway, without any
supervision. They delivered the car and had me sign some paperwork. I could explore
the technology on my own... and I did. Thankfully, the wait for my own to keep wasn't
too terribly long. Battery technology still needed to mature. Cost was still beyond the
reach of mainstream consumers. Energy density was a bit lacking as well. It simply
didn't make sense for mass rollout back then... or the 2 years later when I made my
purchase. Much could be learned though. That's why the prototype was getting driven
my pioneer buyers like me and why the limited markets got inventory to sell. The
teaching was quite extensive too. The mere existence stirred quite a bit of industry
attention. Why in the world would Toyota try to squeeze out so much from so
little? Why not just take the easy route of using a larger capacity battery-pack
instead? After all, prices would be lower years later... right? Turns out, they
weren't. The chemistry & production had many complexities to deal with. Consumers
themselves did too. Prius PHV certainly delivered on the goals it set. Unfortunately, the
market itself changed. Low gas prices were quite unexpected. Even more so though was
the indifference to MPG improvement. Prius buyers were drawn to that. Those seeking
the plug-in experience were indifferent about blending. That 100 MPG target
aftermarket sellers had capitalized on didn't draw new interest. The market had been
saturated. For Toyota, no big deal. Prius PHV was only a mid-cycle release. The nextgen would be on the way soon anyway. For GM, that was a big problem. Volt had to
endure the wait of a full cycle and it wouldn't offer as much of a generational
improvement. Upgrades would be incremental. It didn't have a hybrid counterpart
either. That's why I'm so excited about Prius Prime. The introduction of a clutch to
allow the second motor to contribute power, along with the vapor-injected heat-pump, is
something to really look forward to. It's a new draw, taking advantage of market
change... without neglecting that all-too-important priority of keeping cost
competitive. Supposedly, that will result in a very attractive price. We'll find out in
about a month or so. The first 6 years went by quick. This final wait is becoming a long
one.
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Prius Plug-In History. I posted these thoughts for consideration:
Shortly after the 2nd generation rolled out, we were already discussing what potential the
ability to travel up to 100 km/h using only electricity had to offer. Unfortunately, back
then all that was available was NiMH batteries, which were robust & affordable but
lacked enough energy density.
Lithium chemistries emerged a few years later, showing realistic battery-pack
opportunity. Toyota began testing. When the 3rd generation was later rolled out, we
could see the power-split-device had been improved. Higher RPM from the motors was
available. That would be conducive to more efficient EV driving.
6 years ago, I got to drive one of the prototypes. It was equipped with a 5.2 kWh lithium
battery along with a heat-pump for cabin-warming in the Winter. Both features ended up
being scaled back. The larger pack meant a raise floor. The heat-pump meant very short
EV distances. Neither were supportive of being a PLUG-IN HYBRID anyway.
Blending was key. The system would take advantage of the gas engine whenever it
presented an efficiency benefit. Maximizing EV travel simply wasn't a goal of Prius
PHV.
Soon, we'll be seeing Prius Prime. That brings back the 2 design attributes previously
dropped. It also introduces "to the floor" acceleration in EV. All of which put emphasis
on electricity use, not taking advantage of the gas engine at times. The larger battery has
become key instead.
True, the hybrid system will still be remarkable efficient, but the optimum balance of
features will not. That alteration of priorities changes the consumers targeted. Toyota
says that's ok though, since some of their long-time customers have changed
anyway. They grew up with Prius. Now, they seek something different. There are also
customers of Toyota who owned a Camry or Corolla, found Prius interesting... but not
compelling enough. Prius Prime is intentionally different.
Remember, the ultimate goal is to expand the market. That growth cannot be achieved
by continuing to appeal to the same audience. That catch is, appealing to a different
audience means not pleasing the other.
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8-16-2016

For All We Know. The speculation is interesting, especially when looking back years
later. What seemed so important at the time can later become so trivial, it is sometimes
almost totally forgotten. That's why I like documenting quotes like this: "Toyota's
already working on a 5 seat Prime even before the 4 seat Prime even hit the
market." Saved for the sake of learning from history is valuable. If it was mistake, much
can be learned. If it was pointless, how was that recognized? In this case, I wait with
anticipation to confirm my thoughts: You have already fallen into the same trap Volt
enthusiasts did when GM said something. You heard what you wanted. The engineer
stated he looked forward to doing that work. He designs things and finds the process
very rewarding. No where was there any promise of actually delivering it on a Prius
Prime, nor was a timeline even given. For all we know, it could end up on a different
plug-in hybrid. Think about how Prius v could use that. You get one Prius oriented to
offer nicer features and other that delivers an extremely practical configuration. After all,
your logic of being responsible makes more sense with that approach.

8-16-2016

Who? That question is finally being asked by others. It isn't about Volt anymore
either. That past was about preparing for this future, the present, in which this question
emerged: "Here we are talking about selectable EV, heat pumps and the ability to charge
on the fly while it is reported that most buyers do not even "get" the need for a plug in
hybrid. Toyota serves those people, too. That is why I don't quite understand your
saying that the Prime is for a different market. Aren't we the market for the PHEV?" I
replied with:
No, we are not. History has taught that lesson all too well. Back in 2009, a entire year
before Volt was rolled out, I began pointing out how the "40 mile" promise would fall
way short. The enthusiasts attacked, claiming I was attempting to undermine GM's
vehicle. They just plain wouldn't listen. No matter how much I pointed out the realities
of winter, they didn't want to hear it. The fighting was pretty intense... until they got
confirmation on their own, discovering I was right all along. The resistance heater
consumed even more EV miles than I had predicted. Warming the cabin in Winter
resulted in a significant plenty.
I tried to set realistic expectations. This time around, we are constructively discussing
the situation even before rollout. That's profoundly different. We aren't the market. We
are the educators. Our knowledge & experience will help inform "most buyers" of the
importance. It's meaningless in this format. They'll have no clue what the difference is
between a resistance heater, a regular heat-pump, and a vapor-injected heat-pump. But
they will figure out that the one is somehow better than the other, that not as many EV
miles will be sacrificed for warming.
Prius Prime will attempt to overcome the market we represent, punching through to reach
the untapped masses... those who know little to nothing about plugging in. That's a major
challenge. How do you entice someone with no engineering background whatsoever?
Try explaining "charge on the fly" to some random stranger. How will you get them to
not only care, but to also want to know more? You'll be able to hold their attention for a
maximum of 20 seconds. By early next year, you'll know how. Reports like this...
getting 28 miles from a battery rated for 22 miles... is how it starts. That's the attention
getter.
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Likelihood. Shopping difficulty is a challenge to understand. Neither the buyer, nor the
seller really know what's wanted. Need can be determined, but that's not enough. It's the
emotion which sways the person to finalize the deal. It's based upon what is often
unanticipated. It's can be unlikely. That's why this caught my attention: "What is the
likelihood that they happen to have the exact car, with the exact features, with the exact
colors that a person wants?" The not really knowing is why I put so much emphasis on
the showroom floor experience. That can be an exploration of desire. You sit behind the
wheel to maker firsthand discoveries. After all, who is aware of what new features are
available until doing some poking around? Some salespeople really do try to help with
the process. Others are clueless, but you find certain things appealing anyway. Think
about how much a person researches before such a major purchase. Surprisingly, most
do very little. Toyota knows this. That's why targeting Prius Prime at those who are
simply curious could end up to be a well thought out approach. Not everyone will
bite. In fact, most may not. Enough probably will though. We'll find out next year. In
the meantime, think about this perspective: It's very, very likely. Ordinary consumers
simply shop current inventories, with the help of salespeople who direct them to choices
immediately available. That's why Prius Prime is configured to be compelling, sharing
some traits with Prius but still standout'ish. Think about how easy it will be to capture a
potential buyers interest just by taking a test-drive. That to-the-floor EV, yet still a
hybrid, will be a draw.
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8-19-2016

Food For Thought. I liked reading & responding to this: "Just food for thought.
Ultimately, automakers know their situation far better than armchair pundits ever
will." It came from the moderator of the daily blog. Hopefully, others will sound of with
something constructive. I tried to help that process along:
The local plug-in owners group in MN met last night. Discussions there are far more in
depth than any type of exchange online. Representation is wide too. Like you, some of
the members have traveled else to see vehicles & infrastructure now available here. We
focus on the true competition, traditional vehicles.
What I added to the discussion was how the impression of the big automakers doesn't
match what they are actually doing. Toyota was the example. It seems as though they
aren't interested in EV, yet there are subtle signs to the contrary. The biggest is lithium
battery usage. Not seeing any plug-in vehicles available makes it seem there is no effort
to advance taking place. But in reality, all but the base model of Prius has switched
over. That's a lot of lithium. There's also the industry-leading advance with heat-pumps
coming for Prime. This will be the first vapor-injected offering to market. Also coming
with Prime, though exclusive to Japan, is the option for CHAdeMO charging. It appears
odd to have such high-speed recharging ability for such a small battery. But when you
think of future applications, the limited real-world rollout early will prove to be a wise
move.
Look at how well the Mitsubishi Outlander plug-in hybrid is selling. Just think if they
did that with Toyota RAV4 hybrid, leveraging upon what they established using other
rollouts prior to that. A plug-in model could do remarkably well, here... in the land of
SUVs.
We also had a discussion in length about charging infrastructure. There's a very real
problem looming of how to deliver more than just a handful of charging-stations in each
parking lot. There's also the look into how to provide much higher power recharging
than what the current super-chargers deliver. How? Who? When?
We also talked about how to get dealers more involved, along with stirring support from
utility providers. It goes well beyond just the vehicles themselves. The technology is
only the first step. That's why I was so hard on the Volt enthusiasts to look beyond
what's in their driveway. Stimulating interest from both consumer & salesperson
presents major challenges still.
With the case of Toyota, the hope is to capture those showroom floor
opportunities. Rather than seek out someone looking to purchase a plug-in vehicle
anyway, the hope is to draw their own customers over. Getting them to take a close look
at a Prime before considering a Camry or a Corolla is a major challenge. Heck, even
getting someone interested in Prius to take a closer look at what a plug has to offer won't
be easy... and we certainly know the pundits aren't taking the situation serious.
It's those quick impressions that are very difficult to overcome. What is the approach for
gen-2 Volt? What will it be for Bolt? Think about what the upcoming gen-2 Leaf
announcement will stir. And of course, the momentum for Tesla continues to grow.
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The situation is complicated, even without having the problem of cheap gas and expiring
tax-credits to worry about.
8-20-2016

Consumer Objections, finally. Those terrible days of "vastly superior" are over. I'm
still amazed just how bad it got. The claims of targeting the mainstream were a massive
waste. The niche was so obvious. There simply wasn't any effective way of dealing with
such a fundamental mistake though. Poor assumptions were made that couldn't be
backpedaled from... though they certain tried each time something else went
back. Anywho, that's finally history. It's over. Now, we move on to what I've been
pushing for a very, very long time... the market for ordinary consumers. The following
entries are my thoughts on that now, starting with: It's nice to see that most of the gen-1
rhetoric has subsided, now that gen-2 rollouts have begun. Finally being able to address
the actual competition is great. Traditional vehicles have been absolutely crushing sales
of PLUG-IN vehicles. Constructive discussion on the challenges we still face is long
overdue. This topic contributes well to that effort to overcome them.

8-20-2016

Consumer Objections: not enough electric range. That was the first issue
addressed. People just instinctively use numbers as their basis of measure, using the
"more is better" as the method of judgment. I know from having been involved in the
personal computer market from the very beginning that mindset never applied to
mainstream consumers. The typical buyer would look for a balance. Even though
greater capacity was available, that isn't what they'd purchase. The same has been true in
the automotive market. Speed, Size, Power... things like that were always the focus of
advertising. Yet, that isn't what people would actually buy. Why do plug-in enthusiasts
think that won't be true for EV capacity, especially if you have an engine
available? Needless to say, I have much to say about this particular point. However, it's
best to keep most posts on it brief: This isn't really much of an issue
anymore. Conversations with random strangers about the 22-mile range for Prius Prime
come with an automatic understanding of there being a gas-engine to take over when the
battery-pack is depleted. No big deal. They recognize what PLUG-IN HYBRIDS offer
and the minimum seems to cover most routine driving well. With the upcoming rollouts
of 200-mile EV choices, that isn't much of an issue either. No concern. They get it.
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Consumer Objections: dual powertrain too complex. This was the next listed. It's
what we heard long ago, when people first discovered hybrids. They were clueless as to
how their own vehicle was actually designed. That made it very difficult to rebut. The
simplicity of the power-split-device in Prius replacing the surprisingly complex design of
modern automatic transmissions was beyond their grasp. They just assumed what they
are currently driving wasn't a reliability concern... despite evidence to the contrary. New
engineering approaches... as we have seen with Prius... were attempts to overcome those
problems of the past. Convincing ordinary people of that was an incredible challenge
though. Their belief stems from the assumption that sacrifices are being made to achieve
higher efficiency. That isn't the case. Hopefully, these new rollouts combined with
knowledge of the past will help resolve those misunderstandings. I replied to that
with: One of the biggest favor factors for Prius Prime is the fact that Prius has already
proven the "dual" argue doesn't have any merit. With 3 generations of Prius confirming
reliability, the addition of a plug for charging a larger battery-pack is no big deal. FUD
(Fear, Uncertainty, Doubt) is extremely difficult to spread at this point. Other PLUG-IN
HYBRIDS don't have this direct advantage, but realistically that shouldn't matter. The
category is established & understood.

8-20-2016

Consumer Objections: engine is redundant. This is an interesting one. Many haven't
noticed the change yet. Industry realignment is a slow, painfully slow. People get hung
up on argument points, missing those signs as a result. My effort now is pointing out
how things are different. Looking around doesn't work either. They just see more of the
same. It's the result of treating the "market" as those who are only interested in
purchasing a plug-in vehicle. That makes the overall goal of eliminating traditional
vehicles harder. Taking smaller steps seems like a big waste... to those with the
knowledge & money to purchase more sooner. Mainstream consumers certainly aren't in
that category. That's why they praise themselves for buying a smaller, more efficient
SUV with only an engine, rather than actually considering a hybrid model. Thank
goodness RAV4 hybrid is doing so well. That's a good sign when considering the
addition of a plug later. As for right now, it's dealing with the situation this way: Do we
really believe that EV purists will shoot themselves in the foot by continuing to fight
against PLUG-IN HYBRIDS at this point? I'm not seeing it with my encounters. Sure, it
was easy in the past to find examples of the smug, but ordinary consumers couldn't care
less. That was always isolated to enthusiast groups. Simplicity and cost-savings is
obvious. That's still a challenging argument though with EV price at a premium. The
mainstream isn't concerned yet.

8-20-2016

Consumer Objections: won't pay back. Ugh. How do we deal with this? Most
supporters fall into the trap of trying to explain the numbers. That hasn't been effective
in the past. Why do they think repeating the same failed approach will work now? I
don't bother. My attempts are to refocus effort, to provide a new perspective on the
situation. For example: Number crunching results for overall expenses aren't of much
interest to the typical showroom floor shopper. With them as an audience, there's a
paradigm shift. The old arguments simply don't work. These buyers look at the bottom
line, how much their monthly payments will be. That's why tax-credit benefit doesn't
mean as much; they'll expire mid-cycle anyway. So, it's depending upon other draws
instead... like a test-drive in EV mode. Remember, the audience is someone looking to
purchase another traditional vehicle, not people already determined to get something with
a plug.
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8-20-2016

Consumer Objections: new unproven technology. This one requires time. Reaching
the masses is a long process anyway. We attract whomever we can when they are
ready. No amount of convincing points will sway some. That's just the way it is. They
will figure it out on their own, in their own way, on their own schedule. So, all we can
do is provide information and how for the best... as I attempted: That's a tough one, for
now. Basically, if they feel uncomfortable, it's really an excuse to not consider the
purchase for awhile. In other words, nothing you can say will convince them. However,
you can eventually win people over simply by driving the vehicle. After enough are seen
on the road, their concern will fade. Some don't like anything new. That's a reality of the
diverse market we have to deal with.

8-21-2016

Taking The Time. Wow! This rant certainly caught my attention: "I've driven the Gen
4 and wasn't impressed. It's bigger, bulkier and has the same problem - it runs the
engine all the time even when driving slow just to warm it up and warm the water up to
heat the cabin! I've written Toyota many times on this. The same phenomena causes one
to get in the low 20's for mileage when driving 1-2 miles on short trips daily when it’s
moderate to cool outside. There's plenty of battery power and I turn OFF the cabin heat,
yet it still runs the engine constantly - shame on you Toyota." Rather than simply
providing some insight, I took the rare approach of making it personal with hopes for the
best:
Shame on you for complaining without researching. Sorry, but sometimes it's best to
confront directly. In fact, that's how a few of our best advocates have emerged... from a
misunderstanding based on incomplete information. So, it's worth taking the time.
In this case, you make no reference whatsoever to the reason for the warm-up
process. It's to reduce emissions by getting the engine up to optimal operating
temperature as quickly as possible. The supposed waste of gas you witness is actually
the cleanest way of achieving that. Traditional vehicles attempt the same thing, but they
cannot deliver as well lacking an electric motor which provides a buffer.
You also made no reference whatsoever to battery recharging or longevity. Do you
really expect great overall efficiency and a pack that never needs replacing with the
suggested operation of not warming up? A cold engine not only operates in an inefficient
and dirty manner, it also has to endure greater wear. Toyota has went to extremes to
optimize that process.
You have made no reference to the rest of the market either. Toyota offers the best
hybrid system available. It's most efficient, most clean, and most affordable. That's just
among no-plug offerings too. The upcoming Prius Prime not only resolves all of your
complains, it should also score the highest efficiency rating (estimated at 120 MPGe).
You can consider yourself schooled, no worries about having been unaware of some
information either. Making it personal sometimes really is effective. Just take the time
now to study what's being posted for your benefit. Notice how others are also taking the
time to make sure you have a thorough understanding of design & intent too. We all end
up better off by exchanges like this.
What do you think now?
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8-21-2016

New Plug-In. This was interesting to read: "My commitment to sustainability is now
tested by Toyota's lack of commitment to having any EV or PHEV available at all. How
disappointing." It was from someone who's been arguing against Toyota's approach for
years, showing favor for Volt instead. So, seeing a post that his ended up purchasing a
Volt didn't surprise me. It seemed inevitable. It wasn't pleased with his stance though,
making generalizations all this time, then abruptly spinning it to really be about his
specific purchase. I didn't buy that for a second. I gave me good reason to post this
too: For some perspective... Prius Prime is just 3 months away and it will be rolled out
worldwide all at once. Toyota is also planning a production of 60,000 the first
year. How is that lacking? To add to that, all but the base model of Prius now uses
lithium batteries. That most definitely is a commitment to advancing plug-in
opportunities. It's a major effort to reduce cost and improve production. Want
more? Look at the CHAdeMO option being offered in Japan. It bumps the current
recharge rate from 2.2 to 6.6 kWh. Knowing that, there's simply no way to say they are
working toward that sustainability. How about this too? We'll be getting a vaporinjected heat-pump for winter cabin-warming. It will offer a top-industry efficiency for
EV travel. There clearly is commitment. The advancements being delivered are
undeniable. Sorry, but your disappointment doesn't add up. You wanted a Volt. We've
known that for a long time. We can thank you for contributing toward the effort to
improve personal travel, but we cannot accept the claim of lack of commitment
though. Enjoy your new plug-in.

8-22-2016

More To Mention. Others joined in to point out other benefits, like solar roof, blindspot monitoring, rear cross-traffic warning, and lane-keep-assist. Naturally, I had more
to contribute: Along with a much nicer heater, auto-detect venting, dynamic cruise,
pedestrian safety, LED head & tail lights, drive-mode recharging, and higher MPGe. In
Japan, there's also the option of CHAdeMO charging and a 1500-watt inverter. The dualwave window in back is nice cosmetic stand-out with aero-dynamic vendor as well.

8-22-2016

The End? That was his prediction: "Unless there's a big increase in the price of fuel,
when the tax-credit disappears, Volt sales will tumble." Not being able to get anything
constructive from enthusiasts is what brought about his provoke. I poked about the end,
just not in such a terse manner: The simple rebuttal to that is for someone to suggest a
plan, how GM should respond when the subsidy money really does fade away? We see
Toyota ramping up lithium production, by selling all the but base model (trim package
two, not the eco variant) Prius with that type of battery already. It will help them reach
economy-of-scale lower costs from the high volume. We also see them positioning
RAV4 hybrid to take advantage of the small SUV craze, being able to offer a plug-in
model when the market is ready. GM could very well do something similar. The catch
is, they cannot wait. If Bolt truly is to be a Tesla competitor, it must become widely
available quickly. That means bringing about the end of tax-credits for Volt sooner. In
other words, we're going to see all the gen-2 offerings from every automaker face a very
real cost issue mid-cycle. The significance of this should not be understated.
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8-22-2016

Next Steps. Taking the situation seriously is a challenge... but less so now. At least I get
to ask questions without fierce pushback anymore. That's progress, as this tries to
convey: With hope for plug-in choices to thrive, it requires a serious look at the
competition. It's not other hybrids. It's not other automakers. It's vehicles sharing the
same showroom floor. What is GM's plan? Seriously. As was pointed out, gen-2 Volt is
struggling even with help. Malibu hybrid is just barely squeaking by. How should
expectations for growth be set for either of them? Will Bolt hit the ground running or
should we give it some time to settle? What's realistic for 2017? The plan for Toyota is
clear. 1.4 Million hybrids is the sales projection for this year. Gen-4 Prius will take
hold. RAV4 should remain strong. Prius Prime could stir mainstream interest. C-HR
debuts next year. The potential for growth is realistic. Seriously, how will the challenges
be addressed? Traditional vehicles cannot be allowed to continue stealing away sales
opportunities. What are the next steps?

8-24-2016

Naming Problem. An entirely new topic emerged today. I wonder if this would get
attention prior to rollout. I've encountered the problem of "Bolt" sounding like "Volt" a
number of times now. Turns out, others have too. That antagonist with a blatant hate for
Prius got all riled up about it. Why? It seemed rather odd to attack Toyota. Yet, there it
was. Even though the variety of Prius hybrids all operate the same way, he got all bent
out of shape about package numbers and not being able to tell the difference between the
c and v models. Who care? The all have an engine, two motors, power-split device, and
no plug. Heck, even the battery sizes are roughly the same. What is there to mix
up? The category is clear. That most definitely is not the case with Bolt & Volt. Yet,
there was an attack attempt anyway. I blasted back with: Since they all the Prius models
operate the same way, there is no need for clarification. Heck, even adding the words
"plug-in" worked just fine. No understanding issue. For example, the words "plug-in
Prius" have been used without any trouble at all over the past 5 years. With Bolt & Volt,
even in the plug-in owners group we are already having problems. GM really set
themselves up for trouble with this one. Ugh. Toyota added "Prime" in their labeling,
knowing that "Prius Prime" would get referred to with the short name of just
"Prime". That has already become a common reference too. That marketing forethought
will allow them to associate it elsewhere later. For example, "RAV4 Prime" will clearly
identify it as the "plug-in hybrid" model. No confusion with either the hybrid or the
traditional model will happen as a result. GM seriously needs to reconsider the
naming. Bolt is to different to allow it to get mixed up with Volt on a regular basis.
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8-24-2016

Holding On. That one particular person who absolutely refused to move forward is still
causing trouble. He's desperately holding on to the past. I wonder
why. Hmm? Obviously, things are going well for gen-2 Volt. But why not embrace the
plug-in support-group we're assembling? He aimed and fired back with: "Apparently you
don't like "constructive" criticism of Toyota, but it's the only way forward to the
future. They can't operate with blinders on." I was ready for it, as this states: You're
doing everything you possibly can to put up blinders. Everyone sees the effort being
expended to avoid answering the simple "next" questions. Stop with the gen-1 rhetoric
already. Geez! You are literally the only one still hanging on to that past. Gen-2
presents new issues, due to the new goal of needing to grow sales and survive without
tax-credits. The rest of us are addressing how to deal with that. We see the plug-in
choices as the assortment to overcome the barriers traditional vehicles face. Why in the
world are you still trying to prove GM is better than Toyota? It doesn't even make any
sense. Losing sales to Malibu & Cruze is the problem for Volt. Do you really want that
to be the case for Bolt too? It's hard to believe in the later half of 2016 we still have to
deal with such denial. The showroom floor is where battles are being lost. Stop creating
new ones here, fighting the very people trying to expand the plug-in market.

8-25-2016

Why? The level of emotion rose dramatically. Why did he begin to show such
desperation on such a benign topic? Who cares if the name changes? The attachment
should be to the goal, not any particular labeling. But then again, we hear semantic
arguments all the time. They accomplish nothing. Yet, they happen. Most are a dead
giveaway of a fundamental problem having been uncovered. That would seem to be the
case with this too. I poked to find out: Hollywood changes names. A few of our
favorite movies were called something else all through production. You watch the
behind-the-scenes footage and will discover during the shooting it was called something
else. The same thing happens with other industries, like with software. Why are you
blowing this so far out of proportion? Geez! It's as bad as those who threw a fit when
the gen-1 Volt was revealed and it looked nothing like the original concept. People got
over that, which was a collection of actual changes. This is nothing but a name. As for
the attempt to compare to Toyota, that falls apart quickly. You know all too well the
plug-in Prius will be referred to as just Prime, which is a different name entirely.

8-26-2016

Go Away! I got that classic "head in the sand" response. Pretending there isn't a
problem doesn't make it go away. Some people take a long time to learn that
lesson. Some never do. I wanted to know more, to find out what I am truly dealing with
a this point. So, I posted: Do a search on this topic. Notice the other websites that come
up? Whether or not I'm the one providing the information you don't want to hear doesn't
matter. Others are already doing it. This almost sounds like you've got something
against Bolt… which tends to make sense, knowing how much resentment there has been
toward EV offerings in the past. Bolt has a nicer back seat than Volt too. The tall
interior is a major appeal factor and the 200-mile capacity easily overcomes range
anxiety. Whatever the case, it boils down to the same problem again. Other vehicles
sharing the showroom floor are stealing away sales from Volt. That has nothing
whatsoever to do with Toyota. That is entirely GM's own production-line being
competitive for its own customers. Remember, the goal is to promote plug-in offerings
for those mainstream buyers. It doesn't matter what GM vehicle accomplishes that. The
point is to phase out traditional vehicle sales. It may very well be Bolt that achieves the
low-cost, high-volume market for GM customers.
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8-27-2016

Get Over It. I finally let him have it. With only 1 person left fighting efforts to unite,
the time had come. Make it personal. Make it obvious. So, I did:
I've read through previous posts on this and other threads. A pattern has
emerged. Examples of using me as a distraction & scapegoat are abundant. Seeing that
got me curious as to why. What has been the motivation for that behavior?
The claim of me being against of all things GM is easy to disprove. My only thing
against Volt is its portrayal as a mainstream contender. It's not, period. The seating in
the back is impractical. That lack of headroom, 1.6 inches more in Prius, makes it clear
what stirs your resentment. The high cost for 53-miles of EV capacity with liquid
cooling presents major affordability challenges for Volt. Seeing Toyota rollout a system
offering 22 miles EV capacity with to-the-floor acceleration makes anger
understandable. But since I have praised Volt for its reliability and very nice
performance (power, speed, handling), there isn't good reason for the "anti" label. I'm
being used as a source for venting.
Next, we look to Bolt for confirmation. The only negative I have said about it is
questioning the low production expectations. Why only 30,000? Of course, I have
repeatedly pointed out that emphasis on Bolt popularity would hurt Volt. Only a fixed
amount of tax-credits are available. Since gen-2 Volt has not stirred much market
interest and 200-mile EV choices have, it makes sense allowing Volt to remain a
niche. You obviously don't like that.
Eureka! You lash out at me whenever Volt loses attention in favor of Bolt. That
explains the irrational posts about things like changing the name. It all makes sense
now. You've been anti-EV for so long, seeing Bolt draw strong interest goes entirely
against what you've been promoting for years. And even worse, it actually endorses what
I've been promoting. A double whammy! That explains it. Excitement for Bolt takes
away from what you've been working so hard to achieve with Volt.
Sorry, but you're going to have to find a way to get over it. I'm part of the group
struggling to grow the market for plugging in and ending the dominance of traditional
vehicles. That means having to cooperate, crossing automaker lines and being forthright
about audience. So what if Volt remains a niche? Bolt will stir EV buyer excitement and
the plug-in version of Malibu hybrid will demonstrate PHEV potential. That's all for GM
shoppers, capturing their interest on the showroom floor.
Toyota, Nissan, Ford, Honda, Chrysler, etc. all have their own shoppers. Either those
supporters can tough it out on their own or reach out to other automaker supporters for
help. Uniting makes far more sense. Stop with the attack nonsense. Get realistic. It's
time to address the real problems.
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8-27-2016

475,000 Buyback? What more can be asked now? The disaster for VW referred to the
world as "dieselgate" has moved beyond any sign of hope. No engineering solution
proposed has been good enough. There are far too many problems. It's costly and will
negatively impact performance. To make matters worse, the gen-4 Prius is starting to
attract TDI owners. I read of my first report, where the words "fun to drive" were
used. Toyota was wise to put emphasis on handling dynamics for this generational
upgrade. Of course, when efficiency exceeds 55 MPG, why wouldn't you? That's better
than what any diesel can deliver in real-world driving. Heck, even best-case scenario
struggles to deliver that. The hybrid technology is so well proven, there's no competing
anymore. Of course, those who were responsible for the cheat already knew that... hence
the deception. Now, it's the owners coming to that same conclusion. As a result, it looks
more and more like VW could end up buying back all of their diesels in violation of
emission standards. That's 475,000 vehicles here in the United States.

8-28-2016

Just the Facts. I've been watching things for GM fall apart. The name fiasco was
confirmation of problems to come. The reasoning for that is simple: no concise
message. When someone just thrashes out desperately for no good reason and everyone
else just allows it, that sign of trouble should be obvious. We've seen it so many times in
the past, that pattern is easy to recognize. That "Go Away!" was rather blatant. It was
followed by "You're not helping." without anything else. Nothing constructive other than
an attempt to draw focus away from an emotional outlash marks a turning point. I
attempted to reply with something constructive, but I expect little at this point. The
problem is quite clear. Uncertainty is beginning to overwhelm. This is what I
posted: Notice how no one else mention other GM names just prior to rollout? Notice
what all of the following have in common: "Dual-Mode" and "Two-Mode" as well as
"BAS" and "E-Assist" along with "Volt" and "Bolt". There's "Ampera" and "Ampera-E"
now too. All are names used to de-emphasize technologies of the past. Like it or not,
there's a common complaint among Volt supports... minimal dealer support... minimal
advertising... minimal automaker interest. We had hoped PHEV growth would come, but
the stated reason for production in China and shipping to the US is lack of demand. Volt
has found a niche, which it will serve well. Mainstream aspirations have shifted
elsewhere though. In this case, we're seeing GM refocusing attention over to the
EV. Whether you think I'm helping or not, those are the facts.

8-29-2016

4.5 Years Later, video. I particularly enjoyed capturing this drive on video... With over
80,000 miles driven and having plugged in to recharge over 2,400 times, the real-world
results speak for themselves. This particular drive was my morning commute, taking
advantage of the suburb route to enjoy maximum EV distance. I did too. 13.9 miles of
consecutive drive before the engine started. That overwhelmingly proves the claims of
getting far less are nothing but rhetoric, especially now with the car 4.5 years old. The
drive is the first with my new route. I moved 1.5 years ago, to a location 1 mile further
from work. There are a lot more hills. The up & down is no big deal though; Prius PHV
handles them just fine. Surprisingly, overall MPG didn't drop much. It's quite scenic and
I still have the choice of several suburb & highway routes. The camera for the dashboard
information is new. The image stabilization is much better. No more vibration. It's been
eliminated entirely. There isn't any refresh flickering from the screen either. That's gone
too. This setup works really well for capturing drives, even with difficult lighting from
sun glare in the morning. 19.5 miles was the total distance. It consumed the entire EV
capacity, resulting in an overall average of 283 MPG. Prius PHV - 4.5 Years Later
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8-30-2016

Leap Frog. Again with the never-ending rhetoric. It's amazing how some of the
greenwash lives on, many years after those who pushed it are long gone. The "leap frog"
topic emerged, yet again, with: "Are some people assuming Prius Prime is going to come
along and leapfrog the competition? That may not happen and Prime is also pretty late
to the party." I was quite annoyed. Anyone who still thinks other plug-in vehicles are
the competition is just mindlessly passing on evidence of desperation and blindness from
pride. With gas prices so low and sales of small traditional SUVs booming, how could
anyone believe plug-in vehicles are an isolated market? True, many ignore them entirely,
convinced that oil-dependency and climate-change are just political banter. But to
acknowledge plug-in potential only as far as the green audience is a disservice. What
good does that do? My reply to the post was short & sweet: Traditional vehicles are the
competition. Prime is right on time.

8-30-2016

Expectations. Seeing people ask expectation questions is a good sign. In the past, it was
simply an exclamation of fear. That's turning into inquisitive posts. How do we set
expectations? What subject matter is of greatest importance? Who is even the proper
authority? There are no standards yet. For that matter, there is very little history to
leverage from to make decisions. Discovery is on-going. All we can really do at this
point is share observations and ask questions. This was my contribution to that
today: How much MPG loss or HORSEPOWER loss is acceptable for traditional
vehicles? The system simply doesn't work as well when it ages. That has been the norm
since the automotive industry began. It's quite unrealistic to expect it to work like new as
the years roll by. With batteries, what should the aging expectation be?

8-31-2016

More Time. It was interesting to read this: "My fear is that GM will decide to milk the
tax credits for as long as they can, and thus not go for breakthrough sales numbers with
this car. The more time they have before their last credit is used up, the better position
they’ll be in to actually sell these cars profitably once it does." It sure is nice seeing
posts like that now. Rhetoric of the past made them scarce. Heck, I was even able to
respond without much stir: You're not alone with the concern for that missed
opportunity. Ironically, your second sentence is what had been used countless times for
arguing against Toyota. That "more time" approach has proven a wise one too. The gen1 plug-in Prius provided great real-world data for them to study, while the production
process was being refined, the design improved, and the battery technology
advanced. The gen-2 model is now in an excellent position to take on the true
competition: traditional vehicles. As for the pace of Bolt rollout, pushing into the
mainstream (to achieve sustainable profit prior to the tax-credit vanishing) means leaving
Volt a niche. Once the quantity threshold is reached, the phase-out timer starts. That
"more time" is great, to a point, then the high-volume must be delivered. In isolation, no
big deal, especially with gas so cheap. But we know the price will go up and that others
will also exhaust their tax-credits. Pressure from Nissan will be intense. If they gamble
exclusively on delivering a profitable EV, their resources are better served than with
GM's split between Bolt & Volt. The struggle with Volt has been primarily blamed upon
GM not promoting it (little advertising, small inventory). What should we expect for
Bolt?
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8-31-2016

Battery Questions. Getting asked about how the plug-in Prius operates is always a
pleasure to respond to. Today, that came about from this: "Will this battery range even
extend, if your average speed will be lets say -5mph less and accelerate more gently from
stop? Can you tell me also please, if I will go to motorway with depleted battery, and I
will drive 100 miles, how much will battery recharge? Thanks a lot." I posted: Speed,
stopping, accelerating, temperature, and terrain all play a major role in what you get out
of the battery. What you saw in the video would have been a great high-efficiency
commute, had there been fewer & smaller hills. Nonetheless, I'm still pleased with the
results, especially after 4.5 years. As for recharging while you drive, Prius PHV was
configured to deliver maximum efficiency following depletion. That meant not
replenishing battery-capacity beyond the HV threshold. Prius Prime will be different,
allowing the EV to be replenished as well. Remember, 2012 was a very different time
and the market was asking for that. It changed. Now, they want more EV... which is
realistic with the more efficient gas engine and larger battery. You'll be able to exit the
motorway and do that driving in EV. Think about how much Toyota was able to
accomplish with just 4.4 kWh. That small battery and gen-3 system really delivered a
lot.

8-31-2016

EV-BOOST. Interest is growing for not only Prius Prime, but also Prius PHV. There
are some who are looking to jump on the opportunity to purchase a used one. So
naturally, we are getting questions about how it works. This is what caught interest on
that topic today: "I am still all right based on this info, what PIP is doing at high speeds
over 100kmh?" With all the intentional misleading we had to deal with on that topic over
the years, it's no surprise this is getting asked. Sadly, this is proof some of the
greenwashing efforts worked. That's why owners like me to try to share lots of realworld data. Overwhelming discussions with actual ownership experience is a very
effective way of scaring away those wanting to undermine. Anywho, this was my
reply: Driving in HV mode (whether or not you have EV capacity available) will deliver
efficiency slightly better than the regular model Prius. The reason for that advantage is
the battery difference. Lithium can squeeze out more opportunity than NiMH. Driving
in EV mode at speeds higher than 100 km/h isn't available from Prius PHV (gen1). Driving in EV-BOOST mode is though. That's when the system takes advantage of
plug-supplied electricity when going faster than the 100 km/h limitation. It's often
referred to as "blending", since it is EV power with the engine joining in to help. You'll
notice that the draw from the battery-pack is stretched out. Toyota did a remarkable job
of achieving balance. The resulting is efficiency above the 100 MPG mark.
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9-01-2016

Falling Apart. Any posting at this point would just degenerate to anger. The group of
Volt enthusiasts has become unwilling to listen. It's just the mindless cheerleading we're
getting now. How many technologies in the past experienced the same? This certainly
sounds familiar: "GM underpromises but always overdelives. We shall see soon this
happen!" I was blown away upon reading that. I couldn't believe such nonsense was
being posted. Heck, even Toyota a loss from time to time. That's normal. Not every
attempt is a winner. That's how the advancement process works. You learn from
previous attempts. Anywho, that absolute is a dead giveaway, a sure sign of trouble... in
other words, denial. Believing in that absolute of perfection is not constructive. Most
isn't quite that obvious though. It's more like this: "The new Volt is better in every
measurable category than the Gen I and the Gen I was/is stellar." That comes from the
engineering blindness, choosing to only see what they want. Those categories are cherry
picked. The only select to measure what they feel is important, rather than addressing
every category. The on-going disregard for rear-seating is most telling. Rear headroom
went from 36.0 to 35.8 inches. How is that not measurable? It's something that was
complained about on a regular basis too, especially when the interest in 5th-person
seating faded. I remember how shocked supporters were to discover the headroom was
actually reduced a little. To make matters worse, you can point out the 37.4 inches in
Prius. That's a huge difference. What I especially don't like is the fact that Prius seating
in the back is nicely covered by padding & metal. In Volt, it's nothing but glass. That
makes it uncomfortable in the cold & hot as well as less safe. Ugh. This is why things
are falling apart. The Volt enthusiasts simply don't want to address shortcomings. They
just keep cheering. Watch what happens. You'll hear more and more about Bolt in
response, yet still much praise for Volt. The aspiration for it to become mainstream is
gone. Perhaps that's for the best. After all, Bolt's resemblance to the popular Honda Fit
and Nissan Versa is a big positive for it.

9-02-2016

Net Yet, But Soon. What will happen and when is what keeps some intrigued and others
on edge. This transition from gen-3 to gen-4 Prius is a topic of history in the
making. People are watching & wondering. I'm trying to provide a sense of anticipation,
having experienced this back in 2000 (Original to Classic), then again in 2003 (Classic to
Iconic), then again in 2009 (Iconic to gen-3), then again in 2012 (gen-3 to PHV), and
now watching the gen-4 model rollout. That is the only upgrade I won't be experiencing
firsthand. Mine will later this year, with the replacement of my PHV with a
Prime. That's sort of a double-generation. I'll get the new hybrid system along with the
new plug-in system all at the same time. Collecting that real-world data early on will be
fascinating. It's exciting to read about the gen-4 owner experiences. My expression of
what's taking place right this very moment is... not yet, but soon: The transition to a next
generation is interesting. Old articles like this hold attention until done threshold, then
the outgoing falls off rather abruptly. You'll see posts for gen-4 dramatically increase at
some point. My guess is close to the end of the year. They're simply aren't enough on
the road yet to dominate discussions.
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Cargo Capacity. The discussions about Prius Prime are growing. They are shifting
away from the lack of a 5th seat too. Taking a serious look at what Volt actually offered
has extinguished most of that. The rest has come from giving deeper consideration to it,
rather than just having gut-reaction posts. That means moving on to the more realistic
concerns, like what cargo will actually be carried. I was annoyed to no end about how
shallow those arguments had been Obvious antagonists were stirred up rhetoric by
posting only volume measurements. They stayed away from discussion about actual
items to transport. The push for detail will often derail attempts to undermine. Anywho,
now that the constructive posts are emerging, I contributed with: Figuring out the cargo
capacity isn't rocket science. I simply found a 3-inch tall box and put it in the back to see
if that made much of a difference with what I routinely transport. It didn't. My bags and
backpack aren't that big. The bike isn't either. The cooler never fit with the cover
unrolled anyway. So, height is a non-issue. True, I will find a squeeze on rare occasions,
like the patio table we purchased this spring. But then again, I could have easily just
rented the pickup there at the hardware store if I truly needed it. Delivery for one-time
purchases like that is always an option too. The requirement is usually length. Will I
still be able to transport long cargo, like new shelves. The answer is yes. Assumingly,
the massive amount of yard-waste I cut from our pond's edge that needed transport to the
compost last month will still fit just fine. It was an absurd sight driving a plug-in Prius
into that place. One of the guy's driving a dump truck filled with old branches went out
of his way to stop and yell out: "Wow! That's dedication." upon seeing it. I'll be glad
when I get my Prime... hopefully soon, so some of this speculation can be put to rest. It
reminds me of what people speculated about way back with gen-2 Prius, when the
hatchback model was introduced.

9-03-2016

Generations & Supporters. I was intrigued by this snippet posted today: "...most ardent
supporters have departed..." It was buried within a train-of-thought on a discussion
thread about gen-4 Prius. Most people have no clue what happened when the Classic
model Prius was replaced by the Iconic model. Since that was a very long time ago, the
belief is that it really didn't make any difference anyway. I disagree. Having witnessed
the large group of supporters grow out of nowhere, with no previous legacy, to fade away
from overwhelming support of the new generation is a really big deal. You'd think their
existence would stand out. It didn't. Instead, it was drown out. Only a handful of us
predicted that too. So when that entire generation of Iconic owners faced posts from the
replacing upgrade, they were at a loss about what to expect. You'd think the history
would give them an idea. It didn't. That makes my anticipation of the same overwhelm
to occur again a topic of fascination. Can't they see it happening this time? Prius is so
well known, so well accepted, and so well proven, it is now a mainstream vehicle. That
state of becoming ubiquitous apparently is beyond the grasp of some. Understanding the
big picture is often elusive. That's why extremely long-term project aren't managed by
just front-line leaders. It really is hard to see... sometimes. In this case, I'm not sure how
many will catch on. Accepting traditional vehicles as the true competition is still a
popular denial issue. Hopefully, that will change over the next year. The second
generation plug-in vehicles should help make it obvious that the gen-4 Prius is the new
norm. Put as shortly as possible, I summed up the situation now playing out as: That is
the very definition of generation: the next taking over. Only a small number of elders
will remain, to help along with the transition. We will have a new audience supported by
new supporters.
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Future Hybrids. Discussions of what will happen in the market beyond Prius liftback
(regular & plug-in) are interesting. Concern is growing for the wagon model's
future. There's the popularity of small SUVs to consider too. What do ordinary
consumers want? How will profit pressures influence business decisions? When should
we expect widespread market acceptance of clean & efficient technology over traditional
choices? I posted these thoughts to that effect: I see RAV4 hybrid pushing Prius v really
hard. It's easy to see how incredibly practical they are as taxis. So, that aspect of them
could provide business-sustaining justification. That may mean less frequent upgrades
though. As service vehicles, that's just fine. RAV4 hybrid as a mainstream contender is
an entirely different story. We all knew the return of cheap gas meant high demand for
small SUV offerings. Toyota has taken advantage of that by providing a hybrid model
for a very competitive price. That move is paying off too. Last month's sales bump it up
to just under the mainstream minimum (5,000 per month). In other words, seeing RAV4
hybrid grow to the point of becoming so popular it puts heavy pressure on other
automakers to compete directly is quite realistic... which is the unfulfilled dream Ford
had a decade ago with Escape hybrid. So, expecting them to re-enter the competition is
almost a given. Toyota is proving market potential.

9-04-2016

Too Little, Too Slowly (revisited). I found this declaration posted yesterday ironic:
"After 5 1/2 years people are finally discovering Volt, the greatest car in history..." Prior
to the rollout of Volt, the concern was raised about GM falling into the trap of delivering
a vehicle not able to reach the mainstream. That originated from the group overseeing
the bankruptcy recovery, expressing the problem caused by a rollout of something unable
to generate profitable high-volume sales. Well, all these years later they have been
proven correct and all those who ratified the concern vindicated. Volt was a disaster...
because it did indeed pursue that goal, but failed to achieve it. There will be a lot of spin
& excuses, looking back. None will fix the current problem though, looking
forward. The second generation has climbed to the potential of possibly reaching half of
mainstream minimum. Sales that low for a vehicle facing heavy challenge from within is
a problem. Asking repeatedly what GM intends with Bolt has been met with disregard
initially, then turned to resentment. No one likes to answer the difficult
questions. Pressure from having a limited quantity of tax-credits cannot be
ignored. Toyota halted Prius PHV rollout in the United States as soon as it became
apparent the market had shifted. GM did not. As a consequence, Toyota has many more
tax-credits (around 155,000) still available and 35 states without any legacy sales to deal
with. Volt enthusiasts mocked Toyota for that move and attacked supporters. Now, they
have the reality of roughly only 95,000 tax-credits available when the rollout of Bolt
begins and new marketing & education to provide for all 50 states. That division of
resources and information conflicting with the past is a direct result of not having
capitalized on Volt back when it had a monopoly on the plug-in hybrid market. Gas was
very expensive back then too. More & Faster could have made quite a difference. What
happens now that so much is stacked against Volt? See why I documented so much
history as it was playing out? This situation was foreseen. Concerned was
expressed. Recommendations were not taken seriously. Finally? Greatest?
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EV Criticism. The attitudes of a select few who upgraded from Prius to a plug-in
vehicle is that of antagonists. If they don't see dramatic change, they exhibit a deep
negativity. They don't try to be constructive. They don't care about taking small
steps. They only want an announcement to play along, even if the act doesn't amount to
anything. I'm growing tired of it. How does that help? They are turning into
greenwashing, portraying an image of abandonment. I'm unwilling to just watch that
happen, especially having witnessed this history play out already. So, today I posted this
on a new thread created to discuss Toyota's take on the EV market:
The same criteria still persists. Toyota's want to deliver a product for the masses. If it
cannot reach the mainstream, becoming profitable & high-volume within a product-cycle,
they'll keep the technology in a research phase.
With Prius PHV, we saw that in the form of only rolling out limited quantity in select
states. They held off until that affordability threshold could be achieved. Prius Prime
will be that product realistic for ordinary consumers. With Mirai, we will continue to see
extremely limited availability for many years to come. It simply makes no sense offering
the technology to a wider audience when that business move cannot self-sustain.
There's a lot of resentment toward Toyota by a small group of individuals for not making
EV announcements like the other automakers, even if those other automakers actions are
nothing but token gestures. That's annoying and unproductive. You don't advance the
masses by not actually changing. To make a difference, we need choices that are actually
competitive with what showroom floor shoppers would otherwise purchase.
As of late 2016, there are not any EV offerings capable of competing with traditional
vehicles. That's ok, if they are able to drop cost enough prior to tax-credits expiring to
retain interest. Otherwise, the very same problem with hybrids will also happen with
EVs. Notice how the typical consumer couldn't care less about reducing emissions and is
unwilling to pay a premium to use less fuel?
Leadership means striving to deliver a product for the masses. Look no further than Volt
for an example of claiming leadership, but not actually fulfilling that criteria. Cost of
what was delivered was far too high to produce & sell it in large quantity. Simply
delivering more miles of EV alone is not enough. That's why aspects, like spacious
seating, have proven favor for Tesla and what GM hopes to capture with Bolt. That's
also why Prius Prime will deliver outstanding MPG once the plug-supplied electricity is
used up.
Notice how other EV offerings, like Ford Focus EV, VW e-Golf, and Hyundai Soul EV
all sell in tiny numbers, yet the automaker gets praise for embracing electric
vehicles? It's a reality some choose to disregard, embracing the "me too" approach rather
than pushing for showroom floor competition. That's sad & unfortunate.
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Lithium Support. Unwilling to give the antagonists any opportunity to respond, I
immediately followed up my previous post with:
I fit well into our local plug-in owners club, despite owning a plug-in with such a small
battery-capacity. The reason why is simple, my endorsement and heavy support for
lithium batteries. With all the promoting I do for Prius PHV online through forum &
blog posts, driving videos, and my own website, it's ok for me to self-promote a little...
since the reason why is helpful to others. They can see my support extends beyond just
Toyota. It's the advancement of the batteries that I'm really pushing favor for.
At the meeting last month, the topic of Toyota's high-volume production of lithium
batteries due to Gen4 Prius was brought up. The automaker is considered a giant no one
is paying much attention to. They are quietly building up capacity, the ability to deliver
affordable choices with high reliability and consumer confidence.
Think about how many of the 1.4 Million hybrids Toyota sells this year that will have
shifted from NiMH to Lithium batteries. Do consumers have any idea that the batterypack is different from that in the past? Would they even care if they did know? The
point is that they are being used by new owners, the market is expanding. Toyota is
penetrating the market outside enthusiasts, something all other automakers continue
struggling to achieve.
We'll see more of that progress with Prius Prime. That's a plug-in vehicle configured to
entice showroom floor shoppers. How many other plug-in choices specifically target
those consumers? They are the who profit on-going profit for the business. Enthusiasts
certainly don't fulfill that role. Automakers are unwilling to take on huge risk. Toyota
found a way to reach further into the mainstream without having to do that... and get
criticized as a result. Why? Think about how many lithium battery cells they will
produce in the next year.
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Sales Struggle. Painting a rosy picture for Volt is less of a problem now. In fact, there's
a degree of constructive discussion now. This caught my interest on a daily thread
discussing August results: "As someone else posted before, the 2017 Chevy Bolt EV will
cut into Volt sales, since it is a full battery-electric vehicle (no range extender needed),
with sufficient EV range for almost everyone, and a much larger and comfortable interior
for five adults." It was a discrete admission of change, without recognition of who had
pointed out this was coming quite a number of years ago. Oh well, better late than
never. I chimed in with:
Bolt is a nice step up from Volt. Many have said that, including me. No doubt it will sell
better as a result. We certainly have not seen the Volt sales growth that was expected
from gen-2. Focus has already been shifting to Bolt.
The big worry is not having any specific target audience identified. Remember what was
among the biggest criticisms of Volt? It was the lack of promotion from GM. Clarity
needs to come prior to rollout who intended buyers are. Pushing the "200 mile" capacity
for Bolt means sacrificing the "range anxiety" strength of Volt. Some won't like that, but
they will be in favor of the positioning that puts Bolt it for competing with Tesla Model
3.
There's the reality of tax-credits hitting phaseout quickly as a result of sales success. GM
will have around 95,000 available. Retaining the trend of a little over 2,000 sales per
month for Volt and achieving the 2,500 monthly rate (half mainstream minimum) for
Bolt means year-end for 2017 would have consumed all but 30,000 of the full tax-credits
available.
Phaseout would get triggered in the second half of 2018, if Bolt sale remains a
niche. Achieving the popularity supporters are hoping for would mean sooner. That's
mid-cycle, far too early for a major cost-reduction upgrade. It's also when pressure from
the other automakers will become intense. Nissan & Tesla aren't going to just abandon
efforts when their tax-credits expire. They have the added benefit of not rolling out as
soon as Bolt too. Delay can be advantageous.
We want advancement of plug-in choices, but they must be sustainable. Challenges
await. We all see them coming. This isn't a "wait for the next generation" situation
anymore. What should happen to prevent future sales struggle?
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Solutions, part 1. There has been an on-going discussion about target-market for Prius
Prime. Some current Prius owners are baffled by their assumption of it being for them
getting disputed. Since Prius PHV was a natural progression from hybrid to plug-in
hybrid, finding out that isn't the case for this second generation has stirred many posts. I
find it odd how so many threads have included acknowledgement of Toyota's effort to
reach out to new consumers is met with such confusion. My theory is they believe that
only applies to other Toyota vehicles, that Prius itself would never attempt new focus...
despite the plug. The true supporters have paid close enough attention to notice the
market shift and recognize Toyota's adjustment. After all, design flexibility accounted
for such a need. A good friend of mine stated the situation this way: "I thought the Gen 4
was meant to keep Prius owners (and some upgraded from their Gen 2). I don't think the
Prime is destined to mainly attract Prius owners. Current owners who want to move
forward would've bought a Leaf, Volt, or if they have the means, a Model S. They want
that EV experience. The Prime will probably have to be marketed to non-Prius owners
who are thinking of electrification. They have to market the fact that the Prius Prime will
have the Prius name to back it up. It looks less weird/out there than the Gen 4 (or past
Prii) and they have to push the currently unknown factor of MSRP."

9-05-2016

Solutions, part 2. That post was great. I was thrilled such a well thought out reply had
been provided. It was nice being able to rectify his thoughts too, confirming his careful
study was what others have also concluded. This was my response to that: Bingo! It
never ceases to amaze me how some don't notice that bigger picture at play. The
audience is completely overlooked. Toyota has stated many times how they want to
expand the market by offering new choices to appeal to new audiences. Prius Prime is
most definitely one of those new choices. RAV4 hybrid is another. That's why I get
annoyed by arguments about Prius shoppers being turned off by the cabin & cargo
arrangement for Prius Prime. It's a red herring. The purpose of appealing to those
thinking of electrification should be obvious. It's not a hybrid relying solely on gas for
power. Different alternatives to traditional vehicles will have different tradeoffs. Direct
comparisons simply don't make sense. The industry mindset has been conquest &
cannibalize. That actually works for initial rollouts, especially when large subsidies are
available. When you want to phase out older products, that is a terrible approach. You
have to find a way to entice those who have yet to show any interest, not to get those who
already have to upgrade. It's what economics is all about. You have to look beyond
engineering & accounting. Marketing to non-Prius owners presents new challenges...
which means old solutions won't work.
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Wasteful. The state of California is considering a new set of incentives for the purchase
of a plug-in vehicle. They want to encourage continued growth of the clean & efficient
choices, but simply don't have any more HOV stickers available. That option is totally
exhausted. Not everyone has to deal with the heavy commute traffic
anyway. Unfortunately, we still get replies like this from Volt enthusiasts: "The rebate
should be based on the battery size." That obsession with bigger always being better is a
challenge to deal with. I want to expand discussions beyond the usual rhetoric. That
means countering the posts, but presenting new perspective. After all, I know they'll try
to fallback on EPA rating. The AER (All Electric Range) focus got them
nowhere. Understanding MPGe is still an issue. Fortunately, that opens opportunity to
look at other aspects of being clean & efficient. The biggest is winter heating for the
cabin, something they outright dismissed for years. It is now finally getting some
attention. Perhaps this will help that along: Why not base upon efficiency results
instead? There are measurements available to gauge use of electricity. For example, a
plug-in vehicle with a resistance-heater will be nowhere near as efficient in cold-weather
driving than one with a gas-injected heat-pump. In other words, the less efficient will
require a larger battery to deliver the same outcome. Using more electricity in that
manner should not be encouraged. We don't what to provide larger subsidies for wasteful
plug-in designs.

9-07-2016

Electronics 101. Sadly, the rhetoric immediate ensued. I was annoyed. I knew MPGe
would be brought up, even though I had intentionally excluded it. Unfortunately, the
reason why was totally elusive. The enthusiasts just plain don't take the time to figure
things out. That's why they are enthusiasts, rather than supporters. A true supporter will
take the time to ask questions and consider outcomes. An enthusiasts just parrots talking
points. Anywho, I decided to keep my response simply, by conveying some basic
education on the topic: KWH >> BTU. Some heaters require more electricity to deliver
the same amount of heat. That's why Volt was upgraded from a resistance type heater to
a heat-pump. That's also why Prius Prime will use an even more efficient heater, a heatpump with gas-injection. Electricity can be wasted. Not all designs are the same. The
level of efficiency is not measured by just distance traveled.

9-08-2016

No Heat Pump. Turns out, the second-generation Volt didn't actually get the
upgrade. Older designs had the shortcoming of losing effectiveness in the extreme
cold. That meant if you were driving in temperatures well below freezing, you'd get
warm air in the cabin rather than hot. The traditional resistance-heaters overcome that,
but the tradeoff is much higher electricity use. They give Toyota a very hard time for
side-investing in fuel-cell advancement... never paying attention to the reality that those
vehicles employ new technology that the hybrids will be able to take advantage of... like
the advanced heat-pump Prius Prime will be getting. Not only is it capable of delivering
heat in much colder conditions, it also includes vapor-injection. That's a feature used in
commercial heating for increasing efficiency. Prius Prime will be the first ever
mainstream vehicle to use that too. When technology reaches personal use, you know
good things are to come. Well, you do anyway. Those enthusiasts are still
clueless. They're the same one obsessed with battery-size. It clouds their judgment,
preventing them from seeing what advancements are needed for acceptance by the
masses... like the move beyond resistance heating. Ugh.
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Constructive Discussion. It's finally happening. I responded to this: "Electric range is
the primary reason why anyone would buy a plug-in hybrid in the first place." The post
immediately disappeared. I wonder if something technically had went amiss. So, I
posted it again, from a different computer. Same thing happened again. Since I couldn't
get any feedback, I waited. Sure enough, the moderator had taken the advice. It was his
topic detail I was making comments about. Those references had been revised. That was
great. He was making a sincere effort to keep things constructive. I was thrilled to see
discussions being aimed away from the rhetoric we've had to deal with in the past. Here's
what I posted twice, both of which were hidden shortly afterward: The plug-in owners
group here is working hard to make sure data is up-to-date and complete, so statements
like that can be as constructive as possible... Ford's EV range is listed at 19 miles. That's
old. It is now 22 miles. BMW's i3 tank capacity is listed as 1.9 gallons. That's old. It is
now 2.4 gallons. BMW's i3 range for EV is missing entirely. The newest model
offers 112 miles. Remember, the ultimate goal is to replace traditional vehicles with
plug-in choices. That means being thorough, especially when encouraging competition
from within the plug-in market. It shows consumers how far along the market for
vehicles carrying battery-packs has progressed.

9-10-2016

Coffee At Sunset, video. Here's another documenting experiences with my Prius
PHV: Same coffee shop, different starting location. I moved and now live closer. My
drive there is within the EV capacity available from the battery-pack. Capturing that on
video could not be resisted. I waited until a nice summer evening arrived, then headed
out just as the sun was reaching the horizon. It was an 8.9 mile drive. The bulk of that is
along a 55 mph road with rolling hills. Upon completion of the round trip, an estimated
2.7 miles of EV remained. That comes in handy if you need to slip out to relax, for some
coffee & blogging. Since grocery, retail, hardware, restaurant, and movies are all within
that same distance, taking advantage of plug-supplied electricity has been very easy with
my Prius PHV. Prius PHV - Coffee At Sunset
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Not Constructive. I waited until the following day to respond to this: "Now letting
PHEVs with puny electric range (especially the original PiP...what a joke that was
allowed the green stickers) receive HOV decals is something that should change. Make
some minimum AER requirement (30 or 50 miles). The PiP couldn't even go the speed
limit in EV mode for crying out loud! What a joke!" It came from a well known
antagonist. Rather than focus on strengths of Volt, he demean Prius PHV
instead. Having to deal with the brainless banter is annoying, but nothing new...
especially at this point. I carefully considered my response, choosing to make it personal
rather than just post detail: The goal is reduced emissions & consumption. A larger
battery-pack doesn't necessarily accomplish that. HOV lanes exist to relieve congestion
in areas that commute traffic causes. Notice the locations? They are where major
interchanges meet and when crosses over bridges. HOV advantage is only effective when
traffic is traveling much slow than the speed limit. In other words, claiming a
requirement of faster than 62 MPH is an easy to disprove red herring. As for the electric
range, that heavy commute traffic where the HOV advantage exists is covered. More
doesn't accomplish anything, since it's just open highway otherwise... which PiP delivers
unmatched hybrid efficiency. What's most telling though is the look backward at a bill
not yet passed. That makes no sense. PiP isn't available for purchase anymore. So, the
entire argument is clearly not constructive. We want to promote plug-in vehicle
purchases. That means being forthcoming about the market. Notice how the rear seating
for Volt was described in the video? That was direct & honest. Here's what you
get. Some people will like it, some won't. The point is knowing detail upfront to make
proper decisions. In that light, Prius Prime will be available later this year. It will offer
double the battery-capacity and to-the-floor EV drive. So, no one is laughing at your
joke. We're all in this together. Don't misrepresent the situations or choices. You'll
continue to get called out when that happens.

9-12-2016

Summer Commute Work, video. I was able to deliver another video. This was
actually the first of those with the new camera from the new location. Editing in order
wasn't necessary. I'm trying to capture as much as I can, now that I have the personal
time available. That means lots of testing to verify all is working as expected. Lucky for
me, the equipment performed well. The Prius itself did too. Here's what I posted, along
with the link to see it: This is my commute to work. Since it's summer, driving in EV
through the suburbs to the highway (9 miles) is pretty easy, even with rolling hills. Just
prior to getting onto the 70 MPH highway, I switch over to HV mode. That saves some
of the plug-supplied electricity for later. I switch back to EV mode as the decent into the
river valley approaches. The rest of the drive is pretty much all with just electricity from
there. The entire drive is 18.5 miles. A total of 14 miles were registered as EV for this
particular trip. It varies based on traffic, temperature, stoplights, etc. Depleting the
battery-pack to the recharge point resulted in a 244 MPG average. I plug in at work,
where chargers powered by solar are available. So, the commute home is equally
rewarding. Prius PHV - Summer Commute Work
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Turning Point. How do you know when the enthusiasts have changed their
stance? Quotes like this make it obvious: "Also, many don’t qualify for the tax
credit." Volt had been aggressively promoted as $7,500 less for everyone. Any mention
of not having enough liability from your taxes paid to get the full amount were replied to
with hostility. All we got for the entire first generation was greenwash promotion that
Volt's price was that of Prius. It was maddening. I have so many blog references to that
nonsense, describing the situation as a source of extreme frustration can't do it justice. I
eventually turned that emotion to a feeling of annoyance. It became fairly easy to
confirm those postings that had no concern for anything beyond an immediate purchase,
especially when they were loaded with Prius insults. The goal of mainstream penetration
to achieve sustainable high-volume sales that could deliver a profit was beyond their
grasp. Pride prevented it. Turns out, if you wait long enough, that sense of pride will
dwindle. They eventually feel they've said their piece, then back down. That's way
provocation isn't counter-productive. Not only does it reveal clues at times, it also wears
them down. In the meantime, I was able to continuously push the fact that traditional
vehicles were the true competition, not other plug-in vehicles. Well, all that, combined
with flat sales, low gas prices, and the reality of tax-credit expiration pushed them to
change. Naturally, it's in the form of downplay. Nonetheless, that is recognition. One
less greenwashing effort to deal with, a very big one too. We've hit that turning
point. Yeah!

9-13-2016

Size Matters. This is what I saw coming, years ago. GM revealed the EPA rating for
Bolt today. It's 238 miles. That's more than the 215 miles expected from Tesla's Model
3. Bragging rights are what enthusiasts have thrived on. They push all else aside for
them... which means Volt is now in a very awkward position. The concern of tax-credit
usage has revealed cause for true worry. Everyone is focusing on Bolt now. That
affordable Chevy EV has caught the attention of plug-in followers. It will be intriguing
to see how the industry responds, especially with Bolt being so much less sport like than
Model 3... definitely no "cool" factor. Will practical really be a winner with this
crowd? What about the masses? How will they view this newest offering? Prius Prime
was designed with those considerations already. Toyota has strived to find that "just
right" size for the battery, as well as include some cool features. Remember how well
that worked for the regular Prius? The fact that you couldn't squeeze out long electriconly drives didn't matter. The available capacity got you through the span of heavy
traffic. That's what mattered. You got some creature comforts too. Now, this one with a
plug will extend upon that approach. It won't strive to deliver an all-electric experience
99% of the time, a goal Volt enthusiasts have proclaimed vital... which now doesn't make
sense with Bolt available. To make matters worse, they routinely quoted you'd have to
drive over 150 miles for any advantage of the gas engine in Prius to matter... which
definitely puts Volt in a difficult position. They set that precedent, not me. 238 miles is
much further than that. Ironically, the situation has been described as a "game
changer". Turns out, size matters. The catch is, bigger is not necessarily better. Finding
the balance to achieve mass acceptance is a major challenge, not one to be taken lightly...
as history has confirmed.
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Now What? This is was what the thread asked: "What Range is Enough to Allow EV
Mass Acceptance?" This is what I had to say: Today's announcement marked the end of
"range anxiety". It's gone. Concern of getting stranded by a dead battery have become a
challenge of the past, just a memory now. It has been overcome and leaves us without
any doubt of how the market will advance. Portraying the EV as a choice for everyday
use has become much easier. Leadership isn't measured by progress forward alone
though. With the acceptable range threshold achieved, much more emphasis will be
placed on cost reduction. That pressure will grow much more intense. It will force
change. That leaves Volt in an awkward position. With range substantially
smaller, what will become its selling point? Keeping a performance & handling focus
on Bolt to stage it as a Model 3 competitor leaves Volt with what? How will it attract
buyers? It has a noticeably smaller seating area in the rear compared to Bolt. It has a
look to make it fit in with other mainstream cars too. Seriously, what does this mean for
Volt, especially with gen-2 still being so new? I'd sincerely like to know, so my
promotion of plug-in vehicles matches expectations of supporters. How will it fit in with
other offerings from other automakers? Will it be redefined as direct competition to
Prius Prime? If so, that means having to attract mainstream consumers rather than the
niche Volt has enjoyed. Keep in mind that the radical look of the regular Prius is
catching on. Remember how the previous generation really stood out at first, then
became the gold-standard for hybrids. What's not to say the same doesn't happen
again? Prime offers some edge too, with it's own distinct look. It will also deliver
outstanding MPG after battery depletion and is rumored to be aggressively priced. That's
why I'd like to know from those who had been quite dedicated to Volt what they believe
GM's next steps should be for it. Remember, some of us see the competition as
traditional vehicles, not other plug-in vehicles. Your thoughts?

9-14-2016

One Day Later. I don't expect the enthusiasts to like this observation: Looking around
at online comments from various websites, it's as if Volt no longer exists. Clearly,
people have moved on. Longer distances EV has dominates interest. Seeing GM leave
Volt as a niche should be just fine. After all, there is definitely a place for that in their
product-line. Not everyone wants to drive a Malibu. As for those Malibu buyers, I
suspect the next step for GM will be offering the Malibu hybrid with a plug.
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9-15-2016

Caught Greenwashing. Since the very beginning, I've been looking for allies. It doesn't
always work out. Today's example was among the top... Absolutely desperate at this
point, the only antagonist still struggle to save some pride lashed out. It was pretty
sad. That's a good sign. Finally ending this chapter is long overdue. His final act was to
declare GM the leader, selling more plug-in vehicles than anyone else. Ugh. I was really
surprised to see that. Not only was it that not true, it was also a very easy claim to
disprove. So, I did a few searches, then posted my results: The bar was set by Toyota for
hybrid efficiency and Tesla for EV range. For GM to set a bar for sales, those sales must
actually happen. Claiming #1 in sales would require ignoring overseas activity, like
Nissan in Japan and outside brands like Renault in Europe. Bolt certainly has the
potential. Kudos to GM for that. Counts of them on the road will determine status. The
way actual sales are avoided and limiting scope to just the United States is quite
telling. Renault-Nissan alliance EV sales (Leaf & Zoe combined) worldwide surpassed
350,000 total. In March 2016, worldwide sales of the Mitsubishi Outlander PHEV hit the
100,000 mark. In other words, GM is a strong player. Stop pushing the #1 claims. That
simply isn’t true and all that does is put down those who want to work as a team to
overcome the popularity of traditional vehicles.

9-15-2016

What Goals? Totally clueless and not even bothering to actually read what I post, this
was added to the flurry of desperate messages: "To continue to improve in all aspects,
reduce costs, expand the market/technology, and educate the customer base." That's
what I got when asking for a goal. Ugh. This is all I could manage for a reply, shocked
anyone could be so clueless: That is a mission statement, not a goal. A goal is a
measurable objective, something with a clear quantitative value or milestone to
achieve. That couldn't be any more vague. Remember the price, power, range, and count
values of the past? Abandoning them is a dead giveaway of trouble. No wonder the
"troll" alarm was sounded. Geez! Looking at the threads, the reason for moving the
goalposts becomes obvious. Volt is supposed to be superior, in your mind. Prius Prime
has the potential to deliver all 4 of those specific goals... $30,000 price, to-the-floor
acceleration, enough EV to cover most commutes, and sales of at least 5,000 per
month. It's too bad you weren't looking for an ally.
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9-15-2016

Final Act. When there's nothing left and shooting the messenger doesn't do any good,
you lash out at the perceived enemy: "What has Toyota been doing for all this
time? That's why everyone has been saying too little too late." At that point, it was
obvious nothing constructive could be conveyed anymore. When pride gets in the way,
there's no reasoning. All is lost. So, I summed it up the best I could, then pounded that
final nail into the coffin. Chapter closed, as concluded with: Who? Even the GM
enthusiasts were expecting more from Volt at this point. That's why so much attention
has shifted over to Bolt instead. As for Toyota, they've switched their premiere hybrid
over to using lithium batteries this year. Their 10,000,000th hybrid will be sold later this
year. Also this year, they introduced a compact SUV hybrid, a Crossover hybrid, and
will be rolling out a new plug-in hybrid... which will use the industry's first vaporinjected heat-pump. In addition, they will be introducing a dual-wave windshield to
improve aerodynamics and carbon-fiber to reduce weight. Most importantly, they've
been aggressively working to reduce cost to a level capable of drawing interest from their
own loyal traditional vehicle buyers. As this thread points out, the threshold of
acceptance has been reached. Priorities are now focused on delivering an affordable
product well balanced for mass-appeal. The measure of success is based upon sales... not
the most miles... not the most seats... not even the most posts. The new chapter is only
just beginning.

9-15-2016

Too Late, part 1. I read a post from the only other troublemaker remaining. By the time
I had posted a reply, he had already retracted the following statement: "Toyota is milking
HSD. They've found themselves in a very curious position where - like the silicon chip in
personal electronics, there will be a point where returns on investment of time and
research become smaller and smaller. We already see the limitations of HSD compared
to the Volt, which is still making very large gains in electric range and MPG on the gas
range extender. No Prius has a range extender. Every Prius uses the gas engine as
primary propulsion - plug or no plug." Too late. I had already included it in my
submission. So, I'm keeping a copy of it here as well as the one within my post online. I
found it ironic how he was pointing out diminishing returns now, as if it was entirely
new. I've been posting about them in response to him for years. Anyhow, his spin was to
make it seem like Toyota isn't about to deliver a capable technology. It's the same old
downplay, avoiding actual quantities... just like our favorite antagonist. I got a kick out
of that. No one is willing to consider detail. They know Prius Prime is quite capable of
delivering impressive EV performance. They'll see impressive numbers soon enough,
ones so good they won't be able to escape from them. Those with short commutes or
long ones who have the opportunity to recharge at work (like I do) will be quite happy to
share their real-world data. It's too late in many respects.
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9-15-2016

Too Late, part 2. This is what I ended up posting in response: Toyota is now producing
a massive number of lithium battery cells. All models of Prius but the base have
transitioned to them. The propulsion system offers to-the-floor EV acceleration,
complete with electric heating & cooling. So what if the capacity of the battery is
currently too small for your liking. It's still uses all the components needed for electriconly travel. Pretending that isn't the case by not calling it a "range extender" doesn't
change anything. Think about the production costs dropping due to that highvolume. So what if it is spread out among the masses? It's still genuine change. What
are the claimed limitations of the technology? This is turning into truly desperate
spin. Claims of failure don't have merit. Consider this; have a fully charged Prius Prime
and Volt drive 22 miles. What differences would there be other than one having a
depleted battery-pack and the other with 31 miles remaining? The answer is simple,
none. Both delivering a full EV experience means what? The entire drive would be
powered by plug-supplied electricity. That certainly doesn't validate the "milking it"
claim.

9-16-2016

Too Late, part 3. This is what I saw upon waking up the next day: "Hybrids are part of
the "too little too late". Like I said, they need to get serious about plug-ins." The
discussion had degenerated down to just mindless rhetoric. It provided a nice
opportunity to remind him what the goals are: That doesn't actually tell us anything. In
fact, that's as vague as a person could possibly get. Evading discussion of detail provides
confirmation that there's no substance to the claim... $30,000 price, to-the-floor EV
acceleration, enough EV to cover most commutes, and sales of at least 5,000 per month.

9-16-2016

Too Late, part 4. Denial. Rage. Dishonest. Ridicule. Demanding. Contradiction.
Insulting. Hate. Exaggeration. Dismissal. Spin. It was all there. I was amazed to see
such an extreme post. Since he obviously didn't care at that point (the same wounded &
frighten animal behavior witnessed in the past), it didn't matter what I said. Fortunately,
pretty much everyone else has moved on. Realistically, he probably has too and this only
served as a sense of closure. To that end, I posted: That quite possibly could be the best
rant posted since C-Max Energi was rolled out. Back then, it was also a Volt enthusiast
who went off the deep end. That pattern is easily recognized. Same result too. Things
fell apart and the outcome was far from what had been hoped for. The door of that
chapter was slammed hard. Everyone quietly dispersed afterward. The next chapter
begins.
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9-17-2016

Too Late, part 5. My conclusion will hopefully bring about an end to the
rhetoric. What a waste having to deal with such nonsense. It should be a matter of
addressing issues, them moving on. Some have a much harder time dealing with change
though... as this exchange has clearly points out:
That claim of "too late" does serve as confirmation of closing a chapter.
The problem is your disturbing take on what should happen next: "Quantity will be
determined by market demand, as it should be." That formula doesn't work. Volt
overwhelming proved the masses won't change simply if you deliver a well performing
vehicle. No matter how much praise enthusiasts gave Volt about performance traits, the
reality of compact seating and disinterest for saving gas kept sales down.
9.9 million GM vehicles sold last year should have been the wake-up call. The other was
virtually non-existent posts on the big GM forum. Volt had already been ratified as a
specialty vehicle, much like GM's others. The choices for gen-2 configuration resulted in
them moving on. Bolt would become the plug-in vehicle to hold the spotlight. Online
posts about the announcement this week solidified that. The rant confirmed it.
Turning outrage on Toyota doesn't accomplish anything. California, Oregon,
Washington, Arizona, Maine, Massachusetts, Vermont, New Hampshire, Rhode Island,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, and Hawaii were the only
states Prius PHV was offered in. That meant the generous incentives from Georgia,
Oregon, and Colorado were never taken advantage of. Yet, despite limited availability,
there were still 42,341 sales. They served to prove the technology and highlight what
improvements to include in the next generation.
The topic of demand obviously stings. Downplay from your quote and the proceeding
rant attest to that. It's over. Chapter closed. Focusing attention on Toyota is an obvious
attempt to distract. That red herring is dead. Bolt's ability to deliver 238 miles of EV
ended Volt's quest for mainstream acceptance. Market demand wasn't there. As many
have pointed out, a plug-in hybrid model of Equinox holds great potential. 4,919 sales of
RAV4 hybrid last month validates interest. Imagine what adding a plug could
achieve. My guess is you already have, hence the lashing out at Toyota.
That claim of "too late" doesn't become a non-issue upon delivery of the first vehicle
either... as gen-2 Volt has shown. Sales must grow. Since Toyota already had Prius
Prime developed, so they figurative plug for Prius PHV was pulled... saving the growth
for later. Way bother rolling it out to the remaining 35 states knowing a much
improvement version as on the way, especially with consumer education required. GM
has throttled back on Volt for similar reasons. Bolt is much improved. Not only will it
eliminate "range anxiety" concerns, it also provides a more roomy interior.
Both automakers are starting fresh the end of this year. Too bad if you don't like them
sharing the same business mission of significantly reducing emissions & consumption
but taking entirely different approaches. Intermediate goals will differ greatly, but both
face the inevitable reality of tax-credit expiration. Sharing the need to deal with
traditional vehicle demands makes the plug-in market a common interest.
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In other words, I couldn't care less if you don't want to cooperate. Rant all you
want. There are enough of us trying to make a spirit of uniting together for the same
cause convey throughout the minds of mainstream consumers. Volt wasn't the vehicle to
do that. Whatever. Let it go. Move on to Bolt with the other GM supporters. Geez!
Do you really think it's all about Toyota anyway? What about the push soon coming
from Hyundai? What about the long-awaited debut of Mitsubishi? What about the intent
Ford has stated? Think about what Nissan is planning. And of course, there's Tesla.
9-17-2016

Video for New Shopper. Someone who joined the big Prius forum just 3 months ago
with interest in Prius Prime posted a new thread, asking for reasons why it may be a
better choice than Volt. I was intrigued to see where this new discussion opportunity
would take us. So, I jumped in with: It depends upon what your priorities are. If you
don't need more EV range, why bother with a car offering a larger battery-pack,
especially if the tradeoff is less headroom for rear seating? Prius Prime will deliver much
better MPG after depletion too. There's also the electricity consumption to take into
consideration. Your location in the Midwest would mean a greater benefit from the
vapor-injected heat-pump Prius Prime will include, rather than the less efficient
resistance type heater. Having 82,000 miles on my Prius PHV, which has been averaging
72 MPG over the past 4.5 years, the decision to upgrade to a Prius Prime right away is a
no-brainer. I can recharge at work using solar electricity, which will bump my 19-mile
commute average from around 110 MPG to possibly 999 MPG. Since I take long trips
routinely, the improved efficiency of the gas-engine will be a nice benefit too. I'm
also looking forward to the variety of goodies Prius Prime will offer that have nothing to
do with being clean & efficient. The LED lighting will be sweet, the color head-updisplay and new screens will be fantastic, and the dual-wave rear window will be the
boom. Carrying my kayaks on top will be interesting, where high-tech and the outdoors
collide. For some perspective, here's a video of a commute to work I filmed last
month: Prius PHV - Summer Commute Home

9-17-2016

The new "Who?" Question. I asked it this way: For some perspective on market
diversity, note the recent reveal of the next-gen Outlander PHEV. It is said to deliver a
120 km range for EV. That's 74.5 miles and will offer a larger interior. That helps
emphasize the "too late" situation. If something is tried and doesn't work, try something
else. GM is. Toyota will be. Heck, even Nissan is planning to. Seeing the success of
gen-1 Outlander in Europe should be a clue as to the success of gen-2 here. Who do you
think the competition is?
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9-18-2016

The Push. Pointing out to someone that they have backed themselves into a corner
rarely goes well. They tend to get hysterical, lashing out at anything they can... but
trying the best to make what they say seem rational. This was the point at which things
finally broke down: "Volt Gen2 has the 5th seat." You know it's falling apart for that
person when they begin to outright lie. He knew there was no way to win that argument,
yet tried anyway. It's so easy to prove Volt doesn't. That spot in the middle has a seatbelt, but there isn't a place for legs. How is that a seat? Do anyone really expect an adult
to share their leg area with another? It's only a compact in the first place. That makes it
even smaller. Ugh. Providing proof or not really doesn't matter. It's simple to see that
the claim was counter-productive. Accepting the "5th" would result in a mark against
Bolt, which I was happy to point out: Eventually, you'll figure out why I've pushed for
you to look at GM's own product-line. Currently, the obsession with being better than
Toyota is blinding you from seeing it. For example, your quote above does a huge
disservice to Bolt. The rear seating in Volt is compact. You have to duck down and lean
forward to see out of the window. That isn't the case with Bolt. Your head touches the
ceiling. That isn't case with Bolt. You have to squish your legs into the same area as the
two other passengers in back to squeeze into the 5th seat. That isn't the case for
Bolt. Who cares whether or not Prius Prime has that. You are harming Bolt by
portraying Volt as if it is the same. Bolt supporters will not be pleased.

9-19-2016

Summer Commute Home, video. Here's the description I posted of that newest
video: This is my commute home, the return drive from the "Summer Commute Work"
video. Same route, different traffic. The resulting MPG from that direction & time is
lower, but 142 MPG certainly isn't anything to complain about. This particular summer
drive was rather ordinary. The temperature was comfortable, due to all the clouds, and
the number of vehicles was typical. I like the drive through the suburbs. The up & down
through all the hills uses up more electricity than just flat roads would, but the hybrid
system handles that just fine. You can see climbing them in EV is no big deal. There's
plenty of power for that. As for the filming itself, the new camera for the dashboard
information works great. There's no refresh flicker anymore and the vibration becomes a
soft sway from the camera's stabilization.

9-19-2016

No Worries. The craziness isn't over. This transition was never expected to be easy
anyway. So much attention has been placed on plugging in. That's especially hard on
regular hybrids when gas is so cheap. Discussions like this provide a welcoming
refresh. No surprise, a new owner was unknowingly fighting the system, attempting to
squeeze out the most possible EV driving. I posted: First, it's important to keep the
"JUST DRIVE IT" motto mind whenever you are behind the wheel. Literally thousands
of new Prius owners make the very same assumption, that more EV is better. It's not,
hence the motto. They try to squeeze out as much as possible, not realizing the penalty
that comes later from having to replenish the consumed electricity. That can actually
result in lower overall MPG. That's not the outcome they hope for, but at least no
damage comes from it. The system is simply compensating from you fighting the hybrid
system. Instead, just drive it. If something was truly wrong, you'd find out after a tank
or two of gas. For example, the engine never shuts off, even when stopped waiting for a
light to turn green. Poor MPG would indicate that. Simply not seeing much EV means
the electricity being generated is used for HV instead. Great MPG would indicate
that. Enjoy your new Prius. No worries.
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9-20-2016

Making Stuff Up. The eruption online was intense. That pointing out of harm being
done to Bolt by defending Volt didn't go over well. It exposed his desperation. His
loyalties were to Volt only, not GM. That's why all arguments against Toyota were
always focused on Prius, even though their other hybrids were routinely
mentioned. That's a sing you're dealing with a pride issue, rather than something actually
constructive. He wasn't interested in the well being of the automaker or the industry. It
was all about saving face. That's sad. Needless to say, he was just making stuff up at
this point... which was a surprise, since the usual tactic was to misquote. He simply
didn't care anymore. It became a survival struggle, for him anyway. I've been through
this cycle several times now. Remaining true to the goal of delivering something
affordable & dependable for the masses is what gets you through all the rhetoric. If it's
not truly green, that weakness will eventually be revealed too. Patience is key. But
sometimes, it is acceptable to through a punch of your own: Now you're making stuff up
too. It all goes to confirm the previous chapter has ended. The very idea of not being
"light-years ahead", or as it had been stated in the past "vastly superior", is
repugnant. Well, suck it up. Volt got outclassed by Bolt. GM's own offering brought
about the change.

9-20-2016

Happening Regardless. There's a lot of anger & upset. It's evitable the outcome won't
be accepted by someone. How they handle it varies. I foresee an aftermath. With the
chapter closed, there is nothing else to dwell on. We look back at the damage caused
from all those battles. Whether or not acceptance of the war ending is acknowledged, the
victory from EVs overcoming "range anxiety" is obvious. There's no denying
that. Resentment will emerge. Letting those dealing with losses have their opportunity
to vent can be quite effective. Of course, that entitles others to provide their own
retrospective. I will too, though that isn't necessary. Having on-going blogs documents
what happened as it happened... which avoids distortion from looking back. Feelings at
the time were preserved. Anywho, I followed up with: The attempt to portray as "antiVolt" simply doesn't work. Look back at the countless posts endorsing a "lite" version of
Volt and the push to get Voltec spread to other vehicles, especially Equinox. In other
words, I don't have any trouble with the technology. It's the configuration… and we
know how die-hard Volt enthusiasts hated the idea of losing purity. (They also fiercely
opposed EV offerings from GM.) That diversification was fought against
intensely. That's sad. Fortunately, it's happening regardless of the opposition. We have
Bolt, an EV. We have Malibu, a hybrid system with higher efficiency. And we’ll see the
CT6 plug-in, a variant of Voltec.

9-21-2016

Repeating History. Marking the end is near. Nothing else can be said... all rebut
opportunities exhausted... all excuses exploited to their fullest... all hope faded away into
nothingness. It's over. We see the cycle beginning again. This is a new
chapter. Unfortunately, it's already looking like a repeat. The same history playing out is
usually a bad sign, given the previous ended so fruitlessly. Early signs point at that same
outcome. Remember the "over promise, under deliver" problem? Rather than rehash
that, the choice was to state it as "too little, too slowly" instead. It made no difference. I
noted the big-picture observation as: This is exactly what we saw when Two-Mode went
out in favor of Volt. The antagonist would cry troll, followed by a flurry of childish
spin. Being an adult would be to recognize the pattern and admit the leap-frog with Volt
never happened. Sales remained flat, not achieving the hoped for minimum to reach
mainstream buyers. Bolt will be taking on that role now.
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9-21-2016

Final. He gave up with his own identity. Switching over to the one that is used only for
attacks didn't do any good either. Though, I find it intriguing to see that happen, since
everyone notices it. Tracking discussions is much easier. That's a benefit for both of
us. Looking up posts later, knowing the most intense was used with the other, is
easier. Realistically, that doesn't matter. It's just like when other chapters ended. We all
knew it was final. The most significant was the Two-Mode fallout. Volt simply took its
place. The same situation seems to be playing out with Bolt. That pattern matches
well. All we need now is word from GM stating some type of status. As for the
enthusiasts, we already got that.. as I noted: That's final confirmation. When the spin
here is spun so much, the past is denied. In other words, the diversification now
happening is claimed to be the plan all along… when the posts & blogs clearly confirm
that wasn't what actually happened. Of course, admitting that means agreeing with those
who had been saying that all along… which we know won't ever occur… hence the spin
to attempt to obscure that. Whatever. Like I said, it's happening regardless. btw, this
website was highly opposed to EVs until recently. So, labeling me as a troll is rather
pointless, since so many others have switched over. Notice the dramatic change in daily
topics?

9-22-2016

Packages & Colors. What a fitting way say to actually mark the end. With perfect
timing, the spotlight just naturally shifted over to Prius Prime. We got package details
today. There will be a "Plus", a "Premium", and an "Advanced" model. I'll be getting
Advanced, which is the top offering. It's very exciting to finally get such
information. That means delivery isn't too far off. Of course, I can't order one yet. But
at least we know what production plans are. That includes colors too. The one that has
me captivated is Blue Magnetism. It's a deeper blue than I have now with a shade of
green and a metallic luster. It's a color exclusive to Prius Prime too. We'll find out
pricing in a week and a half. Then, I bet specifics about ordering will emerge. The wait
is interesting. We have a major election happening on roughly the same
schedule. Though, the outcome certainty from Toyota is far more predictable. Anywho,
I'm quite excited and the feeling is certainly not exclusive. There are quite a number of
others sharing the same anticipation. We're getting closer.

9-23-2016

Dealer Visit. I stopped to visit and share information. Those package & color details
was far more than they had. Though, I did find out what the number was for the package
I want. Two orders were in the system for that region, but who they'd go to was
uncertain. No big deal. I can wait to submit my own later. It would be nice to repeat the
process like in the past... place an order online myself, then get confirmation from the
dealer I chose. That makes it easier for everyone involved. It's exciting to reach this
milestone. Patience is no big deal. I learned that ages ago. That's essential when dealing
with Prius. The wait has been well worth it every time too. Actually be able to get in
line officially ups the ante. Progress from the reveal to waiting for delivery is a step I've
anticipated for a very long time. Oddly, I still remember the wait for my first Prius. The
memory is quite vivid, despite it being over 16 years now. Making new ones is
exhilarating. I can't imagine forgetting this stage. Portions are known. Other bits are not
yet. It's a big puzzle with parts all suddenly fitting together. Yeah!
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9-23-2016

Capacity & Range. Constructive questions are getting asked now... on the big Prius
forum, anyway. This particular one caught my interest today: "What's the usable battery
of the current pip? I thought it was 3.3 kWh. Anyone know if the primes usable battery
is just double or is it more. Does it make sense to put a % of the battery in reserve or
only a set amount? I think Chevy is one to change it up a bit from Gen 1 to 2..." I was
happy to contribute some detail to stimulate more discussion: Knowing how Toyota
routinely understates, it makes sense that we'll actually get more EV miles than what's
officially stated. The math seems to suggest that too. Volt gen-1 (11.2 kWh of 17.1) =
65%; Volt gen-2 (14.0 kWh of 18.4) = 76%; Prius PHV (85% SOC - 23.5%) = 61.5%
EV; Prius PHV (85% SOC - 18.0%) = 67.0% EV+HV. We can see there's opportunity
to use more energy from the battery, that a longevity-buffer so large probably isn't
necessary. In other words, the doubling of the original 11 miles to 22 because total
capacity grew from 4.4 kWh to 8.8 is likely on the low side, especially since we know the
efficiency of the system itself has improved.

9-24-2016

Aftermath, hostility. There was a lot of hostility. Rather than seek a partnership, they
touted a "vastly superior" attitude.. which sadly, prevented any type of cooperation. I
worried about that right from the start. Back then, it was referred to as the "trophy
mentality". Being awarded recognition for engineering achievement was all that
mattered to those Volt enthusiasts, even if it didn't contribute to the end goal. That praise
was more important than actually making a difference. I was annoyed... until Ford's
rollout. They delivered a plug-in hybrid that fit the new definition for Volt. The original
definition is what the EPA still uses for EREV; it is a SERIES type hybrid. C-Max
Energi fit the same criteria enthusiasts had spelled out for Volt. They weren't seeking an
ally. So anyone endorsing that, like myself, ended up having to deal with hostile
posts. You'd get labeled as a "troll" for saying anything that didn't cast a light of
supremacy. Looking back, it's hard to believe the 4 years that followed were nothing but
a stream antagonistic posts. Fortunately, the supporters of Volt did all they could to keep
a distance from those enthusiasts. Unfortunately, that meant no help stopping them from
greenwash efforts... like the "6 mile" misleading... which ended up becoming the spread
of outright lies. Ugh.

9-24-2016

Aftermath, upgrades. My resentment for the double-standard coming from Volt
enthusiasts seemed endless. Fortunately, I knew what they claimed impossible would
come to be. The spin was that Prius was a dead-end, a waste of time not worth any type
of investment. The portrayal was that of hopelessness. It was a dangerous precedent to
set. So much so, I became quite surprised that it persisted all the way until Bolt's
distance reveal... which was just 2 weeks ago. They kept holding on to the hope that
Volt's larger battery-capacity alone would make it a popular seller, since Toyota was
about to deliver several upgrades. The to-the-floor acceleration was the most profound
loss. Prius wasn't supposed to be able to deliver that much EV power. Prius Prime is
about to prove them wrong, very wrong. The ultimate Achilles heal for Volt was heater
drain. In Winter driving, that use of electricity for warming rather than propulsion was
painful. Range reduction was a major problem... and Prius Prime will be delivering a
more efficient solution, making size of the battery less important. But what drove the
final nail in the coffin was from GM itself with Bolt. The jump from 53 to 238 is
massive. That's so big, the entire purpose for Volt falls apart. The problem of "range
anxiety" now has a better solution. Oops!
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9-24-2016

Aftermath, promotion. The resistance from me against Volt comes from promoting it
as a mainstream vehicle. Sales are flat and limited to those well outside the norm for
what anyone would call an ordinary car buyer. It's a specialty vehicle... which is
fine. Why not offer something that appeals to those seeking more than just a reliable
transport which is affordable & practical? After all, even Toyota is doing that by offering
a divergent model of Prius. Notice how Prime pushes those limits? Think about it. I see
the potential in the technology. I simply don't like the choice of a compact car with
heavy emphasis on range & power. That was never a good idea. But cars like Camry
and Corolla are labeled as boring. So, trying to draw attention to Malibu and Cruze as
viable platforms to electrify is basically futile. Enthusiasts will fight that, as the blogs
have overwhelmingly confirmed. That brings us to the problem of promotion. How do
you promote something that really shouldn't have attention drawn to it? Mainstream
consumers couldn't care less how the propulsion system operates. They just want
results. It's a fundamental conflict.

9-24-2016

Aftermath, outlook. There's an optimistic outlook. True, we still here from those who
misrepresent, but the solution is the same we've seen in the past... prove them wrong with
a massive amount of real-world data. Those reports of owner experiences drown out the
rhetoric. All you have to do is share stories of your daily driving. That's it. The lack of
any real competition to Volt gave enthusiasts an inflated sense of victory. They felt the
"mission accomplished" feeling. Reusing to look at the bigger picture was their
downfall. Thank goodness that's over. It's a new chapter started. Claims of range being
"not enough" will fall on deaf ears. The showroom shoppers simply won't ever hear any
of that nonsense. True, their will be very real apprehension about 22 miles being enough
from Prius Prime. But the expectation is that Toyota will take a stance of aggressive
pricing. They won't squander the tax-credits. First year will be the build up, giving
enough pieces in place to be able to push hard. The hope is this product-cycle
(generation) will result in 1 million sales worldwide. That's the kind of volume all
automakers need to overcome production costs, as well as dealer hesitation. Don't forget
the absolutely vital aspect of participation. Supposedly, only two-thirds of GM dealers
are certified to sell Volt. Among those, many don't bother to actually sell
them. Inventory is limited and salespeople aren't interested. They steer shoppers to
traditional vehicles. Toyota wants to address this problem head on. That's no easy
task. Simplicity is the key.
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Aftermath, simplicity. The precedent was set by Volt. That's why I keep referring
about it directly, rather than discussing the industry as a whole. It was complex. The
very act of explaining how it operated turned off most who were curious. GM didn't
have the option of simply saying, "It's a Prius with a plug." Toyota does. That
opportunity has been thoughtfully postponed too. Waiting until cost & capacity could be
improved to the point of it never stirring much concern was key. A simple look at the
window-sticker will cease any worry in that regard. That's the simplicity dealer &
salesperson desire. They can focus on selling aspects of the car instead. For Prius Prime,
that means pointing out the many features of the vehicle, like the LED lights and the
dual-wave window. GM customers never got that far. Volt didn't stand a chance. Prius
Prime has an appeal which will speak for itself. Simply let the curious showroom
shopper take a closer look. They understand that plugging in allow the car to go without
the engine starting. Nothing needs to be explained. Heck, even the range is so clear,
there's not a thing to question. It's like MPG rating of the regular Prius. People simply
don't ask any questions about it. They move on to the next level of shopping, which is
checking out the vehicle itself. Toyota offers a few compelling draws... enough to entice
a test-drive. Achieving that is a major challenge to overcome... which looks quite
realistic.

9-24-2016

Aftermath, why? Did it really have to come to this? Remember all the posts about a
"lite" version of Volt? It was to influence GM, to convince them that gen-2 should be
configured to draw the interest of mainstream consumers... the same group of buyers who
would otherwise purchase a Malibu or Cruze. They didn't. They decided not to offer a
plug-in or hybrid model of Equinox either. We got news yesterday the new Equinox
would be offered with 2 turbocharged gas engines and 1 diesel engine. Those will be the
only choices. No battery-pack of any kind will be offered. What the heck are they
thinking? Why must that even be asked? Who is making such terrible decisions? Don't
they see how well the RAV4 hybrid is selling? Or are they quietly developing a hybrid
after all? It's this big mystery now that Volt has almost completely vanished from online
discussions. Heck, the media doesn't say anything about Volt anymore either. Bolt has
completely pushed it out of the spotlight. Of course, that somewhat validates the naming
choice. Sounding so close, it can be easy to overlook an omission... even on that
big. That's the reason my commentary has an "aftermath" title. All the battles are
over. The war has been lost. We know look to what can be saved. Volt as a niche is
realistic. True, hopes of mainstream sales have vanished entirely. Thoughts of
remaining appealing a particular group is enough to keep in production. Small isn't
bad. It's just not what enthusiasts had wanted. Of course, they didn't want it to become
ubiquitous either. Then it wouldn't be special anymore. It was a paradox none of them
ever understood.
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Aftermath, choices. The importance of understanding audience cannot be stressed
enough. It's absolutely vital. Diversity is a what you use to determine what works and
what doesn't. There will typically be several that do. For those that don't, they need to be
either discontinued or downsized. With the case of Volt, it's most likely not necessary to
kill it off. Enough seeking more range and not concerned about rear seating could sustain
it economically. Producing too many can be costly. Producing too few may or may not
make a difference, it all depends upon what the high-volume choice is. Looking at Bolt
to fulfill that role, we can move on to the other automakers. Finally! All that spotlight
stealing wasn't constructive. It only served to stall the push for middle-market. Hyundai
is seeking them. With 3 choices of Ioniq, that certainly will be interesting. Of course, it
too is small. However, price is expected to be much lower. That affordability aspect
may work for those buyers. Again, it's a matter of trying to see what works. We're all
quite curious how Chrysler will do with they Pacific hybrid. Being a minivan with a plug
is unique. That in itself may result in strong sales. After all, Mitsubishi's Outlander is in
a similar position. Anywho, both are attempts to test the market. Kudos. I'm looking
forward to a personal endorsement of Prius Prime. Having studied both the technology
and the audience extensively, I see great potential.

9-25-2016

Aftermath, competition. Commentary about Prius Prime competing with Volt will be
plentiful. The "leap frog" with sales never happened and advantage of hard-acceleration
has been lost. So regardless of past greenwashing efforts, those quantifiable points
cannot be avoided. It's a new game now, especially with the increased battery
capacity. I've heard several reviews now downplaying the 13-hour recharge time using
level-1 shouldn't be a concern, since the entire EV range will rarely be used for daily
driving anyway. Not having any type of night-life is a hard sell. People drive to places
other than work. People stay out late in the evening. People want to use all of what they
paid for. All that, combined with the taller seating in back makes Prius Prime worthy of
comparisons. I suspect the much higher MPG following depletion will be a big draw for
those who drive longer distances routinely. There's also the dual-wave window, an
obvious standout feature for those not wanting an ordinary look. GM intentionally toned
down Volt's visual points to make it blend into the crowd of mainstream vehicles. Was
that a good idea... especially now that we're seeing more an more vehicles with distinct
LED lighting? There's much to speculate about. My guess is the aggressive pricing for
Prius Prime along with the option of luxury goodies, like the huge screen, will result in a
number of Volt conquests. Remember, there's only a limited amount of tax-credits
available. Toyota has many to offer for Prius Prime. GM has fewer and wants to
dedicate as many as possible to Bolt for beating Tesla with Model 3. That will very
likely keep sales expectations for Volt quite low.
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Aftermath, drive mode. No one seems to have asked about this new button yet. All
we've heard is just brief mention of its existence, no detail. Supposedly there's a charge
option. It could be a killer-app feature, giving Prius Prime an edge that Volt simply
doesn't have a way of competing with. The hope is that button will offer the ability to
replenish EV capacity while you drive. The penalty of recharging on-the-fly by
consuming gas is obvious; it reduces MPG. But we know Prius Prime will be more
efficient than Volt once the battery is depleted. The impression given is that it will have
a 10 MPG advantage. So, that penalty won't be much of an impact. When you complete
driving, you'll have EV available. For me, I routinely take longer drives. Visits to
friends & family easily exceed the EV capacity Volt offers. There would be ample
opportunity to replenish EV. Heck, I modestly achieve that now by "stacking". But
rather than having to push the EV/HV button to designate recharges while braking to be
allocated to EV miles, it would be automatic and on-going. Saving electricity generated
while you cruise, rather than using immediately for better HV efficiency, allows you to
take advantage of EV opportunity later. In other words, we get more than just a hold
mode. The resulting overall MPG could be quite impressive. Yeah!

9-26-2016

Aftermath, light-years ahead. My favorite snippet from the extreme exchange last
week is: "GM is light-years ahead in plug-ins". He declared that, but absolutely refused
to explain how. No detail whatsoever was provided. It was just stated as fact. That's just
like the crazy candidate we have running for president. All you get is vague claims. No
substance of any kind is given. Do these personalities actually believe people won't want
validation of some sort? Blind acceptance is nuts. Then again, so is making such a wild
exclamation of position. What purpose does it serve? Being vastly superior
accomplishes what? Well, let me tell you. Toyota's hybrid system is able to compete
directly with traditional vehicles. It's a huge challenge with gas prices so low; yet, the
technology remains viable. That same extremist claims it took Toyota 17 years before
earning a profit from Prius. That's just plain not true, even with all costs ever involved
amortized in full. It simple doesn't matter. Detail reveals that Toyota is about to start
year 20. Prius is profitable. Period. Without any tax-credit help. How is that not
ahead? The plug-in model will leverage upon that technology. Only the door panels will
be shared for body parts, but the hybrid system underneath will be nearly
identical. Different battery-pack. Added charger. Added clutch. I'd say that is ahead,
especially when you consider how refined the engine is. Think about how much lithium
cell production is already taking place. How much ahead is yet to be determined. That
comes from sales. Penetration into the mainstream is our gauge of success. It's the
direction needed for progressing actual change. Ahead in another accomplishes what?
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Aftermath, charging. As the dust settles, we are learning more. Remember, the point is
to find a way of building a relationship. That means looking for things in common, even
if they come from troubled starts. For example, Volt started with "Mountain Mode". It
provided the ability to retain 15 miles of EV range for later use, rather than using up the
entire plug-supplied capacity first. Enthusiasts claimed that was all anyone would ever
need. The reason was simple... Prius PHV offered a "Hold Mode". Why would GM ever
want to do something that Toyota did first? Ugh. Needless to say, that was a good idea
and it later was added to Volt. Enthusiasts were thrilled... and didn't care about how
hypocritical their posts had been about the feature's value. Oh well, at least they
overcame their pride with that one. You think that will happen with this too? I was able
to get a photo from a Prius Prime prototype. It had a "CHG MODE" indicator light
illuminated on a screen. We think that is invoked using that "Drive Mode" button, the
one next to the "HV/EV" and "EV Auto" buttons on the console. Will this help push
Prius Prime into a respectable position? The goal is to finally be taken seriously by those
who didn't want an ally. Bragging about being superior & ahead accomplished
what? This aftermath commentary highlights how wasteful that effort was. The
competition was traditional vehicles and still very much is. We're supposed to learn from
each to figure out how to overcome that competing force. They refused to
cooperate. Now, they have no choice. They must, because sales haven't grown. It's that
simple.

9-27-2016

Playing To Your Base. How many times did I ask: "Who is the market for Volt?" That
question was posted over and over and over again. The reason should have been
obvious. GM was listening to enthusiasts, not supporters. They were playing to their
base, rather than reaching out to grow. Market expansion is absolutely vital. Yet, none
of those persisting in that daily blog would accept that. It's the reason why so many
supporters abandoned it over the years. They didn't want to be associated with a group so
enthusiastic, they weren't taking the situation seriously. So, even their own base kept
getting smaller and smaller. That's why I was so confident about the outcome. That's
why I'm talking about the aftermath now. Seeing the big picture was easy. You won't
win if you don't understand your base. They didn't know their audience. They assumed
others were share their beliefs, it was only a matter of being able to convey the right
information. In other words, they kept repeating rhetoric, rather than addressing
facts. Dismissing what you don't like is a fundamental mistake. Ironically, it's the very
same problem a presidential candidate is facing now. At last night's debate, he played to
his base. That worked well for getting the nomination. But that's a terrible strategy for
when the goal is to increase your appeal. He said virtually nothing to sway the
undecided. It was just more of the same spin & disregard. Many sources are calling him
on that to. The next-morning reports are overwhelming confirming those
mistakes. Sound familiar? It's just like what we saw with GM... over and over
again. They remained focused on refining what already worked, instead of improving
trouble areas. For example, 40 miles of EV was enough for Volt. Rather than the
increase to 53 miles, battery size should have been reduced. The cost, weight, and space
gains from that would have increased appeal. Only enthusiasts were requesting more
EV. Ordinary consumers saw a small, expensive vehicle without impressive MPG
following depletion. Supporters noticed... and became disenchanted. Mainstream
buyers... didn't buy. Sales have remained flat. Growth has not been achieved, despite the
generational upgrade. See the problem? What now? For who?
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Appealing To Wide Audiences. The word "compromise" has been given a
stigma. Rather than representing an effort to deliver balance solutions, it became a sign
of weakness. When you compromise, people now see that as failing to stand up for what
you believe in. That's sad. It's no surprise though. When things go wrong, those who
failed to reach goals will attempt to spin results. They make it seem like the outcome for
the winner wasn't actually a success. That's what I've been dealing with for
years. Toyota stayed true to the mission of offering a product for the masses. That's not
exciting. Cars that are affordable & reliable are often labeled as boring. Being green
makes that perception even worse. Yet, that's what draws ordinary customers to purchase
so many. Those are the business-sustaining vehicles, so common, they get little
attention. Prius Prime is an attempt to deliver both, a compromise of exciting EV and
extras without exceeding the affordable criteria. That's a tough one. Fortunately, the
reliability part is already taken into account. The hybrid system is well established from
Prius and the assortment of other HSD vehicles. The lithium battery is well proven from
PHV. It's a winning formula, if well balanced... which I see. Hopefully, others will
too. It's just a matter of getting one, they sharing stories. No complicated or massive
advertising campaign is necessary. The basics will do. That's all the wider audience will
understand anyway. Details of operation are only the concern of enthusiasts. Buyer of
profitable high-volume vehicles don't seek out that information. They just want what
they can glean from showroom shopping and a few online searches. KISS... Keep It
Simple, Stupid.

9-27-2016

Who? Now that the daily blog for Volt has turned into a venue for discussing Bolt,
there's no reason to participate there anymore. After all, the start of that was to find allies
and to squash greenwashing efforts. That's over. Everyone has moved on. I
followed. The popular posting there doesn't allow voting. That's a huge
improvement. So, when there was a thread posted about the Prius Prime sales goal, I
jumped in to respond to this: "They'll need to upgrade at least the battery to make it more
competitive in a year or two." It will be intriguing to find out what the reaction is to my
sound off: That's only if you believe the competition is other plug-in vehicles and the
target audience is Prius shoppers. Toyota does not, hence the anticipated growth. The
regular Prius is for those who seek outstanding efficiency from their gas fill-ups. The
improvement to the handling and system refinement make it a serious contender for those
with that goal. Sadly though, gas prices are so low, sales are quite difficult. Nonetheless,
Prius is still delivering mainstream numbers. Prius Prime targets a very different
audience. It's those who seek a no-compromise EV experience. You get to-the-floor EV
acceleration with a range enough to cover most commutes, yet not break the bank. It's
affordable enough to survive on its own, without tax-credits... especially with a
worldwide sales goal of 1,000,000 for this generation. Following depletion, you still get
outstanding efficiency. Prius Prime also offers unique draws, like the dual-wave rear
window and the distinct LED lighting. The 3.3 kW charge-rate allows the battery to be
replenished quickly too. It may appeal to some considering Prius or another plug-in, but
that isn't Toyota's primary goal. They want to phase-out production of traditional
vehicles. That means finding ways to entice buyers of Camry & Corolla, not simply
attracting those wanting to be greener.
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When? Talk of this generation has been a sensitive topic. Volt enthusiasts lash out with
resentment when you mention tax-credit expiration happening during this productcycle. They see the end approaching in less than 3 years, well before the next generation
will be available. That emotion comes from seeing how Toyota has prepared for it. Prius
Prime may not offer the most elegant battery fit currently, but the purpose of that is
clear. It was to ensure the system would be affordable. It is also recognized that the
physical size of the pack could shrink mid-cycle. This sets up Toyota nicely to be able to
deliver high-volume that's profitable and sustainable, even without subsidies. That's a
very, very big deal... one that enthusiasts have been blowing off as unimportant... but
have trouble doing so now. They see the desire to phaseout the regular
Prius. When? That would be the next generation. With the newest delivering the
highest thermal efficiency engine in the industry, as well as the most efficient hybrid
system, it only makes sense that low-cost plugging becomes a target. Offering something
for the masses has been the ultimate goal all along. That's why I held so much
resentment for GM's approach with Volt. It catered to enthusiasts, not mainstream
consumers. That's pretty easy to see now too. The gen-2 model confirmed a niche had
been targeted. That's why support has shifted over to Bolt instead. Meanwhile, Toyota is
preparing for a historical rollout. This very much resembles what we witnessed (and I
participated in) back when the Classic Prius was replaced by the Iconic
model. Yeah! Next year will be a lot of fun ramping up interest. The early buyers have
much to do. There will be a great deal of discovery, then sharing. It's very exciting to
anticipate.
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Phasing Out Hybrids. Talk of Toyota's next generation Prius only offering a plug has
already begun. As expected, that has stirred a wide variety of posts. I sounded off with
this on a generic automotive website discussing the topic:
The immediate reaction to reading this news is for people to compare to
Volt. Why? Target audience is completely different. Cost doesn't have the same
priority. And sales remain low & flat. What is there in common? What goals do they
even share?
What's most troubling is the blatant spreading of incorrect information, since some of it is
intentional. There is a bit of encouragement though, because people will recognize the
new generation provides improvements. So, they'll question if what was claimed is
outdated.
To the topic at hand, name other automakers striving to reach middle-market without taxcredits in their current generation. That's a major undertaking not being discussed
seriously. All we get is boasting about more EV range, which hasn't resulted in large
sales growth.
Look closely at Prius Prime. The effort to deliver a choice with potential to compete
directly against traditional vehicles should be apparent. The benefit is huge. Dealer
interest has been a fundamental problem for GM. Toyota is working hard to overcome
that.
Cheap gas and the lack of interest in oil dependency present monumental
challenges. There's the outright dismissal of carbon & smog-related emission problems
too. Enticing customers who aren't the slightest bit concerned to consider a vehicle with
a plug is a major undertaking. It takes far more than the overly-simplistic portrayal of
delivering more EV range being enough to sway them.

9-28-2016

Greenwash Attempts. How much more will we have to deal with bogus claims like
this: "The Prius switches to the gas engine when it reaches 55 mph for efficiency." That
is blatant greenwashing. There is no switch. At 62 mph (not 55 mph), the engine will
join in to provide some propulsion power. The draw from the battery-pack does not stop,
as the statement implies. It is only relevant to Prius PHV too. The next generation Prius
Prime bumps that threshold up to 84 mph. It's that kind of intentional misleading we've
had to find ways of overcoming for years. Certain individuals just plain don't care. They
think nothing of spreading lies. The new venues discussing Prius Prime now bringing
back those problems all over again is annoying. That is telling though. Choosing to post
dishonestly informs us they have nothing of merit to rebut with. It's confirmation of
shortcomings they hope to avoid revealing by keeping the attention on perceived
weaknesses of others. They call it spin upon being caught. I see right through the
deception. Hopefully, unknowing readers will notice what's going on... because those
greenwashing attempts show no sign of ending.
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Published Early. Oops! There was an article published 2 days ago that abruptly
vanished. It was about Prius Prime. The new photo in the preview caught my
attention. I was intrigued. But try as I may, the link wouldn't open. Yesterday, I
discovered it was an embargo violation. A media source privileged with the opportunity
to access advanced information ended up leaking it by publishing early. We all must
wait until next Monday, an entire week later. Oh, the agony! Unfortunately, what
happens on the internet doesn't stay on the internet. Now I cannot upload this blog entry
until then... because I know how to find out what got published. Doing a search on
cached history revealed a copy of the webpage which had been promptly been taken
down. The information within confirmed what I've been saying for years. Toyota has
placed a very high priority on keeping cost low. The design supports decisions being
made in that regard. We only needed price to prove it. There it was. $2,860 lower then
Prius PHV's base, despite the larger capacity battery and much refined system. Prius
Prime comes with added safety features too. That's absolutely fantastic news! Even
better was the discovery of yet another improvement. This generation will include a
battery-warmer. Temperatures below freezing cause electrical resistance within the
battery to increase. That means more electricity is consumed to drive in Winter
conditions. To improve overall efficiency, the system will now keep the battery warmed
to 32°F (0°C). Unnecessary, but beneficial, upgrades like that are what we had been
hoping for. It's very exciting to find out new information of that nature. Though, it
would have been totally worth waiting for. Oh well. The leak wasn't a terrible
thing. Only a small few noticed and we're all keeping quiet about it, especially since we
only have to wait 5 more days.
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That Daily Blog. Discussion of Volt there has almost entirely vanished. Bolt's
dominance is obvious. It has taken over. So, getting back to the topic of plug-in hybrids
today was something I had been looking forward to. On the parent website, an article of
regular Prius phase-out potential had been published. That meant the possibility of the
blog getting it too was realistic. It happened. I jumped in right away with:
The keep-cost-low approach Toyota chose to take has been mocked relentlessly over the
years. It's good to see the purpose of that finally getting acknowledged. Leadership is
getting the masses to change.
Delivering a vehicle for them requires affordability to be the highest priority. There's
simply no way to achieve high-volume profitable sales with tax-credit
dependency. Finding a way to offer a plug without necessarily having the most elegant
packaging or largest EV range has been key.
We see Prius Prime fulfilling those requirements. You get a full EV driving experience
for the average commute. You get outstanding MPG after the plug-supplied electricity is
used up. You get a design with production-cost low enough to be able to compete
directly with traditional vehicles.
Within this generation, tax-credits will expire. Sales must grow to sustainable levels,
despite the subsidy loss. Overcoming that and setting the stage for discontinuing the
regular Prius means achieving & sustaining mainstream quantity for Prius Prime within
the next few years.
Sales always have been the measure of change. Ordinary showroom floor shoppers are
much more difficult to appeal to than car enthusiasts. Watch how mainstream buyers
respond to Prius Prime.

9-29-2016

Maturity. There were some who didn't show any. We got repeats of the same old
rhetoric. It's hard to believe pride gets so much in the way sometimes. Dropping bait is
the most common response when there's a topic they don't find appealing. I didn't bite
any of that. The antagonism simply doesn't work anymore. Responding only gets you
labeled as a troll anyway. Confirmation of the situation simply comes in the form of
them trying to lure you. The more attempts, the more you know they're recognizing what
went wrong. I waited for something constructive to be posted instead. This was good
enough to hopefully stir something constructive in return: "They've stretched it to it's
Hybrid Synergy limits. If this means Prius gets a plug and a bank of lithium ion
batteries, HOORAY! It's about time, Toyota!" The rest wasn't anything new. It was
quite predictable. I kept the reply to that particular one short: That stretch is called
reaching maturity. With both cost & efficiency improved to the point of being directly
competitive against traditional vehicles, adding a plug & battery-capacity is the next
natural step... which is exactly what will be happening this year. That's right on time, just
as interest for plugging in emerges. Mainstream buyers simply haven't cared up until
now.
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Lead or Follow? That question sums up the enthusiast view of the market. It's either
lead or follow. Simply being part of something isn't possible. You win or you lose;
nothing in between. Ugh. That's why getting through to them about the importance of
sales is basically pointless. They don't hear you. The idea of being ahead is all that
matters. It's that same old trophy mentality. Oh well. Whether they like it or not, sales
are how you gauge change. Many means you have an effective solution. It's that easy to
interpret. This isn't: "To me it just strengthens the argument that GM is leading and not
following." That was the response to hearing that Toyota may choose to offer a plug
exclusively for the 5th generation. Much can happen in the next 5 to 6 years. A costeffective next step is needed by all automakers. What will the others do? Toyota's path
is much easier to see. Sales will make that determination, not leadership claims, not
winning awards, not declaring superiority or obsolescence. I put it this way: Sales are
the measure of progress. Generation 1 (the first chapter in plug-in hybrid history)
reached enthusiasts well, but ended with market saturation. Generation 2 is the chapter
where the attempt to appeal to ordinary showroom shoppers takes place. That's a very
different audience. So far, only gen-2 Volt has been rolled out. Sales have been flat,
despite no other gen-2 offering being available yet. That's not the type of leadership the
industry has been hoping for. Significant growth is needed for plugging in to be taken
seriously. That means greatly exceeding levels of the past. Toyota, Hyundai, Chrysler,
and Mitsubishi will all be joining within the next year. The goal is to show that plug-in
hybrids are having an impact on traditional vehicle sales. Achieving that will come from
new interest, convincing new customers to purchase. What difference will leading or
following make?
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Decisions. Yet another rant came about. Each new thread that addresses an unpleasant
topic does that. This is how I summed up what happened today:
The statement of "Toyota is considering ditching the regular hybrid version" is why
posts have been about Prime and focus on goals. Remarks about visual appeal and more
being better clearly aren't constructive. They're just fodder cluttering up the thread.
We know it comes down to low enough production cost to appeal to people outside of the
gen-1 market. They aren't looking for the most of any particular aspect. They are just
looking for a nice balance for a good buy. They couldn't care less about argument points
made here. For that matter, they don't care about the past either.
I do find it telling that resentment for GM decisions is so often vented in the form of
Prius disparaging. Those who do that clearly don't understand audience, they still have
no idea who the market is. No matter how many times the importance of drawing over
GM's customers from their own traditional vehicles to something greener is mentioned,
there's still a belief that conquest sales from other automakers are what matter. Ugh.
Losses on the showroom floor really hurt. Pushing to prevent that by making a plug
standard is seeking otherwise missed opportunity. Success of winning over Camry &
Corolla shoppers with Prime would give good reason to consider the end to Prius without
a plug. Those sales would confirm that next step is a wise one to take.
This isn't rocket science; it's business. Prius PHV was rolled out mid-cycle in limited
quantity to limited areas. Decisions about what next step to take was made based on
observations & feedback from those initial owners. How much power & range to
increase was made based on real-world data and cost reductions possible in the available
timeframe. That's how Prime came about.
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Winter Warming. The crazy online banter is almost over. We can finally look toward
real-world data gathering. That collection of driving experiences shared is a powerful
weapon. Squashing misconceptions and the fight against greenwashing is far easier
when speculation ends and ownership begins. I am especially looking forward to the
Winter experience. Living here in Minnesota, that's especially valuable... as well as fun
to be part of the discovery process. The new preheat feature is something I had hoped
would be available from Prius PHV. Electric heating didn't make sense way back in
2012 though. Far too much EV range was sacrificed for the ability. So, it wasn't
offered. This time, the battery is big enough and the heat-pump far more efficient. I'll be
able to run it directly while plugged in too. Yeah! In addition to that cabin warming
feature, the battery-pack and steering-wheel will have warming features. Hooray! Each
generation becomes increasingly more electric, yet price stays in check. That's
sweet. Lowering tolerances like that won't be appreciated by many people other than
early adopters, those who closely following gen-1 designs. The gen-2 vehicles, most
notably Prius Prime, will just work without there ever being any type of electric
concern. It will just work. People will use, but not appreciate the technology
advancements. That's how you know it has reached maturity. Ordinary consumers have
little to no engineering background. Most have no clue how their vehicle actually
works. Those promoting the switch from gas to electricity must be keenly aware of
that. Otherwise, what's advertised will be meaningless. Functionality of the past won't
have any relevance now; so, there's nothing to mention. I'll simply be telling people it
works great in the cold.
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Smug. For crying out loud: "Seems that this day the Toyota fanboys out typed the GM
fanboys. They had to release their frustrations on Toyota's losses and mistakes. So, for
now, GM is still ahead." The nonsense of being ahead is baffling. What do they think
"ahead" actually means? Posts have become increasingly vague, to the point of
uselessness. Nothing is being conveyed at this point. For me, I soldier on. That means
keeping locked on the goal and clearly identifying barriers:
Thank goodness the plug-in owners group I'm part of is working hard against such a
pointless mindsets. They see the goal of mainstream penetration and take it quite
seriously. Delivering the most range or being first simply isn't important. It's all about
getting vehicles to potential customers.
In other words, there's a great deal of effort being focused on the dealer experience. The
frustration of limited inventory and poorly informed salespeople is a major barrier to
overcome. That's why being upfront about design detail is so vital. Misinformation
really sets those efforts back. That message clearly isn't getting through to this group.
The nonsense here about not even wanting to address showroom shoppers is truly
amazing. So much opportunity is being lost and you simply aren't interested. Instead,
there's just a diversion about supposed losses & mistakes. Whether there were any or not
has absolutely nothing to do with what's happens next. Gen-1 is not Gen-2. Why is that
so hard to understand?
Prime stands a very real shot of reaching ordinary consumers, growing beyond the
market for Prius without a plug. So what if Volt still hasn't been able to do that. It's not
like GM can't later offer a variant that does. The posts here hint at a confidence concern,
where you fear that won't happen, as if too much has already been spent on Volt and
budget will just be shifted over to Bolt instead.
Keep doing what you want. Focus on being "ahead" for the sake of... ahh... what does
that accomplish?

9-30-2016

That's It! I reached the end of my rope and let him have it. His efforts were responses
out of desperation, anything to make Toyota look bad at this point. He actually gave up
trying to attack me. Clearly, I wasn't going to back down. That's because I know what's
coming. Intense research and online participation has its rewards. There wasn't any
reason to hold back anymore. Calling those posts hypocritical wouldn't accomplish
anything anyway. It was time to sight goals and call the play. So, I did: We still await
that "nicely under $30,000" plug-in from GM. Remember that promise for late 2010? In
other words, I call your double-standard.
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Due Diligence. I thoroughly enjoyed reading and responding to this: "Toyota is behind
in this regard due to their lack of belief in the plug-in model. They were still gung-ho
about old hybrid technology and didn’t perform due-diligence on plug-ins." He's been a
royal pain in the backside lately. The vague claims and growing double-standard was
more than I wanted to deal with at this stage. It's over. Geez! In just 2 days, things will
change. But there's always one who has to draw things out to the absolute very end. Oh
well. Monday will be here soon enough. In the meantime:
Put it this way... The homework GM turned in was not what the teacher assigned. Yet,
since the work itself was top-notch output and it was completed early, the expectation is
to receive an "A" grade anyway. Sorry, but that's not how it works.
Ordinary consumers still haven't received that vehicle that was promised. The
assignment was to deliver a plug-in hybrid that would greatly improve emissions &
efficiency at an affordable price. There were no specifics on how much EV was
required. It just needed to take advantage of plug-supplied electricity, then deliver hybrid
MPG when that electricity was used up.
That's exactly what Toyota is planning to rollout within the next 2 months. The vehicle
meets requirements and is right on time. Not only did they perform due-diligence to
ensure the homework turned in was complete, they provided more for extra credit. What
may have appeared to be lack of belief was really the effort to earn an "A+" grade by
focusing things that may have seemed unrelated... like high-volume production of lithium
batteries for gen-4 Prius.
Too bad if you don't like the idea of sharing the spotlight. It's going to happen
regardless. GM is already part of the classroom, rather than the standout student that was
hoped.
Look at it this way... they are in the class, they are participating in the exciting projects,
they are doing good work. We'll just have to wait some more for the assignment to be
completed.
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Dieselgate Progress. It's slow, painfully slow. It's totally worth in though. Diesel for
passenger cars has become a dead topic now. There is no future for it here. The
nonsense around "clean diesel" has been revealed to be the biggest scam of all time. The
smug owners who dismissed our empirical evidence are long gone. They were suckered
into believing emissions were much cleaner and didn't want to address the reality of ongoing improvements to hybrid efficiency. And now with plug-in hybrids delivered MPG
so far beyond anything a diesel could even remotely achieve, it's a worthless
endeavor. Gen-4 Prius was enough to nail that coffin shut anyway. Prius Prime will
make that message so clear, there's no reason to even try... which is why VW dealers
have wanted compensation for so much lost business. 652 dealers across the United
States were depending upon VW sales. Not only were diesels not available, the
inventory that could be sold became quite a challenge upon the loss of trust. VW got
caught lying to customers. As a result, it looks like an average of $1.8 million will be
paid to each of those dealers. That comes to a total of $1.21 billion. The scandal is
proving to be extraordinarily expense. It's too bad the problem wasn't exposed
sooner. Prius owners were furious with the lack of attention. We kept asking how could
so much be achieved by doing so little. Things just didn't add up.

10-01-2016

58 MPG. I drove home from Northern Minnesota without using any plug-supplied
electricity today. I wanted to see out what the MPG would be, again. It would be my last
opportunity to witness that. With the temperature a pleasant Fall warmth. Why
not? After all, efficiency would be outstanding... by gen-3 terms. When I upgrade from
the Prius PHV to the Prius Prime in about 2 months, that gen-4 hybrid system will deliver
even higher MPG. The drive was what I usually do on long trips like that, toggling the
HV/EV button when approaching stops while decelerating from highway speeds. In this
case, that generated & saved miles worth of EV capacity... which I did use along the
drive. The goal was to make sure the estimated range matched what it did upon filling up
with gas that morning, just down the road from where I had stayed the night before. That
is indeed what happened too. The drive was 172 miles. The resulting average was a very
pleasing 58 MPG. That's right on par with other trips that didn't use plug-supplied
electricity, with top cruising speeds of 70 mph. It's great having a hybrid so efficient, it
stands out even without plugging in. Anywho, I had to take a photo to document the
experience... photo album 186
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Final Remarks. The level of rhetoric has reached a point of amazement. Some people
choose to fight to the bitter end. The debate practice they unknowingly provide is quite
valuable. So, I persisted. The time has come though to bring that to an end. I posted
this:
No amount of downvoting, disparaging, and denying will stop what's about to happen...
since that has been the source material for promoting it. The ultimate devil's advocate is
someone not yet ready for change.
Toyota will soon reveal pricing for Prime which will confirm their heavy emphasis on
cost-reduction. Being affordable and offering 22 miles of EV will draw in a new
audience, one well beyond anything Prius was able to reach. That high-volume potential
(profitable without subsidy dependence) within this generation is key.
GM's priority of pushing battery range has resulted in Bolt. It's success has already
deprived Volt of attention (noticed discussions have almost entirely vanished) and
promises to use up a bulk of the remaining tax-credits available. Since Volt is only
compact and sales growth wasn't achieved with gen-2, offering that proven technology on
some other platform is the obvious next step. A vehicle like Equinox stands a much
greater chance of appealing to the masses.
In the meantime, Prime will be helping advance the plug-in market. Its vapor-injected
heat-pump is an industry first. Combined with standard heated-seats and the introduction
of a battery-warmer will push acceptance of plugging in even further. The unmatched
MPG following depletion will solidify the place of plug-in hybrids among the new
product-lines for automakers.
The idea of Toyota "ditching" the regular Prius evidence of change. Success of Prime
will push other automakers. An affordable car that easily delivers over 100 MPG
averages is what we've been waiting nearly a decade for. So what if GM's attempt wasn't
able to lead those sales. It's not like they lost the war competing against traditional
vehicles. Bolt is leading a new battle and the technology in Volt can be used elsewhere.
The effort continues. It's not over. We need people to help with this next chapter in the
history of plug-in vehicles. Soon, there won't be any value to spin of what's about to
happen, since it will.
Prime sales will begin. Bolt sales will begin. An announcement from Nissan is
expected. Change is on the way.
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Creating Confusion. Someone read an article about Prius Prime from 3 months ago and
wanted to publish comments about the points made on his website. So, he searched the
internet for some material and did exactly that. The opening paragraph was a confusing
portrayal of Prius PHV so messed up, I had to read the thing several times to figure out
what he was attempting to tell. The article got worse from there. Clearly not
understanding what the EPA window-sticker information states, he went on to complain
about how Toyota could only offer "6 miles" for the first generation but was pleased that
the second will deliver 22 miles. That type of misrepresentation is harmful. It's how
misconceptions emerge. Assumptions are passed along and eventually true fact becomes
very difficult to find. I was annoyed, to say the least. It's why I've been so hard on the
Volt spin. That's intentional misleading. This was an effort to be sincere. He failed
miserably. Readers of his webpage will have no idea that information was
wrong. Retractions & Corrections are rare. The likelihood of them being read is even
more rare. It's really unfortunate we have to deal with problems like this.
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Being Vague & Double Standards. That's what it ended up coming down to. No
surprise. After all, an opponent rarely ever admits defeat. That type of behavior helps
with the transition. It gives them a sense of having given the last word, as if they are in
agreement. That was the case with: "It has been for some time. And we are glad Toyota
is finally trying to join the movement. They just need to step up their efforts… big
time." Of course, I couldn't let that go... because I don't want to see the cycle repeat
again:
Step up? Big time?
Those don't tell us anything either. Posts entirely void of anything quantitative aren't
constructive. No direction. No goal. Nothing to measure along the way. More & Faster
is meaningless. This is why Volt suffered over the years. When milestones were missed,
support became wishy-washy to defend reputation by using vague adjectives.
Toyota has always held true. So what if antagonists painted a misleading picture and
those pointing that out were labeled as trolls. Ordinary consumers would never know
and the goal would still be reached.
In this case, the effort has been to find a way of replacing traditional vehicles with a
cleaner, more efficient choice. The same target price was set as GM too, nicely under
$30,000. We'll find out the results of that tomorrow. Capacity of the battery would be
adjusted accordingly for each generation. They started with 4.4 kWh. For the next, the
goal was to double that. 8.8 kWh is indeed what was delivered. The speed/power upperlimit was originally set to 100 km/h (62 mph). This time, it was raised to meet all driving
circumstances, 135 km/h (84 mph).
Notice how easily measurable all those values are? They even state how many. In the
past, it was a certain amount by a specific year... back when HSD was limited to just a
few choices. Now, they have stated a quantity for a specific model & generation. In this
case, they wish to sell 1 million Prime worldwide.
The concise nature of all that means easy evaluation of progress. Notice how sales were
just blown off as not important in prior posts on this thread? It's because Volt fell well
short of expectations and they were making an effort to avoid acknowledgement of
that. Prime will be held to a higher standard. We know what "step up" and "big time"
actually means... whether you specify it or not... because Volt will be expected to do the
same.
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Playing Offense. That time to tell certain people the way things are with a rather terse
approach has returned: The entire discussion has been about Prius Prime and its
influence on the market... not your "traditional vehicles don't matter" nonsense. I've been
waiting to find out what meritless spin you'd post upon learning Toyota reached the goals
GM still hasn't. Your complete disregard for ordinary buyers, those who shop the
showroom floor, is a recipe for disaster. They'll see the 25 miles of EV for $27k. They'll
see the step-up interior from the regular Prius. They'll recognize the outstanding hybrid
efficiency & reliability. Who do you think you are fooling by trying to belittle what
Toyota has delivered. Do you really believe that will somehow help GM, that ignoring
their own goals will make it better? Hasn't anything been learned from offerings that
failed to result in mainstream sales? Go ahead. Dig your hole even deeper. The rest of
us will celebrate this progress. The step forward taken today by Prius Prime into the
market of ordinary consumers is a big one.

10-03-2016

Prime Pricing. The embargo finally ended. After weeks of waiting, the time had
come. Minutes later I was posting: Yeah! Price did indeed end up aggressive, as Toyota
has been working really hard to deliver and we had hoped for. We've been waiting for
that official 25-mile rating for awhile too. Knowing Toyota so well, doing the
calculations, and approximating based on other markets made it a strong case of getting
more than 22. After all, we often got more from the 11-mile estimate from PHV. Thanks
for the info and the updates.

10-04-2016

Spin Already. I wondered how long it would take to get the perspective of change: "I
think the rear seating in the prime looks classy..and a big improvement." It's truly
amazing how much people fight for the status quo. The majority like things as is, even if
there's nothing to be gained from holding back. That's understandable... to a point. How
long can it stay that way? How does a shift to improve gain acceptance? Since when do
seats in back have to remain utilitarian? Why not making the sitting experience in back
better? I sounded off to that with: We need more comments like that... since the antiPrime spin has already begun. I have seen a few Volt owners attempting to paint a
picture of "cheap" for Prime by using the low MSRP as their reasoning. Toyota may
have foreseen that, hoping a few upscale features would offset such efforts. At the same
time, it's a good move for greater diversification. They have to grow the market
somehow. Why not offer something unusually nice for the price? What starts out as a
luxury option tends to eventually become affordable for the masses anyway. Shaking up
the industry by doing that unexpectedly soon seems a rather smart move. After all, that is
how Prius started out. Think about how ahead of its time that original hybrid was.
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September Sales. Having monthly results posted within hours of the pricing for Prius
Prime was an interesting twist. It immediately interjected some reality into the
situation. I posted this addressing Volt supporters:
The showroom floor experience is a topic of importance that never seems to get any
attention online. There are still far too many distractions.
For example, discussions end up focusing on worthless points instead, like 0-60
acceleration speed. Unfortunately, most people don't have proper perspective on, since
they don't know what they really require. They simply haven't paid close enough
attention. Rarely is there a ever an actual need to request full power in the time
quoted. Highway entrance-ramp metering only takes place when traffic isn't moving a
full speed, so you don't need it then. And when it's not metered, the vehicle is already in
motion; so 0 mph is meaningless. It's a greenwashing trap many people fall into. Sadly,
there are salespeople who take advantage of that for an easy commission.
Other worthless points, like the price of gas, end up making the sales effort a major
challenge. People move on to traditional choices far too easily. Just ask how they'll plug
in at home. That gets so overwhelming so fast, most don't even bother.
Looking specifically at GM's situation, what should happen? We have seen emphasis on
Bolt so heavy recently, it's as if Volt doesn't exist anymore. There simply isn't any
mention anymore. Limited quantity of tax-credits is a major contributor toward
that. The greater the push with Bolt to get into the mainstream, the less there will be
available for Volt.
Strategy has always been to push price into mainstream reach. For the 200-mile EV
offerings, that's a generation away still. For the plug-in hybrids, it must happen in the
very near future. Suggested many times for GM's next step is to rollout a Voltec version
of Equinox. After all, GM prefers selling trucks & SUVs anyway. Cars are secondary...
hence lack of support from dealers & salespeople.
There's the quiet giant in the room too. Toyota rolled out the new Prius last year with
lithium batteries as their primary offering. Ramping up that production without much
attention has went very well. We can see a reflection of that success with the low price
of Prius Prime revealed yesterday. That's a clear effort to reach ordinary consumers,
sharing the same goal GM has had with Volt. So... what does that now mean for Volt?
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Why? How? These questions must be asked: 4th generation brings about change. The
formula of the past simply won't be as effective. A modified approach was
required. The styling of gen-4 Prius was inevitable. People are burnt out on "normal"
looking cars at this point. Evidence of that is the LED accent lighting popping up
everywhere. That's an easy design modification will obvious results. People are draw to
the standout, unique nature of what they provide. There isn't much functional benefit, but
that doesn't matter. It's like the raised floor in the back of Prime for the larger batterypack. There's a counter-intuitive nature of pride it addresses. People want to feel like
they are contributing to a better future. The reduced storage space is an on-going
reminder of their contribution. That isn't logical. Emotional appeal is what the
automotive industry thrives on though. We may find that Toyota retains that approach,
taking advantage of it later to offer more EV capacity rather than making the battery
smaller. Also, how do you make it clear to the market that the new Prius isn't just
another upgrade. That upgraded suspension will make it self known during the testdrives. So, the focus must be on getting customers to take notice enough to give it a
try. Why shouldn't a green car be a little bit sporty? Shaking the stereotype of "eco-box"
isn't easy. Look no further than Corolla & Camry. How does Toyota sell so many of
those?

10-05-2016

0-60, again. There are very few who will remember details of the Classic Prius rollout,
especially the rhetoric. Those who opposed hybrids looked to exposed design aspects
that could be perceived as weaknesses. That's how want verses need entered into the
story. The only possible reception problem they could come up with back then was
electric-power was slow. It was a misconception they could push. So, they did. Well,
the emergence of Prime has started a new chapter. They are looking for exploitation
opportunities again. And sure enough, they homed in on the 0 to 60 acceleration
speed. Ugh. The same old undermining efforts have returned. My first post (of many,
I'm sure) on the topic was: People making the "too slow" comment never mention how
long it actually takes to accelerate, they just assume not enough. Do they only envision a
short ramp where you start from a dead stop, up hill, and have to get up to traffic going
60 within seconds? I certainly don't encounter that situation. I merge onto the highway
in EV mode with my 2012 Prius PHV on a regular basis. Faster from Prime will be a
nice perk, but clearly not necessary for ordinary run-of-the-mill driving. Of course, if
you have much driving to do on the highway, you'll want to turn on the engine
anyway. EV range gets gobbled up quick when traveling at 70 mph or faster. That's
where the outstanding MPG from HV mode comes in really handy. Most owners will
likely just use the "EV Auto" mode. That will favor EV as much as possible, only
turning on the engine briefly when maximum power is truly necessary.
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0-60, so far. I'm posting on a venue that serves a wide audience. So far, I'm just one of
the crowd. The regulars there will either support or antagonize. It only a matter of
time. They don't like change. The first clue is when they call you out wondering what
your purpose is, but never say anything about their own. Not stating goals is a dead
giveaway of trouble to come. Anywho, I going to walk that fine line initially: The
assumption of believing 0-60 is the measure of all power available is what appears to be
the issue. You point out passing. That has absolutely nothing to do with accelerating
from a dead stop. Power returned is very different when the vehicle is already in
motion. With the case of EV driving, you've got an electric motor that more responsive
than a gas engine and only need it for a short burst. Put it this way, unless you have
actually tried it, what basis of judgment are you using? Just one number does not tell the
whole story.

10-05-2016

0-06, examples. The push for detail begins. That will reveal intent. Constructive posts
will provide realistic examples. Rhetoric will sight an extreme. I'll punt by taking the
initiative in response to this: "If I have a 20 mile commute to work, and half of it is
highway at 70mph; does that mean half of my commute I have to use gasoline because
the acceleration can't keep up with traffic?" That gives the impression of an open mind
really wanting to know. We'll see what kind of reply I get to this: Absolutely not. I'll be
providing proof in the next few months with mine too, filming my commute to work with
my new Prime as I do now with the PHV. The commute from garage to ramp (with
charger) is 18.6 miles. There's a chunk that is on a 70 mph highway. I know I'll be able
to merge right into traffic and cruise along with it effortlessly in EV. Watching the
gauges now, it's pretty easy to see the extra power will cover that entirely drive in EV, no
big deal. At work, there are 6 chargers available. The ramp has a massive 85 kWh solararray too. So, being able to recharge there will allow my entire commute to be EV. The
pre-warming feature and the vapor-injected heat-pump, along with the heated steeringwheel and seats, sure will make the electric experience in winter nice too.

10-05-2016

0-60, who? I sensed things quickly falling apart. The participation in that type of
posting only lasts for 1 day... but the thread discussion lives on for years. So, you have to
be rather to the point when addressing potential problems. I certainly did today: What
you think doesn't matter. You're not the one taking a test-drive or making the
purchase. Marketing has convinced you that maximum power is required for everyday
driving. It's clearly not. The EV power will easily cover a majority of our needs and
many of our wants. You want more, buy a more powerful electric drive. This is no
different than those insisting a 6-cylinder engine is required, when really a 4-cylinder
engine is just fine.
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0-60, got ugly. That didn't take long. One of the very frequent posters sounded off,
attempting to dismiss by sighting an extreme. That's a familiar tactic and never a good
sign. I was annoyed, but took advantage of the opportunity to point out: That example
of an extreme didn't include an actual time. The omission is a red-flag. Most people
don't have any clue how long it takes to accelerate onto a highway. That makes
distorting expectations very easy. If you know you have an extreme to deal with. You
just toggle over to HV mode or leave it in EV-Auto. The other problem is all the other
examples omitted. Most everyday driving will easily be accommodated by the EV that's
available. You'll be able to do all of your travel in the suburbs, runs along rural
highways, and high-speed cruising on interstates. Avoiding detail by not bothering to
include any data for us to make decisions on our own with tells the real story. Watch
how long it really takes for an ordinary highway merge. It takes far longer than the
vague claims imply.

10-06-2016

0-60, rushing. Realistically, they'll never be happy. A great example of why comes
from the intersection near my home. People fly around the curve and simply don't care if
the light is red. They rush to it anyway. So, they want you to rush too. They don't care
about waiting once they get there. They don't care that even if it turned green then, they'd
still get through in time. It's that mindset of more being better, of want clouding
judgment of need. I watch them do it to me. I watch them do it to others. I can see the
frustration. It accomplishes nothing. Insisting that faster acceleration is required, even
though they don't need it is similar. They never bother actually checking. They live with
assumptions and get assertive when questioned about them. From their perspective, they
think you're out of your mind. They fact that they are the aggressor driving too fast never
crosses their mind. Whether the more is speed or size or power, there's a point-of-view
of "not enough". So, no matter what you say, they just dismiss it. Marketing has
exploited this weakness, selling countless millions of vehicles we don't need. They've
learned how easily we succumb to want. Ugh.

10-06-2016

0-60, pointless. It never ceases to amaze me how people aggressively pass. We all see
the weaving through traffic, where they don't look far enough ahead to notice the lane
they just got in isn't moving fast either. That's just plain stupid. Yet, it happens routinely
anyway. The reason why is obvious: they are in a hurry and think every little bit adds
up. It usually doesn't. You tend to keep up with them by simply remaining where you
are. The other type of passing is especially frustrating. I can be cruising along on a
highway in South Dakota at 80 mph. No one else on the road expect me and the person
rapidly approaching from behind. They get into the left lane, pass by, then cut you
off. Ack! There's no reason whatsoever to do that. Slowing down after passing, causing
the person you cut off to also slow down, seems downright evil. It's annoying and puts
them at risk. Why? Needless to say, that's where the dynamic-cruise comes in
handy. Having the car deal with that rather than me needing to sure is nice. What's the
point of such behavior? I suspect these drivers are the ones saying 0-60 needs to be
faster. From their point of view, my guess is they don't think they are doing anything
wrong. Ugh.
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MPGe Rating. The official estimates are now being revealed. The big one is
MPGe. That's the miles-per-gallon equivalent value used for comparing EV
efficiency. Prior to the gen-2 offerings, there was little reference of comparison anyone
cared about. People would simply refer to the battery-pack capacity. More miles of EV
was perceived as cleaner. The attacks I had to endure just by the mere mention of
guzzling electricity was amazing. Enthusiasts would flip out. Even before Volt was
rolled out, the idea of not using any gas was conveyed as the strongest selling
point. Knowing their audience could handle the high sticker-price and would drive as
many EV miles as possible, the amount of gas consumed too precedence. They'd totally
ignore kWh usage. It was all about using the fewest gallons. That's over now. Reality is
crashing down on that greenwashing. No more. The belief was this would come about
from a pure EV. That makes sense. When your propulsion system is electric-only, you
do everything you possibly can to avoid waste. That isn't as high of a priority for a
vehicle with an engine available... or so they thought. Toyota proved them wrong. The
rating for Prius Prime revealed today was an amazing 133 MPGe. That's well above
Volt's 106 MPGe. So as you could imagine, the downplay of that value started
immediately. They really get annoyed with those who study Prius and hold the priorities
of Toyota in high regard are proven correct. This confirm of "vastly superior"
engineering felt great. For far too many years, the idea that a much bigger battery was
required to be cleaner was pushed. If you don't drive to capacity, a less efficient EV will
waste electricity. It's that simple. We don't want to shift our guzzling problem from one
energy source to another. We want to use less.
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Omitting Facts. You get a very different story when an important part is left out. In this
case, I was especially annoyed from reading this: "I suggest there was a 3rd blunder ....
not developing a pure EV. Toyota went with hydrogen..." People posting claims like that
are antagonists. They stir the pot for something they disagreed with in the past and never
let it go. So no matter how much changes following that, all they see is previous
actions. Needless to say, I wasn't about to put up with another round of that
nonsense. So, I let him have it:
That's telling a story through omission. They may not have revealed a mass-market
body, but that doesn't mean nothing else happened. Not hearing knocking in the past
didn't mean they were not preparing for it later. After all, Toyota has always been tightlipped about mainstream changes in the not-too-distance future.
Toyota switched all but the base model of Prius liftback over to lithium. Of which, that
chemistry has been improved. The high-volume production now taking place very much
benefits future EV offerings.
Toyota is about to deliver the world's most efficient heat-pump for a vehicle. The realworld experience from that vapor-injected system in Prius Prime will very much benefit
future EV offerings.
Toyota is about to deliver CHAdeMO (rapid DC charging) with the rollout of Prius
Prime in Japan. There's not a big benefit of having such high-speed abilities with only a
8.8 kWh capacity, but a future EV offering certainly would.
Toyota is also pushing dealers to begin the acceptance of change. Prius Prime will usher
in a graceful transition. Rather than having to face the intense support battles other
automakers have to deal with, the modest EV capacity will ease them into it.
Toyota continues to refine motor, controller, charger, and software for electric-only
operation. How is that not beneficial to future EV offerings?
Want more? Think about how much easier it will be to sell EV offerings to customers
later, who owned a Prius Prime prior to that and upgraded their garage by adding 240volt charger. Having that equipment already makes the next purchase yet another
benefit.
In other words, the full story is that Toyota is doing far more for EV advancement than
people are giving them credit for.
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Growth Misleading. The message from this quote is what I've found quite troubling:
"...Then the number of available plug-in models has grown faster in the past 6 years
faster than hybrids did in their first 10." It's told over and over again, with no regard for
omissions... even when called out. It's really an excuse. They just don't see how
damaging their effort is. Excusing slowness masks the true problem. The "faster" claim
doesn't address the "Who?" question. On a very regular basis, we are assured all is
well. They don't care about tax-credit expiration difficulties. They don't care about the
growing level of conflicting choices. They don't care about the aspects of business. All
they care about is better numbers than in the past. That's like being happy with a "C"
grade, because you got a "D" in the past. Ugh. I posted this in dismay about such
nonsense continuing: That's an overly simplistic summary which portrays circumstances
as being similar. We can argue difference details until the cows come home, but it won't
do any good. A fundamental mistake continues to be made... sadly, by the
majority. Most people are overlooking scope. They assume the audience is just a
growing number of homogeneous buyers. Who they are isn't being taken into
account. Such a flaw in logic must be brought to the attention of all those celebrating the
supposed faster progress. Reality is, current buyers are still only early adopters. That
low-hanging fruit is running out too. We haven't seen any affordable offerings selling in
a market without tax-credits either. If the subsidy money runs out before those vehicles
become well established as a mainstream choice, potential buyers will just move on to
something else. Why purchase a plug-in when their prices aren't competitive with
traditional vehicles running on cheap gas? Audience is absolutely vital. Sighting
statistics that only represent early adopters causes us to incorrectly perceive progress.
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Rough Edges. It amazes me how even the most devoted supporters of Prius don't know
the history. Perhaps they don't have an effective means of learning it. You must
immerse yourself to understand that perspective of the past. Simply reading a summary
looking back doesn't portray the nuances required to really grasp what was happening
back then. You can't appreciate how different things were, especially with so much
uncertainty of what the technology will offer. When you don't know what's realistic or
even possible, how can you anticipate market reaction. It's far to easy to distort and
overcome assumptions long after you already know the outcome. We didn't back
then. So, the rollout of Prius was different from how people then to think of it. People
tend to forget about the attitude back then too. We were encouraged to guzzle oil and
couldn't care less about emissions. It was a wasteful, uncaring situation. There was a lot
of pressure to retain the status quo as well. Change was fought against. Looking forward
to battery improvements was unheard of. There was no expectation of any sort. It was
all about how much bigger and more powerful the next SUV would be. That's why
original accounts of Prius are so skewed. Recognize how different things were. Take the
time to read these blogs... the (gasp) thousands and thousands of entries accounting for
that history as it played out. There's nothing more effective than reading documentation
written at the time those events occurred. The one example I can point to is the exclusion
of cruise-control on the 2001 model of Prius. People were baffled how such a basic
feature would be excluded, especially when it was so simple & inexpensive to provide. It
should be obvious why Toyota made that choice. They wanted to attract only those truly
committed to the technology change Prius was introducing. A paradigm shift on such a
magnitude requires devotion, even if it means a big tradeoff. Sound familiar? The
switch to 4 seats resembles that. Of course, there is the benefit this time of introducing
luxury seating in back. The feedback from those first buyers, not the critics, will
determine the next choice. Leaving it rough around the edges is like not pouring cement
for a sidewalk until walkers have worn a path of where they prefer to walk. Toyota could
bring back the middle seat. Toyota could stick with 4 and introduce heated
seated. Those are mutually exclusive, each offering a benefit. Understanding audience is
key. There is no certainty. You have to try. Markets fluctuate too. Just look at what
people demanded back when Prius PHV was being developed. That's quite different
from what they ask for now with Prius Prime. Study the past. Consider how those rough
edges should be smoothed.
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Prime MPG. Basically, Toyota pulled off the impossible. The belief that adding
battery-capacity will reduce efficiency due to the increased weight of the vehicle is quite
common. Ask yourself why it wouldn't. It's so counter-intuitive seeing numbers to the
contrary, there's no precedent for the situation. Yet, here it is. ECO: 56 combined, 58
city, 53 high. REG: 52 combined, 54 city, 50 high. PRIME: 54 combined. 55 city. 53
high. The higher MPG numbers from the ECO model is to be expected, that's the
"economy" configuration. No big deal. You're expectation are realistic. But with that
difference between the regular model and the plug-in... Whoa! That solid 2 MPG
difference really emphasizes the technological step forward... since it stirs questions
how. Removal of non-essentials didn't take place, as with the ECO model. The PRIME
somehow achieved improvement over the REG without taking anything away... to deliver
a gain! How isn't really important either. After all, mainstream consumers don't
understand the engineering anyway. The know MPG quite well though. That combined
estimate of 54 speaks volumes. Even without plugging in, the resulting efficiency will be
well above what a non-hybrid could deliver. It's a major selling point not to be
overlooked. It means you'll get outstanding efficiency no matter how you use your Prius
Prime. Yeah!

10-08-2016

Preconditioning. At least it's a new topic to discuss...
The definition of "preconditioning" is already all over the place. First, it was referred to
as a battery warming method from using cabin air. Then it was direct for providing full
operational temperature. Next, it was to just keep above freezing to allow recharging.
That raises a bunch of red-flags. Misconceptions emerge from the lack of
clarity. Greenwashing emerges from no one making an effort to stop the exploitation of
assumptions caused by so many vague mentions.
The first that jumps out is that the battery cannot be charged when its temperature is
below freezing. That is implied and certainly could be interpreted that way. It's false, of
course. The warming is to make the process more efficient. Colder means higher
resistance, which means more electricity will be consumed as part of the transfer process
(in both directions, charging & drawing).
The next problem would likely be the belief that EV simply isn't available if the
temperature of the battery drops below freezing. That most definitely isn't true
either. It's not as efficient, but drawing electricity for driving certainly is available. If
you push demand, by firing up the heater or pushing speed & power, the lack of warming
would require the gas engine to join in at some point. But we know for certain even the
Prius PHV from 2012 can deliver EV at 50 mph without any trouble at 20°F just fine. I
would do that routinely with mine, and it didn't have any warming feature.
Then there's the confusion of cabin warming. The system will use the heat-pump for
that. Even the better informed will pause to consider whether the battery is used for that
or if electricity is drawn directly from the plug. Then they'll question what happens with
timing and the charge-rate at different capacities and with faster chargers.
Needless to say, topics like this open up a new cans of worms for us to deal with.
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Understanding MPGe. This new measurement system to convey electric efficiency
baffles people. Until recently, I even stayed away from it. Why mention something so
different without much real-world data to compare to? People won't understand what
that MPGe number is trying to tell them. For example: "Amazing to see how Toyota is
always chasing Chevy Volt in fuel economy numbers when so many years ago it was the
other way around." The big battery was all Volt enthusiasts understood for the longest
time. They laughed hysterically when I pointed out electric guzzlers. They simply
believe guzzling electricity was fine. You could use as much as you wanted, as long as
little to no gas was consumed. How do you point out that some systems are more
efficient than others when electricity is perceived as clean & abundant. I'm starting the
process, now that we have a wealth of new data to work with. In this case, it was a
comment to a MPGe article about Prius Prime on an auto-enthusiast website: Prime's
lower production cost (and resulting MSRP) makes it a serious contender for the masses,
especially since rear-seating height is midsize rather than compact. That MPGe rating
indicates how much more efficient of a system it delivers, reflecting some of how the
lower production cost is achieved (the other being the new TNGA, Toyota New Global
Architecture). It needs less battery-capacity to travel the same 25 miles. For my 19-mile
commute, where I can recharge at work, greater battery-capacity wouldn't provide any
benefit. For my other driving (frequent long highway trips), the 54 MPG rating for
hybrid operation following depletion is a big plus.

10-09-2016

Random Summer Commute, video. This was actually test footage from my new
camera. I didn't even bother with the complete glare-prevention setup. It was just an
experiment to capture some video samples. Summer's end came far too soon though. I
didn't get a chance to film this particular commute route in warm weather again. And
since my Prius Prime has now been ordered, I won't ever get the chance with the 2012
Prius PHV. So, I'm sharing this. It actually turned out really well. You can see there's a
decent amount of randomness. I start with EV mode, then switch over to HV mode after
the first stoplight. Once the engine warms, you can see me switch back to EV. On the
big hill, I switch again. On the ramp to the highway, I accelerate faster than the 100
km/h (62 mph) EV maximum. You can then see the system automatically go into EVBOOST mode. That's a blend of high-draw from the battery-pack along with a lowpower assist from the engine. Rather than getting off the highway to drive along the
river, like I usually do, I stayed on and drove into the city. From there, I enter the ramp
for work from above. Check out the resulting MPG from the ride. The average of that
random mix of driving showed an impressive overall average... Random Summer Commute
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Recognizing The Problem. Voices of reason are starting to increase. I was pleased
upon seeing this today: "still, a difficult thing to pull off in a 27k vehicle." Problems of
the past came about from not taking the cost & price criteria seriously. Enthusiasts just
blew off that concern... for an entire generation. Of course, when the next generation
rolled out and the same problem remained, things got ugly. That's the market Prius
Prime will be entering. Having so much lower of price positions it ahead, despite no
sales having even taken place. The potential gauges expectations. Being able to reach a
much wider audience, as well as endure the expiration of tax-credit draw, makes it a
strong business case. That was never the case for GM with Volt. I got attacked
relentlessly for pointing that out too. Now, those antagonists agree. They doubt admit
it. But simply having abandoned it in favor of Bolt is recognition enough. As for
Toyota's opportunity, I pointed out: That has been the heart of the problem with Volt,
ever since the reveal way back in 2007. Doing all that was promised for "nicely under
$30,000" defied logic. Yet, enthusiasts proclaimed it was realistic and attacked those
who pointed out anything to the contrary.

10-10-2016

Being Fake. I know remarks to this won't be taken seriously: "Yes, I agree that Most
Prius supporters are "fake green" supporters." After all these years, the brainless belief
of less gas being cleaner is obvious. Most people fall into that trap. They don't give it a
second thought. That's why VW was able to deceive so many. Reducing pollutants was
assumed to be "green". In reality, it was really just a "D" grade effort. To earn a higher
grade, it would be costly and requires a paradigm shift. Toyota was willing to make that
big expense & effort commitment... even if it meant greenwashing fallout along the
way. Thankfully, they stayed true. The gen-4 Prius is truly remarkable. The opportunity
it ushers in with Prime is amazing. I'm so excited to be part of the rollout. In the
meantime, it's making sure everyone really understands the situation, as I put it: "fake
green" is portraying MPG and using less gas as the only measure of progress. It's too bad
so many people totally blow off the emissions. The PZEV and SULEV ratings really
make a difference. Look no further than "clean diesel" for a dose of reality about the
other aspects of being green.

10-10-2016

Great Analogy. I really got a kick out of reading this: "Naturally, Toyota is sensitive to
comparisons with the Chevrolet Volt, which offers double the EV range in similar
packaging. In defense of the Prime's modest capabilities, Toyota offered this analogy:
When you go for a run, you don't carry a gallon jug of Gatorade." That should make you
think. A good friend of mine pushed that perspective for a long time. Why have more
battery than you actually need? Depleting it 100% each time you commute is proof of
money well spent; you're getting every penny possible out of that investment. Unused
capacity is what? It's wasteful to have too much. Ironically, troublemakers of the past
use to use the "dead weight" argument a lot. They have all vanished, since bringing that
up exposes them as being hypocritical. I find it intriguing how some people just plain
don't understand "right size" importance. You'd think that would be obvious. Clearly, it
isn't. Perhaps the Gatorade analogy will help get the point across.
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New Greenwashing. How would you deal with new greenwashing? In my case, the
effort comes from an enthusiast with obvious bias. He continues to push that 0-60
acceleration in 15 seconds is far too slow, to the point of endangering others. The fact
that not a shred of evidence has been provided is annoying. He's spreading FUD. If
maximum acceleration is needed, you switch modes. It's like shifting down. You have
the option if you so desire. If not, you just switch to automatic mode and never ever have
to give the matter another thought. Geez! This is how I dealt with it:
Your past experiences with some problem owners explains the stance you've taken. It's a
stereotype not representative of most though. Look around, there are lots of other slow
drivers with powerful vehicles. I get annoyed waiting behind them.
From my point of view, I see post spreading fear, uncertainty, and doubt in this thread by
a variety of people. So, I seek out individuals with influence to help set the record
straight... before it contributes to greenwashing.
There are dozens of Prius PHV videos that I've published on YouTube. Do a search for
the "priusguru" channel. You'll find a collection showing ordinary driving, complete
with real-time dashboard information. Some even included ODB-II data.
As for the discussion at hand... 129 MPG was the average for my 41.3 round-trip
commute today, which included one stop along the way in the morning and two while
returning home. Recharging the 4.4 kWh battery in Prius PHV at work provides a
minimal approximation of what the 8.8 kWh battery in Prius Prime will deliver only
charged once. Knowing the next-gen system is more efficient, expecting more is quite
realistic.
In other words, I fail to see the point of stressing purity. So what if the engine fires up
for a minute? Effortless results around 125 MPG are still triple that of what a highefficiency traditional vehicle would deliver.
People driving shorter distances or recharging at work will get even better MPG.
Watch the videos. It should become clear that Prius Prime will offer the power you say is
necessary.
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Divert & Stop Gap. The discussion immediately fell apart. He couldn't care less about
anything other than electric-only range. It become a sad attempt to promote Volt, then
turned into a dismissal of plug-in hybrids being anything but a short-term solution to EV
takeover. Offering a comfortable ride at an affordable price simply wasn't a
concern. Add him to the large list of those who just plain don't understand the
automotive business. That particular group is made up of enthusiasts who focus on
engineering above all else. Selling large numbers of profitable vehicles that only offer
average performance is boring & meaningless to them. It's what I've been dealing with
for just about 17 years now. They simply aren't interested in what accountants or
economists have to say. It's all about getting consumers excited. Clever marketing is
more important than actually delivering upon need. They figure appealing to want will
cover the owner's priorities... even if it requires significant sacrifice. Seeking a balance is
not acceptable. Ugh. Of course, I knew this was coming. That's why I've been
participating online for all these years. The return on that research will really pay off...
eventually. I know. Patience.

10-12-2016

Parking Brake. A recall on the gen-4 Prius was issued. Some articles used words like
"deadly" and "dangerous", others simply mentioned an issue with the parking brake. The
problem comes about if you get out of the Prius while the system is still in gear, using the
brake to hold the vehicle in place rather than putting it in park. Who would do
that? Leaving it in Drive or Reverse isn't something any owner I've ever heard of has
done. Someone must have though. Possibly not. We really don't know. All we've been
told is that clips will be added to the cable's dust boot as a preventative. No big
deal. Sounds like an effort to ensure longevity. But then again, you can't fix bad
behavior. Who would leave their car in gear like that when running but stationary? I
guess that helps to show the diversity of buyers Prius attracts.
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The Next Chapter. This time last year is when things really got shaken up for plug-in
market expectations. The new Prius was revealed. The diesel deception was
exposed. And the new Volt was rolled out. Finding out "clean" wasn't actually true
made the case for Toyota's fourth generation hybrid a simple argument. Favor clearly
swung to it. However, the earthquake damage that happened just as production began at
the start of the new year messed up inventory expectations... and have consequently
provided greenwashing with numbers to mislead with. Fortunately, the RAV4 rollout
then wasn't affected. The wait for gen-2 Volt ended then too. Unfortunately, it was
already doomed upon arrival... too expensive, too small. That's why attention rapidly
shifted to Bolt. The reveal of Prius Prime added to that new found focus. Now upon the
rollout of both, we see this: "Bolt EV is a step forward, a very nice but small one – a
baby step, if you will." That came from a person who had been a die-hard Volt enthusiast
but was now all for Bolt instead. Today's discussion topic made the reason why
obvious. The base price will be $37,495 and the premium $41,780. You want the
"Driver Confidence" option, add $495. You want the "Infotainment" option, add
$485. You want the DC charging (an expectation for high-capacity electric vehicles),
add $750. You want Blue, Red, or Orange paint, add $395. A large screen and DRCC
(dynamic radar cruise control) aren't even offered. How is this vehicle supposed to
compete with Model 3 from Tesla? It's expensive and utilitarian. What the
heck? Needless to say, all this nicely sets the stage for Prius Prime. It is a step
forward. It is a baby step. But what it offers that others don't is affordability. That's a
profound difference... which was sighted many years ago as the criteria for changing
what the masses actually purchase. Nice vehicles beyond their reach don't accomplish
much.

10-13-2016

Leaf Upgrade. Attention is fading from GM. The first Bolt deliveries aren't expected
until the end of the year now and supposedly only 11 states will receive them. What
happened this time? With all the bragging about no delays, this explains the sudden
quiet. That's nice. It gives others a chance to show off their offerings. Nissan is making
a splash with their upgrade to Leaf. The battery-pack will be increased from 24 kWh to a
larger capacity of 30 kWh without taking up any more space. That's impressive. It adds
23 miles of range. The official EV estimate climbs to 107 miles. Up from 84, that
sounds great. However, the price rise of $3,350 is a head-scratcher. Keeping Leaf
competitive with respect to range at the sacrifice of cost is an unknown the market hasn't
faced yet. With that higher sticker, you also get the quick-charge feature. 80% capacity
in just 30 minutes is impressive. How many owners will be able to take advantage of that
though? If nothing else, it does help ensure resale value will hold up longer. Next year,
the expectation for Leaf is a 200-mile range from a 60 kWh battery. That should be
interesting.
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Luxury Approach. Treating Lexus as if it is just another dealer location for Toyota is a
fundamentally flawed approach. Yet, it happens all the time. Some people don't see the
difference. That's causing more and more trouble. It's mystifies me how so many just
assume quality alone is how they are identified. But then again, we have lots of trouble
when comes to discussion of economics. In fact, just conveying the idea of diversity
often a challenge. That makes the measure of its importance almost impossible. This is
why the diverge of Prime is so hard to understand. The purpose of the dual-wave
window, rear seating, and large screen isn't getting any recognition. The overlook &
dismiss. It makes constructive discussion quite a struggle. Anywho, you need to have a
good understanding of this to appreciate what Lexus is attempting to do. The luxury
market is being redefined. BMW was already seeing pressure in Europe. Sales of Tesla
there have caused an interesting shake up. You get a remarkably quite, smooth, and
powerful vehicle that's incredibly clean. Attempting to sell a V8 with 400HP
competitively without facing the consequences of emission concerns is impossible. That
audience is willing to spend more on their purchase too. As if that wasn't complicated
enough, the fallout from VW's diesel cheat is forcing the acceleration of electrification
efforts. Such a massive push into the mainstream puts even more pressure on the luxury
market... which brings us back to Lexus here in the United States. Why would they jump
into that mess? Why not wait until Tesla overcomes the challenges with Model 3
rollout? It buys time that can be very well spent. The production & sales of Prime will
provide incredible insight about how to address luxury market needs, which won't be as
forgiving as the mainstream. It makes sense. It's not like Toyota can just offer an
upscale model of Prime as a Luxury and expect it to be a hit. After all, there has already
been a number of attempts to draw hybrid interest at that level which didn't result in
many sales. They are not the same buyers with a larger budget. They are totally
different audiences with entirely different competition.
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Charge Mode. This new feature is stirring quite a bit of discussion. Toyota was really
clever about presenting it too. With the previous generation Prius, we routinely got
reports of it offering 3 modes... Eco, Power, and HV/EV. Seeing 3 buttons, it was an
easy assumption to make. Almost none of the reporters were thoughtful enough to
actually try them out to the point of noticing there was a 4th option available. You press
the button, it turns on the mode. You press it again, it turns it off. That's a mode
too. We call that state of nothing special as "Normal". No mention was a great
indication of not researching well. The new "Charge" mode is even more subtle. To
engage it, you must hold the HV/EV button. That's intentionally not obvious... because
the way it works isn't. If you find it, there will likely be some type of knowledge transfer
along with it... like reading this. The complication comes about much like stealth
mode. When people first experience that non-EV electric-only propulsion, they get the
impression using it as much as possible is better. It's not. In fact, using too much can
actually result in lower overall efficiency. The same is true in this case
too. Additionally, it changes the way the system behaves... hence being a mode you
purposefully choose. The comment today from someone test driving a Prime was:
"WAAAAYYY underpowered. It felt like an ECO mode for the ECO ... :( " He clearly
didn't understand when to use it. We need to provide that operational facts, to empower
owners to make informed decisions. This interactive process with supporters is what
Prius thrives on. Toyota cannot provide it. The benefit is that coming from owners. It's
a very effective way of drawing interest to grow the market. No advertising campaign
can sway interest like that. I enjoy the opportunities to share like that. Here's a
start: The intended user is for while highway cruising, when you have excess power
available. It takes very little to maintain constant speed. So, that works out well for
overall efficiency. It is nice knowing it works elsewhere too. Though, I don't see a
benefit on suburb roads.
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Those Blinders. Fixing entirely on EV range, while ignoring other factors like price and
seating, is an indication of trouble to come. Long ago, it was the ignoring of
emissions. Focus was completely on MPG. Believing that's the selling point, that
nothing else mattered, gave the impression of a different purpose. For Prius, emissions
were paramount. Using some gas for the sake of cleaner emissions just plan didn't make
any sense... so much so, supporters would argue amongst themselves... hence the
trouble. Today's warning sign came in the form of: "true, but with volt, you get 50 miles
ev, which is huge." Enthusiasts can get away with perspective like that. But selling to a
wider audience consisting primarily of mainstream buyers, no. We have new topics to
address too, requiring those blinders of the past to be taken off for a fresh look now:
My driving consists of commute, short jaunts around town, and long trips. More EV isn't
enough to justify the tradeoffs. CHG opportunity will be handy for me, since those trip
destinations don't offer a plug. Also when I travel (like regular escapes up north), the
seats are down to carry all our stuff. That reduction of height in the back really won't
make any difference. It's the length & width that has always been the cargo benefit. I
suspect many others will see those same advantages.
There's an interesting twist too. Isn't the advantage of having extra capacity not having to
plug in? If I had 50 miles of EV available (rated estimate), winter commutes wouldn't
have the benefit of pre-conditioning. Would you really pay for or consume a charging
spot for only pre-conditioning? Capacity drops roughly 30% due to efficiency-losses and
cabin-warming in the cold weather driving. That would make my 19-mile commute a
challenge. Being plugged in at work means I stand a chance of making it totally with
EV.
It's situations like that people haven't considered yet. We see a lot of dismissals on
review article comments, simply suggesting to get a Volt instead without giving the
situation any thought. In other words, we've learned that real-world outcome doesn't
always match on-paper calculations... especially when it comes to Prius.
So when it comes to the variety of new design aspects, charge-mode, pre-conditioning,
and higher-capacity, we really need to step back and think about all that's involved. After
all, most people have no idea what that one plug-in uses resistance heating and the other
a vapor-injected heat-pump. So, trying to point out efficiency differences will basically
be futile.
Real-World data will speak for itself. Watch what those numbers tell us.
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Starting Over. We're seeing more than just a generational hand-over this time. With the
emergence of Prime has come far more than just questions of how the hybrid system has
been improved. Operational differences from the introduction of a clutch complicates
matters greatly. There's simply no way to realistically anticipate behavior. Heck, even
knowledge of the previous plug-in model (Prius PHV) doesn't directly apply. We're
trying to figure out a paradigm-shift without having any way to research or even any data
available. All we know is that Toyota studied the market intensely and strived to deliver
the best balance of price & performance. That's obviously making discussions extremely
difficult. We can't just tell people to be patient either. The level of excitement is quite
intense. Some are seeing the perfect fit. Some see an epic failure. It's quite bizarre
starting over like this. I can't wait to contribute real-world data. That certainly will help
discussions take on a constructive tone. Right now, we're all over the place attempting to
help those curious to learn more about what the technology has to offer.

10-17-2016

Diesel's Demise. What a mess. The expectation at this point is for close to 100%
buyback. There's simply no way to deliver a fix. Anything you do to cleanse emission
will impair performance. It's that simple. Nothing can be done to save diesel. Why
bother anyway? It makes no sense pushing a 40 MPG technology when plug-in hybrids
that easily deliver twice that are rolling out. The clatter of diesel for supposedly cleaner
driving is now a memory of the past. VW is forced to all but entirely abandon
efforts. With BMW pushing the plug, the rest of the industry doesn't even matter. That
domestic competitor (in Germany) is really ramping up efforts and government
incentives to do so are growing. Heck, even the certification process for sales here is
much more complicated. Loss standards & testing of the past are long gone. Diesel for
passenger cars is basically dead as a result. It's simple not worth it.

10-18-2016

Tax-Credit Timing. Questions are emerging. Many are random. Those asking don't
have idea what to look for. It's an entirely new topic for most. You'll hear different
responses for different supporters too... since there's some conflict of interest
involved. GM's predicament is the big one. Pushing Bolt means sacrificing Volt. It's a
simple reality of only having a limited number available. And once the tax-credits run
out, that automaker is sunk. So, the inevitable expiration is a really big deal. That's what
contributed to Toyota holding off on Prius PHV and Nissan being ok with reduced sales
until gen-2 rolls out. Think about purpose. The subsidy is intended to help the
automaker achieve high-volume production quickly, so cost will be reduced to a
competitive & profitable level. Sooner is definitely better. Toyota is well aware of that
too. They could seriously ramp up production of Prime in a year or two, taking
advantage of timing once the quantity limited approaches. Nearing that means speed to
market become vital. The trigger switches the money payout from a count to a timer. In
other words, once the 200,000 limit is reached, the automaker will have 1 year of reduced
tax-credits to take advantage of. Being well positioned to deliver a large quantity at that
point rewards both business & consumer. I summarized that in this response: Toyota has
around 155,000 credits left, before the phaseout is triggered. Then it's a 50% reduction
for 2 quarters. Then again (down to 25%) for another 2. So, sometime within this
generation, the credits will be used up. GM, Nissan, and Tesla's will all be gone around
then too. In other words, within the next few years the entire market will shift somehow.
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Way Back. I got a kick out of reading this: "Deja vu. Remember this thread? Prius
PHV: Optimization strategy with lessons learned from the prototypes." He was looking
back through his own posts many years ago, when Prius PHV was being rolled out. We
were discussing operational approach. People discussed the pro & cons of wanting a
charge button. The prototypes were configured for data collection. Toyota wanted a
massive amount of real-world experience documented. Turns out, that was so effective,
they continued doing that following the initial rollout. Since it was mid-cycle anyway,
what was the rush? Why not restrict availability to a limited market for the sake of
advancing market research? You learn far more from sticking with a controlled scope
than to just open up to a wider new audience. Those better informed niches can reveal
what's difficult to gain from the uninformed. In fact, that's why I pushed so hard with the
enthusiasts. The knowledge gained from their resistance was priceless. Anywho, this is
how I replied: I have no doubt that high priority of best use for the gas engine
continued. Prius isn't going to sacrifice overall efficiency simply for the sake of offering
more EV... unlike what others have done. The approach is to seek out a balance, despite
the wide variety of uses it must fulfill. The expectation is that we'll see outstanding
performance from charge-mode in some cases (like highway cruising), where we'll
promote the use. In others, we'll discourage. But even when it's not as good of a return,
it will still be clearly better than what a traditional vehicle offers. It is interesting reading
those old posts. That serves as a great remember of what market expectations were and
how they've changed since.

10-20-2016

Dumb Questions. This is a definite sign of progress: "OK, thought of a (maybe) dumb
question. Is there a standard for the plug configuration on the car to enable the use of
all public charging stations?" It's absolutely fantastic getting a new member diving into
discussions like that. There's a lot of information to share. It's difficult to know where to
start and what level of detail should be provided. I gave it this attempt:
Level-2 is that standard (ordinary 240-volt charging) for public chargers. Leaf has a
connector for it, but also offers CHAdeMO (like Prime in Japan). Tesla has an adapter
available for it. CCS is the other high-speed type. Since both require higher voltage
lines and deliver more amps, they are much less common. Level-2 is quite capable and
the backward-compatible plug is an obvious benefit. That's why most of the automakers
offer that.
Level-1 is supported by the normal household outlet in your garage. Most people will
simply use that 120-volt connection for the slower charging overnight. The size of the
battery-pack accommodates it well, a fact overlooked when considering the
capacity. You just plug & play.
Prius PHV (Toyota's first plug-in hybrid) offered a great opportunity for real-world
study. The limited rollout into select areas spread across just enough owners to figure out
what really was needed. That's vital information when attempting to deliver a
configuration capable of competing directly with traditional offering. That meant
keeping costs low, but not sacrificing ability.
Watch for reports from new owners about how well Toyota targeted Prime. And of
course, keep asking questions. There's nothing dumb when it comes to entering an
entirely new market. People have to start the discovery process somehow.
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Blog Changes. Notice how my blogs continue to evolve? They've become longer and
delve into new topics with lots of detail, despite not having real-world data available
yet. That comes from the posts online. The comments in reviews and on forums are
advancing into the world of electrification well. Topics of discussion nearly impossible
with gen-1 offerings are now surprisingly easy with the gen-2 arrivals. Speculation has
given way to specifications. That's huge. The improvement is quite significant. Rather
than having to deal with rhetoric, we are seeing some thought given to operational
detail. True, there's still the mindless "more is better" mentality. But that will be easy to
squash when Prius Prime owners begin posting their experiences. The MPG results will
finally shift the conversations over to KWH and GALLONS instead. That's long
overdue. The senseless greenwashing of the past from Volt enthusiasts was so
harmful. They'll held back progress just for the sake of pride. Thank goodness the kick
in the butt from other automakers brought that to an end. Tesla, Toyota, and BMW sure
brought about a big dose of reality. Now we have VW scrambling to overcome their
diesel disaster by turning to battery technology. It's about dang time... and I'm quite
pleased to be able to document this history as it changes.
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Extreme Examples. It annoys me to now end when someone posts an exaggeration as if
it was the norm. When it's an attempt to greenwash, calling them on it is pretty easy and
without consequence. When it comes from an attempt to be serious, but really being
clueless, that's an different situation entirely. You really don't know how they'll respond,
but what to clarify the misleading information they just posted. This was such an
example: "However if you mean it is -30°C outside with 10cm of snow and ice on the
windshield, it won't clear it." Reading actively engaged posts in an discussion about
electric heating is exciting. Entirely new topics like that are quite refreshing; however,
incorrect portrayal can lead to misconceptions. So, I jumped in:
Ugh. Living in Minnesota since for the past 39 years, I'm well aware of winter driving
extremes. The odds of it being both -22°F outside and getting 4" of snow at the same
time is pretty much never. Snow flakes don't form when it's that cold. You get a light
coating of thin ice crystals, at best.
A far more realistic example... which I will experience firsthand in 3 months... is the
Prius sitting outside all day with the high temperature of -1°F. That happens every
year. Warm-up takes about 10 minutes with the engine starting up right away. Defrost
usually isn't needed, since I vent prior to stopping. It's just get in, make sure the seatheater is on high, then drive away.
With the Prime, windows will certainly be clear already. In addition to the heated seat,
the steering wheel will provide warmth too. Driving away will be comfortable. Heck,
even the battery-pack will feel the improvement. Those extreme cold days will take a
bizarre twist. What a great feature to draw interest.
As for dealing with 4 inches, no one would ever run there vehicle long enough to attempt
to melt off such a thick amount. Even my idiot neighbor who would idle her diesel for
45 minutes before leaving for work would brush the windows off quick with that much
snow. Of course, there are those who just sweep a tiny viewing hole and drive away
with a drift on the car still. But that's only when the temperature is much
warmer. Between 20°F and 32°F is when we get the really heavy dumps.
Long story short, the new vapor-injected heat-pump has much to offer.
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Encouraging Articles. It's nice reading articles with points like this: "Yes, the Volt has
much more electric range, but you'll pay for it. The Volt's entry point is $33,220, while
the Prime starts at $27,100." Glossing over detail in the past was a big problem. Of
course, some still don't mention that the 5th seat is legless, only for a small child or an
adult willing to straddle the middle and share space with the 2 other passengers in
back. New highlights are getting attention too: "And on MPGe, how far an electrified
vehicle can go using the same amount of energy in a gallon of gasoline, the Prime bests
the $42,400 all-electric BMW i3, with a 133 MPGe rating vs. the i3's 124 MPGe." The
efficiency of EV was completely disregarded until recently. That's unheard of for gasengine comparisons. Why was electric-motor consumption just blown off as
unimportant? My guess is nothing to compare with. Offerings were so scarce, the
assumption was just that a bigger battery was better. The new MPGe rating reveals that's
not the case. This makes reading the comments on such encouraging articles very
interesting. Those who understand are really making an effort to make sure others do
too.

10-21-2016

Public Charger Concerns. The situation is quite complex.. and that's just
location! Taking into account how they should be used makes it even more difficult to
deal with. This is a big deal. Very little progress has been made so far too. The past few
years lacked enough owners to get any type of uniform message formulated. We are very
much in the early stages still. Think about how long it has taken for those Volt
enthusiasts to come to the realization that the size wanted to actually match need. Heck,
some continue to question the conclusion drawn. Anywho, it was this that stirred my
response: "My other concern about charging stations is how many would truly be needed
if everyone was driving EVs." It came from that website which abandoned Volt in favor
of Bolt, discussing the problem VW now faces with investment into electrification
infrastructure required by the diesel settlement. My reply was:
That's one of the uncertainties about plug-in vehicles holding back acceptance. How
many? How much? How soon? Fundamental conflicts of intent are raising
concern. What is the purpose?
If you have a 200-mile capacity, what benefit is there plugging in at a grocery store,
coffee shop, restaurant, theater, or mall? Those destinations are almost certainly within
range, so there's no point to recharging. A plug-in hybrid with just enough range to cover
a daily commute is an entirely different matter. The gain from recharging at one of those
destinations traveled to after work could be enormous.
Think about the CHAdeMO option available for Prius Prime in Japan. You arrive at a
grocery store with the battery close to or already depleted. During your stop to shop, that
rapid recharge would be enough to get you back home using that freshly provided
electricity. The point of plugging in is obvious.
In other words, that "right size" approach has a draw those long-range EVs don't...
especially when you take the lower cost into consideration. Toyota used this analogy to
describe the situation: "When you go for a run, you don't carry a gallon jug of Gatorade."
Ordinary consumers will see it that way too. Isn't the point of have such a large battery to
avoid having to plug in while you're out and about?
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Wanting More. This is as far from news as you can get: "Americans don't like to be
limited. We want/need 2-3x what is really required." We've known about the "more"
problem since the day Prius rolled out. The problem is the same. No change. Want still
gets mixed up with need. Ugh. I addressed that comment with this perspective:
How many times was the "Who?" question asked? Know your audience.
You are absolutely correct about the perception of being limited. Automakers have taken
advantage of that for decades, marketing based on emotional appeal rather than logical
choice.
Look at how absurd SUV sales took off. The large & powerful draw hoards of
buyers. That market became saturated though and fell apart. People don't buy them
anymore. In fact, looking out onto the parking lot now, I don't see any. They are all
small now. Purchases have shifted to more of a balance of want & need, rather than
catering exclusively to want.
That is the difference between niche & mainstream. Want is limited in some
manner. Need will ultimately win the quest for profitable high-volume sales. The
priorities of the masses don't allow them to seek out the most desirable choice.
In other words, we'll end up seeing battery-capacity adjustments. The automaker with
the best research may get ridiculed initially, but they will be the ones reaping the benefits
of a business-sustaining solution rather than flaunting trophies for best engineering. It's a
tradeoff. Need is more important than want.
We truly don't know what the winning configurations will be. A majority of buyers will
get drawn to something. Notice how 4-cylinder engines emerged that way for middlemarket? 6-cylinder engines are available still, but far fewer are produced &
sold. Battery-Capacity could easily see similar demand.
The limited choices initially and lack of both commercial & home infrastructure
contributes to much uncertainty. What is certain though is time. The tax-credits will be
used up. When that happens to an automaker, the resulting competitive response will put
a lot of pressure on the other automakers. Waiting is not an option. The clock is ticking
for all.
In other words, need will win out over want.
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Incorrect Information. A big problem we've had with each new generation rollout of
Prius is the poor research. Publications will get someone to write up a story on the new
Prius. Many of those writers clearly don't actually test-drive the vehicle... leading to
countless assumption problems. That's why Toyota has been doing so much with
promotional events, providing firsthand opportunities to drive one. That's also why
Toyota didn't rollout beyond the initial markets with Prius PHV. The determent to Prius
Prime wasn't obvious then, but the wisdom of that choice his becoming easy to see
now. The act of researching online isn't always well done. Some don't even realize there
was a previous generation. They just find information, they write about it. A good
example of that today was a slew of correct detail for Prime followed by a quote of "11
miles" for the electric-only range. Ugh. It's really unfortunate from an otherwise really
nice article. Sadly, people researching a purchase of one will stumble across that
information... thinking it is correct. Far too often, we see the trouble caused by those
same people taking what they read at face value, never bothering to confirm it with
another source. It's how greenwashing is unintentionally spread. They don't know what
they pass along is wrong. Antagonists wanting to undermine take advantage of that. In
those articles, they'll post misleading comments to support the greenwash. In forums,
their posts will refer to the incorrect information. Grrr.

10-22-2016

Pushing Lithium, part 1. That antagonist is at it again, attempting to stir trouble by
attacking with new material. This time, it was in response to comments about pushing
lithium battery production. He immediately lashed out by listing models from VW
(which includes Audi & Porsche). It was a pretty lame attempt to insult Toyota. I took
the bait and replied with: "Pushing means high-volume production. VW clearly is not
yet." He took my bait by posting numbers. I figured he was that desperate. Posting
numbers from VW in contrast to Toyota was a clear act of hopelessness. That detail
reveals the true story. It also allows me to dive deeper into the topic. Remember
problems of the past? I'd patiently wait for an invitation, then strike back with big picture
information. His obvious cherry-picking meant it was only a matter of time before his
effort to retaliate would be exposed. I've learned over the years, that's the only way to
overcome the barrier they build to prevent constructive discussion. Holding onto lost
pride feels redeeming to them, but ultimately falls apart. The rollout of Bolt & Prime
combined with the reality of VW having to buyback 100% of the violating diesels along
with providing compensation for environmental & financial damages is ushering a new
market... one that gen-2 Volt doesn't address. No big deal, I see GM simply
adapting. They prefer to sell SUVs anyway. Equinox is the clear solution. They shift
focus over to it with their plug-in hybrid tech instead. That's a humbling move against
what this antagonists has defended for years... hence his lashing out at me. I find it all
quite intriguing to witness. Some people have an extremely difficult time dealing with
change. This topic nicely points that out.
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Pushing Lithium, part 2. This was his provoke: "And how many plug-ins did Toyota
sell this year? .. yeah .. OK. Toyota = 52. VW group = 7,673." I thoroughly enjoyed
responding to it with:
The discussion was about PRODUCTION of lithium batteries. That obvious attempt to
mislead by changing the topic was rather desperate. But since you did change it over to
SALES of vehicles, let's look at that...
VW sold 7,673 in the first 3 quarters of the year here. That is in no way high-volume. It
is very much a niche, meaning it is not in a business-sustaining profitable tech. The goal
is to replace traditional vehicles. That won't happen without much higher commitment.
Substantially increasing lithium battery production is a way of reducing cost. Doing that
will enable lower prices, allowing the tech to become competitive.
That's exactly what Toyota is doing. They'll sell roughly 300,000 regular Prius this year
which use lithium batteries. That effort will contribute to the attractive pricing for
Prime. That plug-in model of Prius will benefit directly from the non-plug model. It's a
smart move. It's good business. It's happening whether you choose to address it or not.
A similar approach is what made Prius profitable way back in 2002. Toyota took the
Prius they had been selling for 4 years and reused it as a traditional vehicle. The body
was simplified, the engine detuned, and the hybrid system replaced with an inexpensive
transmission. It become the vehicle we knew as Echo. That sharing of components
reduced production cost for Prius, making it profitable.
GM could redefine Volt as a competitive plug-in hybrid from the benefit of high-volume
lithium battery production for Bolt. Dropping the price significantly prior to the taxcredit expiring is essential. The 16,326 sold in the first 3 quarters of the year here
represents no growth. Sales were 16,348 in 2012 and 16,760 in 2013. Flat will not
achieve that goal. Sales did drop to 14,540 in 2012, if you're looking to cherry-pick for
better results. 2015 was obviously lower, due to the prior clearance of inventory of gen-1
to make way for the limited rollout of gen-2.
Toyota struggled this year from the earthquake interrupting Prius gen-4
rollout. Inventory was a problem for the first 5 months. That was unfortunate, but it
didn't prevent the diversification effort of spreading the tech. In this case, they were able
to introduce RAV4 and sell 32,989 of them in 9 months. That's another opportunity for
lower production cost of lithium batteries even more. A plug-in model is a wise move.
Mitsubishi's Outlander has been selling remarkably well over in Europe, the purchase
total is over 100,000 so far.
GM's choice to offer Equinox as a diesel rather than a hybrid is a step in the wrong
direction, the very market VW is now abandoning in favor of electrification. The
settlement requiring a major investment into the infrastructure will contribute to that
success too.
So... what the heck was your point?
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How Much? Few bother to ask that question. Even fewer actually take the time to
measure. Requirements for acceleration are simply assumed, based upon comparisons of
other offerings. In other words, an average is taken without consideration of the driving
conditions. It's just on-paper calculations. That type of specification comparing is how
vehicles have been sold for decades. More is better, period. Effective marketing
convinces us of that. Though effective, it's quite a waste. Driving a Prius, you notice the
waste. The screen providing detail while you drive makes that easy. That's why the
guzzlers don't offer such a feature. Heck, that's why Volt didn't at first too. Now, it
does. Consumption of kWh wasn't regarded as important initially. Now, it
is. Yeah. Sadly, that's type of mindset improvement doesn't work with
acceleration. You don't get stats on how long it really took to merge onto the
highway. You just mindlessly follow the vehicle in front & behind you, keeping a safe
distance. There is never any time summary provided. Imagine if there was. People
would notice the 0-60 time is almost never required. The need to drop the pedal to the
floor and leave it there the entire duration is incredibly rare. Oh well. All you can do is
share experiences to point that out, like: I merge onto the highway now with my Prius
PHV expecting the engine to start. No big deal, the EV-BOOST performance is nice and
the remaining electricity lasts longer. Sometimes, it doesn't start though. Discovering
I've used up most of my battery from cruising along at 55 mph in EV can be annoying...
but it does confirm not as much power is needed as some try to lead is to believe. And of
course, with the bigger pack, there's more EV range available anyway.

10-23-2016

Greenwash Traps. There is much speculation taking place now. Not having Prime in
the hands of any owners yet is contributing heavily to assumptions. I'll sure be glad
when that changes. In the meantime, this list was rewarding to compile & share:
It has been interesting to watch so many take the greenwashing bait. Having participated
in the acceleration arguments for the Classic model Prius 15 years ago, I'm quite familiar
with the traps you can fall into.
First is to trick you into believing a specific value is required, an essential you cannot
survive without. In this case, the 10-second 0 to 60 speed is portrayed as necessary.
Second is to avoid any detail which could reveal that value stated is a misrepresentation
of what actually happens in real-world driving. In this case, maximum acceleration is so
rare, you'll be well aware of when you actually need it.
Third is to prevent the situation as if there are no other alternatives available, that it is an
absolute which cannot be fulfilled by any other means. In this case, the "EV Auto" mode
isn't an option.
Fourth is to misrepresent the alternative when it is eventually presented. In this case,
make sure people don't discover that the "EV Auto" mode provides blending, like the
EV-BOOST mode did with Prius PHV.
Long story short, the antagonists don't want you to discover the remarkable MPG
resulting from the use of the "EV Auto" mode. They want you to ignore that button,
hoping everyone believes the only way to achieve such incredible efficiency must be
through the use of only EV driving.
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Nissan Hybrid. The refinement from 4 generations of improving design isn't obvious...
until competition emerges. Toyota's smooth & seamless operation has been taken for
granted. In fact, it is so uneventful, some spin that as boring & gutless. There's not a
whole lot to counter such an argument point either... until now. The test-drive of Nissan's
upcoming hybrid revealed roughness people had never appreciated not
having. Basically, the system is a regular vehicle with an electric motor squeezed
in. The shifting between without a power-split device becomes obvious. It wouldn't be
so bad with just a mode switch, but that sacrifices efficiency. Taking advantage of both
power sources presents challenges... ones that Toyota dealt with ages ago. Without a
plug having been available, they had no choice but to dedicate engineering effort to
refine. That's rather obvious with Prius PHV, which really only needed a bigger
battery. The platform already had that type of operation in mind. A harmony of engine
& motor was well established. Prime being able to take advantage of more electricity is a
bonus. Even without a plug, the efficiency is truly remarkable. Notice how high the
MPG is from some new Prius owners? You don't get that with an add-on to a traditional
system. Oh well. Gas is still cheap and focus is on plugging in anyway. Nissan will
figure out how to offer a choice for buyers. In this case, they are attempting to deliver a
small SUV. Think about what will happen when Mitsubishi does next Summer. That
will be a plug-in hybrid. Attention will turn to Toyota to do the same with RAV4,
especially if Prime sales are drawing lots of attention.

10-25-2016

Renewables vs. Coal. You ever thing about how long it would be until the overall
energy output from renewable sources exceeds that from coal? I hadn't. So, the
announcement today on the radio about that point having already been reached was a
delight to hear. I wasn't expecting that yet. Achieving that makes sense. Solar & Wind
continue to produce electricity. Coal can only release energy as electricity once. That's a
major fundamental difference. The growth of cells & turbines has been strong lately
too. It's a market with lots of potential. The challenges of starting up have been
overcome. We now see the benefits of that emerging. Heck, I tend to forget the ramp
where I plug in has a massive solar array. Some of the electricity I use to recharge comes
directly from that. On sunny days, there's likely quite a bit to spare with an 80 kWh
potential and currently only 2 of us routinely using the 6 chargers available. Someday
there will be more of us. In the meantime, use of coal will shrink. Yes, I know, some of
that is being supplemented with natural gas. Fortunately, renewable is being considered
more as a realistic alternative. Time will make it much easier to invest in too. The
chargers at the new grocery store near me have both the cylinder type generators and
solar to help draw attention to the electricity use. It take very little wind to make those
things spin too. It would be difficult not to notice them. Anywho, we are on the right
path. This is undeniable progress. Yeah!
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Speaking of Coal. The publishing of these 2 particular photos is a remarkable
coincidence. I had picked them out yesterday to be among the series of stuff to finally
publish. So, the news this morning hit me really funny. I just happened to have proof to
show that I've seen the non-renewable part of the equation firsthand. We were in
Wyoming visiting family. Out for the evening to get some dinner, we took a quick sightseeing drive along the way. Being in the heart of coal country, it was easy to encounter
mind-boggling scenes of earth moving. I find it amazing to be cruising along at 80 mph
in the Prius through large areas of prairie, then suddenly see massive deep excavation pits
appear on both sides of the highway. The well-being of that area depends upon coal... an
industry now feeling the pain of environmental pressure. Ironically, those wide open
prairies are idea for wind-turbines... a technology only now they are beginning to
consider. Anywho, you have to stop to look. So, we did. The monumental scale of
those operations is quite impressive. I sure hope they are able to turn their resources
toward renewable efforts. It would be great to see an area like that transformed to being
a large supplier of clean electricity and equipment manufacturing for renewable energy
technologies. Take a look for yourself at what we saw... photo album 187

10-25-2016

Red Road Photos. We took a trip to Wyoming over the New Year's holiday. I finally
got a chance to look through the photos and publish some. Sharing my experiences
visually like that has always been rewarding. Looking back at a vacation like that is
especially fun. In this case, we found a long dirt road, made up of red rocks. You pretty
much never see a red road like that here in Minnesota. The minerals in are ground are
different, making the color different. So, I was really excited about having the
opportunity to take photos of it with the Prius. The light dusting of snow made added to
the prairie background too. It was a very interest... and quite isolated... location to
capture. Check out what I saw with the camera... photo album 188

10-25-2016

$15 Billion. The diesel disaster is coming to an end. Approval of the settlement was
given. Virtually all the diesel cars in violation of grossly exceeding emission limits will
be taken off the road, bought back from owners by VW. There was simply no way to fix
them without serious compromise. The expense is a high price to pay. Most will go to
consumers. There will be some dealer compensation as well, which wasn't actually part
of the judgment against VW. The buyback was. Also included in the court requirement
was payment to cover environmental damage and funding to help progress the charging
infrastructure for plugging in. Focus is switching from diesel to electricity. It's quite an
abrupt & unexpected change for the better. Who knew all that smug would ultimately
end in such a victory? The outcome is great. The means to which this came was
awful. Imagine if VW had just come to terms with the emission challenges a decade
ago? Prius owners were well aware of the tradeoffs required to achieve exceptional
levels of cleansing. Of course, that was well in excess of the minimum VW supposedly
delivered. "50 state" approval is the dirtiest allowed. The PVEV emission-rating Prius
delivered was the opposite end of the scale, the cleanest by a very wide margin. Oh
well. It's over now.
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An Incredible View. When you drive somewhere in the dark, it's difficult to know what
to expect the new morning. In this case, it was a destination at the end of a long dirt road
out in Wyoming. Late at night, I couldn't see much. When the sun rose, we were treated
to an incredible view. I had no idea. It provided a great opportunity too. My Prius was
parked next to another. Shadows were still long from the early sun too. The color of the
hybrids on the bleached brown prairie with a cloudless light blue sky begged me to run
out into the cold with the camera to capture that memory in the making. I did
too. See... photo album 189

10-26-2016

Photos on Dirt. Before encountering all that red rock, there was another road. That was
the type of dirt I'm used to seeing; however, the landscape certainly wasn't. It was
elevated, high above parts of the prarie. There was a deep valley too. Overlooking that
made for quite the photo opportunity... with the Prius, of course. If you look closely at
the detail in the background of some, you'll discover oil pumps. Way off in the distance,
you can see them going up & down. That most definitely isn't anything you'd ever see in
Minnesota. But there in Wyoming, it's a common sight. I took advantage of the
location. That type time of year made it especially exciting to capture. Light deposits of
snow really stand out. I couldn't have picked out a better day for that either. Lucky
me. Running around with the camera can be quite fulfilling. I even got to be a bit silly,
intentionally leaving a set of footprints to add to the dimension of a photo. I had a good
time taking these... photo album 189

10-26-2016

Order Uncertainty. It was interesting to hear from Toyota marketing today on the big
Prius forum. They were surprised we hadn't received any recent notifications about Prius
Prime. Finding out 11 weeks had passed since hearing anything raised a concern. We all
wondered if something had went wrong with the mass-email process. I could easily see a
software issue going unnoticed. Whatever the case, we have their attention now. I was
responded to directly. A few others were too. Our reach out to dealers for information
about how to place an order right away are being addressed. My salesperson name and
the fact that she has accepted a deposit should mean help is provided with allocation of
the vehicle through the region's distribution. They usually don't have to deal with buyers
like me seeking out a purchase opportunity before the first shipment even arrives in the
country. The variety of packages, colors, and options adds to the effort. It will all work
out too. But rumor is the estimated sales for 2016 would like to be around 20,000
worldwide. Getting everything into place to achieve those sales within just 2 months is a
monumental task. Is it logistically possible? How do you match supply to demand in
such a short amount of time? We'll find out rather soon...
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Confusing Reports. We starting to see quite a few articles & comments posted about
Prime that are actually about Prius. To make matters even more confusing, many of the
things being reported are about the gen-3 model. Casual readers won't have a clue. Not
getting information about the newest generation available is an understandable
problem. People are sloppy, failing to point out their comments don't apply to the what's
available now. Sometimes, it's a simple oversight. Sometimes, they aren't aware their
information is outdated. Sometime, their posts are intended to mislead. Whatever the
case, that's all to be expected. It happens with every generational shift. The new
problem is referring to plug-in model but sharing data from the regular model. There's
quite a bit of interchanging going on. That really confuses mattes. So when it comes to
corrections, you're doomed. Worse is the reality that some of the facts are incorrect for
either. I have no idea where the numbers originate. Today, it was an article with "Prime"
being compared to Volt, but really it was the no-plug version of Prius. Why would you
do that? It makes no sense. The photo and all the information was indeed about the
regular model. Then a comment was posted about the "20 mile" rating. Where the heck
did that come from? What a mess. Clearly, this chapter in plug-in history is the first to
reach ordinary consumers. The niche audience of the past certainly didn't have issues
like this.

10-27-2016

Not Yet. This blog will likely be lost somewhere in the pre-rollout memories, but it
won't be forgotten. The topic was thoughts about gen-5. What could the approach be for
it? Would the plug become standard? Would the hybrid-only not be offered
anymore? Many questions are being asked. This is what I injected into the discussion: I
thought the upcoming flip was easy to see. Apparently, it's not... yet. Think about what
happened with the computer industry. Where are all the desktop computers now? That
format which once dominated the market has become quite rare. Those high-priced
portable devices have very successfully replaced them. They have even been
supplemented with smaller version now depend upon for routine communication. Intel
announced quite a number of years ago that they would stop producing desktop
processors, that 100% of what they'd offer would be a portable design. Have you looked
inside a new desktop computer? It's actually a notebook with a large case, lacking a
battery and a screen. Mission accomplish. The desktop we all grew up with is now long
gone. Hybrids will follow a similar evolutionary path. Offering a plug and some degree
of EV operation will be the norm, hopefully by the next generation. Plugging in will
become so convenient, there won't be any need to further push HV abilities. Prime offers
a rock-solid 50 MPG following depletion. Prime also addresses every need related to EV
operation. Lowering cost a little more, while also improving energy-density a little more,
is all it should take to make the plug part readily available for everyone realistic.
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Mini Countryman. The topic of battery-capacity is an interesting one. Volt enthusiasts
outright dismiss everything else. If it doesn't deliver 53 miles of EV like Volt does, it's
not worth bothering. Thankfully, the rest of the industry isn't so close-minded. We're
seeing shorter ranges from a wide variety of automakers. All focus on that smaller
offering for the same reason... cost & size. Wanting to provide more requires tradeoffs
too great for competing; business need falls apart as a result. The latest example of
trying to deliver that delicate balance comes from Mini (a division of BMW). The new,
much larger SUV, will be available with a plug. It will be a "thru the road" type
hybrid. The front wheels will be driven by a traditional propulsion system. The rear
wheels will have an electric motor, accompanied by a 7.6 kWh lithium battery. It's a
simplistic approach with implementation complexities. What I find most interesting is
the "24 mile" estimate. You wouldn't expect that much EV range from a heavier vehicle
than Prime. It makes us ask the question of estimates. If BMW's is accurate, it would
tend to indicate Toyota is yet again downplaying. I suspect that's the case. Seeing a few
more miles than the estimate from my Prime would be great. We'll find out
eventually. Who knows when though. Winter lasts a very long time here in
Minnesota. Fortunately, the plug-in hybrid Mini won't be available until later in 2017
anyway.

10-28-2016

Availability History, background. Few are asking why we're seeing Prime being rolled
out they way it is. They just draw conclusions based upon observation of the
present. Oddly, neither the future nor the past are being taken into
consideration. Pointing out what's coming is basically futile. It's far to easy to spin that
information. So, I usually don't bother. I can provide lots of history though. And in the
case of availability, I certain have a lot of that for Prius to share. This series of posts is
how I did that: People without a business background (having taken accounting,
economics, and marketing classes, then studied the automotive industry for the past few
years), will have a very difficult time understanding Toyota's approach. Look forward to
a lot of assumptions and greenwashing efforts as a result.

10-28-2016

Availability History, first generation. Let's start with a look back at Prius
history. Rollout began in Japan. Sales began in December 1997 and continued
exclusively there until August 2000 with the first major upgrade, which went to the
United States exclusively. Despite providing a much improved battery-pack and more
engine power, it was labeled as a first generation vehicle. Some of that came from
clueless writers. Some of that came from intentional undermining. Toyota was
unbothered. Rollout would only be to online orders and the vehicle wouldn't offer cruisecontrol. Instead, it came with a touch-screen and digital-speedometer. The reason why
for such odd choices was far from obvious... until many years later.

10-28-2016

Availability History, second generation. When gen-2 was rolled out (late 2003),
greenwashing spin was alive & well. Fortunately, Toyota's decision to limit Prius in such
a way revealed itself to be a wise decision. They had target an audience who would
become strong supporters of the technology. Rather than just rolling out to an open
market, they successfully limited availability and changed expectations. The feedback
from those owners really paid off too. The next generation would be configured to
appeal to a much wider audience. It would also be profitable right from the very first
sale. All that was a major undertaking that many had either misunderstood or went out of
their way to cast doubt upon.
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10-28-2016

Availability History, third generation. The rollout of gen-3 brought about quite a
stir. The outgoing generation had been very successful. Could a more efficient &
powerful system not only retain mainstream interest, but also attract new buyers? News
of plug-in offerings sometime in the future was common, but the viability of the
technology was still unproven. Longevity & Cost issues were very real concerns. The
economy had fallen apart. Gas prices were bringing uncertainty. It was a challenging
time, especially with the lack of reasonable competition. Prius was often paired up
against Jetta TDI in bias and questionable comparisons. And of course, we now know
that "clean diesel" was a massive deception.

10-28-2016

Availability History, plug-in model. Prius PHV rollout was to be a mid-cycle update to
gen-3. The platform itself was already designed to accommodate the larger battery-pack
and faster EV speed. Cost was still very expensive and the market acceptance of
plugging in faced with fierce resistance. The struggle with Volt sales made it all too
clear that a limited rollout would be a wise move. So as the time approached to expand
availability beyond the initial 15 states arrived, Toyota decided not to. Instead, they'd
continue study in the established markets to provide valuable information about how to
attract buyers with the next generation instead.

10-28-2016

Availability History, production end. In June 2015, the decision was made to end
production of Prius PHV. Almost immediately, the greenwashers pounced on the
opportunity to deceive about Toyota's intent. They'd raise doubt and draw conclusions
based solely on specific observations, absolutely refusing to acknowledge the fallout of
having to deal with the very problem Volt now faces with having become known as a
niche and being configured accordingly. The did everything in their power to deny the
possibility that a much improved plug-in hybrid system was in development and that
promoting the old one any further would have negative consequences.

10-28-2016

Availability History, very wrong. Early this year, we discovered just how very wrong
those greenwashers were... and how they'd quickly change their claims, focusing
attention on perceived shortcomings instead. The exclusion of a middle seat is the
obvious new highlight. Toyota's effort to explore & expand is outright dismissed. That
5th could be offered later. But then again, maybe it won't. Product diversification would
suggest offering in on second vehicle choice instead. Whatever the case, it has been a
distraction from the technology... a clear effort to undermine.

10-28-2016

Availability History, approach change. The raised floor is another obvious issue of
dissension. Toyota's choice of function over form is not new. They saw the benefit from
that change of approach and went for it. The cargo benefit of a hatchback comes
primarily from the ability to carry long & wide objects. The height of objects wasn't
even mentioned until 9 years later when the wagon model was introduced. Notice how
that touch-screen and digital-speedometer are still standard, despite having been a
profound change for a vehicle's dashboard? Who will really take issue with it not being
as tall? Look at how well small SUVs sell, even though they offer a lot of height but
very little depth behind the seats.
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10-28-2016

Availability History, drawing conclusions. What allows you to draw conclusions about
approach and believe it cannot change during the generation's availability. So what if
Prime may only be initially available to those who are willing to hunt one down, rather
than stumble across it on the dealer's showroom floor? That exactly how sales began for
the no-plug model all those years ago. Heck, even the battery-pack was upgraded midcycle back then. Who's to say that same strategy won't work again?

10-28-2016

Availability History, priceless. Think about all the unanswered questions we
have. Even as well-informed online participants seeking out information, we simply
don't know yet. Would you really want newbies learning about the system based on
anecdotal observation, rather than basing results on a good understanding of the
basics? That's a recipe for disaster. Driving conditions vary far too much for
generalizations. Letting us identify a solid working knowledge first, then come up with a
simple way to share that, is priceless.

10-28-2016

Availability History, patience. I ended the long post describing the history with: "In
other words, patience." Upgrades are difficult to understand at times. But each wait and
resulting improvement was well worth it. Rarely do you hear about steps backward. Not
everyone will be happy though, since change will inevitably disappoint some. That need
for being patient makes it harder to deal with. Uncertainty presents challenges. That's
why I do my best to point out what may not be obvious. Knowledge of history is
especially difficult to acquire. How would you study the past for Prius? There are few
sources that are comprehensive and almost none that are easy to follow. There's so much
material too. With so many years of history and the distortion associated with looking
back, rather than reading about the events in the "as it happened" context, how would you
do it? Fortunately, a need with patience is having something to do in the
meantime. Why not read a massive collection of blogs that were written as the history
played out, from the perspective of day to day observations? Hmm. :)
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10-28-2016

Greenwash, uniqueness. This comment about our history discussion caught my
attention: "They said people liked the uniqueness of the Prius because it held them out as
greener-than-thou." How could I not react to that? I couldn't. See:
That's a good example of effective greenwashing. Way back, Prius was the only midsize
hatchback available here. So, it was unique anyway. The practical nature of the shape
simply made the decision to try the hybrid easier. Attempts to conceal that advantage
over competing sedans were spun by giving the greener choice a stigma. In other words,
they didn't like the message, so they went after the messengers.
Notice how none of the advanced tech for the driver ever gets mentioned? People didn't
buy Prius just for "green" alone. So, no amount of smug claims can conceal the detail of
what really happened back then. So, there's no reason to think it will now either.
Prime is a balance of design. The choice to deliver 25 miles of EV was well thought
out. Accepting size, cost, and weight tradeoffs wasn't realistic. You don't configure a
vehicle for the masses that appeals to enthusiasts. Those are mutually exclusive
audiences. Their preferences differ too much. So, don't get purchase advice for ordinary
consumers from them.
Ask yourself, do mainstream buyers even care about being green? The market right now
shows a strong desire for "good enough" efficiency. That means any appeal to eliminate
gas use basically falls on deaf ears. That doesn't mean they won't be willing to spend a
little bit on EV driving though. An affordable plug-in hybrid (that's profitable for the
automaker without tax-credit subsidies) appears to be the ideal solution.
Toyota is giving it a try with Prime. The initial rollout won't be as fast as traditional
vehicles or as widely spread, but the ramp up could following that introduction purchases
could be quite impressive.
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10-28-2016

Greenwash, definition. I got called out: "I'm not sure your use of greenwash is
accurate. Greenwashing is giving the appearance of being environmentally minded,
while downplaying the damage done to the environment." That made be reflect upon the
situation:
Interesting. Back then, there wasn't even such a term. I guess I used it with incorrect
context. We called the effort to hold back and mislead about the technology
"undermining".
All those years ago, the concept of "green" itself was different. People focused almost
entirely on MPG. It was all about using less gas... regardless of how much you'd try to
emphasize the reduction of smog-related emissions. You'd get downplay at best. The
topic of carbon-related emissions was outright dismissed.
Now, the idea of "green" is just the collective effort to "be like Prius". The
overwhelming success of the Toyota technology it uses leaves the spotlight on
Prius. The other hybrid offerings simply don't get the same recognition. So, we just
lump together the advantages of reduced consumption & emissions into a single
acknowledgement.
Even more interesting is how "EV efficiency" is now coming into play for Prime... with
will also be a trait of Prius. Being able to squeeze out so much from that size battery will
get the "greenwash" treatment too. Look at how a few have already made the claim that
25 miles won't be easy to achieve and try to downplay the advantage of having a vaporinjected heat-pump.
How do we more accurately portray all those benefits? Ordinary consumers simply don't
have the background to even know what to look for. It's very easy to deceive an
audience like that. Calling "greenwash" is the environmental equivalent of raising a red
flag.
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10-29-2016

Big Change. We're witnessing the death of diesel for passenger cars here. It's extending
beyond VW vehicles. Mercedes abandoned a new rollout. The market was always small
and is rapidly shrinking. Hyundai is targeting buyback owners too. They need to get
beyond their MPG depiction. (The lawsuit for their inflated numbers was settled for
$41.2 million.) Attracting new customers could be an effective means of doing that. For
plug-in hybrids, Prime is getting ignored. The Volt owners are at it again, doing
everything they can to focus on the regular models instead. It blows my mind that they
are going out of their way to make sure the no-plug Prius is used as a basis of
comparison. I suspect some of that intentional misleading comes from the recent
Consumer Reports rating. Prius was recommended. Volt was downgraded. That
stings. There's nothing a Prius owner can say to make it better either. The enthusiasts
get angry and lash out... at their usual scapegoat. Ugh. Oh well. At least there is
progress in the environmental concerns overall. China is seriously considering a shift of
incentives over to clean hybrids, away from plug-in vehicles. The reason is simple... a
large quantity of PZEV-rated hybrids will emit less pollution than a smaller number of
electric-only and plug-in hybrid vehicles. It's far easier to sell more than don't require a
plug, no new infrastructure needed. Having the bulk of electricity coming from coal
doesn't help either. The big picture puts the choice heavily in favor of Toyota. It's very
difficult to deny how impression gen-4 Prius results are.

10-30-2016

Charge-Mode Thoughts. There are many. This new feature has some scratching their
heads. I was a surprised by that, as I stated: I'm surprised no one has mentioned that we
already have a "charge mode", one that replenishes battery-capacity more aggressively
than HV mode. It's been a basic part of how Prius PHV operates. It's quiet. It's
smooth. And apparently, it's easy to overlook. Toyota has simply allowed it to be used
more for Prime. Coupled with a more efficient gas-engine and refined software, why
not? To observe the charge-mode currently available, just drop the pedal down hard with
a cold engine. Notice what happens over the course of the next few minutes? It's
especially interesting if you try this scenario, a situation I attentively observed knowing
the circumstances would be quite informative... Turn onto a highway entrance ramp with
the gas-engine completely cold (not used for many hours). Drop the pedal to the floor and
hold it there. With the EV depleted entirely, I watched the entire HV capacity be
consumed in those next few seconds to provide as much electric power as possible to
accelerate the Prius to 70 mph. SOC dropped to the 18% minimum, then shortly
afterward, began to climb. Within only a few minutes, the entire HV capacity (the 23.5%
maximum) had already been restored. That's a recharge-rate clearly faster than while
driving in HV mode. It's obviously not as efficient. But if all you're doing is cruising
along a highway for a long distance anyway, why not keep charging beyond the HV
threshold? Having that EV capacity available later could be a very efficient use of that
electricity. Of course, some owners won't understand when to best use that electricity
from gas rather than from plugging it. But how is that any different from an owner of a
regular Prius attempting to maximize EV use? Used well, there's a efficiency gain. Used
poorly, there's an efficiency penalty.
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10-30-2016

Road Trip Photos. To start out this year on a fun note, we jumped in the Prius and
headed out to Wyoming. With the temperature below freezing and the route a straight
highway drive through South Dakota from Minnesota, I was intrigued. The speed limit is
80 mph. The expectation was to do that a majority of the way. But with it being Winter,
there would be spots of snow & ice to deal with. Fortunately, it wasn't bad at all. In fact,
we even had a chance to go on a side trip. We drove from the plains (where the coal is
excavated from pit-mines) to the edge of the Rocky Mountains. You can see some of the
snow-caps in the photos I took at a scenic rest. Those are where locals go camping &
hiking. It's quite beautiful. I definitely prefer the lush green & blue of home
though. Anywho, I captured the moment with a few snapshots at a stop along the
way... photo album 190

10-31-2016

Horrifying Discovery. Propaganda spreading has begun. Intention is difficult to
determine, since some people become unknowing participants by passing along
greenwash material. Source is not. The second article about Prius Prime, from what
started as a seemingly clueless news source, was published today. Sure enough, it was
what had been feared. The first was last week, stating it was about "Prius Prime" in the
title, but was actually about the regular model without a plug. That made no sense
whatsoever, since it was a comparison to Volt. How could anyone not read that and end
up walking away misinformed? It was greenwashing. I know that intention quite well
now, since this one had lots of incorrect information. It had the following: "Toyota has
not release any testing results yet but is aiming to get a combined rating of 120 MPGe in
EV mode, or hybrid fuel economy mode. A maximum electric range of up to 22 miles, and
84mph top speed." That's quite outdated. You'd think it was a mistake, that the writer
simply did research well. However, the "yet" implies they recently checked. Clearly,
that wasn't the case. The update came weeks ago. To make matters worse, you get the
impression the writer actually test drove the vehicle. How would you interpret: "You
need to have a very steady foot to reach 22 miles on batteries." That sure looks like a
claim from experience to me. It contradicts what testers has been saying too. Reviewers
state after driving that you can drop the pedal all the way to the floor and most drives
have delivered more than 25 miles. What really got me though was: "Least that a driver
wants is to be stuck in the middle of nowhere without a charge." I had to reread the
paragraph containing that several times to determine the "before lettings this EV’s out on
the streets" the "still too limited" conclusion that the writer was absolutely clueless. I
found a reference to Volt buried in the middle of the article. It was highlighted as giving
"better reliability" due to it offering "53 miles on batteries". I find that horrifying. He
actually had no idea how a plug-in hybrid works. He thought it was just a short-range
EV. Wow! It makes you wonder how much of that greenwashing will be
spread. Searching online, I found a secondary publish of that same article on a totally
different website.
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10-31-2016

VW eGolf. Did you know this troubled diesel automaker actually offers a small, lowvolume electric-only vehicle? There is indeed an EV from VW. It's the Golf with a
plug. Sales are barely enough to even qualify as a niche. But hey, that's better than
nothing. They need to gain experience somehow. Anywho, I actually saw one
today. That was quite a surprise. Traditional vehicles with a motor & battery instead of
an engine & tank don't exactly stand out. I may have seen it some other time around
town. There's no way to know though. This time was easy. It was plugged in. That's a
dead giveaway. It would have been nice to see the owner and say "Hi!" That didn't work
out. Oh well. At least I got to see it. What will VW's first serious offering be? For that
matter, how long will it take? Even when an automaker is supposedly committed, that's
no guarantee of mainstream success. With cost high and production limited, good
intentions only go so far.

10-31-2016

Retraction Requested. I ended up sharing my frustration on the big Prius forum. That
much misleading isn't good. Someone actually sent them an email requesting the article
be retracted for containing so much incorrect & confusing content. It's too late, of
course. That turns into propaganda material very quickly. We ended up discovering that
the writer was part of a firm from outside of the country who writes & sells for
publications. So naturally, they divert responsibility to those who purchase & print
it. No accountability. Ugh. That means all we can do is raise awareness. Definitely
don't trust without verifying. There's a lot of garbage out there. Here's my frustration
express in print... This is the second article from this source to write something
misleading about Prius Prime: "Toyota Prius Prime: How EV Both Impresses And
Disappoints At The Same Time". Last week, it was a comparison to Volt. Only thing is,
the title mentioned Prius Prime. The article itself was about the regular model. Mix-ups
can happen for a variety of reasons. But with today's article, there's no excuse. It started
with outdated claims of 122 MPGe and 22 miles. That seemed innocent enough, until I
encountered about claim with: "stuck in the middle of nowhere without a charge". The
writer was clueless and had spread FUD (fear, uncertainty, doubt) in response. To make
matters worse, another publication has already picked up the article. I was left scratching
my head, wondering what the heck the writer was thinking. Even with mention of having
an engine, the concept of a plug-in hybrid is not understood... as the result is the spread
of misleading information. Read what's written carefully and share your
impressions. Notice no mention of the MPG rating? The conclusion of "Best scenario is
to only drive it around small cities and not think of driving it around back roads or on
expressways." will leave you feeling troubled.
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11-01-2016

No Lithium Support. Getting disgusted by so much greenwashing is easy. After
reading a large collection of comments from the past 2 days on a discussion topic about
Toyota finally endorsing lithium batteries, I sounded off. On that blog website, which
attracts a wide variety of participants, it was time well spent. I doubt those with such a
false impression of what has actually taken place will be swayed. You never know until
you try. So, I did: It never ceases to amaze me how blinded some people have been to
Toyota's advancements. Because an EV hasn't been offered, they assume nothing was
being done. In reality, Toyota rolled out their first plug-in hybrid (Prius PHV) and their
first hybrid (Prius 7+) using lithium batteries. They then switched over the regular Prius
(all gen-4 models, except the base) to use lithium. That's obvious commitment to
advancing the battery tech. Those improvements to the chemistry, the reduction of cost,
and the increase in production volume all contribute to progress forward... none of which
Toyota gets any credit for. Instead, people just distract by concentrating entirely on
hydrogen. It's really sad that some don't under how FCV (fuel cell vehicles) share quite a
bit of EV (electric-only vehicle) components. Think about the low cost Prius Prime is
rolling out with. That motor & controller knowledge gained from of other Toyota
research & development will benefit it directly. Think about the industry-leading electric
heater Prius Prime will use. That vapor-injected heat-pump is a clear effort to improve
efficiency of EV travel. Prius Prime will also offer a CHAdeMO charging option in
Japan, a feature clearly beneficial to future EV offerings. In other words, saying Toyota
hasn't been doing anything until now is a big disservice to the plug-in
community. They've been there all along, working hard at things that go unnoticed...
cost-reduction, high-volume production, and electric-efficiency.

11-02-2016

Half Million. The official total through September for sales of plug-in vehicles here in
the United States was 512,137. That count from the Department of Energy is a nice
milestone now getting a lot of attention. It's quite a bit less than the One Million hoped
for. But then again, no one imagined gas dropping to such low prices. Of course, youknow-who getting into office would destroy hope of progress. Having so much power
wanting to turn back the clock and fund dirty/wasteful energy is unbelievable. It is
understandable though. People have anger for other reasons and they've found of means
of venting. Feeling overwhelmed and let down is very difficult to overcome. Just look at
the mess we've seen as a result of "over promise, under deliver". Finding out you've
endorsed something unable to live up to expectations really hurts. Just think of how the
EV supporters felt when plug-in prospects 15 years ago turned into giant gasguzzlers. Finally seeing recovery from that, despite being slower than desired, is an
advancement forward nonetheless. Then you've got people like me endorsing smaller
batteries for mass penetration. Making a vehicle lower enough cost to actually compete
directly with traditional offerings means not getting a configuration that stands out. It's
hard to stir excitement for anything intended to become ubiquitous. Each automaker will
get 200,000 tax-credits before phaseout begins. Roughly a total of 300,000 per would
work out to somewhere around 3 million vehicles. Knowing that over 14 million are
purchased every year, it's easy to see how much more is needed. Oh well. At least we
can celebrate this achievement. There's no denying this progress.
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11-02-2016

In-Person Training. What an unexpected outcome! We saw someone pull into the
plug-in spot. They parked with a strange sense of uncertainty. We had immediately
assumed it was a driver who simply didn't care that they were blocking the plug from
being used for recharging. Nonetheless, I decided to park across from them and potential
confront the driver. Always being polite, that sometimes works fine. Turns out, they
were actually confused about what to do. They also had a plug-in vehicle. In this case, it
was a Fusion Energi. I introduced myself and provided a quite demo of the plugging
process. You could see the desire to find out more. I got out my card and handed it to
them and suggested taking a photo of the back with her phone. The information on the
charger stated a credit-card would be needed. They didn't understand why, since the
charger was supposedly free. I pointed ou the charger-card would allow them to unlock
the handle without the need for a credit-card. I used my card again to unlock the handle
for them. It was a great opportunity to educate and share a brief moment of common
good. That simple minute of in-person training likely had a big impact. You could see
the intimidation melt away, replaced by excitement. That sure was fun. My wife got to
witness it all too. I appreciate her support, but never have had the opportunity to include
in an encounter like that though. What a great visit to the grocery store!

11-03-2016

Prius Gathering. We're in the early stages of establishing a group which meets
monthly. There's plenty of us around looking for an opportunity to share stories and help
promote. The catch is finding a location that works well. It's hard enough just
scheduling. The unpredictable nature of weather & seating makes it even harder. We'll
work something out. The ones I organized in the past had good participation. Owning a
Prius Prime, possibly before the next meeting will obviously, stir interest. This evening's
had modest participation. It basically comes down to having a clear purpose. The
problems GM supporters are now struggling with due to not understanding the market
and having set contradictory precedent seems to have been avoiding with us. Toyota has
remained true to the mission of keeping cost low and striving for balance. That leaves
you with a vehicle enthusiasts like to modify and ordinary consumers find rewarding. No
matter what Prius you purchase, it's always clean & efficient. Rarely do you hear of
disappointment. That often comes from knowing what you buy. Small groups around
the country are what take the knowledge learned online and carry it forward into their
own neighborhoods, in person. Reaching further is our goal. How can we convey the
value to those without any mechanical background, those simply looking for affordable
transportation that's very reliable. Selling the idea of less gas and few emissions is nearly
impossible. The gain from electricity isn't though, even without a plug. We'd benefit
from some type of material to share. It's nice having ideas from the past to leverage
upon. As always though, the catch is audience. This absurd upcoming presidential
election has everyone quite distracted. Oh well. That provides us with some time to
plan.
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11-04-2016

60,000 Sold. BMW's i3 hit that milestone recently. It took twice as long as the
mainstream expectation. But this is a luxury offering, so that many isn't a level to strive
for anyway. Achieving it sure is nice though. The goal was to prove the technology
using an entirely new approach & platform. The tiny range-extending engine, along with
quite a bit of carbon-fiber structure, obviously worked. We suspect the next generation
will come in the form of an i5 sedan. It's an approach being proven by real-world
driving. Gotta like that. It's refreshing to know what possibilities are available. You
never really know what will catch on, especially in the luxury market. Though,
mainstream buyers present challenges too. However, that volume & variety is more
flexible. Fewer customers means a lot of experimenting is required. Fortunately, the
nature of that market does allow for model changes sooner. In other words, it's a mix of
trail & error. Better research yields better results. In this case, it seems to have worked
out well for a gen-1 offering. The next should be quite interesting.

11-05-2016

Plug Squatting. To find a plug-in spot occupied by a plug-in vehicle not plugged in is
frustrating. To see that situation with a plug-in owner driving by with disappointment on
their face seeing that has no words... yet. That term hasn't really been coined. Today, I
called it squatting. Fortunately, I was able to direct the disappointed owner down to the
other end of the parking lot where another charger was available. Hopefully, that won't
happen much. Sadly, it has been discussed at the plug-in owners meeting. I'm not alone
with such encounters. Others have also seen chargers go unused by chargeable
vehicles. Wasting a plug like that is wrong. Adding to the trouble was the fact that there
were empty spots nearby. The owner was clearly lazy & uncaring. That's when you
know a technology is gaining popularity. There are no HOV privileges here. There are
no monetary state incentives. The only way to benefit from the plug is plugging in. That
person didn't. We were both disappointed to see that. Oh well. Not much can actually
be done about such behavior.

11-05-2016

Green Herring. Read this without wanting to post a reply immediately: "I don't like that
PHEVs are put in the same group as BEVs. Technically, PHEVs are closer to HEVs than
to BEVs, because they both have ICEs. PHEV needs Gasoline, how much is irrelevant,
because still has to be refueled unlike BEV." I could not, as this expressed: Get used to
it. Hybrids suffered from the same problem. Heck, this very article did that. The
difference between ASSIST and FULL hybrids was profound, just they are still getting
dumped into the same category. As for what is closer to what, that is a greenherring. The point doesn't tell us anything and only serves to distract. It's like arguing
EV range. Results vary so dramatically based upon driving distance & conditions, the
type of system is only a minor factor. Other aspects of the design become far more
important instead, like the size & price of the vehicle. In other words, we aren't
discussing what has actually influenced sales numbers. But if you do want to look at the
graph, make note of what the lack of detail distorts. It doesn't tell you that Prius sales
didn't begin until the last third of that first year. It also doesn't tell you that sales of Prius
were only available via internet orders until May 2002. They weren't available on dealer
lots anywhere prior to that. It doesn't tell you how long the deliver wait was due to
inventory limitations either.
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11-05-2016

What's The Point? It sure is good to not have to deal with this routinely anymore: "I
and others had stated 'back in the day' that the PiP could have outdid the Volt in sales if
Toyota had committed to going nationwide with it. They choose to play it safe instead,
and now their national plug in debut is against the gen2 Volt and new Bolt." Fortunately,
that take on history is quickly fading. I asked: There were indeed a number of
supporters who believed that. The catch is, they also believed audience was the
same. Toyota wasn't targeting enthusiasts as GM though. That fundamental difference is
why another approach was taken. Toyota already knew back then what the nextgeneration would offer. Saving tax-credits for that instead makes a lot of sense. It was a
wise business choice, especially since it saves any need for a re-education effort. The
first plug-in hybrid most consumers will encounter will be a much improved design. It's
really unfortunate some people didn't recognize history playing out for a second
time. That approach is similar to what happened with the Classic model Prius. Most
people had no idea what improvements the hybrid system delivered in that nextgeneration. Their first exposure ended up being the Iconic model... which proved to be a
wise business choice. Back in the day, some attempted to point out the situation. It often
resulted in spin or dismissal. That's easy to understand. I'm not sure how "safe"
applies. Though, being patient could be considered risk avoidance. But then again, goals
would have to be the same. Clearly, gen-2 Volt is not targeting the same buyers as Prius
Prime anyway. So... what's the point?

11-06-2016

In The Now. The best response is "ugh". I suspect we'll see an increase in
greenwashing throughout next year. Interest in plugging will stir a few to mislead by
posting outdated & extreme information as if that's what everyone should expect. I find
that quite frustrating. Sadly, it doesn't just come from those against electrification
either. Reading my blogs, you'll be well aware there's a superiority complex to deal
with. Some fight affordable offerings, doing all they can to keep their niche vehicles
special by undermining the progress of those with mainstream potential. Again,
ugh. Today's example was attacking the plug-in vehicles that didn't offer liquid-cooling
for their battery-packs. I was annoyed, especially with the short-sighted approach, so the
response was shorter than an all-out rebuttal: Later chemistry advancements have
basically proven a wide variety of configurations will work just fine. That isn't a
problem anyway. It's the lack of clear goals and the uncertainty of audience. That makes
marketing extremely difficult and dealers reluctant.
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11-07-2016

Spin. A major reason for having stuck with what had once been a daily blog for Volt
was to observe the spin. Volt has almost entirely vanished. There's only a brief mention
here & there now. It's amazing to watch something like that disappear into the
background. But then again, it's not much different from Two-Mode. Remember, that's
what Volt replaced. It was another technology doomed to fail... not due to the
engineering, it was due to the cost choices. GM felt performance was more important
that being affordable. Enthusiasts were too blind to see the pattern repeating. They made
excuses every time an expectation fell short... taking their disappointment out in the form
of hate for Toyota. The biggest lashing out was FCV (fuel-cell vehicle) focus. They'd
call attention to hydrogen as a distraction. The reason why became much more difficult
to deny too. Toyota finally made an announcement about support for EV offerings. The
true supporters always knew that would happen. What's the point though of promoting
something years in advance, if it is detrimental in the meantime? That's why Toyota got
as much hydrogen work done as possible prior to this. Since it is a mutually exclusive
technology (different audience) with shared components, why not? Now that Mirai is in
a good position, focus on Prius Prime can take place without harm. Both have the same
goal of becoming affordable choices. Both have years to go before advancements will
drop cost enough for large-scale acceptance. But in the meantime, both can establish the
all to vital need of reliability reputation. That doesn't happen overnight. Unfortunately,
that time does provide plenty of opportunity for spin... which happened today: "Looks
like now that Toyota has admitted they were wrong about li-ion batteries and their fuel
cell efforts are not going so well, and they have already made their watered down version
of a Volt knockoff, they are now going to attempt a knockoff of the Bolt EV." That's so
annoying. Toyota has been ramping up production of lithium. It started back in 2012
with Prius PHV. It grew dramatically with gen-4 Prius. Now, it will get even bigger
with Prius Prime. I won't bother pointing that out though. It's not worth it. Those
particular Volt enthusiasts on that blog just plain don't care.

11-07-2016

Hypocrites. Another thing those particular Volt enthusiasts on that blog just plain don't
care about is being honest. At times, they just outright lie. It can be quite
frustrating. Today's example was actually quite vindicating to read though: "When
developing the gen 1 Volt, GM said they relied heavily on what they learned from the
EV1 and many of the team that worked on that program were also working on the
Volt." Over and over and over again, the person claiming that absolutely insisted Volt
was entirely new. Since all the technology in Volt had been created from scratch, with
no experience from EV1, Two-Mode, or BAS/eAssist, that was good reason for being
patient. We had to wait. The "no prior history" message kept getting repeated, despite
pointing out how GM was building upon what had been gained from those previous
endeavors. Now, there's claims of the opposite. They just rewrite history anyway that
fits. It's so hypocritical, responding would just be a waste of time. They don't
care. They'll say whatever they want to support their beliefs. Remember how dead-set
they were against EV offerings? Volt was the ultimate solution to "range
anxiety". There was no purpose for an electric-only vehicle. Now, they contradict
themselves, abandoning that message for Bolt instead. If you want to call someone
deplorable, here's a worthy situation. Ugh.
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11-08-2016

Let It Go! Some just plain cannot: "People are still pissed about the old lexus ads. The
new ones just smack of desperation." Reading that was annoying, but it did provide a
chance to say my piece: It's hard to believe how blown out of proportion and complete
disregard for the business a select few people will take a situation. First, what Lexus
does has nothing to do with Toyota. They are separate divisions. Second, each
automaker is a primary purpose of making profit, not being a green savior. Third, you
have to be rather clueless to believe an ordinary consumer could care less. Fourth,
anything can be taken out of context, especially with a quickly changing industry. Need I
say more? Pretty much everything happening now will go almost entirely
unnoticed. The mainstream isn't ready, so they aren't paying attention. Think about how
absurd other claims were by automakers now supporting EV sales. We don't actually see
any volume, yet they are praised for delivering very little. Put it this way, Toyota is the
hidden giant. They have been producing lithium batteries in high volume for gen-4
Prius. No one has really noticed that ramp up though. But it's exactly what's needed to
ensure a strong rollout of Prius Prime. We get an affordable electric-only platform. Who
cares if some of the tech came from hydrogen research. For that matter, who cares how
small battery-packs start out at. All if it contributes to a competitive EV offering in a few
years.

11-08-2016

Road Trip Photos. 4 years ago, just 1 month into PHV ownership, I went on my first
road trip. It was up north, to the usual destination. But being Minnesota in the Spring,
weather is quite unpredictable. We ended up getting quite a bit of snow. I hadn't packed
an ice-scraper either... since the first day was absolutely beautiful. In fact, I had brought
the bikes along. The hope had been to take a trip on the trails. That time of year is
beautiful. There's a mix of open water and ice still on the lakes then. The breeze has a
bit of warmth. Sunshine is refreshing. It's a nice opportunity to shrug off Winter, despite
driving north rather than south. Take a look at what I captured with the camera. That
brand new Prius PHV looked great next to the budding trees at the boat-landing. It's the
same location I took photos at many, many years ago with my Classic Prius. Check it
out... photo album 190
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11-09-2016

That's Reality. This quote from a recent article about Toyota's intent for 2020 sure
stirred discussion: "Toyota aims to develop an EV that can run more than 300km on a
single charge. The platform for models such as the Prius hybrid or Corolla sedan is
being considered for use in building an electric sport utility vehicle." Naturally, there
was the usual hydrogen rhetoric. But if you can get past that, there is some constructive
discussion taking place. Unfortunately, that can easily get derailed with nonsense like
this: "This reads as half-assed effort, even they probably don't know what will come out
of it." Lack of substance to the claim makes you wonder if it is even worth
responding. But then again, not saying anything is to enable. So, I didn't keep quiet and
asked: Knowing your audience translates to half-assed effort? No, it's called market
awareness. Notice what happened with the election yesterday? You can suggest a
dedicated EV platform all you want, knowing it is the better choice, but that doesn't mean
people will buy it. We are a market obsessed with consumption and making bad
choices. Look at how poorly Volt has sold and how popular the plug-in Outlander
is. That struggle for sales GM has had is far from what Mitsubishi is experiencing. They
are both plug-in hybrids. The dedicated platform Volt offers simply doesn't appeal to the
masses like a compact SUV with a plug does. Like it or not, that's reality. We have to
find a way of playing the game. Notice how popular the hybrid RAV4 is. Why not offer
a model with plug augmentation?

11-09-2016

Measure, How? Here's food for thought: "The manual states not to leave the battery
full for long periods of time. Unfortunately, they don't get any more specific, so it's up to
each owner to decide what is best. I leave mine between empty and half full, depending
on the situation, but sometimes i get caught with my pants down and no charge. Even
trying to do this, i have seen about 15% degradation since new." I'm getting really
annoyed by his lack of effort to share detail. From the snippets of information he has
shared, his EV range dropped that much... but is still more than I have ever
experienced. If I remember correctly, he was averaging 17 miles. So, you can see why I
have difficulty accepting the edge he lost over the years as a problem. Nonetheless, I still
try to remain constructive:
Long periods of time would be weeks, like when you go on vacation. Shorter, it's just
fine. Simply leaving it partially depleted is an easy way to avoid that. You still have a
15% buffer regardless, since "full" is really just 85%. Exceeding it would only come
from routinely drive downhill for many miles at a time, those who live in areas with
mountains or deep valleys.
More likely is not allowing the battery to rest before recharging. That's called a "cold
soak". The timer feature helps make that easier. Chemicals inside benefit from the
opportunity to settle and cool down. If you plug in right away after driving EV or expose
the car to extreme heat, it will shorten battery-life.
As for your 15% degradation, that doesn't tell us much. Some owners never see levels
other owners do anyway. With mine, I haven't noticed any real loss after 4.5 years. It's
still delivering 13 miles of consecutive EV on good days. That's more than the 11-mile
rating. How should measurements be made years later? We don't have a method
available.
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11-10-2016

Clickbait. That term gets heavily used now. It came about from all those enticing links
publishers put at the bottom of articles, headlines & photos intriguing enough to compel
you to click them. Many people do too. Most of it's a waist of time. But that's what gets
you to stay. So, that's what they do to keep you. Today, it was discussion of how
"hydrogen" gets those interested in plug-in vehicles to take a closer look. Virtually all of
it is propaganda. Pointing that out is quite a challenge though. Far too many fall for the
bait. And of course, if you read the same spin often enough, you begin to believe it. I
kept my response to that short: Spin of electric-only killing off fuel-cell is indeed
clickbait. They are not mutually exclusive. As much as some people will try to convince
you co-existing isn't possible, the expectation of a one-size-fits-all solution simply isn't
realistic. Think about how much of the electrical system they actually share.

11-10-2016

Knowing. Ugh. How do you respond when a well known troll posts this: "Same as the
Volt?" He thrives on contradictions, so dropping that bait would be fruitful. Productive
information exchanges can result. It's not always a bad thing. Perhaps this will steer the
discussion in a constructive direction:
Know your audience.
GM had a major upset with Two-Mode. They targeted those yearning for a better giant
SUV. Unfortunately, the result wasn't that efficient, didn't offer comparable power, and
was very expensive. So, GM moved on, targeting those yearning for a better compact car
for that next attempt. It didn't lack in power, but wasn't as efficient as hoped and was
very expensive.
All along, I kept asking the same question over and over and over again... Who is the
market for Volt? The reason was simple. I wanted clarification about what audience GM
would seek for gen-2 Volt. Unfortunately, the lower price and improved efficiency didn't
do any good. Turns out, they targeted those same buyers, resulting in flat sales. No
growth.
Toyota isn't making that same mistake. Seeking out a niche group doesn't make any
sense with a goal of wanting to sell the vehicle in high volume. They targeted the masses
instead. It starts with drawing in enthusiasts, but offering compelling mainstream
features instead. Power & Range is traded for a much lower price and much higher
efficiency.
To grow the market, you must do more than retain the strongest traits of Prius
though. This is how the seat variation in back and the large screen come into play. We
will quickly see the initial interest from enthusiasts be replaced by ordinary traditional
buyers. How that's accomplished is the magic part. This seemingly strange rollout
availability is simply a build up for demand. Salespeople get used to the paradigm
shift. Once that happens and enough early owners share their experiences, supply is
ramped up. Showroom floor discoveries begin. Growth is achieved.
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11-11-2016

Excellent Summary. The bigger discussion took an interesting turn: "All I have to say
about seating is if you need more seats you need a bigger vehicle. A bigger vehicle won't
be as efficient which is what this prius is designed to be. Prius V or rav4 hybrids are
more family oriented." More people are growing tired of the pushback without
substance. I added some perspective to the sentiment: I see the situation with Prius
Prime very similar to Prius of the past. A lot of people complained that it wasn't as big
enough to fit a large driver. We continually had to point out that if you wanted a full-size
vehicle, you had to buy a full-size vehicle. Prius was a midsize, for midsize
people. Now, we have to point out that Prius is a midsize, for midsize families. You can
still fit 2 car-seats in back. You can fit 2 teenagers in back too. So, saying that "Toyota
didn't want people with families to buy the Prime" is quite misleading. If you have a fullsize family, you should buy a full-size vehicle.

11-11-2016

Boost Interest. Here's the hope: "...will no doubt be more likely to be exposed to a Prime
if they visit a Toyota dealer." I added to that with: That snippet identifies a fundamental
struggle GM has experienced with Volt. They were able to attract enthusiasts, but the
scope of buyers never reached the showroom floor. With a base price of just $27,100 and
the next model up offering a 11.6 inch display, SofTex seats, wireless phone charging,
and charging cable lock for $1,700 more, it’s enough to entice the casual
shopper. Catching interest of someone just exploring what the dealer has to offer is a
major benefit GM has not been able to achieve with Volt. Toyota certainly is giving that
a shot with Prius Prime. People have always argued the standout design of Prius is what
drew purchases. We're seeing market shift over to LED lighting to stir appeal. It's
working too. The fact that Prime takes advantage of that should put it among the top
picks for new interest. It's hard to imagine people wanting the old-school look for too
much longer. There's that dual-wave glass in back as well. That adds a bit of style no
other vehicle can compete with, yet. It's far too early still. But the potential advantage
over offerings of the past is clear. Market growth is absolutely essential. The challenges
of selling of plug-in vehicles with gas so cheap now (just $1.99 per gallon here) and the
recent election outcome threatening to harm environmental progress are really big. The
approach Toyota is taking could really help boost interest.
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11-12-2016

Shame. A few have become disenchanted: "If Prius sales are cannibalized, that would
mean Toyota would have to do an even better job in the future. Wouldn't that be a
shame." Much of that comes from not understanding all that's at play and considering
what comes next. This is my attempt to convey that: I recognize your stance, but don't
care for the mixed message it sends. The point of Prius Prime is to lead a way to the
future. You can't just abruptly end production of the predecessor when it still hasn't been
accepted as that yet. In other words, Toyota is taking the very risk our antagonistic
posters have claimed they would not. Had Camry & Corolla seen falling popularity in
favor of hybrid replacements, transition to a plug would have been the obvious next
step. Instead, we have Prius struggling in conditions with gas at $1.95 per gallon and
leaders of the world having to address emission problems without constituency
support. That means risking cannibalization for the sake of reaching a wider group of
buyers. Imagine if Toyota had made Prime exactly like the regular Prius... no raised
floor and a 5th seat in back. It would have been a logistics nightmare. Know your
audience. Unfortunately, most people don't understand the complexities of all the
elements at play. So, a seemingly simple message like yours could easily be
misconstrued. Think about what the market will be like 3 years from now, when we are
at mid-cycle with Prime and the regular Prius is on it's 4th year.

11-12-2016

Low Hanging Fruit. We're back on that again: "For plug-ins, many potential buyers are
willing to part with their preferred brand." Hopefully, this makes the problem with that
view clear: That perspective only works for the low-hanging fruit... those early buyers
with little selection available. We're not in gen-1 anymore though. The audience isn't
plug-in shoppers either. How many Prius owners have you talked to over the years,
random ones you've unintentionally encountered? Notice how many of them weren't
even in the market for a hybrid? You'd be shocked to discover the large number of them
simply discovered it at the dealership while just casually browsing. The simple act of a
salesperson offering a test-drive does a great deal toward appealing to that audience's
desire. Those buyers are very, very different from you and I. Our purchase priorities
have little in common. Saying they are "not the same" is quite an understatement. This
is why that "Who?" question was asked so many times about gen-2 expectations. Market
growth requires an entirely different approach.
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11-12-2016

Brand Loyalty. I was enthralled to address this: "From my point of view there just
aren't enough reasonably priced plug-ins to allow any sort of brand loyalty. It's too
limiting." And I did:
Until this week, there was no market. None were reasonably priced. Remember the
"nicely under $30,000" target for MSRP? The reason GM set that goal was to be able to
sell the vehicle to the masses. Dependency on tax-credits to achieve that affordability
meant being trapped as a niche.
Prius Prime is the very first offering to deliver on that goal. $27,100 for a base price is
amazing. Toyota chose to focus on cost-reduction, keeping that the highest priority of
their design. The tradeoffs that required meant a very real struggle in the market of the
time. So, the gen-1 wasn't offered beyond initial markets. That taught them a great deal
about how to configure gen-2.
Volt choices made by GM were to instead refine the system, beefing up aspects of
operation rather than favoring a cost-reduction goal. Power, efficiency, and range all
improved as a result of that decision not to make MSRP the highest priority. The
consequence is limited audience and continued dependency on tax-credits.
How will market growth be achieved? Just 2 years ago, we were looking at $275 per
kWh for lithium battery cost. Now, it looks like $145 per kWh is actually achievable in
the not-too-distant future. With the price then around $600 per kWh, a gen-2 batterypack cost expectation (for the cells) would have come to about $11,000. Subsidizing that
with $7,500 totally made sense. Obviously, that isn't how much it ended up
costing. We're somewhere below the $400 level now, putting cost at roughly $7,500...
perfect for tax-credit offsetting. Upon reaching that future cost, a drop of $4,700 would
indeed reach the goal. Base MSRP could end up around $28,500.
That sounds like a reasonable plan... unless you look at the "too little, too late"
claims. Toyota will already be entrenched into the market and the lower lithium battery
cost would have become higher profit for both dealer & automaker... an absolute
necessary for sales growth. At that point, the EV choices would have become
competitive. Who will be the market for Volt then?
In other words, the bar for "reasonably priced plug-ins" will have changed. Just 3 short
years from now, the expectation will be for those plug-ins to be able to compete directly
with traditional choices, not having any tax-credits available. Toyota is striving to
achieve that. This topic of selling well doesn't focus on that upcoming change... which
these offerings must address.
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11-13-2016

Comparisons. I wasn't happy to read this: "The good thing is, non prius owners will
never know what they lost. They'll be comparing to other plug ins with even smaller
hatches." That's a careless disregard for the situation and a focus on the wrong thing, as I
attempted to point out: Most won't have any clue what they gained either. People want
one specific model of Prius to be everything for everyone. The idea of balance is lost on
our market, one so confused the concept of want is thought of as need. That's how we
get into our SUV mess. So many people were told by so many people that they were
necessary for safety, that belief took hold. The want became thought of as a need. The
same thing happened with the ability to tow. We were told over and over and over that
what people had wasn't enough, that more is necessary. In other words, the longer those
mindsets persist, the easier it is to lose track of want. You look at anything less as a
compromise to great to make. There's no effort to identify need anymore. There's an
unwillingness to change. That's why the mindless stating of EV range ends so many
constructive discussion attempts. Someone will blast out numbers without thought, then
not bother to consider anything else. This is why overcoming status quo is such a major
challenge. Toyota gave the gen-4 Prius a radical look to make it stand out, to get people
to notice it is different now. Being able to convey the message that handling has been
greatly improved certainly won't be obvious to those making comparisons. Never
noticing improvements without obvious numeric differences is far too easy. They won't
know what was gained. They focus on what was lost, then dwell on it.

11-13-2016

Sales Spin. I'm really getting tired of this nonsense: "Volts are indeed selling well up
63% compared to last year (ytd)." I expressed my feeling too: That 63% is a very, very
misleading statistic, to the point of greenwashing. You can't just cherry pick or omit
detail like that. Sales were down last year due to the inventory of gen-1 being drawn
down and gen-2 only being rolled out to limited areas. There's the "wait for the new one"
effect too. Step back to consider the big picture. The goal even before gen-1 rollout
began was to achieve mainstream volume by the end of year 2, a minimum of 60,000
sales annually in this market. That's an average of 5,000 per month. Sales of gen-2
haven't been even remotely close to that. The average has only been 2,000 per month
recently. That's just a minor improvement upon the 1,700 per month gen-1 was
averaging. To say Volt is selling well is to disregard what's happening with the rest of
the market. Stating a percentage doesn't actually tell us much either. 2,191 may seem
like a lot, but pales in comparison to: 16,151 sales of Malibu; 17,126 sales of Cruze;
19,664 sales of Equinox. That's why market growth is so essential. Hiding behind a
limited amount of tax-credits and spinning the resulting sales to appear impressive isn't
helping anyone. Toyota gets a lot of heck for pushing Prime in a seeming unpopular
direction, but it clearly confirms they are willing to take a risk to achieve growth... quite
unlike GM's choice for Volt.
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11-13-2016

Taking Risk. The unexpected outcome of such a political mess is finding allies among
those who you had formally butted heads with. It's surprisingly easy too, simply because
they are so well informed. Falling for the rhetoric is far too easy. Sadly, many do. For us
here, whether we like to admit it or not, we have become all to aware of the goals and
barriers preventing them. In my case, I pushed Volt enthusiasts hard to get
acknowledgement of how much of a challenge achieving cost-reduction really would
be. That kind of "compromise" simply wasn't acceptable... until now. Hope of lithium
battery improvements was enough to overcome the problem cheap gas posed. But when
you have someone taking office who doesn't show any interest in reducing emissions or
oil consumption, it time to give up on pride. That can be restored later anyway. Toyota
has taken a risk GM was unwilling to accept. Prius Prime will deliver a much smaller
EV range than what people supposedly want for a tradeoff of a MSRP low enough to
sustain profitable high-volume sales even without tax-credit help. That's a very big deal,
something that will hit gen-2 Volt really hard in the few years... because it is quite
unrealistic to expect renewal of federal aid at that point. What does that mean for the
plug-in market as a whole? We want both plug-in hybrids and electric-only choices to
thrive. Affordable for consumers and financially rewarding for salesperson & dealer is
absolutely essential. We can't allow those still pushing extremes to impede mainstream
acceptance anymore. There's a happy balance we need to find, quickly.

11-14-2016

EV Efficiency. This topic is finally getting some traction. Pushback on it was intense in
the past. That's because the use of electricity has been promoted as great under all
circumstances. The idea of it being wasted was clearly a topic of turmoil to
come. Today appeared to be the start of that. Volt enthusiasts could only antagonize for
so long. Eventually, enough real-world data would emerge to reveal what they've been
trying to conceal. This is why I've always expressed a bit of upset. Dismissal of facts
you don't like is unacceptable. But until recently, they had found ways of
suppression. EPA numbers provided a means of overcoming the barrier they built. I
posted this, which takes me back to my "not the same" roots...
Being more efficient is very important. Here's a few electric-efficiency rating examples
(fewer kWh is better):
31 kWh/100 mi = 106 MPGe = 2017 Chevy Volt
30 kWh/100 mi = 114 MPGe = 2016 Nissan Leaf
30 kWh/100 mi = 116 MPGe = 2016 VW e-Golf
29 kWh/100 mi = 111 MPGe = 2017 BMW i3 PHEV
28 kWh/100 mi = 119 MPGe = 2017 Chevy Bolt
27 kWh/100 mi = 124 MPGe = 2017 BMW i3 EV
26 kWh/100 mi = 133 MPGe = 2017 Toyota Prius Prime
Notice that Prime is the most efficient of the bunch. Its official rating is specifically 25.9
kWh/100 mi. Looking at those numbers, it's pretty clear to see that efficiency of electric
propulsion varies.
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11-15-2016

Pacifica Hybrid. The big auto show in LA has begun. So, of course, we're learning
more about upcoming new plug-in vehicles. The first is more detail revealed from
Chrysler. But at $43,090 for a base price, how is that going to attract a lot of
buyers? Even with a $7,500 tax-credit, that's still a high price. Though, it may be a good
deal. The point of selling in high-volume for a profit is definitely questionable. Are
people really looking for that practical of a plug-in vehicle. As a minivan, there is
potential. It's really how to predict though. Minivans are the rage. Making one really
expensive puts in in a challenging position. Remember the "hybrid premium" problem
for Prius? How will this offering overcome that? Volt certainly didn't, despite a lot more
EV range than this with 30 miles. We can hope for the best. 6 passengers and 260
horsepower sounds nice. But there's simply nothing to really give us a sense of
demand. It's a complete mystery.

11-16-2016

CT6 Plug-In. Quite unlike Chrysler's new plug-in offering, this one looks DOA. With a
$76,090 base price, how could it look anything other than dead on arrival? That's
absurd. Wasn't anything learned from the first Cadillac with a plug? The price for ELR
was simply too much. Even with cuts, the price wasn't competitive. Supporters were
horrified when it started at $74,995. The price drop to $9,000 lower made little
difference. With the CT6 also being an import from China, rather than coming from
Detroit, the odds of more than just a few being sold in the United States are low. We get
the feeling so few purchases will take place, it won't even do much for benefitting
compliance requirements. How can a 30-mile EV range compare to Tesla? People
expect more form luxury. What was GM hoping to achieve?
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11-17-2016

Who's Laughing? I asked that after reading this comment posted about being costcompetitive: "How about a Chrysler Pacifica Hybrid, LOL" The though that $43,090 for
a base price will draw in lots of interest isn't taking the situation seriously. That's
requires heavy dependence upon the $7,500 tax-credit. In other words, this problem
emerging for Chrysler is the very same thing we saw for GM. Ugh. I proceeded with
this, hoping for the best
When I came here looking for allies, that certainly wasn't what I got. For years, it was
"vastly superior" cries. That eventually became "too little, too late". Since then, it has
faded to nothing. Volt has been pretty much abandoned in favor of Bolt. That spells
opportunity for a fresh start. So, I'll wonder again... friend or foe? How you respond to
this equation is key: RAV4 hybrid + one-way clutch + 8.8 kWh
If you see that as inspiration for GM to pursue a compact plug-in hybrid SUV, we share
something in common. If you see that in any way as not in favor of promoting
electrification with a target of mainstream buyers, you're going to be pretty lonely. I'm
not wasting time on rhetoric anymore.
Breaking out beyond the niche is what Toyota is positioning for. That potential should
be obvious. You should be pushing GM hard at this point, raising attention that effort as
well as what we see here with Chrysler Pacifica and with the upcoming next-gen
Mitsubishi Outlander. Larger, more powerful vehicles with a plug are realistic. Finding
a way to make them affordable QUICKLY is the challenge.
With gas just $1.89 per gallon now and a new administration about to take office which
doesn't believe that emissions are a problem or there's any reason to cut back on fossilfuel use, it's time to reassess priorities. In other words, I'm reaching out now. We can all
be in this together. It's not a laughing matter.

11-18-2016

Winter Photos, lakeside. I had only been driving my Prius PHV a little more than a
month. The trip up north was well timing, though nothing like it was planned. I had
carried bikes on back with the expectation of enjoying the trails. Early Spring weather
makes that quite appealing. And with the temperatures having been so nice, I was really
looking forward to the opportunity. Instead, we got a bunch of snow. Though quite
unexpected (I hadn't even packed an ice-scraper), I took full advantage of the chance to
capture the moment with my camera. Lots of photos were taken too. Unfortunately, they
remained untouched on my computer for all this time. Now, over 4.5 years later, I'm
finally sharing what I experienced back then... photo album 191
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11-18-2016

Reality Crash. The flurry of excuses from just last year with the gen-2 Volt rollout was
amazing. So even if you don't remember gen-1 Volt or Two-Mode rollout problems,
that's a good recent example. Only thing is, with Bolt it's even easier to recognize. We
have more than just fitting the pattern this time. I decided to point that out by responding
to this: "Not in CA or OR? No Bolt for you till Spring 2017." That set me up for pointing
out what should be obvious... and I did, expecting it to be taken as a reality crash:
The huge advantage GM had over Tesla is melting away. Taking an additional 6 months
for delivery isn't what was expected or promoted. Meanwhile, 2 quotes in the recent
Forbes article from president of GM's North American operations and head of global
Chevrolet should raise and eyebrow: "It's not about how many we sell." and "We need to
sell them for the ZEV credits so we can sell the rest of our portfolio".
Each little detail like this reveals the reason why no talk of a plug-in SUV happens
anymore. Those prototypes we saw years ago have just become trivia notes in
automotive history. The potential popularity of an Equinox using Voltec would
absolutely devastate the GM business model.
The writing is on the wall. Shooting the messenger doesn't do any good either. We've
been through this before. It should be easier to recognize at this point. Brilliant
engineering can be a victim of poor management choices. GM continues to repeat that
mistake. Two-Mode, Volt, and now Bolt all follow that same pattern of being far too
costly to sell in high-volume.
In other words, profit-margin of plug-in hybrids and electric-only vehicles is razor
thin. That's why the quantity of tax-credits that remain is becoming a hindrance rather
than helpful. Think about how much Bolt and Volt that would be purchased without the
$7,500 being available. There simply isn't any incentive for a business to undermine its
own inventory... except for Toyota.
Prius Prime delivers higher depleted MPG than the regular Prius, mainly from having a
better battery. Prius Prime handles better than the regular Prius, due to the heavier
weight it carries. Prius Prime is priced competitively with the regular Prius, as a result of
the "smallish" battery delivering such a huge return. Put another way, when the taxcredits run out mid-cycle, there's the potential for Prius Prime to become the "regular"
Prius and the no-plug model transforming into a desirable niche.
Cost is what makes that opportunity possible. GM's unwillingness to shift away from the
high-profit guzzling Pickups & SUVs is holding them back. Remember the hope that
Bolt would take the market by storm? Look at this topic and other recent articles. With
so many plug-in choices, what will make Bolt standout? Remember, the supposed
standout traits for Volt didn't result in lots of sales. Also, keep in mind how the game has
changed too. No one expected $1.89 for gas or rescinding of emission & consumption
goals.
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Winter Photos, back roads. My photo seeking took me through some picturesque back
roads. I kept snapping the camera. Lots of nice scenery was available, with all that fresh
fluffy snow and the wet pavement & dirt. The Prius PHV was still covered with a pile of
white too. It all looked quite nice. I had no idea it would take so darn long to finally
share them. But in the years that followed, I learned how to take really good quality
videos to share too. Looking back to that simple beginning after all this time, I now have
some nice memories of those first few days of ownership. It this case, it was a melty
mess with all that fresh snow. I got really lucky having those back roads available to take
advantage of with the camera, which I did, see... photo album 192

11-19-2016

Explosive Reaction. We've been through this nonsense before. The pattern
matches. Only this time, it was more intense. The response to me was this: "YOU WERE
TALKING ABOUT THE TIMING ADVANTAGE !!!" Then there was a post from that
member-id created exclusively to attack me, followed by a mass voting
onslaught. Seeing so much happen, so quickly, to such an extreme, was quite
telling. The reason for that desperation was easy to see too. New plug-in reveals at the
LA auto show showed us an industry with growth in the SUV market. The absence of
GM from that stirred some raw emotion. So naturally, I was use as a scapegoat...
again. They should know better than to draw attention to me... because I'll us that
opportunity. And I did, with this:
Clearly, you didn't read beyond the first 2 sentences. And since that is now hidden, I'll
have to post it again: The huge advantage GM had over Tesla is melting away. Taking
an additional 6 months for delivery isn’t what was expected or promoted. Meanwhile, 2
quotes in the recent Forbes article from president of GM’s North American operations
and head of global Chevrolet should raise and eyebrow: "It's not about how many we
sell." and "We need to sell them for the ZEV credits so we can sell the rest of our
portfolio."
The rest of my post provided observations and concluded by pointing out the
problem: GM's unwillingness to shift away from the high-profit guzzling Pickups &
SUVs is holding them back.
Explosive response to that was blatant confirmation of having nailed it. Enthusiasts had
so hoped a compelling car (Volt) would shift away interest. It didn't work. So, GM
moved on. Unfortunately, we already see the pattern repeating for Bolt. It obviously
doesn't compete with Tesla based on visual appeal nor does it compete with GM's own
offerings in terms of rugged appeal. It doesn't offer appeal to GM customers, which
those quotes address.
Were you expecting a plug-in Equinox reveal from GM at the LA auto show and are now
upset about that not having happened?
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Once Upon A Time, photos. It was a bizarre experience. We needed to stop while on
our trip up north. It was along the way, a longer route I had taken many years
ago. Unknowingly, it just happened to be across the rural highway from where I had
stopped 2 other times over the years... to take photos with the Prius. I was an absolutely
beautiful location next to a spectacular lake. Being right off the road like that, I had the
golden opportunity to capture that scenic view by parking along side it. The fact that
there was a business nearby hidden within the trees was a surprise to me... and the
owner. He was shocked to learn I had taken photos there in 2001 and again in 2010. He
had me connect to his Wi-Fi to show what the area looked like prior to him being
there. It was a surreal experience, rewarding too... since I now have a third set of photos
from that area with a third Prius. It was a remarkable happenstance. Needless to say, I'm
very happy to share the photos of what I was able to capture on that beautiful and quite
unexpected opportunity... photo album 193

11-19-2016

Waiting. This lesson not learned continues to be a problem: "In the meantime, we will
all have to be patient and wait." My hunch about how the unqualified trust comes about
is from lack of information. The person making the comment simply doesn't have
enough background to recognize what's happening. As always, I keep trying to post
reasons why such a stance is a bad one:
Being reactive, rather than proactive, is how we got into this mess.
The push for GM to finally deliver something their own loyal shoppers will actually buy
is necessary, now. I was amazed how complacent supporters were of gen-2 intentions for
Volt. Things didn't add up. But rather than pushing, they said it was best to just
wait. Ugh. We see how poorly that worked out. Bolt doesn't look promising
either. There is good technology trapped in a vehicle most GM buyers simply won't be
interested in.
Look at what the LA auto show revealed. The draw for plug-in crossovers is a market
other automakers hope to capitalize on. It is absolutely nuts that a vehicle selling at a rate
of 20K per month isn't being considered for electrification. What's happening to the hope
people were expressing for Equinox being offered with a plug?
As for waiting until battery costs to drop, how does that help? The current subsidy of
$7,500 is to offset the current higher cost. It provides a means of lowering prices
immediately. That allows automakers to establish reputation in the
meantime. Affordable without any reliability history will hold back purchases.
What benefit comes from waiting? We are already at a cost far lower than what had been
anticipated at this point. It's time to push for something actually able to compete on the
showroom floor. There's simply no way Bolt is going to appeal to someone interested in
purchasing an Equinox, especially with gas so cheap.
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Charger Use. On one of the plug-in blogs, I ran across this: "These PP's will be
clogging up chargers everywhere, just to get a little juice." It was a comment posted
about Prius Prime earning the "Best Buy" award from Kelly Blue Book. In the past,
there had been worry about EV owners getting stuck without a plug available due to
plug-in hybrids using them up. In practice though, we aren't actually seeing that
problem. Local travel doesn't absolutely necessitate that. The plugs being used are more
of a "thank you for your patronage" type offering. You get the opportunity to drive a few
miles more with electricity. They aren't intended for full recharges. People are starting
to see that too. I'm quite curious if anyone will end up reply to my response to that. It's
been an entire day now. No one has. Oh well, at least those thoughts of the moment are
documented here: My local grocery store has chargers. The usual shopping stop there
will provide roughly 6 to 8 miles of electricity. A rate of 3.3kW for 20 to 25 minutes is
plenty. We have a retail store here with chargers too. How much juice do you need? At
a coffeeshop or restaurant, being plugged in for a typical visit of 90 minutes would
provide a substantial electricity replenish. The same would be the case for visits to a
large shopping mall as well. What situation would cause a clog? In other words, what
situation is there that could be a problem? The gut reaction is to say more is better. But
in actual practice, we'll likely find that isn't really the case.

11-20-2016

Distractions. There have been enough of them lately to keep me preoccupied. Good
thing too; the anticipation of Prius Prime delivery is growing intense. It reminds me a lot
of my first Prius, back in 2001. Living in Minnesota, deliveries on the coast started
before those here. That's what happens when you have to wait from those boat arrivals
need to be loaded onto a train for transport to the center of the country. Posts sharing
new owner experiences, especially when accompanied by photos, is helpful to steady the
excitement. We have something to focus on while enduring out wait. I'll be contributing
to it soon. 15 years ago, that worked out great too. That December just happened to be
both the second snowiest and second coldest on record. Being able to share photos and
my experiences with the Prius in that situation was priceless. I expect the same to
happen again with Prime. That vapor-injected heat-pump will get lots of exposure to
extreme low temperatures right away. We'll have lots of new material to discuss. I'll be
able to share video this time too. There's so much to look forward to. Only a little more
patience is needed. Soon.
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Who Is The Market? The routine "go away" response happened again. It's really odd
be treated as an outsider but not fit into the category of troll. Being constructive, while
presenting yourself in a polite manner, goes a long way. There's no reason to ban
someone who stimulates discussion that results in agreement. Several regulars there
share my sentiment. This guy certainly doesn't though. Even though he owns a Volt and
posts daily on that daily blog (now for Bolt), his unwillingness to accept the progress
other automakers have achieved puts him in the position of being an
obstacle. Interesting, eh? This is how I responded to the go away demand:
Here with our local plug-in owners group, there's a pro-battery outlook. Each owner
shares information about pros & cons of their particular plug-in vehicle. We are working
hard to get more chargers installed and to support salespeople truly interested in selling
plug-in vehicles. Spreading of those details has clearly had a positive effect. We aren't
afraid to address issues head on as a result.
Interesting thing is, I see how that approach has influenced you... despite claimed
resistance. That transformation from anti-Prius to anti-Toyota did not go unnoticed. You
recognize the huge potential available for RAV4 hybrid. Adding a one-way clutch and
swapping in a larger battery with a plug would make it a viable competitor against its
traditional counterpart. That's easy to see now, especially with sales of the hybrid model
so strong.
I'm not going away, especially with the delivery of my Prius Prime coming so soon. It
will deliver a full EV driving experience, even when the pedal is dropped to the floor and
with the heater running. That's something you claimed would never be possible, that it
was a dead-end technology rather than a contributor to plug-in acceptance.
Notice how the all the effort to market "EREV" has been abandoned in favor of "PHEV"
promotion instead. That's a great indicator of progress. There's clear confirmation of
who the competition really is. It's not other plug-in vehicles, as what had been so widely
claimed & accepted. Its traditional vehicles. With gas now down to just $1.89 per gallon,
seeing that should be easy.
The goal has been and continues to be the selling of electrified technology to the
masses. Continuing to lose sales opportunities on the showroom floor is
unacceptable. Know your audience. Who is the market?
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Setting Expectations. It can be difficult to set expectations that are realistic, especially
for a car, since everyone's driving is so different. Fortunately, I have quite an extensive
collection of real-world data available to base those upon. This is how I expressed that
today: I've been routinely recharging 2 times per day, since work offers chargers
(powered by solar). That has been a great source of real-world data for consideration of
how the next plug-in Prius could perform. My results of a simulated 8.8 kWh batterypack (from having charged the 4.4 kWh twice) have come to 72.2 MPG. That's true
lifetime for 84,549 miles, measured at the gas pump. It includes quite a number of trips
up north with bikes on back and no opportunity to plug in. I also took 2 trips from
Minnesota to Wyoming and back during the winter. That high-speed travel (much of it at
80 mph) really knocked the MPG average down. I suspect Prius Prime will do quite a bit
better for me than Prius PHV, simply because the distance to work is within EV
range. It's 19 miles. I'll be taking advantage of pre-conditioning with electric-heat
directly from the grid. That will be absolutely wonderful in just a few weeks. Daily low
temperatures are below freezing now. It won't be too long before the highs really drop. I
have always seen the depleted efficiency as a major strength for a plug-in Prius. You get
outstanding MPG even after the plug-supplied electricity is used up, as your 100 miles
per day results clearly confirm. What other affordable plug-in hybrid could deliver such
results?

11-20-2016

Adequate, Typical. I'm not sure how my response to this will be interpreted: "...you'll
find this more than adequate acceleration for typical daily driving." It was from a
troublemaker Volt owner who ended up abandoning GM after his lease expired, turning
to Ford for his next plug-in hybrid. Those experiences with his Energi system resulted in
a better understanding of Toyota's intent. He's one of those allies I've always sought out,
but had to wait a very long time for the recognize of shared goals. Oh well... better late,
than never... if this is taken as hoped: That's all people really need to know. It works
fine. Adequate isn't exciting, but then again, you'd have to pay more for higher
performance. Prius strives for balance. The 0-60 value is a marketing tool anyway. In
actual driving, it is incredibly rare to drop the pedal to the floor from a dead stop and
hold it there until reaching 60 mph. Most of the time, you're already moving when the
acceleration onto a highway begins and you don't require maximum power. The only
circumstance I can think of is turning onto a rural highway from a stop sign. But those
are only 55 mph and you'd have total control of when your acceleration would begin,
what mode you'd be accelerating in, and how much space you'd allow. So, it most
definitely is a predication situation. Put it this way, I accelerate onto the highway in my
PHV with no concern of whether or not the engine starts. To my delight, most of the
time it doesn't. That means the Prime will easily fulfill the EV acceleration for the
typical owner.
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Winter Purchases. It was interesting to read the comments of a Bolt supporter trying to
justify the rollout delay with: "But IMHO, the REAL reason is to avoid chilly winter
deliveries that create lower range numbers." I didn't accept that for a moment and fired
off this in return: Real-World results is what convinces ordinary people the technology is
worth consideration. That means showing the vehicle in snowy conditions, dealing with
the extremes of winter. No award can compete with the endorsement an owner can
provide from sharing stories of their experiences. Avoiding winter rollout delays that
benefit. It also leaves people wondering how well the heater works and how effective
preconditioning can be. We don't want to give a false impression of expectations
either. Also, let's not forget how much grief Toyota has been given for not taking
risks. Yet, they are rolling out Prime nationwide right away. Deliveries in New York
and Colorado have begun. Neither of those states are warm. Allocation information for
the Midwest will available next week. The expectation is extreme cold locations (like
Minnesota, which isn't a CARB state) will be getting some. In other words, there's good
reason to push GM and not just accept what happens. Getting a few deliveries to those
other locations for the owner endorsement benefit is a gain for everyone. Think about
how each plug-in offering contributes to squashing misconceptions and preventing
greenwash attempts from spreading. I see no reason not to push. That real-world data is
needed to help promote. Spring is 5 months from now. Gas will continue to be
cheap. The political environment won't be favorable to plugging in. What will you do in
the meantime?

11-22-2016

Order Status. It's still unknown. The dealer will be looking into the upcoming
inventory for the region, hoping that allocation will allow them to find me a Prime with
my choice of colors & package. That should happen in about a week. Knowing only a
handle have been delivered in the center of the country, I'm not too impatient. I
understand that it takes awhile to satisfy the initial demand on both coasts and for
transport to the interior to take place. If my configuration isn't the most popular, I could
wait even longer. Obviously, I'd like to take ownership prior to the year
ending. Otherwise, claiming the tax-credit won't be possible until 2018. That's not a big
deal, unless you suddenly find your household is in need of a second plug-in vehicle that
same year. The bigger deal is not missing out on cold-weather data and photo
opportunities. Here in Minnesota, the extreme lows are only a few weeks
away. Combine that with snow & ice, you've got great educational material
available. I'm really looking forward to gathering & sharing that... but need to take
delivery first. Hopefully, that won't take too long. Wish me luck.

11-23-2016

Short & Sweet. I particularly liked this question: "Begs the question though, is this a
serious contender for sure?" In the spirit of being to the point and not being negative, I
replied with this for an answer: That depends upon what contender means. With respect
to industry choices, it looks more and more to be the "too little" compared to Prime as
compared to Volt being "too much". Toyota strived for a balance, going for a "just
right".
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Volt Smug. I wonder how much this will continue: "I now get 1,000+ mpg on my Volt,
and that's driving close to 9,000 miles since August." The superiority attitude is very
difficult to deal with. Fortunately, that isn't a stereotype. Most Volt owners are
decent. It's only a few who spoil things for the rest. Unfortunately, those are the ones
who make their presence well known in online discussions. They drown out posts of
others... who end up becoming enablers by not speaking out against such behavior. I
approached the discussion by asking a question: How many KWH and GALLONS is
that? 26 kWh/100 mi, 133 MPGe, 54 MPG = Prime; 31 kWh/100 mi, 106 MPGe, 42
MPG = Volt. Prime beats Volt in each of the standard efficiency measures. Real-World
results obviously differ. In my case, the 19-mile commute will easily be covered by the
25-mile capacity. So, looking at KWH and GALLONS actually consumed is required for
better comparison.

11-24-2016

Vague Claims. As anticipated, we're seeing quite a bit of misleading grow. It's all in the
form of relative-compare and statistical-compare. That first is when you compare a
choice to another choice without the consideration of actual need. The well informed
consumer is aware that marketing to want will convince you to purchase more than what
you really require. That's quite wasteful, but extremely effective for emotional appeal. A
sucker is born every minute... That's an unfortunate note from history. Centuries later,
the gullible nature of people is still getting exploited. So naturally, when you confront
someone on it, remind yourself the encounter may become a futile endeavor. Relative
compares will always be that way. It's how they've been so successful. The other type is
statistical. Rather than quote the actual quantitative measure for specific comparing, the
value is stated in a percentage difference. That obscures the numbers by giving the
impression of greater change or lesser impact. It's an effective deception method which
exploits the principal of diminishing returns. In other words, you can portray something
as better by sighting a higher percentage due to it's improvement or gain, rather than
stating the a value measured. This type of intentional misleading is quite frustrating to
have to continuously deal with; however, providing detail easily debunks their vague
attempts.
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To Actually Compete. There's quite a bit of disconnect at play now. Many posting
about plug-in offerings aren't taking the big picture into consideration. They only look at
what's being compared. For the past few days, it has been comments about an article
comparing Volt to Prime. That isolated perspective contributes heavily to posting
battles... which is exactly what those publications seek. They want topics that stir
participation. Today, I responded to such a comment in a long series of posts with:
Calling Prius PHV anything like "pathetic" shows a disconnect for what the market was
actually like back then. It's like comparing a cell-phone of the time to what's available
now. Consumer wants were very different and the technology has advanced quite a bit.
Large numbers of people were insisting upon an augmented Prius being delivered. That
meant increasing the battery-pack size and adding a plug... which is exactly what Toyota
provided in 2010 with their prototype rollouts.
I had the opportunity to drive one for a few days back then. It worked as hoped, the
system substantially boosted MPG. Plug-Provided electricity enhanced abilities. The
goal of achieving much increased efficiency without requiring a massive cost sacrifice
was fulfilled.
There was no requirement to deliver an all EV driving experience. That expectation
came years afterward, when it was clear that Volt sales growth beyond niche buyers was
in serious jeopardy.
Think about what plugging in was like back then. Think about how few consumers there
are that are even interested in purchasing a plug-in vehicle now. With gas at just $2 per
gallon and the popularity of small SUVs, the priority of Toyota to keep cost down is a
really big deal.
Watch what happens to the plug-in market when tax-credits begin to expire. The
pressure to have a MSRP low enough to entice traditional vehicle buyers will be a very,
very big deal. Being affordable is key, not having a large battery-pack. You'll get EV
driving that's able to actually compete.
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Crossover Point, part 1. A favorite argument detail when comparing Volt to Prius PHV
has always been the crossover point. That's the point at which gas-consumption is equal
for the 2 vehicles to travel the same difference. Naturally, the greenwashing technique
used was to completely disregard electricity use. Sadly, there are many who simply don't
care about switching from one fuel to another without making an effort to consume
less. They see electricity as clean & abundant and don't give it a second thought. That's
a difficult attitude to overcome. They come off as incredibly smug too, dismissing your
efforts to reduce consumption as anti-EV. It's a very real problem. Gas is bad,
period. So, the effort to overcome their resistance to be constructive is an on-going
challenge. This caught my attention: "That 149 miles only works if you disregard total
efficiency and focus only on gas consumption... which is an absolutely terrible way to
promote green choices." They never provide any detail. It's always nothing but a
distance. That makes the effort even more difficult. Nonetheless, I tried: Those extra 28
miles of EV from Volt must be accounted for. That's extra consumption of 8.7 kWh of
electricity more than Prime would use. That difference cannot just be ignored. We don't
want to promote carefree consumption of electricity... especially if the source is dirty
and/or not renewable.

11-25-2016

Crossover Point, part 2. Needless to say, he got annoyed by my response: "28 miles
means 8.7 kWh? I don't know where you get this math from. Either you are completely
making it up or you have NO idea how much the battery Volt uses to get 53 miles
from." That made me wonder more than ever where he got that 149-mile distance
from. Not sharing any detail whatsoever, no other numbers of any sort, provides nothing
to work with. So, I attempted to provide them all with my reply: Prime delivers 25 miles
of EV. Volt delivers 53 miles of EV. The difference is 28 miles. You can't just omit
that electricity consumed for those 28 miles from the efficiency equation. That must be
accounted for. 31 kWh/100 mi is the rating for Volt. It means 0.31 kWh is consumed
per mile of EV travel. Multiplying that by 28 gives you a consumption value of 8.7
kWh. In other words, the gas quantity for the 149 miles is the same but the electricity
clearly is not. Volt will consume an extra 8.7 kWh of it to reach that same destination. It
simply isn't as efficient of a plug-in vehicle, as the EPA ratings tell us. Put yet another
way, it will cost you roughly $1 more to travel the 149 miles in a Volt than in a
Prime. That's at a rate of 12 cents per kWh of electricity.
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No Truths. This certainly got my attention: "While the Toyota Prius Prime comes out
ahead with a price tag that is cheaper, it offers the same output as the Chevrolet Volt and
is more efficient in regards to MPGe and mileage, it seems that the Volt is the more
popular vehicle. So let's take a look at the specs and find out why the Volt comes out
ahead despite the figures suggesting otherwise." That was the opening paragraph to an
article with this title: "Figures Tell No Truths". I was quite intrigued to see what it had to
say... so much so, I wrote this lead up prior reading. That way, you get a clear
representation of my initial impression. Now, I will read it.
Sadly, the article literally said nothing. It only posted numbers without anything to put
them in context. That's seems like a good approach, giving you the information you need
without any bias. Unfortunately, that's exactly how greenwashing works. A value
provided without an explanation of what it represents is misleading. In other words, it
contributes to assumptions. Making people assume is how the deception works.
Anywho, I looked to the closely statement to figure out what the writer's intent was:
"Despite the numbers being in the favour of the Toyota Prius Prime 56% of people chose
to go with the Chevrolet Volt." That made it obvious. No source for that percentage was
provided. Where did that number come from? Was it a survey? How many
participated? When was it conducted?
All I can know for certain is that 56% most definitely wasn't based upon sales... the only
quantity that truly matters. Prime isn't available on dealer's lots yet. Heck, even those of
us attempting to place early orders are still waiting for delivery. There is simply no
constructive way to draw such a conclusion. A consumers can say anything they want
when no money is involved. Stating your opinion with your wallet is an entirely different
matter. That opportunity is still not available

11-25-2016

Bolt Rollout. Being limited to just California & Oregon until sometime in the Spring is
bringing back bad memories from last year. Not only is Bolt late, it isn't
nationwide. Sound familiar? Whatever the impression, it grows worse when getting
news of Prime rollout. Claims of it only being a compliance vehicle are quickly falling
apart, simply by stating what states new owners are reporting purchases from. So far, I
have read about experiences shared (many with photos) from owners in California, New
York, Colorado, New Jersey, Arizona, Iowa, Missouri, Maryland, Washington (state),
and Illinois. I know that irritates Volt enthusiasts to no end. With gen-1 having
struggled, then gen-2 suffering in a similar fashion, and now Bolt, what is there to say? I
know if I post anything, it will be perceived as an attack. So, pointing out articles which
highlight the economy nature of Bolt's interior, rather than focusing entirely on range &
power, will infruriate. Needless to say, I should just keep quiet. That long-await shared
purpose of promoting green affordable choices will happen, eventually. I only need be
patient. Sales challenges with this rollout will help us find that common cause.
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Missing The Point. It happens far too frequently. People get hung up on things that
make little or no difference. It's a common problem online. Keeping the attention of
some is nearly impossible sometimes, especially if you want to share detail. Some
simply don't care. They say their piece have no interest in anything else. That's the
nature of encounters in comment sections of articles for many. That makes any type of
effort to be constructive a major challenge. It's still worth trying though. For every
troublemaker, there are likely countless scores of lurkers. In today's case, I kept the reply
concise and without measure, to make sure the bigger objective would stand
out. Hopefully, it did: Toyota has delivered a more efficient system with a lower
production cost. That's what will fulfill the goal of high-volume profitable sales without
dependency on tax-credits. Those who disregard that, insisting that greater performance
or range is needed, are missing the point.

11-25-2016

Objective Thinking. Phew! It's nice to get some of this now: "Toyota has done that at
the cost of a lower electric range. For people who drive less than the US average daily
distance the PHEV Prius will be a good choice." Hopefully, my additions to that will be
readily accepted: For people who drive more it will be a good choice too. 72 MPG is my
lifetime average after 85,000 miles driving in a 2012 Prius PHV, charged twice on most
days. Double the 4.4 kWh battery-pack is the 8.8 kWh now offered. So, even without a
recharge opportunity as I have at work, they'll get that efficiency with a Prime. My
driving is in Minnesota, so that real-world data includes some pretty harsh
conditions. I've taken a number of road-trips too, without the opportunity to recharge. In
other words, Prime will be able to reach into the mainstream with a price that's actually
able to compete directly with the true competition... traditional vehicles. Think about
how much of a challenge it is to entice shoppers on the showroom floor.

11-26-2016

Red Herrings. They distract from true purpose. Some are intentional Some are
oversights. All pose barriers. I added this to the on-going debate: Toyota recognizes the
"almost never" crowd and has taken a risk... the very thing antagonists claim they don't
do. So, they are offering more comfortable seating in back rather than squeezing in a
narrow middle spot for brief use. Think about how many times you've had 5 people
squeezed into a midsize car with "seating for 5" in it. Toyota is being practical by
altering the paradigm. You want more seating in the future, you'll end up buying a larger
vehicle. It's like chasing the acceleration red-herring. Why waste resources on
something that would rarely ever be used and isn't actually necessary?
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Like Volt. What can you say when parallels are drawn that are just plain wrong? The
perception that Prime is supposedly competing directly with Volt is to be expected. It's
as weak as when Prius was compared to Insight though. 15 years ago, that's all there
was. So, that's all people knew. Now, people really only know Volt. That means the
same type of misunderstood assumptions of purpose will occur. I suspect many parallels
to that situation long ago will surface over the next few months. Remember all that "not
the same" nonsense? We'll see. In the meantime, this is how I put the situation of who,
why, and expected reach: They are not the target market for Prime. Target is striving to
grow the market, to reach beyond niche buyers. Achieving sales from mainstream
customers is far more difficult than appealing to early adopters. Also, there's the reality
that a large quantity of small battery-packs will have more of a environmental benefit
than a small number of large battery-packs. It's no different than the way renewable
combustion fuel is consumed. E10 usage in every regular gas vehicle has had a profound
impact compared to the tiny amount of flex vehicles actually using E85.

11-26-2016

Enough Horsepower? It's great getting doubt in the form of wanting to find out more,
rather than drawing an conclusion with little to no data. Those absolutes of the past were
extremely difficult to address. They wanted no part of a discussion. It was a complete
disregard for objectivity. Today, one of those nice posts was: "I appreciate Toyota's
desire to keep the car in EV mode as much as possible, but I just don't think the car has
enough HP to do that well." I was happy to reply to that: Prius PHV already delivers
enough for ordinary highway merging. I've surprised myself an number of times noticing
that the engine never fired up. The increase in EV power for Prime will make that even
less of a need. n other words, I think people will be pleasantly surprised that in EV
AUTO it will stay electric-only on most drives.
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Toyota's Approach. There was a new article posted on a green-vehicle website which
attracts a wide variety of posters. Almost immediately, an antagonist post appeared. It
was the first comment too. By the time I posted a reply though, it had already been
removed. I wasn't sure why either. It wasn't that bad. Anywho, my reply was lost upon
refreshing later. So, it only appeared briefly. Fortunately, I saved it here. The comment
was about how Toyota is finally coming around to EV offerings, despite having
supposedly be so opposed to it in the past. I posted:
The perception of "trash talk" was never understood. People believe and repeat what
they want. So, looking back at history distorts the current reality. I remember a
presentation back in 2007, where Toyota clearly sighted the reason for not offering a
plug-in was cost. The reaction online was spin about lithium batteries being unsafe...
despite that never having been stated.
The other 2 deterrents of plug-in offerings were a big deal too. The one was obvious:
size & weight. To offer something even remotely competitive with traditional vehicles in
terms of distance, you had no choice but to keep the vehicle small. Heck, even Tesla
confirmed that with their first offering. The second was often overlooked: recharge
speed. Look no further than Volt for perspective. Full recharge time using level-1 takes
around 13 hours. Getting people to add a 240-volt connection in their garage presents a
very large challenge for high-volume sales.
Think about how Prius Prime paves the way. It's a full electric platform, complete with a
vapor-injected heat-pump and CHAdeMO recharging. Everything is in place for
accommodating larger battery-packs. In fact, a capacity increase mid-cycle appears quite
realistic. It's an affordable platform with a great deal of potential. Heck, even a plug-in
hybrid version of RAV4 looks realistic.
In other words, there is no back-pedaling. The approach was well thought out, but really
frustrated some who felt a different path should have been taken to get to the same point.

11-27-2016

New Hate. You gotta love posts that end with: "You are just an ignorant ignorant
Toyota fan boy." The ironic nature of nature of that comment compels me to reply
again. Since the intent of the design variation of Prime with Prius is a clear effort to
attract different Toyota buyers, of course anything said in favor of it would be considered
a "fan boy" comment. What else could it be? The goal is to achieve market
growth. How would that be possible without offering another choice? Talking about
ignorant of how the economics of business works. To draw interest from those shopping
the showroom, that diversity is essential. As for the decision to go with comfortable
seating for 2 in back, rather than squeezing in 3 and trading off extra storage, look no
further than GM. After about the first 2 years of Volt availability, arguments in favor of
offering that middle position faded away. And when gen-2 finally rolled out, it still
didn't. There is nothing but a legless hump with a seatbelt. Quite a number of luxury
vehicles don't bother with the seat in the middle either. If you have a larger family,
you're not going to be driving a midsize car anyway. That's what the full-size vehicles
are for. Too bad if you don't like a shift away from the status quo. Toyota's effort to try
something else should be congratulated. Just think if buckets in back catch
on. Someday, they could offer them as heated seats. After all, heated seats in front are
now standard.
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Acceleration Considerations. It's nice having constructive discussion. I added this to a
comment about a test-drive post with Prime: 16 years ago, when I got my first Prius,
there were many antagonists hoping to undermine hybrids success by emphasizing the
slower acceleration. They had an extremely difficult time proving the 12.5 seconds for 060 was dangerous, as they had relentlessly claimed. The maximum-power from a deadstop scenario was too rare and the acceleration was adequate. Being "adequate" is
obviously a hard sell though. But when the next generation came out and was discovered
to be faster, all those troublemakers vanished. If you carefully observe ordinary highway
merging, you'll notice it takes quite a bit more than 10 seconds anyway. The flow of
traffic simply isn't moving that fast. Dropping the pedal to the floor isn't necessary. EV
AUTO mode provides that "if I need it" confidence. The default EV mode provides what
some have been begging for years for, an option that keeps the engine off under all
circumstances. The choice is yours. I'll be sharing my firsthand experiences with Prime
soon enough. Hopefully, I'll find out on Wednesday where my order is in early
December inventory.
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Looking Forward. Getting beyond the basics is difficult. Many have been blinded by
something in the past. This is an effort to open the minds of those who hadn't given
much thought to the bigger picture:
The belief of hydrogen not being able to co-exist with EVs and hybrids not being a path
to full electric-only drive is successful greenwashing. People have been taking advantage
of those assumptions and exploiting the opportunity to mislead about Toyota.
As for the claim of easily adding level-2 charging, you are sadly misinformed. We have
many neighborhoods without the infrastructure readily available, requiring new wiring at
significant expense. We have apartments & condominiums that simply won't provide
support at all.
This is why starting at level-1 will have far greater of a reach. 5.5 hours with an ordinary
120-volt circuit they already have available is realistic for a much, much larger
audience. You can take advantage of level-2, but not being required for a full-recharge
during off-peak hours isn't necessary. The outlet & time is likely there already for a wide
variety of potential customers.
We'll see expansion to larger capacities increase as support ramps up. Currently, there is
a great deal of discussion taking place with electricity providers. They are struggling
with approach still. My local plug-in owners group has detailed discussions on a regular
of their progress. Once those providers throw their support into the mainstream to stir
customer interest, battery technology advancements (like that of this article) would have
been proven out.
Think about what Prius Prime will do with respect to provoking owners to upgrade from
level-1 to level-2. That's a far easier endeavor that convincing someone considering the
transition directly from traditional vehicle to electric-only.
Also, don't forget about he desire for more amps. How much will that level-2 charger be
setup for? Will the base draw of 16-amps really be enough? What about 30 or
40? What will owners be willing to invest in? Have many will their current supply be
able to provide?

11-27-2016

That Attitude. It's back! I wonder how much and how often we'll see this: "Volt is
superior to Prius." It's return was a bit of a surprise. With so many of the antagonists
having shifted support from Volt to Bolt, that really wasn't expected. But then again, the
rollout of Bolt as revealed the interior is a bit more "economy vehicle" than had been
anticipated. Having it turn out to be less of a Tesla competitor as hoped means
attempting to revive Volt. What a mess. Oh well. At least I am well prepared to deal
with it. This time around, they have far less greenwashing material to work with. This is
how I decided to reply: I remember that complacent attitude from back in 2012. Reality
came crashing down afterward, when the struggle to grow monthly sales beyond 1,700
became undeniable. The next-generation of Volt was to overcome obstacles, allowing it
to achieve the mainstream minimum (for sustaining profitable business) of 5,000 sales
per month. That hasn't worked out either. Prime exhibits potential to reach a much
larger market, so the superiority cry is no surprise. Rather than work toward something
for the masses, there's an effort is to brag about speed & power. Ugh.
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Leadership. For many people means breaking new ground. They take the definition
literally and never give it any other thought. So, stumbling across this was expected:
"[Toyota is] a leader in the hybrid market and a follower in the electric vehicle
market." It makes sense from their perspective. Prius clearly delivers the highest MPG
and there is no EV offered. The idea that about technology being more than just the
concept of "bigger is better" isn't ever considered... to the point of bewilderment. Being
ahead in the race is only a matter of being further away. That concept of affordability
isn't part of their mindset. It comes from having been raised in an obsessive &
competitive environment. Things like being practical is for the weak. Ugh,
again. Anywho, I'm curious if this new audience on a new green website will be any
more receptive to there being more than one way of being a leader. Curious, I
posted: Leadership is getting ordinary people to change. We still very much see EV
owners as niche buyers. They don't represent people from the mainstream. Those
ordinary people have yet to be enticed by plug-in options. Reaching the masses is far
more difficult than appealing to early adopters. Taking a look at the market, you'll see
that much of the low-hanging fruit has been picked. Leaders will be determined by
whomever is able to attract new interest and grow sales.

11-28-2016

Hybrid Trucks. I knew responding to this would stir trouble: "Toyota would save more
fuel by hybridizing large vehicles instead of building more Nissan leaf type cars. Pickup
trucks, minivans, etc." There's a blindness in certain groups. There's a mix of poorly
informed with those who choose to see only certain things. That makes big-picture type
discussions nearly impossible. So, when you point out something counter to their belief
or stance, they often lash out with anger... which is clear confirmation of the message
having been received... which is why I post stuff like this: Toyota has continued to
advance their large vehicle efforts, rather than abandon them as GM and
Ford. Highlander hybrid offers 5,000-pound towing capacity with 4WD, delivering a 28
MPG combined rating. That's a large vehicle. It's available today. Their smaller hybrid,
RAV4, been selling remarkably well since it's debut early this year. Think about how
easy it would be to add a plug option, following the design approach used for Prius
Prime. Note that the AC plug option from Toyota has been available in Japan for a few
years. It can deliver 1,500 watts.
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Shareholders. What do you think upon reading this: "It took this long for Toyota to see
the light, I wonder what the shareholders in the future will think of the CEO's
performance during these last few years." Since sales of Toyota vehicles have been quite
strong, it seemed absurd to express such a stance. That success has allowed for
investment in hybrids, plug-in hybrids, fuel-cells, and now electric-only
vehicles. Where's the problem? What's the concern? I knew what he was getting at,
since the context of the discussion was about leadership. That belief is the most EV
range how you identify the leader. Such a gross-oversimplification is a very real
problem. Volt enthusiasts still suffer from such short-sightedness. Oh well. All you can
do is point out the other factors of importance, as I attempted: Shareholders invested in
the company's long-term well-being don't fall for the "leader" trophy distraction. They
want strong business returns, which don't focus on racing to be first. Toyota understands
the wisdom of targeting the masses by offering a well-balanced choice, rather than
stretching for a maximum. The future is about competing with traditional vehicles
directly. So, none of the petty plug-in bickering will matter anyway. Shareholders are
well aware of what sells profitably in high-volume without tax-credits. They understand
the true competition.

11-28-2016

Rant on Owners. Whoa! One of the long-time residents, those intense daily posters
who think they own that particular forum, jumped on me screaming stereotype today. I
wondered how long that would take on the new website. He was pretty angry
too. Ironically, he was a cookie-cutter absolutist. All electricity is good. All gasoline is
bad. That type of purist attitude is quite familiar. In this case, it was an example
provided by the exclusion of EV miles. As far as he was concerned, they don't
matter. All that matter is how much gas you use... which is what we've heard for years
from Volt enthusiasts. They just omit KWH usage, only stating GALLONS. I wasn't
willing to watch that nonsense continue: Because it's electricity, it doesn't matter how
much is consumed. Wow! That is an absolutely terrible attitude. Wasting a renewable
resource is still waste, especially when it is far from abundant. We need to strive for the
most efficient use of electricity. Some EV systems are less efficient than
others. Intentionally excluding that data is just plain wrong.

11-28-2016

Wild Spin. I have no idea how to deal with someone who thinks I'm in fighting against
efficiency technologies. It's quite bizarre to encounter someone so close-minded or
paranoid of change. Shakeup to the status quo is becoming apparent, but I certainly
didn't expect anything like this: "No, intentionally spinning the story to favor a mostly
gasoline burner is just tactic that often a fossil fuel supporter would do." That is so
twisted, wild spin isn't enough to describe it. My thought is to begin with a question,
followed by pointing out how to view the situation: What is a "mostly gas
burner"? Vague labels with arbitrary levels don't help anyone. That's why there are
rating systems and quantitative measures. You get a grade, not a pass/fail.
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Blatant Attempts. The response to my wild spin reply was an outright lie, a blatant
attempt to greenwash: "Prius Prime is mostly gasoline burner when more than half of its
miles are powered by gasoline rather than electricity." I couldn't believe it. He had
posted statistics from other plug-in vehicles, claiming they applied to Prime. We're back
to that "not the same" problem. That happens when you attempt to fit everything into a
single category. It's how his obvious stereotyping came about. He's been fighting for so
long, he's lost perspective. Dealing with the change Prime brings is something he clearly
isn't prepared for. I wonder how well I am. This is how I responded: Such blatant
attempts to mislead. Without any real-world data at all, you just declare "half" and label
THE results. Stop wasting our time. Readers of this aren't that gullible. They'll see how
shorter drives will easily be 100% electric and that longer ones will still be over 50%
which is both arbitrary and vague. The keen observer will also notice the effort to avoid
actual quantities, choosing to use relative measure knowing it can distort impressions and
contribute to assumptions.

11-29-2016

Rain. This was refreshing to see: "Are there any issues with plugging in when it is
raining?" I was happy to reply to that too: Yes... you get very wet. :) Unlocking the
public charger really does prevent a quick & dry experience. It's no big deal though. I've
done it countless times over the years. What's more of an issue is unplugging after
getting a few inches of snow. The act of brushing off the snow prior to removal gets a bit
messy. I've found myself a number of times blowing, to avoid too much staying behind
the door. What's interesting is how well design the actual socket it. The specs were very
clearly thought out. Plugging in rain & snow works just fine.

11-30-2016

No Plug. Eeek! No electricity available. Oh, the horrors. It's not really that bad. The
topic does come up on a regular basis though. Being able to contribute with very recent
real-world data is great. This evening, I had an opportunity to share such an
experience: I'm quite curious how Prime will do here without plugging in. Hopefully, I
won't have to wait too much longer to find out. This evening, it was a run out to go
Christmas tree shopping... shortly after getting home and not having any electricity
available. 42 miles of driving, mostly highway, with the temperature only 36°F out
resulted in a pleasing 49 MPG average. Back when it was warmer (2 months ago), my
172-mile drive home from up north came to 58 MPG. That was especially impressive for
no plug results. So, there's definitely much to look forward to. Here where the heater is
absolutely essential, efficiency from the engine even when you have plugged it will be
nice. It will be very exciting to witness my Prius PHV performance records being easily
shattered by Prime. We take a number of very long drives over the holidays to visit
family.
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$9,000 Loss. An opinion article was published today, claiming that GM will see a
$9,000 loss from each Bolt sold. Whether that is true or not, it does raise the concern of
profitability. If there is enough evidence to support such a large amount belief, odds are
quite good the best-case scenario is only a razor-thin profit... which means a very serious
challenge when the tax-credits expire. This is how I jumped into the discussion on the
big Prius forum about the article: The point is that GM continues to follow the same
approach... deliver something unprofitable with the hope of cost dropping fast enough to
catapult the technology from niche to mainstream in only a few years. With Volt, that
failed on a colossal scale. So, we should ask what makes Bolt different. How will it
avoid the same pitfalls? The approach Toyota has taken is pretty much the opposite
extreme... offer a vehicle with specs that won't compromise profitability. That naturally
leaves enthusiasts wanting more and provides antagonists lots material to undermine
with, but it doesn't sacrifice the opportunity for high-volume sales. In other words, how
will GM proceed with so few tax-credits available for Volt & Bolt, knowing how
important it is to reach mainstream consumers?

12-01-2016

Suddenly. As expected, that opinion article claiming a massive loss for each Bolt sold
stirred quite the uproar. That nonsensical daily blog had it's spin on the situation: "Why
is Toyota suddenly jumping in with both feet? So they can lose $9k on every
sale? Doubtful." That was such a lame attempt to take the spotlight off GM, I had to
really think about how to respond... since you typically only get a single chance, then the
spin overwhelms your original message. My choice was: Toyota is waiting until the
next product cycle. That's not suddenly. Ford, Nissan, Honda, and Hyundai are all
waiting too. Heck, even Tesla is 2 years out still. Cost is very much an issue still. That's
why GM is proceeding cautiously with Bolt volume and holding back on Volt. Once the
tax-credits expire, it becomes an even bigger issue. This is also why Prime will offer full
EV abilities but keeps capacity to realistic minimum. More can be provided later, like
with a mid-cycle update. The key is focusing on everything else in the meantime. In
other words, offering a plug-in hybrid while waiting for the EV with a large capacity to
become cost-competitive... which is why an article like this came about for
Bolt. Compared to the profitable vehicles, losing even a small amount of money from
each EV sale means a lot being available simply isn't going to happen... yet.

12-01-2016

Silence. It was wonderful to see something constructive emerge: "GM's silence speaks
volumes." Of course, there was little chance of it leading to much useful
discussion. Online comments tend to fall apart quickly. We'll see if this results in
anything: 21,600 Equinox were sold last month. Not hearing anything whatsoever from
GM about offering a more efficient choice makes you wonder, especially with GM's
history of favoring tech for the larger vehicles. Remember Two-Mode? Not only was
that developed for making their SUVs more efficient, it resulted in prototypes of plug-in
models. How come we haven’t heard a peep since? What happened? Why was that
effort halted?
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Deflection. You try to have a constructive discussion. As soon as something is stated
that resembles the success formula Toyota has had, they switch the subject over to either
Prius or fuel-cells. They attempt to deflect a valid point by changing the subject. It's so
juvenile; yet, is happens all the time. Heck, we even saw that with the presidential
debates. When has good even come from attempt to avoid dealing with a problem? I
don't even bother anymore. I just state a relevant fact to end the claim and restate the
original post. It this case, it was that Toyota is doing nothing to improve efficiency of
their larger vehicles... which was an obvious deflection of the "silence" response. I
posted: Deflection doesn't work anymore. Toyota offers a 4WD hybrid with a 5,000pound towing-capacity (Highlander), an AWD compact SUV hybrid (RAV4), and a
plug-in hybrid with full EV driving (Prime). RAV4 hybrid has been selling well and the
potential for it to offer a plug using the same approach as Prime is very real. Again, why
is GM not saying anything about any type of efficiency offering for Equinox?

12-01-2016

More Deflection. Wow! Talking about desperate: "I don't think Camry Hybrid and
Highlander Hybrid are big sellers." That had absolutely nothing to do with why GM
was pushing Bolt, rather than focusing on offering Equinox as a high-efficiency
vehicle. Of course, if they actually studied GM plans, they'd discover Equinox will be
getting a diesel option... clear confirmation of lack of intent with battery tech. I didn't
bother. The obvious avoidance of RAV4 made it clear they understood customers were
being left without any purchase option, the very thing they accused Toyota of in the
past. So, I commented this way: More deflection. What does that have to do with
anything? 3,757 RAV4 hybrid were purchased last month. Substitute the current battery
with a 8.8 kWh capacity pack, then add a plug and one-way clutch like Prime. Combine
that with a $4,500 tax-credit. What do you think will happen? In other words, Toyota is
far closer to offering a plug-in compact SUV than GM. Yet, we are constantly having to
deal with the claim that they are not doing anything and demonstrate no
leadership. Equinox is a very popular GM vehicle. Why in the world are GM supporters
not pushing to have it offered with a plug?
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12-02-2016

Zealots. Seeing an attempt to label someone a troll requires consideration of
source. The niche disaster with Volt made this statement today a major point of
contention: "By and large, current Volt owners are EV Zealots." Extreme frustration has
come about from seeing that sales still haven't achieved mainstream levels, despite the
gen-2 upgrade. So, identification of a bulk of the owners being enthusiasts stirs deep
emotion. It's confirmation of a goal not being reached. The result is lashing out, trying
to belittle & insult the messenger. With GM tax-credits now divided between to
fundamentally different vehicles, concerned is raised for expectations. What should they
be? I climbed up onto the soapbox to express my concerns, with respect to the quote
above:
There's been a fierce resistance to audience. That's why "Who?" continues to be
asked. They just plain don't understand GM’s own loyal customers. That's why when
sales get brought up the discussion inevitably gets turned to Prius. It's because Toyota
found a way to draw interest from their own showroom shoppers.
This topic of Bolt being a money loser serves to stir bad memories, when Volt sales came
in the form of unsustainably low leases, followed by a massive price-slash. The upgrade
to gen-2 did very little to change the sales struggle too. As was stated today: "Total year
to date sales of 21,048 units put it in range of narrowly topping peak sales years of 2012
(23,461 units), and 2013 (23,094 units)." That says it all.
Growth to the mainstream minimum of 5,000 per month continues to be a problem, Bolt
only makes that situation worse. The tax-credit is to help establish sustainable sales from
the automakers own customers. Conquests don't achieve the necessary replacement of
traditional vehicles with cleaner technology.
The purist mentality contributes heavily to the problem. Notice how the "gallons saved"
promoting completely fell apart? It was fundamentally flawed; forcing people to look
backward rather than forward. There was nothing to contribute to growth. Stirring
interest wasn’t possible… which sales overwhelming confirmed.
It's really unfortunate how they intentionally choose to promote niche thinking, rather
than reach out to understand what those ordinary traditional vehicle buyers actually
wanted. Too bad if they don't like the engine starting up from time to time. Too bad if
owners don’t upgrade to level-2 charging. Too bad if power doesn’t throw you back in
your seat. The goal of getting people to embrace the idea of plugging in for their primary
travel is still achieved.
Looking back through this thread, it's quite clear that there isn't recognition of the
problem and it will persist as a result. There are claims of intent, but there is no
supportive action. All talk is what you get from zealots, attempts to win daily debates
rather than taking on actual change.
Again, those tax-credits will only last so long and the number of full-value ones is
limited. Squandering them away without setting very clear accountable goals is such a
waste.
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Plug Placement. On a random blog site, I found a comment about Prime's plug
placement interesting. He's an expected owner, impatiently awaiting delivery like
me. The opinion expressed was that the position on Prime that Toyota decided upon was
a mistake. That brought me back to the discussions we had about PHV prior to its
rollout. My thoughts were shared. No common theme emerged. Different people have
different ideas, all without actual plugging experience. Following rollout, we didn't hear
a peep. The impression was the choice was a wise one. This is an opportunity to find out
more, from a new audience. Only this time, there are some (like me) who have years of
experience to share. So, I did: You'll discover that plug placement not a mistake, it's an
advantage for at home. The location in the rear on the passenger-side allows those with
tight garage parking to conveniently plug in. Park with the passenger-side up against a
wall, leaving the driver-side open so the door has room. You'll quickly notice the
benefit. You can easily reach the socket and there's no cord to have to walk around. It
can be close to the location of the charger too, being near the corner of the car rather than
near the middle. I know this quite well. I've owned a Prius PHV for 4.5 years. At the
house I lived when I first got it, I backed in with the passenger-side against the
wall. (btw, that is a breeze to do with EV mode. The power and slow RPM available
from the electric-motor really simplifies the process.) That allowed my wife to just pull
in with her car and both our driver's door to have ample room to open. ( If she also would
have had a plug-in Prius, she'd be able to plug in too.) At the house we moved to, the
door for entering the house is directly in back of the garage, rather than off to a side. The
benefit of that should be easy to recognize. The plug handle & cord would be sticking
out in the walkway between the cars. That would be quite annoying to have to routinely
deal with. I'm pleased Toyota decided to retain that same placement for Prius Prime.

12-02-2016

Prime vs. Volt. A comparison video is making the rounds online. It's quite constructive
too, very well thought out and without bias. So, I was quite curious when it got posted
on a GM supporter website. This was the first comment that resulted: "The Chevy Volt
will beat the Toyota Prius Prime in all details except cost and long distance driving
MPG." That claims was a gross over-simplification, if not considered misleading. We
know for a fact Prime is more efficient. If you drive only EV miles, there is no
contest. Volt is the guzzler in comparison. But it's not worth addressing that aspect until
an ample amount of real-world data is available... since the enthusiasts only care about
EPA ratings when it is to their advantage. Anywho, the person who posted it is an
antagonist who seeks out the opportunity to belittle and does all he can to avoid
detail. That meant being creative with the reply post: Cost is far from trivial, most
definitely something GM cannot just brush off as you did. Prius Prime is well configured
to be able to compete with the true competition (traditional vehicles) when tax-credits
expire... which is key to reaching high-volume profitable sales. Ordinary consumers
want something well-balanced and affordable. Paying for more EV they may not
necessarily even use isn't a priority. And if they do use it routinely, they'll need to invest
in a level-2 charger and a 240-volt line for their garage, since 13 hours recharge time for
Volt on level-1 isn't realistic. For plug-in choices to be adopted by the masses, it is
necessary to step away from the niche perspective. Remember, most people have no
issue whatsoever with using gas. So, pushing the perspective of EV purity falls on deaf
ears. They simply aren't interested in gas elimination. They do express a desire to
greatly reduce gas consumption though.
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Trouble Coming. There's a very real hate growing for Prius supporters among Volt
enthusiasts. Reaction to sales results today makes that quite clear. Growth of gen-2 Volt
simply hasn't materialized yet... "too little, too slowly" really hurts now. The outlook is
for 2016 sales is for them to match that of 2012 and 2013. That look really, really
bad. With Toyota, Hyundai, Chrysler, and Mitsubishi all rolling out plug-in hybrids
within the next 9 months, that's even more pressure on the struggling Volt... which soon
faces competition from within. Bolt is about to steal its thunder (pun intended). That
growing conflict from within GM itself is hard to deal with. That frustration cannot be
taken out on loyalist; so naturally, they lash at the most obvious target: Prius. I find that
quite annoying. But what's more telling is the posts in response: "Plug-ins have well
surpassed 5k/month. We're averaging around 12k/month..." That was astonishing to
read. I couldn't believe it, hence this: That's an interesting new & desperate way to spin
the profitability requirement. You know very well that GM set the 5,000 per-month level
for one vehicle model (Volt), not the entire market of plug-ins. The reason is obvious.
Overcoming losses requires a least that level of sales. The fact that you aren't even trying
anymore is a clear indication of trouble to come.

12-02-2016

The Trap. This quote came from a well-known troublemaker working aggressively to
misrepresent: "Sorry.. not going down the rabbit hole this time." It has been interesting
to see the extremes he exerts to conceal the past. Ironically, he calls what I do as
revisionist history. In reality, he is projecting... accusing someone else of his own
doings. It's an odd situation to deal with, especially when the personality you're fighting
believes in absolutes. Anywho, it's quite clear that sales trouble is on the way. The
"good enough" attitude is a dead-giveaway. That's the trap many fall into. As he would
say, they "rest on their laurels"... which is exactly what he's doing. Ugh. Oh well. All
you can do is try to point out the mistakes being repeated: Yet, you are anyway by
absolutely refusing to acknowledge the sales struggle. Remember when we pointed out
the traps Two-Mode supporters fell into? The response was that the same thing wouldn't
happen to Volt. It did anyway. Now, we see Bolt following that same path. It boggles
the mind that the choice continues to be to not address the problem of audience with the
hope of significant cost-reduction in a very short amount of time. High-Volume sales are
absolutely essential. For the third time, who is GM attempting to attract as buyers?
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Desperation. A sign of this is an abrupt change of stance. Monthly sales of Volt were
always a point of contention. Everything conceivable was done to avoid addressing the
bigger picture... annual sales. He finally did, but switched to only stating those of the
entire market: "Today, we are at 535,000 plug-ins sold in the US." The evasion of
particular detail tells the true story. He hated reading this summary the moderator
provided: "Total year to date sales of 21,048 units put it in range of narrowly topping
peak sales years of 2012 (23,461 units), and 2013 (23,094 units)." It highlighted the
lack-of-growth issue for Volt. In other words, it's time to move onto something
else. GM's move to emphasize Bolt will make that effort easier. Inevitably, a plug-in
hybrid choice that actually is competitive will be introduced. The problem right now is
the trap led them to focus on offering the "best" performance, rather than a configuration
able to replace traditional vehicles. It's unfortunate, but understandable. I saw the
obvious side-step, refusing to acknowledge Volt by looking at overall plug-in sales
instead: 14 million cars purchased in the United States each year. That comes to roughly
75 million for the past six years, subtracting out some to account for weaker economy in
the past. That still means less than 1% of the market has a plug. That low-hanging fruit
came with generous tax-credits too. So, why are you doing everything you can to make
excuses for such small market penetration? Traditional vehicles are absolutely
dominating still. Refusing to accept the economics of competing with them directly is a
recipe for disaster.

12-03-2016

It Fell Apart. We've seen denial many times in the past. Rather than address
observations, the choice was to suppress them. That's easy to do when you label to
poster as a troll. Protecting an antagonist, rather than actually dealing with the issue of
discussion, is pretty much par for the course in forum posting. That's why the effort to
clean up on the big GM forum was so appreciated. They saw the reputation problem
those antagonists were causing. It simply wasn't worth allowing those long-term
members to direct discussions to their favor. The moderators wanted threads of
integrity. That's why I don't get banned. I try my best to be polite and back my claims
with solid facts. It become quite a challenge when you encounter this though: "I suggest
you buy a plug-in w/a decent EV range, and then come back & comment." He tries to
avoid red-flags of the past. But even that really stands out. It's quite as blatant as the
cries of "vastly superior", but the message is clear nonetheless. I posted this short
reply: That level of rhetoric is the smug countless scores of people have always
stereotyped owners as… and you actually just dropped down to it.
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12-03-2016

Keyboard Warriors. Coming across this opening-line in a review article posted very
shortly after my online encounter was extraordinarily well timed: "The keyboard
warriors have brushed the Prius Prime aside as not having enough pure electric driving
range. But Toyota is still the best at making efficient cars that people can afford." I
hadn't ever heard that term. I figured something would eventually be coined to better
identify antagonists. After all, the term "troll" came about and stuck. It was extremely
effective at pointing out those who came from outside with nothing but the intent to stir
trouble. Sadly though, it's use helped conceal the behavior of those working hard to
defend the status quo. Those individuals who worked extensively over the years to crave
out a nice place for them to routinely post with the voice of authority. Someone like me,
coming in with the purpose of advancing discussion, is seen as a troublemaker... resulting
in relentless attacks to shut me up. Simply asking the purpose of a thread or forum is
seen as an invitation to fight... which aggravates them to no one when victory isn't harsh
& swift. This is why the audience question is so effective. It forces readers &
participants to consider purpose. What the heck is the point of those posts? Needless to
say, I'm thrilled about having learned of this term. Defense of the status quo is quite
challenging. To have another arrow in the quiver is quite nice.

12-03-2016

It Got Worse! Posting a comment in third-person, with consequence of insult to the
person who originally said it, is dirty play: "My wife is not an EV zealot, but even she
understands that 25 miles of all-electric range is not worth the trouble of plugging
in." How can possibly reply without that coming off as disrespectful of his wife's
opinion. It's the type of bait you rarely see anyone use, since the outcome is rarely ever
good. It tried regardless of consequence: We have seen quite a number of excuses over
the past few days attempting to justify the lack of sales growth. Some were weak. Some
were misleading. Some were desperate. None tried to dismiss the advantages of
plugging in though. So, seeing that claim is truly astonishing. It is so extreme, I'm left
without a way to respond. Even if a person has a 40-mile commute, they'll see an
average returned of 100 MPG. There is simply no possible way to say that such a result
isn't worth it. And for those whose daily driving is less than 25 miles, they'll see
absolutely incredible MPG. The low-hanging fruit is almost all picked already (earlyadopter purchases) and the help to establish the market is running out (tax-credit
expiration). So, how could anyone be so determined to undermine the advancement of
plug-in technology that they would make such a blanket statement against the use of
electricity?
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12-03-2016

Letting Them Have It. Knowing we're at a tipping-point, summaries are helpful...
especially when the plan looking forward is so unclear. This is what I added to that very
heated thread:
Enthusiasts of Volt claimed much would change when the rollout of gen-2 took
place. Clearly, they were correct. Quite a bit has indeed changed.
The biggest is GM shifted interest over to Bolt and supporters followed. So much
attention has been lost by Volt, it has become all but forgotten. We barely hear anything
about it anymore and there is a very real concern production-volume will be kept low so
sales don't use up too many of the tax-credits remaining.
The next significant change is the reality of low gas prices and the fear of a new
administration heavily favoring traditional vehicles. There simply is no interest in
consuming less petroleum from the masses. The ever-increasing efficiency from the
status quo is good enough for them, especially now that diesel is basically dead for noncommercial use.
Then there's the problem with the supposed competition: other plug-in hybrids. With
Toyota, Hyundai, Chrysler, and Mitsubishi all rolling out plug-in hybrids within the next
9 months, how will Volt stir new interest? The opportunity for conquest sales is rapidly
vanishing and GM showroom shoppers have been choosing Equinox, Malibu, and Cruze
in large numbers.
We have the push from antagonists attempting to build resentment for the one plug-in
hybrid that is now demonstrating a great deal of potential: Prius Prime. This is the first
offering to achieve the "nicely under $30,000" goal for MSRP. It also delivers
outstanding efficiency following battery depletion: over 50 MPG. With a solid reliability
reputation already well established, we can see the struggle for gen-2 Volt to come.
In other words, because so much has indeed changed, we have to return back to that
original question: "Who is the market for Volt?"
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12-03-2016

Lack of Clarity. Uncertainty of what comes next is the root of the problem. There's a
lot of anxiety now. Bolt is late and the selling-point of range isn't dominating attention,
as had been hoped. It's the same type of mistake enthusiasts made with Volt. They
assumed performance was the only selling-point that would be necessary to sustain
strong sales. Recognition of that false belief led to a lot of damage-control... keeping
those keyboard warriors very busy. Milestones being missed and definitions changing
were the signs to look for. The same is true now. Watch for that. Casual readers won't
notice what's going on and certainly won't be aware of the pattern. Fortunately, I'm
happy to point out what's going on: The smug amplifies greatly whenever monthly sales
are posted, and I get used as a scapegoat for numbers falling well short of the goal stated
a decade ago for sales to be a minimum of 5,000 per month. Remember how much I
pushed for an affordable model of Volt, one with a smaller battery-pack to compliment
the standard model? Hysteria from Prius caused many to lash out in fear of that diluting
what Volt was. Remember how much they proclaimed EREV was the only solution
possible? Now we see Ford, Honda, BMW, Hyundai, and Toyota all taking different
approaches to achieve the same goal. Those antagonists were clearly wrong. Now, you
are doing what? Not speaking out about the excuses and not doing anything to stop the
misleading is being an enabler. Shoot the messenger all you want to feel better, but it
won't change what’s happening. It's ok to celebrate a good sales month, but don't lose
sight of the big picture. That goal to make Volt a popular choice among GM shoppers is
absolutely essential. Substantial growth is required, soon. No amount of spin or
diversion will change that.

12-03-2016

Anything Else? part 1. Rapid fade away of GM problems allows us to put focus back
on the technology. Dealing with actual questions of owners, rather than rhetoric, is
fantastic. I certainly hope the newcomers, like Ionic or Pacifica owners, are receptive to
cooperative efforts of plug-in endorsement. It blows my mind how a few key Volt
enthusiasts become the spokespeople for all of Volt online, giving it a terrible reputation
of smug. Unfortunately, we see that happening in Prime reviews. Comments of Volt
superiority are easy to find. I sure how partnerships can be built elsewhere. We've been
able to collaborate with BMW i3 owners. But with so few and with a vehicle little is
known about, that only takes you so far. Leaf owners are quite receptive, but the relation
of EV owners with plug-in hybrid owners hasn't even been a problem. It's only with
Volt. Ugh. Oh well. At least we have new Prime owners helping stir up new topics to
discuss.
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12-03-2016

Anything Else? part 2. The question asked of Prius Prime from a new owner was if
there was advantage of battery-charging with the gas-engine beyond the hill-climbing
and warm-up cycle. I see this as a growing source of contention. It reminds me a lot of
how the hybrid-system was originally perceived. Some people readily picked up on that
opportunities and others totally misunderstood. Simply reverting to a "never use" stance
will yield the best results overall all owners. But there are some who will be able to
identify advantageous situations. Why not provide that knowledge to educate? Why
treat everyone as novice drivers only? Why shouldn't we strive for well-informed owners
right away? Collecting enough real-world data to confirm operational results shouldn't
take that long. Perhaps the current membership simply doesn't have the tools necessary
for that collection. I'm not sure... and won't let that stop me: Yes. As I state each time
Charge-Mode is mentioned, there is a clear advantage to using it on long trips. Far less
horsepower is used to maintain a cruise on a highway than what the engine has to offer,
which means the introduction of a minor load won't result in as much of a penalty as one
would think. It's counter-intuitive, much like how the hybrid system works without a
plug. Extra load can actually result in a gain. That's how higher MPG is achieved. So
with the plug-in, once you get off the highway, having a recharged battery pretty
efficiency opportunities which would otherwise be lost.

12-04-2016

Charge-Mode. This innocent comment today got a rather stern response from me: "As
far as force charge, it's mostly a gimmick and bad for mpg's and thusly pollution." Since
it came from a frequent and well-informed Prius PHV owner, my pounce should be well
understood. He'll know it's with best of intentions:
You're asking for quite a bit of conflict making generalizations like that. I'll be bumping
heads with you on a regular basis, pointing out that USED WISELY there can be
circumstances in which you will see an efficiency gain (and subsequent emission
reduction) from using Charge-Mode.
This will be a education effort for newbies, very much like what we did back when Prius
was new to most people. The assumption was made that more electric-only driving was
better. We know that's not the case. The engine can indeed encounter situations of lower
efficiency though, where a benefit can be realized by adding load.
Your use of "mostly" should be changed to "except on long trips without plugging
opportunity". After 4.5 years of driving a Prius PHV, it's easy to see how those distant
drives on the highway are always followed by running around with the Prius upon
reaching your destination. In that particular circumstance, I know for a fact there will be
an overall improvement from taking advantage of Charge-Mode.
In basically all other driving situations, I don't envision recommendation
opportunities. So, I'm with you in that respect. But with a vague "mostly", expect routine
replies provided clarification. We're at the early stages when assumptions &
misunderstandings happen. So, extra care will really be a boost to our desire to
help. Best of intentions...
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12-04-2016

Diesel Plans. Major cities in Europe have announced the intent to ban diesel vehicles by
2025. This death was inevitable. There was no possible way an engine-only diesel
passenger vehicle could possibly compete with second-generation plug-in hybrids. That
alone was enough to see the writing on the tombstone. Recent embracing of EV choices
has pushed that shift into the fast-lane. Much of the acceleration came about as a result
of the VW disaster. Nissan & Tesla's push was a great start. BMW joining in was a
great endorsement. Now with GM about to stir halo efforts, we can see momentum
growing. What will catch on in the plugging world is still unknown, but the potential of
Prius Prime reaching mainstream consumers faster than anyone had imagine is a big
boost. So, even without the news coming from California, there's reason for a very
positive outlook. $800 Million of the $14.7 Billion settlement with VW will go to the
sunny state. They will be installing a lot of charging-stations with it, as well as introduce
sharing & hailing services for zero-emission vehicles. The 10-year plan will be divided
into four 30-month spending cycles. I really like that accountability with clear &
quantifiable milestones. The horribly ambiguous and ever-changing plans GM stated
over the years was a good example of what not to do. After all, California wants to
enforce clean mandates. Investing heavily into infrastructure with this money will really
help build momentum for that progress.

12-04-2016

Just Drive It. Having both a plug and a charge-mode is moving us to the next
level. This stage in hybrid evolution requires a rethink. It happened right away: "The
only non-trivial or extreme corner case reason this notion of EV in the destination city
after a long trip has merit that I can think of is to reduce engine warm-up
routines." Coming from a new Prius Prime owner, I am quite intrigued what the reaction
will be to my post of this in response:
That is far from trivial or extreme. In fact, that is so profoundly significant, you just very
effectively talked through the process to disprove the original hypothesis. Doing that at
work (I'm a software developer) is an extremely helpful tool for understanding &
confirming design. We stress the importance of taking the time to do that. Great job!
Whenever I go on a trip, there is always some running around that would greatly benefit
from avoiding engine warm-up. The runs for food, shopping, entertainment, and
recreation are MPG killers. Often only a few miles, it should be very easy to see how
driving those short distances using only electricity would be hugely advantageous.
After owning a plug-in hybrid for awhile, you'll see that those opportunities aren't
actually trivial or extreme if you travel. Not having a plug available, but having the
ability to substitute some wisely consumed gas for recharging, can be an effective use of
the system. We're moving beyond that "Just Drive It" advice of the past.
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12-04-2016

Damage Control. It's easy to get really annoyed when you are accused of revising
history, yet clearly, you can see they aren't remembering events correctly. My personal
log entries (blogs) are a written record of what happened, when it happened, and what the
impression of it was at the time. It's super easy to look back on them. Google makes
those searches a powerful tool at my disposal. I can quickly confirm the actual
history. There's no need to try to remember. It was documented at the time those events
were occurring. That leaves you with a sense of confidence to face the spin head-on. I
have been too, to the point of being annoying back. This moment in time will soon
vanish. Rather than awaiting Prius Prime deliveries and discovering what Bolt really can
do, we'll know those details. The shift from speculation to confirmation is a big
one. That's why I'm doing all I can to document these moments as they're
happening. Someone, I will search back for them too. Here is today's dealing with that
trophy-mentality problem: I will continue to point out the misleading that takes place
here. For example, the recent claim of halo. It was intentionally vague. Yes, GM did
indeed make the statement about Volt being a halo vehicle. That didn't come until the end
of gen-1 production drew near though. There was nothing stated about gen-2 being the
same way. In fact, it was quite the opposite. An expectation was set for gen-2 Volt to
very much be a mainstream vehicle selling at mainstream volume. The misleading posts
are damage-control efforts. Ask yourself why gen-2 would only be a halo. It doesn't
make sense without any mainstream offering available.

12-04-2016

Learn & Educate. Those discussing Prius Prime are facing the expected generational
split. It's very easy to make assumptions and not want to shake up the existing
unity. Upgrades don't always play well with that though. So far, that's the case we're
seeing: "...like the thousands of people who believe trying to keep the lift back in EV is
more efficient than using gas." The discussions about Charge-Mode are building up to
debates. Some just want to pretend it doesn't exist, to keep things simple. I'm not
simple. I feel people can be educated, especially if it has the potential to become a draw
to learn more. I sounded off about that with: It is more efficient in EV. Toyota knows
that all too well. For everyone else to know why, they must ask the reason for putting an
EV button on the liftback model. Understanding that is vital. It's the same reason the
Charge-Mode feature is engaged by holding a shared button, rather than having one of it's
own. The key to that understanding is to realize the topic is a WHEN situation, rather
than an IF. In other words, you're asking the wrong question. So, the answer will never
been correct. We can easily see the feature will be misused. It should also be easier to
see that recommending "never" won't work. Many will inevitably stumble across it by
some means. Then what? Not even trying to learn & educate about it would be to
dismiss the reason why Toyota provided the mode. Put it this way. How hard would it
be to get an owner to change the way they use it after discovering there can be a MPG
penalty when used at inefficient times? That sounds pretty darn simple to me. After all,
we do it on a regular basis with "B" mode.
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12-05-2016

Loss of Purpose. That's what it ended up to be after the dust settled. The "too little, too
slowly" concern became an outcome. They knew it was going to happen too. The
obvious sign of acknowledgement was the subtle shift over to a good enough
attitude. They'd declare monthly sales as "doing well", then simply move on to
something else. You could predict that. What was uncertain though, which could be an
indicator of the pattern breaking, was no longer attacking Prius. Remember how I got
involved with the Volt enthusiasts in the first place? It was to correct the steady stream
of misinformation being posted, clear attempts to greenwash. That revealed itself to be
an opportunity for finding an ally... which unfortunately, fell apart quickly. The
introduction of Prime and the rollout of Bolt presented a new opportunity. Knowing that
enthusiasts were facing an identity crisis, having a complete loss of purpose with the
"range extender" philosophy having fallen apart, I took the chance. Seeing change meant
the possibly of a new audience. No such luck. What a mess. There is no clarity, no
sense of what to promote. Rather than a unified sense of plug-in support, the original
trophy-mentality problem is tearing them apart... consequently preventing anyone else
from joining. Ugh.

12-05-2016

Tree, Not Forest. It's hard to believe just how deep the denial got: "Actually I'd say
plug-in sales growth is doing quite well." That's sums up the situation quite well. He
absolutely refused to ever state goals. No consideration of the overall market (forest),
instead only seeing plug-in sales (tree). It was always a wait-and-see approach. That
meant he come just make up whatever he wanted to declare victory. There was no
accountability or scale. It was all about being looked upon as "best". What happened for
ordinary buyers meant nothing. Only the image of GM was important. That selfish &
uncaring attitude was terrible. Evidence of that is emerging too. There still isn't anything
other than Volt. All that bragging how GM would deliver more & faster and Toyota with
Prius was a load of crap. It's why saying anything with respect to that status appears to
the Volt enthusiasts as praise for Prius. Even if no mention is every made, that inability
to successfully "leap frog" really hurts... because they didn't want an ally, they wanted
superiority. The very idea of forming a plug-in partnership repulsed them... which
sickened me. Those I know here who own a Volt (in the local plug-in owners group) are
very nice people, open-minded and very inviting. I thoroughly enjoy working them...
quite unlike these keyboard warriors. Oh well. I had a short & bittersweet response to
share: That's called settling. Remember the "too little, too slowly" concern? It was
about exactly this, considering the progress made to be good enough, rather than actually
meeting the goals set.
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12-05-2016

Too Little, Too Slowly. Those overseeing the bankruptcy recovery for GM certainly did
well. Their concern for not delivering enough and taking far too long was right on the
money. 7.5 years later, the promise of the technology invested into Volt becoming a core
offering failed miserably... so bad, there's no denying it. Bolt is the antithesis of Volt, the
very approach to plugging in GM was fiercely against. It should have been
complimentary. But taking that stance means at least partial acknowledgement about
having made a fundamental mistake with Volt... not designing it to be affordable. The
very real problem of limited tax-credits makes it even worse. GM squandered them,
focusing on building image rather than using them to rapidly establish a market. It's such
a waste. True, there was much learned from the technology itself. But was the customer
sacrifice worth it? I certainly don't see the end-state we are at as constructive. Bolt won't
achieve high-volume prior to Tesla Model 3 and Nissan Leaf gen-2 rollouts and Volt will
be left struggling to find an audience. Ugh. Just think if focus had been on drawing in
their own loyal customers instead. I put intent of the recent online sparring this
way: Pointing out sales of other GM vehicles, those sharing the same showroom floor,
provides context. Do you really want Volt to stay just a halo vehicle? The concern for
what happens when the $7,500 tax-credit expires is very real. Those traditional GM
vehicles currently sell far better, without any subsidy help. Avoiding what happens at the
dealer is not wise, something my local plug-in owners group is working very hard to
overcome. Why is there so much resistance here?

12-05-2016

Convincing Yourself. What do you think upon reading this: "Then there's the problem
with the supposed competition: other plug-in hybrids. With Toyota, Hyundai, Chrysler,
and Mitsubishi all rolling out plug-in hybrids within the next 9 months." That's what I
posted 2 days ago, with the purpose of pointing out the rapidly growing
competition. After all, this particular antagonist absolutely refuses to acknowledge the
market as a whole, recognizing traditional vehicles as the actual competition. Instead, he
insists it is only other plug-in vehicles. That puts his reply into perspective: "This is a
GOOD thing. It's called validation." He has worked so hard to present Volt as the
ultimate purchase, it's easy for him to just outright dismiss other choices as
unworthy. It's the blindness that comes from the trophy-mentality. He simply doesn't see
the problem. That's why the "Who?" question never made any sense. He thinks the
requirements of an enthusiast apply to everyone. He doesn't understand
diversity. Wanting to pay less for less simply makes no sense. He's convinced himself
one-size-fits-all. It's why I'm about to move on. The confrontations certainly have been
educational for me. Learning about why he made such fundamental mistakes was very
informative.
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12-06-2016

Game Changer. What a wonderful way to walk away from the online battles with: "Can
you say "game changer" ?" Reading that was remarkable. It was the same old nonsense
of the past, the very thing the enthusiasts vowed not to repeat. What game? Change
how? It's so incredibly vague, there's almost no point in responding. No one did
either. The thread ended prematurely as a result. They knew that was a pain wound that
just got reopened. It had been the battle cry for years. Volt would be a game-changer,
finally dethroning Prius as the green & efficiency sales leader. GM fell well short of that,
embarrassingly so. It's why constructive discussion is so difficult now. Anything
negative is feared as an attack. Even with the insanely low lease offers, the enormous
price drop, and the generous tax-credits, sales were major struggle. The quantity was low
and GM customers simply weren't interested. Hope fell upon conquest (stealing sales
from other automakers) instead. That's a terrible plan and the consequences are
becoming apparent. So, we have to ask what game and what change to expect now. If
Bolt is to be the Volt successor, what will be the criteria for success? Wasn't this all
about replacing dirty & wasteful with green & efficient? The technology obviously
works. Implementation has been a disaster though. Great engineering spoiled by horrid
management decisions. I declared victory of my own, by asking a fundamental question
I know to be the true game changer: Competing directly with traditional vehicles?
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12-07-2016

Prime Test-Drive. I had great things to say about this: "Saw my first prime today." It
was on a new discussion thread titled: "Prime in the wild". My excitement of having
something to share made that opportunity to good to resist. Absolutely delighted, I
posted:
That wasn't me... though, I was driving a Prime wildly today. :)
I got a chance to meet with my salesperson and we took the dealer's fleet model out for a
spin.
It was a lot of fun. I took advantage of the full battery-pack. With the heater on, I hit the
nearby highway. Whoa! The increase in EV power and the quieter interior sure was
nice. Prime's upgrade over the PHV model will certainly win over a lot of fencesitters. Those not interested in Prius sure are in for a surprise from the one with a
plug. The effortless electric-only driving makes the sale simple.
For those who take a deeper dive into the test-drive experience, find yourself a small
roundabout. The one near my dealer was really fun. I hit it hard too, thrilled about how
much of an improvement the gen-4 design brought about. The reduced body-roll,
combined with a lower center-of-gravity from the battery-pack, sure made that a key
experience. It will win over the naysayers. We ended up going back for a second
round. Once simply wasn't enough.
What I especially liked was the wide-array of small improvements, like adding
cupholders in the rear doors and the folding-seat redesign. The view out of the dualwave rear window was astonishing... no distortion and increased visibility. What new
customers will like is Toyota's approach to simplifying the interface. The intentional deemphasis to details enthusiasts normally get hung up on are presented in terms easy to
understand & follow.
I hope mine gets delivered soon. If not, I'll manage. The wait is totally worth it.

12-07-2016

Pacifica Details. The official EV rating was released. It will be more than anticipated:
33 miles. That's enough of an EV range to really mess up arguments. With so many
arbitrary "it needs as least 30" claims to undermine Prius, this now appears as an
endorsement. However, that's the only strong selling point. Delivering 32 MPG
following depletion is indeed impressive for a minivan, but the $41,995 base price kills
that. It's quite a bump up from the $28,595 base for the traditional model. Minivans are
a difficult market. Ford & GM abandon it years ago. All the other automakers, except
Chrysler, have only a small showing. So, this is a great opportunity. It's still a tough
sell. The interior space is great. Promoting it as a hybrid is rather odd though. Rumor is
that there will be an unveiling of an EV version in a few weeks though. That helps to
clarify the naming choice. It's boils down to knowing audience. Who will they be trying
to sell Pacifica to? How many do they hope to sell? What else will they sell?
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12-08-2016

Climate-Change Deniers. That's who our president-elect has been seeking for certain
key roles in the new administration. Ugh. That's not good. Could you imagine the heard
of the EPA being someone who has a history of fighting carbon-reduction efforts? That's
exactly what appears to be happening. We'll end up seeing investments in dirty industry
with non-renewable resources. How is that a good idea? You don't create jobs for the
future by spending lots of money on technology of the past. My travel to Europe last
year revealed how much more we could be doing with solar & wind. Not being leaders
in that regard is disappointing. Finding out their likely won't be any effort to improve
that situation is really a let down. Thank goodness Toyota is offering a solution that
won't rely on heavy infrastructure improvements... because it certainly looks like those in
key power positions here won't be providing any support.

12-09-2016

Diesel News. There was quite a stir this week, when 4 major cities (outside the United
States) announced a ban on diesel vehicles. They want to prohibit their use in those cities
by 2025. With so many hybrid and plug-in choices entering the market, it makes no
sense to depend upon diesel anyway. It's expensive, barely meets minimum clean
requirements, and isn't anywhere near as efficient. Why bother is a reasonable question
to ask... which leads us to GM. They will be going forward with the rollout of a diesel
Cruze. Why? With a $24,670 base price for the manual transmission and an additional
$2,000 for the automatic, what's the point? How will potential buyers be enticed? A
hybrid version would offer better efficiency. A traditional version would cost quite a bit
less. Meanwhile, there's growing interest in Prime coming from VW buyback
people. The uncertain timing & complexity of selling back their TDI to get the a plug-in
hybrid is stirring new discussion. The thought of going back to gas isn't appealing and
many were quite against regular hybrids in the past. We are most definitely in a new
chapter of automotive history now.

12-10-2016

Bolt Surprises. Finding out the advertised 90-mile recharge in 30 minutes only applies
to 80 kW connections sure caused a stir today. The high-power DC rechargers currently
top out at 50 kW. That resulting speed limitation primarily comes from pricing. To
deliver faster, the customer must be willing to pay for the next higher tier for that
electricity. It's expensive too, a major deterrent. To complicate matters, the home setup
for fast charging requires as 32-amp capacity. Those with level-2 chargers in their
garage at home already are likely using something with less power, which means longer
recharge times. Originally, there were a number of 16-amp choices. Those would be
much slower. Needless to say, there's much to cause confusion, misunderstandings, and
assumptions. To make this even worse, there are a number of references in older articles
about the recharging expectation for Chevy Bolt to be "90 percent" rather than "90 miles"
in 30 minutes. It's too bad the Volt enthusiasts squandered their time away worried about
superiority. They didn't bother taking the advice to educate. What a waste. Of course,
the knowledge was dangerous. It would have informed people of shortcomings... as
some are discovering now.
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12-12-2016

Heater Improvements. Some people just plain don't know what has been done and
what could be done. That uncertainty of audience in a public forum makes it difficult to
know how to respond to posts too. Fortunately, there are a few who ask questions, like:
"What sort of things would Toyota have done to conserve the heat?" It's nice to
encounter such open-mindedness. Far too often, people draw conclusions based on
anecdotal observation or just make wild assumptions. Getting that on a regular basis
makes threads a cumbersome mess too. Heck, that is a contributing factor to these
blogs. At least I have a means of finding the information later. Forums aren't laid out in
chronological order either. Threads overlap and there is no way to find highlights of
what happened on any particular day. That contributes heavily to online problems. It's
really unfortunate. The big picture is lost in that format. Oh well. That's why blogs
exists. They compliment the forums. Anywho, here's what I shared about the
heater: The new "active grille shutter" is a nice improvement for getting the most of the
heat available. Some owners have been doing that blocking themselves for years for
heat-retention and reducing the amount of air blowing through under the hood. Now, it's
a standard feature. The "vapor-injected heat-pump" is an obvious improvement too. It's
the best in the industry for electric heating in terms of efficiency. That's a nice advantage
other plug-in vehicles can't compete with, using just regular heat-pumps or resistanceheating.

12-13-2016

Delivery Wait. You wonder how long it will take for me to actually be until I take
delivery of my Prius Prime? I expect there to be a wait of a few weeks still. It just
doesn't seem realistic for such a new approach to be established so quickly. Think about
that fleet model. Seeing that Toyota is delivering some to dealers with the "not for sale"
notice is a clear indication of intent to educate. Much needs to be done for all involved to
learn what needs to be taught. That requires hands-on experience. You have to drive the
vehicle a number of times to even begin to figure out what questions need to be
asked. Finding the answers then takes awhile. You want to ensure the information is
correct too. There far to much opportunity for misconceptions to emerge. After all, why
study something that will remain limited inventory for perhaps years, especially with the
profit-margin so small. From a sales perspective, you'll make much more commission
from the wide assortment of vehicles available on the lot instead. After all, demand for
plugging in is a big unknown and gas is still cheap. Understanding the technology is
key. Batteries have proven to be robust. How they actually work though isn't common
knowledge yet. That's why I have a growing expectation of wait. Spring will be here
soon enough. By then, I would have been driving the Prime and collected lots of realworld data to share. In the meantime, that education at dealers is taking place. It's still a
challenge to be patient though, despite it being totally worth it.
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12-14-2016

Seeing What You Want. The choice for you or I means little on its own. Do other
share the same sentiment, priorities, interest? Sometimes, asking those questions
provides a surprising answer, like: "I bought the car I wanted to drive." It's not often to
get a confession of that matter. Purchases based upon want, rather than need, are good to
know about. It's not wrong to fulfill desire, but please don't misrepresent that as it being
what everyone else does too. They don't. A large chunk of the population simply cannot
affort that. This is why I asked "Who?" so often. Being aware of such fundamental
differences in reason for buying is a very big deal. It's also quite frustrating when having
to deal with someone who isn't. They see what they want. Today, I dealt with it this
way: That is the very reason why you have yet to understand who the market is. Want is
for enthusiasts only. Need is what everyone else makes decisions upon. This is why the
common SUV keeps getting smaller and hybrid options are beginning to be offered. This
is also the competition-with-traditional options... like Prime... possess the potential for
real change. Say what you want. There is now 6 years of sales confirming great buys for
those enthusiasts but little to draw interest of ordinary consumers. We have
overwhelmingly seen disregard & dismissal from the mainstream. Face the
facts. Overcoming the status quo takes far more than what you want.

12-14-2016

The Trap. Far too often, something is posted online to mislead or undermine. That
certainly was happening today. This post speaks for itself: Determining "compliance" is
a red-herring, an undermining distraction from the goal of traditional vehicle
replacement. It's a trap far too many fall into. Achieving minimum mainstream demand
levels (5,000 per month without tax-credits) is far more difficult than initial low-hanging
fruit sales. In other words, don't get hung up in greenwash labels. Stay focused on the
effort to reach ordinary consumers. Their purchase interest is vital... that means actually
being able to compete with vehicles they share the showroom floor with.
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12-14-2016

Bolt Deliveries. Remember range anxiety? We're seeing even worse now. At least that
tried to sell you something you really didn't need. What does Bolt bring to the effort of
replacing traditional vehicles quickly? A online friend of mine put it this way: "Which
part of bovine fecal matter applies?" He sees the inability to deliver something able to
be sold in high-volumes for a profit. It's all show. True, the technology should work
fine. But what's the point if so few are built & purchased? My joining of the topic was
with: I had to deal with a tremendous amount of that when pointing out how Volt was
following in the path of Two-Mode. The pattern was remarkable too. This repeat chasethe-halo episode is worse though, since there's a such a heavy dependency on taxcredits. The consequence will be stifled availability followed by an abrupt loss of
interest. It's a disaster in the making, even without taking into consideration the other
choices that will be available. We can see the strides Nissan & BMW will be making,
with some odd "me too" effort on VW's part. That will add a lot of pressure to GM's
growing struggle to capture the interest of their own customers. With respect to Tesla,
how can there be any comparison? The difference between Model 3 and Bolt is
obvious. They clearly aren't targeted at the same audience. As for Ford, who
knows. We could see interesting things from Chrysler though. That brings us to
Toyota. The potential Prius Prime offers for winning hearts of showroom shoppers is
profound. The effort to transform the hybrid we've grown quite attached to very real
competition with traditional choices is becoming difficult to dispute. It's come down to
the basics. You don't have to do anything other than plug it in to get absolutely
outstanding results. The interface is elegantly simple. There's nothing to learn and
nothing to set up. It's a "just drive it" design with realistically profitable
configuration. That's why looking at Bolt makes you wonder. GM expended quite a bit
to deliver maximum range, making sacrifices resembling sales problems of the
past. Why was the formula for achieving something able to compete on the showroom
floor so carelessly abandoned?

12-15-2016

Cannibal Sales. A new thread was started today, one that addresses a topic I take to
heart. It was able how an automaker will cannibalize their own sales. Right away, it was
clear that definition wasn't understood. This required correction right away: "ok i get it . .
. cannibal as in eating sales of similar cars. But are there any 200 mile moderately
priced ev's? For now - the bolt (a kind of small & not too sexy looking car) only matches
range of the much more luxurious Tesla." His thoughts were misguided. That's a very,
very easy trap to fall into. Losing perspective is common. It happens with the best of
us. Hopefully, this clarification helped: No. Taking away sales from other automakers
is: CONQUEST. Taking away sales from other vehicles within that automaker's
own product-line is: CANNIBAL. In other words, cannibal doesn't achieve the goal of
growth from within. In this case, we can clearly see GM is putting Bolt against
Volt. There are only so many tax-credits available, making the concern of spreading too
thin very real. Look at it this way, how are they going to promote those choices? The
point of Volt was to overcome "range anxiety" from having an EV with a small batterycapacity... a limitation Bolt doesn't have. Mixed messages to consumers will just keep
those mainstream buyers away, rather than attract them. What will draw their interest? It
boils down to loss of focus. Rather than sticking to the purpose of replacing traditional
vehicles with clean & efficient choices, we are seeing a king-of-the-hill battle. Where's
the effort to attract Malibu, Cruze, and Equinox buyers?
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12-16-2016

Horribly Vague. When a person actually calls himself a troll, how do you deal with
comments like this: "Until gas prices really climb, I think the Prius and Prime will have
some type of discount from Toyota." I gave it a try: What does "really climb" actually
represent? Are you talking $4 per gallon? What does "some type" actually
represent? Are you talking $1,000 off MSRP? I'm tired of having to point out horribly
vague posts so often. Remember what happened in the past from not providing
detail? Let's try to be constructive. That means addressing the why & how. Discounting
costs less than advertising. It's an effective means of getting loyal customers to switch
from their usual choice to trying something new. The price of gas doesn't even have to
come into play then. For that matter, neither does the tax-credit. It's a compelling
enticement to draw interest that would otherwise be a missed opportunity. Remember,
the ultimate goal is growth. That means getting more than just early adopters to
purchase. The low-hanging fruit (enthusiasts taking advantage of tax-credit incentives) is
in no way any part of the mainstream tally. Look at how GM has struggled to reach
beyond that initial group of buyers... hence the cannibal concern. Toyota is striving to
avoid that same trap by offering something with a compelling sales price. It's a
configuration actually capable of competing with traditional vehicles.

12-17-2016

Another Halo. I enjoyed responding to this: "Think about 3 years from now. Will GM
sell more volts on their own, or a combination of volts and bolts, and hopefully other
cars developed using voltec technology. It's a no brainer to GM that wants to use plugins to off set trucks for cafe to innovate if they can." The blindness that comes from
being overly optimistic (or just poorly informed) is really worrisome. 3 years from now
is mid-cycle, not a good time for financial help to end. The incoming administration
won't be green friendly either. We're in for a number of big challenges. Looking at them
through rose-colored glasses is a recipe for disaster. That's why I'm pushing harder
now. After all, the gen-2 Volt is stumbling along with a struggle even more difficult than
what gen-1 faced. Cheap gas, increased plug-in hybrid competition, and a growing
number of EV choices puts Volt in a bad position... even without taking Bolt into
account. My thoughts were: Tax-Credits will be in the phaseout stage then. Think about
how growth will be achieved with subsidy money gone. Sales will be a challenge just to
maintain. GM desperately needs to offer a plug-in SUV. No offset nonsense. Just do it
already. We see the other automakers heading in that direction. As nice as Bolt may be
for the EV push, it's clearly another halo vehicle.
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12-17-2016

Plug-In SUV. One of the very helpful Prius PHV owners who frequently posts on the
big Prius forum is facing a new audience. It's similar to what we see with any generation
upgrade. Things change and more than just the status quo hadn't been considered prior to
this point. Understanding all that Prius Prime has to offer is challenging enough. There's
a lot to learn and its way too easy to make assumptions, especially when the big picture
hadn't really ever been discussed. Why would you? You're on a big Prius forum. All
was going well. Abruptly switching to discussions of EV competition and sales beyond
early-adopters is very confusing. Reading this confused me though: "toyota needs to
offer a plug in suv." Had he not been paying close enough attention over the past few
months? We've had discussions about potential other plug-in offerings from
Toyota. Heck, I seem to remember him even making a comment about a potential Camry
Prime. So, his growing puzzlement about putting pressure on GM was a bit
odd. Anywho, I responded with: RAV4 Prime is quite realistic. The technology is being
established and the hybrid has been well received. Toyota is clearly pursuing that
endeavor. From GM, there's been avoidance. Cruze wasn't offered as a hatchback
(which had been extremely popular in Europe) to avoid cannibalizing Volt
sales. Equinox we be offered as a diesel, rather than a hybrid for what?

12-17-2016

Volt Owners. Pretty much every article published about Prius Prime ends up with a
comment to this affect: "I bought my 2012 Volt and my current lifetime MPG 99. There
are no prius out there, even the plug in, that can give these numbers and drive highway
speeds all EV." You have to read the rest of what they post to get an idea of their
intent. In this case, it was a superiority post. He claimed Toyota is falling even further
behind and will really be in trouble if they continue to dwell on hybrids. It was obvious
he had no idea how much of a challenge getting traditional buyers to even remotely
consider plugging in really is. Loss of perspective is easy after a few years of plug-in
ownership. That's why I so thoroughly enjoy the monthly Prius meets here. I'm the only
plug-in owner. That group keeps me in check about priorities. It's how I came up with
this for my reply: Clearly, you don't know how Prius Prime actually works. I have a
2012 Prius PHV. With only half the battery-capacity of Prius Prime, a top-EV speed of
62.1 MPH (100 km/h), no electric-heating or pre-conditioning, and no battery prewarming, my current lifetime MPG is 72. Reaching 99 MPG with the larger pack, an EV
speed increase to 84 mph, an industry-top electric-heater, grid pre-conditioning,
and warmed battery, that's quite realistic. I'll be able to prove it too, when my 2017 is
finally delivered. Take a test-drive. You're in for a surprise. This newest model of Prius
provides quite an upgrade.
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12-17-2016

Cannibalization Thoughts. The topic has been a big one lately. We're finally taking a
look at the big picture. Yeah! Naturally, GM has a bull's-eye on it. There's no way
around the publicity that automaker thrives on. It can't be avoided. So, why not give it
some attention? I saw the plug-in SUV interest as that opportunity to get feedback and
posted this to get it:
What was the point of "Voltec" (second-generation Two-Mode system, with a plug
added) rolled out in 2010, then upgraded again in 2015, if there was no intention of ever
using it in a SUV of any size? This is exactly what I mean about kicking the can. How
much longer must we wait for the need to finally be addressed?
We were shown a prototype 9 years ago, at the Detroit 2008 auto show. Anyone
remember GM's Green-Line vehicles? That next step of introducing a Saturn Vue which
used Two-Mode with a plug was to fulfill the dreams of many. Bankruptcy negotiations
in 2009 even addressed that program, resulting in assurance of was no reason for a "too
little, too slowly" concern.
Now, after nearly a decade, some are wondering why we are so negative. Really! Why
shouldn't we be? How many "under promise, under deliver" rollouts should we be
willing to accept, especially when it comes with federal assistance in several forms? We
should be pushing GM hard to finally offer more than just a halo or niche vehicle. The
masses need a choice.
Cannibalization (like how Bolt will take away Volt sales) isn't a wise move. That's why
getting Equinox buyers to purchase a plug-in hybrid model makes so much sense. Yet,
we hear nothing. Not even a peep, despite promises of a small SUV offering a plug,
makes you wonder. Will GM squander away all their tax-credits on Bolt to compete with
Tesla, rather than actually improving their own product-line?

12-17-2016

More Cannibalizing. I keep pushing: Many believed those promises. They gobbled up
hype. That was the point. People bought an idea, not a vehicle. I knew from the initial
reveal it wasn't going to happen... and got attack relentlessly for providing evidence to
support that. In fact, to this day, there are some who still hold some resentment toward
me for the vaporware claims... since those were proven true. Being able to logically
reason through spin, able to analyze facts, puts in at odds with the majority... who react
from their gut and believe hype. They want to be sold hope... and find ways to excuse
resulting failures. I see a mismatch of action & goal. An analogy is a teacher assigning
homework and the students handing in something well done, but not at all what was
assigned. In other words, how does Bolt or Volt change what Malibu, Cruze, and
Equinox shoppers actually purchase? With Toyota, we see a clear effort with Prius
Prime to reach out beyond Prius buyers... the hope of attracting Camry & Corolla buyers
without cannibalizing Prius sales. It's a move to diversify, just like the introduction of
RAV4.
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12-18-2016

Newbie Perspective. This was thought provoking: "Hey, this EV thing isn't bad. The
only downside, in my opinion, with the PiP was that it used just about any excuse to turn
the ICE on. Then, there's the Volt." I posted this in response to that newbie
perspective: Toyota clearly stated from day one that Prius PHV was designed exactly as
the market had requested, for it to be a PLUG-IN HYBRID. That history was
documented in great detail back then, as it was playing out by me... so many years later, I
could prevent innocent comments like yours from getting distorted by the looking-backlong-after-the-fact perspective. Volt was designed to serve as an EV with a backup
power-source, to prevent "range anxiety" concerns. That idea fell apart though. The
system ended up being far more of a "blended" hybrid than the original vision of it being
a "series" type. The gas engine was needed in the cold and it served as more than just a
generator. Sales didn't "leap frog" Prius either. So, in a way, Volt really was a game
changer. But rather than changing the game as intended (becoming an EV leader), it got
stuck between the plug-in hybrid and electric-only vehicles. That became an identitycrisis over time, leading to uncertainty of intended market as the gen-2 rolled out. That
technology worked, but wasn't configured in a way to attract ordinary buyers. That's why
the lower-cost approach of Prius Prime is really beginning to stir interest. That idea of
augmenting the hybrid system is no longer the focus; instead, we're seeing more of a
"Volt done right" configuration. Why? It's because the market changed their
request. The EV drive is indeed what's desired, as GM had hoped. However, their is an
unwillingness to pay a great deal more for that... hence Toyota's newest effort. They are
striving for more of a balance of purchase priorities.

12-18-2016

Personal Attacks. Sometimes, your rebuttal is so good, there's nothing for the person to
reply with. That's means you should plan on getting personally attacked. I did today. It
was rather brief though: "As usual John, wrong." Nonetheless, it still offered good
reason to respond. I did too, with: I call out those who attempt to misrepresent
history. For that claim to be correct, GM could not have any motor & battery experience
prior to Volt rollout... since that is the way it was for Toyota with Prius. Turns out, that
couldn't be further from the truth. GM already had extensive experience from both EV1
and Two-Mode. Also for that claim to be correct, GM could not have any subsidies or
incentives for the first 5.5 years... since that is the way it was for Toyota with
Prius. Turns out, that couldn't be further from the truth either. While there was nothing
but a $2,000 DEDUCTABLE for Toyota with Prius (which came to roughly $400 on the
typical tax return), GM gets a very generous $7,500 CREDIT (which is the full amount of
$7,500 for most buyers). Lastly, lets not forget how many Volt got the benefit of HOV
lane access, where Prius got nothing. Lastly, ELR and Malibu aren't really much for
diversification, by no means the same. Camry used a larger gas-engine, electric-motor,
and battery-pack. It wasn't just a rebadge with a different body and operational limits
altered. It was a truly new system. Highlander (along with Estima in Japan) added
another motor, to provide AWD. That provided yet another unique choice for
consumers. What does GM have to compare re-using Voltec? Of course, if you want to
match histories in this market, Volt should be selling at 4 times the current rate. Rather
than the 24,000 annual rate we're seeing, it should be the 108,000 Prius was selling at.
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12-18-2016

Oil Trouble. We see the wave of resistance building. A formal oil industry CEO will
become Secretary of State. A former presidential candidate who has expressed extreme
dislike for the Energy department will now become the head of it. And sadly, we will see
the Environment Protection Agency run by someone who has been strongly opposed to
efforts unfriendly to the fossil-fuel market. It's an ugly situation we'll soon have to deal
with. That much power in favor of promoting oil consumption is very bad
sign. Watching funding get cut is the obvious early fallout effort you can
expect. Another is extending time-schedules and delaying dead-lines. That's so difficult
to witness. Rather than help energy production become cleaner, there are plans being
made to exploit natural resources. We're turning back the clock on progress. Of course,
this is coming from a president who doesn't even use email. His setting up of new
administration that favors old-school ways of business is no surprise. He's in a position
to strongly oppose and is clearly preparing to do so. Remember the "too little, too
slowly" concern? None of use ever expected all those missed opportunities to become a
regret on this scale. 2017 certainly is going to be one for the history books.

12-19-2016

Higher Priorities. Claims of seriousness pretty much all focus exclusively on battery
placement. Even cost of the battery itself is dismiss in favor of not trading any storage
space. How much more it would add to the price isn't addressed. Detail is entirely
absent. They don't even try. All we get is vague comments like this: "If Toyota was
serious about electrification, their TNGA would have been designed for batteries. Instead
the Prius makes do by trying to find a place to stuff them." I was annoyed, but tried to
respond constructively: Toyota placed production-cost, ride-quality, and EV driving as
higher priorities. Are you saying that should have been traded off for the sake of offering
more cargo room? GM has already provided quite a bit of real-world data from Volt
showing the price consumers are willing to pay is absolutely vital, it must be competitive
with traditional vehicles. From Prius itself, Toyota learned the value from improving
rear-suspension and cabin-sound. And of course from the market as a whole, it's easy to
see the emphasis being place on the EV experience. All those priorities were taken very
seriously. That's exactly what has been delivered for Prime. To just toss those aside
without care or consideration of how they'd be impacted by another lesser priority isn't
constructive... especially when you know that mid-cycle could potentially introduce an
improved battery-pack, one that's smaller. In other words, I'm not buying the "need more
space" argument without any reasoning. It's easy to get on-paper claims that fall apart in
real-world experience. That happens in a regular basis. We need solid examples. After
all, that's how those other factors became higher priorities.
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12-19-2016

Follow Up. Someone else called me out on my response to that personal attack. There
was an item of importance he objected to: "let's also 'not' remember that genII Prius
(2004) did have yellow stickers in the largest state, California, as well as access in other
states' HOV lanes." That seemed a valid point. I wanted to find out for certain. Often,
the devil is in the detail. It's quite common for a timeline to be forgotten or the scale to
be misrepresented. Fortunately, the big Prius forum doesn't dismiss facts like that daily
blog. Finding out more about what actually happened and when will sometimes bring a
debate to an end. So, I gave it a shot by hunting down some detail: September 23, 2004
is when approval for the yellow stickers was given. Distribution followed shortly
afterward. They were not effective until January 1, 2005. So... the HOV access was first
available for the 2005 model. Again, writing off the first 4 years isn't exactly a true
representation of what actually happened. I do appreciate the fact-checking effort to keep
it all on the up & up though. Point being, we're still getting a lot of excuses from GM
supporters. The need still very much exists for targeting showroom shoppers. Watching
the Bolt vs. Volt battle play out isn't helping those who simply want a high-efficiency
SUV.

12-19-2016

-20°F. All I can say is: Whoa! The temperature plummeted and our plans for staying
inside all day didn't work out. A few errands needed to be run. That meant jumping into
a very cold Prius PHV and starting the engine right away. It was not a time to be taking
advantage of blending. Use of plug-supplied electricity isn't helpful when the heater is
powered by the gas engine. Warmth from the coolant is how the current generation of
Prius I'm driving gets heat. There's just an old-school core transferring that energy to
make the cabin comfortable. True, that is a very efficient method of warming (since the
energy would otherwise be wasted). But I am looking forward to electric-heat with the
Prius Prime. True, that uses a heat-pump which won't work in -20°F conditions. So, I'll
still be relying on a heater-core anyway. But thankfully, it's not that extreme outside here
often. We routinely see temperatures in the teens throughout the Winter on average. The
heat-pump will work fine then. It does indeed get much colder, but those are cold
snaps... not the entire season. We get a few days in a row with below zero. Today, it was
quite a bit colder. The Prius drove just fine anyway. We stayed warmed too. The only
penalty was MPG. It dropped to 35 for that short trip into town with a few stops. That's
actually impressive. Think about how much lower a traditional vehicle would operate in
the same conditions.
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12-20-2016

Buyback Complications. There really aren't any now. That hope VW had to fix the
remaining 60,000 of their TDI vehicles is rapidly fading away. These are the ones with
the larger engine, those more expensive luxury models. It makes sense that their would
be an effort to make the diesel emissions from those clean enough to meet minimum
clean criteria; otherwise, it will cost VW a great deal to pay for those too. That's not
realistic though. The $15 billion in settlement claims will have to grow. Those only
accounted for 20,000 in the larger-engine category of 80,000. Adding those others is
pretty much inevitable now. Of course, we knew from the start the buyback would be
loaded with complications. Far too many issues arise with retrofitting. The existing
design is compromised too much. Owners won't be happy with fixes. Owners will be
happy with compensation. Being able to purchase a new replacement vehicle with that
money from VW is very appealing... especially at this point with so many much, much
greener choices emerging. We never imagined an abrupt end to diesel. The reveal of a
scandal exposing the violation of 475,000 vehicles is a trying remarkable point in
history. On one specific day, the death can in the most harsh of possibilities imaginable:
penalty enforced buyback. Whoa!

12-20-2016

2017 Kia Niro. This upcoming new hybrid is stirring interest. The official rating is 51
city, 46 highway, and 49 combined. With MPG values that high, its supposed SUV
appeal should draw more than just attention. The estimated $24,000 price is raising
questions though. That's quite low. How is such a vehicle possible? Something does
add up. It would be great to have another automaker reinforce the raised efficiency
bar. It doesn't seem realistic though. Maybe the body is really small. Perhaps it is
underpowered. You'd think Ford would have been working to deliver something like
this, no Kia. But then again, the parent company (Hyundai) has been striving to improve
product & image after their previous issues. There is potential. There is also good
reason not to just accept claims without proof of some sort. Estimates leave much to
wonder about. We need detail to really know for certain.

12-20-2016

Growth. The fundamental question of purpose is coming up on a regular basis
now. Growth is vital. That essential nature of the business isn't being taken seriously
though. I'll continue to point out its importance: Prius PHV was a mid-cycle update,
rolled out allowing for change based on market response, with gen-2 already well into
development. At the very same time, Toyota introduced Prius V and Prius
C. Additionally, prior to gen-2 rollout, Toyota also introduced RAV4 hybrid. We most
definitely didn't see anything of the sort from GM for product diversity. It was a onesize-fits-all solution. They bet the farm on Volt, which hasn't achieved mainstream sales
rates. Bolt doesn't have high-volume expectations either. That's why what's happening
now comes into question. What should we expect from GM? We know Toyota will be
promoting Prime. The potential to draw new interest is clear. It's not a regular Prius with
a larger pack and a plug. There's opportunity with this unique & affordable
configuration, even in a market favoring low gas prices and little desire to reduce
consumption. What is there to attract ordinary consumers to Volt or Bolt who simply
aren't interested in spending much for getting a plug? It's similar to the problem hybrid
have always had, but amplified due to the tax-credit dependency. In other words, how
will growth be achieved?
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12-21-2016

So Early. This came up from an unexpected source: "why do so many suspect low bolt
sales (especially so early) ?" You wouldn't look to someone who talks down Toyota's
approach to electrification on a regular basis to suddenly pop out a question like
that. The response was an easy one: Because GM said that's what we should
expect. That's why I've been questioning supporters, to find out what they expect now
that the bar has been set. How will growth be achieved?

12-21-2016

Fundamental Question. Almost immediately, I had more to contribute... and
ask? Clearly, that question was a popular one. It was evident that others had been
thinking the same thing. So, I added this to the discussion in response to the "why do so
many suspect low bolt sales (especially so early) ?" question: We also recognize the
pattern. Things just don't add up. Then when you look to find out why, evidence
showing goals being missed becomes obvious. So, we ask a fundamental
question. Years ago, it was: "Who is the market for Volt?" That ultimately revealed the
problems with gen-1. Now that there's nothing too prove technically, the question had
changed. The fundamental question is: "How will growth be achieved?" How that is
answered will tell us much about GM's electrification future.

12-21-2016

Inventory Call. I finally heard back from my salesperson. There's only so much she can
do for me. Living so far away from both coasts, delivery to the center of the country
simply takes longer... and in this case, isn't a priority. Next month will be
different. Right now though, the end-of-year focus means taking advantage of high
demand right there near the ports. That means very limited availability here in the
Chicago distribution region. My phone rang. She did the best to reduce my expectations
right away. I was told the package I wanted could be obtained, but not my color
preference yet. They had a gray one in inventory. I knew that was coming. Waiting for
the color unique to Prime meant an inevitable extra wait time. It's worth it too. And with
plenty of Winter still to come, there really isn't any rush. True, it would be nice to take
delivery prior to year-end; that certainly isn't necessary though. I thanked her for the
check. Verifying that my interest still was very much on getting the Blue Magnetism
color was nice work on her part. I appreciate that. I also feel good that a few deliveries
will be taking place locally, even it if isn't mine yet.
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12-21-2016

Good Enough. The spin & denial got out of control. Excuse after excuse in defense of
GM. That pattern is quite familiar. Do whatever you can to mislead & distract. It was
an amazing display of desperation. I posted this to bring the discussion to a screeching
halt: "TRADITIONAL VEHICLE SALES ARE ABSOLUTELY CRUSHING PLUG-IN
VEHICLES." It did too. That harsh reality is painful to acknowledge. No matter how
much they try to sugarcoat the situation. The actual numbers to support the
optimism. And that's with the status quo perspective! Once you take into consideration
the mounting opposition from the upcoming new administration in addition to the
inevitable expiration of tax-credits, the situation does not look promising for GM. That's
why Nissan has been so incredibly quiet lately. That's why Mitsubishi has been on their
continuous delay. That's why Ford & Toyota aren't committing to long-range EV
offerings until the next product-cycle. That's why we don't actually get any detail from
Chrysler. It boils down to uncertainty and the unwillingness to admit change is
needed. Since Toyota embraced change by halting PHV production and switching over
to a new approach with Prime really stings. Toyota actually took that step. Meanwhile,
we see GM taunting Tesla. Why? What the heck will that accomplish, especially at the
expense of Volt? It makes no sense spreading resources so thin... knowing that was one
of the problems contributing bankruptcy. If the goal of competing with traditional
vehicles was taken seriously, the risk could be acceptable. But with nothing but a stream
of excuses with a good enough attitude is totally unacceptable. Settling is not how you
get the masses to embrace change.

12-22-2016

Fake News. Everyday now, I'm seeing articles posted about Prius... all saying something
about how it competition is eroding away it's popularity. It's clearly a propaganda
effort. The source is unknown, but the websites publishing the content adhere to the
template. The style is very easy to spot. I've seen it so often, the pattern is obvious. A
great deal of effort is being spent to spread this fake news. The appearance appears
credible. But when you read for content, there isn't actually anything there. The articles
don't actual say anything. There's just a string of vague implications with the attempt to
get you to assume there's a problem with Prius. Seeing that over and over and over again
is how they get you. The feed of information is so consistent, the hope is you will just
keep reading that rather than do any research on your own. That's how the successful
brainwashing happened with the election. So, that's what we are seeing in the form of
greenwashing in the automotive market. Just keep saying bad things about your
opponent. Whether they are true or not doesn't matter. Even if facts don't add up or are
incomplete, it doesn't matter. None of it matters. All they do is keep repeating the same
message. Sound familiar? That's how GM built up hype for Volt.
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12-23-2016

New Education. We're are now starting to see the real questions of new ownership
emerge. Unfortunately, I still don't have my Prime yet. So, the real-world data is quite
limited. I can provide examples from the past though. There's enough of that to have
proven importance of certain information. In this case, it was about how the ECO mode
works. We have forum participants who have never been exposed to any of the detail;
their basis of knowledge is only anecdotal. That presents opportunity. I took advantage
of that today by posting about the heater: With gen-3 came ECO mode, which would
lower the "engine on" threshold from 145°F to 114 °F for the coolant temperature. That
enabled the heater to run longer when the engine was off, since that trigger could be
adjusted by the driver. It resulted in less gas being consumed. With PHV came a tiered
approach, dropping thresholds even lower depending on heater settings and battery-pack
temperature. (I've seen it down to 82°F). That resulted in an even greater return from
ECO mode. You need an aftermarket gauge to see the sophistication of the
system. Toyota does not provide that level of detail in the owner's manual.

12-23-2016

Charge-Mode Misconceptions. It was only a matter of time before they emerged. This
is what I stumbled upon: "My understanding is that I can use charge mode to give the
battery a boost with the ICE. Would it be advantageous to force this charging when
descending a long hill, or would the car, in normal operation, do this charging without
my intervention?" That seems innocent enough, until you read the discussion thread for
context. Posts had been related to power and lack there of. It's subtle enough to
overlook, especially if you focus on the when part. There had been concern expressed
about how the electric system behave when the battery is low. I jumped in with: That's
an interesting new misconception. It's easy to see where that assumption came from
too. Volt has a "Mountain Mode" which is designed to fulfill that very need. It provides
a 10-mile buffer on the battery-pack for times of high-demand. That most definitely is
not what "Charge Mode" is for. Prius Prime already has plenty of power readily
available. That's what "EV Auto" will provide automatically. "Charge Mode" is for
special circumstances when you don't have the opportunity to plug in, but would have the
advantage of EV mode efficiency if that electricity was available. In other words, if you
are on long highway trip and your driving around at your destination will be just short
jaunts where preventing engine warm-up would be beneficial, go for it. I routinely take
trips like that. Once there, the running around from place to place is only a few
miles. Being able to do that entirely in EV from electricity generated while efficiently
cruising along the highway prior to that will be great. Being able to avoid having to run
the engine at all will be a nice improvement, clearly enough of a gain to offset the earlier
charging.
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12-24-2016

Hope & Progress. You ever wonder what will ultimately happen with GM's efficiency
efforts? We're now hearing that MPG shortcoming fines won't be enforced as
planned. There's been a massive push to delay any type of reaction to violations of the
agreement already in place. In this case, we can clearly see the demand for SUVs and
Trucks is preventing automakers from reaching targeted levels. With potential enormous
penalties, it's easy to see how much hope was placed on the success of Volt, then shifted
over to Bolt. There was a strong belief in the "if you build it, they will buy it"
motto. Turns out, that doesn't always work. You have to carefully study want &
need. With GM, they surveyed small groups and enthusiasts. It was a flawed approach...
since focus was entirely on want. You have to seek out the opinions of those showing no
interest, those who stick strictly to need. That's how progress is made. If you can find a
means of swaying their beliefs, that supply will result in demand. It's a tricky balance
though, since want & need are so easily confused. Some people genuinely mix them up,
to the point of swearing a want is actually a need. That's how hope came about. It was
an expectation of a goal being fulfilled that didn't actually represent a step
forward. Delivery didn't result in a progress. That's a very big oops! It's the reason why
GM gets so much attention. You wouldn't think repeating the same mistakes would be so
easy. Yet, that's what we are seeing. Ugh. Thank goodness the other automakers don't
follow the same approach.

12-24-2016

TDI Buyback. All I can say is: Whoa! There was talk online of a few VW owners very
angry with the "clean diesel" scandal. It seems to be a cause for humiliation for
them. Think about how relentlessly some harassed Prius owners. The arrogant & cocky
attitudes outweighed any type of hybrid smug you'd encounter online. They posted MPG
data on a regular basis, driving situations that were clearly bias. We'd call them on it too,
pointing out that highway-only results are not representative of ordinary driving. Daily
commutes consist of a variety of driving conditions. When it came to emission, the
"clean" data was always exclusive to carbon. When the smog type was brought up,
they'd just dismiss it as unimportant. We'd point out the "50-state" certification was a
meeting of only the minimum to qualify for sales... the opposite end of the spectrum
compared to the PZEV rating for Prius. Even on paper, the diesel technology didn't
compete. In real world, we wondered how the MPG quoted could actually be
achieved. With so many engineers owning Prius, our breakdown of engine operation
didn't add it. How could VW have achieved such a miracle. Turns out, they didn't. They
cheated instead. Now those owners have to deal with reality. Hearing about retaliation
in the form of stripping down a TDI vehicle prior to buyback is one thing... seeing it is
quite another. One owner actually removed all the doors and all but the drivers seat. The
car had been gutted down to the bare metal in places. Photos of that were quite a
sight. Needless to say, it got VW's attention. That resulting bad PR is part of the healing
process... hopefully.
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12-25-2016

Sales & Song. With the hope of a good feeling, this spiteful peom was re-posted
yesterday: "The Night before Priustmas". It was a creative attack on myself along with a
good friend from a Volt enthusiast very unhappy with the outcome of gen-2
rollout. Things were not going well and scapegoats were needed to express
disappointment. I found it quite telling. The childish attitude toward goals of change
resulted in massive disappointment. An entire year later, that feeling hasn't
diminished. Some still feel hurt. One even reposted that spiteful poem... on a thread
summarizing plug-in vehicles for 2016. I took the time to layout facts and point out
goals. My response was to address actual need, not engage in games of chestpounding. It's hard to believe they'll allow it to come to this:
Scores of times this question was asked: "Who is the market for Volt?" For years, the
answer to that was calls of "O Come, All Ye Faithful". But to the dismay of performance
advocates, they didn't come.
Instead, celebration turned to conquest sales based upon great lease offers. Victory
became shallow, since many simply abandoned Volt when expiration was
reached. Loyal customers of GM weren't ever swayed. Their support for Malibu, Cruze,
and Equinox remained strong. Gas was cheap and the newer model was much nicer than
the one it replaced.
That now changes the question to: "How will growth be achieved?"
Despite an upgrade of Volt to second generation, sales still are not attracting those loyal
customers. They still are not interested. They still lack the a desire to plug in. To
complicate matters, GM is rolling out Bolt, focusing limited tax-credits on an effort to
attract those interested in Tesla Model 3. Does that mean the answer to the who question
remains unchanged?
This topic features plug-in vehicles of 2016. The surprise newcomer that this group in
particular, claimed would never be possible, was revealed and rollout has
begun. Enthusiasts of Volt mocked, belittled, and insulted the system Toyota offered,
absolutely insisting it could never be upgraded to compete. They refused to address the
possibility that it could, and at a substantially lower production cost.
A plug-in hybrid capable of actually taking on the true competition... those traditional
vehicle sharing the same showroom floor with loyal buyers very difficult to sway... is
now being delivered. With a MSRP price so low, even when the tax-credits expire, it
will be able to draw interest from consumers currently without any desire to plug in.
Rather than Volt being an ally in the fight against traditional vehicles, enthusiasts chose
to represent it as "vastly superior" in the very limited market of plug-in choices. They
refused to consider the big picture, to acknowledge how much faster sales must grow, to
embrace the changes that must occur. That's really unfortunate.
Oh well. We will now hear songs from loyal customers, telling us it is Prime time. The
affordable price, combined with enough EV range to cover commute & errand driving of
many, along with outstanding HV efficiency, will achieve that sales growth.
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12-25-2016

Enjoying The Holidays. With the onslaught of fake news (articles with almost no
substance posted to spread rhetoric), it's difficult from some to really get an
understanding of what the market has to offer. Some see the "business as usual" and just
ignore the green choices entirely. They view them as alternatives, rather than the next
step. There are others who simply look at anything with a battery in an overly simplistic
manner. They simply lump all of them together, never even bothering to see if there are
any differences. Then you've got some who think they are a good idea, but don't see
them as something to decide upon. It's seen as an option for others. In other words, a
bulk of the population couldn't care less... and that's before the next administration takes
office, one who plans are quite counter to concerns of oil dependency and protecting our
environment. The holidays offer an opportunity to not have to worry about those things
for a little awhile. I look outside and see heavy rain. This is Minnesota. We are
supposed to have a White Christmas. That means beautiful cold scenes outside while
drinking delicious warm beverages inside. Instead, we watch the ice-skating rink on the
pond wash away. Our climate most definitely has changed. Whether you agree upon
cause or not, that's no reason not to try to reduce the impact. Prius is on the 4th
generation now and there's a growing variety of hybrid options. What will it take for
people to embrace them? Remember the good old days when we looked forward to a
predictable holiday season? Those were the days, back when the grandparents were still
hosting family gatherings. Now, it's up to us to make things nice for the children. They
need happy memories too.
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12-25-2016

At Home Charging. Not at all pleased by the unprovoked personal attack on a website I
haven't even posted on for quite some time, it was an invitation to say whatever I
wanted. After all, the article was about the plug-in market in general. There was no
reason whatsoever for the lashing out. But then again, when someone is looking for a
scapegoat, they tend to find one. It was actually rather vindicating to get such a response
without any participation. It confirms the message had been received. So, I used the stir
to direct attention to something actually helpful:
Want to have a constructive discussion?
Let's post about "at home charging".
The recommendation from GM for Bolt is to use a 32-amp level-2 charger. To
accommodate that, one must have a 40-amp line in their home. How many people
actually have that much capacity available? Many older homes only have 100-amp
circuit boxes. Upgrading to support more and run a new line to the garage is an expense
no one wants to provide any details on. In fact, all we've heard is that GM will provide
financing for it, allowing you to roll it into the loan for the vehicle.
For Volt charging at home, there are many who bought & installed a level-2
charger. What amp rating was that? Choices years back were less powerful than now,
which means slower recharge times. Will they upgrade line & charger? How much will
that cost? Using a 16-amp charger would get the job done overnight, but will gen-2
buyers understand that time difference upon purchase or make the discovery later? How
is GM educating people about charging needs?
Toyota kept it simple. Using the most basic 120-volt outlet at home, an ordinary 15-amp
line will provide full recharge in 5.5 hours. That's easy to accommodate with overnight
charging. Using just level-1 means no surprise extra expense. If you have an ordinary
20-amp in your garage, there's an option to plug in 2 chargers at the same time. Each can
be setup to draw 8 amps instead of 12 to provide that option for dual plugging. Capacity
of the Prime battery is small enough that the added recharge time would still fit into an
overnight timeframe.
Think about how easy it is to plug in a 12-gauge extension cord into an ordinary 120-volt
line rated for 15 amps to provide electricity for a level-1 charger. You may understand
what all those numbers mean, but a mainstream consumer probably won't have a
clue. They will have the outlet though. So, even in a cluttered garage, they'll still be able
to recharge a Prime overnight... even if the line is shared with something else, like
perhaps a chest freezer. No big deal. The sale is simple for both salesperson & buyer.
Make fun of the "25 miles" of EV all you want. Only enthusiasts care about
that. Consumers shopping the showroom floor want a vehicle that's affordable and easy
to plug in.
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12-26-2016

Vastly Superior, history. Witnessing it repeat is an expectation. Those shallow &
empty claims online we see on a regular basis impair progress. It's really
annoying. Reading though though brings up memories that stir opportunity for change:
"In my mind, the Volt is vastly superior to the Prius Prime..." The reintroduction of that
same problem was a great invitation to try to break the cycle, using a new approach: You
need to tell us why Volt is supposedly "vastly superior" to the Prius Prime, so people will
buy it instead. That's called advertising. Not actually conveying any information won't
convince many of superiority. First step is to consider audience. Who the heck is the
advertising for? Targeting enthusiasts is far different from targeting ordinary
consumers. Second step is to consider venue. Where will the advertising take
place? Drawing attention randomly from television & internet is far different from
stirring interest on the showroom floor. Third step is to consider features. What aspects
of the vehicle do you wish to emphasize? Selling a performance vehicle is far different
from appealing to a family transport shoppers. Fourth step is to consider
timeframe. How long that specific promotion takes place can be a major factor as to how
the message is received. Bing bang is far different from on-going repetition. Finally,
you come up with a simple message. This is what advertising will build
upon. Something is needed as a take away from the advertisement. How should those
seeing it react? Needless to say, there is much more to advertising, as the history of
"vastly superior" claims has taught us.

12-26-2016

Vastly Superior, advertising. He responded, but with a evasive move to avoid
providing any detail. That intentional effort to not acknowledge what was posted is the
same old nonsense we saw in the past. I stayed on track, pushing for a proper response
instead of taking the bait. It was surprisingly easy how to accomplish that too. With a
little ambiguity about which vehicle I was referring to (with the hope of it stimulating
thought, rather than just another avoidance attempt), I posted this clear & concise list of
detail for each step:
Audience = ordinary consumers
Venue = showroom floor at the dealer
Features = EV drive, 21st century styling
Timeframe = beyond tax-credit availability
Simple Message = affordable and easy to plug in
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12-27-2016

Vastly Superior, grade. The troublemaker quickly sounded off, drowning out all the
other posts... including what I my attempt at being constructive. He wasn't happy. He'll
never be happy. His purpose is to promote superiority at all costs. It's intriguing to
watch someone who you know won't ever give up, even when everyone else has moved
on. I was intrigued... since that type of stubborn dismissal of facts is often where ideas
emerge from. When else would anyone ever push such an extreme? Anywho, this was
how I responded: There's no need to debate. Advertising an ability to educate serves a
purpose, but it doesn't do anything to stir emotion. The best you could give that is a "C"
grade. Homework delivered, but in no way deserving of praise, isn't what you want to
spend on television commercials. Toyota has this nailed with Prius Prime. The quadheadlights, dual-wave window, and larger touch-screen are standout features, a clear
effort to stir emotion. Here, we also get an optional color heads-up display. In Japan,
customers also get the option of all-wheel drive, solar charging, and a 1500-watt AC
inverter. Again, each can draw interest in a strong & unique way. There is a collection
of safety features included standard that other vehicles lack. Prime also includes a
charge-mode standard. All that is an effort to earn an "A" grade. What compelling
features are there for GM to advertise about Volt?

12-27-2016

Vastly Superior, sales. When cornered and there's nothing else left, the originating
source of conflict tends to emerge. In this case, it was clearly: "No. Too little too slowly
is referring to making weak technology, later than the competition, thus not being
compelling to the market. (see PiP)" I got a kick out of reading such a revision of
history, so easy to disprove. In this case, it brings us back to the ultimate purpose too,
sales. It's unfortunate that unsuccessful attempts to introduce a new product are viewed
as utter & complete failures, rather than just an opportunity to adopt, adapt, and
improve. You learn from the experience and move on... unless your you was to prove a
technology was "vastly superior" rather than just come up with something that sells
well. Ugh. Why does pride get so in the way sometimes? Oh well, this is how I dealt
with it: That most definitely is not true! The blogs of the time clearly confirm that fact
too. The automotive task-force overseeing the bankruptcy expressed the "too little, too
slowly" concern to GM executives about Volt, wanting assurance that it would be sold in
high-volume for a profit shortly after rollout. That's how the 60,000 annual-rate target
for sales by the end of the second year came about. We have yet to sales even remotely
close to that 5,000 monthly minimum... hence all the grief I'd had to put up with about
yet another "over promise, under deliver" problem. That's why focus on advertising has
become a topic of discussion. It's an effort to figure out how to deal with the
situation. After all, many here have complained about Volt not be promoted enough... so
it makes no sense for you to respond with that "good enough" attitude.
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Vastly Superior, growth. This is clearly the new question for this generation Volt:
"How will growth be achieved by not trying anything new?" None of the efforts with the
first resulted in sales growth. Even that massive price reduction didn't do any
good. Sales remained flat. Hope turned to the second. No growth resulted from that
either. So far, all we've seen is signs of trouble to come. Bolt will gobble up interest, as
well as tax-credits. With such an extensive list of features that Prius Prime offers, it
makes sense that we are seeing a final lashing out. Reality is finally setting in. Prius isn't
the competition. Leaf isn't the competition. The vehicles competing with Volt are others
from GM's own product line. I can see hints of the online arguments revealing that
mindset shift. Of course, much of that comes from pride. There's simply no way to
argue against Prime's improvement over PHV. The same thing is expected from the
upcoming inevitable upgrade to Leaf. These next-gen vehicles wreck how Volt was
promoted. Claims of "vastly superior" are of no interest to mainstream
consumers. Those shoppers have very different priorities. All that leaves are those who
have moved on to other choices. That leaves the question of growth in a state of utmost
uncertainty... which explains the fanatical behavior lately. How?
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12-28-2016

Vastly Superior, features. Things did end up getting interesting. The discussion turned
in a constructive direction. Yes, I know it will ultimately become destructive. But what
the heck, why not take advantage of this opportunity: "But you can get a Corolla for
$10K less. Why buy a PP?" Comparing within a product-line, rather than crossautomaker is quite shift. This came from an antagonist who absolutely refused to
acknowledge anything without a plug, in the past. Things are changing. This was too
good to resist. I gave it quite a bit of thought before choosing to post return in this
fashion...
These are all standard features, included in the base model:
* 25 miles of EV
* 54 MPG without plug
* SULEV rating with TZEV
* Star Safety System
* Toyota Safety Sense P
* dual 4-inch displays
* quad LED headlights
* LED tail & brake lights
* dual-wave window
* heated front seats
* hatchback with folding seats
* smart-key door & button start
* backup camera
* remote A/C
Star Safety System = Enhanced Vehicle Stability Control (VSC), Traction Control
(TRAC), Anti-lock Brake System (ABS), Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD),
Brake Assist (BA) and Smart Stop Technology (SST)
Toyota Safety Sense P (TSS-P) = Pre-Collision System with Pedestrian Detection (PCS
w/PD), Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist (LDA w/SA), Automatic High Beams
and Full-Speed Range Dynamic Radar Cruise Control (DRCC)
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12-28-2016

Vastly Superior, struggle. When dealing with someone who will never accept defeat,
bringing it to an end requires giving them a good fight. Then they feel like pride has
been retained. What seems to work best is just head-butting the best you can, then leave
them confused. He certainly was today too. References to other vehicles and options
having nothing to do with plugging in were outright dismissed with the claim of being
off-topic. The comments most definitely were not. But when your world is a simplistic
view, omitting everything you feel has nothing to do with the purchase decision, it's easy
to say something is incongruous. I was somewhat surprised that the entire list was
summarily rejected. It was comprehensive, addressing a variety of features ordinary
people express interest in... efficiency, safety, greenness, techy, style, comfort, and
convenience. I repeated it too, stressing the diversity. It has always been a struggle for
any of the hybrid & plug-in choices to reach beyond the stereotypical audience. Growing
the market requires new approaches... something he clearly is unwilling to accept. He
continued to recite the same old advertising criteria from way back in 2011. That staythe-course-and-be-patient approach is what I call a "good enough" attitude, unworthy of
spending any more time on. So, I concluded with: Dismissing the rest of what GM
builds & sells has been a fundamental barrier to understanding why sales have struggled.

12-29-2016

Vastly Superior, signs. There are things to watch out for when certain personalities are
encountered online, clues that indicate you are in a no-win situation. The first sign
should be obvious... when they take something personally that has nothing to do with
them at all. Just out of nowhere, an emotional respond abruptly appears from someone
who was offended without them ever actually being addressed or anything of a personal
nature having been posted. Not much can be done about that. There isn't an preventative
either. In this case, there was a need for superiority in a market where finding
compromise is required. It's a guaranteed losing situation when winning isn't even an
option. The second sign is much more difficult to notice... when the topic switches to
something popular to discuss. Those red herrings are very compelling, temptations so
irresistible, someone will inevitably respond. It's not trolls dropping bait either. This
situation is simply that of strong interest. But once that is responded to, getting back on
topic is nearly impossible. You won't win that either. The original line of logic is
lost. In discussions that are nothing but a daily thread, there is simply no hope of
return. The third sign is when a desire is stated rather than a goal. They'll just state it
over and over and over again, as if that was a need being fulfilled. But when you step
back to look at how it accomplishes a business objective, there's nothing supportive about
it. This is what we see at auto shows. You hear great praise about an aspect of appeal
that isn't ever a priority when actually shopping for a vehicle. Long story short, this is
how we've fallen into the trap with Volt. Some developed a mindset of superiority so
self-confirming, they've lost sight of what the ultimate purpose was. Remember the
intent to replace traditional vehicles?
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12-30-2016

Vastly Superior, defeat. Remember how Two-Mode faded away? Without a spotlight
anymore, the sales struggle turned to dealer disinterest. Why bother? Not only has Volt
lost the spotlight to Bolt, it also faces a wide variety of plug-in hybrid competition. That
makes traditional competition even more difficult, since the plug-in hybrids still have
plenty of tax-credits available. The delightfully low MSRP for Prius Prime puts even
more pressure on the situation. Once tax-credits run out, Toyota will still be fine. Volt is
in a world of trouble. What will GM do for it, especially with so much emphasis being
placed on Bolt delivering high-volume prior to Tesla's rollout of Model 3. So much time
was wasted on proclaiming Volt as being "vastly superior" to Prius. It boggles the mind
how pride could led to so much lost opportunity. It's still happening too. The idiot posts
of recent confirm it. My favorite quote coming from all the desperate spin was: "Toyota
again has settled for another weak offering." That shows us how little this individual
actually cares about ordinary consumers. He's been so obsessed with EV performance,
sacrifice for that benefit became the norm. He was willing to dismiss the priorities
people shop for in favor of promoting superiority. Only electric purity matters. It was
amazing to witness such blind hope. And after so many years of excuses and an obvious
end approaching, he's still not going to admit defeat. Of course, I'm not looking for a
surrender anyway. I just want the next step to be taken. Get over it. Analyze lessens
learned. Move on.
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Vastly Superior, evade & avoid. The situation growth well beyond tolerance. I was
quite willing to be patient though, waiting 2.5 days for a reply. That's an eternity on a
daily blog. It was worth it though, to draw the year to a conclusion with a reply to this
the morning before: "No one is dismissing anything." That was has final post. He clearly
just did too. But rather than follow that bait, I decided to make it very personal by
addressing exactly what he had posted. This is how:
Yet, that's exactly what your list does, by specifying such a narrow focus:
* superior drive
* 100% torque off the line
* 1000 mile between gas station visits
You have also had several days to provide detail, but still have not. So, it's time for me
to attempt to look in depth at what you did provide.
The claim of "superior drive" is interesting. It very much resembles the common
adverting approach we've seen for decades: "new & improved". That does indeed grab
attention, but it doesn't actually tell us anything. Compared to what? Which components
are superior? How much more will it cost?
Next is saying "100% torque off the line". We rarely ever see people racing away from
stoplights and rush-hour merging certainly doesn't require full-throttle. When is this
important? Who is that trying to impress? How does less matter?
Lastly, the "1000 mile between gas station visits" raises even more questions. That is
obviously impressive compared to the usual 400 to 500 miles people typically get with
traditional vehicles. But you have told us many, many times that other plug-in hybrids
are the competition, not traditional vehicles. That being the case, it's easy to see the
trouble... since Prius Prime does too.
Sorry, but that's the precedent you set. We've also been told by you how absolutely vital
it was for the drive experience to be 100% electric. That came with the implication that
Prius wouldn't ever be able to deliver it. Not only does Prius Prime fulfill the same
criteria, it is also a little bit more efficient in the process... which earns it an "A+" grade.
The ultimate selling point though is price, a factor you continue to evade & avoid. GM
set a target of "nicely under $30,000" for reaching their high-volume profitable goal.
MSRP for gen-2 Volt hasn't achieved that yet. Could it mid-cycle, with battery
improvements and some package tweaks? Possibly. That current $33,220 for the base
model may be able to drop enough by then.
Toyota's approach for the plug-in Prius was quite different. They set a target of a
"$3,000 to $5,000" premium over the regular hybrid model. They clearly didn't reach
that goal with gen-1, which was a major factor in limiting rollout to only 15 states. But
since that was only a mid-cycle update anyway, it was a great opportunity to collect realworld data to help with gen-2 refinements.
The first nationwide rollout is that gen-2 design. Price of the base model Prius (package
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"two") is $24,200. Price of the base model Prius Prime (package "plus") is $27,100. It
does indeed achieve the MSRP target. It delivers a superior drive, more torque, and more
miles between gas station visits. It also includes an appealing array of standard features
to draw new buyer interest. There are some attractive unique optional features available
as well.
In other words, it's time to come up with a new way of advertising Volt.
Happy 2017.
12-31-2016

More Fake News. The flow of articles published, an obvious effort to undermine Prius,
continues. The content of each has been reports of inferiority. There's quite the
collection at this point. The series follows the same pattern still too... with the exception
of title taking a hostile turn: "2017 Hyundai Ioniq Shows The Toyota Prius How Much It
Sucks" The data provide was haphazard. That's what you want to when leading people
to assumptions. Being vague & ambiguous helps as well. No real substance and lots of
generalization is all we've been getting. Clearly, it's some staff writer searching the
internet for something to write about which they can sell. Making money from such
articles is likely what's feeding the effort. Never having actually driven any of the
vehicles or even having anything beyond a stock photo is quite telling. It's unfortunate
such things exist. Why do we have to deal with such nonsense, when there are several
reputable websites? The war of propaganda is well underway. We have evidence of
election influence by such efforts. Now, it's becoming clear the green choices are
struggling with similar problems. I wonder what counter-measures will be dreamed up to
deal with it. Hmm?

1-01-2017

Happy New Year! We're seeing a trend emerge. Many of the automakers seem to be
targeting the 25 to 30 mile range for EV capacity of plug-in hybrids. That's clearly
adding to the annoyance of Volt enthusiasts. They continue to absolutely insist that more
is necessary to achieve high-volume sales. It's really unfortunate how uncooperative
they've been. Rather than usher in plug-in hybrids as the next step to ending the reign of
traditional vehicles, we're seeing a confusing collection of contradicting
messages. Emphasis on EV driving makes sense. Disparaging electric-only vehicles to
convey the value doesn't though. Belittling the smaller capacity plug-in hybrid offerings
doesn't either. Remember 10 years ago, back in January 2007 on the 6th? Most people
don't. I do. Looking back at my blogs, I can confirm my memory. Problems
immediately emerged. There was a "trophy mentality" that undermined attempts to have
constructive discussion. When a sensible question was raised about battery capacity &
cost, it was met with unusually stout resistance. That made no sense. How could such
blindness come about so easily? Prius certainly didn't have a history like that. Toyota
talk was well balanced, with a sincere effort to address all concerns. GM support came in
the form of cheerleading, optimism based solely upon hope. Any type to clarify ended
up getting the "vaporware" label. There was a stubborn push to avoid & evade. Now, a
decade later, we're still seeing it. Ugh. Oh well. Happy New Year!
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Vastly Superior, advertising. The thread topic was advertising. It exposed yet another
vulnerability of Volt, showing how the mismatch to mainstream consumers is making a
bad situation worse. It's really unfortunate. The technology itself works fine. The
configuration is at issue. Think of the situation as a computer configured in a manner
unhelpful to the user. If the case is smaller than needed, the hard-drive bigger than
needed, and the processor faster than needed, asking someone to pay more than what they
budgeted for to purchase it just plain doesn't make any sense. Yet, that is very much the
way Volt is. The capacity (battery) and speed (acceleration) are overkill. The small case
size (cramped rear seating) makes usage difficult. No amount of advertising can
overcome the shortcoming of priorities. Need isn't fulfilled. Needless to say, I'm quite
pleased this is all coming to a close now. We're starting the new year with an effort to
move on. Yeah! Here's what I wrote:
I titled my commentary on the post yesterday "evade & avoid" without any idea just how
much the reply would reinforce that.
Choosing to start the response with a textbox exaggeration followed by several denials of
easy-to-confirm facts made the effort to not actually address the advertising topic quite
obvious. Should I even bother to reply to such counter-productive posting? Well,
perhaps I could with a summary by highlighting "EREV".
It was a failed attempt to promote "vastly superior" status. Problem was, the definition
kept changing each time a new plug-in hybrid offering was rolled out... since they ended
up fulfilling the criteria stated, which wrecked the superiority claim. That advertising by
enthusiasts became a confusing mess; adding to it was a series of ambiguous press
releases, all so vague that hampered the entire market. There was no clear message of
goals or intent.
Now, we start 2017 with that continuing... more spin & rhetoric with no effort to even try
to discuss advertising. The final sentence wrapped it up really nice though: "I haven't
seen a single advertisement for a PP."
That shows a lack of understanding how advertisements are distributed. Toyota has
clearly stated they will not be promoting Prius Prime in a traditional manner. Generic
television commercials are a waste of money in many cases. Unless there's a specific
sales event, those only serve to build or retain reputation. That's why targeted advertising
is being used now instead.
Do a search online for "Prius Prime". Watch what happens to the websites you visit
afterward. Notice the flurry of advertisements promoting Prius Prime?
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Not The Same. Our resident troll on the big Prius forum is well informed and likes to
debate. So, he routinely drops bait. Heck, he even calls himself a troll. From time to
time, I bite. It can be informative. Stirring the status quo is ok, if done in a constructive
way. This is what caught my attention today: "That's like saying NiMH prices didn't fall
fast enough to save the gen1 Prius." It was in reference to pointing out that battery-cost
did not drop anywhere near as fast as GM had anticipated or Volt enthusiasts had
hoped. I responded with: How is that the same? Toyota didn't set a mainstream level
sales goal like GM. Whatever the case, it isn't gen-2 Volt either. That $7,500
dependency is a very big problem still. Battery cost for 18.4 kWh capacity simply is not
going to drop $7,500 in the next few years. If the beliefs of $200 per kWh are true, that
means the entire pack for Volt is only $3,680 in terms of lithium cost. It would currently
have to cost double that just to break even. To actually grow the market, price of the
vehicle must come down too. And what the heck does "save" mean? That generation
ended production as planned, following the usual product-cycle schedule. The plans for
Volt achieving mainstream sales was mid-cycle. The gen-2 is expected to go full
cycle. That means at least 4 more years of sales. The tax-credit will run out long before
that. Bolt will be gobbling them up. Look at Prius Prime. With an MSRP of just
$27,100 for the base model, there is no dependency. Even without any tax-credit, it has
the potential to grow. Any mid-cycle update will contribute to that. It most definitely is
not the same.
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Television Advertisements. All that recent "vastly superior" nonsense emerged from a
daily blog commentary about an article published claiming television advertisements for
plug-in vehicle are radically fewer than that for traditional vehicles. While true, it really
didn't address what is actually needed. It was only a count analysis based on the
assumption that more advertising that way is better. I wholeheartedly disagreed, but
couldn't express that until I dealt with the onslaught of trophy-mentality. Thankfully, that
ended. So, I posted the following:
Television commercials are what people like to skip. They are generic, poorly timed, and
really don't tell you anything. How much can actually be conveyed in just 30 or 60
seconds anyway? They very idea that showing more of them can be better is
fundamentally flawed. Who really wants sound-bites forced upon them from an
automaker? All they do is draw attention. There's no detail, no real information to make
an informed purchase decision.
Spending a lot of money to show commercials hundreds or thousands of times on cable
& broadcast television simply isn't a good idea anymore. Automakers should be using
more effective means of reaching consumers. It's not the 20th century. Why use such an
outdated medium like that to advertise a plug-in vehicle? To actually learn about the
vehicle, you have to do research on your own. Automakers should invest in material
which provides that type of advertising instead, not television commercials.
Simply go to YouTube and search for "Prius Prime". Look at the long list of results.
There are dozens of in-depth reviews from third-parties. Those are the advertisements
that actually compel people to seriously consider a test-drive. All Toyota had to do was
provide those third-parties with a vehicle to drive for awhile. Getting an endorsements
from someone who has had an opportunity to film their own experiences, their own way,
then publish a long video telling you about it is far more effective than anything the
automaker can provide.
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From Volt to Bolt. On the eve of Bolt's debut month sales results and the 10th
anniversary of the Volt concept reveal, an automotive journal published an interesting
article today titled: "GM's journey from Volt to Bolt. A troubled vehicle paved the way for
more audacious bets." Upon reading the first paragraph, it's easy to see why there was so
much resent toward those like me pushing for cooperation rather than superiority. It
stated this short & painful description of Volt: "It flopped." The article went on to
describe the failure to achieve annual sales of at least 60,000 even with a money-losing
price. Fortunately, the battery technology will survive the perils of business
reality. That's what was used to create Bolt. So, even though the small, expensive,
niche-configured vehicle has no expectation of mainstream acceptance anymore, its
successor does. It's a gamble only the die-hard Volt enthusiasts were not willing to
accept... until recently. That series of "superiority" posts appear to be the final
battle. There's so much excitement about Bolt deliveries now, it's as if Volt was just a
step in the evolution of plugs which had this planned obsolescence all along. In reality,
we see the abandonment. But then again, that was expected by those like me, who
witnessed the very same thing with Two-Mode fell apart. Volt replaced it in similar
same manner... though, the time span was more drawn out. This is rather abrupt. Of
course, news travels much raster nowadays. It's really unfortunate the Volt enthusiasts
absolutely refused to recognize the pattern. I repeatedly pointed out the history parallels
repeating. Their denial of the possibility of those same mistakes being repeated ran very
deep. They didn't want to accept the evidence provided... then, as it was
happening. Now, it's being published as a retrospective by automotive journalists.

1-02-2017

Looking Forward. We are approaching the point which automotive battery technology
for plug & drive is no longer easily dismissed by misconceptions. It's becoming
recognized as feasible. To advance to it being realistic, we have to address efficiency &
affordability. This is where shortcomings of Volt get looked upon as problems of the
past, rather than issues of contention still. The gen-2 model was rated at 31 kWh/100
miles. That made it somewhat of an electricity guzzler. When rolled out, that was just
brushed off with the "electricity is better than gas" excuse. Now, we can actually take an
objective look at electric efficiency... since Bolt is improved with a 28 kWh/100 miles
rating. That undeniable progress from GM makes discussions easier. Being constructive
is still a problem though... since Prius Prius is even more efficient with a 26 kWh/100
miles rating (specifically 25.9 when the value isn't rounded). In other words, less battery
is needed to travel the same difference. It's how affordability comes into play. That next
step is a very important one too. Mainstream acceptance requires a price low enough to
still be profitable when competing directly against traditional vehicles. The challenges
between electric-only and plug-in hybrid appeal are quite significant; however, they do
still share efficiency & affordability requirements. Looking forward, we will hopefully
find more in common. After all, the ultimate goal is to replace traditional vehicles.
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Teaching Moments. We've all heard the phrase "teaching to the choir", but how many
people actually go out of their way to seek an audience that isn't already receptive to your
ideas? There are very few. In the online world, most who come from outside and stir the
status quo are labeled as a "troll". The nature of people is to resist change, especially if
you can find a place where you can post daily. Messages which disrupt the happy flow
of cheerleading are regarded as unwelcome. But if you really want to learn what the
market is like outside of your protected sphere, that's what you have to do and where you
have to go. I've heard that same suggestion from many successful journalists. You have
to go where the problems are. That's what I've been doing for many, many years too. It's
quite stress dealing with the continuous onslaught of resistance. But that's where some of
my best material comes from. Their different mindsets are what provide new ideas... for
me. Every now and then though, the flow of knowledge works in reverse. That absurd
"vastly superior" argument ended with a teaching moment. My comments about
television advertisements actually sunk in. He parroted back a "That's why GM is using
targeted advertising" response. Looking back through all the posts over those past few
days, it was quite obvious he had no clue of that approach prior to me posting about
it. That was clearly a me-too measure. He got caught unaware and didn't want to admit
that I had a valid point. Acknowledgement of having overlooked something so important
isn't something you should ever expect from an antagonist. Reading them post about
something later you originally pointed is an entirely different matter. It's confirmation of
change. I got the message through to a very stubborn opponent. It's really unfortunate he
still believes the competition is other plug-in vehicles. That's such a detriment to the
effort of replacing traditional vehicles.

1-04-2017

2016 Sales. Understanding the opposition to plug-in vehicles is quite a challenge...
except with Volt. That "vastly superior" attitude revealed the intention to dominate,
rather than collaborate. The enthusiasts simply didn't like the idea of a smaller batterypack and performance on-par with mainstream vehicles. They felt better was absolutely
necessary... a need, rather than a want. That fundamental clash of purpose has caused
many problems over the years... because the measure of success is sales, not engineering
extremes. Volt enjoyed a major spike in purchases during December. That's no
surprise. Between the growing popularity of plug-in and the usual year-end rush to
collect tax-credits, the spike was a realistic expectation. Stepping back from the monthly
numbers to look at annual totals, you get a different story. Expecting the first full year of
gen-2 to climb close to mainstream minimum was reasonable. After all, the enthusiasts
boasted about doing it for years. That number count 60,000 sales. For the first full year
of gen-2 Prius sales, the total came to 53,991. Enthusiasts had set an expectation of
exceeding that. Why not? The new generation represented a massive amount of
engineering with years of refinement. It also would have a $7,500 tax-credit. That
wasn't the case for Prius. All it had was a $2,000 tax-deduction, which only came to
between $300 and $400 on your return. Toyota didn't have an much experience as GM at
that point either. That's why the 2016 total for Volt of just 24,739 is really a source of
concern. That's well short of the target... and now there is the added pressure coming
from Bolt. Growth is essential. Watch how things play out over the next few months.
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Freaky Cold. The usual temperatures well below zero are here no, right on
schedule. First week of January here in Minnesota, you have that expectation. Being
cold so much lower than just the freezing point means the engine starts up right
away. Seeing that negative sign though gets me quite curious. What will I experience
when I finally get my Prius Prime? Being able to warm the cabin with electricity
supplied directly from the charger will be a nice perk at work. But how effective will it
be then, when heat-pumps don't have much warmth from the air to draw upon? There's a
point at which the engine will start up anyway. Of course, it won't need to run as long
with the battery-pack also having an electric warming feature. The steering-wheel and
seats will be electrically warmed too. So, comfort for all is covered. There is that reality
of needing to clear windows though. Whatever the case, it will be even more efficient
than the Prius PHV now. It will also warm faster. That's good, exactly what you want
from a next-generation upgrade.

1-07-2017

Repeating Fake News. It's really getting frustrating. Yesterday, an article with this title
was published: "2017 Chevrolet Volt Brushes Off Prius Prime Success". It contained lots
of greenwashing. The technique most common is to omit vital detail. In this case, there
was no mention of availability. Sales results were presented as if availability was the
same. You are led to believe people actually had the choice, that inventory was available
to decide upon. That couldn't be further from the truth. There are people going nuts in
the Midwest waiting for Prime to arrive. There simply aren't any yet. What makes that
frustrating is when you read the same article again, word for work, published the next
day on a different website. Today, that happened. The new title of the article was: "2017
Chevrolet Volt Doesn't Care About Success Of Toyota Prius Prime".
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More Cheerleading. The blind optimism never ceases. The enthusiasts see what they
want. Yesterday, it was a reflection of last month's sales with: "Bolt and Prime validate
Volt. Sales, regardless of incentives, are up. Way up." I waited a full day before
responding. I was curious if anyone had anything constructive to say about that. Turns
out, none did. So, I sounded off, pointing out and asking:
A spike in sales at year-end is the usual expectation. People rush to take advantage of
being able to collect tax-credit money right away, rather than having to wait an additional
12 months. That influence cannot simply be dismissed. Sales going up temporarily is
normal. What happens in the following months is what tells the real story.
As for Bolt validating Volt, how? The premise of Volt was to alleviate "range anxiety"
by providing an engine for backup power when electricity runs out due to battery
limitations. Bolt doesn't need that. The 200-mile EV range overcomes the same
concern... which invalidates. Bolt's capacity growth through increased energy-density and
cost-reduction counters the selling point of Volt.
With respect to Prime, what is the Volt validation? We always knew the mid-cycle,
limited-rollout Prius PHV would be replaced by a nationwide next-gen model featuring a
larger capacity battery and more power, for a price competitive with traditional
vehicles. That's exactly what Toyota has delivered. What influence did Volt have? It
certainly wasn't a need for liquid-cooling or much further EV range.
Put it this way. The sales goal hasn't changed. 24,739 is well below the target of 60,000
set for mainstream penetration and maintainable profitability. Bolt will be competing for
the same limited quantity of tax-credits with Volt. Rapid significant growth is essential.
That record high 3,691 needs to climb to 5,000 and remain there. Otherwise, what's the
point? Replacing traditional vehicles with plug-in choices requires strong sales without
subsidies.

1-07-2017

April 2012. Once upon a time, when my Prius PHV was only 1 month old, I took in on a
trip up north. We unexpectedly ended up getting a bunch of new snow. That provided
an amazing opportunity. The fresh, sticky white stuff coating all those trees in isolated,
scenic areas was great. I went nuts with the camera too. Unfortunately, those photos
remained unseen for all this time, nearly 5 years. That new plug-in hybrid had me busy
with lots of other stuff. So it wasn't until now, as I'm preparing to upgrade to a Prius
Prime, that I'm catching up and finally publishing some of the photos. There were
many. Choosing the best is a challenge. It's rewarding to have such a collection
available. Here's what I ended up selecting to share, those long lost PHV photos from
many years ago... photo album 197 photo album 198 photo album 199
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2010 Prius. Believe it or not, I had even older photos that never got published. In this
case, they were of my Prius prior to getting the plug-in model. Interesting thing about
them is the captures were underexposed. The setting was a icy dirt road just after
sunset. That made the lighting extremely difficult to work with. In other words, they
were too dark. Correcting problems like that is easy nowadays though. I found a digital
filter able to being out the sections needing to be brighter without washing out the
sunset. The results look great. Lots of detail was revealed in the foreground, stuff you
wouldn't have been able to see otherwise. I guess waiting in this case really paid
off. Sure glad I didn't just abandon these. They look nice, capturing a circumstance few
rarely ever see... especially with a Prius. Check them out: photo album 199

1-07-2017

Wind-Turbine. I'm still finding treasure in my archives. More photos of the 2010 Prius
were found. In this case, it's especially exciting. I found photos at the same location
from 2 different times of the year. One set was from late harvest, in the Fall. There's
corn fields in the foreground and a big wind-turbine in the background. Being able to
park right along side that looked really nice. Catching that scene right before sunset
made it even better. The second set of photos is the same place, but Winter. 3 months
later meant snow instead of corn. It was also right when the sun was setting. Seeing the
same place like that under different circumstances is really interesting. There's 2 that
especially peaked my excitement though. I turned off the paved road to a dirt road, for
photos from a different angle. That was the very location I was at in the previous
photos... 2 years later, that same icy road... only a few feet from there, but facing the
other direction. Check out my 2010 Prius with a large wind-turbine in the
background: photo album 200

1-07-2017

Even More. Yes, more unpublished Prius photos. This collection was stored away on a
memory card, not forgotten... just set aside for someday. Finally getting to look through
what I had captured over 6 years early was very exciting. I still remembered taking them
quite clearly. It was at the old military testing facility from World-War II. There were
nothing but concrete frames remaining. Some of it was surrounded by untouched land in
a secluded location. Other parts were bordered by corn fields. Much of which is
accessible anymore. Some was fenced off. The rest sold to a manufacturing facility. So,
having taken them is a nice way to preserve the time... with the Prius, of
course. Remaining unpublished for so long isn't so bad. I wish I would have had time to
share them sooner. But it sure it fun now looking back at those treasured memories from
long, long ago... photo album 201 photo album 202
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Plug-In Prototype. I had an opportunity way back in the Summer of 2010 to play with a
prototype Prius for a few days... a plug-in model. This was the testing configuration put
on the road for use by ordinary people to collect real-world data. 2 full years before the
production model was rolled out, some of us were experiencing the dream firsthand. It
was an augmentation of the hybrid system. Toyota added battery-capacity and a plug to
enhance operation. The goal was to provide a MPG boost. There was no EV drive
requirement back then or later when the PHV model was rolled out. That didn't come
until other offerings stirred the market, carrying it in a different direction. All those years
ago, focus was on making the hybrid even more of a hybrid. Nowadays, that sounds
counter-intuitive. Back then, the adding of a plug was viewed upon from a very different
perspective. Anywho, I took that prototype out to a beautiful country setting, an isolated
road surrounded by fields of corn. The photos turned out great too, see: photo album 202

1-08-2017

Fake News Deception. These attempts to undermine Prius has turned to outright
lies. Today's new article claimed "The latest generation Prius is severely struggling to
attract a lot of buyers..." without providing any actual numbers. They hope you will
assume the quantity is low and you won't do any comparisons. Reality is, there were
989,863 of the regular model Prius purchased here in the United States last year. How an
that be considered a struggle, especially since sales didn't begin right away. Remember,
the gen-4 sales didn't begin until February. There was also a "stop sale" for almost an
entire month due to the parking-brake recall. They don't tell you that though. They don't
tell you the popularity of Prius in its domestic market either. They just say "struggle"
and hope you assume the worst. They carefully avoided mention of other vehicles also
using that hybrid system... like RAV4, which was the second-best seller here last year
with 45,070. Instead, they paint this picture: "Toyota Prius: Did Losses Cause Secret To
Escape?" That title was to get you to believe Toyota is becoming so desperate, they must
now sell their secret technology to other automakers to allow it to survive. That's an
outright lie. Rebranding is a common business practice... so common, Toyota already did
that years ago. It's not a secret, as the article claims. There was a Nissan Altima
hybrid. Reading new articles published everyday that are clearly designed to undermine
Prius is quite frustrating, but at the same time vindicating. To see some group going to
such effort is confirmation they are worried, that the technology has become so capable
of competing with traditional vehicles, they feel it is necessary to greenwash about it.

1-09-2017

Reporter Mistakes. Wow! What a mess: "Because the Prius Three is larger and
heavier, don't expect any record quarter-mile elapsed times but you'll be pleased how
peppy the package actually is. However, the ability to drive 25 miles on full electric
power is quite impressive." That was bizarre to read. The article was about the gen-4
Prius, specifically the package 3 that had been tested and was featured in the
photos. Yet, there was that added comment about the 25 miles. How could that be? My
guess is the reporter assumed he was driving a plug-in hybrid, but never bothered to
actually check on anything related to electric driving. Somehow, he got information
about Prime and must have assumed that's what all Prius offer. Needless to say, that
made it an extremely misleading article. But more concerning than the obvious reader
problem is the fact that such terrible reporting can take place. Doing so little research is
as disturbing as people making decisions solely upon sound-bite impressions. Mistakes
like that are what contribute to greenwashing. Don't assume the writer is well
informed. Always confirm facts. Like in this case, some will be found to be wrong...
which makes dealing with fake news even harder.
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Voltec SUV. Has the message finally gotten through: "Most of us on this forum had been
begging GM to release a Voltec SUV; however, even though GM had a major lead on all
other players, it was Chrysler that stomach punched them with the Pacifica
Hybrid." Asking doesn't do any good though. There's basically nothing in common. A
minivan does not compete with a SUV in any way. We see the potential, but don't see
action being taken. That old "too little, too slowly" concern has been so overwhelming
validated at this point, it's hard to know what to do next. Basically, GM doesn't express
any care. They don't want to disrupt their SUV market by offering plug or hybrid
technology. That abandonment happened years ago with Two-Mode. I can still attempt
to keep the topic alive: 242,195 Equinox were purchased last year. That's a massive
amount of missed opportunity. We see the potential from the popularity of the plug-in
hybrid Outlander in Europe, over 100k purchased overall so far. We also see the
purchase of over 45k RAV4 hybrids last year as potential too. The opportunity to offer a
Voltec model of Equinox still remains an excellent idea.

1-10-2017

2018 Camry. Things are getting interesting now. The very old hybrid is getting a big
improvement late this Summer. Sales last year were respectable at 22,227. The
expectation is much higher though for a best-selling vehicle, at least 30,640 like the year
before. But then again, the much newer Fusion hybrid only had 33,648 purchases. We
need more. Growth is needed. The potential for this next-generation doing that is looks
good. The reveal yesterday showed us a stylish sedan hinting at "Prius-like
efficiency". There will be 2 flavors of hybrid too. One with a NiMH battery-pack, we
assume similar to the base Prius. One with a lithium battery-pack, featuring a design
which allows it to be hidden under the rear seats, rather then consuming space in the
truck. None of that is the interesting part though. It's the sport mode. That will offer
simulated "gear" changes with a paddle-shifter. Since Corolla's CVT has automatic
simulated gear-shifting, providing a type of manual for Camry can be a realistic purchase
enticement to try out. Why not? Since production will be TGNA, expecting a
competitive price isn't too much of a stretch. This is what we've been waiting for. Yeah!

1-10-2017

Classic Cars. How strange. I ran across a glowing review of Prius Prime today. The
detail was spot on and the photos were outstanding. That certainly was unusually. It
stuck out as an oddity among some of the other news twists lately. This was quite
nice. It got me wondering though, even before I finished reading. What was the
source? How did something so different emerge? The answer became apparent when I
scrolled down to the bottom of the webpage. Vehicle after vehicle was decades old... all
in incredible condition too. What the heck? Why so many articles about classic
cars? Oh! I was on a classic car website. That was intriguing. Somehow, Prius Prime
was so impressive, the website decided to provide an endorsement for it. That quite an
unexpected twist. Who knew such a positive could come out of nowhere like that? I've
been growing weary of all the negative. That certainly was a welcome change.
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Why No Announcement? The autoshow in Detroit sure is stirring the pot. Bolt rollout
already being underway means people are looking to find out what comes next. Nothing
is being said though. Silence from GM is obviously causing some to become
concerned. What will become of Volt? Knowing the success of SUV hybrid RAV4 and
expecting the upcoming Nissan Rogue and the upcoming Kia Niro... both SUV hybrids
as well... should put pressure on GM to finally offer one of their own, I couldn't resist
asking about Equinox. I started by pointing out that last year's sales were 10 times that of
Volt; yet, we nothing of intentions to offer it as a plug-in hybrid... or even a hybrid. That
must frustrate supporters to no end. You can't really label me as a troll for pointing out
such an obvious situation either. Wasn't the point of Volt to establish "Voltec" as
technology to spread to other GM vehicles? With Equinox being so popular and the
continuing strength in that market almost a guarantee, why haven't we heard anything
still? No announcement of any kind is reason for concern. Opportunity is being missing,
as I pointed out: Sales went to guzzlers instead… a lot of sales. What is GM waiting
for? Seriously. Why no announcement of any sort, especially from an automaker which
thrives on publicity like that? There should at least be something to look forward
to. Way back in early 2005, there were hybrid SUVs. Where is GM's plug-in taking
advantage of the already well established Voltec? With gen-2 Volt widely available, it
makes sense to shift focus and set an expectation on what GM primarily sells… not
compact cars… SUVs. What is the delay?

1-11-2017

Opportunity Missed. The same old antagonist wasn't happy, again. This time, it was
from an article highlighting the redesign of Camry, specifically this snippet: "for its
redesigned Camry lineup which includes a Hybrid version with *Prius-like*
efficiency." You could tell his lashing out was specifically to me, even though I hadn't
actually made any comment: "Why didn't they put a plug in it? What a missed
opportunity?" The intent was obvious. I pointed out just yesterday that reality of "too
little, too slowly" in the form of opportunity missed. Why haven't we heard anything at
all from GM? It's a good question. Meanwhile, we can see that progress happening with
other automakers. So, I was happy to answer those questions: Who's to say they
won't? Switching Camry over to TGNA production is the first step. Toyota is currently
busy ramping up lithium battery production. The gen-4 Prius uses it. Camry hybrid will
now too. At the same time, they are also introducing the C-HR hybrid. So, much is
happening with electrification besides the Prime rollout. Remember, the goal is to have
the architecture in established. Adding a clutch and switching battery-packs is a small
part of the equation, an easy next step. Don't forget that RAV4 is already being
positioned for that. What step is GM at with SUV plug-in choices? How about Malibu
hybrid with a plug?
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Shame & Anger. My opportunity post resulted in an explosive retaliation, a clear
confirm of having got the point across and the message having identified a weakness in
their stance. There was definite anger. The return message made that obvious: "So, how
many of the millions of P-cars sold were plug-ins? Shame on Toyota!" An abrupt shift
over to attacking Prius is a dead giveaway, especially when there is also an emotional
appeal. So, I took that invitation to punch back and went all out: Ironically, all those
millions of P-cars saved more gas than Volt. There's power in numbers. The point is, the
design readily supports the transition to a plug. Adding a clutch and swapping in a larger
battery is quite basic. Prius (hatchback) already does that. RAV4 (compact SUV), C-HR
(crossover), and Camry (sedan) are all positioning for that too. We see the potential for
GM to do the same thing. Should we push for that or shame them for not? Wasn't the
point of Volt to have its tech spread to other vehicles?

1-12-2017

Tax Credits. This started off the morning: "If change is to be made to the Plug-in credit
program, hopefully it is the change that should have been made long ago." Then he went
on to endorse Tesla, GM, BMW, and Nissan with the reasoning of them having done the
most development and taken the greatest risks. Why not include Toyota? If the intend of
the vehicles is electrification, how isn't attempting to convert the existing fleet to hybrids
not a risk? And what about the work done to shift Prius over to lithium and to do it using
only air to cool the pack? There's also the problem of Prime undermining Prius. A
runaway hit with the plug-in model means the regular model will suffer. How is that not
risky? Neither Volt nor Bolt have any risk of taking away existing green customers,
because GM doesn't have any. Toyota does, a very large quantity too. That's why Prius
took a radical turn with gen-4. It was a risk Toyota was willing to take that none of the
critics are willing to acknowledge. Anywho, this is what I posted in responded to that
hopeful comment: Changes didn't happen because there was no agreement upon
purpose. Are the credits for the automakers or for the consumers? Then there's the
subjective problems of "most" and "biggest" measurement, especially when there is no
agreement upon what should be delivered. Think about goals & risk... Nissan really took
a gamble with their effort to deliver a system not requiring liquid-cooling. Ask yourself:
why?

1-12-2017

Honda Hybrids. They've been a little odd. The hybrid technology delivered, but was
expensive and demand was surprisingly low. Adding a plug didn't do anything to boost
interest either. Accord simply faded away last year. By the end of this year, there's a
renewed expectation. In a vague announcement yesterday, we heard about an upcoming
plug-in hybrid version of Clarity (Honda's fuel-cell vehicle). Supposedly, it will offer
about 40 miles of EV range. That's all Honda reveal to us. Nothing else to ponder is
disappointing. But then again, getting that is a whole lot better than being left to
wonder... especially since the CR-Z hybrid just faded away too. Production ended and
nobody noticed. This could be a new twist to help shake up the industry to help it move
forward... or it could just be yet another expensive choice that doesn't provide any
benefit. We hope this isn't one of those deterrents, making the option to plug less
appealing simply because it is out of reach financially. We'll see. At least one
encouraging point is that it assists with the effort to demonstrate confidence in
batteries. Each automaker contributes to that advancement in forward thinking.
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Road Trip. There's nothing like planning a 1,600-mile trip for the coldest time of the
year. It's what you do when you want to celebrate the holidays with family that doesn't
live close. With the temperature below freezing on the way there and driving at a steady
80 mph, hopes for high efficiency aren't good. To my surprise though, results weren't too
bad. The MPG displayed after 716 miles of driving that first day was 41. That's pretty
good. I had only used 60% of the battery available too. The drive home is expected to
be much warmer. It really makes me wonder what the same circumstances will yield
with the Prius Prime. The engine is more efficient, so results will naturally be
better. Having the ability to recharge while driving will be an interesting new twist
too. All the travel once off the highway will be using electricity. That's an
operation/efficiency tradeoff which I'll be able to take advantage of. In the meantime, I
look forward to the drive home in the Prius PHV. It drives really well, even at such high
speed.

1-14-2017

Assumptions. Talking about making incorrect assumptions. Read this: "Although
Toyota sacrificed fuel economy for style by altering the Prius' typical backside, the Prius
Prime still gets excellent mileage at an estimated 55 mpg on the highway." The style
does quite the opposite. That dual-wave curve in back is for increased fuel economy. It
provides greater aerodynamics. The measure of reduced air disruption is an easily
quantifiable figure. The improvement should be obvious. How a reporter could come to
the opposite conclusion is disturbing. Apparently, some don't do any research at all. We
know many are written without ever taking a test-drive. But to not even consider that
increased shape could lead to a more slippery profile is quite strange. Think about sports
car design. None have plain, flat surfaces. Instead, you see elegant forms. Some are
quite costly to achieve. In fact, that's where some of the carbon-fiber forming
originated. You could get complex shapes with the added benefit of reduced
weight. Anywho, I found that quote quite annoying.

1-14-2017

Commitment. Between the spin and the effort to restore pride, this was no surprise: "It's
possible to see the tiny Prime EV range as a lack of commitment on the part of Toyota
rather than as a deliberate strategy. 20 – 25 miles is about as small a range as they
could get away with and still claim value. It does seem like Toyo is at least five years
behind and that Prime is *too little, too late.* " I especially liked that vague 5 year
claim. What does that even mean? Volt struggled with sales growth until just
recently. There's no guarantee demand will be retained either. Bolt rollout influence
may only be temporary. Heck, it may end up drawing prospective Volt buyers. Where is
GM's commitment to draw interest from those shopping for Malibu or Cruze? I ended up
posting: It took awhile to figure out how to respond to such a profound
misunderstanding of purpose & risk... Attempting to deliver as much as possible with as
little as possible is a huge gamble that takes a great deal of research &
development. Anyone can simply add more battery and hope for the best. It takes a lot
of guts to deliver a minimum instead. Toyota is doing that with the 25 miles from
Prime. Adding to that risk is taking the chance of not including liquid cooling. It's an
expense & complexity avoided, which puts them ahead of others who are not investing in
better chemistry for cooling. All the excuses & deflections attempting to draw attention
away from the goal of replacing traditional vehicles simply won't work. How can
something be too late when others haven't delivered on that goal yet? Nicely under
$30,000 selling profitably in high-volume is the purpose. We see the risk being
taken. That's substantial commitment.
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1-15-2017

Lease Cheat. I wondered what the situation truly was. The sales spike of Volt in
December seemed to be more than just a rush to take advantage of claiming tax-credit
money right away, rather than having to wait an additional year. Even if GM had
planned for that, it still struck me as odd. I had contemplated the possibility of the new
administration canceling the tax-credit too. It didn't strike me as likely though, since the
president-elect had recently put an emphasis on American automakers. Why hurt GM
like that... especially when you want to avoid drawing attention to solutions not favorable
to the oil & coal industry. Then I stumbled across this: "The Volt hadcsome very
aggressive lewse incentives in December. You kay not gsve been aware of this." So
oddly written really caught my eye, knowing it came from a source normally not so
clumsy with the keyboard. Why? Hmm. Anywho, that's quite plausible. GM has used
lease incentives to stimulate numbers in the past. That very effectively coveys a false
impression of strong demand. In reality, you get just short-term sales that harm longterm business. Look at the ineffectiveness the leases for gen-1 Volt were. How will gen2 be any different?

1-16-2017

Short-Term. The limited mindset of short-term thinking never ceases to amaze me: "I
suggest that the Prime is mainly for traditional Toyota buyers who might otherwise trade
in their Prii for Volts or Bolts. Toyo has noted what gets traded in most often for the
Volt..." He then went on to reinforce that spin with claims of desperation to stop those
losses. Even if that was true, what difference would it make toward the clearly stated
mission of traditional vehicle replacement? Toyota's effort to appeal to the masses is
undeniable. That's far more than losing a few immediate sales to a just a small group of
people. Ugh. Oh well. Thinking that way is futile... which would make my reply that
way as well. I wanted to say my piece anyway: Quoting outdated data is misleading, but
leaving out vital information is what tells the real story. True, Prius was indeed the most
traded. But that was way back when gen-1 Volt was still new. There wasn't any other
choice available. GM took advantage of that be offering very enticing lease deals. Who
wouldn't trade in their old Prius for a dirt-cheap Volt they could part with after 3
years? In other words, GM took the risk, but lost out in the end. Those "most traded"
people simply moved on after lease expired to other automakers; many were drawn to
Tesla. Heck, we've even seen some of the most loyal Volt supporters declare a loyalty
shift over to Bolt instead due to that desire for more EV. The purpose of building up
owner to grow the market from within (attract GM's own customers) didn't
happen Traditional buyers weren't interested. That brings us to a question of purpose. If
Prime retains Toyota showroom shoppers, what does gen-2 Volt do for GM? Hybrid
owners cannot be the only target. Conquest & Cannibal sales are short-term only.
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Weekend Getaway. I was excited to read this: "Sometimes I go on trips of 1500 to 3000
miles with no ability to charge. A Prime is going to obliterate a Volt for that, and not
just in efficiency but also in space and comfort." That excitement came from having
mine own recent experience to share: I just got back from a 1,600 mile long-week
escape... which was hoped to be in a new Prius Prime. But with no sign of that yet, it
was with the Prius PHV... which performed wonderfully. Efficiency at 80 mph (we
crossed South Dakota) was remarkable, even at the freezing temperatures. Knowing
Prime is even more efficient due to the engine's improved thermal efficiency and the fact
that it can recharge on-the-fly for no-plug EV later will most definitely be a big plus over
Volt. The raised floor will be a complete non-issue too. The seats are down for our
convenience, leaving lots of room in back to shuffle stuff while on the road. So, I'm very
much looking forward to the next trip. In the meantime, there's new photos for me to
share. We got stuck in Wyoming due to an ice storm in Minnesota. Finding ourselves
very close to Devil's Tower on a federal holiday was a golden opportunity. We had the
place almost entirely to ourselves. With a light coating of snow, a cloudless blue sky,
and a windless warm day, it was a remarkable experience. I went nuts with the camera.

1-18-2017

Distractions. This was an interesting question: "Is it just me, or does anyone else feel
like autonomous driving is a distraction from alternative fuels?" With both the Detroit
auto show and CES reaching for automotive industry attention, it does make you
wonder. Remember all the V2G hype a few years ago? Did you even remember that
stands for vehicle-to-grid. Supposedly, the next big thing was having battery-packs for
plug-in vehicles serve as a storage medium for supplying power. The charge would be
used for other electric devices elsewhere, rather than propulsion of that vehicle. It
seemed bizarre. Why would you want to use of cycle of the battery's life for that? There
are inherit losses with conversion too. At least with autonomous driving, it has
something to do with driving. Why is taking away the experience of driving so important
though? The reasons for "fun to drive" make no sense whatsoever if you aren't in control
anymore. The feel of power & handling is completely eliminated then. Who will want to
buy that? It goes against everything marketing has focused on over the past few
decades. You'd wouldn't experience any of that with a computer driving the vehicle
instead. In fact, the more you think about it, the more bizarre the idea becomes. Why?
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Enthusiast Publications. How do you respond to commentary about an article written
by a performance favoring resource? They've been publishing reviews for enthusiasts for
decades. Their reputation is built upon the study of design to deliver speed &
handling. Acceleration reports are their life-blood. They drive vehicles hard to report
findings for you to satisfy curiosity... not for the purchase of a family hauler. Your desire
for "sport" is fulfilled, not wallet protection. That's fine for enthusiasts, but in no way
representative of mainstream interest. That made the recent article comparing Volt to
Prime a source of quandary. I ended up posting:
A fundamental problem with this article is the source it came from. Dating all the way
back to 1999, nothing published from a performance magazine about Prius ever made
sense. It's a mainstream vehicle, not something for enthusiasts. Yet, they still write
about it, since that draws attention to them. So, we keep getting new articles.
Right from the start, it was problematic. With a mainstream perspective, you want to
compare base models... since that's what those buyers will first consider for
purchase. Ordinary showroom shoppers consider what packages to step up to based upon
what they find from that entry-level offering. Comparing the Premier model to
Advanced clues us in to the intended audience, one clearly different from mainstream
buyers.
The true reveal of intent was the terrible representation of efficiency. Why the exclusion
of efficiency ratings? Omitting that, yet including detail of acceleration observations is
an blatant indication of what they prefer, which is clearly different from someone
interested in what the plug actually delivers. Simply specifying EV capacity doesn't
really tell much. Perhaps they don't understand what those values mean.
54 MPG combined rating for Prime verses 42 MPG combined rating for Volt should be
obvious. Why was such obvious efficiency information excluded?
133 MPGe for Prime verses 106 MPGe for Volt won't be understand by ordinary
consumers. Shouldn't the job of journalists be to explain what that means, rather than
avoid mention of those ratings?
25 kWh/100 miles rating for Prime verses 31 kWh/100 miles rating for Volt tells us the
true story. Yet, that wasn't included in the article either. It reveals to us how much less
efficient of an electric vehicle Volt really is. Prime shines in this regard. Why only a 6
(out of 10) for efficiency then? It simply makes no sense giving Volt a 10 once you
discover that detail. Volt is a guzzler of electricity in comparison.
Needless to say, the article caters to a "performance" audience, which misleads about the
purpose of Prime.
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Welcome. What do you do when you encounter a die-hard GM supporter who just
joined the big Prius forum and posted this: "That'd be pretty frustrating if I was a Gen 1
PiP owner looking to upgrade to a Gen 2." Being such a staunch Volt enthusiast and
having purchase a Bolt out-of-state, I figured the best approach to his obvious provoke
was to welcome him, as well as point out his position: Hello. I see that you just joined
this forum. Welcome. Having been a very active participant on the Volt website and
now owning a Bolt, you know very well the importance of audience. How many times
did I ask "Who is the market for Volt?" The upgrade from gen-1 to gen-2 is a big one,
providing lots of enhancements. Owners will get lots of EV driving from Prime. They
aren't looking for purity though. The engine will start-up from time to time, just like with
Volt. Notice how you forgot to mention the time/distance criteria for Volt? The point is,
you get outstanding MPG from Prime. So what if the engine runs. Seeing MPG well
above that for even the regular Prius is the point. You get lots of EV for an affordable
price.

1-20-2017

Excuses Again. Witnessing history repeat is fascinating. You are astonished to see
mistakes be repeated. Who would not bother to study the past? Not learning from
previous attempts is just plain stupid. Yet, that's what I see. What would you call such
carelessness? It grows from innocent comments, like: "With over twice the EV range and
Hold mode, a Volt doesn't need a charge-mode to drag down its highway fuel economy.
But if desired, Mountain mode can be used to provide 20 miles of EV to a depleted Volt
battery." The omission of real-world data should raise concern. That's what got GM to
change their stance. Initial impressions did not match reality. Look at the claimed
necessities for a 5th seat and 0-60 speeds. Both have stirred major issue, despite realworld data. That realization suddenly makes dealing with the rhetoric far more
complicated. The feature is nothing but a software alteration. No cost is involved. What
does it mean to give drivers a choice? Excuses to justify no offering it is a very good
indication there's a shortcoming being avoided... which is exactly what we saw in the
past. I put it this way: Sounds just like the same weak excuses Volt enthusiasts used
years ago to justify the lack of a HOLD mode. GM ended up delivering that with a midcycle upgrade. The trip I took just last weekend, from Minnesota to Wyoming with stops
in between, would most definitely benefited from having a CHARGE mode. My routine
trips up north would benefit too. There is plenty of driving around once you reach your
destination that could be EV instead. Using some gas while cruising along the highway
to provide that is a good balance of resources... which is what being a hybrid is all about.
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Rogue & Niro. First reviews have emerged. Both are new entries into the SUV hybrid
market. Rogue is Nissan's attempt. With 330,000 purchased in the United States in
2016, there is definite potential to explore. The success of the RAV4 hybrid debut,
which Toyota sold 45,070 of last year, further reinforces the reason to try. Setting expect
is a challenge though. What will buyers want? It looks like a decent effort to
compete. Kia's upcoming Niro takes a different approach at dealing with the same
problem. It appears to be just a crossover wagon, not an actual SUV. The different is no
AWD option. That would make it just like Toyota's upcoming C-HR hybrid
instead. Whatever the case, it is still an endorsement for traditional vehicle
replacement. After all these years of proving battery & motor technology is robust
enough, this next step at affordability and packaging to appeal makes sense. (Next is to
begin to dominate auto shows.) We are clearly making progress... at least with the
technology. We are about to regress politically. That's really unfortunate. To know the
new administration is strongly opposed to change is terribly disappointing. To all those
who voted for that backward thinker, I hope you can overcome pride quickly. We going
to need your help to get out of this self-inflicted disaster.

1-20-2017

New Venue, fanbois. After years of just barely hanging on, that daily blog for Volt has
been all but abandoned. Bolt ended up killing it. There's simply nothing of interest
related to Volt to draw attention anymore. The valuable accidental-reveals from
arguments against Toyota have become highly unlikely now too. It's a resource that ran
its course. So, the fanbois have moved on. I'm finding the same names elsewhere. The
catch is, those other venues are only new to them. They are well established... by those
who took the "too little, too slowly" concern seriously. That makes rhetoric much more
difficult to spread. I obviously like that a lot. Far less nonsense to deal with is
wonderful. They squandered their time, defending a niche with excuses rather than
working to establish something for the masses. I hold a great deal of resentment for their
push against mainstream offerings. Now, I have more allies who feel the same
way. This is going to be fun!

1-21-2017

New Venue, shame. This didn't come from a crazed antagonist attempt to justify Volt, it
was just car enthusiasts without much understanding of mainstream priorities or how
Prius Prime actually works: "It's a shame the PRIME's electric motors are so small.
Buyers will need to learn how to put it in hybrid mode before entering highways..." It
took careful consideration of how to actually respond. With so many different
approaches available, I chose to reply with: The assumptions many make online never
cease to dumbfound me. You'd think they wouldn't knee-jerk react to numbers. Yet, we
see it all the time. Thankfully, the test-drive experience reveals the true situation. That's
the audience Toyota is targeting, those who give it a try, not those who just read
enthusiast publications. The current Prius PHV offers 38 kW (51 hp) in EV mode. I've
merged onto the highway quite a number of times without the engine starting with
mine. Prius Prime bumps up the EV power to 68 kW (91 hp). So, it's very clear ordinary
driving is easily covered. Spreading of a misconception about a "learn how" owner
necessity ends here & now. EV-AUTO MODE is what those reading this need to learn
about. That's a feature Prime offers in between EV and HV modes, when you want to
favor EV as much as possible but need extra power in rare circumstances. In other
words, that shame above is without merit. Please don't make assumptions. Upgrades
offer improvements. Learn about them.
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New Venue, obstruct. I wasn't surprised to read this: "12.2 seconds is slow enough to
obstruct traffic." I knew exactly what to post in return too: What traffic? You're
implying maximum acceleration is needed, without any context or example
whatsoever. You've been greenwashed to believe faster is necessary. Driving a Prius
PHV for 88K miles, I know quite well that is definitely not the case. I don't have to drop
the pedal to the floor when merging onto highways. I have already test-driven a Prius
Prime (while enduring the long delivery wait for mine) too. It effortlessly merged onto
the 70 mph highway into to traffic in EV mode just fine, even with the electric-heater
running. The claim of obstruction is without merit. Wanting more power to be a leader,
rather than just going along with the flow of traffic, is fine. There is plenty of real-world
experience proving there is not a need for it though.

1-21-2017

New Venue, efficiency. I really enjoyed responding to this: "The difference between 106
mpge and 133 mpge is also huge. I wonder why..." It really makes me wonder how
people will reply in return to my post: There are many, many factors of influence beyond
weight & aerodynamics. Pointing out why Prime has a more efficient EV drive than Volt
will result in much retaliation though. So, be prepared for spin. The first reason should
be obvious, the electric-motor. The type of wires and how tightly they are coiled are easy
to understand differences. You can think of the efficiencies gained from just comparing
to CPU design. The material & size make a big difference with electricity consumption
too. The next thing that should easily come to mind is battery chemistry. Tolerances of
electrical operation (discharge, temperature, responsiveness, etc) will have a major
influence on the output. Then there's the not-so-obvious, the controllers & software. So
many hardware components and lines of coding could have an impact about how the
system operates. Heck, there's even the connections & wiring to take into
consideration. GM's emphasis on simply providing more battery capacity reduced the
priority of squeezing out greater efficiency from everything else. Toyota didn't take
KWH for granted like that... hence the resulting higher MPGE value.

1-21-2017

New Venue, phaseout. A newly relocated antagonist posted: "But the tax-credit doesn’t
go from $7,500 to 0. It's phased out." He has been a royal pain in the you-knowwhat. Having him misplaced in this new venue, no longer in a safe haven should be
interesting. I hit him with: Once the quantity limit is triggered, the phaseout starts a
timer. The credit value is then reduced and the limit switches to a measure based on
months. Success of Bolt will bring about that $0 problem well before the product-cycle
for gen-2 Volt is complete. How will GM sell Volt profitably then? There is currently a
heavy dependence on the tax-credit money and battery-cost reduction is not enough to
compensate. Toyota is already positioned to deal with that. (They have far more taxcredits still available too.) The Prime base-model MSRP is just $27,100. Mock &
Belittle all you want about battery-size. Prime is designed to deal with the lack of
subsidies. Volt is not. That's a harsh business reality we will watch play out in the next
few years.
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New Venue, superiority. It was only a matter of time before ranting about domestic
automakers being better and (ironically) hydrogen being a distraction got posted. That
came about on a thread comparing Volt to Prime, in comments related to that recent
enthusiast publication. It wasn't about to let it get any traction. I jumped on that right
away, firing off: Misleading about the other choices is a terrible approach to promoting
electric propulsion. That 25 mph limitation is only prior to the system warming up and
only applies to the models without a plug. So, it makes no sense whatsoever even
mentioning it. What do you think the competition is anyway? If you believe it is other
plug-in vehicles, you've lost your mind. They represent only a teeny tiny fraction of the
market. Sales of traditional vehicles are absolutely crushing the choices offering a
plug. Grow up and stop with the rhetoric! There's no place for that. We need to find
ways together to offer affordable plug choices for mainstream buyers that automakers &
dealers will gladly supply. That doesn't come about from misleading.

1-21-2017

President Who? Remember way back when, shortly after hybrid rollout began
here? The impressive PNGV (Partnership for the Next Generation of Vehicle) program
was canceled. That was the very effort which inspired Prius. It was the federally funded
program to support research & development of advanced automotive technology to
deliver clean & efficient solutions. Only Americans automakers were allowed to
participate. Those from Japan were forced to compete without the same
opportunity. Little did anyone now such exclusion would result in a profoundly better
vehicle far sooner. Anyone, the program was replaced with "Freedom Car". What a
joke. It didn't get as much funding, the timeline was extended dramatically, and
expectations were lowered. That effort was clearly greenwashing, a ruse to distract &
delay. What a terrible letdown by that new administration. Most people have no idea
such a major undermining action ever took place. That same naive nature is what those
proclaiming "give him a chance" will allow similar action to happen again. Heck, the
repeating of history is what my blogs are loaded with. Complaint after complaint about
not recognizing patterns fell on ears of those in great denial. Yesterday introduced us to
a new president. Do you really know who he is? Already having strong ties to the oil
industry and having proclaimed strong support for the coal industry during his campaign,
there is reason for concern. Don't just sit by, choosing to react after the fact rather than
stating demands. This is America. Shouldn't our market be the leader in green
acceptance? Embracing solar & wind offers so much potential for new employment
opportunity. Why not push for action before any executive decisions are made. Make
sure it is well understood that we what abundant renewable electricity in our future. It
makes no sense investing heavily in oil & coal. I know this all too well, having some
family in Wyoming. The potential demonstrated here in Minnesota makes the solution so
obvious. We just need to make sure others see that too. Start with a serious
consideration of Prius Prime... an affordable plug-in for the masses.
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Delivery Delay. When you study Prius Prime, it becomes easy to see the future soon to
arrive. We aren't talking years from now, after there's a scramble to deal with tax-credit
expirations. It's later this year, once ramp-up is achieved. Toyota worked hard to deliver
a configuration actually capable of competing with traditional vehicles, not dependent
upon subsidies or incentives. That's something GM has yet to address... and the fanbois
know that all too well. It's why the rhetoric attempts on that new venue failed to stir
interest. Not being on their blog that catering to cheerleading has confirmed a variety of
shortcomings. They wouldn't listen to me, but could simply use the label of "troll" to get
their message heard. That doesn't work elsewhere... which they are finding out the hard
way. No more spotlight. No more cheering. No more control. They have to address the
true problems. That's quite vindicating; however, it can be humbling too. There are true
problems. There are delivery delays of Prius Prime. We aren't sure how much each
factor influences the overall results. All we know is there are bottlenecks in the
production/assembly process. This is how I summarized the situation for a good
friend: Worldwide rollout all at once, combined with carbon-fiber and wave-glass
manufacturing challenges, along with industry sensor shortages, is a recipe for delay.

1-22-2017

Back to asking "Who?" The attempt to move on to growth took me back to audience
again. Reading this comment from that on-going Volt to Prime comparison article did it:
"The whole point of driving a PHEV like the Volt is that you are driving it as close as you
can to 100% of the time in EV mode. If you are doing the same in the Prime that means
you’re stuck with a 91 hp car most of the time. No thanks." Most people have absolutely
no clue what the numbers actually correlate to. They only know that more is better, from
having been told that. Actual firsthand experience is an entirely different matter. I
know. I have extensive experience. That much real-world data emboldens what you
say. Hopefully, it wasn't too abrasive: 91 horsepower may not be to your liking, but it is
clearly enough. With the 51 horsepower available in the Prius PHV (which I have been
driving for nearly 5 years), local errand running and cruising along at 60 mph works just
fine. Heck, I even routinely accelerate onto the highway without the gas-engine firing
up. Adding another 40 horsepower raises the electric-only speed threshold to 84 mph
and allows you to mash the pedal to the floor. I test-drove a Prime (while trying to
patiently await the delivery of mine). Even with the electric-heater running, acceleration
onto the nearby 70 mph highway was no big deal. That 91 horsepower of EV is up to the
chore. The desire for more horsepower is easy to acknowledge. Though, that begs the
question of who will be willing to pay for it? Who does Volt & Prime appeal to? Who
are the intended buyers?
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Appearance or Technology? A new post this morning was about the shopping
experience someone had. He and his wife simply couldn't get over the looks of Prius, so
they purchased a Volt instead. It's entirely possible the "ugly white plastic" was a
deterrent, but that's why there is an choice to get black instead. Of course, he never
actually test-drove a Prime. He didn't even mention seeing one. My guess is there was
an assumption of bigger battery only, not an entirely different interior & exterior...
despite the 23 Prime photos included in the article. So, I injected this into the
discussion: Huh? Your comments were about the regular Prius, not Prime. This further
confuses what you posted: "The full electric miles with no charging anxiety gives it an
advantage that Toyota's technology just can't match. Car and Driver was right on with
their honest review." Are you unaware that Prime provides 25 miles of full electric
driving, at speeds up to 84 mph? With the new electric gas-injected heat-pump, it's even
more efficient than what is offered for Volt. What is the "can't match" claim about
technology based upon? Are you unaware that Toyota builds other hybrids with more
powerful electric motors? Take a look at the RAV4 hybrid. Think about how little it
would take to add a plug. Being a SUV with AWD makes it an especially appealing
candidate for battery augmentation.

1-23-2017

The Nightmare Begins. Reading this today was confirmation of the disaster we feared:
"...a loosening of environmental rules and taxation for a major increase in
manufacturing in the US." The context of that isn't necessary to even bother wasting any
time on. We knew this administration was determined to turn back progress. It was
inevitable. Elections of the past made it easy. They'd simply promise lower gas
prices. That was all people needed to hear... since no other solution was realistic for
mass acceptance yet. Now, we have far more than just a handful of choices. There are a
large assortment of hybrids, plug-in hybrids, and electric-only vehicles either already
available or being promoted as available in the next few years. That large of an
alternative presence is too much to dismiss or ignore. That's why the technology itself
isn't getting attention from the new administration. In fact, it's being ignored entirely. I
haven't heard any mention whatsoever. All efforts are focused on undoing mandates
established by our previous 8 years of environmental & technological advancement. It
goes well beyond a "why bother" attitude. The feeling now an attitude of "that has been
proven ineffective". We are watching a strong effort to bring back dirty guzzlers. The
nightmare begins today with this confirming of intent. The goal was reachable too. They
just didn't want to. Imagine telling your children how we had the ability, but decided
they weren't important enough to try.
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Focus. Trying to get back to the simple things hasn't been easy. There's a lot of barriers
to overcome, which makes getting stuck the norm. That's where "be patient" gets
abused. Legitimate delay turns into excuses if you are not careful Objectivity is nearly
impossible online though. The venue doesn't promote that; instead, it encourages
participation through rhetoric. That's what compels many to sound off... hence the
problems we had with the election. Focus was on hype, not constructive
exchanges. Needless to say, that situation applies to the clean & efficient market
too. They focus on praise for engineering achievement... not with the lack of
accomplishment. Addressing the need to reach ordinary consumers is almost a taboo
topic. Heavy dependency on subsidizing through tax-credits is the problem. The
seemingly endless supply is shrinking. We can actually see the end approaching. That's
very bad news for vehicles with uncompetitive MSRPs. A price too high to champion
what mainstream buyers expect spells imminant doom... and the Volt enthusiasts know
it. So, why not focus on what can be accomplished instead... namely the move of Voltec
to a vehicle that will actually result in growth. My commentary on the situation today
was: With the technology GM delivered proven and the pool of enthusiasts exhausted,
there are questions about next steps to achieve growth... even without an administration
opposed to changing the status quo. Concerns of business challenges were brushed aside
in the past, claiming great engineering of Voltec was all that would be needed. We
clearly see now that isn't the case. What should the focus be?

1-24-2017

Unacceptable. Someone totally new to what's left of the daily blog for Volt joined, with
a very open mind. The attempt to be constructive showed signs of weakness right away
though: "Sales growth is not THE GOAL. In a period of lower than average petrol costs,
a compelling design, efficiency, unit profitability, marketing value, and sales volume are
ALL important. If GM has found right volume mixes for the Volt and Bolt in the current
economic climate they are doing the right thing for GM." The fallback to defending the
status quo with excuses emerged far too soon. That was a big let down, especially on a
discussion thread addressing the problems EPA now faces under this new
administration. Deflated about the lost potential, I replied with: EPA rulings being
changed will continue to keep gas costs low for many, many years to come. The right
thing to do is pushing for sales growth regardless. That means offering a configuration
fitting that criteria… compelling, efficient, profitable, marketable… in highvolume. Otherwise, the clean tech only makes it to a limited number of drivers. Each
sale of a plug-in means one less dirty guzzler in traffic for the next decade. A small
battery-pack is far better than no battery-pack at all. I had to put up with the "wait for
gen-2 rollout" promises for years, despite knowing the push for more drilling and more
pipelines would result in cheap gas challenges. Yet, excuses for delay were the
mantra. Climate-Change is a problem now. Clean air is a problem now. Good enough is
unacceptable.
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What Does Competitive Mean? I really wanted to get a sincere answer, instead: "It
means GM has a 200+ BEV targeted for mainstream buyers and Toyota does not have
one." Getting that was annoying. The greenwash of more is better clouds
judgment. How can that be the only solution to replacing traditional vehicles? They are
the competition on the showroom floor. Knowing that basically anything I post is futile,
it's difficult finding a way to proceed. But if you want others to break out of that
mindset, you have to keep trying: How can not having any competition be the definition
of competitive? The competition we've been expecting from GM is for Volt technology
to be offered as a model choice for its own mainstream vehicles, not conquest sales from
other automakers. Toyota is working to have its own traditional offerings compete with
plug-in hybrid models of the same vehicle. Imagining a Prime version of RAV4 is very
easy, especially now that we've seen how affordably that was achieved for Prius. Bolt
seems like an abandonment, as if Volt was only a stop-gap until a long-range EV could
be delivered. Will we ever see a Malibu hybrid with a plug offered? What about any
type of Equinox hybrid? How will AWD and towing requirements be fulfilled? Do you
really expect GM customers to just purchase a Bolt instead? In other words, know your
audience. Who the competition is makes a huge difference. If GM customers don't have
better choices, they'll just settle for traditional models.

1-25-2017

Audience Differences. It's very interesting to read the results of the same testing
interpreted a very different way. Good Housekeeping published an article listing Prius
Two Eco as the "best new hybrid". That wasn't the conclusion Car & Driver came to
though. Their audiences have basically nothing in common. One caters to ordinary
mainstream consumers, the other automotive enthusiasts. So, it totally makes sense to
see their opinions vary so much. Testing involved driving 1,200 miles on both test tracks
and open roads. Rating included value, safety, smoothness, handling, interior design,
comfort, and onboard technology.

1-26-2017

What Happened? Emotion is stirring. Consequences of Volt failing to target GM's own
showroom shoppers is increasingly becoming a problem. That realization of conquest
not paying the bills really hurts. It's not a victory if loyal customers don't change. Yet,
this gets asked anyway: "Why can't it be conquest sales of mainstream (non-plugin)
vehicles from competitors?" That clear denial of the situation is deflection, attempting to
justify an outcome that didn't achieve the goals that were set. I'm getting really tired of
the fight to keep the status quo. Change is necessary. Find a way to deal with it. Stop
making excuses. Look at how much Prius Prime differs from gen-3 Prius. Both were
configured to appeal to the masses. Both faced major challenges to fulfill requirements
of a difficult market. Volt didn't do that. Production cost is far too high. That much EV
range was not needed. That much power was not needed. Improved efficiency & seating
was. To make matters worse, we're seeing an acceptance of diesel... despite the VW
cheating scandal having seriously damaged appeal for diesel. In dismay, I
posted: Continuing to turn a blind eye to all the popular cars & SUVs that GM produces
is just plain terrible. What a horrible attitude. That is totally unacceptable… especially
after so many years of plug-in promises. Remember all the hope for Voltec to be spread
to other vehicles? What happened? Why are Cruze & Equinox getting diesel instead?
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Blind Eye. There has been a ramping of of rhetoric lately: "What has Toyota done?
Nothing other than a hydrogen fool cell science project." The reason is simple, the
competition is coming. Toyota is deploying Prius Prime to dealers under the must-hold
program. They are forced to retain a demo-model for 6 months. After that, it can be
sold. Until then, there is a guarantee customers will have something to look at and test
drive. That was a very effective rollout technique we saw with the Classic model. It was
a painful process though. You'd have to endure the long delivery wait after placing your
order. I did that back then and I'm doing it again now. That time seems to drag on
forever. But during the Winter here in Minnesota, it's easier. I can wait until Spring
emerges. Photos & Video will be much easier then. Anywho, this was my punch back:
Sounds like an alternate reality. By year end, Toyota would have introduced and rolled
out in that same time:
- C-HR hybrid
- RAV4 hybrid
- Corolla hybrid
- Prius v
- Prius c
- Prius PHV
- Prius Prime
There were also these next-gen upgrades to long-available hybrid offerings:
- Prius
- Camry hybrid
- Highlander hybrid
In addition to new vehicles & upgrades, the production of dual-wave glass (for better
aerodynamics) and low-cost carbon-fiber (for weight reduction) has also been put in
place.
The attempt to evade answering the on-topic question about diesel and instead attempting
to divert attention to hydrogen is quite telling. The claim that Toyota hasn't done
anything is a flat out denial, which makes your reply quite ironic: "Who's turning a blind
eye?"

1-26-2017

Nissan Rogue Hybrid. Some details have been released. It will come with a 4-cylinder
2.0 liter gas-engine and a 30 kW electric-motor. Resulting 176 horsepower is lower than
the 194 from the RAV4 hybrid, which has a larger engine (2.5 liter) and more powerful
front electric-motor (104 kW). The Toyota also has a rear electric-motor (50
kW). Nothing was mentioned about towing for the Nissan. We know that Toyota's is
1,750 pounds. Resulting efficiency from the AWD model is 33 MPG, which is 1 MPG
higher. Rogue price is expected to be similar; however, RAV4 comes with pre-collision
braking, adaptive cruise, automatic high-beams, and lane-departure alert with steering
assist standard. In other words, it will likely be a nice choice for Nissan customers but a
challenge to compete with Toyota. Seeing Nissan make this move is reassuring. Nothing
but EV offerings could make the future difficult. A mix with hybrid balances out the
product-line. Not everyone has access to a plug.
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Desperate Deflection. It's getting really bad: "How much longer do we have to deal with
*too little too late* from Toyota?" The news of Equinox getting a diesel upgrade rather
than Voltec has infuriated the last of the enthusiasts. Everyone else has given up and
moved on. That's why we see so much attention being paid to Bolt. Discussion of Volt
is just a distance memory now. Sales settling at a rate well below sustainability is a very
real concern. It's too expensive to survive without tax-credit subsidizing, money GM
would prefer to use for Bolt instead. So, getting that desperate deflection, I asked about
Equinox diesel: Why is GM endorsing such a dirty & inefficient technology? It simply
makes no sense, especially so long after having rolled out Volt. The expectation has
been that their popular selling compact SUV would finally get a Voltec system; instead,
it gets diesel. No amount of spin will make that competitive with a plug-in hybrid. GM's
weak attempt to supposedly compete is being called out. Say whatever you want about
Toyota. They already offer a compact SUV with AWD that has a hybrid system, which
continues to sell very well. We know the hybrid design can accommodate a larger
battery & plug too. GM doesn't have either. That's why you have to deal with it. How
much longer must we wait?

1-27-2017

Critical Decision Time. My ranting has begun. It's time to push for change. Hearing
that we must endure more of the same isn't acceptable, especially with the rapidly
growing problems coming from the new administration. There's an obvious effort to
undermine progress. Controversial oil projects are getting clearance to proceed and work
is being done to dismantle environmental protection acts. I came out swinging
today: Seeing Volt almost vanish entirely from discussions, now that Bolt is available,
has stirred curiosity. But it was avoidance of the topic of Equinox that keeps me coming
back, especially with so much favor for the Chrysler's plug-in Pacifica
recently. Avoidance of the topic of Two-Mode prior to Volt rollout remained a nagging
theme. Why was that history an issue? Despite such obvious parallels, there was a fierce
effort to evade references pointing that out. Volt was the successor after all. How come
acknowledgement of that was such a problem? Then it hit me: GM's preference for
SUVs over cars. The reason for gen-2 Volt remaining a compact car with rear-seating
size complaints not having been addressed was the clue. There's more room in a
SUV. Any hint of GM planning to offer Equinox with Voltec would have an immediate
negative impact on Volt sales. No wonder even the mere mention of showroom shopping
stirred such anger. It really was the true source of concern. Volt's biggest threat is GM
wanting to sell SUVs instead. Equinox is already a best-seller. Adding the plug-in
system to it would make a major draw... enough to raise concern from die-hard Volt
enthusiasts. There's a very real fear of cutting losses. The plug-in market is volatile and
compact cars are not popular. The hope of gen-2 Volt reaching a sustainable sales level,
enough to overcome tax-credit expiration, is far from certain. Watch how things play
out. A critical decision time is approaching.
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Too Late For What? The concern is very easy to see now. Like with both the downfall
of Two-Mode and gen-1 Volt, the situation becomes clear as the 2-year mark
approaches. Rather than making excuses though, there are attempts to somehow claim
Toyota failed. The obvious question is: what? Stating goals was always the
problem. Enthusiasts would evade accountability... and have been for many, many
years. Continuing that has become extremely difficult though, hence the approach
change... they repel... I strike right where they are most vulnerable. Changing the status
quo is my goal. They are stuck in a rut and don't want to admit it. This was my provoke:
"Too Little, Too Slowly" was the concern expressed as part of the bankruptcy
recovery. The response to that was assurance that Volt would target the mainstream and
become an ordinary part of the product-line, an improvement loyal GM buyers will
choose instead. Gen-1 ended up falling well short of that. We were told to be patient,
the next-gen would overcome sales obstacles. Gen-2 ended up falling short too. We were
told to continue to be patient.
That's changing now. The response is switching to "Too Little, Too Late" expressed
about the supposed competition. That's clearly an attempt to draw attention elsewhere, to
conceal the true on-going problem of "Over Promise, Under Deliver". That was the very
problem GM was dealing with prior to the bankruptcy. Evidence is building to reveal
something significant must change.
More and more, it's becoming undeniable that GM delivered a "sport" car rather than
something intended to result in an improvement in the product-line. Bolt is what Volt
should have been. GM delivered that long-awaited roomy interior to a different
vehicle. Volt didn't get the much requested upgrade.
The explains why the idea of Equinox with Voltec results in so much
deflection. Evidence is growing that people will be happy to trade EV range of a
compact car for a plug-in SUV instead. In fact, that is why Bolt isn't a SUV. It's not
even a FWD crossover. It's a wagon, so it won't clash with GM's upcoming reset.
No matter what the spin or the number of deflect attempts, that reality of Volt
unsuccessfully drawing sales of loyal GM customers cannot be avoided. GM sees how
Toyota, Mitsubishi, Hyundai, and Nissan are all preparing to deliver plug-in hybrid
SUVs. We even got a hint recently that Ford may be working on that too. Voltec was
claimed to be a "game changer". What happened to that GM leadership we told to
expect?
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